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An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax 

Bruce K. Waltke and M. O'Connor 

Preface 

The Scope and Purpose of This Book 

An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax is in two senses an intermediary grammar of the language of the Hebrew Bible. It is, 
first of all grammar designed for study by those who have mastered the fundamentals of the language and possess a good
grasp of its phonology and morphology as well as a working vocabulary. Second, it is an intermediary between basic study
and the vast array of research literature, a tool to prepare readers to take up that body of writing as they take up the great and
difficult corpus of ancient Hebrew scriptures. This volume is presented both as a textbook and as a work of reference and
study. There exists in English no up-to-date intermediate or advanced grammar of Biblical Hebrew and the lack has long been
recognized. We have attempted to present both a body of knowledge (providing, as it were, the "right answers") and a sample
of analytical and descriptive approaches (suggesting the "right questions"). Introductory Hebrew grammar is largely a matter of
morphology, and the word-class or part-of-speech approach we have taken up should follow from such an introductory 
program. Word-class theory has a respectable antiquity and, as a result of recent research on the organization of the lexicon,
a brightening future. The framework is. we hope, conservative enough to be broadly accesible but serious enough to allow us
to escape some of the confusions of earlier grammars of Hebrew. New terminology has been introduced cautiously. 
Reference grammars are available; every advanced student of the Hebrew text needs to have at hand the grammar of
Gesenius, Kautzsch, and Cowley to check a variety of details in ample and well-informed framework. This volume does not 
seek to replace GKC or comparable works available in other languages. We do not take account of every exception and
anomaly. The book rather seeks to be used both before and alongside such works, pointing to the explorations of more recent
generations of scholars, both in detail and in the structure of the overall framework and reconsidering the views of the older
works in light of those exploration. 
As a teaching grammar, this volume seeks not merely to describe the syntax of Biblical Hebrew; but to provide some
explanatory depth to the description. Students emerge from an introductory course in Hebrew ready to begin to confront the
text, and this volume stands among the books that can help them. Among these books, if consulted on the fly, tend to
fragment a reader's view of problems. while commentaries tend to narrow the focus too closely. Specialized grammatical
studies are sometimes forced to argue a thesis too closely or to cover all the data too briskly. 
As a tool in reading and exegesis, this volume seeks to encourage attention to the difficulties of a text in a written language
from the ancient world of a different culture. Too brief a program of study in Hebrew can be misleading or even dangerous;
facile mastery can make students believe that they grasp a text when all they hold is a memory of a received translation. The
distortions of using the Hebrew language as the key to an alien mindset are not part of our program; current scholarship has
outgrown such views. But Hebrew remains a foreign language to native speakers of English and other European languages.
This grammar seeks to help them realize the character of that foreignness, primarily with regard to the interaction of syntax
and semantics. We are concerned with what the forms of Hebrew mean, how those meanings can be appropriated, and,
incidentally, and chiefly by example, how those meanings can be rendered in English. 
The great native-speaker tradition of Hebrew grammar associated with medieval Jewry is first basis of this study. This tradition 
has been passed on for centuries, and it fed into the modern European tradition canonized by Wilhelm Gesenius in first
quarter of the nineteenth century. The second basis is modern linguistic study, its roots contemporary with Gesenius and its 
first flowers contemporary with the edition of Gesenius's grammar currently in print in English (1910). On these two bases this
grammar stands, learning now more on one, now more on the other. The aim of this volume is not novelty; indeed, too much
novelty would not be appropriate. Yet the enormous body of scholars concerned with Hebrew Bible has produced much that is
new, and each new view or concept repositions and reshapes all other facets of the grammar, however slightly. It is safe to
say, then, that any reader will find something new here, and safer to say that each reader will find something to disagree with.  
Although this is not a comprehensive syntax of the Hebrew Bible, it provides a full overview of the topic and draws on a rich
and diverse body of scholarship . Important studies by, for example , F. I. Andersen, Ernst. Jenni, and Dennis Pardee are here
for the first time brought into survey of Hebrew grammar; other studies are evaluated, still others cited only in passing. Like
David Qimhi, we are often gleaners following reapers. Some of the distortions to be found in the literature are criticized. The
bibliography will direct students not only to the works we have used here, but also to reference works and to studies on
Hebrew phonology and morphology, topics not treated here. We have provided a basic bibliography of Biblical Hebrew studies
because no such tool is currently available. 
Though we aim to help students in evaluating and appraising the secondary literature, we are not directly concerned with such
appraisals. We have not been able to use and cite as wide a range of materials as we would like, but the range is
considerable. Much new literature has appeared during the years we have been at work. In cases where only details of our
exposition were affected, we were better able to incorporate new findings and views. On larger issues we were often unable to
revise and reshape as much as we would have liked, in response to a variety of recent introductory grammars as well as major
scholarly contributions, for example, Shelomo Morag's paper on Qumran Hebrew, Jaakov Levi's essay on Die Inkongruenz im 
biblischen Hebräisch, and John Huchnergard's monograph on Ugaritic Issuesof Hans-Peter Müers new journal Zeitschrift für 
Althebraistik only reached us the in the last stages of our work.
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Some other bases of the volume need notice. Comparitive semitic data has been drawn on to illuminate and provide
perspectives, though we presuppose no knowledge of the other languages. Given our two primary bases, this use in
inevitable. The earliest Hebrew grammarians spoke Arabic as well as Hebrew, so the tradition begins with a comparitive bias.
The decipherment of cuneiform and the development of modern grammars of Akkadian has affected the interpretation of every
facet of the Hebrew verb. Alongside Arabic and Akkadian, the great languages originally spoken south and east of Hebrew,
are the other languages of ancient Levant, Hebrew's closest relatives Moabite, Ammonite, and Phoenician-Punic as well as 
the older language of Ugarit and the more distantly related Aramaic languages. Citation of comparitive Semitic data is
restrained, but is always in our judgment crucial to the argument at hawl. Similarly crucial is comparitive data from English and
other European languages.Contrastive analysis of languages is now commonplace in modern language teaching. Such
information serves to remind students how their own and related languages work. Not all students have a broad and firm
grounding in linguistics this book presupposes no acquaintances with that subject — and English may be taken as a fixed and 
engaging point of reference. The use of English-language data serves, atleast in part, to expose the preunderstandings of 
English readers. Indeed, in the light of an "exotic" language like Hebrew, English turns out to be an "exotic" language, too, In
the labor of reading or translation, the target language is no more "natural" or "correct" than the source language.  
The shape of the book is irregular—we have not sought to balance exactly the various aspects of Hebrew or to divide up the 
materials into equal portions. A proper grasp of the Piel stem or the prefix conjugation requires the use of concepts and 
notions that may seem overly theoretical. The chapter on the preposition, in contrast, may seem to largely lexical. certain
topics are not treated fully: the adverbs, especially the negative particles, do not receive the focused attention they might,
though there are relevant references throughout. The labor of the writing of each book must be limited or at least called to a
halt.  

The Use of This Book 

The structure of this volume is largely topical and logical rather than pedagogical. Teachers and students are free to approach
the material as they like and make adaptations appropriate to their own program and circumstances. After the opening section,
any of the four remaining sections can be taken up; the various tables of contents and the topical index should facilitate cross-
checking. In each of those sections, certain chapters require conceptual exposition, while others demand review and
consideration of the examples in context. We have provided many, many examples in full or extended citation, with glosses
(not translations). The examples are all from the Bible, with three or four exceptions, where it is clear that a modern imitation of 
Biblical Hebrew is being given. Students are urged to read the examples quoted here and eventually to check them (and the
other examples cited in the notes) in the biblical context. Because examples are sometimes excerpted and abridged, they do
not necessarily reflect the actual text. The renderings given here tend to present a dynamic equivalent, sometimes
complemented by a more literal gloss reflecting the grammatical point at issue — though the term lit. is sometimes used 
loosely. A few Hebrew words are left unglossed, and renderings of a biblical excerpt may vary from section to section of the
book. The English versions are not strictly a help or a trot — readers should try to explain (or improve on) our sugestions, often 
drawn from modern versions, and should consider possible alternatives. Interpretive additions are given in brackets, while
other additions, including grammatical information, appear in parantheses. Final ellipses are generally not used in Hebrew text.
Verse is set off in lines where such an arrangement would require no extra space. Single quotation mark (' / ') are used for
glosses and renderings, double marks (" / ") for quotations and technical terms. 

A one-year-long approach to teaching the work would involve devoting approximately one week to each of twenty-eight 
chapters or pairs of chapters, leaving for cursory review or study outside classes chapters 1–3, 5, 15 19 and combining 11 and 
12, 24 and 25, and 27 and 28. some teachers may prefer to skip individual sections and reshape the material in other ways.
We anticipate preparing a shorter version of this grammar, perhaps equipped with exercises and key and more suitable for a
brief course, and invite comments from users of this volume. Experienced teachers know that grammar becomes significant of
students only as they are led to use it. In any format, intermediate or advanced grammatical study should accompany the
reading of the masterpieces of biblical prose, such as the Joseph and Ruth stories, as well as some of the major biblical
poems such as Psalm 100 and the Song of Hannah. During such reading students should apply the principles outlined here 
and begin to use grammar both for reference and for extended study. The brief glossary covers chiefly grammatical terms,
chiefly those liable to confusion and those unlikely to be found in other reference works; in no sense is it intended to compete
with the text of the book. 
The indexes cover four fields: topics, modern authorities cited, Hebrew words, and biblical passages. Used with chapter tables
of contents the topical index should direct students to any relevant discussion here.  
The biblical text is generally quoted from Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (1977), though in some cases we have preffered the 
evidence of the Masoretic margins (Qere) or other Masorctic manuscripts, or the Samaritan Pentateuch, or we have cited a 
text reflected in the ancient versions or an emendation. For the perpetual(Qere) readings, we use the long form of Jerusalem 
and the feminine third singular pronoun where appropriate; we leave the Tetragrammaton unpointed. Cases in which we vary
from BHS are rare: this volume is no substitute for an introduction to text-critical problems. In quoting the Hebrew text some of 
the more anamalous readings of the Leningrad codex are retained (e.g., 1 Sam 9:21 and Ruth 3:9, with BHS against the text 
of the earlier Biblia Hebraica of 1937 [BH3]; Gen 32:18, with BHS and BH3 against other editions), though some are silently 
replaced by a standard text (e. g., a sop pasuq missing from Leningrad but reported for other texts by BHS, as in Exod 20:3). 
(On the basis of his autopsy of the 1971 Makor facsimile edition of Leningrad, J. Alan Groves, of Westminister Theological
Seminary, informs us that the Gen 32:18 variant is probably a typographical error in both BH3 and BHS.) The Masoretic 
accents are given in some cases, and the stress, where it is not final, is marked. Athnach and sop pasuq (but not silluq), major 
verse dividers, are given from the text, and stress is shown with the mark <.. The verse dividers give a sense of a verse's 
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overall shape and are given even where the stress mark is also found; this redundancy reflects the mixed phonological and
syntactic bases of Masoretic accentuation. Stress is shown only as a feature of the word; only main stress is shown; and
stress groups covering several words are thus not set off. In citing single items attested forms are usually given, rather than
dictionary forms, in a few cases in lists athnach instead of sop pasuq is used to show that a form is pausal. Once or twice the 
verse divider of the MT is retained even though the gloss shows that we believe a transposition is necessary. Methegh is given 
either from BHS or as needed, though not all possible cases are supplied. Transliterations follow the now widely accepted 
systems of the major scholarly journals, except in two features: turned e (∂) is used for shewa and e with breve (eç) for hateph 
seghol; and the matres lectionis of plene short vowels are not written with parantheses. This standard system, based as it is
on a dubious reconstruction of Hebrew phonology, is not perfect but it is workable and should be familiar to every student. In
general, Hebrew is given in characters in the text and in transliteration in the notes, but some variation is to be found in both
directions. We have been spare in using the single asterisk (to mark unattested or primitive linguistic forms; *yaqtul) and the 
double asterisk (to mark forms that would be imposible in Hebrew; **yaqtal). Diacritics are, as often as possible while still 
preserving clarity, ommited from pattern words (Piel, not PiÁeÒl). 
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1.1 Introduction 

Page 4

a 
The Hebrew language has been in use from the time of Moses (the archeological era known as the Late Bronze 
Age II, 1400–1200 B.C.E.) to the present. The topic of this grammar, Biblical Hebrew—we use the term for the 
Hebrew used in the composition of scripture as well as in the Masoretic Text (abbreviated MT)—was in use from 
that time through the exilic, post-exilic, and Second Temple periods, a span corresponding in large part to the 
Imperial Age (Neo-Babylonian Empire, 625–540; Persian Empire, 540–330; Hellenistic, 330–60; Roman, 60 
B.C.E. 330 C.E.). Over the course of more than three millennia the Hebrew language has experienced many 
changes; indeed, even over a period of several generations a language undergoes modification. The English we 
speak is not the language of Shakespeare or even Thomas Jefferson. The Middle English language of Chaucer 
and, even more so, the Old English of King Alfred the Great (9th century C.E.) are to us virtually foreign 
languages. The interval between the earliest biblical literature, such as the Song of Moses (Exodus 15) or the 
Song of Deborah (Judges 5), and the latest books of the Bible, such as Esther or Chronicles, is as long as the 
interval between Alfred the Great and us. In contrast to the history of most languages, the Hebrew language has 
exhibited a remarkable uniformity over time. A well educated Hebrew speaker can read and understand Hebrew 
literature from all stages, from the oldest portions of the Hebrew Scriptures to Modern Hebrew.1 

b 
To understand the nature of Biblical Hebrew one needs to know both the family background and history of 
Hebrew in general (1.2-3) and the history of the biblical text in which it was recorded through the time of the 
Masoretes, who standardized all aspects of its transmission (1.5).2 So fundamental is their work to the writing of a 
Hebrew grammar that it deserves separate treatment (1.6). An understanding of the text's history and the work of 
the Masoretes provides insight into some of the problems confronting a linguist attempting to write a grammar of 
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the Masoretic Text. It also helps to explain why variations are not as marked as we would expect in view of the 
geographical, political, and cultural diversity of the tribes in Israel's early history, its bifurcation into two kingdoms 
in its later history, and its later existence in dispersion and exile. Fundamental to the study of Biblical Hebrew is 
the tension between synchrony and diachrony (see also 3.4). A synchronic view considers a language at a single 
point in time. A synchronic view of present-day English would be based on the way the language is used by a 
variety of speakers, speakers from all those areas of the world where English is natively spoken or used as a 
common language of officials (cf. the role of Aramaic in 2 Kgs 18:26 and Ezra 4:7) or scholars or merchants. Such 
a study might also consider written uses of the language, newspapers, magazines (both popular and literary), and 
genre and serious fiction, as well as reports and documents. A diachronic study of English would necessarily rely 
on written sources more than speakers. As the sources grew less familiar, the study would need to devote more 
attention to characterizing them as well as their language. Ideally a linguistic analysis of Biblical Hebrew would 
represent the language diachronically by describing its various stages synchronically; we can only broadly 
analyze the Hebrew language in this way. In a separate section (1.4) we show the limitations of such an approach 
when applied to the Masoretic Text. 
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1.2 Hebrew as a Semitic Language 

a 
Hebrew belongs to the Semitic language family, the historically predominant language group of southwestern 
Asia, the region usually known as the Near East or Middle East. The Semitic family is itself part of the Afroasiatic 
language phylum, the major language group that spans the continents of Africa and Asia.3 

b 
The Semitic family is attested primarily in the relatively compact area of the Near East; accounting for the family 
members is a complex task chiefly because of the enormous time span over which they are used and the 
multiplicity of influences on the region. The languages form a cohesive group linguistically, comparable to the 
Romance languages of Europe, the modern relatives of Latin: French, Spanish, Catalan, Portuguese, Italian, 
Roumanian, and others. There are two major branches of the family, East and West Semitic. Only one language 
belongs to the East Semitic subgroup, Akkadian, the language of the Babylonians and Assyrians of Mesopotamia; 
Akkadian records, in the cuneiform writing system, have historical and literary as well as linguistic relevance to 
biblical studies. The West Semitic group includes Northwest Semitic, Arabic, and South Semitic.4 (North) Arabic is 
the language of the QurÀaÒn and the Islamic religion; the South Semitic group includes the various South Arabian 
languages and the Ethiopian languages. Classical Ethiopic or Geez is no longer spoken; the major Semitic 
languages of the land of Ethiopia are Amharic and Tigrinya. Northwest Semitic languages include the Canaanite 
languages, Biblical Hebrew and its immediate congeners, and the Aramaic languages, important in the biblical 
world.5 About two percent of the Hebrew Bible is written in Aramaic.6 The term "classical Semitic languages" is 
used to refer to the great, pre-modern literary languages, Hebrew, Syriac (an Aramaic tongue), Geez, Arabic,  
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and sometimes also Akkadian; all these are well attested over significant periods of time.7 The major modern 
languages are Arabic (spoken in a variety of dialects as well as a commonly used standard form), Amharic, 
Tigrinya, and Modern Hebrew. 

c 
Texts from the third-millennium site of Tell Mardikh in Syria (ancient Ebla) are written in both Sumerian and a 
Semitic language. The affiliation of this language is unclear: some scholars claim that it is close to the earliest 
forms of Akkadian, while others view it as a primordial Northwest Semitic language. Still other scholars claim that 
Eblaic (or Eblaite) antedates the East-West split in Semitic. Because of the complexity of the ways in which the 
cuneiform writing system was used at Ebla, only prolonged study will resolve the debate.8 

d 
The similarities of the Semitic languages and various tongues of Africa have long been noted. The larger family or 
phylum was once called Hamito-Semitic, based on the idea that the phylum had two distinct parts; in fact, it has 
five (or six). The term Afroasiatic is now standard; also found are Afrasian, Lisramic, and Erythrean. Two 
Afroasiatic families are North African in location: Egyptian, the now extinct language of ancient Egypt (known in its 
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later stages as Coptic), and Berber, a group of languages used chiefly in Algeria and Morocco. Still disputed is the 
view that, within Afroasiatic, Egyptian and Semitic have a close relationship.9 In sub-Saharan Africa are found the 
Chadic family (in Nigeria, Chad, and neighboring countries; major language Hausa) and the Cushitic-Omotic 
family (in the Horn of Africa, i.e., Ethiopia and Somalia; major Cushitic languages are Oromo and Somali). 
Numerous aspects of the development of the Semitic languages can be illuminated by reference to the larger 
Afroasiatic context. 

1.3 History of Hebrew 

1.3.1 Prehistory 

Page 7

a 
It is one of the great ironies of Syro-Palestinian archeology that vastly more documentation for what may be called 
the prehistory of Biblical Hebrew has been found than for the history of the language at the time the Scriptures 
were being recorded. Use of this documentation is difficult, both because the sources are of various types and 
because they are scattered over the whole range of the ancient Near East. These materials are recorded in a 
variety of scripts; in some cases a single personal name contributes evidence of importance comparable to that of 
an entire literary text. A survey of these materials, best called Early Northwest Semitic (ENWS), is beyond the 
scope of this grammar, but a chronological review of major sources may be useful.10 Such a review makes it 
possible to sidestep the questions of exactly how many languages (or dialects) are involved and exactly how they 
are interrelated. 

b 
Late Third Millennium (2350–2000). Traces of ENWS are found in cuneiform Sumerian and Akkadian texts from a 
variety of sites, perhaps including Ebla.11 

c 
Old Babylonian Period (2000–1600). Personal names in the Amorite language are found in texts from the 
Babylonian heartland, from the kingdom of Mari (in the Middle Euphrates valley), and from other Syrian sites. The 
texts from Mari, written in Akkadian, also show common vocabulary of Amorite origin. Amorite names also occur 
in a series of Execration Texts from Twelfth Dynasty Egypt (ca. 2000–1750).12 

d 
Late Middle Bronze-Early Late Bronze (1600–1400). The documentary evidence from this period is slender, 
confined to the so-called Proto-Sinaitic texts, written in the earliest form of the linear alphabet. These inscriptions, 
found on the walls of SeraÒbiÖtÌ el-KhaÒdem, a turquoise-mining area of the Sinai, are usually dated around 1475, 
although some scholars have proposed a higher date. Alphabetic signs are found on jars from Gezer dated to the 
same period, and a few short texts have been found in Palestine.13 

e 
Late Bronze II (1400–1200). There are a small number of alphabetic inscriptions from Syria-Palestine in the Late 
Bronze II period, but pride of place for ENWS studies belongs to materials from Amarna and Ugarit. The Egyptian 
city of Amarna yielded correspondence sent to the pharaohs Amunhotpe III and his son Akhenaten between 1400 
and 1350, largely from the latter half of the period. These letters are written in a form of Akkadian strongly 
influenced by the native Canaanite or ENWS languages of the scribes, employees of the minor kings of Syro-
Palestinian city-states; the letters also contain Canaanite glosses.14 Among the larger of the petty kingdoms of the 
region was Ugarit. It has preserved not only texts written in Akkadian but also texts written in the native language, 
Ugaritic. The script for these is alphabetic in type but, unlike the writing of the Proto-Sinaitic texts and related texts 
ancestral to the European alphabets, the Ugaritic script is wedge-based. Texts written in an Ugaritic-type alphabet 
script have been found at Ras Ibn Hani, a site near Ugarit, and at other sites in Syria-Palestine.15 
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1.3.2 Biblical Hebrew and Congeners 
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a 
Biblical Hebrew is the language of the Hebrew Scriptures.16 The history of that language is bound together in part 
with the history of textual transmission (1.5). Other factors skewing a diachronic analysis of the language deserve 
a separate treatment (1.4). A variety of related languages and dialects, more or less closely related to Hebrew, 
were recorded at the time the Hebrew Scriptures were being written. The Iron Age (1200–540 B.C.E.) forms a 
convenient watershed in the history of Syro-Palestinian languages, though the significance of the year 1200 
should not be exaggerated: the earliest Biblical Hebrew had a great deal in common with Ugaritic and Amarna 
Canaanite. 

b 
The extrabiblical linguistic material from the Iron Age is primarily epigraphic, that is, texts written on hard materials 
(pottery, stones, walls, etc.). The epigraphic texts from Israelite territory are written in Hebrew, in a form of the 
language which may be called Inscriptional Hebrew; this "dialect" is not strikingly different from the Hebrew 
preserved in the Masoretic text. Unfortunately, it is meagerly attested. Similarly limited are the epigraphic 
materials in the other South Canaanite dialects, Moabite and Ammonite; Edomite is so poorly attested that we are 
not sure that it is a South Canaanite dialect, though that seems likely.17 Of greater interest and bulk is the body of 
Central Canaanite inscriptions, those written in the Phoenician language of Tyre, Sidon, and Byblos, and in the 
offshoot Punic and Neo-Punic tongues of the Phoenician colonies in North Africa.18 An especially problematic 
body of material is the Deir Alla wall inscriptions referring to a prophet Balaam (ca. 700 B.C.E.); these texts have 
both Canaanite and Aramaic features.19 W. R. Garr has recently proposed that all the Iron Age Canaanite dialects 
be regarded as forming a chain that actually idcludes the oldest forms of Aramaic as well. 

At one linguistic extreme of the dialect chain is standard Phoenician, and at the other end is Old Aramaic. Of 
the dialects known, Ammonite was most closely related to standard Phoenician. Edomite was related to 
Phoenician as well as to Hebrew. On this dialectical continuum, Hebrew lies closer to standard Phoenician 
than it does to Old Aramaic. Moabite was most closely related to Hebrew; it also possessed distinctive 
Aramaic features. The Deir Alla dialect shared some features with Hebrew (and Canaanite), but most of its 
phonological and morphological inventory was derived from Old Aramaic. Finally, Old Aramaic lies at the 
end of the continuum.20 
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Linguistic affiliation is a comparatively minor issue in relation to the Iron Age epigraphic remains. They are a rich 
source of information about Canaanite morphology, syntax, and literary usage whatever model of dialect structure 
is accepted. 

1.3.3 Later History of Hebrew 

a 
The Hebrew Scriptures are profoundly united in themselves, and because of their focal role in the Jewish 
community they have served to unify that community. This use of scripture has preserved the language against 
forces encouraging diversity and drastic change. The entire range of the sources for the Hebrew language—
extending from scripture through Mishnah, Midrashim, and medieval poetry—retains a degree of linguistic 
uniformity. The greatest influence has been the biblical text. Here is a sample of a relatively free use of biblical 
pastiche in a public letter written by the Renaissance rabbi, physician, and teacher Judah Messer Leon (in the 
translation the biblical references have been supplied): 

I have heard that the cry is gone round about the borders [Isa 15:8] of Bologna, has broadened and wound 
about higher and higher [Ezek 41:7] in the full assemblies [Ps 68:27]. In your house of prayer [Isa 56:7] my 
glory has been put to shame [Ps 4:3] by men of blood and deceit that shall not live out half their days [Ps 
55:24]. It is an enemy that taunts me [Ps 55:13], and all the people perceive the thunderings [Exod 20:15]. 

The author claims here that "an enemy's slanderous vilification ... has been spread throughout the whole of the 
Jewish community of Bologna. He has been held up to public obloquy even in the house of divine worship by 
destructive and deceitful persons, who accordingly are under the curse of a shortened life."21 This passage is one 
example of the style of melisÌa 'adornment'; there are other ways in which Hebrew authors of all ages have infused 
their writings with the language of scripture and the other sources.22 

b 
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The first stage in the post-biblical history of Hebrew is one unknown to the tradition. The scrolls and fragments of 
manuscripts found in the vicinity of the Dead Sea, mostly at the site of Qumran, include, in addition to biblical 
texts and anthologies, a great number of contemporary texts in Hebrew; the texts date from around 200 B.C.E. 
through 135 C.E., some of them antedating the founding of Qumran. Since the Qumran texts are often close in 
subject matter to the biblical text, dealing with cultic behavior, for example, and divine praise, the Hebrew of these 
texts is of special interest.23 
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c 
The first major work in the post-biblical Jewish tradition, the Mishnah, deals with the discussion and resolution of 
problems involving the application of the religious law; it was compiled in the mid-second century C.E. Mishnaic 
Hebrew is the language of the Mishnah and various related contemporary documents. The two Talmuds, the 
Babylonian (ylib.B;) and the Palestinian (ymil.v;Wry>), supplement the Mishnah and contain Mishnaic Hebrew 
materials, as do the Tosefta and halakhic (legal) Midrashim.24 Some of this material was recorded during or 
reflects the age when Mishnaic Hebrew was a language spoken in Palestine (up to 200 C.E.?), and some is later. 
Mishnaic Hebrew is not an offspring of Biblical Hebrew, but a distinct dialect, with its own, largely unknown 
prehistory.25 

d 
During the period from the early third century C.E. to the late nineteenth century, Hebrew was in continuous use 
as a religious language, that is, as a language of prayer and worship as well as religious-legal and scientific 
discussion.26 All educated Jews (viz., Jewish males) were familiar with it to some degree. The language was used 
only in limited speech situations but extensively in writing; its vocabulary was enlarged over earlier forms of the 
language, but its other resources tended to be stable. 

e 
This form of Medieval-Early Modern Hebrew was the basis for the modern language, the spoken tongue of the 
emigrant Jewish community in late nineteenth-century Palestine.27 This language has grown steadily since and is 
the official language of the State of Israel. It is of interest to scholars of Biblical Hebrew as a research language 
and as a source of information about change in phonology and morphology. Many aspects of the syntax of the 
modern language show non-Semitic influence.28 The complexity of the interaction of various phases of Hebrew in 
the modern tongue makes it attractive to students of historical linguistics in general. 
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1.4 Synchronic/Diachronic 

1.4.1 Literary Studies and Grammar 

a 
The study of Biblical Hebrew is neither synchronic, focused clearly on the language at one point in time, nor 
diachronic, directed to the language as it changes over time.29 A number of factors impinge on the question of 
how to view the biblical corpus in relation to the time span during which it was written. Most broadly, two major 
factors concern us: uncertainty about the time of composition, and complicating factors in the production and 
transmission of the text. (A variety of other factors deserve study; there are signs that the speech of men differs 
from that of women; speech addressed to young or old may vary from a standard. Speech itself often differs from 
narrative prose, and there are traces of dialect variation based on region in both.) 

b 
If we consider the dating of only the prose sections of the Hebrew Scriptures, we can see the problems clearly. 
Much of the prose is anonymous and undated, and the extent of various alleged units within the mass of prose is 
unclear. To what extent should the three core books of the Pentateuch be taken together? And to what extent 
should they be taken with Genesis and Deuteronomy? The stories of Elijah and Elisha differ in important ways 
from the archival material that precedes and follows them—how do we account for those ways? These are 
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matters for introductory courses in scripture; what is important here is that we note that biblical critics regularly 
disagree about the dating, authorship, unity, and extent of biblical prose works.30 These problems also obtain in 
the study of the verse, dated and undated, of the Psalter, the sapiential books, and in the prophetic corpus. 

c 
Judgments regarding these literary matters are precisely judgments, considered decisions based on assumptions 
and investigations. In relatively few matters are the judgments well enough grounded to carry conviction for the 
grammarian, especially in light of factors to be mentioned below. Most of the unquestionable judgments involve 
relative dating; for example, all scholars grant that Chronicles is later than (and in some sense based on) the 
Pentateuch and the Former Prophets. 

d 
There are three related skewing processes which are involved in text production and preservation: archaizing, 
modernizing, and smoothing. Archaizing involves writing a text or adjusting a text being copied or edited in such a 
way that it looks or sounds oldfashioned. Often archaizing betrays itself by using older forms or constructions in 
the wrong way. It is important to distinguish archaic usage from archaizing usage. The Authorized Version of the 
English Bible is full of archaisms, that is, words and structures no longer in use in English in the early seventeenth 
century, when it was written, but  
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rather carried over from the first three quarters of the sixteenth century, when the AV's antecedents were written. 
There is an immense gap between Early Modern English, as the English of the AV and Shakespeare is called, 
and our own; a modern writer or preacher who wishes to sound like the AV is engaging in archaizing—such a 
modern will sometimes err in using the wrong form, for example, or in only using a few stylistic tics of AV English. 

e 
It is often difficult to distinguish archaisms and archaizings. The major recent study of archaizing in biblical prose 
is based in part on the kinds of literary judgments referred to earlier. Robert Polzin distinguishes Classical Biblical 
Hebrew (CBH), described on the basis of a corpus including parts of the Pentateuch and Former Prophets, from 
Late Biblical Hebrew (LBH), the corpus of which includes Ezra-Nehemiah, Esther, and the Non-Synoptic parts of 
Chronicles. Esther, Polzin argues, is written in an archaizing form of LBH, and the nonbiblical Dead Sea Scrolls 
carry the archaizing process even further. Esther and the Dead Sea Scrolls are revealed as archaizing rather than 
archaic by the presence of LBH features, Aramaisms (Aramaic was more widely used than Hebrew after the 
Exile), and even proto-Mishnaic features.31 

f 
Modernizing is the opposite of archaizing, the tendency to replace older forms and constructions with those used 
in current speech. This tendency, too, was at work among the transmitters of scripture. Gillis Gerleman turned to 
Chronicles, as Polzin did, but Gerleman examined the synoptic sections of Chronicles. He found that the 
author/compiler used a modernized text type of the Pentateuch, one in which the outmoded constructions of the 
original were replaced by constructions current in the Chronicler's time.32 The textual tradition represented by the 
Samaritan Pentateuch reflects a further modernizing of the text.33 

g 
The linguistic problems of archaizing and modernizing are complementary. An archaizing text records the work of 
author/compilers trying to use forms of speech not their own; the results of these efforts may confuse the linguist 
investigating those forms of speech. A modernizing text records the work of compiler/copyists trying to make an 
old-fashioned text look or sound current. If the linguist describes the updated text as if it were in pristine form, the 
description will err in not allowing for the very changes in the language that the compiler/copyists were most 
conscious of. 
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h 
In addition to archaizing and modernizing, the process of smoothing may overtake a text, leveling out unusual 
features and patterns. The transmitters of the received text of scripture tended to level the text to a more or less 
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common standard. This operation skews the evidence regarding the grammar of the literature as it was first 
written down. Some smoothing, especially of a phonological sort, would have been entirely unconscious; we shall 
discuss the reliability of the Masoretic Text below (1.6). Other aspects of smoothing are entirely conscious, for 
example, those involving word choice. Morphological smoothing falls between conscious and unconscious 
extremes. An example from American English may clarify this matter: linguistically untrained students will record 
spoken participles and gerunds as ending in -ing (I), whether or not the nasal is pronounced as velar () or dental 
(n). They write the -ing because they know the spelling conventions of the written language and because they 
know that "dropping the g" is an "improper" thing to do, even though the g is frequently dropped in the spoken 
language. Morphological leveling may have been similarly stimulated in the transmission of the text of the Hebrew 
Bible. The transmitters of the text type represented by the Samaritan Pentateuch smoothed the text to a greater 
extent than that represented by the MT.34 

i 
The linguistic analysis of Hebrew is, as Chaim Rabin puts it, "rather a cross-section than a synchronic analysis." 
He goes on to write, 

It is another problem whether ... a grammar distinguishing the different états de langue [states/stages of the 
language] could be written in practice. At present too many Biblical books still are of disputed date, quite 
apart from the debates as to which portions of datable books are later additions ... The undisputed corpus 
for each period is rather small for an effective structural analysis.35 

The processes of archaizing, modernizing, and smoothing have as much bearing on grammatical problems as do 
the more traditional literary questions. 

j 
If we consider poetry, the problem of dating becomes further complicated. Poetic traditions may transcend 
chronological, national, and dialect barriers. For that reason late Hebrew poetry may contain parallels with the 
Ugaritic texts not found in earlier Hebrew poetry. Cyrus Gordon put it this way: "The poetic tradition of Canaan cut 
across time and space in Canaan much as Homeric epic tradition cut across time and space among the Greeks, 
regardless of whether they were Ionian or Attic, early or late."36 

1.4.2 Recent Research 

a 
Despite the difficulties we have discussed, various scholars have sought to consider the problem of dating the 
biblical text on linguistic grounds. We shall briefly discuss as examples of such study three recent projects, one 
based on external sources compared to the biblical text and two dependent largely on inner-biblical comparisons. 
Such serious historical studies have been less common than more anecdotal reflections.37 
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b 
W. J. Adams Jr. and L. LaMar Adams base their work on a limited number of grammatical elements and seek to 
determine how those elements changed over a period. They use as their control 470 lines drawn from twenty-
seven nonbiblical texts in Hebrew and closely related documents, ranging from the Mesha Stone in Moabite (ca. 
850 B.C.E.) to the Qumran Community Rule (1QS; ca. 200 B.C.E.). On the basis of the control sample the 
Adamses suggest that both Ruth and Obadiah should be assigned a preexilic date.38 

c 
The work of Robert Polzin on Hebrew prose has already been mentioned (1.4.1). Polzin's two givens, as it were, 
are (a) Classical or Early Biblical Hebrew (CBH), based on the Yahwist and Elohist portions of the Pentateuch, 
the Court History of David (2 Samuel 13-1 Kings 1), and the framework of Deuteronomy, all of which show a 
"remarkable grammatical/syntactical homogeneity,"39 and (b) Late Biblical Hebrew (LBH), best shown in the Non-
Synoptic parts of Chronicles. Polzin's project in hand is the dating of the so-called Priestly Document of the 
Pentateuch, including four major strands, Pg (the base text), Ps (the supplement), Pt (the principal law code), and 
Ph (the earlier law code known as the Holiness Code). Polzin focuses on the largest bodies of material, Pg and Ps. 
He finds that Pg exhibits some features of LBH but retains more features of CBH, while Ps shows more features of 
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LBH. He therefore proposes that typologically the major P sources are intermediate in date between CBH and 
LBH and that Pg is earlier than Ps.40 The relationship between typological dating, which is necessarily relative 
dating ("A and B were written before C and D"), and absolute dating is a matter distinct from Polzin's major line of 
argumentation. 

d 
The third project we shall mention, that of David Robertson, concerns Hebrew poetry and is similar in design to 
the work of the Adamses.41 Robertson focuses on archaic versus archaizing verse and considers the so-called 
early poetry, the poetry of the Pentateuch and the Former Prophets, as well as Habakkuk 3 and the Book of Job. 
The body of characteristics to be expected in early poetry is established on the basis of Ugaritic poetry and the 
ENWS material in the Amarna correspondence (see 1.3.1e). Standard poetic Hebrew is described on the basis of 
prophetic material dated to the eighth century and later. On the basis of morphological and syntactic features a 
variety of poems resemble the early material: Exodus 15, Deuteronomy 32, Judges 5, 2 Samuel 22 (= Psalm 18), 
Habakkuk 3, and Job. All except the first show standard poetic forms  
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and patterns, and each may therefore be the result of archaizing in the use of older forms or of composition during 
a transitional period of linguistic history.42 

e 
Several points emerge from these studies. The first is that relative and absolute dating studies are different 
endeavors. Relative dating is logically prior to absolute dating; virtually any absolute date entails a relative date, 
while the converse is not true. In general, absolute dates cannot be derived from linguistic evidence. The second 
important point is that abundant material for dating studies exists, both within the biblical corpus and outside it. 

f 
The most important aspect of these studies is their statistical character. The Hebrew of the Bible is sufficiently 
homogeneous that differences must be tracked on a statistical basis. The sophistication of such study is not in the 
statistics; advanced statistical methodologies are generally designed to deal with bodies of evidence quite 
different from what the Bible presents. The sophistication is rather in the linguistic discrimination of what is 
counted and in the formulation of ensuing arguments. 

g 
The Hebrew of scripture, though far from uniform, is essentially a single language. In the oldest poetry, archaic 
forms, known from Ugarit, endure. Certain post-exilic materials differ from earlier texts. The bulk of the Hebrew 
Bible, later than Exodus 15 and earlier than Esther, presents a single if changing grammar. The final, edited 
corpus of Hebrew scripture was prepared for and understood by a common audience. 

1.5 History of the Biblical Text 

1.5.1 Introduction 

a 
The amount of time that elapsed between the composition and editing of the Hebrew Scriptures and the medieval 
Masoretic manuscripts, the foundations of Biblical Hebrew grammar, has always attracted attention. Early in the 
modern period some scholars tended to dismiss the MT wholesale, sometimes on the unfortunate grounds that it 
was the work of Jews. Such scurrilous anti-Semitic attacks have long since disappeared, but suspicion of the MT 
has remained. Serious consideration of the text's history should help to dispel any deep distrust and lead to a 
cautious conservatism in using it.43 

b 
The history of the text can be divided, on the bases of the kinds of evidence available and the text's fortunes, into 
four periods: from the time of composition to ca. 400 B.C.E., from 400 B.C.E. to ca. 100 C.E., from 100 C.E. to 
1000, and from 1000 to the present. Since the text, and hence the basis for the grammar of Biblical Hebrew, was 
standardized during the third period, and the fourth pertains mostly to minor modifications within the Masoretic 
tradition and to the printing of the text, we limit our survey to the first three.44 
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1.5.2 Earliest Period (to 400 B.C.E.) 

a 
No extant manuscript of the Hebrew Bible can be dated before 400 B.C.E. by the disciplines of paleography or 
archeology (even with the help of nuclear physics).45 Scribal practices before this time must be inferred from 
evidence within the Bible itself and from known scribal practices in the ancient Near East at the time the books 
were recorded. These two sources suggest that scribes variously sought both to preserve and to revise the text. 

b 
Tendency to preserve the text. The very fact that the Scripture persistently survived the most deleterious 
conditions throughout its long history demonstrates that indefatigable scribes insisted on its preservation. The 
books were copied by hand for generations on highly perishable papyrus and animal skins in the relatively damp, 
hostile climate of Palestine; the dry climate of Egypt, so favorable to the preservation of such materials, provides 
a vivid contrast. Moreover, the prospects for the survival of texts were uncertain in a land that served as a bridge 
for armies in unceasing contention between the continents of Africa and Asia—a land whose people were the 
object of plunderers in their early history and of captors in their later history. That no other Israelite writings, such 
as the Book of Yashar (e.g., 2 Sam 1:18) or the Diaries of the Kings (e.g., 2 Chr 16:11), survive from this period 
indirectly suggests the determination of the scribes to preserve the books that became canonical. The foes of 
Hebrew Scripture sometimes included audiences who sought to kill its authors and destroy their works (cf. 
Jeremiah 36). From the time of their composition, however, they captured the hearts, minds, and loyalties of the 
faithful in Israel who kept them safe often at risk to themselves. Such people must have insisted on the accurate 
transmission of the text. 

c 
In addition, both the Bible itself (cf. Deut 31:9ff.; Josh 24:25, 26; 1 Sam 10:25; etc.) and the literature of the 
ancient Near East show that at the time of the earliest biblical compositions a mindset favoring canorticity existed. 
This mindset must have fostered a concern for care and accuracy in transmitting the sacred writings. For 
example, a Hittite treaty (of the Late Bronze Age), closely resembling parts of the Torah, contains this explicit 
threat: "Whoever ... breaks [this tablet] or causes anyone to change the wording of the tablet— ... may the gods, 
the lords of the oath, blot you out." Likewise, one of the Sefire Steles (ca. 750 B.C.E.) reads, "Whoever ... says: 'I 
shall efface some of [the treaty's words]' ... that man and his house and all that is in it shall be upset by the Gods, 
and he ... [shall] be turned upside down, and that (man) shall not acquire a name." Again, at the conclusion of the 
famous Code of Hammurabi (ca. 1750 B.C.E.) imprecations are hurled against those who would try to alter the 
Code.46 Undoubtedly this psychology was a factor in inhibiting Israelite scribes from multiplying variants of the 
texts. 
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d 
Moreover, scribal practices through the ancient Near East reflect a conservative attitude. W. F. Albright noted, 
"The prolonged and intimate study of the many scores of thousands of pertinent documents from the ancient Near 
East proves that sacred and profane documents were copied with greater care than is true of scribal copying in 
Graeco-Roman times."47 To verify this statement one need only consider the care with which the Pyramid texts, 
the Coffin Texts, and the Book of the Dead were copied, even though they were never intended to be seen by 
other human eyes. K. A. Kitchen called attention to an Egyptian scribe's boast in a colophon of a text dated ca. 
1400 B.C.E.: "[The book] is completed from its beginning to its end, having been copied, revised, compared and 
verified sign by sign."48 

e 
Tendency to revise the text. On the other hand, scribes, aiming to teach the people by disseminating an 
understandable text, felt free to revise the script, orthography (i.e., spelling), and grammar, according to the 
conventions of their own times. Albright said, "A principle which must never be lost sight of in dealing with 
documents of the ancient Near East is that instead of leaving obvious archaisms in spelling and grammar, the 
scribes generally revised ancient literary and other documents periodically. This practice was followed with 
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particular regularity by cuneiform scribes."49 The many differences between synoptic portions of the Hebrew Bible 
strongly suggest that those entrusted with the responsibility of teaching felt free to revise texts (cf. 2 Sam 22 = Ps 
18; 2 Kgs 18:13–20:19 = Isa 36–39; 2 Kgs 24:18–25:30 = Jer 52; Isa 2:2–4 = Mic 4:1–3; Pss 14 = 53; 40:14–18 = 
70; 57:8–12 = 108:2–6; 60:7–14 = 108:7–14; Ps 96 = 1 Chr 16:23–33; Ps 106:1, 47–48 = 1 Chr 16:34–36; and 
the parallels between Samuel-Kings and Chronicles). These variant forms are best taken as mutually dependent 
final texts, sometimes involving primary literary variants, as well as secondary, transmissional variants. 

f 
Language and script development. From the Amarna correspondence, Ugaritic texts, and other evidence, we can 
infer with reasonable confidence that before the Amarna period (ca. 1350 B.C.E.) Hebrew possessed final short 
vowels, which would have differentiated cases with nouns (see 8.1) and distinguished various prefix conjugations 
(see 29.4). The grammar preserved by the Masoretes, however, represents a later period, after these vowels had 
been dropped. 

g 
From the epigraphic evidence it appears that in its earliest stages the text was written in the Proto-Canaanite 
alphabet, such as is found at SeraÒbiÖtÌ el-KhaÒdem. At a later stage it would have been recorded in the Hebrew script 
(a descendant of the Proto-Canaanite script) and still later in the form of the Aramaic script (another descendant 
of the Proto-Canaanite script, sometimes called the "square script") known as the Jewish script. 

h 
Epigraphy also enables us to reconstruct the history of the text's orthography.50 Before 1000 B.C.E. the 
Phoenician practice of phonetic consonantism (that is,  
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the representation of only consonants) was observed. Shortly after the Arameans borrowed the alphabet from the 
Phoenicians (ca. 11th-10th centuries B.C.E.), they began to indicate final vowels by using consonants which were 
homogeneous to them, namely, yod for final iÒ, waw for final uÒ, and he for the remaining signs. (In the MT he is 
sometimes used for oÒ as well as for aÒ; this archaic spelling has largely been replaced by waw for oÒ.) Consonants 
used for indicating vowels are known as matres lectiones ('mothers of reading'). The same system for the 
representation of final vowels was used in Moabite and Hebrew from the ninth century on. In Aramaic texts the 
system of vowel representation was extended sporadically to medial vowels after the ninth century. It was begun 
in Hebrew thereafter. The process coincided with diphthongal contractions in both Aramaic and Hebrew (e.g., *aw
> oÖ as *yawm > yoÖm), and as a result yod and waw acquired new values: yod for eÖ < ay, and waw for o < aw; he 
later came to represent only the aÖ vowel. Eventually other medial long vowels came to be notated, with yod used 
for -iÒ/eÒ- and waw for -uÒ/oÒ- (the last from historical long -aÒ-). 

1.5.3 From 400 B.C.E. to 100 C.E. 

a 
The same tendencies to preserve and revise the text, labeled by S. Talmon as centrifugal and centripetal,51 
manifest themselves in the manuscripts and versions extant from the time of the formation of the canon and the 
final standardization of the consonantal text.52 

b 
Tendency to preserve the text. The presence of a text type among the Qumran biblical texts (ca. 100 B.C.E. to 
130 C.E.) similar to the one preserved by the Masoretes, whose earliest extant manuscript dates to ca. 1000 C.E., 
gives testimony to the achievement of the later scribes in faithfully preserving the text. This text type must have 
been in existence before the time of Qumran, and its many archaic forms give strong reason to believe that it was 
transmitted in a circle of scribes dedicated to the preservation of the text. M. Martin's studies show that the Dead 
Sea Scrolls reveal a conservative scribal tendency to follow the exemplar both in text and form.53 

c 
According to rabbinic tradition, the scribes attempted to keep the text "correct."54 The MT itself preserves some 
remnants of earlier scribal concern with preserving the text: (1) the fifteen extraordinary marks that either 
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condemn the Hebrew letters so marked as spurious or else simply draw attention to some peculiar text feature, 
(2) the four suspended letters that may indicate intentional scribal change or scribal error due to a faulty 
distinction of gutturals, and (3) perhaps the nine inverted nuns apparently marking verses thought to have been 
transposed. 

d 
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Tendency to revise the text. Some scribes, "authorized revisers of the text," some time after the return from the 
Babylonian captivity, altered the script.55 The earlier Hebrew script was replaced by the Aramaic script, which 
aided the division of words by distinguishing five final letter forms; eventually a distinctively Jewish form of the 
Aramaic script evolved. It is often called the "square script." The process of inserting matres lectionis also 
continued. A few Qumran manuscripts are in an archaistic form of the Hebrew script known as Paleo-Hebrew, but 
the majority of biblical texts from Qumran and later are in the Jewish script.56 There are three classes of script 
problems: (a) those arising from letters that resemble each other in the Hebrew script but not in the Jewish script, 
(b) those arising from the transition between the scripts, and (c) those arising from letters that resemble each 
other in the Jewish script. Problems of the b class are the direct result of script change, while those of the a class 
are a hidden by-product of it. We must add that the scripts have certain constant similarities (r and d are liable to 
confusion in both scripts) and the scripts themselves assume different forms over time and in various media (e.g., 
stone, papyrus, clay). 

e 
More significantly, scribes altered the text for both philological and theological reasons. They modernized it by 
replacing archaic Hebrew forms and constructions with forms and constructions of a later age. They also 
smoothed out the text by replacing rare constructions with more frequently occurring constructions, and they 
supplemented and clarified the text by the insertion of additions and the interpolation of glosses from parallel 
passages. In addition, they substituted euphemisms for vulgarities, altered the names of false gods, removed the 
phrases that refer to cursing God, and safeguarded the sacred divine name or tetragrammaton (YHWH), 
occasionally by substituting forms in the consonantal text. 

f 
Conclusions. As a result of these intentional changes, along with unintentional changes (errors in the strict 
sense), varying recensions emerged. These are evidenced by the Samaritan Pentateuch and a similar text type at 
Qumran without its sectarian readings, by other varying text types among the Dead Sea Scrolls, and by the 
ancient versions—the Greek Septuagint (LXX) and recensions and surrecensions (R,57 Aquila, Symmachus, 
Theodotion, and Origen) based on it, the Peshitta in Syriac, the Vulgate in Latin, and others. The relationship of 
text types to actual texts is rarely simple: some  
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books had more than one final form and recensions were followed by surrecensions. Tracking the types in 
translated texts can be especially tricky; the rendering of particles is often a basic diagnostic tool. The study of 
these materials is textual criticism.58 

1.5.4 From 100 to 1000 C.E. 

a 
Standardization of the text. Rabbinic testimony reflects a movement away from a plurality of recensions toward a 
stabilization of the text at about the beginning of the Common Era.59 The seven rules of biblical hermeneutics, 
compiled by Hillel the Elder (fl. 1st century C.E.) at the time of Herod, demanded an inviolable, sacrosanct, and 
authoritative text. The exegetical comments and hermeneutical principles of tannaim (teachers of the first two 
centuries C.E.), notably Zechariah ben ha-Kazzav, Nahum Gimzo, Rabbi Akiva, and Rabbi Ishmael, presuppose 
that in this period a single stabilized text had attained unimpeachable authority over all others.60 Justin Martyr (fl. 
early 2d century) complained that the rabbis had altered the venerable LXX to remove an essential arm from the 
Christian propaganda, which also demonstrates that the rabbis desired an authoritative text. A recension of the 
Greek Old Testament (R) found at NahÌal HÍever in the Dead Sea region and dated by its editor, D. Barthélemy, to 
70–100 C.E. confirms Justin's complaint in one sense. Barthélemy has demonstrated that this recension 
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witnesses to the text Justin used for debate. The recensional character of the text (also known as the kaige text) 
is evident from the fact that all the modifications of the traditional Greek text can be explained by a concern to 
model it more exactly after the Hebrew text that ultimately crystallized as Masoretic. (Justin's belief that the 
changes were made merely for the sake of controversy is to be dismissed.) Barthélemy also noted that, alongside 
hundreds of variants of this type, there are also readings in which the recension departs from both the LXX and 
the MT, suggesting that in these instances the Hebrew text on which the recension is based differed from the 
received Hebrew text. 

b 
Rabbinic testimony combined with the evidence of manuscripts bears witness to the existence of an official 
Hebrew text with binding authority at a time shortly after the destruction of the Temple (70 C.E.), in the days of 
Rabbi Akiva. The dominance of a text like that used by the Masoretes is amply attested by the Hebrew biblical 
scrolls discovered at Masada (occupied 66–73 C.E.) and at Wadi MurabbaÁat, as well as by the text from NahÌal 
HÍever (occupied 132–35 C.E.). These scrolls largely lack even the minor variants found in the great recensions of 
the Greek Old Testament attributed by  
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tradition to Aquila (based on R; ca. 120 C.E.), Symmachus (ca. 180 C.E.), and Theodotion (ca. 180 C.E.); these 
minor Greek versions were further attempts to bring the Greek translation of the Bible closer to the accepted 
Hebrew text during the second century C.E. Their variants, as well as most of those found in later rabbinic 
literature, in the Targums (Aramaic translations), and in Jerome (the Latin Vulgate), do not represent a living 
tradition but are either survivals predating the official recension or secondary corruptions after its acceptance. In 
effect, the combined evidence essentially supports Paul de Lagarde's nineteenth-century view that all Hebrew 
medieval manuscripts of the Bible were descended from a single master scroll dated no earlier than the first 
century of the Common Era.61 

c 
Thus in the course of the first century C.E. the scribal mentality had changed from one of preserving and clarifying 
the text to one of preserving and standardizing the text. By at least 100 C.E. the rabbis had settled on one 
recension, which, in the case of the Pentateuch, is conservative and disciplined.62 Its adoption as the official text 
in effect destroyed all variant lines of tradition in established Judaism. Possibly the need to stabilize Judaism by 
strong adherence to the Law after the fall of Jerusalem spurred these efforts. This text was not, as Paul Kahle 
theorized early in this century, the beginning of an attempt to standardize a canon that finally became fixed only in 
the time of Maimonides (12th century C.E.), after a long and bitter struggle among the rabbinical schools. 

d 
The activity of the Masoretes (ca. 600 to 1000 C.E).63 Between 600 and 1000 C.E. schools consisting of families 
of Jewish scholars arose in Babylon, in Palestine, and notably at Tiberias on the Sea of Galilee to safeguard the 
consonantal text and to record—through diacritical notations added to the consonantal text—the vowels,64 
liturgical cantillations, and other features of the text. Until these efforts such features had orally accompanied the 
text. These scholars are known as Masoretes or Massoretes, possibly from the (post-biblical) root msr 'to hand 
down.'65 In their endeavor to conserve the text, they hedged it in by placing observations regarding its external 
form in the margins. In the side margins they used abbreviations (Masorah parvum), in the top and  
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bottom margins they gave more detailed and continuous explanations (Masorah magnum), and at the end 
(Masorah finalis) provided alphabetical classification of the whole Masoretic material. In addition to these 
annotations made directly in the text, they compiled separate manuals. When the traditions they inherited differed, 
they preserved the relatively few variants within the consonantal tradition by inserting one reading in the text, 
called Kethiv, and the other in the margin, called Qere. Other alternative readings are indicated in the margin by 
SÝbir, an Aramaic word meaning 'supposed.' 

e 
Sometimes the Masoretes may have used daghesh in unexpected places to call attention to unusual readings. 
With the help of hints supplied by the ancient versions, the Masorah, and other codices, E. A. Knauf explained the 
Leningrad Codex's use of the daghesh in ryCiq' (Gen 45:6) as a way to call attention to the apparent contradiction 
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with Gen 8:22, in %l,M,ñybia] (Gen 26:1) as a device to insinuate the idea, in view of the previous text, that we 

have to do here with another Abimelech, and in ht,aTe (Mic 4:8) as a mark to signal that the punctuation was 
uncertain.66 

f 
Of the three competing Masoretic schools, one in the East and two in the West, each with its own system of 
diacritical notations, the Tiberian school prevailed. The school's most important work is a model codex prepared 
by Aaron ben Asher around 1000 C.E.; this codex was preserved in the old synagogue of Aleppo until shortly 
after the Second World War, when it was removed to Jerusalem.67 Contemporary study of the MT is based on a 
variety of texts slightly later than and similar to the Aleppo Codex, notably the Leningrad Codex.68 Earlier modern 
study was based on late medieval manuscripts and early printed Bibles. A photographic reprint of the Aleppo 
Codex is available, and an edition of the Bible based on it is in preparation in Jerusalem. The commonly available 
editions of the MT differ from it only in certain minor phonological materials, involving some accents and some 
reduced vowels, and in the pointing of a few eccentric forms. 

1.6 Masoretic Text 

1.6.1 Character 
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a 
The history presented above places in bold relief two fundamental characteristics of the MT. First, it preserves 
one of several recensions that emerged in the post-exilic era. Second, it is a composite text consisting of (a) an 
original consonantal text, often originally written without matres lectiones, (b) the vowel letters, (c) the Masoretic 
additions of the vowel points, and (d) the accentual or cantillation marks. Let us look at each of these more 
closely. 

1.6.2 Consonants 

a 
It cannot be overemphasized that, although the script preserving the consonants was evolving during the first two 
periods described above (1.5.2–3), the Masoretic consonantal record is archaic. The evidence of epigraphy, 
especially touching inscriptional Hebrew and the Iron Age congeners of Biblical Hebrew, puts the issue beyond 
doubt. Unless the text had been faithfully transmitted, the work of both comparative Semitic philologists and 
biblical scholars attempting to date the text (see 1.4.2) would be impossible. 

b 
Nevertheless, scribes changed not only the script (essentially, the shape of the consonants), but occasionally the 
consonants themselves. They did so both intentionally, by smoothing and modernizing it (1.4.1), and 
unintentionally. The unintended changes are of two kinds: errors in the strictest sense of the term and 
misunderstandings. We can classify the former as problems with the MT as recorded and the latter as problems 
with the MT as a record. 

c 
Problems with the MT as recorded. All text critics agree that the MT contains errors in all its composite layers.69 
True textual variants rarely involve matters of direct concern to the grammarian, and discriminating among such 
variants is a critical rather than a purely linguistic task. Errors of this sort are either visual or auricular. They are 
well known to anyone who has done much handcopying. A scribe may omit a word or group of words, sometimes 
for no reason and sometimes for visual reasons. A repeated sequence of letters (identical or nearly identical) may 
prompt the eye to jump from the first occurrence to the second (haplography); often in Hebrew the triggering 
repetitions involve words with similar final letters (homoioteleuton), though similar initial letters may have the 
same effect (homoioarkhton). Similarly, a scribe may repeat a word or group of words (dittography), another sort 
of visual error. Auricular errors are also of linguistic interest because they may reveal phonological changes, 
leading to, for example, the formation of homonyms within the language. Such lapses of the ear are, however, 
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difficult to study. 

d 
Problems with the MT as a record. We have already called attention to the tendency to modernize and smooth the 
text. Certain problems arise because the tradition did not keep pace with linguistic change. An example from 
English may clarify this group of problems. In late medieval English manuscripts, the letter y and the now obsolete 
letter þ ("thorn," for th) became similar, and the word 'the' was written in such a way that it might be mistaken for 
ye or ye. This short form was retained in early printing faces, but readers of the manuscripts and early books knew 
that the article was 'the,' not 'ye.' Modern misunderstanding of this short form has led to the pseudo-archaic word 
'ye'  
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found in shop signs, for example, 'Ye Olde Junke Shoppe.' Thus hundreds of years after the letter þ disappeared 
from English orthography, many well-educated people believe that English once had an article pronounced 'ye.' 

e 
Such morphological complexities affect Hebrew also. The archaic grammatical formant called the enclitic mem, of 
uncertain function (see 9.8), was generally reinterpreted by later scribes as a plural marker; the orthography was 
revised to match, so m- became (among other things) ~y-, and the oral tradition was reshaped. 

f 
Vowel letters of the MT. We noted above that vowel letters were only later introduced into the oldest texts, at first 
only for final long vowels, and later for medial long vowels. These letters were added sporadically and 
inconsistently. The MT reflects all stages of this practice. F. M. Cross and D. N. Freedman put it this way: 

Although persistent efforts were made to standardize the orthography of the Bible, they were never 
completely successful, and clear evidence of the earlier stages of the development of Hebrew spelling has 
been preserved in the text. Thus the Hebrew Bible which tradition has delivered to us is in reality a 
palimpsest; underlying the visible text, the varied spelling customs of older ages have been recorded.70 

The lack of vowel letters, especially in the very early period of the text, was an undoubted source of ambiguity and 
may have contributed to textual error. For example, the sequence of letters in the MT of Exod 15:3 

hmxlm Xya hwhy 

wmX hwhy 
would originally have appeared as 

mXwhymxlmXawhy 

It is easy to appreciate that a scribe whose grasp of the oral tradition was weak might, for example, read ~ve for 

Amv. or misdivide the sequence awhy, writing aWh and assigning the y to the previous word. (Word spacing or, 
more commonly, word dividers were not regularly used in early alphabetic writing.) In Exod 15:1 the MT has the 
sequence ha'G" haog", while the Samaritan Pentateuch reads hag ywg; erroneous orthographic revision accounts 
in part for the Samaritan reading. 

1.6.3 Vocalization 

a 
The relative uniformity of Biblical Hebrew results primarily from two factors: the largely consonantal presentation 
of the language throughout its pre-Masoretic history and the unified representation of it by the Tiberian Masoretes. 
The consonantal representation, both with and without matres lectiones, effectively "covers up" vocal variations 
both on the synchronic and diachronic levels. The consonantal phonemes, those  
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represented by most of the letters, are precisely those that are most stable and not given to change, whereas the 
vocalic phonemes, those most given to change, are not graphically represented apart from the limited use of 
vowel letters. Even more significantly the Tiberian tradition aimed to squelch variation in order to produce a 
normative text. Our expectation that the vowels changed within both the phonological and morphological systems 
can be verified. Nevertheless, the MT's vocalization essentially represents an ancient and reliable tradition. Here 
too we must exhibit the tension, which once again leads to the posture of cautious conservatism before the MT. 

b 
Evidence of change. The type of phonological changes that occurred in Biblical Hebrew before it was 
standardized in the MT may be illustrated from English. On historical grounds, the word 'wind' should be 
pronounced waInd, to rhyme with 'find' and 'bind,' but since the eighteenth century 'wind' has been pronounced 
wInd, to rhyme with 'thinned' and 'sinned.' Because the older form occurs in poetry (and is in fact preserved in 
poetic usage long after it has disappeared from speech), readers can easily reconstruct its shape, even if they are 
ignorant of the historical development of the word. 

c 
Hebrew phonology shows two changes for which the MT provides late evidence. One affects original short a in 
word-initial closed syllables; in the MT a in such a position has shifted to i but at the time of the LXX the shift had 
not occurred. Thus we have in the LXX (and elsewhere) SampsoÒn but in the MT !Avm.vi; in the LXX, Moses' sister 

is Mariam (whence Maria), but the MT calls her ~y"r>mi. A second change involves anaptyxis, the insertion of a 
vowel to break up a consonant cluster; the vowel used in Hebrew is usually a seghol, and nouns that show this 
change are called segholates. The process took place after Aquila and Origen, who record the segholates in the 
shape CVCC, and before Jerome and the MT, who use the shape CVCVC. Thus Origen has sethr (seqr) for MT 
rt,señ, while Jerome has aben and qedem, more or less matching MT !b,a,ñ and ~d,q,ñ. 

d 
The a > i shift in word-initial closed syllables and the segholate anaptyxis are fairly straightforward developments. 
Other evidence which indicates that the MT reflects post-biblical developments is complex. Some issues involve 
(a) the differentiation of w« and wa (Origen differs from the MT),71 (b) the double pronunciation of the 
"begadkephat" letters (external evidence is confused), and (c) the value or values of qaÒmesÌ. In these cases and 
other lesser matters, the treatment in the MT is open to scrutiny. 

e 
In addition to accidental changes in the transmission of the oral tradition, textual corruption of the consonantal text 
may prompt the accompanying oral tradition to adjust to the new reading. In Ps 73:7, the MT reads A+mnEy
[e bl,xeñme ac'y", which seems to mean 'their eye goes out (or bulges?) from (i.e., because of?) fat'; this is 
sometimes taken as 'Fat shuts out their eyes' (so NJPS). The versions suggest, however, that the reading 
originally was wmnw[, that is, Amn"A[], 'Their iniquity goes out of fatness,' namely, 'Their iniquity proceeds from fat

(tened hearts).'72 The confusion of w and y is commonplace;  
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after such an error was made here, the oral tradition adjusted to it, yielding the MT reading with 'eye' as a subject 
with the verb acy to come out.'73 

f 
During the more fluid stages of the text we might also expect confusion between forms such as I-yod verbs where 
the initial yod on the purely graphic level is ambiguous between the prefix and suffix conjugations. MT pairs like 
bv'y" and bveyE or [d;y" and [d;yE require careful attention. The "hidden" definite article with the inseparable 

preposition also illustrates the problem (cf. ~d'a'l. in Gen 2:20). 
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g 
The validity of the MT. The Masoretic tradition, including the vowel points, represents the overall grammatical 
systems current during the period when biblical literature was being created. We may say this, despite the 
problems we have reviewed, because of a considerable body of evidence indicating that the traditioning function 
was taken seriously and that the linguistic data of the MT could not be faked.74 

h 
On the labors that culminated in the Tiberian manuscripts, consider a talmudic passage that evinces the concern 
for accuracy: 

It is written: "For Joab and all Israel remained there until he had cut off every male in Edom [1 Kings 11:16]." 
When Joab came before David, David said to him, "Why have you acted thus?" He replied, "Because it is
written, 'Thou shalt blot out the males [rk;z> ] of Amalek [Deut 25:19]."‘David said, "But we read,'the 

remembrance [rk,zEñ, with MT] of Amalek.’" He replied, "I was taught to say rk;z>." He [Joab] then went to his 

teacher and asked, "How did you teach me to read?" He replied, "rk;z>." Thereupon Joab drew his sword 
and threatened to kill him. "Why are you doing that?," asked the teacher. He replied, "Because it is written,
'Cursed be he that does the work of the Law negligently.’"75 

This anecdote suggests that teachers in Israel were expected to pass on faithfully the received vocalization. 
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i 
A complex body of evidence indicates that the MT could not, in any serious or systematic way, represent a 
reconstruction or faking of the data. The first clue that the Masoretes and their predecessors were preservers and 
not innovators lies in the history of Hebrew. By the time of the Qumran community, Biblical Hebrew was no longer 
a spoken language; Mishnaic Hebrew and Aramaic were the vernaculars of Palestine. The scribes were dealing 
with linguistic material they understood well but could use with no more spontaneity than we can speak English of 
the Tudor-Stuart period. 

j 
Some of the later ancient students of scripture are careful enough with the biblical text to preserve signs that they 
were dealing with a text close to the MT. Aquila's barbaric Greek reflects the Hebrew as closely as possible; in his 
farrago he often supplies Hebrew words and forms in a vocalization close to that of the MT (except for the 
segholates; see 1.6.3c); even rare words are given in forms close to those of the MT. 

k 
Jerome (346–420) is another careful student of the Hebrew text of his own time, not out of the pious textual 
conservatism of Aquila but rather out of philological zeal: "Almost from the very cradle," he tells us, "I have spent 
my time among grammarians and rhetoricians and philosophers."76 Jerome's work, most of it carried out after he 
learned Hebrew, supports the MT. Most impressive here is the contrast between Jerome's earlier version of the 
Psalter, based on the LXX, and the later one, based on the Hebrew. Often the LXX represents the same 
consonantal text as the MT but not the same vocalization. Consider Ps 102:24–25a.77 The consonants of the MT 
are: 

At Ps 101:24, the LXX reads: 

avpekri,qh auvtw| evn o`dw|/ ivscu,oj auvtou/ 
th.n ovligo,thta tw/n h`merw/n mou avna,ggeilo,n moi 

He replied to him in the way of his force: 
The fewness of my days report to me. 

which is rendered in the Gallican psalter,78 

[yxk Qere] wxk %rdb hn[ 

yla rma :ymy rcq 
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Respondit ei in via virtutis suae: 
Paucitatem dierum meorum nuntia mihi. 

These two versions reflect a Hebrew text like this one, taking the last two words of the first line as a construct 
chain: 

In his later psalter, "Juxta Hebraeos," Jerome renders 
24Adflixit in via fortitudinem meam adbreviavit dies meos 

25Dicam, Deus meus ...  
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He broke my strength on the way, 
he cut short my days. 
I said, My God ...  

This version corresponds to the MT, 

The LXX text differs from the MT in (a) reading Ánh (Qal) 'to answer,' rather than Ánh (Piel) 'to humble,' (b) taking 
bdrk khÌy/w as a construct, (c) the vocalization of qsÌr, ÀmrÀ/thebÁ, and Àly, as well as in (d) the division of the poetic 
lines. Our point here is not that the MT and Jerome are correct, though they probably are, but that they agree. 
The erratic and often improbable LXX vocalization of the MT suggests that it was the Alexandrian Jews who did 
not possess an entirely fixed or reliable tradition of vocalization. 

l 
In addition to ancient evidence for the general validity of the MT, there is modern evidence, both systematic and 
incidental. On the whole the grammar of the MT admirably fits the framework of Semitic philology, and this fact 
certifies the work of the Masoretes. When in the 1930s Paul Kahle announced his theory that the Masoretes 
made massive innovations, Gotthelf Bergsträsser sarcastically observed that they must have read Carl 
Brockelmann's comparative Semitic grammar to have come up with forms so thoroughly in line with historical 
reconstructions.79 Further, there are numerous individual patterns of deviation within the MT which reflect ancient 
phonological and morphological features of Hebrew known from other sources;80 yet again, numerous isolated 
oddities in the MT have been confirmed by materials unearthed only in this century. 

m 
The evidence shows that the language of the MT represents the grammar of the Hebrew used during the biblical 
period. Our stance toward the MT is based on cautious confidence. It must be shown rather than assumed to be 
in error; the burden of proof rests on the critic. 

1.6.4 Accentuation 

a 
Drawing on the oral tradition, the Masoretes added to the text accent signs giving directions for its performance. 
The chant, that is, the intoning of the text with appropriate pauses, adds dignity, solemnity, beauty, and clarity to 
the reading. Each sign represents groups of notes to which the words of the verse are chanted.81 The manner of  
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reading the text can still be heard in the Jewish communities of our days; the ancient chant traditions of the 
Roman Catholic, Greek Orthodox, and Syrian churches are related. All of them use a basic "recitation note" (and 

AxKo %r,d,ñB. [W]hn"ñ[' 
yl;ae rmoa/ ym;y" rc,qo 

yxiKo %r,D,ñb; hN"[i24 

:ym'y" rC;qi 
... yliae rm;ao25 
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related motifs or tropes) that carries the bulk of each clause. The accent system punctuates the text and is 
therefore a very important feature in its syntactic analysis; despite the term accent, the system does not primarily 
refer to the pitch or duration of the words. This feature of Hebrew grammar is so important for understanding that 
medieval Jewish sources paid more attention to it than to establishing the correct pronunciation of words.82 

b 
Accents in the MT are of two kinds: disjunctives and conjunctives. Disjunctive accents, euphemistically dubbed 
"lords" by earlier scholars, mark the length of pauses from full stop to various shades of shorter pauses; 
conjunctives, dubbed "servants," control the text up to the disjunctive. According to W. Wickes's comprehensive 
study of the accents, the disjunctives mark a continuous "dichotomy" of the verse, that is, they divide larger units, 
beginning with the verse itself (marked off by silluq closing the verse), into successively smaller half-units on a 
syntactic (or logico-syntactic) basis. A unit ending with a disjunctive of one grade is divided into halves, and its 
halves in turn are divided into smaller units by other disjunctive signs until the whole verse is divided into single 
words, or groups of words joined by conjunctives.83 Israel Yeivin groups the major disjunctive accents as follows: 
"Generally atnahÌ divides the verse, zaqef the verse halves, pashtÌa or revia the unit ending with zaqef, and so 
on."84 

c 

The accent signs in the MT also preserve a tradition. The Talmud mentions yqsP ~ym[j 'the stops of the 
tÌÝÁamiÖm' which were learned as a normal part of learning the text.85 According to S. Morag some punctuation 
signs were added to the text before vowel signs,86 and E. J. Revell suggests that the punctuation was the first 
feature after the consonantal text to become stabilized in the Jewish biblical tradition.87 Revell has found the 
oldest evidence for the Hebrew accent system in the spacing of an early Septuagint text (2d century B.C.E.), 
which corresponds almost exactly with the accents in the Hebrew Bible.88 He postulates the existence of an early 
"Syro-Palestinian" accent system that marked the syntax of a text in a simplified way that mostly agrees with the 
more complex system of the MT; pausal forms of the MT represent one manifestation of the simpler system.89 
Morag's striking study of the reading traditions of the Yemenite Jewish  
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community also reopens the question of the validity of the Masoretic system in intoning the text.90 The variety of 
pronunciations among various Jewish communities signals that caution must be used in absolutizing any one 
accentual system, though the extreme neglect of traditional philology is not justified. At present it is best to 
consider the accents as an early and relatively reliable witness to a correct interpretation of the text. 

Footnotes:  

1. For a good survey, see Chaim Rabin, "Hebrew," Current Trends in Linguistics. 6. Linguistics in South West 
Asia and North Africa, ed. T. A. Sebeok et al. (The Hague: Mouton, 1970) 304–46; or William Chomsky's Hebrew: 
The Eternal Language (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1957). E. Y. Kutscher's History of the Hebrew 
Language (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1982) was unfortunately unfinished at the time of the author's death; his editor R. 
Kutscher has supplemented the manuscript, but the result is unbalanced though it remains valuable in parts; note 
the major review by P. Wexler, Language 62 (1986) 687–90. Still notable older studies include R. Meyer, 
"Probleme der hebräischen Grammatik." Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 63 (1951) 221–35; and 
Z. Ben-Hayyim, Studies in the Traditions of the Hebrew Language (Madrid: Instituto "Arias Montano," 1954). 
2. In addition to materials cited below, see in general J. Barr, "The Nature of Linguistic Evidence in the Text of the 
Bible," Languages and Texts: The Nature of Linguistic Evidence, ed. H. H. Paper (Ann Arbor: Center for 
Coördination of Ancient and Modern Studies, University of Michigan, 1975) 35–57. 
3. See G. Bergsträsser, Introduction to the Semitic Languages, trans. and sup. P. T. Daniels (Winona Lake, 
Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983); M. L. Bender, ed., The Non-Semitic Languages of Ethiopia (East Lansing: African 
Studies Center, Michigan State University, 1976; esp. the paper by C. Hodge); M. Ruhlen, A Guide to the World's 
Languages. 1. Classification (Stanford, California: Stanford University, 1987); and the references in 2.5. 
4. The controversies about subgroupings are considerable and relevant; see, e.g., J. Blau, "Hebrew and North 
West Semitic: Reflections on the Classification of the Semitic Languages," Hebrew Annual Review 2 (1978) 21–
44, as well as the materials cited in 1.3.2, for an approach different from the one taken here. 
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5. The bulk and diversity of materials in the Aramaic languages are considerable. The earliest materials, from the 
tenth through the eighth or seventh centuries, are called Old Aramaic. During this phase of the language and the 
following period, dialect divergences are difficult to detect. The great age of Official or Imperial Aramaic is the 
Persian Empire, when Aramaic was a quasi-official or even official language, but the term is applied to materials 
from the eighth through the third centuries; the largest corpus of material is derived from Egypt (notably the 
Jewish military colony at Elephantine), and the term Egyptian Aramaic is sometimes used. In succeeding ages, 
there are (a) archeologically recovered bodies of materials, both epigraphic (from the Nabatean realm, Palmyra, 
and Hatra) and manuscript (from Qumran); (b) literary languages preserved in religious communities, Jewish 
(Jewish Palestinian Aramaic; Jewish Babylonian Aramaic), Christian (Syriac), and Mandaic; and (c) the modern 
languages, spoken in several small pockets in Syria and Iraq (as well as the American Midwest). See, e.g., J. C. 
L. Gibson, Textbook of Syrian Semitic Inscriptions. 2. Aramaic Inscriptions (Oxford: Clarendon, 1975); Bezalel 
Porten, Archives from Elephantine (Berkeley: University of California, 1968); J. A. Fitzmyer, A Wandering 
Aramean (Missoula: Scholars Press, 1979). 
6. Of 305,441 words (graphic words, divided by spacing or maqqeph), the Aramaic portions make up 4,828, 
chiefly in the Book of Daniel; a small portion of Ezra is in Aramaic, and by custom the Aramaic verse of Jeremiah 
(10:11) and two words of Genesis (in 31:47) are also counted. See SA/THAT. Biblical Aramaic is a variety of 
Imperial Aramaic, but is often treated independently. See, e.g., F. Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic 
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1961). 
7. These are the languages treated in Bergsträsser's Introduction (along with a few modern forms). 
8. The scholarly literature on Ebla is voluminous. After an introduction to the site (e.g., G. Pettinato, The Archives 
of Ebla [Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1981]; P. Matthiae, Ebla: An Empire Rediscovered [Garden City, 
New York: Doubleday, 1981]), the student may turn to a variety of text publications and discoveries; both genres 
are represented in C. H. Gordon, G. A. Rendsburg, and N. H. Winter, eds., Eblaitica: Essays on the Ebla Archives 
and Eblaite Language I (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1987). 
9. A leading proponent of this view has been C. H. Gordon; though his discussions are widely scattered, his 
Ugaritic Textbook (UT) provides a good sample of his suggestions. 
10. There is unfortunately no up-to-date survey, but the range of illumination available from Amorite, Ugaritic, and 
the Amarna texts is well exemplified in the classic essay of W. L. Moran, "The Hebrew Language in Its Northwest 
Semitic Background," The Bible and the Ancient Near East: Essays in Honor of William Foxwell Albright, ed. G. E. 
Wright (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1961; rpt. Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1979) 54–72. No 
reliable popular introduction is available for the other materials treated here. 
11. Syllabically written texts from the city of Byblos in the late third millennium may also witness an ENWS 
language; see G. E. Mendenhall, The Syllabic Inscriptions from Byblos (Beirut: American University of Beirut, 
1985). 
12. See, e.g., D. Pardee and J. T. Glass, "The Mari Archives," Biblical Archaeologist 47 (1984) 88–100; A. 
Lemaire, "Mari, the Bible, and the Northwest Semitic World," Biblical Archaeologist 47 (1984) 101–9. 
13. For a recent survey, see E. Puech, "Origine de l'alphabet: Documents en alphabet linéaire et cunéiforme du 
IIe millénaire," Revue biblique 93 (1986) 161–213. 
14. The character of the Canaanite materials in Amarna Akkadian is unclear. Most scholars believe that linguistic 
interference is involved: the scribes sought to write Akkadian but failed for lack of expertise in the language. This 
explanation does not, however, cover all the facts. On the matter of the linguistic diversity within the Amarna 
corpus (and in relation to Ugaritic), see J. Huehnergard, "Northwest Semitic Vocabulary in Akkadian Texts," 
Journal of the American Oriental Society 107 (1987) 713–25. 
15. Though outdated in details, C. H. Gordon's Ugaritic Textbook remains standard. 
16. The name of the language (or forms of it) is given as yÝhuÖdiÖt 'Judean'(2 Kgs 18:26) and sÃÝpat kenaÃÁan 
'Canaanite'(Isa 19:18); the term ÁibriÖt 'Hebrew' is earliest attested by the Greek adverb Hebraïsti (Ben Sira 
Prologue 22; cf. John 19:20). For a useful review of biblical allusions to Hebrew as a language, see W. Weinberg, 
"Language Consciousness in the Old Testament," Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 92 (1980) 
185–204. 
17. See, for an introduction, Gibson, Textbook of Syrian Semitic Inscriptions. 1. Hebrew and Moabite Inscriptions 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1971); D. Pardee et al., Handbook of Ancient Hebrew Letters (Chico: Scholars Press, 1982). 
18. See, e.g., Gibson, Textbook of Syrian Semitic Inscriptions. 3. Phoenician Inscriptions (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1982); Z. S. Harris, A Grammar of the Phoenician Language (American Oriental Series 8; New Haven: American 
Oriental Society, 1936); Y. Avishur, "Studies of Stylistic Features Common to the Phoenician Inscriptions and the 
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Bible," Ugarit-Forschungen 8 (1976) 1–22. 
19. J. Hoftijzer and G. van der Kooij et al., Aramaic Texts from Deir ÁAlla (Leiden: Brill, 1976); J. Hackett, The 
Balaam Text from Deir Alla (Harvard Semitic Monographs 31; Chico: Scholars Press, 1984). 
20. W. R. Garr, Dialect Geography of Syria-Palestine. 1000–586 B.C.E. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 
1985) 229. Note that Hackett treats the Deir Alla language as South Canaanite (Balaam Text, 8). Another 
approach to the dialectology, profiting from Garr's wave-theory or continuum model, would take Hebrew as central 
(on an east-west axis) with Phoenician as a western extreme and Ammonite as an eastern extreme. 
21. Translation and summary from I. Rabinowitz, The Book of the Honeycomb's Flow ... by Judah Messer Leon 
(Ithaca, New York: Cornell University, 1983) xxxii-xxxiii. 
22. The enormous role of the Luther Bible in German and the Authorized Version in English is not comparable, 
since there is no real Hebrew (real in the sense of contributing to the rhythm and lexis of the language) before, 
behind, or around Biblical Hebrew. 
23. On the distinctive Hebrew of Qumran, see E. Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta: Scholars 
Press, 1986); S. A. Kaufman,"The Temple Scroll and Higher Criticism," Hebrew Union College Annual 53 (1982) 
29–43. On the texts generally, see, e.g., T. H. Gaster, The Dead Sea Scriptures (3d ed.; Garden City, New York: 
Anchor/Doubleday, 1976); many scrolls remain to be published. 
24. It may be possible to distinguish a midrashic form of the language which together with Mishnaic Hebrew 
proper would compose Tannaitic or Rabbinic Hebrew. A certain amount of traditional Jewish prayer is in Mishnaic 
(or Tannaitic) Hebrew. 
25. See M. H. Segal, Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon, 1927), on the language. Some of the 
differences between Biblical and Mishnaic Hebrew may reflect the differences in the genres that the languages 
are used for. On Mishnaic Hebrew and Late Biblical Hebrew, see R. Polzin, Late Biblical Hebrew: Toward an 
Historical Typology of Biblical Hebrew Prose (Harvard Semitic Monographs 12; Missoula: Scholars Press, 1976) 
167–73; on Mishnaic features in the Song, see M. V. Fox, The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love 
Songs (Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1985) 187–90. 
26. Some of the most interesting material is the poetry, well represented in T. Carmi's The Penguin Book of 
Hebrew Verse (New York: Penguin, 1981). 
27. Hebrew was spoken in Palestine with Sephardic pronunciation prior to the rise of Zionism; see T. V. Parfitt, 
"The Use of Hebrew in Palestine, 1800–1882," Journal of Semitic Studies 17 (1972) 237–52. 
28. Modern Hebrew "syntax is no longer Semitic, but is closer to the syntax of Indo-German[ic] languages"; so N. 
Stern, "The Infinitive as a Complement of a Predicate of Incomplete Predication," Hebrew Annual Review 10 
(1986) 337–49, at 347, based on a review of infinitival use, much more frequent in Modern Hebrew than in any 
earlier form of the language. For discussion of a variety of facets of Modern (and not only Modern) Hebrew, see 
the papers in H. B. Rosén, East and West: Selected Writings in Linguistics. 2. Hebrew and Semitic Linguistics 
(Munich: Fink, 1984). On morphology, various papers by Ruth A. Berman are valuable: see, e.g., Eve V. Clark 
and Ruth A. Berman, "Structure and Use in the Acquisition of Word Formation," Language 60 (1984) 542–90. 
29. The tension between a written (or dead) language as a synchronic or frozen record and as a record of 
variation over time (and region and social class and genre) takes on a different form for each written language. 
Canonicity is a far more important factor for Hebrew than for Classical Greek, Akkadian, or Egyptian; the Hebrew 
record is also shorter than for any of these. 
30. See, e.g., R. N. Whybray, The Making of the Pentateuch (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1987); B. S. Childs, 
Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1979); N. K. Gottwald, The Hebrew Bible—
A Socio-Literary Introduction (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985). 
31. Polzin, Late Biblical Hebrew; A. Hurvitz, "The Chronological Significance of Aramaisms in Biblical Hebrew," 
Israel Exploration Journal 18 (1968) 234–40; cf. Rabin, "Hebrew," 316. 
32. G. Gerleman, Synoptic Studies in the Old Testament (Lunds Universitets Årsskrift 1144; Lund: Gleerup, 
1948). Kenneth A. Kitchen has shown that modernizing can also be demonstrated in extrabiblical ancient Near 
Eastern sources. See his Ancient Orient and the Old Testament (Chicago: Inter-Varsity, 1966) 142–43; "Egypt," 
The New Bible Dictionary, ed. J. D. Douglas (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1962) 337–53, at 349–51. 
33. B. K. Waltke, Prolegomena to the Samaritan Pentateuch (Harvard Dissertation, 1965) 285–94; summarized 
as "The Samaritan Pentateuch and the Text of the Old Testament," New Perspectives on the Old Testament, ed. 
J. B. Payne (Waco, Texas: Word, 1970) 212–39, on modernizing, 213–17; cf. J. E. Sanderson, An Exodus Scroll 
from Qumran (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986). 
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34. Waltke, Prolegomena, 294–99; "Samaritan," 217–20. 
35. Rabin, "Hebrew," 310 n. 30. 
36. C. H. Gordon, "North Israelite Influence on Postexilic Hebrew," Israel Exploration Journal 5 (1955) 85–88, at 
86. In the same article Gordon argues that the language of (northern) Israel influenced the Hebrew of postexilic 
books such as Esther, Chronicles, and, in his view, Qoheleth. 
37. Note, e.g., W. F. Albright, The Proto-Sinaitic Inscriptions and Their Decipherment (Harvard Theological 
Studies 22; Cambridge: Harvard University, 1966; 2d ed. in 1969) 12, 13. The overview of A. R. Guenter, A 
Diachronic Study of Biblical Hebrew Prose Syntax (Toronto Dissertation, 1977), remains unpublished. 
38. W. J. Adams Jr. and L. LaMar Adams, "Language Drift and the Dating of Biblical Passages," Hebrew Studies 
18 (1977) 160–64. 
39. Polzin, Late Biblical Hebrew, 20. 
40. Polzin, Late Biblical Hebrew, 112. See, for an extension of Polzin's method, A. E. Hill, "Dating the Book of 
Malachi: A Linguistic Reexamination," The Word of the Lord Shall Go Forth: Essays in Honor of David Noel 
Freedman, ed. C. L. Meyers and M. O'Connor (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983) 77–89. Other scholars 
using similar data argue for an earlier relative dating of putative P; see A. Hurvitz, A Linguistic Study of the 
Relationship between the Priestly Source and the Book of Ezekiel (Paris: Gabalda, 1982) 157–71; G. Rendsburg, 
"Late Biblical Hebrew and the Date of'P,’" Journal of the Ancient Near Eastern Society 12 (1980) 65–80. 
41. D. A. Robertson, Linguistic Evidence in Dating Early Hebrew Poetry (Missoula: Scholars Press, 1972). 
42. Robertson, Linguistic Evidence, 153–56. 
43. On the subject of this section, see, in general, P. R. Ackroyd and C. F. Evans, eds., The Cambridge History of 
the Bible. 1. From the Beginnings to Jerome (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1970); and F. M. Cross and S. 
Talmon, eds., Qumran and the History of the Biblical Text (Cambridge: Harvard University, 1975). 
44. The story of the printing of the Hebrew Bible is summarized by N. M. Sarna, "Bible Text," Encyclopedia 
Judaica (Jerusalem: Keter, 1971), 4. 816–36. The discussion that follows is based on B. K. Waltke, "Textual 
Criticism of the Old Testament," Expositor's Bible Commentary, ed. F. E. Gaebelein (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 
1979), 1. 211–28, at 211–13; used by permission. 
45. The oldest manuscripts from Qumran are dated by F. M. Cross on paleographic grounds broadly to between 
the late fourth century and the first half of the second century B.C.E.; Cross, "The Oldest Manuscripts from 
Qumran," Journal of Biblical Literature 74 (1955) 147–72; more narrowly he would date the oldest manuscripts 
between 275 and 225. 
46. See J. Pritchard, Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testament (Princeton: Princeton University, 
1969) 205–6, 660, 178–80. 
47. W. F. Albright, From the Stone Age to Christianity (Garden City, New York: Doubleday/ Anchor, 1957) 78–79. 
48. Kitchen, Ancient Orient and Old Testament, 140. 
49. Albright, Stone Age, 79. 
50. For the basic statement of the orthographic development, see F. M. Cross and D. N. Freedman, Early Hebrew 
Orthography: A Study of the Epigraphic Evidence (American Oriental Series 36; New Haven: American Oriental 
Society, 1952); on the linguistic background, see M. O'Connor, "Writing Systems, Native Speaker Analyses, and 
the Earliest Stages of Northwest Semitic Orthography," The Word of the Lord Shall Go Forth: Essays in Honor of 
David Noel Freedman, ed. C. L. Meyers and M. O'Connor (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983) 439–65 
51. See S. Talmon, "Aspects of the Textual Transmission of the Bible in Light of Qumran Manuscripts," Textus 4 
(1964) 95–132, reprinted in Cross and Talmon, Qumran and the History of the Biblical Text, 226–63. 
52. Again, the discussion follows Waltke, "Textual Criticism," 213–16. 
53. M. Martin, The Scribal Character of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Louvain: Publications Universitaires, 1958) 
54. Babylonian Talmud, Nedarim 37b–38a. 
55. On the scribes' work, see C. D. Ginsburg, Introduction to the Massoretico-Critical Edition of the Hebrew Bible, 
proleg. H. M. Orlinsky (New York: Ktav, 1966) 307; and M. Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1985) 23–43. On Semitic alphabetic scripts, see Joseph Naveh, Early History of the Alphabet
(Jerusalem: Magnes, 1982), for abundant illustrations, and the still basic work of I. J. Gelb, A Study of Writing 
(Chicago: University of Chicago, 1963), for theoretical and historical background. 
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56. See K. A Mathews, "The Background of the Paleo-Hebrew Texts at Qumran," The Word of the Lord Shall Go 
Forth: Essays in Honor of David Noel Freedman, ed. C. L. Meyers and M. O'Connor (Winona Lake, Indiana: 
Eisenbrauns, 1983) 549–68. Medieval and modern Hebrew scripts (e.g., the Rashi script, the modern cursive) are 
derived from the square script. The Samaritan script is derived from the paleo-Hebrew script. 
57. R is also known as the kaige recension. The fundamental studies are those of D. Barthélemy, "Redécouverte 
d'un chaînon manquant de l'histoire de la Septante," Revue biblique 60 (1953) 18–29; and Les Devanciers 
d'Aquila (Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 10; Leiden: Brill, 1963). The first is fully reprinted and the second 
partially reprinted in Barthélemy's Etudes d'histoire du texte d'Ancien Testament (Fribourg: Editions 
Universitaires/Göttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1978). 
58. See B. K. Waltke, "Aims of OT Textual Criticism," Westminster Theological Journal 51 (1989) 93–108. The 
range of textual criticism described here is much larger than that encompassed by H. F. D. Sparks's remark: "If it 
were not for the carelessness and waywardness of scribes there would be no need for text-critics at all" ("Jerome 
as Biblical Scholar," in Ackroyd and Evans, Cambridge History of the Bible, 1. 510–41, at 526. An important 
alternative approach to the categorization of ancient exemplars has been suggested by S. Talmon and E. Tov, 
who propose that at least in some cases texts were known from the beginning in a variety of forms, not easily or 
usefully classified as types. The texts are related "to each other in an intricate web of agreements, differences, 
and exclusive readings," Tov notes; see The Text-Critical Use of the Septuagint in Biblical Research (Jerusalem 
Simor, 1981) 274 
59. Again, following Waltke, "Textual Criticism," 216–17. 
60. Sarna, "Bible Text," 835. 
61. Paul de Lagarde, Anmerkungen zur griechischen Übersetzang der Proverbien (Leipzig: Brockhaus, 1863). E. 
F. C. Rosenmueller's similar, late eighteenth-century formulation, that they all represent one recension, may be 
more correct. 
62. F. M. Cross, The Ancient Library of Qumran and Modern Biblical Studies (2d ed.; Garden City, New York: 
Doubleday, 1961) 188–94. B. Albrektson has rejected the notion that the rabbis consciously produced a standard 
text, arguing that the MT emerged as a standard in the context of religious growth; see "Reflections on the 
Emergence of a Standard Text of the Hebrew Bible," Congress Volume: Göttingen 1977 (Supplements to Vetus 
Testamentum 29; Leiden: Brill, 1978) 79–85. 
63. Again, following Waltke, "Textual Criticism," 217–18. 
64. See S. Morag, The Vocalization Systems of Arabic, Hebrew and Aramaic (The Hague: Mouton, 1962), for a 
comparative study of three related systems; E. J. Revell has written a number of papers on the development of 
the system—"Aristotle and the Accents," Journal of Semitic Studies 19 (1974) 19–35; "The Hebrew Accents and 
the Greek Ekphonetic Neumes," Studies in Eastern Chant 4 (1974) 140–70; "The Diacritical Dots and the 
Development of the Arabic Alphabet," Journal of Semitic Studies 20 (1975) 178–90. 
65. The reasons why the Masoretes undertook their work are not clear: recognition of the unavoidable decay in an 
oral tradition was partially responsible, but external stimuli, including models (from Syriac or Arabic; see n. 64) 
and theological controversies (notably the Qaraites; see 2. Id), were also involved. A critical point in the evaluation 
of their work may be the one thousand or so Qere-Kethiv variants; these have been associated with theories 
involving types of manuscript correction and manuscript collation. J. Barr has argued that the variants involved 
antedate the Masoretes; see "A New Look at Kethibh-Qere," Oudtestamentische Studiën 21 (1981) 19–37, esp. 
23–25. 
66. E. A. Knauf, "Dagesh agrammaticum im Codex Leningradensis," Biblische Notizen 10 (1979) 23–35. 
67. M. H. Goshen-Gottstein, "The Aleppo Codex and the Rise of the Massoretic Bible Text," Biblical Archaeologist
42 (1979) 145–63. Technically, the Aleppo Codex is "the oldest codex containing the entire Tiberian massoretic 
Bible" i.e., text and a full set of correct notes, except for the places where it is damaged (p. 148); due to the 
complexity of the Masoretic annotations, it stands out as "the only manuscript of the enrire massoretic Bible in 
which the correspondence between text and massoretic notation is practically perfect" (p. 149). 

68. The Leningrad Codex is the basis for both Biblia Hebraica3, ed. R. Kittel (originally 1937; New York: American 
Bible Society, 1972 and other reprints; abbreviated BH3 or BHK), and Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia, ed. K. 
Elliger and W. Rudolph (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelstiftung, 1977; abbreviated BHS). More and more scholars are 
turning to the computer to assist them in their research; E. Tov provides a succinct introduction to such methods 
in "Computers and the Bible," Bible Review 4 (1988) 38–43. 
69. The statement of James Barr, Comparative Philology and the Text of the Old Testament (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1968; rpt. Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1987) 3437, is representative. 
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70. Cross and Freedman, Early Hebrew Orthography, 1. See also the fuller and more nuanced discussion of F. I. 
Andersen and A. Dean Forbes, Spelling in the Hebrew Bible (Rome: Biblical Institute, 1986). 
71. See C. Brockelmann, "Die 'Tempora' des Semitischen." Zeitschrift für Phonetik und allgemeine 
Sprachwissenschaft 5 (1951) 133–54, at 147; Alexander Sperber, A Historical Grammar of Biblical Hebrew 
(Leiden: Brill, 1966) 192. 
72. Cf. Ps 17:10, 1–19:70. 
73. A number of widespread emendations have recently been questioned. Prov 26:23 reports that 'Burning lips 
and an evil mind (leb) are ksp sygym poured over earthenware,' where the MT has kesep siÖgiÖm 'silver (of?) dross.' 
Some decades ago H. L. Ginsberg proposed reading kspsg(y)m 'like glaze,' citing Ugaritic spsg, a word not 
attested in Hebrew. The tradition that eventuated in the MT was influenced by the close association of ksp and 
sygym in several other passages (Isa 1:22, Ezek 22:18, and above all Prov 25:4) and so redivided and 
revocalized the phrase. This proposal is accepted by, e.g., Barr, Comparative Philology, 219–20, 331; Kitchen, 
Ancient Orient and Old Testament, 163; and, more recently, B. Margalit, "Lexicographical Notes on the Aqht Epic 
(Part 1)," Ugarit-Forschungen 15 (1983) 65–103; but it has been questioned on the basis of the external evidence 
by M. Dietrich. O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartín, "Die angebliche ug.-he. Parallele spsg//, sps(j)g(jm)," Ugarit-
Forschungen 8 (1976) 37–40. For a similar case involving 2 Sam 1:21, see M. O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure
(Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1980) 231. 
74. We lean heavily in what follows on Barr, Comparative Philology, 207–22. 
75. Babylonian Talmud, Baba Bathra 21a-b; cf. Barr, Comparative Philology, 213–14. 
76. Quoted in Sparks, "Jerome," 510. 
77. After Barr, Comparative Philology, 213. 
78. The Gallican Psalter (ca. 385), based on the Vetus Latina and Origen's Hexapla, is the standard psalter of the 
Vulgate, but not Jerome's final effort; the "Juxta Hebraeos" (ca. 395), based on the MT, never received full 
acceptance. 
79. Barr, Comparative Philology, 217; cf. Rabin, "Hebrew," 306. The apparent preservation of much apparently 
unrecoverable information must be handled with caution. Note, for example, the case of Chemosh. The MT nearly 
always has the form kÝmosç, in agreement with the bulk of extrabiblical (mostly onomastic) evidence from the Iron 
Age, but the Kethiv of Jer 48:7 has kmysç for kÝmisç, apparently agreeing with the Ebla texts, which know this god 
as Kamish (ÀsupÁdÀ/supÁkaÀsubÁ3À/subÁ-mi-isç); see Pettinato, Archives of Ebla, 245, 291–92. 

80. Compare the views of Bo Johnson, Hebräisches Perfekt und Imperfekt mit vorangehendem we (Lund: 
Gleerup, 1979) 23. 
81. Yeivin, Introduction to the Tiberian Masorah, ed. E. J. Revell (Masoretic Studies 5; Missoula: Scholars Press, 
1980) 157–60. 
82. E. J. Revell, "Biblical Punctuation and Chant in the Second Temple Period," Journal for the Study of Judaism 
7 (1976) 181–98, at 181. 
83. W. Wickes, Two Treatises on the Accentuation of the Old Testament: On Psalms, Proverbs, and Job; On the 
Twenty-one Prose Books, proleg. A. Dotan (New York: Ktav, 1970), originally 1881, 1887. 
84. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, 172. 
85. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, 163–64, reviews the talmudic references. Note the mention of the use "of the right 
hand to indicate the tÌÁmy twrh, presumably referring to the practice known as 'cheironomy', still in use in some 
Jewish communities," the most antique practices probably being those of the great synagogue at Rome. 
86. Morag cited by Revell, "Punctuation and Chant," 181. 
87. Revell, "Punctuation and Chant," 181. 
88. There are also important data from Qumran: see E. J. Revell, "The Oldest Evidence for the Hebrew Accent 
System," Bulletin of the John Rylands Library 54 (1971–72)214–22. 
89. Revell, "Punctuation and Chant." Revell describes manifestations of the Syro-Palestinian system in (a) Syriac 
biblical texts, (b) Samaritan Hebrew biblical texts, (c) Jewish texts of the Mishnah, (d) a few early Greek 
manuscripts of the Bible, both of the Septuagint (a second-Century-B.C.E. text usually considered the oldest LXX 
manuscript) and of the R or kaige recension (the text published by Barthelemy and described in 1.5.4), and (e) 
most importantly for us, the pausal forms of the MT, which match the final disjunctive accents irregularly enough 
that they must reflect an early, independent system with its own significance. 
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90. S. Morag, "Pronunciations of Hebrew," Encyclopedia Judaica (Jerusalem: Keter, 1971), 13. 1120–45:cf. Barr, 
Comparative Philology, 217. 
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Page 31

2.1 Beginnings (10th century C.E.) 

a 
Near the middle of the tenth century of the Common Era, Saadia ben Joseph (882–942) launched the linguistic 
study of Hebrew with two books written in Arabic.1 This versatile Jewish scholar, usually known as Saadia Gaon, 
after his service as dean or gaon of the Jewish academy at Sura in Babylonia, is most famous for his translation 
of the Hebrew Bible into Arabic. His Agron (Vocabulary) deals with lexicography, and Kutub al-Lugha (Books on 
the [Hebrew] Language) treats grammar.2 Saadia's works  
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were largely lost many centuries ago, but knowledge of them has come down through his successors, especially 
through the writings of Abraham ibn Ezra, who revered Saadia as the first grammarian of Hebrew and "chief 
spokesman everywhere" for such study. Profiat Duran tells us that Saadia wrote three grammatical works which 
did not survive in his own time. Saadia's works were read and studied during the brilliant creative period of 
Hebrew grammar and served to shift the attention of Jewish intellectuals from talmudic to linguistic studies. 
Modern scholars still regard him as the father of our discipline. Saadia's grammatical work presented various 
elements basic to any modern grammar, for example, paradigms for the Qal and Hiphil verbal stems and careful 
distinctions among various classes of sounds. What motivated Saadia to give birth to our discipline? 

b 
The prehistory of Hebrew grammatical study is meager. It is true that in talmudic and midrashic materials the 
rabbis make occasional grammatical observations, for example, that the ending h'- in such forms as hm'y>r;ñc.mi 
and hc'Wxñ indicates direction and stands in place of a prefixed l, as in ~yIr;ñc.mil.X' and #Wxl., and that yKi has 
four different meanings: 'if,' 'lest,' 'indeed,' and 'because.'3 Further, considerable grammatical material is to be 
found in the Sepher YesÌirah, an early medieval qabbalistic work. But these sporadic comments provided neither 
basis nor motivation for the work of Saadia and his successors. Rather, the impetus for describing the rules of the 
Hebrew language came from the following factors: (1) the argument that grammar is basic to understanding 
scriptural literature, (2) the threat of the Qaraite sect, (3) the foundational work of the Masoretes, (4) the example 
of Arabic grammars, and (5) the ongoing literary use of Hebrew, especially in devotional poetry. Let us consider 
each of these factors in detail. 

c 
The first Jewish grammarians defended their activity with the philosophical and theological argument that proper 
knowledge of the Hebrew Scriptures depends on grammar; it is the basic exegetical tool. David Tene has 
observed: 

Around the end of the first millennium C.E. writing about linguistic issues was a new phenomenon in Jewish
literature, considered by many important people as a vain, senseless activity. Therefore, in their

2 History of the Study of Hebrew Grammar 

2.1 Beginnings (10th century C.E.) 
2.2 Medieval Jewish Studies (11th to 16th centuries) 

2.1 Creative Period (1000–1150) 
2.2 Period of Dissemination(1150–1250) 
2.3 Waning Period (1250–1550) 

2.3 Christian Hebrew Studies (16th to mid-18th centuries) 
3.1 Earliest Stages (1500–1550) 
3.2 Development (1550–1750) 

2.4 Comparative Method (mid-18th to mid-19th centuries) 
2.5 Comparative-Historical Method (mid-19th to 20th centuries) 
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introductions, the authors [of grammatical works] discuss the motivating factors which stimulated them to
write their linguistic works. They seek to prove to their readers that it is incumbent upon Jews to take up the
investigation of their language and their arguments include the following points: (1) language is the means
for all discernment and linguistics is the means for all investigation and wisdom; (2) the fulfillment of the
commandments depends upon the understanding of the written word, and in turn, the proper knowledge of 
the language is impossible without the aid of linguistics.4 

Such arguments are still cogent and inescapable for any community that builds its faith on scripture.5 
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d 
The Qaraite sect, which appeared toward the end of the eighth century, rejected rabbinic traditions and insisted 
on the diligent study of the Scriptures themselves as the only basis for Judaism. This movement, which made 
serious inroads into the academies of Babylonian Jewry, spurred both friends and foes to a more searching study 
of the biblical text and its language. Saadia, as head of one of those academies, was directly involved and led the 
rabbinite counterattack. More specifically, Qaraism prompted him to write KitaÒb al-SabÁiÒn LafzÌa al-Mufrada (The 
Book of the Seventy Isolated Words), a brief lexicographical essay in Arabic which treats some of the hapax 
legomena of the Bible.6 

e 
The Masoretes, whose work had culminated in the tenth century with the school of Ben Asher in Tiberias, were 
concerned not with describing the language but with recording the text. Nevertheless their activity in vocalizing the 
text and in commenting on it in the Masorah, both activities aimed at preserving an essentially oral body of 
tradition, formed the basis for early grammatical descriptions. Concerning the relevance of the pointed text, Tene 
writes: 

It is rather astonishing that the initial emergence of the linguistic literature of the Jews had to be so late in
time. There is, however, general agreement that in Semitic this kind of metalinguistic discourse could not
have begun before the invention of the vowel points.7 

Concerning the more specific contributions of the Masoretes to Hebrew grammar, Israel Yeivin notes: 
Some of the terminology used in the Masorah was taken over by the grammarians. Terms such as
masculine, feminine, singular, plural, the names of the letters, the vowel and accent signs, and other
features of the pointing ... were all used by the Masoretes and taken over by the grammarians ... Since the
Masoretes compared all the occurrences of particular words, their lists formed the basis for grammatical
observations on changes in vowel patterns: either conditioned changes, such as changes in forms in
contextual or pausal situations, changes in words with or without maqqef, with or without the definite article, 
or waw simple and waw consecutive, etc., or unconditioned variation in the vowelling of the word.8 

The Masoretes had a sophisticated linguistic theory with an underdeveloped expression; the grammarians, in 
taking the step of making the theory explicit, were able to advance it because they could appreciate gaps and 
inconsistencies in it.9 
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f 
The Arabic grammars of Muslim scholars provided an immediate impetus and model for similar work on the 
Hebrew language. The influence of the Arab grammarians on Saadia Gaon, who wrote in Arabic, is plain. Like 
them, for example, he classifies the words of the language into three divisions, nouns, verbs, and particles. 
Although Hebrew was the focus of his study, Arabic was the language of science throughout the tenth century in 
the Near East, North Africa, and Spain. In the second half of this fruitful century, some Hebrew lexical studies 
produced in Spain were written in Hebrew, but most grammatical works over the next two centuries were in 
Arabic. 

g 
Finally, in the introduction to his Agron, Saadia informs his readers that, disturbed by the style of various 
contemporary religious poets, authors of piyyuÖtÌiÖm, and by the confusion of grammatical categories in their poems, 
he designed his work to guide the Hebrew writers of his day in the correct use of the language.10 
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h 
Another pioneer in Hebrew linguistics is MenahÌem ibn Saruq (ca. 910-ca. 970), who read Saadia's commentaries. 
He wrote the MahÌberet, the first complete Hebrew dictionary and the first linguistic work to be written in Hebrew.11 
It was severely criticized in linguistic matters by Saadia's pupil, Dunash ben LabratÌ (ca. 920–990), whose family 
came from Baghdad, although he himself was born in Pez; he settled in Cordova. Dunash and MenahÌem mediated 
Saadia's learning, and other features of Babylonian Jewry, to Spain.12 Leslie McFall cogently observes: "Jewish 
scholarship in Spain owed not only its pronunciation (Sephardic) but its beginnings to Babylonian Jewry."13 

2.2 Medieval Jewish Studies (11th to 16th centuries) 

2.2.1 Creative Period (1000–1150) 

a 
The period from the end of the tenth century to the middle of the twelfth century is designated by David Tene as 
"the creative period." Yehuda HÍayyuj (ca. 940-ca. 1010), a disciple of Menahem, scientifically and systematically 
expounded the theory that all Hebrew words have a triradical root, a notion he adapted from the Arab 
grammarians. Grammarians were now in the heuristic position to understand phenomena such as the assimilated 
nun and the compensatory daghesh, as well as various features of the weak verbs, those with one or more of the 
letters y w h a as a radical. It was HÍayyuj who adopted from the Arabic grammars the burdensome l[P as the 
paradigmatic verb and introduced the designation of the three radicals of the root by Pe (first radical), Ayin 
(second radical), and Lamedh (third radical).14 
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b 
The successors of Saadia pursued their studies with zeal and profundity, as illustrated by the famous literature of 
"objections" and "replies" between the brilliant grammarian Jonah ibn JanaÒhÌ (AbuÒ al-WaliÒd MarwaÒn ibn JanaÒhÌ, ca. 
990–1050), and the statesman, soldier, and poet Samuel ha-Nagid (993–1056). William Chomsky recapitulates 
the controversy: 

Samuel ha-Nagid apparently aroused by Ibn JanahÌ's criticism of some of the views of his teacher, Yehudah
HÍayyuj, sent a messenger from Granada to Saragossa, the place of Ibn JanahÌ's residence, charged with the 
task of challenging Ibn JanahÌ to a verbal duel on certain grammatical issues and of exposing publicly the 
"fallacy" of his theories. On his arrival in Saragossa, the messenger stayed at the home of ... a friend of Ibn
JanahÌ. A public reception was arranged in honor of the visitor, to which Ibn JanahÌ was invited. The latter, 
without suspecting the chief purpose of the gathering, accepted the invitation. During the reception, the
visitor began to inveigle Ibn JÍanah gradually and subtly into a discussion. Some of the questions raised by 
him were readily disposed of and adequately answered by Ibn JanahÌ. But others followed, and Ibn JanahÌ, 
unprepared for this barrage of questions, was befuddled, and he promised to reply at some future time. 
He did so and sent his reply to the visitor. The latter, however, superciliously remarked that it would be wiser
for Ibn JanahÌ to withhold his reply until the Nagid's book was published, where he would find even more
serious criticism leveled against him. This Ibn JanahÌ refused to do. He issued his reply in book form and 
called it Kuab at-Taswiya [The Book of Rebuke]. After the publication of the Nagid's attack on him, Ibn JanahÌ
retorted with a violent counter-attack in a book, which he called Kitab at-Tashwir [The Book of Shaming].15 

c 
The sophistication of Hebrew grammar at this time can be seen in the issues being argued over: the Qal passive, 
a subject independently examined in modern times by Böttcher and Barth (see 22.6), the use of the term Inphial 
for transitive Niphal forms, etc. Of this literature Tene writes: "The study of the language never attained such fine 
and sharp distinctions as those in the controversy which developed around the works of Hayyuj in the generation 
of Ibn JanahÌ and Samuel ha-Nagid."16 Of Ibn JanaÒhÌ's later works, written in Arabic as all his books were, the most 
important is KitaÒb al-TanqiÒhÌ (Hebrew Sepher ha-Diqdaq, The Book of Detailed Investigation). This consists of two 
parts, KitaÒb al-LumaÁ(grammar) and KitaÒb al-UsÌuÒl (a dictionary). Tene rhapsodizes on the great KitaÒb: 

This two-part work, with the writings of HÍayyuj and the shorter works of Ibn JanaÒhÌ ... , form[s] the first 
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complete description of biblical Hebrew, and no similar work—comparable in scope, depth, and precision—
was written until modern times. 

Page 36

This description constitutes the high point of linguistic thought in all [medieval grammatical] literature.17 

He comments in summary, "The authors of this period are the great creators of Hebrew linguistics."18 

2.2.2 Period of Dissemination (1150–1250) 

a 
The century following the middle of the twelfth century was a period of dissemination, directly stimulated by the 
political tribulations of 1148, brought on by the Almohade conquest of southern Spain. Jewish intellectuals, exiled 
to Italy and to southern France, brought with them the works of HÍayyuj, Ibn JanaÒhÌ, Samuel ha-Nagid, and others. 
These works were both adapted and translated. The traveling scholar Abraham ibn Ezra (1089–1164), through 
his copious writings, notably commentaries and grammatical works, popularized the ideas of the Spanish 
grammarians and in general brought the benefits of Arab science to European Jewish communities cut off from 
Spanish Jewry. In Rome around 1140 he produced his grammar in Hebrew, a first, based on Arabic sources.19 

b 
The labors of adaptation culminated in the works of the QimhÌi family: Joseph, the father (ca. 1105–1170), and his 
sons Moses and David (1160–1235).20 In the introduction to the section of his Sepher Mikhlol (Compendium) 
dealing with Hebrew grammar, David likened himself to a "gleaner after the reaper," whose task it has been to 
compile and present succinctly and simply the voluminous findings of his predecessors. He selected his material 
so judiciously and presented it so effectively that his work eclipsed and eventually displaced the more original and 
profound work of Ibn JanahÌ and served as an authoritative standard until the nineteenth century. Posterity held his 
works in such high regard that a mishnaic dictum was adapted to them: hrwt !ya yxmq !ya ~a, 'If there 
were no QimhÌi, there would be no Torah.' We are indebted to Joseph and David QimhÌi for the now-standard 
formulation of the patterning of long and short vowels in closed and open syllables and of the relationship of these 
to silent and vocal shewas; the system of verbal stems (binyanim) as it is understood today was first elaborated 
by them.21 
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c 
David Tene appraised this period of dissemination as follows: 

Although the works of adaptation and translation obviously made but a slight original contribution to
linguistic thought, it would be difficult to exaggerate the importance of this literary activity. It was the
translators and adaptors who saved Hebrew linguistics from oblivion and made it a permanent branch in the
history of Jewish literature. They also translated into Hebrew the Arabic grammatical terms ... , and they
fixed a mode of exposition for grammatical and lexicographical issues ... that has existed until today in the
study and teaching of the Hebrew language and in Hebrew biblical exegesis.22 

2.2.3 Waning Period (1250–1550) 

a 
In the late Middle Ages, as the intellectual and demographic center of Jewry shifted away from the Near East, so 
too the study of Hebrew grammar took on a European cast.23 Latin models replaced Arabic models. Though the 
grammatical works of this period are generally inferior,24 they are not without interest. Arab grammarians treated 
the domain of language as dominant, including not only linguistics but also rhetoric (the science of persuasion) 
and poetics as part of grammar. The European schools, in contrast, grouped grammar, rhetoric, and logic as 
three co-equal language sciences (the trivia, as opposed to the natural and technical sciences, the quadrivia).25 

b 
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In the MaÁaseh Ephod (1403) of Profiat Duran (1360–1412), the philosophical shift is evident: Duran calls for a 
more theoretical basis for grammar, opposing the mechanical character of the Mikhlol.26 The immediate model of 
the Latin language is important for Abraham de Balmes (ca. 1440-ca. 1523). His Miqneh Abram seeks to bridge 
the Arab and Latin grammatical traditions. It is the first work to divide Hebrew grammar into phonology, 
morphology, and syntax. It gathers together previous research regarding the pronoun's agreement in gender and 
number, and government of the verb, and introduces new topics such as the combination of nouns with verbs, the 
combination of nouns with other nouns, the agreement of noun (subject) and verb (predicate), and the 
combinations possible with the aid of particles. Of all the medieval works after Ibn JanaÒhÌ, Balmes's may be 
considered the most original.27 The medieval Jewish grammatical tradition died with Elijah Levita, who, as we 
shall see, passed this heritage to Christian hands. 
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2.3 Christian Hebrew Studies (16th to mid-18th centuries) 

2.3.1 Earliest Stages (1500–1550) 

a 
Linguistic literature on Hebrew from the tenth to the fifteenth centuries was an exclusively Jewish province.28 With 
the shifts in European culture associated with the revival of classical learning and the reform of the Christian 
church, Hebrew grammar shifted to Christian scholars. The church's new interest in what it referred to as the Old 
Testament was one of the reasons Jews lost interest. Alleging that the Mikhlol marks the closing of the "Golden 
Era" of Hebrew medieval philology, William Chomsky writes: 

Most of the Jewish scholars of the subsequent generations regarded the study of grammar as a waste of
time, and some even considered such study heresy. Even the study of the Bible began to be regarded as of
secondary importance and was gradually dwindling to such an extent that a German rabbi of the 17th
century complained that there were certain rabbis in his generation "who had never in their lifetime seen a
text of the Bible."29 

When Jews reentered the field of grammatical study, the context had changed vastly. The philosopher Baruch 
Spinoza (1632–1677), "the greatest thinker ever to write a treatise on the Hebrew language,"30 wrote his 
Compendium grammatices linguae hebraeae in Latin and with an awareness of biblical writing that would have 
been incomprehensible to his forebears. 

b 
Interest in Hebrew grammar developed among Christian scholars in the early part of the sixteenth century.31 The 
humanist Johann Reuchlin established the study of Hebrew grammar in the Christian European world through his 
book Rudimenta linguae hehraicae (1506), as well as through his immense personal reputation.32 The interest in 
scripture that mandated the study of Hebrew was new with Reuchlin's age and its concern for returning to ancient 
sources and reforming the church. 
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c 
Although the Schoolmen of the High and Late Middle Ages did not believe that scripture had one single simple 
meaning, as the Reformers did, some of them did hold that its fundamental sense must be everywhere 
ascertained in accordance with the principles of grammar and human discourse; only then could other senses be 
considered. Nicholas of Lyra (d. 1349) took special pains to insist that all the senses presuppose the historical, 
grammatical sense as their fundamentum and norm. Following Hugh of St. Victor (d. 1141) and other scholars of 
the Victorine school, Nicholas complained that the historical sense had become much obscured because of the all 
too common practice of ignoring it in favor of mystical exegesis. These Scholastics recaptured the thought of 
Augustine and especially Jerome—who almost a thousand years earlier had studied Hebrew with the rabbis in 
Israel—through the influence of the Jewish scholars, especially Rashi.33 Although the study of Hebrew was often 
neglected, it is an unwarranted distortion to make Nicholas of Lyra a complete eccentric, out of place in the Middle 
Ages. Beryl Smalley has criticized the view that Lyra was the first to come under Jewish influence and was thus a 
proto-Reformer: 
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The Christian knowledge of rabbinics in the middle ages used to be underestimated. Rashi was thought to
have made his first appearance in Latin commentaries with Nicholas of Lyre in the early fourteenth century.
His influence on Lyre was classed not as typically medieval, as indeed it was, but as a factor in the
Reformation: 
Si Lyra non lyrasset 
Lutherus non saltasset. 
["If Lyra had not played. 
Luther would not have danced."] 

This dicton absurde ["silly ditty"] ... has been ... disproved.34 

d 
In spite of various contacts between Jewish and Christian scholars during the medieval period, no single name 
stands out in the history of "Christian Hebrew studies between Jerome and Johann Reuchlin."35 Reuchlin is a 
thoroughly humanistic figure. His brief Rudimenta is not so much based on David QimhÌi's Mikhlol as on Moses 
QimhÌi's elementary Mahalakh Shebile ha-DaÁat (The Journey on the Paths of Knowledge), the first printed Hebrew 
grammar (Soncino, 1489).36 Reuchlin's significance does not rest on the content of his simple grammar but rather 
on his pioneering efforts and tactical activity. Luther learned Hebrew using either QimhÌi's Mikhlol or Reuchlin's 
Rudimenta. Conrad Pellicanus (1478–1556), a Dominican monk who taught himself Hebrew under the most 
arduous circumstances, actually wrote the first Hebrew grammatical work in Latin (1503 or 1504).37 Pellicanus 
taught the Swiss reformer Wolfgang Capito (1478–1541), who in turn instructed John Calvin. 
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2.3.2 Development (1550–1750) 

a 
Among the factors that spurred on the work effectively begun by Reuchlin were the spread of printing and the 
controversies in the church. The itinerant Jewish scholar Elijah Levita (1468–1549) played a special role. His 
books include a commentary on the grammar of Moses QimhÌi (1504), his own grammar (1517), and his studies on 
the Masorah (1538). His personal contact with Christian scholars was also important; among his pupils was 
Sebastian Münster (1489–1552), professor at Basle from 1529 on, who translated his works into Latin. Levita 
transported the great fund of medieval Jewish philology with the QimhÌian stamp into the Christian universities.38 

b 
The sixteenth century was the first great age of modern grammatical study. Near the end of the century John 
Udall produced the first Hebrew grammar in English (1593), a translation of Pierre Martinez's grammar written in 
Latin (1567). In time the humanistic pursuit of Hebrew gave way to theological interests; chairs came to be 
occupied by men with theological training.39 

c 
In Chapter 29, discussing in more detail developments in the understanding of the Hebrew verbal system, we will 
again have occasion to look at the history of Hebrew grammatical studies. We need only note here that during the 
first two centuries of Christian Hebrew studies, from Reuchlin to the epoch-making Institutiones (1737) of Albert 
Schultens, the vast majority of Hebrew grammars did little to advance the scientific study of the language. 

2.4 Comparative Method (mid-18th to mid-19th centuries) 

a 
At the brilliant beginning of Hebrew grammatical studies, creative lexicographers and grammarians compared 
Biblical Hebrew with the cognate languages with which they were familiar, as well as with later forms of Hebrew. 
For example, Yehuda ibn Quraysh (fl. 10th century), a contemporary of Saadia, attempted in his RisaÒla (Report) a 
systematic comparison of Biblical Hebrew words to Aramaic words, to Hebrew words used in the Mishnah, and to 
Arabic words; Dunash ibn Tamim (ca. 900–960) dealt with the close connections between Hebrew and Arabic 
vocabulary. With the shift of the centers of learning from the Arab world to Europe, where scholars communicated 
in Latin, these studies were largely lost.40 
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b 
Between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries Christian scholars independently resumed the study of "Oriental" 
languages other than Hebrew, languages we now call Semitic. To Arabic and Aramaic these scholars added 
Syriac and Classical Ethiopic. As Barr noted, "Material was being assembled for a comparative philological 
approach more comprehensive and wide-ranging than that which had been possible for the medieval Jewish 
philologists."41 These studies paved the way for the Dutch scholar Albert  
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Schultens (1685–1750), who in his Institutiones (1737) laid Hebrew grammar on the new foundation of 
comparative Semitic philology. In this perspective Hebrew is no longer regarded as the first language, from which 
the other Oriental languages diverged, but as one Semitic language among the others. Barr evaluates Schultens's 
work thus: 

Schultens emphasized with revolutionary exaggeration the extent of the change brought about by the new
knowledge. Far from accepting the traditional view that Arabic (like other languages) was a degenerate form
of Hebrew, Schultens maintained that Hebrew was only one Semitic dialect, while the purest and clearest
such dialect was Arabic ... But in spite of the high value accorded to Arabic by Schultens, his use of it was
infelicitous and far from commendable even from the point of view of an Arabist. He nevertheless marked
the beginning of an epoch which continued into the mid-20th century, in which one of the main forms of 
learned linguistic study was the use of cognate languages for the elucidation of difficulties in Hebrew.42 

c 
This new approach found further expression in N. W. Schröder (1721–1798) and more substantially in Johann 
David Michaelis, professor of Oriental languages and theology at Göttingen. The new approach also produced a 
new type of Hebraist. Barr comments: 

The academic Hebraist was now expected to be an Orientalist; this meant not only knowledge of Arabic, but
also an awareness of the new information brought by travelers from the East about customs, the physical
surroundings of life, and now—in its first rudimentary form—archaeology.43 

d 
The grammarian whose work enjoyed the widest currency and influence both in his own time and ever since is 
(Heinrich Friedrich) Wilhelm Gesenius (1786–1842), professor at Halle.44 His lexicon, Thesaurus linguae 
hebraicae (published from 1829 to 1858), was successively revised and reached classic proportions in the 
seventeenth edition, edited by Frants Buhl (1921); an earlier edition was used as the basis for the English 
dictionary of Francis Brown, Samuel Rolles Driver, and Charles A. Briggs (1907). Gesenius's grammar, 
Hebräische Grammatik (1813), went through many profound transformations. He produced thirteen editions, his 
pupil E. Rödiger did the fourteenth through the twenty-first editions, and Emil Kautzsch did the next seven. The 
latest English edition, by Arthur Ernest Cowley (Oxford, 1910), is based on Kautzsch's last edition. Later editors of 
Gesenius's work had to take into account the vast knowledge of ancient Near Eastern languages and literatures 
being uncovered by the spade of indefatigable archeologists and their decipherment and publication by brilliant 
linguists. None of them, however, attempted to write a truly comparative-historical grammar. Gesenius's grammar, 
with numerous amendments and revisions and in various editions, still remains a standard reference work today. 
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2.5 Comparative-Historical Method (mid-19th to 20th centuries) 

a 
The impetus for a comparative-historical approach to Hebrew grammar came from the study of the Indo-European 
family of languages, which includes most of the languages of Europe and many languages of Asia. The discovery 
of regular correspondences between Greek, Latin and its Romance relatives (French, Spanish, Italian, and 
others), and the Germanic tongues, including English, was followed by work on Sanskrit. The tracking of 
correspondences by scholars was one of the principal factors in the development of comparative-historical 
philology. It became clear that two related languages may develop from a single earlier language and that the 
historical development from the earlier stage through its evolutionary changes into later stages could sometimes 
be stated. In sum, comparative philology was replaced by historical-comparative philology. This most significant 
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achievement of nineteenth-century linguistic scholarship was applied to the Semitic family.45 The comparative-
historical study of the Semitic languages reached monumental proportions in Carl Brockelmann's two-volume 
work, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen (1908; Guide to the Comparative 
Grammar of the Semitic Languages) and in Gotthelf Bergsträsser's Einführung in die semitischen Sprache (1928; 
translation, Introduction to the Semitic Languages, 1983).46 

b 
By comparing Hebrew with the other Semitic languages and by working with the internal evidence of Hebrew itself 
it became possible to penetrate back to earlier stages of the language and to trace various later developments—
Mishnaic, Medieval, and eventually Modern Hebrew. This revolutionary approach to Hebrew first appeared in the 
grammars of Justus Olshausen (1861),47 and Bernhard Stade (1879).48 It reached classic proportions in Eduard 
König's syntax (1897)49 and in the grammar of Hans Bauer and Pontus Leander (1922),50 the twenty-ninth 
revision of Gesenius's grammar by Gotthelf Bergsträsser (1918),51 and the grammar of Rudolf Meyer (1966).52 
Astonishingly, no complete comparative-historical grammar of Hebrew has ever appeared in English, be it an 
original or a translation! 
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c 
During the nineteenth century Jewish scholars rejoined the mainstream of Hebrew linguistic work, a reentry 
"facilitated by the fact that non-Jewish [Hebrew] studies became once again more humanistic and less definitely 
attached to theology."53 A signal figure in this reentry was S. D. Luzzato (1800–1865), a scholar and (like Saadia 
Gaon and other medieval grammarians) a poet.54 As our discipline has grown in the last hundred years it has 
brought together, albeit in a small way, Jews and all variety of Christians.55 

d 
More recently, especially since the 1940s, the comparative-historical approach to Hebrew has been giving ground 
to the contribution of modern linguistics, which looks to the great Swiss scholar, Ferdinand de Saussure, as its 
father.56 Descriptive and structural linguists have in this century clarified the methods by which language is 
studied and the ways in which its component parts interact. Biblical scholars have also had to reckon with ever-
expanding horizons in comparative philology and with an ever-increasing number of ancient sources for Hebrew. 

Footnotes:  

1. In this chapter we follow closely the survey of "Hebrew Linguistic Literature" in the Encyclopedia Judaica 
(Jerusalem: Keter, 1971), 16. 1352–1401; the first part, on pre-sixteenth-century literature, is by David Tene, and 
the second by James Barr. (The attributions are, unfortunately, somewhat garbled.) On the intellectual context of 
medieval grammatical study, see the essays in B. W. Holtz, ed., Back to the Sources: Reading the Classic Jewish 
Texts (New York: Summit, 1984), especially those of E. L. Greenstein, "Medieval Bible Commentaries" (pp. 213–
59), and N. M. Samuelson. "Medieval Jewish Philosophy" (pp. 261–303). For an orientation to the earlier stages 
of medieval grammatical study, the long introduction to William Chomsky, David KÍimhÌi's Hebrew Grammar 
(Mikhlol) (New York: Bloch, 1952), is useful, although the work is not suitable for study because the parts of 
Qimbi's grammar are rearranged and the terminology misleadingly (if carefully) modernized (see pp. xxix-xxxii); 
the material in the introduction is summarized in Chomsky, Hebrew: The Eternal Language (Philadelphia: Jewish 
Publication Society, 1957) 117–38. Note also the survey of early grammatical work by Leslie McFall in The 
Enigma of the Hebrew Verbal System (Sheffield: Almond, 1982) 1–16. C. H. J. van der Merwe presents a helpful 
study of the recent history of the discipline in "A Short History of Major Contributions to the Grammatical 
Description of Old Hebrew since 1800 A.D.," Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages 13 (1987) 161–90. On both 
medieval comparative Semitic studies and early modern work (where textual criticism provided a model for 
comparative linguistics), see P. Swiggers, "Comparison des langues et grammaire comparée," Linguistica 27 
(1987) 3–10. 
2. On Saadia's work, see S. L. Skoss, Saudia Gaon, the Earliest Hebrew Grammarian (Philadelphia: Dropsie 
College, 1955); Tene, "Literature," 1367–69; Chomsky, Mikhlol, xii. 
3. Babylonian Talmud, Yebamoth 13b; GitÌtÌin 90a. Cf. S. Rosenblatt, "Materials toward a Biblical Grammar in the 
Bible Exegesis of the Tosefta," Biblical and Related Studies Presented to Samuel Iwry, ed. A. Kort and S. 
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Morschauser (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1985) 219–26. 
4. Tene, "Literature," 1360–61. Hebrew was also regarded as the primordial language. 
5. The medieval Jewish grammarians, like most grammarians of Hebrew since, concentrated on the language of 
the Bible and neglected later developments; cf. Tene, "Literature," 1361–62. 
6. On the role of the Qaraites, see Chomsky, Mikhlol, xiii. On the Book of the Seventy, see Tene, "Literature," 
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Qaraites or Qaraites themselves. The Qaraite sect survives in modern times as a tiny remnant located in both the 
Soviet Union and Israel. In late medieval and Renaissance times, Jewish controversy with Christians played a 
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7. Tene, "Literature," 1353. 
8. Israel Yeivin, Introduction to the Tiberian Masorah, ed. E. J. Revell (Masoretic Studies 5; Missoula: Scholars 
Press, 1980) 153. 
9. Cf. Tene, "Literature," 1354. 
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MenahÌem ibn Saruq, Dunash ben LabratÌ, Samuel ha-Nagid, Moses ibn Ezra, and Abraham ibn Ezra. On Saadia 
as grammarian and writer, see Y. Tobi, "Saadia's Biblical Exegesis and His Poetic Practice," Hebrew Annual 
Review 8(1984) 241–57. 
11. Tene, "Literature," 1356. 
12. Chomsky, Mikhlol, xiii. 
13. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 4. 
14. Tene, "Literature," 1356, 1369–70; Chomsky, Mikhlol, xiv, xxiv. 
15. Chomsky, Mikhlol, xvi-xvii, cf. xix; see also Tene, "Literature," 1356–57, 1370–71. On Ibn JanaÒhÌ, see E. A. 
Coffin, Ibn JanaÒhÌ's KitaÒb al-LumaÁ: A Critique of Medieval Grammatical Tradition (University of Michigan 
Dissertation, 1968), and her summary, "Ibn JanaÒhÌ's KitaÒb al-LumaÁ: An Integration of Medieval Grammatical 
Approaches," Michigan Oriental Studies in Honor of George G. Cameron, ed. L. L. Orlin et al. (Ann Arbor: 
Department of Near Eastern Studies, University of Michigan, 1976) 65–79. On Samuel's varied career, see S. 
Stroumsa, "From Muslim Heresy to Jewish-Muslim Polemics," Journal of the American Oriental Society 107 
(1987) 767–72, and references. 
16. Tene, "Literature," 1357; cf. Chomsky, Mikhlol, xix. 
17. Tene, "Literature," 1357. 
18. Tene, "Literature," 1358. 
19. According to C. Rabin, The Evolution of the Syntax of Post-Biblical Hebrew (Oxford Dissertation, 1943) 91, his 
Hebrew is more mishnaic than Rashi's; see more generally F. Greenspahn, "Abraham Ibn Ezra and the Origin of 
Some Medieval Grammatical Terms," Jewish Quarterly Review 76 (1985–86) 217–27. Joseph QimhÌi (see below in 
text) fled to Provence during the persecutions in southern Spain and probably met Abraham ibn Ezra in 1160. 
Abraham ibn Ezra, best known as a biblical commentator (and the speaker of Browning's "Rabbi Ben Ezra"), 
should not be confused with his contemporary, the poet Moses ibn Ezra (1055–1135), also a distinguished reader 
of Biblical Hebrew—see N. Roth, "‘Seeing the Bible through a Poet's Eyes': Some Difficult Biblical Words 
Interpreted by Moses ibn Ezra," Hebrew Studies 23 (1982) 111–14. 
20. Tene, "Literature," 1372–73; David QimhÌi is also known as RaDaQ (Rabbi David QimhÌi). 

21. See Chomsky, Mikhlol, xx-xxi. The ten-vowel, quantitative/qualitative system of Joseph QimhÌi is a radical 
reconceptualization of the seven-vowel qualitative Tiberian or Masoretic system. Its accuracy and usefulness 
have been questioned; also open to question is whether the QimhÌis meant vowel length as (what we now call) 
phonemic. (Vowel quantity refers to shortness/length; quality refers to the character of the sound.) 
22. Tene, "Literature," 1359. 
23. A general decrease in interest in grammatical studies is sometimes said to be a by-product of the work of 
Maimonides (1135–1204), the greatest of medieval Jewish intellectuals. This supposed relationship should not be 
exaggerated. "Tension and antipathy between grammarians and Talmudists [such as Maimonides] seem to have 
been rather common, a particular embodiment of a general rivalry between protagonists of various disciplines 
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Scholarship," 45–46. 
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1393. 
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Guide to the World's Languages. 1. Classification (Stanford, California: Stanford University, 1987) 4–22 (method), 
25–35, 38–56 (Indo-European), 87–89 (Semitic and Afroasiatic). See also Barr, "Literature," 1396–97. 
46. Carl Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen (Berlin: Reuther und 
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Sprachen (Munich: Hueber, 1928); Introduction to the Semitic Languages, trans. and sup. P. T. Daniels (Winona 
Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983); cf. S. Moscati et al., An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the 
Semitic Languages (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1964). 
47. Justus Olshausen, Lehrbuch der hebräischen Sprache, 2 vols. (Braunschweig: Vieweg, 1861). For the list of 
grammarians given here, see Barr, "Literature," 1397, and note also the valuable surveys in C. Rabin, "Hebrew," 
Current Trends in Linguistics. 6. Linguistics in South West Asia and North Africa, ed. T. A. Sebeok et al. (The 
Hague: Mouton, 1970) 304–46; and N. M. Waldman, "The Hebrew Tradition," Current Trends ... 13. 
Historiography of Linguistics (1975) 1285–1330. 
48. B. Stade, Lehrbuch der hebräischen Grammatik (Leipzig: Vogel, 1879). 
49. Fr. Eduard König, Historisch-Comparative Syntax der hebräischen Sprache (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 1897). 
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53. Barr, "Literature," 1399 Cf. Goshen-Gottstein, "Hebraic Studies," on the parallels between Renaissance 
Humanism and the nineteenth-century Wissenschaft des Judentums ("Science of Jewry"). 
54. On Luzzato's role, see Barr, "Literature," 1399. For a recent reconsideration of Luzzato's views on Isa 6:3, see 
B. A. Levine, "The Language of Holiness," Backgrounds for the Bible, ed. M. O'Connor and D. N. Freedman 
(Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1987) 241–55, at 253. 
55. Barr, "Literature," 1399. 
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Course in General Linguistics (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966). 
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3.1 Introduction 

a 
Just as Schultens's Institutiones (1737) set the grammatical study of Hebrew on the foundation of comparative 
Semitic philology, so the Swiss scholar Ferdinand de Saussure (1857–1913) set the study of language in general 
on the foundation of linguistics, which takes all language as its object of study. The character of any one Semitic 
language stands out more clearly when it is studied in the light of all the Semitic languages, and the character of 
any language becomes more apparent in the light of languages in general. A linguist scientifically observes 
patterns and proposes theories pertaining to language in general, enabling the specialist in any given language to 
interpret the data better. Nowadays the scholarly Hebraist must be both a Semitist and a linguist. In this chapter 
we attempt to set forth some fundamental linguistic notions. In the chapters that follow we occasionally relate 
linguistic theories to the various points of Hebrew grammar being discussed. 
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b 
Linguistics is a discipline in itself, and, as in any dynamic and developing science, scholars often do not agree 
about the best way to systematize the data. Our aim here is practical, and we restrict ourselves to points of theory 
that enjoy a broad consensus among linguists and that are most pertinent to our study. Three great themes of 
linguistic study are touched on. The first involves language in relation to the world; language has certain 
properties that enable it to describe and refer to the real world. The second theme is the structure of language in 
itself and the various levels used in analyzing it; the levels and units relevant to syntactic study in particular are 
treated further in Chapter 4. The third theme is variation, difference and change within a single language or a 
group of related dialects; variation can be tied to many different facets of language and may reflect many different 
aspects of language use. In conclusion we return to the question of the language and the world and reflect on the 
process of understanding. 

3.2 Signification 

3.2.1 Semiotics and Semantics 

a 
Language is a medium whereby a speaker communicates something in the world of experience or thought to a 
listener.1 Saussure referred to that which is to be communicated as the signified (French signifié) and the part of 
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the communication system that relates it as the signifier (French signifiant). Similarly, the French linguist Emile 
Benveniste suggests that language relies on two kinds of entities: the semiotic entities (that is, the signs) and the 
semantic entities (the bearers of meaning).2 Signs are distinctive and combinative units within a specific system: 
sounds (phonemes) within the phonological system, words and parts of words (morphemes) within the lexical 
systems, and grammatical patterns (syntagms) within the syntactical system. The signs become semantic entities 
when they are attached to meaning. In fact, signs and meanings are two aspects of language like two sides of 
one coin: they cannot be separated in the exercise of language, for language is meaningful sound. The elements 
of language make up a code consisting of signs that point to meaning: using psychological terms, we may say 
that language involves images and concepts, so long as we bear in mind that the images and concepts are 
mediated by words. 

b 
Linguists use other terms to describe this dual character ot double articulation of language besides 
signifiant/signifié and semiotic entities/semantic entities. Louis Hjelmslev formulated the difference as involving 
expression and content.3 Other relevant paired correlates include sense versus reference and (intra-linguistic) 
system versus (extralinguistic) referent. No matter how the two aspects of language are viewed, Saussure's  
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insight that there are two aspects is basic. Similarly basic is his observation that the relationship of the two 
aspects is largely arbitrary:4 there is nothing about the substance honey which leads to its being called or honey 
or (in French) miel or (in Chinese) mi-t’ang. In fact, Saussure believed that the tie between signifier and signified 
was entirely arbitrary, but this view is probably too extreme.5 

3.2.2 Grammar and Words 

a 
Language can be analyzed into the broad categories of words (lexis) and their relations (grammar). Grammar 
involves the closed set of determined systems realized by intra-linguistic signs, the code; words are often signs 
pointing to extra-linguistic reality. A language's code, or grammar, consists of at least three systems: sounds, 
forms, and syntagms (i.e., relationships of words to one another in the flow of utterance). The set of words, in 
contrast, is not "closed" but "open," though not infinite. New words may be coined, and new meanings emerge, 
according to more or less established patterns. In general, speakers are not free to reconstruct the grammar, but 
they are free to choose the words representing their experience. M. A. K. Halliday refers to grammar as 
deterministic, in contrast to vocabulary, which is probabilistic.6 

b 
One way to view the grammar/lexis opposition is based on word types. On this view, there are two classes of 
words, the large, open class of words with extra-linguistic reference versus the small, closed class of 
"grammatical words"; these are sometimes called "full words" versus "form words."7 Full words include nouns, 
such as 'trees,' 'uncles,''teeth,''animals'; verbs, such as 'grow,''run,''bite,''roam'; qualifiers, such as 
'large,''good,''healthy,''dangerous'; and relators, such as 'up,''down,''over,''through.' So, for example, the 
sentences 'The cow jumped over the moon' and 'The sow stomped through the room' share the same grammar: 
the same meaningful forms (e.g., the definite article, the -ed for past tense) and the same meaningful syntax 
(subject + predicate + adverbial phrase), but the words point to altogether different experiences. Intra-linguistic 
code words or form words may be illustrated by 'to' in the sentence 'He wanted to run,' and 'did' in 'I did not go.' 
The speaker does not freely choose such words; they belong to the code. The distinction between form words 
and full words is not absolute; for some purposes 'not' in the last sentence may be considered a form word, while 
for others it  
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may better be viewed as a full word.8 In Hebrew, words such as h;, rv,a] and ta, belong to the system and are 
better treated in a grammar than in a lexicon. 

c 
Linguists disagree as to the extent to which grammar and lexis are truly distinct. The argument that they are 
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distinct can be encapsulated in an example from Noam Chomsky, 'Colorless green ideas sleep furiously.' The 
intra-linguistic sense or grammar is impeccable (nominal subject 'ideas,' with qualifying adjectives 'colorless' and 
'green,' plural predicate 'sleep,' adverb 'furiously'), but its reference to the extra-linguistic world is nonexistent, so 
the sentence is gibberish.9 Chomsky argues that if a sentence can be grammatical and still be semantically 
deviant, then semantical and syntactical components of a language are separate. The terms sense and reference 
aid in explaining what is wrong with Chomsky's example. Reference involves the relationship between linguistic 
elements and the non-linguistic sphere. Sense involves the relationships that hold between linguistic elements; it 
is concerned only with the linguistic sphere.10 In these terms, the Chomsky sentence makes sense but is non-
referential. Whether or not this argument is accepted, it remains the case that the grammatical system of a 
language can profitably be studied on its own terms. 

3.2.3 Polysemy and Context 

a 
"Language is an infinite use of finite means," said the German thinker Wilhelm von Humboldt.11 The material that 
can be "put into" language is unending—it is impossible to name a finite number that cannot be topped—but the 
code used to communicate that material is finite. The code of language is by no means simple; it is much more 
sophisticated than most other semiotic systems, for example, facial gestures or clothing. Despite this 
sophistication language uses a small number of resources. 
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b 
Since the code of language is finite, the elements of the code must be used in a variety of ways. Often one sign 
has more than one meaning; such a sign is called polysemous. In spoken English /tu/ is polysemous; three major 
meanings are distinguished in spelling—to, two, and too. Consider the following sentences, each using the word 
'with.'12 

1. I ate ice cream with my friend. 
2. I ate ice cream with my pie. 
3. I ate ice cream with my spoon. 

In the first two sentences the preposition means 'together wish,' in one case meaning 'in the company of' and in 
the other 'in association with'; in the third case it signifies 'by means of.' The same phenomenon occurs with other 
kinds of grammatical entities. For example, Beekman and Callow have analyzed over thirty meanings for the 
Greek genitive.13 

c 
A lexicon attempts to uncover a word's polysemy by pointing out its possible meanings in a language, while a 
grammar aims to reveal the polysemy of the grammatical forms and patterns by citing their potential meanings. 
There is no absolute separation between lexicon and grammar, and readers need to learn where most efficiently 
to locate the kinds of information they need. Our grammar focuses on the Hebrew Scriptures, and the following 
chapters offer a paradigm by which the reader can test the possible meanings of a grammatical form in the same 
way a lexicon enables the reader to survey various meanings of a word. 

d 
While polysemy satisfies an elementary requirement of language, namely economy, it exacts a price. Language 
may be ambiguous (i.e., an utterance may be open to several interpretations), or equivocal (i.e., the listener may 
be forced to hesitate over intended meanings), or even misunderstood (i.e., the listener may come to a wrong 
conclusion about the speaker's intended meaning). Even utterances that the speaker regards as perfectly clear 
can be problematic, as each of us knows from daily experience. Such utterances demand interpretation, the 
process whereby the listener comes to know the speaker's meaning. In everyday life, interpretation often involves 
simply looking around at the environment, but as the distance between speaker/writer and listener/reader 
increases, so does the complexity of the interpretive process. At base, however, the interpretive process always 
involves what Paul Ricoeur has called "sensitivity to context."14 Context includes not only the linguistic 
environment of the actual words, but also the speaker's and the hearer's behavior, the situation common to both, 
and finally the horizon of reality surrounding the speech situation. Since we are writing a grammar of literary texts, 
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we are restricted in our knowledge of these broader facets of context; our primary resort is to the formal features 
of language, though we are obliged to bear in mind as much of the rest of the context as we can reconstruct. 
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e 
The need to determine the meaning of linguistic forms through contextual considerations is an essential by-
product of a polysemous semiotic system. Language itself does much of the work of interpretation for us, in that 
language use presupposes a "law of semantic pertinence," which requires that semantic entities harmonize in 
such a way as to make sense together. As the elements of an utterance follow one another in a temporal string, 
they screen out unintended meanings; only by their harmonious meanings do the elements "make sense." For 
example, the word 'before' may have temporal or spatial value in the sentence 'I sang before Queen Elizabeth.' In 
the sentence, 'I sang before Queen Elizabeth in Buckingham Palace,' 'before' refers to space; in the sentence, 'I 
sang before Queen Elizabeth addressed parliament,' 'before' refers to time, as it does in the sentence, 'I sang 
before Queen Elizabeth, and after we both had sung we sat down together for tea.' Since polysemy and context 
are essential constituents of language we assume that contextual determinants are normally available. In the 
paradigmatic presentation of a form's possible meanings, we assume that the meaning in a given case is clear 
from other semantic entities in the context.15 

3.3 Levels of Analysis 

a 
Language is made up of a hierarchy of levels. Sounds, words and word elements, and phrases and clauses are 
successively more complex levels. The interactions and structures within each level are different in kind and 
extent from those on the other levels. A vowel reduction, for example, is distinct in character from the formation of 
a construct phrase. The three levels mentioned are those traditionally recognized in Western grammar and its 
successor, modern linguistics. Sounds are studied under the headings of phonetics and phonology. Morphology 
treats word elements and words as grammatical units, in formation ('ride' versus 'rode'), derivation ('rider'< ride + 
er), and inflection ('riders'< rider + s). Syntax is the study of higher levels, those of phrases, clauses, sentences, 
and beyond. The elements or units are larger on each successive level.16 

b 
This tripartite division, though traditional, is not ideal either from a linguist's point of view or a Semitist's. The 
general linguist has two objections. First, the building blocks or units of phonology are arbitrary: sounds in 
themselves have no meaning, and this fact separates the study of sound systems from the study of other 
linguistic realities. Second, the analysis of the syntactic domain is difficult: should primary attention be given to 
phrases or to clauses and sentences or to larger chunks of material (i.e., discourses or texts)? Only study of 
larger chunks allows us to explain, for example, aspects of time reference and narration or rhetorical functions 
(e.g., linguistic expressions of subservience or sarcasm). 
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c 
The Semitist's objections point to the same problem areas as the general linguist's do, but for different reasons. 
First, the traditional understanding of morphology is based on combining sequences of word elements, as in 
English 'bridesmaids' < [[[bride + POSSESSIVE] + maid] + PLURAL]. Hebrew, like the other Semitic languages, 
uses vowel patterns as much as sequential combinations, and therefore its morphology is more diverse. In 
particular, its morphology is often closely intertwined with the phonology, in ways that the traditional account does 
not allow for. Second, the Semitist notes, the domain of language above the phrase level is much harder to 
subdivide in Hebrew and the other Semitic languages than the traditional formula recognizes. The sentence, for 
example, is difficult to isolate and define, and thus Semitic grammars tend to treat clauses at great length, with 
some reference to a few clear types of complex sentences. 

d 
Despite these two sets of objections, the tripartite division is a useful scheme, still recognized by all grammarians 
as a convenient and sometimes revealing framework. We discuss the three basic levels mentioned and then turn 
briefly to work done on a discourse or text level. At the end of this review we take up some approaches that cut 
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across linguistic levels and reveal their commonality. 

3.3.1 Sounds 

a 
The most basic system of the linguistic code involves the sounds themselves. A sound produced by the vocal 
tract may be called a phone, and the sounds are studied in themselves in the science of phonetics. Of greater 
interest to the linguist is the set of sounds actually used in a given language, the set of phonemes, and the ways 
in which they are used; the set of these usage patterns is called the phonology of a language, as is the study of 
the patterns. 

b 
A phoneme is a sound or speech unit that makes a difference, that is, it can distinguish one word from another. 
The English words 'pit' and 'pin' differ only in the final sounds, the t and n; thus, we say t and n are phonemes in 
English. The word pair 'bit' and 'pit' shows that b and p are phonemes of English; such a pair is called a minimal 
pair. For many speakers of American English 'pen' and 'pin' are distinct, and for those speakers the two vowels 
and are phonemic. For many others, however, 'pen' and 'pin' sound alike, and only the vowel is used. Note that 
these speakers use the vowel in words such as 'rent,''sent,' and 'went,' where the first group of speakers uses the 
vowel of 'pen'; there is no problem with these words, as there sometimes is with the 'pen'/'pin' pair, because there 
are no words minimally contrasting to'rent,''sent,' and 'went.' 

c 
The phoneme is not a sound as it is produced in the throats and mouths of a speaker, but rather an abstraction 
based on how speakers use the sound in the words of a language. Phonemes, the minimal meaningful sounds in 
a language, do not exist as such; they are the set of sounds we make and hear in our language, irrespective of 
such obstacles as background noise or personal idiosyncrasy. Speakers of a language may vary tremendously 
and yet manage to understand each other, because each intuitively knows the sound system of the language and 
interprets the stream of speech in terms of that system. 

d 
We have mentioned some sources of sound variations, such as personal speech variations and dialect variations 
(the pen/pin dialect of American English, and the pen �  
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pin/pin dialect). There is another source of variation, the linguistic environment of the sound; such variation is said 
to be conditioned, and the variants are called allophones. For example, most speakers of English think of their 
language as having a single k sound. But in fact the k in 'key' and 'kin' differs from the k in 'ski,' 'skin,' 'sick,' and 
'sock.' (Put your finger in front of your mouth to feel the difference in aspiration, which your ear is not trained to 
detect, and note that only the first set is followed by a small puff of air, the result of aspiration.) Though the two 
kinds of k are phonetically different, English speakers consider them to be "the same sound," because in the 
system of the English language k initiating a syllable is always aspirated whereas k after s or at the end of a 
syllable is always unaspirated; this phonetic difference is never associated with a contrast in meaning, that is, it is 
never phonemic.17 In contrast, for example, Turkish does distinguish aspirated k (written k') and unaspirated k, 
and thus k'alb 'dog' is distinguished from kalb 'heart.' 

e 
Similarly, the variation of the "begadkepat letters" of Hebrew (so-called "hard" and "soft" sounds) may be 
analyzed as allophones, on the view that the form that occurs in a given context is predictable from the phonetic 
environment, specifically whether a vowel or consonant precedes. On this view, the begadkepat letters never lead 
to a contrast in meaning; note that b/v (~Hebrew B/b), d/ð (D/d), p/f (P/p), and t/th (T/t) are all contrasting pairs 
of phonemes in English. 

f 
The greatest complexities of Hebrew phonology involve the vowels of the language. A complex set of rules 
reduces vowels in some environments and lengthens them in others; some rules insert vowels (anaptyxis) and 
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others delete vowels (syncope). The fullest form of this set of rules belongs to the Tiberian Masoretic form of 
Biblical Hebrew, but many of the rules reflect processes much older. The phonology of Hebrew is not dealt with at 
any length in this grammar; it is a subject of largely secondary importance to the exegete, who should not, 
however, neglect the proper reading aloud of the text.18 

3.3.2 Morphemes 

a 
A phoneme is a sound that serves to contrast meanings, and the phonemic level of analysis is the most basic; the 
next highest level is the morphemic. A morpheme is a minimal unit of speech that is recurrent and meaningful. It 
may be a word ('ant,''rhinoceros') or an affix to a word (e.g., the negative prefix un-, as in 'unfriendly,' 'unavailable,' 
or the plural suffix -s, as in 'hats,''caps'). A free morpheme can stand alone, for example, 'friend,''hat'; a bound 
morpheme cannot be used by itself, as in the case of  
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affixes. Some morphemes have various forms, and these are called allomorphs or, less often, simply morphs. 
When a word can be segmented into parts, these segments may also be referred to as morphs. For example, the 
word 'bigger' contains two morphs, big and the comparative suffix -er. 

b 
Allomorphs of a single morpheme may be quite distinct phonetically, for example, the regular English plural suffix 
consists of -s (as in 'hats'), -z (as in 'lids'), -z (as in 'forces'). The allomorphs may be conditioned by a specific 
environment: the plural suffix is unvoiced -s after unvoiced phonemes, as in 'caps,' 'bits,' 'wicks,' etc.; voiced -z 
after voiced phonemes, as in 'scabs,''bids,''wags,' etc.; and -z after a sibilant or s-sound, as in 'senses,' 
'censuses,' 'lances,' etc. (There are also a few historical allomorphs, such as -en in 'oxen,''brethren,' and -e- in 
'men,''women.') The prefixal morpheme in- meaning 'not' appears as in- in 'innumerable,' il- in 'illiterate,' im- in 
'improper,' and ir- in 'irrelevant.'Similarly, in Hebrew the allomorphs of the plural morpheme are -iÖm, -eÖ, -oÖt, etc.; 
the morpheme of the Qal perfective consists of several allomorphs with vocalic infix patterns: CaÒCaC, CaÒCÝC + 
vocalic suffix, C«CaC + consonantal suffix, as in lj;q', hl'j.q', ~t,l.j;q.. 

c 
Just as sounds are the reality and phonemes the linguistically functional units, forming an inseparable complex, 
so are allomorphs and morphemes inseparable. Saussure expressed the distinction between morphemes and 
allomorphs in terms of form and substance. Like all grammatical units, the morpheme is an element of "form," 
necessarily related to its "substantial" realization. 

d 
The morphemes signifying the grammatical code are bound forms more often in Hebrew than in English. For 
example, the morphemes signifying definiteness, the infinitive, the genitive relation, etc., are all bound forms in 
Hebrew, whereas in English the article is the separate word 'the,' and the infinitive and the possessive relation are 
shown by the prepositions 'to' and 'of.' 

3.3.3 Syntagms 

a 
A syntagm is an ordered and unified arrangement of words or word elements in the linear flow of speech. When 
two or more elements in word, phrase, or idiomatic construction co-occur in a distinctive way, as in the verb + 
particle phrase 'run away' or in the adjective + noun combination 'poor Nathan,' they may be called a syntagm. 
Phrasal syntagms may be used in building up clauses, sentences, and higher units. Higher syntagm structures 
may be seen as involving slots, the positions occupied by a word, phrase, or clause in a structure. The slots which 
elements occupy with respect to each other in syntagms may be significant.19 Contrast, for example, the English 
sentences 'The dog bit  
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the man' and 'The man bit the dog.' In Hebrew the predicate and attributive adjectives are distinguished by 
whether they precede or follow the modified noun. The word order of English tends to be more fixed than that of 
Hebrew. The key to Hebrew word order involves one basic relation, requiring that the governing element (regens) 
generally precede the governed (rectum). Thus, in Hebrew generally the relational particle precedes (and is thus 
called a preposition) the object (ba'Am ydev.Bi), the possessed precedes the possessor (vyaih' ~ve), the noun 

precedes the attributive adjectives (tAYbia]mo ~yvin"), and the verb precedes the subject (%l,m,ñylia/ tm'Y"ñq;). 

3.3.4 Discourse and Text 

a 
Most linguists take as the upper boundary of their field of study the sentence, consigning consideration of larger 
units to folklorists or literary critics. Semitists, as noted earlier, have tended to focus on the clause. Thus the study 
of syntax is taken as the study of the use of individual words, phrases, and clauses. Relatively recently, however, 
a number of theorists have expressed dissatisfaction with this limitation. In part they have been prompted by a 
desire to study systematically certain facets of language use that philosophers, anthropologists, and literary critics 
have observed. These scholars have seen that contextual or enunciative determination of a clause's meaning 
follows certain patterns. Politeness, for example, has distinct linguistic consequences and, it is argued, linguistics 
should be able to describe them. In part, those who would reject the standard limits on linguistics are motivated by 
a desire to clarify problems of reference: the system of pronouns, for example, cannot be examined properly in 
isolated sentences, but only over a series of sentences. 

b 
Discourse analysis or text linguistics is a relatively new field of study based on these efforts to go beyond the 
sentence. Robert Longacre states the case for discourse grammar forcefully: 

In earlier work, discourse analysis was regarded as an option open to the student of a language provided
that he was interested, and provided that he had a good start on the structure of lower levels (word, phrase,
clause). But ... all work ... on lower levels is lacking in perspective and meets inevitable frustration when the
higher levels—especially discourse and paragraph—have not been analyzed. One can describe the verb 
morphology of a language but where does one use a given verb form? ... One can describe linear
permutations of predicate, subject, and object, but what factors control alternative word orderings? One can
call the roster of sentence-initial conjunctions, but where does one use which? ... To answer these and other 
problems one needs discourse perspective. 
In view of these considerations, discourse analysis emerges not as an option or as a luxury for the serious
student of a language but as a necessity.20 
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In light of these claims, we must cautiously defend the more traditional path followed in this grammar. 
Unquestionably a phrase or sentence is but a part of a larger discourse, bound together by grammatical elements 
giving it unity and cohesiveness and determining the grammatical shape of its phrases and its sentences. A 
comprehensive grammar would lay out the systems whereby the whole discourse makes sense. Nevertheless, we 
have contented ourselves here with writing a more modest grammar for both logical and practical reasons. The 
principal reason is that phrases and clauses comprehend within themselves most of the elements of a language's 
grammatical systems. 

c 
If we took discourse analysis to its final conclusion, we could "accurately" write a grammar of only an entire 
literary text; in the biblical context, that would mean an entire book. The hierarchical constituent elements of the 
grammar would be, in descending order of rank: book, pericope or section, paragraph, sentence, clause, phrase, 
word, morpheme.21 For our purposes a grammar of this magnitude is not prudent. 

d 
The clause or sentence is a logical breaking place in the rank of hierarchies because the elements involved in 
systems that relate semantic entities above that level are qualitatively different from those involved in writing a 
more traditional grammar. For example, Wilbur Pickering in his discourse analysis investigates hierarchy (outline 
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perspective), cohesion (linear perspective), prominence (thematic perspective), style (social perspective), and 
strategy (pragmatic perspective). These elements of discourse deserve separate treatment, but it is not yet clear 
that a strictly linguistic account would be an improvement over a more prosaic and less formal treatment, such as 
might be found in an advanced commentary on a biblical text.22 In one of the most engaging text-grammatical 
studies of Biblical Hebrew, Wolfgang Schneider aims to describe the language not on the basis of the sentence, 
but on the basis of texts (which he takes to be coherent structures of sentences).23 He emphasizes those 
linguistic phenomena that embody textual relations, analyzing them into three different groups: (1) forms that refer 
to other words (e.g., pronominal suffixes), (2) forms that refer to a relationship between clauses (conjunctions), 
and (3) forms that refer to relations between segments of text (he calls these macro-syntactic signs; e.g., 
discourse-initial yhiy>w:).24 As E. Talstra notes, Schneider's  
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observations are not in themselves new; what is new is the way the phenomena are organized, according to 
function in the text. Schneider distinguishes anaphoric signs (those that refer backwards, e.g., most personal 
pronouns in Hebrew), cataphoric signs (those that refer forwards, e.g., interrogative pronouns), and deictic signs 
(those that refer to the situation of communication, pointing outside the discourse, e.g., demonstrative pronouns). 
All these signs are treated in the present grammar in a more traditional framework; it is the merit of Schneider's 
work to bring them together in their common pointing function and distinguish among them on the basis of 
orientation (pointing back, pointing forward, pointing out), in ways not possible in traditional grammar. 

e 
We have resisted the strong claims of discourse grammarians in part for the theoretical and practical reasons 
mentioned earlier: most syntax can be and has been described on the basis of the phrase, clause, and sentence. 
Further, it is evident that the grammatical analysis of Hebrew discourse is in its infancy. As an infant, it offers little 
help for the many problems of grammar which have not been well understood. Most translators, we think it fair to 
say, fly by the seat of their pants in interpreting the Hebrew conjugations. Hebrew grammarians have only 
recently come to appreciate morphemes as diverse as the "object marker" ta and the enclitic mem. No modern 
grammar, further, has begun to gather together the wealth of individual studies that have been carried out in a 
more traditional framework; thus it is not surprising that some students know little about the case functions and 
some commentators make egregious errors in their interpretations of prepositions. For our purposes, therefore, 
we are content to stay with more traditional bases than those of discourse grammar. 

3.3.5 Analytical Approaches 

a 
Each of the linguistic levels involves units or elements. To analyze how a given level works, the type of units must 
be isolated. In phonology, sounds are recognized and major features that go with them—tone, pitch, or stress—
are described. Morphology studies word classes and the formative processes associated with them. Syntax takes 
up phrase, clause, and sentence types. 

b 
Once the type of units on a given level is established in a preliminary way, the next stage of analysis can be 
undertaken. In the work of grammarians and linguists before the nineteenth century, this stage tended to be 
comparative, at least implicitly. One language (in Europe, most often Latin) served as a model and other 
languages were described as deviations from that model. By the end of the nineteenth century the inadequacies 
of such an approach were obvious, as a result of work on a variety of languages. In the work of Saussure, an 
alternative to earlier comparative and historical study emerged. Linguistic structuralism is based on the idea that a 
language can be described on its own terms: without its history and apart from comparisons to languages, related 
or unrelated. In a structuralist view the units on a given grammatical level are considered as a system, in relation 
to each other. 
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c 
The years after Saussure's death were great years for linguistics, and structuralist methodologies were elaborated 
in various settings and with different emphases. The Geneva school of Saussure's students thus takes up a set of 
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problems distinct from the literarily oriented Prague school or the anthropologically dominated American school.25 
The diversification of linguistic structuralism led to structuralist methodologies in other fields, and for a time in the 
sixties and early seventies structuralism seemed a likely model for the master "human science," capable of 
unifying anthropology, psychology, and criticism. Claude Lévi-Strauss, a French anthropologist, studied myths 
and systems of myths from a linguistically informed base; various mythic characters and actions are seen as units 
making up a "language of myth." 

d 
The role of structuralism has altered in recent years. In the "human sciences" structuralism is seen, somewhat 
unfairly, as outmoded, and newer approaches are called "post-structuralist." Linguists, in contrast, have come to 
see structuralist methods as tools that may enable us to return to an earlier approach with a vastly increased fund 
of data. It is now possible to use a comparative base in evaluating a given language, where the base is not merely 
Latin or a few languages but a broadly representative sample of all language. Not all languages have been 
studied, to be sure, but enough have been described in detail that few surprises are expected. Studies in 
language universals and language typologies, pioneered by Joseph H. Greenberg, have recently assumed a 
major role in linguistics.26 

e 
The essence of structuralist method is, as noted earlier, a systematic approach to a level or other domain. Thus 
we ask questions such as: how do the units differ?, how do contrasts operate?, and how are oppositions used? 
The ways in which answers are elaborated are the ways the various structuralisms are differentiated. One major 
concept is markedness: in a paired opposition, one member of the pair is considered unmarked (i.e., simpler, 
shorter, more "obvious," more "natural"), while the other member is considered marked. In the sound system of 
English, there is a voiceless:voiced contrast for consonants, and each of the pairs p:b, t:d, k:g has an unmarked, 
voiceless member (p, t, k) and a marked, voiced member (b, d, g). The voicing (vibration of the vocal cords) is the 
"mark" of the marked members.27 English morphology contrasts singular and plural, and each of the pairs 
door:doors, book:books, fiche:fiches has an unmarked, singular member (door, etc.) and a marked, plural 
member (doors, etc.); the plural ending is the "mark" of the marked members. In cases in which the usual 
meaning of that mark is irrelevant, the mark can take on other meanings. The plural form 'waters' does not have 
an ordinary plural sense; rather, it usually has the sense of referring to great quantity of water in a natural setting 
('the waters of the Nile,''the waters of Baden-Baden'). The marked plural forms are longer in physical terms and 
more complex in semantic terms,  
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usually (though not always) with the meaning "plural." Hebrew has a double set of markedness contrasts for 
number. Singular is unmarked in opposition to plural, and singular and plural together are unmarked in opposition 
to dual. This double scheme can have a straightforward representation: singular ~Ay is one syllable, plural ~ymiy" 
is two syllables, dual ~yIm;ñyO is three syllables. Markedness is not always so simple, and the mark is not always so 
clearly an added feature or element.28 In terms of higher linguistic units, the structure of a marked opposition is 
often difficult to work out. The medieval Hebrew grammarians saw the stem system as divided between Qal 'light' 
and the derived or 'heavy' stems. This is a markedness opposition, since all the derived stems have some 
additional mark. It is not, however, obvious what linguistic conclusions follow from this conception.29 

f 
One of the bases of markedness theory is found in the lexicon. The unmarked form of a word that can be inflected 
is the dictionary or citation form. In a lexicon of English one turns to 'day' to investigate the forms days and day's, 
and to 'daze' for dazed and dazes. In word-based lexicons of Hebrew (those in the Koehler-Baumgartner mold), 
the citation form of the word is basic, while in traditional Semitic lexicons (including the Gesenius dictionaries of 
Hebrew) the words are further categorized by the citation forms of the roots. It is important not to mistake the 
forms used in lexicons for actual unmarked forms, since lexicons must make a variety of compromises between 
the most economical representation of the words and the practical needs of users. Rather, we can say that the 
idea of the unmarked form of a word grew out of the idea of the citation form; spelling conventions also played a 
role in shaping the concept of markedness.30 

3.4 Variation 
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a 
Language varies along the same parameters as other aspects of human culture, that is, it varies through time, 
according to geographical, social, and political context, and in conjunction with the age, gender, and relationship 
of the users.31 Historical variation is the most obvious sort: our English is not Shakespeare's, and Modern Hebrew 
is not the language of Ezekiel. We have discussed some features of the history of Hebrew in Chapter 1, and there 
we alluded to the opposition synchronic:diachronic. In Saussure's view, the study of a given state of a language at 
a given time (synchronic study) is an endeavor different from the study of the relationship of various states of a 
language (diachronic study). As we argued earlier, a variety of problems makes a strictly synchronic or diachronic 
study of Biblical Hebrew difficult.32 Despite the standardization and homogeneity reflected in the biblical text, it is 
possible to appreciate aspects of historical change within it. Since the Second World War, linguists have come to 
appreciate many other kinds of variation in language use, and these, too, may be relevant to the study of Hebrew.

b 
Change over time and variation due to other circumstances reflect diversities in a community of speakers. Some 
changes, called "free variations," reflect spontaneous or Non-Systematic variations that arise as speakers utter a 
language. All other forms of change ultimately reflect either linguistically or culturally conditioned variation. Some 
changes reflect analogies within the system: if the plural of 'rat' is 'rats,' a child might pluralize 'mouse' as 
'mouses.' The form 'rooves,' on analogy to 'loaves,' has acquired some currency in American English, and 'have 
went' sometimes replaces 'have gone.'33 In cultural terms, words disappear from use as the things they name 
become unimportant; English 'jesses' is usually seen in Shakespeare rather than heard in reference to hawks and 
falcons. Contrariwise, new things bring new words: a German institution led to the borrowing of 'kindergarten,' and 
the musical vocabulary of English is largely Italian in origin ('soprano, piano, pianissimo'). Social change is 
reflected in new uses such as 'gay' and coinages such as 'house husband' and 'latchkey child.' technology is ever 
changing: the old vocabulary of hydrology ('milldam, millstream, waterwheel') has disappeared; a new vocabulary 
of fabrics ('nylon, cotton-poly blend, permanent press') has appeared. Commerce is also a factor: 'muslin' (cf. 
Mosul) and 'scallion' (cf. Ashqelon) came to Europe from the Near East.34 
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c 
Poetic traditions (and to a lesser extent all literary traditions) preserve older vocabulary and grammatical forms 
that have been lost from ordinary speech and plain prose. The lexical and morphological resources thus tend to 
be larger. These linguistic facts interact in complex ways with other structural features of Hebrew verse. It is 
important to see the grammar in poetry in the context of Hebrew grammar. Loose notions of a special vocabulary 
and grammar of poetry are linguistically uninformed.35 

d 
A major source of variation is geography, although geographical variation is frequently also determined by other 
factors as well. It is customary to call geographically distinct language systems dialects, and to speak of a 
language as a group of mutually intelligible dialects. This terminological distinction should not be taken too 
seriously: languages and dialects overlap and interlock in various ways. Some types of English are not intelligible 
to one another, but a common tradition of writing and culture binds them together. A priori we would expect that 
the geographical area of southern Palestine would have been linguistically diverse in ancient times, particularly 
since social instruments of standardization were not well developed. Some of the inscriptional evidence supports 
this expectation, as does the biblical text to a slight degree. Most of Biblical Hebrew is, in fact, in the dialect of 
Jerusalem, and little material remains to fill in the dialect geography of the surrounding areas. 

e 
The Bible does itself bear witness to regional linguistic differences among the Israelites, in Judges 12. The 
Ephraimites in Cisjordan could not pronounce sçibbolet in the same way as the Gileadites in Transjordan. The 
Ephraimite variant, sibbolet, was used as a linguistic marker: a Gileadite, suspecting someone of being 
Ephraimite, would test that person by pointing to an ear of corn (or perhaps a stream; sçibbolet means both) and 
asking what he called it. Using the Ephraimite s would cost the speaker's life.36 There is evidence of a north-south 
split as well (cf. 1.4.1). Traces of non-Jerusalemite Hebrew can be found in biblical passages associated with the 
northern kingdom; such passages may refer to northerners (the Elijah stories) or even Phoenicians (Psalm 45), 
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they may quote northerners (Amos), or they may be attributed to northerners (Hosea). Linguistic study of such 
passages is aided by epigraphic remains from both Israel and Phoenicia. 

f 
Other sources of linguistic variation seem to have left even fewer traces in the Bible, but further study may be 
fruitful. Some factors may be mentioned. First, urban versus rural: non-urban speech is often more conservative 
than that of city dwellers, especially elite or educated groups. Second, male versus female and subordinate 
versus master: the different social situations of the genders and classes may affect their speech. Third, young 
versus old: the historical development of language is enacted bit by bit in the speech of all speakers as they 
master a language and mature in it. The study of these and other linguistic types of variations in the Bible is 
complicated by questions of genre and literary usage. 
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g 
We speak of Biblical Hebrew grammar as a single system because variations and dialects seem to exist within a 
single language, and no feature of the diversity of that language is surprising in light of our knowledge of modern 
languages. Speakers of the American English dialects that distinguish the vowels of 'pin' and 'pen' have little 
trouble understanding speakers who do not, those from the Appalachians, the Ozarks, and much of the Deep 
South. The lines dividing variation, dialect, and language are fuzzy, because accumulated variations lead to 
dialects, and divergent dialects lead to languages. Other cultural factors play a role in the real-world situation. 
Ephraimites and Gileadites, in spite of their different pronunciations, communicated with one another in a 
common language. Speakers of American English display rich variations in their linguistic utterances and in their 
literary expression; nevertheless they communicate their thoughts and experiences through a common language. 
So also the speakers encountered in the Hebrew Scriptures communicated their messages to a common 
audience in spite of variations. Those who share a common culture and politic tend to keep a common linguistic 
structure. We aim in this grammar to focus not on variations within Biblical Hebrew but on the common systems; 
we do not doubt that the grammar of any given body of material or author would be revealing. 

3.5 Understanding 

a 
In the course of this chapter we have reviewed a number of the basic concepts of modern linguists. Here we 
consider two pairs of concepts and briefly touch on a question behind grammar and exegesis, the question of how 
people understand one another across the "barrier" of different languages. This question is at the juncture of all 
the human sciences. 

b 
A Saussurian pairing developed for linguistic analysis is syntagm and paradigm. The term syntagm is introduced 
above. The word paradigm is familiar in its ordinary sense of an ordered list of inflectional forms; the Saussurian 
usage is slightly different. In his terms, relations between the linguistic elements in the linear flow of speech (i.e., 
the ordered arrangement of phonemes and morphemes as they occur in the speech act) are syntagmatic; 
relations between linguistic items not present in this ordered arrangement in the act of speaking are paradigmatic. 
The two categories represent two basically different modes of organizing linguistic material. For example, we can 
distinguish a linear sequence or syntagmatic relation such as "noun + attributive adjective" in Hebrew. The 
paradigmatic categories involved here are the class of nouns and the class of attributive adjectives. Consider 
these groups: 

nouns attributive 
adjectives 

vyai yrIb.[i 
tB; bAj 

lm'G" lb'n" 
rb'D' !AvarI 
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Each group is a sample of the paradigmatic classes, and since the classes are those specified in the syntagmatic 
relation "noun + attributive adjective," all sixteen possible combinations would be syntagmatically available. The 
phrases with tB; would require that the adjective be in the feminine gender. We cannot be sure that phrases not 

actually attested would be good Hebrew; lb'n" lm'G" might have seemed redundant—are not all camels foolish? 
Such a judgment would be a matter of semantics. 

c 
Scholars have long suspected that a sentence may have structural features which, though not apparent in the 
surface form, are basic to it. Noam Chomsky distinguished between "surface structure" and "deep structure." He 
defined the surface structure of a sentence as the linear sequence of elements; the deep structure, which need 
not be identical with the surface structure, is seen as a more abstract representation of grammatical relations. The 
distinction between these two levels of language has been responsible for the enormous amount of linguistic 
thinking carried out under the heading of generativetransformational grammar and various more recent 
developments. 

d 
M. A. K. Halliday has observed that the two sets of distinctions we have just reviewed are similar. The 
syntagmatic side of language use is revealed in the surface structure, what Halliday calls "chain"; in fact, Halliday 
has proposed that all structure is surface, and all "choice," systematic consideration of the paradigmatic, is deep. 
Language structure, then, would be the device for realizing in physical, sequential representation the choices 
made in Non-Sequential, abstract deep grammar.37 

e 
These oppositions—syntagmatic/paradigmatic, surface structure/deep structure, chain/choice—are parts of larger 
and more sophisticated theories of how language works. They allow us to sketch a view of the transcultural 
problem, the problem of how communication gets across the language divide. Let us take one formulation of the 
problem.38 The British anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski's fieldwork in Polynesia led him to think that the 
"translating" of terms and texts from the language of one culture to the language of another is impossible. 
Speaking absolutely this is true, because both extralinguistic reality and the intra-linguistic expression of it are 
socio-culturally conditioned. Nevertheless, on the deeper level of language there seems to be a common bond 
among people enabling them to communicate adequately with one another and to objectify their socio-cultural 
differences. This bond is based in part on the commonalities of deep structural grammar. Malinowski himself was 
not anti-universalistic. He wrote: "It would be both preposterous and intellectually pusillanimous to give up at the 
outset any search for deeper forces which must have produced [the] common, universally human features of 
language."39 More recently, Chomsky has been even more pointed in his advocacy of the study of universal 
grammar. John Lyons explains: 
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A few years ago the majority of linguists would have rejected the possibility of constructing a universal theory of 
grammatical categories. This is no longer so. As Chomsky has pointed out: "modern work ... has shown a great 
diversity in the surface structures of languages", but "the deep structures for which universality is claimed may be 
quite distinct from the surface structures of sentences as they actually appear". It follows that "the findings of 
modern linguistics ... are not inconsistent with the hypotheses of universal grammarians". Once again Roger 
Bacon's famous statement about universal grammar is being quoted with approval by linguists: "Grammar is 
substantially the same in all languages, even though it may vary accidentally."40 

Since there are many things and experiences in the extra-linguistic realm that people share universally, Bacon's 
medieval view is perhaps not surprising.41 Thus in part because of the universal properties of language in its 
deeper, abstract, non-physical dimension, we, as speakers and readers of English, are able to understand 
Hebrew. 

Footnotes: 

1. Eugene Nida addressed himself to the relationship between linguistics and biblical studies in "Implications of 
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Contemporary Linguistics for Biblical Scholarship," Journal of Biblical Literature 91 (1972) 73–89. In preparing this 
chapter, we have relied heavily on Charles E. Reagan and David Stewart, eds., The Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur: 
An Anthology of His Works (Boston: Beacon, 1978); and J. H. Greenberg, A New Invitation to Linguistics (Garden 
City, New York: Doubleday, 1977). For a survey of contemporary linguistics in relation to the study of Biblical 
Hebrew, see Richter, GANG 1. 8–39. References here to speech as a medium for language are used for 
convenience; other media are possible, and much sign language reflects a fully developed system. For a 
complete glossary of linguistic terminology, see Mario A. Pei, Glossary of Linguistic Terminology (New York: 
Columbia University, 1966); Mario A. Pei and Frank Gaynor, A Dictionary of Linguistics (Totowa, New Jersey: 
Littlefield, Adams, 1969); or, with more detail, David Crystal, A Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1985). 
2. See Emile Benveniste, Essays on General Linguistics (Coral Gables, Florida: University of Miami, 1971). 
3. Louis Hjelmslev, Language: An Introduction. trans. F. J. Whitfield (Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1970) 32–
35. Hjelmslev was a major influence on the French structuralist Roland Barthes. 
4. The view that words are arbitrarily associated with their referents derives in the Western tradition from Aristotle; 
one formulation of the contrary view is found in Plato's Cratylus. 
5. See the discussion in Roman Jakobson and Linda R. Waugh, The Sound Shape of Language (Bloomington: 
Indiana University. 1979) 177–215, for example: defenses of Saussure's position are given in the anthology of 
Robert Godel, A Geneva School Reader in Linguistics (Bloomington: Indiana University, 1969). 
6. See G. R. Kress, ed., Halliday: System and Function in Language (London: Oxford University. 1976) 85. The 
term grammar is sometimes used to cover all linguistic phenomena, sometimes (as here) all except for the 
lexicon, and sometimes simply morphology and syntax (and sometimes needlessly avoided as old-fashioned). 
7. See Eugene A. Nida, Componential Analysis Of Meaning: An Introduction to Semantic Structures (Paris: 
Mouton, 1976) 25. The closed:open contrast can be applied elsewhere in language. For example, we can say that 
English verbs comprise a closed class of models ('will, would, shall, should, can, could,'etc.) and much larger 
open class of main verbs ('walk, talk, weep, sleep, budge, nudge,' etc.). 
8. The study of "semantics," in the sense of the study of individual words and groups of words as a key to modes 
of thought, requires a brief note. The exaggeration and wrongheadedness of such study have often been 
criticized, most cogently and frequently by James Barr; see his Semantics of Biblical Language (Oxford: Oxford 
University, 1961) and, for the ensuing debate, M. Silva, Biblical Words and Their Meaning (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 1983; most of the examples are from Christian Scriptures); J. F. A. Sawyer, "Root Meanings in 
Hebrew," Journal of Semitic Studies 12 (1967) 37–50; Barr, "Semantics and Biblical Theology—A Contribution to 
the Discussion," Congress Volume: Uppsala 1971 (Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 22; Leiden: Brill: 1972) 
11–19; E. A. Nida, "Problems of Cultural Differences in Translating the Old Testament," Mélanges Dominique 
Barthélemy, ed. P. Casetti, O. Keel, and A. Schenker (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1981) 297–307. 
This restricted sense of semantics needs to be replaced by a model distinguishing four levels: (1) extra-linguistic 
reality, (2) non-language-particular concepts, (3) language-particular meanings, and (4) expression. The idea of 
family-particular concepts, i.e., Semitic or ancient Semitic, also deserves rigorous review. See B. Kedar, Biblische 
Semantik: Eine Einführung (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1981). 
9. See F. R. Palmer, Semantics: A New Outline (London: Cambridge University, 1976) 30. 
10. Cf. John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1968) 404–5, 424–
28. The term "signification" is also used for reference or situational meaning. 
11. Quoted in Reagan and Stewart, Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur, 127. On this topic, see A. Martinet, "Que faire du 
'mot'?," MPD 75–84. 
12. Examples after D. G. Frantz, "Translation and Underlying Structure. 1. Relations," Notes on Translation 
(Santa Ana, California: Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1968) 22–23. The example involves the simplest kind of 
polyseme, the homonym: actual homonyms are rare in Hebrew. 
13. John Beekman and John Callow, Translating the Word of God (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1974) 266. 
14. See Reagan and Stewart, Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur, 125. The term "co-text" can be used to indicate the 
literary environment in distinction from "context," which refers to the world environment; see C. Butler, 
Interpretation, Deconstruction, and Ideology (Oxford: Clarendon, 1984) 4. 
15. See further R. Meyer, "Gegensinn und Mehrdeutigkeit in der althebräischen Wort- und Begriffsbildung," 
Ugarit-Forschungen 11 (1979) 601–12. 
16. The grammarian and linguist tend to follow an ascending order; a schema based on notional conceptions of 
language, based on thoughts and ideas rather than perceptible material, would tend to go in a descending order. 
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17. Actually English has a further contrast: the k in 'skin' is unaspirated and released, while the k in 'sock' is 
unaspirated and nonreleased. 
18. C.-A. Keller, in "Probleme des hebräischen Sprachunterrichte," Vetus Testamentum 20 (1970) 278–86, 
argues that the teaching of Classical Hebrew has been too lopsided in favor of the text and that one should start 
from the principle that the language is a phonetic system, not a graphic one, and should therefore be learned 
orally. J. H. Hospers rightly countered, however, by observing that the practical problem is severe: "We are 
dealing with a fairly limited linguistic corpus, concerning which it is no longer possible to obtain any direct phonetic 
information"; "Some Observations about the Teaching of Old Testament Hebrew," Symbolae biblicae et 
Mesopotamicae Francisco Mario Theodoro de Liagre Böhl dedicatae, ed. M. A. Beek et al. (Leiden: Brill, 1973) 
188–98, at 190. 
19. The concept of the tagmeme, developed by Kenneth L. Pike, is another approach to this complex area of 
study. A tagmeme is "the correlation of a grammatical function or slot with a class of mutually substitutable items 
occurring in that slot"; B. Elson and V. B. Pickett, An Introduction to Morphology and Syntax (Santa Ana, 
California: Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1964) 57. For example, a noun and a noun clause can both fill the first 
slot in '_______ is good,'e.g., 'Water is good,''Drinking water is good,''To wash one's face is good,'etc. In 
tagmemic theory, a syntagm is a grammatical relationship between tagmemes; see F.I. Andersen, The Hebrew 
Verbless Clause in the Pentateuch (Nashville: Abingdon, 1970) 25–27. 
20. Quoted in Wilbur Pickering, A Framework for Discourse Analysis (SIL Publications in Linguistics 64; Dallas: 
Summer Institute of Linguistics and the University of Texas at Arlington, 1980) 4. See also R. E. Longacre, ed., 
Theory and Application in Processing Texts in Non-Indoeuropean Languages (Papiere zur Textlinguistik 43; 
Hamburg: Buske, 1984); and Longacre's own analysis of Hebrew, Joseph, A Story of Divine Providence: A Text 
Theoretical and Textlinguistic Analysis of Genesis 37 and 39–48 (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1989). 
21. A variety of higher units (clauses, verses, paragraphs, chapters, etc.) have a place in the Masoretic system 
and in earlier manuscripts; see E. J. Revell, "Biblical Punctuation and Chant in the Second Temple Period," 
Journal for the Study of Judaism 7 (1976) 181–98. 
22. For an example of the convergence of genre study and discourse grammar, see D. W. Baker, "Leviticus 1–7 
and the Punic Tariffs," Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 99 (1987) 188–97. 
23. See Wolfgang Schneider, Grammatik des biblischen Hebräisch (Munich: Claudius, 1974); note the major 
review by E. Talstra, "Text Grammar and Hebrew Bible. I. Elements of a Theory," Bioliotheca Orientalis 35 (1978) 
169–74. Earlier, D. Vetter and J. Walter, in "Sprachtheorie und Sprachvermittlung: Erwägungen zur Situation des 
hebräischen Sprachstudiums," Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 83 (1971) 73–96, had advocated 
the level of discourse as the starting point for the teaching of Hebrew. J. H. Hospers comments, in a practical 
response, "Although I am ready to agree to much, yet I wonder if all this is so easily applicable to the teaching of 
Classical Hebrew" ("Teaching of Old Testament Hebrew." 195). A related problem, as Hospers notes, involves the 
difficulty of Hebrew. Henri Fleisch has said that Hebrew is not a difficult language but one where one finds some 
difficulties; Introduction à l'étude des langues sémitiques (Paris: Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1947) 55. James Barr has 
also said that it is not an extremely difficult language; "The Ancient Semitic Languages—The Conflict between 
Philology and Linguistics," Transactions of the Philological Society 1968: 37–55, at 52. 
24. For another treatment of macro-syntactic signs, see Richter, GAHG 3. 205–6; they are there called text-
deictics (e.g., ÁattaÖ, wayhiÖ, wÝhaÒyaÖ). 

25. One element of American structuralist methodology that retains a special allure is the "discovery procedure," a 
series of well-described steps that begins with a body of language material and yields a precise and determinate 
description of it. In reality, a discovery procedure is usually an inductive extension of a definition. Any linguistic 
analysis results from much more than mechanical application of fully specifiable technique; discovery-procedure 
linguistics tends to be a form of empiricist extremism. 
26. J. H. Greenberg, ed., Universals of Language (Cambridge: MIT, 1966) is the still engaging preliminary survey; 
cf. B. Comrie, Language Universals and Language Typology (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1981). 
27. For the psychological correlates of this distinction, see Greenberg, New Invitation to Linguistics, 109–14. 
28. Multiple-markedness systems can take various forms, often involving a notion of neutralization. For example, 
we might oppose English 'man' and 'women' as unmarked: marked, with 'human' as neutral (i.e., for the 'mark' of 
gender). On the relation between unmarked forms and the zero (German Null) morpheme, see Richter, GAHG 1. 
104–30. 
29. A related and still more difficult matter is the fact that languages differ in the extent to which they mark 
phenomena: "The practical workings of language also require such minimal grammatical meanings as the past 
tense. And they require a minimal logical symbolism that has to include, for instance, negation, class inclusion, 
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conjunction, and various kinds of levels of non-contradiction within discourse. The logical and syntactic 
operations ... differ greatly from one language to the next in their status and frequency. For example, Homeric 
Greek has more overt logical operators and they are more frequent than is the case in Classical Hebrew. 
Similarly, we find enormous differences between speakers of the same language when it comes to the frequency 
and status of minimal grammatical and logical meanings"; Paul Friedrich, The Language Parallax (Austin: 
University of Texas, 1986) 125. 
30. The application of markedness within the lexicon is most successful in dealing with well-bounded semantic 
fields, e.g., kinship terms (Greenberg, New Invitation to Linguistics, 79–80) and color terms (pp. 82–83). On color 
terms in Hebrew (in all phases of the language, despite the title), see A. Brenner, Colour Terms in the Old 
Testament (Journal for the Study of the Old Testament Supplement 21; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1982). For a 
model study in precision, again related to realia (readily identified elements of the ordinary world) of meat, fish, 
and bread, see P. Swiggers, "The Meaning of the Root LHÍM 'Food' in the Semitic Languages," Ugarit-
Forschungen 13 (1981) 307–8. 
31. See Greenberg, New Invitation to Linguistics, 61–96, and some of the essays in E. Haugen and M. 
Bloomfield, eds., Language as a Human Problem (New York: Norton, 1974), esp. Dell Hymes, "Speech and 
Language" (pp. 45–71). On the work of Antoine Meillet, a major theorist of language as a social fact, see P. 
Swiggers, "La Conception du changement linguistique chez Antoine Meillet," Folia Linguistica Historica 7 (1986) 
21–30. Meillet distinguishes three types of variation: dialectal, stylistic (reflecting special contexts and uses), and 
externally conditioned (reflecting language contact and borrowing; here bilingualism plays a major role). 
32. See further Hospers, "Teaching of Old Testament Hebrew," 192–93. The problem cited here is of a pragmatic 
order; there is also the problem of where language change comes from. It must, in some sense, be built into the 
language as an object of synchronic study. 
33. Greenberg, New Invitation to Linguistics, 64. 
34. There is no up-to-date study of loanwords in Biblical Hebrew. M. Ellenbogen, Foreign Words in the Old 
Testament (London: Luzac, 1962), is badly outdated. A model treatment of loans and their context is S. A. 
Kaufman, The Akkadian Influences on Aramaic (Assyriological Studies 19; Chicago: The Oriental Institute, 1974); 
cf. M. O'Connor, "The Arabic Loanwords in Nabatean Aramaic," Journal of Near Eastern Studies 45 (1986) 213–
29. 
35. See D. A. Robertson, Linguistic Evidence in Dating Early Hebrew Poetry (Society of Biblical Literature 
Dissertation Series 3; Missoula: Scholars Press, 1972); M. O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure (Winona Lake, 
Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1980); A. Berlin, The Dynamics of Biblical Parallelism (Bloomington: Indiana University, 
1985); E. L. Greenstein, "Aspects of Biblical Poetry," Jewish Book Annual 44 (1986–87) 33–42. 
36. The point about how the test was carried out was made by W. J. Martin in discussions with us. On the 
linguistic change involved, see the views of E. A. Speiser summarized in R. G. Boling, Judges (Anchor Bible 6A; 
Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1975) 212–13. 
37. On Halliday's association of surface structure with chain (or syntagmatic relations) and deep structure with 
choice (or paradigmatic relations), see Kress, Halliday, 84–87. 
38. Another formulation of linguistic determinism is associated with the Americans Benjamin Lee Whorf and 
Edward Sapir (who was acquainted with Hebrew); see the discussion of Greenberg, New Invitation to Linguistics, 
80–83. 
39. Quoted in Kress, Halliday, xx. 
40. Lyons, Theoretical Linguistics, 333. The exact history of the idea of general grammar as distinct from 
particular grammar is much disputed. The respective roles of the Port Royal grammarians (17th century) and the 
French Encyclopedists (18th century) are discussed by S. F. D. Hughes, "Salutary Lessons from the History of 
Linguistics," The Real-World Linguist, ed. P. C. Bjarkman and V. Raskin (Norwood, New Jersey: Ablex, 1986) 
306–22; and P. Swiggers, "L'Encyclopédie et la grammaire," Acta Linguistica Hafniensa 20 (1987) 119–56, esp. 
127–31. 
41. Since languages are codes for a message, there is in theory (but only in theory) no reason why sentences in 
different languages cannot be semantic equivalents: "For two sentences of different languages to be exact 
translations of each other they must be semantically related to other sentences of their respective languages in 
exactly the same way"; E. L. Keenan, "Logic and Language," Language as a Human Problem, ed. E. Haugen and 
M. Bloomfield (New York: Norton, 1974)187–96, at 193. 
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4.1 Introduction 

a 
Traditional grammatical theory operates with two fundamental units: the word and the sentence. Linguists 
associate the word with minimal units of meaning called morphemes (see 3.3.2). Intermediate between the word 
and the sentence, grammarians commonly recognize phrases and clauses. These five units are related by way of 
composition. A unit has a "higher rank" if it is composed of other units; the units stand in order of descending 
rank: sentence, clause, phrase, word, morpheme. A particular linguistic form may stand in several ranks: 
frequently a morpheme is a word, that is, words are often monomorphemic. A word may even be a clause or 
sentence. In 2 Kings 4, Elisha instructs Gehazi to approach the Shunammite and say, 

The woman replies with the single word, 
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This reply may be considered a word, a clause (of a reduced type treated below), and a simple sentence. This 
element of overlap among the units is often useful in analysis. Since higher units depend on lower units, we shall 
present them in ascending order. Having already clarified the notion of morpheme, we begin in this chapter with 
the word. 

4.2 Word 

4.2.1 Definition 

a 
The word is a unit of language consisting of one or more spoken sounds (or their written representation) that can 

4 Grammatical Units 

4.1 Introduction 
4.2 Word 

2.1 Definition 
2.2 Parts of Speech 

4.3 Phrase and Clause 
4.4 Subject 

4.1 Expressions of the Subject 
4.2 Indefinite Subject 

4.5 Predicate 
4.6 Modifiers 

6.1 Adjectival Modifiers 
6.2 Adverbial Modifiers 

4.7 Nominative Absolute and Vocative 
4.8 Sentence 

%veyail. ~Alv'h] %l' ~Alv'h] Are you well? Is your husband well? Is the 
boy well?

dl,Y"ñl; ~Alv'h] 2 Kgs 4:26

~Alv' (We are all) well.
2 Kgs 4:26
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stand as a complete utterance or can be separated from the elements that accompany it in an utterance by other 
such units; words are composed of one morpheme or several morphemes.1 In the latter case the morphemes are 
often combined into a word by linking conditions, for example, in English the loss of primary accent that 
distinguishes bláckbird from bláck bírd. Some morphemes are always linked or bound and never occur in 
isolation: this is true of affixes in Hebrew—for example, in hr'b.v†; 'she broke' the suffix h'- 'she'is bound to a form 
of a verbal root. In other cases the morpheme may occur in isolation. Some morphemes are joined by the loss of 
accentuation or proclisis (leaning forward, viz., of one word on another); the word that loses its accent is said to 
be proclitic. Proclisis is marked in the MT by maqqeph, as in ynEP.-l[; 'upon the face of' (Gen 1:2). Proclisis is 

common with the monosyllabic prepositions and particles, for example, la,, l[;, d[;, ~[i, !mi, !P,, and the 

negative la;. Words are distinguished in speaking by stress, accent, or tone and in writing by spaces. Words are 
typically thought of as representing an indivisible concept, action, or feeling; such a notional definition is too 
imprecise to be useful. 

b 
Words can be defined phonologically or grammatically. For example, down is phonologically the same word in the 
sentences 'He ran down the hill' and 'She stroked the soft down on his cheek'; grammatically the occurrences 
involve two words which have different meanings (i.e., representing a spatial relationship and an entity, 
respectively) and enter into different contrastive and combinatorial functions in the language; the two downs 
cannot be syntactically interchanged with each other. The homophony of the two words is largely incidental to 
basic grammatical study. Grammatically, words function by referring to an extra-linguistic reality or by serving as 
part of the intralinguistic code (3.2.2). 

4.2.2 Parts of Speech 
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a 
Words can be classified according to the way they function (i.e., according to their distribution) in the higher units, 
phrase, clause, and sentence. This classification refers to the syntagmatic relations among the various types of 
words and the various word orders possible in higher units. In English, 'black dog' is an acceptable phrase, 'dog 
black' is not. Similarly, the combining of words in the following English sentences is acceptable: 

The black dog bites cruelly. 
The brown chimpanzee eats heartily. 
The strong wind blew furiously. 

On the other hand one never finds the sentences, 
Dog the bites black. 
The heartily chimpanzee eats brown. 
The strong blew wind furiously. 
Bit ate opened. 

'The' occurs with some words and not with others, and the same sort of restrictions are found for the other words. 
By noting words that can occur in comparable environments we can group words into classes. On formal grounds 
we can group the words in these sentences as 

T class: the 
W class: black, brown, strong 
X class: dog, chimpanzee, wind 
Y class: bites, eats, blew 
Z class: cruelly, heartily, furiously 

b 
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Traditionally, grammarians call the T class "the article," the W class "the adjective," the X class "the noun," the Y 
class "the verb," the Z class "the adverb." Such a formal system of categorization yields parts-of-speech groups. 
Words belonging to a part-of-speech class can be analyzed into semantic subclasses. For example, 'dog' and 
'chimpanzee' can occur with the verbs 'bite' and 'eat' but not with 'blew,' whereas 'wind' can occur with 'blew' and 
not with 'bite' and 'eat' (except metaphorically). On the basis of distribution we can analyze Noun class into Noun 
(a) class and Noun (b) class. We aim here not to exhaust the possible classes into which words can be 
categorized but to explain how such categorization is done on both formal and semantic grounds. 
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c 
Grammarians have abstracted notional values for these classes; for example, the noun class, it is said, typically 
signifies persons, places, and things; the adjective class attributes a quality to the noun; etc. Semantic subclasses 
are also described according to notional values. Members of the Noun (a) class cited above belong to the class of 
"animate nouns," while the example of the Noun (b) class is an "inanimate noun." The way in which word classes 
are notionally labeled is a matter distinct from the linguistic procedures used to isolate the classes; the labels may 
be in themselves misleading. By "parts of speech" we mean both the classes to which words belong on formal 
distributional grounds and the abstract, common notion belonging to the class. In Hebrew, the principal parts of 
speech are noun and verb; adjectives belong to the class of nouns, along with substantives; adverbs are a small 
class. The categories of preposition and conjunction overlap; these two, along with some adverbs, are often 
simply called particles. The class of exclamations and interjections, for example, yAh 'woe,' hl'yliñx' 'far be it!,' an"
'I pray,' is of lesser importance.2 

d 
The parts of speech have mixed definitions, in part based on semantic or referential factors and in part based on 
various formal features. There is no single universal scheme of the parts of speech, and no universal set of 
matchings between the parts of speech and syntagms more complicated than phrases. Since syntax, as we are 
presenting it here, is the systematic study of how words are used, some aspects of the history of word 
classification are worth mentioning. The word-class system goes back to Hellenistic times (its continuity with 
earlier, Near Eastern models remains unexplored), and, although grammatical papyri from Egypt show that the 
system assumed many different forms, tradition assigns it to Dionysius Thrax (ca. 100 B.C.E.). The whole scheme 
reflects both classical and later Stoic philosophical thought, but Dionysius and the papyri authors are properly 
grammarians rather than philosophers.3 There is a threefold base: Greek onoma 'the naming,' rheÒma 'the 
speaking,' and syndesmos 'the binding'; under these three headings we can arrange the eight categories of 
Dionysius: 

The first category includes both nouns and adjectives, while # 8 covers articles as well as pronouns. If noun and 
adjective are separated, and verb and participle combined, this scheme, of the Hellenistic age, comes close to 
those still in use in many teaching grammars of the European languages.6 

e 
The medieval grammarians of Arabic and Hebrew used only three parts of speech, corresponding to the three 
general headings above: Arabic ism 'name; noun'; fiÁl 'act;  
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verb'; and hÌarf (plural hÌuruÒf) 'motion; particle.'7 This simpler scheme should not be taken to indicate that the 

class part of speech
the naming 1. name (i.e., noun)

2. interjection
3. adverb4

the speaking 4. speaking (i.e., verb)
5. participle

the binding5 6. preposition
7. conjunction
8. pronoun
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Semitic languages lack the problem areas of the European classical languages, but simply that their grammarians 
erected a foundation lower to the ground. Some of the problem areas as they are reflected in Hebrew can be 
mentioned. First, proper nouns (names) seem different in character from other nouns (Latin nomina), and, among 
these, substantives are different from adjectives (though less different than in most European languages); 
numbers, further, seem a special sort of adjective. Second, some verb forms are used as nouns (verbal nouns, 
i.e., the two infinitives and participles). In some respects adjectives are more like verbs than nouns: nouns (and 
pronouns) are determined in themselves while verbs and adjectives are only determined in relation to nouns or 
noun equivalents; they refer to accidents (in the philosophical sense). Third, most of the particles are unchanging 
in form, but some vary, and a few nomina and verbs are unvarying. Some particles refer to the immediate context 
(e.g., adverbs), while others refer to a larger, discourse context (e.g., conjunctions). If we bear these 
considerations in mind, it is easy to see how the traditional European list developed and easy, too, to appreciate 
Wolfgang Richter's classification for Hebrew:8 

verb 
verbal noun (infinitive; participle) 
nomen (substantive; adjective; numeral) 
proper name 
pronoun 
particle (adverb; preposition; conjunction; modal word, e.g., negative; article; interjection) 

f 
It is not our purpose to defend a particular list, however, but rather to point to the usefulness of a word-class 
approach, despite its mixed origins. These origins could be covered up or transcended, if strictly formal indicators 
were found to replace the referential factors. We have not done so because the weight of the traditional witness is 
part of our assurance that the word classes facilitate the mapping and understanding of syntax. Because the 
referential background of terms like "nouns" and "verbs" remains, the difficulty of moving from word class to 
syntagm arises again and again. The alternative, we believe, is a grammar in which the elements combine 
smoothly into syntagms, but the elements are themselves not recognizable to readers without special preparation 
in a narrow and (usually) new theoretical framework. A strictly syntagmatic (or strictly paradigmatic) framework 
would be less accessible and, we suspect, less amenable to "working with no data" (in T. O. Lambdin's phrase). 
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g 
One drawback of a conservative, part-of-speech approach to syntax is that it may lead to fragmentation of 
organization (we have tried to avoid this as much as possible) and to the loss of overarching generalizations and 
regularities. The approach tends to separate and isolate syntactic phenomena, in some ways the opposite of a 
discourse grammar. Certain phenomena that cut across the various categories are not given their due. 
Congruence or agreement is the feature that holds phrases and clauses together, the basis of all syntagmatic 
patterns. Inflection is the feature that creates the diversity of verbal and (to a lesser extent) nominal forms, the 
basis of paradigmatic patterns. A grammar of Hebrew that began with congruence and inflection would be a quite 
different grammar than we have written. 

4.3 Phrase and Clause 

a 
A phrase is, in one sense, a group of words used as an equivalent of a single word class.9 Consider the earlier 
example sentence, 'The brown chimpanzee eats heartily,' alongside the sentence, 'The brown chimpanzee eats 
with zeal'; 'with zeal,' a group of words, follows the same distribution pattern and has the same grammatical value 
as 'heartily,' in the sense that both modify a verb. Thus, just as 'heartily' is an adverb, 'with zeal' is an "adverbial 
phrase." In the sentence, 'The dog with shaggy hair bites cruelly,' the group of words 'with shaggy heir' functions 
like the adjective 'black' in the sentence, 'The black dog bites cruelly.' We call a group of words that function like 
an adjective an "adjectival phrase." There are similarly nominal phrases, verbal phrases, etc. 

b 
Another, distinct sense of phrase is also useful. In this sense a phrase includes a governing word and all it 
governs. A prepositional phrase is a preposition and its object; a participial phrase is a participle and the words it 
governs, whether in construct or through a preposition; and a construct phrase includes all the nouns in a 
construct chain. 
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c 
We noted in Chapter 3 that language serves as a medium or code by which a speaker communicates thoughts or 
experiences to an audience. A clause designates an utterance in which the speaker makes a comment on a topic. 
The topic is called "the subject" and the comment "the predicate."10 The subject is expressed by a noun or an 
equivalent; the predicate of a verbal clause is a verb or an equivalent, while that of a verbless clause is a 
complementing noun. 
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d 
A clause is the syntactic combination of a subject and predicate. The subject or predicate may be compound, as 
in, 'The dog and the chimpanzee bit cruelly' (compound subject) or 'The dog bit and ate its victim 
cruelly' (compound predicate) or 'The dog and the chimpanzee bit and ate their victims cruelly' (compound 
subject, compound predicate). Each of these utterances consists of a single topic and a single comment about it. 
In contrast, the sentence, 'The dog was eating its victim when the chimpanzee arrived,' consists of two clauses; 
the utterance contains two separate topics (subjects), each with its own comment (predicates). The two clauses 
together constitute a sentence, a term we discuss below. When a sentence consists of only one clause it is called 
a "simple sentence"; when it consists of more than one clause it is called a "compound" or "complex" sentence, 
depending on how the clauses within the sentence are joined (38.1). 

e 
In addition to subject and predicate the clause may include modifiers of either of these elements, and 
conjunctions may show a clause's relationship to other clauses or sentences. Modifiers or complements may be 
either necessary (nuclear) or omissible (peripheral); they may be adjectival or adverbial. 

4.4 Subject 

4.4.1 Expressions of the Subject 

a 
A noun, noun equivalent, or complex nominal construction may express the topic. A part of speech other than a 
noun that functions in a clause as a noun is called a noun equivalent. Here are examples of a substantive or noun 
equivalent functioning as a grammatical subject. 

Page 70
(1) Substantive (8.3)

1. ~Wr[' hy"h' vx'N"h;w> Now the serpent was crafty.
Gen 3:1

(2) Pronoun (16.3.2)

2. %B'-lv'm.yI aWhw> He will rule over you.
Gen 3:16

(3) Adjective (14.3.3)

3. [r'me rs'w> arey" ~k'x' (The) wise (one) fears and turns from 
evil.
Prov 14:16

(4) Participle (37.2)

4. tWmt' ht'Meh; The dying (one) will die.
Zech 11:9

(5) Infinitive absolute (35.3.3)

5. bA+j-al{ tABr>h; vb;D> lkoa' To eat too much honey is not good.
Prov 25:27

(6) Infinitive construct (36.2)
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b 
Complex nominal constructions—noun phrase, prepositional phrase, clause—may also express the subject. (1) In 
noun phrases two or more nouns are bound together in one of the following ways: 
(a) apposition, the asyndetic juxtaposition of two or more nouns with a single extralinguistic referent 

(b) hendiadys , the juxtaposition of two nouns with a single referent, with or without the conjunction; compare with 
# 10 English 'assault and battery.' 

(c) coordination (a compound subject), the coordination of several nouns with different referents 

(d) construct relationship 

(2) A prepositional phrase used as a subject is usually a partitive phrase, introduced by !mi 'from,' either in such 
phrases as '(some) from' or, after a negative, '(not even one) from.'11 

(3) A clause often occurs as a subject of a verb of telling, knowing, or other mental activity. 

4.4.2 Indefinite Subject 
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a 

6. yviyai-ta, %Tex.q; j[;m.h; 
Was it a small matter that you stole my 
husband? (lit., Was your stealing of my 
husband ... ?)
Gen 30:15

7. dbo[]l; ~k,ynEy[eB. [r; ~aiw>
hwhy-ta, 

If serving YHWH seems bad to you ... 

Josh 24:15
(7) Adverb

8. ~['h'-!mi lp;n" hBer>h; Many fell from the troops.
 2 Sam 1:4

9. yteK.r>y:B. rG" ywIle vyai yhiy>w:
~yIr;ñp.a,-rh; 

There was a man, a Levite, a sojourning 
(one) in the flanks of the Ephraimite hill 
country.
Judg 19:1

10. HB' [m;V'ñyI dvow" sm'x' Violence and destruction resound in 
her.
Jer 6:7

11. ATv.aiw> ~d'a'h' aBex;t.YIw: The man and his wife hid themselves.
Gen 3:8

12. ~h,ynEv. ynEy[e hn"x.q;P'Tiw: The eyes of both of them were opened.
Gen 3:7

13. ryQih;-la, Hm'D'mi zYIw: And some of her blood spattered on the 
wall.
2 Kgs 9:33

14. jl;m.nI-yKi dG:hu lWav'l.W
dwID' 

That David had escaped was told to 
Saul.

1 Sam 23:13
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Sometimes no particular person(s) is (are) in view as the topic of the sentence. In such cases of indefinite subject, 
English idiom, demanding in its surface structure that a noun or its equivalent express the subject, supplies a 
"dummy" subject, be it a noun (e.g., 'men,' 'people'), a pronoun ('they,''your'), or an adjective ('one'); none of these 
has a distinct extra-linguistic referent in view. 

Men fight and die for freedom. 
They told me you had an accident. 
You can only hope and wait. 
One looks for rain. 

In Hebrew, indefinite subjects can be expressed by the bound form of the third-person pronoun with a finite verb; 
if a participle is used in such a construction, it is usually plural. The finite verb may be singular or plural, active (cf. 
22.7) or passive; the plural active construction is the most common. 
(1) Third-person singular pronoun, active verbal form 

(2) Third-person singular pronoun, passive verbal form 

(3) Third-person plural pronoun, active verbal form 

(4) Plural participle 

The impersonal construction (in which the condition expressed by the predicate is the topic) is treated in 22.7a. 

4.5 Predicate 

a 
The predicate is that part of the utterance making a comment about the subject. The term may be used broadly 
for the entire comment, including both the verb or equivalent, or alternatively the copula 'to be' (expressed or 
unexpressed) with a complement (a noun or adjective) plus modifying words; or it may be used more narrowly to 
exclude modifying words. Let us consider the possible types of predication without reference to modifying words. 
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b 
In a verbal clause the predicate is a verb. 
(1) Finite verb 

1. lk,B' Hm'v. ar'q' !Ke-l[; Therefore one calls its name Babel (or, 
men or people call it Babel).
Gen 11:9

2. taor>li lk;Wy al{w>
#r,a'ñh'-ta, 

One is unable to see the land.

Exod 10:5

3. ~veB. aroq.li lx;Wh za'
hwhy 

At that time people began to call on the 
name of YHWH.

Gen 4:26

4. Wqv.y: ayhih; raeB.h;-!mi yKi
~y+rId'[]h' 

because they watered the flocks from 
that well

Gen 29:2

5. ^yn<ñB'-ta,w> ^yv,ñn"-lK'-ta,w>
~yDIf.K;h;-la, ~yaiciAm 

They are bringing all your wives and 
children out to the Babylonians.

Jer 38:23

And God said ... 
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(2) Infinitive absolute (35.5.2) 

(3) Infinitive construct (36.3.2) 

Quasi-verbal indicators are particles denoting existence. 

c 
In a verbless (or nominal) clause there is no verbal marker of predication. Hebrew, like many other languages, 
including Latin and Classical Greek, may predicate an adjective or noun directly, without a copula (i.e., some form 
of hyh, which corresponds to English 'to be'). In languages where the copula may be optional, it is usually 
required if the comment is set in past or future time in contrast to present time (or in some mood other than 
indicative), or if the situation is highlighted. The principal function of the copula is thus to mark in the surface 
structure tense, mood, or aspect. John Lyons notes: 
[Any verb equivalent to] "to be" is not itself a constituent of deep structure, but a semantically-empty "dummy 
verb" generated by the grammatical rules of [certain languages] for the specification of certain distinctions (usually 
"carried" by the verb) when there is no other verbal element to carry these distinctions. Sentences that are 
temporally, modally and aspectually "unmarked" ... do not need the "dummy" carrier.12 

The verbless clause is common in Hebrew. The following grammatical units may serve as predicates in the deep 
structure of a sentence; they are said to "complement the subject" of a verbless clause. 
(1) Noun ("predicate nominative"; 8.4) 
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(2) Indefinite adjective ("predicate adjective"; 14.3.2) 

(3) Pronoun (16.3.3, 17.4.1) 

(4) Adverb 

1. ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOñw: 
Gen 1:3

2. j['m. abeh'w> hBer>h; ~T,[.r;z> You have sown much and brought in 
little.
Hag 1:6

3. ÅÅÅ qyDIc;-ble tAak.h; ![;y:ñ
[v'r' ydey> qZ>x;l.W 

because you have disheartened (lit., 
struck the heart of) the righteous ... and 
encouraged (lit., strengthened the hands 
of) the wicked
Ezek 13:22

4. yNIM,ñmi bArq' laeGO vyE There is a kinsman-redeemer nearer 
than I.
Ruth 3:1–2

s 
5. hZ<h; lG:h; d[e This heap is a witness.

Gen 31:52

6. ~T,a; ~yliG>r;m. You are spies.
Gen 42:9

7. hT'a; qyDIc; You are righteous.
Jer 12:1

8. hm' Wnx.n:ñw> Who are we?
Exod 16:7
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(5) Adverbial prepositional phrase 

4.6 Modifiers 

4.6.1 Adjectival Modifiers 

a 
An adjectival modifier is a construction that qualifies a noun or its equivalent. Such a construction is 
"adnominal" ("to the noun"), in contrast to a construction that modifies a verb (ad-verbial, "to the verb"). There are 
many ways in which nominal forms may be qualified in the surface structure. Consider, for example, these 
phrases, all with shapes attested in Hebrew (though not all the equivalents are attested). 

The favored expression among these in Hebrew is a construct, rk'NEh; yhel{a/ (Gen 35:2, etc.). One of these 
shapes or constructions may be chosen either for reasons of style or emphasis, or because of linguistic factors. 
Here are some examples of adjectival constructions: 
(1) Adjective 
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(2) Participle 

(3) Pronominal suffix 

(4) Construct state 

9. ~v' ~ymiY"h; xb;z<ñ yKi The annual sacrifice is there.
1 Sam 20:6

10. ~yIM'ñh; Wnl'ñ The water is ours (lit., the water is to 
us).
Gen 26:20

11. hwhy v[;r;ñb' al{ YHWH was not in the earthquake.
1 Kgs 19:11

adjective: foreign gods
construct: gods of foreignness
adjectival apposition: gods, the foreigners
hendiadys: gods and foreigners
prepositional phrase: gods in foreignness
adverbial apposition: gods (with reference to) foreignness
relative clause: gods that are foreign
relative clause: gods belonging to foreigners

1. ~yhil{a/ yrex]a; T'k.l;h'w>
~yrIxea] 

... and (if) you follow other gods

Deut 8:19

2. hl'keao vae ^yh,ñl{a/ hwhy YHWH your God is a consuming fire.
Deut 4:24

3. ^yn<ñb'-yven>W ^T.v.aiw> ^yn<ñb'W your sons and your wife and the wives of 
your sons
Gen 6:1–8

4. ynIceñyBir>y: av,D,ñ tAan>Bi He makes me lie down in pastures of 
grass.
Ps 23:2
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(5) Adverbial apposition ("accusative of limitation"; 10.2.2) 

(6) Apposition 

(7) Hendiadys 

(8) Relative Clause (with or without relative pronoun) 

4.6.2 Adverbial Modifiers 

a 
An adverbial modifier is a construction that modifies a verb or its equivalent. There are various kinds of adverbial 
constructions. 

b 
When a noun modifies a verb, it is said to be in "the accusative function," a construction treated in Chapter 10. 
Suffice it here to note that there are two principal types of accusative: direct object and adverbial. 
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An infinitive construct (36.2.1) may be used as a direct object, as a verbal complement, or in a prepositional 
phrase. 

5. bh'z" ~ybiruK.h; the golden cherubim (lit., the cherubim 
with reference to gold)
1 Chr 28:18

6. wyxia' lb,h,ñ-la, !yIq;ñ rm,aYOñw: Cain said to Abel his brother ... 
Gen 4:8

7. !K'v.mib.W lh,aoñB. with a tent as my dwelling (lit., a tent and 
dwelling)
2 Sam 7:6

8. am'j.yI lh,aoñB' rv,a]-lk'w> And everyone who is in the tent is 
unclean.
Num 19:14

9. HM'[i Hv'yail.-~G: !TeTiw: And she also gave (some) to her 
husband (who was) with her.
Gen 3:6

10. ^l. tyrIk.a;-al{ vyaiw> 
every one of you that I do not cut off (lit., 
a man [that] I do not cut off belonging to 
you)
1 Sam 2:33

1. ~d'a'h'-ta, ~yhil{a/ ar'b.YIw: God created haÒÀaÒdaÒm (direct object).
Gen 1:27

2. &'M,ñmi lD;g>a, aSeKih; qr; Only with respect to the throne 
(adverbial) will I be greater than you.
Gen 41:40

3. abow" tace [d;ae al{ I do not know (how) to go out and come 
in (objects).
1 Kgs 3:7

4. AB-hK,n: lk;Wa yl;Wa Perhaps I will be able to defeat them 
(complement).
Num 22:6

5. WNt,ñymiy> aWh Ab-A[g>piB. When he meets him (prepositional 
phrase), he shall be put to death.
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An infinitive absolute (35.3.3) may be used as a direct object or as an adverb. 

c 
Other types of adverbial modifiers are these. 
(1) Adverbs (Chap. 39) 

(2) Particles (Chap. 40) 

(3) Prepositional phrases (Chap. 11) 

(4) Subordinate clauses (Chap. 38) 

In some cases a verb may modify another verb without being in a subordinate clause; the verb bwv is often used 
in this quasi-auxiliary function (39.3.1). 
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4.7 Nominative Absolute and Vocative 

a 
In the clauses we have considered so far, the subject and the predicate have divided the clause between them. 
Some simple clauses contain other elements, the nominative absolute, which has no regular English equivalent, 
or the vocative. 

b 
The nominative absolute construction serves to highlight or focus one element of the main clause; it may serve in 
context to contrast this element to a comparable item in another clause. This construction (or family of 
constructions) has many names; it is called the casus pendens construction, the focus construction, and the topic-
comment construction (the terms "topic" and "comment" are used here in a way slightly different than we have 
been using them).13 Consider the clause laeh' %r,D,ñ ~ymiT', 'The way of God is perfect'; here the subject is 

Num 35:19

6. bjeyhe Wdm.li Learn to do well (object).
Isa 1:17

7. bAxs' r+beQ'yI rAmx] tr;Wbq.
%lev.h;w> 

He will have the burial of a donkey—
dragged away and cast off (adverbs).

Jer 22:19

8. WN+M,ñmi lk;ato al{ You must not eat from it.
Gen 2:17

9. hy<h.yI %WrB'-~G: Indeed he will be blessed.
Gen 27:33

10. %lete ^n>xoG>-l[; You will crawl on your belly.
Gen 3:14

11. hn<[/a, al{ yTiq.d;c'ñ-~ai rv,a] Though I were innocent, I could not 
answer (him).
Job 9:15

12. rPox.Y:w: qx'c.yI bv'Y"ñw:
troaeB.-ta, 

And Isaac reopened the wells (lit., Isaac 
returned and opened ... ).

Gen 26:18
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laeh' %r,D,ñ and the predicate ~ymiT', in a verbless clause. The role of laeh' in the clause is not as prominent as 

it is in the similar clause with a nominative absolute, AKr>D; ~ymiT' laeh', 'As for God, his way is perfect' (Ps 

18:31).14 Here the subject is AKr>D;, and the predicate ~ymiT'; the nominative absolute, laeh', stands outside the 
clause, as an absolute entity. The relationship between the absolute and the clause is signaled by the initial 
position of the absolute and by the pronoun in the clause which refers back to it (in this example the A of AKr>D;); 
this pronoun, called the resumptive pronoun, is optional. 

c 

The absolute may be associated as possessor with the subject of the clause, as in Ps 18:31, where laeh' is the 

"possessor" of AKr>D;, or in the following case: 

The absolute may also be associated as possessor with the direct object of the clause. 

The absolute may refer to the direct object of the clause or the object of a prepositional phrase in the clause. 
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In # 5 the rva clause includes a resumptive adverb, ~v. One reason other than emphasis for the use of the 
absolute construction is suggested by ## 4–5: it allows a grammatically complex part of the clause to stand on its 
own, thus increasing clarity. For similar reasons a complex subject may be shifted or displaced to precede the 
clause, sometimes being separated from it by a conjunction, as in # 6. 

d 
The vocative construction, familiar from English, is similar to the nominative absolute in being an element of the 
clause other than subject and predicate. Vocatives stand in apposition to the second-person pronoun, expressed 
or unexpressed, and may occur with either verbless or verbal clauses. 

1. Avp.n: hq'v.x†; ynIB. ~k,v.
~k,T.biB. 

As for my son Shechem, his soul clings 
to your daughter.

Gen 34:8

2. ar'q.ti-al{ ^T.vai yr;f'
yr'f' Hm'v.-ta, 

As for Sarai your wife, you shall not call 
her name Sarai.

Gen 17:15

3. hwhy ynIx;ñn" %r,D,ñB; ykinOa' As for me, YHWH led me (object) in the 
way.
Gen 24:27

4. snEl. dme[o rv,a] yv;yI vr,voñ
Wvro+d>yI ~yIAG wyl'ae ~yMi[; 

As for the root of Jesse which stands as 
a banner for the people—the nations will 
rally to it (prepositional object).
Isa 11:10

5. ~V' t'yliñ['-rv,a] hJ'Mih;
hN"M,ñmi drete-al{ 

As for the bed into which you climbed up, 
you shall not come down from it 
(prepositional object).
2 Kgs 1:4

6. ^l. hy"h'-rv,a] j[;m. yKi
brol' #rop.YIw: yn:p'l. 

With respect to the little you had before I 
came, (it) has increased greatly.

Gen 30:30

7. hwhy hT'a; qyDIc; You are righteous, YHWH.
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After a vocative, a modifying phrase or clause regularly uses the third-person pronoun (as also in Classical 
Arabic) and not the second-person pronoun as in English and other languages.15 

4.8 Sentence 
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a 
The sentence has traditionally been defined as "a complete thought expressed in words." Such a definition fails in 
two ways. First, it defines the sentence only in notional terms and not in descriptive terms, that is, one is not able 
to decide from the surface structure when a thought has been completed. Second, it does not distinguish a 
sentence from the extended discourse of which it is a part; one could say that an entire discourse is a "complete 
thought expressed in words." Linguists have experienced as much difficulty as traditional grammarians in 
approaching this problem: "It must be admitted," writes F. I. Andersen, "that, in spite of constant discussion, no 
foolproof definition of sentence has been achieved in theoretical linguistics."16 

b 
One way of developing descriptive criteria for defining the sentence relies on the melodies and tonal stresses that 
accompany its words. A declarative sentence in English is marked by dropping the tone at the end; the tone is 
raised at the end of an interrogative sentence. Melodic signals are expressed in writing by punctuation marks 
(periods, question marks, exclamation points, etc.). Such an approach is of limited use in Biblical Hebrew 
because the Masoretic accentuation system—though intended to mark off relationships of words in a chant—does 
not coincide precisely with the grammatical units.17 

c 
In his work on Hebrew, Andersen settled on the definition, "A sentence is a grammatically self-contained 
construction," that is, "The grammatical functions of all constituents in a sentence may be described in terms of 
relationships to other constituents in the same sentence."18 This definition is similar to our notion of the sentence 
as the unit having the "highest rank" in compositional analysis. It is not clear that Andersen's definition is 
theoretically adequate; he himself later acknowledged: "Grammatical completeness ... may prove as hard to 
establish as completeness of thought."19 

d 
The American linguist Leonard Bloomfield offered a similar definition with some arresting illustrations. He defined 
a sentence as "an independent linguistic form, not included by virtue of any grammatical construction in any larger 
linguistic form." He exemplified this definition with the following utterance: 'How are you? It's a fine day. Are you 
going to play tennis this afternoon?,' commenting "Whatever practical connection there may be between these 
three forms, there is no grammatical arrangement uniting them into one larger form: the utterance consists of 
three sentences."20 However, defining the sentence as the largest unit of grammatical description fails because in 
fact the sentence is a grammatical constituent of the discourse, a larger grammatical form.21 
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e 
Such definitions as these do have the advantage of defining the sentence as a linguistic unit composed of 

Jer 12:1

8. T'[.B;ñv.nI hT'a; ynIdoa] My lord, you swore ... 
1 Kgs 1:17

9. %l,M,ñh; h['viñAh Save (me), O king.
2 Sam 14:4

10. ~L'Ku ~yMi[; W[m.vi Hear, O peoples, all of you (lit., all of 
them)!
Mic 1:2
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identifiable, lesser linguistic units. More particularly, we can define a sentence as a linguistic form composed of 
one or more clauses. If there are multiple clauses, they are bound together by conjunctions signifying that 
together they compose one grammatical unit, although we must allow that the discourse is bound together by 
patterns of "macrosyntactic conjunctions," just as patterns of "microsyntactic conjunctions" bind clauses within a 
sentence (Chap. 38). A full definition of the sentence, which we shall not undertake to offer, would include a 
statement of how it differs from the macrosyntactic utterance of discourse. 

f 
We define a sentence as a linguistic unit not as large as a discourse but larger than those grammatical elements 
that cannot exist independently but are syntactically dependent on one another within this larger linguistic unit; 
namely, the clause, the phrase, the word, the morpheme. 

g 
Sentences may be incomplete. Some of the smaller units comprising a larger one are left to be inferred from 
context; in the surface structure of an utterance, words that need "to be supplied" to make it into a typical 
construction are said to be elided. The words are readily supplied from the surrounding context (in the utterance 
or in the situation) and from the grammatical systems known to characterize the language. Sometimes the 
conjunction binding either clauses or sentences together is elided; at other times one of the other elements of a 
clause is elided, such as the subject or the predicate. 

h 
A sentence may be coextensive with a single clause, in which case it is a simple sentence, or it may consist of 
two or more clauses, in which case it is either compound or complex.22 Consider, for example, the utterance, 

This is a simple sentence consisting of grammatical elements that cannot exist apart from their syntactical 
connection with each other and that together constitute a unified utterance. Its smaller dependent constituents are 
(leaving aside the initial waw): 

~yrcm the noun expressing the subject 

wdb[yw the verb expressing the predicate 

larfy ynB-ta the noun phrase modifying the verb (direct object) 

$rpB an adverbial prepositional phrase 

The last of these is a prepositional phrase, the third a noun phrase; the other two are single words. 

i 
The following is a compound sentence. 

In this sentence the four verbs, with the single subject and the single adverbial modifier, follow each other with 
only the conjunctions to join them. The following sentence is complex. 
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1. ynEB.-ta, ~yIr;ñc.mi Wdbiñ[]Y:w:
`%r,p†;ñB. laer'f.yI 

Egypt made the Israelites serve with 
harshness.

Exod 1:13

2. Wcr>v.YIw: WrP' laer'f.yI ynEb.W
daom. daom.Bi Wmc.[;Y(;w: WBr>YIw: 

The Israelites were powerfully fruitful and 
prolific and grew numerous and became 
strong.
Exod 1:7

3.
vd'x'-%l,m,ñ ~q'Y"ñw:

[d;y"-al{ rv,a] ~yI+r'ñc.mi-l[;

A new king arose over Egypt, who did not 
know Joseph.
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The second clause, @seAy-ta, [d;y"-al{ rv,a], is subordinate to the first; it is a relative clause modifying the 

subject of the main clause, vd'x'-%l,m,ñ. 

Footnotes:  

1. On the problem of defining "word," see P. Swiggers, "Le Mot: Unité d'intégration," Études de linguistique 
générale et de linguistique latine ... Guy Serbat (Paris: Société pour l'Information Grammaticale, 1987) 57–66. 
The definition must refer to morphology (one or more morphemes), syntax (a syntactic function), and phonology 
(cannot be broken down). There is no workable basis for strictly notional or semantic definitions. Notwithstanding 
the definitions given, there are linguists who seek to drop the term "word" completely (notably André Martinet) and 
many others avoid it (Swiggers, "Le Mot." 57–58); the terms "syllable" and "sentence" are similarly difficult. 
2. If we distinguish "content" and "function" words (3.2.2), nouns and verbs are roughly equivalent to "content" 
words and particles are "function" words. H. Irsigler takes nouns and verbs as Hauptwörter ('principal words') and 
conjunctions, prepositions, pronouns, adverbs, and interjections as Funktionswörter ('function words'); see 
Einführung in das biblische Hebräisch (St. Ottilien: EOS, 1978), 1. 49. For further preliminaries to Hebrew word 
classification, see Richter, GAHG 1, esp. 43–45, 64–65; for a technical survey (notably good on particles and 
pronouns), pp. 80–91; see further below on Richter's word-class scheme. 
3. See MPD 9–12 (R. H. Robins). 
4. The term "adverb" here refers to content-full adverbs; see, on the various possible definitions of the category, 
MPD 44, 54, 67 (P. Swiggers); 80 (A. Martinet); 93, 96 (W. P. Schmid). 
5. Dionysius listed these and only these as closed categories; see MPD 29–30 (Robins). 
6. See Robins in MPD 9–37; and P. Swiggers, "L'Encyclopédie et la grammaire," Acta Linguistica Hafniensa 20 
(1987) 119–56, esp. 134–36; "Le mot comme unité linguistique dans la théorie grammaticale au dix-huitème 
siècle," Indogermanische Forschungen 91 (1986) 1–26. 
7. See the references in Chapter 1 as well as M. O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure (Winona Lake, Indiana: 
Eisenbrauns, 1980) 68. The three-way division is also found in the Latin grammatical tradition. 
8. From Richter, GAHG 1. 156–94. For a modern scheme based on a broad base of languages and a vigorous 
defense of the approach, see W. P. Schmid in MPD 85–99. 
9. On word combinations and phrases (Wortgruppe), see Richter, GAHG 2. 3–4; on phrase types and agreement 
with them, GAHG 2. 9–69, 3. 14–34. 
10. The distinction of subject/predicateonoma/rheÒmatopic/comment goes back to Plato's Sophist. The various sets 
of terms are not always mutually equivalent. Some authors take subject/predicate as properly terms of logic. 
Some take topic/comment as properly referring to a larger discourse structure (cf. 4.8). The functions involved in 
this set of oppositions can, if taken from an extralinguistic perspective, be seen as variously distributed in the 
parts of a given utterance. It is sometimes argued that the subject/predicate relation can involve predication or 
determination (or even coordination); see 8.4 on verbless clauses. Cf. on this topic Swiggers, "L'Encyclopédie," 
133–34, 138–43. 
11. Cf. Exod 16:27; 2 Sam 11:17; negative, 2 Kgs 10:10. 
12. John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1968) 322–23. 
13. Casus pendens is a term from Latin grammar; topic-comment is the term favored by European Arabists for a 
comparable construction in Arabic. The term nominative absolute corresponds to the genitive absolute of Greek 
and the ablative absolute of Latin; all three constructions are distinct. For the term focus, and on the grammar of 
vocatives and focus-marked clauses, as well as displacements, see O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure, 78–86. A 
full study is W. Gross, Die Pendenskonstruction im biblischen Hebräisch (St. Ottilien: EOS, 1987); reviewed by 
F.I. Andersen, Biblica 69 (1988) 436–39. 
14. Linguists use the term copying to refer to the displacement of a nominal constituent from its basic position in 
the clause, accompanied by the replacement of it by a pronominal constituent; see P. M. Postal, Cross-Over 
Phenomena (New York: Harcourt, Brace. 1971) 135–37. 

@seAy-ta, 
Exod 1:8
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15. D. R. Hillers, Micah (Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984) 16. He cites also Isa 44:23, 54:1; Ezek 21:30. 
16. F.I. Andersen, The Hebrew Verbless Clause in the Pentateuch (Journal of Biblical Literature Monograph 14; 
Nashville: Abingdon, 1970) 20. Some linguists drop the term altogether. M. A. K. Halliday, for example, treats a 
sentence as a unit of writing (and of information); a clause complex, in contrast, is a unit of grammar (and of 
syntax); see Introduction to Functional Grammar (London: Edward Arnold, 1985) Cf. n. 1 above on the definition 
of "word." 
17. Cf. M. B. Cohen, "Masoretic Accents as a Biblical Commentary," Journal of the Ancient Near Eastern Society 
4 (1972) 2–11. 
18. Andersen, Hebrew Verbless Clause, 20. 
19. Andersen, The Sentence in Biblical Hebrew (The Hague: Mouton, 1974) 22. 
20. Leonard Bloomfield, Language (New York: Holt, 1933) 170. 
21. Lyons, Theoretical Linguistics, 172. 
22. For a full typology, see Richter, GAHG 3. 50–64. 
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5.1 Root, Affix, Pattern 

a 
Most words in Hebrew include a root, a sequence of consonants associated with a meaning or group of 
meanings. Most roots are triconsonantal (or triradical); middle-weak roots (and sometimes other weak roots) are 
considered biconsonantal.1 The root is an abstraction, based on the forms and words that actually occur, and its 
meaning is also an abstraction, based on the semantic field of the words as they are used. The system of roots is 
part of the speaker's knowledge of the language, but the resulting abstractions should not be pressed too hard, 
especially on semantic grounds. Words that actually occur always have priority over such abstractions. Only the 
pronouns and some particles fall entirely outside the root system. 

b 
The root may be modified to form a word with an affix; it may be a prefix (before the root), a suffix (after the root), 
an infix (within the root), or some combination of these. The affixes form various verbal and nominal patterns, and 
each word is a representative of a formative pattern. The term stem is sometimes used to describe a form of the 
consonantal root with an affix, from which other words can be derived. 
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c 

The root rbx 'to unite, join' can be used in illustrating these points. Here are a dozen words. 

5 Noun Patterns 

5.1 Root, Affix, Pattern 
5.2 Pattern Diversity 
5.3 Simple Patterns 
5.4 Patterns with Medial Lengthening 
5.5 Patterns with Reduplication 
5.6 Patterns with Prefixing 
5.7 Patterns with Suffixing 
5.8 Excursus: Interchange of Consonants 

1. Wrb.x†; they (were) joined

2. rbex' associate

3. rb,x,ñ company

4. rB;xi he joined (something to something else)

5. rB'x; partner

6. tr,b,ñx] consort

7. hr'b.x, association

8. tr,b,ñxo joined thing

9. tr,B,ñx.m; joining

10. hr'B.x;m. clamp

11. !Arb.x, Hebron
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In the first three forms, the root is complemented by infixed (and in # 1 suffixed) vowels; in the next two, the 
medial consonant of the root is also lengthened (or doubled). Forms ## 6–10 bear a feminine suffix; ## 9–10 have 
in addition a prefixed mem. Forms ## 11–12 have an -oÖn suffix, and the last form has a further -iÖ suffix. There are 
other forms that derive from the root hÌbr. The root never occurs in isolation from an affix pattern; the meaning 'to 
unite, join' is derived from the attested vocabulary. 

d 
Some of the patterns used in these dozen words are verb patterns; such patterns tend to be consistent and 
regular to a much greater degree than those used to form nouns (substantives and adjectives). The verbal pattern 
CaÒCaC (or CÀsubÁ1À/subÁaÒCÀsubÁ2À/subÁaCÀsubÁ3À/subÁ or lj;q') denotes a complete or perfective situation, for 

example, rb;v' 'he broke,' rm;v' 'he guarded,' bn:G" 'he stole,' lz:a' 'it is gone'; thus Wrb.x†; 'they (were) joined.' The 

verbal pattern CÀsubÁ1À/subÁiCÀsubÁ2À/subÁCÀsubÁ2À/subÁeÒCÀsubÁ3À/subÁ works in a similar way, for example, dBeKi 'he 

honored,' rPesi 'he recounted,' lDeGI 'he caused to grow'; thus rB;xi 'he joined (something).' (The relationship 
between the first, Qal, pattern and the second, Piel, pattern is discussed below, 24.1.) 

e 
Individual nouns are composed of vowels and consonants in a less divisible unity, and so noun patterns are less 
predictable in meaning. Nouns are created afresh much less often than are verbs, and the meanings of such 
patterns are thus a less active part of a speaker's knowledge of the language. In some cases, one pattern in 
Biblical Hebrew may be the result of several patterns from earlier stages of the language, which have assumed 
the same shape because of phonological changes. Some noun patterns can be correlated with specific meanings 
or ranges of meanings on a regular basis; these patterns are the subject of this chapter.2 
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f 
The root and affix system is the heart of Hebrew morphology. The root morpheme is a constant in that system; 
the verbal affix morphemes are also consistent elements. The morphemes or patterns used to form nouns are 
much more variable, but they are nonetheless an important part of the grammar. Combined with a knowledge of 
the four hundred or so roots used frequently in the Hebrew Bible, these patterns can contribute to vocabulary 
building. "If we know the meaning of a root and the rules of inflexion and morphology," writes G. B. Caird, "it is 
usually possible to work out for ourselves the meaning of cognate forms [that is, forms from the same root]."3 
Geographical and personal names, like # 11 above, and derived forms, like # 12, constitute a special area of the 
lexicon. 

g 
The nominal morphemes are subject to all the laws of Hebrew phonology. Thus the pattern CoÖCeÒC, usually 
associated with the Qal active participle, has the form CoÖCeÒC if no suffix follows, but the form CoÖCÝC before a 
vocalic suffix, for example, ljeAq masculine singular, hl'j.Aq feminine singular, ~ylij.Aq masculine plural. In a 
few cases, the masculine and feminine forms of what appears to be one pattern are best taken separately. 

5.2 Pattern Diversity 

a 
The richness and complexity of the semantic associations of Hebrew noun patterns can be illustrated by 
considering the important CoÖCeÒC pattern in its manifestations other than the simple participial use. Benjamin 
Kedar-Kopfstein proposed an elaborate schema to classify the senses of this pattern; we consider only a portion 
of his findings.4 

b 
There is a class of substantives in which, Kedar-Kopfstein alleges, the oÖ-eÒ pattern "lacks any morphemic value" (# 

12. ynIArb.x, Hebronite
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1) or "denotes objects" (## 2–4).5 

c 
Several groups of nouns using this pattern have no link to a verbal root in the Qal. Indeed, in some nouns, where 
the pattern "indicates the holder of an office or profession," no cognate verb root is used (## 5–6).6 

In another group of nouns, also largely professional, each noun is denominative in origin, that is, it is derived from 
another noun; in this case, the qoÖteÒl form "denotes a person who occupies himself with the object indicated by" 
the base noun (## 7–8).7 

Another class of CoÖCeÒC forms, also including some profession terms, is derived from roots attested as verbs but 
not used in the Qal (## 9–10). 
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d 
Another major category of qoÖteÒl nouns includes those which can be associated with verbs used in the Qal. These 
nouns are not, however, simply Qal participles, for "they no longer describe the actual exercise of an activity but 
have become fixed denotations labeling a subject on the basis of one distinctive feature which is durable and 
objectively observable."8 Some of these are, as above, the names of occupations (## 11–16), while others 
describe an individual's social role (## 17–20). One related subgroup is used for abstractions (## 21–22). 

1. bre[o raven

2. hm'Ax wall (fem.; root: 
hÌmy)

3. lbeAy ram's horn

4. qref vine

5. !heKo priest

6. dqenO sheep-raiser

7. rqeAB herder < rq'B' cattle

8. lbexo sailor < lb,x,ñ rope

9. vqeAn fowler < vqn Niphal, Piel, Hithpael

10. !keso steward < !ks Hiphil

11. greao weaver < gr;a' to weave

12. hn<Bo builder, stonecutter < hn"B' to build

13. rdeGO mason < rd;G" to wall up

14. hn"Az prostitute (fem.) < hn"z" to whore

15. rbeAx diviner (joiner of spells) < rb;x' to join, be joined

16. hz<xo seer < hz"x' to see

17. laeGO redeemer, family 
protector < la;G" to redeem

18. dleyO father, begetter < dl;y" to (bear,) beget

19. qnEAy suckling < qn:y" to suck

20. bveAy inhabitant, ruler < bv;y" to dwell
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e 
Kedar-Kopfstein notes two other groups related to this major category. The nouns of one group "denote a 
permanent feature of the subject in character or behavior"10 (## 23–26), while those of the other denote a clearly 
temporary feature, for example, a seasonal occupation (## 27–30). 

f 
This summary of one effort to describe one major pattern (and the forms could be considered in other 
perspectives) should make it clear how intricate the nominal system of Hebrew can be. Yet, it is also plain that 
most of these non-participial uses of the qoÖteÒl form are close to the basic participial sense: only six of the thirty 
examples cited (## 1–4, 21–22) depart drastically from the 'doer' sense. At the same time, the agentive sense is 
often semantically inappropriate—a yoÖsëeÒb 'inhabitant' is not simply one who performs  
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the act of dwelling (yaÒsëab)—or morphologically impossible—there is no verb *hÌaÒbal 'to handle ropes,' to yield hÌoÒbeÒl
'(rope-handler,) sailor.' 

g 
In this chapter, the goal is more modest than in Kedar-Kopfstein's survey and others like it. The qoÖteÒl pattern can 
be said to form nouns referring to professions, whether or not the root exists (cf. # 5) or occurs as a verb (cf. # 7) 
or in the Qal (cf. # 9). The distinction between permanent and temporary occupations can similarly be passed 
over. Eccentric uses (## 1–4) can also be omitted. The presentation here is thus at a high level of abstraction. 
The general shapes and meanings of noun patterns is the focus, rather than a taxonomy of all attested patterns. 

h 
The nominal patterns listed in this chapter are categorized as substantival or adjectival; the noun class in Hebrew 
does not rigidly distinguish adjectives from substantives.12 The term substantive is used to refer to an 
approximate semantic class of nouns, namely, words referring to persons, places, or things; the term nominal is 
unfortunately ambiguous.13 Adjectival words are roughly those that describe a state or condition; Hebrew more 
often than English uses verbs to describe conditions. On syntactic grounds, substantives and adjectives function 
comparably (see 4.4.1).14 Not all the patterns are equally common. The reduplicating patterns, for example, are 
rare, but they may be usefully studied because of their distinctiveness. Major patterns are semantically more 
diverse as well as more common. 

5.3 Simple Patterns 

a 
The qaÒteÒl pattern is generally adjectival (## 1–3; see also 22.3-4); it also occurs with substantives, especially body 

21. dbeao destruction < db;a' to perish

22. ha,ro vision9 < ha'r' to see

23. byEAa enemy < by:a' to be hostile

24. x;jeBo (over)confident < xj;B' to trust

25. r[eBo brutish11 < r[;B' to be brutish

26. [;ceAB covetous < [c;B' to rob

27. rceAB gatherer (of 
grapes) < rc;B' to cut off

28. [;rezO sower < [r;z" to sow

29. vrexo plower < vr;x' to plow

30. @jeqo plucker < @j;q' to pluck
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parts (## 4–5). 

b 
The qoÖteÒl/qoÒteÒl pattern is used for substantives referring to professions or occupations (for examples see 5.2). An 
English counterpart is the -er/-or suffix, for example, 'fisher, overseer, actor, counselor.' Other active participles 
than the Qal can designate a profession. This is most common with the participles of the Piel (## 6–7; cf. 24.5c) 
and Poel (# 8). 
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c 
The qaÒtiÖl pattern15 shapes adjectives (## 9–11) as well as substantives. The pattern is used for professional 
terms, some passive in sense (## 12–14), some stative or active (## 15–17),16 although the distinctions should 
not be pressed. The words for certain agricultural activities also employ this pattern (## 18–22). 

d 
The qaÒtuÖl/qaÒtuÒl pattern is, like the qoÖteÒl, a participial form, designating the object of the verbal action, for example, 
bQtK' 'what is written'; like the qoÖteÒl, the qaÒtuÖl has many other uses, many lacking a passive sense. The pattern 

1. vbey" dry

2. @yE[' exhausted

3. wlev' unconcerned

4. %rey" (upper) thigh

5. @teK' upper arm

6. dMel;m. teacher

7. lGEr;m. spy

8. qqexom. commander

9. ry[ic' little

10. yqin" pure17

11. ynI[' poor

12. rysia' prisoner (= one bound)

13. x;yvim' anointed

14. jyliP' refugee

15. dyqiP' overseer

16. dygIn" leader

17. aybin" prophet

18. @ysi[' ingathering

19. rycib' vintage

20. vyrIx' vine pruning

21. vyrIx' plowing

22. ryciq' grain harvest
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is used for both adjectives (## 23–25) and substantives (## 26–28). The feminine may show doubling in the final 
radical (# 26; cf. 5.5b). Abstract nouns with this pattern are frequently plural (7.4.2). 

e 
The qaÒtoÖl/qaÒtoÒl form is used for adjectives (## 29–35). 

f 
The feminine pattern qÝtaÒlaÖ commonly designates sounds and noises (## 36–41). 
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5.4 Patterns with Medial Lengthening 

a 
The qattaÒl form, with medial lengthening or doubling, is another that often signifies occupation, profession, or even 
repeated action (## 1–6).18 

23. rWcB' inaccessible

24. ~Wc[' strong

25. ~Wr[' crafty

26. hZ"xua] possession (fem.)

27. #Wrx' decision

28. vWqy" fowler

29. ~oya' terrible

30. qWtm' sweet

31. dqon" speckled

32. lAg[' round

33. qmo[' deep

34. bqo[' hilly; deceitful

35. bhoc' golden

36. hz"n"a] sigh

37. hq'n"a] moan

38. hl'l'y> howl

39. hq'a'n> groan

40. hq'a'c. cry

41. hg"a'v. roar

1. bN"G: thief

2. !y"D; judge

3. aJ'x; sinner

4. vr'x' artificer
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b 
Adjectives referring to defects, physical or mental, use the qitteÒl pattern (## 7–14). 

Three of these terms occur together in Exod 4:11 (## 8, 10, 11). 

c 
QattiÖl words (like those in other patterns with medial lengthening and a long second vowel) are often said to 
indicate possession of a quality in an "intensive" way.19 This is unlikely because it is based on the dubious notion 
that the doubling "sharpens" the root in a semantically straightforward way (24.1). Suffice it to say that qattiÖl is 
both adjectival (## 15–17) and a byform of substantival qaÒtiÖl (## 18–19; for # 18, cf. 5.3 # 12). 

5.5 Patterns with Reduplication 

a 
Both of the common reduplicating patterns are used for adjectives. The reduplication may involve only C3, as in 
qatlaÒl (## 1–2). Both second and third radicals are reduplicated in the qÝtaltaÒl form, used for various adjectives (## 
3–5), but especially common with color words (## 6–8).20 

5. vr'P' equestrian

6. dY"c; hunter

7. rJeai disabled

8. ~Leai mute

9. !BeGI hump-backed

10. vrexe deaf

11. rWE[i blind

12. vQe[i perverse

13. x;SePe lame

14. x;reqe bald

15. ryBia; strong

16. #yrI[' terrifying

17. qyDc; righteous

18. rySia; prisoner

19. syrIs' eunuch

1. !n"[]r; luxuriant, green

2. !n"a]v; secure

3. %P;k.p;h] crooked

4. tAKl;k.l;x] slipperiness (fem. pl.)

5. lTol.t;P. tortuous

6. ~D'm.d;a] reddish

7. qr;k.y> greenish
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b 
According to T. N. D. Mettinger, thirty-six nouns display the feminine reduplicated C3 pattern qÝtuÒllaÖ.21 He 
analyzes the group as showing three subgroups. The concrete nouns denote the result or product of an act (## 9–
11). The abstracts include legal terms (## 12–14; cf. 5.3 # 2b) and terms for "values" in a broad sense (## 15–
17). Finally, the collectives are terms for corporations of persons (## 18–20). 

5.6 Patterns with Prefixing 

a 
Biblical Hebrew employs a variety of prefixes that serve to modify the meaning of the roots. Most of the prefixes 
are elements used in both nominal and verbal patterns, including À, h, y, m, t, and Á. Stanley Gevirtz has argued 
that "what these appear to have in common with each other is a deictic, demonstrative, defining or specifying 
force."22 Not all the prefixes are equally common or important. 

b 
The most common prefix is m, used in substantives of location (## 1–3), instrument terms (## 4–5), and 
abstractions (## 6–9). 

8. tr,xoñr>x;v. blackish (fem.)

9. hM'lua] sheaf

10. hP'sua] collection

11. tACwUq. curls, locks

12. hr'koB. right of the first-born

13. hL'auG> right of redemption

14. hV'ruy> possession

15. hL'gUs. private purse

16. hB'ru[] security, pledge

17. hL'[uP. wages, reward

18. hD'gUa] band, troop

19. hD'bu[] (a body of) slaves

20. hD'quP. governing authorities

1. rB'd>mi range, steppe

2. ~Aqm' place

3. bv'Am assembly (< ysëb)

4. x;Tep.m; key

5. tl,k,ña]m; knife (fem.)

6. jP'v.mi judgment

7. ha,r>m; appearance

8. ha'r>m; vision (fem.)
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In most of these examples the vowel of the first, prefixed syllable is a (## 2–5, 7–9); in the others it is i. The first 
syllable of # 3, moÖ-, is contracted from maw-; the oÖ is also seen in Niphal, Hiphil, and Hophal forms of ysëb and 
various other initial-waw verbs. In the feminine examples cited, the corresponding masculine form either does not 
occur (## 5, 9) or has a different sense (# 8, cf. # 7). 

c 
A t-prefix noun usually designates the action of the verb it is derived from (## 10–12). Many such nouns, including 
the examples, are derived from initial-waw roots. 
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d 
Nouns with prefix m, t, and y often seem closely related in meaning. Jacob Barth argued, in his classic study of 
noun formation,23 that certain m and t pairs of nouns (## 13–15) and even a y and t pair (# 16) and an m and y 
pair (# 17) had no significantly different senses. 

Gevirtz cautions against this kind of semantic blurring, both on the sound general grounds that where there is 
difference in form, there is a difference in meaning, and on the grounds of his study of the words. 

The terms ![;y: and ![;m;l. both mean 'purpose, intention', ... ; but the former most often conveys a sense of 

causation, whereas the latter does not. The terms ~yyIlux]m; and ~yailux]T;, deriving from HÍLÀ/Y, mean 'illness(es), 
disease(s)', but the mqtl form has reference to illness resulting from the effects of wounds (2 Ch. 24:25), whereas 
the tqtl form refers to illness resulting from the ravages of hunger (Jer. 14:18; 2 Ch. 21:19). hw"a]T] and [hwam] 
both mean 'desire', but the tqtl form often signifies physical appetite' (Num. 11:4; Ps. 78:29–30; 106:14; Job 
33:20), whereas the mqtl form, in the expression, [+v'r' yYEw:a]m;( 'the desires of (the) wicked man', in parallel with 

Amm'z> 'his plan, device', would appear to signify 'schemes, plots, machinations', having reference to 'mental 
appetite'.24 

e 
A prefixed glottal stop is used in various adjectives (## 18–20),25 as well as in certain substantival forms (## 21–
22). 

9. hk'l'm.m; kingdom, reign (fem.)

10. tl,x,ñAT expectation (fem.; < yhÌl)

11. tx;k;ñAT argument (fem.; < ykhÌ)

12. hd'AT thanksgiving (fem.; < ydy)

13. tyBir>m; tyBir>T; interest, increase (< rby)

14. hw<q.mi hw"q.Ti hope (< qwy)

15. ~yyIlux]m; ~yailux]T; illness (< hÌly/À)

16. h['Wvy> h['WvT. salvation (<ysëÁ)

17. ![;m;ñ ![;y: on account of, because

18. bz"k.a; deceptive

19. rz"k.a; cruel

20. !t'yae perennial (< ytn?)

21. [;Arz>a, arm
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The a used in nouns such as ## 21 and 22 seems to reflect an effort to reshape the stem, perhaps in part 

because of the initial sibilant; the word 'arm,'for example, also occurs in the more common form [;Arz>. This a 
prefix is therefore called either prothetic (i.e., prefixed) or prosthetic (i.e., giving additional power).26 
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f 

Gevirtz has suggested that [ indicates specification or forcefulness as a root element.27 He compares similar 
roots with and without Á: gnn 'to cover' and Ágn 'to shut oneself off,' qwr 'to dig' and Áqr 'to dig up,' rwy 'to be 
saturated' and Áry 'to pour out' ( Áry 'to be naked'). Particularly striking are roots that occur with both a and [, Àgm 
'to be sad' and Ágm 'to grieve,' and ÀtÌr 'to close' and ÁtÌr 'to surround.' Relevant noun pairs include 

The Àaleph/Áayin element in these cases is part of the root as it exists in Biblical Hebrew. The Áayin element is also 
found in some quadriliterals designating animals, in which it may function as a prefix like the others treated here 
(## 26–30). 

5.7 Patterns with Suffixing 

a 
The suffixing patterns to be presented here are usually denominatives, that is, they form nouns from other nouns, 
rather than from verbal roots. 

b 
The most common suffix is -oÖn ~ -aÒn. It may be used for adjectives (## 1–3), abstract substantives (## 4–6), and 
diminutives (## 7–8). 

22. [B;c.a, finger

23. tl,W<ñai fool lw<['ñ injustice

24. rAzae waistcloth hr'z"[] enclosure, outer court

25. hB,r>a; locust bro[' fly-swarm

26. @L,j;[] bat

27. rB'k.[; mouse

28. vybiK'[; spider

29. bWvk.[; viper

30. br'k.[; scorpion

1. !Amd>q; eastern < ~d,q,ñ east

2. !Acyxi exterior < #Wx outside

3. !AvarI first < varo head

4. !Art.Pi solution

5. !ArK'zI memorial

6. !B'r>q' offering

7. !Avyai pupil (of the eye) < vyai person

8. !ArW"c; necklace < raW"c; neck
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The 'pupil' or 'apple' of the eye is named for the little person seen reflected in it, both in Hebrew and in Latin 
(pupillus, whence the English term 'pupil'). The -oÖn ending is common in place names (e.g., !Arb.x,), and the -uÖn 

ending of Yeshurun (!Wrvuy>), a poetic term for Israel (cf. rv'y" 'upright'), and Zebulun (!Wlbuz>) is related. 

c 
The -iÖ suffix has established itself in English usage in forms like 'Israeli,''Saudi,' and 'Farsi.' In Hebrew, it serves to 
make adjectives from substantives (## 9–11), including names (## 12–14). Names with the -iÖ suffix are called 
gentilics or ethnica.28 
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d 
Denominative abstract nouns are formed with the suffix -uÖt and, less often,-iÖt. 

e 
The suffix -aÒm is used to form adverbials (## 18–20; 39.3.1h).29

 

5.8 Excursus: Interchange of Consonants 

a 
The phonological structure of Biblical Hebrew is outside our purview, but one facet of it deserves mention in 
connection with the study of patterns. Consonants occasionally interchange in Hebrew word formation, and so 
closely related forms may actually take on slightly different shapes. There are three groups of interchanges 
important for Biblical Hebrew: the gutturals, the liquids (l and r) and nasals (m and n), and other consonants. 

b 
The interchange of initial Àaleph and yod is attested in Àsë for standard ysë (2 Sam 14:19) and ÀsÃrÀl for standard ysÃrÀl (1 
Chr 25:2, cf. v 14). Note also the alternate form of the divine name hy<h.a, (Hos 1:9; cf. Exod 3:12, 14).30 Other 
interchanges of gutturals, though common in later forms of the language, are rare in Biblical Hebrew.31 

c 

9. ylig>r; foot(-soldier) < lg<r,ñ foot

10. yrIk.n" strange < rk,nOñ strangeness

11. yTix.T; lower < tx;T;ñ below

12. yrIb.[i Hebrew < rb,[eñ Eber

13. ybia'Am Moabite < ba'Am Moab

14. ynIAlyGI Gilonite < hl{GI Giloh

15. tWdl.y: childhood < dl,y<ñ child

16. tWkl.m; royalty, kingdom < %l,m,ñ king

17. tyrIaev. remnant < ra'v. residue

18. ~m'Ay by day < ~Ay day

19. ~N"xi gratuitously < !xe grace

20. ~q'yre in vain < qyre empty
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The liquid-nasal commutations are best known through the two forms of the name Nebuchadnezzar (e.g., Jer 
29:1) and Nebuchadrezzar (e.g., Jer 21:2). The three sounds l, n, and r occasionally show up in closely related 
forms, for example, lisëkaÖ and nisëkaÖ, 'room'; mazzaÒloÖt and mazzaÒroÖt, 'constellations'; lhÌsÌ and nhÌsÌ, 'to press, urge.' 
Aloysius Fitzgerald has collected examples of other such variants in poetic texts; he alleges that in such cases the 
poet "is using a dialectal form that fits better the sound-patterning of his line" than the standard would.32 

d 
Other interchanges are attested for sibilants (ÁlsÌ, Áls, Álz, 'to exult'; sÌhÌq and sÃhÌq, 'to laugh'), velars (sgr and skr, 'to 
close'), and bilabials (pltÌ and mltÌ, 'to escape'). 

e 
Metathesis, that is, the transposition of elements of a word, is part of the regular morphology of the Hithpael (see 
26.1.1b). It also affects a few roots, which show up in two forms: the common hm'l.f; 'mantle,' and the 

etymologically correct hl'm.fi, with the same meaning; the common (and etymologically correct) fb,K,ñ 'young 

ram' and hf'b.Ki 'ewe-lamb,' alongside bf,K,ñ 'young ram' and hb'f.Ki 'lamb.' 

Footnotes:  

1. At various levels of abstraction, some classes of verbs can be considered biconsonantal. In addition to middle-
weak roots, final-weak and geminate roots are often so treated. Some words (sometimes called "primitive" nouns) 
may be said to have monoconsonantal roots, e.g., peh 'mouth' (compare Ugaritic p and Akkadian puÖ); "primitive" 
biconsonantals include beÒn 'son' and sçeÒm 'name.' Longer, quadriconsonantal and quinqiconsonantal, roots are 
rare in Biblical Hebrew (though not in later forms of the language). In a triradical root, only the second and third 
consonants can have the same point of articulation, and if they do, they must be identical; see J. H. Greenberg, 
"The Patterning of Root Morphemes in Semitic," Word 6 (1950) 162–81. There are a few exceptions, notably the 
numbers 'three' (Hebrew sçaÒloÖsç) and 'six' (Hebrew sçeÒsç, sçisçsçiÖm; Arabic saÒdisa). 

2. For a complete list of patterns, see BL § 61 / pp. 448–506. See also K. Beyer, Althebräische Grammatik: 
Lautund Formenlehre (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1969) 42–51; Richter, GAHG 1. 66–69. On the 
pattern (CVCC >) CVCeC, see W. R. Garr, "The Seghol and Segholation in Hebrew," Journal of Near Eastern 
Studies 48 (1989) 109–16. 
3. G. B. Caird, The Language and Imagery of the Bible (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1980) 86. 
4. Benjamin Kedar-Kopfstein, "Semantic Aspects of the Pattern QoÖtÌeÒl," Hebrew Annual Review 1 (1977) 155–76. 
Cf. Kedar-Kopfstein, "Die Stammbildung qoÖtÌel als Übersetzungsproblem," Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche 
Wissenschaft 93 (1981) 254–79. 
5. Kedar-Kopfstein, "Semantic Aspects," 161. For another treatment of Árb 'raven' from Árb 'to be dark,' see A. 
Brenner, Colour Terms in the Old Testament (Journal for the Study of the Old Testament Supplement Series 21; 
Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1982) 97, 158, 168, 172–74. 
6. Kedar-Kopfstein. "Semantic Aspects." 161. 
7. Kedar-Kopfstein, "Semantic Aspects," 162. 
8. Kedar-Kopfstein, "Semantic Aspects," 164. 
9. The same noun occurs with the meaning 'seer.' 
10. Kedar-Kopfstein, "Semantic Aspects," 166. 
11. It may be that this should be derived from the noun bÝÁiÖr 'cattle' (cf. examples ## 7–8), from which baÒÁar is a 
denominative verb. 
12. In the counts of SA/THAT, about half the Biblical Hebrew vocabulary is made up of nomina, ca. 4,050 words, 
of which there are 3,640 substantives, 360 adjectives, 20 pronouns, and 30 numbers. For a different, more 
restricted used of "substantive," see G. Bergsträsser, Introduction to the Semitic Languages, trans. and sup. P. T. 
Daniels (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983) 10. 
13. In a strictly syntactic framework, nouns would be defined as nominals (or noun equivalents or the like) that 
can take the definite article or pronominal suffixes. It is possible for prepositional phrases and various types of 
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clauses to be used as nouns. Such use as clausal subjects has been mentioned (4.4.1). These nominalizations 
are found in slots other than subject. Thus, for example, we find a prepositional phrase as the object of a verb (1 
Sam 9:24, 2 Sam 2:23) or as the second term (rectum) of a construct phrase (Judg 8:11, Isa 32:20). A verbless 
clause may occur as a prepositional object (2 Chr 16:9). For a discussion and examples, see Daniel 
Grossberg,"Nominalizations in Biblical Hebrew," Hebrew Studies 20–21 (1979–80) 29–33. 
14. The patterns are described in more or less their actual shape, rather than in an underlying or historical form, 
as in many grammars. 
15. This pattern is similar to that of various passive participles in Aramaic dialects. 
16. See K. D. Sakenfeld, The Meaning of HÍesed in the Hebrew Bible (Missoula: Scholars Press, 1977) 241–45. 

17. The root of ## 10–11 is a final -he or -yod root, and the last radical shows up in these forms as a yod. 
18. This pattern is called the nomen occupationis. The r, which cannot be doubled, is said to be "virtually doubled" 
in such forms as ## 4, 5, 10, 14, 16, 19. The term lengthening "is preferred to 'doubling' and 'gemination' because 
a long consonant does not last twice the duration of a short one"; Daniels apud Bergsträsser, Introduction. 5. 
19. S. Moscati et al., An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages (Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 1964) 78–79. 
20. On color words, see Brenner, Colour Terms. 
21. T. N. D. Mettinger, "The Nominal Pattern 'qÝtulla' in Biblical Hebrew," Journal of Semitic Studies 16 (1972) 2–
14. 

22. S. Gevirtz, "Formative [ in Biblical Hebrew," Eretz-Israel 16 (1982) 57*-66*, at 62*. This group of elements 
may be called the affixional subset of the sounds of the language; see M. O'Connor, "The Rhetoric of the 
Kilamuwa Inscription," Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research 226 (1977) 15–29, at 16–17, in a 
discussion of alliteration. For a treatment of this class of sounds in Classical Greek, see E. D. Floyd, "Levels of 
Phonological Restriction in Greek Affixes," Bono Homini Donum: Essays in Historical Linguistics in Memory of J. 
Alexander Kerns, ed. Y. L. Arbeitman and A. R. Bomhard (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1981), 1. 87–106; a 
comparable study for Hebrew is needed. 
23. Jacob Barth, Die Nominalbildung in den semitischen Sprachen (2d ed.; Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1894) 228. 

24. Gevirtz, "Formative [," 60*-61*, and references. 

25. The comparable Arabic form is called the elative, but the resemblance may be superficial. 
26. In some nouns, theÀis part of the root, e.g., ÀarneÃbet 'hare' (the r is sometimes judged an intrusive or secondary 
element in this word). 

27. Gevirtz, "Formative [." 

28. The ending iÖ is cognate to Arabic -iÒy- and Akkadian -ayy- (Arabic YahudiÒyun 'Jew'; Akkadian YaÀudayyu 
'Judahite'); this ending is used most often for forming place-of-origin names and is called the nisbe-ending (Arabic 
nisbatun 'affinity, relationship'). 
29. The evidence of the El-Amarna letters suggests that this suffix is etymologically composed of an accusative 
ending -a- followed by an enclitic m (9.8). 
30. See C. D. Isbell, "Initial Àalef-yod Interchange and Selected Biblical Passages," Journal of Near Eastern 
Studies 37 (1978) 227–36; D. N. Freedman and M, O'Connor, "YHWH," Theological Dictionary of the Old 
Testament, ed. G. J. Botterweck and H. Ringgren (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986), 5. 500–21; cf. E. L. 
Greenstein, "Another Attestation of Initial h > À in West Semitic," Journal of the Ancient Near Eastern Society 5 
(1973) 157–64. 
31. See, e.g., E. Qimron, The Hebrew Of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986) 24–26; M. H. 
Segal, A Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon, 1927) 26–28. 
32. A. Fitzgerald, "The Interchange of L, N, and R in Biblical Hebrew," Journal of Biblical Literature 97 (1978) 
481–88, at 481. 
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Introduction 6.1 

a 
Gender is a feature of many languages and plays an important role in the structure of Hebrew.1 As an aspect of 
morphology, gender affects both syntax and the lexicon; through the lexicon, gender is a facet of semantics, that 
is, of the way the world around us is represented in words. Like the other Semitic languages, Hebrew formally 
distinguishes two genders, masculine and feminine; the distinction is used for nouns (both substantives and 
adjectives), pronouns, and verbs. The formal system in nouns involves an unmarked class of masculine forms 
and a largely marked class of feminine forms. 
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b 
In linguistic theory an opposition involves marking if one member has something extra or unusual about it to 
distinguish it from the other (3.3.5e). For example, in the opposition %l,m,ñ :hK'l.m;, the gender of %l,m,ñ is not 

shown by any evident device, while the gender of hK'l.m; is shown by the ending h'-; %l,m,ñ is the unmarked or 

zero (Ø)-marked member of the pair, while hK'l.m; is the marked member. In general in Hebrew the masculine 
gender is unmarked, while the feminine is marked. The unmarked member may have the same value as its 
opposite, and thus unmarked masculine nouns may refer to females. The marked member of a linguistic pair 
attracts more attention than the unmarked, and so in studying gender it may seem we are dealing with the 
"problem" of the feminine, but in reality we are concerned with the grammatical system of masculine : feminine. 

c 
Feminine singular nouns in Hebrew can have a variety of endings: -aÖ (# 1) is most common, with -at (# 2) its 
construct, and -t (# 3) and -et (# 4) are also used. Some nouns with female referents are zero-marked (# 5). 

6 Gender 

6.1 Introduction 
6.2 Study of Gender 

2.1 Ancient and Medieval Views 
2.2 Modern Views 

6.3 Comparative Perspectives 
3.1 Gender in Language 
3.2 Gender in Semitic and Hebrew 

6.4 Gender of Inanimates and Non-Animates 
4.1 Zero-marked Gender Nouns 
4.2 Feminine Gender-marked Nouns 
4.3 Gender Doublets 

6.5 Gender of Animates 
5.1 Natural Dyads 
5.2 Epicene Nouns 
5.3 Priority of the Masculine 

6.6 Concord 

1. hK'l.m; queen (abs.)
queen (cstr.)
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The -aÖ ending (the he is a mater lectionis) and the endings with t are all at base related.2 The -aÖ arose as a pausal 
variant of -at;3 -t and -et are morphological variants of -at. We refer to all these endings as the -at suffix, 
contrasting it to the Ø suffix or marker of ba', ~ae,and similar nouns. 

d 
Gender-marking has long attracted the interest of students of language. We survey the views of some ancient, 
medieval, and modern commentators before turning to a comparative study of gender as a linguistic 
phenomenon. Having established that gender and sex are distinct phenomena and that the -aÖ/-at form originally 
signaled modification of an opposed Ø-form, we will be better able to look at the actual workings of the Hebrew 
gender system. 

6.2 Study of Gender 

6.2.1 Ancient and Medieval Views 

a 
The Western grammatical tradition, beginning with the Greeks, has speculated on gender.4 Protagoras, an 
influential Sophist of the fifth century B.C.E., is credited with  
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being the first to classify the three Greek genders: masculine, feminine, and neuter.5 Aristotle (384–322 B.C.E.) 
went on to list the typical endings for each gender, thus classifying nouns according to their inflection or 
accidence.6 The innovative and creative grammarians of the Sophist school anticipated the findings of modern 
linguistics by noting two principles in the field of gender: (1) gender formally marks the agreement between words 
in some kinds of phrases and other syntactic groups, and (2) the correspondence between (linguistic) gender and 
(natural) sex is only partial.7 After the early Sophists, Greek grammarians concerned themselves largely with 
taxonomies. The Roman additions to Greek linguistics were slight; it is of some interest that Sextus Empiricus 
(late 2d century C.E.) observed that the gender of some nouns differed from one dialect to another.8 

b 
The true heirs of the Greek grammarians were the Arabs.9 The earliest Arab grammarians, in the eighth and ninth 
centuries C.E., were strictly descriptive and taxonomic. They demarcated gender into masculine and feminine 
forms, recognizing that the feminine is the marked member of the pair. They essentially classified feminine nouns 
into the following groups: 

(1) the true feminine: animate nouns that denote females, with or without the feminine ending (e.g., baqarat-
10 'cow' and Àum 'mother') 
(2) the metaphorical feminine: inanimate nouns, with or without the feminine ending (e.g., dawlat- 'state, 
government' and yad 'hand') 
(3) the morphological feminine: nouns used exclusively to refer to males and treated as masculine but
possessing a feminine ending (e.g., khalifat- 'caliph') 

Similar categories can be established for Biblical Hebrew. 

6.2.2 Modern Views 

a 
In contrast to the strictly descriptive approaches of the early Greek and Arab grammarians, eighteenth- and 

2. tK'l.m; 
3. tyrIB. covenant (abs., cstr.)

4. tr,d,ñG> wall (abs., cstr.)

5. ~ae mother (abs., cstr.)
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nineteenth-century linguists were long on speculation and short on descriptive analysis.11 The Germans Herder 
and Adelung sought to explain the origin and function of gender, focusing on the genders assigned inanimate 
objects.12 These scholars thought that so-called primitive peoples individualized objects, sorting them into one of 
two sex-based genders according to the characteristics of the object. Objects perceived to be strong, large, 
active, etc., were made masculine, and objects felt  
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to be susceptible, delicate, passive, etc., became feminine. This groundless approach was commonly accepted 
among successive generations of linguists,13 passing from late eighteenth-century tomes into many scholarly 
books of the nineteenth century. One scholar thus wrote of "primitive" people as children and remarks: 

From this source [i.e., imagination] is derived the whole system of genders for inanimate things, which was
perhaps inevitable at that early childish stage of the human intelligence ... 14 

b 
An outstanding authority on Arabic grammar, W. Wright, similarly remarked: 

The vivid imagination of the Semite conceived all objects, even those that are apparently lifeless, as
endowed with life and personality. Hence for him there are but two genders, as there exist in nature but two
sexes.15 

Such notions lay behind the presentation of gender in most of the great Hebrew grammars, those of Gesenius, 
Gesenius-Kautzsch-Cowley, Joüon, and others. Paul Joüon, for example, remarks: 

Apart from living beings gender is metaphorical: certain nouns are masculine, by analogy with male beings;
others are feminine, by analogy with female beings.16 

So inadequate is this view that he adds directly: 

It is necessary to confess, for the rest, that the reason which determined the gender often escapes us.17 

The issue of the gender of inanimates was not the only stimulus for bad theorizing among these scholars. Carl 
Brockelmann, for instance, having shown, he believed, that there was no overt feminine ending in early Semitic, 
went on to conclude that females were highly regarded in that culture, which may indeed have had a matriarchal 
organization.18 

c 
M. H. Ibrahim, deploring the heavy dependence of these scholars on fanciful extralinguistic speculation, 
concludes: 

Those grammarians who have written about primitive peoples and their primitive languages were like the
"armchair" anthropologists of the nineteenth-century, who wrote about these peoples without any contacts
with them or their culture.19 
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Anthropologists helped to reform the European ideas of pre-industrial ("primitive" or "savage") peoples and to 
remove them from easy stereotyping. At the same time modern linguistics has returned to its proper starting point, 
language, in considering gender phenomena.20 

d 
Modern linguists agree that grammatical gender serves only in part to denote sexual differences among animate 
beings.21 The primary function of various systems of gender is syntactic; gender is one of the concord systems 
that connect related words within a sentence. It is of secondary importance that the so-called "feminine" 
formatives designate natural gender in living beings. 

6.3 Comparative Perspectives 

6.3.1 Gender in Language 

a 
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A description of gender as it is used across a variety of languages suggests that grammatical gender does not 
primarily denote sex in animate beings and "analogous" features of inanimates. Rather, gender is primarily a 
matter of syntax. The relevant linguistic arguments are diverse; taken together, they point toward a properly 
linguistic notion of gender. 

b 
Typologically, languages may be divided into those having noun classes and those that lack them. The most 
common noun classes are the genders, which may number three (masculine, feminine, neuter) or two (masculine 
or feminine). Other noun-class systems distinguish animates from inanimates, or count nouns (like 'book,' 
'woman,' 'tree') from mass nouns (like 'people,''water,''salt'). The languages that use gender include most of the 
Indo-European and Semitic languages; among those that do not are Turkish, Chinese, and Basque. Thus, Turkish 
nowhere—not even in its pronouns—grammatically distinguishes genders, whereas French, like Hebrew, presses 
all nouns into either the masculine or feminine genders. Noting this contrast, James Barr points out that it would 
be nonsensical to suppose that the Turks were unaware of sexual differences or that grammar proves the 
"legendary erotic interests" of the French!22 It is not true that speakers of a language with a two-gender system 
think of all objects as male or female; rather, as F. R. Palmer argues, "it is simply that the grammar of their 
language divides all nouns into two classes."23 
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c 
The error of the idea that gender is attached to an object according to certain perceived qualities is further 
illustrated by comparing the genders of words in one language with those in another. For example, in the 
Romance languages 'sun' is masculine and 'moon' feminine, but in German the situation is reversed. Indeed, 
even for animate nouns the referential feature can be weakened or absent. Thus there are nouns in French that, 
though feminine in form, refer to men, for example, la sentinelle 'the sentinel,' la vigi 'the night watchman.' In 
French, most occupational terms are feminine, even if the person referred to by the terms is generally a male. On 
the other hand, some nouns designating professions are masculine (le professeur, le médicin) even when 
referring to a female; thus, the following sentence is possible in French: Le professeur est enceinte, 'The 
professor is pregnant.' 

d 
In German similar clashes of sex and gender are found. Amused that Rübe 'turnip' is feminine, while Mädchen 
'girl' is neuter, Mark Twain concocted this dialogue in A Tramp Abroad: 

Gretchen: Wilhelm, where is the turnip? 
Wilhelm: She has gone to the kitchen. 
Gretchen: Where is the accomplished and beautiful English maiden? 
Wilhelm: It has gone to the opera.24 

In truth the neuter gender of Mädchen is determined by the suffix -chen; the base noun is feminine, die Magd. 
Another sort of sex-gender clash arises when adjectives indicating sex occur with nouns of the "opposite" gender. 
In French, 'the mouse' is la souris, and 'the he-mouse' is la souris maÖle, that is, 'the male (feminine) mouse'! 

e 
It was Karl Brugmann, at the end of the last century, who most drastically revised his predecessors' views on 
gender. In fact he completely reversed the priority of grammatical gender and sex from that of earlier linguists. He 
argued that the grammatical gender, which originally had nothing to do with sex, guided the poetic imagination in 
mythic personifications. 

In all cases that come into consideration here [the historical period of the Indo-European languages] the 
grammatical gender of the word, so far as we can judge, is the earlier [i.e., earlier than personifications]. The
imagination used this gender and allowed itself to be led by it ... When either [primitive people or poets]
personified a lifeless concept into a living being, it was the grammatical form of the noun that, through the
psychological impulse of analogy, ... decided the definite direction of the gender—whether it should be 
masculine or feminine ... 25 

His studies find limited confirmation in some areas. For example, the Russians personify the days of the week as 
male or female on the basis of the day's grammatical gender.26 Likewise, Hebrew poets sometimes personified 
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non-animates according to gender, for example, hm'k.x' is Lady Wisdom, hostess (Prov 9:1–6), sister (7:4), 
mediatrix (1:20–33). On balance, however, it is best to see grammatical gender and the natural sex of animate 
beings as coordinate systems, neither controlling the other. 
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f 
A larger view of gender systems derives from the study of languages with other noun-class systems; these 
include the Bantu languages, some Sudanic languages, and some languages of the Caucasus and Australia. The 
noun classes in these languages have no simple connection to natural sex. For example, in Swahili, there are 
classes of animates, of small, round things, of long, thin things, and so on; each class is formally indicated by a 
prefix and stands in concord with its modifying adjectives and verbs. Since there is only a limited correspondence 
between the formal classes and their "meanings," linguists classify them merely by their accidence.27 Gender in 
the Indo-European and Semitic languages appears to be a special case of noun classification; as C. F. Hockett 
says, "Genders are classes of nouns reflected in the behavior of associated words."28 From these comparative 
remarks we can see that grammatical gender does not "attribute" sex to inanimate objects and only imperfectly 
designates it in animate objects; it is chiefly a syntactic feature, whether the noun be animate or inanimate, not a 
strictly referential-semantic one. 

6.3.2 Gender in Semitic and Hebrew 

a 
The basic facts of Hebrew gender may be reviewed before we try to discuss the workings of the system. The 
grammatical genders are part of the system of Hebrew accidence, that is, gender-markings show that certain 
parts of speech agree with other parts of speech. 

b 

A feminine being can be grammatically marked only in the area of animate objects (e.g., rP; 'bull' and hr'P' 
'cow'). Lexically opposed "gender nouns" may be used to designate each member of a male-female dyed (e.g., 
ba' 'father' and ~ae 'mother'). Feminine plural formatives are found with nouns denoting male beings (e.g., tAba' 
'forebears, fathers'). On the other hand, masculine plural formatives appear with nouns denoting female beings 
(e.g., ~yvin" 'women').29 

c 

There is no "reason" why inanimate nouns are in a particular grammatical gender. Contrast rh' 'hill' and h['b.gI 
'hill.' Some inanimate nouns show two genders (e.g., %r,D,ñ 'way,' !Ara] 'chest').30 The same meaning may be 

associated with two non-animate nouns that differ only in gender (e.g., ~q'n" and hm'q'n>, 'dominion, vengeance'). 

Non-animate feminine nouns may designate a collective (e.g., hl'AG 'exile'), or a single component of a collective 

(e.g., hY"nIa\ 'ship,' contrast ynIa\ 'fleet,' both masculine and feminine). 

d 

The feminine formative is used to form numbers used with masculine nouns (e.g., ~ynIB' hv'l{v. 'three sons'). 
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e 
Comparative study reveals certain patterns of gender. Hebrew (like the Semitic languages generally) conforms to 
these patterns. If gender primarily serves the syntactic function of concord, how did it acquire any semantic value 
in the Semitic languages? Did it have an "original meaning"? C. Brockelmann, because of some of the data about 
noun class systems presented above, thought that grammatical genders in the Semitic languages originally had 
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nothing to do with natural sex.31 He associated Semitic gender systems with class systems in other languages 
and suggested that the feminine ending, along with other minor terminations, reflects a trace of an older noun-
class system in Semitic. A number of scholars have theorized that the noun classes represented by the genders 
were simply classes of basic (now masculine) and derived (now feminine) forms. 

f 
E. A. Speiser thought that what is now the feminine formative in Semitic began as an accusative element in the 
larger Semito-Hamitic or Afroasiatic language family.32 This idea has been dismissed; the abiding value of his 
study of the problem remains in his contention that the "feminine" originally signified derivative words with some 
special modifications of the base stem. He observes that in all the Semitic languages -(a)t had not one but at least 
four semantic values: (1) to form an abstract from an adjective, numeral, or verb (e.g., h['r' 'evil' from [r' 'bad'); 

(2) to make a collective out of a participle (e.g., hx'r>ao 'caravan' from x;reao 'traveler'); (3) to build a singulative 

(nomen unitatis) from a collective (e.g., hr'[]f; '[a single] hair' from r['fe 'hair'); (4) to construct a diminutive or 

the like (e.g., tq,nqñAy 'shoot' from qnEAy 'young plant'; cf. 6.4.2f). The "remarkable versatility" of a formative that 
could mark either a collective noun or a nomen unitatis led Speiser to conclude: 

It is this seeming inconsistency that furnishes the necessary clue for the appreciation of the principal
function of -(a)t. This was not to mark inferior classification, or to form abstracts, collectives, diminutives, or
the like, but plainly to construct derivative stems with some special modification of the original meaning.33 

In time -at came to have the ultimate specialization of the feminine with animate objects. Other features, such as 
form, tradition, and associations with other words, contributed to the assignment of a noun's gender.34 

6.4 Gender of Inanimates and Non-Animates 

a 
There is no "natural" gender for inanimates (objects) and non-animates (abstracts). 
The earlier grammarians who sought to explain grammatical gender on such a basis were  
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misled in their correlation of linguistic and non-linguistic phenomena. We analyze these nouns according to 
whether they have a Ø or -at formative. 

6.4.1 Zero-marked Gender Nouns 

a 
Nouns with a Ø-gender formative may be treated in Hebrew as either masculine or feminine, though most are 
masculine. With few exceptions no semantically homogeneous value can be attached to the gender assignment. 
There are, however, three semantic fields where the gender pattern deserves study: nouns referring to body 
parts, place names, and figurative terms. 

b 
Nouns referring to parts of the body tend to be feminine (## 1–17). 

1. !z<aoñ ear

2. [B'c.a, finger

3. !j,B,ñ belly

4. %r,B,ñ knee

5. [;Arz> arm

6. dy" hand
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c 

A notable exception is dv;, (masc.) 'breast' (see Hos 9:14). 

The gender of place names is complicated by the fact that place-name terms frequently lose their head nouns 
(the grammatical process of "beheading"), while the head noun continues to control the gender of the phrase. 
Beheading is common in English—we say 'California' for 'the state of California,' 'Mexico' for 'the United States of 
Mexico.' In languages with grammatical gender-systems, beheading almost invariably affects those systems. The 
early Arab grammarians noted that a generic term (such as 'city of ... ,' 'kingdom of ... ,''river of ... ,''mountain ... ') 
in construct with a place name determines the gender of the phrase and that even if the generic was not 
expressed, its gender still controls the term, for example, dijlat 'Tigris' is feminine in form but is treated as 
masculine, since the full expression is nahr dijlat 'river of Tigris' and nahr is masculine.35 The omission of the 
noun in the construct (the beheading) is common in Arabic. Thus, most city names are feminine because 
madinatu 'city' is feminine. 

d 

The Hebrew situation is similar. Like Arabic nahr, Hebrew rh'n" is masculine, as can be seen in # 18; although 

tr'P. seems to be feminine, the pronoun in # 19 is masculine, following (tr'P.-) rh;n>. 
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Again, hn"m'a], though feminine in form, stands in agreement with masculine modifiers because the omitted rh'n" 
is masculine. 

Another masculine head noun is tyBe; thus ~x,l,ñ-tyBe in Mic 5:1 and lae-tyBe in Amos 5:5 are both masculine. 

Feminine heads include tk,l,ñm.m; and #r,a,ñ and either could explain the treatment of lb,B' as feminine in Gen 

11:9 and Isa 21:9, since lb,B' is called both a hk'l'm.m; (Gen 10:10) and an #r,a,ñ (Jer 50:28). Similarly, rWVa; is 

7. %rey" thigh

8. @n"K' wing

9. @K; palm

10. yxil. jaw

11. !Avl' tongue

12. !yI[;ñ eye

13. [l'ce side

14. !r,q,ñ horn

15. lg<r,ñ foot

16. qAv leg

17. !ve tooth

18. `tr'P.-rh;n> l{dG"h; rh'N"h; the great river, the River Euphrates
Gen 15:18

19. `tr'p. aWh y[iybir>h†; rh'N"h;w> the fourth river was the Euphrates
Gen 2:14

20. hn"m'a] bAj al{h] Is not Amana better?
2 Kgs 5:12 Qere
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feminine in Ezek 32:22 (cf. Isa 7:18). Note the feminines in Exod 12:33; 1 Sam 17:21; 2 Sam 8:2, 24:9. In some 
cases a place name seems to vary in gender; this is probably a sign that the underlying head varies. Thus 
hd'Why> is masculine in Isa 3:8, perhaps due to the head tyBe, but feminine in Isa 7:6, due to the head #r,a,ñ. 
Similarly, ~Ada/ is masculine in Num 20:20 (due to tyBe), but feminine in Jer 49:17 (due to #r,a,ñ). In some cases 

the usage is not entirely clear: hdWhy> is probably feminine in Lam 1:3 because of ry[i rather than #r,a,ñ, or the 

place name there may refer by metonymy to the inhabitants of the place. Since ry[i is feminine and therefore 
names of cities are regarded as feminine, Israel's poets were led to personify cities as women, for example, 
lb,B'-tB; 'Daughter Babylon' (Isa 47:1) and ~yIl;v'Wry> tB; 'Daughter Jerusalem' (Isa 37:22; see 6.3.1, 9.5.3h). 
Concerning this method of gender assignment, Ibrahim comments: "It explains in a simple way why thousands of 
names of countries, rivers, cities, mountains, etc. are assigned one gender or another."36 There are exceptions to 
this pattern, in which the place name determines the gender of the phrase; for example, !G: is usually masculine, 

but the phrase !d,[iñ-!G: is feminine (Gen 2:15); !p,G<ñ is probably masculine in Hos 10:1 because of the reference 

there to laer'f.yI.37 

e 
A third semantic area where there is a clear pattern for Ø-marked nouns involves figurative usage, an area also 
important for feminine nouns in -at. Where the literal sense of a term is feminine, the figurative may be 
masculine: !yI[;ñ, feminine 'eye' but masculine 'engraving surface, facet' (Zech 3:9, 4:10); !ve, feminine 'tooth' but 
masculine 'prong (of a fork)' (1 Sam 2:13), 'point (of a rock)' (1 Sam 14:4, 5). 

6.4.2 Feminine Gender-marked Nouns 

a 
Several important groups of non-animate and inanimate nouns are morphologically feminine. These include 
abstracts, collectives, and singulatives, as well as infinitives and certain figurative nouns. (On the feminine 
"dummy" pronoun, see 6.6d.) 

b 
Abstract nouns may be feminine singular (## 1–8) or plural (## 9–11). Singular and more often plural abstracts 
may be used adverbially (10.2.2e), for example, tAvq' rBed;y>w:, 'he spoke harsh things (i.e., he spoke 
harshly)' (Gen 42:7; cf. Isa 32:4 for # 10; cf. 39.3.1). 
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1. hn"Wma/ firmness

2. hn"m'a/n< a sure thing

3. hr'WbG> strength

4. hb'Aj goodness

5. hr'v'y> uprightness

6. hn"Akn> steadfastness

7. hn"WkT. arrangement

8. h['r' evil

9. tAbydIn> noble things

10. tAxc' clear things

11. tAvq' harsh things
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Not all abstract nouns are feminine (e.g., lyIx;ñ 'power,' dAbK' 'glory,' [r'w" bAj, 'good and evil' [Gen 2:9]). 

c 
Collectives, comprehensive designations of a number of things or persons, often display the -at suffix (## 12–
14).38 Sometimes it is uncertain whether a form is personification or a collective (## 15–16). 

d 
Single components of a collective unit often appear with -at suffix; such a form is called a nomen unitatis or 
singulative. 

On the other hand, one finds hg"D' 'fish (coil.)' but gD' ' (a) fish.'Some forms, for example, hN"v;Av lily hn"bel. 'brick,' 

etc., are singulatives for which the collective is not attested. (The masculine !v'Wv is a metaphorical 'lily,' an 
architectural decoration.) 

e 
The infinitive may be treated as feminine. 

In some cases it is treated as masculine. 

f 
A figurative sense may also be denoted by -at. 
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12. hx'r>ao caravan

13. hl'AG exile

14. hL'D; poor people

15. tb,y<ña enemy

16. tb,v,ñAy inhabitant

17. hY"nIa\ vessel ynIa\ fleet

18. hC'nI , hc'yci flower #nE , #yci blossoms

19. hr'[]f; (a) hair r['fi hair

20. hr'yvi (a) song ryvi song, singing

21. !Tex;t.hi ~k,ynEy[eb. hL'q;n>h†;
%l,M,ñB; 

Do you think it a small matter to become 
the king's son-in-law?

1 Sam 18:23

22. rm'w" [r;-yKi
%yI+h'ñl{a/ñh,llip.%bez>[' 

How evil and bitter it is that you 
abandoned ... your God.

Jer 2:19

23. qnEAy suckling/child (masc.) tq,n<ñAy sucker, shoot

24. %rey" hip (fem.) ~yt;ñk'r>y: sides (of a building, 
etc.)

25. xc;meñ forehead hx'c.mi legging, greave
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6.4.3 Gender Doublets 

a 
Some non-animate nouns have both masculine and feminine forms. Although these so-called doublets may have 
different connotations, it is best not to rely too heavily on their gender distinctions; both forms mean essentially 
the same thing. Mordechai Ben Asher has surveyed 117 non-animate nouns having both masculine and feminine 
forms, including five collective/nomen unitatis pairs (6.4.2d). (He excludes cases where there is no connection 
between similar forms, e.g., toÖraÖ/toÖr, or where a connection is dubious, e.g., ÀadaÒmaÖ/ÀaÒdaÒm.) Of these, 61 are 
abstract nouns and 56 are concrete. These pairs include all kinds of meanings: abstract nouns (## 1–2), parts of 
body (## 3–4), agricultural terms (## 5–6), words connected with clothing (## 7–8); and pairs of words with initial 
ma-/mi- (## 9–12; see 5.6), seven of which are from medial-waw roots (## 11–12). He finds no positive difference 
in meaning between the pairs, apart from the few cases of collectives/nomina unitatis (# 6 and perhaps # 3). 

In five cases he found that one of the forms occurs in a poetic or elevated style, and the other mainly in an 
ordinary prosaic style (## 13–17).39 

The doublet hn"[ev.m;W ![ev.m; is used as a hendiadys for 'every kind of support' (Isa 3:1). 

6.5 Gender of Animates 

6.5.1 Natural Dyads 

a 
Some natural male-female dyads are designated by unrelated words, neither of which is marked for gender. 
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1. hm'v.a; / ~v'a' guilt

2. hm'q'n> / ~q'n" dominion, vengeance

3. hr'b.a, / rb,aeñ pinion

4. hr'GE / rGE back

5. hq'l.x, / ql,xeñ territory

6. hc'yci / #yci blossom

7. hD'pua] / dApae ephod

8. hr'Agx] / rAgx] loin-covering

9. hn"T'm; / !T'm; gift

10. tr,K,m.mi / rK'm.mi ware

11. hr'Agm' / rAgm' terror

12. hl'Axm. / lAxm' dance

prosaic elevated 

13. hl'pea] lp,aoñ gloom

14. !G: hN"G: garden

15. %v,xoñ hk'vex] / hk'v.x' darkness

16. hq'd'c. qd,c,ñ righteousness

17. [b'f' / [b;foñ h['b.fi / h['b.f' satiety
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The nouns in other dyads are designated by word pairs marked Ø: -at. 

6.5.2 Epicene Nouns 

a 

Nouns used for a male or female animate, or for a mixed group, are called epicene.42 For example, in the phrase 

lWKv; bDo 'a bear robbed of her whelps' (Hos 13:8), though both noun and adjective are masculine in form, a 
she-bear is in view (cf. also Isa 49:15). Epicene nouns in English include 'sheep' (in contrast to 'ewe/ram'), 
'secretary' (in contrast to 'male secretary/female secretary'), 'dog' (in contrast to 'bitch, female dog/male dog'). In 
Hebrew an epicene may be of either gender; an epicene feminine singular may form an epicene masculine plural.

Sometimes grammatically masculine epicene nouns are modified according to sense with feminine forms, for 
example, tAqynIyme ~yLim;G> 'nursing camels' (Gen 32:16), in contrast to ~yaB' ~yLim;G> 'camels were 

approaching' (Gen 24:63). Similarly tAl[' rq'B'h;w> !aCoh;w> 'the small cattle [i.e., sheep and goats] and the 

cattle which are nursing' (Gen 33:13; cf. 1 Kgs 5:3 for rq'B', Gen 30:39 for !aco). The most remarkable epicene 

noun is ~yhil{a/ —Hebrew (like some other Canaanite dialects) has no distinct word for 'goddess.' 
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6.5.3 Priority of the Masculine 

a 
Grammarians speak of the masculine gender as "the prior gender" because its form sometimes refers to female 
beings. 

1. vyai man hV'ai woman40

2. ba' father ~ae mother.41

3. vyIT;ñ he-goat z[e she-goat

4. rAmx] he-ass !Ata' she-ass

5. hyEr>a; , yrIa] he-lion aybil' she-lion

6. lY"a; hart hl'Y"a; , tl,Y<ña; hind

7. lg<[eñ calf hl'g>[, heifer

8. ~l,[,ñ young man hm'l.[; young woman

9. rP' bull, ox hr'P' cow

masculine feminine 

1. @l,a,ñ cattle (coll.) 5. tb,n<ñr>a; hare

2. bDo bear 6. hd'ysix] stork

3. baez> wolf 7. hn"Ay dove

4. bl,K,ñ dog 8. hl'm.nI ant

9. tr,Toñv.[; yrex]a; hmol{v. %l,YEñw:
~y+nIdoci yhel{a/ 

And Solomon followed Ashtoreth, the 
godhead of the Sidonians.

1 Kgs 11:5
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This priority of the masculine gender is due in part to the intensely androcentric character of the world of the 
Hebrew Bible. As Clarence Vos shows, this milieu must be called a "man's world."43 The priority of the masculine 
gender in these examples is due not only to the linguistic precedence of the unmarked (masculine) over the 
marked (feminine); it is also due in part to Israel's religion, which, though it allows or recognizes both naÒbiÖÀ and 
nÝbiÖÀaÖ, has place only for a priest, not a priestess, in contrast to other religions of the region. 

b 
The grammatical forms for God are masculine and the representations of God are mostly masculine. Although 
God does use a comparison to a woman in childbirth (Isa 42:14), nonetheless there is a strong scholarly 
consensus that God is regarded as nonsexual. "If sex must be applied to Israel's deity, it would be monosex, and 
this is either an incompleteness or a contradiction in terms."44 This consensus finds explicit support in Deut 4:15–
16: 

You saw no form of any kind the day YHWH spoke to you at Horeb ... so that you do not ... make for
yourselves an idol, an image in any shape, whether formed like a man or a woman. 
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One fact providing inferential support is the use of both sexes of a sacrificial victim as offerings to God. In the 
ancient Near East it was customary to sacrifice male animals to (male) gods and females to goddesses.45 In 
Israel's cultus both males and females of a species were sacrificed to God (cf. Lev 3:1; 4:23, 28). One cannot 
change or remove the masculine figurative representations of God without distorting the text of the Bible. 

6.6 Concord 

a 
Grammatical gender involves three distinct systems: morphology, meaning with reference to an extra-linguistic 
reality, and syntax.46 In Hebrew the basic morphology opposes Ø-marked masculine to the feminine in -at, though 
there are many Ø-marked nouns with female reference. In semantic terms, the -at suffix essentially marks 
derivative words, words with some special modification of the unmarked alternative, though the suffix also serves 
as the designation of the natural female of animates. The primary function of gender marking is to bind parts of 
speech together by concord in the same sentence or discourse. 

b 
Sometimes the grammatical form of a noun differs from its semantic significance, for example, a collective noun 
such as td,l,ñAm 'descendants' (fem.) or an abstract noun such as tl,h,ñqo 'teacher' (fem.) may have a male 
referent. When such clashes arise in a language, concord can follow grammatical gender (as it does, e.g., in 
Italian or French), or it can follow the semantic orientation of the noun; Hebrew prefers the latter course, 
sometimes called the constructio ad sensum ("construction according to the sense").47 Thus we find 

~+k'x' tl,h,ñqo hw"h', 'The Teacher was wise' (Qoh 12:9). Moreover, a feminine singular collective noun may be 

1. `~t'ao ar'B' hb'qen>W rk'z" Male and female he created them 
(masc.).
Gen 1:27

2. %r,b'ñy>w: wyn"b'l. wyn"b'l. qVen:y>w:
~+h,t.a, 

He kissed his sons and daughters and 
blessed them (masc.).

Gen 32:1

3. Ab hy<h.yI-yKi hV'ai Aa vyaiw>
[g:+n"ñ 

As for a man or a woman, when a sore 
be on him ... 

Lev 13:29

4. hk'al'm.-lk' hf,[]t;-al{
^T,ñbiW-^n>biW hT'a; 

You (masc.) will do no work, neither you 
(masc.) nor your son or daughter.

Exod 20:10
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construed with a plural verb because the noun's referent is plural; in the second example 'land' is used for 
'inhabitants' by metonymy.48 

c 
Gender agreement may also lapse when (as is often the case) the verb precedes the subject; the subject may be 
feminine singular or plural, and the verb may be masculine singular.49 
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The preceding verb may also be a masculine plural, as in # 9; since there are cases of a masculine plural verb 
following a feminine plural noun, as in # 10, it has been suggested that both types of discord reflect an avoidance 
of feminine plural verbs.50 

Examples like # 10 are far less common than cases of grammatical discord where the verb precedes the subject. 

d 
Finally we may mention cases in which there is no true antecedent for a pronoun—what, so to speak, is the 
gender of a situation or an action? Such a dummy or impersonal pronoun is usually feminine (cf. 4.4.2). 

For other examples, see Exod 10:11, Num 14:41, and Isa 43:13; cf. 1 Chr 21:10. Such a vague pronoun can be 
masculine, as in the stock phrase hz<k'w> hzOK' 'such and such' (1 Kgs 14:5 and often) and in the following 
example. 

1. ~yTiv.liP. tyrIaev. Wdb.(a'w> And the remnant of the Philistines will 
perish.
Amos 1:8

2. hm'y>r;ñc.mi WaB'ñ #r,a'ñh'-lk'w> And all the land came to Egypt.
Gen 41:57

3. T'd>l;ñAh-rv,a] ^T.d>l;AmW
W+yh.yI ^l. ~h,yrex]a; 

And your descendants whom you begot 
after them will be yours. Gen 48:6

4. #r,+a'ñ ~T;[.n< The land is scorched.
Isa 9:18

5. hM'rI [C;yU ^yT,ñx.T; Beneath you worms (fem., coil.) are laid.
Isa 14:11

6. hn<x]M;B; hN"rIh' rbo[]y:w: A cry spread through the army.
1 Kgs 22:36

7. `Aml'ñ tdoti[] vx'w> And doom (lit., prepared things) rushes 
on them.
Deut 32:35

8. ~k,yleg>r; WpG>n:t.yI Your feet stumble.
Jer 13:16

9. Alyvi-tAnb. Wac.yE-~ai If the daughters of Shiloh come forth ... 
Judg 21:21

10. `hB'r>x' Wyh.yI ~k,yre['w> Judg 21:21 Your cities will become a 
desolation.
Lev 26:33

11. taZO t'yfiñ[' yKi Because you have done this ... 
Gen 3:14; cf. 3:13, 2:23

12. [d;ae Hb'W By this I shall know.
Gen 24:14
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Footnotes:  

1. For a basic introduction and an extensive and comprehensive bibliography on gender, see Muhammad Hasan 
Ibrahim, Grammatical Gender: Its Origin and Development (The Hague: Mouton, 1973) 105–9. In this chapter we 
follow Ibrahim's study closely. The most significant older works on Hebrew are Heimann Rosenberg, "Zum 
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hebräischen Syntax (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1977), 1.25-81. 
2. C. Brockelmann, Die Femininendung t im Semitischen (Breslau: G. P. Aderholz, 1903); cf. G. Janssens, "The 
Feminine Ending -(a)t in Semitic," Orientalia Lovaniensia Periodica 6–7 (1975--76) 277–84. 
3. As in Classical Arabic. Some Semitic languages exhibit the tendency to drop the historical -at of the feminine in 
the absolute state leading to the morphological alternation: -aÖ in the absolute state and -at in the construct. 
Although, as a rule, exceptional morphological facts like this one most strongly attest to inherited features, this 
alternation in the various Semitic languages has to be interpreted as the result of parallel development because it 
arose at different times in different places and because of many differences in detail. See Joshua Blau, "The 
Parallel Development of the Feminine Ending -at in Semitic Languages," Hebrew Union College Annual 51 (1980) 
17–28. In contrast, M. Palmaitis has attempted to demonstrate that "the real Semitic marker of feminine, i.e., -aÒ 
(and not -[a]t!), is in fact the fossilized ending of the inertive case." The widespread ending -at was derived 
secondarily from the bare stem inertive in -aÒ, and both forms became fossilized in the course of the development 
of the ending for the morphologically marked "weak" gender class. See Palmaitis, "On the Origin of the Semitic 
Marker of the Feminine," Archiv Orientální 49 (1981) 263–69. Cf. n. 29. 
4. See Ibrahim, Grammatical Gender. 14–15. 
5. John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1968) 10. Things neither 
"masculine" nor "feminine" were called "neither"; the Latin term for this yielded "neuter" (p. 11) 
6. R. H. Robins, Ancient and Mediaeval Grammatical Theory in Europe (London: Bell, 1951) 23–24, and A Short 
History of Linguistics (Bloomington: Indiana University, 1967) 27. 
7. Robins, Ancient and Mediaeval Grammatical Theory, 15. 
8. Robins, A Short History of Linguistics, 21. 
9. See Ibrahim, Grammatical Gender, 46–48, 22–23. 
10. A hyphen is placed after -at, the feminine marker in Classical Arabic, because a case marker must follow. 
11. Ibrahim, Grammatical Gender, 16–22. 
12. See Karl Brugmann, The Nature and Origin of the Noun Genders in the Indo-European Languages (New 
York: Scribner, 1897) 7–8. Johann Gottfried von Herder (1744–1803) was one of the great Romantic students of 
myth and an early appreciator of Hebrew verse. His contemporary Johann Christoph Adelung (1732–1806) was a 
grammarian. 
13. Ibrahim, Grammatical Gender, 16. 
14. Frederic W. Farrar, Chapters on Language (London: Longmans, Green, 1865) 212; quoted by Ibrahim, 
Grammatical Gender, 16. 
15. William Wright, Lectures on the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University, 1890) 131; quoted by Ibrahim, Grammatical Gender, 20 (incorrectly attributed to Wright's A Grammar 
of the Arabic Language [3d ed.; Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1896], 1. 131). 
16. Joüon § 134e / p. 410. 
17. Joüon §134e / p. 410. 
18. C. Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen (Berlin: Reuter und 
Reichard, 1908), 1. 417. 
19. Ibrahim, Grammatical Gender, 21. 

13. tAah' ^L.-hz<w> And this will be the sign to you.
Exod 3:12
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20. Ibrahim, Grammatical Gender, 22. 
21. See especially Ibrahim, Grammatical Gender, 25–29. 
22. James Barr, The Semantics of Biblical Language (Oxford: Oxford University, 1961) 39. 
23. F. R. Palmer, Grammar (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1971) 35. 
24. The French example is from Ibrahim, Grammatical Gender, 100, citing D. T. Langendoen, The Study of 
Syntax (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1969) 40; the German example from Mark Twain, A Tramp Abroad, 
vol. 2, appendix D: "The Awful German Language." 
25. Brugmann, Noun Genders, 17; cited by Ibrahim, Grammatical Gender, 93. 
26. Roman Jakobson, "On Linguistic Aspects of Translation," On Translation, ed. R. A. Brower (Cambridge: 
Harvard University, 1959) 232–39, at 237. 
27. E. A. Gregersen, Prefix and Pronoun in Bantu (International Journal of American Linguistics, Memoir 21; 
Bloomington: Indiana University, 1967) 1, 15–16. 
28. C. F. Hockett, A Course in Modern Linguistics (New York: Macmillan, 1958) 231. See Ibrahim, Grammatical 
Gender, 63–76, on the rationale behind the definition. 
29. The use of feminine plural forms of nouns referring to males is found more commonly in other Semitic 
languages than in Hebrew. The feminine-singular absolute ending in Hebrew is not uniformly -aÖ; there are cases 
of -aÒt as an absolute singular form (presumably lengthened from -at; see, e.g., Gen 49:22, Exod 15:2, Ps 16:6) 
and some cases of -oÖt should probably be taken as singular (e.g., Judg 5:29. Ps 78:15) 

30. A survey of the use of dérek yields an unusual pattern: "The substantive derek_ governs either masculine or 
feminine agreements in independent clauses and in some dependent clauses, but only feminine agreements in 
relative clauses." See R. Ratner, "Derek: Morpho-Syntactical Considerations," Journal of the American Oriental 
Society 107 (1987) 471–73, at 473. 
31. C. Brockelmann, Précis de linguistique sémitique (Paris: Geuthner, 1910) 126: cf. n. 18 above. 
32. E. A. Speiser, "Studies in Semitic Formatives," Journal of the American Oriental Society 56 (1936) 22–46; 
reprinted in J. J. Finkelstein and Moshe Greenberg, eds., Oriental and Biblical Studies: Collected Writings of E. A. 
Speiser (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1967) 403–32; on the "feminine" ending see pp. 33–46, esp. 
pp. 37–46 (rpt. pp. 416–32, 422–32). Speiser favored the simple -t as the original form of the formative (p. 45 / rpt. 
p. 430). 
33. Speiser, "Studies in Semitic Formatives," 39 (rpt. pp. 424–25. 
34. Ibrahim, Grammatical Gender, 77–90. The terms "autonomous" and "non-autonomous" are sometimes used 
for the "masculine" and "feminine" genders. 
35. Ibrahim, Grammatical Gender, 59–60. 
36. Ibrahim, Grammatical Gender, 60. 

37. Similarly, x;Wr is usually feminine but hwhy x;Wr in 2 Kgs 2:16 is masculine in gender, as hwhy is. There are 

a few other analogous gender exceptions (!p,G<ñ as masculine in 2 Kgs 4:39; ~r,K,ñ as feminine in Isa 27:2; cf. 

~ynIP' as feminine in Ezek 21:21). It is on the basis of these cases that Brockelmann notes that "the gender of the 
regens is sometimes determined by that of the rectum"; Hebräische Syntax (Neukirchen: Neukirchener Verlag, 
1956) 14. 
38. In Greek, collective neuter plurals, like Hebrew collective feminine singulars, take a singular verb. See 6, 6c. 
39. M. Ben-Asher, "The Gender of Nouns in Biblical Hebrew," Semitics 6 (1978) 1–14. For differences in 
connotation between sÌedeq and sÌÝdaÒqaÖ, e.g., see J. J. Scullion, "SÍedeq-sÌedaqah in Isaiah cc. 40–66, " Ugarit- 
Forschungen 3 (1971) 335–48. Related to the style contrast is the interesting material discussed by W. G. E. 
Watson, "Gender-Matched Synonymous Parallelism in the Old Testament," Journal of Biblical Literature 99 
(1980) 321–41. Watson notes that in groups (usually pairs) of associated lines, nouns may be arranged by gender 
like with like to suggest a global picture (e.g., masc. + masc., gwym + qlwn; fem. + fem., sÌwhÌh + ÀrsÌ, in Jer 42:12; 
cf. Isa 19:2). Nouns may also be paired like and unlike to suggest contrast (e.g., masc. + fem., zbhÌ + twÁbh; fem. + 
masc., tplh + rsÌwn, in Prov 15:8) or inversion (e.g., fem. + masc., hÌrph + sëknym; masc. + fem., IÁg wqls + sbybwt, in 
Ps 44:14). 
40. Despite similarities, ÀiÖsë, pl. ÀaçnaÒsëiÖm (rarely ÀiÖsëiÖm), and the related word ÀeçnoÖsë'humanity,' are from a root different 
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from that of ÀisësëaÖ, pl. naÒsëiÖm (ÀisësëoÒt occurs once). 

41. The 'mother : father' pair is associated in many languages with an m : b/p/f contrast; English mama : papa, 
Greek meÒteÒr : pateÒr, Latin mater : pater, English mother : father, Chinese mu : fu, etc. 

42. The term refers to 'common' gender, cf. Greek koine dialektos 'the common tongue.' The interaction of gender 
and names is complex. Hebrew certainly had epicene names; Gomer is a female name in Hosea, but a male 
name in a Samaria Ostracon; see N. Avigad, "A Hebrew Seal Depicting a Sailing Ship," Bulletin of the American 
Schools of Oriental Research 246 (1982) 59–62, at 60. 
43. Clarence Vos, Woman in Old Testament Worship (Delft: Judels en Brinkman, 1968) 32–50. The classification 
of animate versus inanimate may originally have enjoyed some priority, as Speiser argues from the isolated 
character of the miÖ 'who' : maÖ 'what' opposition. 

44. Vos, Woman in Old Testament Worship, 39. Cf. also Phyllis Trible, God and the Rhetoric of Sexuality 
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1978); Peter T. Daniels, "Virtuous Housewife or Woman of Valor? On Sexist Language in 
the Hebrew Bible," Proceedings [of the] Eastern Great Lakes and Midwest Biblical Societies 4 (1984) 99–106; 
Elizabeth Achtemeier, "The Impossible Possibility: Evaluating the Feminist Approach to Bible and Theology," 
Interpretation 42 (1988) 45–57; R. M. Frye, "Language for God and Feminist Language: A Literary and Rhetorical 
Analysis," Interpretation 43 (1989) 45–57. 
45. Watson, "Gender-Matched Synonymous Parallelism," 338. Note Watson's discussion of Isa 24:21. We need 
to keep in mind, however, Speiser's remark, "Too much mystery seems to be made of our feminine 
ending" ("Studies in Semitic Formatives," 37 [rpt. p. 422]). 
46. Ibrahim, Grammatical Gender, 97. 
47. Ibrahim, Grammatical Gender, 34. 
48. Cf. GKC § 145e / p. 463. 
49. Cf. GKC § 1450 / p. 465. 
50. Cf. GKC § 145p / p. 465. 
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Introduction 

a 
The patterns of number use seem to reflect so closely the real world that discrepancies among various languages 
may seem bewildering. In English we refer to the aggregate of flying creatures with a plural, 'birds,' but Hebrew 
uses the singular @A[; contrariwise, English uses a singular to refer to the human 'face,' but Hebrew uses a 

plural, ~ynIP'. Such discrepancies exist because no facet of language mirrors the world directly. Number is a 
grammatical category, as gender is, and is thus part of the greater system of a given language's grammatical and 
lexical structure. Further, number usage reveals even more plainly than gender the fact that a language is part of 
a culture and is thus shaped by that culture. Let us consider this second point further, for it is crucial to the 
process of understanding a language. 

b 
Cultures express collective perceptions of reality differently and therefore represent the world in diverse ways. 
Hebrew, for example, represents the body part variously labeled in English 'hand' or 'arm' by dy", a term that 
denotes that stretch of the appendage from the elbow to the tips of the fingers; further, it subdivides that portion 
and refers to the lower subdivision as @K;, the portion from the wrist to the fingertips. English has no word 

corresponding precisely to Hebrew dy"; Hebrew has no word corresponding to English 'forearm.' Words in one 
language rarely coincide precisely in scope and in content with "corresponding" words in another. The cultural 
heritage of speakers causes them to perceive reality in a way somewhat different from that of speakers in another 
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culture. Linguistic studies cannot be divorced from anthropology and sociology. It is a cultural and linguistic fact 
that the English speaker, conceiving of 'face' as a countable noun, manifests that perception by the singular, while 
the speaker of Classical Hebrew probably perceived it as a mass and represented it by a plural. 

c 
Languages may also differ in their use of grammatical number because of differing perceptions of what counts as 
"one object" and what counts as "more than one object" (i.e., a countable), what counts as a coherent "group of 
objects" (i.e., a collective), or as an undifferentiated "mass of material" (i.e., a mass, e.g., 'butter'); these 
perceptions help to shape a language's lexical structure. For example, English treats 'grape' as a countable ('Will 
you have some grapes?'), but 'fruit' as a collective ('Will you have some fruit?'); Russian treats them in exactly the 
opposite way.1 So also English treats 'birds' as countable but Hebrew refers to them with a collective. 

d 

7 Number 

7.1 Introduction 
7.2 Singular 

2.1 Countables and Collectives 
2.2 Class Nouns 
2.3 Repetition 

7.3 Dual 
7.4 Plural 

4.1 Countables, Collectives, and Extensions 
4.2 Abstracts and the Like 
4.3 Honorifics and the Like 
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Furthermore, a noun's grammatical number is determined by the language's lexical structure, and thus it does not 
represent the speaker's thought or experience directly. For example, English lexical structure demands that 'oats' 
be represented as a plural ('The oats are in the field') but 'wheat' as a singular ('The wheat is in the barn'). We 
cannot argue that speakers of English think of 'oats' as plural and 'wheat' as singular; this is simply false. An old 
joke plays on this lack of correspondence: 

Teacher: Is 'trousers' singular or plural? 
Johnny: Please, sir, singular at the top and plural at the bottom. 

'Trousers' is in fact a plural-invariable noun, like other garment terms ('pants, pajamas') as well as tool names 
('pliers, scissors, glasses') in English. Hebrew also has plural-invariable nouns.2 

e 
The most striking culturally determined difference between Hebrew and English number usage involves 
honorifics. Many European languages (e.g., French, Italian, Russian, German) systematically use plural forms 
with singular referents to express honor to the referent. For example, in the second-person singular, German uses 
both Sie, grammatical plural to express respect, and du, grammatical singular for intimacy. English, lacking this 
linguistic and cultural pattern, uses the singular.3 
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f 
Grammatical number thus does not directly and necessarily represent "thought." It is rather a language- and 
cultural-specific system. It should be no surprise that Hebrew grammatical number cannot always be represented 
straightforwardly in English. Since number may be used in many different ways within a language and since it is 
determined in part by the meaning of the word, our discussion will touch on many facets of syntax and lexicon. 

g 
Hebrew, like other Semitic languages, uses three numbers: singular, dual, and plural. In the following sections we 
analyze and display the uses of these numbers.4 

7.2 Singular 

a 
Hebrew uses the grammatical singular for countables, for collectives, and for class nouns. Singular nouns may be 
repeated in various constructions. 

7.2.1 Countables and Collectives 

a 
With countables the singular serves to enumerate one object. With entities that Hebrew counts as "one object" or 
"more than one object," the singular usually enumerates the referent as an individual. Countable nouns are the 
most common. 

b 
With collectives the singular designates a group. Some words in Hebrew, like 'fish,' 'sheep,' and 'fruit' in English, 
are treated as collectives and represented by the singular. As noted above, English and Hebrew differ in their 
distribution of countables and collectives. Collectives occur in both grammatical genders. A collective singular 

1. yTiv.ai-ta, hb'h' Give (me) my wife.
Gen 29:21

2. Whboñw" Whtoñ ht'y>h'( #r,a'ñh'w> And the earth was waste-and-void.
Gen 1:2

3. vyai Whaeñcem.YIw: A man found him.
Gen 37:15
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may not agree in number with other words in the sentence syntactically related to it (cf. English 'the sheep are in 
the field' versus 'the wheat is ... '; 6.6); thus a singular collective noun can govern a plural verb. We distinguish 
between words in Hebrew that are conventionally collective (i.e., words almost always represented in the singular) 
and those that are nonconventionally collective (i.e., words that are often represented by the plural but for 
contextual reasons may be represented by a collective). 

c 
Conventional collectives are frequently natural; note the three collectives in this example. 

Another vegetable collective is yrIP. 'fruit.' animal collectives include @A[ 'birds, the winged kind,' fm,r,ñ 'creepy-

crawlies, the running-with-the-little-steps kind,' #r,v,ñ 'swarmers, the  
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wriggling kind,' hm'heB. 'livestock,' hM'rI 'worms.' A human collectivity is @j; 'children.' Inanimate collectives 

include bk,r,ñ 'chariotry,' h['m.DI 'tears,' tciYci 'tassels, fringes.' 

d 

Non-conventional collectives are often human, for example, vp,n<ñ in Gen 12:5. 

Non-human cases include !b,a,ñ (in Job 28:3) and #[e (in Gen 3:8). 

7.2.2 Class Nouns 

a 
Like English, Hebrew may use the article with a singular noun to indicate a particular class or group; cf. 'The lion 
is king of the beasts.' Such a singular noun has a broad referent, each member of the group. Hebrew may use the 
singular with this meaning even without the article, especially in poetry. This use of the singular is found in 
enumerations, after lKo and other terms of quantity, with gentilics, and in various expressions.5 

b 
In enumerations singular nouns follow the numeral. 

4. bf,[eñ av,D,ñ #r,a'ñh' aved>T;(
[r;z<ñ [;yrIz>m; 

Let the earth bring forth vegetation, 
plants yielding seed.

Gen 1:11

5. vy+ai-lP;v.YIw: ~d'a' xV;Yw:
`~h,l' aF'Ti-law> 

So mankind will be brought low and men 
humbled—but do not forgive them.

Isa 2:9

6. ~y+vin"l. ~yrIt'ANl; hf,[]N:-hm;
`hV'ai !miy"n>Bimi hd'm.v.nI-yKi 

How shall we provide wives for the men 
who are left? for womankind have been 
annihilated from Benjamin.
Judg 21:16

7. ^r>gEw> ~k,yven> ~k,P.j; your little children, your wives, and your 
aliens
Deut 29:10

8. !ac rAmx]w: rAv yli-yhiy>w:(
h+x'p.viw> db,[,ñw> 

I have cattle and donkeys, sheep and 
goats, menservants and maidservants.

Gen 32:6
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The noun of kind is also frequent with lKo 'all, every.' 

Other terms of quantity may govern a singular. 

Gentilic nouns (see 5.7c) are conventionally represented in the singular (see Gen 15:19–21 for nine examples). 

The singular noun of class is also found in a variety of other expressions. 

1. %l,m,ñ ~yIn:ñv.W ~yvil{v.W 32 kings
1 Kgs 20:1

2. !p,G<ñ @l,a,ñ 1,000 vines
Isa 7:23

3. l+v'm' ~ypil'a] tv,l{ñv. 3,000 proverbs
1 Kgs 5:12

4. hb'Cem; href.[, ~yTev.W 12 pillars
Exod 24:4

5. hl'Wtb. hr'[]n: tAame [B;r>a; 400 young women
Judg 21:12

6. ll'x' tAame hn<mov. 800 wounded
2 Sam 23:8

7. ^r>Wkz>-lK' all your males
Exod 34:23

8. ~k,L.Ku ~AYh; ~ybiC'nI ~T,a;
~+k,yhel{a/ hwhy ynEp.li

~k,ynEq.zI ~k,yjeb.vi ~k,yvear'
`laer'f.yI vyai lKo ~k,yrej.vow> 

All of you are standing today in the 
presence of YHWH your God—your 
leaders and chief men, your elders and 
officials, and every (other) person of 
Israel.

Deut 29:9

9. AM[;-lk'l. h[or>P; wc;y>w:
dALYIh; !Beh;-lK' r+moale

Whkuñyliv.T; hr'aoñy>h;
`!WYx;T. tB;h;-lk'w> 

Then Pharaoh gave orders to all his 
people: "All the sons that are born you 
must throw into the river, but let all the 
daughters live."

Exod 1:22

10. #[eAy bro an abundance of counselors
Prov 11:14

11. ycix]l;w> ydIG"l;w> ynIbeWarl'w>
[;vuAhy> rm;a' h+V,n:m.h] jb,veñ 

But to the Reubenites, the Gadites, and 
the half-tribe of Manasseh Joshua said

Josh 1:12

12. ^yd,ñb'[] !ac h[ero Your servants are shepherds.
Gen 47:3

13. rp'['h,w> lB'S;h; x;Ko lv;K'
h+Ber>h; 

The strength of the burden bearers fails, 
the rubbish is much.
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These sentences are analogous to English generic statements. 

7.2.3 Repetition 

a 
Singular nouns may be repeated within a short span for a variety of purposes, to express distribution, diversity, or 
emphasis. The general reference of such expressions is plural, though English does not always use the plural for 
comparable phrases. 

b 

A singular may be repeated for a distributive sense, whether asyndetically (## 1–2) or syndetically with w (## 3–5) 
or a preposition (## 6–8); in such a phrase the members composing the aggregate are singled out. Such 
constructions may be represented in  
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English with 'each' or'every.'6 With temporal words a distributive repetition singles out the members diachronically 
(cf. 15.6). 

c 
A singular noun may be repeated syndetically to form a phrase indicating diversity.7

 

Neh 4:4

14. dy+six' rm;g"-yKi The godly fail.
Ps 12:2

1. `hn"v' hn"v' year by year
Deut 14:22

2. ~Ay @seAy-la, Hr'B.d;K. yhiy>w:
~A+y 

She spoke to Joseph day after day (or, 
every day).

Gen 39:10

3. rAdw"-rAD all generations
Deut 32:7

4. `vyaiw"-vyai !Acr>Ki tAf[]l; to do according to the desire of each man
Esth 1:8

5. ~Ayw" ~Ay day after day
Esth 3:4

6. hn"v'b. hn"v' year by year
Deut 15:20

7. rq,Boñl; rq,Boñl;w> every morning
Exod 16:21

8. `rq,Boñl; rq,Bol;w> every morning
1 Chr 9:27

9. !b,+a'ñw" !b,a,ñ ^l. hy<h.yI-al{
`hN"j;q.W hl'AdG> 

Do not have two differing weights in 
your bag—one heavy and one light.8

Deut 25:13

10. `WrBeñd;y> blew" bleB. They speak with a double heart (i.e., 
with deception).
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Similar expressions can be used for emphasis (cf. 7.4.1). 

The stock expression j[;m. j[;m. 'little by little' is similar (see Exod 23:30, Deut 7:22). 
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7.3 Dual 

a 
Hebrew like other languages (e.g., Classical Greek, Sanskrit, and certain Slavic languages) has a morphological 
dual, used chiefly to refer to two paired objects.9 Not all dual forms have only dual reference; some serve as 
plural forms. The nearest English equivalent to the Hebrew dual is provided by expressions like 'a pair of' (e.g., 'a 
pair of socks') or 'both' (e.g., 'both hands'). As with these English equivalents, the Hebrew dual is used to refer to 
certain objects that occur in pairs (e.g., 'a pair of clubs,''a pair of earrings') and even to refer to objects that are in 
fact singular (e.g., 'a pair of trousers,''a pair of scissors,' etc.). Hebrew also uses its dual to refer to phenomena 
distinct from those comparably marked in other languages. The uses of dual can be analyzed according to the 
referents of the terms: natural pairs and set expressions of time and measurement. A few words, morphologically 
dual, show no semantic or syntactic features of the dual. 

b 
Natural pairs in the dual usually involve paired human or animal body parts, although not all such occur in the 
dual.10 

Objects that occur in pairs associated with paired body parts may be referred to with a dual, for example, ~yIl;ñ[]n: 
'(a pair of) sandals.' The plural of a word that forms a natural-pair dual is often the morphological dual. 

Ps 12:3

11. `blew" ble-al{B. rdo[]l;w> to help without a double-dealing heart
1 Chr 12:34

12. @s,+K'ñ @s,K,ññh,llip.bh'z" bh'z" pure gold ... pure silver.
2 Kgs 25:15

13. %+leae %r,D,ñB; %r,D,ñB; I will stay constantly on the main road.
Deut 2:27

1. ~yIn:ñz>a' 2 ears

2. ~yId;ñ 2 hands

3. ~yIp;ñn"K. 2 wings

4. ~yIP;ñK; 2 palms

5. ~yIy:ñx'l. 2 cheeks

6. ~yIn:ñt.m' loins

7. ~yIn:ñy[e 2 eyes

8. ~yIn:ñrlq; , ~yIn:ñr'q. 2 horns

9. ~yIl;ñg>r; 2 feet

10. ~yIt;p'f. 2 lips

11. ~yIK;ñr>Bi-lk'w> every knee
Ezek 7:17, 21:12

12. ~yId;ñy"-lK' every hand
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As the last example shows, the metaphorical sense of a natural-pair term can be pluralized with a dual. Often, 
however, such a metaphorical use will show a regular morphological plural. 
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c 
The dual form of certain countable units of measurement and time occurs; the relevant nouns present in most 
cases a full singular-dual-plural paradigm. 

d 
For complex historical reasons, a few nouns have dual morphology, but behave in no way as duals. The two most 
common are plurals: ~yIm;ñ 'water' and ~yIm;ñv' 'heavens'; both words have final-weak roots (ym, ymv), and their 
plural shapes fall together with the usual dual. Some other terms have been given fanciful "dual" etymologies: 
~yIT;ñv.xun> '(double?) fetters of bronze,' ~yIr;ñh\c' 'noon (time of the double shadow?),' ~yIB;ñr>[; 'evening (time 

between day and night?),' and ~yIr;ñc.mi 'Egypt (composed of Upper and Lower Egypt).' A handful of toponyms 

have dual forms of no obvious significance: ~yIr;ñp.a, 'Ephraim,' ~yIt;ñy"r>qi 'Kiryathaim,' and the Qere of 'Jerusalem,' 

~yIl;ñv'Wry> (the Kethiv is apparently ~lev'Wry>). 

7.4 Plural 

a 
Whereas English largely restricts its use of the plural to enumerate countables, the Hebrew plural is used with 
many different significations. It has a variety of basic uses, chiefly with countable and collective nouns, and a 
special set of senses with abstract nouns. The honorific plurals are important for theological and literary reasons. 

b 
Some points of morphology are worth noting. The standard plural ending -iÖm has overtaken many of the 
occurrences of the enclitic mem (see 9.8); thus some cases in which a plural form seems difficult may, in fact, be 
in error. The Hebrew plural ending -iÖm (also found in Phoenician) is rarely replaced by -iÖn (standard in Aramaic 

Isa 13:7 Ezek 21:12

13. ~yIp;ñn"K. vve six wings
Isa 6:2

14. ~yI+n"ñy[e h['b.vi seven eyes (viz., carving facets)
Zech 3:9

15. ~yId;ñy" 2 hands tAdy" handles

16. ~yIP;ñK; 2 palms tAPK; soles; pans

17. ~yIn:ñy[e 2 eyes tnOy"[] fountains

18. ~yIn:ñr>q; 2 horns (of an animal) tAnr'q. horns (of an altar)

19. ~yIl;ñg>r; 2 feet ~ylig"r> times

20. hM'a; ~yIt;ñM'a; 2 cubits tAMa; 
21. ~Ay ~yIm;ñAY 2 days ~ymiy" 
22. ha'me ~yIt;ñam' 200 tAame 
23. ~[;P;ñ ~yIm;ñ[]P; twice ~ymi['P. 
24. hn"v' ~yIt;ñn"v. 2 years ~ynIv' 
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and Moabite). This occurs in several poetic passages as well as in later books, for example, !yrIxea] 'other' (Job 

31:10), !YIai 'islands' (Ezek 26:18), !yJixi 'wheat' (Ezek 4:9), !yYIx; 'life' (Job 24:22), !ymiy" 'days' (Dan 12:13), !yDImi 
'garments' (Judg 5:10), !yLimi 'words' (Job 4:2), !ykil'm. 'kings' (Prov 31:3), !yYI[i 'rubble' (Mic 3:12), !ynIdoci 
'Sidonians' (1 Kgs 11:33), !ycir' 'runners' (2 Kgs 11:13), !ymimeAv 'desolate' (Lam 1:4). The Hebrew plural endings 
are almost always external to the singular form, but there are some signs of the use of changes in the base to 
form plurals, as in other Semitic languages. These include (1) the base-stretching -oÒh- syllable found in the plural 
of biradical nouns (sing. lae 'god,'  
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pl. ~yhil{a/; the rare, alternative singular, H;l{a/, is probably a secondary formation; sing. hm'a' 'maid,' pl. 

thom'a]); (2) perhaps a variant base in the plurals of segholate nouns (sing. %l,m,ñ 'king,' pl. ~ykil'm.); and (3) the 

geminating plurals of nouns from geminate roots (rh; 'hill,' regular pl. ~yrIh', yreh', geminating pl. yrer]h;, only in 

poetry; #xe 'arrow,'pl. ~yCixi but ^yc,ñc'x]; qxo 'decree,' pl. ~yQixu but yqeq]xi; ~[; 'people,' pl. ~yMi[;, yMe[; but also 

~ymim'[], ymem.[;; two rare nouns show only geminating plurals: lce 'shadow' yields ~ylil'c. and %To 'injury' yields 

~ykik'T.).11 

7.4.1 Countables, Collectives, and Extensions 

a 
The most common use of the plural is to refer to more than one or two of a countable noun. 

Such plurals may be repeated for emphasis (cf. 7.2.3c).12 

b 
The plural of a singular collective noun can indicate composition, that is, that the collectivity has been broken 

1. rv,a] ~ykil'M.h;w> rm,[oñl'r>d'K.
ATai 

Chedorlaomer and the kings allied with 
him

Gen 14:5

2. ~yliY"a;K. h'yr,ñf' Wyh' Her princes are like harts.
Lam 1:6

3. bs;me tYIB;ñh; tAryqi-lK' taew>
tA[l.q.mi yxeWTPi [l;q'

yreWjp.W tromotiw> ~ybiWrK.
~y+Cici 

All the walls of the house round about he 
carved with engravings of carvings of 
cherubs and palms and openings of 
blossoms. 1 Kgs 6:29

4. ~+rIm'x] ~rIm'x\ ~t'ao WrB.c.YIw: They piled them into heaps.
Exod 8:10

5. ~ybiGE hZ<h; lx;N:ñh; hfo['
`~ybiGE 

I will make this (dry) wadi into pools.

2 Kgs 3:16

6. qm,[eñB. ~ynIAmh] ~ynIAmh]
#W+rx'h, 

Multitudes, multitudes in the Valley of 
Decision!

Joel 4:14
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apart (cf. 6.3.2f). Thus for the following vegetable nouns the singular refers to the product in its natural state, while 
the plural refers to the gathered, measured, cooked or sewn material. (On the theory that vegetables are for 
eating, etc., this is sometimes called the plural of result.) 

Page 120

Generally human blood in its natural state in the body is called ~D'; after it has been spilled, the plural form is 
used. 

Animal blood is always referred to in the singular. 

c 
Plurals of extension indicate that the referent of the noun is inherently large or complex; the plural quality is the 
result not of a countable multiplicity, but of a multiplicity that is nonetheless perceived as real. The plural may be 
variable; English 'water' designates most quantities from the smallest up to the very great, but truly enormous 
quantities take the plural: 'the waters of the Great Lakes.' Many plurals of extension are invariable; some English 
examples refer to body parts, literal ('guts') or metaphorical ('brains, wits, looks,'), while others refer to complex 
non-animate entities ('ashes, contents, dregs, stairs'), some abstract ('thanks, amends, auspices'). In Hebrew, 
some body parts are always plural, for example, ~ynIP' 'face' and ~yrIAxa] 'back'; ~yrIaW"c; 'neck' is much more 
common than the singular. Also pluralia tantum are two words referring to areas around a person while reclining, 
tAva]r;m. 'area around the head,' and tAlG>r>m; 'area around the feet.' 

d 

Just as English contrasts 'water : waters,' so Hebrew contrasts ~y" '(a) sea' and ~yMiy: 'sea(s), surface of the sea, 

etc.'; the related term ~yQim;[]m; 'depths' is always plural. A region across a nearby boundary or body of water is 

rb,[eñ, while rh'n" yreb.[, (Isa 7:20) is the 'region across the (Great) River,' Trans-Euphratia. This pattern should 

not be looked for everywhere; both qx'r>m, and ~yQix;r>m; refer to 'distance.' 

e 

Complex inanimate nouns are referred to sometimes with plural forms, for example, ~ylih'ao means 'dwelling, 

encampment' (as well as 'tents'), as do both ~ynIK'v.mi and tAnK'v.mi; the singulars of both tend to be reserved for 

a special religious sense, namely, lh,aoñ for the Tent (of Meeting) and !K'v.mi for the Tabernacle. Compare also 

~ybiK'v.mi for 'bed,' alongside bK'v.mi 'bed' (but also 'the act of lying down'). 

7. hJ'xi ~yJixi wheat

8. tm,S,ñKu ~ymiS.Ku spelt

9. tv,Peñ ~yTiv.Pi flax

10. hr'[of. ~yrI[of. barley

11. ~yJixi-ryciq. ymeyBi during wheat harvest
Gen 30:14

12. ~yqi[]co ^yxiña' ymeD> lAq
yl;ae 

Your brother's blood cries out to me.

Gen 4:10

13. al{ yn:p'W y+r'xoa]-ta, t'yaiñr'w>
War'yE 

You will see my back, but my face must 
not be seen.

Exod 33:23
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7.4.2 Abstracts and the Like 

a 
An abstract noun is frequently expressed by a plural, which may have originally signified the diverse concrete 
manifestations of a quality or state. These plurals are frequently built on the adjectival qaÒtuÒl and qittuÖl patterns (see 
5.3d, 5.4). The singular of abstract plurals is rarely attested. Such plurals may refer to qualities. 
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Other abstract nouns specifying qualities include ~ynIAa 'strength' (Isa 40:26), tAxJuB; 'security' (Job 12:6), 

~yxij;b.mi 'security' (Isa 32:18, Jer 2:37; sing. frequent), tAWh; 'evil, destruction' (Ps 5:10), tAdWmx] 
'excellence' (Dan 9:23), ~yDIm;x]m; 'charm' (Cant 5:16), tApr'x] 'shame' (Dan 12:2), tA[De 'knowledge' (1 Sam 

2:3, Job 36:4; sing. h['De four times), t[oWvy> 'salvation' (Isa 26:18; Ps 18:51, 28:8, 42:6, 44:5; sing. frequent), 

~yrIv'yme 'uprightness' (Isa 33:15), ~yrIroM.m; 'bitterness' (Job 9:18), ~yQitem.m; 'sweetness' (Cant 5:16), ~y[ivu[]v;
'delight' (Prov 8:30). 

b 
Abstract nouns may also refer to states or conditions. 

Other nouns of state include tl{WlK. 'engagement' (Jer 2:2), ~yrIW[n> 'youth' (Isa 54:6), ~yrIwEn>s; 
'dimsightedness' (Gen 19:11), ~ymiWl[], 'youth' (Ps 89:46), ~yliKuvi 'childlessness' (Isa 49:20). 

c 
A repeated series of actions or a habitual behavior can be designated by a plural, and that term can have an 
abstract sense: the ~ymiWxn>T; sAK (Jer 16:7) is 'a cup' not of repeated acts of comfort, but 'a cup of consolation,' 
a cup that itself gives 'consolation' by the drinking of it. 

1. `tAkpuh.T; rBed;m. vyai men whose speaking is perverse (lit., 
men speaking perverse things)
Prov 2:12

2. tA+kr'B.-br; tAnWma/ vyai A faithful man will be richly blessed.13

Prov 28:20

3. aWh tAnyBi-~[; al{ YKi For this is a people without 
understanding.
Isa 27:11

4. hv,mo trev'm. !Wn-!Bi [;vuAhy>
wyr'xuB.mi 

Joshua son of Nun, who had been 
Moses' aide since his youth

Num 11:28

5. `xQ'yI h'yl,ñWtb.bi hV'ai aWhw> The woman he marries must be a virgin.
Lev 21:13

6. A+l aWh ~ynIquz>-!B, a son born to him in his old age
Gen 37:3

7. ~ynIWnz> tv,aeñ ^l.-xq; Take to yourself an adulterous wife.
Hos 1:2

8. tn:v. h+hyl; ~q'n" ~Ay yKi
`!AYci byrIl. ~ymiWLvi 

For YHWH has a day of vengeance, a 
year of retribution to uphold Zion's cause.
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Other abstracts based on actions include ~ybih\a' 'fornication,' ~yjinUx] 'embalming,' ~yrIPuKi 'atonement,' 

~yaiLumi 'installation,' ~yxiWTPi 'engraving.' 
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7.4.3 Honorifics and the Like 

a 
Related to the plurals of extension and of abstract reference is a group of intensive plurals. In this usage 
(sometimes called the pluralis majestatis) the referent is a singular individual, which is, however, so thoroughly 
characterized by the qualities of the noun that a plural is used. Two of the great monsters in the Bible are 
designated with intensive plurals.14 

Related to this intensification is a kind of generalization whereby a whole species of animal is designated by a 
plural form.15 

b 
These animal uses are overshadowed by similar plurals used in reference or address to humans or to God, the 
honorific uses. Most honorific plurals in the Bible involve the God of Israel, and the most common of these is 
~yhil{a/, used about twenty-five hundred times. When used of the God of Israel, this term usually takes singular 

agreement (qyDIc; ~yhil{a/ 'a just God,' Ps 7:10);16 when used of various gods, it takes plural agreement 

(~yrIxea] ~yhil{a/ 'other gods,' Exod 20:3; cf. Exod 12:12). 

Other honorific plurals used for the God of Israel include ~yviAdq. 'Holy One' and ~ynIdoa] 'Lord.' 
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Isa 34:8

1. !+t'y"w>li yvear' T'c.C;rI hT'a;
`~yYIcil. ~['l. lk'a]m; WNn<ñT.Ti 

You broke the heads of the monster in 
the water.

~ynIyNIt; yvear' T'r>B;ñvi
`~yIM'ñh;-l[; 

You crushed the heads of Leviathan. 
You gave it as food for people, for(?) 
beasts.
Ps 74:13–14

2. l+ae-yker>D; tyviare aWh Behold Behemoth ... 

... wy+n"t.m'b. Axko an"-hNEhi Behold his strength in his loins ... 

... tAmheb. an"-hNEhi He is the first of God's ways(?).
Job 40:15, 16, 19

3. `tAntoa]-!B, ryI[;ñ-l[;w> on a colt, the foal of a donkey
Zech 9:9

4. Aa ybic.li ydIAd hm,AD
~y+liY"a;h'( rp,[oñl. 

My lover is like a gazelle or a young stag.

Cant 2:9

5. ~yhil{a/h'( wyl'ae rm,aYOw:
yTi[.d;ñy" ykinOa' ~G: ~l{x]B; 

God said to him in a dream, 'Yes, I 
know ... 

Gen 20:6
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The singular !Ada' is used of God only in the phrase #r,a'ñh'-lK' !Ada] (Josh 3:11, 13, etc.). 

c 

Humans may be referred to with honorific plurals, chiefly ~yli['B. 'master' (not 'husband') and ~ynIdoa] 'lord.' Both 
these plurals occur generally with suffixes, the first only with third-singular suffixes. 

d 
A related use of the honorific plural involves participles used to refer to God (## 13–15) or humans (## 16–17). 
The divine references favor the verb hf[ (see # 13 below and Isa 22:11, 54:5; Ps 149:2). 

e 

The word !Ada' 'lord' may be used in the singular or the plural to refer to a divine or human lord; like other 

honorific terms, !Ada' can be used with a first-person pronominal suffix, ynIdoa], plural n:doa]. How is this last form 

6. `hn"yBi ~yvidoq. t[d;ñw> Knowledge of the Holy One is 
understanding.
Prov 9:10

7. yhel{a/ aWhñh,llip.hwhy
~y+nIdoa]h' ynEdoa]w: ~yhil{a/h'( 

YHWH ... is God of gods and Lord of 
lords.

Deut 10:17

8. WnynEñdoa] YHWH is our Lord.
Ps 8:2, 10

9. ~y+nIdoa]h' ynEdoa]l; WdAh Give praise to the Lord of lords.
Ps 136:3

10. rAmx]w: WhnEñqo rAv [d;y"
wy+l'['B. sWbae 

The ox knows its owner, the donkey its 
master's manger.

Isa 1:3

11. `h'yl,ñ['b. hY<x;T. hm'k.x'h;( Wisdom preserves the life of its 
possessor.
Qoh 7:12

12. %ylim.hi rwID'-%l,M,ñh; WnynEñdoa]
`hmol{v.-ta, 

Our lord, King David, has made 
Solomon king.

1 Kgs 1:43

13. y+f'[o H;Ala hYEa; Where is God my Maker?
Job 35:10

14. y+r'z>[oB. yli hwhy YHWH is with me as my helper.
Ps 118:7

15. ~h,yjeAnw> ~yIm;ñV'h; areAB he who created the heavens and 
stretched them out
Isa 42:5

16. wym'yrIm.-ta,w> jb,veñ @ynIx'K. as if a rod were to wield him who lifts it 
up
Isa 10:15

17. y+r'k.[oB. t.yyIh' T.a;w> You are my troubler.
Judg 11:35
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related to the similar form yn"doa], used over four hundred times of the God of Israel? What is the -ay ending? The 
debate has been  
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considerable.17 Some scholars think that the title is a first-person singular suffixed form of the plural noun ~ynIdoa]; 
as such the form is an honorific plural, a plural of majesty meaning 'my Lord.' This interpretation makes excellent 
sense in passages where YHWH's servants and worshipers address him. It also finds support in the fact that the 
first-person suffixed forms, both singular and plural (ynIdoa], yn:doa]), are used only with reference to people (cf. Gen 
23:6, 19:2). Others contend that the -aÒy is a substantival afformative denoting emphasis by reinforcing the root 
and the term means 'Lord par excellence. Lord of all.' A number of arguments support this view. yn"doa] occurs in 
passages where God speaks of himself and where accordingly the reference to 'my Lord' is unlikely (e.g., Ezek 
13:9, 23:49; Job 28:28). It also occurs in passages in which the human speaker is plural, making a singular suffix 
seem incongruous. (Ps 44:24). 

f 
The sense 'Lord of all' fits all texts. There is Ugaritic data to support the existence of a -y (= aÒçy?) afformative, with 
an emphatic or intensifying sense. The earliest biblical translators did not render the term with a pronoun; the 
Septuagint, for example, has kyrios 'lord,' not kyrios mou 'my lord.' yn"dao] appears to be a divine epithet when 
used in conjunction with YHWH or as a parallel to it. 

We conclude therefore that although yn"doa] may mean 'my Lord' in some passages where God is being addressed 
(e.g., Gen 15:2), it more probably means 'O Lord of all' everywhere. 

Footnotes:  

1. John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1968) 282. 
2. They are sometimes called by the Latin term plurale tantum (pl. pluralia tantum). 
3. English used to distinguish second-person singular pronouns (thou, thee, thy, thine) and plural (ye, you, your, 
yours), but the plural forms have taken over completely now. In Early Modern English translations of the Bible 
God was addressed in the singular ("Heare thou then in heaven, in thy dwelling place," 1 Kgs 8:39, Geneva Bible, 
1560); in some modern translations the archaic singular is preserved only in addresses to God ("Then hear thou 
in heaven thy dwelling place," RSV, 1952). In most European languages with honorifics it is the intimate form that 
is used for addresses to God ("Toi, écoute au ciel, où tu résides," Bible de Jérusalem). 
4. On number in Hebrew generally, see, e.g., D. Michel, Grundlegung einer hebräischen Syntax (Neukirchen-
Vluyn: Neukirchener. 1977), 1.83-89. 
5. Such uses of the singular exist also in some European languages, but they are not as common as in Hebrew; 
note that the Latin phrase 'homo est mortalis' is equivalent to 'homines sunt mortales.' 
6. For the distributive use of number words, see Gen 7:2, Josh 3:12; for the distributive use of the self-imprecation 
hÌaÒliÃÖlaÖ, see 2 Sam 21:20. 

7. Note also the use in Ps 87:5 and a variety of late prose texts (Esth 1:22; Ezra 10:14; Neh 13:24; 1 Chr 26:13, 
28:14–15; 2 Chr 8:14, 11:12, 19:5). 
8. Cf. Prov 20:10 for the same expression in a similar context. 
9. Dual forms are confined to substantives; adjectives, pronouns, and verbs are inflected for singular and plural 
forms only. More productive systems of the dual are found in Arabic, Akkadian, and Ugaritic. 

10. The noun [;Arz> has both a masculine plural, ~y[iroz>, and a feminine plural, tA[roz>, but no dual. 

18. h+why T'l.[;ñP' ^T.b.vil. !Akm'
`^yd,ñy" Wnn>AK yn"doa] vd'Q.mi 

YHWH, you made a place for your 
dwelling, a sanctuary, O Lord, your 
hands established.
Exod 15:17
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11. The chief base-changing plural pattern in Semitic is the Arabic broken plural. On pattern-replacement plurals 
in Semitic generally and in Akkadian in particular, see J. Huehnergard, "Three Notes on Akkadian Morphology," 
"Working with No Data". Semitic and Egyptian Studies Presented to Thomas O. Lambdin, ed. D. M. Golomb and 
S. T. Hollis (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1987) 181–93. He also discusses the first two points about 
Hebrew plurals. 
12. Note also Num 3:9 = 8:16; Gen 32:17; Isa 6:2. 

13. The singular hn"Wma/ is used frequently; the masculine !muae occurs once in the singular and five times in the 
plural. 

14. For ~nIynIT; as a true plural see Gen 1:21; for tAmheB. as a true plural see Ps 8:8 (note ~L'Ku with the 

preceding combination of collective and plural). It may be that ~ypir'T. is a plural of this sort, though in 1 Sam 
19:13 one object seems to be referred to with that term. 
15. A related pattern may be the use of the plural form to indicate that any one of several choices is acceptable. 
Thus in Deut 17:5 a person is to be sent out ^yr,ñ['v.-la,, where the sense suggests the gloss 'to (any one of) 
your (various city) gates.' 
16. There are a few exceptions, concentrated curiously in the Pentateuch. The agreement is mixed in, e.g., Josh 
24:19, which has plural predicate adjectives and a singular verb. 
17. For a review, see O. Eissfeldt, "ÀaÒdhoÖn," Theological Dictionary of the Old Testament, ed. G. J. Botterweck and 
H. Ringgren (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977), 1. 59–72; we follow Eissfeldt for the most part. 
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8.1 Case/Function 

a 
The systems of inflection or accidence in a language serve to indicate the ways in which words in phrases, 
clauses, and sentences are related to each other. Nominal inflection in many languages includes the categories of 
number and gender, and we have seen some of the ways these categories work in the lexicon and syntax of 
Biblical Hebrew. Another system of nominal inflection, case, is found in related languages and was used in earlier 
forms of Hebrew; although Biblical Hebrew does not use case, this system provides a convenient framework for 
studying the use of nouns in Hebrew.1 

b 
A system of cases is a system of nominal functions; words in the same case have the same nominal function. 
Moderately elaborate case systems distinguish five or six functions; such systems are found in Greek, Latin, and 
Turkish. Some languages, notably Finnish, have vastly more complex systems.2 English has a simple case 
system, differentiating for the noun a common case ('tiger') and a genitive or possessive case ('tiger's'). Some 
English pronouns have two cases, but a number have three.3 
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The Classical Semitic case system is like English in distinguishing sometimes two and sometimes three cases. 
This system is found in Akkadian and Classical Arabic; it has largely died out in modern Arabic dialects. There is 
abundant evidence for the case system in Early Northwest Semitic (1.3.1), in Ugaritic and the Canaanite glosses 
in the Amarna letters. 

c 
In the Classical Semitic system there are usually three case endings in the singular (thus called triptote) and two 
in the plural and dual (thus called diptote).4 

Thus Early Hebrew *malk- 'king' (later mélek) would be inflected in approximately this way: 

During the last centuries of the second millennium, the case system disappeared. The final short vowels of the 
singular case inflection were lost, and the ending of the dual and plural genitive-accusative (or oblique) became 

8 Nominative Function and Verbless Clauses 

8.1 Case/Function 
8.2 Remnants of the Case System 
8.3 Nominative Function 
8.4 Word Order in Verbless Clauses 

4.1 Clauses of Identification 
4.2 Clauses of Classification 

subjective (nominative) I he she we they who
objective (accusative) me him her us them who (m)
possessive (genitive) my his her our their whose

singular plural dual
nominative -u -uÒ -aÒ
genitive -i -iÒ -ay
accusative -a

singular plural dual
nominative malku mal(a)kuÒ malkaÒ
genitive malki mal(a)kiÒ malkay
accusative malka
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associated with a final -m, yielding the Classical Hebrew endings, dual -aym >-áyim and plural -iÖm. There are 
various remnants of the case system to be found in the Bible, largely in names (8.2). 

d 
Biblical Hebrew is a language without a case system, though it is often helpful to look at various aspects of its 
nominal use in a case framework. In a formal descriptive analysis of Biblical Hebrew we cannot properly speak of 
cases. Nevertheless, from a historical, comparative, and syntactic viewpoint we can differentiate three distinct 
"cases," that is, sets of syntactic functions, of the noun: nominative, genitive, and accusative. It is in this latter 
sense that we employ the terms "case" and "function." 
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8.2 Remnants of the Case System 

a 
A few remnants of early case endings still survive in the Hebrew Bible. 

b 

The old nominative plural ending -uÒ can be seen in the place name laeWnP. 'face of God' (Gen 32:32); the byform 

laeynIP. (Gen 32:31) may contain the old ending of the genitive-accusative plural. The meanings of the similarly 

shaped names laeWtB. (Gen 22:22), laeWml. (Prov 31:1), and laeWmn> (Num 26:9) are unknown, as is that of 

lj;Wmx] (2 Kgs 23:31)~lj;ymix] (2 Kgs 24:18 Kethiv). 

c 
The old genitive singular ending is preserved and lengthened in the suffixed forms of some monosyllabic words 
for family members: ba' 'father,' but ^ybiña' 'your father'; xa' 'brother,' but ^yxiña' 'your brother'; ~x' 'father-in-law,' 

but h'ymiñx' 'her father-in-law.'5 ybia] and yxia] also serve as the first element in a great many compound personal 

names; there the iÖ may be a case vowel or the first-person singular pronoun: %l,m,ñybia] 'the/my father is king' and 

so also bd'n"ybia], %l,m,ñyxia], #[;m;ñyxia]; cf. qd,c,ñ-yKil.m; 'my king is righteous' and laeyrIb.G: 'the/my man is 
God'.6 

d 

It is possible that the old accusative ending may still be seen in a few forms, for example, hl'y>l; 'night' and 

hc'r>a;ñ 'land.' These are probably rather faded survivors of the directional he suffix (10.5). Grammarians used to 
derive that suffix from the old accusative ending, but evidence from Ugarit now rules out this explanation.7 

e 
An obscure phenomenon often associated with the case system is presented by the suffixes of connection (litteræ 
compaginis), otherwise debated and unexplained -iÖ and -oÖ endings usually found on a noun in construct (see 
9.2).8 The second of these is rather rare, but the hÌireq compaginis occurs in a variety of passages, almost all 
poetic. If these endings were to be treated as case endings, the -iÖ would be genitive and the -oÖ either accusative 
(< a) or nominative (< u). No such patterns emerge from the data; if anything, the hÌireq compaginis is most 
common on nouns serving a nominative function, and similar forms in Amarna suggest that the iÖ is not a genitive 
ending.9 The hÌireq occurs on both masculine (## 1–3) and feminine (## 4–6) forms in construct. 
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1. A+ntoa] ynIB. his ass's colt
Gen 49:11
that leaves the flock
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The ending also occurs before closely bound phrases, prepositional (## 7–10) and adverbial (# 11). 

Even in poetic texts, these forms are erratically distributed; note the two instances in Gen 49:11 and three 
instances in the opening verse of Lamentations. 

8.3 Nominative Function 

a 
The nominative function comprehends four roles: the subject (of both verbal and verbless clauses; see 4.4), the 
predicate nominative (of verbless clauses), the nominative absolute, and the vocative (in any sort of clause; see 
4.7).11 A noun or noun equivalent may fill these roles. 
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b 
For verbal clauses the basic Hebrew word order is verb + subject (VS). This verb-first word order usually obtains 
where a clause has no introductory material (# 5), where a clause begins with a waw-relative (traditionally "waw-

2. !aCo 
Zech 11:17

3. h+n<s. ynIk.vo the dweller in the bush
Deut 33:16

4. `hl'y>l†;ñ ytib.n(uG>W ~Ay ytib.n(uG> that which was stolen by day or stolen by 
night
Gen 31:39

5. `qd,c,ñ-yKil.m; ytir'b.DI-l[; after the order of Melchizedek
Ps 110:4

6. jP'v.mi ytia]lem. she that was full of justice
Isa 1:21

7. x;+KoB; yrID'a.n< glorious in power
Exod 15:6

8. ~yIAGb; ytiB'ñr; she that was great among the nations10

Lam 1:1

9. tAnydIM.B; ytir'ñf' a princess among the provinces
Lam 1:1

10. hroy[i !p,G<ñl; yrIs.ao binding his foal to a vine
Gen 49:11

11. Arb.qi ~Arm' ybic.xo who hews his tomb on the height
Isa 22:16

1. ynIa;ñyVihi vx'N"h; The serpent (SUBJECT) deceived me.
Gen 3:13

2. qyDIc;h; hwhy YHWH (SUBJECT) is the one in the right 
(PREDICATE NOMINATIVE). Exod 9:27

3. `%l,M,ñh; h['viñAh Save (me), O king (VOCATIVE).
2 Sam 14:4

4. ydIM'[i hT't;ñn" rv,a] hV'aih†;
#[eh'-!mi yLi-hn"t.n†; ayhi 

The woman (NOMINATIVE ABSOLUTE) 
whom you put with me—she (SUBJECT) 
gave me from the tree.
Gen 3:12
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consecutive") construction (# 6), or where a clause begins with adverbial materials (# 7). 

After a waw-disjunctive (39.2.3) the word order is normally waw + noun (or its equivalent) + verb. 

When two clauses in contrast are joined by a waw-adversative, a species of waw-disjunctive, the subject often 
comes first in both. 

c 
In verbless (or nominal) clauses a noun or its equivalent is juxtaposed with the subject to indicate a predication. 

The rules governing the sequence of the subject and predicate deserve separate treatment (8.4). 
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d 
The vocative (or nominative of address) designates the one to whom the speaker is addressing a statement. It is 
most clearly identifiable where the speaker places a definite noun in apposition to a second-person pronoun (# 
13) or an imperative (# 14). 

8.4 Word Order in Verbless Clauses

5. ^y+r,x]a; yvip.n: hq'b.D' My soul clings to you.
Ps 63:9

6. ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOñw: And God said ... 
Gen 1:3

7. hy"h' hL,aeñh' ~yrIb'D>h; rx;a;
~r'b.a;-la, hwhy-rb;d> 

After these things, the word of YHWH 
came to Abram. Gen 15:1 

8. ~yIm;ñV'h; tae ~y+hil{a/ ar'B'À
¿`#r,a'ñh' taew>

Whboñw" Whtoñ ht'y>h' #r,a'ñh'w> 

(God created the heavens and the earth.) 
Now the earth was without form and 
devoid of life.

Gen 1:1–2

9. A+Tv.ai hW"x;-ta, [d;y" ~d'a'h'w> Now haÒÀaÒdaÒm knew Eve, his wife.
Gen 4:1

10. hT'a;w> varo ^p.Wvy> aWh
`bqe[' WNp,ñWvT. 

He will crush your head, and you will 
strike his heel.

Gen 3:15

11. ![;+n"ñK.-#r,a,B. bv;y" ~r'b.a;
rK'Kih; yre['B. bv;y" jAlw> 

Abram dwelt in the land of Canaan, but 
Lot dwelt in the cities of the valley.

Gen 13:12

12. x;+nO-ynEB. hL,aeñ hv'l{v. These three (SUBJECT) are the sons of 
Noah (PREDICATE).
Gen 9:19

13. r[;+N"ñh; hT'a; ymi-!B, Whose son are you, young man?
1 Sam 17:50

14. ~yrIw>[ih;w> W[+m'v. ~yvir>xeh;
WjyBiñh; 

Hear, you deaf; look, you blind.

Isa 42:18
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a 
The order of subject (S) and predicate (Pred) in verbless clauses varies tremendously. In investigating the major 
patterns, we follow the study of Francis I. Andersen.12 An understanding of the various clausal patterns depends 
on a variety of factors. The first is the definiteness of predicate and subject. If the predicate is definite, it identifies 
a definite subject (total overlap of S and Pred); if it is indefinite, it classifies a definite subject (partial overlap). 
Roughly speaking, an identifying clause has the order S-Pred and a classifying clause the reverse, although if the 
predicate is a noun with a suffix, the order is less predictable. The other factors relate to the grammatical context: 
first, is the clause independent (and if so, is it in contrast to what precedes, i.e., disjunctive, or not) or subordinate 
to another clause; and second, is the clause declarative (making a statement), interrogative (asking a question), 
or precative (expressing a wish). The word order in subordinate clauses is much less predictable than in 
independent clauses, as is the word order in precative clauses. Interrogatives tend, on the whole, to follow the 
same patterns as declaratives. Most of the syntactic structures treated here are those of independent declarative 
clauses.13 

8.4.1 Clauses of Identification 

a 
In a verbless clause of identification ("Who or what is the subject?"), the two parts of the clause usually occur in 
the order subject-predicate. 
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Although suffixed nouns occasionally present exceptions to this order, they often show it. (Example # 7 is an 
interrogative, also with the order S-Pred.) 

As the examples suggest, a pronoun is often the subject of such clauses.14 

b 
It is possible for a verbless clause to contain three rather than two parts; the relationship between subject and 
predicate may be effected through what is often called a pleonastic or dummy pronoun (pleo), personal or 
demonstrative. 

The pronoun is here called pleonastic (i.e., redundant) since the clause ~Ada/ wf'[e is grammatical. On this view, 

1. `r[;coñ-ayhi It is Zoar.
Gen 14:2

2. `hwhy ynIa] I am YHWH.
Exod 6:2

3. `!roh]a;w> hv,mo aWh That is Moses and Aaron.
Exod 6:27

4. rv,a] ~yvin"a]h' tAmv. hL,aeñ These are the names of the men who ... 
Num 13:16

5. !A+vyPi dx'a,h†; ~ve The name of the first (river) is Pishon.
Gen 2:11

6. y+nIdoa] aWh He is my master.
Gen 24:65

7. !joQ'h; ~k,yxia] hz<h] Is this your youngest brother?
Gen 43:29

8. `~Ada] aWh wf'[e Esau (, he) is Edom.
Gen 36:8
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the clause is structured S-pleo-Pred. On another view, the predication can be associated with ~Ada/ aWh, as S-

Pred, while wf'[e is taken as a nominative absolute (sentential topic or focus marker; Foc; cf. 4.7 and 16.3.3).15 
This analysis would suggest the gloss 'As for Esau, he is Edom'; the structure would then be Foc S-Pred.16 
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8.4.2 Clauses of Classification 

a 
In a verbless clause of classification in which the predicate refers to a general class of which the subject is a 
member, the two parts of the clause generally occur in the order predicate-subject.17 Clauses of classification 
answer the question, "What is the subject like?" (Example # 6 contains a partitive phrase, min + a plural, meaning 
'one of' the object or individuals named; cf. 4.4.1b.) 

If the predicate contains a suffixed form, this order may also be used. 

The predicate-subject order is also favored if the subject is an infinitive. 
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9. rbe[p aWh ^yh,ñl{a/ hwhy
^yn<ñp'l. 

YHWH your God (, he) is the one 
passing before you.

Deut 31:3

10. hr,moW rreAs hz< WnnEñB. As for our son, he is stubborn and 
rebellious.
Deut 21:20

11. w+f'[e ynIB. hz< hT'a; You are my son Esau.
Gen 27:24

1. Wnx.n:ña] ~ynIKe We are honest.
Gen 42:11

2. `aWh amej' He is unclean.
Lev 13:36

3. T'r>B;ñDI-rv,a] rb'D'h;-bAj
`tAf[]l; 

What you propose to do is good (lit., 
Good is the thing which ... ).

Deut 1:14

4. ~d,q,ñ yhel{a/ hn"[om. The eternal God is a dwelling place.
Deut 33:27

5. hd'Why> hyEr>a; rWG[o Judah is a lion cub.18

Gen 49:9

6. `hz< ~yrIb.[ih†; ydel.Y:mi This is one of the Hebrew children.
Exod 2:6

7. aW+h yxia' He is a brother of mine.
Gen 20:5

8. ayhi ^n>Bi tv,aeñ She is a wife of your son.
Lev 18:15

9. A+Db;l. ~d'a'h†; tAyh/ bAj-al{ 
It is not good for the man to be alone 
(lit., The man's being by himself is not 
good).
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b 
If a so-called pleonastic pronoun is used in a classifying clause, the subject precedes the predicate and the 
pronoun follows it (i.e., S-Pred-pleo). On this analysis it seems that the pleonastic pronoun reverses the usual 
clause structure. If, however, we take the apparent "subject" as a nominative absolute or focus marker and the 
so-called pleonastic pronoun as the true subject, the basic order of classifying clauses is preserved: Foc-Pred - S.

The nominative absolute construction serves here, as often, to clarify potentially complex constructions (see 4.7). 

c 
The basic order of classifying verbless clauses is, then, Pred-S. A variety of factors can reverse this pattern, 
notably contrast with preceding material and the use of a participle in the predicate. 

d 
If a clause of classification stands in contrast to (# 14) or in disjunction with (# 15) what precedes, then the order 
is S Pred. 

e 
The word order S-Pred is also found if the clause is declarative and the predicate contains a participle that, 
though it modifies the subject, is used in an essentially verbal way (37.6). 
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Gen 2:18

10. bWv Wnl'ñ bAj aAlh]
`hm'y>r†;ñc.mi 

Wouldn't it be better for us to go back to 
Egypt?

Num 14:3

11. `hZ<h; rh'B' tb,v,ñ ~k,l'-br; You have stayed at this mountain long 
enough.
Deut 1:6

12. wyt'boa]-tybel. varo vyai
`aWh 

As for each man (FOCUS), he 
(SUBJECT) is head of his ancestral 
family (PREDICATE) or Each man is 
head of his ancestral family.
Num 1:4

13.
#reVoh; #r,V,ñh;-lk'w>

aWh #q,v,ñ #r,+a'ñh'-l[; 

And as for every swarming thing that 
swarms on the earth (FOCUS), it 
(SUBJECT) is an abomination 
(PREDICATE) or Every swarming thing 
that swarms on the earth is an 
abomination.
Lev 11:41

14. yn"doa]-la, rBed;l. yTil.a;ñAh
`rp,aeñw" rp'[' ykinOa'w> 

I presume to speak to the Lord, but I am 
dust and ashes!

Gen 10:27

15. hv,mo ~yrIy" rv,a]K; hy"h'w>
rv,a]k;w> l+aer'f.yI rb;g"w> Ady"

`qlem'[] rb;g"w> Ady" x;ynIy"
~ydIbeK. hv,mo ydeywI 

It was the case that when Moses raised 
his hand Israel grew strong, while when 
he rested his hand Amaleq grew strong. 
Now Moses' hands were heavy!

Exod 17:11–12

16. ~yqi[]co ^yxiña' ymeD> lAq Your brother's blood is crying to me 
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This rule does not apply if the clause is precative (the passive participle is common, ## 18–20) or if the participle 
is agentive (# 21, cf. 5.2; cf. Num 35:16). 

In the following example, the pattern of S-Pred is used for both the contrasting clauses; this exception probably 
reflects the need to point up the contrast. 

f 
In addition to these exceptions to the Pred-S pattern for classifying clauses, there are some kinds of predicates 
that seem to neutralize the word-order patterns.19 Either order may be expected if the predicate is a numeral (## 
23–25), an adverb (## 26–27), or a prepositional phrase (## 28–33).20 
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`hm'd'a]h'-!mi yl;ae from the ground.

Gen 4:10

17. bg<+N<ñh; #r,a,ñB. bveAy qlem'[] Amaleq lives in the Negev land.
Num 13:29

18. ![;n"ñK. rWra' Cursed be Canaan.
Gen 9:25

19. rv,a] rv,a] vyaih' rWra'
ls,p,ñ hf,[]y: 

Cursed be the man who makes a 
carved or cast image.

Deut 27:15

20. `^T,ñr>a;v.miW ^a]n>j; %WB' May your basket and your kneading 
trough be blessed.
Deut 28:5

21. ~T,a; ~yliG>r;m. You are spies.
Gen 42:9

22. ^yk,ñr]b'm.W rWra' ^yr,ñr>ao
`%WrB' 

May those who curse you be cursed, 
and may those who bless you be 
hlessed.
Gen 27:29

23. hr'f'[] ~h,ydeMu[; Their posts are ten.
Exod 27:12; cf. Exod 27:14, 15, 16; 
38:10, 11, 12

24. `aWh hr'GE ~yrIf.[, It is twenty gerahs.
Num 18:16

25. Hk'r>a' tAMa; av;Teñ Its length is nine cubits.
Deut 3:11; cf. Gen 6:15, 24:22; Exod 
25:10

26. tyNIr;xoa] ~h,ynEp.W And their faces were backward (i.e., 
they were facing backward).
Gen 9:23

27. ym;l.t;w> yv;ve !m;yxia] ~v'w> And Ahiman, Sheshai, and Talmai were 
there.
Num 13:22

28. `AM[i vyai tA[me-[B;r>a;w> And there are four hundred men with 
him.
Gen 32:7

29. WnT'ai hwhyw: And YHWH is with us.
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g 

The problems posed by the Shema (Deut 6:4) are numerous.21 After the initial imperative and vocative, 

laer'f.yI [m;v. 'Hear, O Israel,' there follow four words. However they are construed, it is agreed that no closely 

comparable passage occurs. The simplest solution is to recognize two juxtaposed verbless clauses: (a) Wnyheñl
a/ hwhy "YHWH is our God' (identifying clause, S-Pred); (b) dx'a, hwhy 'YHWH is one' (classifying clause, S-

Pred, with a numeral; cf. # 23). Few scholars favor such a parsing. Andersen takes ... hwhy hwhy as a 
discontinuous predicate, with the other two words as a discontinuous subject, 'Our one God is YHWH,YHWH.'22 
Other proposed parsings take the first two words as subject (viz., 'YHWH our God is one YHWH')23 or the first 
three words (viz., 'YHWH, our God, YHWH is one') or even the first word alone. It is hard to say if dxa can serve 

as an adjective modifying hwhy. It is even less clear what the predicate dxa hwhy wnyhla would mean, 
though some scholars take it adverbially ('YHWH is our God, YHWH alone'). As Gerald Janzen observes, "the 
Shema does not conform exactly to any standard nominal sentence pattern," and further discussion falls outside 
the sphere of grammar.24 

Footnotes:  

1. The traditional use of the case system as a component of advanced Hebrew grammatical study has come in for 
some justified criticism lately, but its usefulness as a tool of pedagogy and comparative study cannot be denied. 
For examples of the criticism, see J. Hoftijzer, "Remarks Concerning the Use of the Particle Àt in Classical 
Hebrew," Oudtestamentische Studiën 14 (1965) 1–99, at 2–9; Harald Schweizer, "Was ist ein Akkusativ?—Ein 
Beitrag zur Grammatiktheorie," Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 87 (1975) 133–45; J. Barr, "The 
Ancient Semitic Languages," Transactions of the Philological Society 1968: 37–55, at 39–40; Richter, GAHG 1. 
38; cf. A. Ungnad, Hebräische Grammatik (Tübingen: Mohr, 1912) 52–54. 
2. On case systems in general, see John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University, 1968) 289–302. 
3. The Latinate case names are commonly used in Semitic studies: 'nominative' comes from nominare 'to name'; 
accusative from accusare 'to call to account'; genitive from genere 'to bear.' Some of the functions of the other 
Latin cases are usually handled in Hebrew with prepositions (dative, from dare 'to give'; ablative from auferre 'to 
remove') or other syntactic devices (vocative, from vocare 'to call'). 
4. Some singular nouns, belonging to well-defined groups, show diptotic inflection. On the system in general, see 
Gotthelf Bergsträsser, Introduction to the Semitic Languages, trans. and sup. Peter T. Daniels (Winona Lake, 
Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983) 16–17, 168–70. Cf. C. Rabin, "The Structure of the Semitic System of Case 
Endings," Proceedings of the International Conference on Semitic Studies Held in Jerusalem, /9–23 July 1965 
(Jerusalem: Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, 1969) 190–204. 
5. Note also the linking vowels on forms of koÒl in which "the case-endings [have] the same vowel as that of the 
suffix," e.g., kullaÒk (Mic 2:12) and kullaÒh (he with mappiq; Isa 48:6), with an accusative source for the aÒ vowels; 

Num 14:9

30. hwhyl; troT's.NIh; The secrets belong to YHWH.
Deut 29:20

31. vy+ai tAame [B;r>a; AM[iw> And there were four hundred men with 
him.
Gen 33:1

32. ba'ylih\a' ATaiw> And Oholiab is with him.
Exod 38:23

33. ~AYb;W !AtB'v; !AvarIh†; ~AYB;
`!AtB'v; ynIymi V.h; 

On the first day there shall be a rest, 
and on the eighth day there shall be a 
rest.
Lev 23:39
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kulleÒk (Isa 14:29), with a genitive source (-i-) for eÒ; and kulloÒh (Isa 15:3), with a nominative source (-u-) for oÒ; T. O. 
Lambdin apud J. Huehnergard, "Three Notes on Akkadian Morphology," "Working with No Data": Semitic and 
Egyptian Studies Presented to Thomas O. Lambdin, ed. D. M. Golomb and S. T. Hollis (Winona Lake, Indiana: 
Eisenbrauns, 1987) 181–93, at 189 n. 47. 
6. On the debate, see BL § 65g/ p. 524, who believe that the vowel is a pronominal suffix. The name of 
Melchisedeq is spelled on both occasions it is used (Gen 14:18, Ps 110:4) with the elements of the name 
separated by a maqqep, an unusual usage for Hebrew compound names. 
7. For the outmoded view, see GKC § 90a / p. 249; for the Ugaritic evidence, see UT § 8.56. Note also ÀaçbiÖ-milkaÖ 
in Gen 11:29, probably not another name for Haran, but an epithet,'father of Milcah.' 
8. This construction is not to be confused with the construction where the pronominal suffix anticipates the noun, 
for example, bÝboÒÀaÒm hakkoÒhaçniÖm 'at their entrance, the priests(')' (Ezek 42:14) and perhaps bÝnoÖ sÌippoÒr 'his son, 
Zippor('s)'(Num 23:18). 
9. W. L. Moran, "The Hebrew Language in Its Northwest Semitic Background," The Bible and the Ancient Near 
East: Essays in Honor of William Foxwell Albright, ed. G. E. Wright (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1961; 
rpt. Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1979) 54–72, at 60. 
10. This form may reflect the preceding rabbaÒtiÖÁaÒm. 

11. Note in particular that a vocative is not a (clausal) subject. 
12. Andersen, The Hebrew Verbless Clause in the Pentateuch (Journal of Biblical Literature Monograph Series 
14; Nashville: Abingdon, 1970). Most of the examples treated here are independent verbless clauses, and thus 
our treatment avoids some of the more complex areas touched on by Andersen. For a rigorous review of 
Andersen's book, see J. Hoftijzer, "The Nominal Clause Reconsidered," Vetus Testamentum 23 (1973) 446–510; 
the comments of both Andersen and Hoftijzer are discussed in T. Muraoka, Emphatic Words and Structures in 
Biblical Hebrew (Leiden: Brill, 1985) 1–28, and in Richter, GAHG 3. 70–89. Other schemes for verbless clauses 
have been proposed, involving, in addition to identifying clauses, existential clauses, and in addition to classifying 
clauses, attributive, qualificational, and situational clauses. The older treatment of K. Oberhuber is still engaging: 
"Zur Syntax des Richterbuches: Der einfache Nominalsatz and die soy. Nominale Apposition," Vetus 
Testamentum 3 (1953) 2–45. Earlier stages of the Semitic languages probably did not use verbal morphemes for 
the predicative copula: see A. F. L. Beeston, "Reflections on Verbs 'To Be'," Journal of Semitic Studies 29 (1984) 
7–13. 
13. The predicate may be discontinuous, i.e., part of it may precede the subject and part of it (often a 
prepositional phrase) may follow; the patterns created by such discontinuity are not treated here. 
14. For some of the complexities associated with the use of specific words in the predicate, notably koÒl and sëeÒm, 
see Andersen, Hebrew Verbless Clause, 41. 
15. This general class of constructions is discussed extensively by Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 67–77 (in verbless 
clauses, esp. 72–73), 93–99 (in general); cf. M. O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure (Winona Lake, Indiana: 
Eisenbrauns, 1980) 78–86; and W. Gross, Die Pendenskonstruction im biblischen Hebräisch (St. Ottilien: EOS, 
1987) 105–46, esp. 128, 132–44. In verbless clauses the linking pronoun (huÖÀ , heÒm, zoÒÀt, etc.) is often called a 
copula or binder; this sense of copula should not be confused with the more regular description of haÒyaÖ as a 
copula(r verb). 
16. For a similar sentence with hyy see Num 16:7. The order Pred-pleo-S is virtually nonexistent in identifying 
clauses in Biblical Hebrew, suggesting that the Foc-S-Pred analysis is correct for that form of the language. The 
only examples of identifying Pred-pleo-S are found in Isa 9:14, zaÒqeÒn uÖ nesÃuÖ-paÒniÖm huÒÀ haÒroÒÀsë. wenaÒbiÖÀ-sësëeÃqer huÖÀ 
hazzaÒnaÒb, 'The elder and honored one that one is the "head" [described in Isa 9:13]. The prophetfalsehood 
teacher—that one is the "tail" [described in Isa 9:13].'The grammar, as well as the peskier-type interpretation 
involved, are discussed by M. H. Goshen-Gottstein, "Hebrew Syntax and the History of the Bible Text," Textus 8 
(1973) 100–106; on the role of huÒÀ/hiÖÀ as the sign of a gloss, Goshen-Gottstein's treatment may be contrasted with 
that proposed by M. Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford: Clarendon, 1985) 44–48, 461. 
17. In addition to the groups of exceptions noted below, there are other exceptions; see, e.g., Num 28:14 and 
Ezek 27:3 (the subject in each case is pronoun), Deut 3:5 (the predicate contains kol), Gen 18:20 (subject and 
predicate are separated by kiÖ). 

18. The similar clause in Deut 33:22 with different word order is probably a precative. Both clauses occur in 
archaic poems. 
19. For examples of the order S-Pred in dependent clauses, see Gen 13:14, 21:17; Exod 12:13; 1 Sam 19:3 (all 
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with sëaÒm). 

20. For examples of the order S-Pred, see Gen 36:30, Deut 33:8. For the opposite order, see Lev 23:5. Deut 
32:35. In two neighboring dependent clauses, identical except for word order, both orders are used; see Lev 
13:45–46 (Àaçsëer-boÖ hanneÃgaÁ, Àaçsëer hanneÃgaÁboÖ). 

21. See the discussion of J. G. Janzen, "On the Most Important Word in the Shema (Deuteronomy VI 4–5)," Vetus 
Testamentum 37 (1987) 280–300. 
22. Andersen, Hebrew Verbless Clause, 47. 
23. So, e.g., A. Niccacci and G. Begrich in reviews of this grammar on its first publication, Liber Annuus 39 (1989) 
310–27, at 316, and Theologische Literaturzeitung 115 (1990) 734; Niccacci takes the predicate as yhwh, to 
which ÀhÌd is an apposition, roughly 'YHWH our God is YHWH, who is unique' or, 'Only YHWH our God is YHWH'; 
Begrich renders roughly 'YHWH is our God, YHWH alone.' 
24. Though not beyond it. Cf. Janzen, "Shema," 296. 
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9.1 Modification Functions of the Noun 

a 
A noun in the nominative in a verbal clause may be a subject (related to the verb) or a vocative (related to the 
clause as a whole); all major roles in a verbless clause are nominative. It is possible to form a complete clause 
using nouns only in the nominative. 

Many phrasal and clausal structures require nouns (or pronouns) to stand in other functions. One group of these 
functions involves nouns that have a direct relation to the verb; this ad-verbial group is called the accusative. 

In English grammar the accusative role shown in Isa 1:2 is called the direct object, that is, the accusative is the 
object of the verb's action, and its status is not mediated (by, e.g., a preposition). 
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b 
The other group of modifications covers other nouns, those which are neither the subject nor the modifiers of the 
verb; this (largely) ad-nominal group is called the genitive.1 This is most often the case of a noun related to 
another noun. 

A pronoun may also fill the genitive slot in a clause. 

9 Genitive Function 

9.1 Modification Functions of the Noun 
9.2 Construct State 
9.3 Syntax of the Construct-Genitive Relation 
9.4 Uses of the Construct-Genitive Relation 
9.5 Species of the Genitive 

5.1 Subjective Genitive 
5.2 Adverbial Genitive 
5.3 Adjectival Genitive 

9.6 Construct State before Phrases and Clauses 
9.7 Determination and Periphrasis 
9.8 Enclitic Mem 

1. r+BeDI hwhy YHWH (SUBJECT) has spoken.
Isa 1:2

2. ~yIm;ñv' W[m.vi Hear, O heavens (VOCATIVE).
Isa 1:2

3. yTil.D;ñGI ~ynIB' I (SUBJECT) have raised children 
(ACCUSATIVE).
Isa 1:2

4. laer'f.yI vAdq.-ta, Wca]nI They (SUBJECT) spurn the Holy One 
(OBJECT) of Israel (GENITIVE).
Isa 1:4

5. ~yliyae tAl[o yTi[.b;ñf' I (SUBJECT) am fed up with ÁoÒloÖt 
(OBJECT) of rams (GENITIVE).
Isa 1:11

An ox (SUBJECT) knows its (GENITIVE) 
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The object of a preposition is also in the genitive; it is the preposition(al phrase) that is directly related to the verb. 

c 
Thus beyond the nominative role, a noun may fit one of two roles (or groups of roles): it may modify the verb 
(accusative) or another noun (genitive). There is an important similarity these and other relations share: the 
modified element (or head) usually precedes the modifier (or dependent).2 Thus in whnq ÅÅÅ [dy, the verb 

precedes the object modifying it; in larfy vwdq, 'the Holy One' is qualified by 'of Israel.' This relation affects 
other areas of Hebrew syntax as well, for example, a noun (the modified) usually precedes an attributive adjective 
(the modifier): hr'Wcn> ry[i 'a city, a besieged one' > 'a besieged city' (Isa 1:8). The modified-modifier (or 
defined-defining) relation is sometimes described with the Latin terms regens ('governor, ruler, head') for the 
modified element and rectum ('ruled thing') for the modifier.3 English often uses regens-rectum order (verb before 
object; the possessed-possessor genitive, e.g., 'the Holy One of Israel'); it may also use a modifier-modified 
sequence (e.g., 'besieged city,''Gabriel's horn'). Other languages display a syntax similar to Hebrew (cf. French 
'une ville assiégée,' LXX Greek 'pólis poliorkoúmeneÒ,' Arabic 'madiÒnatin muhÌaÒsaratin'). 
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9.2 Construct State 

a 
In the language antecedent to Biblical Hebrew, the genitive relation was indicated by a final vowel marker, -i in the 
singular and -iÒ in the plural. After the loss of the case system (8.1), the noun in the genitive was left unmarked. If a 
noun preceded a noun in the genitive, however, that noun often came to be marked; such a "pregenitive" noun 
stands in the construct state. Formation of the construct is a matter of sound and rhythm: in order to bind the 
pregenitive to the genitive, the pregenitive may be shortened. 

b 
The construct state is a form of the noun or a nominal equivalent that may serve any syntactic function or case. 

c 
The construct state is often indicated by a weakening of the accent on the word. This may lead to vocalic changes 
(e.g., rb'ñD' 'word,' but ~yhil{a/-rb;D> 'word of God'). The construct may be marked by a conjunctive accent (e.g., 

~yhil{a/ x:Wråw> 'the spirit of God,' Gen 1:2) or more rarely by a metheghÒ + maqqeph4 (e.g., rco-%l,m(, 'king of 
Tyre,' 2 Sam 5:11). In some instances a distinctive ending marks the form (cf. 8.2e). 

6. WhnEñqo rAv [d;y" owner (OBJECT).

Isa 1:3

7. `ybi W[v.P'ñ ~hew> And they (SUBJECT) rebel against 
(PREPOSITION) me (GENITIVE).
Isa 1:2

1. bA+j ayhih; #r,a'ñh' bh;z]W 
And the gold 
(CONSTRUCT:NOMINATIVE) of that 
land is good.
Gen 2:12

2. !G"h; %AtB. in the middle (CONSTRUCT:GENITIVE) 
of the garden
Gen 2:9

3. #[e %r,D,ñ-ta, rmov.li
`~yYIx;h; 

to guard the way 
(CONSTRUCT:ACCUSATIVE) of [i.e., 
leading to] the tree 
(CONSTRUCT:GENITIVE) of life
Gen 3:24
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9.3 Syntax of the Construct-Genitive Relation 

a 
The genitive function comprehends two roles: the object of a preposition and a noun governed by another noun; 
pronominal suffixes can fill both roles. The workings of the prepositional system of Hebrew are considered in 
Chapter 11. The class of noun-noun relations is the major subject of this chapter (9.5). We also discuss several 
related constructions, in which prepositional phrases (## 1–2) and whole clauses (## 3–4) stand in the genitive 
role and are thus preceded by construct forms (9.6).5 
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b 
Most of the construct chains in Biblical Hebrew involve two items, construct or head (C), and genitive or absolute 
(G). If the head involves two or more nouns rather than one, all but the first come after the genitive, often linked to 
the head with a pronominal suffix. 

There are exceptions to this rule; such construct overrides usually occur in verse or elevated prose.6 

If the rectum or modifier involves two or more nouns, the construct is often repeated with each genitive. 

However, the construct may govern a coordinate noun phrase. The more closely related the genitives are, the 
more likely they are to form such a phrase. 

singular dual plural

masculine
absolute Ø -áyim -iÖm
construct Ø -eÖ -eÖ

feminine
absolute -aÖ, -t, or Ø -aÒtaÃyim, -taÃyim -oÖt
construct -at, -t -(«t)eÖ, -teÖ -oÖt

1. `Ab ysexñ those seek refuge in him
Nah 1:7

2. WNM,ñmi dx;a;K. like one of us
Gen 3:22

3. rWsa' @seAy rv,a] ~Aqm.
`~v' 

the place where Joseph was imprisoned

Gen 40:3

4. d+wId' hn"x' tY:r>qi the city where David encamped
Isa 29:1

5. ^D>b.[; tL;piT.-la, t'ynIñp'W
AtN"xiT.-la,w> 

And turn to the prayer and supplication of 
your servant (lit., the prayer of your 
servant and his supplication).
1 Kgs 8:28

6. !Anb'l.-bAjw> rx;b.mi the choice and best of Lebanon
Ezek 31:16

7. yhel{awE ~yIm;ñV'h; yhel{a/ hwhy
#r,+a'ñh' 

YHWH, God of heaven and earth (lit., 
God of heaven and God of earth)

Gen 24:3

8. `wyl'g>r;w> wyd'y" tAnhoB. his thumbs and big toes (lit., the major 
digits of his hands and his feet)
Judg 1:6, cf. 1:7
creator of heaven and earth
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c 
It is possible for the dependency to extend beyond two (sets of) entities; the genitive of one construct may be the 
construct of another noun, etc. 

In this example there are three construct-genitive relations, yvar bl, ~[ yvar, and #rah-~[, fused in a 
single chain. Such chains are not common, and periphrastic constructions are preferred (9.7). The relation 
between construct and accompanying absolute is strong, and ordinarily nothing intervenes. 

d 
When a grammatical element such as a preposition (9.6b), an enclitic mem (9.8), or a directional he (10.5) 
intrudes between the construct and the genitive, the result is called a broken construct chain.7 Other intrusive 
elements found in Hebrew poetry include construct -k8 (# 12), ta (# 13), pronominal suffixes (# 14), and verbal 
forms (# 15). 

F. I. Andersen rejects the MT of # 12, which parses ynda as a vocative, because "this is not the way Moses 
usually addresses Yahweh," and "the following sentence shows that speech proceeds in the respectful third 
person, not the second."11 D. N. Freedman suggests that the basis of the phrase in # 14 is "probably to be found 
in the association of mrkbtyk and the preceding swsyk, as coordinate elements in the compound phrase introduced 
by Ál and controlled by ysëwÁh."12 
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9.4 Uses of the Construct-Genitive Relation 

a 
Two nouns juxtaposed can form a construct phrase in Hebrew. In the structure construct + genitive, the genitive 
modifies the construct, just as in substantive + attributive adjective, the adjective modifies the substantive. There 
are three English constructions, apparently similar to the Hebrew construct phrase, that it may be useful to review: 

9. `#r,a'ñw: ~yIm;ñv' hnEqo 
Gen 14:19

10. vp,n<ñw> ^yt,ñnOb.W ^yn<ñB' vp,n<ñ
`^yv,ñg>l;Pi vp,n<ñw> ^yv,ñn" 

the lives of your sons-and-daughters, 
and the lives of your wives and the lives 
of your secondary wives
2 Sam 19:6

11. #r,+a'ñh'-~[; yvear' ble the heart of the heads of the people of 
the land
Job 12:24

12. yn"doa] ^yn<ñy[eB. in your eyes, lord (so MT; better: in the 
lord's eyes)9

Exod 34:9

13. +̂x,ñyvim.-ta, [v;yEñl. for the salvation of your anointed
Hab 3:13

14. ^ys,ñWs-l[; bK;r>ti yKi
`h['Wvy> ^yt,ñboK.r>m; 

When you rode upon your horses, your 
chariots of victory ... 

Hab 3:8

15. hn"k.+v,-WxC.r;y> %r,D,ñ 
They commit murder on the road to 
Shechem (lit., On the road, they commit 
murder, to Shechem).10

Hos 6:9
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(a) noun-noun compounds ('windmill, ashtray, figtree, pigpen'), (b) 's-genitives ('Moses' brother, Isaiah's sign'), (c) 
periphrastic genitives ('word of God, length of years'). In the first case, the similarity is superficial: the relationship 
in Hebrew of construct + genitive is a major inflectional link, while the English process is much less productive. 
The two English genitives are the proper analogues, and of the two the periphrastic genitive is more similar, for in 
it the head word comes first; in the 's-genitive (as in noun-noun compounds) the head word comes second. 
English periphrastic genitives, in fact, show some of the same complexity of meaning characteristic of Hebrew 
construct chains. The phrase 'love of God' (~yhil{a/ tb;h]a;) is ambiguous in both languages; it may mean either 
'God's love (for someone)' or '(someone's) love for God.' This example illustrates the importance of establishing 
the possible meanings of the genitive case, sometimes called the "species of the genitive."13 

b 
In the next several sections we set forth a traditional classification of the species, by which we mean the various 
notions signified by this polysemic construction (see 3.2.3). By what procedure do grammarians come up with 
these classes of meanings? And how can a reader identify the workings of a genitive in a specific text? Our 
analysis of the procedure for identifying and classifying the genitive (and other grammatical constructions) falls 
into three parts. 

c 
To explain the procedure, we turn first to the distinction between surface structure and underlying structure (see 
3.5). Possible deep structures are grammatical options aligning elements of a situation. In certain circumstances, 
one might speak of the idea that God loves people with the prosaic sentence 'God loves people'; in others one 
might use a genitival phrase, 'the love of God for people' or even 'the love of God.' The three surface structures 
are quite distinct, but they share a common alignment. It is possible to relieve ambiguity in the surface structure 
by analysis; ambiguous surface constructions, that is, can be associated with deep structures, which are more 
explicit. In the case of the genitive, this can be done by rephrasing the genitival construction into a sentence or an 
adjectival construction. So, for example, the 'love of God' can be rephrased by sentences with God as the subject 
('God loves [someone or something]') or as the object ('[Someone or something] loves God') or by an adjectival 
phrase ('God[-like] love'). Similarly, 'the word of YHWH' can be rephrased as either 'the word spoken by YHWH or 
'YHWH spoke the word'; in either case YHWH is the agent. 'Your vows' (cf. Ps 56:13) is equivalent to 'vows made 
to you,' a construction that makes it clear that 'you' qualifies the  
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implicit 'made.' thus can the ambiguous genitive of the surface structure be transformed into unambiguous 
grammatical analogues. Often, once the structure of a Hebrew phrase has been found by analysis, the 
ambiguous genitive can be better rendered in English by a construction that does not rely on the frequently 
wooden and ambiguous 'of'; such renderings are well used in the NIV, which is therefore quoted in what follows. 

d 
Such analysis presupposes that the analyst knows both the grammatical options available to replace the 
ambiguous surface structure and their uses. The options are learned in essentially the same way one learns the 
meaning(s) of a word, namely, by inference from usage. In the case of a written language with a long tradition of 
study, the grammarian can make critical use of a venerable heritage. Readers of a written language must 
constantly be on guard against inadvertently applying categories of usage known from their own language to the 
language they are studying. 

e 
We continue the process of analysis by assigning an abstract (and somewhat arbitrary) semantic label to the 
various types of genitive, for example, "genitive of authorship," "objective genitive," "attributive genitive." We also 
assign them a grammatical label. A genitive can be analyzed as either a subject (or agent), or as a modifier, either 
adverbial or adjectival. 

f 
Let us illustrate the procedure for identifying a genitive phrase's use by contrasting the uses of the English phrase 
'love of God' in these sentences: 'As the love of Romeo won Juliet, so the love of God woos sinners' and 'As the 
love of money inspires some, so the love of God inspires others.' As speakers of English, we know that'love of 
someone' can signify either 'someone loved [somebody]' or '[somebody] loved someone.' Here the 'love of 
Romeo' is a genitive of agent (or a subjective genitive), while in the second sentence 'love of money' must be an 
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objective (or adverbial) genitive. The comparative conjunctions 'as ... so' show that 'love of'is being used in the 
same way in both halves of each sentence; therefore, in the first sentence 'love of God' is a genitive of agent (or 
subjective genitive) and in the second an objective (or adverbial) genitive. 

g 
Let us now consider the same phrase in another sentence: 'Romeo loved Juliet with the coals of burning, with the 
love of God, with the grave of grasping.' Here semantic pertinence suggests that'love of God' means 'God-like 
love,' en attributive (or adjectival) genitive. As this sentence suggests, creativity plays a role in introducing new 
uses and meanings of forms. Creativity is not absolute, however, since all speakers are controlled by what Otto 
Jespersen has called a "latitude of correctness." To communicate, that is, a speaker must be governed by the 
established and public meanings of lexemes, morphemes, and grammatical structures. Lewis Carroll 
imaginatively depicted the tension between the public meaning of words and morphemes versus the private use 
of them. 

"There's glory for you!" "I don't know what you mean by 'glory,’" Alice said. Humpty Dumpty smiled 
contemptuously. "Of course you don't—till I tell you. I meant 'there's a nice knock-down argument for you!’" 
"But 'glory' doesn't mean 'a nice knock-down argument,’" Alice objected. "When I use a word," Humpty 
Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, "it means just what I choose it to mean—neither more nor less." "The
question is," said Alice, "whether you can make words mean so many different things." "The 
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question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be master—that's all." 

The grammarian and lexicographer are on Alice's side.14 

9.5 Species of the Genitive 

a 
The noun-noun genitive phrase or construct chain is "immensely versatile and hardworked."15 Three major kinds 
of construct chain can be distinguished: subjective, ad-verbial, and adjectival.16 In what follows, C designates the 
construct, head, or first term of the chain and G the genitive, absolute, or second term.17 

9.5.1 Subjective Genitive 

a 
In the various types of subjective genitive phrases, the genitive term has an underlying subject role, as in English 
'the boy's leaving,' implying 'The boy left.' In Hebrew a subjective genitive can have a basically verbal or 
possessive/ qualitative structure. 

b 
In a genitive of agency G does the action described by C (active, ## 1–3; passive, # 4). 

c 
A particular form of agency is involved in speaking and writing, and the genitive of authorship denotes that G 
wrote, spoke, or otherwise originated C. 

1. `!y"d>miB. hwhy-tm;q.nI ttel' to carry out YHWH's niqmaÖ against 
Midian
Num 31:3

2. Wnt'ñao hwhy ta;n>fiB. because YHWH hates us
Deut 1:27

3. laer'fyI-ta, hwhy tb;h]a;B. because of YHWH's love for Israel
1 Kgs 10:9

4. ~yhil{a/ hKemu stricken by God
Isa 53:4
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d 
An agent or author is animate; the inanimate analogue to the agent role is that of instrument. A genitive of 
instrument involves the relationship G is the instrument of C. (See 9.5.2d.) 

e 
A subjective genitive may involve neither agent nor instrument, but rather a motivation or intention. In an abstract 
subjective genitive G denotes a verbal action affecting C. (The phrase hm'x'l.mi yteme in # 9 may belong here.) 

The sense of the abstract may be passive, in which case G is affected by C. 

5. y+r'b'D> yTir>B;ñDI I have told my words.
Gen 24:33

6. wyl'ae hwhy-rb;d> hy"h' The word of YHWH came to him
Jer 1:2

7. laeWml. yreb.DI the words by Lemuel
Prov 31:1

8. hv,mo ta;f.m; the tax imposed by Moses
2 Chr 24:6

9. yteme al{w> br,x,ñ-ylel.x; al{
`hm'x'l.mi 

not slain by the sword nor dead through 
war

Isa 22:2

10. vyJP; qylix]m; he who polishes with a hammer
Isa 41:7

11. v+ae tApruf. ~k,yre[' your cities are burned with fire
Isa 1:7

12. vp,n<ñ-amej. impure by (reason of contact with) a 
corpse
Lev 22:4

13. d+Y"mi ymir>x,-vyai-ta, T'x.L;ñvi 
You have set free the man I had 
determined should die (lit., man of my 
devoting to a consecrated death).
1 Kgs 20:42

14. WN+W<ñc;a] ytir'b.[, ~[;-l[;w> 
I dispatch them against a people who 
incur my wrath (lit., a people of my 
wrath).
Isa 10:6

15. `hx'b.ji !acoK. Wnb.v;ñx.n< 
We are considered as sheep to be 
slaughtered (lit., as sheep of 
slaughtering).
Ps 44:23

16. `~c'p.x, zAxm.-la, ~xen>Y:w: And he guided them to their desired 
haven (lit., to the port of their desiring).
Ps 107:30

17. #r,a,ñme %yIt;ñdol.moW %yIt;ñrokom.
y+nI[]n:K.h(; 

Your ancestry and your birth were from 
the land of Canaan.

Ezek 16:3
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f 

A temporal genitive involves a verbal action G associated with a time C (often hm'x'l.mi yteme). 
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g 
In contrast to the basically verbal character of the types of genitive just outlined is the nonverbal quality of other 
subjective genitives. In a possessive genitive, G owns or has C; the relationships involved may be quite various. 

h 
A genitive of inalienable possession refers to something intrinsically proper to its possessor, chiefly body parts. 
(Example # 22 may belong here.) 

i 
If human relationships are involved, the genitive is one of relation proper; such links could involve either kinship or 
other social structures.19 

18. hs'Wbm.W hm'Whm. ~Ay
hwhy yn"doal; hk'Wbm.W

tAab'c. 

The Lord YHWH SÍbÀwt has a day of 
tumult and trampling and terror (i.e., 
The Lord ... will bring tumult, etc., on a 
given day).18

Isa 22:5

19. `hg"reh] ~Ayl. ~veDIq.h;w> 
Set them apart for a day of slaughter 
(i.e., they will be slaughtered on a given 
day).
Jer 12:3

20. tyBe ÅÅÅ w> hwhy tyBe
`%l,M,ñh; 

the temple of YHWH and the king's 
house

1 Kgs 9:10

21. bA+j ayhih; #r,a'ñh' bh;z]W The gold of that land is good.
Gen 2:12

22. hmol{v. tm;k.x' the wisdom of Solomon
1 Kgs 5:10

23. ^yxiña' ymeD> the blood of your brother
Gen 4:10

24. ~yvin"a]h' yleg>r; ÅÅÅ #xor>li to wash ... the feet of the men
Gen 24:32

25. wybia'-ta, vyai-bz"a]y:
ATv.aiB. qb;d'w> A+Mai-ta,w> 

A man shall leave his father and his 
mother and be united to his wife.

Gen 2:24

26. hT'+a; ynIB. You are my son.
Ps 2:7

27. hwhy-db,[,ñ hv,mo Moses, the servant of YHWH
Josh 12:6

28. y+DIb.[; lyKif.y: My servant will act wisely.
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j 
The genitive of quality denotes that G has the quality of C; such phrases usually involve people. 
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k 
The usually inanimate reference of a partitive genitive is a substance that can be divided up: G is divided into 
(parts, including) C. 

9.5.2 Adverbial Genitive 

a 
The various types of adverbial genitive involve the object, direct or mediated, of the underlying verbal action, as in 
English 'the king's capture,' implying 'Someone captured the king.'In Hebrew, adverbial genitives can be classified 
according to the relationship of the verb to the basic object. 

b 
In the objective genitive, the genitive is the (direct) object of the essential verbal action, that is, roughly, C does 
G.20 

c 
In a genitive of effect the relationship of C and G is a directly causational one, that is, roughly, C causes G.21

 

d 
The relationship of the genitive and implicit verb may be of the sort usually mediated by a preposition; the genitive 
of a mediated object involves the relation C does to/by/with G.22 

Isa 52:1–3

29. laer'f.yI vAdq.-ta, Wca]nI They have spurned the Holy One of 
Israel.
Isa 1:4

30. ^m,ñAlv. rh'N"k; yhiy>w:
`~Y"h; yLeg:K. ^t.q'd>ciw> 

Your peace would have been like a 
river, your righteousness like the waves 
of the sea.
Isa 48:1–8

31. ~D'h; ycix] hv,moxQ;YIw: Moses took half of the blood.
Exod 24:6

1. !A['h(, ykev.mo those who draw iniquity
Isa 5:18

2. [v'r' yqeyDIc.m; those who acquit the guilty
Isa 5:23

3. hn"ybiW hm'k.x' x;Wr the spirit of wisdom and understanding 
(i.e., the spirit that causes wisdom ... )
Isa 11:2

4. hl'[er>T;h; ÅÅÅ t[;B;ñqu the bowl that causes staggering
Isa 51:17

5. WnmeñAlv. rs;Wm the punishment that brought us peace
Isa 53:5
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e 
A special genitive of this sort is the genitive of advantage (or disadvantage), in which G is the recipient or 
beneficiary of a favorable (or unfavorable) action denoted by C.23 

f 
The genitive of location designates that G is the location or goal of C; such genitives are alternatives to various 
prepositional constructions. If the phrase refers to a location, the basic prepositional construction is usually that of 
B. and there is no implicit verb of motion. 
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6. h+why t[;buv. the oath to YHWH
1 Kgs 2:43

7. ^y+r,ñd'n> ~yhil{a/ yl;[' I am under vows to you, O God.
Ps 56:13

8. ^yl,ñ[' ysim'x] May the wrong done me be upon you.
Gen 16:5

9. ^T.r>a;p.Ti hy<h.ti al{ Glory will not be yours (i.e., given you).
Judg 4:9

10. hM'lik.li ydIAbk. hm,-d[; How long will the glory [bestowed] on 
me serve as a reproach?
Ps 4:3

11. `vb'd>W bl'x' tb;z" #r,a,ñ a land flowing with milk and honey
Deut 6:3

12. `Alk'yhe tm;q.nI niqmaÖ for his temple
Jer 50:28

13. dyxiy" lb,aeñ mourning for an only son
Amos 8:10

14. ^yxiy" lb,aeñ violence against your brother
Obad 10

15. %l,+m,ñ tm;yaeñ fear due a king
Prov 20:2

16. hx'P,ñh; ~h,l,ñ the bread due the governor
Neh 5:14

17. hy"h' y[iToñ tAmx]l.mi vyai-yKi
rz<+['ñd>d;h] 

Hadadezer was experienced in battles 
against Toi (i.e., A man of wars that had 
been fought against Toi was 
Hadadezer).
2 Sam 8:10

18. !A[b.gI ybev.yO those living in Gibeon
Josh 9:3

19. !ymiy"n>Bi t[;b.GI Gibeah in Benjamin
1 Sam 13:2

20. `lb,z"ñy[i !x;l.vu ylek.ao eating at the table of Jezebel
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If the phrase refers to a goal, there is a verb of motion, either explicit or implicit.24 

It is difficult to insist on a rigid distinction between goal and location.26 

9.5.3 Adjectival Genitive 

a 
In adjectival genitive phrases, the construct and genitive modify each other, one specifying features of the other. 
In English, comparable semantic structures often involve adjectives or, less often, noun compounds; genitives are 
not usually used. Examples are not rare, however: 'a man of many talents,' cf. a 'a multi-talented woman'; 'a coat 
of wool,'cf. 'a cotton shirt'; 'the city of Lachish,' cf. 'the Beth-Shean area.' Hebrew expressions of attribution, 
substance, and class-membership often use constructs. 
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The largest group of adjectival genitives refers to a feature or quality of something. 
The most common type of these is the attributive genitive, in which C is characterized by G; in English such 
phrases are often rendered with G as an adjective of C. 

1 Kgs 18:19

21. `vp,n"ñ-ymeg>a; rk,f,ñyfe[o-L' All the wage earners will be sick in 
spirit.
Isa 19:10

22. Ary[i-r[;v;ñ yaeB' who go in at the gate of his city
Gen 23:10

23. yb;roq. those who come near to me
Lev 10:3

24. d[eAm yaeB' who come to the feast
Lam 1:4

25. rb,q,ñ ybek.vñ lain in the tomb
Ps 88:6

26. [v;P,ñ ybev'l. those returning from sin
Isa 59:20

27. `~yYIx;h; #[e %r,D,ñ the way to the tree of life
Gen 3:24

28. rAb-yder>Ay those who go down to the pit25

Isa 38:18

1. vd,Qñh; ydeg>biW holy garments
Exod 29:29

2. lyIx;ñ rABGI valiant warrior
Judg 11:1

3. ds,x,ñ ykel.m; merciful kings
1 Kgs 20:31

4. ~ybih'a] tl,Y<ña; beloved hind
Prov 5:19

5. #r,a,ñ-lK' tae ÅÅÅ ^l. yTit;n"w>
~+l'A[ tZ:xua]l; ![;n:ñK. 

I will give to you ... all the land of Canaan 
as a possession of perpetuity (i.e., as an 
perpetual possession).
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Closely related to this attributive genitive is the use of the genitive in conventional idioms consisting of construct 
forms of vyai 'man' (## 8–9), l[;B;ñ 'master, possessor' (## 10–12), !B, 'son of' (## 13–14), or their feminine or 
plural equivalents, with some noun in the genitive case to represent the nature, quality, character, or condition of 
(a) person (s). These locutions supplement the meager stock of adjectives in Hebrew. English idiom prefers these 
constructions be rendered by an adjective.27 
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More specifically !B, is used in expressions of age. 

Similar expressions indicate the relationship of an individual to a class of beings. 

Gen 17:8

6. ÅÅÅ qd,cqñ-ynEb.a; qd,c,ñ ynEz>amo
~+k,l' hy<h.yI 

Balances of righteousness, stones of 
righteousness ... you will have (i.e., use 
honest scales).
Lev 19:36

7. `Avd>q'-rh; Wnyheñl{a/ ry[iB. in the city of our God, his holy mountain
Ps 48:2

8. vyaiw> ~ymiD'h; vyai
`l[Y"ñliB.h; 

blood-spattered man, you scoundrel (lit., 
man of blood, man of Belial)

2 Sam 16:7

9. ykinOña' ~yrIb'D> vyai al{ I have never been an eloquent man (lit., 
a man of words).28

Exod 4:10

10. hz<L'h; tAml{x]h; l[;B;ñ hNEhi
`aB' 

Here comes that dreamer (lit., 
possessor of dreams).

Gen 37:19

11. bAa-tl;[]B; tv,aeñ yli-WvK.B; Find me a woman, a possessor of a 
spirit (or, a woman who is a medium).
1 Sam 28:7

12. `~r'b.a;-tyrIb. yle[]B; ~hew> They were allies with Abram (lit., 
possessors of a covenant of Abram).
Gen 14:13

13. ; 
aWh tw<m'ñ-!b, yKi 

He is a son of death (i.e., He must die).

1 Sam 20:31, cf. 1 Kgs 2:26

14. lyIx;ñ-!b,l. hy<h.yI ~ai If he will be a son of virtue (i.e., If he 
shows himself a worthy man) ... 
1 Kgs 1:52

15. h+n"v' ta;m.-!B, ~h'r'b.a;w> Now Abraham was a hundred years old.
Gen 21:5

16. hy<h.yI hn"v'-!B, rk'z" ÅÅÅ hf,
~+k,l' 

The animal you choose must be a ... 
year-old male.

Exod 12:5

17. ~d'a'-!B, O, Son of man (i.e., O, Human)29

Ezek 2:1, etc.

18. ~yhil{a/h'-ynEB. sons of God (i.e., divine beings)
Job 1:6
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In an attributive genitive, a pronominal suffix is attached to the genitive but usually modifies the whole chain.30 
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c 
In an attributive genitive, C is characterized by G; the opposite relation is also found, in the epexegetical genitive, 
wherein G is characterized by C.31 Many epexegetical phrases can be rendered by English of-genitives; note the 
phrase 'hard of heart,' cf. 'hard-hearted.' The sense can also be conveyed by the gloss 'as to' or 'with regard to,' 
for example, 'stiff with regard to their necks'; this is the meaning of the term "epexegetical." 

This symmetrical representation of attributive and epexegetical genitives should not obscure the fact that 
attributives are much more common. 

d 
The remaining types of adjectival genitive involve a wide variety of relationships. Three of them may be called 
genitives of substance, namely, of material, topic, and measure. The genitive of material indicates material of 
which something is made or with which it is filled, namely, C is made of G. 

19. !AMa; ynEB. lWm T'b.r;q'w> When you come opposite the sons of 
Ammon (i.e., the Ammonites) ... 
Deut 2:19

20. yvid>q'-rh; my holy hill
Ps 2:6

21. yqid>ci yhel{a, my righteous God
Ps 4:2

22. ^[,ñv.yI !gEm' yli-!T,Tiw: 
You have given me your shield of 
victory (not the shield of thy salvation, 
AV).
Ps 18:36

23. yY"x; lael. hL'piT. a prayer to my living God (not the God 
of my life)
Ps 42:9

24. @r,[oñ-hveq.-~[; a stiff-necked (lit., stiff-of-neck) people
Exod 32:9

25. daom. ha,r>m; tb;jo hr'[]N:h;w> The girl was very pretty (lit., good of 
appearance).
Gen 24:16 Qere

26. ra;toñ-hpey> @seAy yhiy>w: Joseph was fair of form (or, well built).
Gen 39:6

27. ha,r>M;h; tA[r' tArP'h; the cows that were ugly (lit., bad as to 
appearance)
Gen 41:4

28. lk,f,ñ-tb;Aj hV'aih'w>
[r; ÅÅÅ vyaih'w> ra;Toñtp;ywI

~ylil'[]m; 

The woman was great as to discretion 
and beautiful as to form, but the man 
was ... evil as to his doings.

1 Sam 25:3

29. ~yIt;ñp'f.-amej. unclean of lips
Isa 6:5

30. ~yIP;ña; %r,a,ñ patient (lit., long as to the nostrils, the 
source of anger)
Exod 34:6
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e 
The similar topical genitive specifies the topic of a discourse or the like, namely, C is about G. 

f 
In a genitive of measure, a counting is specified along with the counted term, namely, G is measured in C. In 
addition to numbers, general quantifiers such as lKo 'all' and bro 'multitude' are frequent in such genitives, as are 
actual measures. 

g 
Four further types of genitives involve classes and the interrelationship of either a class and an individual or a 
class (the superordinate) and a subclass (the subordinate). In the genitive of species, the class designated by the 
construct (C) is narrowed down to a subclass (i.e., "species") indicated by G. Thus, in # 45 the construct includes 
all workers and the genitive serves to mark out an individual group of workers, 'those who work in wood.' 

31. hm'd'a] xB;z>mi an earthen altar
Exod 20:24

32. fr,+x'ñ-yliK. a clay jar
Num 5:17

33. l+z<r>B; jb,veñ an iron sceptre
Ps 2:9

34. @s,k, yleK. silver vessels
1 Kgs 10:25

35. bh'z" !Avl. a golden tongue
Josh 7:21

36. danOw> ~x,l,ñ rAmx] yv;yI xQ;YIw:
!yIy:ñ 

So Jesse took a donkey loaded with 
food and a skin of wine.

1 Sam 16:20

37. l+b,B' aF'm; oracle about Babylon
Isa 13:1

38. rco[m;veñ the report about Tyre
Isa 23:5

39. hr'mo[]w: ~dos. tq;[]z: the outcry against Sodom and 
Gomorrah
Gen 18:20

40. ~ymiy" tv,l{ñv. three days
Gen 40:18

41. #r,+a'ñh'-lk' ynEP.-l[; myIm;ñ There was water upon all (the surface) 
of the earth.
Gen 8:9

42. `tm,a/w< ds,x,ñ-br; ÅÅÅ lae a God ... abounding in unfailing love 
and truth
Exod 34:6

43. !m,+V'ñh; gl{ the (single) log of oil
Lev 14:12
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h 
In the genitive of association, the individual G belongs to the class of C; though 'of' is well established in 
translations of such phrases, it is not needed in English.32 

i 
In other genitives of class, the subordinate element (C) precedes the superordinate element (G). In the genitive of 
genus and the superlative genitive, the individual is in the construct and the broader class to which it belongs is 
the genitive. In the genitive of genus, C belongs to the class of G. 
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44. rp,gOñ-yce[] gopher-wood
Gen 6:14

45. #[e yv.r'x' workers in wood
2 Sam 5:11

46. tArKuB;h; ynEaeT. figs of the first fruits (i.e., early figs)
Jer 24:2

47. ~ypic'r> tg:[u cakes baked on hot stones
1 Kgs 19:6

48. rb,q,ñ-tZ:xua] burial site
Gen 23:4

49. ~y[irem. [r;z<ñ a brood of evildoers
Isa 1:4

50. tr'P.-rh;n> River Euphrates
Gen 15:18

51. ~yIr;ñc.mi #r,a,ñ the land [of] Egypt
Exod 7:19

52. !d,[eñ-!G: the Garden [of] Eden
Gen 2:15

53. laer'f.yI tl;WtB. the virgin [of] Israel
Amos 5:2

54. `ynIAml.a; ynIl{P. ~Aqm. such-and-such a place
1 Sam 21:3

55. Hl'g>r;-@K; the sole of its foot
Gen 8:9

56. ~d'a' !aco flocks of men
Ezek 36:38

57. ytiyBe lh,aoñ my tent house
Ps 132:3

58. `AMai hz<AB ~d'a' lysik.W A fool of a man (i.e., a foolish man) 
despises his mother.
Prov 15:20

59. ~yrIb'D> tl{yli[] plot involving words (i.e., any slander)
Deut 22:14
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j 
Similar is the construction used for the superlative genitive.33 A superlative may involve two instances of a single 
noun, the first a singular construct and the second a plural genitive; or two different nouns may be used. 

k 
This discussion may be summarized by dividing adjectival genitives into two classes. 
In the first group the construct is the modified element and the genitive the modifier: 

The construct is the modifier and the genitive the modified element in the second group: 

Page 155

9.6 Construct State before Phrases and Clauses 

a 
The genitive case is ordinarily a property of a single noun or pronoun, but, as mentioned earlier, two nouns can 
stand for one in the genitive slot, after a construct (9.3b). It is also possible for prepositional phrases and even 

60. rb'D' tw:r>[, ^b. ha,r>yI-al{w> 
... so that he not see among you the 
indecency of something (i.e., anything 
indecent)
Deut 23:15

61. ~yvid'q†; vd,qoñ most holy
Exod 29:37

62. ~ydIb'[] db,[,ñ a slave of slaves (i.e., an abject slave)
Gen 9:25

63. ~yrIyVih; ryvi the Song of Songs (i.e., the Choicest 
Song)
Cant 1:1

64. ynEdoa]w: ~yhil{a/h' yhel{a/
~y+nIdoa]h' 

the Highest God and the Supreme Lord

Deut 10:17

65. Wnyreñb'q. rx;b.mi the choicest of our sepulchers
Gen 23:6

66. wyn"B' !joq. the youngest of his sons
2 Chr 21:17

attributive C is characterized by G Avd>q'-rh; ## 7, 20

material C is made of G lz<r>B; jb,veñ # 33

topical C is about G lb,B' aF'm; # 37

species C is specified by G #[e yver'x' # 45

association C is associated with G ~yr;c.mi #r,a,ñ # 51

epexegetical G is characterized by C @r,[oñ-hveq. # 24

measure G is measured in C ~ymiy" tv,l{ñv. # 40

genus G is specified by C ~d'a' lysiK. # 58

superlative G is specified by the best (or most) of C wyn"B' !joq. # 66
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entire clauses to stand after a construct; these constituents are thus treated as a single noun (cf. 4.4.1). 

b 
A prepositional phrase most often stands after a construct participle, a usage similar to the genitive of a mediated 
object; in the usual phrase the preposition is omitted (9.5.2), while in these constructions it is retained.34 

Other nouns can stand in construct before a prepositional phrase; dx;a;ñ regularly governs a partitive phrase in !
mi.35 

c 
A clause may also stand after a construct noun.36 Sometimes the construct has some prepositional force. For 
example, rx;a;ñ is a noun meaning 'hinder part' but occurs most often in the plural construct, as a preposition 

alone (yrex]a; 'after'; 11.2.1), or with other prepositions (yrex]a;me 'after, from behind'; 11.3.3), or as a conjunction 

(rv,a] yrex]a;, see, e.g., Deut 24:4; cf. Chap. 38.7); thus, yrex]a; is well established as a preposition. Similarly, dy"
in the phrase dy"B., though a construct noun, may be considered part of a complex preposition. In clausal cases in 
which the construct noun cannot be considered a preposition or part of a preposition, relative clauses are most 
common, though other types of subordinate clauses do occur. 
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d 
Relative clauses after prepositionally used constructs are found; in these three examples the relative clause is 
asyndetic (or headless, i.e., lacks a relative pronoun). 

The relative clause may be used after a construct noun with no prepositional force; # 10 uses a relative pronoun. 

1. `Ab yseAxñ-lK' all who take refuge in him
Ps 2:12

2. tw<m'ñl.c; #r,a,ñB. ybev.yO those living in the land of the shadow of 
death
Isa 9:1

3. yqeyTi[; bl'x'me yleWmG>
`~yId'ñV'mi 

those weaned from milk, those removed 
from the breast

Isa 28:9

4. ryciQ'B; tx;m.fi rejoicing at harvest-time
Isa 9:2

5. al{w> ÅÅÅ ynIa'ñ broQ'mi yhel{a/h;
`qxor'me yhel{a/ 

Am I a god from nearby ... and not a god 
from far-off?

Jer 23:23

6. dx;a;-ta, ^T.ai an"-xq;
~yrI['N>h;me 

Take with you one of the servants.

1 Sam 9:3

7. `Wkl'ñh' Wl[iñAy-al{ yrex]a;w> They followed after (those who) cannot 
act.
Jer 2:8

8. `xl'v.v.Ti-dy:B. an"-xl;v. Send (your message) in the hand of (him 
whom) you will send.
Exod 4:13
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e 

The construct may also be used before non-relative clauses, if it is prepositional (yrxa) or quasi-prepositional 

(ymy-lK).37 

It is also possible for a construct of no prepositional force to stand before a non-relative clause. This construction 
is extremely rare.38 

9.7 Determination and Periphrasis 

a 
The subject of determination (definiteness/indefiniteness) will be treated in detail in Chapter 13, but one aspect of 
it must be mentioned here. In Hebrew the definiteness of a noun and that of its modifiers are in agreement. With 
attributive and demonstrative adjectives this is shown by using the article on both substantive and adjective: 
mAYh; ynImiV.h; 'eighth day,' hZ<h; ~AYh; 'this day.' In a construct chain, the construct can never be  
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prefixed with the article. The definiteness of the genitive specifies the definiteness of the phrase.39 If the genitive 
is indefinite, the phrase is indefinite. 

If the genitive is definite, the phrase is definite; the genitive may be definite because it bears the article or a suffix 
or because it is a name.40 

9. d+wId' hn"x' ty:r>qi the city (where) David settled
Isa 29:1

10. rh;Soñh; tyBe-la, WhnEñT.YIw:
%l,M,ñh; yreysia]-rv,a] ~Aqm.

~y+rIWsa] 

And he placed him in the roundhouse, 
the place in which the prisoners of the 
king were imprisoned.

Gen 39:20 Qere

11. rK;m.nI yrex]a; After he is sold ... 
Lev 25:48

12. ymey>-lK' hm'Wañm. Wnd>q;ñp'-al{w>
WnteñAyh.Bi ~T'ai Wnk.L;ñh;t.hi

`hd,F'B; 

We found no fault all the-days-of-we-
went-about with them during our being 
in the fields.

1 Sam 25:15

13. [;+veAhB. hwhy-rB,DI tL;xiT. The beginning of YHWH-spoke through 
Hosea
Hos 1:2

1. hm'x'l.mi vyai a soldier (lit., a man of war[fare])
Josh 17:1

2. rq,+v'ñ-rb;D> a lie (lit., a word of falsehood)
Prov 29:12

3. %l,M,ñh; ynEB. sons of the king (or, the sons of the king 
or roughly, the king's sons)
2 Sam 9:11

4. ^ybiña'-tv,aeñ wife of your father (or roughly, your 
father's wife)
Lev 18:8
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The ambiguity of English 'the son of the king' could also theoretically obtain for the comparable Hebrew phrase: is 
the referent unique or one among others? If the referent is non-unique (i.e., if the king has other sons) and this 
must be made clear, English uses a phrase like 'e son of the king.' Hebrew cannot use a construct with a definite 
article in such circumstances but rather resorts to a periphrastic genitive with lamed (for the construction in 
verbless clauses, see 8.4.2). 

b 
Periphrasis may be used in genitive expressions under other circumstances. It may be used where a construct 
phrase would also be acceptable. 
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Periphrastic l is also used in cases in which a construct chain needs to be qualified (notably because of the need 
for clarity about definiteness, as in # 7 above and # 10 below) or kept brief. 

In counting expressions the construct chain includes the unit and the thing counted; if the latter is qualified, this 
must be done by a periphrastic genitive in l. Most such expressions involve dates. 

The periphrastic genitive is used in dates even if the word mAy is omitted. 

c 

Another form of the periphrastic genitive involves -l. rv,a] 'which/that belongs to.' 

5. !ymiy"n>Bi t[;b.GI Gibeah in Benjamin
1 Sam 13:2

6. laer'f.yI yhel{a/ God of Israel (or roughly, the God of 
Israel)
1 Kgs 8:15

7. yv;yIl. !Be ytiyaiñr' I have seen a son of Jesse.
1 Sam 16:18

8. d+wId'l. rAmz>mi a psalm of David
Ps 3:1

9. lWav'l. ~ypiCoh; Saul's watchmen
1 Sam 14:16

10. z[;boñl. hd,F'h; tq;l.x, the portion of a field belonging to Boaz
Ruth 2:3

11. ~ymiY"h; yreb.DI rp,señ-l[;
`laer'f.yI ykel.m;l. 

in the Book of the Annals of the Israelite 
kings41

1 Kgs 14:19

12. vd,xñl; ~Ay rf'[' hV'mix]B; on the fifteenth day of the month
Lev 23:6

13. vd,xol; rf'[' h['B'r>a;B. on the fourteenth day of the month
Lev 23:5

14. rv,a] !aCol; h[,r>mi !yae
^yd,ñb'[]l; 

There is no pasturage for the small 
livestock which belong to your servants 
(i.e., our small livestock).
Gen 47:4
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A comparable eonstruetion involves the rare relative pronoun v, and yields the combination lv,, the genitive 
particle of post-biblical Hebrew.42 A form of the particle is used twice in the Bible. 

9.8 Enclitic Mem 

a 
A variety of external evidence has led scholars to recognize in the biblical text a particle m, often associated with 
the genitive.43 Whatever shape the particle took (perhaps  
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-m after a vowel; or -mi or -ma in all cases), it seems to have been used at the end of a word, and so it is 
assumed to have been enclitic on (i.e., to have leaned on) that word.44 Only the consonantal memis preserved; 
since its meaning was lost in the course of the text's long transmission, the mem became confounded with other 
common morphemes formed with mem such as the masculine plural suffix -iÖm, the pronominal suffix -aÒm, the 
inseparable preposition min, etc. As a result it must be detected behind the Masoretic Text by irregularities and 
anomalies associated with final or initial mem. 

b 
Enclitic mem is used in sufficiently varied ways in cognate languages to make it certain that the earliest forms of 
Semitic must have known more than one form of this construction. In Hebrew it sometimes has an emphatic force, 
while at other times it serves as a morpheme for indetermination. It is seen in connection with almost every part of 
speech, including verbs, nouns, pronominal suffixes, adverbs, etc. Most common are its uses in the middle of the 
construct chain.45 The enclitic mem is common in poetry. 

c 
The examples most easily seen are those involving external evidence. Here are two forms of one line of verse 
from Psalm 18 and 2 Samuel 22, parallel texts. 

The first text has lost the enclitic mem, while the second has attached it to ~y, yielding a different (and not 
implausible) reading. The line is best read: 

The Pentateuch is preserved not only in various ancient translations but also in a Samaritan text; let us examine a 
phrase from a prose narrative.47 

The proper reading is neither the MT, with the odd suffix -aÒm 'their,' nor the Samaritan, with the simplified reading 
omitting the m (a reading also found in the LXX, Vulgate, and Peshitta). Rather, we should read: 

15. hmol{v.Liv, AtJ'mi hNEhi behold, Solomon's couch (lit., his couch 
which belongs to Solomon)
Cant 3:7

16. `yTir>j'ñn" al{ yLiv, ymir>K; I did not guard my vineyard (lit., my 
vineyard which belongs to me).
Cant 1:6

1a. 2 Sam 22:16 my" yqepiña] War'YEw: 
1b. Ps 10:16 ~yIm; yqeypiña] War'YEw: 

1c. ~y" ~-yqeypiña] War'YEw: The depths of the sea were seen.46

2a. Gen 14:6/MT ry+[ife ~r'r>h;B. yrIxoh;-ta,w> 
2b. Gen 14:6/Sam ry[f yrrhB yrxh-taw 

2c. ry[ife ~-yrer>h;B. yrIxoh;-ta,w> and the Horite, in the hills of Seir
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In the MT of Deut 33:11, one line of the poem contains an absolute noun followed by what looks like it should be 
its genitive. The Samaritan indeed reads a construct. The better reading is rather 

In other cases, Hebrew usage in general provides a reliable guide in detecting the enclitic mem.49 

Footnotes:  

1. The term adnominal is also used by, e.g., F. Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New 
Testament, trans. R. W. Funk (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1961) 89. 
2. For this set of relations, see 3.3.3; M. O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 
1980)116-17j 123–26. 
3. For the terms, see, e.g., GKC § 89a / p. 247. This terminology is open to question; as A. Sperber remarks, 
"According to the Hebrew way of thinking it is exactly vice versa: the second noun [in a construct chain] remains 
unchanged and even gets the article if determined, and causes the first noun to undergo certain charlges''; see A 
Historical Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Leiden: Brill, 1966) 16. In Hebrew the construct is nismak 'bound,' the 
genitive is somek 'unbound,' and the relation is sÝmikuÖt; in Arabic the construct is al-mudÌaÒf, the genitive al-mudÌaÒf 
Àilayhi, and the relation is al-idÌaÒfa. 

4. Or mayela. 
5. For an example of a relative clause in sç see Ps 137:8. 

6. For other construct overrides see Prov 16:11 (verse), Dan 1:4 (prose); see, generally, O'Connor, Hebrew Verse 
Structure, 308–11. 
7. GKC § 130 / pp. 421–23; D. N. Freedman, "The Broken Construct Chain," Biblica 53 (1972) 534–36, reprinted 
in Pottery, Poetry, and Prophecy (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1980) 339–41. 
8. On construct -k, see F.I. Andersen, "A Short Note on Construct k in Hebrew," Biblica 50 (1969) 68–69; cf. M. 
Dahood, Psalms 1:1–50 (Anchor Bible 16; Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1966) 152; Psalms II:51–100 
(Anchor Bible 17; Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1968) xx, 147, 164. 
9. For Áyny Àdny see, e.g., Gen 31:35: 33:8, 15; 47:25. 

10. Contrast the usual word order in, e.g., wattiqqaÒbeÒr bedeÃrek ÀepraÃÒtaÖ, 'and he was buried on the Ephratah road,' 
Gen 35:19; wateÃÓsëeb ... Áal-deÃrek timnaÃÒtaÖ, and she sat ... by the Timnah road,' Gen 38:14. 

11. Andersen, "Construct k," 68–69. 

3. wym'q' ~-ynEt.m' #x;m. Smite the loins of his enemies (lit., those 
who rise against him).48

Deut 33:11 emended

4. tAab'c. (~-yhel{a/>) ~yhil{a/-hwhy YHWH God of Hosts
Ps 59:6 emended

5. ~d,+Q,ñmi yKel.m; ~yhil{awE [You,] O God, are the Ancient King.
Ps 74:12 emended

6. ^y+d,b'[] tP;r>x, yn"doa] rkoz>
~yBir;-lK' yqiyxeb. ytiaef.

~yMi[;
:(~yMi[; ~-yberI>) 

Remember, O Lord of all, how your 
servants have been mocked, how I bear 
in my heart all the quarrels of the 
nations.

Ps 89:51 emended

7. ~ArM'mi tABrua]-yKi 
(~Arm' ~-tABrua]>) 

WxT'ñp.nI 

The windows of heaven are opened.

Isa 24:18 emended
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12. Freedman, "Broken Construct Chain," 535 (rpt. p. 340); cf. O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure, 234 (on this 
text), 371–90 (on this type of phrase). 
13. Paul Friedrich mentions a total of seventy-eight subtypes of the genitive in Homeric Greek; see Proto-Indo-
European Syntax: The Order of Meaningful Elements (Journal of Indo-European Studies Monograph 1; Butte: 
Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology, 1975) 13. 
14. For both Jespersen and Carroll, see G. B. Caird, The Language and Imagery of the Bible (Philadelphia: 
Westminster, 1980) 38, 40. 
15. To borrow C. F. D. Moule's phrase for the Greek genitive; An Idiom Book of New Testament Greek (2d ed.; 
Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1959) 37. 
16. That is, roughly, nominative, accusative, and genitive. 
17. We have drawn on a variety of resources for the tradition, and we have also profited from John Beekman and 
John Callow, Translating the Word of God (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1974) 249–66. Note also the discussion of 
a variety of both syntactic and semantic points in Sperber, Historical Grammar, 600–622; and Richter, GAHG 2. 
16–21. 
18. On a single construct governing a coordinate noun phrase see 9.3b; for other examples see Isa 11:2 and 
9.5.3 # 39. 
19. For the naming formulas (e.g.,'Abner son of Ner' is more common then 'Abner'), see D. J. A. Clines, "X, X ben 
Y, ben Y: Personal Names in Hebrew Narrative Style," Vetus Testamentum 22 (1972) 266–87. 
20. The classic ambiguity between subjective and objective genitives is illustrated by the phrase in Job 8:8, hÌeÒqer 
ÀaçboÖtaÒm 'the investigation of their fathers' is this 'an investigation undertaken by their fathers' (subjective) or 'an 
investigation about their fathers' (objective)? The underlying passive sense included under 9.5.1 (e.g., # 17) may 
belong under 9.5.2. 
21. The term "causational" as used here is not to be confused with the "causativity" attributed to the Hiphil; see 
27.1. 
22. It could be argued that the instrumental genitives included under 9.5.1 actually belong here, because Hebrew 
usually does not allow an inanimate to serve as a clausal subject; an instrument in Hebrew is thus virtually always 
the object of a preposition or an accusative of means (10.2.3d). 
23. This usage is comparable to the Greek dative of advantage, e.g., erchomai soi 'I am coming on your behalf,' 
Rev 2:16; see 23.2.1. On some related Hebrew constructions with l, see T. Muraoka, "On the So-called Dativus 
Ethicus in Hebrew," Journal of Theological Studies 29 (1978) 495–98. 
24. Compare mÝqoÖmiÖ in Judg 11:19, where the sense is 'the place I am going to.' 

25. The same phrase is used often in Ezekiel 26 and 32; cf. the phrase ywrdy ÀI-Àbny-bwr in Isa 14:19. 

26. In Job 3:10 the expression bitÌniÖ 'my belly' refers to the womb in which the speaker was gestating at the time 
he is describing, from which he eventually and to his regret emerged. 
27. For other phrases with Àysë see Gen 9:2O, 2 Sam 18:20; with bÁl see Isa 41:15, 50:8; Jer 37:13; Nah 1:2; with 
bn see Num 17:25, 2 Sam 3:34, 2 Kgs 14:14. For the feminine bt blyÁl see 1 Sam 1:16. Note that bn is, after yhwh, 
the most common noun in the Hebrew Bible; SA/THAT mentions 4,929 occurrences. 
28. For similar phrases involving mastery over speech and talkativeness in Àysë see Job 11:2, Ps 140:12: in Àsët see 
Prov 25:24; in bÁl see Exod 24:14. 

29. The phrase indicates the mere humanness and insignificance of Ezekiel in contrast to God; see Clines, "X, X 
ben Y." 287. 
30. See the discussion in J. Weingreen, "The Construct-Genitive Relation in Hebrew Syntax," Vetus 
Testamentum 4 (1954) 50–59. 
31. Also called the improper annexation; it is grammatically proper, but it is a minority pattern. M. Greenberg calls 
it a "common enough phenomenon" and cites Isa 2:11 and Ps 65:5bis; Ezekiel, 1–20 (Anchor Bible 22; Garden 
City, New York: Doubleday, 1983) 375. 
32. Compare English 'no earthly good,''every mother's son' On bt yrwsëlm and the like see A. Fitzgerald, "BTWLT 
and BT as Titles for Capital Cities," Catholic Biblical Quarterly 37 (1975) 167–83; and the spirited polemic of W. F. 
Stinespring, "Daughter of Zion," Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible: Supplementary Volume, ed. K. R. Crim et al. 
(Nashville: Abingdon, 1976) 985. 
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33. Cf. 14.5. There are other ways of expressing the superlative in Hebrew, notably the use of terms such as 
ÀeÒl,ÀeçloÒhiÖm, maÒwet, sëeÀoÖl, neÒsÌahÌ as genitive (compare English 'god-awful,' 'scared to death,' 'like to died,' 'no end of 
trouble'). See D. Winton Thomas, "A Consideration of Some Unusual Ways of Expressing the Superlative in 
Hebrew," Vetus Testamentum 3 (1953) 209–24; P. P. Saydon, "Some Unusual Ways of Expressing the 
Superlative in Hebrew and Maltese," Vetus Testamentum 4 (1954) 432–33. 
34. Examples similar to Ps 2:12 are Isa 30:18, 64:3. Other cases of the phenomenon include Judg 5:10; Isa 5:11, 
9:1, 56:10; Ezek 38:11; Ps 84:7; Job 24:5; cf. Jer 33:22. 
35. For ÀhÌd see also Gen 3:22, Judg 17:11; cf. Hos 7:5. 

36. On similar clause types elsewhere in Semitic see M. O'Connor, "The Arabic Loanwords in Nabatean 
Aramaic," Journal of Near Eastern Studies 45 (1986) 213–29, at 223–24. 
37. Cf. Jer 50:46 bis! 
38. On the example from Hosea, see F.I. Andersen and D N. Freedman, Hosea (Anchor Bible 24; Garden City, 
New York: Doubleday, 1980) 153–54. This construction is sometimes associated with Gen 1:1; see, e.g., the 
discussion in B. K. Waltke, "The Creation Account in Genesis 1:1–3, " Bibliotheca Sacra 132 (1975) 216–28. 
39. The situation in verse is more complicated. 
40. On the required definiteness of the epexegetical genitive in Arabic, a difficult passage in Phoenician, and 
related matters, see M. O'Connor, "The Grammar of Getting Blessed in Tyrian-Sidonian Phoenician," Rivista di 
Studi Fenici 5 (1977) 5–11, at 6–11. 
41. It may be that terms like dbry hymym were "fixed," as suggested in GKC § 129d / p. 420, on this passage. 
42. The Aramaic relative pronoun d« / diÖ serves as genitive particle. On the later Hebrew usage, see M. H. Segal, 
A Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon, 1927) 43–44, 199–200. 
43. There is evidence from ENWS (Ugaritic, El-Amarna), as well as other areas of Semitic. Enclitic mem differs 
from Akkadian mimation in both form and function. Mimation is almost never found on nouns in construct (the 
exception furnished by such cases as damqam inim 'good of eyes, clear-sighted'). 
44. Compare the Latin ending que 'and,' as in arma virumque 'arms and the man.' 
45. The classic study is Horace D. Hummel, "Enclitic Mem in Early Northwest Semitic," Journal of Biblical 
Literature 76 (1957) 85–107; see also D. N. Freedman, Pottery, Poetry, and Prophecy: Studies in Early Hebrew 
Poetry (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1980); M. Dahood, Psalms III: 101–150 (Anchor Bible 17A; Garden 
City, New York: Doubleday, 1970); and O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure. On enclitic mem with waw see the 
essays in C. H. Gordon, G. A. Rendsburg, and N. H. Winter, eds., Eblaitica (Winona Lake. Indiana Eisenbrauns, 
1987), 1. 29–41. 
46. F. M. Cross and D. N. Freedman, "A Royal Song of Thanksgiving: II Samuel 22 = Psalm 18, " Journal of 
Biblical Literature 72 (1953) 15–34, at 26. 
47. See Bruce K. Waltke, "The Samaritan Pentateuch and the Text of the Old Testament," New Perspectives on 
the Old Testament, ed. J. Barton Payne (Waco, Texas: Word, 1970) 212–39; on enclitic mem, p. 217. 
48. O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure, 212, and references. 
49. On the Psalms passages, see Mitchell Dahood, Psalms II: 51–100, 68–69, 204, 320, and references. 
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10.1 Accusative Function 

a 
Like the genitive, the accusative is a function of modification or dependency: nouns used with other nouns or with 
prepositions are in the genitive, while nouns modifying verbs are in the accusative. This ad-verbial function can 
involve recipients or objects of verbal action, sometimes where definite marked with the particle ta,. 

The function can also involve other specifications of verbal action. 

b 
Whereas the genitive case can be identified by its bracketing with a preposition or a noun in the construct state, 
the accusative case cannot regularly be distinguished by form. Even the distinction between transitive verbs 
(which may be qualified by a direct object accusative) and intransitive verbs (which usually are not) is not 
particularly helpful; adverbial accusatives may be bracketed with both kinds of verbs. The particle ta, is  
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often used with the definite accusative; even this helpful particle is of limited value in identifying the accusative for 
three reasons: it is used only with substantives that are definite, it can be used with the nominative, and it is rarely 
used in poetry.1 

c 
Further difficulties are created by Hebrew's relatively free word order, especially in verse. Whereas English 
distinguishes the subject of a verb from its object by fixed word order (contrast 'John hit Bill' with 'Bill hit John'), 
the Hebrew accusative is not consistently ordered with regard to the verb. For example, b[et'y> hm'r>miW ~ymiD'-

10 Accusative Function and Related Matters 

10.1 Accusative Function 
10.2 Species of the Accusative 

2.1 Objective Accusative 
2.2 Adverbial Accusative 
2.3 Double Accusative 

10.3 Particle ta 

3.1 With the Accusative 
3.2 Elsewhere 

10.4 Aspects of the Use of l 

10.5 Directional h 

1. yTil.D;ñGI ~ynIB' I have raised children (ACCUSATIVE).
Isa 1:2

2. hwhy-ta, Wbz>([' They have forsaken YHWH 
(ACCUSATIVE).
Isa 1:4

3. `rAxa' WrzOñn" They have turned-away backward 
(ACCUSATIVE).
Isa 1:4
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vyai 
hwhy (Ps 5:7) may mean either 'a bloodthirsty and treacherous man abhors YHWH' or 'YHWH abhors a 
bloodthirsty and treacherous man.' Exegetes cannot decide on the sense using any strictly grammatical signs 
within the clause.2 In this example the preceding line of the poem points decisively toward the second meaning. 

d 
In spite of this essential lack of formal indicators, the accusative's presence, meaning, and uses can still be 
identified by considering Hebrew in the context of the other Semitic languages that mark the accusative case with 
the ending -a (8.1c), and by considering the patterns of Hebrew itself. The Semitic accusative is both historically 
and descriptively the ad-verbial (to the verb) case; it brackets a noun or its equivalent with a verb in order to 
modify it according to the substantive's sense.3 It is, as always, problematic to abstract "the meaning" of a 
construction from its many particular uses. Nevertheless, abstractions are helpful and even necessary in making 
sense of language phenomena. In the light of its many uses displayed in the next section, we can make better 
sense of the Hebrew accusative by framing the generalization that it is the ad-verbial function. 

10.2 Species of the Accusative 

Page 163

a 
In the preceding chapter we described some aspects of the process by which the uses of a grammatical form are 
classified (9.4). Essentially, grammarians attempt to classify the uses most broadly by syntactic considerations 
and more particularly by semantic considerations. No strict delimitation between syntax and semantics can be set 
up; for example, the use of a direct-object accusative reflects a verb's transitive meaning, whereas the distinction 
between adverbial accusatives of place and time is largely but not entirely lexical.4 Grammarians sometimes 
distinguish between adjuncts and complements, the former signifying an optional constituent of a sentence, the 
latter an obligatory constituent.5 The direct-object accusative is called a complement, and the adverbial 
accusative an adjunct. For example, in the sentence 'God planted a garden,' 'garden' is an obligatory constituent 
because 'God planted' is incomplete. By contrast, 'for Adam' in the sentence 'Did you come for Adam?' is an 
adjunct, an optional constituent. Again, a strict delimitation is not possible.6 

b 
In the following sections the uses of the accusative as a verbal object or recipient of action (10.2.1) are 
distinguished from the adverbial accusatives (10.2.2). The double-accusative constructions are treated last 
(10.2.3). 

10.2.1 Objective Accusative 

a 
Verbs can govern a variety of kinds of objects, and the range of objects associated with a particular verb is at 
base a feature of the verb. Classification of objective accusatives is therefore based on various categorizations of 
verbs. Most verbs that govern an objective accusative are both (a) fientive (i.e., they describe actions rather than 
states) and (b) transitive (i.e., the effect of the verb passes over to something). The objects of such verbs may be 
acted on (direct objects; cf. 'He planted tomatoes') or created (effected objects; cf. 'He raised tomatoes'). Some 
objects are virtually implied in the verb used (cf. 'He cried tears')—these are internal objects—while some objects 
are complementary to the verb (cf. 'He wore clothes'). 

b 
The proper categorization of Hebrew verbs is a more complex task than hinted at here, for two reasons. First, 
transitivity is only one aspect of a verb's governing scheme; modifiers other than objective accusatives are 
relevant. Second, transitivity is variably expressed; direct and prepositional objects may be similarly used in 
different clause types. Consider, in connection with these points, the following English sentences. 

1. She gave at home. 
2. She gave up. 
3. She gave some pages. 
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4. She gave the book to them. 
5. She gave him the books. 
6. She gave away the books. 

Page 164

The verb 'to give' can be simply transitive, alone (# 3), with a particle (# 6), or with a prepositional ("indirect") 
object (# 4). But it can also be used with no expressed object (# 1) or with two (# 5) or with a particle (# 2). Such 
complexities as these, combined with Biblical Hebrew's status as a written language, make it difficult to draft a full 
scheme of Hebrew accusative types. Both similarities and differences in verbal government between Biblical 
Hebrew and English also complicate our task, and we will devote attention to insisting on some of the distinctions 
between the two languages. 

c 
The direct-object accusative is the recipient of a transitive verb's action. 

Both Hebrew xql and aybh are transitive, as are both English 'to take' and 'to bring.' In prose, the direct object, 

if definite, may be governed by ta. Contrast # 9 and # 10. 

Often a Hebrew transitive verb does not correspond to an English transitive that can appropriately be used in 
glossing or translating it.7 

Contrariwise, many English transitive verbs have no corresponding Hebrew transitives. 
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d 
Within the Hebrew syntactic system, a single verb may vary. Some verbs may govern either direct-object 
accusatives (nouns, # 15; or pronouns, # 16) or prepositional objects (# 17), with no appreciable difference in 
meaning.9 

7. ~yhil{a/ hwhy xQ;YIw:
~+d'a'h'-ta, 

And YHWH God took Adam.

Gen 2:15

8. ynIa;ñybih/ It brought me.
Ezek 40:2

9. A+Ks.nI-ta, %SeY:w: And he poured out his libation.
2 Kgs 16:13

10. ~h,yKes.nI %ySia;-lB; I will not pour out their libations.
Ps 16:4

11. !yIq;ñ-ta, dl,Teñw: She gave birth to Cain.8

Gen 4:1

12. Wx+t'ñP' yl;[' hm'r>mi-ypiW 
They have spoken against me with lying 
tongues (lit., opened ... a mouth of 
lying).
Ps 109:2

13. bqo[]y: %r,y<ñ-@k;B. [g:n" He touched the socket of Jacob's hip.
Gen 32:33

14. wy+r'x]a; A[r>z:B. rx;b.YIw: And he chose his offspring after him.
Deut 4:37

15. as God commanded Noah
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Thus sÌwy Piel can govern (1) a direct object whether (a) a noun (# 15) or (b) a pronoun (# 16), or (2) an object 
through the preposition l[; (# 17). The verbydÁ 'to know' can govern a direct object (# 18) or an object with l (# 
19), as can hrg 'to kill' (## 20–21) and Àrk Hiphil 'to lengthen' (## 22–23).10 

Niphal forms sometimes govern a direct object (cf. 23.2, 4). 
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e 
For some verbs, for example, ngÁ 'to touch,' ykl 'to overcome,' a pronoun may stand as a prepositional object (## 
26, 28), or as a suffixed (i.e., direct) object (## 27, 29), with no appreciable difference in meaning.11 

`x;nO-ta, ~yhil{a/ hW"ci rv,a]K; 
Gen 7:9

16. `hwhy WhW"ñci-rv,a] lkoK. all that YHWH commanded him
Gen 7:5

17. ~yhil{a/ hwhy wc;y>w:
~d'a'h'-l[; 

And YHWH God commanded Adam ... 

Gen 2:16

18. WhnEñqo rAv [d;y" An ox knows its owner.
Isa 1:3

19. y+Til.W:ail. T'[.d;ñy" hT'a; You know my folly.
Ps 69:6

20. vyai Wgr>h'ñ ~P'a;b. yKi In their anger they slew a man.
Gen 49:6

21. f[;+K'ñ-gr'h]y: lywIa/l, Resentment kills a fool.
Job 5:2

22. !A+vl' WkyrIña]T; ÅÅÅ ymi-l[; At whom ... do you stick out (lit., 
lengthen) (your) tongue?
Isa 57:4

23. WkyrIña/h, ÅÅÅ yBiG:ñ-l[;
`~t'ynI[]m;l. 

On my back ... they lengthen their 
furrows.

Ps 129:3 Qere

24. tyIB;ñh;-ta, WBs;ñn" l[;Y:ñlib.-ynEB. The wicked men surrounded the house.
Judg 19:22

25. `~N"xi ynIWmñx]L'Y(iw: They attack me without cause.
Ps 109:3

26. `%B' t[;g:ñl' to harm you
2 Sam 14:10

27. ^Wnñ[]g:n> al{ We did not harm you.
Gen 26:29

28. Al lkoy" al{ He could not overpower him.
Gen 32:26

29. wy+Til.k'y> I have overcome him.
Ps 13:5
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When a verb has different meanings or nuances according to the attached prepositional phrase, use of a suffixed 
pronoun can result in ambiguity. For example, ta zxa 'to lay hold of, to grasp' (# 30) contrasts with b zxa 'to 
hold firmly' (# 31); # 32 is ambiguous. 

f 
The effected-object accusative is the result or effect of a transitive verb's action. 

The 'vegetation' is not acted on by the verb's action (contrast ^[]r>z:-ta, [r;z>Ti 'You sow your seed,' Deut 
11:10); it rather results from the actions the verb describes. The verb and the effected object are often derived 
from the same root; such an object is called a cognate effected accusative. (As the example from Deut 11:10 
makes clear, not all cognate accusatives describe an effected object.) 
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g 
An internal accusative is an expression of the verb's action; it is usually anarthrous (i.e., without the article) and 
may follow or precede the verb. It resembles in sense both the infinitive absolute (35.3.1) and various adverbial 
accusatives (10.2.2). An internal accusative may be a cognate accusative. 

A cognate internal accusative may be used in a comparison. 

30. Atao Wzx]aYOw: They seized him.
Judg 1:6

31. wf'[e bqe[]B; tz<x,ñao Ady"w> his hand holding on to Esau's heel
Gen 25:26

32. WrQ.n:y>w: ~yTiv.lip. WhWzñx]aYOw:
wy+n"y[e-ta, 

Then the Philistines seized him(?)/held 
on to him(?) and gouged out his eyes.

Judg 16:21

33. av,D,ñ #r,a'ñh' aved>T; Let the earth produce vegetation.
Gen 1:11

34. #r,+a'ñh'-l[; !n"[' ynIn>([;B. hy"h'w> Whenever I form clouds over the 
earth ... 
Gen 9:14

35. !Wml{x]y: tAml{x] They will have dreams.
Joel 3:1

36. qr'B'ñ qArB. [O God,] flash forth lightning.
Ps 144:6

37. h+w"a]T; WWa;t.hi They craved with a craving (or, 
greedily).12

Num 11:4

38. tl;yGI @a; lgEt'w>xr;p.Ti x;roP' 
It will sprout sprouts and rejoice with 
rejoicing (i.e., bloom luxuriantly and 
rejoice greatly).
Isa 35:2

39. dx;+p'ñ Wdx]P'ñ They dreaded with dread (i.e., were 
overwhelmed with dread).
Ps 14:5

40. r+beQ'yI rAmx] tr;Wbq. He will be buried as an ass (lit., with the 
burial of an ass).
Jer 22:19
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A non-cognate internal accusative carries with it a qualifier (cf. English 'She writes a good hand'). Such an 
accusative frequently involves a verb of expression where the organ of expression is mentioned. 
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h 
A complement accusative specifies the noun associated with an intransitive verb under certain conditions. Several 
classes of verbs take a complement accusative. Verbs of fullness and want can be transitive as well as 
intransitive, for example, alem' can mean 'to fill (transitive)' in the Qal as well as 'to be full (intransitive)' in both the 
Qal and Niphal. 

Verbs of wearing, donning, or doffing clothes can take a complement. 

41. !Wtmuy> ~d'a'h†;-lK' tAmK.-~ai
~d'a'h†;-lK' tD;qup.W hL,aeñ

~+h,yle[] dqeP'yI 

If these people die a natural death (lit., 
like the death of all people) or if they 
experience a natural punishment (lit., 
there is punished upon them a 
punishment of all people) ... 
Num 16:29

42. lAdG" lAq ÅÅÅ War>q'w> And they cry out ... with a loud voice.
Ezek 8:18

43. lAq ~ykiAB #r,a'ñh'-lk'w>
lAdG" 

The whole countryside was weeping 
aloud.

2 Sam 15:23

44. `Waleñm' ~ymiD' ~k,ydey> Your hands are full of blood.
Isa 1:15

45. `~t'ao #r,a'ñh' aleM'Tiw: And the earth was full of them.
Exod 1:7

46. ~yVimix] !Wrs.x.y: yl;Wa
hV'mix] ~qiyDIC;h; 

Perhaps the fifty righteous are lacking 
five.

Gen 18:28

47. ~y[iD>r>p;c. raoy>h; #r;v'w> The Nile will teem with frogs.
Exod 7:28

48. tAl[o yTi[.b;ñf' I have more than enough ÁoÒloÖt.
Isa 1:11

49. !aCoh; ~yrIk' Wvb.l' The meadows are covered with flocks.
Ps 65:14

50. ^yd,ñg"B.vb;l. Put on your robes.
1 Kgs 22:30

51. `lyIx'ñ Wrz>a'ñ ~yliv'k.nIw> Those who stumbled are armed with 
strength.
1 Sam 2:4

52. ly+[im.K; j[;Y:ñw: And he is wearing a robe.
1 Sam 28:14

53. `ha'n>qi ly[im.K; j[;Y:ñw: And he wrapped himself in zeal as in a 
cloak.
Isa 59:17
And he, too, stripped off his robes.
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i 
The so-called "datival accusative" involves a pronominal direct object where a prepositional object (viz., a 
"dative") would be expected.13 Several instances are mentioned above in the treatment of direct-object 
accusatives; the pattern cited there for ykl and  
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ngÁ (## 26–29) also obtains for other verbs. The verb ntn takes the preposition l for nouns indicating the donnee 
(the person to whom the object is given; # 56) and sometimes pronouns (# 57), but a pronoun indicating the 
donnee can be suffixed directly to the verb (# 58). 

The verb zÁq normally takes the preposition Àel before the noun or pronoun indicating the addressee (## 59–60), 
but a pronoun indicating the addressee can be expressed with a suffixed pronoun (# 61). 

Other "datival accusatives" occur with less well documented verbs. 

10.2.2 Adverbial Accusative 

a 
In addition to the objective accusatives, verbs may govern various adverbial accusatives; these detail features of 
the verbal action (and the like), including time, place, condition, manner, and specification. Broadly speaking, 
these accusatives are adjuncts rather than complements to the verb (10.2). 

54. wyd'g"B. aWh-~G: jv;p.YIw: 
1 Sam 19:24

55. yTin>T'Ku-ta, yTij.v;ñP' I have stripped off my robe.
Cant 5:3

56. !roh]a;l. ~YIwIl.h;-ta, hT't;n"w>
wy+n"b'l.W 

And you shall give the Levites to Aaron 
and to his offspring.

Num 3:9

57. ll'v'l. ^v.p.n:-ta, ^l. yTit;n"w> I'll give to you your life as booty.
Jer 45:5

58. tyIv;ñ rymiv' ynInEñT.yI-ymi
hm'x'l.MiB; 

Oh, that he (indefinite) would give me 
(i.e., Oh that I had) thorns and briers to 
battle!
Isa 27:4

59. hwhy-la, laeWmv. q[;z>YIw: And Samuel cried to YHWH.
1 Sam 7:9

60. Wnteñr'C'mi ^yl,ñae q[;z>nIw> And we will cry to you from our troubles.
2 Chr 20:9

61. ^Wqñ['z>YIw: They cried to you.
Neh 9:28

62. `ynIveñN"ti al{ You will not be forgotten by me.
Isa 44:21

63. `ynIa'ñ ynITuñm.c; ~Acx] Did you fast for me!?
Zech 7:5

64. `ynIW©kñrl[;y(; H;Ala/ yteW[Bi The horrors of God are ranged against 
me.
Job 6:4
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b 
The accusative of place specifies a location. Ordinarily location without movement is specified by a prepositional 
phrase with b or l, but an accusative may be used. The verbs ysëb 'to dwell' (## 1–2), gwr 'to reside' (## 3–4), and 
sëkb 'to live' (# 5) are found with accusatives of place, as are verbs without specifically locational reference (## 6–
7). 
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The goal of movement (or directed activity) toward is usually marked with a preposition but may stand as an 
accusative of place. 

By analogy, the accusative is also used for the place from which one departs.17 

The constructions with local accusative (## 12, 14) and directive -aÒh (## 12, 13) are sometimes interchangeable. 
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1. lh,ah'-xt;P, bveyO aWhw> while he was sitting at the entrance to his 
tent14

Gen 18:1

2. `tyIB'ñ tb,v,ñl' that it may dwell in a shrine15

Isa 44:13

3. hl'keAa vae Wnl'ñrWky" ymi Who of us can dwell in the consuming 
fire?
Isa 33:14

4. `[r' ^r>gUy> al{ Evil cannot dwell with you.
Ps 5:5

5. tb,k,ñvo hV'ai hNEhiw>
`wyt'l{G>r>m; 

And behold, a woman lying at his feet!

Ruth 3:0

6. ~yIm;ñV'h; [m;v.Ti hT'a;w> Then hear [O God] from (i.e., in) 
heaven.16

1 Kgs 8:32

7. ~Aqm' %ybia'-tyBe vyEh] Is there room in your father's house?
Gen 24:23

8. hd,F'h; acew> Go out to the open country.
Gen 27:3

9. ![;n:ñK. #r,a,ñ WaboñY"w: And they came to the land of Canaan.
Gen 45:25

10. `aAby" hwhy rc;Aa It must come into YHWH's treasury.
Josh 6:19

11. ry[ih'-ta, Wac.y†; ~he They having left the city ... 
Gen 44:4

12. h+mol{v.li dG:YUw: ÅÅÅ ht'G:ñ %l,YEñw:
tG: ÅÅÅ y[im.vi %l;h'-yKi 

And he (Shimei) went to Gath ... and it 
was told to Solomon that Shimei had 
gone ... to Gath.
1 Kgs 2:40–41

13. !Agy"B. ytib'yfe-ta, ~T,d>r;Ahw>
`hl'Aañv. 

You will bring my gray head down to 
Sheol in sorrow.
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The local extent of a verbal action can also stand as an accusative of place. 

c 
The accusative of time specifies a time. It may refer to the time at which an action takes place. 

It may also refer to the duration of an action. 

d 
The accusative of state specifies a feature of the verb's subject or object at the time of the verbal action or in 
relation to that action. Such an accusative, be it substantive, adjective, or participle, is indefinite. It may refer to 
the subject of the clause.18 
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Gen 42:38

14. ~d'B. Atb'yfe-ta, T'd>r;Ahw>
`lAav. 

You will bring his gray head down to 
Sheol in blood.

1 Kgs 2:9

15. hl'[.m;ñl.mi hM'a; href.[, vmex]
~yI+M'ñh; Wrb.G†; 

And the waters rose to a depth of fifteen 
cubits.

Gen 7:20

16. hc'r>a;ñAtm'Aq-al{m. lPoYIw: He fell full length on the ground.
1 Sam 28:20

17. %r,D,ñ rB'd>MiB; %l;h'-aWhw>
~Ay 

He went into the desert a day's journey.

1 Kgs 19:4

18. dx'a,-~Ay hp,S'a, hT'[;
lW+av'-dy:B. 

Now, one day I will perish at Saul's 
hands.

1 Sam 27:1

19. tme hT'a; hn"V'h; This year you are going to die.
Jer 28:16

20. hx'yfiña' ~yIr;ñh\c'w> rq,boñw" br,[,ñ Evening, morning, and noon I cry out in 
distress.
Ps 55:18

21. `^yY<ñx; ymey>-lK' lk;aTo rp'['w> You will eat dust all the days of your 
life.
Gen 3:14

22. dbo[]T; ~ymiy" tv,veñ During six days you shall labor.
Exod 20:9

23. Wbv.y(e ~yBir; ~ymiy" They will live many days.
Hos 3:4

24. ynIAmd>a; !AvarIh' aceYEw: And the first one came out red.
Gen 25:25

25. !AvarI ~AYh; ytiaB'ñ I have come today as the first one.
2 Sam 19:21

26. ~Ar[' Why"ñ[.v;y> yDIb.[; %l;h' My servant Isaiah went about nude and 
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It may refer to the object of the clause.19 

e 
The accusative of state may disagree with its referent in gender or number. 

The accusative of manner describes the way in which an action is performed; it, too, is anarthrous. 
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The accusative of limitation specifies the extent to which an action is performed. 

The accusative of specification describes a feature of a noun in the absolute state; the accusative is indefinite. 
This accusative usage is similar to certain genitive patterns. 

@+xey"w> barefoot.

Isa 20:3

27. ~k,l' lAMyI ~ymiy" Tn:mov.-!b,W
rk'z"-lK' 

Every male among you, when he is 
eight days old, will be circumcised.

Gen 17:12

28. [;roZ>h;-ta, !heKoh; xq;l'w>
hl'veB. 

And the priest shall take the shoulder 
when it is boiled.

Num 6:19

29. Atao Wnd>Y:ñj;c.hi ~x' We packed it while it was still hot.
Josh 9:12

30. varo ^p.Wvy> aWh He will crush you on the head.
Gen 3:15

31. %l,m,ñ ^t.ao hwhy ynIa;ñr>hi
`~r'a]-l[; 

YHWH has pointed you out to me as 
king over Aram.

2 Kgs 8:13

32. hk,Bo ~['h'-ta, hv,mo [m;v.YIw: Moses heard the people wailing.
Num 11:10

33. yxi+l,ñ yb;y>ao-lK'-ta, t'yKiñhi Strike all my enemies on the jaw.
Ps 3:8

34. hm'Ar Wkl.t(e al{w> You will no longer walk proudly.
Mic 2:3

35. `dx'a, ~k,v. Adb.a'l. to serve him with one accord
Zeph 3:9

36. `~d'a' ynEB. WjP.v.Ti ~yrIv'yme Do you judge uprightly among people?
Ps 58:2

37. ytiyleñp.nI tAar'An I am made wonderful fearfully.
Ps 139:14

38. ~h,ybey> ynEp.li Wnp.yI @r,[oñ They turn as far as the neck (i.e., turn 
their backs) before their enemies.
Josh 7:12

39.
bh'Z"h; tArnOm.li lq'v.miW

and the weight of the lampstands of 
gold (GENITIVE) and their lamps of 
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The accusative of specification may be used in a comparison. 

Frequently the Hebrew does not permit one to decide whether the specifying substantive is an accusative, a 
genitive, or an appositive. 

10.2.3 Double Accusative 

a 
Some verbs are doubly or complexly transitive and may have more than one object associated with them. Such 
verbs are much more common in Hebrew than in English, but consider these sentences: 

1. They made him (OBJECT1) king (OBJECT2). 
2. They thought her (OBJECT1) a prophet (OBJECT2). 
3. They proved him (OBJECT1) a fool (OBJECT2). 
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As these examples suggest, complex transitivity is often associated with notions of causation and judgment, 
notions tied in Hebrew to the Piel and Hiphil stems. Many of the examples here use verbs in those stems, while 
others reflect other differences between the Hebrew and English lexica. 

b 
Let us begin with double accusatives not associated with Piel-Hiphil forms. A double accusative of direct object + 
"datival" object is found with verbs of speaking (sëÀl, Ány, sÌwy, ## 4–8) as well as with verbs of giving (ntn, zbd, ## 
9–10). The "datival" object is usually a pronoun. (In the examples below, | is used to separate the two accusatives 
when they are adjacent in the English gloss.) 

bh'z" ~h,yteronEw> gold (ACCUSATIVE)

1 Chr 28:15

40. `z[o-ysix]m(; hT'a;w> You are my refuge as to strength.
Ps 71:7

41. `~ymiy" ^ybiña'me ryBiK; 
more powerful than your father with 
regard to days (i.e., men even older 
than your father)
Job 15:10

42. A+nymiy>-dy: rjeai 
hindered of/in his right hand 
(ACCUSATIVE or GENITIVE) (i.e., left 
handed)
Judg 3:15

43. xm;q,ñ ~yais. vl{v. three measures of flour (ACCUSATIVE 
or APPOSITION)20

Gen 18:6

4. qd,c,ñ-yjeP.v.mi ynIWlña'v.yI They ask me | for just decisions.
Isa 58:2

5. WnybeñAv WnWlñaev. ~v' yKi
ryvi-yreb.DI 

For there our captors required of us | 
songs.

Ps 137:3

6. h+v'q' ~['h'-ta, %l,M,ñh; ![;Y:ñw: And the king answered the people | 
harshly (lit., a harsh thing).
1 Kgs 12:13

7. rB,DI rv,a]-lK' tae ~WEc;y>w:
ATai hwhy 

And he commanded them | all that 
YHWH spoke to him.21
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c 
Verbs of creation and appointment often govern two accusatives.22 These may be thing made + materials.
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The accusatives may also be thing made + thing remade. 

This pair may involve abstract terms. 

Verbs of appointment govern as accusatives person appointed + rank. 

Exod 34:32

8. ^W<c;m. ykinOa' rv,a] wyt'Ac.mi his commandments which I have 
commanded you
Deut 6:2

9. ynIT'ñt;n> bg<N<ñh; #r,a,ñ You gave me | the land of the Negev.
Josh 15:19

10. db,zEñ ytiao ~yhil{a/ ynId;ñb'z>
bAj 

God has presented me | with a precious 
gift.

Gen 30:20

11. ~yhil{a/ hwhy rc,yYIw:
hm'd'a]h'-!mi rp'[' ~d'a'h†;-ta, 

And YHWH God formed the man | from 
the dust of the ground.

Gen 2:7

12. `tv,xoñn> hf'[' wyl'Ke-lK' All its vessels he made of brass.
Exod 38:3

13. @s,k,ñ hf'['ñ wyd'WM[; He made its posts | of silver.
Cant 3:10

14. hn<b.Ti tAmlev. ~ynIb'a]
hwhy xB;z>mi-ta, 

Build the altar of YHWH with 
fieldstones.

Deut 27:6

15. tA+g[u Atao Wf['w> They made it (manna) | into cakes.
Num 11:8

16. ls,P,ñ Whfeñ[]Y:w: And he made it (the stolen silver) | into 
an image.
Judg 17:4

17. x;Bez>mi ~ynIb'a]h'-ta, hn<b.YIw: He built the stones | into an altar.
1 Kgs 18:32

18. `hq'd'c.AL h'b,ñv.x.Y:w: He credited it (Abraham's belief) to him 
as righteousness.
Gen 15:6

19. ~yjip.vo wyn"B'-ta, ~f,Y"ñw: He made his sons | judges.
1 Sam 8:1

20. `~[' !yciq. ynImuñyfit. al{ Do not make me | the leader of the 
people.
Isa 3:7

21. ~yviar' ~t'ao !Tea,w" And I appointed them | heads.
Deut 1:15
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Similarly, verbs of naming govern person named + name. 

d 
Some verbs govern a double accusative of direct object + means, be it instrument (## 23–25) or medium (# 26). 

With verbs of planting, the direct object is the area planted and the means is the crop. 
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e 
The double accusatives used with Piel-Hiphil verbs follow similar patterns (24.1, 27.1). In a number of cases, the 
accusatives involve the object of the causation predicate, the person acted on (by the primary subject) + the 
object of the other verbal predicate, the object acted on (by the undersubject, the person acted on). 

The double accusatives can refer to the object of the causation predicate (person or thing) + the means or 
complement of the other verbal predicate. 

22. `wf'[e Amv. War>q.YIw: And they called his name | Esau.
Gen 25:25

23. WdWcñy" Whyxiña'-ta, vyai
`~r,xeñ 

Each hunts his brother | with a net.

Mic 7:2

24. `~r,xeñ #r,a'ñh'-ta, ytiyKeñhiw> I smite the earth | with a curse.
Mal 3:24

25. #xe ~yhil{a/ ~reYOw: God shoots at them | with arrows.
Ps 64:8

26. !m,v,ñ ÅÅÅ ~yhil{a/ ^x]v'm. God anointed you ... | with oil.
Ps 45:8

27. qrefo Wh[eñJ'YIw: He planted it | with choice vines.
Isa 5:2

28. `xl;m,ñ h'[,ñr'z>YIw: He sowed it | with salt.
Judg 9:45

29. !M'h;-ta, ^l.k(ia]Y:w: He fed you | manna (lit., he caused you 
to eat manna).
Deut 8:3

30. ~yIm;ñ-j[;m. an"-ynIyqiv.h; Give me | a little water to drink.23

Judg 4:19

31. AdboK.-ta, ÅÅÅ Wna'ñr>h, He showed us ... his glory.
Deut 5:21

32. vyaih'-ta, &'a,ñr>a;w> I will show you | the man.
Judg 4:22

33. r+b'D' ~k,t.a, h['ydIñAnw> And we'll teach you | a lesson.
1 Sam 14:12

34. ~t'Aa lyxin>y: aWhw>
#r,a'ñh'-ta, 

He will cause them to inherit the land.24

Deut 3:28
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Verbs of clothing (or stripping) can govern a personal direct object + complement object.25 
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10.3 Particle ta 

a 

The particle tae is one of the most difficult grammatical morphemes in Biblical Hebrew. One set of difficulties is 

morphological: the particle tae /--tae is homonymous with tae /--ta,, the preposition 'wish,' except with 

pronominal suffixes.26 With these the particle base is ÀoÒt-/ Àet- (ytiao, ^t.ao, Atao, ~k,t.a,, ~t'ao/once 

~h,t.Aa/rarely ~h,t.a,, etc.), while the prepositional base is Àitt- (yTiai, ~k,T.ai, etc.).27 As a result of this 
similarity, the two words are sometimes confused. 

b 
The other set of difficulties is syntactic. There are two approaches to descriptions of the particle's function. (1) The 
tradition calls it the nota accusativi or "sign of the accusative" and essentially explains away the occurrences that 
do not fit this rubric.28 (2) More recent grammarians regard it as a marker of emphasis used most often with 
definite nouns in the accusative role. The apparent occurrences with the nominative are most problematic—are 
they to be denied, emended away or the like,29 or are they to be explained? The last course seems best, though 
the difficulty of the problem cannot be denied: "No single particle has given rise to more widespread and also 
mutually more contradictory discussion than this so-called nota accusativi."30 A. M. Wilson late in the nineteenth 
century concluded from his exhaustive study of all the occurrences of this  
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debated particle that it had an intensive or reflective force in some of its occurrences.31 Many grammarians have 
followed his lead.32 On such a view, ta is a weakened emphatic particle, corresponding to the English pronoun 
'self' in locutions such as 'He, himself (NOMINATIVE), kept the law and He kept the law itself (ACCUSATIVE). It 
resembles Greek autos and Latin ipse, both sometimes used for emphasis, and like them it can be omitted from 
the text without obscuring the grammar. This explanation of the particle's meaning harmonizes well with the facts 
that the particle is used in Mishnaic Hebrew as a demonstrative33 and is found almost exclusively with 
determinate nouns. 

35. rB' ~h,yleK.-ta, Wal.m;y>w: They filled their bags | with grain.
Gen 42:25

36. `~yIm'ñw" ~x,l,ñ ~leK.l.k;a]w" I supplied them | with food and water.
1 Kgs 18:13

37. `~x,l'ñ [;yBif.a; h'yn<ñAyb.a, Her poor | I will satisfy with food.
Ps 132:15

38. `WhreñJ.[;T. rd'h'w> dAbk'w> You crowned him | with glory and honor.
Ps 8:6

39. yti['m.DI %r,Y"ñr;a] I drench you | with my tears.
Isa 16:9

40. dwID'-ta, lWav' vBel.Y:w:
wyD'm; 

Saul clothed David | with his garments.

1 Sam 17:38

41. ATn>T'Ku-ta, Wjyviñp.Y:w: They stripped Joseph | of his coat.
Gen 37:23
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c 

One could argue that ta was originally a sign of the accusative with active verbs and that in the historical 
development of the language it was reinterpreted as the subject of an equivalent passive construction. So, for 
example, dr'y[i-ta, %Anx] dl;y" 'Enoch begat Irad,' is equivalent to dr'y[i-ta, %Anx]l; dleW"YIw:, 'To Enoch 
was born Irad' (Gen 4:18). This gave rise, the argument would continue, to the kind of construction known as 
ergative, in which the morphological marking of the subject of an intransitive verb is the same as the direct object 
of a transitive verb. Thus a hypothetical ergative English paraphrase of 'John moved her' would be 'her moved by 
John.' The final step, one could conclude the argument, is that even this trace of the original passive construction 
became lost. Such a development is attested in the movement from early Indo-Iranian to Hindi and Modern 
Persian.34 The reconstruction would also find support in the cognate Semitic languages,  
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where the accusative case ending is sometimes found with the subject of passive verbs, and from the lack of 
grammatical agreement between the plural subject and the singular verb. The ergative theory should be rejected 
because it does not account for the wide use of ta in other constructions in Biblical Hebrew. 

10.3.1 With the Accusative 

a 
The emphatic particle is used most often to mark the definite direct object of a transitive verb. 

In a series of definite direct objects, if the particle is used on one member Of the series it is ordinarily used on 
each (# 4); occasionally the initial Àt in a series overrides the later objects (# 5). 

Pronouns with Àt are definite. 

1. ÅÅÅ !G: ~yhil{a/ hwhy [J;YIw:
~d'a'h'-ta, ~v' ~f,Y"ñw: 

And YHWH God planted a garden ... and 
placed Adam there.

Gen 2:8

2. byvih'l. dAy lkoy"-al{w>
r+b'D' rnEb.a;-ta, 

He was not able to answer Abner.

2 Sam 3:11

3. tY:x;-ta, ~yhil{a/ f[;Y:ñw:
#r,a'ñh' 

God made the wild animals.

Gen 1:25

4. ynI[]n:K.h;-ta, WKY:w:
`yZIrIP.h;-ta,w> 

They smote the Canaanites and the 
Perizzites.

Judg 1:5

5. ynI[]n:K.h;-ta, hwhy !TeYIw:
~+d'y"B. yZIrIP.h;w> 

YHWH gave the Canaanites and the 
Perizzites into their power.

Judg 1:4

6. yTig>r;ñh' hk't.ao-~G:
`ytiyyEñx/h,Ht'Aaw> 

I would certainly have killed you by now, 
but I would have spared her.

Num 22:33

7.
~[ime hz<-ta,-~G: ~T,x.q;l.W

And if you also take this one from me ... 
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Constructions with 'all' and numbers also involve a logical determination. 

The relative marker rv,a] is governed by ta both when it is used as a pronoun (## 12–13) and when it is used to 
introduce a 'that' clause (## 14–15). 

T. Muraoka has noted that there is a statistically higher use of ta in 1 Samuel 1–8 (only 8 of 116 occurrences of 
the definite direct object lack it) than in Genesis 12–20 (22 out of 86 instances lack it).35 He could often find no 
reason for its omission; compare these examples. 

b 

The particle ta is rarely prefixed to an indefinite direct-object accusative. This anomalous use may be explained 

yn:P' 
Gen 44:29

8. xl;v.a, ymi-ta, Whom shall I send?
Isa 6:8

9. ~nIyNIT;h;-ta, ~yhil{a/ ar'b.YIw:
vp,n<ñ-lK' taew> ~y+lidoG>h;

tf,m,ñroh' hY"x;h; 

And God created the great creatures of 
the sea and every living and moving 
thing.

Gen 1:21

10. dx;a;-ta, ^T.ai an"-xq;
~yrI['N>h;me 

Take one of the servants with you.

1 Sam 9:3

11. y+tiY"mi xQ;Ti tfob'K. [b;v,ñ-ta, Accept these seven lambs from my 
hand.
Gen 21:30

12. rm;ao-rv,a] tae yli T'x.v;m'W
`^yl,ñae 

And you shall on my behalf anoint the 
one of whom I will speak to you.

1 Sam 16:3

13. AnB. Al-hf'['-rv,a] tae [d;YEñw:
`!j'Q'h; 

And he knew that which his youngest 
son had done to him.

Gen 9:24

14. tae xK;v.Ti-la;
hwhy-ta, T'p.c;ñq.hi-rv,a] 

Do not forget that you angered YHWH.

Deut 9:7

15. vybiAh-rv,a] tae Wn[.m;ñv'
@Ws-~y: yme-ta, hwhy 

We have heard that YHWH dried up the 
water of the Yam Suf.

Josh 2:10

16. `wyr'x]a; rg:s' tl,D,ñH;w> He shut the door behind him.
Gen 19:6

17. `Wrg"ñs' tl,D,ñh;-ta,w> They shut the door.
Gen 19:10
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as due to an attempt to set off accusative function. 
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c 

The particle is used far less often with other accusative nouns. Of the other objective accusatives, ta tends not 
to occur with internal accusatives but is found with complement accusatives (## 21–22) and "datival 
accusatives" (## 23–26). 

The particle is used sporadically with adverbial accusatives, of place (## 27–28), of time (## 29–30), and of 
limitation (## 31–33). 

18. ryciB'-ta, vyID;ñ ~k,l' gyFihiw>
[r;+z"-ta, gyFiy: rycib'W 

Your threshing will overtake (i.e., last 
until or overlap) grape harvest, and 
grape harvest will overtake planting.
Lev 26:5

19. vx'N"h; %v;n"-~ai hy"h'w>
vyai-ta, 

And if the snake (i.e., a snake) bit 
anyone ... 

Num 21:9

20. `@Dor>Ti vbey" vq;-ta,w> Do you pursue dry chaff?
Job 13:25

21. ~yIr;ñc.mi yTeB' Wal.m'W
bro['h,-ta, 

And the houses of the Egyptians shall 
be filled with flies.

Exod 8:17

22. hm'k.x'h;-ta, aleM'YIw: And he was filled with wisdom.
1 Kgs 7:14

23. ^yb,ñyEao-ta, yTib.y:(a'w> I shall be an enemy to your enemies.
Exod 23:22

24. dx;a;-ta, yTir>B;ñDI rb'd'h]
laer'f.yI yjeb.vi 

Have I spoken to any of the tribes of 
Israel?

2 Sam 7:7

25. ~t'Aa yj;P'v.mi yTir>B;ñdIw> I will speak my judgments to them.
Jer 1:16

26. `%t'Aa rBed;a] I will speak to you.
Ezek 3:22

27. rB'd>Mih;-ta, ^T.k.l, [d;y"
h+Z<h; ldoG"h; 

He has watched over your journey 
through this vast steppe.

Deut 2:7

28. ry[ih'-ta, Wac.y†; ~he They having left the city ... 
Gen 44:4

29. t[;b.vi tae lkea'y(e tACm;
~y+miY"h; 

Unleavened bread must be eaten for 
seven days.

Exod 13:7

30. tae hwhy ynEp.li lP;n:t.a,w"
~AYh; ~y[iB'r>a; 

I lay prostrate before YHWH forty days.
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10.3.2 Elsewhere 

a 

The particle ta is prefixed to nouns in the nominative function in both verbal and verbless clauses, usually in 
cases involving enumerations or appositions (12.1). It is also rarely used in a few other constructions. 

b 

In verbal clauses ta can mark the subject of transitive (# 1) and intransitive active (## 2–5) verbs and passive 
verbs (## 6–8). The use with transitives is extremely rare; the other two usages are more common. 

Deut 9:25

31. rf;B. tae ~T,l.m;n>W
~+k,t.l;r>[' 

You will circumcise yourselves with 
regard to the flesh of your foreskin.

Gen 17:11

32. bK;v.mi tae bkevo aWhw>
`~yIr'ñh\C'h(; 

And he was lying down for the midday 
rest.

2 Sam 4:5

33. `wyl'g>r;-ta, hl'x' He became sick in his feet.
1 Kgs 15:23

1. Wf[' al{ ÅÅÅ Wnykeñl'm.-ta,w>
+̂t,ñr'At 

Our kings ... did not follow (TRANSITIVE) 
your laws.

Neh 9:34

2. af'n"w> bADh;-ta,w> yrIa]h' ab'W
hf, 

When a lion came (INTRANSITIVE) or a 
bear and carried off a sheep ... 

1 Sam 17:34

3. rf'['-hn"mov. !miy"n>Bimi WlP.YIw:
hL,aeñ-lK'-ta, vy+ai @l,a,ñ

`lyIx'ñ-yven>a; 

And there fell (INTRANSITIVE) from 
Benjamin eighteen thousand men, all of 
them men of war.36

Judg 20:44

4. ~y+M'ñh;-la, lp;n" lz<r>B;h;-ta,w> The iron (axhead) fell (TNTRANSITIVE) 
into the water.
2 Kgs 6:5

5. rs'-al{ !n"['h, dWM[;-ta, The column of cloud did not depart 
(INTRANSITIVE).
Neh 9:19

6. dr'y[i-ta, %Anx]l; dleW"YIw: And Irad was born (PASSIVE) to 
Henoch.
Gen 4:18

7. `AnB. qx'c.yI tae Al dl,W"hiB. When his son Isaac was born (PASSIVE) 
to him ... 
Gen 21:5

8. yreb.DI-ta, hq'b.rIl. dG:YUw:
wf'[e 

The words of Esau were told (PASSIVE) 
to Rebekah.

Gen 27:42
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The existential verb hy"h' 'to be' and the two existential particles vyI 'there is' and !yae 'there is not' take ordinary 

verbal government, with a nominative subject. The verb hyh (with l 'to belong to'; ## 9–10) and both particles 

(## 11–12) have subjects, or nouns in apposition to subjects, marked with ta. 
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c 

With verbless clauses ta can be used to mark the subject (# 13) or the predicate (# 15) or both (# 17), or a noun 
in apposition to them (## 14, 16). 

d 

The two remaining uses of ta are rare. It may be used to mark a nominative absolute (sentential topic or focus 
marker; see 4.7, 8.3). 

9. W+yh.yI Al wyv'd'q\-ta, vyaiw> As for every person, his offerings 
belong to him.
Num 5:10

10. yTev.-ta,w> ~yIAGh; ynEv.-ta,
hn"yy<ñh.ti yli tAcr'a]h' 

The two nations and the two lands will 
be mine.

Ezek 35:10

11. rv'y" ^b.b'l.-ta, vyEh] Is your heart right?
2 Kgs 10:15

12. yl;ae ~k,t.a,-!yaew> You, yourselves, did not turn to me.
Hag 2:17

13. rA[P. !A[]-ta, Wnl'ñ-j[;m.h; Is the crime of Peor (SUBJECT) a little 
thing to us?
Josh 22:17

14. ~+h,me Wlk.ato-al{ rv,a] hz<w>
`Anymil. bre[o-lK' tae ÅÅÅ 

But these are those [birds] you may not 
eat of ... any kind of raven (SUBJECT 
APPOSITION).
Deut 14:12, 14

15. WnT.Ti rv,a] ~yrI['h,-lK'
hn<mov.W ~y[iB'r>a; ~YIwIl.l;

`!h,yver>g>mi-ta,w> !h,t.a, ry+[i 

All the cities you give to the Levites 
shall be forty-eight cities, them and their 
pasturelands (PREDICATE).

Num 35:7

16. ytiyair' rv,a] ~ynIP'h; hM'he
~h,yaer>m; rb'K.-rh;n>-l[;

~+t'Aaw> 

They were the faces which I had seen 
near the river Chebar, their 
appearances and they themselves 
(PREDICATE APPOSITION).

Ezek 10:22

17. WnT.Ti rv,a] ~yrI['h(, taew>
yre['-vve tae ~YIwIl.l;

jl'q.Mih; 

The towns (SUBJECT) you give the 
Levites will be the six cities of refuge 
(PREDICATE).

Num 35:6

18. hT'a;-rv,a] #r,a'ñh'-lK'-ta, As for all the land which you see, I will 
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As several examples have shown, ta can mark a noun in apposition (12.1) to a nominative; it is used at least 
once before a noun in apposition to a prepositional object. 

10.4 Aspects of the Use of l 

a 
The preposition l, like the other monographic prepositions b and k, serves a wide variety of functions (cf. 11.2.10). 
It marks location 'to, toward,' and 'at, near,' as well as  
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analogous time references; it is the preposition of transformation 'into' and belonging 'to,' and it marks purpose 
clauses ('in order to'). It can also be used in ways analogous to ta, prefixed to nouns that do not fall within its 
usual prepositional range, often nouns in enumerations or in apposition.37 

b 

Like ta,l is used to mark the definite direct object of a transitive verb (cf. 11.2.10, ## 58–60). 

It is rarely used to mark an indefinite direct object. 

c 
The subject of a verb can be marked with l; the verb may be intransitive or passive. 

hN"+n<ñT.a, ^l. ha,ro give it to you.

Gen 13:15

19. h'r,ñsiy>w: AMai hk'[]m;-ta, ~g:w>
hr'ybiG>mi 

And as for his mother Maacah, he even 
deposed her as queen mother.

1 Kgs 15:13

20. ~h,B' Wkl.h†;-al{ yt;AQxu-ta,w> And as for my decrees, they did not 
follow them.
Ezek 20:16

21. hd'bo[]B; ~h,yYEx;-ta, Wrr>m'y>w:
~t'd'bo[]-lK' tae ÅÅÅ hv'q' 

They made their lives bitter in hard 
labor ... in all their labors.

Exod 1:14

1. qx'c.yIl. ~h'r'b.a;l. rkoz>
^yd,ñb'[] laer'f.yIl.W 

Remember Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, 
your servants.38

Exod 32:13

2. `Hl' an" ap'r> Heal her, I pray.39

Num 12:13

3. ry[il' txev;l. to destroy the town40

1 Sam 23:10

4. `~ySik;m. ~Y"l; ~yIM;ñK; as the waters cover the sea41

Isa 11:9

5. f[;+K'-gr'h]y: lywIa/l(, Resentment kills a fool.
Job 5:2

6. All who pass by it will be appalled 
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A related use of l is on the last phrase in a complex noun. In # 8 the noun phrase with l is the last part of the 
subject, while in # 9 the l phrase is in apposition to a prepositional object (cf. 11.2.10, ## 62–64). 
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10.5 Directional h 

a 
Before the decipherment of the Ugaritic texts (1.3.1) grammarians supposed that the unaccented Hebrew suffix -
aÒh, signifying "direction," represented a survival of the original accusative case ending -a. Ugaritic, however, was 
found to have both an accusative case ending -a and an adverbial suffix -h like the Hebrew so-called "he-locale" 
or "directional-he" suffix.44 From this evidence it is certain that Hebrew directional he is not a survival of the old 
accusative,45 but a distinct adverbial suffix. Roughly equivalent to the English adverbial suffix '-ward,' this suffix 
denotes some meanings similar to those designated by the accusative case; it differs from that case in that it may 
occur with nouns governed by a preposition and it distinctively emphasizes the notion of direction.46 

b 
The directional he may indicate the direction toward which an action is aimed. The simplest such case of 
directional he is the word hN"heñ. 

Directional he may break up a construct chain (9.3d). 

Less often, he occurs on a prepositional phrase indicating the direction away from which an action is directed. 
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~+VoyI wyl'[' rbe[o-lk'l. (INTRANSITIVE).42

2 Chr 7:21

7. %l,M,ñl; [L;buy> !P,
`ATai rv,a] ~['h'-lk'l.W 

lest the king and all the people with him 
be swallowed up (PASSIVE)43

2 Sam 17:16

8. yref'w> tAba'h' yref' WbD>n:t.YIw:
yref'w> laer'f.yI yjeb.vi

yref'l.W tAaMeh;w> ~ypil'a]h'
`%l,M,ñh; tk,al,ñm. 

And there gave freely the heads of 
households and the heads of the tribes of 
Israel and the heads of the thousands 
and hundreds and the heads of the royal 
labor force.

1 Chr 29:6

9. yref'-~[i dywID' #[;W"YIw:
tAaMeh;w> ~ypil'a]h'

`dygIn"-lk'l. 

And David conferred with the heads of 
thousands and hundreds, with each 
leader.

1 Chr 13:1

1. ht'y>+B'ñh; ~yvin"a]h'-ta, abeh' Take these men to (my) house.
Gen 43:16

2. hm'y>m;ñV'h; an"-jB,h; Look at the heavens.
Gen 15:5

3. ~yvin"a]h'-ta, vyaih' abeY"w:
`@seAy ht'yBeñ 

The man took the men to Joseph's 
house.

Gen 43:17
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The he suffix is also used on prepositional phrases referring to a locale. 

c 
Finally, the particle can mark forward progression through time.47

 

Footnotes:  

1. On the use in poetry see, for example, D. N. Freedman, Pottery, Poetry, and Prophecy (Winona Lake, Indiana: 
Eisenbrauns, 1980) 2, 310; for data on the occurrences see Francis I. Andersen and A. Dean Forbes, "‘Prose 
Particle' Counts of the Hebrew Bible," The Word of the Lord Shall Go Forth: Essays in Honor of David Noel 
Freedman, ed. Carol L. Meyers and M. O'Connor (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983) 165–83, On the use 
of Àt in non-accusative functions see 10.3.2. On the supposed accusative use of independent pronouns in Hebrew 
(as in Ugaritic, cf. UT§ 6.4), see Mitchell Dahood, "The Independent Personal Pronoun in the Oblique Case in 
Hebrew," Catholic Biblical Quarterly 32 (1970) 86–90; "Northwest Semitic Notes on Dt. 32,20, " Biblica 54 (1973) 
405–6; "Jeremiah 5, 31 and UT 127:32, " Biblica 57 (1976) 106–8. 
2. There are large-scale patterns of word order in Hebrew verse; see M. O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure 
(Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1980). 
3. The Semitic case/function system does not line up in a straightforward way with other case systems. Consider 
the example of Koine Greek. In contrast to early Semitic, which had three cases, early Indo-European had at least 
eight cases. In Koine Greek, only four of these survive: the genitive case serves for eatlier genitive and ablative; 
the dative case for earlier dative, locative, and instrumental; the nominative and accusative continue older 
patterns. Thus, Semitic accusatives, which would variously correspond to some Greek genitives, some 
accusatives, and some datives, cannot be understood in terms of oblique cases of Koine Greek. 
4. Harald Schweizer criticizes traditional grammars for alternating the principles of classification between 
expression and content; see "Was ist ein Akkusativ? Ein Beitrag zur Grammatiktheorie," Zeitschrift für die 
Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 87 (1975) 133–45. It is worth noting that the structural sense of the accusative 
category plays a conceptual role even in studies where the term itself is eschewed, e.g., W. Gross, Die 
Pendenskonstraktion im biblischen Hebräisch (St. Ottilien: EOS, 1987); the study begins with direct objects and 
proceeds directly to time and place expressions and then other adverbial accusatives (under the awkward 
designation, "Phrases that function in the accompanying sentence as obligatory syntagms or as free 
circumstantial indications," p. 88). Perhaps such carryover is unavoidable. 
5. See John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1968) 343–50. 
6. On this hotly debated issue see T. Muraoka, "On Verb Complementation in Biblical Hebrew," Vetus 
Testamentum 29 (1979) 425–35. 
7. This fact should be borne in mind in evaluating the frequently made claims that it is somehow "better" to 
translate a Hebrew transitive with an English, and so on; such claims are hogwash and are frequently used to 
distort the work of translation. 

4. ~ybiv'Wm hwhy-tybe yleK.
hl'b,ñB'mi 

The vessels of YHWH's house are about 
to be brought back from Babylon.

Jer 27:16

5. `hv'r>xoñB; @yzI-rB;d>miB. dwId'w> And David was in the Steppe of Zif, at 
Horesh.
1 Sam 23:15

6. lc,aeñ rv,a] !a'v. tyBe-lk'w>
hn"t;ñr>c' 

and all of Beth-Shean which is near 
Zarethan

1 Kgs 4:12

7. taZOh; hQ'xuh;-ta, T'r>m;v'w>
`hm'ymiñy" ~ymiY"mi H+d'[]Aml. 

You must keep this ordinance at the 
appointed time from year to year.

Exod 13:10
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8. This clause illustrates clearly that there is no rigid barrier between transitive verbs and verbs that govern a 
prepositional object. The gloss given corresponds to the translation of the NIV; AV renders, 'She ... bare Cain.' 
The difference between the translations is a function of the difference between sixteenth- and seventeenth-
century English and twentieth-century English; it is not a matter of Hebrew at all. It must be admitted, however, 
that the verb yld, with its several quite distinct referents, presents special difficulties of its own; see 10.3.2, ## 6–7.
9. For more examples see Muraoka, "Verb Complementation," 429. He notes that "as opposed to qinneÒÀ ÀeÒt 'to be 
jealous (of sombody), to resent (humiliation brought about by somebody),' qinneÒÀ bÝ and qinneÒÀ lÝ signify 'to envy 
(somebody's success)' and 'to be zealous for (some body or some cause),' respectively." 
10. Aramaic and the Ethiopic languages often use l to mark a "direct object"; see 10.4 for more on the 
phenomenon in Hebrew as well as the treatment in Khan's paper cited in n. 26. 
11. Muraoka, "Verb Complementation," 426–27, lists the following as the more important verbs to which a 
pronominal complement may be attached either directly (as an unmodified object) or "analytically" (that is, by 
means of a particle other than Àt, that is, a preposition): baÒqaÁb 'to break into (a city and conquer it),' gaÒmal l 'to 
requite, deal out to,' daÒbaq b 'to cling to,' daÒlaq ÀahÌaçreÖ 'to chase hotly,' yaÒkoÖl l 'to prevail,' hoÖÁiÖl l 'to avail,' nilhÌam b/Áim 
'to fight,' naÒgaÁ b 'to touch,' heÒÁiÖd b 'to testify concerning,' paÒgaÁ b ito meet (with hostile intent),' heÒsÌiÖq l 'to harass,' 
raÒb Àel/ÀeÒt 'to contend,' hirpaÖ min 'to let go.' 

12. Nearly the same expression is used in Prov 21:26. 
13. Since the West Semitic languages do not regularly use a dative function, the term "dative" (derived from Latin 
grammar) is more objectionable than other case vocabulary; it has nonetheless become established among 
grammarians. On this class of suffixes see M. Bogaert, "Les suffixes verbaux non accusatifs dans le sémitique 
nord-occidental et particulièrement en hébreu," Biblica 45 (1964) 220–47. 
14. Cf. lpthÌ Àhlw in Num 11:10. It is frequently suggested that the preposition b is omitted before the words pthÌ 
'entrance' and byt 'house' by haplology, i.e., the tendency to avoid two similar sounds (here, bilabial stops) or 
syllables next to one another; see, e.g., Joüon § 126h / p. 380. (Haplology, a phonological process, should not be 
confused with haplography, a scribal process, though they may have the same effect in a written text. Haploiogy 
is best exemplified in English by the avoidance of '-lily' words, e.g., there is no adverb from 'friendly' of the form 
'friendlily.') S. R. Driver explains the phenomenon syntactically: "by custom the use of the accus[ative] to express 
rest in a place is restricted to cases in which a noun in the genitive follows"; see Notes on the Hebrew Text and 
the Topogrophy of the Books of Samuel (Oxford: Clarendon, 1913) 37 n. 2; cf., however, ## 2–3. 
15. Cf. bbyt Àbyh in Num 30:4; the b is omitted before byt lhÌm in Ruth 1:22; cf. n. 14 above. 

16. So also in 1 Kgs 8:34, 36, 39, 43, 45, 49. in the parallel text in 2 Chronicles 6, mn is supplied (vv 23, 25, 30, 
33, 35, 39; v 27 lacks mn and thus agrees with Kings). See 11.2.11 b. 
17. For other examples, see Exod 9:29, 33; Deut 14:22, cf. Jer 10:20. 
18. For the grammatical argument showing that such accusatives are not in fact appositional, see GKC § 1180 / 
p. 375. For other adjectival examples see Gen 25:8 ('old and full'), 37:35 ('mourning'); Deut 3:18 ('armed'); Josh 
1:14 ('organized for battle'). For participial examples see Num 10:25 ('serving as rearguard'); 1 Sam 19:20 
('presiding'); 1 Kgs 14:15 ('provoking to anger and anxiety'), 22:10 ('dressed'); Ezra 9:3 ('appalled'). 
19. For other examples with objects see Gen 21:9 (participle, 'laughing'), 27:6 (participle, 'talking'); 1 Kgs 11:8 
(participles,'burning incense and sacrificing'); Isa 20:4 (adjectives,'naked and barefoot'); Ps 124:3 
(adjective,'alive'). For an example with the genitive of a construct chain that is the object of a verb, see Gen 3:8 
(participle,'walking'). 
20. Carl Brockelmann at one point identifies this example as an apposition and at another as an accusative; see 
Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen (Berlin: Reuter und Reichard, 1913), 2. 214, 
267. 
21. Cf. 10.2.1d on sÌwy. 

22. With these verbs, the role of the second accusativm way be played by the object of a prepositional phrase 
with l; note the two cases in Amos 5:8; see further 11.2.10d. 
23. The English verbs 'to feed' and 'to wafer' have interesting distributional differences from the corresponding 
Hebrew verbs; in English, the latter is used only of animals, while the former can be used of humans, but only with 
an intimation of condescension. 
24. Cf. nhÌl Hophal in Job 7:3. 

25. For other acts of dressing see Gen 41:42; Isa 22:21; Ps 132:16, 18; for both dressing and stripping see Num 
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20:26, 28. The reflexive Hithpael of these verbs governs only one object (e.g., ytpsëtÌ in 1 Sam 18:4). 

26. The particle occurs ca. 10,900 times (SA/THAT). The preposition and particle are also homographic. For a 
review of object markers across the Semitic family see G. A. Khan, "Object Markers and Agreement Pronouns in 
Semitic Languages," Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 47 (1984) 468–500. 
27. For a list of some passages involving supposed "confusions" between the two bases, see A. Sperber, A 
Historical Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Leiden: Brill, 1966) 63–65. 
28. The Samaritan Pentateuch tends to add the particle along the lines of the traditional understanding; see Bruce 
K. Waltke, "The Samaritan Pentateuch and the Text of the Old Testament," New Perspectives on the Old 
Testament, ed. J. Barton Payne (Waco, Texas: Word, 1970) 212–39, esp. 221. On the other hand, Paul E. Dion 
notes that the use of Àt varies in the sectarian documents of the Second Temple period (it is much more common 
in the Damascus Document than in the Rule of the Community); the semantic range of Àt in the Damascus 
Document seems to have been simplified over against Biblical Hebrew; "The Hebrew Particle ta in the 
Paraenetic Part of the 'Damascus Document,’" Revue de Qumran 9 (1977) 197–212. In Qumranic Hebrew, Àt with 
suffixed pronouns is infrequent, continuing a trend apparent in Chronicles; see E. Qimron, The Hebrew of the 
Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986) 75–77. 

29. This is more or less the position of K. Albrecht, "ta vor dem Nominativ und beim Passiv," Zeitschrift für die 

Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 47 (1929) 274–83; J. Blau, "Zum angeblichen Gebrauch von ta vor dem 
Nominativ," Vetus Testamentum 4 (1954) 7–19; Blau, "Gibt es ein emphatisches ÀeÒt_ im Bibelhebräisch?" Vetus 
Testamentum 6 (1956) 211–12; T. Muraoka, Emphatic Words and Structures in Biblical Hebrew (Jerusalem: 
Magnes/ Leiden: Brill, 1985) 146–58; cf. GKC § 117i / p. 365. Muraoka comments: "After having exhausted all the 
possibilities imaginable, there remain a considerable number of passages for which we have no alternative but to 
suggest emendation" (p. 157); but systematic emendation is never acceptable. 
30. Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 146. It is occasionally proposed that Àt serves as a gloss-marker, for example, in 
Hag 2:5 (where the opening clause as a whole would then be taken as a gloss on the preceding verse); see M. 
Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford: Clarendon, 1985) 48–51, cf. 193. 

31. A. M. Wilson, "The Particle tae in Hebrew," Hebraica 6 (1889–90) 139–50, 212–24. There is an enclitic t (ta or 
ti) attested in Amorite and possibly in Hebrew; see C. R. Krahmalkov, "The Amorite Enclitic Particle TA/I," Journal 
of Semitic Studies 14 (1969) 201–4; Krahmalkov, "The Enclitic Particle TA/I in Hebrew," Journal of Biblical 
Literature 89 (1970) 218–19; cf. O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure, 213. 
32. This is more or less the position of Joüon § 125j / p. 370; N. Walker, "Concerning the Function of Àt," Vetus 
Testamentum 5 (1955) 314–15; P. P. Saydon, "Meanings and Uses of the Particle ta, Vetus Testamentum 14 

(1964) 192–210; John Macdonald, "The Particle ta in Classical Hebrew," Vetus Testamentum 14 (1964) 263–
75; R. Meyer, "Bemerkungen zur syntaktischen Funktion der sogenannten Nota accusativi," Wort und Geschichte: 
Festschrift für Kurt Elliger, ed. H. Gese and H.-P. Rüger (Kevelaer: Butzon und Bercker/Neukirchen-Vluyn: 
Neukirchener, 1973) 137–42; J. Hoftijzer, "Remarks Concerning the Use of the Particle Àt in Classical Hebrew," 
Oudtestamentische Studiën 14 (1965) 1–99 (though Hoftijzer is dubious about notions of emphasis and prefers a 
historical explanation, he does recognize Àt with the nominative and allows it a special role). Studies of the syntax 
of late Biblical Hebrew (especially Chronicles) recognize the emphatic use and its importance in later texts; see 
Arno Kropat, Die Syntax des Autors der Chronik verglichen mit der seiner Quellen: Ein Beitrag zur historischen 
Syntax des Hebräischen (Beiheft zur Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 16; Giessen: Töpelmann, 
1909) 2–3, cf. 33–36; Robert Polzin, Late Biblical Hebrew: Toward an Historical Typology of Biblical Hebrew 
Prose (Missoula: Scholars Press. 1976) 32–37, cf. 28–31 on the decreased use of suffixed forms of Àt in late texts.

John Macdonald observes that Àt is used with the nominative in the Classical Hebrew text known as the Samaritan 
Chronicle II, a historical account intended to follow the (Samaritan) Pentateuch. Note, for example, in this text's 
version of Josh 7:9: wsëmÁw Àt ysëby ÀrsÌ knÁn wsbw bnw lhsëmydnw mn hÀrsÌ,'The inhabitants of the land of Canaan will 
hear and will surround us in order to eradicate us from the land.' Macdonald remarks, "We now have absolute 
proof that, in the later form of Northern Israelite (Classical) Hebrew at least, ta did come in for a much wider 
range of usages than has hitherto been allowed by the great majority of commentators" (p. 275). The text 
Macdonald cites is now published by him as The Samaritan Chronicle No. II (or: Sepher Ha-Yamin) From Joshua 
to Nebuchadnezzar (Beiheft zur Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 107; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1969). 
33. On the extensive Mishnaic usage, see M. H. Segal, A Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1927) 42, 202. 
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34. See Bernard Comrie, Aspect: An Introduction to the Study of Verbal Aspect and Related Problems 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1976) 84–86. For related arguments for Hebrew see Francis I. Andersen, 
"Passive and Ergative in Hebrew," Near Eastern Studies in Honor of William Foxwell Albright, ed. H. Goedicke 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University, 1971) 1–15; and Khan, "Object Markers," 496–97. On comparable 
developments in the preterite of Eastern Neo-Aramaic dialects spoken in the same region as Persian and related 
languages, see G. Krotkoff, A Neo-Aramaic Dialect of Kurdistan (American Oriental Series 64; New Haven, 
Connecticut: American Oriental Society, 1982) 30–39, 52–55, 63; R. D. Hoberman, The Syntax and Semantics of 
Verb Morphology in Modern Aramaic: A Jewish Dialect of Iraqi Kurdistan (American Oriental Series 69; New 
Haven: American Oriental Society, 1989) 95–105; cf. Daniel Boyarin's comments in his review of Yona Sabar's 
pesëatÌ Wayehi BesëallahÌ in Maarav 3 (1982) 99–114, esp. 103–6. 

35. Muraoka does refer to a "historical development" that is "manifest" between the two sections; Emphatic 
Words, 150–51. 
36. Technically, the phrase with Àt is in apposition to the genitive Àysë. 

37. This usage is more common in later books (where Aramaic influence may be suspected); see Kropat, Syntax 
des Autors der Chronik, 4–7, cf. 53–57; Polzin, Late Biblical Hebrew, 64–69; contrast in part Muraoka, Emphatic 
Words, 120–21. 
38. For zkr with an accusative direct object of person see, e.g., Ps 9:13. 
39. For rpÀ with an accusative direct object of person see, e.g., Gen 20:17. 

40. For sëhÌt Piel with an accusative direct object of a building see Lam 2:5. 

41. For ksy Piel with an accusative direct object of water (thwm) see Ps 104:6. 
42. Note that the usage is indefinite. There is no l in the parallel in 1 Kgs 9:8, suggesting that the Chronicles use 
is a "late" addition. 
43. The construction is difficult; for a different analysis and some relevant examples, see Driver, Notes on the 
Hebrew Text and Topography of the Books of Samuel, 323–24. 
44. UT§ 8.56. 
45. There are other, phonological arguments against this explanation. 
46. The Samaritan Pentateuch tends to drop the suffix, as if modernizing; see Waltke, "Samaritan Pentateuch," 
217. For a thorough statement on the biblical use of the he suffix and the implications of its distribution, see J. 
Hoftijzer et al., A Search for Method: A Study in the Syntactic Use of the H-Locale in Classical Hebrew (Studies in 
Semitic Languages and Linguistics 12; Leiden: Brill, 1981). The contribution of Hoftijzer's study depends on his 
careful discriminations among the blocks, strata, and genres of material investigated, allowing him to suggest, for 
example, that he-locale before a rectum is a later (more advanced) construction than a free-standing noun with 
he-locale. 
47. For another example see Judg 11:40. 
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11.1 Introduction 

Page 188

a 
Prepositions are relational terms that stand before nouns and noun equivalents (including certain verb forms) and 
thereby form phrases (4.3b); prepositional phrases are used in a variety of ways. The class of prepositions is a 
closed class, that is, a more or less small and well-defined group of words, unlike, for example, the open class of 
verbs, which is both large and (in a living language) readily expanded. 

11.1.1 "Nominal" Perspective 

a 
Hebrew prepositions can be considered in a variety of perspectives. Some prepositions are derived from nouns, 
and the behavior of prepositions can be seen in terms of nominal roles or functions. In this perspective 
prepositions are taken as nouns in the adverbial accusative, governing nouns in the genitive. At least some 

11 Prepositions 

11.1 Introduction 
1.1 "Nominal"Perspective 
1.2 "Particle"Perspective 
1.3 "Semantic"Perspective 

11.2 Semantics of Simple Prepositions 

2.1 yrxa ~rxa 

2.2 la 

2.3 lca 

2.4 ta 

2.5 B 

2.6 !yB 

2.7 d[B 

2.8 ![y 

2.9 K 

2.10 l 

2.11 !m 

2.12 d[ 

2.13 l[ 

2.14 ~[ 

2.15 txT 

11.3 Compound and Complex Prepositions 
3.1 Complex Prepositions and Nouns 
3.2 Complex Prepositions as Adverbials 
3.3 Compound Prepositions 

11.4 Aspects of the Syntax of Prepositions 
4.1 Verbs with Accusative or Prepositional Objects 
4.2 Prepositions with Multiple Objects 
4.3 Supposed Ambiguity and Ellipsis 
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Hebrew prepositions in their archaic forms ended with a, the historical case ending of the acccusative, and were 
used in the construct state; the noun governed by them took the genitive case (see 9.3). Traces of such history 
can still be seen in construct forms like yrex]a; and the complex preposition ynEp.li 'to the face of' > 'before' (see 
11.3.1); the cognate languages also support this view.1 The shortening of nominal construct forms is related to 
the unstressed status of many prepositions, written as prefixes or as proclitics (with maqqeph, e.g., -l[). On this 
"nominal" view of prepositions, the close relationship of prepositional phrases and the verbs governing them is 
emphasized; like other accusative roles, the preposition is at base ad-verbial. Prepositions, nominal (and quasi-
nominal) expressions of various origins, supplement the accusative case to make more precise the relationship 
between the verb and nouns it modifies (see 10.2, 11.4.1).2 The "nominal" perspective on prepositions provides a 
limited view; a number of prepositions have no evident nominal base, and, more importantly, the prepositions as 
relational terms work differently than nouns (or any subclass of nouns).3 

11.1.2 "Particle" Perspective 
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a 
On another perspective, Hebrew prepositions belong to the large class of particles. Some prepositions also do 
duty as adverbs or conjunctions, two other groups of particles. Like many particles, some Hebrew prepositions fall 
outside the root system. In fact, the morphological complexity of prepositions deserves a separate review. It has 
three features. 

b 

The first of these involves the opposition of the simple prepositions (e.g., !mi and l[;), the compound 

prepositions, which are composed of two (or more) simple prepositions (e.g., l[;me 11.3.3), and the complex 

prepositions, made up of a preposition + a noun (e.g., dy:B. 'by, through' and %AtB. 'in the midst of'; 11.3.1).4 

c 
The second feature of this word class's complexity is the diversity of structures associated with simple 
prepositions: 

1. CÝ, the prefixed (or monographic) prepositions B., K.,l.; these are written as prefixes to nouns they 
modify. 

2. CVC, the proclitic prepositions -d[;, -l[;, -la,, -!mi; these are often joined to nouns they modify with a 
maqqeph. 

3. CVC < CVyC, !yBe. 

4. CVCVC < CVCC, e.g., lc,aeñ, tx;T;ñ. 

5. Other, e.g., yrex]a;. 

d 
The third feature of complexity is the use of variant forms, especially with suffixed pronouns. Prepositions that are 
derived from geminates show the expected doubling with a suffix (~[i, but yMi[i, -ta, but yTiai), and those which 

are in some way related to plural nouns take plural endings (-la, but yl;ae; cf. masculine d[;, l[;, tx;T;ñ, yrex]a;; 
masculine ynEyBe or feminine tAnyBe with plural suffixes). There is a further class of variant forms, an unpredictable 
group. The variants may be associated with enclitic mem (9.8), but the pattern of use of variants remains 
unexplained aside from the fact that the variants are mostly used in poetry, which is often archaic.5 

regular variant variant variant variant with regular form 
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Even the regularities in this table are misleading: long variants of K and !m are regularly used with suffixes, but 

the long form of l is found only in Aml', which is, however, used in  
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two distinct senses, 'to him' (as if lÝmoç + pronoun oç) and 'to them' (as if lÝ + pronoun hem/am). The variant long 
form is used independently only in Job (four times). 

11.1.3 "Semantic" Perspective 

a 
In the two perspectives on prepositions we have described, the words are seen, on the one hand, as essentially 
nouns in adverbial accusative roles and, on the other hand, as morphologically diverse particles. On a third 
perspective it is the semantics of prepositions that is emphasized. What is the meaning of the relation between 
the noun that the preposition governs and the clause in which the prepositional phrase occurs?6 The relation 
proceeds in two directions; consider this clause: 

To describe the prepositions' meanings, two subordinate sets of relations must be noted: (1a)Àl+ its object (a 
place) and (1b) b + its object (a time), as well as (2a) smk ÀlÀsupÁ7À/supÁ7 and (2b) smk b. Unfortunately, greater 
attention has sometimes been paid to the first set of relations than to the second. For some prepositions the first 
set of relations may be more important, but that is hardly the case for all. The tendency to focus on the preposition 
only in relation to its object has been exacerbated by recent misuse of comparative data, especially from Ugaritic. 
Despite the fact that patterns of verb + preposition + object are not as fully attested in Hebrew as we might like, 
prepositions are not to be dealt with as philological "wild cards."8 It is "the task of a dictionary to set out their often 
very complex usage patterns, above all in connection with certain verbs,"9 but it remains the work of a grammar to 
provide a framework within which a dictionary can properly be used. 

b 
The bulk of this chapter is concerned with such a framework for the most important simple prepositions (11.2). 
After a discussion of compound and complex prepositions (11.3), some syntactic features of prepositions are 
presented (11.4). 

11.2 Semantics of Simple Prepositions 

form form used 
alone

used with 
suffix

suffix with suffix

B. AmB. yes no -- WnB'ñ, etc. 

K. AmK. yes yes WhAmñK' ~h,K' ,etc. 
'like him' 

l. wml yes yes
Aml' 

~h,l', Al, etc. 'to him, 
them' 

!mi 
(yMemi?) no yes

WNM,ñmi 
~h,me,etc. 'from him, 

us' 
yNmi yes no — 

lb,B,-%l,m,ñ %m;s' 
~AYh; ~c,[,ñB. ~yIl;ñv'Wry>-la, 

`hZ<h; 

The king of Babylon leans on Jerusalem on that day.

Ezek 24:2
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a 
Prepositions are terms of relation, and their great interest is the remarkable economy with which they signify 
many different relations. The number of types of relation is quite large, though relations of place and time are of 
greatest importance, and the schemes of locational and temporal relations are the best developed. Other 
important relation types frequently signaled by prepositions include origin, instrument, agent, interest, cause, and 
goal. 

b 
Even an examination of the interrelations of only the spatial uses of Hebrew prepositions reveals the complexity of 
the system, the gaps and overlaps in the lexicon, and the various ways the relational terms are mapped onto the 
world. The spatial senses of the prepositions can refer either to position or movement. If we mark with arrows 
prepositions that chiefly describe movement and leave the others unmarked, we can map many of the spatial 
prepositions onto a simple diagram.10 

 

c 
The spatial sense or reference of a given preposition is not an absolute value, however; it is always governed by 
the verb (or predicate) of the clause and, more broadly, by the perspective from which an action is viewed.11 
Dennis G. Pardee illustrates the point: 

'He took it from the table'= [in French] il l'a pris sur la table ... Are we to assume that sur in French is
ambiguous, meaning both 'on' and 'from'? Such a claim is hardly viable, and no native speaker would accept
the general interchangeability of sur with de [as in de Paris 'from Paris'] or depuis [as in depuis le matin
'from morning on, since morning']. The explanation lies in the perspective of the speaker: English expresses
the separation caused by the act through the use of the preposition 'from', while French looks at the position
of the object before the action took place.12 

Similarly in Akkadian the preposition ina usually has the sense 'in,' but in the clause ina nasëpakim ilteqe 'he took 
(it) from the granary,' it has an ablative sense.13 
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d 
Most prepositions have a spatial sense, which it is convenient to take as basic. From this notion other senses, 
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referring to temporal and logical relations, can be seen as having developed. The role of the spatial sense should 
be qualified: usage, not etymology, decides meaning. The prepositions have distinctive meanings; although their 
semantic fields overlap, no two exhibit complete interchangeability.14 Nonetheless, because of the overlapping 
meanings, it is possible that sometimes the choice among essentially similar verb-preposition combinations was 
chiefly stylistic. 

e 
Ideally, the meanings of prepositions should be classified according to their idiomatic combinations with specific 
verbs in order to safeguard against unwarranted extensions of a preposition's meaning.15 One must not assume 
that a Hebrew speaker would have categorized its meanings according to English equivalents. However, to a 
large degree the meaning of the preposition is consistent and capturable, even with the variations due to the 
meanings of the verbs used with it. A precise and exhaustive study of Hebrew verb-prepositions pairings belongs 
in a dictionary or advanced word book, as noted earlier; for the purposes of this grammar we give a basic 
overview of most of the simple prepositions and their meanings, without inventorying the verbs associated with 
each. The student should look on the glosses used in the following examples as guides and remain open to other 
possible interpretations of the verb-preposition combinations. 

f 

Of the fifteen simple prepositions discussed here, all but two (![;y:ñ, K.) have a spatial sense. The spatial and 
temporal senses are usually noted first, and the other relevant relations thereafter.16 

11.2.1 yrex]a; ~rx;a; 

a 
This preposition is used in two forms, one apparently singular, the other, with the ending -eÖ, apparently plural. The 
singular form is also used as an adverb, the plural as a substantive. The preposition has the locational sense 
'after, behind' (# 1) and a metaphorical locational sense '(to walk) after' > '(to behave) like, after the manner of, 
according to the norm of' (# 2). The temporal sense is 'after, afterward' (## 3–4),17 and the major logical sense 
refers to interest, advantage, or disadvantage ('after, for, against'; ## 5–6). There is a derived sense, arising from 
the basic geography of the body in  
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Hebrew: just as the 'right' side (!ymiy") of the body is 'south' (!ymiy"), so the 'behind' side (rx;a;) is the far side or 
'west' (# 7).18 

1. Wnleñt.K' rx;a; dmeA[ hz<-hNEhi There he stands behind our wall.
Cant 2:9

2. ~['b.r'y" taJox; rx;a; %l,YEñw: He went after (or, walked in the manner 
of) the sins of Jeroboam.
2 Kgs 13:2

3. hL,aeñh' ~yrIb'D>h; rx;a; after these things
Gen 15:1

4. AM[ime jAl-dr,P†;hi yrex]a; after Lot's departing from him
Gen 13:14

5. `vArd>yI qAry"-lK' rx;a;w> And after every green thing he searches.
Job 39:8

6. h['ynIñhe varo ^yr,ñx]a; She (Daughter Jerusalem) wags (her) 
head at you.
2 Kgs 19:21

7.
rx;a; !aCoh;-ta, gh;n>YIw:

He drove the flock to the west (or, far) 
side of the steppe.
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11.2.2 la, 

The maqqeph is almost invariably present with this preposition. There is a long form -lea/, and it is from this that 

suffixed forms appear to derive: yl;ae, Wnyleñae, etc. The contingent locative sense ('at, by, near'; # 1) is less 
important than the senses involving movement;Àl marks a direction ('toward'; ## 2–3),19 a goal or termination 
('into'; # 4), or a limit or degree ('as far as, up to'; # 5, metaphorical). One group of logical senses is "datival" (cf. 
11.2.10d): Àl marks a simple dative ('to' the recipient of a gift or an address; ## 6–7), an ethical dative of intertest, 
advantage, or disadvantage ('for, against'; ## 8–11), and a normative dative ('in accord with'; # 12). Another group 
is comitative, the senses of accompaniment ('with'; # 13) and addition ('in addition to'; # 14); the personal 
comitative prepositions ('with someone') are tae and ~[i. The preposition Àl can also be used with a specification 
('concerning'; # 15). 
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rB'd>Mih; 
Exod 3:1

1. ~yBir; ~yIm;ñ-la, Atao Wac.m.YIw: They found him by the great waters.
Jer 41:12

2. hb'Teh;-la, wyl'ae bv'T'ñw: And it returned to him, to the ark.
Gen 8:9

3. tAxtup. ^n<ñy[e tAyh.li
hZ<h; tyIB;ñh;-la, 

that your eyes may be open toward this 
temple

1 Kgs 8:29

4. h+b'Teh;-la, ÅÅÅ aBo Go ... into the ark.
Gen 7:1

5. Hj'P'v.mi ~yIm;ñV'h;-la, [g:n"-yKi Its judgment reaches up to the skies.
Jer 51:9

6. `tpeAm Aa tAa ^yl,ñae !t;n"w> And he gives (to) you a sign or a 
wonder.
Deut 13:2

7. rm,aYOñw: wyd'b'[]-la, ar'q.YIw:
~h,ylea] 

And he called (to) his servants and he 
said to them ... 

2 Kgs 6:11

8. Avp.n:-la %l,YEñw: And he fled for his life.
1 Kgs 19:3

9. ytiynIñp'W ~+k,ylea] ynIn>hi yKi
~k,ylea] 

I am concerned for you and will turn to 
you [with favor].

Ezek 36:9

10. h+Z<h; ~['h'-la, yvip.n: !yae I have no heart for this people.
Jer 15:1

11. !Arx] l[; dA[ tAPs.li
`laer'f.yI-la, hwhy-@a; 

further adding to YHWH's anger against 
Israel

Num 32:14

12. [;+vuAhyli hwhy yPi-la, according to the word of YHWH to 
Joshua
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11.2.3 lc,aeñ 

a 
This preposition has the locational sense 'beside, next to' (## 1–2).20
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11.2.4 ta, 

a 

The base of this preposition in suffixed forms is Àitt- (e.g., yTiai), WnT'ñai, and thus it contrasts with the base of the 

particle ta,, which has the forms ÀoÒt- (e.g., ytiao, Wnt'ñao,) and Àet- (e.g., ~k,t.a,; see 10.3). The basic sense is 
comitative ('with'); it may mark accompaniment (companionship, fellowship; # 1), interest (accompaniment, literal 
or metaphorical, for the purpose of helping; ## 2–4), or the complement of verbs of dealing, speaking, and making 
(## 5–7).21 The object of Àt may also be an addition ('beside, alongside of, in addition to'; # 8). The preposition has 
a spatial sense closely related to this last ('near'; # 9); compare English 'alongside of,' as in 'There is a temple 
alongside of the palace' and 'There is a priesthood alongside of the monarchy.' The possessive can be marked 
with Àt ('have'; # 10). 

Josh 15:13

13. lkoa/l, hwhyl; Waj.x,t,-alw>
~+D'h;-la, 

Do not sin against YHWH by eating 
[meat] with the blood.

1 Sam 14:34

14. bAjw" hm'k.x' T'p.s;ñAh
`yTi[.m'ñv' rv,a] h['WmV.h;-la, 

You added wisdom-and-wealth in 
addition to the report I had heard (i.e., 
You are wiser and wealthier than I had 
heard).
1 Kgs 10:7

15. h['r'h'-la, hwhy ~x,Nñ'YIw: YHWH was grieved concerning the 
calamity.
2 Sam 24:16

1. `ylic.a, rp'AVB; [;qeATh;w> And the person who blew the trumpet is 
beside me.
Neh 4:12

2. bK;v.li h'yl,ñae [m;v'-al{w>
Hl'c.a, 

And he refused to lie (lit., he did not listen 
to her about lying) beside her.

Gen 39:10

1. %T'ai ^yn<ñb'W hT'a;w> you and your children with you
Num 18:2

2. y+mi yTiai ymi Who is on my side? Who?
2 Kgs 9:32

3. WnT'ñai hwhyw: YHWH is on our side.
Num 14:9

4. `hwhy-ta, vyai ytiynIñq' I have gotten a man with the help of 
YHWH.
Gen 4:1

5. ytiyrIB.-ta, ~yqime ynIn>hi ynIa]w: I am confirming my covenant with you.
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11.2.5 B. 

a 

This preposition, the second most common in Hebrew, occurs both in the simple form B. and in the extended form 

AmB.; the latter does not take suffixes. The diversity of the senses of B is remarkable. 

b 
Spatial senses are basic. The preposition b marks location in or at a point (# 1), on a surface (# 2), within an area 
(# 3), and amid a domain (# 4). It marks, with verbs of movement, both goals ('in, into'; # 5) and areas moved 
through (# 6). 

c 
Used temporally, b may mark an actual time in, at, or when (## 7–9). It may also mark an action simultaneous to 
that of the main verb; the simultaneous action is shown by an infinitive (36.2.2b) in a circumstantial clause.26 

~+k,T.ai 
Gen 9:9

6. tAv+q' WnT'ñai ÅÅÅ rB,DI He ... spoke harshly with us.
Gen 42:30

7. WnT'ñai wyn"P' raey" May he make his face shine toward us.
Ps 67:2

8. y+Tiai !Wf[]t; al{ Do not make [any gods to set] alongside 
of me.
Exod 20:23

9. `vd,q,ñ-ta, rv,a] ~yIN:[]c;B. in Zaanaim, which is near Qadesh22

Judg 4:11

10. `WnT'ai hm' What have we (at hand)?23

1 Sam 9:7

1. q+refo lx;n:ñB. hV'ai bh;a/Y<w: He loved a woman in Nahal Soreq.
Judg 16:4

2. rh'B' xb;z<ñ bqo[]y: xB;z>YIw: Jacob made a sacrifice on the mountain.
Gen 31:54

3. ÅÅÅ rf'b' T'l.k;a'w>
^y+r,ñ['v.-lk'B. 

You shall eat the meat ... within all your 
gates.24

Deut 12:15

4. ~yMi[;b' ^d>Aa I will chant you among the nations.
Ps 57:10

5. ~+Y"B; ~h,yrex]a; ~yaiB'h; those who went after them into the sea
Exod 14:28

6. %lehoh; hz<L'h; vyaih'-ymi
Wnteñar'q.li hd,F'B; 

Who is that man coming through the field 
to meet us?25

Gen 24:65
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d 
A variety of circumstances may be marked with b, both physical (beth comitantiæ; ## 10–12) and mental (## 13–
14); such phrases are often to be rendered in English with  
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an adverb. Both instruments (non-animates; ## 15–16)27 and agents (animates), simple (# 17; note the Niphal) 
and adversative (# 18), take b. The preposition can govern the material with which an act is performed (# 19) and 
the price (beth pretii) paid (# 20) or exchanged (# 21).28 This last use may reflect the idiom ntn b 'to effect an 
exchange by means of.'29 

7. [;+reh' bheao t[e-lk'B. A friend is one who loves at all times.
Prov 17:17

8. `~m'v. xM;yI rxea; rAdB. In (the time of) a future generation may 
their name be effaced.
Ps 109:13

9. `daom. ac'm.nI tArc'b. hr'z>[, What a help he has been in (time of) 
trouble!
Ps 46:2

10. lyIx;B. hm'y>l;ñv'Wry> aboT'w:
daom. dbeK' 

She entered Jerusalem with a very 
great caravan.

1 Kgs 10:2

11. AlAqB. !t;n" He thundered (lit., he gave [out] with his 
voice).
Ps 46:7

12. lAd+G" lAqB. ~ykiBo weeping aloud (lit., weeping in a loud 
voice)
Ezra 3:12

13. !Af+f'B. ~yIm;ñ-~T,b.a;v.W You shall draw water joyfully (lit., in joy).
Isa 12:3

14. ~ynIWnx]t;b.W Waboy" ykib.Bi
~leybiAa 

With weeping will they come, and in 
prayer I will bring them back.

Jer 31:9

15. WKy: jb,VeñB; They smite with the rod.
Mic 4:14

16. `~l'AqB. #r,a'ñh' [q;B'Tiw: The earth was shaken by the sound of 
them.
1 Kgs 1:40

17. ~d'a'B' ~d'a'h' ~D; %pevo
%+peV'yI AmD' 

Whoever sheds a human's blood, by a 
human shall his blood be shed.

Gen 9:6

18. A+B lKo dy:w> lKob; Ady" His hand (will be) against all and 
everyone's hand against him.
Gen 16:12

19. tyIB;ñh; [q;r>q;-ta, @c;y>w:
`~yviArB. tA[l.c;B. 

He overlaid the floor of the temple with 
boards of cypress.30

1 Kgs 6:15

20. ÅÅÅ hb'K'r>m, aceTew: hl,[]T;w:
A chariot was imported (lit., went up and 
out) ... for six hundred (sheqels of) 
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e 
Other circumstantial uses of b are common, too. The beth of specification serves to qualify the realm with regard 
to which the verbal action obtains (## 22–24).31 There are two closely related types: the beth of norm ('in the 
manner of'; # 25) and the estimative beth, specifying the range against which an opinion is held (cf. English 'The 
best little boy of all'; # 26).32 The beth of identity (beth essentiæ) marks the capacity in which an actor behaves 
('as, serving as, in the capacity of'; ## 27–28).33 Causal beth marks the reason or originating force of an action (# 
29); it is sometimes hard to distinguish from simple circumstantial uses.34 

f 
A group of more strictly grammatical relations remain. In noun phrases, b can mark a distributive (# 30) or a 
partitive (# 31).35 The preposition b marks the object of a  
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@s,K,ñ tAame vve silver.

1 Kgs 10:29

21. ~ykil.hoh; ~yvin"a]h' ~d;h]
~t'Avp.B. 

Isn't (this) the blood of men who went at 
the risk of their lives?

2 Sam 23:17

22. hf,[]y:-rv,a] lKomi tx;a;-l[;
`hN"heb' ajox]l; ~d'a'h' 

in any one of all the things a person 
might sin (lit., do for sinning) with regard 
to these actions
Lev 5:22

23. bAJh;-lk'b. T'x.m;f'w> You shall rejoice in all the good ... 
Deut 26:11

24. @A[B' ÅÅÅ rf'B'-lK' [r;g>YIw:
hY"x;b;W hm'heB.b;W

#r,V,ñh;-lk'b.W 

All flesh expired ... that is, birds and 
cattle and beasts and all swarmers.

Gen 7:21

25. rzE[.y: ykib.Bi hK,b.a, !Ke-l[; Thus I weep like Jazer (lit., in the 
weeping of Jazer).
Isa 16:9

26. ~yIAGB; ~Wra' 
: 

#r,a'ñB' ~Wra' 

I am exalted among the nations, I am 
exalted in the earth.

Ps 46:11

27. laeB. ÅÅÅ ~h'r'b.a;-la, ar'aew"
y+D'v; 

I appeared to Abraham ... as El 
Shaddai.

Exod 6:3

28. y+r'z>[oB. yli hwhy YHWH is with me, (serving as) my 
Helper.
Ps 118:7

29. hV'mix]B; tyxiv.t;h]
ry+[ih'-lK'-ta, 

Will you destroy the whole city 
because/on account of five?

Gen 18:28
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variety of verbs (see 10.2.1); these include verbs of extending, touching; fastening (on; # 32), striking (at), 
reaching (to), filling (with); of exercising authority over (# 33); of sense perception (especially seeing; # 34) and of 
emotion (notably trust; # 35); and of speaking (# 36). 

11.2.6 !yBe 

a 
This preposition is at base a noun meaning 'interval, space between,' though only one occurrence of the noun is 
certain. In the phrase ~yIn:ñBeh;-vyai 'man of the two intervals' (1 Sam 17:4, 23), the 'space between' is that 
between the two armies; thus the phrase means 'champion.' Singular and plural suffixed pronouns are attached to 
beÖn and beÖneÖ- respectively; plural suffixes of the first and third persons may also be attached to the less common 
beÖneÃÖt-, yielding the forms benenu/benotenu and beÖneÖhem and beÖnoÖtam. The preposition is paired 126 times in the 
phrase beÖn X uÖbeÖn Y and 30 times in the phrase beÖn X l«Y.38 It has either an inclusive sense (i.e., between or 
among a quantity of things considered as a group) or an exclusive sense (i.e., between or among two or more 
diverse things considered as over against one another). 

b 
As a one-term expression it has an inclusive sense either spatially (simple locative 'between,' # 1; manifold 
locative 'among, amid, within,' ## 2–3) or temporally (# 4). An exceptional distributive sense appears in one late 
text (# 5). 
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30. ~AyB. ~Ay day by day
2 Chr 30:21

31. `~h,yMe[;n>m;B. ~x;l.a,-lb;W And let me not eat (some) of their 
dainties.36

Ps 141:4

32. A+b-Wxl.v.Ti-la; dy"w> But you shall not lay a hand on him.
Gen 37:22

33. Wn+B'ñ lvom.Ti lAvm' Will you indeed rule over us?
Gen 37:8

34. hwhy !Ara]B; War' They looked on the ark of YHWH.
1 Sam 6:19

35. Wnymiña]y:kŸB. They will trust (in) you.37

Exod 19:9

36. ^t,ñybeB. ^T.b.viB. ~+B' T'r>B;dIw> And talk about them when you sit at 
home ... 
Deut 6:7

1. ~yrIz"G>h; !yBe rb;[' Rv,a]
`hL,aeñh' 

which passed between those pieces39

Gen 15:17

2. ay+rIp.y: ~yxia; !Be aWh yKi He thrives among (his) brothers.40

Hos 13:15

3. `tAbxor>h' !yBe yrIa] (There is) a lion within the streets!
Prov 26:13

4. !yBe ÅÅÅ Atao Wjx]v'w>
`~yIB'ñr>[;h' 

They shall slaughter it ... between the two 
evenings.41
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c 
The exclusive sense is expressed by paired phrases. The phrase beÖn X lÝY marks the expression both for 
distinction and for classes, except in certain late texts.42 Not surprisingly it occurs at least twenty-four times in 
priestly and legal texts (## 6–8).43 

James Barr classifies the uses of the common, unmarked phrase beÖn X uÖbeÖn Y as follows: (1) between places 
named with toponyms (# 9) and other physical locations (# 10); (2) motion, standing, or separation between 
persons and the like (# 11); (3) covenants and oaths (# 12) and war and peace (# 13) between persons and the 
like; (4) judgments (# 14); and (5) divisions (## 15–16). Only a few instances fall outside this scheme.44 
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Exod 12:6

5. ~ymiy" tr,f,ñ[] !ybeW every ten days
Neh 5:18

6. hm'heB.h;-!yBe ~T,l.D;b.hiw>
ha'meJ.l; hr'hoJ.h; 

You will separate between the clean 
and the unclean animals.

Lev 20:25

7. A+Tv.ail. vyai !yBe ÅÅÅ ~yQixuh; statutes valid ... between a man and 
his wife
Num 30:17

8. ~d'l. ~D'-!yBe jP'v.mi 
legal cases between blood and blood 
(i.e., between one kind of homicide 
and another)
Deut 17:8

9. `y['h' !ybeW lae-tyBe !yBe between Bethel and Ai
Gen 13:3

10. rv,a] ~yIM;ñh; !yBe lDeb.Y:w:
~yIM;ñh; !ybeW [;yqir'l' tx;T;ñmi

[;y+qir'l' l[;me rv,a] 

And he divided between the waters 
below the firmament and the waters 
above the firmament.

Gen 1:7

11. !ybeW yMi[; !yBe tdup. yTim.f;w>
+̂M,ñ[; 

I will put a distinction between my 
people and your people.

Exod 8:19

12. !ybeW ybia' !yBe ÅÅÅ tyrIB.
^y+bia' 

a treaty ... between my father and your 
father

1 Kgs 15:19

13. laer'f.yI !yBe ~Alv' yhiy>w:
`yrImoa/h' !ybeW 

And there was peace between Israel 
and the Amorites.

1 Sam 7:14

14. `^n<ñybeW ynIyBe hwhy jPov.yI May YHWH judge between me and 
you.45

Gen 16:5 Sam

15. !ybeW ameJ'h; !yBe lyDIb.h;l.
rho+J'h; 

distinguishing between the unclean and 
the clean

Lev 11:47
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The common pairing, then, can also mark distinction between classes (cf. ## 15–16), as can the beçn X lÝY pair; 
note especially ## 6 and 15. 

d 
The six suffixed beÖnoÖt- forms occur only as one-term expressions with, as expected, an inclusive sense (## 17–
18); the suffixed beÖneÖ- forms occur either in one-term phrases or in paired phrases with definite objects (## 17, 
19–20). The sense may be inclusive (# 19) or exclusive (## 17, 20).46 

11.2.7 d[;B;ñ 

a 

This preposition forms suffixed phrases with both apparently singular and plural bases (e.g., Ad[]B;, Wndeñ[]B;, Wnydeñ
[]B;); the form ynIdeñ[]B; is used alongside ydI[]B;. The locational  
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sense can be simple ('behind'; # 1) or comprehensive, referring to wherever one turns one's back ('around, about'; 
# 2). With verbs of motion, bÁd means 'away from, with the back toward,' though English perspective usually 
demands 'through' or 'over' (# 3).47 The preposition also designates interest or advantage, arising from the idea of 
protection for ('for the banefit/sake of'; # 4). This last sense rarely entails an exchanged commodity (# 5). 

16. !yBe Ht'ao !heKoh; %yrI[/h,w>
[+r' !ybeW bAj 

The priest will evaluate it for good and 
bad.

Lev 27:12

17. WnyteñAnyBe hl'a' an" yhiT.
+̂n<ñybeW WnynEñyBe 

There ought to be a sworn agreement 
between us—between us and you.

Gen 26:28

18. rv,a] hwhy t[;buv.-l[;
!ybeW dwID' !yBe ~t'nOyBe

!t'n"Ahy> 

because of the oath to YHWH between 
them, between David and Jonathan.

2 Sam 21:7

19. hD'nIl. ~yIl;ñv'Wry> ht'y>h'
`~h,ynEyBe 

Jerusalem has become an unclean 
thing among them.

Lam 1:17

20. WnnEñyBe hwhy-!t;n†; lWbg>W
!Der>Y:h;-ta, ÅÅÅ ~k,ynEybeW 

YHWH has made the Jordan a 
boundary ... between us and you.

Josh 22:25

1. ~+d'[]B; WrG>s.YIw: And they shut (the door of the tower) 
behind them.
Judg 9:51

2. Ad[]b; T'k.f;ñ T'a;-al{h] Have you not put a hedge around him?
Job 1:10

3. d[;B. lb,x,ñB; sderIATw:
!AL+x;h; 

She let them down by a rope through the 
window.

Josh 2:15
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11.2.8 ![;ñy: 

a 
This word is more often used as a conjunction than as a preposition. As a preposition with the sense 'because of,' 
it governs an infinitive construct (36.2.2b)48 more often than another nominal form (# 1). 

11.2.9 K. 

a 
This preposition is the only extremely common particle of relation that has no basic spatial or temporal sense; it 
describes comparison and correspondence ('like, as, just as'). In most cases K is used in ways comparable to 
other prepositions, but it is distinctive in two of its syntactic features: its capacity to head a noun phrase (e.g., 
[f;p,ñK. '(a distance) like/the like of a footstep,' 1 Sam 20:3) and its ability to "absorb" other prepositions (e.g., 

rh;K. 'as on the mountain,' Isa 28:21). It is because of these features that k is sometimes referred to as a 

substantive, 'the like of.' The variant form AmK. occurs alone and with suffixes, cf. hn"heñK' and ^AmñK'. In 

combination with 'sr, k forms the most common temporal conjunction in Hebrew, rv,a]K;.49 

b 

There are three facets to the basic use of K. (1) The preposition may denote agreement in quantity or measure, 
as in 'Moses is as tall as Joshua' (# 1). Related to this is the use of the preposition before approximations, as in 
'Moses is about that tall' (# 2).  
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(2) Agreement in kind is also marked with k (# 3), cf. 'Joshua is like Moses as a prophet.' In this English example, 
'as a prophet' specifies the point of comparison or tertium quid, the "third thing" in terms of which the likeness is 
proposed. The "third thing" need not be specified—it is often evident from the discourse; in poetry the point of 
comparison may be left vague in order to allow an analogy to open up, inducing the reader to engage the analogy 
and find not one but many contacts between the things compared.50 Agreement in manner or norm (cf. 'Joshua is 
a prophet in the manner of Moses') is akin to agreement in kind (## 4–7). (3) The logical outcome of comparison 
is correspondence or identity, cf. 'Moses loves Joshua as (he does) himself.' The agreement of the things 
compared is complete, insofar as the discourse is concerned (kaph veritatis; # 8). Identity constructions formed 
with k often involve a double use of k: in discourse about X, we find either kX kY or, more often, kY kX(## 9–10); 
both are used in legal materials. The second of these patterns has come into English: 'Like father, like son.' 
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4. ^d>[;B; lLeP;t.yIw> He will pray for you.
Gen 20:7

5. rv,a] lkow> rA[-d[;B. rA[
`Avp.n: d[;B. !TeyI vyail' 

Skin for skin! A person will give up 
everything for his life!

Job 2:4

1. `%yIt'ñbo[]AT-lK' ![;y:ñ because of all your abominable acts
Ezek 5:9

1. ~k,K' ~k,yle[] @seyO ÅÅÅ hwhy
~y+mi['P. @l,a,ñ 

May YHWH ... make you a thousand 
times as many as you are.

Deut 1:11
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c 
Two phenomena related to these points deserve note. First, the use of k in making a comparison absorbs other 
prepositions, as noted above.55 If we compare Y to X, we have X kY; remarkably enough, if the comparison 
involves bY, 'I-Y, mn-Y, etc., we also have simply kY(## 11–12). (The other relational term may be expressed, but 
that is less common.) Second, it is possible for the claim of identity to be vacuous, and k then serves as an 
emphatic particle (# 13); in practice it is difficult to be sure when k is strictly emphatic. 

d 
The use of k as a quasi-nominal phrasal head (## 14–15) was cited earlier;58 the English use of 'like' as a noun is 
comparable ('the like(s) of him'). This substantival k has something in common with the approximative use, since 
it tends to be vague; in rhetorical terms it serves as a "hedge," protecting the truth value of a statement from 

2. `~ynIv' rf,[,ñK. ~v' Wbv.YEñw: They lived there about ten years.
Ruth 1:4

3. bAj y[ed>yO ~yhil{aKe ~t,yyIh.yI
`[r'w" 

You will be like divine beings (in being) 
knowers of good and evil.51

Gen 3:5

4. Wnmeñl.c;B. ~d'a' hf,[]n:
Wn+teñWmd>Ki 

Let us make ÀaÒdaÒm in our image 
according to our likeness.

Gen 1:26

5. dme[o %l,M,ñh; hNEhiw>
jP'v.MiK; dWM[;h'-l[; 

There was the king standing by the 
pillar, as the custom was.

2 Kgs 11:14

6. ^+D,ñs.x;K. ~yhil{a/ ynINEñx' Have mercy on me, God, in accord with 
your unfailing love.
Ps 51:3

7. wym'yrIm.-ta,w> jb,veñ @ynIh'K. like a rod's wielding him who lifts it up
Isa 10:15

8. tm,a/ vyaiK. aWh-yKi For he is in every way an honest guy.52

Neh 7:2

9.
rkeAMK; hn<AQK; 

[Things will be as bad for ... a master as 
for his manservant,for a mistress as for 
her maid,] for a debtor as for (his) 
creditor (qwnh).53

Isa 24:2

10. xr'z>a,K' rGEK; ÅÅÅ tm'Wy tAm 
He shall be put to death ... native as 
well as sojourner.54

Lev 24:16

11. ~+r'b.d'K. ~yfib'k. W[r'w> The sheep will graze as in their own 
pastures.
Isa 5:17

12. ~AyK. t'Toñxih; AB+ fgENOh; jb,veñ
`!y"d>mi 

The rod of his oppressor you shattered 
as on the day of Midian['s defeat].56

Isa 9:3

13. j[m.Ki r+P's.mi ytem. ~t'Ayh.Bi
`HB' ~yrIg"w> 

When they were few, indeed sparse, 
and strangers there.57

Ps 105:12
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dismissal (cf. # 15). If in English we say, 'He was, like, a prophet,' we aim to protect the claim from misapplied 
definitions—if he was not precisely a prophet, then he was the like of a prophet. 
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The temporal use of k is related to its sense either as a marker of approximation ('about that time') or of 
correspondence ('at the (same) time'; # 16) and is found with the infinitive construct (# 17; 36.2.2b). 

11.2.10 l. 

a 

This preposition, like the other monographic prepositions B and K, is used in a great many ways (cf. 10.4). A 
variety of its senses are often rendered by English 'to' in its diverse meanings. Since a number of the senses of l 
are represented by the dative case in Latin or Greek or both, many grammars and dictionaries refer to, for 
example, the lamed of the ethical dative; such terminology is only acceptable if it be remembered that Hebrew 
(like English) has no distinct and interrelated set of datival functions. The long form of l, wml, is used alone (but 

only in the Book of Job) and with third-person suffixes, both singular and plural (viz., Aml' for either ~h,l' or Al). 

The negative particle al may very occasionally be written without the aleph and thus be confused with the 
preposition, either in suffixed form or prefixed to another noun.59 For l with the infinitive construct, see 36.2.3. 

The basic senses of l are spatial. The preposition may mark location in or at a point (## 1–2). With verbs of 
motion l marks the object of the motion toward (allative; # 3) and of motion to (terminative; # 4).60 Some phrases 
with l are used as allative adverbials: rAxa'l. 'backward,' hl'[.m;ñl. 'upward,' xr;z>mil. 'eastward,' ~ynIp'l. 
'forward.' 

14. hZ<h; lAdG"h; rb'D'K; hy"h.nIh]
`WhmoñK' [m;v.nIh] Aa 

Has there been anything like this great 
event? Has anything like it been heard 
of?
Deut 4:32

15. yDIg>n<l. dme[o hNEhiw>
`rb,g"ñ-haer>m;K. 

There was standing before me 
something like an appearance of a 
male.
Dan 8:15

16. ^yl,ñae xl;v.a, rx'm' t[eK'
vyai 

At this time tomorrow I will send to you 
a (certain) man ... 

1 Sam 9:16

17. hm'y>+r'ñc.mi ~r'b.a; aAbK. yhiy>w:
~yrIc.Mih; War>YIw: 

It happened when Abram entered Egypt 
that the Egyptians saw that ... 

Gen 12:14

1. `Anymiyli bv,Teñw: She sat at his right hand.
1 Kgs 2:19

2. #+bero taJ'x; xt;P,ñl; Sin is a robes at the door.
Gen 4:7

3. Wny+nIñP' AKr>d;l. vyai We have turned, each (of us), to their 
own way.
Isa 53:6

4. ry[il' aB' ~AYh; yKi Today he came to the city.
1 Sam 9:12
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c 
The temporal uses of l include a sense like the simple locational (in, at, or during a period of time; ## 5–7)61 and a 
sense like the terminative (to, by, until, or after a period of time, ## 8–11). The preposition is also used with 
temporal distributives (per or by a period of time; # 12; cf. 7.2.3b).62 

d 
Another set of relations denoted by l has a structure similar to the locational: allative spatial set. These relations 
are based on connections with regard to. The quasi-locational group includes possession (## 13–16),64 
authorship (lamed auctoris; # 17), specification (## 18–19),65 manner (# 20; the sense is often best rendered with 
adverbs in English),66 class and type (## 21–22),67 and comparison (# 23). The quasi-allative relations involve the 
goal of an action and are largely of the type sometimes called datival. The so-called indirect object of verbs of 
giving and some verbs of speaking and listening takes l (## 24–27). 
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5. ~A+Yh; x;Wrl. !G"B; %Leh;t.mi walking in the garden at (the time of) the 
cool (lit., breeze) of the day
Gen 3:8

6. br,[,ñ t[el. hn"WOh; ÅÅÅ aboT'w: The dove came ... at the time of 
evening.
Gen 8:11

7. ykinOa' h['b.vi dA[ ~ymiy"l.
ryjim.m; 

For seven more days I will cause it to 
rain.

Gen 7:4

8. rq,+Boñl; !Akn" hyEh.w< Be ready by morning.
Exod 34:2

9. rAD @l,a,ñl. to/for/unto a thousand generations
Deut 7:9

10. ~ymiy" ~yIt;n"v.li yhiy>w: It happened after two years ... 
2 Sam 13:23

11. ÅÅÅ rf'B'h;-!mi !yliy"-al{w>
`rq,Boñl; 

None of the flesh ... shall remain until 
morning.

Deut 16:4

12. @s,K,ñ tr,f,[] ^l.-!T,a, ykinOa'w>
~ymiY"l; 

I will give you ten (sheqels) of silver per 
year.63

Judg 17:10

13. aW+h-yli ^b.h'z>W ^P.s.K; Your silver and your gold are mine (lit., 
to me).
1 Kgs 20:3

14. Al ynIa]w: yli ydIAD My beloved is mine and I am his.68

Cant 2:16

15. yv;yIl. !Be ytiyaiñr' I have seen a son of Jesse.69

1 Sam 16:18

16. ry[iB' ~['b.r'y†;l. tMeh; anyone belonging to Jeroboam who 
dies in the city
1 Kgs 14:11

17. rv,a] dwId'l. hwhy db,[,ñl. [A psalm] by David, the servant of 
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The lamed of interest or (dis)advantage (dativus commodi et incommodi) marks the person for or against whom 
an action is directed (## 28–33); the term "benefactive dative" is sometimes used of this l. 
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rB,DI YHWH, which he spoke ... 70

Ps 18:1

18. ^yTi[.m;v. la[em'v.yIl.W With regard to Ishmael, I have heard 
(what) you (said).
Gen 17:20

19. `[;rol' ÅÅÅ hN"heñk' ytiyaiñr'-al{ I haven't seen anything like them ... for 
ugliness.
Gen 41:19

20. xj;b,ñl' laer'f.yIw> bv,YEw: Judah and Israel dwelt securely.
1 Kgs 5:5

21. ~k,yjeb.vil. ÅÅÅ WbC.y:t.hi Present yourselves ... according to your 
tribes.
1 Sam 10:19

22. Anymil. yrIP. hf,[oñ yrIP. #[e fruit trees (each) producing fruit 
according to its type
Gen 1:11

23. r+p'['l. qD;-rv,a] d[; until it was as fine as dust
Deut 9:21

24. `Al-!T,Ti You shall give to him.
Deut 15:14

25. ~r'b.a;l. h[or>p; ar'q.YIw: Pharaoh summoned (lit., called to) 
Abram.71

Gen 12:18

26. hwhyl; aWh %WrB' May he be pronounced blessed to 
YHWH.72

Ruth 2:20

27. ^T,v.ai lAql. T'[.m;v' yKi Because you listened to (or, heeded) 
the voice of your wife ... 
Gen 3:17

28. tybel. hT'p.s;œk.nI @sok.nI-yKi
^y+biña' 

You long for your father's house.

Gen 31:30

29. tmel. WKb.Ti--la; Do not weep for the dead (one).
Jer 22:10

30. byEAal. ~h,l' %peh'YEw: He became their enemy (lit., he turned 
against them to [become] an enemy).73

Isa 63:10

31. tAab'c. hwhyl; ~Ay yKi There is a day [prepared] for YHWH of 
Hosts.
Isa 2:12

32. t[;d;ñl' ~k,l' aAlh]
`jP'v.Mih;-ta, 

Isn't it your affair to know the customs?

Mic 3:1

33.
bh'z"w> @s,K,ñ dmox.t;-al{

You shall not desire the silver and gold 
that is on them (abandoned idols) and 
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A special variety of the lamed of interest is a use that some label dativus ethicus or "ethical dative."74 T. Muraoka 
points out that this term means that a person other than the subject or object is concerned in the matter, but "the 
hallmark of the Semitic construction is the identity of grammatical person of the subject of the verb with that of the 
pronoun suffixed to the preposition."75 Many scholars refer to this use as "reflexive": l marks the action as being of 
interest to the performer (# 32); the term "ingressive" is also used. Muraoka suggests the nomenclature 
"centripetal." He explains, "Basically it serves to convey the impression on the part of the speaker or author that 
the subject establishes his own identity, recovering or finding his own place by determinedly dissociating himself 
from his familiar surrounding."76 Perhaps reflexive and centripetal notions should be separated; the former 
rendered by'-self,' and the latter, with its notions of isolation and seclusion and its use with imperatives and in 
negative contexts, left untranslated.77 The centripetal use is found with verbs of motion (## 34–35) and in 
expressions denoting attitude of mind (## 36–37). 
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The "indirect object" lamed marks the so-called datival goal, while another sort of goal is marked by the lamed of 
purpose. The goals here include a thing made (with ÁsÃy, ntn, sÃym, etc.; ## 38–41) or used (# 42), or a person 
altered in status or even form (## 43–45, cf. # 38). 

%l' T'x.q;l'w> ~h,yle[] you shall not take (the silver and the 
gold) for yourself.
Deut 7:25

34. ~k,yleh\a'l. ~k,l' Wkl.W Get (you) to your tents.78

Josh 22:4

35. !b'l'-la, ^l.-xr;B. ~Wqw>
yxia' 

Go flee to my brother, Laban.

Gen 27:43

36. yreb.DI-la, ~k,l' Wxj.b.Ti-la;
rq,V,ñh; 

Do not trust in deceptive words.

Jer 7:4

37. anEAf ~[i y+vip.n: Hn"k.(v' tB;r;
`~Alv' 

Too long I have lived among those who 
hate peace.79

Ps 120:6

38. lAdG" yAgl. ^f.[,a,w> I will make you (into) a great nation.
Gen 12:2

39. ~yLig:l. ~yIl;ñv'Wry>-ta, yTit;n"w> I will make Jerusalem (into) a stone 
heap.
Jer 9:10

40. hd,F'h; y[il. !Arm.vo yTim.f;w> I will make Samaria (into) a ruin in the 
fields.
Mic 1:6

41. ÅÅÅ bAj [r;l' ~yrIm.aoh' yAh
~ymif' ÅÅÅ rAal. %v,xoñ ~ymif'

qAtm'l. rm; 

Woe to those who declare good evil ... 
who set (i.e., value?) darkness as 
light ... who set the bitter as sweet.

Isa 5:20

42. `hl'k.a'l. hy<h.yI ~k,l' It shall be yours as food.80

Gen 1:29

43. yvip.x'l; aceyE He shall go out as a free man.81

Exod 21:2
44. This Levite, as a priest, belongs to me.
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e 
A great many uses of l remain to be elucidated, and their diversity is considerable. 

f 
Several notable classes of possessive phrases use l. An l phrase must be used if the phrase must unambiguously 
refer to an indefinite (## 46–47). Several relevant examples are cited earlier in connection with the lameds of 
specification and of authorship; these may be reviewed: *beÒn yisçai means 'the son of Jesse' while beÒn lÝyisçai (# 15) 
means 'a son of Jesse'; note mizmoÖr lÝdaÒwid 'a psalm of David' (Ps 3:1; cf. # 17). In addition, an l phrase may be 
used (a) to avoid a three- (or more) term construct phrase (# 48), (b) where the possessor is a name (# 49), or (c) 
where the construct form would not be (sufficiently) distinctive (# 50). 
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g 
The preposition l is used to mark the topic of a verb of saying (## 51–54, cf. # 26), a use not far removed from the 
lamed of specification. It also denotes the agent of a passive verb, usually a Niphal (## 55–56);84 rarely, l governs 
the subject of a passive verb (# 57). With an active transitive verb, l can mark the object (## 58–60; see 10.4b)85 
or, very rarely, the subject (# 61). 
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!hekol. ywILeh; yli-hy"h' yKi 
Judg 17:13

45. ~yrIf'l. AmteñyfiT. You shall make them princes.
Ps 45:17

46. Hv'yail. [d;Am ymi[\n"l.W Naomi had a relative of her husband's.
Ruth 2:1 Qere

47. dwId'l. ~r'yxi hy"h' bheao yKi
`~ymiY"h;-lK' 

Hiram had been a longtime ally of 
David's.

1 Kgs 5:15

48. wyt'boa]-tybel. varo vya
`aWh 

each being the head of his fathers' 
house 82

Num 1:4

49. !roh]a;l. rv,a] vd,Qoñh; ydeg>Bi the holy garments of Aaron
Exod 39:1

50. tx;a;l. ~yIp;ñn"K. [B;r>a;w>
`~h,l' 

Each one of them had four wings.83

Ezek 1:6

51. `aWh yxia' yli-yrIm.ai Say of me, "He is my brother."
Gen 20:13

52. `aB'nI aWh tAqAxr> ~yTi[il.W He speaks prophecies about far distant 
times.
Ezek 12:27

53. %t'ao rBed;m. ynIa]
hwhy-tyBe tAQxu-lk'l. 

I am telling you of all the rules of 
YHWH's house.

Ezek 44:5
54. Sing of YHWH a new song.86
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h 
An apposition can be marked with l, be it subject (# 62),89 object (# 63), or prepositional object (# 64).

 

i 
In conclusion we turn to the so-called emphatic lamed.92 This particle must be distinguished first of all from the 
independent hypothetical particle luÖ (written Wl, alu,aWl), which introduces optative clauses ('Oh that ... !') and 
subordinate clauses of unreal and concessive force ('even if ... ').93 Further, it is strongly possible that the 

v+d'x' ryvi hwhyl; Wryviñ 
Ps 96:1, 98:1

55. Al Wnb.v;ñx.n< tAYrIk.n" aAlh] Aren't we considered foreigners by him?
Gen 31:15

56. lkol. ~yYIx;me tw<m'ñ rx;b.nIw>
tyrIaeV.h; 

Death will be chosen over life by all the 
remnant.

Jer 8:3

57. `Wnl'ñ-aP'r>nI Atr'bux]b;W Through his stripes we are healed.87

Isa 53:5

58. ~y+Bir;l' yDIb.[; qyDIc; qyDIc.y: The just one, my servant, shall adjudge 
(or, make) many righteous.
Isa 53:11

59. ^A+mñK' ^[]rel. T'b.h;a'w> You shall love your neighbor as (you 
do) yourself.
Lev 19:18

60. ry[il' txev;l. to destroy the city
1 Sam 23:10

61. %l,M,ñl; [L;buy> !P, lest the king be swallowed up 88

2 Sam 17:16

62. lr,[,ñw> ble lr,[,ñ rk'nE-!B,-lK'
y+viD'q.mi-la, aAby" al{ rf'B'
%AtB. rv,a] rk'nE-!B,-lk'l.

`laer'f.yI ynEB. 

Not one foreigner, be he 
uncircumcised of heart or 
uncircumcised of flesh (that is, not 
one foreigner who is in the midst of 
the Israelites) shall enter my temple.

Ezek 44:9

63. ~d'a' ta;m.juB. [G:yI yki Aa
am'j.yI rv,a] Ata'm.ju lkol.

[d;y" aWhw> WNM,ñmi ~l;[.n<w> H+B'
`~vea'w> 

Or if anyone touches a human 
uncleanness, that is, any 
uncleanness by which he might be 
rendered unclean, and he does so 
without knowing—when he learns, he 
is guilty.90

Lev 5:3

64. ~AYh; ^yTiñt;n> hNEhi ynIa]w:
ÅÅÅ rc'b.mi ry[il.

ykel.m;l. #r,+a'ñh'-lK'-l[;
h'yn<ñh]kol. h'yr,ñf'l. hd'Why>

`#r,a'ñh' ~[;l.W 

Today I am appointing you a fortified 
city ... over the whole land, that is, the 
kings of Judah, its princes, its priests, 
and the ordinary people.91

Jer 1:18
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emphatic or asseverative lamed is etymologically distinct from the preposition, though the Masoretes do not 
distinguish the two. Emphatic lamed stands (a) before a noun in a verbless clause (# 65),94 (b) before a verb form 
in a verbal clause (# 66),95 and (c) before vocatives (# 67).96 A different emphatic use involves other prepositions: 
l may follow another  
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preposition directly (l. bybis') or as a complement (l. ÅÅÅ !yBe, Gen 1:6), and its use in such constructions can 
also be termed emphatic. 

11.2.11 !mi 

a 

This preposition shows its canonical form !mi before the article regularly and only irregularly otherwise; otherwise, 

the nun assimilates to the following consonant, and the forms -mi or -me result. There are two long variants: yNImi, 
without suffixes, and -nM,mi, with suffixes (e.g., yNIM,ñmi). The relations that the preposition designates involve origins 
and causes. 

b 
The spatial senses of mn are both static and dynamic. The locational mn describes the place where a thing or 
person originated (# 1) or the direction where a thing is located (# 2). More basic is the ablative sense of mn, 
designating movement away from a specified beginning point (# 3); this sense underlies the designation of origin 
(cf. # 1). Aswith other prepositions, several distinct senses may be used together (# 4). 

65. bAj aWh yx; bl,k,ñl.-yKi
`tMeh; hyEr>a;h'-!mi 

Indeed a live dog is better than a dead 
lion.

Qoh 9:4

66. ynI+[eñyviAhl. hwhy YHWH, do save me!
Isa 38:20

67. h+whyB; ~yqiyDIc; WnN>r; 
:hL'hit. hw"an" ~yrIv'y>l; 

Rejoice, O you just, in YHWH; O you 
upright, praise is fitting.

Ps 33:1

1. tyBemi !c'b.ai ÅÅÅ jPov.YIw:
`~h,l'ñ 

Ibzan, who was from Bethlehem, ... 
judged.

Judg 12:8

2. ~['h' WmyfiñY"w:
rv,a] hn<x]M;h;-lK'-ta,

Abqe[]-ta,w> ry[il' !ApC.mi
ry+[il' ~Y"mi 

They positioned the army—the main 
force, which was to the north of the city, 
and its rear guard, which was to the west 
of the city.

Josh 8:13

3. ~yI+r'ñc.mi #r,a,ñme ~a'yciAhl. to bring them out of the land of Egypt
Exod 12:42

4. ~d,Q,ñmi hr'h'ñh' ~V'mi qTe[.Y:w:
lae-tybel. 

And he decamped from there to the 
mountain which is to the east of Bethel.

Gen 12:8
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c 
Temporal uses of mn vary in relation to the beginning point, which may be included ('from, on, in'; # 5) or not 
('after'; # 6). Temporal mn can also mark a block of time ('after'; # 7).97 
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d 
The ablative and locational senses of mn are similar to another group of the preposition's senses: mn marks the 
material of which something is made (# 8) or the author or authority from whom a standard or truth originated (# 
9). The cause or means of a situation is marked by mn (## 10–12), as is an agent (# 13; note the passives in ## 
12–13). With verbs of fearing and the like, it is often difficult to distinguish cause and agent (## 14–15). 

e 

5. vyDIq.y: lbeYOh; tn:V.mi-~ai
lbeYOh; rx;a;-~aiw> ÅÅÅ Wh+deñf'

Whdef' vyDIq.y: 

If someone dedicates his field from 
Jubilee Year on ... ; if, in contrast, he 
dedicates his field after Jubilee Year ... 

Lev 27:17–18

6. #y+qih'me ~Alx]K; as a dream after awaking
Ps 73:20

7. yviyliV.h; ~AYB; ~yI+m'ñYmi WnYñx;y>
WnmeñYmi 

He will revive us after two days (have 
passed, i.e., it will be) on the third day 
(that) he will raise us up.
Hos 6:2

8. ~yhil{a/ hwhy rc,YIw:
hd,F'h;tY:x;-lK' hm'd'a]h'-!mi 

YHWH God formed all the animals of 
the field from the ground.

Gen 2:19

9. ~Wqy" ymi-rb;D> ÅÅÅ W[d>y"w>
`~h,meW yNIM,ñmi 

They will know ... whose word shall 
stand, mine or theirs.

Jer 44:28

10. T'l.L;ñxi ÅÅÅ ^yn<ñA[] brme
^y+v,ñD'q.mi 

Because of (or, By) the multitude of 
your iniquities ... you have profaned 
your shrines.
Ezek 28:18

11. %l,M,ñh;me ht'y>h' al{ yKi It was not (because of) the king's will ... 
2 Sam 3:37

12. dA[ rf'B'-lK' treK'yI-al{w>
lW+BM;h; yMemi 

All flesh shall not again be cut off by the 
flood waters.

Gen 9:11

13. Hv'yaime hv'WrG> hVaiw> a woman driven out by her husband
Lev 21:7

14. a+r'yai yMimi Of whom am I afraid?
Ps 27:1

15. `wyl'ae tv,G<ñmi War>yYIw: They were afraid of drawing near to 
him.98

Exod 34:30
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The preposition has three further uses. (1) It is a partitive marker: the phrase with mn refers to part of the noun (or 
noun equivalent) after the preposition. The partition  
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may be simple ('some of'; ## 16–17) or comparative/superlative ('the better/best of,' # 18; 'the worse/worst of,' 
etc.). In negative clauses the mn phrase refers to none of or not one of the prepositional object (## 19–20); such a 
negative sense can be found in oaths and other rhetorically charged speech (# 21). 

(2) The preposition is a privative marker, that is, it marks what is missing99 or unavailable100 (## 22–23). 

(3) The preposition is a comparative marker, prefixed to a standard by which a quality is measured (and thus 
similar to some English superlatives; # 24) or to a group to which something is compared (and thus comparable to 
some English comparatives; # 25; 14.4d). 
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11.2.12 d[; 

a 

This preposition, also used as a conjunction, may be related to the noun d[;,'future, which occurs only in phrases 

16. j+qol.li ~['h'-!mi Wac.y" Some of the people went out to gather 
(it).
Exod 16:27

17. taJ'x;h; ~D;mi hZ"hiw>
x;Bez>Mih; ryqi-l[; 

He shall sprinkle some of the blood of 
the sin-offering on the side of the altar.

Lev 5:9

18. ~k,ynEdoa] ynEB.mi rv'Y"h;w> bAJh; the best and brightest of your lord's 
children
2 Kgs 10:3

19. rf'B'h;-!mi !yliy"-al{w> None of the flesh shall remain 
overnight.
Deut 16:4

20. `hm'heB.h;me tyrIk.n: aAlw> We shall cut off not one of the cattle.
1 Kgs 18:5

21. lPoyI-~ai hwhy-yx; hl'yliñx'
hc'r>a;ñ Avaro tr;[]F;mi 

Oh desecration! As YHWH lives, if even 
a single hair of his head shall fall 
earthward ... !
1 Sam 14:45

22. x;Komi Wdm.[' !ABv.x, lceB.
~y+sin" 

In the shadow of Heshbon the fugitives 
stand without strength.

Jer 48:45

23. dx;+P'ñmi ~Alv' ~h,yTeB' Their homes are safe (and) free from 
fear.
Job 21:9

24. ~ydIs'x]h;lKomi yTin>joñq' I am small in relation to (or, too small 
for) all the mercies.
Gen 32:11

25. `hb'b'r>me lWgD ÅÅÅ ydIAD My beloved ... is more attractive than 
ten thousand (other people).
Cant 5:10
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like d[,w" ~l'[ol. (Exod 15:18) and ~l'A[l. d[;l' (Ps 111:8), 'forever and ever.' Two forms of the preposition 

are used independently, d[; and the older yde[], from which the suffixed forms are composed. The basic sense of 
the preposition is allative (movement toward)-terminative (movement up to). 

b 
Some spatial uses of the preposition are static (# 1), but the sense of movement up to is usually present (# 2).101 
Temporal uses are more common and more diverse: Ád may mark the time before which an event takes place (# 
3) or until which it takes place (# 4).102 Less often, the sense is durative, referring to the time during which an 
event takes place (# 5). 

c 
The preposition also expresses measure or degree ('as much as, as far as, even to, even unto'; # 6), most often 
in the phrase daom.-d[; 'a great deal.' With a negative the preposition may take on a privative sense (# 7). 
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d 
A goal of an abstract sort may be governed by Ád (# 8), as may a focus or object of interest (# 9). 

11.2.13 l[; 

1. [;y+GIy: raW"c;-d[; It (the Euphrates) will (reach up to and) 
touch the neck(s of the Judahites).103

Isa 8:8

2. !r'x'-d[; WaboñY"w: They came as far as Haran.
Gen 11:31

3. yl;ae aAB-d[; yPi-ta, xT;p.YIw:
rq,+BoñB; 

He (God) opened my mouth before the 
coming to me [of the messenger] in the 
morning.
Ezek 33:22

4. ÅÅÅ A+l[\p'l. ~d'a' azEyE
`br,['ñ-yde[] 

Man goes out to his work (and he stays 
at it) ... until evening.

Ps 104:23

5. ynEWnz>-d[; ~AlV'h; hm'
`~yBir;h' ÅÅÅ lb,z<ñyai 

How can there be peace as long as the 
prostitution of Jezebel ... abounds?

2 Kgs 9:22

6. ycix]-d[; %tev'Q'B;-hm;W
`f['tew> tWkl.M;h; 

What is your request? Even up to half the 
kingdom it shall be granted (lit., done).

Esth 5:6

7. `dx'a,-d[; ra;v.nI al{ There remained not even one.
Judg 4:16

8. `ab'-al{ hv'l{V.h;-d[;w> 
[Even though he was a very good soldier] 
he did not attain to (the level of the elite 
force) The Three.104

2 Sam 23:19

9. !n"ABt.a, ~k,yde['w> I gave my attention to you.
Job 32:12
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a 

This preposition, also used as a conjunction, may be related to the rare noun l[; 'height' (e.g. l[' ~q;huñ rb,G<ñh; 
'the man raised on a height,' 2 Sam 23:1). The suffixed forms of the preposition are derived from the unattested 
yle[;, for example, yl;['. The relation 'at or near the top' is basic for this preposition. 

b 
Of the spatial senses, most are locational: simple locational ('upon, on, over'; ## 1–2), contingent locational ('at, 
beside, by'; # 3), or comprehensive locational ('around, about,' often with verbs of covering and protecting; # 4). 
With some verbs of motion Ál has a terminative sense ('on, to, onto'; ## 5–6). (This sense is shared by Ál and Àl; 
from it other senses of the two prepositions come to overlap by analogy. Futile is the tendency to emend the MT 
in order to eliminate some or all of these senses, although there may be cases in which the prepositions have 
been confused in the development of the text.) 
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c 
Metaphorically Ál marks a burden or duty (# 7),109 when the object feels an incumbency 'upon' herself or himself, 
as well as a rank (# 8). With psychological predicates (verbs of thinking, feeling, rejoicing, grieving, watching) Ál 
governs the object of interest ('upon, to, for, over'; ## 9–10). When the subject feels the pathos 'upon' himself or 
herself, the Ál-phrase is reflexive (# 11; cf. 11.2.10d). Advantage ('on behalf of, for the sake of') and disadvantage 
('against') are also marked with Ál (## 12–14). 

1. ^b.K'v.mi-l[; bk;v. Lie down on your bed.
2 Sam 13:5

2. `~yIm'ñV'h;-l[ ^d>Ah hn"T. (You) set your glory upon the 
heavens.105

Ps 8:2

3. `!Der>Y:h;-l[; Wdm.[' ~h,ynEv.W And the two of them stopped at the 
Jordan.106

2 Kgs 2:7

4. Wnyleñ[' Wyh' hm'Ax They were a wall about us.
1 Sam 25:16

5. hwhy ryjim.hi al{ yKi
#r,a'ñh'-l[; ~yhil{a/ 

YHWH God had not (yet) made it rain 
upon the earth.107

Gen 2:5

6. tl{[]m;b. hl,[]t;-al{w>
y+xeB.z>mi-l[; 

You shall not go up to my altar via 
steps.108

Exod 20:26

7. @s,k,ñ hr'f'ñ[] ^l. tt,l'ñ yl;['w> I would have had to give (lit., upon me 
to give) you ten (sheqels) of silver.
2 Sam 18:11

8. a+b'C'h;-l[; ÅÅÅ b['Ayw> Joab ... was over the army.
2 Sam 8:16

9. lxer' yl;[' ht'meñ Rachel died to my sorrow (lit., upon 
me).
Gen 48:7

10. %yIl;ñ[' fyfiy" He will rejoice over you.
Zeph 3:17
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d 
The preposition can mark an object of excess (cf. 'on top of that'), involving accompaniment ('with, along with, 
together with'; # 15), addition ('in addition to, to'; # 16),110 and even multiplication ('over, above'; # 17). 
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e 
The preposition may introduce a norm (the basis on which an act is performed; according to; # 18), a cause (the 
reason why an act is performed; 'because of'; # 19), or a goal (the end for which an act is performed; 'for'; # 20). It 
is difficult to distinguish norms and causes in some situations, while in others causes and goals are similar. 

f 
An oppositional sense is associated with Ál ('over against'; # 21), from which a concessive sense may be derived 
('although, despite, in spite of'; # 22). There may be a rare separative sense (# 23). 

11. y+xiWr yl;[' @Je[;t.Tiw: My spirit faints within me.
Ps 143:4

12. ^yl,ñ[' rBed;a] ykinOa'
`%l,M,ñh;-la, 

I will speak on your behalf to the king.

1 Kgs 2:18

13. ynEvi l[; h[or>P; @coq.YIw:
wy+s'yrIs' 

Pharaoh was angry with his two officers.

Gen 40:2

14. rs,a,ñn>m;l.v; hl'a' wyl'[' Shalmanezer came up against him.
2 Kgs 17:3

15. ~y+viN"h;-l[; ~yvin"a]h' WaboñY"w: Men together with women came.
Exod 35:22

16. WnyteñaJox;-lK'-l[; Wnp.s;ñy"-yKi
h['r' 

For we have added wickedness to all 
our sins.

1 Sam 12:19

17. l[; hn<v.mi hw"h'w>
`mAy mAy Wjq.l.yI-rv,a] 

And it will be twice as much as they 
gather on other days.

Exod 16:5

18. `hL,aeñh' ~yrIb'D>h;-lK' l[; in accordance with all these words111

Exod 24:8

19. hV'aih'-l[; tme ^N>hi
T'x.q;ñl'-rv,a] 

You are about to die because of the 
woman you have taken.

Gen 20:3

20. t'ar'ñB' aw>V'-hm; l[;
`~d'a'-ynEB.-lk' 

For what futility have you created all 
people!

Ps 89:48

21. ~yhil{a/ ^l.-hy<h.yI al{
`y:n"P'-l[; ~yrIxea] 

You shall not have other gods over 
against me.112
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g 
Also associated with Ál are certain relations more frequently marked by l; Ál can mark a topic (often with verbs of 
speaking; 'about, concerning'; ## 24–25) or a circumstance ('regarding, in connection with'; # 26). In late Biblical 
Hebrew Ál sometimes governs an indirect object of the sort that would be governed by l earlier (# 27).113 
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11.2.14 ~[i 

a 

This preposition has the base Áimm-, seen in suffixed forms, for example, WnM'ñ[i; the form ydIM'[i (1 c.sg.) is of 
uncertain origin. It expresses a variety of comitative relations ('with'). 

b 
The most common sense involves accompaniment (fellowship and companionship, person + person; 'with'; ## 1–
3) or addition ('with, along with, and'; # 4); Ám often marks a personal complement after verbs ('with, to,' ## 5–7; 
adversative, 'against,' # 8). The locus of psychological interest can be marked with Ám ('with, in'; ## 9–10). 

Exod 20:3

22. b+ZEk;a] yjiP'v.mi-l[; Despite my (being) right, I am 
considered a liar.
Job 34:6

23. ~yI+r'ñc.mi #r,a,ñ-l[; AtaceñB. when he went out from the land of 
Egypt
Ps 81:6

24. ^yl,ñ[' yTi[.m;ñv' ynIa]w: I have heard it said of you ... 
Gen 41:15

25. ~Alx]h; tAnV'hi l[;w> Now, about the repeating of the 
dream ... 
Gen 41:32

26. brI-l[; hn<[]t;-al{w> Do not answer in connection with a 
lawsuit.
Exod 23:2

27. bAj ~k,yle[]-~ai If it seems good to you ... 
1 Chr 13:2

1. ~yvin"a]h'w> aWh ÅÅÅ Wlk.aYOw:
AM[i-rv,a] 

They ate ... , he and the men with him.114

Gen 24:54

2. hm'a'h'-!B, vr;yyI al{ yKi
`qx'c.yI-~[i ynIB.-~[i taoZh; 

That slave woman's son will never share 
in the inheritance with my son, with 
Isaac.
Gen 21:10

3. ~AYh; hf'[' ~yhil{a/-~[iyKi
h+Z<h; 

He succeeded with (the help of) God this 
day.

1 Sam 14:45

4. ~m'yrIx/h, ~h,yre['-~[i
`[;vuAhy> 

And Joshua annihilated them along with 
their cities.
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12.1 Introduction 

a 
The various syntactic slots associated with nouns can be filled not only by single nouns and pronouns, but also by 
other, more elaborate types of noun phrases. The most common types of noun phrases in Hebrew are construct 
phrases (9.1), adjectival phrases (14.1), coordinate phrases (e.g., Art.yIw> hv,mo), and appositional phrases. This 
last group of phrases is distinctive in two ways: the various parts of each phrase are juxtaposed, and they have 
the same or similar referents.1 In the phrase !y"d>mi HheKo Ant.xo Art.yI, the three parts, each definite (13.2), 
stand side by side, and each refers to the same individual, 'Jethro, his (Moses') father-in-law, the priest of 
Midian' (Exod 3:1). An appositional phrase is thus a sequence of nouns (or noun phrases) with the same syntactic 
function and agreement and with comparable reference.2 Sometimes the term apposition is used to refer to the 
whole of an appositional phrase; we, however, use it to describe the second (and later) terms. (Appositive has the 
same meaning.) The first term we will call the leadword or head. Thus, wrty is the leadword and wntx the 
apposition (or appositive). 

b 
Appositional phrases are similar to both construct phrases and accusatives of specification; in all three phrase 
types one noun serves to determine another noun more precisely. Phrases which in English are appositional may 
correspond to Hebrew genitive phrases, for example, !Ayci tB; 'daughter Zion' (cf. 9.5.3h). In Biblical Hebrew 

when an object is made of gold, a construct phrase is generally used: bh'z" tr,j,ñ[] 'a crown of gold, a golden 

crown' (Esth 8:15, cf. Ps 21:4; 9.5.3d). But an appositional phrase may be used: bh'Z"h; ttobo[]h' yTev. 'the two 
gold cords' (Exod 39:17, cf. 2 Kgs 16:17). When gold itself is measured, the construction is appositional: 
bh'z" tAame-vve 'six hundred (units of) gold'  
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(1 Kgs 10:16). When the raw material of gold is being made (ÁsÃy) into something, an accusative of specification 
(10.2.2e) is used: b+h'z" ~ybiruK. ~yIn:ñv. t'yfiñ['w>,'You shall make two cherubs (of) gold' (Exod 25:18). Because of 
the similarity and partial overlap of these constructions, we shall be attentive to differences among them. 

c 
Like many constructions in Hebrew an appositional phrase has a head-first (regens-rectum) shape. It is 
differentiated from a construct phrase, and similar to an adjectival phrase, in that both parts of such a phrase 
remain completely distinct words and all its parts agree in definiteness and reference. Occasionally the parts of an 
appositional phrase agree in their suffixes and in their particles, for example, yrIyxib. yMi[; 'my people, my 

elect' (i.e., 'my chosen people'; Isa 43:20), laer'f.yI-l[; yMi[; 'over my people, over Israel'(i.e., 'over my people 

Israel'; 2 Sam 7:8). This agreement is not always found; see, for example, ry[ih' ~yIl;ñv'WryBi 'in Jerusalem, the 

city' (i.e., 'in the city of Jerusalem'; 2 Chr 12:13), ^r,ñkoB. ^n>Bi-taw< 'your son, your firstborn' (i.e., 'your firstborn 
son'; Exod 4:23; see also 12.3b). An appositional phrase is differentiated from an adjectival phrase in that 
substantives and adjectives have distinct sorts of reference. In an appositional phrase the parts have similar or 

12 Apposition 

12.1 Introduction 
12.2 Apposition, Similarity, and Identity 
12.3 Noun-Noun Appositional Phrases 
12.4 Pronoun-Noun Appositional Phrases 
12.5 Repetitive Apposition 
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identical reference; as the 'gold' examples show, this differentiation can be problematic.3 Another differentiation is 
even more problematic: if two nouns juxtaposed in a phrase are indefinite, is the phrase appositional or an 
accusative of specification? Since accusatives of specification may disagree in definiteness, the indefinite phrase 
is usually best taken as appositional (10.2.2e). 

d 
Before we discuss the types of apposition found in Hebrew, we may consider the matter of contrasting linguistic 
resources and translation. Both English and Hebrew use the resource of apposition, but the two languages use it 
in different ways, and we need to be aware of the contrast as we go about both grammatical analysis and 
translation. Consider the ways in which English can join 'Egypt' and 'country': 'the country of Egypt,' 'the country 
called Egypt,' 'the country Egypt,' 'Egypt, the country.' Apposition, as the last two examples show, is normal in 
English with certain types of names. The same is true in Hebrew, and thus when such a name is involved in the 
apposition, the Hebrew text can be rendered word-for-word into English, as, for example, in the case of 
aybiN"h; Why"ñ[.v;y> 'Isaiah the prophet' (Isa 39:3), !heKoh; rt'y"b.a, 'Abiathar the priest' (1 Sam 23:9), and 

tr'P. rh'N"h; 'the river, (the) Euphrates (1 Chr 5:9). 

e 
Hebrew, however, employs apposition more extensively than English. In English one does not normally juxtapose 
a substantival noun with a generic noun of material. Instead of this construction English prefers an attributive 
adjective that precedes the noun being qualified, for example, not 'the cords, the gold,' but 'the golden cords.' So 
also, instead of representing by apposition the complex of a substance noun 'tongue' and an abstract noun of 
quality 'deceitfulness,' as in hY"mir> !Avl' 'tongue, duplicity' (Ps 120:2), English convention requires 'the deceitful 

tongue,' and whereas Hebrew signifies the compound of 'famine' and 'seven years' by b['r' ~ynIv' [b;v,ñ 'seven 
years, famine' (2 Sam 24:13), English represents it by 'seven years of famine.' 
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f 
The wide use of apposition in Hebrew and the Semitic languages generally conforms with the tendency elsewhere 
within that family of languages to rely on the juxtaposition of elements. It is common in Hebrew to use a verbless 
clause (or a clause with hyy) to join one substantive (as subject) with a generic noun of class or material (as 
predicate). In such a clause the relationship between subject and predicate is not made as explicit as in a 
comparable English clause. 

Whereas Hebrew prefers to coordinate with the copula or in a verbless clause, English idiom prefers to use such 
verbs as 'consists of, contains, extends over, measures, weighs,' etc. Similarly, Hebrew, like other Semitic 
languages, tends to relate clauses by juxtaposition, the placing together of clauses, sentences, phrases without a 

1. t+x'a, hp'f' #r,a'ñh'-lk' yhiy>w: All the earth was one tongue. (The earth 
had one language.)
Gen 11:1

2. ~+h,yTev.mi ÅÅÅ rANki hy"h'w> Their feast is ... harp. (They have 
harps ... at their banquets.)
Isa 5:12

3. tA[yciq. tAlh'a]w:-rmo
^y+t,ñdog>Bi-lK' 

All your garments are myrrh, aloes, and 
cassia. (All your garments are filled with 
the fragrance of myrrh, aloes, and 
cassia.)
Ps 45:9

4. hT'v.Pih;w> bybia' hr'[oF.h;
`l[ob.GI 

The barley was ears of grain, and the flax 
was bud. (The barley had headed and 
the flax was in bloom.)
Exod 9:31

5. tAbjo ~ynIaeT. dx'a, dWDh; One basket was (had) good figs.
Jer 24:2
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logically subordinating particle, instead of by subordinating clauses, sentences, phrases by a logical particle.4 

g 
Because of such differences in strategic use of grammatical structures, the Hebrew idiom ought not to be 
rendered word-for-word into English. At best such a translation would be awkward, and at worst it would actually 
misrepresent the Hebrew. Rendering ordinary Hebrew idiom with an abnormal English convention might suggest 
to an English-speaking audience that the Hebrew writer had sought to emphasize or intensify some unlikely 
aspect of thought. The abnormal English expression 'the ox, the bronze' for tv,xoñN>h; rq'B'h; (2 Kgs 16:17) 
misrepresents the Hebrew, which is a simple apposition. Not infrequently a word-for-word translation, instead of 
faithfully representing the original text, actually distorts it. 
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12.2 Apposition, Similarity, and Identity 

a 

The most difficult point about appositional constructions is the quality of the shared reference. In Ant.xo Art.yI 
'Jethro, his father-in-law,' there is, if Moses has one wife and she has one father, complete identity between wrty 
and wntx.5 In !heKoh; rt'y"b.a, 'Abiathar the priest,' there is a limited but clear overlap: the phrase means a 

certain Abiathar—no other—and it does not claim that he was the only priest. The shared reference in -
vve bh'z" tAame is of a different sort: the unit ('six hundred') and the measured thing ('gold') jointly point to a 
certain quantity of gold.6 

b 
It is helpful to review three philosophical distinctions implicitly involved here, though we must not allow 
metaphysics to dictate grammar.7 First, Aristotle distinguishes between "matter" and "form." Every individual thing 
is said to consist both of matter and of the particular form imposed upon the physical matter that gives it its 
identity. Second, Aristotle also distinguishes between "substance" and "accidence"; substances are persons or 
things, of which accidental properties can be predicated. Names, as well as pronouns and phrases that identify a 
definite person or thing, are regarded as substantival; accidental properties involve quantity, quality, relation, 
action, place, state, etc. Thus, accidental properties qualify substantives. Third, on another view of ontology, we 
can say that particular terms are qualified by universal (or "generic" or "general") terms, that is, particular terms 
mark out particular persons or things. Terms for persons or things do not in themselves denote individuals; rather, 
they denote either a class of individuals or qualities, states, actions, etc. Some logicians further analyze universal 
terms into sortal and characterizing; sortals group persons or things into classes (e.g., 'man, woman'), while 
characterizing universals include abstract nouns, as well as verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. 
Most appositional constructions involve the juxtaposition of nouns distinct in one of these ways. Let us return to 
the three examples we began with. First, in the phrase -vv bhz twam the leadword is a term for form and the 

appositive bhz is a term for matter. Second, the name wrty can be taken as a substance and wntx as an 

accident of that substance. Third, rtyba is a particular and !hkh is a qualifying universal (or sortal). This 
approach to appositional phrases does provide a framework in which to examine the problems of shared 
reference. 

12.3 Noun-Noun Appositional Phrases 

a 
Most appositional constructions involve nouns as both leadword (or first term) and apposition (or second term), 
although pronouns may occur as the leadword. In noun-noun appositional phrases, the second term identifies or 
qualifies the first. As a result some appositional phrases closely resemble the adjectival genitives (9.5.3). 
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b 
If the leadword is a common noun, the appositive often provides further information about the subclass to which 
the leadword belongs. The pattern may involve a sortal, that is, a broad class term followed by a somewhat 
narrower term, of the same type. 

Indeed, this pattern is found with the broadest possible generic terms for people, vya and hva (cf. 9.5.3b). 

c 
The appositive term may refer to a different kind of categorization than the leadword. The appositive can refer to 
the quality or character of the leadword. 
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More commonly, the appositive, if it is semantically distinct from the leadword, refers to the material of the 
leadword; both appositives of quality and material tend to involve inanimates. 

1. ~ymil'v. ~yxib'z> sacrifices, peace-offerings (sacrifices as 
peace-offerings)
Exod 24:5

2. hl'Wtb. hr'[]n: a young girl, a virgin (a young virgin, not 
a youthful virgin)
1 Kgs 1:2

3. ~yIN:ñVih;-vl{v. glez>M;h;w> the fork, the three-prongs (the three-
pronged fork)
1 Sam 2:13

4. `~yrIBoGIh; ab'C'h;-lK' tae all of the army, the mighty men of valor 
(the entire army of fighting men)
2 Sam 10:7

5. ~yhil{a/h'-vyai r[;n:ñ a young man, a man of God
2 Kgs 8:4

6. hv,q.mi hf,[]m; product, hair-do (well-dressed hair)
Isa 3:24

7. !heKo vyai a man, a priest (a priest)
Lev 21:9

8. hn"m'l.a; hV'ai a woman, a widow (a widow)
1 Kgs 7:14

9. tAnzO ~yvin" ~yIT;ñv. two women, prostitutes (two prostitutes)
1 Kgs 3:16

10. varo ~ymif'B. spices, first (fine spices)
Exod 30:23

11. tm,a/ ~yrIm'a] words, truth (truthful words)
Prov 22:21

12. #x;l;ñ ~yIm;ñW water, distress (water as scanty as in 
drought)
1 Kgs 22:27

13. hl'[er>T; !yIy:ñ wine, reeling (wine that makes one 
stagger)
Ps 60:5

14. tv,xoñN>h; rq'B'h; oxen, bronze (bronze oxen)
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d 
The appositive of measure juxtaposes as leadword a measure, weight, or number and as appositive the 
substance measured, weighed, or counted (## 18–20) or vice versa (## 21–22).8 

e 
The appositive after a name (usually a personal name) serves to identify the bearer of the name, by office or 
relationship. 
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In cases in which the name and the identification are equally distinctive,11 the name may be used as the 
apposition; in these examples, it is presupposed that there is only one king at a time and that the river of ancient 
southwestern Asia was the longest, the Euphrates. 

f 

2 Kgs 16:17

15. #[e-lK' hr'vea] Asherah, every wood (Asherahs made 
of any kind of wood)
Deut 16:21

16. !b,a'ñ ~yrIWj rows, stones (rows of stones)
Exod 28:17

17. !v,D,ñh;w> ~yrIg"P.h; qm,[eñh'-lk'w> 
all the valley, the corpses and the ashes 
(the whole valley where dead bodies 
and ashes are thrown)
Jer 31:40

18. ~yIt;ñas'w> ÅÅÅ tl,soñ-ha's.
~yrI[of. 

a seah of flour ... and two seahs of 
barley9

2 Kgs 7:1

19. ~ynIb' hv'l{v. three sons
Gen 6:10

20. rb,D,ñ ~ymiy" tv,l{ñv. three days of pestilence
2 Sam 24:13

21. ÅÅÅ ~Ada/-ta, hK'hi-aWh
~ypil'a] tr,f,ñ[] 

he was the one who defeated (from) 
Edom ... ten thousand (men)

2 Kgs 14:7

22. `hL{Ku laer'f.yI-l[;w> over Israel, all of it10

2 Sam 2:9

23. %l,M,ñh; ~r'Ay Joram the king
2 Kgs 8:29

24. ~r'b.a; tv,aeñ yr;f'w> Sarai, Abram's wife
Gen 16:1

25. dwID' %l,M,ñh;w> the King, David (King David)
2 Sam 3:31

26. tr'P. rh'N"h; the River Euphrates
1 Chr 5:9
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In cases in which the name is an apposition and the phrase takes a preposition or ta, the particle is generally 
repeated on leadword and apposition.12 

If the name is the leadword, the particle is generally not repeated.13 

12.4 Pronoun-Noun Appositional Phrases 

a 
A pronoun may be followed by a noun in apposition.14 In the case of an independent subject pronoun after a finite 
verb, it is usual to speak of an emphatic, rather than  
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appositional, use; in # 1 the emphatic subject pronoun has its own following apposition, as increasing specificity 
balances narrative delay (cf. Gen 22:2). 

More often the apposition to an independent pronoun amplifies the subject of the verb (# 2); here, the singular 
imperative verbs are extended to apply to a larger group—note that hta, implicit in the imperatives, must be 
specified before it is amplified. 

Pronominal suffixes, be they possessive (# 3), objective (# 4–5), or prepositional (# 5), can also serve as 
leadwords to appositives; for pronoun-pronoun apposition, see 16.3.4a. 

27. qx'c.yIl. ynIb.li to my son, to Isaac (to my son Isaac)
Gen 24:4

28. bqo[]y:l. ^D>b.[;l. to your servant, to Jacob
Gen 32:19

29. lb,+h'ñ-ta, wyxia'-ta, his brother, Abel
Gen 4:2

30. AxrIy>-ta, taZOh; ry[ih'-ta, this city, Jericho
Josh 6:26

31. wy+xia' lb,h,ñ-la, to Abel, his brother
Gen 4:8

32. `^yxiña' rAxn"l. to Nahor, your brother
Gen 22:20

33. Ht'x'p.vi tyrIc.Mih; rg"h'-ta, Hagar, the Egyptian, her handmaid
Gen 16:3

34. !heKoh; hY"rIWa tae Uriah the priest
Isa 8:2

1. ñyIr;ñc.mi yMejur>x; ~he-~g: Wf[]Y:w:
`!Ke ~h,yjeh]l;B. 

The Egyptian magicians, they too 
performed (miracles) by their magical 
arts.
Exod 7:11

2. hZ<h; !Der>Y:h;-ta, rbo[] ~Wq
hZ<h; ~['h'-lk'w> hT'a; 

Cross over this Jordan, you and all the 
people.

Josh 1:2

3. vy+aih' A[boB. when he, the man, went in (when the 
man went in)
Ezek 10:3
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12.5 Repetitive Apposition 

a 

Direct repetition of a noun can serve a variety of purposes; the sense may be distributive (hn"v' hn"v' 'year by 

year,' Deut 14:22), diverse (!b,a'ñw" !b,a,ñ 'two differing weights,' Deut 25:13), or emphatic (bh'z" bh'z" 'pure gold,'2 
Kgs 25:15). Of these senses, discussed earlier (7.2.3, 7.4.1a), the last is closest to appositional use. The second 
term seems to qualify the leadword; comparable English repetitions, infrequent in writing but common in speech, 
include 'hot hot' (i.e., hot tasting rather than warm, of food) and 'long long' (i.e., almost unimaginably long).15 
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Apposition in the strict sense can also involve repetition: the appositive then repeats the leadword. 

Footnotes:  

1. In some construct phrases the first term shows no shortening or shift of stress, so the parts may also be said to 
be juxtaposed. On apposition in general see Richter, GAHG 2. 12–15. 
2. The shared case of words in apposition is apparent in Arabic. 
3. Grammarians of Arabic often do not distinguish appositional and adjectival phrases; see W. Wright, A Grammar 
of the Arabic Language (3d ed.; Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1898), 2.272-74. 
4. For a discussion of this point, with good examples, see G. B. Caird, The Language and Imagery of the Bible 
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1980) 118. 
5. For the sake of this argument, we assume that hÌoÒteÒn means 'father-in-law' in every sense. 

6. The English distinction between restrictive and nonrestrictive modifiers does not match any pattern in Hebrew 
usage. 
7. See further John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1968) 403–
5, 424–28. 
8. Similarly, if the leadword is price, the appositive is the thing valued. It may be that the leadword is to be 
understood in some rare instances, e.g., wyprsÌ [prsÌ] ... ÀrbÁ mÀwt Àmh, 'He broke [a breaking] ... four hundred 
cubits' (2 Kgs 14:13). 

4. dl,Y<ñh;-ta, Whaeñr>Tiw: And she saw him, the baby (saw the 
baby).
Exod 2:6

5. `[g:N"ñh; AB-rv,a] tae WNp,ñr>f.Ti 
You must burn it (the garment), that 
which is in it, the plague. (You must burn 
the plague in it.)
Lev 13:57

1. hh'bog> hh'boG> WrB.d;T. Do not ... talk so proudly.
1 Sam 2:3

2. `WNa,ñc'm.yI ymi qmo['w> Deep, deep (i.e., very deep), who can 
discern it?
Qoh 7:24

3. ^y+biña' yhel{a/ laeh' ykinOa' I am God, the god of your forebear.16

Gen 46:3

4. ~y+lidoG>h; troaoM.h; ynEv.-ta,
ÅÅÅ ldoG"h; rAaM'h;-ta,
!joQ'h; rAaM'h;-ta,w> 

the two great lights, the greater light ... 
and the lesser light

Gen 1:16
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9. Cf. Ruth 2:17. 
10. The Arabic cognate of kol, kull is "often placed after the definite noun which [it otherwise] might govern in the 
genitive, in which case a pronominal suffix is appended"; see Wright, Arabic Language, 2. 278. See also J. A. 
Fitzmyer, "The Syntax of lk, alk, 'All,' in Aramaic Texts from Egypt and in Biblical Aramaic," Biblica 38 (1957) 
170–84; rpt. in his A Wandering Aramean (Missoula: Scholars Press, 1979) 205–17. 
11. Not unique. The relative degree of distinctiveness is a matter of context, not metaphysics. 
12. There are exceptions, e.g., Gen 24:12, 1 Sam 25:19, and the expressions Ámy (Ámk, etc.) ysÃrÀl. See 12.1c. 

13. On preposition override, see 11.4.2. 
14. Carl Brockelmann argues that pronouns can occur in apposition to nouns. In fact, only one of his examples is 
compellingly so understood: sçtym- ÀnhÌnw 'the two (of) us' (1 Kgs 3:18); see Hebräische Syntax (Neukirchen: 
Neukirchener Verlag, 1956) 63. 
15. The repetition of the trisagion (the seraphs' prayer in Isa 6:3) is similarly emphatic. On the suggestion that it 
means 'The Holy One, the Holy One, the Holy One is the Lord of Hosts,' see Baruch A. Levine, "The Language of 
Holiness: Perceptions of the Sacred in the Hebrew Bible," Backgrounds for the Bible, ed. M. O'Connor and D. N. 
Freedman (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1987) 241–55, at 253. 
16. Cf. Exod 3:6. 
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13.1 Deixis 

a 
Many aspects of the way a clause refers to the world are handled by pointers. Using pointers, it is possible for 
speaker and hearer to situate an utterance without explicitly mentioning all characterizing features. The pointing 
words are mostly pronouns and various adverbial expressions; all such grammatical expressions compose a 
system of deixis, the Greek word for pointing. The personal pronouns are deictics: the first-person singular 
pronoun points to the speaker (the plural points to a group the speaker belongs to), the second-person singular 
points to the hearer, and third-person pronouns point to anything or anyone else. Most other pronouns are also 
deictics, be they demonstrative (e.g., 'this book'), interrogative (e.g., 'who are you?'), indefinite (e.g., 'whoever he 
sends, goes'), or relative (e.g., 'The book that/which I read is good'). Hebrew uses relatively few deictic adverbial 
expressions; !Ke 'thus(ly)'is the most common. In the following chapters we deal with the pronominal system of 
Hebrew (Chaps. 16–19), as well as the closely related topics of adjectives and numerals (Chaps. 14–15); in this 
chapter we deal with one of the most basic features of deixis, the definiteness: indefiniteness opposition. With the 
pronouns this opposition is straightforward: the first- and second-person pronouns are always definite; the third-
person pronouns must be specified to be definite. As we shall see, the opposition is frequently complex, and 
significant differences between Biblical Hebrew and English may be observed. 
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13.2 Definiteness : Indefiniteness 

a 
In English and other European languages the basic opposition of definite : indefinite is correlated with a pair of 
articles, English 'the : a, an,' French 'le/la : un/une,' German 'der/die/das : ein/eine.' Two features of the English 
pair are noteworthy. First, the definite article 'the' begins with a sound that is used initially only in other deictic and 
similar words: 'this, that, then, their,' etc. Second, the indefinite article is a reduced form of the word 'one'; the 
original -n is preserved before a vowel ('an eye'), otherwise dropped.1 The articles are not always used in English 
to mark definites or indefinites. Nouns in some syntactic structures are inherently definite (e.g., 'I went home') or 
indefinite (e.g., 'Tigers are dangerous animals'). As the examples show, a definite noun or noun phrase may have 
a unique reference (## 1–2) or a particular reference (## 3–4); rather infrequently, an English definite may have a 
generic reference (# 5). 

1. I saw Moses. 
2. I saw the sun. 
3. I saw the man I was looking for. 
4. I saw the father of the prophet. 
5. The tiger is a dangerous animal. 

An indefinite noun or noun phrase is usually non-specific (# 6), but may be specific (# 7). 

13 Definiteness and Indefiniteness 

13.1 Deixis 
13.2 Definiteness: Indefiniteness 
13.3 Morphology of the Article 
13.4 Definite Nouns 
13.5 Common Nouns with the Article 

5.1 Referential Features 
5.2 Syntactic Features 

13.6 Intrinsically Definite Nouns with the Article 
13.7 Use and Nonuse of the Article 
13.8 Indefinite Nouns 
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14.1 Adjectives and Related Constructions 

a 
Nouns can be modified in a variety of ways (4.6.1), and one major form of adnominal modification involves 
adjectives. Words of this class describe or qualify nouns by describing their state or condition. Consider the 
following sentence. 

In both the Hebrew and English, there are three substantives, each qualified by an attributive adjective. 

b 
Hebrew differs from English and other European languages in that it uses adjectival modification much less 
frequently than they do; in Hebrew, noun phrases are often built up in other ways.1 In the following examples, the 
English renderings use an adjectival format, while the Hebrew originals use a construct phrase (## 1–3), an 
accusative of specification (# 4), and an apposition (# 5). 
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c 
Hebrew also differs from English in using adjectives as predicates (as in # 6) less often. 

14 Adjectives 

14.1 Adjectives and Related Constructions 
14.2 Agreement 
14.3 Uses of the Adjective 

3.1 Attributive Use 
3.2 Predicate Use 
3.3 Substantive Use 

14.4 Comparative Degree 
14.5 Superlative Degree 

lAdG"h; ^m.vi-ta, !W[m.v.yI
^[]roz>w(© hq'z"x]h; ^d>y†;-ta,w>

h+y"WjN>h; 

They will hear of your great name and your 
strong hand and your outstretched arm.

1 Kgs 8:42

1. hk'WlM.h; [r;z<ñ the royal seed
2 Kgs 25:25

2. hk'WlM.h;  aS.Ki the royal throne
1 Kgs 1:46

3. %l,M,ñh; tyBe the royal palace2

2 Kgs 11:5

4. z[o-ysix]m(; my strong refuge (my refuge as to 
strength)
Ps 71:7

5. hY"mir> !Avl' the deceitful tongue
Ps 120:2

6. rb'D'h; bAj The word is good.
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Hebrew can use a noun alone (# 7) or in a prepositional phrase (# 8) where English relies on an adjectival 
predicate; most distinctively, Hebrew stative verbs (# 9) often correspond in English to predicate adjectival 
constructions (but see 27.1c). 

d 
Thus, the reliance on adjectival constructions for attribution and predication is limited in Hebrew. Also limited is 
the morphological distinctiveness of the Hebrew adjective: both substantives and adjectives are formed from the 
same patterns, for the most part (5.1). Despite these two interrelated limitations, the adjective is an important part 
of the study of Hebrew syntax. Two classes of adjectives are not considered in this chapter: numerals (Chap. 15) 
and demonstratives (Chap. 17), both of which present special problems. 

14.2 Agreement 

a 
Adjectives are subordinate to the nouns they qualify in that they mostly agree with them in gender and number 
(## 1–4). 
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An attributive adjective also agrees with the modified noun (or head) in definiteness (14.3.1). 

b 
Adjectives do not form the dual number; dual substantives take plural adjectives. 

c 

1 Kgs 2:38

7. +̂a,ñBo ~Alv'h] Is your visit peaceful?
1 Kgs 2:13

8. ADs.x; ~l'A[l. yKi because his mercy is eternal
Ps 136:1

9. yTin>joñq' I am small.
Gen 32:11

1. %z" tyIz:ñ !m,v,ñ pure olive oil
Exod 27:20

2. hZ"[; hm'xe strong wrath
Prov 21:14

3. ~yrIyDIa; ~yIm;ñ mighty waters
Exod 15:10

4. tANn:a]v; txoWnm. secure dwellings
Isa 32:18

5. tArw>[i ~yIn:ñy[e blind eyes
Isa 42:7

6. tAlv.Ko ~yIK;ñr>Bi failing knees
Isa 35:3

7. tApr' ~yIñd;y" feeble hands
Job 4:3

8. ~ydIbeK. hv,mo ydeywI The hands of Moses were heavy.3

Exod 17:12
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An adjective often agrees with its noun ad sensum (i.e., according to its inherent sense) rather than according to 
its grammatical form. With respect to number, an adjective may be plural with a singular collective noun (## 9–10) 
or singular with a plural of honorific distinction or intensification (## 11–12; 7.4.3). 

With feminine nouns whose plurals are formed with a masculine plural suffix, the adjective agrees with the noun's 
intrinsic gender (## 13–16; 6.5.2). 
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d 
There is a priority of the masculine gender (6.5.3). When two adjectives follow a feminine substantive, sometimes 
only the one standing next to the substantive takes the feminine suffix.6 

When an attributive adjective qualifies several substantives of different genders, it agrees with the masculine. 

18.`~ybiAj tAc.miW ~yQixugood statutes and commandments Neh 9:13 

e 
An adjective normally cannot modify a name directly. 

f 
There is no distinctive form of the adjective to express the comparative and superla-tive degrees (14.4-5). 

14.3 Uses of the Adjective 

a 

9. tABr; !aco large flocks
Gen 30:43

10. AM[i ~yaic.m.NIh; ~['h' the troop(s) present with him4

1 Sam 13:15

11. hv,q' ~ynIdoa] a cruel master
Isa 19:4

12. qyDIc; ~yhil{a/ O righteous God5

Ps 7:10

13. taoB'h; tboJh; ~ynIV'h;
hL,+aeñh' 

these good years that are coming

Gen 41:35

14. tAqynIme ~yLim;G> nursing camels
Gen 32:16

15. tAbzU[] ~yciyBe abandoned eggs
Isa 10:14

16. tANn:a]v; ~yvin" resting women
Isa 32:9

17. @yE['w> hY"ci-#r,a,ñB. in a dry and weary land
Ps 63:2

19. hl'AdG>h; ry[ih' hwEn>ynI the great [city of] Nineveh
Jonah 1:2
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An adjective may be found in one of three syntactic slots: (1) as an attributive modifier of a substantive, (2) as a 
predicate, and (3) as a substantive. In the last case, it is again apparent that the adjective subclass of nouns is 
not rigidly defined. 

14.3.1 Attributive Use 

a 
An attributive adjective directly modifies a substantive in such a way that the combined phrase functions as a 
single syntactic unit in the clause (cf. 37.5b). In this use the adjective normally follows its noun in the order 
modified-modifier, like nouns in the genitive and in the accusative of specification. It is recognized (1) by its 
inflection (agreement with its head with respect to gender, number, and determination) and (2) by its position. In 
verbless clauses an attributive differs from a predicate adjective by its definiteness, if the head noun is definite, 
and usually by its position after the noun. 
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b 

Sometimes an attributive adjective precedes its noun, notably in the case of the word bro in the plural (in the 
sense of 'many' and not in the sense of 'great'). This use is probably due to a felt affinity with numerals, which 
may precede their noun (see Chap. 15). Another influence may be j[;m. 'little' and lKo 'all,' which, being 
substantives involving quantity, also precede the noun.7 

With br in the masculine singular, it is difficult to decide whether it is an attributive adjective preceding its noun or 
a nominal use of the adjective.8 

1. lAdg" hT,v.mi a great feast
Gen 21:8

2. taZOh; h['r'h' hx'P'v.Mih; this evil clan
Jer 8:3

3. lAdG"h; Amv. his great name
1 Sam 12:22

4. hl'AdG>h;w> hv'Q'h; Abr>x;B.
hq'zqx]h;w> 

with his fierce, great, and powerful sword

Isa 27:1

5. vAdq' ~yhil{a/ vyai a holy man of God
2 Kgs 4:9

6. ~ylidoG>h; yv;yI-ynEB. tv,l{ñv. Jesse's three oldest sons
1 Sam 17:13

7. ~yBir;l. ÅÅÅ ~yBir; ~ygIW"d;l.
~ydIY"c; 

many fishermen ... many hunters

Jer 16:16

8. hl'y+Piñhi ~ylil'x] ~yBir; Many victims she has brought down.
Prov 7:26

9. lyI+x'ñ Wf['ñ tAnBr; Many women do noble things.
Prov 31:29

10. bv,q'ñ-br; great attention
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c 

Some attributive adjectives, such as the numerals, rxea; 'another,' and ~yBir; 'many,' are definite in themselves 
and may dispense with the article. 
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d 
Sometimes the attributive adjective is definite and the noun indefinite, especially with numerals (## 16–19; see 
15.2.6), with certain quasi-technical terms referring to architectural features (# 18–21; court, gate, entrance, way) 
and days (# 22), and with unique referents (## 23–24), all of which are definite in themselves.11 

14.3.2 Predicate Use 

a 

Isa 21:7

11. dx'a, varoh' one company
1 Sam 13:17

12. dx'a, ~k,yxia] one brother of yours 9

Gen 42:19

13. ~yIn:ñv. ~ydIWM[;h' the two pillars
2 Kgs 25:16

14. rxea; ~k,yxia] your other brother10

Gen 43:14

15. ~yBir; ~yIAGh; many nations
Ezek 39:27

16. tdoJoh; troP' [b;v,ñ the seven good cows
Gen 41:26

17. hL,aeñh' tfob'K. [b;v,ñ these seven lambs12

Gen 21:29

18. yviyliV.h; aAbm' the Third Entrance
Jer 38:14

19. !AvarIh' r[;v;ñ mAqm. the site of the First Gate13

Zech 14:10

20. hl'AdG>h; rcex' the Great Courtyard14

1 Kgs 7:12

21. `hr'v'y>h;w> hb'Ajh; %r,D,ñ the good and upright way15

1 Sam 12:23

22. y[iybiV.h; ~Ay the seventh day16

Exod 20:10

23. h['r'h' x;Wr the evil spirit
1 Sam 16:23

24. bAJh; hn<q' the sweet cane
Jer 6:20
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A predicate adjective serves in a verbless clause to make an assertion about the subject of the clause. The 
predicate usually precedes the subject (## 1–3; but cf. 8.4.2 and ## 4–5) and is always indefinite; it otherwise 
agrees with the subject.17 
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b 
We can sharpen our understanding of the opposition between the predicate adjective and the attributive adjective 
if we consider the classification of the adjective by various Greek scholars.18 Plato and Aristotle regard adjectives 
as a subclass of verbs, while the Alexandrians treat them as a subclass of nouns. The latter position is supported 
by the surface-structure inflection of an adjective like a noun with respect to gender and number, while the older 
position sees an adjective as a predication about a subject, as a verb is. By placing the anarthrous predicate 
adjective before the subject, the typical position of the verb, the Hebrew language adds an argument in favor of 
the position of Plato and Aristotle, who perceived the "predicate" adjective as functioning like a verb. 

14.3.3 Substantive Use 

a 
Because the boundary between adjectives and substantives is not fixed or rigid, it is common to find nouns that 
are most often used as adjectives in substantive slots. 

b 
Adjectives may occur as constructs, usually with a superlative force (14.5).19

 

They may be used in the genitive function after a construct. 
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1. hT'a; qyDIc; You are righteous.
Jer 12:1

2. ^yj,ñP'v.mi rv'y"w> Your laws are right
Ps 119:137

3. ~d'a'h' t[;r' hB'r; The wickedness of people is great.
Gen 6:5

4. bA+j ayhih; #r,a'ñh' bh;z]W Now the gold of that land is good.
Gen 2:12

5. tl{doG> tArcuB. ~yrI['h(,w>
daom. 

Now the cites are fortified, very large.

Num 13:20

1. h[orlp; yce[]yO ymek.x; the wisest of Pharaoh's counselors
Isa 19:11

2. ~yIAg yaer' the worst of the nations
Ezek 7:24

3. wyn"B' !joq. the youngest of his sons
2 Chr 21:17

4. ~ynIb'a]-yqeLux; hV'mix] five smooth stones
1 Sam 17:40

5. dbeK' lyxe a great force
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c 
Adjectives occur in other noun-noun constructions. An adjective used as a substantive in apposition stands before 
its appositive and can thus be distinguished from an attributive adjective. 

An adjective may serve as an accusative of specification (10.2.2e). 
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d 
There are some nouns which have a different sense depending on whether they are used as adjectives or 
substantives. 

2 Kgs 16:17

6. bAJh; !yyE the best wine
Cant 7:10

7. lbenO tc;yci withered flower20

Isa 28:4

8. lAdG" tyBe-lK' every great house
2 Kgs 25:9

9. !+j'Q'h; yleK. lKo all the smallest vessels
Isa 22:24

10. ~yrIM'h; yme the bitter water
Num 5:18

11. ~yZI[; !AaG> a ferocious beast (lit., the pride of the 
strong ones)
Ezek 7:24

12. tAtn"[] hY"nI[] O poor one, Anathoth
Isa 10:30

13. tl;WtB. hq'V'[um.h;
!Adyci-tB; 

O crushed one, Virgin Daughter Sidon

Isa 23:12

14. yDIb.[; qyDIc; a righteous man, my servant
Isa 53:11

15. ~y+nIqeZ>h; vyai ~y[ib.vi the seventy elders
Num 11:25

16. hl'veB. [;roZ>h; the shoulder when it is boiled
Num 6:19

17. v+r'g>nI ~Y"K; as the sea in raging
Isa 57:20

18. a+mej' ~m'x.l; their bread in uncleanness
Ezek 4:13

19. ~y+nIWps. ~k,yTeb'B. in your houses with paneling
Hag 1:4

20. h+['r' #r,a'ñh'-tB;DI a report of the land with reference to evil
Num 14:37
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More often, an adjective shows no such variation in sense, and expected accompanying nouns may be omitted, 
especially if they are broadly generic. 

In some cases the adjective stands where no concrete noun could do duty. 

The usage may be poetic: in the figure of antimeria (a type of metonymy) an expected noun is replaced by an 
adjective describing some essential characteristic of the elided noun. 

14.4 Comparative Degree 

a 
In English and other European languages the adjective forms three degrees by inflection: 

Page 264

There are also phrasal equivalents of the two higher degrees, for example, 'more young,' 'most young,' and 
occasionally there are equivalents with'less' and 'least.' Hebrew has no inflectional scheme for the higher degrees 
of adjectives and uses instead a variety of syntactic resources.21 

b 
Uses of the comparative degree involve at least the entities being compared (e.g., 'Joshua is younger than 
Moses'). In some cases the sphere of the comparison must be made explicit (e.g., 'Moses is greater than Joshua 

21a. ~+he~Miruy[e They were naked.
Gen 3:7

21b. ~roy[eB. in nakedness
Deut 28:48

22a. hq'Axr>#r,a,ñme from a distant land
1 Kgs 8:41

22b. wyn"ybeW ~k,ynEyBe hy<h.yI qAxr' There shall be a space between you 
and it.
Josh 3:4 Qere

23a. ~ymit' hyEh.w< and be blameless
Gen 17:1

23b. ~ymit'B. in blamelessness
Judg 9:16

24. `yl'[' ~ymiq' ~yBir; Many [people] are rising up against me.
Ps 3:2

25. AB !b'l'-rv,a] which had white [viz., stuff] on it
Gen 30:35; cf. 30:37

26. hv'AbW hn"b'L.h; hr'p.x†;w>
h+M'x;h(; 

The white [moon] will be abashed, the 
heat [of the sun] ashamed.

Isa 24:23

27. bK'r>nI lq;-l[; We will ride off on a swift (steed).
Isa 30:16

degree example
absolute young
comparative younger
superlative youngest
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as a leader/in leadership, etc.'); the preposition !mi introduces the basis in Hebrew. 

c 
In a situational comparison, the logical structure is often left unspecified and needs to be inferred from the 
context. The clause ~k,l' bAj-hm; in isolation may be taken as meaning, 'What is good for you?', but if it is 

followed by a pair of alternatives, bAj may be said to have the meaning 'better.' 

Similarly, lAdG"-lAqB. may be taken to mean 'in a loud voice,' but in a context of prolonged crying, a 
comparative sense may be discerned. 

Stative verbs can also be used in situational comparisons. 

d 

When the noun on which the comparison is based is expressed, it is preceded by the preposition !mi, the so-
called "comparative min" (11.2.1 le). This preposition denotes 'away from'; the comparison is viewed from the 
outside, from a distance. It may indicate a positive comparison, wherein both the subject and the thing compared 
possess the quality expressed by the adjective, with the subject possessing it to a greater degree. 
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Frequently, positive comparisons are framed with stative verbs. 

1. ~k,B' lvom.h; ~k,l' bAJ-hm;
ÅÅÅ vyai ~y[ib.vi

d+x'a, vyai ~k,B'lvom.-~ai 

Which is better for you—seventy men 
ruling you ... or one man ruling you?

Judg 9:2

2. lAdG"-lAqb. War>qi Cry more loudly.
1 Kgs 18:27; cf. v 26

3. j[;m.l;w> Atl'x]n: hB,r>T; br;l'
A+tl'x]n: jy[im.T; 

For the larger group you shall make its 
inheritance larger, and for the smaller 
group you shall make its inheritance 
smaller.
Num 26:54

4. ~ylidoG> ~yIAG ~T,v.rIywI
`~K,mi ~ymicu[]w: 

You will dispossess nations greater and 
more powerful than you.

Deut 11:23

5. z[; hm,W vb;D>mi qAtM'-hm;
y+tia]me 

What is sweeter than honey? And what is 
stronger than a lion?

Judg 14:18

6. `&'M,ñmi lD;g>a, I will be greater than you.
Gen 41:40

7. wyxia' ~l'Waw> l+D'g>yI aWh-~g:w>
WNM,ñmi lD;g>yI !joQ'h; 

He too will become great. Nevertheless, 
his younger brother will be greater than 
he.
Gen 48:19

8. @seAy-ta, bh;a' laer'f.yIw>
wyn"B'-lK'mi 

Now Israel loved Joseph more than all 
his children.
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Sometimes the adjective on which !mi logically depends is omitted and must be supplied from the context.22
 

e 
In a comparison of exclusion, the subject alone possesses the quality connoted by the adjective or stative verb, to 
the exclusion of the thing compared. 
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f 
A third use of comparative min appears in those contexts in which the subject is compared with an object or goal 
to be attained, in which case the subject may be more than equal to the challenge or less than equal to it: such is 
the comparison of capability. In this use stative verbs are much more common than adjectives. 

Gen 37:3

9. `WrbeñG" tAyr'a]me WLw:ñ ~yrIv'N>mi They were swifter than eagles; they 
were stronger than lions.
2 Sam 1:23

10. `hT'['ñme za' yli bAj It was better for me then than now.
Hos 2:9

11. b+r' zP;miW bh'Z"mi ~ydIm'x/N<h;
vb;D>mi ~yqiWtm.W 

(They are) more precious than gold, 
than much fine gold; they are sweeter 
than honey.
Ps 19:11

12. ~yIl;ñv'Wrymi ~h,yleysip.W Their images were (more) than those of 
Jerusalem.
Isa 10:10

13. hk'WsM.mi rv'y" The most upright person (is worse) than 
a thorn hedge.
Mic 7:4

14. dl,+x'ñ ~Wqy" ~yIr;ñh\C'miW Life will be (brighter) than noonday.
Job 11:17

15. yNIM,ñmi hq'd>c†; She is in the right, not I.
Gen 38:26

16. h+a'Lemi lxer'-ta,-~G: bh;a/Y<w: He loved Rachel rather than Leah.
Gen 29:30

17. rq,v,ñ bA+jmi [r' T'b.h;ña'
qd,c,ñ rBeD;mi 

You love evil rather than good, 
falsehood rather than speaking what is 
right.
Ps 52:5

18. t[;d;ñ ÅÅÅ yTic.p;ñx' ÅÅÅ yKi
`tAl[ome ~yhil{a/ 

For ... I desire ... acknowledgment of 
God, not ÁoÒlÖt23

Hos. 6:6

19. tw<m'ñ y+vip.n: qn"x]m; rx;b.Tiw:
`yt'Amc.[;me 

So I choose strangling and death rather 
than these bones of mine.

Job 7:15

20. H+b'-hw"l.v;w> hb'rex] tP; bwpj
`byrI-yxeb.zI alem' tyIB;ñmi 

A dry crust with peace and quiet is good 
rather than a house full with strife.

Prov 17:1
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This use is frequent with infinitives. 

Page 267

It is sometimes difficult to distinguish between a positive comparison and a comparison of capability. 

14.5 Superlative Degree 

a 
There are two kinds of superlatives, the comparative superlative and the absolute superlative. In the former some 
person or object is judged to surpass all others in its class with respect to some quality; in the latter some person 
or thing is judged to excel in some quality, state, or condition. We will analyze these two kinds of superlative and 
note the expressions employed for each. 

b 
The absolute superlative can be expressed with the anarthrous cognate genitive: a singular cognate noun stands 

21. tyOh.mi tyIB;ñh; j[;m.yI-~aiw>
hF,mi 

If any household be too small for a 
lamb ... 

Exod 12:4

22. yNI+m,ñ Wrb.G"ñ They are too strong for me.
Ps 65:4

23. yNIM,ñmi ~Wry" It is too high for me.
Ps 61:3

24. tWdP.mi ydIy" hr'c.q' rAcq'h] Is my hand too short to perform 
redemption?
Isa 50:2

25. r+b'D' hwhyme aleP'yIh] Is anything too hard for YHWH?24

Gen 18:14

26. ~ydIs'x]h; lKomi yTin>joñq' I am unworthy of all the love.
Gen 32:11

27. `afoN>mi ynIA[] lAdG" My punishment is more than I can bear.
Gen 4:13

28. tb,V,ñmi br' ~v'Wkr> hy"h'
w+D'x.y: 

Their possessions were too great for 
them to remain together.

Gen 36:7

29. ÅÅÅ tv,xoñN>h; xB;z>mi
hl'[oh'-ta, lycih'm(e!joq' 

The bronze altar ... was too small to 
hold the ÁoÒlaÖ

1 Kgs 8:64

30. yTiTimi ÅÅÅ ~['h' br;
~+d'y"B. !y"d>mi-ta, 

The people are too many for me ... to 
give Midian into their hands.

Judg 7:2

31. `daom. WNM,ñmi T'm.c;ñ[' You are much too powerful for us. / You 
are much more powerful than us.
Gen 26:16

32. ~K,mi taom. yli-rm; I am much too bitter for you. / I have 
more bitterness than you.
Ruth 1:13
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before the same noun in the plural, without an article. (A determined construct chain expresses a comparative 
superlative; see 9.5.3j and 14.5d.) 

Two nouns of related sense can be similarly used. 
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The term daom. (or daom.-d[;) can stand after an adjective used as an absolute superlative.25
 

Various divine names can be similarly used: "A kind of superlative sense," as A. B. Davidson noted, "is given to a 
word by connecting it with the divine name. Probably the idea was that God originated the thing ... or that it 
belonged to Him, and was therefore extraordinary. Sometimes the meaning appears to be 'in God's estimation.’"26

1. ~ylib'h] lbeh] futility of futilities, utter futility
Qoh 1:2

2. ~ydIb'[] db,[,ñ a slave of slaves, an abject slave
Gen 9:25

3. ~yxc'n> xc;nEñl. forever and ever
Isa 34:10

4. tAab.ci ybic. most beautiful
Jer 3:19

5. ~yrIr>As yres' hardened rebels
Jer 6:28

6. hl'pea]-%v,x(o a thick darkness
Exod 10:22

7. AnaoG> rd;h]me from his majestic splendor
Isa 2:10

8. aw>v'-yleb.h; vanities of nothingness, worthless 
vanities
Jonah 2:9

9. yliyGI tx;m.fi the joy of my rejoicing, my surpassing joy
Ps 43:4

10. daom. bAj very good
Gen 1:31

11. `daom. ayrIB' vyai a very fat man
Judg 3:17

12. d+aom.-d[; hp'y" hr'[]N:h;w> The young woman was extremely 
beautiful.
1 Kgs 1:4

13. d+aom.-d[; hp'y" hr'[]N:h;w> The battle was very fierce.
2 Sam 2:17

14. daom. daom.Bi lAdG" ÅÅÅ !A[] The sin ... is exceedingly great.
Ezek 9:9

15. ~yhil{a/ ayfin> a mighty prince
Gen 23:6

16. ~yhil{a/ tD;r>x, a very great trembling
1 Sam 14:15
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The same usage can be observed with terms referring to royalty. 
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Absolute superlatives with a negative sense can be formed with tWm 'dying,' tw<m'ñ 'death,' and laov. 'Sheol'; 
compare English 'bored to death, deadly dull, devilishly clever.'28 

c 
The comparative superlative refers to a group, though the group may be discrete and obvious (and thus be left 
unstated) or diffuse and hard-to-describe (and thus be unstatable). The simplest such superlative involves a 
definite adjective.29 

17. lae-yrerlh; mighty mountains27

Ps 36:7

18. hwhy-nG: a splendid garden
Isa 51:3

19. ~yhil{a/le hl'AdG>-ry[i an exceedingly great city
Jonah 3:3

20. lbuz> tyBe a mansion (lit., a prince's house)
1 Kgs 8:13

21. `tWml' Avp.n: rc;q.Tiw: His soul was vexed to death (i.e., He 
could stand it no longer).
Judg 16:16

22. `tw<m'ñ-d[; yli-hr'x†; I am angered even to death (i.e., I 
couldn't be more angry).
Jonah 4:9

23. hb'h]a; tw<M'ñk; hZ"[;-yKi Love is as strong as death (i.e., Love is 
exceedingly strong).

h+a'n>qi lAav.ki hv'q' Jealousy is as cruel as the grave (i.e., 
Jealousy is profoundly cruel).
Cant 8:6

24. lAav. yleb.x, pains of Sheol (i.e., hellish pains)
Ps 18:6

25. `lAav.-da; yliyPiñv.T;w: 
You debased yourself even to hell (i.e., 
You debased yourself to the lowest 
depths [with no precise locality in view]).
Isa 57:9

26. !joQ'h; the youngest [son]
Gen 42:13

27. hl'AdG>h; yTiBi my oldest daughter
1 Sam 18:17

28. hb'roQ.h; yTiBi the nearest city
Deut 21:3

29. ~ybiAjh; ~k,yteyzE your best olive trees
1 Sam 8:14

30. hb'Aj hN"j;Q.h; Ht'xoa] al{h]
hN"M,ñmi 

Isn't her youngest/er sister better than 
she?

Judg 15:2
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A comparative superlative can also be formed with an adjective made definite by a pronominal suffix (## 31–32) 
or as the first term of a definite construct chain (## 33–35). 
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A similar phrasal type involves a definite adjective, with the group prefixed by B. 

d 
The superlative genitive has a comparative sense if the plural noun, the genitive, is definite. 

A construct phrase may also be used with lKomi standing before the genitive. 
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31. ~l'AdG>-d[;w> ~N"j;Q.mi from the least of them to the greatest
Jer 6:13

32. `~N"j;q.-d[;w> ~l'AdG>mi from the greatest of them to the least
Jonah 3:5

33. ry[ih' yledoG> the leading men of the city
2 Kgs 10:6

34. wyn"B' !joq. the youngest of his sons
2 Chr 21:17

35. ykinOa' ynIymiy>-!b, aAlh]
laer'f.yI yjeb.vi yNEj;Q;mi 

Am I not a Benjaminite, from the 
smallest of the tribes of Israel?

1 Sam 9:21

36. ~y+viN"B; hp'Y"h; the fairest among women
Cant 1:8, 5:9

37. ^B. %r;h' vyaih' the most delicate man among you
Deut 28:54

38. `#r,a'ñB' rv,a] ~ylidoG>h; ~veK. like the name of the greatest (men) in 
the land
2 Sam 7:9

39. ~yvid'Q]h; vd,qoñ the most holy place
Exod 26:33

40. ~yrIyVih; ryvi the most excellent song
Cant 1:1

41. ywILeh; yaeyfin> ayfin> the chief leader of the Levites
Num 3:32

42. ~yIm;ñV'h; ymev. the highest heavens
1 Kgs 8:27

43. lKomi ~Wr[' hy"h' vx'N"h;w>
hd,F'h; tY:x; 

Now the snake was the most cunning of 
all the beasts.

Gen 3:1

44. hm'heB.h;-lK'mi hT'a; rWra' Cursed be you above all the livestock.
Gen 3:14
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Phrases with lkm may also follow stative verbs. 

e 
Finally, a comparative superlative may use abstract terms of quality, with a suffix (# 49) or a definite genitive (## 
50–53). 

Footnotes:  

1. On the marginal character of the adjective in the Semitic languages generally, see G. Bergsträsser, 
Introduction to the Semitic Languages, trans. and sup. Peter T. Daniels (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 
1983) 8. 
2. The gloss 'the palace of the king' is unlikely, since queen Athaliah is in view; cf. 2 Kgs 11:19; so Joüon § 141a / 
p. 434. 
3. Only here is yd masculine; cf. Ezek 2:9. For the word order, see 8.4.2d. 
4. But cf. haÒÁaÒm hannimsÌaÒÀ ÁimmaÒm in 1 Sam 13:16, where the LXX has a plural participle. 

5. The plural is rarely used with appellatives for God, but cf. ÀeçloÒhiÖm qÝdoÒsëiÖm 'holy God' in Josh 24:19. 

6. See also 1 Kgs 19:11, Jer 20:9. The apparent clash of hmÀt (masc. noun with -oÖt plural) hgdlym (Gen 1:16) is 
only formal (cf. ## 13–16). 
7. So Joüon, who also alludes to possible Aramaic influence and to a parallel to appositional constructions; see § 
141b / p. 435 n. 2. 
8. The feminine singular construct is not ambiguous in this way; cf. rabbat hÌelÀaÒtaÒh 'the greatness of its rust, its 
thick rust,' Ezek 24:12. 
9. The same phrase with the article in an otherwise close repetition in Gen 42:33. 

45. tyBe lKomi dB'k.nI aWhw>
`wybia' 

He was the most honored of all his 
father's household.

Gen 34:19

46. ydeb.a; lKomi dwID' lk;f'
lWav' 

David met with more success than all 
the rest of Saul's officers.

1 Sam 18:30

47. lKomi bLeh; bqo[' The heart is most deceitful of all things.
Jer 17:9

48. ~['h'-lK'mi HB;g>YIw: He was found to be the tallest of all the 
people.
1 Sam 10:23

49. qd,xeñK. ~b'Aj The best of them is like a briar.
Mic 7:4

50. ~yIr;ñc.mi #r,a,ñ bWj the best of the land of Egypt
Gen 45:18

51. wyv'liv' rx;b.mi his (Pharaoh's) picked officers
Exod 15:4

52. qlem'[] ~yIAG tyviare Amaleq is a foremost nation.30

Num 24:20

53. ~yIAGh; tyviare the foremost nation
Amos 6:1
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10. The Samaritan Pentateuch, which tends to normalize Hebrew grammar, has the article on the adjective. See, 
too, n. 12. 
11. The same apparent discrepancy in definiteness is more common in Mishnaic Hebrew, and all manner of 
articular "discrepancies" are found in Phoenician-Punic; see M. H. Segal, A Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1927) 182–83; and Z. S. Harris, A Grammar of the Phoenician Language (New Haven, 
Connecticut: American Oriental Society, 1936) 66. 
12. The Samaritan Pentateuch has the article. 
13. Another gate in Ezek 9:2. 
14. Other courtyards in 2 Kgs 20:4 Qere; Ezek 40:28, 31. 
15. Another way in Jer 6:16. 
16. Other days in Gen 1:31, etc.; Exod 12:15. 
17. As in the comparable construction in Classical Greek. 
18. See R. H. Robins, Ancient and Mediaeval Grammatical Theory in Europe (London: Bell, 1951) 17–19, 40–41. 
19. Other examples in Ps 46:5, Exod 15:16, Ps 65:5. Example # 2 is inherently definite. 
20. The use of a feminine construct with a masculine adjective is strange. 
21. Arabic has the elative or Àaqtal form for both comparative and superlative constructions; compare hÌasan 
'beautiful' and ÀahÌsan 'more/most beautiful'; jaliÒl 'glorioust and Àajall 'more/most glorious.' The few Hebrew 
adjectives in ÀaqtaÒl may be morphologically related, e.g., ÀakzaÒb 'lying' (cf. 5.6e-f). 

22. Other examples in Isa 40:17, 41:24; Ps 62:10. In # 13, perhaps read ysçrm 'their most upright.' 

23. This understanding of the verse has a broad base of support in the tradition but has been questioned by F. I. 
Andersen and D. N. Freedman, who render,'For I desire ... the knowledge of God rather than ÁoÒlÖt'; see Hosea 
(Anchor Bible 24; Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1980) 426, 430–31. 
24. Other examples with plÀ in the Piel in Deut 17:8; Jer 32:17, 27. 

25. The nominal character of mÀd is apparent in the structure of the prepositional phrase Ád-mÀd as well as in the 
two nominal uses of the word ('abundance, strength'). In the remaining three hundred or so uses, mÀd serves as 
an intensifier; the English adverb 'very' (etymologically 'truly, truthfully') is not the sole apt rendering. 
26. Quoted by D. Winton Thomas in his review of previous scholarly literature, "A Consideration of Some Unusual 
Ways of Expressing the Superlative in Hebrew," Vetus Testamentum 3 (1953) 209–24, at 219; cf. P. P. Saydon, 
"Some Unusual Ways of Expressing the Superlative in Hebrew and Maltese," Vetus Testamentum 4 (1954) 432–
33; Thomas, "The Use of xc;nE as a Superlative in Hebrew," Journal of Semitic Studies 1 (1956) 106–9; Thomas, 
"Some Further Remarks on Unusual Ways of Expressing the Superlative in Hebrew," Vetus Testamentum 18 
(1968) 120–24. 
27. So the Targum. 
28. Thomas calls attention to a similar use in a Medieval Hebrew letter of Rabbi HÍisdai ben Shafrut: "And when I 
heard this bad news, I was very angry (hÌrh ly Ád mwt, cf. Jonah 4:9)," parallel to "and I was very distressed (wysÌr ly 
mÀd)"; see "A Consideration of Some Unusual Ways," 221. The Greek phrase heoÒs thanatou is used in the 
Christian Gospels (e.g., Matt 26:38Mark 14:34). 
29. See also Gen 10:21, 29:16; Judg 6:15. 
30. The article is often omitted in verse (13.7), though it is probably omitted here because the poet seeks to 
classify Amaleq rather than to identify it (see 8.4.2). Note further that the article is used in the next example, also 
in verse. On reÒÀsëiÖt, see M. Greenberg, Ezekiel. 1–20 (Anchor Bible 22; Garden City, New York: Doubleday 1983) 
375, who cites for the senses 'best' and 'choice' Exod 23:19 = 34:26; Ezek 44:30, cf. Num 18:12. 
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Page 272

15.1 Introduction 

a 
Numerals or number-words are the linguistic expressions of counting. Just as counting usually involves whole 
numbers, so the whole numerals are of the greatest interest in language. Similarly, just as counting more often 
involves small numbers, so the lower numerals show more linguistic complexities. 

b 
There are two major series of number-words. The more important series, the cardinals, express an amount, 'one, 
two, three'; in Hebrew these are usually substantives (15.2).1 The ordinals express degree, quality, or position in a 
series,'first, second, third'; in Hebrew these are adjectives (15.3). After reviewing the whole-number ordinals and  
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cardinals, we briefly treat multiplicatives ('double, sevenfold'; 15.4) and fractions ('a half, a third'; 15.5), as well as 
distributive expressions ('six per person'; 15.6). 

c 
Two important points outside our purview require attention. First, in Hebrew and the Semitic languages generally, 
numerals play almost no role at all in word formation, and the complexities associated with English number-
prefixes (e.g., 'monolingual, unicycle; dichotomous, bicycle; tripod; multiracial, polysyllable') are avoided.2 
Second, in the Bible numerals are always spelled out in full. In biblical times, at least two systems of number-
signs were in use: hieratic slash-and-punct signs (// = 2) and letter-number signs (b = 2); there are no traces of 
either system in the biblical text, however, and all editorial numbers are medieval in date.3 Students of the Bible 
are thus never in doubt about the linguistic form of the number, as students of other ancient texts often are.4 

15.2 Cardinals 

a 
The lowest cardinals,'one,' 'two,' are the most complex. The cardinals 'three-ten' are basically substantives, 
inflected for gender and used in both absolute and construct forms. The teen cardinals are compounds, and the 
decimal cardinals are usually plurals of lower numerals. The highest cardinals present a few complexities, but 

15 Numerals 

15.1 Introduction 
15.2 Cardinals 

2.1 Cardinal 'One,' 'Two' 
2.2 Cardinal 'Three-Ten' 
2.3 Cardinal 'Eleven-Nineteen' 
2.4 Cardinal Decimals 
2.5 Higher Cardinals 
2.6 Determination and Cardinals 

15.3 Ordinals 
3.1 Patterns 
3.2 Dates 

15.4 Multiplicatives 
15.5 Fractions 
15.6 Distributive Expressions 
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they are basically regular compounds.5 

15.2.1 Cardinal 'One,' 'Two' 

a 

'One' dx'a, / tx;a; (construct dx;a; / tx;a;) is the most adjectival of the cardinals, although it may be used as a 
substantive.6 When it is used as an attributive adjective, following the noun it modifies, it has a variety of senses. 
After an indefinite noun, the sense is most often specific indefinite (cf. 13.8). 
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Less often, an indefinite noun with dxa may have an emphatic, counting force. 

The indefinite noun plus dxa has a definite sense in the opening chapter of Genesis: mAy dx'a, 'the first 
day' (Gen 1:5); this pattern is found nowhere else—even the rest of the account uses indefinite nouns with ordinal 
numbers (Gen 1:8, 13, etc.). 

b 

With a definite noun, dxa serves (as an ordinal) to count the first of a small number of things (## 8–9). In this 
construction the noun may be elided after a recent mention (# 10), the article may be omitted from the adjective (# 
11; 14.3.1c). 

c 
As an attributive adjective it can also have the sense 'only' (# 11) and as a predicate adjective the sense 'alone' (# 

1. tx'a, hp'f' a certain (specific) language7

Gen 11:1

2. dx'a, vyai a certain man
Judg 13:2, 18:19

3. tx;a; hV'ai a certain woman
2 Kgs 4:1

4. tx;a; !b,a,ñ laeWmv. xQ;YIw: And Samuel took a certain stone.
1 Sam 7:12

5. ~yIn:ñv.li al{w> dx'a, ~Ayl.-al{ not in one day or two
Ezra 10:13

6. `~h,ynEv. WtWmñy" dx'a, ~AyB. On a single day, they will die—both of 
them!
1 Sam 2:34

7. laer'f.yI %l,m,ñ ac'y" ymi yrex]a;
`dx'a, v[or>P; yrex]a; ÅÅÅ 

After whom does the king of Israel 
sally forth ... against a single flea?

1 Sam 24:15

8. dx'a,h' rWJh; the first row [out of four rows]
Exod 39:10

9. dx'a,h' [rh'N"h;]  the first [river out of four rivers]
Gen 2:11; cf. vv 13, 14

10. dx'a, varoh' the one detachment [out of three 
detachments]
1 Sam 13:17
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12) or 'integral (i.e., having integrity)' (# 13). 

d 

The adjective dxa forms a plural. Near a use of the singular form in a specific indefinite construction, the plural 
has a similar sense (# 14). Elsewhere the plural is used  
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in an expression of time, ~ydIx'a] ~ymiy"; the sense here, too, is specific indefinite, 'a few days, some little 
while' (# 15).8 

e 

Related to the attributive adjective use of txa is a small group of adverbial uses. 

f 

The substantive uses of dxa / txa chiefly involve construct phrases. The number-word may precede a plural 
noun (## 18–20) or be in the genitive (## 21–22). 

11. `#r,a'ñB' rv,a] dx'a, bycin> the only governor in the land
1 Kgs 4:19

12. dx;a, hwhy hy<h.yI YHWH will be alone.
Zech 14:9

13. `dx'a, ÅÅÅ hwhy YHWH ... is one.
Deut 6:4

14. ~yrIb'd>W t+x'a, hp'f'
`~ydIx'a] 

a certain language and certain 
vocabulary

Gen 11:1

15. ~ymiy"K. wyn"y[eb. Wyh.YIw:
~ydIx'a] 

They (the seven years) seemed like 
only a few days to him.

Gen 29:20

16. yTi[.B;ñv.nI tx;a;ñ Once (and for all) I have sworn.
Ps 89:36

17. `~yIT'ñv. al{ tx;a; al{ on a number of occasions (lit., not once 
or twice)
2 Kgs 6:10

18. ~yrIh'h, dx;a; One of the mountains
Gen 22:2

19. tArBoh; dx;a;B. in one of the pits
Gen 37:20

20. ^yt,ñxop.vi tx;a;K. as one of your servants
Ruth 2:13

21. dx'a, jP;v.mi one judgment
Lev 24:22

22. dx'a, !Ara] a chest
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g 

Certain notions of unity are expressed with words related to dxa, apparently derived from a secondary root, 

dxy; the key adverbial expression of mutuality is dx;y:, wD'x.y: 'together, as one.' The cardinal number is rarely 
used in this way. 

h 

The numeral 'two' is a morphological puzzle: by tradition, at least, the initial shewa in ~yIn:ñv. (pausal ~yIn"ñv.) and 

ynEv. is vocal (sÝnaÃyim), while the shewa in ~yIT;ñv. (pausal ~yIT'ñv.) and yTev. is syllable closing (sçtaÃyim).9 The 
numeral is morphologically dual; it agrees in gender with the noun it refers to, and it can take a suffix. 
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i 
As a substantive the numeral can occur as the first term of a construct chain (## 24–27) or with a pronominal 
suffix (# 28; cf. 9.5.3f). 

The genitive is usually plural; examples ## 25–26 are both exceptional. As with the numeral 'one,' so 'two' can 
occur as the second term of a construct phrase, though such usage is rare. 

The numeral is also substantive in the absolute use: ~yIn:ñv. 'a pair' (Gen 7:2), ~yIT;ñv. 'on two occasions' (Job 40:5).

j 
The more adjectival use of the numeral involves the absolute form standing either before (## 31–32) or after (## 
33–34) the plural noun it refers to; the variation in position suggests that such phrases could be termed 
appositional as well as adjectival. 

2 Kgs 12:10

23. dx'a,k. W[r>yI hl,j'w> baez> The wolf and the lamb will feed as one.
Isa 65:25

24. wyr'['n> ynEv. his two servants
Gen 22:3

25. rm,[oñh' ynEv. two omers
Exod 16:22

26. ~x,l,ñ-ynEv. two (pieces) of bread
1 Sam 10:4

27. hL,a,ñ-yTev. both of these, these two (things)
Isa 47:9

28. ~h,ynEv. two of them
Gen 2:25

29. ~ydI[e ~yIn:ñv. yPi-l[; at the mouth of two witnesses
Deut 17:6

30. ~yIn:ñv. yPi two portions (of an inheritance)
Deut 21:17

31. ~yvid'x\ ~yIn:ñv. two months
1 Kgs 5:28
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Less often the absolute numeral is used with a singular noun. 

15.2.2 Cardinal 'Three-Ten' 

a 
The cardinal substantives 'three-ten' do not simply agree with the noun enumerated but, following a rule of 
opposition, have the morphological gender contrary to that noun. 10 

They often do not agree with the noun with respect to definiteness. They may be attached to the itemized thing in 
a variety of ways.11 

b 
These cardinals are used in the construct state before a definite noun. 

32. ~ybiruK. ~yIn:ñv. two cherubim
Exod 25:18

33. `~miymiT. ~yIn:ñv. ~liyaew> two pure rams
Exod 29:1

34. ~yIn:ñv. hn"v'-ynEB. ~yfib'K. two yearling lambs
Exod 29:38

35. ~yIn"ñv. vp,n<ñ two persons
Gen 46:27

with 
masculine 

with 
feminine 

absolute construct absolute construct 
three hv'l{v. tv,l{ñv. vl{v' vl{v. 
four h['B'r>a; t[;B;ñr>a; [B;r>a; [B;r>a; 
five hV'mix] tv,meñx] vmex' vmex] 
six hV'vi tv,veñ vve vve 
seven h['b.vi t[;b.vi [b;v,ñ [b;v. 
eight hn"mov. tn:mov. hn<mov. [hn<mov.] 
nine h['v.Ti t[v.Ti [v;Teñ [v;T. 
ten hr'f'[] tr,f,ñ[] rf,[,ñ rf,[,ñ 

1. ~yrIb'D>h; tr,f,ñ[] the ten words
Exod 34:28

2. ~yjib'V.h; tr,f,ñ[] the ten tribes
1 Kgs 11:35; cf.v 31

3. !+y"d>mi ykel.m; tv,meñx] the five kings of Midian
Num 31:8

4. wyn"B' t[;b.vi his seven sons
1 Sam 16:10

5. t[oyrIy>h; vmex] five [of the ten] curtains
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The construct also precedes numbered things taken as a block, notably higher cardinal numbers. 

These cardinals may appear in the absolute state before a plural indefinite noun (## 10–12), especially in lists (## 
13–14), or before singular collective nouns (## 15–16). The unit words for commodities may be omitted (## 17–
18). Finally, these cardinals may stand after a noun in the absolute state (## 19–21).12 
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Exod 26:3, 9; 36:10, 16

6. ~ymiy" tv,l{ñv. three days (i.e., a trio of days)
2 Sam 24:13

7. h+n"v' tAame vl{v. three hundred years
Gen 5:22

8. vy+ai ~ypil'a] tv,meñx] five thousand men
Josh 8:12

9. tAnAta] tAame vmex] five hundred she-donkeys
Job 1:3

10. ~ynIb' hv'l{v. three sons
Gen 29:34

11. ~yrI[' vAlv' three cities13

Deut 19:2

12. ~yvin"a] hV'mix] five men
2 Kgs 25:19

13. `tAnB' vAlv'w> ~ynIb' h['b.vi seven sons and three daughters
Job 1:2

14. ~ykil'm. h['B'r>a;
`hV'mix]h;-ta, 

four kings against five

Gen 14:9

15. rq'b' hV'mix] five (head of) cattle
Exod 21:37

16. hn"v' hn<mov. eight years
2 Kgs 8:17 Kethiv

17. bh'z" hr'f'[] ten (shekels of) gold
Gen 24:22

18. ~yrI[of.-vve six (seahs of) barley
Ruth 3:15

19. hv'Alv. ~ymiy" three days
1 Chr 12:40

20. vAlv' tAnB' three daughters
1 Chr 25:5

21. vmex' tAMa; five cubits
2 Chr 3:11
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15.2.3 Cardinal 'Eleven-Nineteen' 

a 

The numerals 'eleven-nineteen' are normally formed by the juxtaposition of the units with the numeral in rf[. 
The combined unit-teen phrase usually precedes the enumerated noun, which is frequently plural, except in the 
case of the collectives, especially such words as ~Ay, hn"v', vyai, vp,n<ñ and lq,v,ñ (## 3, 9, 10).14 The numeral 

rf[ in the teens (in contrast to its use absolutely) agrees with its noun in gender, while the units follow their own 
laws of gender agreement (for 'one,' 'two') and gender opposition (for 'three-nine'). The numeral 'two' may be used 
as an absolute or a construct. 

b 

There are three morphological oddities about the teens. (1) The numeral rf[ has different vocalisms in 

combination: rf;[; (versus rf,[,ñ alone) and href.[, (versus hr'f'[] alone). (2) The unit used for 'eleven' may be 

either dxa / txa or yTev.[; the latter otherwise unused.15 (3) The unit used for 'twelve' is not a dual but a plural 

~ynEv. / ~yTev.. 
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In rare cases, usually in lists, the head noun precedes the numeral. 

1. ~ybek'AK rf'[' dx;[; eleven stars
Gen 37:9

2. wy+d'l'y> rf'[' dx;[; his eleven children
Gen 32:23

3. ~Ay rf'[' dx;a; eleven days
Deut 1:2

4. ^yd,ñb'[] rf'[' ~ynEv. your twelve servants
Gen 42:13

5. ~ynIb'a] href.[,-yTev. twelve stones16

Josh 4:8

6. ~ynEv.li hb'Cem; href.[, ~yTev.
`laer'f.yI yjeb.vi rf'[' 

twelve pillars for the twelve tribes of 
Israel

Exod 24:4

7. ~yIm;ñ tnOy[e href.[, ~yTev. twelve springs of water
Exod 15:27

8. wyn"B' rf'[' tv,meñx] his fifteen sons
2 Sam 19:18

9. `hn"v' href.[, hn<Amv. eighteen years
Judg 3:14

10. vyai rf'['-h['v.Ti nineteen men
2 Sam 2:30

11. `!h,yrec.x;w> href.[,-vve ~yrI[' sixteen cities with their settlements
Josh 15:41
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15.2.4 Cardinal Decimals 

a 
The tens, formed on the basis of the units, are not inflected for gender but always add the masculine plural suffix 
~yi-: ~yrIf.[, 'twenty,' ~yvil{v. 'thirty,' etc.17 A unit may precede (## 1–2, 7) or follow (## 3–6, 9–10); the decimal 
units follow their own laws of gender agreement and opposition with the enumerated item. If the item follows the 
numeral, it may be singular (## 1–5) or plural (## 6–7). If the enumerated item is plural, it may precede the 
numeral (## 8–10); this construction is favored in lists (## 8–9). 
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b 
Ordinarily a decimal + unit numeral functions as a single entity, but in some instances the enumerated noun is 
repeated with each element of the compound numerical phrase.19 

15.2.5 Higher Cardinals 

a 

1. hn"v' ~yViviw> ~yIT;ñv. sixty-two years
Gen 5:20

2. ~yrIf.[,w> [v;Teñ rAxn" yxiy>w:
h+n"v' 

When Nahor had lived twenty-nine 
years ... 

Gen 11:24

3. `ry[i ~yIT;ñv.W ~y[iB'r>a; forty-two cities
Num 35:6

4. @l,a,ñ ~yIn:ñv.W ~yrIf.[, twenty-two thousand
Judg 7:3

5. ATai %l,m,ñ ~yIn:ñv.W ~yvil{v.W thirty-two kings with him
1 Kgs 20:1

6. ~yrIP' h['B'r>a;w> ~yrIf.[, twenty-four oxen
Num 7:88

7. ~ymi['P. ~yvil{v.W vAlv' thirty-three times18

Ezek 41:6

8. ~yrIp'W ~y[iB'r>a; tArP'
hr'f'[] 

forty cows and ten bulls

Gen 32:16

9. hn<mov.W ~y[iB'r>a; ~yrI[' forty-eight cities
Josh 21:41

10. ~yIn:ñv.W ~yVivi ~y[ibuV'h; the sixty-two weeks
Dan 9:26

11. hn"v' ~y[ib.viw> ~ynIv' vmex' seventy-five years
Gen 12:4

12. ~ymiy" tv,l{ñv.W ~Ay ~yvil{v. thirty-three days20

Lev 12:4
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The substantives for 'one hundred' and its multiples of ten are ha'me (fem.) 'one hundred,' @l,a,ñ (masc.) 'one 

thousand,' and ABrI, aABrI, hb'b'r> (fem.) 'ten thousand, a myriad.' With these and higher numerals the 
enumerated item may follow the numeral as a collective singular (## 1–4)21 or as a plural (## 5–6). 

The higher numerals are used in the plural as vague indicators of great magnitude; in this use, the numeral 
usually stands alone. 
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b 

The numerals for 'two hundred' and 'two thousand' are dual forms, ~yIt;ñam' and ~yIp;ñl.a;. Enumerated items 
follow the numeral in the singular (## 10–11) or in the plural (## 12–13). 

c 

In the higher cardinals, the units take their gender by opposition to the larger number: units three-ten with ham 

and hbbr, etc., have masculine form, while those units with @la have feminine form. These numbers may 

1. hn"v' ta;m.-!B, 100 years old
Gen 11:10

2. ylig>r; @l,a,ñ-ha'me 100,000 infantry
1 Kgs 20:29

3. hn"v'-ha'me !B, 100 years old
Gen 17:17

4. hM'a; @l,a,ñ 1,000 cubits
Num 35:4

5. ~y[ibin> ha'me 100 prophets
1 Kgs 18:4

6. ~yZI[i @l,a,ñ 1,000 he-goats
1 Sam 25:2

7. hb'b'r> ypel.a;l. to thousands upon tens of thousands
Gen 24:60

8. tAaBorI lyPihi He shall cast down myriads.
Dan 11:12

9. ~hew> ~yIr;ñp.a, tAbb.rI ~he
`hV,n:m. ypel.a; 

Such are the ten thousands of Ephraim, 
such are the thousands of Manasseh.

Deut 33:17

10. vyai ~yIP;ñl.a;K. about 2,000 men
Josh 7:3

11. ~x,l,ñ~yIt;am' 200 (loaves of) bread
1 Sam 25:18

12. @s,K,ñ ~yliq'v. ~yIt;ñam' 200 sheqels of silver
Josh 7:21

13. ~ysiWs ~yIP;ñl.a; 2,000 horses
2 Kgs 18:23
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stand before a singular (## 14–15) or a plural noun (# 16). 

Mixed coordinated constructions are found, with one noun in the singular, the other in the plural. 
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d 
In large counting expressions, the elements are often given in decreasing order: 
thousandshundredsdecimalsunits (## 19–22). The opposite, increasing order is rare (# 23). 

A mixed order is attested also: myriadsthousandsunitsdecimalshundreds. 

15.2.6 Determination and Cardinals 

14. hl'Wtb. hr'[]n: tAame [B;r>a; 400 young women
Judg 21:12

15. ~d'a' ABrI href.[,-~yTev.mi 120,000 men
Jonah 4:11

16. ~y+li['Wv tAame-vl{v. 300 foxes
Judg 15:4

17. tv,veñw> bk,r,ñ @l,a,ñ ~yvil{v.
~yvir'P' ~ypil'a] 

30,000 chariots and 6,000 cavalry22

1 Sam 13:5

18. ~yvir'P' tAame-[b;v.W @l,a,ñ
y+lig>r; vyai @l,a,ñ ~yrIf.[,w> 

1,700 cavalry and 20,000 infantry

2 Sam 8:4

19. @l,a,ñ ~yVimix]w: hv'l{v.
`tAame [B;r>a;w> 

53,400

Num 1:43

20. tAame [b;v. ~yIP;ñl.a;
`~yVimix]w: 

2,750

Num 4:36

21. `~yIt'ñam'W ~ypil'a] tv,veñ 6,200
Num 3:34

22. ~yIP;l.a; aABrI [B;r>a;
`~yVivi tAame-vl{v. 

42,360

Ezra 2:64

23. tAame vl{v.W ~yVivw> hV'mix]
@l,a,ñw" 

1,365

Num 3:50

24. ~yIn:ñv. ÅÅÅ rk'z" rAkB.-lK'
hv'l{v. @l,a,ñ ~yrIf.[,w>

`~yIt'ñam'W ~y[ib.viw> 

and all the first born males ... 22,273

Num 3:43
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a 
The numerals are deemed to have a certain determination in themselves,and the article is used sparingly with 
them. When it is used, it has the meanings analyzed above (see 13.5, 14.3.1d). Apart from the numeral 'one,' the 
article is rarely used with both the numeral and the thing enumerated.23 Generally it is found with the thing 
numbered, and, as noted earlier, the numeral may precede (## 1–4) or follow (## 5–6). 
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15.3 Ordinals 

a 
The numbering adjectives or ordinals are distinctive for the lower units only. The most common use of ordinals is 
in various dating expressions.24 

15.3.1 Patterns 

a 

The ordinals 'first-tenth' have special forms. In addition to !AvarI the common primary ordinal dx'a, is often used 
with the sense 'first' (15.2.1b). The ordinals'second-tenth' have the form of gentilic adjectives (5.7c). 

For other ordinal uses, the cardinal numerals are used, standing before the enumerated noun; ordinarily neither 
numeral nor noun has the article. 

1. vyaih' tAame vl{v.Bi among the three hundred men
Judg 7:7

2. tArp'AVh; tAame-vl{v. the three hundred trumpets
Judg 7:22

3. @s,K,ñh; ha'meW-@l,a,ñ the eleven hundred (sheqels of) silver
Judg 17:3

4. ~yvin"a]h' ~yIt;ñam'-la, to the two hundred men
1 Sam 30:21

5. ~yIn:ñv. ~ydIWM[;h' the two columns
2 Kgs 25:16

6. ~yIn:ñv.W ~yVivi ~y[ibuV'h; the sixty-two weeks
Dan 9:26

1. hn"voarIh' hK'M;h; the first slaughter
1 Sam 14:14

2. !AvarI yrIb'd> hy"h'-al{w> Was not my word first?
2 Sam 19:44

3. y[iybir>h' ~AYB; on the fourth day
Judg 19:5

4. tyaiybir>h†; hn"V'B; in the fourth year
2 Kgs 18:9

5. vd,xoñB; ty[ibir>h†; hn"V'B;
y+viymix]h; 

in the fifth month of the fourth year

Jer 28:1 Qere
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15.3.2 Dates 

a 
There are three components to a full date, each numerical. The two simpler elements, day and month, are 
reckoned absolutely (i.e., by a fixed calendar).25 Year reckoning is usually by reign (e.g., 2 Kgs 25:1) or by era, for 
example, of the Exile in Babylonia (e.g., 2 Kgs 25:27). The day and year are usually indicated by cardinal 
numbers, the month by ordinals. 
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b 
If the day alone is mentioned, there are two common formulas.26 The first is used for the ordinals 'first-tenth' and 
involves ~Ay with the article, followed by the ordinal with the article. 

For the higher numbered days, the formula is ~Ay + numeral + ~Ay; neither occurrence of ~Ay has the article. 

If the month is mentioned, there is more variety. 

6. hn"v' href.[, [B;r>a;b.W in the fourteenth year
Gen 14:5

7. hn"v' ~y[iB'r>a;B. in the fortieth year
Deut 1:3

8. vd,xoñrfd,xoñ rf'[' ~ynEv.Bi in the twelfth month
2 Kgs 25:27

1. !AvarIh' ~AYB; on the first day
Exod 12:16, Num 7:12

2. y[iybiV.h; ~AyB; on the seventh day
Exod 12:16, Num 7:48

3. yrIyfi[]h' ~AYB; on the tenth day
Num 7:66

4. ~Ay rf'[' yTev.[; ~AyB. on the eleventh day
Num 7:72

5. ~Ay rf'[' ~ynEv. ~AyB. on the twelfth day
Num 7:78

6. h+Z<h; vd,xoñl; Afo['B, on the tenth (day) of this month
Exod 12:3

7. ~Ay rf'[' h['B'r>a; da;
h+Z<h; vd,xoñl; 

until the fourteenth day of this month

Exod 12:6

8. ~Ay rf'[' h['B'r>a;B. !voarIB'
vd,xoñl; 

in the first (month), on the fourteenth 
day of the month

Exod 12:18

9. ~yrIf.[,w> dx'a,h' ~Ay d[;
vd,xoñl; 

until the twenty-first day of the month
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The month is most often specified with the day. 

c 
The formulas for the year alone are similar to those for the day alone: one is used with the lower numbers and 
another for all the rest. In both, hnv is used initially in the construct. For the lower numbers, the cardinal numeral 

follows tnv. 
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For high numbers, a framing construction is used: tn:v. + numeral + hn"v'. 

In full dates, the elements occur in order of decreasing size: year-month-day. 

15.4 Multiplicatives 

a 
The multiplicative expressions are formed in a number of ways.27 One group of expressions is based on the root 
for the numeral involved. For 'double' both the cardinal number (# 1) and a derived form, hn<v.mi 'copy, double, 
second' (## 2–3), are used, both in the absolute. For 'quadruple,''septuple,' and perhaps 'ten thousand-fold,' 
feminine dual forms are used (## 4–6). Cardinal numbers, in the masculine generally, can also be used as 
multiplicatives; an elided noun, probably ~[;P;ñ, should be understood (# 7). 
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Exod 12:18

10. vd,xoñl; ~Ay rf'[' hV'mix]B;
ynIVeh; 

on the fifteenth day of the second 
month

Exod 16:1

11. ~yrIf.[,B. vd,xoñ rf'[' ~ynEv.Bi
vd,+xol; h['b.viw> 

in the twelfth month, on the twenty-
seventh (day) of the month

2 Kgs 25:27

12. ~yIT;ñv. tn:v.Bi in the second year
1 Kgs 15:25, 2 Kgs 15:32

13. vl{v' tn:v.Bi in the third year
1 Kgs 15:28

14. ty[iyviT.h; tn:v.Bi in the ninth year
2 Kgs 17:6

15. hn"v' href.[,-~yTev. tn:v.Bi in the twelfth year
2 Kgs 8:25

16. hn"v' tAame-vve tn:v.Bi in the six-hundredth year
Gen 7:11

17. vw<y"ñr>d'l. ~yIT;ñv. tn:v.Bi
~AyB. yViVih; vd,xoñB; %l,M,ñh;

vd,+xoñl; dx'a, 

in the second year of King Darius, in 
the sixth month, on the first day

Hag 1:1

1. `~Lev;y> ~yIn:ñv. He must pay back double.
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b 
The other set of multiplicatives involves a number plus another word conventionally rendered 'time.' Three of the 
four 'time' words refer to the limbs: ~[;P;ñ (fem.) 'foot' (## 8–11), lg<r,ñ (fem.) 'foot' (# 12), dy" (fem.) 'hand' (## 13–

14); the fourth, hn<mo, occurs only twice and its sense is obscure (# 15).29 

15.5 Fractions 

a 
There are several patterns used to form fractions, as well as several distinctive words. The terms are usually used 
as constructs (2 Sam 18:2 is an exception). The fractions 'one tenth' and greater are feminine ordinals for the 
corresponding unit: tyviliv. 'a third' (2 Sam 18:2), ty[i(y)bir> 'a fourth' (Num 15:4, 5), tyrIyfi[] 'a tenth, a 

tithe' (Num 28:5). There is no such ordinal-based term for 'a half,' but only ycix] apparently from the root hÌsÌy 'to 

divide.' There are terms for several other large fractions which fall outside the ordinal pattern: [b;r,ñ and perhaps 

Exod 22:3

2. hn<v.mi @s,K,ñ double the amount of silver
Gen 43:12

3. @s,K,ñ-hn<v.mi double the amount of silver28

Gen 43:15

4. ~yIT'ñ[.B;r>a; four times
2 Sam 12:6

5. ~yIt;ñ['b.vi seven times, sevenfold
Gen 4:15

6. ~yIt;ñBorI ten thousand times (?)
Ps 68:18

7. [b;v,ñ seven times
Lev 26:21, 24

8. tx'a, ~[;P;ñ one time
Josh 6:3

9. ~yIm;ñ[]P; two times
Gen 27:36

10. ~ymi['P. ~yvil{v.W vAlv' thirty-three times
Ezek 41:6

11. ~ymi['p. ha'me a hundred times
2 Sam 24:3

12. `hn"V'B; ÅÅÅ ~ylig"r> vl{v' three times ... a year30

Exod 23:14

13. tAdy" vmex' five times
Gen 43:34

14. tAdy" rf,[,ñ ten times
Dan 1:20

15. ~ynImo tr,f,ñ[] ten times
Gen 31:7, 41
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[b;roñ 'a quarter,' vm,xoñ 'a fifth' (only in Gen 47:26), and rfe[]m; (pl. tArf.[;m;), !ArF'[i 'tenth, tithe.' 
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The other pattern, used for fractions under a tenth, involves the cardinal number in construct before the 
enumerated thing with the article. 

15.6 Distributive Expressions 

a 
Phrases which associate entities pairwise—'One man, one vote,' 'One for all and all for one'—are called 
distributives.31 If the distributed entity is a verbal action, the distributive phrase is adverbial. The preposition B 
may be used with a repeated noun indicating the distributed entity. 

The preposition l may introduce the distributive range. 

b 

If the distribution is of an entity to an entity, l again may introduce the range (## 3–6); the phrase for the 
distributed entity may be repeated (# 4) or the whole may be repeated (## 5–6). 

1. ynIb.te yrex]a; hy"h' ~['h' ycix] Half the people supported Tibni.
1 Kgs 16:21

2. lq,v,ñ [b;r,ñ ydIy"b. ac'm.nI
@s,+K'ñ 

There's a quarter sheqel of silver in my 
hand.

1 Sam 9:8

3. lWlB' !ArF'[i tl,soñ hx'n>mi
`!m,v'ñ !yhih; ty[ibir>Bi 

an offering (of) fine flour, a tenth (of an 
ephah), moistened with a quarter hin (of) 
oil
Num 15:4; cf. Exod 29:40

4. @s,K,h; ta;m. a hundredth part of the money
Neh 5:11

1. hn"v'K. ÅÅÅ hx'n>mi hl'[/h,-al{w>
h+n"v'b. 

He did not send tribute ... as (he had) 
year by year.

2 Kgs 17:4

2. aAbT' ~ynIv' vl{v'l. tx;a; It comes once every three years.
1 Kgs 10:22

3. `jb,V'ñl; dx'a, vyai one man to a tribe
Deut 1:23

4. dx'a, vyai dx'a, vyai
hJem;l. 

one man for each tribe of his forebears

Num 13:2

5. h+J,M;l; @l,a,ñ hJM;l; @l,a,ñ one thousand to each tribe
Num 31:4

6. ~yIp;ñn"K. vve ~yIp;ñn"K. vve
d+x'a,l. 

six wings to each

Isa 6:2
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If the distribution is from an entity, the preposition !mi is used. 
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c 
Related to these numerical distributives are universal distributive expressions, meaning 'all who' or 'each.' One 
group of these expressions involves a plural referent (often a participle) with a singular predicate. 

Another group of such expressions uses lKo before an indefinite singular. (Before a definite singular koÒl often 
signifies an aggregate or totality.) 

Footnotes:  

1. The distinctive qualities of cardinal numbers, from which other series of number-words usually derive, is 
explored by W. P. Schmid, MPD 86–88, 92–93. On the grounds of frequency alone, the Hebrew cardinals are 
more important than the ordinals; see nn. 5 and 24 below. 
For a comparative perspective on the Semitic numerals, see, in addition to the papers cited in nn. 10 and 14, W. 
von Soden, "Ableitungen von Zahlwörtern im Semitischen," Language, Literature. and History: Philological and 
Historical Studies Presented to Erica Reiner, ed. F. Rochberg-Halton (New Haven, Connecticut: American 
Oriental Society, 1987) 403–14. On the structure of numeral phrases in Hebrew, see Richter, GAHG 2. 26–29. 
2. The only exception in Hebrew is sçilsçoÒm/sçilsçoÖm (À sçaloÖsç yoÖm) 'three days (ago), i.e., day before yesterday'; at least 
this is the apparent meaning of the term—in fact, it occurs only in asyndetic combination with ÀetmoÖl (ÀitmoÖl tÝmoÖl) 
in a phrase meaning 'up to now, recently.' 
3. The topic is proper to epigraphy; for convenient illustrations, see Joseph Naveh, Early History of the Alphabet 
(Jerusalem: Magnes, 1982) 85, 108, 119 (slashes in an Elephantine papyrus written in Aramaic, 408 B.C.E.; 
slashes in a Heshbon ostracon written in Ammonite, late Iron Age II; letters used as numbers on an Alexander 
Janneus coin, text in Aramaic). 
4. For example, most numbers used in Akkadian texts are written with signs rather than words; see W. von 
Soden, Grundriss der akkadischen Grammatik (Analecta Orientalia 33/47; Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 

7. hr'AhJ.h; hm'heB.h; lKomi
h['b.vi h['b.vi ^l.-xQ;Ti

A+Tvlaiw> vyai h['b.vi 

From the clean animals take seven by 
seven, a male and its female.

Gen 7:2

8. ÅÅÅ hr'AhJ.h; hm'heB.h;-!mi
WaB'ñ ~yIn:ñv. ~yIn:ñv. 

From the clean animals ... pair by pair 
they came.

Gen 7:8–9

9. tm'Wy tAm h'yl,ñl.x;m. 
Anyone who desecrates/all who 
desecrate/each who desecrates it (the 
Sabbath) shall be put to death.
Exod 31:14

10. `rV'aum. h'yk,ñm.To Any who seizes it (i.e., wisdom) is 
blessed.
Prov 3:18

11. ~Ay-lk'B. every day
Ps 7:12

12. `aABmi tyIB;ñ-lK' rG:su 
Every house is barred from entering 
(i.e., The entrance of each house is 
barred).
Isa 24:10
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1969) 90. Ugaritic is exceptional in preferring to write numerals in words; see UT § 7.1. 
5. The common cardinals are, in order of use, these; the counts (after SA/THAT) include both gender forms, 
where relevant: ÀhÌd 970 times, sçnym 762, mÀh 583, ÁsÃr 511, Àlp 504, sçlsç 426, sçbÁ 401, hÌmsç 346, ÀrbÁ 318, ÁsÃrym 315, sçsç
216, sçlsçym 172, hÌmsçym 163, ÀrbÁym 135, sçmnh 109. The only common non-numeral counting terms are koÒl (ca. 
5,400 times) and rab (474 times). 

6. The feminine form ÀahÌat reflects an original ÀahÌadt Á -tt Á -t. The apocopated masculine form hÌad (Ezek 33:30) 
agrees with the Aramaic (Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1961] § 
63 / p. 31), though the context suggests the possibility of a scribal error. 
7. The usual rendering, 'one single language,' would correspond with the sense discussed immediately below in 
the text. 
8. See also Gen 27:44. 
9. Compare Arabic Àit_naÒni and Phoenician Àsçnm, Àsçn,suggesting isçtaÃyim; but this form is dubious. "The feminine 
numeral 'two' has been a perennial problem of Biblical Hebrew orthography and phonology ... It ... must violate at 
least one of the ... principles ... generally assumed to govern the phonetic interpretation" of Hebrew dagesh and 
shewa; so Robert D. Hoberman, "Initial Consonant Clusters in Hebrew and Aramaic," Journal of Near Eastern 
Studies 48 (1989) 25–29, at 25. 
10. This patterning has aroused a great deal of commentary, most of it useless. The general idea that the Semitic 
languages rely on certain patterns of polarity has been rejected by E. A. Speiser, who essays his own explanation 
for the cardinal number and gender problem; see "The Pitfalls of Polarity," Language 14 (1938) 187–202, 
reprinted in his Oriental and Biblical Studies, ed. J. J. Finkelstein and Moshe Greenberg (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania, 1967) 433–54. For a recent explanation using polarity, see Robert Hetzron, "Agaw Numerals 
and In congruence in Semitic," Journal of Semitic Studies 12 (1967) 169–97; he alleges that the plural of a 
masculine noun was feminine and vice versa. 
11. A few morphological facts about these units may be helpful. In ÀrbÁ 'four,' the À is prothetic. The root sçsç 'six' is 
sçdsç (Ugaritic t_dt_), whence the doubling in sçisçsçaÖ (but not sçeÃÓsçet), sçisçsçiÖm 'sixth,' sçisçsçiÖm 'sixty.' The doubling in some 
forms of hÌmsç 'five,' e.g., hÌaçmisçsçaÖ 'five,' hÌaçmisçsçiÖm 'fifty,' is secondary (i.e., not part of the root), perhaps on analogy 
to the -sçsç- of the 'six' forms. 

12. This feature is assocated with later Biblical Hebrew; see Robert Polzin, Late Biblical Hebrew: Toward an 
Historical Typology of Biblical Hebrew Prose (Missoula: Scholars Press, 1976) 58–60. The noun + numeral order 
is found at Qumran, though, as Elisha Qimron notes, the pattern interacts in complex ways with the factor of 
genre: lists, administrative documents, and texts drawing on them directly would probably have such an order, 
regardless of date; see The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986) 85–86. Aramaic 
evidence is also complex; see, e.g., J. A. Lund, "The Syntax of the Numeral 'One' as a Noun Modifier in Jewish 
Palestinian Aramaic of the Amoraic Period," Journal of the American Oriental Society 106 (1986) 413–23; 108 
(1988) 211–17. 
13. ÁaÒriÖm is feminine. 

14. Hetzron argues, on the basis of Akkadian, that the original Semitic order was teen + unit and that the unit + 
teen order is secondary, that is, that the basic order is one of decreasing magnitude; see "Innovations in the 
Semitic Numeral System," Journal of Semitic Studies 22 (1977) 167–201; for a dissent, see M. A. Powell, "Notes 
on Akkadian Numbers and Number Syntax," Journal of Semitic Studies 24 (1979) 13–18. 
15. Ugaritic and some dialects of Aramaic have the same split between ÀhÌd 'one' and Ásçt (Ásçr) 'eleven'. The Ásçy form 
is cognate to Akkadian isçteÒn 'one' and Old South Arabic Ástn; Akkadian uses the ÀhÌd root in the adjective (w)eÒdu 
'alone.' 
16. ÀaçbaÒniÖm is feminine. 

17. It is striking that ÁesÃriÖm is a plural, not a dual. 

18. PÝÁaÒmiÖm is feminine. 

19. A well-known Arabic parallel is ÀAlf Layla wa Layla 'A Thousand Nights and (One) Night, A Thousand and One 
Nights.' 
20. Cf. 1 Chr 3:4. 
21. It seems likely that these numerals are sometimes used to signify social units rather than groups of precisely 
so many (fighting) men, but this usage seems to have had no effect on the syntax of the terms; such usage is 
clearest in the case of Àelep 'thousand, company.' See George E. Mendenhall, "The Census Lists of Numbers 1 
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and 26, " Journal of Biblical Literature 77 (1958) 52–66; N. K. Gottwald, The Tribes of Yahweh (Maryknoll, New 
York: Orbis, 1979) 270–84; P. K. McCarter, I Samuel (Anchor Bible 8; Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1980)
107. 
22. The use of rkb singular and prsçym plural is usual; for the pair without numerals, see, e.g., 1 Kgs 1:5, 10:26; 2 
Kgs 2:12, 13:14, 18:24; Isa 22:6. 
23. Num 16:35, the one instance in which the numeral has the article and the following noun has no article, is 
textually suspect; the Samaritan Pentateuch lacks the article. 
24. The common ordinals are rÀsçwn 182 times, sçny 156, sçlsçy 107; ÀhÌr 'another, second' (166 times) can function as 
a substitute ordinal 
25. Days and months are both usually numbered. Day names are largely post-biblical. Month names follow two 
calendars, one old calendar (attested in the time of Solomon, 1 Kgs 6:1, 37–38; 8:2, and usually considered pre-
exilic) and one more recent (attested in the Persian period, e.g., Neh 2:1; Esth 3:7, 8:9); neither set of month 
names is fully attested in the Bible, although the later, so-called Babylonian calendar was and remains standard 
for later Jewish practice. 
26. Although we are concerned here with dating formulas, we may say that it is rare for a numbered day to be 
mentioned outside a dating formula, notably, in Deut 5:14, yoÖm hasçsçÝbiÖÁiÖ is the subject of a sentence. 

27. Both the multiplicatives and fractions are rather poorly attested in the Bible; cf. Rosenthal, Grammar of Biblical 
Aramaic, §§ 70–71 / p. 33. 
28. Note that the MT points msçnh as absolute, not a construct, taking ksp as an appositive of measure (see 
12.3d). 
29. It is related to the verb maÒnaÖ 'to count.' 

30. The same phrase is used in Num 22:28, 32, 33; these four are the only multiplicative uses of régel. 
31. Cf. 7.2.3b. On the distributive in later Biblical Hebrew, see Polzin, Late Biblical Hebrew, 47–51. 
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6. I'm looking for a tent, but I can't find one. 
7. I'm looking for a tent, but I can't find it. 

In # 6, the pronoun 'one' is non-specific and shows that the phrase 'a tent' is also nonspecific; in # 7, 'it' must refer 
to a particular tent and so also must the phrase 'a tent.' 

b 
With these facts in mind, we may turn to the Hebrew system, which presents many similarities to the English, so 
many, in fact, that it is important for students to bear in mind the many differences between the languages.2 The 
basic opposition of the categories definite: indefinite is similar: in Hebrew, as in English, the definite noun directs 
attention to the referent's identity, while the indefinite noun focuses on the class to which the referent belongs, its 
quality and character. In # 8 the use of an indefinite (or anarthrous) noun emphasizes the class to which the 
referent belongs, while in # 9 the definite (or arthrous) noun phrase highlights the particularity of the referent.3 
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The Hebrew system, like the English, includes under the heading of definites both intrinsically definite nouns and 
those with the article (13.4-6); Hebrew has no indefinite article, though the numeral dx'a, /tx;a; 'one' is used to 
mark specific indefinite nouns (13.8). In sum, three categories are relevant to definiteness and indefiniteness as 
these phenomena are expressed in Hebrew: (1) precise identification ('the house'), (2) class identification ('(a) 
house'), and (3) specific indefinite identification ('a (certain) house'). 

13.3 Morphology of the Article 

a 
Before we consider the various syntactic features of definiteness, there are some morphological aspects of the 
article that need to be briefly reviewed.4 These include the basic consonantal shape of the article, its vocalism, 
the special form of certain words with the article, and the shortening of it after some prepositions. 

b 
The basic form of the article is ha- followed by doubling of the first consonant of the word to which the article is 
prefixed. The form is sometimes reconstructed as han-; the n of this form would account for the doubling, which 
would be analogous to the doubling of initial-nun verbs (e.g., lAPyI, lyPihi).5 

c 

The vowel of the article is usually a, as in %l,M,h; 'the king,' but there are several variants. The vowel may be 
lengthened, a to aÒ, or it may be dissimilated, a to e. These changes usually occur if the word begins with a 
laryngeal or r, that is, a consonant that does not permit doubling. Before a and r, the vowel of the article 

lengthens (h'; ## 1–3). Before h, the vowel is a (h;; # 4), unless the first vowel of the word is aÒ; if that aÒ is 

stressed, the article has aÒ (h'; # 5); if that aÒ is not stressed, the vowel of the article is dissimilated to e (h,; # 6). 

Before x, the vowel is a (h;; # 7), unless the first vowel is aÒ  
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(## 8–9) or oç (hÌateph qamesÌ; ## 10–11), in which case the article is h,, whether the aÒ is stressed (# 8) or not (# 9). 

Before [, the article is generally h' (## 12–13), unless the first vowel is unstressed aÒ, in which case the article is 

h, (## 14–15). 

8. br,x,ñB. yl;ae aB' hT'a; You come against me with a sword.
1 Sam 17:45

9. ayhi-hNEhiñh,llip.ty"l.G" br,x,ñ The sword of Goliath ... is here.
1 Sam 21:10
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In sum, the basic a of the article 

a. dissimilates to e before x', x\, non-stressed [', non-stressed h' 
b. lengthens to aÒ before a, r, most other [, stressed h' 
c. remains a elsewhere (i.e., before other h, other x) 

d 
The form of the article has another variation: words beginning with yÝ or mÝ often form the article without 
doubling; the word-initial shewa is silent (## 16–19). 

If the consonant after yÝ is h or [, this rule is not observed and the doubling is found (## 20–21); if the consonant 

after mÝ is h, [, or r, the doubling is also usually found (## 22–24). 

e 

1. vyaih' the man

2. [v'r'h' the wicked man

3. lg<r,ñh' the foot

4. lk;yheh; the palace

5. rh'h' the mountain

6. ~yrIh'h, the mountains

7. vd,xoñh; the month

8. gx'h, the festival

9. ~k'x'h, the wise man

10. ~yvid'x\h, the months

11. tAbrex\h, the wastelands

12. rWE[ih' the blind man

13. !y['h, the city

14. !A['h, the iniquity

15. rp'['h, the dust

16. ~ydIl'y>h; the children (haylaÒdiÖm)

17. dAsy>h; the base (haysoÖd)

18. ~yviq.b;m.h†Ñ the searchers (hambaqsëiÖm)

19. ~yliG>r;m.h†Ñ the spies (hamraggÝliÖm)

20. ~ydIWhY>h; the Judahites (hayyÝhuÖdiÖm)

21. ~ypi[eY>h; the weary (hayyÝÁeÒpiÖm)

22. hm'WhM.h; the confusion (hammÝhuÖmaÖ)

23. hr'a'M.h; the cave (hammÝÁaÒraÖ)

24. ~y[ireM.B; in the evildoers (bammÝreÒÁiÖm)
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A few words have a special shape after the article (## 25–29). 
  

  
In some cases the form of these words with the aÒ is found without the article, but in all cases the article requires 
the longer vowel. 
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f 
The article is generally shortened after a monographic preposition, bÝ, kÝ, lÝ; the shewa of the preposition and the 
h of the article are elided, so the preposition stands with the vowel of the article. 

This elision is not strictly phonological, since it does not occur with wÝ, and there are various exceptions, most in 
later books (contrast ## 32–33). 

13.4 Definite Nouns 

a 
A noun is definite if it (1) is intrinsically definite, (2) bears the article or a suffix, or (3) is in construct with a noun 
definite by (1) or (2). Intrinsically definite nouns tend to have unique referents, while nouns with the article may 
have particular or unique referents. In this section we deal with the first and third cases of definiteness; in the 
following two sections, the arthrous construction is treated. 

b 
The largest class of intrinsically definite nouns is names: divine names (# 1), human names (## 2–3), place 
names (## 4–6). A name as such has a unique referent. 

25. !Ara] !Ara'h' 
26. #r,a,ñ #r,a'ñh' 
27. gx; / gx' gx'h, 
28. ~[; / ~[' ~['h' 
29. rP; / rP' rP'h; 

30. vyail' to the man

31. ~yIm;ñV'B; in the heavens

32. ~k'x'l, to the wise man
Qoh 7:19

33. ~k'x'h,K. like the wise man
Qoh 8:1

1. hwhy YHWH

2. hv,mo Moses

3. hW"x; Living One, Eve

4. !Amr>x, Hermon

5. rco Tyre

6. tr'P. Euphrates
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Nearly all pronouns are also inherently definite, by virtue of their role as pointers to unique things or persons; 
definite pronouns may be personal (## 7–8), demonstrative (## 9–10), or interrogative (# 11). 
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Also inherently definite are unique appellatives, terms that refer to unique individuals or things and are used more 
or less as names. Terms for the God of Israel tend to be treated as unique appellatives, taking the article rarely (# 
12; the anarthrous form is more common in the Pentateuch, while the article is used more often in the Former 
Prophets) or never (## 13–14). 

Certain cosmological elements (## 15–17) and earthly institutions (# 18) are also treated in this way. 

Many earthly place names, for the same reason, lack the article, even if formed with common nouns (## 19–22). 

Often certain titles are taken as unique (## 23–24). 

7. ykinOña' ~roy[e I am naked.
Gen 3:10

8. ^y+h,l{a/ hwhy ykinOa' I am YHWH, your God.
Exod 20:2

9. ta+zO [;buv. aLem; Complete the week of this one.
Gen 29:27

10. yl;['me tazO-ta, an"-Wxl.vi
hc'W+xh; 

Send this one away from me to the 
outside.

2 Sam 13:17

11. ^l. dyGIhi ymi Who told you ... ?
Gen 3:11

12. ~yhil{a/ God

13. !Ayl.[, lae Most High God

14. yDv; lae Ruling (?) God

15. lbeTe The World, Landmass

16. ~AhT. The Abyss, Deep

17. lAav. The Grave

18. d[emo lh,aoñ The Tent of Meeting

19. sbeAk hdef. Fuller's Field
Isa 7:3, 36:2

20. ~ypico hdef. Watcher's Field
Num 23:14

21. ydIG<ñ-!y[e Kid's Spring
1 Sam 24:1

22. vm,v,ñ !y[e Sun Spring
Josh 15:7

23. ab'c'-rf; Chief of the Army6

2 Sam 2:8, 19:14; 1 Kgs 16:16

24. ~yxiB'j;-br; Captain of the Guard7
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c 
The construct relation usually carries definiteness over from the genitive to the construct: thus, the construct is 
usually definite if the following genitive is definite as a name (# 25), a pronoun (# 26), a unique appellative (# 27), 
or because of the article (# 28–29). 
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There are exceptions, however, in which the construct phrase is indefinite with the following genitive definite as a 
name (## 30–31), a pronoun (# 32), a unique appellative (# 33), or because of the article (## 34–35; cf. 9.7a). 

In most of these cases (## 30, 31, 33, 35), it is clear from context that the genitive is a specific indefinite, namely, 
'a certain ... '; in # 30, the addition of ÀahÌat makes this clear. The generic noun of class vya is used in # 34 with an 
article of class (cf. 9.5.3b). 

13.5 Common Nouns with the Article 

a 
Common nouns—roughly, all nouns except names and unique appellatives—are made definite by the article. The 
conventions of the Hebrew language regularly call for the use of the article with common nouns in ways similar to 
the English usage of the article 'the' and in ways that differ noticeably from it. Since the uses of the article may 
differ in Hebrew and in English, it is necessary to note its normal uses in Hebrew in order to avoid distorting the 
meaning of the Hebrew; a word-for-word translation would often lead to abnormal English. It is vital to read 
Hebrew from the Hebrew speaker's point of view; it is also important to consider how that point of view can be 
represented in English by its normal conventions, without engaging in an extended commentary. 

2 Kgs 25:8, Jer 39:9

25. ymi[\n" vyai the husband of Naomi
Ruth 1:3

26. Hv'yai her husband
Gen 3:6

27. ~Aht. ynEP. the face of the Abyss
Gen 1:2

28. ~yIM'ñh; ynEP. the face of the water
Gen 1:2

29. !G"h;-#[e yrIP.mi from the fruit of the tree of the Garden
Gen 3:2

30. r['n>vi tr,D,ña; ll'V'b; ar,aeñw"
hb'Aj tx;a; 

I saw among the spoil a certain beautiful 
Babylonian garment.

Josh 7:21 Qere

31. laer'f.yI tl;WtB. a (certain) virgin of Israel
Deut 22:19

32. aWh yxia' He is a brother of mine.
Gen 20:5; cf. 8.4.2a

33. h['r' ~yhil{a/ x;Wr a (certain) evil spirit of God
1 Sam 18:10

34. hm'd'a]h' vyai a farmer
Gen 9:20

35. [l;S'ñh; qyqin>Bi in a (certain) cleft of the rock
Jer 13:4
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b 
There are two major areas that need to be explored in considering Hebrew articular usage. One area involves the 
referential side: what does the article reveal about the functioning of the word it modifies? The other area is 
syntactic: how does the article + noun combination fit into the clause? 

13.5.1 Referential Features 

a 
The common noun with the article may have a unique, particular, or generic function. Generic usage is vastly 
more common in Hebrew than it is in English. 

b 
The common noun with an article may designate a unique referent. The uniqueness may be natural, for example, 
vm,V'ñh; 'the sun' in Exod 17:12 or x;reY"l; 'to the moon' in Deut 17:3; or theological, for example, ~yhil{a/h†; 'God' 

in Gen 6:2; or situational, for example, %l,M,ñh; 'the King' in 1 Sam 8:9 or ldoG"h; !heKoh; 'the High Priest' in Num 
35:25. The usage conflicts to some extent with the intrinsic definiteness of unique appellatives (13.4b); on the 
whole, with theological terms and place names the article is rare. 

c 
Situational uniqueness arises because, for example, the culture allows only one king or high priest at a time. 
Closely related to this type of definiteness is the use of the noun + article to designate a well-known thing or 
person; the combination is close to constituting a name (cf. 13.6). Consider, for example, these English 
sentences: 'I'm going on holiday in the Rocky Mountains' versus 'I will meet you at the rocky hill.' In English we 
distinguish these two uses in writing by capitalizing the former and writing the latter in lower case. The distinctions 
involved are sometimes subjective and arbitrary. 

d 
The article most often serves to give a noun a particular reference. 

Particular reference may be based on previous mention of the thing or person; such use is anaphoric. 

1. lae-tybel. tx;T;ñmi rbeQ'Tiw:
!A+La;h†; tx;T;ñ 

And she was buried under the oak below 
Bethel.

Gen 35:8

2. `v[;r'ñh' ynEp.li before the earthquake
Amos 1:1

3. ÅÅÅ ^c.r>a;me ^l.-%l,
`&'a,ñr>a; rv,a] #r,a'ñh'-la, 

Go from your land ... to the land that I will 
show you.

Gen 12:1

4. ÅÅÅ xQ;YIw: ÅÅÅ rq'B'-!B, xQ;YIw:
rq'B'h;-!B, 

And he took a calf ... and he took ... the 
calf.

Gen 18:7–8

5. vyaih' ~vew> ÅÅÅ vyai %leYEñw:
%l,m,ñylia/ 

And a man went out ... and the name of 
that man was Elimelech.

Ruth 1:1–2

6. ÅÅÅ rA+ayhiy> ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOñw: And God said, "Let there be light." ... And 
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This usage is weakly demonstrative. A close parallel to # 5 actually uses a demonstrative. 

Particular reference may also be cataphoric, that is, restricted by what follows; this usage is discussed in 13.5.2d. 

e 
The article may also mark nouns definite in the imagination, designating either a particular person or thing 
necessarily understood to be present or vividly portraying someone or something whose identity is not otherwise 
indicated. For a person or thing understood to be present, the English language often also uses the article. 

At other times English idiom prefers the personal pronoun.8 

In some cases the proper English rendering is indefinite.9 
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rAah'-ta, ~yhil{a/ ar>Y:w: God saw the light.

Gen 1:3–4

7. ÅÅÅ #W[-#r,a,ñb. hw"h' vyai
~T' aWhh; vyaih' hw"h'w>

rv'y"w> 

There was a man in the land of Uz ... and 
that man was pure and upright.

Job 1:1

8. vaeh'-ta, Ady"B. xQ;YIw:
tl,+k,ña]M;h;-ta,w> 

And he took in his hand the fire and the 
knife.

Gen 22:6

9. tq,Voh;-la, HD'K; r[;T.w: And she emptied her jar into the trough.
Gen 24:20

10. td,L,ñy:m.h; Hl' rm,aToñw: And the midwife said to her ... 
Gen 35:17; cf. 38:28

11. rANKih;-ta, dwID' xq;l'w> David would take his harp.
1 Sam 16:23

12. @y[iC'h; xQ;Tiw: So she took her veil.
Gen 24:65

13. `lm'G"h; l[;me lPoTiw: She alighted from her camel.
Gen 24:64

14. `~t'nOyBe #yliMeh; An interpreter was between them.
Gen 42:23

15. r[;N:ñh;-la, !TeYIw: He gave (it) to a servant.
Gen 18:7

16. jyliP'h; aboY"w: One who had escaped came.
Gen 14:13

17. ra;N:ñh; #r'Y"w: A young man ran.
Num 11:27

18. dyGIM;h; aboY"w: A messenger came.
2 Sam 15:13
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This use is also found in the expression ~wIYh; yhiy>w:. 

The analogous English constructions should not mislead: all these occurrences, and others like them, are definite 
in Hebrew. 

f 
The use of the article to mark out the particular and unique, as well as the situationally pertinent, is balanced by 
the generic use.10 The article of class marks out not a particular single person or thing but a class of persons, 
things, or qualities that are unique and determined in themselves. Sometimes the class is regarded as a unity, 
while at other times an individual within the species is singled out to represent the genus. This use is much more 
extensive in Hebrew than in English. The generic article may be used with a collective singular (see 7.2.1b). 

This use is especially common with animals: an individual of a species may refer to the whole. 

Moreover, it is especially common in comparisons, with (## 24–27) or without animals (## 28–30). 
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The generic article is also used with plurals. 

19. h+n"q'l.a, xB;z>YIw: ~AYh; yhiy>w: One day Elkanah came to sacrifice.
1 Sam 1:4

20. rq'B'h; the cattle (or, the herd)
Gen 18:7

21. [v'r'h'-ta,w> qyDIC;h;-ta, the righteous and the wicked
Qoh 3:17

22. ÅÅÅ Wlk.ato al{ hz<-ta, %a;
!p'V'h;-ta,w> ÅÅÅ lm'G"h;-ta, 

But these you may not eat ... the camel, 
... the coney ... 

Lev 11:4–5

23. h+['Wvt.li sWh; rq,v,ñ A horse is a vain hope for victory.
Ps 33:17

24. hyEr>a;h' bl.K. like the heart of a lion
2 Sam 17:10

25. bl,K,ñh; ql{y" rv,a]K; as a dog laps
Judg 7:5

26. areQoh; @Dor>yI rv,a]K; as one hunts a partridge
1 Sam 26:20

27. ydIG>h; [S;v;K. as one rends a kid
Judg 14:6

28. !v'b.Kih; rjoyqiK. like the smoke from a furnace
Gen 19:28

29. b[er'h' ~l{x]y: rv,a]K; as when someone dreams in a famine
Isa 29:8

30. ~yI+m'ñV'h; rp,Señk; WLgOñn"w> And the heavens shall be rolled 
together as a scroll.
Isa 34:4

31. ~ybik'AKh; the stars
Gen 15:5; cf. 1:16
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Both singular and plural gentilics regularly take the article in referring to the entire group, for example, ynI[]n:K.h; 
'the Canaanite(s),' ~yrIb.[ih' 'the Hebrews.' In gentilics derived from construct-chain names the second term of 

the chain takes the article, for example, yrIz>[,h' ybia] 'the Abiezrite' (< rz<[,ñybia];11 Judg 6:11, 24), ymix.L;h; tyBe 
'the Bethlehemite' (< ~x,l,ñ tyBe; 1 Sam 17:58). The group term ~yTiv.liP. usually does not take the article; only 

eight times is h; used and in only eighteen cases is a preceding preposition given the pointing of the article. 

g 
The generic article is found with items other than animals, for example, materials (## 35–39; note the 
comparisons in # 38).12 
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Measurements and measured units are also so marked. 

Abstract terms, referring to attributes, qualities, or states, also take the generic article. 

32. ~yIAGh; the nations
Gen 10:32

33. ~yrIq'B.l; all the mornings
Isa 33:2, Ps 73:14

34. ~y+[iv'r>h' !ke-al{ Not so the wicked.
Ps 1:4

35. `bh'Z"b;W @s,K,ñB; in livestock, in silver, and in gold
Gen 13:2

36. vaeB' with fire
Josh 11:9

37. tp,+Z"ñb;W rm'xeB; with tar and pitch 13

Exod 2:3

38. ~ynIV'K; ~k,yaej'x] Wyh.yI-~ai
WnyBil.y: gl,V,ñK; 

Though your sins be like crimson, they 
shall become as white as snow.

Isa 1:18

39. bh'Z"h; dbir> a chain of gold
Gen 41:42

40. hp'yaeh' tyrIfi[] rm,[oñh'w>
`aWh 

An omer is one tenth of an ephah.

Exod 16:36

41. rMoh; rArc. a bag of myrrh
Cant 1:13

42. ~yrIw>n>S;B; with blindness
Gen 19:11

43. rb,D'ñh; diseases14

Deut 28:21

44. !AhM'TiB; with panic15

Zech 12:4
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13.5.2 Syntactic Features 

a 
The article may be used as a demonstrative, as a vocative marker, and as a relative marker. In these uses the 
referent of the noun + article combination is particular. 

b 
Expressions of present time are used adverbially, and the article has a clear demonstrative force, though, as 
noted above, such force can be found elsewhere, too (17.5). 

With a preposition the article does not suffice; the demonstrative pronoun is also needed. 
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c 
The article is used to mark a definite addressee, pointing out a particular individual who is present to the speaker 
and who is addressed in the vocative. English does not use its definite article in this way. The article may be used 
when a common noun is in apposition to a definite noun. 

It is also found when the common noun is in apposition only to a second-person pronoun, implied or stated. 

45. `wyc'l'x] rAzae hn"Wma/h'w> Faithfulness is the sash around his 
waist.
Isa 11:5

46. `Aas.Ki qd,C,ñB; !AKyIw> His throne will be established through 
righteousness.
Prov 25:5

1. ~AYh; this day/today 16

Gen 4:14

2. hl'y>L'ñh; this night/tonight
Gen 19:5

3. hn"V'h; this year
2 Kgs 19:29—Isa 37:30, Jer 28:16

4. ~[;P'h; this time
Exod 9:27

5. hZ<h; ~AYB; in this day
Josh 7:25

6. taZOh; ~[;P;ñB; at this time
Exod 8:28

7. !heKoh; [;vuAhy> an"-[m;v.
lAdG"h; 

Listen, O high priest Joshua.

Zech 3:8

8. rmoale lWav'-yrex]([; ar'q.YIw:
%l,+M,ñh; ynIdoa] 

And he called to Saul, "My Lord, O King."

1 Sam 24:9

9. %l,M,ñh; ^v.p.n:-yxe As surely as you live, O King.
1 Sam 17:55
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Quite frequently the article is not used when the reference is to persons not present or who are more or less 
imaginary.17 

d 
Anaphoric use of the article is based on the previous mention of the thing referred to (13.5.1d); it is possible for 
the definiteness to be established in the same clause as the reference, and such use is called cataphoric. Here 
are two English examples. 

anaphoric 'the': I saw a man. The man was tall. 
cataphoric 'the': The man that I saw was tall. 

As the English example suggests, cataphoric reference can be associated with relative clauses, and the 
comparable Hebrew use of h; is often likened to the relative pronoun. 
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This so-called relative use of the article (cf. 19.7) is most common with participles, whether used attributively (i.e., 
adjectivally; ## 14–16; see 37.5) or predicatively (## 17–20).18 

Other predicates can also take the article; in a sense these predicates are adjectival, but it should be remembered 
that there is no distinct class of adjectives in Hebrew (14.3.2). 

10. r[;+N"ñh; hT'a; ymi-nB, Whose son are you, young man?
1 Sam 17:58

11. r+F'h; ^yl,ñaeyli rb'D' I have an errand for you, O 
Commander.
2 Kgs 9:5

12. ^yt,ñWdl.y:B. rWxB' xm;f. Be happy, young man, when you are 
young.
Qoh 11:9

13. l+ce[' hl'm'n>-la,-%l. Go to the ant, O sluggard.
Prov 6:6

14. `wyl'ae ha,r>NIh; hwhyl; to YHWH, who had appeared to him
Gen 12:7

15. x;leVoh; the one who sent (you)
2 Kgs 22:18

16. ~ydIm'x/N<h(; the ones to be desired
Ps 19:11

17. bbeSoh; aWh It is the one that circles around ... 
Gen 2:11

18. `~k,ylea] rBed;m.h; yPi It is my mouth that is speaking to you.
Gen 45:12

19. taoroh' ^yn<ñy[e It is your eyes that have seen ... 
Deut 3:21

20. hk'r'[]M;h;-!mi aB'h; ykinOa' I am the one who came back from the 
battle.
1 Sam 4:16

21. yMi[;w> ynIa]w: qyDIC;h; hwhy
`~y[iv'r>h' 

YHWH is the one who is in the right and 
I and my people are the ones who are in 
the wrong.
Exod 9:27
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A predicate adjective with an article often has a superlative sense. 

In a few cases, the article is used with a finite verb to form a relative clause, either with an explicit antecedent (## 
24–25)19 or without one (# 26).20 
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This construction may be compared to English cleft sentences ('It is the prophet that I was seeking') and pseudo-
cleft sentences ('The prophet was who I sought'), as well as to French constructions in'C'est ... celui qui ... ' ('It 
is ... the one who ... '). 

13.6 Intrinsically Definite Nouns with the Article 

a 
The article is chiefly used with common nouns according to the patterns outlined in 13.5. Normally words that are 
definite in themselves do not take the article since the article would be redundant. But there is one major class of 
exceptions. Sometimes, through usage, the article not only points out a particular person or thing, but it also 
elevates it to such a position of uniqueness that the noun + article combination becomes the equivalent of a 
proper name (13.4b). Among English speakers, for example, in some communities 'the city' no longer designates 
one city out of many, but through usage denotes 'The City,' the only city in that area. In such constructions it is not 
that the article is added to a name; rather the article makes the combination a name. Such combinations make up 
toponyms. 

They are also used to name individuals. 

22. !+j'Q'h; aWh dwId'w> Now it was David who was the 
youngest.
1 Sam 17:14

23. ~y+Bir;h' ~T,a; You are the ones who are most 
numerous.
1 Kgs 18:25

24. hm'x'l.Mih; yven>a; ynEyciq.
ATai aWkl.h'h, 

the army commanders who had come 
with him

Josh 10:24

25. hpo-Wac.m.NIh; ^M.[; your people who are present here
1 Chr 29:17

26. !ykiheh; l[; ÅÅÅ xm;f.YIw:
~+['l' ~yhil{a/h' 

And he ... rejoiced at what God had 
done for the people.

2 Chr 29:36

1. h['b.GIh; the hill Gibeah

2. raoy>h; the stream (hayÀor) the Nile

3. rK'Kih; the circuit the Jordan Circuit

4. !Anb'L.h; the white (Mt.) Lebanon

5. rh'N"h; the river the Euphrates

6. rz<[eñh' !b,a,ñ the rock of help Ebenezer

7. ~yhil{a/h' the god God

8. l[;B;ñh; the lord Baal

9. !j'F'h; the adversary Satan
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b 
In addition to this intermediate naming construction, there are other anomalous cases of an article on a noun with 
a suffix or in construct. In most cases these forms are the result of textual corruption.21 In Josh 7:21 the form 

ylih\a†;h' 'the/my tent' may be a blend of lhah and ylha. The phrase rWVa; %l,M,ñh; occurs twice in Isa 36:8, 
16 but the proper anarthrous form is found in synoptic verses in 2 Kings (18:23, 31). In Isa 24:2 the term 
HT'r>biG>K; 'like her mistress' may have the pointing ka instead of kÝ because the syllable ka occurs eleven other 
times in the verse, creating a strong pattern of assonance. In at least one case the suffix on a form has lost its 
meaning:22 in addition to the word  
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%r,[eñ 'value,' Hebrew has a term ^k.r>[, ('your value'>) 'value,' used with the article, ^K.r>[,h' (Lev 27:23), and in 

construct, !heKoh; ^K.r>[,K. 'according to the value (set by) the priest' (Lev 27:12). 

13.7 Use and Nonuse of the Article 

a 
The article is not consistently used even according to the best established patterns. Most often it is "omitted," or 
not used where it would be expected, in poetry, and this pattern of nonuse is truer of older poetry, though the 
pattern is found in relatively late poetic passages and in prose.23 In studying this pattern scholars have found that 
the Masoretes tended to regularize articular use where they could, that is, with the monographic prepositions; 
again, this is only a broad tendency, not a fixed rule. 

b 
Nouns with unique referents furnish some convenient examples. In Gen 1:1 we find the articles in the phrase 
#r,a'ñh' taew> ~yIm;ñV'h; tae, and in 2:1 we find #rahw ~ymvh; in the archaic prayer of Melchisedeq, in 

contrast, the phrase #r,a'ñw" ~yIm;ñv' hnEqo lacks the articles (Gen 14:19). Turning back to Genesis 2, we find 
fluctuation in two neighboring pieces of prose. 

The omission is most common in verse. 

There is fluctuation, however, even in verse. 

1. ~yIm;V'h; tAdl.At hL,aeñ
~+a'r>B†;hiB. #r,a'ñh'w> 

These are the accounts of the cosmos 
when it was created.

Gen 2:4a

2. ~yhil{a/ hwhy tAf[] ~AyB.
`~yIm†;ñv'w> #r,a,ñ 

When YHWH God made the cosmos ... 

Gen 2:4b

3. #r,a,ñ-ykel.m; [the] kings of [the] earth
Ps 2:2

4. #r,a'ñ-ysep.a; [the] ends of [the] earth
Ps 2:8

5. vm,v,ñ-ynEp.li before [the] sun
Ps 72:17

6. hb'K.v.a, ÅÅÅ ~Alv,B. I will lie down ... in peace.
Ps 4:9; cf. 55:19
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In the archaic invocation to the great lights in Joshua 10, three of the four expected articles are omitted.24 

13.8 Indefinite Nouns 

a 

Indefinite nouns are not as a rule marked in Hebrew, but on occasion specific indefinites may be, with dx'a, / 
tx;a; 'one.'25 As an adjective with a singular noun, it has the force of 'a certain.'26 

As a noun in construct with a plural noun, it has the force of 'one of, a.' 

Page 252

7. `~AlV'B; ÅÅÅ %reb'y> hwhy May YHWH bless ... with peace.
Ps 29:11; cf. Job 15:21

8. laer'f.yI ynEy[el. rm,aYOñw: He (YHWH) said in sight of Israel,

~AD !A[b.gIB. vm,v,ñ O sun, stand still over Gibeon.

`!AlY"a; qm,aeñB. x;rey"w> O moon, over the Valley of Aijalon.

vm,V,ñh; ~DoYIw: Sun stood still,

dm'[' x;r>y"w> Moon stood fixed,

wyb'y>(ao yAG ~QoyI-d[; Until he (YHWH) defeated his enemies' 
force.
Josh 10:12–13

1. tx;a; tn<c,ñn>ci xq; Take a jar.
Exod 16:33

2. tx'a, !b,a,ñ a single stone
Judg 9:5

3. tx;a; hV'ai a certain woman
Judg 9:53

4. ha'r>C'mi dx'a, vyai a certain man of Zorah
Judg 13:2

5. ~yIt;ñm'r'h'-!mi dx'a, vyai There was a certain man of Ramathaim.
1 Sam 1:1

6. bveyO !qez" dx'a, aybin"w>
l+ae-tybeB. 

A certain old prophet was living in Bethel.

1 Kgs 13:11

7. dx'a,syrIs' %l,M,ñh; ÅÅÅ !T,YIw: The king assigned ... a certain official.
2 Kgs 8:6

8. `~hiyFih; dx;a; tx;T;ñ under one of the bushes (or, a bush)
Gen 21:15

9. rv,a] ~yrIh'h, dx;a; l[;
`^yl,ñae rm;ao 

on a mountain I will tell you of

Gen 22:2
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This twist of style is particularly frequent in comparisons. 

b 

Indefinite personal nouns may also be marked with a generic noun of class, vyai or an equivalent. 

c 
A predicate adjective has no article (4.5); it does not identify the subject but categorizes it as belonging to a class.

Footnotes:  

1. German, a close relative of English, uses an unreduced form of 'one,' 'ein,' as the indefinite article; Yiddish 
shows the same usage as English,'a.' 
2. These similarities are an important basis for the claims of the Reformation translators that Hebrew "goes better" 
into English than into Latin. Compare Tyndale's famous remark, "The Greek tongue agreeth more with the English 
than with the Latin [which has no article]. And the properties of the Hebrew tongue agreeth a thousand times 
more with the English than with the Latin. The manner of speaking is both one; so that in a thousand places thou 
needest not but to translate into the English, word for word: when thou must seek a compass in the Latin." Quoted 
by S. L. Greenslade, "English Versions of the Bible, A.D. 1525–1611," The Cambridge History of the Bible. 3. The 
West from the Reformation to the Present Day, ed. S. L. Greenslade (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1963) 
141–74, at 145. On the article in general grammatical theory, see W. P. Schmid, MPD. esp. 94–95; in Hebrew, 
see Richter. GAHG2.9-11. 
3. Greek grammarians used the term arthron 'joint' for 'connecting word,' particularly for the article. In modern 
usage, an arthrous noun has the article, an anarthrous noun lacks it. 
4. The article is a West Semitic feature and is only found in dialects attested after 1200 B.C.E. The earlier West 
Semitic languages and Akkadian do not regularly use a comparable definite: indefinite opposition (see also 9.8b). 
There are three West Semitic articles: (1) prefix ha- + doubling, found in Hebrew, Phoenician-Punic, Moabite, 
Ammonite, and some Old North Arabic dialects, (2) prefix al- (the l often assimilates to the following sound), found 
in Classical Arabic, and (3) postposed and fused -aÒ in Aramaic, on which see Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of 

10. tx;a;-la, an" ynIxeñp's.
`~x,l'ñ-tP; lkoa/l, tANhuK.h; 

Appoint me to some priestly office so 
that I can have food to eat.

1 Sam 2:36

11. tx;a;B. wyl'ae Wnab'ñW
~v' ac'm.nI rv,a] tmoAqM.h; 

Then we will attack him wherever he 
may be found.

2 Sam 17:12

12. ~yIb'C.h; dx;a;K. as one of the wild gazelles
2 Sam 2:18

13. l+aer'f.yIB. ~ylib'N>h; dx;a;K. like a wicked fool in Israel
2 Sam 13:13

14. ynIa'ñ hn"m'l.a;-hV'ai I am a widow.
2 Sam 14:5

15. tAnzO ~yvin" ~yIT;ñv. hn"aboñT'
%l,+M,ñh;-la, 

Two prostitutes came to the king.

1 Kgs 3:16

16. aybin" vyai hwhy xl;v.YIw:
l+aer'f.yI ynEB.-la, 

YHWH sent a prophet to the Israelites.

Judg 6:8
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Biblical Aramaic (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1961) §§ 41–43, 46 / pp. 23–24; and G. Bergsträsser, Introduction to 
the Semitic Languages, trans. and sup. Peter T. Daniels (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983) 88. Two 
useful sets of examples are Hebrew haÒ-aÃÒresÌ—Aramaic ÀarÁaÒÀArabic Àal-ÀardÌ 'the earth'; and Hebrew haz-
zaÒhaÒbAramaic dahaçbaÒÀArabic Àað-ðahab 'the gold.' On the background of all three articles, see T. O. Lambdin, 
"The Junctural Origin of the West Semitic Definite Article," Near Eastern Studies in Honor of W. F. Albright, ed. 
Hans Goedicke (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1971) 315–33. For an attempt to consider a common origin for the 
Arabic and Hebrew articles, see Edward Ullendorff, "The Form of the Definite Article in Arabic and Other Semitic 
Languages," in his Is Biblical Hebrew a Language? Studies in Semitic Languages and Civilizations (Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 1977) 165–71. 
For the phonological terminology used below, see, e.g., T. O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New 
York: Scribner, 1971) xvi. The article occurs about 30,000 times (SA/THAT). 
5. The form hal- is also sometimes reconstructed; it is close to the Arabic article Àal, as well as to certain rare 
demonstratives in Hebrew, hallaÒz, hallaÒzeÖ, halleÃÓzuÖ. The ha is at any rate a Semitic demonstrative element. Cf. 
17.2a. 
6. Cf. sÃrÁ-ÀhsÌbÀ in 1 Sam 17:55, Dan 8:11. 

7. Cf. sÃr htÌbhÌym in Gen 37:36. 39:1. 

8. English usage, cited here for comparative purposes, is itself tremendously variable; cf., ea., hammitÌtÌaÖ 'the/his 
bed' in Gen 47:31. hakkisseÒÀ 'the/ his throne' in Judg 3:20. 

9. And in some cases the English rendering is open to discussion: a fluent or slightly informal narrative style 
allows for more situationally understood definite articles. 
10. Joüon uses the term "imperfect determination" for the generic use; § 137m / p. 425. 
11. Abiezer is only attested as a personal name, not as a place name; the analysis of the name as a construct 
phrase, implicit in the gentilic form, is open to question. The name may in origin be a sentence name, 'My (divine) 
Father is Help'; cf. 8.2. 
12. Other examples in Gen 2:11, 11:3; Amos 2:6; 2 Chr 2:13, 14. 
13. For another medium, note ktb basseÃÓper 'to write on a scroll' (Exod 17:14, 1 Sam 10:25, Jer 32:10; cf. ntn bspr 
in Job 19:23). 
14. Other diseases in Lev 13:12; Amos 4:9Hag 2:17.  
15. Another strong emotion in 2 Sam 1:9. 
16. For an extensive discussion of hayyoÖm, see S. J. DeVries, Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow: Time and 
History in the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1975) 151–277. 
17. Cf. Isa 22:2, Mic 1:2. But cf. habhaÃÁal Áa]neÃÓnuÖ 'O Baal, answer us,' 1 Kgs 18:26. 

18. Note also Qoh 7:26. Cf. M. H. Segal, A Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon, 1927) 181. 
19. Same construction in Ezra 8:25, 10:17; with Àsçr in Judg 5:27, Ezra 10:14. 

20. Same construction in 2 Chr 1:4. Note the relative frequency of these usages in Chronicles and Ezra. 
21. And as such are better dealt with in a commentary than a grammar. In a few cases the MT is too arresting for 
simple dismissal, e.g., Mic 2:12. 
22. So also W. L. Holladay, A Concise Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament (Grand Rapids, 
Michigan: Eerdmans, 1971) 283. 
23. On the general pattern see Joüon § 187f /421 n. 3; D. N. Freedman, Pottery, Poetry, and Prophecy: Studies in 
Early Hebrew Poetry (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1980) 2–4; for full details, both theoretical and 
statistical and counts by individual chapters, see F. I. Andersen and A. Dean Forbes, "‘Prose Particle' Counts of 
the Hebrew Bible," The Word of the Lord Shall Go Forth: Essays in Honor of David Noel Freedman, ed. C. L. 
Meyers and M. O'Connor (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983) 165–83. 
24. On this poem see Robert G. Boling, Joshua (Anchor Bible 6; Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1982) 274, 
283–85, who deals with the lexical difficulties of the final line, as well as with the wide range of explanations 
offered for what the poem describes. 
25. See Joüon § 137u-v / p. 428. 
26. Note also 1 Sam 7:9, 12. The use is infrequent enough that # 2 and # 3 play a role in the structure of Judges 
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16.1 Pronouns in General 

a 
Pronouns are words that can stand for (Latin pro) a noun (nomen) or noun phrase; the major groups of pronouns 
are personal, demonstrative, interrogative, indefinite, and relative. A variety of expressions can perform the noun 
role in a clause, including nouns (e.g., 'a boy'), noun phrases ('a boy and a girl'), and clauses ('you know who'), as 
well as pronouns (see 4.4.1). Grammarians usually limit the word class of pronouns to the groups mentioned. This 
is in part due to the tradition of the "parts of speech" as first recognized by the Alexandrian grammarians.1 

b 
The traditional segregation of pronouns has certain advantages. The pronoun class, like the deictic system it is 
part of (13.1),2 is essentially a closed class (4.2), that is, limited in membership.3 The pronouns are 
"workhorses"—they are used frequently and play an important role in all grammatical functioning. The class of 
pronouns is morphologically diverse: usual categories of Hebrew inflection such as number and gender are 
manifest, but sometimes in unusual ways. Pronominal shapes are also unusual; the word elements are interlinked 
in complex ways (cf. 17.2, 19.2). 
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c 
The four major pronominal groups are each distinct. Personal pronouns refer to speaker, to hearer, or to the topic 
under discussion; they are syntactically the least specialized group. Demonstratives single out a person or thing 
referred to (e.g., English 'This is the land'); they share some features of third-person pronouns (e.g., 'This/She is 
the queen') and are also adjectival in character. The interrogatives and indefinites compose a single correlative 
group, one part associated with questions (e.g., 'Who is the queen?') and the other with a particular sort of 
reference (e.g., 'Whoever the queen is, she must rule'). The indefinite pronouns are only one variety of indefinite 
usage, just as questions can be asked without interrogatives (40.3). Relative pronouns link up preceding and 
following elements (e.g., 'The queenwhorules well will prosper'; 'I visited the queenwhocalled for me'). 

d 
One special feature of the Hebrew personal pronouns is the extent to which they refer to persons rather than 
objects, or, more strictly, to animates rather than inanimates. Only ymi 'who' is comparably restricted among the 
other pronouns. In the first- and second-person slots the limitation to animates is complete, and in the third-
person slot it is nearly perfect. 

e 
The personal pronouns have been cited in numerous examples in the previous chapters, but they are the special 
concern of this chapter. In succeeding chapters the other pronominal groups will be treated (Chaps. 17–19). 

16 Personal Pronouns 

16.1 Pronouns in General 
16.2 Personal Pronouns 
16.3 Independent Personal Pronouns 

3.1 Uses 
3.2 Finite Verbal Clauses 
3.3 Verbless Clauses 
3.4 Apposition 
3.5 Minor Uses 

16.4 Suffixed Personal Pronouns 
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16.2 Personal Pronouns 

a 
There are two classes of personal pronouns in Hebrew, and they are distinguished on both formal and functional 
grounds.4 The independent personal pronouns are both free-standing words and nominative in function, whereas 
the pronominal suffixes are never free standing and are in function genitive (with nouns and prepositions) or 
accusative (with verbs, ta, and hnh). From a comparative perspective, this double patterning is remarkable.5 
Ugaritic, for example, has independent third-person genitive-accusative pronouns,6 and some dialects of 
Akkadian have independent nominative, genitive-accusative, and dative forms.7 There are some complexities in 
the syntax of the independent personal pronouns, involving their use in apposition to nouns in an oblique 
function.8 Such complexities cannot distract from the overwhelmingly basic usage of the separate pronouns in 
nominative functions.9 
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16.3 Independent Personal Pronouns 

a 
Before turning to the topic of the uses of the separate pronouns, we can make a few observations on their 
shapes.10 

There are two distinct subgroups. The first- and second-person forms are all formed from a base Àan with 
endings;11 the -n assimilates to the -t- of the second-person endings, yielding -tt-. In contrast, the third-person 
forms are made up of elements also found in demonstratives and in the article *ha(n?)- (13.3, 17.2). The first-
person singular alone has two distinct forms, a short form (ÀaçniÖ) and a long form (ÀaÒnoÒkiÖ); there is no functional 
difference between them, though it is the long form that eventually disappears, leaving ÀaçniÖ only in late Biblical 
Hebrew, as well as in Mishnaic and later forms of the language.12 The third-person singular forms13 seem to be 
simplified in the monosyllabic MT forms huÒÀ-hiÖÀ; bisyllabic forms14 are implicit in the Qumran writings hawh, 

hayh.15 It is possible that mono- and bisyllabic forms alternated in Classical Hebrew (cf. English 'them' and 
''em' ) and that the Masoretes have preferred consistency on this point. 16 

16.3.1 Uses 

a 
The independent personal pronouns serve as surrogates for an antecedent or implicit noun, usually referring to a 
person; they may serve in a variety of linguistic contexts. 
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Their use is, first of all, a feature of the language's economy (3.2.3). As simple surrogates they relieve the tedious 
monotony of the same noun being repeated again and again. Such is their normal function, for example, in these 
verbless clauses. 

singular plural 
first common ynIa] Wnx.n:ña] 
second masc. hT'a; ~T,a; 
second fem. T.a; hn"Teña; , !Tea; 
third masc. aWh hM'heñ , ~he 
third fem. ayhi hN"heñ 

1. h+n"ñAz hV'ai-!B, aWhw> He was the son of a prostitute ['he' for 
'Jephthah'].
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b 
Sometimes, especially in apposition, personal pronouns signify a mild emphasis on some noun or pronoun in a 
statement, that is, use of a pronoun makes some difference in meaning in a statement.17 For example, the 
meaning of 'Did Mary bring this for me?' depends in part on whether one of the words is emphasized. If the 
emphasis is on Mary ('Did Mary bring this for me?'), the attention is on the fact that Mary was the one who 
brought the gift; if the emphasis is on one of the pronouns ('Did Mary bring this for me?' or 'Did Mary bring this for 
me?') attention falls on either the gift or the speaker. In oral/ aural communication we express such distinctions by 
stress and tone of voice, but in written expression other means are used. In modern texts these may be strictly 
typographical, but such devices were not available to ancient writers.18 They rather had to draw on the syntactic 
and morphological means in constant service in the spoken language, marshaling those resources carefully and 
often more systematically than we might at first suspect. 

c 
In the following sections we deal with the independent personal pronouns in both surrogate and emphatic 
patterns. First, the major classes of clauses, verbal and verbless, will be discussed (16.3.2–3); then the 
appositional use will be treated (16.3.4). Some minor patterns will be handled last (16.3.5). 

16.3.2 Finite Verbal Clauses 

a 

A finite verb form in Hebrew is intrinsically marked for person, number, and, where relevant, gender: Wac.yE is third 
person, plural, and masculine.19 If an independent pronoun were to be used with such a verb, its occurrence 
would need some explanation: either Wac.yE or ~he Wac.yE seems to be more than is necessary. Two kinds of 
explanation are advanced for such grammatical structures, neither of them quite adequate. One set of 
explanations refers to pleonasm, literally, overgrowth; it is doubtful that any major linguistic element can truly be 
superfluous or redundant. The second set of explanations refers to emphasis: such explanations can be faulted 
as being overly vague, but they are susceptible of refinement and reconsideration.20 
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b 
There are three reasons why an independent pronoun is used with a finite verb; in all three cases both possible 
word orders are found, pronoun + verb and verb + pronoun, although the former is much more common. The first 
reason involves a syntactic hole in the language—this is neither a pleonastic nor an emphatic use. The other two 
involve logical contrast and psychological focus—both of these may loosely be termed emphatic. 

c 
A hole in the syntactic system arises because the verb need not be fully marked for the subject.21 Here are two 
clauses. 

In both cases the verb agrees with the subject. The following sentence is also possible, although not attested and 
thus marked with *. 

Judg 11:1

2. r[;n:ñ aWhw> He was a young lad ['he' for 'Joseph'].
Gen 37:2

1. xT'p.yI rm,aoYñw: And Jephthah said ... 
Judg 11:7

2. d['l.gI ynEq.zI Wrm.aoYw: And the elders of Gilead said ... 
Judg 11:8

3. d['l.gI ynEq.zIw> xT'p.yI rm,aoYñw: * And Jephthah and the elders of Gilead 
said ... 
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The singular verb before a plural coordinate subject is commonplace. If the preceding discourse concerned the 
first part of this coordinate subject in such a way that it did not need to be named, we might expect the following 
clause. 

This clause type is impossible (and is thus marked with **): in such cases, the independent pronoun must be used 
to form the coordinate subject. 

Here the pronoun is not pleonastic or emphatic; it serves merely to represent the referent of the pronoun as the 
chief actor among other actors.22 
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When another grammatical element intervenes before a subject, it is necessary to add a resumptive personal 
pronoun. 

An apposition, however, does not constitute such a separation. 

d 
A second group of uses of independent personal pronouns with finite verbs involves logical structure. The referent 
of the pronoun may be involved in an explicit antithesis with another person or group of persons.23 

4. d[l.gI ynEq.zIw> rm,aoYñw: ** And he and the elders of Gilead said ... 

5. da'l.gI ynEq.zIw> aWh rm,aoYñw: *And he and the elders of Gilead said ... 

6. ^t.yBe-lk'w> hT'a;-aBo
h+b'Teh;-la, 

Go, you and all your house, into the ark.

Gen 7:1

7. h'yt,ñA[rew> ayhi %l,Teñw:ñw: She and her women friends went.
Judg 11:38

8. b+a'Am ydeF.mi bv'T'ñw: 
She (Naomi) and her daughters-in-law 
arose and returned from the fields of 
Moab.
Ruth 1:6

9. aWh ~yIr;ñc.Mimi ~r'b.a; la;Y:w:
ATv.aiw> 

And Abram went up from Egypt, he and 
his wife.

Gen 13:1

10. wyn"b'W hv,mo !texo Art.yI aboY"w: And Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, and 
his sons came.
Exod 18:5

11. h['+m'ñv.nIw> WnM'ñ[i hT'a;-rBeD;
~yhil{a/ WnM'ñ[i rBed;y>-la;w> 

You speak to us, and we will hear; but 
let not God speak.

Exod 20:19

12. lp,toñyxia] #[;y" tazOk'w> tazOK'
yTic.[;ñy" tazOk'w> tazOk'w> ÅÅÅ

`ynIa'ñ 

Ahithophel has advised ... to do such 
and such, but I advised them to do so 
and so.

2 Sam 17:15

13.
ykinOa'w> ytiaj'ñx' ykinOa'

hm, !aCoh; hL,aeñw> ytiywEñ[/h,

I am the one who has sinned; I have 
done wrong. These are but sheep. 
What have they done?
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In some cases both parties to the antithesis are referred to with pronouns. 

In other cases the antithesis is only implicit; the other, contrasting party is not mentioned. 
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e 
The third group of cases relevant here involves psychological focus; most of these involve first- and second-
person pronouns.24 In connection with this group Takamitsu Muraoka alludes to "strong emotional heightening" 
and "focused attention or deep selfconsciousness."25 Most instances involve the first person, in a state of 
rapturous elevation (# 19), or profound meditation (# 20), or in flashes of self-assertion (## 21–24). 

Self-assertion may be combined with antithesis. 

W+f[' 
2 Sam 24:17

14. ynIa'ñ hv'boñae-la;w> yp;d>ro WvboñyE
ynI+a'ñ hT'x;ñae-la;w> hM'heñ WTx;ñyE 

Let my persecutors be put to shame, 
but let me not be put to shame; let 
them be terrified, but let me not be 
terrified.
Jer 17:18

15. hT'a;w> varo ^p.Wvy> aWh
`bqe[' WNp,ñWvT. 

He will crush your head, but you will 
crush his heel.

Gen 3:15

16. `~r'b.a;-ta, yTir>v;ñ[/h, ynIa] I [not YHWH] have made Abram rich.
Gen 14:23

17. `~r'b.a;-ta, yTir>v;ñ[/h, ynIa] She [not another] is the right one for 
me.
Judg 14:3

18. y+r'x]a; %l{m.yI %nEb. hmol{v.
`yais.Ki-l[; bveyE aWhw> 

Solomon your son shall be king after 
me, and he will sit on my throne [no one 
else].
1 Kgs 1:17

19. hr'yviña' ykinOa' hwhyl; ykinOa' I will sing to YHWH.
Judg 5:3

20. yBili-~[i ynIa] yTir>B;ñDI I thought to myself.
Qoh 1:16; cf. 2:1

21. ^q,ñyxeB. ytix'p.vi yTit;ñn" ykinOa' I gave my maid to your embrace.
Gen 16:5

22. `varol. ~k,l' hy<h.a, ykinOa' I will really be your chief.
Judg 11:9

23. y+Kil.m; yTik.s;ñn" ynIa]w: I installed my king.
Ps 2:6

24. %+l' lbuz>-tybe ytiynIñB' ynIa]w: I have built you an exalted house.
2 Chr 6:2

25. hk'Wlm. hf,[]T; hT'[; hT'a;
~r,K,ñ-ta, ^l. !Tea, ynIa] ÅÅÅ

tAbn" 

Are you in charge anymore? ... I will 
give you the vineyard of Naboth.
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Pragmatic antithesis arises in cases of answering questions and making promises. 

In the second-person cases, the pronoun indicates strongly focused attention; the speaker may be giving a 
command or leading up to a demand. 
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16.3.3 Verbless Clauses 

a 
There are two kinds of verbless clauses, identifying (basic word order: subject-predicate) and classifying (basic 
word order: predicate-subject). A third-person independent personal pronoun may be used in verbless clauses as 
a so-called copula or pleonastic pronoun, and we have discussed the analysis of such use earlier (8.4). In this 
section we review our previous treatment and consider the role of the pronoun in particular. 

b 
Identifying clauses with independent pronouns in a copula role have the word order subject-pronoun-predicate. 

Such sentences, as noted in 8.4.1, can be analyzed also as nominative absolute (focus or casus pendens) 
constructions: the initial noun (here, wf'[e) is the focus marker and the clause proper has the order subject-

predicate (here, ~Ad[/ aWh). On this analysis, we might paraphrase, 'As for Esau, he is Edom.' 

c 
This construction has a "selective-exclusive" force, in Muraoka's term: the subject/ focus is singled out and 
contrasted with other possibIe or actual alternatives.26 In some cases the passage is concerned with the 
uniqueness of the subject/focus.27 

1 Kgs 21:7

26. ykinOa' ÅÅÅ yLi h['b.V'hi
`[;beV'ai 

Swear to me ... I swear.

Gen 21:23–24

27. dreae ynIa] ÅÅÅ yTiai dreyE-ymi
`%M'[i 

Who will go down with me ... ? ... I will 
go down with you.

1 Sam 26:6

28. yKi !+T,[.d;y> hn"Teña;w>
yTid>b;ñ[' yxiKo-lk'B.

`!k,ybia]-ta, 

You know that I served your father with 
all my strength.

Gen 31:6

29. ytiAa ~T,b.z:[] ~T,a;w> You have forsaken me.
Judg 10:13

30. bso gyEAdl. %l,M,ñh; rm,aYOñw:
bSoYIw: ~y+nIh]KoB; [g:p.W hT'a;
aWh-[G:p.YIw: ymidoa]h' gyEAD

~ynIh]KoB; 

Then the king said to Doeg, "You turn 
and fall upon the priests," and Doeg the 
Edomite turned and he fell upon the 
priests.

1 Sam 22:18

1. `~Ada/ aWh wf'[e Esau is Edom.
Gen 36:8
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In this focus construction the subject/focus can be a pronoun (first- or second-person).30 

The focus constructions can also be used when there is a change in the center of attention. 

d 
In classifying clauses with independent personal pronouns, the pronoun follows the basic subject and predicate 
(8.4.2). 

Here again, under a casus pendens analysis, the grammatical mechanism is easier to grasp: the basic or 
underlying subject is a focus marker (here, vyai), and the rest of the clause has the structure predicate-subject 

(here, aWh ÅÅÅ varo).31 The focus/subject again has a "selective-exclusive" force. 

Page 299

2. !yae ~y+hil{a/h' aWh hwhy
`ADb;l.mi dA[ 

YHWH is God; there is none beside him.

Deut 4:35

3. hwhy ~yhil{a/h' aWh hwhy
`~yhil{a/h' aWh 

YHWH is God. YHWH is God [in sharp 
contrast to Baal].

1 Kgs 18:39

4. ^yn<ñp'l. %lehoh; aWh hwhyw: YHWH is the one who walks before 
you.28

Deut 31:8

5. hwhy rx;b.yI-rv,a] vyaih'
vA+dQ'h; aWh 

The man whom YHWH chooses, he is 
the one who is holy.29

Num 16:7

6. ~yhil{a/h' aWh-hT'a; You are God.
2 Sam 7:28

7. hx,mo aWh ykinOa' ykinOa'
^y[,ñv'p. 

I, I blot out your transgressions.

Isa 43:25

8. yKil.m; aWh-hT'a; You are my king.
Ps 44:5

9. @seAyw> ÅÅÅ laer'f.yI ynEB. WaboñY"w:
#r,a'ñh'-l[; jyLiV;h; aWh 

And the (other) sons of Israel went ... 
but Joseph was the governor of the 
land.
Gen 42:5–6

10. ~x'w> ~ve ÅÅÅ x;nO-ynEb. Wyh.YIw:
`![;n"ñk. ybia] aWh ~x'w> tp,+y"ñw" 

The sons of Noah were ... Shem, Ham, 
and Japheth. Now Ham was the father 
of Canaan.
Gen 9:18

11. wyt'boa]-tybel. varo vyai
`aWh 

Each man is head of his paternal house.

Num 1:4

12. All the wealth ... is ours, as well as our 
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Classifying clauses may have the rare word order predicate-subject or, with a pronoun, predicate-pronoun-
subject.33 

16.3.4 Apposition 

a 
When an independent personal pronoun stands in apposition to a suffixed pronoun, it serves an emphatic role.35 
The suffixed pronoun may be a genitive attached to a noun (## 1–4) or a preposition (## 5–8). 

aWh Wnl'ñ ÅÅÅ rv,[oñh'-lK'
Wny+nEñb'l.W 

children's.

Gen 31:16

13. ~n"y"n>qiw> ~h,nEq.mi
Wnl'ñ aAlh] ~T'm.h,B.-lk'w>

~+he 

As for the livestock, their property, and 
all their other animals, won't they 
become ours?32

Gen 34:23

14. ~yhil{a/ hfea]m; txoLuh;w>
hM'+heñ 

The tablets—they were the work of 
God.

Exod 32:16

15. `aWh amej' AbAz As for his discharge—it is unclean.
Lev 15:2

16. Hb' Wnr>b;ñ[' rv,a] #r,a'ñh'
tl,k,ñao #r,a,ñ Ht'ao rWtl'

ayhi h'yb,ñv.Ay 

The land we explored—it devours those 
living in it.

Num 13:32

17. ÅÅÅ tAkl'M. hM'heñ ~yVivi
ytin"Ay ayhi tx;a; 

Sixty queens there may be ... but my 
dove is unique.

Cant 6:8–9

18. hwhy aWh qyDIc; YHWH is righteous.34

Lam 1:18

1. WlP.yI ~+T,a; ~k,yreg>piW
`hZ<h; rB'd>MiB; 

Your damned carcasses shall fall in 
this desert.

Num 14:32

2. Wnx.n:ña] WnynEñv. Wn[.B;ñv.nI rv,a] what the two of us have sworn, even 
we
1 Sam 20:42

3. ^yT,ñx.t; ynIa] ytiWm !TeyI-ymi If only I had died instead of you.
2 Sam 19:1

4. `hM'heñ ~r'k.zI db;a' The memory of them has perished.
Ps 9:7

5. hwhy tr;K' Wnyteñboa]-ta, al{
WnT'ñai yKi ta+ZOh; tyrIB.h;-ta,

Wnx.n:ña] 

Not with our forebears did YHWH 
make this covenant, but with us. Deut 
5:3
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Less often, the suffixed pronoun with the apposition is a verbal suffix in an accusative function.37 

An apparent obverse of this construction involves an independent pronoun as a casus pendens with the same 
referent as a suffixed pronoun. 

16.3.5 Minor Uses 

a 
Under this general rubric are considered three quite distinct uses of the independent personal pronouns: with 
particles, as a neutrum referring to an unspecific antecedent, and as a prepositive marker of names. The last two 
of these uses involve only third-person forms. 

b 

The two particles of interest are hNEhi, usually 'behold' (and the related !he), and ~G:, usually 'also' (and the similar 

@a;). The particles !he and hNEhi can call special attention either to a certain statement as a whole or to a single 
word out of the statement.38 They may stand before the independent pronouns to highlight the pronominal 
element.39 A participle commonly follows hnh + pronoun (# 1; cf. 37.6f, 40.2.1d), sometimes with intervening 

elements (# 2); other forms may follow the combination of hnh + pronoun (# 3). 

6. !+A['h, ynIdoa] ynIa]-yBi On me, my lord, is the guilt.
1 Sam 25:24

7. `ar'q'al{ ÅÅÅ ^D,ñb.[;-ynIa] yliw> But me, [me of all people] just me, 
your servant, ... he has not invited.36

1 Kgs 1:26

8. tb,v,ñl' ~T,a; ~k,l' t[eh;
tyIB;ñh;w> ~y+nIWps. ~k,yTeb'B.

`brex' hZ<h; 

Is it time for you to be living in your 
paneled houses while this house is 
desolate?

Hag 1:4

9. ynITuñm.c; ~Ach] ÅÅÅ ~T,m.c;-yKi
`ynIa'ñ

W+Tv.ti ykiw> Wlk.ato ykiw>
~T,a;w> ~ylik.aoh' ~T,a; aAlh]

`~ytiVoh; 

When you fasted, was it for me that 
you fasted? When you ate and when 
you drank, weren't you the eaters, 
weren't you the drinkers?

Zech 7:5–6

10. ~yIm;ñv' Wjn" yd;y" ynIa] I, my hands have stretched out the 
heavens.
Isa 45:12

1. aWh-hNEhi hwhy rm,aYOñw:
`~yliKeh;-la, aB'x.n< 

YHWH said, "He has hidden himself in 
the baggage."

1 Sam 10:22

2. hNEhi hwhy rm;a' hKo
sreho ynIa] ytiynIñB'-rv,a] 

YHWH said this: "What I built, I'll tear 
down."

Jer 45:4
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The particle is suffixed before an independent pronoun only in the combination ynIa]-ynIn>hi.40
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In those instances in which the personal pronoun occurs after ~G: (or, less often, @a;), if it is in apposition to a 
subject (# 5) or in a casus pendens construction (# 6), it has no special emphasis, and the particle means little 
more than 'also.' The force of the pronoun may be stronger if it stands in apposition to a prepositional object (# 7), 
a verbal object (# 8), or a possessive suffix (# 9); see 16.3.4a.41 

c 
The third-person singular pronoun, masculine or feminine, may serve as a neutrum with respect to some vague 
action or circumstance (6.6). The feminine is usual. 

Other modes may be used to express the neutrum; note, in the following example, tazO.42
 

Finally, aWh precedes a personal name only in the post-exilic books and has the force of 'the same' without 
special emphasis.44 

3. hT'a; hNEhi wyl'ae Wrm.aYOw:
T'n>q;ñz" 

They said to him, "You have gotten old!"

1 Sam 8:5

4. ynIaco-ta, yTiv.r;d'w> ynIa'ñ-ynIn>hi I myself will search for my sheep.
Ezek 34:11

5. hd'l.y†; ayhi-~g: hL'ciw> Zillah also gave birth.
Gen 4:22

6. ymiAlx]B; ynIa]-@a; I, too, in my dream ... 
Gen 40:16

7. x;Wr aWh-G: wyl'a' yhiT.w:
~yhil{a/ 

The spirit of God also came upon him.

1 Sam 19:23

8. `ybia' ynIa'-~g: ynIkeñr]B' Bless me, me too, father.
Gen 27:34

9. `hT'a'ñ-~G: ^m.D'-ta, your blood, yours also
1 Kgs 21:19

10. rp,señ-l[; hb'Wtk. ayhi-al{h]
r+v'Y"h; 

Is it not written in the Book of Yashar?

Josh 10:13

11. yKi W[d>y" al{ AMaiw> wybia'
ayhi hwhyme 

His parents did not know that this was 
from YHWH.

Judg 14:4

12. lm'[' t[+zO t[;d;ñl' hb'V.x;a]w"
`yn"y[eb. aWh 

When I tried to understand all this, it 
was painful to me.43

Ps 73:16 Qere

13. the same Ezra [resumes subject lost 
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16.4 Suffixed Personal Pronouns 

a 
The uses of the pronominal suffixes is our chief concern here, but a few words about their morphology may be 
useful to begin with. 

The most striking feature of these suffixes is the fact that possessive and objective forms are the same, except in 
the first-person singular, where -î is possessive and -nî, objective.45 The phonological development of many of the 
suffixes is complex, but one point is especially important. The MT form ^- (-kaÒ) is a blend of an unvoweled suffix -
k (so the consonantal text) and a final long-vowel form -kaÒ (so the vocalization). The long form of the suffix is 
attested regularly at Qumran in the writing hk- and sporadically in the MT (e.g., hk'a]Bo 'your coming,' Gen 

10:30). Similarly, %- is a blend of unvoweled -k and -kiÒ the form expected on etymological grounds. Qumran 

regularly uses the suffix in the form yk -, and the MT rarely shows this form, too (e.g., ykiteñ['r' 'your miseries,' Jer 
11:15).46 

b 
The masculine pronoun is often used for a feminine antecedent (## 1–2; 6.5.3). 

Page 303

Singular suffixes can have a collective reference (# 3), and, conversely, plural suffixes may be used after 
collective singulars (# 4; 7.2.1b). 

ar'z>[, aWh track of after a long genealogy]

Ezra 7:6

14. tAml{v. aWh 
the same Shelomoth [refers to previous 
verse and serves to introduce an 
explanatory parenthesis]
1 Chr 26:26

singular plural 
first common y¤i , ynI Wn 
second masc. ^ ~k, 
second fem. % !k, 
third masc. Wh , h¤o , A ,w ~h, , ~¤'  
third fem. h' , H¤' !h, , !¤' 

1. `hn"s.K;ñ[;T. ~h,yleg>r;b.W 
with ornaments jingling on their (masc. 
for tAnB.) ankles
Isa 3:16

2. ~WmT.si ÅÅÅ troaeB.h;-lk'w>
`rp'[' ~Wal.m;y>w: ~yTiv.liP. 

And as for all the wells (fem.) ... the 
Philistines stopped them (masc.) up and 
filled them (masc.) with earth.
Gen 26:15

3. vl{v' ydIWhy> aArq.Ki yhiy>w:
h'[,ñr'q.yI h['B'r>a;w> tAtl'D> 

Whenever Jehudi had read three or four 
columns (pl.), (the king) cut them (sing.) 
off.
Jer 36:23

4. Your descendants (sing.) will be 
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c 

Attached to a noun or preposition the suffixes are in the genitive case, while attached to a verb, ta,, or hNEhi they 
are in the accusative function. We consider first the genitive usage, then the more complex range of the 
accusative, and finally the reflexive usages. 

d 
The genitive suffixes serve the same range of purposes as other genitives (9.5), although the adjectival purposes 
are rarely relevant. Subjective genitive suffixes are found, of agency (# 5), authorship (# 6), and relation (# 7; 
9.5.1). 

Adverbial genitive suffixes may represent a direct (## 8–9) or a mediated object (## 10–12; 9.5.2). 

The pronominal suffix varies with prepositional phrases in l, which also indicate possession. Rarely, a noun is 
marked for possession with both a suffix and a prepositional (# 13) or relative (## 14–15) phrase. 

Page 304

Other prepositional suffixes serve the same role as substantive objects of prepositions. 

al{ #r,a,ñB. ^[]r>z: hy<h.yI rGE
mh,l' 

strangers (sing.) in a land not their own 
(pl.).

Gen 15:13

5. WNM,ñmi ~k,l.k'a] ~AyB.ñ when you eat of it
Gen 3:5

6. ytiyrIB. my covenant
Gen 9:9

7. ATv.ai his wife
Gen 2:25

8. y[ic.pil. yTig>r;ñh' vyai I have killed a man for wounding me.
Gen 4:23

9. ysim'x] the wrong I am suffering, the wrong 
done to me
Gen 16:5, Jer 51:35

10. %+rek'f.-ta, !Tea, ynIa] I will pay you (lit., I will give your hire).
Exod 2:9

11. ANxi !TeYIw: He granted him favor (lit., He gave his 
favor).
Gen 39:21

12. hy<h.ti al{ yKi sp,a,ñ
^T.r>a;p.Ti 

But the honor will not be yours (lit., But 
it will not be your honor).

Judg 4:9

13. yli yb;y>ao my enemies
Ps 27:2

14. yLiv, ymir>K; my own vineyard
Cant 1:6

15. hmol{v.Liv, AtJ'mi Solomon's own carriage
Cant 3:7
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e 
Since nouns in a construct chain constitute a unified idea, a pronominal suffix attached to the last noun in a chain 
logically affects the whole construction. 

When a pronominal suffix refers to a noun in a chain that cannot be suffixed, other constructions, such as 
apposition (## 21–22) or an accusative of specification (# 23), are used to accommodate the desired 
modifications. 

f 
Accusative suffixes are used as either direct (## 24–28) or "datival" objects (## 28–29; 10.2.1). In a double-
accusative construction, one of the objects can be represented by a suffix (# 27). 

Page 305

The neutrum or vague referent can be marked with an object pronominal suffix, usually feminine. The action or 
state is ordinarily described in the preceding clause(s). 

16. ~yhil{a/ ~h,l' rm,aYOñw: And God said to them ... 
Gen 1:28

17. yvid>q'-rh; my holy mountain
Ps 2:6

18. APs.k; yleylia/ his silver idols
Isa 2:20

19. ATm.x;l.mi yleK. his weapons
Deut 1:41

20. Anymiy>-dy: his right hand
Judg 3:15

21. ~ySiP;h; tn<toñK.-ta, ATn>T'Ku his robe, the richly ornamented robe
Gen 37:23

22. @s,K,ñh; [;ybiG> y[iybiG> my cup, the silver cup
Gen 44:2

23. db; ADmi his garment in linen
Lev 6:3

24. ~yhil{a/ ~t'ao %r,b'ñy>w: God blessed them.
Gen 1:28

25. ynIW+bñb's. They surround me.
Ps 109:3

26. yvip.n: Amaeñl'm.Ti I will gorge myself on them.
Exod 15:9

27. ls,p,ñ Whfeñ[]Y:w: He made it into an image.
Judg 17:4

28. ^yTiñt;n>W ÅÅÅ ^t.ao ytirep.hiw> And I will make you fruitful ... and I am 
going to give you ... 
Gen 17:6

29. ynITuñm.c; Did you fast for me?
Zech 7:5
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g 
In many languages there is a separate series of reflexive pronouns, for example, the English '-self' or French '-
même' forms. Hebrew has no such series; rather, with a preposition (or ta) a suffix may be used with a reflexive 
force. In some contexts it has an additional emphatic nuance, but this meaning is recognized more by logic than 
by formal indicators. 

Footnotes:  

1. R. H. Robins, Ancient and Mediaeval Grammatical Theory in Europe (London: Bell, 1951) 39–40, 66; Robins, A 
Short History of Linguistics (Bloomington: Indiana University, 1967) 33–34, cf. 26, 28; John Lyons, Introduction to 
Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1968)12. 
2. The deictic quality of pronouns is highlighted in the late antique view of them as "substance (or being) without 
qualities." See Robins, Short History of Linguistics, 37, cf. 54, 57–58, 79–80. 
3. There are some interesting marginal cases; in some instances kl 'each, all' is used as a pronoun, while Ábdk 
'your servant' is a high-style, quasi-honorific substitute for a first-person pronoun. On Ábdk/h in Ugaritic, see UT § 
6.15. See also P. Swiggers, MPD 60–61. 
4. Note especially that Hebrew has no pronominal adjectives, such as are common in the European languages 
(English 'mine,' French 'mienne,' German 'mein'); on reflexive usage, see 16.4g. 
5. It is occasionally contended that the appositional use of the independent personal pronouns shows that they 
are not strictly nominative, but that use is comparatively marginal. This is apparently the view of T. Muraoka, 
Emphatic Words and Structures in Biblical Hebrew (Jerusalem: Magnes/Leiden: Brill, 1985); this volume is an 
important contribution, and its influence on our discussion has been central. On the double patterning, however, 
the traditional view has much to commend it. 

30. AL h'b,ñv.x.Y:w: h+whyB; !mia/h,w>
`hq'd'c. 

Now he trusted YHWH and he counted 
it to him as righteousness.

Gen 15:6

31. [d;ae HB' By this I will know.
Gen 24:14

32. `Ht'yrIx]a; T.r>k;ñz" al{ You did not reflect on what might 
happen.
Isa 47:7

33. `hn"L;ñku Wyh' yl;[' Everything is against me.
Gen 42:36

34. br,x,ñ dWhae Al f[;Y:ñw: And Ehud made for himself a sword.
Judg 3:16

35. wyl'ae Ht'ao abeY"w:
`hb'Teh;-la, 

And he brought it (the dove) to himself 
in the ark.

Gen 8:9

36. `h['r' ~h,l' Wlm.g"-yKi For they have brought evil upon 
themselves.
Isa 3:9

37. `!b,T,ñ ~h,l' Wvv.qw> Wkl.yE~he They must go and gather straw for 
themselves.
Exod 5:7

38. laer'f.yI-ynEB. yrej.vo War>YIw:
[r'B. ~t'ao 

The Israelite foremen saw themselves 
in trouble.

Exod 5:19
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6. UT § 6.4; in Hebrew the role of these pronouns is played by Àt + suffixes. 

7. E.g., anaÒku 'I'; jaÖti 'me, my'; jaÖsëi 'to me.' See Wolfram von Soden, Grundriss der akkadischen Grammatik (Rome: 
Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1969) 41–42. 
8. See GKC §135d-h / p. 438 and below, 16.3.4. 
9. There are a very few instances of the independent pronoun in the oblique cases, apart from the appositional 
use; these are all either textually doubtful or to be explained by ellipsis; cf. 2 Kgs 9:18, Isa 18:2, Nah 2:9, etc. M. 
Dahood has suggested recognition of some other cases; see, e.g., his paper "The Independent Personal Pronoun 
in the Oblique Case in Hebrew," Catholic Biblical Quarterly 32 (1970) 86–90. 
10. The most common pronouns in order of frequency (after SA/THAT) are huÖÀ 1,390 times, ÀaçniÖ 870, ÀattaÖ 743, 
heÒm and heÃÓmmaÖ 551 (heÒm 269, heÃÓmmaÖ 282), hiÖÀ 485, ÀaÒnoÒkiÖ 358, Àattem 282, ÀaçnaÃhÌnuÖ 125. 

11. As in all the Semitic languages; see, e.g., G. Bergsträsser, Introduction to the Semitic Languages, trans. and 
sup. Peter T. Daniels (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983) 7; C. Brockelmann, Grundriss der 
vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen (Berlin: Reuter und Reichard, 1908), 1.297-306. 
12. Ugaritic and Phoenician also have the two forms; UT § 6.2. Arabic has only the short form, Àaçnaç; Akkadian, 
only the long form, anaçku. 

In Hebrew there are no occurrences of Ànky in Haggai, Zechariah 1–8, Canticles, Lamentations, Esther, Qoheleth, 
and Ezra; it is rare in Ezekiel, Daniel, Nehemiah, and Chronicles. On these facts and the Mishnaic usage, see M. 
H. Segal, A Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon, 1927) 39. For an argument that Àny is the marked 
member of the pair and is non-predicative in use, while Ànky is often predicative (viz.,'It is I who ... '), see H. B. 
Rosén, "Ànky et Àny," in his East and West: Selected Writings in Linguistics. 2. Hebrew and Semitic Linguistics 
(Munich: Fink, 1984) 262–81. 
13. In the consonantal text of the Pentateuch, there is only one third-person singular form, hwÀ, pointed to agree 
with the rest of the MT; this may reflect a form of Hebrew in which huÖÀ was epicene (cf. 6.5.2). There are many 
other explanations available; see, e.g., Joüon § 39c / p. 91. 
14. Cf. Arabic huÒwa, hiÒya and probably Ugaritic hw, hy. 

15. See E. Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986) 57, who reports equal 
use of the long and short forms (hwÀh 45 times, hwÀ 65 times; hyÀh 19 times, hyÀ 21 times). 

16. Similarly, Qumran (and Samaritan) Àtmh suggests that there was a trisyllabic as well as a bisyllabic form of the 
second-person masculine plural form, as there seems to have been of the rare corresponding feminine; see 
Qimron, Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 58. 
17. Muraoka is right in complaining, "What annoys us here is that none of these grammarians [who use the 
concept of emphasis] gives us a precise and clear definition of their concept"; Emphatic Words, 47. 
18. "Modern" here refers to the period since the Renaissance and the propagation of printing; on this 
ancient/modern gap, see, e.g., M. O'Connor, "Writing Systems and Native Speaker Analyses," Society of Biblical 
Literature Seminar Papers 1986, ed. K. H. Richards (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986) 536–43. 
19. On pronouns with non-finite verbs, see Chaps. 35–37. 
20. This is the burden of Muraoka's Emphatic Words. 
21. Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 62–63. 
22. The construction under discussion is verb + subject (the latter including the pronoun); the superficially similar 
subject + pronoun + verb, where the subject is either coordinate (e.g., Gen 14:24) or complex (e.g., Gen 15:4, 
24:7) is a nominative absolute construction of a distinct type (cf. 4.7, 8.4.1, and 16.3.3); contrast Muraoka, 
Emphatic Words, 55. 
23. Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 54–56. 
24. Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 58. 
25. Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 50, 51. 
26. Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 72–74 (quotation from p. 72). 
27. Compare the relative clause headed by huÖÀ in Gen 2:14. 

28. In the clause that immediately follows this one, huÖÀ is the subject and is probably used because the underlying 
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subject yhwh and the verb form yihyeh used there are so similar. 
29. Contrast the clauses cited here with other identifying clauses that have a predicate with a definite article and 
lack an independent pronoun, e.g., Exod 9:27, 1 Kgs 3:22bis. 
30. The demonstrative sense of huÖÀ is plain here; cf. Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 69–70, especially on related 
patterns in Aramaic. On the interpretation of Ps 44:5 as 'You are he—my king,' see pp. 67–69. Other examples of 
the construction in Isa 37:16; 51:9, 10, 12; 52:6; Jer 14:22, 29:23 Qere; the preponderance of Isaianic material is 
noteworthy. 
31. Contrast Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 75–76. 
32. The interrogative he appears in the clause proper, after the focus marker. 
33. Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 76–77. 
34. The predicate is so positioned as to yield the initial sÌ required for the acrostic. 

35. In these cases, Muraoka alleges, "there was felt a need to bring out the personal element with greater force"; 
Emphatic Words, 61. The student will appreciate the difficulty of specifying the kind of emphasis involved in any 
given construction. Note also Mic 7:3. 
36. The quasi-pronominal sense of Ábdk as Àny is clear here; cf. n. 3. 

37. Muraoka claims that # 9 is a unique case; see Emphatic Words, 61–62. 
38. Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 137–40. For more on the presentative particles, see 40.2.1. 
39. In case the personal pronoun stands before hnh, it serves as a nominative absolute (see 4.7, 8.3a) to the 
clause after hnh. If hnh has no suffix, the clause is usually verbal (e.g., Num 3:12 = 18:6). If hnh is suffixed, the 
clause is participial (e.g., Gen 6:17). For a personal pronoun before unsuffixed hnh introducing a verbless clause, 
see 40.2.1c # 14. 
40. All the examples are first person and in Ezekiel (6:3; 34:11—contrast v 10; 34:20); Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 
62. Compare Ezek 6:3 and Gen 6:17. 
41. Contrast the treatment of Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 63–65, 141–46. 
42. The usual understanding of Judg 11:39 is that the verb wattÝhiÖ shows a neutrum usage, referring to the verbal 
action described in the next clause (viz., 'It became the custom in Israel that ... '). P. Trible has proposed that the 
verb has a true antecedent, Jephthah's daughter herself (viz.,'She became a tradition in Israel'); see Texts of 
Terror (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984) 106–7. 
43. In this verse, both zoÒÀt and huÖÀ are neutrum pronouns. 

44. Cf. Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 65–66. 
45. The final yod has a problematic feature. It is generally accepted that, because waw and yod are similar in 
several forms of square script, some confusions of first-and third-person singular suffixes may be found in the MT. 
(Waw/yod variation is the most common source of Kethiv-Qere variation; see J. Barr, "A New Look at Kethibh-
Qere," Oudtestamentische Studiën 21 [1981] 19–37, at 27–28, 33.) M. Dahood, basing himself not only on such 
possible confusions but also on comparative evidence, alleged that Biblical Hebrew actually had a third-person ì 
suffix; see, e.g., Psalms III (Anchor Bible 17A; Garden City: Doubleday, 1970) 375–76. There is no evidence for 
such a suffix that cannot more simply be explained on the basis of (a small number of) scribal errors. For a 
review, see Z. Zevit, "The Linguistic and Contextual Arguments in Support of a Hebrew 3 m.s. Suffix -y," Ugarit-
Forschungen 9 (1977) 315–28. As for the possessive/ objective distribution, it should be noted that the third 
person plural forms -hem, -hen are very rarely used on verbs. 
46. On the long forms, see Qimron, Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 58–59; he reports that the long form -kh is 
found approximately 900 times, the short form -k about 160 times. With regard to the feminine -ky, note that Jer 
11:15 is very difficult; see William L. Holladay, Jeremiah (Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 1. 348. 
The MT pausal form -aÒk, sometimes attributed to specifically Aramaic influence, is rather to be seen as an 
example of apocope in pause found in both Semitic and non-Semitic languages; on analogy with -haÒ and -aÒh the -
aÒk form was extended to general (i.e., non-pausal) use in post-biblical texts in the three major reading traditions of 
Hebrew-Tiberian, Babylonian, and Palestinian. See Richard Steiner, "From Proto-Hebrew to Mishnaic Hebrew: 
The History of %-', and h-'," Hebrew Annual Review 3 (1979) 157–74. 
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17.1 Introduction 

a 
The demonstratives are independent deictic words that may be used as pronouns, taking the place of a noun, or 
as adjectives, qualifying or determining a noun. Deictic words point out or call attention to someone or something 
(13.1). Demonstratives fall into two series. The "near" or "immediate" demonstratives refer to someone or 
something that is relatively near the speaker or relatively present to the imagination. The "far" or "remote" 
demonstratives refer to someone or something relatively distant.1 The near demonstrative in English is 'this,' and 
the far is 'that'; both are inflected for number, but not otherwise. Hebrew has one class of true demonstratives, 
those with the z element and hla, and uses the third-person pronouns as quasi-demonstratives; the z set has 
near reference (## 1, 3–4), and the personal pronouns far reference (# 2).2 Both serve in adjectival roles (## 1–2); 
the z set also has strictly pronominal use (## 3–4). 
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17.2 Morphology 

a 
The two major series of demonstratives are conventionally set in parallel. 

As we argue in the next section, this near/far arrangement is not precise, as is hinted by the use of the article in 

17 Demonstratives 

17.1 Introduction 
17.2 Morphology 
17.3 True Demonstratives and Quasi-Demonstratives 
17.4 True Demonstratives 

4.1 Syntactic Properties 
4.2 Simple Demonstrative Uses 
4.3 Other Uses 

17.5 Quasi-Demonstratives 

1. hz<L'h; tAml{x]h; l[;B;ñ this dreamer
Gen 37:19

2. ayhih; #r,a'ñh' that land
Gen 2:12

3. yKi hV'ai areQ'yI tazOl.
`taZO-hx'q\lu vyaime 

'Woman' will be used to name this one 
because this one was taken from man.

Gen 2:23

4. T'q.d;ñc'-al{ tazO-nh, In this you are not right.
Job 33:12

near far 
sing. masc. hz< aWhh; 
sing. fem. tazO , Az , hzO 3 ayhih; 
pl. masc.

hL,aeñ , lae 
hM'heñh; , ~heh; 

pl. fem. hN"heñh; 
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the far demonstrative set. The formative elements in the near demonstrative set are z and l.4 (The formative 
element h is used in the article and is thus associated with the deictic function of definiteness; see 13.1.) The 
variants of the feminine singular are rare;5 the archaic spelling Az, occurs twice, and the spelling hzO occurs eleven 

times.6 The form lae is found nine times, usually with the article; it is possible that la should be taken as a 

variant writing and vocalized L,aeñ.7 There is a series of expanded near demonstratives:8 zL'h; (masc., fem.; seven 

times, all but one use adjectival), hz<L'h; (masc.; only in Gen 24:65, 37:19), WzLeñh; (fem.; only in Ezek 36:35).9 

b 

There are several groups of related forms. The determinative pronoun Wz (sometimes hz<) is rare. The so-called 
demonstrative adverbs show the h and l formative elements (## 1–2), as well as n (## 3–4, 6, 8) and k (## 5–8). 

Other adverbs of demonstrative force are za' 'then,' ~v' 'there,' and hM'v'ñ 'thither.' The article (13.5.2b) and ta 
(10.3) are also deictic words that tend to be demonstrative.10 
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17.3 True Demonstratives and Quasi-Demonstratives 

a 

Only the near demonstratives are true demonstratives; the determined personal pronouns (awhh and its 
equivalents) are quasi-demonstratives, which serve only in certain constructions in which the true demonstratives 
are used. A number of arguments support this distinction.11 

b 

The first difference between the sets involves case diversity: hz 12 can be used in all functions, nominative (## 1–
2), genitive (## 3–4), and accusative (## 5–6). 

awh, on the other hand, as a personal pronoun, occurs only in the nominative (see 16.2a), and awhh occurs 
only as an attributive adjective. 

1. ~l{h] hither 5. %a; indeed

2. ha'l.h†; hence 6. !kea' indeed

3. hNEhi behold 7. hKo here

4. hN"heñ hither 8. !Ke thus

1. `hwhy hW"ci rv,a] rb'D'h; hz< This is what YHWH commands.
Num 30:2

2. `~y" lWbG> ~k,l' hy<h.yI-hz< This will be your western border.
Num 34:6

3. tazO [;buv. the week of this one
Gen 29:27

4. areQ'yI tazOl. It shall be called (to) this one.
Gen 2:23

5. h+z<-an" ar'q. Read this.
Isa 29:11

6. tazO-ta, an"-Wxl.vi Send this person away.
2 Sam 13:17
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c 
The second difference involves the functional load of the two sets of demonstratives; in all cases where 
languages with two sets of demonstratives use a contrasting pair (e.g., English 'We talked of this and that'), 
Hebrew uses only hz. Thus, awh can have the true demonstrative pronoun as its antecedent (## 7–8), but it is 
never used in juxtaposition with it to express 'this one ... that one.' 
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By contrast, hz is used for both the "near" object and for the "far" object when a pair is juxtaposed. 

awhh is never used in this way. 

d 

The third argument involves the direction of reference. The true demonstrative hz can be used for reference 
backward (anaphora; # 11) or forward (cataphora; # 12). 

awh and awhh, on the other hand, refer only to what precedes them. 

e 

Even when hzh is bracketed as an attributive, it retains a stronger deictic force than awhh. Contrast, for 

example, Jer 25:13 ayhih; #r,a'ñh' ('that land,' of which we have been speaking) and v 9 taZOh; #r,a'ñh' ('this 
land,' where Jeremiah is found). 

17.4 True Demonstratives 

7. db,[,ñh'-la, rm,aTow:
%lehoh; hz<L'h; vyaih'-ymi
rm,aYOñw: Wnteñar'q.li hd,F'B;

y+nIdoa] aWh db,[,ñh' 

And she (Rebekah) asked the servant: 
"Who is that man in the field coming to 
meet us?" "He is my master," the servant 
answered.

Gen 24:65

8. hz< ^yl,ae rm;ao rv,a] hy"h'w>
lkow> %leyE aWh %T'ai %leyE

hz< ^yl,ñae rm;ao-rv,a]
`%leyE aWh %M'[i %leyE-al{ 

And it shall be the case that he of whom I 
say to you, "This one shall go with you," 
he (or, that one) shall go with you; and all 
those of whom I say to you, "That one 
(or, This one) shall not go in your 
company," he (or, that one) shall not go.
Judg 7:4

9. tr,m,ñao tazOw> ÅÅÅ tr,m,ñao tazO This one said ... and that one said ... 
1 Kgs 3:23

10. aB' hz<w> rBed;m. hz< dA[ This one was still speaking when that 
one arrived.
Job 1:16

11. yTi[.B;v.nI rv,a] #r,a'ñh' tazO
~h'r'b.a;l. 

This is the land I promised on oath to 
Abraham.

Deut 34:4; cf. vv 1–3

12. !h'l.Bi rc,+aeñ-ynEB. hL,aeñ These are the sons of Ezer: Bilhan ... 
Gen 36:27
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17.4.1 Syntactic Properties 

a 

hz and its equivalents may be bracketed with other words in a sentence as a nominal equivalent, in any 
grammatical function, or as an attributive. We have already cited examples of the former construction (see 17.3b); 
we need only comment on the attributive use. As an attributive hz is used in three diverse ways. It may be used 
like an attributive adjective (i.e., with the article and after its head; ## 1–2) or like a predicate adjective (i.e., 
anarthrous and preceding its head; ## 3–5). 
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The latter construction occurs usually, but not exclusively (# 5), with proper names (# 3) or with nouns bearing a 
pronominal suffix (# 4). Finally, with nouns determined by a pronominal suffix, the attributive demonstrative may 
show a mixture of these two constructions, appearing after its head word but without the article (## 6–8). It may 
be construed as an apposition in such cases. 

17.4.2 Simple Demonstrative Uses 

a 

hz can be used in any situation where an object is to be pointed out, whether in reality or imagination. This deictic 
force informs all its uses, though the relationship between the deixis and the context may vary. 

b 
A simple deictic force is evident in various expressions of time (cf. English 'Do it this minute'). 

1. hZ<h; rADB; in this generation
Gen 7:1

2. `hZ<h; lAdG"h; yAGh; this great nation
Deut 4:6

3. hv,mo hz< this Moses
Exod 32:1

4. %tem'Aq tazO this stature of yours
Cant 7:8

5. ~['h' hz< ~yDIf.K; #r,a,ñ !he Look at the land of the Babylonians, this 
people.
Isa 23:13

6. hL,aeñ yt;toao these (things), miraculous signs of mine
Exod 10:1

7. tazO yti['buV.mi from this, my oath
Gen 24:8

8. h+z< Wnreñb'D>-ta, ydIyGIñT;-~aiw> If you tell this (thing, the) deed of ours ... 
Josh 2:20

1. hZ<h; d[eAMl; by this time
Gen 17:21

2. !t;n" rv,a] ~AYh; hz< yKi ~Wq
^d,ñy"B. ar's.ysi-ta, hwhy 

Go—this is the day YHWH has given 
Sisera into your hands.
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The phrase hzh ~wyh is almost invariably adverbial.13 It specifies the time when an action occurs (# 4) and is 

thus equivalent to adverbial mwyh (13.5.2b). 

In dating events, awhh ~wyh is usually used for past and future events, while hzh ~wyh (or hzh ~wyh ~c
[B) is reserved for present time;14 the near deictic can, however, be used to refer to far distant time (# 5).15 
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This association with time is extended to circumstances where there is no immediacy or explicit dating: 
anarthrous hz (rarely taz) occurs with numerals in expressions of time and appears to emphasize the time (cf. 
the English redundancies 'this here' and 'that there'). 

c 
The simple deictic may refer to persons, too; in such cases English idiom tends to use a personal pronoun.16

 

This may be weakened from truly deictic to characterizing. 

d 

Judg 4:14

3. ym;c'[]me ~c,[,ñ ~[;P;ñh; tazO this time, bone of my bones
Gen 2:23

4. ^l.D,G: lxea' hZ<h; ~AYh; Today I will begin to exalt you.
Josh 3:7

5. hn"v' tAame-vvetn:v.Bi
hZ<h; ~AYB; ÅÅÅ x;nO-yYEx;l. 

In the six-hundredth year of Noah's life ... 
on this day ... 

Gen 7:11

6. hwhy hy"x/h, hNEhi hT'[;w>
hz< rBeDI rv,a]K; ytiAa
hn"v' vmex'w> ~y[iB'r>a; 

Now then, YHWH has kept me alive, just 
as he promised, these forty-five years.

Josh 14:10

7. ~ymi['P. rf,[,ñ hz< ytiao WSn:y>w: They tested me ten times.
Num 14:22

8. ~ymiy" hz< hV'aiK. tyyIh'w>
`tme-l[; tl,B,ña;t.mi ~yBir; 

Act like a woman who has spent many 
days grieving for the dead.

2 Sam 14:2

9. tv,l{v.li hwhy ar'q'-yKi
hL,aeñh' ~ykil'M.h; 

Has YHWH called us three kings 
together ... ?

2 Kgs 3:10

10. `zL'h; tyMin:WVh; hNEhi There is our Shunammite.
2 Kgs 4:25

11. wy+v'r>Do rAD hz< Such is the generation of those who 
seek him.
Ps 24:6 Qere
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Similar to the simple deictic role is the paired use of hz ÅÅÅ hz cited earlier (17.3c). 

e 

In the flow of discourse hz may have a deictic relative force (17.3d), referring to nouns either preceding 
(anaphora; ## 14–15) or following (cataphora; ## 16–18).17 
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17.4.3 Other Uses 

a 

Three uses of hz fall outside the usual range of demonstratives: as a neutrum pronoun, for a vague antecedent; 
as an enclitic with exclamations; and as a relative pronoun. 

b 
Like the third-person pronouns, the true demonstratives can refer to an action oi circumstance vaguely defined 
(6.6, 16.3.5c). This neutrum pronoun is usually feminine. 

12. hz<-la, hz< ar'q'w> The one was calling to the other.
Isa 6:3

13. rmeao hz<w> hkoB. hz< rm,aYOñw:
`hkoB. 

One suggested this and another that.

1 Kgs 22:20

14. tazO ÅÅÅ !+n"['B, tv,Q,ñh; ht'y>h'w>
tyrIB.h;-tAa 

Whenever the rainbow appears in the 
clouds ... this is the sign of the 
covenant.
Gen 9:16–17

15. tAtaoh' hn"abot' yKi hy"h'w>
hL,aeñh' 

once these signs are fulfilled

1 Sam 10:7 Qere; cf. vv 5–6

16. ~ygIrIF'h; tv,l{ñv. A+nrot.Pi hz< This is its interpretation: The three 
branches are ... 
Gen 40:12

17. rv,a] rb'D'h; hz< hT'[;w>
hl,[]n: h+['b.GIl; hf,[]n: 

But now this is what we'll do to Gibeah: 
we'll go up ... 

Judg 20:9 LXX

18. h+v,moW !roh]a; tdol.AT hL,aeñw> And these are the generations of Aaron 
and Moses ... 18

Num 3:1

1. W+yx.wI Wf[] tazO Do this and you will live.
Gen 42:18

2. Wn+xeB'Ti tazOB. And this is how you will be tested.
Gen 42:15

3.
lp,toñyxia] #[;y" tazOk'w> tazOK'

tazk'w> ÅÅÅ ~l{v'b.a;-ta,

Ahithophel has advised Absalom ... to do 
so and so and I advised them to do such 
and such.
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c 

Enclitic hz is found with exclamatory questions and presentatives. hz (or, with the verb hf[, taz) seems to 
emphasize the question and is best rendered by an emphatic adverb or phrase. 
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The tautologous hz also occurs with hnh. 

d 

The pronoun rva dominates all relative usage, but there are instances in which a relative clause is headed by 

hz (or the closely related Wz;20 19.5). Most are poetic. 

17.5 Quasi-Demonstratives 

a 

The determined pronouns, awhh and the like, share some of the syntactic duties of the true demonstratives. 

awhh can have a simple deictic force. 

`ynIa'ñ yTic.[;ñy" tazOk'w> 
2 Sam 17:15

4. H+t'ao hf,[]T; rv,a] hz<w> And this is how you will make it.
Gen 6:15

5. y+nIB. acom.li T'r>h;ñmi hZ<-hm; How did you ever find it so quickly, my 
son?
Gen 27:20

6. hr's' ^x]Wr hZ<-hm; Why in the world are you so sullen?
1 Kgs 21:5

7. Wh[eñre-la, vyai ~['h' rm,aYOñw:
vyqi-!b,l. hy"h' hZ<-hm; 

The people asked each other: "What in 
the world happened to the son of Kish?"

1 Sam 10:11

8. `~t,yfi[] taZO-hm; What in the world have you done?19

Judg 2:2

9. h+l,[]n: %r,D,ñh; hz<-yae By whatever route shall we attack?
2 Kgs 3:8

10. AB [;gEnO %a'l.m; hz<-hNEhiw> Look [here], an angel touches him.
1 Kgs 19:5

11. hwhy taeme h['r'h†; tazO-hNEhi Look [here], the disaster is from YHWH.
2 Kgs 6:33

12. `AB T'n>k;ñv' hz< !AYci-rh; Mount Zion, where you dwelt
Ps 74:2

13. [;leqo hz<-lK' each of whom was a slinger
Judg 20:16

1. lAdG"h; rB'd>Mih;-lK' tae that great and awesome wilderness
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It can also be used anaphorically, as a relative deictic. 

b 

In expressions of time awhh is frequent.22 In ordinary narrative, past-time ~wyB awhh occasionally serves to 
incorporate "supplementary material" (# 3), frequently "functions as part of a concluding formula" (# 4), and in still 
other places "serves as part of a transition to a following episode within the pericope" (# 5).23 Simon DeVries also 
refers  
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to its use in an epitome, "a summarizing characterization concerning a particular day."24 In a small number of 
passages the phrase serves to mark a synchronism in a recollection of "exhortation and warning concerning 
the ... recent past" (# 6).25 In cultic or gnomic (proverbial) contexts it marks a synchronism (# 7).26 Outside of the 
prophetic corpus, awhh ~wyB referring to the future creates a synchronism (# 8), an epitome (# 9), or both (# 
10). In 101 future-oriented occurrences in the prophetic corpus,27 the phrase functions to include supplementary 
information (# 11),28 mark transitions (# 12),29 and in concluding formulas (## 13–14). 30 

aWhh; ar'ANh;w> 
Deut 1:19

2. ayhih; #r,a'ñh'-l[; ytiyabehew> and I brought upon that land21

Jer 25:13

3. xs;P,ñh;-tfo[]l; Wlk.y"-al{w>
aW+hh ~AYB; 

But some of them could not 
celebrate the passover on that day.

Num 9:6

4. ÅÅÅ hwhy tr;K' [Whh; ~AyB;
tyrIB. 

On that day YHWH made ... a 
covenant.

Gen 15:18

5. hk'r'[]M;h;me !miy"n>Bi-vyai #r'Y"ñw:
aW+hh; ~AYB; hl{vi aboY"w: 

A Benjaminite ran from the battle 
line and came to Shiloh on the 
same day.
1 Sam 4:12

6. ynEb.liw> dg"-ynEb.li hv,mo rm,aYOñw:
hwhy @a;-rx;YIñw: ÅÅÅ !+beWar>

aW+hh; ~AYB; 

Moses said to the Gadites and 
Reubenites, " ... YHWH's anger was 
aroused that day."

Num 32:6, 10

7. aWhh; ~AyB; WNr,ñB.q.Ti rAbq' Be sure to bury him the same day.
Deut 21:23

8. aWhh; ~AyB; WAYb; ytiylep.hiw> I will set off in that day ... 
Exod 8:18; see v 17

9. yn:P' ryTis.a; rTes.h; ykinO['w>
aWhh; ~AyB; 

I will certainly hide my face on that 
day.

Deut 31:18

10. ynEp.Limi aWhh; ~AYB; ~T,q.[;z>W
~k,K.l.m; 

When that day comes you will cry 
out for relief from your king.

1 Sam 8:18
On that day the Lord will put 
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Footnotes:  

1. In English there is essentially only one set of forms in each series, but this restriction is not universal. Spanish 
has one near form ('este') and two far ('ese, aquel,' the latter sometimes rendered 'yonder'); Latin has one near 
('hic') and three far ('is, ille, iste'); and Greek has two near ('houtos , hode ') and one far ('ekeinos'). 
2. This doubling of function is also found, e.g., in Akkadian and Syriac; see Sabatino Moscati et al., An 
Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1964) § 13.32/ p. 
112. The polysemy reflects the essentially demonstrative quality of the third-person pronouns. 
3. The feminine may be used as a neutrum, cf. 17.4.3b, although it is misleading to speak of a neuter pronoun in 
Hebrew. 
4. The z element is etymologically ð (¼ or d_), as in Ugaritic and Arabic (cf. 19.2). The l is related to the Arabic 
article al-. The masculine near demonstrative zeh occurs 1,169 times, the feminine 605, and the plural 754 
(SA/THAT). 
5. A further feminine variant, hzÀth, occurs only in Jer 26:6 Kethiv. 

6. Six of these occurrences are in Qoheleth, and zÀt is not used in that book. 

7. For comparable points of uncertainty involving the personal pronouns, see 16.3. 
8. These are used most often in reports of conversation; on related forms in Mishnaic Hebrew, see M. H. Segal, A 
Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon, 1927) 41–42. 
9. The ha- element is related to the Hebrew article, which has demonstrative uses (13.5.2). The hallaÒz(-) set is 
cognate to Arabic hallaðiÒ, hallatiÒ, hallaðiÒna 'that.' 

10. On the determinative pronoun, see UT § 6.23; cf. below, 17.4.3d. The most common of the adverbs cited are 
(after SA/THAT) hinneÒh (1,057 times), keÒn (695), sëaÒm (691), koÒh (581), Àak (161), sëaÃÒmmaÖ (141), and ÀaÒz (138). 

11. For the following discussion, see Joüon § 143j-k / pp. 445–46. From another angle we can say that the true 
demonstratives make up the word class that can occur with the definite article but not with pronominal suffixes. 

12. Henceforth, hz stands for the entire z set of demonstratives (including ÀeÒlleh), and awhh stands for thc entire 
set of determined third-person pronouns. 
13. S. J. DeVries, Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow: Time and History in the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1975) 139. There are exceptions: the phrase is nominative in 2 Kgs 7:9 and accusative in Exod 12:17.
14. The last two phrases are differentiated in cultic descriptions; DeVries, Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow, 151. 
15. DeVries, Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow, 141. 
16. As Joüon observes, modern usage allows a demonstrative sense for the first-person pronoun in phrases such 
as 'a leader for our time/the times,' 'the poetry for our children to study'; §143e / p. 444. 
17. Classical Greek can in certain circumstances distinguish anaphora and cataphora, with houtos referring 
backward and hode referring forward, although houtos often has both roles. 
18. This quasi-titling function of zeh is most common in genealogies but can be found in other titling positions. Cf. 
F. I. Andersen, The Hebrew Verbless Clause in the Pentateuch (Nashville: Abingdon, 1970) 40. 
19. Cf. Gen 3:13. 

11. yn"doa] rysiy" aWhh; ~AYB; aside ... 

Isa 3:18

12. aWhh; ~AYB; aV'yI But in that day he will cry out ... 
Isa 3:7

13. aWhh; ~AYB; ÅÅÅ WqyzIx/h, They will seize ... on that day ... 
Isa 4:1

14. aWhh; ~AYB; wyl'[' ~hon>yIw> In that day he will roar over it.
Isa 5:30
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20. In, e.g., the archaic poem Exod 15:13. Note also Ps 104:8, 26. See J. M. Allegro, "Uses of the Semitic 
Demonstrative Element z in Hebrew," Vetus Testamentum 5 (1955) 309–12. 
21. In # 2 hÀrsÌ hhyÀ refers to Babylon, just mentioned. Cf. Jer 25:9, 11 for Judah as hÀrsÌ hzÀt. 

22. The anarthrous phrase blylh hwÀ 'in that night' (Gen 19:33, 30:16, 32:23) is both anomalous and textually 
suspect—the Samaritan Pentateuch read hhwÀ in each of the three cases. 

23. DeVries, Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow, 60–61. 
24. DeVries, Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow, 136. 
25. DeVries, Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow, 118, cf. 126, 283–84. 
26. DeVries, Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow, 284–85. 
27. DeVries, Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow, 295. 
28. DeVries, Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow, 297–310. 
29. DeVries, Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow, 310–14. 
30. DeVries, Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow, 314–23. 
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18.1 Introduction 

a 
Linguistic markers of uncertainty interact in many different ways with the forms of utterance, that is, declaration, 
question, exclamation, and the like. Let us begin by considering some facts about English interrogatives. There 
are five kinds of questions used in English: (a) questions of fact, 'yes-no' or polar questions (# D, (b) questions of 
circumstance or wh-questions (## 2–7), (c) alternative questions (# 8), (d) exclamatory questions (# 9), and (e) 
rhetorical questions (# 1O). 

l. Did Moses travel? 
2. Who crossed the steppe? 
3. Where did Moses live for forty years? 
4. What did Moses cross? 
5. When did Moses leave Egypt? 
6. Why did Moses leave Egypt? 
7. How did Moses leave Egypt? 
8. Did Moses or Aaron leave first? 
9. How far Moses traveled! 
10. Who is like Moses? 

The two most common types of questions differ in English in that questions of fact are formed by word-order 
changes, while questions of circumstance involve words of a special group, the wh- or interrogative words. 
Alternative questions are similar to questions of fact, while exclamatory and rhetorical questions (two types of 
pseudo-question) are like questions of circumstance. 

b 
The class of wh-words is not used only in questions; these words can be found in other types of sentences (## 
11-16). 
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11. The man who crossed the steppe was Moses. 
12. Egypt was where Moses was born. 
13. Moses took what he had in his hand. 
14. Moses left when he could. 
15. Moses asked why he should leave. 
16. Moses wondered how he could leave. 

These wh-words are used as relative pronouns (## 11–12, 14), indefinite pronouns (# 13), and heads of 
embedded questions (## 15–16). Some of these uses are quite similar to the use in interrogative sentences (## 
15–16), while others are rather different (## 11–14). 

c 
With these facts about English in mind, let us turn to Hebrew usage. Hebrew has a variety of question types, as 
English does: questions of fact (# 17), questions of circumstance (# 18), alternative questions (# 19), exclamatory 
questions (# 20), and rhetorical questions (# 21). 

18 Interrogatives and Indefinites 

18.1 Introduction 
18.2 The Animate Pronoun 
18.3 The Inanimate Pronoun 
18.4 Locative Particles and Related Forms 

17. %+beb'l. [r;yE hm,l'+w> Shall I go down after the Philistines?
1 Sam 14:37
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As in English, questions of fact and alternative questions are formed similarly: in Hebrew, both types tend to use 
an interrogative particle h] (before a laryngeal, h;), less often ~ai.1 The other types of questions use interrogative 

words, ym, hm, hml, etc., a group roughly analogous to the wh-words of English. Like the wh-words, the 

Hebrew interrogatives are a diverse group: ym and hm are pronouns, while some of the other words are better 
termed adverbials or particles. Like the wh-words, too, the Hebrew interrogative pronouns can be used in non-
interrogative contexts; in the Hebrew case, they serve as indefinite pronouns, 'whoever, whatever,' etc. The 
interrogative-indefinite pronouns and some interrogative particles are the topic of this chapter. 

d 
There are four major parts of the interrogative-indefinite vocabulary of Hebrew: (1) the animate pronoun, (2) the 
inanimate pronoun,2 (3) the locative particles, and (4) the temporal particles. 
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e 

The animate pronoun is ym 3 like hm, ym is invariable for gender and number. (Thus the usual 
masculine/feminine and singular/plural nominal variation in Hebrew is replaced in the interrogative-indefinite 
category by animate/inanimate variation.) ym is found in all three case functions, nominative (# 22), genitive (## 

23–24), and accusative, always with ta (# 25). 

The inanimate pronoun is hm; the vocalization varies. Essentially, the form is hm' before a, h, and r; hm, before 

x and a; and hm; elsewhere, with doubling of the following consonant.4 Whatever the vocalization, hm may take 
the maqqeph.5 This pronoun is also found in the three case functions, nominative (# 26), genitive, rarely (## 27–
28), and accusative (# 29), never with ta. 

18. %+beb'l. [r;yE hm,l'ñw> Why is your heart sick?
1 Sam 1:8

19. d['l.GI tmor'-la, %lenEh]
l+D'x.n<-~ai hm'x'l.Mil; 

Shall we go to Ramoth Gilead to (do) 
battle or shall we refrain?

1 Kgs 22:15

20. b+qo[]y: ^yl,ñh'ao Wbjoñ-hm; How good are your dwellings, Jacob!
Num 24:5

21. hwhy ~liaeB' hk'moñk'-ymi Who is like you among the gods, O 
YHWH?
Exod 15:11

22. ^l. dyGIhi ymi Who told you?
Gen 3:11

23. T.a; ymi-tB; Whose daughter are you?
Gen 24:23

24. hT'a;ñ-ymil. To whom do you belong?
Gen 32:18

25. xl;v.a, ymi-ta, Whom shall I send?
Isa 6:8

26. y[iv.Pi-hm; What is my crime?
Gen 31:36
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hm sometimes occurs with a noun which is formally separated from it but syntactically related to it as an 
accusative of specification (## 30–31).6 

f 

The locative adverbs yae 'where?' and its derivatives are used in a variety of ways; the adverb !a' 'where?' is less 

important. The major temporal adverb is yt;m' 'when?', often in the combinations yt'm'l. 'when?' and yt;m'-d[; 
'how long?' 

g 
The remainder of this chapter reviews the animate (18.2) and inanimate pronouns (18.3) and the locative adverbs 
(18.4). 

18.2 The Animate Pronoun 

a 

One of the basic uses of the pronoun ym is eliciting the identification or classification of persons (and rarely 
things) in questions, direct ('Who are you?') or indirect, governing another clause ('Who are you that you do these 
things?'), or embedded ('He asked me who you are'). Also basic is its use as an indefinite pronoun. ym is also 
used in exclamatory and rhetorical questions, preceding a verbal predicate. 

b 

The interrogative use of ym as a predicate in verbless clauses can serve to elicit an identification ('I am Moses') or 
a classification ('I am an Israelite'). 

The demonstrative hz is sometimes added after ym (17.4.3c). 

27. [d;ae hM'B; By what shall I know?
Gen 15:8

28. `~h,l' hm,-tm;k.x'w> Wisdom of what sort (i.e., What sort of 
wisdom) do they have?
Jer 8:9

29. t'y+fiñ[' hm, What have you done?
Gen 4:10

30. `h['r' ydIy"B.-hm;W What (with respect to) evil is in my 
hand?
1 Sam 26:18

31. hq'd'c. dA[ yli-vY<-hm;W What (with respect to) right do I yet 
have?
2 Sam 19:29

1. T+a'-ymi Who are you (identification)?
Ruth 3:9

2. hz<L'h; vyaih'-ymi Who is that man (classification)?
Gen 24:65

3. hn"y+p,ñW[T. b['K' hL,aeñ-ymi Who are these that fly like a cloud?
Isa 60:8
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The pronoun may be repeated, perhaps for an emphatic purpose.8 

The pronoun may be associated with various partitive constructions. 

c 

Most of the clauses we have considered so far in this section are simple clauses. An interrogative clause with ym 
can govern another clause (cf. # 3). 

An interrogative ym clause can also be embedded in another clause; the embedded clause is an indirect question.

4. r[;N:ñh; hz<-ymi-!B, Whose son (I wonder) is the lad?
1 Sam 17:55

5. dAbK'h; %l,m,ñ hz< ymi Who is the king of glory!?7

Ps 24:8

6. dmo[]y: rv,a] h[,ro hz<-ymiW
`yn"p'l. 

Who (I wonder) is a shepherd who can 
stand before me?

Jer 49:19

7. `~ykil.hoh; ymiw" ymi Just who will be going?
Exod 10:8

8. ^yd,ñb'[]-lk'b. ymiW Who of all your servants ... ?
1 Sam 22:14

9. laer'f.yI yjeb.Vimi dx'a, ymi Which one of the tribes of Israel ... ?
Judg 21:8

10. %l,m,ñ-la, WnL'ñV,mi ymi
`laer'f.yI 

... who of us is for the king of Israel?

2 Kgs 6:11

11. tAcr'a]h†; yhel{a/-lk'B. ymi
hL,aeñh' 

Who among all the gods of these 
lands ... ?

Isa 36:20

12. `%l,M,ñh;-la, t'ar'ñq' hT'a; ymi Who are you, that you call to the king?
1 Sam 26:14

13. %leae yKi ykinOña' ymi
h+[or>P;-la, 

Who am I, that I should go to Pharaoh?

Exod 3:11

14. rv,a] rf;B'-lk' ymiyKi What mortal is there who can ... ?
Deut 5:26

15. hf'[' ymi yTi[.d;ñy" al{
h+Z<h; rb'D'h;-ta, 

I don't know who has done this.

Gen 21:26

16. hz<-ymi-!B, hT'a; la;v.
`~l,['ñh' 

Find out whose son the young man is.
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This use is sometimes called "the relative use" and presents a blending of a relative with an interrogative sense. 

d 

Most occurrences of ym refer to persons in a straightforward way, but some are not so clear. When a thing is 
closely associated with the person or is pregnant with the idea of a person, or where persons are understood and 
implied, ym may be used. For example, 'What is your name?' can be expressed by ^m,ñv. ymi, because the name 
is conceived of as a  
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surrogate for the person.9 Because the inquiry, however, is about some thing (## 17–19) or condition, etc. (## 
20–21), English idiom requires other interrogatives: 'what (cf. # 14), how, where,' etc. 10 

In contrast hm may be used when the circumstance rather than the person is in view. 

e 

The indefinite uses of ym are chiefly nominative: ym is generally the subject of the main clause and head of a 
relative clause. 

1 Sam 17:56; cf. # 4

17. ^+m,ñv. ymi What is your name (identification)?
Judg 13:17

18. lAdG" yAg-ymi yKi What (other) great nation ... ?
Deut 4:7

19. ytiybe ymiW ÅÅÅ ykinOa' ymi Who am I ... and what is my family ... ?
2 Sam 7:18

20. T.a;-ymi Who are you (i.e., How did it go)?
Ruth 3:16

21. aAlh] bqo[]y: [v;p,ñ-ymi
!Arm.fo 

What is the transgression of Jacob? Is it 
not Samaria?

Mic 1:5

22. ^+m,ñV.ñ-hm; What is your name? 11

Gen 32:28

23. hL,+aeñh' ~yrIb.[ih' hm' What about these Hebrews?
1 Sam 29:3

24. arey"-ymi anyone who is afraid
Judg 7:3

25. y+l'ae hwhyl; ymi Whoever is for YHWH, [come] to me.
Exod 32:26

26. vG:yI ~yrIb'D> l[;b;ñ-ymi
`~h,lea] 

Whoever has a cause, let him approach 
them.

Exod 24:14

27. hL,aeñ !bey"ñw> ~k'x' ymi Whoever is wise, let him understand 
these things.
Hos 14:10
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The relative head rva may follow ym (# 28) or even vyah ym (## 29–30). 
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Indefinite ym can be used absolutely (with no relative clause following) and as a vocative. 

Indefinite ym can be used in the accusative function. 

f 

Exclamatory and rhetorical questions in ym must be recognized from context, though there are patterns 
associated with each group. Exclamatory questions usually have a non-perfective verb, and the sense is 
desiderative: 'Who will act?' > 'Oh that someone would act!' 

The fixed expressions !ty ym and [twy-ym convey wish (# 36) or doubt (# 37).13
 

Often, as in the last two examples, the outcome is unobtainable. 
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g 

28. WNx,ñm.a, yli-aj'x†; yv,a] ymi
`yrIp.Simi 

Whoever has sinned against me I will 
blot out of my book. 12

Exod 32:33

29. lxy" rv,a] vyaih' ymi
hy<h.yI !AM+[; ynEb.Bi ~heL'hil.

varl. 

Whoever will launch the attack against 
the Ammonites will be the head ... 

Judg 10:18

30. hn"B' rv,a] vyaih'-ymi
%leyE ÅÅÅ vd'xh-tyIb;ñ 

Whoever has built a new house ... let 
him go [home].

Deut 20:5

31. ymi-Wrm.vi Take care, whoever [you may be].
2 Sam 18:12

32. !Wdbo[]t; ymi-ta, ÅÅÅ Wrx]B; Choose ... whom you will serve.
Josh 24:15

33. ~yIm;ñ ynIqeñv.y: ymi Oh that someone would give me water 
to drink!
2 Sam 23:15

34. rm;ayO-ymi Who would (dare to) say ... ?
Job 9:12

35. jpevo ynImeñfiy>-ymi Oh that I were appointed sëopet!
2 Sam 15:4

36. br,[,ñ !TeyI-ymi If only it were evening!
Deut 28:67

37. hwhy ynIN:ñx;y> [;deAy ymi Perhaps YHWH will be gracious to me.
2 Sam 12:22
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Rhetorical questions aim not to gain information but to give information with passion. Properly speaking, this use 
should be considered in connection with figures of speech. The rhetorical use of the interrogative pronoun ym, 
however, for self-abasement or for insult occurs within a consistent grammatical structure and is therefore 
considered here. According to George W. Coats, the two structural elements in this pattern are 

... an introductory question constructed as a noun clause with interrogative particle hm' or ymi and pronoun, 

name, or noun, and a following assertion, introduced by yKi, rv,a], or a waw consecutive imperfect and 
constructed around a verbal form. The second element regularly picks up the object of the first element as
the subject or object of the verb or the object of a preposition ... [The pattern] poses a question ... , then
abases the noun or pronoun subject by an implied answer to the question. On the basis of the implied
answer, the verb ... is negated.14 

This pattern may involve, as noted, self-abasement (# 38; cf. # 13) or insult (## 39–41). 

A generalized use of this pattern involves abasing all people, including the speaker, usually in implicit contrast to 
God.15 

18.3 The Inanimate Pronoun 

a 

The range of uses of hm is greater than of ym because hm is frequently combined with prepositions. The kinds 
of uses are, however, comparable: the interrogative and indefinite patterns are basic, while several exclamatory 
and rhetorical structures are worthy of note. 

b 

Interrogative hm has a broad repertory of senses, even without prepositional complements. As noted earlier, hm 
can fulfill any of the major case functions, but it is most common as the direct object of the verb. 
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38. !t'x' hy<h.a,-Ki ÅÅÅ ykinOa' ymi
`%l,M,ñl; 

Who am I ... that I should be the son-in-
law of the king?

1 Sam 18:18

39. AlqoB. [m;v.a,rv,a] hwhy ymi Who is YHWH that I should obey him?
Exod 5:2

40. hZ<h; lre['h(, yTiv.l{P.h; ymi yKi
~yhil{a/ tAkr>[;m; @rexe yKi

`~yYIx; 

Who is this uncircumcised Philistine that 
he should defy the armies of the living 
God?

1 Sam 17:26

41. dwId' ymi Who is David [that I should help him]?
1 Sam 25:10

1. t'y+fiñ[' hm, What have you done?
Gen 4:10

2. ^+l'ñ-!T,a, hm' What shall I give you?
Gen 30:31

3. t'yfiñ[' yKi t'yair' hm'
`hZ<h; rb'D'h;-ta, 

What was your reason for doing this?

Gen 20:10
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The use of hz may serve to add "vividness" (17.4.3c, 18.2b). 

The pronoun may be further specified by an accusative of specification (18.1e).16 

Interrogative hm, sometimes with hz, can mean 'why?' 

In a verbless interrogative clause hm can be used with the lamed of interest (advantage or disadvantage); the 
question concerns the object of l in a loosely or elliptically defined way. The object is usually personal (## 10–15); 
double objects are found (## 15–16). 
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Such a construction can be given past time reference with the verb hyy (# 17). 

4. ty+fi[' taZO-hm; What (I wonder) have you done?
Gen 3:13

5. `h['r' ydIy"B.-hm;W What (with reference to) evil is in my 
hands?
1 Sam 26:18

6. yBi ~k,yteAba] Wac.M'-hm;
lw<['ñ 

What fault did your forebears find in me?

Jer 2:5

7. y+l'ae q[c.Ti-hm; Why are you crying out to me?
Exod 14:15

8. hPo ~ybiv.yO Wnx.n:a] hm' Why should we stay here?
2 Kgs 7:3

9. hr's' ^x]Wr hZ<-hm; Why (in the world) is your spirit so 
sullen?
1 Kgs 21:5

10. r+g"h' %L'-hm; What is to you, Hagar? (i.e., What 
troubles you, Hagar?)
Gen 21:17

11. `%L'-hm; What (can I do) for you?
Judg 1:14

12. W+Kb.yI yKi ~['L'-hm; What is (wrong) with the people that 
they weep?
1 Sam 11:5

13. y+Q'xu rPes;l. ^L.-hm; What (right have) you to recite my laws?
Ps 50:16

14. t'ab'ñ-yKi %l'w" yLi-hm; What do I have to do with you that you 
have come?
Judg 11:12

15. ~Alv'l.W-hm; What do you have to do with peace?
2 Kgs 9:18

16. rB'h;-ta, !b,T,ñl;-hm; What has straw to do with wheat?
Jer 23:28

17. vyqi-!b,l. hy"h' hZ<-hm; What (in the world) happened to the son 
of Kish?
1 Sam 10:11
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c 

With prepositions interrogative hm takes on a variety of senses. The most common combination is hml 'why?', 

sometimes with hz.17 

In some cases hml is used in a quasi-rhetorical way, introducing an undesirable alternative: 'Do something; 

hml ... ' = 'why should something else happen?' > 'lest something else happen' or 'otherwise something else will 
happen.' 

In this use hml, may be preceded by a relative pronoun. 

d 

The other monoliteral prepositions also combine with hm: hmB means both 'in, on what?' (# 26) and 'how?' (# 

27) and hmK both 'how many?' (# 28) and 'how much?'. 

Page 325

In combination with d[;, the pronoun has the sense 'how long?' (## 29–30) and with l[; the sense 'on what 
basis, why?' (## 31–32). 

18. %l' h'x'ñ hM'l'ñ Why are you angry?
Gen 4:6

19. yKib.ti hm,l'ñ Why are you crying?
1 Sam 1:8

20. hr'f' hq'x]c' hZ< hM'l'ñ Why (in the world) did Sarah laugh?
Gen 18:13

21. ~c' ynIa] hZ< hM'l'ñ tme hT'[;w> Now that he is dead, why should I fast?
2 Sam 12:23

22. `%ymia] hm'l' ynIxiñL.v; Send me out; why should I kill you? / 
lest I kill you / otherwise I'll kill you.
1 Sam 19:17

23. ~yhil{a,h†; @coq.yI hM'l'ñ otherwise God will be angry
Qoh 5:5

24. ha,r>yI hM'l' rv,a]
~k,ynEnEP.-ta, 

Otherwise he will see you

Dan 1:10

25. hy"j.[oK. hy<h.(a, hm'L'v; otherwise I will be like the veiled women
Cant 1:7

26. bK'v.yI On what shall he lie down?
Exod 22:26

27. [d;ae hM'B; How / By what shall I know?
Gen 15:8

28. `^yY<ñx; ynEv. ymey> hM'K; How old are you?
Gen 47:8
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e 

The indefinite use of hm usually involves a clausal object. 

Sometimes the relative v follows hm in this usage.18
 

Page 326

f 

The exclamatory questions with hm may involve either an adjective (## 40–41) or a verb (## 42–46). 

29. ydIAbk. hm,-d[; vyai ynEB.
hM'lik.li 

How long, O high-born men, [will you 
turn] my glory into shame?

Ps 4:3

30. xc;+n<ñl' @n:a/T, hwhy hm'-d[; How long, O YHWH? Will you be angry 
forever?
Ps 79:5

31. ^n>toa]-ta, t'yKiñhi hm'-l[; Why have you struck your donkey?
Num 22:32

32. dA[ WKtu hm, l[; Why should you be beaten any more?
Isa 1:5

33. ^v.p.n: rm;aTo-hm;
`%L'-hf,[/a,w> 

Whatever you say, I'll do for you.

1 Sam 20:4

34. %+l' yTid>G:ñhiw> ynIaeñr>Y-hm; Whatever he reveals to me, I will tell 
you.
Num 23:3; cf. 1 Sam 19:3

35. `wyt'mol{x] Wyh.YI-hm; ha,r>nIw> Then we will see what comes of his 
dreams.
Gen 37:20

36. bAJ+-hm; ~d'a' ^l. dyGIhi He has shown you, O man, what is 
good.
Mic 6:8

The pronoun can have an indefinite sense in combination with a preposition.19 

37. aWh rb'K. hy"h'V,-hm; Whatever is, has already been.
Qoh 3:15

38. lAdg" AxKo hM,B; yair>W
Al lk;Wnñ hM,b;W 

See wherein his great strength lies and 
how we can overcome him.

Judg 16:5

39. !yI+q'ñ r([eb'ñl. hy<h.yI-~ai yKi
`&'B,ñv.Ti rWVa; hm'-d[; 

You Kenites will be destroyed when 
Ashur takes you captive.

Num 24:22

40. ryDIa;-hm' how majestic
Ps 8:2

41. rq'Y"-hm; how priceless
Ps 36:8
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g 

One of the rhetorical uses of hm involves the kind of abasement or insult cited in connection with ym (18.2g).20
 

Another such use involves rhetorical questions that expect a strongly negative answer.22 
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18.4 Locative Particles and Related Forms 

a 

An elaborate network of interrogative terms is organized around yae 'where?', including a variety of compounds 

(e.g., hzm ya) and related forms (e.g., hpoyae).23 One apparently related form, !ya, is the source of !a' 'where?' 

and !yIa;ñme 'whence?'24 Most of these terms are locative in reference and strictly interrogative in use, although they 
occur in both direct and indirect questions. 

The core term of the network, yae, has two distinct uses. In the simple locative pattern, it can be used absolutely or 

with hz following.25 

42. q+D'j;c.NI-hm;W How can we justify ourselves!
Gen 44:16

43. ha'meñ ynEp.li hz< !Tea, hm'
vy+ai 

How can I ever set this before one 
hundred men!

2 Kgs 4:43

44. acom.li T'r>h;ñmi hZ<-hm; How (in the world) did you ever find it so 
quickly!
Gen 27:20

45. l+ae hBoq; al{ bQoa, hm' How can I curse what God has not 
cursed!
Num 23:8

46. r+B'd>Mib; WhWrñm.y: hM'K;ñ How much they rebelled against him in 
the steppe!
Ps 78:40

47. yKi bl,K,ñh; ^D>b.[; hm' yKi
h+Z<h; lAdG"h; rb'D'h; hf,[]y: 

What is your servant, the dog, that he 
should do this great thing?21

2 Kgs 8:13

48. WN+r,ñK.z>ti-yKi vAna/-hm' What is a human life that you keep it in 
mind?
Ps 8:5

49. ay+hi-hm; ^n>ybeW ynIyBe What is that between you and me?
Gen 23:15

50. `hT,v.NI-hm; What are we to drink? (i.e., We have 
nothing to drink.)
Exod 15:24

51. dwId'B. ql,xeñ WnL'-hm; What share do we have in David? (i.e., 
We have no share.)
1 Kgs 12:16

1. ^y+xiña' lb,h,ñ yae Where is your brother Abel?
Gen 4:9
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ya can also be used with pronominal suffixes, sometimes anticipatory (# 8). 

Page 328

A directional locative is hzm ya 'whence?' 

In # 10 the adverb takes an adverbial accusative, ~[. An apparently analogous phrase tazOl' yae means not 

'whither?' (which would perhaps be hz-la ya) but 'on what basis, why?'; it is found only in Jer 5:7. 

c 

Two forms related to ya also have the sense 'where?': hYEa; and hpoyae, the latter also related to hPo 'here.' The 

first and more common of these two is not used with verbs (## 12–13); hpoyae may be used in either verbal (# 14) 
or verbless clauses (# 15). 

2. Amy+heñl{a/ yae Where is their god (rhetorical question)?
Deut 32:37

3. %+l'h' %r,D,h; hz<-yae Where is the road he went on?26

1 Kgs 13:12

4. tWtyrIK. rp,señ hz< yae Where (I wonder) is the bill of 
divorcement?
Isa 50:1

5. bAJh; %r,d,ñ hz<-yae Where is the good way?27

Jer 6:16

6. hK'Y<ña; Where are you?
Gen 3:9

7. AYa;w> Where is he?
Exod 2:20

8. tm'x]-%l,m,ñ AYa; Where is he, the king of Hamath?
2 Kgs 19:13

9. hT'+a'ñ hZ<mi yaew> Where are you from?
1 Sam 30:13

10. `hT'a'ñ ~[; hZ<mi-yaew> From which people are you?
Jonah 1:8

11. tab' hZ<mi-yae Where have you come from?
Gen 16:8

12. ^+T,ñv.ai hr'X+' hYEa; Where is Sarah your wife?
Gen 18:9

13. lqevo hYEa; Where is the weigher?
Isa 33:18

14. d+wId'w> laeWmv. hpoyae Where are Samuel and David?
1 Sam 19:22

15. T.l.G:ñvu al{ hpoyae Where have you not been ravished?
Jer 3:2
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d 

Another set of forms related to ya has the sense 'how?', used in both true questions of circumstance and in 

exclamatory questions; each of these involves a k element: %yae is the most common, while hk'yae and hk'k'ñyae 
are rare.28 The use in true questions involves all three forms. 
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e 

The exclamatory use involves hkya more often than !ya; the occurrence of hkya as the first word of 
Lamentations (# 22) is the source of the Hebrew name of the book. 

f 

The unattested form !ya is probably the source of both !a' 'where?' and !yIa;ñme 'whence?'29
 

There are two related forms which are nearly identical: hn"a'ñ, apparently !a' with the directional h, and hn"ña', 
apparently an extended form of !a'; both forms usually mean 'whither, where?' 

16. ~yci['An( ~T,a; %yae How do you advise me?
1 Kgs 12:6

17. ay+hi ytixoña] T'r>m;ña' %yaew> How could you say, "She is my sister"?
Gen 26:9

18. lWav' tme-yKi T'[.d;ñy" %yae
!t'n"AhywI 

How do you know that Saul and 
Jonathan are dead?

2 Sam 1:5

19. y+DIb;l. aF'a, hk'yae How can I bear you by myself?
Deut 1:12

20. hN"+v,ñB'l.a, hk'k'ñyae How can I put it on?
Cant 5:3

21. `~yrIABgI Wlp.n" %yae How the mighty have fallen!
2 Sam 1:19

22. rd'b' hb'v.y" hk'yae How it dwells alone!
Lam 1:1

23. hn"Azl. ht'y>h' hk'yae How it has become a whore!
Isa 1:21

24. ~+T,k.l;h] !a' Where did you go?
1 Sam 10:14

25. a+boT' !yIa;ñme Whence have you come?
Job 1:7

26. yki+leñte hn"a'ñw> Whither are you going?
Gen 16:8

27. tyfi[' hn"a'ñw> Where did you work?
Ruth 2:19
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The form hn"a'ñ is doubled in a phrase meaning 'here and there,' with no interrogative force.30 The locative sense 

of hn"a'ñ is extended in the phrase hn"a'ñ-d[; 'how long?, till when?' 

Footnotes:  

1. Cf. 40.1. The interrogative particles are not necessary; a question of fact need not be specially marked. Its 
character as a question was presumably signaled in speech by a change in intonation. See Carl Brockelmann, 
Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen (Berlin: Reuter und Reichard, 1913), 2. 192–
93. 
2. The animate pronoun occurs 422 times and the inanimate 747 times (including prepositional phrases; 
SA/THAT). The animate: inanimate contrast is widely attested in Semitic, but the pronouns are usually animate 
man: inanimate maÒ. Other terms used as indefinites in Hebrew include animate )i=s], )a4da4m, nepesë 'someone'; 
loÒÀ ÀiÖsë, loÒÀ ÀaÒdaÒm, loÒÀ nepesë 'no one'; inanimate daÒbaÒr, mÝÀuÖmaÖ 'something,' as well as various phrases with koÒl. The 
relative Àsër is rarely used as an indefinite, 19.2 n. 13. 

3. The y in Hebrew is a vowel letter, but the Ugaritic form my suggests that it was bisyllabic. 
4. This account is taken from Thomas O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971) 83. 
For further discussion, see Paul Joüon, "Études de morphologie hébraïque," Biblica 1 (1920) 353–71, esp. 363–
65. Particularly striking among many "irregular" pointings are the cases of meh before consonants other than hÌeth 
and Áayin (note, e.g., Judg 16:5bis, 6bis, 10, 13, 15). 

5. The h is a vowel letter (but cf. Ugaritic mh) and is sporadically omitted in, e.g., mhm, Ezek 8:6 Kethiv; the Qere 
restores the vowel letter; cf. Isa 3:15 Kethiv. On the Ugaritic, see M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Das ugaritische 
Fragepronomen mh und seine Erweiterungen," Studies in Bible and the Ancient Near East Presented to Samuel 
E. Loewenstamm, ed. Y. Avishur and J. Blau (Jerusalem: Rubinstein, 1978)19–21. 
The form maÒn 'what?' in Exod 16:15 is unique, apparently a non-standard form reflecting a popular etymology and 
corresponding folktale for maÒn 'manna.' On mn 'what, who' in Ugaritic, see UT § 19.1504. 

6. See also 1 Sam 20:10, 2 Sam 24:13, 1 Kgs 12:16, Jer 2:5, Qoh 11:2, Esth 6:3. 
7. Strictly, a rhetorical question. 
8. The repetition may be related to indefinite usage. Akkadian contrasts man, mannu 'who?', with the compound 
(or reduplicating) form mamman (< man-man) 'who ever.' See Wolfram von Soden, Grundriss der akkadischen 
Grammatik (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1969) 49. 
9. Aramaic man 'who?' can be used the same way; cf. Ezra 5:4, and Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical 
Aramaic (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1961) § 38 / p. 22. On the Hebrew, see Joüon, "Études de morphologie 
hébräique," 365. 
10. The sense of miÖ yaÒquÖm yaÁaçqoÒb in Amos 7:2, 5 is not clear the usual rendering is 'How can Jacob stand?', but 
more apt may be 'Who is Jacob that he can stand?' 
11. A question asking for the meaning of the name. Cf Exod 3:13 perhaps. 
12. These passages illustrate the semantic transition from the interrogative sense to the indefinite sense: 'Who is 
the one that sinned against me? I will blot him out' >'Who(ever) sinned against me, I will blot out.' Cf. the 
suggestions of Brockelmann, Grundriss, 2. 580. 
13. See J. L. Crenshaw. "The Expression miÖ yoÖdeÒaÁ in the Hebrew Bible," Vetus Testamentum 36 (1986) 274–88. 

14. George W. Coats, "Self-Abasement and Insult Formulas," Journal of Biblical Literature 89 (1970) 14–26, at 
26, cf. 14–15. Parallels from Epigraphic Hebrew (Lachish Letters) and Western Akkadian (El-Amarna letters) are 

28. ~yli[o Wnx.n:ña] hn"ña' Whither are we going up?
Deut 1:28

29. ~T,n>a;me hn"a'ñ-d[; How long will you refuse?
Exod 16:28

30. h+Z<h; ~['h' ynIcuña]n:y> hn"a'ñ-d[; How long will this people despise me?
Num 14:11
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cited, pp. 15–16. 
15. Coats, "Self-Abasement and Insult Formulas," 24–26. Note the cases with maÖ in Ps 8:5 and Job 15:14, related 
formulas; cf. 18.3g. 
16. Note also the "small clause," mah beÃsÌaÁ, 'What (is there with respect to) profit?', in Gen 37:26 and Ps 30:10. 

17. The difference between Imh 'why (i.e., for what purpose)?' and the slightly less frequent madduÖaÁ (< maÖ + 
yadduÖÁ) 'why (i.e., for what reason)?' is not entirely firm. For efforts to distinguish the two, see T. W. Nakarai, "LMH 
and MDUÁ in the Tanak," Hebrew Studies 23 (1982) 45–50; Richter, GAHG 3. 179–80. 

18. In the accusative in Qoh 8:7. 
19. Negation in English triggers changes in indefinites: compare 'someone, anyone, no one.' In Hebrew such 
changes are unknown: yaÒdeÁaÖ mmaÖ would mean 'She understands something,' and bal yaÖdeÁaÖ mma means 'She 
understands nothing,' Prov 9:13, cf. Neh 2:12. 
20. Coats. "Self-Abasement and Insult Formulas," 17–19 
21. The self-abasement is heightened by the use of klb for the speaker, as well as by the distancing pronominal 
substitute Ábdk. See Coates, "Self-Abasement and Insult Formulas," 16–17; and Irene Lande, Formelhafte 
Wendungen der Umgangssprache im Alten Testament (Leiden: Brill, 1949) 101–3 
22. Arabic not only has interrogative-indefinite maÒ, but also a negative maÒ, used alone and in various 
combinations to negate verbs. It has been proposed that Hebrew also has negative mh; see M. Dahood, "The 
Emphatic Double Negative mÀyn," Catholic Biblical Quarterly 37 (1975) 458–59; W. Michel, "Job 31:1" Hebrew 
Studies 23 (1982) 59–66, at 60, 64. The exclamatory maÒ noted above is also found in Arabic: maÒ afdÌal Zaydan, 
'How excellent Zayd is, What an excellent man Zayd is!' See W. Wright, A Grammer of the Arabic Language (3d 
ed.; Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1896–98), 1. 98; 2. 43, 104–5. Compare with # 51 the variant form in 2 
Sam 20:1. 
23. On Àyn and ÀaÒn, see Brockelmann, Grundriss, 1. 191. 

24. Cf. Arabic Àayy (fem. Àayya) 'who?, whoever, what kind of,' alongside of man 'who?, whoever.' 

25. The locution ÀeÖ-zeh 'which (of two)?', is found only in indirect questions in Qoh 2:3, 11:6. 

26. Same idiom in 2 Kgs 3:8; Job 38:19, 24; 2 Chr 18:23 (cf 1 Kgs 22:24). 
27. The question may represent indirect discourse; see William L. Holladay, Jeremiah (Philadelphia: Fortress, 
1986), 1. 221. 
28. In Cant 1:7 bis, ÀekaÖ is used for 'where?' The form ÀeÖkoÒh 'where?' in 2 Kgs 6:13 may be a variant of ÀeÖkaÖ. 

29. The form mÀn in 2 Kgs 5:25 is difficult. 

30. The doubled phrase ÀaÃÒneh waÒÀaÃÒnaÖ occurs in 1 Kgs 2:36, 42; 2 Kgs 5:25. 
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Page 330

19.1 Introduction 

a 
Most of the clauses discussed so far are simple clauses, that is, clauses that makeone predication, verbless or 
verbal. 

It is often necessary to combine more than one predication; in such situations the main (or independent) clause 
contains one or more subordinate clauses. Relative clauses are a major variety of subordinate clause. The most 
widely used relative-clause marker is rva. 

In this example @skh is the object of the main verb %tyw, and it is the object of the verb wpsa in the relative 
clause. Although relative clauses need not be marked, there are several relative-clause markers; some of them 
are used only in this way and are called relative pronouns, while others also serve other roles, notably the article. 

b 
Relative clauses are in many ways similar to attributive adjectives. They differ in conveying more complex 
information, that is, information that requires a predication of its own. 
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19 Relatives 

19.1 Introduction 
19.2 Types of Relative-Clause Markers 

19.3 Uses of rva 

19.4 Uses of v 

19.5 Uses of z Series Forms 
19.6 Asyndetic Relative Clauses 
19.7 Other Relative Markers 

1. hd'ydIy> AMai ~vew> His mother's name is Jedidah.
2 Kgs 22:1

2. dwID' %r,D,ñ-lk'B. %l,YEñw: And he followed all David's ways.
2 Kgs 22:2

3. rv,a] ÅÅÅ @s,K,ñh;-ta, %Tey:w>
@S;h; yrem.vo Wps.a' 

So he can pour out the money ... which 
the doorkeepers have collected.

2 Kgs 22:4 LXXL

4. rv,a] ~yIM;ñh; !yBe lDeb.Y:w:
~yIM;ñh; !ybeW [;yqir'l' tx;T;ñmi
!ybeW [;yqir'l' tx;T;ñmi rv,a]

[;yqir'l' tx;T;ñmi rv,a] ~yIM;ñh;
l[;me rv,a] ~yIM;ñh; !ybeW

[;y+qir'l' 

And he divided between the water which 
was below the firmament and the water 
which was above the firmament.

Gen 1:7
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The two verbless relative clauses here allow the specification of the [yqr as a reference point, as the use of the 

adjectives yTix.T; 'lower' and yLi[i 'upper' with ~ym would not. 

c 
It is often said that there are two types of relative clauses in Hebrew, the dependent (or attributive) relative and 
the so-called "independent relative." The dependent relative, which has a close analog in English, contains a 
head word followed by a relative marker; all the examples so far considered are of this type. In # 4 the head word 
is ~ymh for both clauses; the relative rva follows this and introduces the attributive clause. 

d 
The "independent relative" is really a contradiction in terms because it is independent, that is, it is not relative to 
anything. In this construction the clause introduced by the "relative" marker functions as a principal part of the 
main verbal clause, as subject (# 5), object (# 6), or genitive (# 7), or in a verbless clause (# 8). 

The "relative" markers indicate in ## 5–8 that the clauses introduced by them are part of a larger sentence. 

19.2 Types of Relative-Clause Markers 

a 

There are four classes of relative-clause markers: (1) rva, (2) v, (3) the z series, and (4) others. The first two 
are used only as relatives; the z series overlaps with the demonstratives, and those gathered under the last 
heading are grammatical elements used primarily in other ways. The members of the first three groups can be 
called relative pronouns.1 
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b 

The most common relative pronoun, rva, is etymologically a locative noun, 'a step, place,'2 and may be 
considered a noun always used in the construct.3 There is no trace of the etymological sense,4 however, and the 
construct state is useful only in explaining the phonetic shape of the word. Broadly speaking, rva is rare in 

poetry, rarer in older poetry than later,5 and the uses of rva are more diverse in later prose than in earlier. 

c 

The relative v is pointed in various ways: usually v; or v, with doubling of the following consonant; v' or v,, if 

5. rv,a] hwhy ynEy[eB. [r;YEñw:
h+f'[' 

What he did was wicked in YHWH's 
eyes.

Gen 38:10

6. tae ~k,l' hd'yGIña;w>
~k,t.a, [r'q.yI-rv,a] 

I will tell you what will happen, to you.

Gen 49:1

7. ta+nEf' rv,a] dy:B. into the hands of those whom you hate
Ezek 23:28

8. ynEb.a;B. Wtmeñ-rv,a] ~yBir;
ynEB. Wgr>h†; rv,a]me dr'B'h;

`br,x'ñB, laer'f.yI 

Those who died by the hailstones were 
more numerous than those whom the 
Israelites had killed by the sword.

Josh 10:11
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doubling is not allowed (or before oÒ or aÒ), except for v. before h. This pronoun presents a curious history: it is 
attested in the older layer of Biblical Hebrew (e.g., Judg 5:7) and in the later books, but rarely in between.6 Since 
most Semitic languages use an së form for the relative, including Phoenician and Ammonite, and since v is 
standard in Mishnaic Hebrew, we may suppose that the dominant dialect of Biblical Hebrew was distinctive 
among Hebrew and South Canaanite dialects in using rva in preference to v.7 

d 

The relative markers of the z series include the demonstrative hz<, as well as the rare forms Wz and Az (hzO).8 The 
diversity of this group of forms is discussed in connection with the demonstratives (17.4.3). The relative use of 
these forms is primarily poetic. The syntactic patterns of relative clause with rva and z forms are similar.9 

Like së, z is a frequent element in Semitic relative markers outside Hebrew, and in the Hebrew demonstratives. 

e 

The final class includes the article, as well as ym and hm. The latter uses are cited above (18.2-3); the article as 
relative is treated below (19.7; cf. 13.5.2d). 
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f 
Markers of the first three groups can be used in forming so-called independent relative clauses. There is a formal 
distinction between dependent and independent uses of the relatives: as dependent pronouns they are never 
bracketed with a preposition or ta, but as independent pronouns they may be so bracketed. The independent 
pronoun is best rendered by the English equivalents: 'he who, he whom, that which, of such a kind as,' etc. 

g 
The relative clause may be unmarked, especially in poetry, when the clause clearly functions as part of the 
sentence. 

19.3 Uses of rva 

a 
The common relative pronoun is indeclinable.10 It can introduce dependent or attributive relative clauses, either 
alone or with a resumptive element, specifying the role of the relative pronoun in the subordinate clause. Strictly 
speaking, the structure of the clause varies, depending on whether the resumptive element is present; the 
differences are not, however, crucial to accounting for the use or non-use of the resumptive. In dependent relative 
clauses without resumption, the pronoun is usually in the nominative function (## 1–2), although it may be in the 
accusative (# 3). 

1a. Wnm'ñj' Wz-tv,r,ñB. in the net which they have hidden
Ps 9:16

1b. !m;j'-rv,a] ATv.rIw> his net which he hid
Ps 35:8

2. W+f[' tx;v;ñB. into the pit (which) they have dug
Ps 9:16

1. !G"h;-%AtB. rv,a] rv,a] #[eh' the tree which (NOMINATIVE) is in the 
middle of the garden
Gen 3:3

2. ^ytiñaceAh rv,a] hwhy ynIa] I am YHWH, who (NOMINATIVE) 
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b 
The most common resumptive element is a pronoun, independent for the nominative function (# 4), suffixed 
otherwise (## 5–9). Note that the head word may be definite (## 4, 6–9) or indefinite (# 5). 
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After words of time there is usually no resumptive pronoun, so that rva appears to be equivalent to 'when.' 11
 

The resumptive element may also be a locative adverb. 

~yDIf.K; rWame brought you out from Ur of the Chaldees.

Gen 15:7

3. al{ rv,a] ~yrIxea] ~yhil{a/
T'[.d;ñy" 

other gods whom (ACCUSATIVE) you 
have not known

Deut 13:7

4. al{ rv,a] hm'heB.h;-!miW
ayhi hr'hoj. 

from the animal which (NOMINATIVE) (it) 
is not pure

Gen 7:2

5. `Anvol. [m;v.ti-al{ rv,a] yAG a nation whose (GENITIVE) (the) 
language (of it) you will not understand
Deut 28:49

6. bkevo hT'a; rva] #r,a'ñh'
h'yl,ñ[' 

the land which (GENITIVE) YOU are 
lying on (it)

Gen 28:13

7. ~k,yxia] @seAy ynIa]
ytiao ~T,r>k;m.-rv,a]

`hm'y>r'ñc.mi 

I am your brother, Joseph, whom 
(ACCUSATIVE) you sold (me) into Egypt.

Gen 45:4

8. hwhy Axl'v.-rv,a] aybiN"h; the prophet which (ACCUSATIVE) 
YHWH sent (him)
Jer 28:9

9. `x;Wr WNp,ñDeTi-rv,a] #MoK; like chaff which (ACCUSATIVE) the wind 
drives (it) away
Ps 1:4

10. `~Alv'b. aB'-rv,a] ~AYh;-d[; until the day when (in which) he came 
back in safety
2 Sam 19:25

11. rv,a] ~ynIv' vmex' dA[w>
`ryCiq'w> vyrIx'-!yae 

(There are) still five years when there 
will be no plowing or reaping.

Gen 45:6

12. aboT' rv,a] aW+hh; ~AYB; on the day when you go
1 Kgs 22:25

13. ~v' hy"h'ñ-rv,a] ~AqM'h;-d[;
hl{h\a' 

to the place where (which) his tent had 
been (there) 12

Gen 13:3

14. aAbn" rva] ~AqM'h;-lK' every place to which we shall come
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c 
A so-called "independent relative" clause may, as noted in 19.1d, serve in a verbal clause as either subject (# 16) 
or object (# 17), in a verbless clause (# 18), and in a genitive function, either as object of a preposition (## 19–20) 
or as a second term in a construct chain (# 21).13 
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19.4 Uses of v 

a 

The v relative pronoun has a range of uses similar to that of rva.14 It can introduce dependent relative clauses 
without resumption, serving either in the nominative or, less often, in the accusative function in the relative 
clause.15 

hM'v'ñ 
Gen 20:13

15. xQ;lu rv,a] hm'd'a]h'-ta,
`~V'mi 

the ground from which he had been 
taken

Gen 3:23

16. ATai rv,a]w: x;nO-%a; ra,V'ñyIw:
`hb'TeB; 

Only Noah and those with him in the ark 
were left.

Gen 7:23

17. %reb'T.-rv,a] tae yTi[.d;ñy" yKi
%r'bom. 

I know as blessed the one whom you 
bless.

Num 22:6

18. rv,a]me WnT'ñai rv,a] ~yBir;
`~T'ai 

More are they who are with us than they 
who are with them.

2 Kgs 6:16 manuscript Kethiv

19. AtyBe-l[; rv,a]l; rm,aYOñw: He said to him who was over his 
house ... 
Gen 43:16

20. Wnybiña'l. rv,a]meW from what belonged to our father
Gen 31:1

21. ta+nEf' rv,a] dy:B. into the hand of those you hate
Ezek 23:28

1. ~Y"h; tp;f.-l[;v, lAxK; like the sand which (NOMINATIVE) is on 
the seashore16

Judg 7:12

2. yNEvil. @r,j,ñWnn"ñt'n> aL{v, h+why
`~h, 

YHWH, who (NOMINATIVE) has not 
made us prey to their teeth

Ps 124:6

3. ÅÅÅ dywID' !t;N"v, ~ynIytiN>h;-!miW
~YIwIl.h; td;bo[]l; 

and of the servitors whom 
(ACCUSATIVE) David appointed ... for 
service of the Levites
Ezra 8:20
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Resumptive elements occur less frequently after v, but both pronouns and adverbs are so used. 

b 

A so-called independent relative clause in v may serve as the object (or part of the object) of a verbal main 
clause (# 6) or as a genitive, either as object of a preposition (## 7–8) or as the second term of a construct phrase 
(## 9–10). 
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A v clause can also be used as a vocative. 

19.5 Uses of z Series Forms 

a 

The three forms of the z series relevant here are hz<, Az (hzO), and Wz; the forms are not common enough to make 
it possible to distinguish among them clearly. There are two patterns of use to be discussed: the relative uses are 
similar to those found with rva and v, while the quasi-relative or determinative uses are quite different.19 

b 
A z form may be used as a dependent relative pronoun, usually without a resumptive element. 

4. `HB'-rB;duY>v, ~AYB; on the day on which she is spoken for 
(on it)
Cant 8:8

5. ~yjib'v. Wl[' ~V'v, to which the tribes mount up (there)
Ps 122:4

6. y+vip.n: hb'h]a'v, tae yTiv.Q;ñBi I sought him whom I love.
Cant 3:1

7. ~ymir'K.B;v, l[;w> and in charge of that which is in (i.e., 
the produce of) the vineyards
1 Chr 27:27

8. `WnNEñx'Y>v, d[; until he shows us mercy
Ps 123:2

9. %+l'-~L,v;y>v, yrev.a; the joys of the one who pays you back 
17

Ps 137:8

10. Ar+z>[,B. bqo[]y: laev, yrev.a; the joys of the one who (has) the God of 
Jacob as his help 18

Ps 146:5

11. yvip.n: hb'h]a'v, yLi hd'yGIñh; Tell me, (you) whom I love.
Cant 1:7

1. +̂d,ñl'y> hz< ^ybia'l. [m;v. Listen to your father, who (NOMINATIVE) 
begot you.
Prov 23:22

2. ynIW+Dñv; Wz ~y[iv'r> ynEP.mi from the presence of the wicked who 
(NOMINATIVE) assail me
Ps 17:9

3. T'r>c;ñy"-hz< !t'y"w>li the Leviathan, which (ACCUSATIVE) you 
formed
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Less often a resumptive pronoun is used. 
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A z form can also be used in a so-called independent relative clause. 

c 
In considering the quasi-relative or determinative use of the z forms, we need to reconsider the basic sense of 
hz.21 From the use of hz and its equivalents as an attributive demonstrative (e.g.,'the person, this one'), there 
developed a substantive use: 'the person, the one of (something),' which is equivalent to 'the person who ... ' By 
definition z forms governing another substantive are not relative pronouns, but since they bracket a qualifying 
substantive with a preceding substantive they may be regarded in this use as quasi-relatives. In such 
constructions their deictic force and their basic appositive syntax can still be felt strongly. (It was out of this quasi-
relative use that the relative uses treated above developed.) 

d 
The determinative may be used in dependent relative clauses.22

 

It also occurs in independent relative clauses, in true determinative usage,24 either as a predicate in a nominal 
clause (# 13) or as a construct (# 14). 
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Ps 104:26

4. ~deM.l;a] Az ytido[ew> my statues which (ACCUSATIVE) I teach 
to them
Ps 132:12

5. `~h,l' T'd>s;ñy" hz< ~Aqm.-la, to the place which (GENITIVE) you 
assigned for them 20

Ps 104:8

6. Al WnyWIñqi hz< Wnyheñl{a/ hNEhi Behold our God whom we have trusted 
(him).
Isa 25:9

7. AlWnaj'ñx' Wz h+why aAlh] Was it not YHWH whom we have sinned 
against (him)?
Isa 42:24

8. `AB T'n>k;ñv' hz< !AYci-rh; Mount Zion which you dwell on (it)
Ps 74:2

9. `ybi-WkP.h.n< yTib.h;ña'-hz<w> Those I love have turned against me.
Job 19:19

10. `hr'Peñs;a]w: ytiyzIñx'-hz<w> That which I have seen I will tell you.
Job 15:17

11. yn:ysi hz< h+why ynEP.mi before YHWH, the one of Sinai23

Judg 5:5

12. `~l'A[l. Wz rADh;-!mi 
from the generation, the one of 
everlasting (i.e., the everlasting 
generation)
Ps 12:8

13. ~A+lv' hz< hy"h'w> And he will be the one of peace.25

Mic 5:4

14. ar'q'ñ ynI[\ hz< The one of poverty cried (i.e., The poor 
man cried).26
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19.6 Asyndetic Relative Clauses 

a 
Many relative clauses bear no distinctive relative marker but are juxtaposed directly to the main clause; such 
unmarked or Ø-marked clauses are common in poetry, particularly as attributives (## 1–2) and after time words 
(## 3–4). 

b 
Asyndetic "independent relative" clauses occur as prepositional objects (## 5–6). 

19.7 Other Relative Markers 

a 

In addition to the relative pronouns rva, v,and hz and the like, there are other relative markers to be 

considered; the relative use of ym and hm is treated above (18.2-3), while the article remains to be discussed. 

b 
The article as relative marker must be considered in relation to the participle, to other constructions, and to 
ambiguous forms. Hebraists sometimes analyze the article with the participle as having a relative force or as 
investing the participle with this value. For example, Ronald J. Williams lists as one of the uses of the article its 
use as "equivalent to a relative pronoun ... with participles,"27 while A. B. Davidson somewhat more accurately 
said: "When in apposition with a preceding definite subject the participle with  
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article has the meaning very much of a relative clause ... This usage is very common."28 But even this analysis is 
not cogent because the participle, as a verbal adjective, by itself can serve as a relative clause, 'one who ... , that 
which ... ' Thus a participle can form a subordinate clause even without the article. 

Thus it is misleading to consider the article as a dependent relative marker with a participle.29 

Ps 34:7 emended

1. ~T,b.C;xu rWc-la, WjyBiñh;
`~T,r>Q;nU rAB tb,Q,ñm;-la,w> 

Look to the rock (from which) you were 
hewn and to the quarry (from which) you 
were carved.
Isa 51:1

2. t'yKiñDI tAmc'[] the bones (which) you broke
Ps 51:10

3. Wn+t'ñyN[i tAmc'[] according to the days (when) you 
afflicted us
Ps 90:15

4. `WBr†; ~v'Aryt(iw> ~n"g"d> t[eme at the time (when) their grain and new 
wine abound
Ps 4:8

5. `Wkl'ñh' Wl[iñAy-al{ yrex]a; They followed (those who) cannot help.
Jer 2:8

6. Wla'ñv' aAll. yTiv.r;ñd>nI I was sought by (those who) had not 
asked.
Isa 65:1

1. !ApC'h;-!mi ha'B' hr'['s. a storm which was coming from the north
Ezek 1:4
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c 
The article with a perfective verb, however, does serve as a relative marker; this usage is found chiefly in the later 
books of the Bible, notably Ezra and Chronicles.30 

An "independent relative" clause formed with the article may stand after a preposition. 

d 
Unfortunately, it is not always easy to distinguish participles and perfective verbs. There are forms in older books 
where the consonants could be read as participles but points or accents indicate perfectives, notably Niphals and 
hollow verb forms. However the pointing or accentuation in the Masorah is to be explained, such forms should 
probably be read as participles (## 7–8); the article with the perfective is unlikely in early texts.32 
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Footnotes:  

1. Both Àsër and së are quite often used as conjunctions, but such use is not considered in this chapter. Cf. nn. 10 
and 14. On the development of Àsër as a conjunction, and the related problem of the position of the relative pronoun 
vis-a-vis its head, see M. H. [Goshen-]Gottstein, "Afterthought and the Syntax of Relative Clauses in Biblical 
Hebrew," Journal of Biblical Literature 68 (1949) 35–47. 
A fuller account of the problem, set in the context of Mishnaic and Modern Hebrew, is given by T. Givón, "Verb 
Complements and Relative Clauses," Afroasiatic Linguistics 1/4 (1974); he argues in essence that relative 
clauses evolve from modifying a constituent to modifying a whole clause. There are about 5500 occurrences of Àsër
and 138 of së, 68 of them in Qoheleth (SA/THAT). 

2. The noun is not attested as such in Hebrew, but cf. Akkadian asëru 'place, site' and asëar 'where, wherein'; the 
root Àsër/Àt_r 'to go' is attested in Hebrew and Ugaritic. Only Hebrew and Moabite have Àsër; of the neighboring 
languages, both Ammonite and Phoenician-Punic have Àsë (as does the Canaanite language of the Deir Alla text; 
see J. A. Hackett, The Balaam Textirom Deir Alla [Chico: Scholars Press, 1984] 31, 114–15), and many other 
Semitic languages use së forms for the relative. See F. Rundgren, Über Bildungen mit (së)- und n-t-Demonstrativen 
im Semitischen (Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1955). 

2. hm'x'l.Mih; yven>a; ynEyciq.
ATai aWkl.h'h, 

the army commanders who had come 
with him31

Josh 10:24

3. byvihoh; Wnyreñ['B, rv,a] lkow>
tAYrIk.n" ~yvin" 

everyone in our towns who has married a 
foreign woman

Ezra 10:14

4. laeWmv. vyDIq.hih; lkow> and everything which Samuel had 
dedicated
1 Chr 26:28

5. d+wID' Al !ykiheB; in the (place) David had prepared for it
2 Chr 1:4

6. ~yhil{a/h' !ykiheh; l[; at what God had brought about
2 Chr 29:36

7. ydeF.mi hb'V'ñh; HM'[i Ht'L'K;
b+a'Am 

her daughter-in-law with her, who had 
returned from the plains of Moab

Ruth 1:22

8. Al-dl;ANñh; AnB. his son, who was born to him
Gen 21:3
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3. Cf.BL§ 32a/p.264. 
4. Save perhaps in Judg 5:27; Ruth 1:17 is dubious. 
5. Francis I. Andersen and A. Dean Forbes, "‘Prose Particle' Counts of the Hebrew Bible," The Word of the Lord 
Shall Go Forth: Essays in Honor of David Noel Freedman, ed. C. L. Meyers and M. O'Connor (Winona Lake, 
Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983) 165–83. 
6. All instances of the relative in Canticles, except one (in the title of the book), involve së. In Qoheleth, së is used 68 
times (often as a conjunction) and Àsër 89 times. sè is not, however, frequent in Ezra (only once) or Chronicles (only 
twice). See Joüon § 38 / p. 89–90. 
7. M. H. Segal, A Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon, 1927) 42–43. 
8. It is strictly correct to say that zû; is primarily a relative and zeh is primarily a demonstrative, but the one is so 
rare and the other so relatively common that such a flat statement is potentially misleading. 
9. Cf. J. M. Allegro, "Uses of the Semitic Demonstrative Element z in Hebrew," Vetus Testamentum 5 (1955) 309–
12, at 311. On the possibility that zeh and zû may be confused in the MT, see p. 309. 
10. The conjunctive use of Àsër is not considered here. This use is more common in late Biblical Hebrew; see 
Robert Polzin, Late Biblical Hebrew: Toward an Historical Typology of Biblical Hebrew Prose (Missoula: Scholars 
Press, 1976) 128. Joüon's apparent view that the conjunctive use is more basic than the pronominal use is ill 
founded, both on synchronic syntactic and historical grounds; see §145a / p. 447. 
11. This pattern is close to being conjunctive. Joüon includes a greater variety of cases similar to these under the 
broader heading of prepositional phrases omitted after Àsër; see § 158i-k / pp. 484–85. 

12. The use of mqwm shows how completely the etymological sense of Àsër had faded. 

13. Rarely Àsër is used as an indefinite pronoun, perhaps only in Gen 31:32, 44:9, both times with msÌÀ, in related 
passages. The phrase Àsër Ál (h)byt, found in # 19, is also attested in the Silwan or Royal Steward inscription; see H. 
J. Katzenstein, "The Royal Steward," Israel Exploration Journal 10 (1960) 149–54. 
14. As with Àsër, the conjunctive uses of së are not considered here; for examples, see Judg 6:17, Jonah 4:10; the 
uses of së in Judg 5:7 bis are temporal conjunctions. 

15. The lamed of possession with së combines to yield the word sëel; cf. 2 Kgs 6:11; Jonah 1:7, 12; and Polzin, Late 
Biblical Hebrew, 38–40. The word is the standard marker of possession in post-biblical Hebrew. 
16. Cf. Judg 8:26. 
17. Same construction in the following verse, Ps 137:9. 
18. The b is the beth of essence. 
19. See Allegro, "Demonstrative Element z," 309. Cf Ugaritic clauses in d (À ð). 

20. Clauses in z, like those in së, can stand as the second term of a construct chain. 

21. Allegro, "Demonstrative Element z," 311. 
22. Isa 23:13 may be another example, but cf. 17.4.1. 
23. Cf. ÀIhym zh syny in Ps 68:9. It may be that in origin the phrase zh syny was an independent clause, as is 
assumed by, e.g., F. M. Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic (Cambridge: Harvard University, 1973) 164; this 
would be in conformity with comparable usage in other Semitic languages. 
24. The independent use is clearest in Arabic, in such QurÀanic phrases as duÒ saÁatin 'he of wealth (i.e., a rich 
man).' duÒ Áusrin 'he of poverty (i.e., a debtor),' duÒ mirratin 'he of wisdom (i.e., Muhammad),' duÒ hatÌtÌin ÁazÌiÒmin 'he of 
great fortune,' duÒ l-ÀawtaÒd 'Lord of Stakes (i.e., Pharaoh),' and the divine titles, duÒ l-fadÌli l-ÁazÌiÒmi 'Lord of the Grace 
Unbounded,' duÒ l-quÒwati 'Lord of Power,' and duÒ l-Áarsëi (l-majiÒd) 'Lord of the (Glorious) Throne.' The dependent use 
is more common in Aramaic with d(y), e.g., Syriac rwhÌÀ dqwdsëÀ 'the Spirit, the one of Holiness,' a term for the Holy 
Spirit. See Allegro, "Demonstrative Element z," 310; and Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic 
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1961) §§ 35–36, 86 / pp. 21–22, 38. 
25. Cf Isa 9:5, sÃar-sëaÒloÖm 'prince of peace.' 

26. Read ÁoçniÖ 'affliction' against the MT's ÁaÒniÖ 'afflicted,' with Allegro, "Demonstrative Element z," 311. 

27. See the brief treatment in R. J. Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline (2d ed.; Toronto: University of Toronto, 
1976) 19. 
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28. A. B. Davidson, Hebrew Syntax (3d ed; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1901) 132–33, abbreviations expanded. 
29. With Joüon § 145e / pp. 448–49. 
30. The construal of h with a preposition in 1 Sam 9:24, though apparently intended by the Masoretes, is dubious; 
see P. Kyle McCarter, I Samuel (Anchor Bible 8; Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1980) 170, for a 
conservative solution to the difficult witnesses. 
31. The À in hhlkwÀ may be a dittograph (note the following À) or an example of a double mater lectionis type of 
writing, found frequently at Qumran; for other biblical examples, see GKC § 23i / p. 81. On the writing, see M. 
O'Connor, "Writing Systems, Native Speaker Analyses, and the Earliest Stages of Northwest Semitic 
Orthography," The Word of the Lord Shall Go Forth: Essays in Honor of David Noel Freedman, ed. C. L. Meyers 
and M. O'Connor (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983) 439–65, at 450–51. 
32. With Joüon § 145e / pp. 448–49; against BL § 32e / p. 265. The noun phrase in Gen 18:21 is anomalous not 
only because of the modifier habbaÒÀaÖ Àelay but also because of the article + preposition + suffixed noun sequence, 
hakkÝsÌaÁaçqaÒtaÒh 'the according-to-its-outcry that has reached me.' 
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20.1 Multifunctionality 

a 
Language is a system that uses finite means for infinite expressiveness, and therefore many aspects of a 
language's working are called on to perform a variety of functions. We have seen this multifunctional 
quality exemplified over and over again in Biblical Hebrew grammar, but the greatest multifunctionality 
involves the verbal system. The verbal system is at the core of the expression of predication; while 
Hebrew uses non-verbal clauses (8.4) and interjections and exclamations are found intermittently (40.2), 
the central role in predication is played by the various verbal stems (Qal, Piel, etc.) and forms 
(perfective conjugation hv'['ñr', non-perfective conjugation rMez:a], imperative W[m.vi, etc.). Prior to 
treating the stems and forms, we outline the wide variety of categories relevant to predication in this 
chapter. 

b 
Before turning to these categories, however, let us consider again the notion of multifunctionality. In his 
analysis of the development of a child's language, M. A. K. Halliday notes that in the speech act of a 
very young child each utterance serves just one function, for example, 'I want my toy.'1 In adult 
language, in contrast, speakers are able to objectify themselves in relation to their experiences and 
audiences, and each utterance is very complex, for example, 'There's my last duchess hanging on the 
wall.' Halliday refers to adult language as having three components: "ideational" (i.e., representing a 
thought or an experience), "interpersonal" (i.e., expressing the speaker's side of the utterance, the choice 
of roles for the addressee, the conveyance of judgments and predictions, etc.), and "textual" (i.e., filling 
"the requirement that language should be operationally relevant—that it should have a texture, in real 
contexts of situation.").2 These three components or "macro-functions" are "highly abstract linguistic 
reflexes of the multiplicity of social uses of language." 
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Whereas with the child, in the first beginnings of the [grammatical] system, the functions remain 
unintegrated ... with one utterance having just one function, the linguistic units of the adult language 
serve all (macro-)functions at once. A clause in English is the simultaneous realization of ideational, 
interpersonal and textual meanings. But these components are not put together in discrete fashion such 
that we can point to one segment of the clause as expressing one type of meaning and another segment 

20 Introduction to the 
Verbal System 
20.1 Multifunctionality 

20.2 Categories Relevant to Predication 

20.3 The Hebrew Verbal System 
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as expressing another. The choice of a word may express one type of meaning, its morphology another 
and its position in sequence another; and any element is likely to have more than one structural role, like 
a chord in a polyphonic structure which participates simultaneously in a number of melodic lines.3 

c 
Given that an "element is likely to have more than one structural role," we may speak of the 
multifunctionality of the element: a grammatical form has many meanings at one and the same time.4 Of 
all the word classes the verb is the most multifunctional and thus the one most likely to determine a 
variety of macro-functions.5 

d 
Consider the form h'WKñY:w:, which would conventionally be glossed 'And they (the members of the 
tribe of Judah) smote it (the city of Jerusalem)' (Judg 1:8). The verb expresses: 

1. the action of smiting (root nky) 
2. the subject, here the actor (3 m.pl.) 
3. the object, here the patient (3 f.s.) 
4. voice (the subject is an actor and so the voice is active, not passive; the subject and object 
are different and so the voice is active, not reflexive; etc.) 
5. case frame (the verb is transitive, not intransitive; it is singly transitive, i.e., has one 
object, rather than doubly transitive; etc.) 
6. type of action (the verb is Hiphil, though the relevance of the stem is not obvious in this 
case; cf. English simple action,'He raged against his audience,' versus causative action, 'He 
enraged his audience') 
7. time of action relative to time of speaking (the smiting precedes the reference to it; 
contrast hK'K,ñy: ' 'he smites/will smite you,' in which the time of action does not precede 
the speaking) 
8. the quality of action (the action, though cumulatively made up of smaller actions, has an 
endpoint, though not necessarily an endproduct) 
9. mood or modality (the action is independent; though consequent on another predicate, the 
verb is not subordinate to it; further, the verb makes an assertion rather than, say, a request) 

e 
These notions and various others are all bound up in h'WKñY:w:. This form involves both a conjunction 
and a verb form; some of the features of the predicate arise from the combination of the two and are thus 
syntactic in character. Others involve the suffix -haÒ. 
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f 
In the form yakkû (and in all finite verbs), we have four bound morphemes. 

1. the verbal root, signifying the state or action being represented, here nky 
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2. the pronominal affix(es), signifying the person, gender, and number of the subject of the 
action, here ya-û 
3. the prefix and/or lengthening of the root's medial consonant, signifying voice and 
causitivity, that is, the markers of the "verbal stem," here the Hiphil 
4. the vocalic infix signifying tense/aspect and mood/modality, that is, the "verbal 
conjugation," here the prefixing form (as used after waw) 

g 
In fact, the conjunctive morpheme waw prefixed to a verbal form may show the relationship of the 
situation represented by the verbal form to other situations. It therefore plays a special role in verbal 
morphology. Although these four morphemes are in some sense discrete elements in the verbal form, 
they are bound together so that the shape of each depends on the shape of the others. The infix pattern of 
the verbal conjugation is affected by the presence of the affixes pertaining to the verbal stems, etc. These 
four morphemes are found in finite verbs. When the verbal root is stripped of the pronominal affixes 
indicating the person, gender, and number of the subject and the concomitant infix patterns of the verbal 
conjugations signifying tense/aspect and mood/ modality, the resulting form is no longer a true verb but 
a hybrid. With no additional prefix or suffix it is a verbal noun, that is, an infinitive; Hebrew has two 
contrasting patterns, the so-called "infinitive construct" and "infinitive absolute."6 Another stripped-
down form may add suffixes of the sort used with adjectives along with other affixes, in which case it is 
a verbal adjective, that is, a participle. 

h 
The difficult task in describing the Hebrew verbal system involves mapping. How do phenomena like 
the nine noted above map onto the elements of the verb? In some cases, we know things about the 
working of a verb form from its syntax, namely, the conjunctions preceding, the order of words in a 
clause, the verb form in the preceding (and to a lesser extent following) clauses, etc. In other cases, we 
know things from the lexicon, that is, the way a given root is regularly and distinctively used. It is a third 
group of cases that concerns us here: what does the derivational morphology actually tell us? This is not 
a matter of translational equivalence, but a prior matter of linguistic study. It is only after we understand 
how the Hebrew verbal system works that we can properly debate how to express that information in a 
fluent translation, using the verbal categories of a target language. In all this a real-world appreciation of 
how predicates work is useful, but appeals to common sense must not be allowed to replace careful 
study. Common sense has often been used to beat the Hebrew verbal system into a system like those of 
English, German, or Classical Greek. 
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20.2 Categories Relevant to Predication 

a 
Before we consider how the Hebrew verbal system works, we would do well to pause and consider some 
of the categories which are reflected in predicates in various languages. Our purpose is not to survey 
linguistic systems, but to have a glance at systems that have features which are relevant to Hebrew or 
which are not relevant but might seem to be.7 This survey is somewhat arbitrary, just as the above list of 
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nine connotations of hwkyw was arbitrary to some extent. 

b 
A number of relevant categories require little attention. The features of person, number, and gender are 
associated with the subject of the verb, be it an incorporated pronominal element (rm,aYOñw: 'and he 
said') or an expressed subject (!A[d>GI rmayw 'and Gideon said'). If there is an object, the same features 
are relevant for it. These three features have certain distinctive aspects in Hebrew (cf. Chaps. 6, 7), but 
they present no major obstacles or keys to understanding the verb. 

c 
Categories demanding attention are tense, modality, voice, and the two types of aspect. The English 
word "aspect" refers to two entirely separate sets of grammatical categories, aspect as the contour of 
action (perfective, progressive, etc.; German Aspekt) and aspect as the type of action (causative, stative, 
etc.; German Aktionsart, literally 'type of action'). For example, in the predication 'He sang' the Aspekt is 
preterite (complete, past, definite) and the Aktionsart of the verb 'sin' is strongly iterative. Many 
languages of the world have complex systems for representing one or the other of these categories;8 the 
Semitic languages have well developed expressions of both systems, in that they formally distinguish 
Aspekt through the conjugations and Aktionsart by the stems. Thus the English reader must always be 
wary of the naked term "aspect" in connection with Semitic studies; further, many authors are 
idiosyncratic in their use of the terms (and, unavoidably, so are we). In this chapter we resort to the 
expedient of using the German terms wherever confusion might arise. 

d 

Tense refers to the category of morphological phenomena that locate a situation9 in the course of time. 
Tenses always refer to both the time of the action and the time of the utterance: 'He ran' uses a past-tense 
verb to refer to an action before the time of speaking. Tenses may also refer to the time of another 
action: 'Having run, he rested'  
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uses two past-tense verbs to refer to situations prior to the utterance, and one of them ('having run') is 
anterior in time to the other. Tenses may be simple, using one form ('runs, ran'), or periphrastic, using 
two verbs, one an auxiliary ('will run'). 

e 
Biblical Hebrew has no tenses in the strict sense; it uses a variety of other means to express time 
relations. This is not a rare situation. "Many languages lack tenses, i.e. do not have grammaticalised time 
reference, though probably all languages can lexicalise time reference, i.e. have temporal adverbials that 
locate situations in time."10 Hebrew uses adverbials to some extent, but much more important are 
various syntactic means. Because these means are so well known and because the pressure of real-world 
understanding is so great, we are tempted to say that, for example, wayyiqtol is a past tense. As we shall 
see, the grammar is more complex.11 
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f 
Modality refers to the category of morphological phenomena that locate a situation in the discourse; 
informally, we can say that they reflect the mood of the speaker. Some modal categories are directly 
involved in Hebrew morphology: a clause in the imperative mood may take an imperative verb; a 
cohortative clause may have a cohortative verb. Some categories that are modal in many languages have 
no morphological trace in Hebrew; interrogative clauses, for example, are only formed with syntactic or 
lexical devices in Hebrew (18.1; cf. 40.3). The mood of most Hebrew verbs is indicative (or 
declarative); the jussive may be distinct. There are traces of two other moods. It appears that stages 
immediately prior to Hebrew had a subjunctive; this mood is of great historical importance in explaining 
the extant verb system of Biblical Hebrew. Further, there are a variety of forms with nun either between 
the stem and suffix (the energic forms) or after the stem (the forms with paragogic nun); these forms, 
too, reflect an earlier stage of the language. As in other languages the subjunctive, energic, and 
paragogic forms are used in syntactically complex constructions, though the contrast with declarative 
verbs is now often obscure. 

g 
Aspect (Aspekt) refers to the category of morphological phenomena that describe the contour of a 
situation in time. In English there are two sets of aspectual markers, both fused to some extent with 
tense markers. The progressive aspect indicates that a situation is ongoing, and there are present 
progressive forms ('I am running'), past progressives ('I was running'), future progressives ('I will be 
running'), etc. The perfective aspect indicates that a situation is complete, whether in present time ('I 
love') or in past time ('I loved'). Perfective aspect needs to be distinguished from the English perfect 
tense, which combines perfective aspect and anterior time reference, again, whether in present time 
(present perfect 'I have run') or in past time (past perfect 'I had run'). As in English, tense and aspect 
systems are fused in the Romance languages (French, Spanish, etc.), but in many languages aspect is an 
independent category. The Slavic languages (e.g., Russian) use full imperfective and perfective verbal 
structures; the perfective is a marked structure (i.e., use of these forms asserts that a situation is complete 
or finished),  
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while the imperfective is unmarked (i.e., use of these forms asserts nothing about the completeness).12 
Classical Greek uses a three-way aspectual system: the perfect asserts that the situation is complete as 
against the imperfect and aorist forms, while the imperfect asserts that the situation is not complete and 
the process is ongoing as against the aorist.13 

h 
Hebrew aspectual marking is similar to the Slavic imperfective/perfective system, but its operation is 
simpler because there is no system of forms marked for tense under the two aspectual rubrics. The 
deictic time reference of Hebrew verb forms is determined largely by syntax, though it is time reference 
that dictates whether the non-perfective conjugation signifies imperfective aspect (as with past or 
present time) or not (as with future time). 

i 
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Other phenomena related to aspect (Aspekt) are of less importance than the progressive and perfective 
phenomena. They include iterativity or frequentativity (marking a verb as designating a repeated action) 
and the closely related category of habituality (marking a verb as designating a habitual action); cf. 
English 'I used to run.' These aspectual categories are in Hebrew closely tied to non-perfective 
expressions. Other aspectual categories refer to punctuality (or momentariness) and inception (or 
ingression or inchoation), that is, to verbs describing the entirety of a brief event and those describing 
the beginning of a situation ('I began to run'). These categories are relevant to some minor operations of 
the stem system. 

j 
Aspect (Aktionsart) refers to the category of morphological phenomena that describe the kind of 
situation a verb refers to. A well-known group of aspectual phenomena are the voices of the European 
languages. English recognizes two voices, active ('I ran') and passive ('I was beaten'). With an active 
verb the subject is an agent or actor, while with a passive verb the subject is a patient (one who 
undergoes or suffers the action). Other languages, for example, Classical Greek, recognize a third voice, 
called middle; the subject of a middle verb acts on itself or acts in a way concerning itself. (The 
reflexives of English and other European languages are analogous.) The voices may serve to sort out 
various grammatical features of Hebrew, as we shall see in the next chapter. 

k 
Another group of aspect (Aktionsart) phenomena involvefientivity and transitivity. The first of these 
terms refers to the type of movement or activity inherent in the verb.14 A verb may be stative (describe a 
state) or fientive (describe an activity). This differentiation is related to the age-old question of how 
closely adjectives are related to verbs.15 In  
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languages with a progressive aspect, fientive verbs may be progressive (cf. 'He was learning Hebrew'), 
while statives cannot (cf. the unacceptability of **'He was knowing Hebrew'). Fientive verbs are 
sometimes called dynamic verbs, which is an acceptable term, or active verbs, which should not be used, 
for it is liable to confusion with the sense of active that refers to the subject's role.16 

l 
Transitivity refers to the contour of movement or activity inherent in the verb. An intransitive verb is 
one which customarily takes no object; all pure statives (cf. 30.5.3) and many fientives (cf. 'I ran') are 
intransitive. A transitive verb is one which takes object(s); a singly transitive verb takes one object (cf. 
'Saul struck David'), while a doubly transitive verb takes two objects (cf. 'David gave Saul his armor'). 
Another way to describe these three groups is based on counting the number of nouns directly tied to the 
verb. Thus, an intransitive verb is a "one-place" verb (subject only); a singly transitive verb is a "two-
place" verb (subject, object); a doubly transitive verb is a "three-place" verb (subject, object1, object2). 

m 
There are two major types of causation constructions. These may be conceived of as passive and active 
counterparts. In sentences like 'She makes me tired' and 'She makes me learned,' me, as the object of the 
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causation, is caused to be in an effected state; such a construction is called factitive (with adjectival 
stative verbs) or resultative (with fientive verbs). In contrast take these sentences: 'She tires me' and 'She 
makes me learn.' Here the object me is seen as active, and such a construction is called causative. The 
semantic contrast of these English examples is weak, precisely because the contrast is not especially 
important in English. Let us restate the difference from a morphological point of view. If a transitive 
verb, in which the object participates in the action, is formed from an intransitive fientive verb by the 
addition of a morphological element, the verb is called a causative. Most causation is expressed in 
English by distinct words or by various syntactic constructions (e.g.,'He made me run,' 'She caused me 
to go,' 'They had me write'). If a transitive verb is from an adjectival stative verb (e.g., dbK 'to be heavy') 
by the addition of a morphological element, the verb is called a factitive. English en is factitive as a 
suffix ('whiten, quicken, sadden, gladden') and causative as a prefix ('enable, enrich, enclose'; 'enlighten' 
is doubly marked). Closely related to factitive verbs is a class involving not a stative verb but an 
adjective proper; this class is variously declarative (cf. 'He declared me just'), estimative (cf. 'He thought 
it silly'), or putative (cf. 'He belittled the venture'). The relationship of causation constructions and voice 
is dealt with in 21.2.2. 
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n 
Another set of aspectual determinants involves double-status actions. Reflexive constructions, as noted, 
involve the subject (singular or plural) acting on itself. Reciprocal constructions (plural) involve a 
variety of individual subjects performing actions on each other. Tolerative constructions (usually 
singular) involve an agent (usually human) allowing itself to undergo an action (cf. 'He let himself be 
chosen'). 

o 
The parameters treated under the heading of aspect (Aktionsart) can be summarized in this list. 

1. voice: active passive middle (20.2j) 
2. type of movement/activity: fientive stative (20.2k) 
3. contour of movement/activity: transitive intransitive (20.2l) 
4. causation: causative resultative/factitive declarative (20.2m) 
5. double-status action: reflexive reciprocal tolerative (20.2n) 

We have not commented on the relevance to Hebrew of these sets of terms; each plays an important part 
in the stem system. 

20.3 The Hebrew Verbal System 

a 
The verbal system of Hebrew is a system of derivational morphology that realizes many of the 
categories we have just surveyed. In the following chapters we set forth the grammatical subsystems of 
morphemes essential to the true verb. We arrange our material in order of rank, considering the more 
inclusive morpheme as having the higher rank. On this basis we begin with the verbal stems, because no 
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stem subsumes another but each one subsumes the verbal conjugations. We do not handle the 
pronominal affixes again, because for our purposes the grammatical subsystems to which they belong 
have been sufficiently set forth in the preceding chapters. Further, we do not deal with the differences 
between strong (triradical) verbs and weak verbs, except where a phenomenon historically obscured in 
the strong verbs is still apparent in the weak verbs.17 After analyzing the subsystems pertaining to the 
essential morphemes of the true verb, we address ourselves to its conjunctive prefixes and the special 
role of waw and stress in syntax. We treat the verbal hybrids last. The dense interactions of morphology 
both with individual roots and with basic syntactic phenomena concern us throughout. Despite the ties 
of verbal morphology to other parts of grammar, however, the morphology is in itself systematic, and, as 
with any linguistic system, the meaning of one element is relative to those of others. 

Footnotes:  

1. M. A. K. Halliday, Explorations of the Functions of Language (London: Edward Arnold, 1973) 42. 

2. Halliday, Functions of Language, 36. 

3. Halliday, Functions of Language, 42. 

4. Multifunctionality should be distinguished from polysemy, which designates the capacity of a lexeme 
or morpheme to have various distinct meanings, only one of which is used in an utterance (unless a pun 
is intended). 

Multifunctionality is a grammatical matter, polysemy a lexical one. See also 3.2.3. 

5. This is true of virtually all languages with a distinct class of verbs and of Hebrew and its sibling 
Semitic languages in particular. 

6. This terminology is well established, but it is somewhat misleading in the implicit comparison to 
European languages. In fact, Modern Hebrew uses as a citation form an infinitive type drawn from the 
languages of Europe, incorporating a prepositional infinitive marker, e.g., liktob 'to write.' 

7. Relevant surveys include John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University, 1968); Bernard Comrie, Aspect: An Introduction to the Study of Verbal Aspect and Related 
Problems (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1976); Comrie, Tense (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University, 1985). See also Richter, GAHG 1. 139–48; R. Bartelmus, HYH: Bedeutung und Funktion 
eines hebräischen "Allerweltswortes" (St. Ottilien: EOS, 1982), and D. Pardee's review, Catholic 
Biblical Quarterly 47 (1985) 107–10; S. Segert, "Verbal Categories of Some Northwest Semitic 
Languages," Afroasiatic Linguistics 2 (1975) 83–94; H. Rosén, "On the Uses of the Tenses in the 
Aramaic of Daniel," in his East and West: Selected Writings in Linguistics. 2. Hebrew and Semitic 
Linguistics (Munich: Fink, 1984) 286–305. 

8. Comrie's book Aspect deals exclusively with Aspekt. Both Aspekt and Aktionsart are treated in Ernest 
N. McCarus, "A Semantic Analysis of Arabic Verbs," Michigan Oriental Studies in Honor of George G. 
Cameron, ed. L. L. Orlin et al. (Ann Arbor: Department of Near Eastern Studies, University of 
Michigan, 1976) 3–28. 

9. A situation may be (1) a state, (2) an event (which is both dynamic and seen as a whole), or (3) a 
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process (which is both dynamic and seen as ongoing). If states are divided into two types, one refers to 
long-term or permanent qualities and the other to short-term or transitory qualities; the differentiation of 
these types of statives (see 22.3-4) is extremely vestigial in Hebrew. 

10. Comrie, Aspect, 6. 

11. Mishnaic and Modern Hebrew are much closer to being strictly tensed languages, as a result of a 
reanalysis of the conjugations and a shift in use of the participle. See M. H. Segal, A Grammar of 
Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon, 1927) 150–65. 

12. "In discussing aspect it is important to grasp that the difference between perfectivity and 
imperfectivity is not necessarily an objective difference between situations"; Comrie, Aspect, 4. 

13. The aorist is the verb form which is without a boundary (a-horos). The gnomic aorist is the use that 
corresponds most closely to the English generic present; both designate general rules or invariant 
patterns, often in proverbs (gnoÒmai). 

14. Benno Landsberger coined the term fientive from the Latin fiens 'becoming.' Peter T. Daniels notes, 
"It came to be used, if at all, to designate both verbs that are non-stative in inherent meaning, and 
inflections of a verb that are not permansive (stative) in form"; see his notes to G. Bergsträsser, 
Introduction to the Semitic Languages, trans. and sup. P. T. Daniels (Winona Lake, Indiana: 
Eisenbrauns, 1983) 10. We use the term in the first of these senses. 

15. The earlier Greek philosophers tended to associate verbs and adjectives, as modern linguists incline 
to; Hellenistic grammarians tied adjectives to nouns; see the references in 4.2.2. From another 
perspective, verbal clauses can be seen as ultimately derived from nominal clauses and thus "verbs" can 
be taken as reinterpreted nouns; see C. T. Hodge, "The Nominal Sentence in Semitic," Afroasiatic 
Linguistics 2 (1975) 69–75. It can also be argued that there is no unitary class of verbs, i.e., that finite 
verbs do not belong to the same word class as infinitives, and so on; see W P. Schmid, MPD 90–97. 

16. Compare S. Segert's remark: "The usual terms, 'active' and 'stative,' express the character of Semitic 
verbs better than 'transitive' and 'intransitive.' A slight inconvenience arises from the fact that the word 
'active' is also used for the active voice, but it does not seem necessary to introduce any new term, such 
as 'verb of action,' 'progressive' or 'non-progressive’"; "Verbal Categories," 86. 

17. There are several systems of terms for the weak verbs, more or less traditional. In one system a 
roman numeral is used to indicate the position in the root of the "weakness": I-nun (or Prima-nun) verbs 
are those with the first radical nun, II-weak or II-w/y those with medial w or y (also called Hollow), III-À 
those with a final radical Àaleph, and so on; in this system geminates are called II/III or II=III. In another 
system, the template verb pÁl 'to make' is used, and so we have Pe-nun, Ayin-waw/yod, Lamed-aleph, 
Ayin-Ayin (for geminates), and so on. For good surveys of weak-verb morphology, see A. Ungnad, 
Hebräische Grammatik (Tübingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1912) 130–85; and H. S. Nyberg, Hebreisk 
Grammatik (Uppsala: Geber, 1952) 64–65, 91–147.
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21.1 Terminology 

a 
The central phenomenon of Hebrew verbal derivational morphology is the modification of the root1 or consonantal 
skeleton by various vocalic and consonantal affixes. The latter include prefixed n and h, infixed t, and lengthening 
or doubling of the middle radical of the root. Grammarians label these patterns of affixation in various ways; the 
major patterns themselves are called Qal, Niphal, Piel, Pual, Hithpael, Hiphil, and Hophal. The early Hebrew 
grammarians called these verbal patterns ~ynynB binyanim 'formatives' (lit., 'buildings'), and in the earliest 
grammars presented with Hebrew and Latin en face the Latin term conjugatio appears opposite Hebrew binyan. 
The term "conjugation" for these patterns is still used.2 However, misgivings have long been expressed about this 
term because it means something different in Latin-influenced grammars than "formative." Some modern scholars 
protest against this usage for the further reason that they wish to reserve "conjugation" for the suffixed and 
prefixed verbal forms.3 A large number of comparative/historical grammars group together the stems other than 
the Qal as "derived stems" (cf. the Hebrew term Kabed 'heavy');4 the term  
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may be misleading if it is allowed to obscure the relationship of the Qal to the system as a whole. Other scholars 
call the binyanim "verbal patterns," "modifications," "themes," or "stirpes" (Latin stirps 'stalk, stock'). We use the 
now common term "verbal stems," though even it, too, has the potential to be misleading.5 

b 
The traditional names for the verbal stems themselves derive from the oldest Jewish grammarians. They called 
the first stem Qal 'light' because it is unaugmented in comparison with the other stems. They named the 
remaining verbal stems after the verbal stem's third masculine singular form in the suffix conjugation, with the root 
l[P, their paradigmatic verb; thus the terms l[;p.nI Niphal, l[ePi Piel, etc.6 Later grammarians have retained 

these terms, though they rarely use l[P as the paradigm verb because of its middle guttural, preferring instead 

ljq 'to kill' or btK 'to write.'7 

c 
After the advent of the comparative/historical method, scholars sought general names for the cognate verbal 
stems corresponding to one another in both form and function across the Semitic languages; these would ignore 
individual idiosyncracies within each language. The unaugmented stem corresponding to Hebrew Qal they called 
"G stem" (from German "Grundstamm") or "B stem" ("Base-stem") because it appears to be the verbal stem on 
which the others were built. The Niphal is called the "N stem" because of its characteristic n prefix in the cognate 
languages; the Piel is dubbed "D stem" from its characteristic doubling; etc. Most of the Semitic languages add a -
t- to one or more of these verbal stems, which leads to the labels "Gt stem," "Dt stem," etc. Unfortunately, the 
cognates of Hebrew Hiphil vary tremendously (së [Akkadian], h [Hebrew], '[Syriac, Arabic], etc.),8 and no term is 
universally accepted.9  

21.2 The System 

21.2.1 The Problem 

21 The System of Verbal Stems 

21.1 Terminology 
21.2 The System 

2.1 The Problem 
2.2 Toward a Solution 
2.3 Minor Features 
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a 
Three unfortunate problems have marred discussions of the stem system. First, scholars have tended to describe 
the system as based formally on the Qal stem. Second,  
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they have described the stems notionally in an atomistic way, that is, assigning a meaning or set of meanings to 
each stem independently. Third, they have neglected the very systemic character of the system. M. H. Goshen-
Gottstein's complaint about Sabatino Moscati's Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic 
Languages is true of many other Semitistic works: "This description steers clear (consciously?) of any systematic 
presentation and presents the facts atomistically. In this it follows to some extent C. Brockelmann, Grundriss der 
vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen." 10 Now obviously the scientific method requires the 
analysis and systematic classification of the uses of the individual verbal stems, but the atomistic approach often 
fails to take adequate note of the fact that the verbal stems constitute a system, a system of clearly differentiated 
morphemes, which, by definition, involves both form and function.11 

b 
Recently Goshen-Gottstein attempted to correct the atomistic approach to the Semitic verbal stems by 
constructing a diagram of the verbal stem system that would throw into relief the known facts about these verbal 
stems.12 His diagram concerns itself with forms rather than meanings. If, however, the individual verbal stems 
serve particular functions, and if they together constitute a system, then we may with good reason attempt to 
study the function of the system as a whole. In fact, such an abstraction can be of help in understanding the 
functions or meanings of the individual parts and of their relationships to one another. 

c 
All grammarians agree that the verbal stems in part denote voice, the relationship of the subject to the situation, 
discussed in 20.2j. The passive character of several of the stems was recognized in the MaÁaseh Ephod of Profiat 
Duran (ca. 1400 C.E.); in the treatment of the binyanim of the verb, the Pual and Hophal are called the stems 
whose agents are not mentioned.13 Moshe Greenberg offers a model of the verbal stems, based on a "grid" or 
system of coordinates ("axes"), with one of the coordinates pertaining to voice.14 
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Greenberg's diagram helps to present the functions of the verbal system, but it also serves to highlight the 
difficulties of abstracting the features of the system. The vertical set of coordinates pertains to voice, but what 
about the horizontal axis? This axis is usually described in terms of the verbal action itself, that is, I = "simple," II = 
so-called "intensive," III = "causative." The second column, the "intensive'' is, however, a problematic entry; the 
common morphological basis of Piel, Pual, and Hithpael is clear, but the semantic basis is much less certain. A 
reconsideration of these stems is crucial to understanding the relationship between the two axes and thus the 
system as a whole. 

21.2.2 Toward a Solution 

a 
There are various approaches to elucidating the stem system; more traditional grammarians stress the Qal: Piel 
relation as key, while recently the Piel : Hiphil relation has been emphasized. The Piel is the key to the system,16 
and the first major step toward unlocking the system was taken by Albrecht Goetze in his survey of the Akkadian 
D stem; his work has been extended to West Semitic by Ernst Jenni and others.17 To some extent, scholars prior 
to Goetze and Jenni failed to perceive the function of the Hebrew verbal stem system because they thought that 
the Piel signified primarily intensive action. Jenni's study of the Hebrew Piel demonstrates that it fundamentally 

I II III 
Active rm;v' rPesi ryKiz>hi 
Passive rm;v.nI rP;su rK;z>h 

Reflexive (Double-status)15 rm;v.nI qPea;t.hi ------- 
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entails a notion related to the basic active : passive dichotomy of voice. This new insight offers an opportunity to 
see the system in its entirety, though we believe Jenni fails to catch the full significance of his thesis because he 
excludes the notion of causation from his understanding of the Piel.18 
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b 
The horizontal axis in the Greenberg diagram pertains to causation. Let us reconsider the role relations of 
constructions involving causation. The English sentence 'John cooked the cabbage' may have only slight 
causation nuance ("In your mind's eye picture John as he cooked the cabbage"); with a stronger causation 
nuance, it may mean either 'John made the cabbage cooked,' in which case the cabbage is presented as being in 
the "passive" state of being cooked, or 'John caused the cabbage to cook,' with the more "active" sense that the 
cabbage is somehow participating in the action. Bound up with the notion of causation, there can be various 
degrees of agency ("activeness") or patiency ("passiveness"). 

c 
Causation is expressed in many of the European languages by constructions with two verbs. For example, 
German, French, and English use the auxiliary verbs 'lessen,' 'faire,' 'make/cause,' respectively. The English 
auxiliaries 'make' and 'cause' tend to introduce a suggestion of force or coercion, a notion not crucial to causation 
formations, and, along with that, the similarly foreign idea that some other agent besides the subject may be 
involved in the action. This is not generally so in German and French, which tend to use their broader causation 
constructions more extensively. An English verb which can be intrinsically causative, such as 'to cook,' avoids the 
extra baggage of the causation auxiliary construction. It thus comes closer to the morphological causation forms 
of Hebrew. Roughly stated, it is our proposal that the verb 'cooked' in the sentence 'John cooked the cabbage' in 
the sense 'John made the cabbage cooked' would be rendered in Hebrew by the Piel, and in the sense 'John 
caused the cabbage to cook' by the Hiphil. Piel tends to signify causation with a patiency nuance, and Hiphil 
causation notion with an agency nuance. The two types of causation forms differ from one another with reference 
to the status of the subject being acted upon by the main verb, that is, the voice associated with the undersubject 
or secondary subject. 

Roughly stated, the differences between Qal, Niphal, and Hithpael, etc. (the vertical differences in Greenberg's 
diagram) refer to the voice of subject1, the primary subject; the differences between Qal, Piel, and Hiphil, etc., 
refer to the voice of subject2, where there is one.19 We use English sentences here to suggest the stems' 
differences in meaning; in the following chapters we illustrate them from Biblical Hebrew. 

d 
The example of English 'to cook' with its various senses is reminiscent of the complexities of Hebrew verbs used 
in various stems. Another English verb with similar diversity is 'to fly,'which may be used transitively or 
intransitively, in similar but varying contexts; an examination may be of heuristic value. In the following admittedly 
rather far-fetched examples we have indicated in parentheses the Hebrew verbal stem that would have been 
used in each instance. In most instances the English verb remains unchanged even as the Hebrew stem varies. 
We have already indicated one reason for this; in the comments that follow the sentences we will give others. 

1. Sarah flies (Qal) the airplane. 
2. Sarah flies (Qal) tonight. / Sarah flies (Qal) offinto the sky. 
3. Sarah flies (Niphal) to Egypt, when Abraham offers to fly her there. 
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4. Sarah is being flown (Niphal) to Egypt. 
5. Sarah flies (Niphal) to Egypt, instead of taking her mule. 
6. Sarah is flying (Niphal) to Egypt in order to appeal her case to the Pharaoh. 
7. Sarah is flying (Piel) the airplane in spite of the dust storm. 

John cause
subject1 verb1

cabbage cook
subject2 verb2 
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8. Sarah is flown (Pual) to Egypt, when the Pharaoh snaps his fingers. 
9. Sarah flies (Hithpael) to Egypt. 
10. Sarah flies the airplane higher (Hiphil) / causes it to fly (Hiphil) higher. 
11. Sarah flew (Hiphil) higher in the airplane. 
12. Sarah is made to fly (Hophal) the airplane higher. 

e 
Sentence 1 represents the active voice with a transitive verb. Sarah is the actor or agent, performing the action 
expressed by the verb. Sentence 2 also represents the active voice. Like (1), it answers the question "What is 
Sarah doing?", but unlike (1) the verb here is intransitive. These sentences illustrate that transitive and intransitive 
actions are not necessarily related to the function of voice. The Qalexpresses both (1) and (2). 

f 
In sentence 3, Sarah is no longer the agent performing the action. Instead of answering the question "What is 
Sarah doing?", the first clause implicitly answers the question "What is happening to Sarah?" Here Sarah is 
implicitly the object of the syntactic equivalent "Abraham flies Sarah." The intransitive verb in (3) has as its 
grammatical subject the noun that would be the object of the corresponding transitive verb.20 In the Niphal 
construction the subject is not the performer of the action but only a participator in it. English, lacking a 
construction indicating the syntactic relationship between the goalword of a transitive verb and the non-agent 
subject of an intransitive equivalent, does not formally distinguish between (1), if the object were omitted—as it 
can be and (3). Sentence 4 represents the simple passive voice. As in (3), Sarah is a non-agent, but unlike (3) 
she is viewed not as participating in the act but as in the state of "being acted upon" or "suffering the effects of the 
action." In this construction the agent may or may not be expressed. The Niphal is used in (3) and (4) because in 
both cases the subject is not the performer of the action but the undergoer of it, more (sentence 4) or less 
(sentence 3) explicitly. 

g 
In sentences 5 and 6 a reflexive notion is implicit. The full senses are: (5) 'Sarah flies herself ... ' and (6) 'Sarah 
flies in her own interests ... 21 Since the action affects the  
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subject of the verb (sentence 5) or her interests (sentence 6), the Niphal would be used. In the English, the 
reflexive would often be redundant and is therefore left out. 

h 
In sentence 7 we have an example of a causation construction with a passive nuance. As in the case of 'John 
cooked the cabbage,' the English speaker would probably say 'Sarah flies the airplane ... ' rather than the long-
winded, and potentially misleading, circumlocution 'Sarah gets the airplane flown.'The meaning in (7) is quite 
different from the one intended in (1) though the expressions are formally identical. In (1) the event, the 
happening of Sarah flying the airplane, is intended; in (7) the achieved state of the airplane flying is meant, that is, 
the plane was placed in the passive state of being flown. The same nuance could have been expressed by 'Sarah 
makes her airplane flown,'except that statement would normally mean 'She causes someone else to fly the 
airplane.' Here 'cause' implies coercion and another agent. With some verbs the causation notion is more readily 
indicated in English. Such is the case with 'shine.' The equivalent to (1) with 'shire' would be 'Sarah shines the 
airplane' and to (7) 'Sarah makes the plane shined-up [= shiny]' or more simply 'Sarah shines up the 
airplane.' (The equivalent is not 'Sarah makes the airplane shine'; that notion belongs to sentence 10.) 

i 
Sentence 8 is the syntactic equivalent to 'Abraham gets Sarah flown to Egypt,' without the agent necessarily in 
view; in very awkward English it means 'Sarah is made flown.'The English speaker uses in (8) a construction 
similar to that in (4) and allows the context to differentiate between 'Sarah is flown' as an accomplished state and 
'Sarah is being flown'as a happening. 

j 
In sentence 9 Sarah makes herself flown to Egypt, perhaps in her own interests. (Here, too, the use of 'makes' 
would run the risk of introducing the notion of coercion.) The sense can scarcely be represented in English. The 
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reflexive sense in (5) or (6) involves a happening, but in (9) it denotes an achieved state. As (5) and (6) are the 
reflexive counterparts of (1), so (9) is the reflexive counterpart of (7). 

k 
In sentence 10 Sarah causes the airplane to participate in the act of flying. Here the object of the "causing" is the 
subject of the flying, as in (7), but unlike (7) the second subject has a more agential role. This notion of causing a 
(grammatical) object to participate as a subject in the action is represented by the Hiphil. 

l 
In sentence 11 both causative and reflexive notions are implicit. The full sense is 'Sarah caused herself to fly 
higher in the airplane.' Such an "internal" Hiphil would be distinguished from other Hiphils by being a one-place 
predicate. 

m 
In sentence 12 we have the passive counterpart of (10). One syntactical equivalent might be 'The highjackers 
made Sarah fly the plane higher.' In contrast to (8), where 'Sarah' undergoes both the "causing" and the verbal 
idea, here she is both passive and active—passive with reference to the "causing" ('is made') and active with 
reference to the verb ('she flies the plane higher'). Hophal conveys this passive counterpart to Hiphil. 
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n 
We can now return to the chart presented earlier and define both axes with reference to voice. The vertical axis 
represents the voice of the primary subject, the horizontal axis represents the voice of the secondary subject, the 
object of the "causing" predicate, if there is one. On the horizontal axis I represents the absence of a causation 
notion; II, causation with a passive state ('made flown'); III, causation with active participation ('made to fly'). The 
numbers in parentheses indicate the sentence that illustrates the basic relations. 

o 
Thus the Hebrew stem system functions to connote Aktionsarten (voice, causation, transitivity; 20.2). The various 
interrelated inflections serve to represent varying categories of relationships between the subject and the 
predicate(s). The system is far more complex than the one familiar to us in English. In Hebrew, unlike English, the 
inflected forms of the verb indicate whether a non-agential subject of an intransitive verb would be the object in an 
equivalent clause with a transitive verb; and whether causation, with either a passive or active role for the 
secondary subject, is meant. 

p 
The English verb system does not differentiate between underlying transitivity andintransitivity, so that (1) and (3) 
may assume the same verbal shape. Moreover, English tends to elide the reflexive when the subject acts in its 
own interest or for its own benefit, and so (5) and (6) along with (9) and (10) take on the same shape as (1) and 
(3). Also, the English auxiliaries 'make, cause,' etc., with many verbs make the claim that the subject is coercing 
someone else to perform the action, with the result that the corresponding noncoercive sentences (7) and (8)—we 
have already mentioned (9) and (11)—fall together with (1), (3), (5), (6). In sum, six or seven of the twelve 
sentences have similar English shapes though they mean different things. Further, while (10) brings out the 
causative force without ambiguity, it, too, can be expressed by 'Sarah flies ... 'For the most part the English 

Voice of Undersubject 
I. Ø II. Passive III. Active

Voice 
of 
Primary 
Subject

1. Active Qal (1–2) Piel (7) Hiphil (10)
II. 
Middle/Passive 
(Subject < 
object of 
transitive verb)

Niphal (3–4) Pual (8) Hophal 
(12)

III. Reflexive 
(Double-
status)

Niphal (5–6) Hithpael (9) Hiphil 
("internal," 
11) 
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speaker depends on the context in recognizing notions of agency, causativity, and reflexitivity. Without context 
'Sarah flies ... ' is a very ambiguous statement in English; the same applies to 'Sarah is flown.' 

q 
One can sympathize with scholars who have expressed doubts about the view that each stem indicates a 
difference in meaning. Alexander Sperber claimed, "I am going to disprove this notion by demonstrating that the 
so-called verbal stems were interchangeably used in order to indicate one and the same meaning, without 
implying the slightest differentiation."22 His lists of forms from different stems used in similar contexts are of great 
interest, but ultimately his evidence carries no conviction because he fails to take  
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note of the verb's full context in each passage. His argument amounts to little more than holding up sentences 1, 
5, etc. and proclaiming: "See, there's no diflference in meaning between the Hebrew verbal stems. They all mean 
'Sarah flies' and can be used interchangeably." 

r 
Because English and other European-language verbal systems are impoverished in morphological treatments of 
transitivity, causativity, and reflexitivity, most modern Hebrew lexicons also fail to show adequately the subtle 
differences in meaning among the verbal stems. The lexicographers are often forced to assign similar "meanings" 
of a verb to the different verbal stems. For example, William L. Holladay, in his fine lexicon, presents ~qn as 
follows.23 

Qal: take revenge 
Niphal: be avenged, take revenge, avenge oneself 
Piel: avenge 
Hophal: be avenged, suffer vengeance 
Hithpael: take one's vengeance 

No wonder certain aspects of the study of Hebrew seem hopeless or make the language seem nonsensical. 
English and similar languages can hardly begin to convey its shape. Many students will be tempted to endorse 
this candid comment by Sperber: 

I must confess to utter ignorance of Hebrew; for these ... pages of verbal forms [in Hebrew grammars],
which were allegedly "Hebrew" while the language of the Bible was a living tongue, are as many pages of
mysteries and unsurmountable difficulties to me. How my forebears could have mastered them is to me a
real miracle! 24 

As we have seen, the real problem lies in the way other languages cover up the Hebrew structures. 

s 
Awareness of the ambiguities within the English verbal system when set vis-a-vis the subtle distinctions used in 
the Hebrew verbal stem system with regard to causation and voice, should warn the researcher against giving 
priority to the stem's apparent function over its manifest form in trying to decide its functions. Prejudged 
categories, dictated by the "cruder" English structures, are inadequate for interpreting the Hebrew categories; we 
must be guided by the Hebrew forms and usages rather than by those of English. 

21.2.3 Minor Features 

a 
How many stems are there? The basic medieval tradition recognized seven stems, though there was discussion 
over whether to add or subtract one. David Qimhi in his influential Mikhlol opted for eight, adding Poel.25 Although 
modern scholars disagree  
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about the number of verbal stems represented by rare forms, they essentially agree that there are seven major 
stems, those based on triradical roots, and a dozen or so minor ones, most based on biradical roots.26 The minor 
stems are, for the most part, morphemic variants of the major. Thus along with Piel, there are poÖÁeÒl, piÁleÒl and 
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peÖÁalÁal, and pilpeÒl; Pual is complemented by poÖÁal, puÁlal, and polpal; and Hithpael by hitpoÖÁeÒl, hitpaÁlel, hitpaÁlal, and 
hitpalpel. 

b 
Some rare and disputed forms may be mentioned.27 (1) Hithpael, without the typical lengthening or doubling of 
the second radical characterizing the Hithpael and the lengthening of the a before a non-guttural, is found in Judg 
20:15, 17 and 21:9; it is interpreted by Paul Jouon as a variant byform of the Hithpael,28 but by Carl Brockelmann 
as a reflexive of the Qal, comparable to a so-called Gt form found in the other Semitic languages.29 

c 
(2) Hippael forms are controversial: the doubling of an initial nun or kaph with some roots30 is treated by some as 
a sign of Hithpael forms in which the infixed -t- has been assimilated to the root's initial radical.31 Israel Eitan 
considers some of the forms as evidence of a n -reflexive stem,32 and David Yellin has identified some of them as 
part of a heretofore unidentified Hippael stem.33 

d 

(3) HisëtaphÁel: The important word hwxtvh, which occurs about 170 times, has been interpreted by most 
moderns, on the basis of the Ugaritic s form (comparable to the Hiphil), as an Sãt stem;34 J. A. Emerton thinks 
there is evidence to tip the balance of  
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probability in favor of the more or less traditional view that it is a Hithpael from the root hxv 35 In any case the 
unusual shape of the word hints at its extraordinary cultural significance. 

e 
A statistical summary of the uses of the verb stems may be useful.36

 

The statistics do not provide any direct clues to the stem system, but they do afford a rough overview of how it is 
used. 

Footnotes:  

1. In calling the consonantal skeleton of the verbs a root, we follow the practice of the early Jewish grammarians, 
who used the term sëoÒresë. Many moderns prefer the term "stem" (e.g., GKC § 31 / p. 103). 

2. E.g., GKC §§ 39–39 / pp. 114–16; Joüon §§ 51–59 / pp. 113–28; T. O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical 
Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971) 175. 
3. E.g., Frithiof Rundgren, "Des Verbalpräfix yu- im Semitischen und die Entstehung der factitiv-kausativen 
Bedeutung des D-Stammes," Orientalia Suecana 12 (1964) 99–114, at 104; cf. M. H. Goshen-Gottstein, "The 
System of Verbal Stems in the Classical Semitic Languages," Proceedings of the International Conference on 
Semitic Studies Held in Jerusalem, 19–23 July 1965 (Jerusalem: Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, 

Occurrences Roots used37

N % N %
Qal 49,180 68.8 1,115 71.2
Niphal 4,140 5.8 435 27.8
Piel 6,450 9.0 415 26.5
Pual 460 0.6 190 12.1
Hithpael 830 1.2 175 11.2
Hiphil 9,370 13.1 505 32.2
Hophal 400 0.6 100 6.4
Other 680 0.9 130 8.3
Total 71,510 1,565
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1969) 70–91, at70 n. 1. 
4. E.g., BL § 38 / pp. 279–94; UT § 9.32; Carl Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der 
semitischen Sprachen (Berlin: Reuter und Reichard, 1908), 1.504-44; S. Moscati et al., An Introduction to the 
Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1964) 122–31; I. M. Diakonoff, 
Semito-Hamitic Languages: An Essay in Classification (Moscow: Nauka, 1965) 97. It is correct to see a split 
between the Qal and the other stems, but there can be no doubt that all the stems are of the same order of 
phenomenon. 
5. On the use of "stem" in other contexts, see, e.g., GKC § 30d / p. 100. 
6. The paradigm verb fÁl was first used by the Arab grammarians. 

7. For general Semitic studies the choice of a paradigm verb is problematic. The root qtÌl is not a possible root of 
Akkadian, so its use has been found objectionable. The root ktb shows Hebrew and Syriac spirantization, but it is 
not found in Akkadian. P. T. Daniels, in preparing the paradigms for G. Bergsträsser, Introduction to the Semitic 
Languages (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983), used the "non-existent root *pdk ... in order to maximize 
comparability among the paradigms without prejudicing the data in the direction of any one language, and so that 
spirantization of stops may be fully displayed in Hebrew and Syriac" (p. 225). Rainer M. Voigt objects because the 
root *pdk is not attested and is probably not a possible Semitic root; see his "Review of Bergsträsser-Daniels," 
Welt des Orients 14 (1983) 262–67, at 262. 
8. See Voigt, "Review of Bergsträsser-Daniels," 263. It has been proposed that the earliest stages of Semitic had 
a sibilant-initial causative in së (a sèaphel) and a laryngealinitial causative in h (Hiphil, etc.; later in À or y, thus 
Aramaic Aphel, Phoenician Yiphil). See C. Rabin, "The Origins of the Subdivisions of Semitic," Hebrew and 
Semitic Studies Presented to Godfrey Rolles Driver, ed. D. W. Thomas and W. D. McHardy (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1963) 103–15. This problem is related to that of the third-person singular pronouns (cf. Akkadian sëuÒ, sëiÒ, Hebrew 
huÒÀ, hiÖÀ). On Hebrew Yiphils and sèaphels, see nn. 27 and 34. 

9. The Arabic system of numerals is useful. The stems (Arabists prefer the term "forms") with Hebrew 
correspondents are: 

10. Goshen-Gottstein, "System of Verbal Stems," 72 n. 8, cf. 79; he cites the Brockelmann passage referred to 
above in n. 4. 
11. It should be noted that an atomistic approach is not particularly successful at dealing with the semantic 
anomalies and subpatterns that affect any study of the Hebrew verb. Some usages are unpredictable and thus a 
matter of the lexicon. A half-hearted or timid grammar is no better a complement to the lexicon than a serious 
one. For other approaches to the topic of the system, see Richter, GAHG 3. 94–142; S. Segert, "Verbal 
Categories of Some Northwest Semitic Languages," Afroasiatic Linguistics 2 (1975) 83–94. The system of verbal 
stems in Modern Hebrew, though vastly restricted, reveals some interesting patterns; see the studies of R. A. 
Berman, "Lexical Decomposition and Lexical Unity in the Expression of Derived Verbal Categories in Modern 
Hebrew," Afroasiatic Linguistics 6 (1979) 117–42; and S. Bolozky, "Semantic Productivity and Word Frequency in 
Modern Hebrew Verb Formation," Hebrew Studies 27 (1986) 38–46. 
12. Goshen-Gottstein, "System of Verbal Stems," 83–91. Note also Diakonoff's comment that these 
morphologically distinct stems have their "own semantics, variously characterizing the action or state from the 
point of view of quality, quantity, or direction"; Semito-Hamitic Languages, 97. 
13. David Tene, "Linguistic Literature, Hebrew," Encyclopedia Judaica (Jerusalem: Keter, 1971), 16. 1374. 
14. After Moshe Greenberg, Introduction to Hebrew (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1965) 42; cf. 
August Dillmann, Grammatik der äthiopischen Sprache (Leipzig: Tauchitz, 1857; 2d ed. in 1899). For similar 
schemata for the other Semitic languages, see Goshen-Gottstein, "System of Verbal Stems," esp. 74–75, 
Bergsträsser/ Daniels, Introduction to the Semitic Languages; and Voigt, "Review of Bergsträsser-Daniels." 
15. Double-status situations include reflexive, reciprocal, and tolerative situations; see 20.2n. 
16. "D is exceptional in its form/function problems"; M. H. Goshen-Gottstein, "Problems of Semitic Verbal Stems," 
Bibliotheca Orientalis 42 (1985) 278–83, at 283 n. 19. 
17. A. Goetze, "The So-called Intensive of the Semitic Languages," Journal of the American Oriental Society 62 

Qal (G or B) I
Piel / Pual (D) II
Hiphil / Hophal (H) IV
Hithpael (tD) V
Niphal (N) VII
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(1942) 1–8; Ernst Jenni, Das hebräische PiÁel (Zürich: EVZ, 1968); Jenni, "Zur Funktion der reflexiv-passiven 
Stammformen im Biblisch-Hebräischen," Proceedings of the Fifth World Congress of Jewish Studies (Jerusalem: 
World Union of Jewish Studies, 1973), 4. 61–70; Stuart A. Ryder II, The D-Stem in Western Semitic (The Hague: 
Mouton, 1974); F. Leembuis, The D and H Stems in Koranic Arabic (Leiden: Brill, 1977). 
18. For the purposes of this discussion, the term "causation (predicate)" refers to both causative and 
factitive/resultative aspects (Aktionsarten); see the preliminary exposition in 20.2m. 
19. The examples here are fientives; we omit statives from this preliminary discussion. 
20. In some languages of the world the subject of an intransitive verb and the object of a transitive verb take the 
same case, the "ergative"; the "absolutive" case is used for the subject of a transitive verb. Such languages are 
called ergative languages. See John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University, 1968) 351–52, 354–57. In other languages, some ergative features are combined with standard Indo-
European-type inflection (called, in this respect, an "accusative" system); languages which are so mixed (e.g., 
Hindi-Urdu) are called split-ergative languages. There were ergative languages in the ancient Near East (Hurrian 
and its close relative Urartian; perhaps Sumerian), and it is not surprising to find some signs of split ergativity in 
the Semitic N stems, as we shall argue below. Ten years after our discussion was initially drafted, a parallel set of 
observations was made independently by Hans-Peter Müller, "Ergativelemente im akkadischen und 
althebräischen Verbalsystem," Biblica 66 (1985) 385–417. An earlier discussion of ergativity in Hebrew is 
provided by F. I. Andersen, "Passive and Ergative in Hebrew," Near Eastern Studies in Honor of William Foxwell 
Albright, ed. H. Goedicke (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University, 1971) 1–15, who focuses chiefly on the 
anomalous verb yld 'to bear, beget.' 
21. Actions on oneself and in one's interest are both in the middle voice in Classical Greek. 
22. Alexander Sperber, A Historical Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Leiden: Brill, 1966) 6, cf. 5–14, drawing on his 
"Hebrew Grammar: A New Approach," Journal of Biblical Literature 62 (1943) 137–262. 
23. William L. Holladay, A Concise Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1971) 245. We do not mean to suggest that there is any simple, straightforward, and practical 
alternative. 
24. Sperber, Historical Grammar, 6. 
25. Cf. Goshen-Gottstein, "System of Verbal Stems," 72; William Chomsky, David KÍimhÌi's Hebrew Grammar 
(Mikhlol) (New York: Bloch, 1952) 54. 
26. On some of the complexities of biradical roots, see F. I. Andersen, "Biconsonantal Byforms of Weak Hebrew 
Roots," Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 82 (1970) 270–74; J. Blau, "Studies in Hebrew Verb 
Formation," Hebrew Union College Annual 42 (1971) 133–58. 
27. Some of the rare and minor stems have close analogs in Arabic. It has been alleged that Hebrew has a Yiphil 
(as Phoenician does) alongside the Hiphil; see M. Dahood, "Hebrew Lexicography: A Review of W. 
Baumgartner's Lexikon, Volume II," Orientalia 45 (1976) 327–65, at 333, 342, 344; Dahood, "Yiphil Imperative 
yatÌtÌiÒ in Isaiah 54,2, " Orientalia 46 (1977) 383–84; Dahood, "Two Yiphil Causatives in Habakkuk 3,13a, " 
Orientalia 48 (1979) 258–59. The allegation is open to serious doubt. The nonassimilated-nun forms are 
problematic, e.g., ninÁaÃrtiÖ Ps 109:23 (cf. ÀinnaÒÁeÒr Judg 16:20) and yinsÌoÃruÖ Deut 33:9 (cf. yisÌsÌaruÖ Prov 20:28). 

28. Joüon § 53g / p. 120; cf. GKC § 541/ p. 151. The forms are y/hitpaÒqaduÖ, yitpaÒqeÒd; note also a corresponding 
passive hotpaÒqaduÖ (Num 1:47, 2:33, 26:62; 1 Kgs 20:27). 

29. Brockelmann, Grundriss, 1. 529–30, citing the Moabite Gt form hithÌm 'to wage war.' 

30. The forms are, for n, (1) hinnaÒbeÒÀ, Ezek 37:9; (2) hinnabbÃÒÀtiÖ, Ezek 37:10; (3) hinnabbÝÀuÖ, Jer 23:13; (4) 
hinnehÌaÃÒmtiÖ, Ezek 5:13; (5) tinnasÃsÃeÒÀ, Num 24:7; (6) yinnasÃsÃeÒÀ, 2 Chr 32:23; (7) yinnasÃsÃÝÀuÖ, Dan 11:14; and, for k, (8) 
tikkoÖneÒn, Num 21:27; (9) tikkasseh, Prov 26:26. Of the nine forms, five (## 1, 2, 4, 6, 7) are in prose, four in verse. 

31. GKC § 54c/ p. 149. 
32. I. Eitan, "Light on the History of the Hebrew Verb," Jewish Quarterly Review 12 (1921–22) 25–32, referring to 
the nsÃÀ forms, ## 5–7 in n. 30. 

33. David Yellin, "The HippaÁel-NifÁal Conjugation in Hebrew and Aramaic: The Assimilation of t in the HitpaÁel 
Conjugation," Journal of the Palestine Oriental Society 4 (1924) 85–106, esp. 89–97, referring to the nbÀ forms, ## 
1–3 in n. 30. 
34. E.g., UT § 19.847, identifying the root as *hÌwy 'to strike,' Sãt 'to throw oneself down (striking the earth)'; others 
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refer to the root hÌyy 'to live,' Sãt 'to cause oneself to live (by worship).' Cf. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 
254; J. A. Soggin, Old Testament and Oriental Studies (Rome: Biblical Institute, 1975) 188–202 (on sç causatives), 
esp. 190–92, 195, 203–9 (on hÌwy); G. I. Davies, "A Note on the Etymology of hisçtahÌÀsupÁaÀ/supÁwaÒh," Vetus 
Testamentum 29 (1979) 493–95 (a reply to Emerton's paper cited in n. 35). Actually, the etymology was originally 
made by Martin Hartmann in 1875 on the basis of other comparative evidence. 
On the rarity of infixed-t forms in general, see J. Blau, "Über die t-form des HifÁil in Bibelhebräisch," Vetus 
Testamentum 7 (1957) 385–88; S. B. Wheeler, "The Infixed -t- in Biblical Hebrew," Journal of the Ancient Near 
Eastern Society 3 (1970–71) 20–31. On sç causatives, see, in addition to Soggin, L. Wächter, "Reste von SãafÁel-
Bildungen im Hebräischen," Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 83 (1971) 380–89. 
35. J. A. Emerton, "The Etymology of hisëtahÌawaÒh," Oudtestamentische Studiën 20 (1977) 41–55; cf. GKC § 75kk / 
p. 215. The existence of a root sëhÌy 'to bow' is not in question; what is in question is whether it is primary (so 
Emerton) or secondary to hsëthÌwy; for the verb see Isa 51:23, Prov 12:25. 

36. From SA/THAT. 
37. The number 1,565 represents the total number of verbal roots used in Biblical Hebrew; since many roots 
occur in more than one stem (though only a few occur in all seven stems), this number is substantially less than 
the sum of the roots used in each stem. The figures in the last column represent the percentage of all verbal roots 
(that is, of 1,565) used in each stem. 
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22.1 Introduction 

a 
The most commonly used verbal stem is the Qal or "light" stem, also known as the G (Grundstamm) or B (Basic) 
stem. The Qal stem is appropriately called "simple," in the sense that the root bears no consonantal affixes; it is 
simple semantically in that notions of causation are absent. 

b 
Before analyzing the stem's forms and meanings with respect to the basic division between fientive and stative 
verbs, we first rehearse its form and meaning as a whole. We then turn to explore the fundamental division of this 
stem into fientive and stative verbs with reference to meaning (22.2) and form (22.3). Having sketched the 
difference between the two kinds of Qal verbs, we go on to consider more particularly the classes within Qal 
statives (22.4). Next we consider the use of the Qal to mold denominatives (22.5). Finally we review the evidence 
for the existence of a Qal passive and its forms (22.6), and Qal impersonal constructions (22.7). 

22.2 Semantics 

a 
In contrast to the other five major stems, the Qal and Niphal stems ordinarily have no element of causation in their 
predication. Aligning Pual and Hithpael with Piel, and Hophal with Hiphil, we posit a three-way Qal : Piel : Hiphil 
contrast. Consider these English examples: 'Moses split (cf. Qal) the rock,''Moses split up (cf. Piel) the rock,'  
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and 'Moses split (cf. Hiphil) the rock' (i.e., 'Moses caused the rock to split'). Consider further these Hebrew 
examples contrasting Qal and Piel. 

The first of these two utterances represents a situation with God as the agent and the sea as the object of the 
splitting action. The second utterance represents God as the agent and the rocks as having been caused to be 
put into the state of being split up. 

b 
The Qal and Niphal differ with respect to the role of the subject; the Qal subject is active, as can be seen by 

22 Qal Stem 

22.1 Introduction 
22.2 Semantics 

2.1 Fientive and Stative Verbs 
2.2 Stative Verbs and Adjectives 
2.3 Fientive and Stative with the Same Root 

22.3 Morphology 
22.4 Verb Classes 
22.5 Denominatives 
22.6 Qal Passive 
22.7 Qal Impersonal Constructions 

1a. ~y" [q;B'ñ He (God) split (Qal) the sea.
Ps 78:13

1b. r+B'd>MiB; ~yrIcu [Qb;y> He (God) split up (Piel) rocks in the 
desert.
Ps 78:15
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comparing # 1a and # 2. 

The Qal example represents the subject as the agent, implicitly answering the question 'What is God doing?' The 
Niphal by contrast answers the question 'What happened to the ground?' It does not represent the subject as the 
actor or agent. It rather represents the subject as having been acted upon by an unstated agent; the subject is 
merely participating in the action. 

22.2.1 Fientive and Stative Verbs 

a 
Verbs in the Qal stem (setting aside the rare passive forms) fall into two form/function groups. Grammarians have 
called them "voluntaria" (freiwillig) and "involuntaria" (unfreiwillig),1 "active" and "neutral" (neutrisch),2 and "active" 
and "stative."3 Since the term "active" is also used for voice, it is inappropriate to use in referring to type of action, 
so we use the term "fientive" (20.2k, 30.2.3).4 

b 
A fientive verb is one that designates a dynamic situation. With this kind of verb a clause answers the implicit 
question 'What does X do?', where X is a nominal expression and do is a fientive verb. A fientive verb may be 
either transitive or intransitive; a few, such as bÁr, may be both.5 
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With fientive verbs the subject may be described as an "actor." 

c 
A stative verb is one that describes a circumstance or state, whether external and physical, or psychological, or 
perceptual. Sentences with this kind of verb implicitly answer the question 'What is X's characteristic, quality, 
circumstance, state (physical or mental)?', where X is a nominal expression and the characterizing situation is a 
stative verb, for example, zaÒqeÒn daÒwiÖd 'David was old.' 

d 
The difference between the two kinds of verbs can sometimes be tested in one of two ways. First, verbs may be 
tested for transitivity (20.21), since transitives tend to be fientives. Transitivity means that the effects of the action 
expressed by the verb pass over from the subject (the "agent" or "actor") to the object (or "goal").6 

e 
English offers a second convenient test for distinguishing stative and fientive verbs: stative verbs in English do not 
occur in progressive forms. For example, a fientive verb like 'read' freely forms the progressive, as in 'I am reading 
this book.' By contrast, one cannot freely say 'I am loving this book.' Since 'love' describes a stative situation (in 
this case, a psychological state), one freely says 'I love this book.' This test may be of use in considering difficult 
cases. 

22.2.2 Stative Verbs and Adjectives 

a 

2. rv,a] hm'd'a]h' [q;B'Tiw:
`~h,yTex.T; 

The ground under them split open 
(Niphal).

Num 16:31

1a. `WNM,ñmi Wr[]B' ~ylix'G< Burning coals blazed (intransitive) out of 
it (his mouth).
Ps 18:9

1b. r[;+y"ñ-r[b.Ti vaeK. as fire consumes (transitive) the forest
Ps 83:15
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English does not discriminate between stative verbs and predicate adjective constructions, as Hebrew does, and 
this discrepancy is worth exploring. Hebrew uses the Qal, for example, in T'm.k;ñx' 'you are wise' (Prov 9:12), 

yTil.koñv' 'I am bereaved' (Gen 43:14), and dB;k.YIw: 'it (Pharaoh's heart) was heavy' (Exod 9:7). In these instances 
English accurately renders the Hebrew by inserting a form of the "dummy verb" to be, marking the situation 
represented by the utterance with respect to those meanings carried by the macrofunctional verb (see 4.8, 20.2). 

b 
The ease with which Hebrew represents "adjectival states" by means of verbal forms reflects the relationship 
philosophers and grammarians have alleged to exist between adjectives and verbs. We may say that the Hebrew 
structures reveal the similarity of function between verb and adjective found in all languages. 

c 
Earlier Hebrew grammarians supposed that stative verbs had evolved from adjectives. Hans Bauer and Pontus 
Leander, for example, contend that the vocalic patterns *qatil and *qetul were originally those of adjectives; the 
suffixes of the perfective conjugation were later affixed to them.7 Carl Brockelmann similarly speaks of statives as 
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adjectives that developed into a verbal flexion.8 Despite the reasonableness of these views, most scholars now 
think that the forms of the inflected stative verbs, qatila and qetula, were already present in the earliest stages of 
Semitic.9 

d 
How do the stative constructions differ from the predicate-adjective constructions? The Qal stative constructions 
mark the situation represented with all the values of a verbal form (aspect, mood, Aktionsart), while the adjectival 
construction is unmarked for these values. English cannot render the latter representation; it must add the 
"dummy verb" to be, thereby making it appear as though there is no difference between the two Hebrew 
constructions. 

In the first example, the sense of the second clause hnhtbj (in terms of aspect and time reference) is more 
determined by its syntactic context (as an embedded clause after a form of the verb rÀy with ky, 'to see that ... '), 
than is the sense of the second example, wbj-hm. This discrepancy between the Hebrew and English idioms 
leads to English "covering up" the workings of two different Hebrew constructions.10 

22.2.3 Fientive and Stative with the Same Root 

a 
Both English and Hebrew treat certain verbs sometimes as stative, sometimes as fientive, depending on the 
particular meaning they have in a sentence. Bernard Comrie illustrates the point by contrasting the verb 'be' in 
'Fred is silly' and 'Fred is being silly.' In the first sentence Fred is in a state, but in the second 'he is acting silly,' a 
dynamic (i.e., fientive) situation.11 Compare these sentence pairs. 
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1a. ~yhil{a/h†;-ynEb. War>YIw:
tbojo yKi ~d'a'h†; tAnB.-ta,

hN"+heñ 

The sons of haÒÀeçloÒhiÖm saw that the 
daughters of haÒÀaÒdaÒm were beautiful 
(adjective).

Gen 6:2

1b. ^yl,ñh'ao WbJoñ-hm; How beautiful (verb) are your tents!
Num 24:5

1a. ~d'a'h†;-lK'mi ~K;x.Y<w: And he (Solomon) was wiser (stative) 
than anyone.
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b 
Some verbs, especially those denoting a mental perception or an emotional state, exhibit both stative and fientive 
characteristics at one and the same time. Often, as in the sentence wf'[e-ta,w> bqo[]y:-ta, bh;aow" 
ytia+nEf' 'I love Jacob but Esau I hate' (Mal 1:2–3), stative forms are used, and they are rendered by non-
progressive forms in English. On the other hand, as in the above sentence, they may be bound with direct 
objects, coloring them with a fientive notion, and may even occur in the participle, which tends to have a 
progressive and thus fientive sense. For example: 

Strictly speaking, however, even though bound with an object, the verbs are not notionally transitive, for no action 
passes over from the agent to the goal word. In the clause ~+t'q'a]n:-ta, ~yhil{a/ [m;v.YIw:, 'and God heard their 
groaning' (Exod 2:24), though the syntactical relation between the subject and the object is the same as in 
yrIc.Mih;-ta, %Y:w:, 'and he (Moses) killed the Egyptian' (Exod 2:12), notionally no action passes over from the 
subject to the object. R. H. Robins observes: 

The weakness of semantic definitions is well illustrated here: hit, in I hit you is syntactically a transitive
verb ... ; but hear in I hear you is involved in exactly the same syntactic relations with the two pronouns, and
is regarded as a transitive verb, though in this case, the "action," if any action is in fact referred to, is the
other way around.12 

Nevertheless, in spite of their stative forms and the semantic equivocation with these verbs of mental state when 
bound with a goal word, they are best construed as quasifientive when they occur either implicitly or explicitly with 
an object and as stative when they are free. The occurrence with an object, in contrast to other statives, suggests 
that they were felt as fientives. Compare these sentences: 
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1 Kgs 5:11

1b. yTil.m;ñ['+v, ylim'[]-lk'B.
yTim.k;ñx'v,w> 

all my work, into which I have poured 
my effort and skill (fientive)

Qoh 2:19

2a. x;Wr alem' ÅÅÅ [;vuAhywI
hm'k.x' 

Now Joshua ... was filled (stative) with 
the spirit of wisdom.

Deut 34:9

2b. alem' hwhy dAbk.W
`!K'v.Mih;-ta, 

And YHWH's glory filled (fientive) the 
tabernacle.

Exod 40:34

3a. bheao hd'WhywI laer'f.yI-lk'w>
d+wID'-ta, 

And all Israel and Judah loved (lit., was 
loving) David.

1 Sam 18:16

3b. lAmT.mi Al anEfo-al{ aWhw>
~A+vl.vi 

and he did not hate (lit., was not hating) 
him previously

Deut 4:42

4a. ar'yaiw" I was afraid (stative).
Gen 3:10

4b. #r,a'ñh' ~[;-ta, War>yT(i-la; Do not fear (quasi-fientive) the people 
of the land.
Num 14:9

5a. b['r'h†; qz:x/Y<w: The famine became severe (stative).
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c 
Some verbs have both a stative (qaÒteÒl) and a fientive (qaÒtal) form in the Qal stem. 

More frequently, Hebrew formally contrasts comparable differences by using the verbal root in both Qal and either 
Piel or Hiphil. 

d 

Some verbs with differentiation appear to have lost one of the potential meanings. For example, breq' originally 

means 'to be near,' at least to judge from the alternate form br;q' and Arabic cognates, but in Hebrew both forms 
have a fientive meaning. 

e 
Some scholars think the stative forms of these pairs are older than fientive forms. For example, G. R. Driver 
proposed that in verbs where an intransitive suffix conjugation can take either i or a in the final syllable, the qaÒteÒl 
form represents an older layer in the language than the qaÒtal form (cf. 22.3fv). 13 T. L. Fenton argues the opposite, 
contending that where both exist the Qal fientive is older than the Qal stative.14 It is clear, at any rate, that the 
number of Qal fientive/ stative pairs is small, and their differentiation is of only marginal synchronic importance. 

22.3 Morphology 

a 
All the West Semitic languages provide evidence of a three-way split in the Qal suffix conjugation, a fact that 
suggests that this split is basic to the languages.15 The suffix pattern *C1aC2aC3a (prefix *yaC1C2uC3u) was used 
for fientives, *C1aC2iC3a (prefix *yaC1C2aC3u) for statives designating a temporary state, and *C1aC2uC3a (prefix 
*yaC1C2u/aC3u) for statives designating a lasting state. Thus we have these Arabic forms.16 
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The fientive (a/u) pattern is the most common in Arabic, while the temporary stative (i/a) and the permanent 
stative (u/u) patterns are less frequent. Similar distributions of comparable forms are found in Hebrew. 

b 
Hebrew Qal has six patterns, three like the Arabic and three others resulting from diverse minor patterns and 

Gen 41:56

5b. `Aqz"x] al{w> He did not give him strength (fientive).
2 Chr 28:20

6a. z[o hwhy vbel' YHWH is clothed (stative) with might.
Ps 93:1

6b. AaboB. vb;l' rv,a]
vd,+Qoñh;-la, 

which he put on (fientive) when he 
entered the sanctuary

Lev 16:23

7a. `hb'reñq' al{ h'yh,ñl{a/-la, She does not draw near to God.
Zeph 3:2

7b. h'y+l,ñae br;q' al{ %l,m,ñybia]w: Now Abimelek had not gone near to 
her.
Gen 20:4

nazÌara ~ yanzÌuru to look at, see
salima ~ yaslamu to be safe, well
hÌasuna ~ yahÌsunu to be beautiful
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mergers. 
  

 

  
We will review these patterns in turn. 

c 
Pattern # 1: qaÒtal/yiqtoÒl. The first pattern, by far the most common, is associated chiefly with fientives. The sufffix-
conjugation aÒ-a is also used for various classes of weak verbs; these are differentiated in the prefix conjugation, 
with some fientives showing a yaqtol (< *yaqtulu) form and thus conforming to pattern # 1, for example, geminate 
bb;s' ~bsoy" 'to turn,' II-waw ~q' ~~Wqy" 'to rise,' I-guttural dm;[' ~dmo[]y: 'to stand.' (Statives and fientives of other 
weak verbs in qaÒtal conform to patterns ## 4–5.) 

d 
Pattern # 2: qaÒteÒl/yiqtal. The stative patterns, ## 2–3, are much smaller than # 1, but # 2 is still used with a clearly 
defined class of verbs.17 Though most are intransitive (e.g., !qez" ~!q;z>yI 'to be old,' arey" ~ar'yyI 'to be afraid,dbeK' 
~dB;k.yI 'to be heavy,' alem' ~almy 'to be filled,' lpev' ~lP;v.yI 'to be(come) low'), a few are transitives, involving 

psychological states (e.g., anEf' ~an"f.yE 'to hate'). 

e 
Pattern # 3: qaÒtoÒl/yiqtal. The original permanent stative pattern is almost dead and survives with only a few verbs. 
These include !jq ~!jqy 'to be small,' rgy 'to fear,' vqy 'to lay a bait,' and lkv (cf. lK;v.a,) 'to be bereaved.' 
The two stative patterns (## 2–3) use the same prefix-conjugation forms. According to some, this pattern is also 
attested in  
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some II-waw verbs (rAa 'to be light, vwB ~vAbyE 'to be ashamed,' etc.),18 but in general hollow verbs do not 
readily conform to the patterns discussed here. 

f 
Pattern # 4: qaÒtal/yiqtal. The fourth pattern is composite in origin and its sources need to be analyzed further. The 
pattern seems to be mixed, with the suffix conjugation of # 1 (qaÒtal) and the prefix conjugation of ## 2–3 (yiqtal). 

(1) qaÒtal(<*qatala) yiqtoÒl(<*ya/iqtulu) 

bt;K' bTok.yI to write

(2) qaÒteÒl(<*qatila) yiqtal(<*ya/iqtala) 

#mex' #+m'x.y< to be sour, 
leavened

(3) qaÒtoÒl(<*qatula) yiqtal(<*ya/iqta/u?lu) 

yTin>joq' !j;q.Ti to be small

(4) qaÒtal yiqtal 

dm;l' dm;l.yI to learn

(5) qaÒtal yeÒqteÒl(<*ya/iqtilu) 

dl;y" dleTe to bear, beget

(6) qaÒteÒl(<*qatila) yiqtoÒl

lben" lAByI to droop
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g 
(i) Fientive II- and III-gutturals. Almost all II- and III-gutturals belong to this pattern; some of them, at least to judge 
from their meaning as well as from the suffix-conjugation forms, are in fact fientive verbs (e.g., [l;B' ~[l;b.yI 'to 

swallow,' and xt;P' ~xT;p.yI 'to open'). 

h 
(ii) Stative II- and III-gutturals. In other verbs with II- and III-gutturals exhibiting pattern # 4 one can detect in suffix-
conjugation pausal forms or the forms with suffixed pronouns (especially vocalic) an original (or alternative) 
stative form (qaÒteÒl). The dominance of the fientive pattern, qaÒtal, may be due to three factors: (l) the guttural, (2) 
the analogical penetration of the fientive pattern, and (3) a partially fientive meaning. 

i 
(iii) Other fientive weak verbs. Pattern # 4 is common for fientive I-yod verbs. 

j 

(iv) Other stative weak verbs. A variety of weak verb classes use this pattern for statives: geminate llq ~lq;Te 
'to be light,' tx; ~tx;yE 'to be shattered,' [r; ~[r;yE 'to be evil,' I-guttural qz:x' ~qz"x/y< 'to be strong,' and perhaps 
some hollow verbs. 

k 
(v) Stative regular verbs. Aside from these weak verbs, pattern # 4 is used with regular verbs. Many of these 
betray an earlier stative form in the suffix conjugation by their pausal forms and forms with verbal suffixes, or by a 
parallel adjectival form of the type qaÒteÒl with the same root. With these verbs it appears as though the dominant 
fientive pattern is penetrating into the stative patterns, for if pattern # 3 is almost dead, pattern # 2 is dying. Verbs 
exhibiting an earlier stative suffix form in their pausal (and similar) forms include: 
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1. xlc (hx'+leñc') ~ xl;c.yI to prosper

2. [b;f' (W[+beñf') ~ [B'f.yI to be sated

3. xm;f' (x;+mef') ~ xm;f.yI to be glad

4. la;v' (WnWlñaev.) ~ lav.y to ask

5. xk;v' (ynI+x'ñkev.) ~ xKv.yI to forget

6. [m;v' ([;+mev') ~ [m;v.yI to hear

7. qny ~(q+n"yyI) to suck

8. #[;y" ~(#[yy) to advise

9. #qy ~(#+q'yI) to awake

10. vr;y" ~(vr;yyI) to inherit

11. ~v;a' (Wm+veña') ~ ~v;a.y< to be guilty

12. rb;G" (Wr+beñG") ~ rBg>yI to be strong

13. qb;D' (q+beD') ~ qB;d>yI to cling

14. vb;l' (vbel') ~ vB;l.yI to put on

15. vd;q' (Wv+deñq') ~ vD;q.yI to be holy
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A verb exhibiting an earlier stative form by its shape with verbal suffixes is ld;G" (ynIl;ñdeG>)~lD;g>yE 'to be(come) 
great.' Verbs exhibiting an earlier stative form by a parallel qaÒteÒl form include: 

l 
(vi) Other regular verbs. A few strong verbs with this pattern give no indication of an earlier stative form. In some 
instances, therefore, pattern # 4 may represent an original but rare pattern for fientive verbs. In other instances 
one may suspect that an original stative form was lost. 

m 
Pattern # 5: qaÒtal/yeÒqteÒl. The fifth pattern is found with I-yod verbs and naÒtan. Verbs with this pattern should be 
regarded as fientive; their form is to be contrasted with that of I-yod verbs that follow pattern # 4. 

n 
Pattern # 6: qaÒteÒl/yiqtoÒl. The pattern, like # 4, seems to be mixed, with the suffix conjugation of # 2 (qaÒteÒl) and the 
prefix conjugation of # 1 (yiqtoÒl). This mixture can be accounted for in one of two ways: either the dominant 
fientive pattern is penetrating into this pattern (cf. pattern # 4v) or phonological conditioning is at work. The latter 
explanation is based on the observation that of the sixty verb forms vocalized in this pattern, thirty-six of them 
have b, p, m, h, g, k, q, as the second or third consonant of the root, and these consonants could condition a shift 
from a to u (> oÒ).20 In any case the pattern is mixed. 
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o 
In sum. Patterns ## 1 and 5 are fientive in form and meaning. Patterns ## 2 and 3 are stative in form and 
meaning, though pattern # 2 allows fientive notions. Patterns ## 4 and 6 mix fientive and stative features both in 
form and meaning. To judge from the cognate languages, and from the evidence of stative forms used for 
customary fientive forms when the verb is in pause or bound with a verbal suffix, it appears that the dominant # 1 
is supplanting earlier stative forms. We do not need to establish in detail the historical development of these 
forms. We content ourselves with the realization that verbs displaying patterns ## 4 and 6 are mixed both in form 
and meaning, while verbs in pattern # 2 are unmixed as to form, but somewhat mixed as to meaning (i.e., they 

16. lbea' (lb;a') ~ lb;a/T, mourning, to mourn

17. drex' (dr;x') ~ dr;x/y< trembling, to tremble

18. rzEq' (rc;q') ~ rc;q.Ti short, to be short

19. dm;l' ~ dm;l.yI to learn

20. #b;r' ~ #+B'r>yI to lie stretched out, to lie down

21. bc;r' ~ bC;r>yI to ride

22. bk;v' ~ bK;v.yI to lie down

23. dl;y" ~ dl,yE to bear

24. dr;y" ~ dreyE to descend

25. bv;y" ~ bveyE to dwell

26. !t;n" ~ !TeyI to give19 

27. #pex' ~ #Pox.y: to delight in

28. lben" ~ lAByI to droop

29. ~mv ~ ~FyI to be desolate
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can behave as notionally fientive verbs). 

22.4 Verb Classes 

a 
Sometimes an attempt is made to classify the verbs used in the pal stem. For fientives, that attempt is for practical 
and theoretical reasons unimportant. Practically, fientive verbs with pattern # 1 are too numerous and varied, and 
theoretically, the study is more lexical than grammatical, for even so fundamental a division of fientive verbs into 
transitive and intransitive is not indicated by distinct forms. To reinforce this point, made earlier (see 22.2.1), 
contrast the verbs in this verse. 

The Qal is used for both kinds of fientive verb, with no contrast. 

b 
The case of stative verbs is somewhat different; this smaller group can more profitably be analyzed. Formal and 
notional stative verbs are of three kinds: those that describe a characteristic, an external circumstance, or an 
emotional state. The distinction is helpful in understanding the meaning of stative verbs in general, particularly in 
connection with verbal conjugations. Some verbs, as already mentioned, are stative in form but fientive in 
meaning; the lines dividing these meanings are not sharp. Some examples will serve to indicate the three groups. 
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c 
Verbs that designate a characteristic may refer to an inherent quality (e.g., qsÌr),21 an achieved quality (e.g., zqn), 
or a temporary or contingent capacity (e.g., ykl). 

1. vyai xT;p.yI-ykiw>
rAV hM'v'ñ-lp;n"w>ñh,llip.rAB 

If a man opens (transitive) a pit ... and an 
ox falls (intransitive) into it ... 

Exod 21:33

2. y+xiyfi wyl'[' br;[/y< Let my meditation be pleasing 
(characteristic) to him.
Ps 104:34

3. Wr+señx'n al{ They were not lacking (circumstance).
Neh 9:21

4. W[meñv' al{ ~h,yjep.f+-la, ~g:w> But they did not listen (psychological 
state) to their judges.
Judg 2:17

5. !qez" ~ !q;z>yI to be(come) old

6. qz:x' ~ qz:x/y< to be firm

7. ~k;x' ~ ~K;x.y< to be wise

8. #mex' ~ #mxy to be sour

9. @nx ~ @n:x/T, to be polluted

10. brx ~ br;x/y< to be dry

11. vrx ~ v+r'ñx/y< to be silent

12. %v;x' ~ %v;x.T, to be(come) dark

13. vbey" ~ vb;yyI to be dry

14. lkoy" ~ lk;Wy to be able

15. dbeK' ~ dB;k.yI to be heavy
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d 
Statives can also be used to describe a circumstance or an accident (in the philosophical sense); the reference 
involves, to some extent, the transitory. 

Some circumstantial verbs (some of them not well attested) may be listed. 
  

Similar are verbs of temporary physical state. 

16. rveK' ~ rv'k.yI to be suitable

17. ~[n ~ ~+['ñn>yI to be pleasant

18. br[ ~ br;[/y< to be sweet

19. qdc ~ qD;c.yI to be just

20. vd;q' ~ vD;q.yI to be holy

21. !jq ~ !jqy to be small

22. rc;q' ~ rc;q.Ti to be short

23. lpev' ~ lP;v.yI to be low

24. rAa+ rq,Boñh; The morning grew light.
Gen 44:3

25. `wyn"y[e hn"r>aoT'w: And his eyes brightened.
1 Sam 14:27 Qere

26. `rhej'w> br,a,ñh'-d[; amej'w> and it will be unclean until evening and 
then it will be(come) clean
Lev 11:32

27. spea' to cease22

28. qceB' to swell

29. rsex' ~ rs;x.y< to be lacking

30. dq;yE to be kindled

31. #q;yyI to awake

32. !vy ~ !v;yyI to sleep

33. tme ~ tWmy" to die

34. alem' ~ almy to be filled

35. xlc ~ xl;c.yI to prosper

36. bq;r>yI to rot

37. bk;v' ~ bK;v.yI to lie down

38. ~lv ~ ~+l'ñv.yI to be complete 

39. dr;x' ~ dr;x/y< to tremble

40. @[y ~ @[;yyI to be weary23

41. amc ~ am'c.yI to be thirsty
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e 
An important class of temporary states is psychological (emotional or mental). 
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Other psychological statives are these. 

  

22.5 Denominatives 

a 
The Qal stem forms denominative verbs, verbs based on nouns (cf. also 24.4), with an either fientive or stative 
notion. The fientives designate some action implicit in the noun.24 

42. b[er' ~ b[;r>yI to be hungry

43. [;bef' ~ [B;f.yI to be sated

44. ~aur'yTi-la; Do not fear them (the people of the 
land).
Num 14:9

45. @a;h' ynEP.mi yTir>gOñy" I feared before the anger.
Deut 9:19

46. lb;a' ~ lb;a/T, to mourn

47. bhea' ~ bh;a/y< to love

48. vAB ~ vAbyE to be ashamed

49. #pex' ~ #Pox.y: to delight in

50. rpx ~ rpxy to be abashed

51. ttx ~ txey: to be aghast

52.  rgy to be afraid

53. dx;P' ~ d+x'p.yI to fear

54. zg:r' ~ zG:r>yI to be agitated

55. anEf' ~ an"f.yI to hate

56. ~mv ~ ~FyI to be appalled

1. lha to tent < lh,aoñ tent

2. rza to gird (for battle) < rAzae waistband

3. lca to lay aside < lc,aeñ side

4. ggx to celebrate a 
festival

< gx; festival

5. rmx to stop with pitch < rm'xe pitch

6. @rx to winter < @r,xoñ winter

7. !bl to mold bricks < hn"bel. brick

8. xlm to salt < xl;m,ñ salt
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The statives signify being or becoming that which is expressed by the noun.25 

22.6 Qal Passive 

a 
The Masoretes recognized Qal only as an active stem, but there is much evidence that Biblical Hebrew also had a 
passive counterpart.26 On comparative grounds a Qal  
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passive is easily justified. A simple passive stem is attested in some of the cognate languages: in Arabic, where it 
is in full use;27 in Ugaritic, where it cannot be readily distinguished in the prefix conjugation from the passive stem 
with prefix n; in the Tell Amarna glosses; and possibly in some Aramaic dialects. Moreover, some putative Qal 
passives are pointed as Pual suffix forms, but the Piel and Hithpael of the root are either unattested or attested 
only in a different sense. Others are pointed as Hophal prefix forms, but similarly the Hiphil of the root is 
unattested or attested only in a different sense. Also, in some cases, the MT has Niphal prefix forms that must be 
parsed as Qalpassive suffix forms. Participles have forms improper for Niphal, Pual, or Hophal. These and 
various resulting asymmetries (e.g., Pual suffix forms and Hophal prefix forms from the same root in the same 
sense) suggest the existence of a Qal passive stem, as do the semantics of the forms. The anomalous I 
assimilation of Iqh also suggests that its passive forms are Qal. Assignment on the basis of sense alone is 
problematic.28 

b 
The Qal passive of some roots is found for the suffix conjugation (pointed as Pual) and the prefix conjugation and 
participles (pointed as Hophal), for example, lqhÌ.29 

Some verbs show only the Qal-passive suffix conjugation (pointed as Pual), for example, bzz and zrÁ.30 
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9. lvm to make up a 
masal

< lv'm' saying

10. lvm to bristle < r['fe hair

11. rbv to buy grain < rb,v,ñ grain 

12. l[B to be(come) a lord < l[Bñ lord

13. r[B to be stupid < r[;B;ñ stupid(ity)

14. lbh to be(come) hebel < lb,h,ñ breath, void

15. %lm to be(come) a king < %l,m,ñ king

16. htP to be simple < ytiP,ñ simplicity 

1a. `~V'mi xQ;lu rv,a] from which he was taken
Gen 3:23

1b. ~yIm;ñ-j[;m. an"-xQ;yU Let a little water be taken.
Gen 18:4

1c. xQ'lu ytiao ha,r>Ti-~ai
%T'aime 

If you see me being taken from you ... 

2 Kgs 2:10

2. WzZ"ñbuW And they will be plundered.
Jer 50:37
They are not (quite) sown.
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Prefix forms are pointed as Niphal alongside Pual suffix forms for some roots, for example, hÌsÌb, where both sets 
are plainly Qal passive.31 

A fourth group of roots show only Qal-passive prefix forms, pointed as Hophal.32 

c 
There are two Qal passive participles, quttal (pointed as if shortened from Pual mÝquttal)34 and qittoÒl (apparently 
parsed by the Masoretes as an adjectival form).35 

d 
The finite forms of the Qal passive stem are treated by the Masoretes as follows. Where both suffix and prefix 
forms occur, the suffix forms are Pual; the prefix forms are either Hophal (in the case of two roots) or Niphal (in 
the case of nine roots). If only the  
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suffix forms are used, they are pointed as Pual (for sixteen roots); if only the prefix forms are used, they are 
pointed as Hophal (for fifteen roots). 

Forty-two roots are involved (forty-five if we include the participles), and approximately 160 forms (nearly 200 with 
the participles).38 The majority of the forms are found in verse.39 

22.7 Qal Impersonal Constructions 

a 

3. W[r'ñzO-lB; 
Isa 40:24

4a. ~T,b.C;xu rWc-la, WjyBiñh; Look to the rock from which you were 
hewn.
Isa 51:1

4b. `!Wbc.x'yE rWCB; They were engraved in rock.
Job 19:24

5. `Wqx'ñyUw> rp,SeñB; !TeyI-ymi Oh that they were written on a scroll!
Job 19:23

6. !yI+q'ñ-~Q;yU ~yIt;['b.vi yKi If Cain is avenged seven times ... 
Gen 4:2433

7. `lK'au WNn<ñyae hn<S.h;w> But the bush was not being burned up.36

Exod 3:2

8. hr'aoy>h; dALYIh; !Beh;-lK'
Whkuñyliv.T; 

Every boy that is born you must throw 
into the river.37

Exod 1:22

Qal passive 
Suffix Prefix 

(= MT Pual) (= MT Hophal) (= MT Niphal) 
xQ;lu xQ;yU ----- 

dL;yU ----- ----- 

@r;fo ----- @reF'yI 
----- !T;yU ----- 
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The vast majority of Hebrew verbs have personal subjects; they may be definite, as usual, or indefinite, as with 
the pseudo-passive use of the third-person masculine plural or, less often, singular (4.4.2). A small group of verbs 
is used impersonally, that is, with no topic in view other than the condition or action expressed by the predicate; 
nearly all are found in the Qal.40 Such constructions are familiar from English environmental verbs, for example, 
'It's raining,' 'It's hot out.' One category of Hebrew impersonal constructions is the environmentals (## 1–2).41 

b 
A larger category of impersonals involves a range of emotions and experiences; in these constructions the 
undergoer of the emotion or experience is specified by a following prepositional phrase in l.42 The emotionals 
represent the emotion as coming to the undergoer from outside (## 3–4), but this point should not be 
exaggerated. The experientials describe a circumstance (## 5–6) or fate (# 7). The verb tÌwb can be used as either 
an  
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emotional or experiential, a fact that suggests that there is little difference between the groups.43 

Footnotes:  

1. E.g., Paul Haupt, "Transitive and Intransitive Verbs in Semitic," Journal of the American Oriental Society 16 
(1894) ci-cii, cited in GKC §43a n. 1 / pp. 118–19; and Brockelmann (see next note). 
2. E.g., Carl Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen (Berlin: Reuter 
und Reichard, 1908), 1. 505, where the "neutral" verb is said to describe states (Zustände); cf. GB 2. 75 (§ 14b). 
3. E.g., Joüon § 41 / p. 95 ("verbes d'action," "verbes statifs"); S. Moscati et al., An Introduction to the 
Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1964) 122; cf. T. O. Lambdin, 
Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971) 93. 
4. With, e.g., R. J. Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline (2d ed.; Toronto: University of Toronto, 1976) 27. 
5. Others are saÒpaÖ 'to be snatched away (intransitive), snatch away (transitive)'; raÒÁaÖ 'to graze, pasture'; sÌaÒpan 'to 
hide (i.e., lie hidden), hide (something).' Note also paÒnaÖ 'to turn (intransitive), turn oneself (reRexive)'; and raÒhÌasÌ 'to 
wash (transitive), wash oneself (reflexive).' 
6. Cf. John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1968) 350. 

1. `Wkleñw" ~k,l' rAaw> When it is light (enough) for you (to go), 
go.
1 Sam 29:10

2. `!Aml.c;B. glev.T; It snows on (Mount) Zalmon.
Ps 68:15

3. `Al rx;YIñw: And he was mad (lit., it was kindled to 
him).
Jonah 4:1

4. Al bAjw> lWav'l. xw:r'w> 
Saul was relieved (lit., it was broad to 
Saul) and felt good (lit., it was good to 
him).44

1 Sam 16:23

5. A+l rc,yEñ He will be in distress (lit., it will be narrow 
to him).45

Job 20:22

6. `yli x;Wny" za' yTin>v;ñy" Now I would be asleep, at rest (lit., it 
would be at rest to me).
Job 3:13

7. ~+['n>yI ~yxiykiAMl;w> It will be well for those who reprove (the 
guilty).
Prov 24:25
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7. BL § 42a-c / pp. 307–8. 
8. Carl Brockelmann, Hebräische Syntax (Neukirchen: Neukirchener Verlag, 1956) 35. 
9. W L. Moran, A Syntactical Study of the Dialect of Byblos as Reflected in the Amarna Tablets (Johns Hopkins 
University Dissertation, 1950) 114; T. L. Fenton, "The Hebrew 'Tenses' in the Light of Ugaritic," Proceedings of 
the Fifth World Congress of Jewish Studies (Jerusalem: World Union of Jewish Studies, 1973), 4. 31–39, at 35–
36. 
10. There are some cases where the Hebrew adjective and stative verb coincide and are undistinguishable, but 
this parsing problem is essentially minor. 
11. Bernard Comrie, Aspect: An Introduction to the Study of Verbal Aspect and Related Problems (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University, 1976) 36. 
12. R. H. Robins, General Linguistics: An Introductory Survey (London: Longmans, 1964) 266; cited in Lyons, 
Theoretical Linguistics, 350. 
13. G. R. Driver, Problems of the Hebrew Verbal System (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1936) 48. 
14. Fenton, "Hebrew 'Tenses,’" 36. 
15. Cf. n. 9; Brockelmann, Grundriss. 1. 504–8. 
16. Classical Arabic sometimes uses one root in two classes; there is one (and only one) root attested for all three 
cases: batÌana 'to hide,' batÌina 'to be full,' batÌuna 'to be paunchy.' We owe this example to Ernest N. McCarus. On 
these matters, see Driver, Hebrew Verbal System, in general. 
17. For fientive qatila-yiqtal verbs in Ugaritic, see J. Huehnergard, Ugaritic Vocabulary in Syllabic Transcription 
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987) 132–33. 
18. GB 2.75 (§ 14b). 
19. Phoenician and Ugaritic use the root ytn for Hebrew ntn; UT § 9.48 n. 2. This may reflect a secondary 
formation based on the prefix form. 
20. GB 2. 74 (§ 14a). Probably also part of pattern # 6 are the mixed inflections of qsÌr 'to be short' and sëkn 'to 
dwell.' 
21. There are two roots 'to be good': suffix conjugation tÌwb and prefix conjugation ytÌb. 

22. Cf. also pss. 
23. Cf. also ygÁ. 

24. GB 2. 74 (§ 14a). 
25. GB 2. 75 (§ 14a). 
26. See Mayer Lambert, "L'emploi du nifal en hébreu," Revue des études juives 41 (1900) 196–214, esp. 200–
206; H. L. Ginsberg, "Studies on the Biblical Hebrew Verb: Masoretically Misconstrued Internal Passives," 
American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures 46 (1929) 53–56; R. J. Williams, "The Passive Qal 
Theme in Hebrew," Essays on the Ancient Semitic World, ed. J. W. Wevers and D. B. Redford (Toronto: 
University of Toronto, 1970) 43–50; Joüon § 58 / pp. 125–27; BL § 381'-r'/ pp. 285–88; Lambdin, Introduction to 
Biblical Hebrew, 253; and especially GB 2.87-89 (§ 15), from which our lists are substantially drawn. The 
pioneering modern study was that of F. Böttcher in his Ausführliches Lehrbuch der hebräischen Sprache (2 vols.; 
Leipzig: Barth, 1866–68); on the widespread (though not universal) medieval recognition of Qal passive, see 
William Chomsky, David KÍimhÌi's Hebrew Grammar (Mikhlol) (New York: Bloch, 1952) xvi, xvii-xix, 89, 103. Note 
also E. Y. Kutscher, "Contemporary Studies in North-western Semitic," Journal of Semitic Studies 10 (1965) 21–
51, at 51. 
27. The Arabic forms are qutila/yuqtalu. 
28. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 253. 
29. The root lqhÌ shows an apparent Pual eight times and an apparent Hophal six times: the participle occurs in the 
cited instance, though some of the Pual finite forms could also be parsed as participles. The root sëdd shows both 
sëuddad (Isa 15:1 bis; "Pual" twenty times total) and yuÖsësëad (Hos 10:14; cf. Isa 33:1 for another "Hophal"). 

30. Cf. cases for these roots: zwr 'to press out' (zoÃÒruÖ, Isa 1:6); zny (zuÖnnaÖ, Ezek 16:34); zrq (zoÒraq, Num 19:13, 
20); hÌpsë (hÌupaÃÒsëaÖ, Lev 19:20; no Qal active attested): yld (yullad, Gen 4:26; twenty-six Pual suffix forms total: see 
below, nn. 34 and 37, on participles); ysÌr (yusÌsÌaÃÒruÖ, Ps 139:16); krt (korrat, Ezek 16:4; koraÃÒtaÖ, Judg 6:28); mrq 
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(moÒraq, Lev 6:21); nphÌ (nuppaÒhÌ, Job 20:26); Ábd (Áubbad, Deut 21:3, Isa 14:3); Ázb (ÁuzzaÒb, Isa 32:14; ÁuzzÝbaÖ, Jer 
49:25); ÁsÃy (ÁusÃsÃeÖtiÖ, Ps 139:15); qrÀ (qoÒraÒÀ, Isa 48:8; five "Pual" suffix forms; cf. the true Pual participle mÝqoÒraÒÀiÖ, Isa 
48:12); sëpk (sëuppak, Num 35:33; three Pual forms total; the Hithpael has a different sense). 

31. Cf. cases for these roots: Àsr (Pual ÀussÝruÖ, ÀussaÃÒruÖ, both in Isa 22:3; Niphal yeÒÀaÒseÒr, Gen 42:19; teÒÀaÒseÒr, Judg 
16:6, 10, 13); dhÌy (Pual doÒhÌuÖ, Ps 36:13; Niphal yiddaÒhÌeh, Prov 14:32); hrg (Pual hoÒraÒg, Isa 27:7; horÃgnuÖ, Ps 44:23; 
Niphal yeÒhaÒreÒg, Lam 2:20; teÒhaÒragnaÖ, Ezek 26:6, cf. v 15); tÌrp (Pual tÌaÒroÒp tÌoÒrap, Gen 37:33; tÌaÒroÒp tÌoÒraÒp, Gen 44:28; 
Niphal tÌaÒroÒp yitÌtÌaÒreÒp, Exod 22:12; yitÌtÌaÒreÒp, Jer 5:6); mrtÌ (Pual morÃÒtÌtÌaÖ, Ezek 21:15, 16; cf. participles below, n. 34; 
Niphal yimmaÒreÒtÌ, Lev 13:40, 41); sÃrp (Pual sÃoÒraÒp, Lev 10:16; Niphal yisÃsÃaÒreÒp, Josh 7:15; fourteen forms total); sëgl 
(Pual sëuggalt, Jer 3:2 Kethiv; Niphal tisësëaÒgalnaÖ, Isa 13:16 Kethiv, Zech 14:2 Kethiv); sëtÌp (Pual sëutÌtÌap, Lev 6:21; 
Niphal yisësëaÒtÌeÒp, Lev 15:12; yisësëaÒtÌÝpuÖ, Dan 11:22). 

32. Cf. cases for these roots: Àrr (taÒÀoÒr yuÖÀaÒr, Num 22:6); dwsë (yuÖdasë, Isa 28:27); hÌwl 'to writhe' (yuÖhÌal, Isa 66:8); hÌnn 
(yuhÌan, Isa 26:10, Prov 21:10); ysÌr (yuÖsÌar, Isa 54:17); ktt (yûkkat, Isa 24:12; yukkattû, Mic 1:7, Jer 46:5, Job 4:20); 
ntn (yuttan, 1 Kgs 2:21; eight forms total); ntsÌ (yattaÒsÌ, Lev 11:35); ntsë (tuttasë, Ezek 19:12); swk 'to pour' (yuÖssaÒk?, 
Exod 30:32 Sam); sÃym (yuÖsÃam, Gen 24:33 Qere); sëyr (yuÖsëar, Isa 26:1); sëyt (yuÖsëat, Exod 21:30). 

33. The "Hophal" of nqm is also found in Gen 4:15, Exod 21:21. 
34. Note also cases for yld (yuÖllaÒd, Judg 13:8), IqhÌ (luqqaÒhÌ, 2 Kgs 2:10), and mrtÌ (moÖraÒtÌ, Isa 18:2, 7; cf. the true 
Pual mÝmoÒraÒtÌ, 1 Kgs 7:45). 

35. Note also cases for zrÁ (zeÒruÖaÁ, perhaps for zeÒroÖaÁ, Lev 11:37, Isa 61:11) and sëkr (sëikkoÒr, 1 Sam 25:36; thirteen 
times total). 
36. The Qal passive of Àkl -occurs three times in suffix conjugation (Nah 1:10; Neh 2:3, 13), and in the prefix 
conjugation in Isa 1:20; the participle is found in Exod 3:2. All are pointed as Pual. 
37. The form yilloÖd (and plural) is used ten times; cf. n. 34. 

38. The root Àkl is excluded. There are disputed cases; Williams, for example, omits hÌpsë and ktt and includes 
forms of hgw, hgy, hry, yqsë, ysëb, ntÌsë, Ámm, qbr, qrsÌ, rÀy, and rÁÁ 'to break' for a total of fifty-two roots; see "Passive 
Qal," 46–47. Some of these show only Qal passive infinitives, a problematic form altogether; see BL § 38r' / p. 
288. 
39. Cf. Williams, "Passive Qal," 50 
40. Cf. GKC s 144b-g / pp. 459–60. Ruth Berman distiguishes seven classes of impersonal constructions in 
Modern Hebrew, all but the last two of them with close biblical analogs: (a) exsistential and possesive yeÒsë and ÀeÖn, 
(b) what we have called the pseudo-passive (only the masculine plural is used in modern Hebrew), (c) 
experientals, (d) enviornmentals, (e) various passive usages, (f) various modal predicates, and (g) true 
subjectless clauses (no agent, no auction). See "The Case of an (S)VO Language: Subjectless Constructions in 
Modern Hebrew," Language 56 (1980) 759–76 
41. The impersonal use of sëÁr 'to storm" is Niphal, the Qal in Ps 58:10 being difficult. Although it rains more than it 
snows in the Levant, mtÌr has no Qal, but only Niphal ('to be rained on') and Hiphil ('to send rain'). 

42. In Esth 8:5 Áal may be used in a phrase preceding tÌoÖb, but that form may be an adjective rather than a verb. 

43. It could be argued that the same is true of sÌrr. Other verbs used in these constructions include rÁÁ 'to be evil,' 
mrr 'to be bitter,' hÌmm 'to be hot.' 

44. The Qal impersonal of rwhÌ is also used in Job 32:20. 

45. The masculine of sÌrr is more common as an impersonal but the feminine is used in Judg 10:9 and 1 Sam 
30:6. 
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23.1 Form and Meaning 

a 
The Qal and Niphal stems are distinguished from the other stems in that they essentially lack any element of 
causation (cf. 23.4h). The two are distinguished from each other in that the Qal or G stem is unmarked, while the 
Niphal or N stem is marked, both morphologically (with n) and semantically. The characteristic n augment of the 
stem functioning principally as the marked counterpart of the G stem is attested over the entire Semitic area with 
the exception of Aramaic.1 In Hebrew the nun appears initially in the suffix conjugation niqtal, participle niqtaÒl, and 
one form of the infinitive absolute, niqtoÖl; it appears in an assimilated form with the first root consonant in the prefix 
conjugation yiqqaÒteÒl and related forms with a so-called protective h, for example, imperative hiqqaÒteÒl, infinitive 
construct hiqqaÒteÒl, and another form of the infinitive absolute, hiqqaÒtoÒl.2 

b 
Concerning the origin of the n prefix nothing definite can be said. Hans Bauer and Pontus Leander suppose that 
the *na and *ta affixes in the Niphal and Hithpael stems respectively represent the original Proto-Semitic 
pronouns of the first-person plural  
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cf. Hebrew ÀaçnaÃhÌnuÖ) and of the second person (cf. Hebrew ÀattaÖ, etc.). They further suppose that these affixes 
originally indicated reflexives for just these persons and that they were generalized secondarily throughout the 
conjugations for the expression of the reflexive. They defend their suggestion by pointing to the Scandinavian and 
Slavic languages, where the third-person reflexive pronoun penetrated into the remaining persons in expressions 
of the passive.3 

c 
The suggestion that the *na augment originated with the first-person plural pronoun is plausible, but the further 
suggestion that it was originally used to express a reflexive idea goes beyond the formal evidence. Of greater 
importance than the etymological problem is the actual usage of the Niphal. 

d 
Grammarians have sought to determine the Niphal's meaning in three different ways: (1) by categorizing the 
stem's values, (2) by abstracting a meaning common to all its values in translation, and (3) by theorizing one 
original meaning from which others secondarily were developed. Gotthelf Bergsträsser essentially opted for the 
first approach: 

23 Niphal Stem 

23.1 Form and Meaning 
23.2 Basic Species of the Niphal 

2.1 Middle 
2.2 Passive 

23.3 Adjectival Species of the Niphal 
23.4 Double-Status Species of the Niphal 
23.5 Isolated and Denominative Niphals 
23.6 Mixed Forms 

6.1 Mixture with Qal 
6.2 Mixture with Piel 
6.3 Mixture with Hiphil 
6.4 Mixture with Hithpael 
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The Niphal is related according to its meaning mostly to the Qal; it is (a) reflexive of the Qal—occasionally 
(b) in a reciprocal sense—still more frequently (c) passive. From the passive meaning is derived the sense
of 'to allow something to be done to someone.'4 

The task of categorizing is a necessary preliminary, but Bergsträsser's analysis neither exhausts the Niphal's 
functions nor does it attempt to penetrate to the meaning of the stem in Semitic categories. 

e 
Thomas O. Lambdin went beyond basic efforts by abstracting a medio-passive meaning from what he considered 
to be the four categories of Niphal use: (1) incomplete passive, (2) middle, (3) reflexive, and (4) resultative: 
"These four categories have been defined on the basis of English. In Hebrew, however, they are one: the medio-
passive as expressed by the Niphal form."5 Ernst Jenni also sought one essential meaning and found no 
equivalent category of thought in the Indo-European languages: 

An exact equivalent to the Niphal's category of meaning does not exist in our languages, so that we are
compelled to take two different categories to help in the rendering of the uniform stem—namely, passive 
and reflexive, to which sometimes must be added a so-called tolerative use ... 6 

His conclusion is thus similar to Bergsträsser's. 
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f 
We shall attempt to follow the third approach, namely, we shall abstract as best we can a primary meaning from 
the stem's many uses and theorize the course of secondary developments. Since such an approach goes beyond 
the descriptive evidence, we need to justify it. We need to approximate the Hebrew structures (in contradistinction 
to those of English), and we need to establish the meaning of the grammatical category (in contradistinction to 
lexical meanings). 

g 
Our aim being to establish the meaning(s) of the Niphal stem in Hebrew, we may begin by classifying the species 
of the Niphal. We may consult the categories of thought known to us as English speakers, but the categories of 
English are not necessarily those of Hebrew. By abstracting an essential notion behind all these specific uses we 
may come closer to the Hebrew category. The stem's values differ according to a word's meaning in context. By 
abstracting the common notion behind these uses we may, however, come close to the grammatical form's 
significance apart from the lexical values. Some grammarians referred to the re.flexive idea as primary, but they 
do not adequately define this notion.7 If, when we attempt to trace the development of a primary meaning into its 
secondary uses, we find a plausible development, it will tend to corroborate our starting point. 

h 
The stem's specific meanings can be classified as (1) middle, (2) passive, (3) adjectival (simple adjectival, 
ingressive, gerundive), and (4) double-status (reflexive, benefactive, reciprocal, tolerative, causative-reflexive). 
There are some unclassified uses and some Niphal denominatives. We abstract from these specific meanings a 
medio-reflexive notion. In all the specific uses of the Niphal, we find the common notion(s) that the action or state 
expressed by the verb affects the subject (as in the middle voice) or its interests (as in the reflexive).8 Species 1, 
2, and 3 can plausibly be associated with the middle notion, and the others with the reflexive. Even in the double-
status uses, where the subject is both actor and patient of the action, the primary notion is that the subject is 
affected by the action. 

i 
The Niphal normally functions as a counterpart of the Qal rather than of any of the causation stems, but 
sometimes it becomes confused with values normally attributed to the Qal itself or serves as a medio-reflexive 
counterpart to a causation stem (23.6). 

j 
The Niphal's functions depend on the verb's meaning and its context. Hebrew, as we shall see, groups together 
the three senses of 'move' in the sentences, 'Ruth moved,' 'Ruth was moved,' and 'Ruth moved herself.' All of 
these would be Niphals. Few English verbs, however, show the syntactic flexibility of 'move.' The verb 'cut,'for 
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instance, cannot be used intransitively (as in 'Rush moved'); 'Ruth cut ... 'demands an object, be it reflexive 
('herself') or not ('the bread'). The English equivalents of Hebrew Niphal forms will therefore be diverse. Consider 
these sentences: 
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The English diversity is a translational matter and should not be confused with the Hebrew diversity, the proper 
subject of our study. 

23.2 Basic Species of the Niphal 

a 
The two most common categories of Niphal usage are the middle or quasi-ergative, and the passive, which 
developed from the middle. The middle is not necessarily the most common kind of Niphal; it is rather the most 
general, affording the common denominator of meaning, more abstract than the other varieties. 

23.2.1 Middle 

a 
The basis of the systemic role of the Niphal stem is its contrast with the Qal. The elementary Qal : Niphal pair 
involves, we shall argue, a construction with a Qal transitive verb governed by an agentive subject and governing 
an object and a corresponding Niphal intransitive verb where the Qal object serves as the subject and the Qal 
agent is unexpressed. Contrast these two uses of [qB 'to split open, burst.' 

In the first sentence 'God' is the "actor" or "agent" and the verb is transitive with an "object" or "goal" word. In the 
second sentence, which means approximately 'God split open all the springs,' the construction requires that the 
water source is the subject and the verb is an intransitive, expressing no agency. Here is another pair of clauses 
with bqÁ. 

A similar pair can be found with rbv 'to break.' 

1a. `rm'v.nI aybin"b.W By a prophet it (Israel) was guarded.
Hos 12:14

1b. br,x,ñB; rm;v.nI-al{ af'm'[]w: But Amasa did not guard himself 
against the sword.
2 Sam 20:10

1a. vTek.M;h;-ta, ~yhil{a/ [q;b.YIw: Then God split open (Qal) the hollow.
Judg 15:19

1b. ~AhT. tnOy>[.m;-lK' W[q.b.nI
hB'r; 

And all the springs of the great abyss 
burst open (Niphal).

Gen 7:11

2a. #r,+a'ñB' [;qeboW x;lepo AmK. as one who plows and breaks up (Qal) 
the earth
Ps 141:7

2b. `~l'AqB. #r,a'ñh' [q;B'Tiw: and the earth split (Niphal) with their 
sound
1 Kgs 1:40

3a. ~yDIK;h; WrB.v.YIw: And they (Gideon's three hundred) 
broke (Qal) the jars.
Judg 7:20

3b. `rbeV'hil. hb'V.xi hY"nIa\h'w> And the ship threatened to break 
(Niphal).
Jonah 1:4
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The Niphal is used in conjunction with intransitive Qal verbs. 
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In fact, lvK normally occurs in Qal with the suffix conjugation and in Niphal with the prefix conjugation, so that 
the two stems mutually complement (or supplete) one another in the conjugation of that verb.9 

b 
One tool in understanding pairs like those cited for bqÁ and sëbr is the concept of ergativity. As noted earlier (21.2.2f 
n. 20), in many languages (e.g., Basque, the Eskimo languages, those of European Georgia) the subject of an 
intransitive verb is marked with the same case inflection as the object of an equivalent transitive verb. For 
example, in Eskimo the sentence 'Boaz moved Naomi,' which implicitly answers the question 'What did Boaz do?', 
becomes, in answer to the question 'What happened to Naomi?', 'Her moved,' not 'She moved.' this case function 
is called the ergative. The middle use of the Niphal has some similarities to the ergative patterning, the most 
striking involving -ta,. 

Normally ta marks the goal word after a transitive verb, but in the Niphal construction here it marks the subject. 
Strictly speaking this is not an ergative construction because yeÖÀaÒkeÒl 'be eaten' is passive, assuming an agent, 
whereas an ergative construction refers to intransitive verbs, but the resemblance of the Hebrew Niphal is 
suggestive. An ergative system highlights the participant in the verbal situation that is most directly affected, the 
"object" of a transitive and the "subject" of an intransitive. The Niphal is the stem in Hebrew that performs a similar 
highlighting role; the middle sense of the Niphal, in fact, is based on "object/subject" mutuality. Similar to the 
"ergative Niphal" is the use of the Niphal with an internal accusative.10 

23.2.2 Passive 

a 
The passive sense of the Niphal is arguably the most common. By "passive" we mean that the subject is in the 
state of being acted upon or of suffering the effects of an action by an implicit or explicit agent. As with the middle, 
so also with the passive the  
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Niphal subject would correspond to a Qal object. Thus, va'Ay rbeQ'YIw:, 'And Joash was buried' (2 Kgs 13:13), is 

equivalent to va'Ay-ta, WrB.q.YIw: 'And they buried Joash.' The middle differs from the passive in two ways: (1) it 
is more "process" oriented, whereas the passive is more "state" oriented, and (2) whereas the middle is non-
agent oriented, the passive is agent oriented. 

b 
The middle readily merges with the passive in some verbs. 

4. x+m'f.Ti-la; ^b.yIAa lpon>Bi
`^B,ñli lgEy"-la; Alv.K†;biW 

When your enemy falls (Qal) do not 
gloat; when he stumbles (Niphal) do not 
let your heart rejoice.
Prov 24:17 Qere

5a. rf'B'h;-ta, Wlk.a'w> And they ate (Qal) the flesh.
Exod 12:8

5b. Arf'B.-ta, lkea'yE al{w> Its flesh shall not be eaten (Niphal).
Exod 21:28

6. vp,n<ñB. ja'v.B. ~q'n" Wmq.N"YIw: They took vengeance with malice of 
heart.
Ezek 25:15
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Here we see juxtaposed the syntactic pattern agent ('YHWH') + transitive verb ('drove back') + goal word ('sea') 
with the pattern Niphal + goal word. The second pattern is incomplete (the agent is omitted). The form of bqÁ can 
be treated as a middle, namely, 'the waters divided,' but the agentive nuance of the third clause is so strongly 
present from the first two that it is best classified as passive. The same phenomenon can be observed with xtP 
'to open.' 

Often no distinction is possible. 

c 
In historical terms, it was through the "merging" of the "non-agentive" nuance with the "agentive" that the Niphal 
took on the passive sense and in due course ousted the old Qal passive (22.6), even with an expressed agent. It 
is instructive to note that in Classical Arabic a comparable development was resisted: "It is a rule that in High 
Arabic a passive cannot be bound by a preposition with the corresponding active subject ... Therefore the 'rule' 
can be established, 'the passive construction in Arabic is only used where the actor is not mentioned.’"11 Even in 
Hebrew the agent with the Niphal is only rarely indicated by a prepositional phrase. 
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d 
In the Indo-European languages a similar merger of the non-agentive middle with the agentive passive occurred. 
Indeed, John Lyons notes, "this seems to have been the point de départ for the subsequent development of 
passive constructions in the IndoEuropean languages."12 So, for example, in Latin one finds (letting A stand for 
agent and B for object): 

That is, the Latin passive has a middle sense. In Greek, "the opposition of voice ... is primarily one of active v. 
'middle.' The passive was a later development."13 

e 
Passive constructions in Hebrew may be incomplete or complete. In the incomplete passive the agent is not 
indicated. 

1. ÅÅÅ ~Y"h;-ta, hwhy %l,AYñw:
h+b'r'x'l, ~Y"h;-ta, ~f,Y"ñw:

`~yIM'ñh; W[q.B'YIw: 

And YHWH drove back the sea ... and 
turned the sea into dry land, and so the 
waters were divided.

Exod 14:21

2. xt;P'Y"YIw: ÅÅÅ yPi-ta, xT;p.YIw:
yPi 

And he opened (Qal) my mouth ... and 
my mouth was opened (Niphal).

Ezek 33:22

3a. A+M[; anOf.li ~B'li %p;x' He (God) changed (Qal) their (the 
Egyptians') heart to hate his people.
Ps 105:25

3b. wyd'b'[]w: h[or>P; bb;l. %peh'YEw:
~['h'-la, 

And the heart of Pharaoh and his 
officials changed (or, was changed) 
(Niphal) toward the people.
Exod 14:5

active A movet B 'A moves B'
passive B movetur 'B moves' or 'B is moved'

4. ~ypis'a/n< ds,x,ñ-yven>a;w> Devout men are taken away.14

Isa 57:1

5. Wx+T'ñp.nI tArh'N>h; yre[]v; The river gates are opened.15
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A special form of the incomplete passive involves the third-person singular form without an expressed subject. To 
reflect this kind of impersonal construction, with its pattern subject + verb, English usually demands the insertion 
of the "dummy" pronoun it. 

As with other passive usages, the subject of a Niphal may be marked with ta.18
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f 

In the complete passive, the agent may be indicated by a prepositional phrase in B (## 14–16) or l (## 17–19); 

the means or instrument may be given after B (# 20) or !m (# 21).19 

Nah 2:7

6. Wr+m'ñv.nI ~l'A[l. Forever they will be protected.
Ps 37:28

7. rv,a] rq,Boñh;w> br,[,ñh' haer>m;W
aW+h tm,a/ rm;a/n< 

The evening and morning vision which 
was told you is true.16

Dan 8:26

8. `Atb'nEg>Bi rK;m.nIw> Al !yae-~ai If he (the thief) has nothing, then he must 
be sold (to pay) for his theft.17

Exod 22:2

9. hV'ai areQ'yI tazOl. To this one it shall be called woman.
Gen 2:23

10. rp,señB. rm;a'yE !Ke-l[;
h+why tmox]l.mi 

Thus it is said in the Book of the Wars 
of YHWH.

Num 21:14

11. `Wnl'ñ-aP'r>nI Atr'bux]b;W By his stripes we were healed (lit., it 
was healed to us).
Isa 53:5

12. dr'y[i-ta, %Anx]l; dleW"YIw: Irad was born to Enoch.
Gen 4:18

13. ybiC.h;-ta, lkea'yE rv,a]K;
lY"a;h'-ta,w> 

as the gazelle and deer are eaten

Deut 12:22

14. hwhyB; [v;An ~[; a people saved by YHWH
Deut 33:29

15. ~d'a'B' ~d'a'h' ~D; %pevo
%+peV'yI AmD' 

Whoever sheds human blood, by a 
human shall his blood be shed.

Gen 9:6

16. hf,['yE-al{ hk'al'm.-lK'
~h,b' 

No work may be done by them.

Exod 12:16

17. Al Wnb.v;ñx.n< tAYrIk.n" aAlh] Are we not counted as strangers by 
him?
Gen 31:15
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23.3 Adjectival Species of the Niphal 

a 
The Niphal has several uses which may loosely be called adjectival: these include the simple adjectival (cf. 'The 
wall is broken'), the ingressive-stative (cf. 'Naomi grew sad') and the gerundive (cf. 'Jonathan is to be loved'). As 
the examples below suggest, the ingressive and gerundive are used with both personal and non-personal 
subjects, while the simple adjectival is found with non-personal subjects. 

b 
In the simple adjectival Niphal, the subject is in an adjectival state described by the verb; such a form is 
"essentially a stative verb." Lambdin contrasts comparable English passive and simple adjectival forms: "In the 
passive It was broken, was is an auxiliary  
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verb in the unit was-broken," whereas in the adjectival, "It was broken, was is the verb to be followed by an 
adjective/participle."21 

c 
The ingressive-stative Niphal describes the subject coming to be in a particular state.22 If the subject is non-
personal, the Niphal also has a middle sense. 

With a personal subject, the ingressive-stative also has a reflexive sense, for it refers to emotions and the like, 
which react upon the psyche. 

18. vp,n<ñ-lk'l. lkea'yE rv,a] which is eaten by everyone
Exod 12:16

19. hm'Wañm. ~h,l' dq;p.nI-al{w> And nothing has been missed by them.
1 Sam 25:7

20. lkea'Te ytia'n>qi vaeB. yKi
`#r,a'h'-lK' 

Because the whole earth will be 
consumed by the fire of my zeal.20

Zeph 3:8

21. dA[ rf'B'-lK' treK'yI-al{w>
lW+BM;h; yMemi 

All flesh shall not again be cut off by the 
water of the flood.

Gen 9:11

1. wyc'l'x] rAzae xT;p.nI al{w>
`wyl'['n> %Arf. qT;nI al{w> 

Not a belt is loose at his waist, not a 
sandal-thong is broken.

Isa 5:27

2. `h'yx,ñyrIb. WrB.v.nI The bars of its (Babylon's) gates are 
broken.
Jer 51:30

3. x;teP'yI ÅÅÅ rWgs'hy<h.yI ÅÅÅ r[;v;ñ The gate ... will be shut [for six days ... , 
then] will be open.
Ezek 46:1

4. %r,D,ñmi ~yaiB' ~yIm;ñ-hNEhiw>
#r,a'ñh' aleM'Tiw: ~A+da/

`~yIM'ñh;-ta, 

There it was—water flowing from the 
Way of Edom, and the land became filled 
with water.

2 Kgs 3:20

And his compassion grew hot toward 
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d 
By "gerundive" we mean verbs in the Niphal (often participles) signifying that the adjectival state is necessary, or 
proper, or possible.23 In English the adjectival suffixes -able/-ible/-ful/-ly signify these notions. 

5. wyxia'-la, wym'x]r; Wrm.k.nI-yKi his brother.

Gen 43:30

6. `wyn"P'mi Wlh]b.nI yKi because they became terrified at his 
presence
Gen 45:3

7. !x'l.Vuh; ~[ime !t'n"Ahy> ~q'Y"ñw:
bc;[.n< yKi ÅÅÅ @+a'-yrIx\b'

dwID'-la, 

Jonathan got up from the table in fierce 
anger ... because he became grieved 
(or, hurt) for David.

1 Sam 20:34

8. `~xeN"hi ytiyaeñl.nI I have become too weary to be moved 
to pity.
Jer 15:6

9. `wyPi-la, Hb'yvih]l; ha'l.nI He (the sluggard) gets weary by 
returning it (his hand) to his mouth.
Prov 26:15

10. hx'n>a,n< ayhi It (Jerusalem) is groaning.
Lam 1:8

11. `hwhy-~v,l. hn<b.NIh; tyIB;ñl; the house that is to be built to the name 
of YHWH
1 Chr 22:19

12. ar'ANh;w> lAdG"h; rB'd>Mih;-lK' all that vast and dreadful steppe
Deut 1:19

13. `ha'r'An #r,a,ñme from a terrible land
Isa 21:1

14. tb,+v'ñAn #r,a,ñ-la, ~a'Bo-d[; until they came to a land that was 
inhabitable
Exod 16:35

15. ÅÅÅ br,x,ñ-ypil. ~WKY:w:
a+c'm.NIh;-lK' 

And they struck them with the sword ... 
all who were found.

Judg 20:48

16. `ha'r>nI !b,a,ñ !yae Not a stone was visible.
1 Kgs 6:18

17. !ybeW tl,k,ña/H,h; hY"x;h; !ybeW
`lkea'te al{ rv,a] hY"x;h; 

between living creatures that are edible 
and those that are inedible

Lev 11:47

18. rx'b.nI j+P'v.miW hq'd'c. hfo[]
`xb;Z"mi hwhyl; 

To do what is right and just is more 
acceptable to YHWH than sacrifice.

Prov 21:3

19. ~ybih'a/N<h; !t'n"AhywI lWav'
~miy[iN>h;w> 

Saul and Jonathan were lovely and 
gracious.
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23.4 Double-Status Species of the Niphal 

a 
In the double-status uses of the Niphal, the subject (almost always personal) is at the same time agent and 
patient (or undergoer) of the verbal action. These correspond to reflexives and related constructions in the 
European languages, for example, English 'I wash myself,' French 'Je me brosse les dents,' German 'Ich setze 
mich.' As these examples suggest, reflexive actions are not a closed or fixed category: English does not use a 
reflexive for brushing the teeth, as French does, and ordinarily it does not do so for sitting down (but cf. 'Set 
yourself down'). The double-status categories other than reflexive arise from various kinds of semantic 
complexity. 

b 
A reflexive construction is one in which the subject and object of the verb refer to the same person or thing. Niphal
reflexives in the singular work straightforwardly; in the  
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plural the sense tends to be distributive (cf. English 'We washed ourselves,' 'We each washed ourselves,' 'Each of 
us washed herself'). Some Niphals are essentially reflexive; thus, rm;v.nI almost always signifies 'to guard 

oneself,' !Q;nI 'to avenge oneself,' ![;v.nI 'to lean (oneself),' qn:x.n< 'to hang oneself.'24 

In other cases the reflexive sense is found alongside others, for example, lC;nI may signify 'to deliver oneself' or 
'to be delivered.' 

c 
In many situations where other languages use reflexive constructions, Hebrew does not use the Niphal. 
Sometimes the reflexive relationship is expressed by means of the prepositions l (11.2.10d), K, etc., with a 

personal pronoun or some circumlocution, such as vpn or bbl. 

A reflexive construction may also involve a Niphal along with a prepositional phrase, as in the frequent injunction 

2 Sam 1:23

1. `yb'y>Aame hm'q.N"aiw> I will avenge myself on my enemies.
Isa 1:24

2. wyl'ai vyai %meS'yI 
If a man supports himself on it ... 

Isa 36:6

3. ~k,ylea] yTir>m;ña'-rv,a] lkob.W
Wr+meñV'Ti 

And, with regard to everything I said to 
you, take care to yourselves.

Exod 23:13

4. ~y+vin" yTev. %m,l,ñ Al-xQ;YIw: Then Lamech took for himself two wives.
Gen 4:19

5. ^A+mñK' ^[]rel. T'b.h;a'w> You shall love your neighbor as yourself.
Lev 19:18

6. `Abhea] Avp.n: tb;h]a;-yKi He loved him with the love (he had) for 
himself.
1 Sam 20:17

7. ^b.b'ñl.Bi rm;ato yKi If you say in the heart (i.e., to yourself) ... 
Deut 7:17
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^l. rm,V'ñhi 'Guard yourself for yourself' (Deut 4:9). 

d 
In a benefactive construction the subject acts for its own benefit or interest; the verb is usually transitive. This 
construction, as noted above, also occurs with the Greek middle (e.g., endysasthai khitoÒna 'to put on [oneself] a 
tunic'). Compare French reflexive 'Je me rave' ('I am washing myself') and benefactive 'Je me lave une 
chemise' ('I am washing [myself] a shirt'). The Niphal benefactive is not common. 
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e 
A reciprocal construction is a plural variety of reflexive, where the action is mutual. Sometimes the subjects act in 
relationship with one another, and at other times the subjects interact hostilely. The close relationship between 
the reflexive and reciprocal notions is sometimes evident, as in the Niphal of @sa.25 

Action in concert can be self-contained (# 10) or directed outward (# 11). 

Hostile action may include single combat (## 12–13) or judicial procedure (# 14). 

In a transitive sentence the reciprocal merges with the benefactive. 

f 
A tolerative construction is one which combines the reflexive notion with the notion of permission. The subject 
allows an implicit or explicit agent to effect upon him the action denoted by the verb: 'X (subject) allows himself to 
be Y (verb).'If in a passive the subject is non-willing and in a reflexive the subject is willing, then in a tolerative the 
subject is half-willing. Hebrew often uses the Niphal for such constructions. A passive rendering of such Niphals is 
often possible; for example, rheZ"hi ynIB. (Qoh 12:12) may be rendered 'Be warned, my son' or 'Allow/Suffer 

8. dwId' yNIM,ñmi la;v.nI laov.nI
~x,l,ñ-tyBe #Wrl' 

David earnestly asked (for himself) leave 
of me to hurry to Bethlehem.

1 Sam 20:6; cf. v 28

9. Wps.a'he Then Jacob called his sons and said: 
'Gather (yourselves) together ... 
Gen 49:1

10. yTil.Bi w+D'x.y: ~yIn:ñv. Wkl.yEh]
`Wd['ñAn-~ai 

Do two walk together unless they 
agree?

Amos 3:3

11. `h'yl,ñ[' Wmx]L'YIw: And they waged war against it.
Josh 10:5

12. ~yvin"a] WcN"yI-ykiw> If men struggle with each other ... 
Exod 21:22

13. `dx;y"ñ hm'x]L'nIw> vyai yli-WnT. Give me a man and let us fight together.
1 Sam 17:10

14. h+why ynEp.li ~k,T.ai hj'p.V'aiw> so that I may go to court with you before 
YHWH.
1 Sam 12:7

15. ~['b.hx;r> %l,M,ñh; #[;W"YIw:
~ynIqeZ>h;-ta, 

Then King Rehoboam consulted the 
elders.

1 Kgs 12:6
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yourself to be warned, my son.' Indeed, other languages use the passive and similar forms for tolerative 
constructions, for example, the Greek middle form in AnebeÒ de kai IoÒseÒph ... apograpsasthai, 'Joseph then went 
up ... to be registered (i.e., to allow himself to be registered)' (Luke 2:4–5). 

g 
The tolerative Niphal often involves the element of efficacy: what the subject allows to happen can indeed be 
carried through. Thus Paul Joüon glosses vr;d>nI as "‘to let  
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oneself be questioned,' and that efficaciously so that it practically means 'to answer' (when speaking of God); 
rh;z>nI, 'to let oneself be warned' and that efficaciously and so practically 'to bear in mind the warning'; rs;An, 'to let 

oneself be corrected, to be corrected'; rT;[.n<, 'to let oneself be entreated (efficaciously), to grant.’"26 The 
tolerative is often used of the deity. 

The notion of efficacy is not always present. 

h 
The causative-reflexive scheme in Hebrew is usually Hithpael, but in some cases the Niphal is used. In these 
verbs the subject causes the action to happen to himself: 'X (subject) gets himself to be Y (verbal notion).' Greek 
uses the middle for comparable senses, for example, misthoumai 'I get myself hired, I take a job, I sign on (as a 
mercenary soldier),' didaskomai 'I get myself taught.' Thus in Hebrew we have [d;An 'to make oneself known.' 
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16. ~h,l' rT;[.n<w> 
And he will respond to their pleas 
(< allow himself to be entreated 
by them).
Isa 19:22

17. Wla'ñv' aAll. yTiv.r;ñd>nI
al{l. ytiaceñm.nI Wll. ytiaceñm.nI

ynI+vuñq.bi 

I answered (< allowed myself to 
be sought by) those who did not 
ask (for me); I revealed myself to 
(< allowed myself to be found by) 
those who did not seek me.
Isa 65:1

18. ÅÅÅ hwhyl; qx'c.yI rT;[.Y<w:
hwhy Al rt,['ñYEw: 

And Isaac entreated (Qal) 
YHWH ... and YHWH answered 
(< allowed himself to be 
entreated by) him.
Gen 25:21

19.
l+aer'f.yI tyBe ~k,l' vreD'ai ynIa]w:

`~k,l' vreD'ai-~aiñ ÅÅÅ ynIa'-yx;

Am I to let myself be inquired of 
by you (or, answer you), O House 
of Israel? As surely as I live, ... I 
will not let myself be inquired of 
by you (or, answer you).
Ezek 20:31

20. Wl[/h, hL,aeñh' ~yvin"a]h'
ÅÅÅ ~B'li-l[; ~h,yleWLgI
~h,l' vreD'ai vroD'aih; 

These men have mounted idols on their 
hearts ... Should I really let myself be 
consulted by them?

Ezek 14:3

21. vyail' y[id>W"Ti-la; But do not make yourself known to the 
man.
Ruth 3:3
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Since this function of the Niphal corresponds with the Hithpael's primary function, the two stems may be used 
similarly with some verbs. In at least one case, the older Niphal is replaced by a later Hithpael (with a change in 
the preposition used).27 

23.5 Isolated and Denominative Niphals 

a 
Two groups of Niphals break with the schemata we have elaborated. One group includes verb roots attested only 
in the Niphal; these isolates are left unclassified because the other verbal stems are lacking to serve as points of 
reference. Among these are qba 'to wrestle' (only in Gen 32:25–26), tAa 'to consent,' xla 'to be corrupt.' The 
first two are apparently reciprocal, the third adjectival.28 

b 
The rare denominative use of the Niphal is probably related to its ingressive-stative and causative-reflexive 
functions. 

zxa Niphal, 'to possess'< hZ"xua] 'possession' (cf. Josh 22:9) 

lay Niphal, 'to become foolish'< lywIa/ 'fool' (cf. Isa 19:13; cf. v 11) 

bbl Niphal, 'to get a heart'< bb'le 'hears' (hapax in Job 11:12) 

abn Niphal, 'to prophesy' < aybin" 'prophet' (cf. 1 Sam 10:11) 

dmc Niphal, 'to attach oneself'< dm,c,ñ 'pair' (cf. Num 25:3) 

[bv Niphal, 'to swear'29 < [b;v,ñ 'seven' (cf. Gen 21:24) 

23.6 Mixed Forms 

a 
The systematic character of the Hebrew stem system is occasionally compromised. Carl Brockelmann notes that, 
in contrast to Classical Arabic and Aramaic, the verbal stems in Hebrew tend to become confused: "The system of 
verbal stems ... purely preserved in Classical Arabic and Aramaic—is stifled with all kinds of cross-overs in 
several modern Arabic dialects, in Hebrew, but especially in Ethiopic and Akkadian."30 
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Specifically, some verbs in the Niphal with its various functions become confused with Qal, Piel, Hiphil, and 
Hithpael. 

22. W[d>y"w> ~yIr;ñc.mil. hwhy [d;Anw>
hwhy-ta, ~yIr;ñc.mi 

So YHWH will make himself known to 
the Egyptians, and so the Egyptians will 
know YHWH.
Isa 19:21

23. laeB. ÅÅÅ ~h'r'b.a;-la, ar'aew"
al{ hwhy ymiv.W y+D'v;

`~h,l' yTi[.d;ñAn 

I appeared (< made myself to be seen) 
to Abraham ... as El Shaddai, but by my 
name YHWH I did not make myself 
known to them.

Exod 6:3

24a. Wva]b.nI yKi !AM[; ynEB. War>YIw:
d+wId'B. 

The Ammonites realized that they had 
made themselves foul-smelling to 
David.

2 Sam 10:6

24b. yKi !AM[; ynEB. War>YIw:
dy+wId'-~[i Wva]B't.hi 

1 Chr 19:6
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23.6.1 Mixture with Qal 

a 
We have already noted the correspondence between the Niphal's "middle" function and the use of some Qal 
intransitive verbs (23.2.1a). The ingressive-stative Niphal function is obviously similar to that of Qal statives. With 
some roots Qal and Niphal exhibit no noticeable difference in meaning; in the conjugation of some others the Qal 
and Niphal combine to form one paradigm. The Niphal also becomes mixed with the old Qal passive. 

b 
Where no difference in meaning is apparent, the stems seem interchangeable.31

 

c 
Some verbs build their suffix conjugation with Niphal and their prefix conjugation with Qal. Mayer Lambert 
explains this phenomenon: 
In the case of rare verbs one could believe that it is an accident that one finds Niphal for one tense and Qal for 
another. But this explanation is not possible for other verbs, which are so used frequently. It is likely that both the 
Niphal and the Qal have their own special origin, but the difference in sense has been effaced and the analogy of 
sound led to the tenses which resemble one another in one or the other form being preferred, as vG:nI and vG:yI.32 

This pattern is an example of suppletion.33 
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d 
It is likely that sometimes the Qal passive and the Niphal were confounded by the Masoretes, as, for example, 
with the I-nun verbs in their prefix conjugation, where the old Qal passive would have a sëureq instead of the 

1a. `hv'l{v. ~AYh; ytiyliñx' yKi because I became sick (Qal) three days 
ago
1 Sam 30:13

1b. `@seAy rb,veñ-l[; Wlx.n< al{w> But they do not become sick (Niphal) 
over the ruin of Joseph.
Amos 6:6

2a. `~yMiy: bleB. ~yrIh' jAmb.W and when the mountains will totter (Qal) 
into the heart of the sea
Ps 46:3

2b. jA+MTi-lB; It will not totter (Niphal).
Ps 46:6

3. hwhy-la, ADb;l. hv,mo vG:nIw>
Wv+G"ñyI al{ ~hew> 

And Moses alone is to approach 
(Niphal) YHWH; the others must not 
approach (Qal).
Exod 24:2

4. ÅÅÅ h+[,ro yliB.mi hn"yc,ñWpT.w:
ynIaco Wcpoñn" 

They (my flock) scattered (Qal) because 
there was no shepherd ... My flock 
scattered (Niphal).
Ezek 34:5–6

5a. gAmT'w: #r,a'ñB' [;gEANh; he who touches the earth and it melts 
(Qal)
Amos 9:5

5b. #r,a'ñh' ybev.yO-lK' Wgmoñn" ykiw>
`~k,ynEP.mi 

because all that live in the land melt 
(Niphal) before you

Josh 2:9
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Niphal's hÌireq. Lambert reasons: "It is probable that in the case of I-nun where the Niphal is not encountered apart 
from the past [the suffix conjugation], the Niphal past, if it has the passive sense, might be considered as an 
ancient passive of the Qal."34 Three examples he cites are ngsÃ Niphal 'to be hard pressed,' fG:nI (e.g., # 3; 1 Sam 

13:6); ntÌÁ Niphal 'to be planted,' only in W[J'ñnI (Isa 40:24); nshÌ Niphal 'to be torn away,' only in ~T,x.S;nIw> (Deut 

28:63; cf. WxS.yI, probably Qal passive Wxs.yU in Prov 2:22 as in a Cairo Geniza text). 

e 
Lambert also alleges that the gradual substitution of the Niphal for the Qal passive can be seen with some verbs 
which show a Qal infinitive absolute before a Niphal prefix form, as, for example, lqeS'yI lAqs', 'He will surely be 

stoned' (Exod 19:13) and lAqv' lqeV'yI, 'It will be weighed' (Job 6:2). He rightly acknowledges that one cannot 
be certain with which verbs this substitution took place (cf. 35.2.1d).35 

23.6.2 Mixture with Piel 

a 
Although Niphal normally stands in juxtaposition to Qal, with some verbs it serves as the middle-reflexive 
counterpart to Piel; the usual passive and reflexive stems are Pual and Hithpael, respectively. The mixture is 
clearest with verbs whose Qal is unattested; this is the case with all verbs paired here.36 
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23.6.3 Mixture with Hiphil 

a 
As with Piel: Niphal roots, the Niphal of some verbs stands closer to the Hiphil than to the Qal.37
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1a. t'yfiñ[' hm, yli an"-dG<h;w>
`yNIM,ñmi dxek;T.-la; 

Tell me what you did. Do not hide (Piel) 
from me.

Josh 7:19

1b. `Wdx'ñk.nI-al{ ^M.mi yt;Amv.a;w> And my sins were not hidden (Niphal) 
from you.
Ps 69:6

2a. taeme h['r'-x;Wr WTt;ñ[]biW
`hwhy 

And an evil spirit from YHWH terrified 
(Piel) him.

1 Sam 16:14

2b. %a;l.m; br,x,ñ ynEP.mi t[;b.nI yKi
`hwhy 

because he was terrifed (Niphal) by the 
presence of the Angel of YHWH's sword

1 Chr 21:30

3. lxeteyKi !heKo vyai tb;W
ayhi h'ybiña'-ta, tA+nz>li

tl,L,ñx;m. 

If a priest's daughter defiles herself 
(Niphal) by playing the harlot, she 
defiles (Piel) her father.

Lev 21:9

1a. wyTid>x;k.hiw> And I will destroy (Hiphil) them.
Exod 23:23
Surely our foes are destroyed (Niphal).
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23.6.4 Mixture with Hithpael 

a 
Since the Hithpael historically tends to take on the passive functions of the Niphal (26.1.3, 26.3), it is not 
surprising that the stems are occasionally confounded. 

The passive import of both verbs is clear from the context: it is God who blesses (Gen 12:3a, 22:17), that is, who 
fills the potency for life, albeit through an agent.38 With some verbs the Niphal suffix conjugation and the Hithpael 
prefix conjugation supplete or complement one another, forming one paradigm; the verbs are amj and bcy. 

1b. Wn+m'ñyqi dx;k.nI al{-~ai 
Job 22:20

2a. [;y+vimo !yaew> There was none to save (Hiphil) them.
2 Sam 22:42

2b. `[;veW"ai yb;y>aomeW I am saved (Niphal) from my enemies.
2 Sam 22:4

3a. ~+[eynIk.Y:w: And he (David) subdued (Hiphil) them 
(the Philistines).
2 Sam 8:1

3b. ~yTiv.liP.h; W[n>K'YIw: So the Philistines were subdued 
(Niphal).
1 Sam 7:13

4a. ynI+a'ñyBix.h, Ady" lceB. In the shadow of his hand he hid 
(Hiphil) me.
Isa 49:2

4b. `aB'x.n< yKi ÅÅÅ ~t'Ay rteW"YIw: But Jotham escaped ... because he hid 
himself (Niphal).
Judg 9:5

5. qyDIc; ATr>h;z>hi yKi hT'a;w>
aWhw> ÅÅÅ ajx] yTil.bil.
yKi hy<x.yI Ayx' a+j'x'-al{

rh'z>nI 

But if you warn (Hiphil) the righteous 
one not to sin ... , and he does not sin, 
he will surely live, because he allowed 
himself to be warned (Niphal).

Ezek 3:21

6. ÅÅÅ`ATk.l;m.m;-ta, ytinOykih]w:  
ATk.l;m.m; aSeKi-ta, yTin>n:kow>

ÅÅÅ`~l'A[-d[;
!Akn" hy<h.yI ^a]s.Ki

`~l'A[-d[; 

And I will establish (Hiphil) his 
kingdom ... and I will establish (Polel) 
the throne of his kingdom forever ... 
your throne will be established (Niphal) 
forever.

2 Sam 7:12, 13, 16

1a. yyEAG lKo ^[]r>z:b. Wkr]B't.hiw>
#r,+a'ñh' 

And through your offspring all nations of 
the earth will be blessed (Hithpael).

Gen 22:18

1b. txoP.v.mi lKo ^b. Wkr>b.nIw>
`hm'd'a]h' 

And through you all peoples on earth 
will be blessed (Niphal).

Gen 12:3
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1. S. Moscati et al., An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages (Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 1964) 126–27; G. Bergsträsser, Introduction to the Semitic Languages, trans. and sup. P. T. 
Daniels (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983) 84–85. 
2. The secondary h in these forms presumably results from analogy with comparable forms in the inflection of the 
Hiphil stem. 
3. BL § 38c / p. 280. 
4. GB 2.89 (§ 16b); see the similar treatment of Mayer Lambert, "L'emploi du nifal en hébreu," Revue des études 
juives 41 (1900) 196–214. On the use of forms of the Qal and Niphal stems of the same root in neighboring lines 
of verse, see Moshe Held, "The Action-Result (Factitive-Passive) Sequence of Identical Verbs in Biblical Hebrew 
and Ugaritic," Journal of Biblical Literature 84 (1965) 272–82. 
5. T. O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971) 177, cf. 175–78. 
6. LHS 131. 
7. Carl Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprache (Berlin: Reuter und 
Reichard, 1908), 1. 536; Brockelmann, Hebräische Syntax (Neukirchen: Neukirchener Verlag, 1956) 37; BL § 
38b-e, s'/ pp. 279–80, 288; Joüon § 51c / p. 115. 
8. GKC § 51c / p. 137 mentions the similarity of the Niphal to the Greek middle, which has medio-passive sense. 
9. Some common Qal intransitives have no Niphal, notably hlk 'to walk' (save perhaps in Ps 109:23), npl 'to fall,' 
Ámd 'to stand,' and qwm 'to rise.' 

10. David Toshio Tsumura, "Niphal with an Internal Object in Habakkuk 3:9a, " Journal of Semitic Studies 31 
(1986)11–16; cf. Jer 14:17, Isa 45:17, Hab 3:9. 
11. E. König, Historisch-kritisches Lehrgebäude der hebräischen Sprache (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1897), 3. 34 (§ 100). 
12. John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1968) 375. 
13. Lyons, Theoretical Linguistics, 373. 
14. Cf. 1 Sam 14:19. 
15. Cf. Ps 78:23. 
16. For the sense, cf. Ezek 13:7. 
17. Cf. Gen 37:27. 
18. Cf. wayyiÃmahÌ in Gen 7:23, where the proper form may be a Niphal. Note the use of Àt with a Hophal in Exod 
10:8. 
19. The preposition b is most common for agency. For other examples with l, see Josh 17:16, Jer 8:3, Neh 6:1. 
20. Cf. Lev 6:3. 
21. Lambdin groups together the simple adjective and gerundive Niphals as "resultative," a term we reserve for 
one use of the Piel. Note his English examples: passive 'to be opened' versus simple adjectival 'to be open'; 
passive 'It is being broken' versus simple adjectival 'It is broken.' See Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 177. English 
illustrations only suggest the relevant distinctions. 
22. In Akkadian the N stem with stative verbs is predominantly ingressive, e.g., G stem ibasësëi 'he is' versus N 
stem ibbasësëi 'he becomes.' See Moscati et al., Comparative Grammar, 126–27; W. von Soden, Grundriss der 
akkadischen Grammatik (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1969) 118. Von Soden allows for an ingressive 
fientive, but such a form is at best rare in Akkadian. 
23. The term gerundive is derived from Latin grammar; the future passive participle, which signifies comparable 
notions, corresponds in form with the gerund. Note agenda, Latin,'those things that are to be done.' Lambdin 
refers in connection with these forms to "the nuance of potentiality"; Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 177. 

2. yKi hL,+aeñ-lk'B. WaM.J;Ti-la;
~yIAGh; Wam.j.nI hL,aeñ-lk'b. 

Do not defile yourselves (Hithpael) in any 
of these ways because in all these ways 
the nations defiled themselves (Niphal).
Lev 18:24
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24. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 177. 
25. Joüon § 51c / p. 115. 
26. Joüon § 51c / p. 115, comparing also sëÀl Hiphil, with a sense similar to Átr Niphal. See also J. H. Eaton, "Some 
Misunderstood Hebrew Words for God's Self-Revelation," Bible Translator 25 (1974) 331–38. 
27. The Hithpael of bÀsë is found only in the 1 Chronicles passage; for the Niphal see also, e.g., 2 Sam 16:21. Note, 
too, brk Hithpael in Gen 22:18 and brk Niphal in Gen 12:3; see 23.6.4. For Niphal/Hithpael similarities in later 
Hebrew, see, e.g., E. Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986) 49. 
28. On isolated Niphals, see Lambert, "L'emploi du nifal en hébreu," 213–14. 
29. The sense of sëbÁ is evidently 'to seven onself, bind oneself by seven things'; this is the most common 
denominative Niphal. 
30. Brockelmann, Grundriss, 1. 540. 
31. Note also these pairs: mwtÌ (Qal Ps 60:4, Niphal Ps 104:5), qll 'to be insignificant' (Qal Gen 16:4, Niphal 2 Sam 
6:22), sÃgb 'to be lofty' (Qal Job 5:11, Niphal Prov 18:10); cf. GB 2. 90 (§ 16c) and cf. Lambert, "L'emploi du nifal in 
hébreu," 210–11. 
32. Lambert, "L'emploi du nifal in hébreu," 212. 
33. In addition to ksël mentioned above (23.2.1a), the following verbs have Qal prefix (and imperative) forms and 
Niphal suffix (and participial) forms (with examples): lÀy 'to be weary' (Qal Gen 9:11, Niphal Jer 9:4), ngsë 'to 
approach' (Qal Gen 27:22, Niphal Deut 25:9), ntk 'to be poured out' (Qal Jer 44:6, Niphal Jer 42:18), pwsÌ 'to be 
scattered' (Qal 1 Sam 11:11, Niphal Gen 10:18). This list follows GB 2. 90 (§ 16c). 
34. Lambert, "L'emploi du nifal en hébreu," 203. 
35. Lambert, "L'emploi du nifal en hébreu," 205. Just as the Qal passive shifts to the Niphal, so the Niphal shifts to 
the Hithpael. 
36. Verbs showing Piel: Niphal forms with no Qal or only marginal usage include dbr (Niphal reciprocal), kbd 
(Niphal passive), ksy (Niphal passive), mltÌ (Nipha/ unclear), qdsë (Niphal reflexive and passive). 

37. Verbs showing Hiphil : Niphal stems with no Qal include zhr, hÌbÀ, ysëÁ, kwn, knÁ, sëmd; verbs showing Piel + 
Hiphil: Niphal include bhl, qdsë; for bhl, note Job 23:16 (Hiphil), 15 (Niphal). 

38. For a careful analysis of the clause structures in Gen 12:1–4 (and of their means of signifying), see P. D. 
Miller, Jr., "Syntax and Theology in Genesis XII 3a, " Vetus Testamentum 34 (1984) 472–76. 
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24.1 Form and Meaning 

a 
The classical Semitic languages have a stem characterized by the doubling (or lengthening) of the middle radical, 
whence the term D stem; the characterization of these stems in the various languages has proved to be difficult.1 
Before Albrecht Goetze's revolutionary study of the Akkadian D stem Hebraists commonly claimed that the Piel 
primarily signified an "intensification" of the root's meaning. In addition, it was thought, the Piel signified a 
"causative" (and on occasion "declarative" or "estimative") meaning with some roots; a denominative meaning 
was found with other roots. Among the verbs regularly cited in the grammars to display these uses were these.2 
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b 
Such a diversity of functions for a morphologically unified stem perplexed most grammarians.3 They tried either to 
abstract a common basis for all these meanings or to explain some of them as having developed secondarily from 
an original meaning. The Gesenius-Kautzsch-Cowley grammar opted for the first approach and regarded the 
notion of intensification as the basic meaning: "The fundamental idea of piÁeÒl, to which all the various shades of 
meaning in this conjugation may be referred, is to busy oneself eagerly with the action indicated by the stem."4 As 
this formulation suggests, such an approach is awkward, and earlier grammarians reached no fundamental 
consensus regarding the stem's sense. Customarily, they awarded the vague notion of "intensification" first place 
because they saw a connection between form (the doubling of the root's middle radical) and sense (a supposed 
heightening of the root's meaning).5 But they could not advance a plausible explanation for the link between such 
notions as diverse as "intensive" and "causative." Hans Bauer and Pontus Leander, for example, state resignedly: 
"The question as to how the Semitic intensive gained a causative meaning cannot be answered at present."6 
Goetze similarly remarks: "The causative-factitive force of the form is customarily said to be an outgrowth of the 
intensive force. But nobody has ever been able to demonstrate in a satisfactory manner how this development 

24 Piel Stem 

24.1 Form and Meaning 
24.2 Factitive 
24.3 Resultative 

3.1 Simple Resultative 
3.2 Irreal Resultative 
3.3 Other 

24.4 Denominative 
24.5 Frequentative 
24.6 Mixed Forms 

Root Qal 
Meaning

Piel Meaning Classification

rbv to break to shatter intensive

dml to learn to teach causative

qdc to be right to declare right declarative

vdq to be holy to pronounce holy estimative

!hK 

priest 
(participle; 
no other 
Qal 
forms)

to fill a priest's office denominative 
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should have been possible."7 

c 
Goetze in 1942 labeled the semantic interpretation of the doubled middle radical a "romantic notion" and called for 
a study establishing the Piel's meaning according to modern linguistic principles.8 Ernst Jenni accepted the 
challenge; instead of contenting himself with repeating the dozen or so verbs cited in the traditional grammars, he 
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investigated all 415 Biblical Hebrew verbs attested in the Piel. He gives special attention to verbs which occur in 
Qal : Piel or Piel : Hiphil pairs, in similar contexts as much as possible; he is thus able to offer for the Piel stem a 
unified semantic description and to set it apart from the other stems. 

d 
Jenni begins his study by turning away from the venerable tradition behind Arabic and Hebrew grammars, looking 
instead to recent developments in Akkadian grammar, where Goetze established a close connection between the 
stative meaning of the G stem (~ Hebrew Qal) and the D stem. According to Goetze, the Akkadian D stem does 
not modify the verbal root, as is the case with the Akkadian sè and N stems (~ Hebrew Hiphil and Niphal). Rather, 
the D stem is to be associated with the adjectival use of the G stem. Among the finite forms of the Akkadian, five 
are important (the examples are from the root paraÒsu 'to separate, cut'): present iparras 'he is cutting,' perfect 
iptaras 'he has cut,' preterite iprus 'he cut,' imperative purus 'cut!', and permansive or stative parts 'he is cut.'9 The 
last of these is relevant here; the Akkadian permansive or stative verb form should not be confused with the class 
of stative verbs, that is, verbs which refer to a state or quality (22.2.1). The Akkadian permansive form is used 
when the subject has a quality or has undergone an action associated with the root. (In the latter case the form is 
rendered as a passive.) Goetze's proposal associates the G stem permansive arik fit is long' with the D stem 
urrukam 'to make (to be) long.' Wolfram von Soden, in his standard grammar of Akkadian, follows Goetze in 
describing the stem: "The chief function of the D stem is factitive, that is, it expresses above all the bringing about 
of a situation which would be designated by the permansive of the G stem, ... (e.g., damiq 'he is good': 
dummuqum 'to make good'; balit 'he is alive': bullutum 'to make (to be) living, keep alive'; salim 'he is friendly': 
sullumum'to make (to be) friendly, reconcile')."10 Thus, in von Soden's grammar, the "intensive" concept is not 
used to explain the D stem. 

e 
Jenni's argument about the sense of the Hebrew Piel is modeled on Goetze's treatment, though the shape of it is 
different for a number of reasons.11 First, Hebrew has no finite verb form like the Akkadian permansive. Second, 
Piel forms are used with a greater variety of verbs than are D-stem forms in Akkadian; specifically more verbs 
which are fientive (usually transitive) in the G stem use the D stem. (For such groups, we shall use terms such as 
Qal fientive or Qal transitive.) 

f 
The Piel, according to Jenni, expresses the notion of effecting or causing a state corresponding to the basic 
meaning of the root; this state can be expressed in terms of an  
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adjectival construction.12 With Qal intransitive verbs (often stative) this meaning is labeled "factitive," and with Qal
transitive verbs (usually fientive), "resultative." For example, the Qal intransitive verb ld;G" 'to be great' becomes 

in the Piel 'to make great'; the Qal transitive rb;v' 'to break' becomes in the Piel 'to make (to be) broken.' 

g 
Stuart A. Ryder II also takes up Goetze's insight into the meanings of the Semitic D stems. Six years after the 
publication of Jenni's work, though independently of him, Ryder wrote: "Goetze gives us the means for discerning 
the nature of the associations which evolved, the means of introducing order into what is otherwise a scene of 
linguistic confusion ... The several functions which [the D stem] assumed [in the various West Semitic languages] 
are mutually consistent from the standpoint of the stem's denominative-factitive orientation."13 In contrast to Jenni, 
who tends to force all relevant roots into a model stipulating that the Piel transforms the notion defined by the Qal, 
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Ryder recognizes that not all roots need present a "correct" relationship to the verbal stems. Variations, he 
argues, are to be expected.14 Taking up the dubious view that the stems arose independently and then came to 
be associated and contrasted with one another, Ryder emphasizes the genuine overlap of the various stems, as 
well as the idiosyncratic side of the individual lexical items. 

h 
Though in the remainder of the chapter we follow Jenni quite closely, we shall depart from him at various points, 
and it is thus proper to offer his own summary of his work.15 He begins by insisting that each of the various stems 
in Hebrew is morphologically unified both in form and semantic function. Each functions in distinctive opposition to 
the other stems in the system. The meaning of the Piel stem is neither intensive nor causative (in the sense that it 
is practically equivalent in meaning to the Hiphil).  
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Rather, it expresses the bringing about of a state. With Qal intransitive verbs the Piel is factitive: it designates 
without regard to the process the bringing about of the state depicted by an adjective. The object experiences this 
action as an "accident" (a philosophical term signifying that a quality or situation is not essential to the person or 
thing in question). The difference between a true factitive meaning and a declarative-estimative meaning consists 
in whether the effected state, described in terms of an adjective, is experienced externally (by the senses) or 
subjectively (in the mind). With Qal transitive verbs the Piel is resultative: it designates the bringing about of the 
outcome of the action designated by the base root, which action can be expressed in terms of an adjective, and 
without regard to the actual process of the event. The species of the resultative (metaphorical meaning, indirect 
action, summarizing successive action with plural objects, etc.) are to be understood in contrast to the actual 
action, which is presented by the base root. Denominative verbs in the Piel have either a factitive or resultative 
meaning. More specifically, the denominative expresses itself in terms of productive, or successive iterative, or 
privative verbal meanings, rather than in terms of an actual event or a causative meaning.16 

i 
The Piel is associated with causation: the Piel causes a state rather than an action (as the Hiphil, for which we 
reserve the term causative, does). Since the object of causation is in a state of suffering the effects of an action, it 
is inherently passive in part. Both these features, emphasized earlier (21.2.2), comport well with Jenni's analysis 
and continue that scholar's basic project of discovering the "living" unity of the stem system.17 

24.2 Factitive 

a 
The class of verbs with the basic profile (Qal intransitive):: Piel factitive::(Hiphilcausative) includes, according to 
Jenni, about a hundred verbs, which may be divided into four groups.18 

The last two groups may be treated as Qal intransitive on the basis of evidence from cognate languages and 
semantic patterns.19 For example, Hebrew glhÌ Piel 'to shave' has no corresponding Qal, but Arabic has the simple 
stem jalihÌa 'to be bald.'20 
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b 
In the Piel of this class of verbs, the basic sense of the Qal is transformed: the Piel designates an effected state 
and governs an object. This class of verbs includes chiefly Qal intransitives (verbs that do not govern a direct 
object), most of them statives; but quasifientives (22.2.3) and a few transitives (of a historically different type) are 
also included (the case of dml is discussed below). The verbs denote at base a condition, whether a general 

I. Qal-Piel-Hiphil attested (ca. 45 verbs) examples: ldG , dbK , qdc
II. Qal-Piel attested (ca. 25 verbs) examples: !vD , rhj , !vy
III. Piel-Hiphil attested (ca. 8 verbs) examples: jlm , alP
IV. Piel attested (ca. 20 verbs) examples: vdx , @nj , hmr
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condition (e.g.,'to be wealthy') or an attained one (e.g.,'to be worn out'). We exclude, in contrast to Jenni, Qal 
intransitives that refer to physical effort (e.g., rtn 'to leap'), vocal projection (e.g., q[c 'to cry out'), and 

expectation (e.g., hwq 'to wait for'); see 24.5 for these. 

c 

The difference between Qal, Piel, and Hiphil can be seen in connection with the verb dml. Grammars often cite 
this verb as an example of the causative function of Piel since the Qal means 'to learn' (always transitive) and the 
Piel 'to teach (something to someone),'a use very much like the Hiphil double accusative. But dml was originally 
intransitive, to judge from its thematic a vowel with the Qal prefix conjugation, and from Ethiopic, where it means 
'to be accustomed.' The step between this intransitive sense and its transitive sense in Hebrew can be seen in 
Aramaic, where the verb means 'to be accustomed (to something).' The Hebrew Piel builds on the original 
intransitive meaning, and from this base the sense can be extrapolated to 'to make (someone) accustomed (to 
something), i.e., to teach (something to someone),' a meaning distinct from the sense of the Hiphil, as we shall 
see. 

d 
The factitive Piel can be the result of a sensory causation, a "real" result available to the physical senses, or of a 
psychological or linguistic causation, a mental change or a speech act that reflects a mental change. 

e 
A "real" factitive refers to an objective event, an event that can be seen or felt apart from the participants. The 
verb hlx is the only Qal intransitive attested in all seven stems,21 and it furnishes apt examples for the Qal : Piel
contrast.22 

The Qal form is a stative, and the action of the Piel involves putting the object (here, the prepositional object of b) 
into the state described by the Qal. Consider this contrasting pair. 
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The intransitive Qal 'to be holy' becomes in Piel 'to make to be holy = transfer to a state of holiness = consecrate,' 
which takes an object. The proper understanding of this example depends on an appreciation of "holiness" itself 
as a physical attribute and of "consecration" as the result of various gestures of touching and sprinkling.23 
Consider another pair involving a Qal intransitive. 

The glosses may be misleading. The Qal form, though it may be glossed 'to go near, approach,' represents an 
ingressive stative event; the burden of the story is that Abimelech did not infringe on Sarah's protected status as a 

1a. `hv'l{v ~AYh; ytiyliñx' I became sick (Qal) three days ago.
1 Sam 30:13

1b. `HB' hwhy hL'xi-rv,a] (the sickness) with which YHWH will 
have made (the land) sick (Piel)
Deut 29:21

2a. wyd'g"b.W aWh vd;q'w> And he will be holy (Qal) along with his 
clothes.
Exod 29:21

2b. rAkB.-lk' yli-vD,q; Consecrate (Piel) to me every first-born.
Exod 13:2

3a. h'y+l,ñae br;q' al{ %l,m,ñybia]w: Now Abimelech had not gone near 
(Qal) her (Sarah).
Gen 20:4

3b. ytiq'd>ci yTib.r;ñqe I am bringing my righteousness near 
(Piel).
Isa 46:13
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married woman by becoming near her. In the passage with the Piel example the object sÌdqty enters the state of 
'being near., Finally, compare these verbs that are fientive in the Qal with their Piel counterparts. 

f 
A "psychological/linguistic" factitive refers to a subjective event. The salient feature of that event is open to 
discussion. Jenni refers to such verbs as declarative-estimative, by which he means that the state described is 
attained by a declaration (i.e., 'to declare someone to be in a state') or as a result of an estimation (i.e., 'to esteem 
someone as being in a state'). Delbert Hillers prefers to call the so-called declarative verbs "delocutive verbs."24 
He correctly notes that with some of these verbs the Piel usage is based on a locution rather than on an adjectival 
or even a verbal use. The verb llq, for example, in the Qal means 'to be light, slight, trifling.' 
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The Piel usage is often glossed 'to curse,' but more strictly it means 'to declare to be trifling.' 

The offense in view is not cursing or even thinking poorly of someone; it is publicly declaring him of no 
importance. Shimei's crime, that is, is sedition (verging on lèse majesté), not nastiness. A clear example of a 
delocutive Piel is rVeai 'to pronounce blessed'; it cannot be based on the verbal notion of rva 'to march' but 

must be derived from the locution yrev.a; 'blessed.' On the lexical level, if the simple verb is attested, it can occur 
in a locution. Since the delocutive use of the Piel is based on a statement, it can be grouped with the 
denominatives (24.4g); because of the experiential basis, which is physical, it can be grouped with the "real" 
factitives. In point of fact, however, the pronouncement depends on a prior subjective assessment, and some 
Piels are simply estimative; we ought not to insist too strongly on the difference between Hillers's "delocutive" and 
Jenni's "declarative. 

g 
The relationship between the "real" factitive and the delocutive-estimative Piel can be seen in these examples. 

4a. WbveñyE #r,a'ñh'-l[;ñ They will sit (Qal) on the ground.
Ezek 26:16

4b. ~h,yteAryji WbV.yw> They will set up (Piel) their camps.
Ezek 25:4

5. !h,lea] aAbT' ~r,j,ñB.
`Wdl'y"w> td,L,ñy:m.h; 

Before the midwife (Piel) (lit., one who 
makes brought forth) comes to them, 
they will have given birth (Qal).
Exod 1:19.

6a. `WLq'ñyE yz:boW Those who despise me are trifling.
1 Sam 2:30

6b. tm;Wy al{ tazO tx;t;ñh]
x;yvim.-ta, lLeqi yKi y+[im.vi

`hwhy 

Is it not the case that Shimei should be 
put to death for this: that he declared 
the anointed of YHWH to be trifling?

2 Sam 19:22

7a. [;vuAhy>-la, hwhy rm,aYOñw:
^l.D,G: lxea' hZ<h; ~AYh;

l+aer'X+.yI-lK' ynEy[eB. 

YHWH said to Joshua, "Today I will 
begin to make you great (Piel) in the 
eyes of all Israel."

Josh 3:7

7b. y+Tiai hwhyl; WlD>G: Make YHWH great (or, Declare that 
YHWH is great) (Piel) along with me.
Ps 34:4
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The first example is a "real" factitive because Israel is to experience physically YHWH's making Joshua great; in 
the second case the action is a declaration, specifically pronounced and based on a prior subjective judgment. 
Judgments about the status of a "psychological/linguistic" factitive are difficult, unless the speech act is clearly 
documented, as in the priestly laws. 

In some cases the verb refers primarily to the estimation reflected in the speech acts.25 
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h 
Given that the factitive is associated with adjectival state, the comparative use is not surprising.27 The examples 
given above of sÌdq are all comparative, the object of comparison governed by mn (## 9a-b) or unexpressed (# 
9c). Such comparative use is found in simple estimative examples. 

The comparative may involve a "real" factitive. 

24.3 Resultative 

a 
The majority of the Piel verbs present a resultative profile, or more strictly (Qal transitive) :: Piel resultative :: 
(Hiphil causative). According to Jenni, about 180 verbs are attested in Qal : Piel (:: Hiphil), and 135 in Piel (:: 
Hiphil).28 Jenni's category of Qal transitives is largely made up of fientives, and in fact it could better be so called, 
because Jenni extends the class of transitives to include verbs which "notionally" take an  
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"imagined" object, for example, hlk 'to go, i.e., make a trip' and sÌÁq 'to cry, i.e., utter a cry.' this device seems to 
beg the issue. The approximately forty Qal intransitive fientive verbs are best treated separately (24.5). 

8. Atao rh;jiw> He will pronounce him (ritually) clean.
Lev 13:34

9a. `~yhil{a/me Avp.n: AqD>c;-l[; 
on account of his holding 
himself as being more 
righteous (Piel) than God
Job 32:2

9b. l+aer'f.yI hb'vum. Hv'p.n: hq'D>ci
`hd'Why> hd'gEBomi 

Turncoat Israel has esteemed 
herself more righteous (Piel) 
than Treacherous Judah.26

Jer 3:1–1

9c. %yIt;ñAxa]-ta, yqiD>c;T.w:
rv,a] %yIt;ñAb[]AT-lk'B.

`tyfi[' 

You have made your sister 
appear (or, have declared) 
more righteous (Piel) through 
all the abominations which you 
have committed.
Ezek 16:51 Qere 

10. yNIM,ñmi ^yn<ñB'-ta, rBek;T.w: You have honored your sons more than 
me.
1 Sam 2:29

11. aSeKimi Aas.Ki-ta, lDeg:ywI
`dwID' %l,M,ñh; ynIdoa] 

And may he make his throne greater 
than the throne of my master, King 
David.
1 Kgs 1:37

12. ~y+hil{a/me j[;M. WhreñS.x;T.w: You have made it (humanity) lack [only] 
a little of divine beings.
Ps 8:6
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b 
The Piel stems of Qal transitive verbs signal the bringing about of a state corresponding to the verbal meaning of 
the Qal stem, a state that can be described in terms of an adjectival construction. In most instances this involves 
transforming the verb into a form that corresponds to the English past participle, for example, rbv Qal 'to break' 

becomes Piel 'to make broken' and hrz Qal 'to scatter' becomes Piel 'to make scattered.' Jenni calls this use of 
the Piel resultative. Ryder prefers the term "transformative" for the Piel of both stative and transitive verbs. 

c 
The distinction between Qal and Piel for transitive fientive verbs can scarcely be recognized in English; the 
"meaning" 'to make broker' is a "longwinded circumlocution" for the more simple 'to break.' this similarity is 
reflected in some patterns of occurrence, for example, the use of Qal and Piel in neighboring lines of verse with 
no noticeable difference in meaning. The distinction, Jenni reasons, must have been important in Hebrew 
because the two stems are distinct. More reasonably, Ryder concedes that 

the distinction between "do something" and "have something done" is not clearcut ... Where the difference in
meaning between [the Qal] and [the Piel] is scarcely noticeable, the choice between them may be
determined by lexical classification ... or [it may be] a question of stylistic effectiveness on the part of an
individual writer.29 

This view is notably apt for roots that display mixed forms (24.6), those that occur regularly in Piel and only rarely 
in Qal (and then as participles or infinitives), and those that are so rare in the Piel as to suggest that they may be 
ad hoc formations. 

d 
The Qal: Piel distinction can be seen with some English verbs through particle usage. For example, English 
contrasts 'break' and 'break up,' 'cut' and 'cut off' or 'cut down,''run' and 'run away,''fall' and 'fall down,' 'walk' and 
'walk out,''bore' and 'bore through,' etc. In each case the simple form signifies the action itself and the form with 
the particle denotes the state achieved. Incidentally, this analogy may help to explain why the Piel is traditionally 
thought of as intensive, for the effected state put this way seems more intensive, though in fact the way of 
expressing it does not "mirror" the situation.30 The term "resultative" refers to the state into which the verbal 
notion of the transitive is brought as an end state, a result. Jenni's terminology agrees with that of von Soden, who 
writes of Akkadian: 

In transitive fientive verbs the D stem sometimes has a kind of resultative meaning (e.g., sÌabaÒtum 'to grasp' : 
sÌubbutum 'to keep grasped'; patÌaÒrum 'to discharge' : putÌtÌurum 'to break up'; zaÖzum 'to divide' : zuÀÀuzu 'to 
distribute'; tÌaraÒdum 'to send' : turrudum 'to send away').31 
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In Jenni's view, the Qal stem of fientive verbs signifies the verbal idea as an act, an event. In contrast to the Piel 
stem, which has an achieved result in view, the Qal sees the action in its execution, in its course, "in actu." Jenni 
employs the term actualis. It is also possible to conceive of the Qal as the unmarked stem and the Piel as the 
marked (cf. 23.1). 

24.3.1 Simple Resultative 

a 

The contrast of the Qal and simple resultative Piel can be illustrated by the case of rbv mentioned above or that 

of qlx Qal 'to apportion,' Piel 'to make apportioned.' 

1a. l+aer'f.yI ynEB. Wf[' !Ke
`#r,a'ñh'-ta, Wql.x.Y:w: 

So the Israelites did and they 
apportioned (Qal) the land.

Josh 14:5

1b. `#r,a'ñh'-ta, qLex;me WLk;y>w: They completed apportioning (or, 
making apportioned) (Piel) the land.
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The distinction is scarcely discernible in our language. Jenni notes that only the Qal of; hÌlq is negated, as might be 
expected of the form referring to the action. Contrast, for example, these cases. 

There is a similar case with rtB. 

b 
One type of simple resultative is associated with bodily movement: the Qal specifies the movement as an event 
(processual aspect/Aktionsart), and the Piel as at an end (terminal Aktionsart). 

Page 407

The contrast is found with other verbs of spreading or stretching; both qfP and xjv are rare. 

24.3.2 Irreal Resultative 

a 
Some verbs use a Qal: Piel contrast that is best summed up by the terms realis : irrealis. If the Piel describes an 

Josh 19:51

1c. ~+t'l'x]n:-ta, Wql.x'-al{ rv,a] who had not yet apportioned (Qal) their 
possession
Josh 18:2

1d. [;vuAhy> ~v'-qL,x;y>w:
#r,a'ñh'-ta, 

Joshua apportioned (Piel) there the 
land.

Josh 18:10

2. hL,aeñ-lK'-ta, Al-xQ;YIw:
ÅÅÅ %w<T'ñB; ~t'ao rTeb;y>w:
`rt'b' al{ rPocih;-ta,w> 

He took all these (heifer, goat, ram) and 
cut (Piel) them in two ... but the bird he did 
not cut (Qal).

Gen 15:10

3a. `^P,ñK; wyl'ae T'f.r;P' ÅÅÅ ~ai If ... you stretch out (Qal) your hands to 
him ... 
Job 11:13

3b. frop.a, ryaih'-ta, ytiaceK.
h+why-la, yP;K;-ta, 

When I have gone out of the city, I will 
spread (Qal) my hands to YHWH.

Exod 9:29

3c. ~yli[.a; ~k,yPeK; ~k,f.rIp'b.W
~K,mi yn:yae 

When you spread out (Piel) your hands 
(in prayer), I will hide my eyes from you 
(i.e., because of the outstretched 
hands).
Isa 1:15

3d. ~AYh;-lK' yd;y" yTif.r;ñPe
r+reAs ~[;-la, 

All day I hold my hands outstretched 
(Piel) to a rebellious folk.

Isa 65:2

4. `Al-hT'xim. wyt'p'f. qfePo Whoever opens (Qal) wide his lips comes 
to ruin.
Prov 13:3

5. `yP'k; ^yl,ñae yTix.J;ñvi I hold my hands spread out (Piel) to you.
Ps 88:10
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irreal version of the action of the Qal, the Piel may be metaphorical or may signify indirect action.32 Thus if 'He 
built a bridge' were Qal, then 'He built a bridge between old enemies' would be metaphorical, and 'He built 
thousands of bridges' would be indirect (since others actually built the bridges). Let us consider first the 
metaphorical use and then the indirect. 

b 
It was Gotthelf Bergsträsser who observed that the Qal and Piel stems sometimes distinguish themselves in that 
the former has an actual or literal sense and the latter a metaphorical one: "One of the two forms is used in the 
more essential sense, the other in the more metaphorical sense."33 Jenni reasons that the Qal focus on the event 
itself fits in with the natural sense, while the Piel focus on the end state comports better with the metaphorical. 
The argument is interesting but not compelling. Here are some examples. 
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In a similar way, the Qal with its concrete, actual meaning may be bracketed with earthly subjects, while the 
metaphorical Piel, which takes only the end state in view, may be bracketed with God. 

Regarding the use of the Piel with such anthropomorphisms, Jenni comments: "The Piel succeeds in leading the 
results back to YHWH without having to describe more exactly the course of events. Naturally, a strict rule cannot 
be derived from that."34 

d 
Under the heading of direct-indirect action, as Jenni recognizes, the difference is not the kind of action so much 
as the way in which the subject is related to the action. In the Qal, he argues, the subject is directly involved in the 
action, while in the Piel the subject is only indirectly involved in the bringing about of the action. In this action the 
subject effects the resulting state through a person or instrument that may be named or only implied. Here are 
some examples. 

1a. ~yIM;ñh; ynEP.-l[; rz<YIñw: He scattered (Qal) (the ground up calf) 
upon the water.
Exod 32:20

1b. ~+k'x' %l,m,ñ ~y[iv'r> hr,z"m. A wise king is one who winnows (Piel) 
(lit., makes scattered) the wicked.
Prov 20:26

1c. x;Wrl' hr,z>Ti tyviliV.h;w> A third (of the hair) you shall scatter 
(Qal) to the winds.
Ezek 5:2

1d. hr,z"a/ x;Wr-lk'l. tyviyliV.h;w> A third (of the people) I will scatter (Piel) 
to every wind.
Ezek 5:12

2a. hn"l,ñd>Tiw: And they (the daughters of Midian) drew 
(Qal) (water).
Exod 2:16

2b. ynI+t'ñyLidI yKi For you (YHWH) drew me out (Piel) (of 
the chaotic waters).
Ps 30:2

3a. %reb'v. ~ydIQ'h; x;Wr And the east wind broke (Qal) you.
Ezek 27:26

3b. tAYnIa\ rBev;T. ~y+dIq' x;WrB.
`vyvir>T; 

You broke (Piel) with an east wind the 
ships of Tarshish.

Ps 48:8

4a. tArh' ~['q.Bi-l[; because they (the Ammonites) ripped 
open (Qal) pregnant women
Amos 1:13

4b. `[;Qeb;T. ~h,yteroh'w> And you (Hazael) will rip open (Piel) 
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Concerning the difference between # 4a and # 4b Jenni comments: 
In connection with the complaint of Amos the Ammonites themselves are named as actors; the verb
therefore stands in the Qal. On the other hand, Hazael will accomplish his predicted atrocities not with his
own hands but indirectly through his soldiers; therefore the resultative verb in the Piel.35 

24.3.3 Other 

a 
Traditionally, the uses of the Qal and Piel (a) to transmit action to one object (Qal) versus numerous objects (Piel) 
or (b) for a single/simple movement (Qal) versus successive movements (Piel) or (c) for occasional (Qal) versus 
professional (Piel) activities were regarded as special nuances of the intensive notion of the Piel. Jenni contends 
rather that these plural patterns are in keeping with his thesis that the Qal: Piel difference for fientives is due to 
the opposition of actualis and resultative. He argues that with a single object or with a single movement, for 
example, the event is represented in actu, while in the case of many objects or many movements a series of 
successive events can be represented only as an achieved result. 

b 
We present Jenni's arguments but confess we do not find them compelling, for a plurality of actions, it seems to 
us, can be presented in actu.36 It may be worth noting again that Piels of these types are similar to the English 
verbs bracketed with a particle. For example, contrast 'he cut the loaf' (a single act) and 'he cut up the loaf' (a 
multiplicity of acts leading to several pieces). Contrast again, 'he broke the stick' and 'he broke up the stick.' Both 
of these offer a contrast, comparable to the Qal: Piel contrast. This use of the Piel may represent an analogical 
extension of the frequentative from (a relatively few) intransitive verbs to transitive verbs (see 24.5). In any case, 
though scholars differ in their analyses and explanations, they agree that for a few roots the Piel is used in 
connection with multiple objects or actions. 

c 

The Piel of multiple objects can be illustrated with the verbs %vn (twice in Piel) and qvn (five times in Piel). For 
the first, consider these cases. 
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Here the Qal describes a single incident, with one (plural) object in view, while the Piel refers to a plurality of 
incidents and objects.37 There is no sense that the Piel biting is more intense.38 Here are two cases of qvn. 

their pregnant women.
2 Kgs 8:12

1a. ÅÅÅ %r,d,ñ-yle[] vx'n" !d'-yhiy>
lPoYIw: sWs-ybeQ.[i %veNOh;

`rAxa' Abk.ro 

Dan is a serpent by the roadside ... that 
bites (Qal) the horse's heels so that its 
rider tumbles backward.

Gen 49:17

1b. ~yvix'n> ~k,B' x;Lev;m. ynIn>hi
~k,t.a, WkV.nIw> ÅÅÅ ~ynI[op.ci 

I am sending venomous snakes among 
you ... and they will bite (Piel) you.

Jer 8:17

2a. ^q.V'ña, I would kiss (Qal) you.
Cant 8:1

2b. yn:b'l. qVen:l. ynIT;ñv.j;n> al{w>
y+t'nOb.liw> 

You (Jacob) would not let me (Laban) 
kiss (Piel) my sons and daughters.
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Jenni rightly argues that the difference in stems here cannot be due to any difference in the strength (either 
passionately or profusely) of the kissing!39 

24.4 Denominative 

a 
Since the Piel is the stem most commonly used to form denominatives in Hebrew, it is appropriate that we 
consider that class more broadly than we did in connection with denominative Qals (22.5) and Niphals (23.5). By 
"denominative" we mean those verbs which do not belong to an original verbal root, be it transitive or intransitive, 
but to another part of speech, especially a substantive, adjective, or numeral; in living languages, this relationship 
is recognized by the speakers of a language. From this definition it is apparent that one ascertains whether or not 
a verb is denominative on descriptive,semantic, and historical linguistic grounds: the nominal form is primary and 
the verbal secondarily derived from it. In practice this decision is not so easily made. In a living language verbs 
are constantly being developed from nouns (cf. English 'He wolfed down his food') and vice versa (cf. English 'The 
players went on strike'), so that the lexicographer and grammarian are sometimes uncertain whether the nominal 
or verbal form is primary.40 Then too, they are uncertain which is primary because denominatives assume all 
kinds of meanings; for example, denominatives of the English noun boot' include the notions found in 'The 
prejudices of parents usually take root in their children,''We were rooted to the spot by surprise,''Good manners 
were rooted in him like second nature,' and 'The new district attorney rooted out the city's criminal element.' This 
kind of polysemy in Hebrew sometimes makes it difficult to distinguish denominatives from primary verbs. For our 
purposes we must be satisfied to explain and illustrate the denominative use of the Piel stem with those verbs that 
are regarded as such by the recent scholarly consensus. Jenni argues that the historical issue is not crucial from 
a  
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descriptive point of view because the Piel exhibits the same essential function with denominative verbs as it does 
with other roots. Ryder, in contrast, believes that the Piel's transformative force is missing with nominal roots.41 

b 
Although the Piel stem expresses the essential notion of bringing about the adjectivally declared state 
corresponding to the base root, the denominative meaning can be shaped in many ways, depending on the root in 
question. For example,!heKo 'priest' becomes !hK Piel 'to serve as priest' (intransitive) but ~b'y" 'levirate brother' 

becomes ~by ' Piel 'to perform for someone the duty of the levirate brother' (transitive). Jenni argues against 
overemphasizing this diversity: "The varying types of relationships between the denominative verbal meaning and 
the noun in question on the whole have only an indirect relationship to the function of the Piel stem as such."42 
Jenni's thesis is supported by the fact that the Piel stem is not the only stem in which denominatives are formed. 
One finds denominatives in the Qal (e.g., %rB Qal 'to kneel' from ~yIK;ñr>Bi 'knee,' rmx Qal 'to pitch' from rm'xe 
'asphalt,'rbv Qal 'to purchase (grain)' from rb,v,ñ 'grain'); in the Niphal (e.g., zxa Niphal 'to be settled (in a 

possession)' from hZ"xua] 'possession,' [bv Niphal 'to swear' from [b;v,ñ 'seven'); and in the Hiphil (e.g., !my 
Hiphil 'to turn oneself to the right' from !ymiy" 'right hand,' !za Hiphil 'to hear' from !z<aoñ 'ear').43 

c 
It is the Piel that is used in connection with many denominative verbs. Certainly the Piel stem, which expresses 
the effecting of an adjectival state, is most suited for making adjectives into verbs. Jenni defends his overall thesis 
by juxtaposing denominative verbs that occur in both Qal and Piel stems over against each other; the meaning 
gleaned from these juxtapositions he plausibly extends to those Piel denominatives that lack a Qal counterpart. 

d 
It is necessary to reckon with the fact that in some instances where denominatives occur in more than one stem 
the differences among them may no longer be apparent; the denominatives in one stem or the other may, in 
contrast, have been formed over an extended period of time during which the relevant root showed a variety of 

Gen 31:28
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meanings. This is the case, for example with ajx Qal 'to miss the mark; to sin,' Hiphil 'to cause to sin,' and Piel 
'to recognize something as missed' (estimative, Gen 31:39), 'to purify from sin' (privative), and 'to present as a sin-
offering' (productive). The root ~c[ offers yet another example of denominatives with varying meanings related 

to variety in the base words: ~c[ has an adjectival meaning 'strong' (cf. ~Wc[' 'mighty') and becomes in the Qal 

'to be strong, mighty,' and a nominal meaning 'bone' (cf. ~c,[,ñ) that becomes in Piel 'to gnaw bones' (privative). 

e 
The denominative Piel may be analyzed into several basic types. It may be resultative with the notion of either 
producing the mass designated by the noun or the taking away of it. The former we call "the productive Piel" and 
the latter "the privative Piel." Many denominative Piels connote the notion of producing something (cf. English 'to 
wall [in]'). Concerning this use Jenni explains: "This productivity, as one could call it,  
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designates the producing of the thing from the designation of which the verbs are derived, not as an actual event 
but as a resultative, from the outcome of it."44 This small group of verbs includes the following. 

f 
In contrast to the productive nuance, the denominative Piel can also denote the taking away of the mass 
designated by the noun (cf. English 'to skin, to behead, to root out, to uproot, to bone,' etc.). Concerning this use 
Jenni explains: "Here the Fie! is very understandable if an abiding outcome is created by the taking away of a 
designated mass. Also here it is a matter, however, not of a special privative function but of the general factitive-
resultative meaning of the Piel."46 Among the many privative Piel verbs are these.47 
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1. rkoB. firstborn rKeb;y> It will bear early fruit.  
Ezek 47:12

2. rbDÌ descendant45 rBed;y> 
He will leave behind 
descendants.  
Prov 21:28

3. ha'j'x] sin-offering aJex;m.h; one who presents a sin offering  
Lev 6:19

4. hb'bil. (heart-shaped) cake bBl;T.w> And she baked cakes.  
2 Sam 13:6, 8

5. !n"[' cloud !n"[' ynIn>[;B. when I form clouds  
Gen 9:14

6. rp'[' dust rp'['B, rP;[iw> He threw dirt. 
2 Sam 16:13

7. !V,D,ñ fat drippings48 AnV.d;l. to clear/clean it (the altar) of fat  
Exod 27:3

8. bn"z" tail bNEz:y>w: He cut off at the rear.  
Deut 25:18; cf. Josh 10:19

9. aj.xe sin AaJ.xiw> 
He (the clean person) shall de-sin him (the 
unclean).49  
Num 19:19

10. bb'le heart ynITiñb.B;l. You (fem.) have taken away my heart.  
Cant 4:9

11. @y[is' branch @[es'm. one who cuts down branches  
Isa 10:33

12. ~c,[,ñ bone AmC.[i He gnaws his bones.  
Jer 50:17

13. vr,voñ root ^v.r,vew> He will uproot you.  
Ps 52:7
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g 
With other nominal roots, the denominative Piel denotes effecting a state by acting on an object or quality that 
already exists (## 14–16). A denominative from an adjective describes the result of a process, usually the process 
of coming to be in the state denoted by the adjective; thus there are denominatives from rWE[i 'blind (or one-

eyed?)' (# 17), ryhim' 'skilled, dextrous,' (# 18), and [;Wdy" 'expert' (# 19). A similar formation comes from the 

preposition ~d,q,ñ 'in front of' (# 20). From an agentive noun a denominative means 'to act as'(## 21–22). With 
other nouns the Piel may be delocutive (# 23) or estimative (# 24). 
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h 
In the numeral denominatives, the Piel seems to pertain to fractional numbers and the verbs behave as verbs of 
dividing or partitioning, for example, vmx Piel 'to take a fifth (as a tax)' (Gen 41:34), vv Piel 'to divide into 

sixties' (perhaps in Ezek 45:13), vlv Piel 'to divide into thirds' (Deut 19:3). The last of these may also have the 
sense 'to do a third time' (1 Kgs 18:34; cf. 1 Sam 20:19). 

i 

To illustrate the frequentative aspect of Piel as over against Qal the case of rf[ is useful. 

14. Îlheay"ËÐ lhey:-al{w>
ybir'[] ~v' 

No Arab will pitch his 
tent there.

Isa 13:20

15. vxenIw> And he practiced sorcery (lit., he used a serpent).
2 Kgs 21:6

16. AlAq !NEx;y>-yKi Though he makes his voice (to be) charming ... 
Prov 26:25

17. ~yxiq.Pi rWE[;y> dx;Voh; A bribe blinds those who see.
Exod 23:8

18. hl'h/aoñh' ~h'r'b.a; rhem;y>w: So Abraham hastened (lit., made [the going] 
quick) into the tent.
Gen 18:6

19. `Amqom. rx;V;ñh; T'[.Dñ;yI Have you ever guided the dawn to its place?
Job 38:12 Qere

20. ~k,t.a, WmD>qi-al{ They did not come to meet you (lit., to effect a 
situation of being over against you).
Deut 23:5

21. `yli !hekiw> He will serve me as a priest.
Exod 40:13

22. H+t'ao ~Bey:w> Fulfill your duty to her as a brother-in-law.
Gen 38:8

23. `WhWrñV.a;y> ~yIAG-lK' All nations will call him blessed.
Ps 72:17

24. WNb,ñ[]t;T. b[et;w> You shall utterly detest it (lit., regard it as an 
abomination).
Deut 7:26

He will take a tithe (Qal) of your grain 
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The difference in meaning here between the Qal and the Piel stems does not involve the contrast of 'to take a 
tithe' (Qal) and 'to give a tithe' (Piel), for that distinction cannot be carried through consistently. The Piel can also 
mean'to take a tenth.' 

Jenni explains the difference between the Qal and Piel as the difference between a single act (Qal) and multiple 
acts (Piel), that is, actualis versus resultative. In this case, such a view seems dubious. 

24.5 Frequentative 

a 
There is a group of verbs that in the Qal are intransitive and denote physical movement or effort, voice projection, 
or expectation; the Piel of these denotes a frequentative aspect, either iterative over time or plural through space. 
Ryder finds about forty of these roots.50 Whereas earlier grammarians wrongly built their theory of the stem's 
intensive meaning largely on the narrow base of this relatively small group, Jenni overreacts by minimizing the 
iterative meaning. He tries to explain these verbs in terms of the resultative Piel, either as a plural resultative (the 
Piel reflects a multiplicity of actions or objects; the corresponding Qal designates a single action or object) or as a 
definite  
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resultative (the Qal designates an activity with no definite outcome or product; the Piel refers to a definite outcome 
or product). Jenni fails, however, to take adequate account of certain facts: these words are intransitive in the Qal 
and tend not to take an object in the Piel. Because of their distinctive lexical and syntactic features, we prefer with 
Goetze and Ryder to interpret them as denoting frequentative aspect in the Piel. If we suppose that the Qal is the 
unmarked form and the Piel the marked form, then we can say that the Qal means anything other than the 
frequentative. 

b 
One major group of these verbs includes verbs of movement or physical effort (## 1–2) 

Some verbs of vocal expression also present this profile. 

25a. r+fo[.y: ~k,ymer>k;w> ~k,y[er>z:w> and of your vintage.

1 Sam 8:15; cf. v 17

25b. `%l'WNr,ñF.[;a] And of all that you give me, I will give a 
tenth (Piel) of it to you.
Gen 28:22

25c. ~yrIF.[;m.h; ~YIwIl.h; ~hew>
`Wnteñd'bo[] yre[' lkoB. 

The Levites are the ones who collect 
the tithe (Piel) in all the cities where we 
work.
Neh 10:38

1a. `wD'x.y: ~h,ynEv. Wkl.YEw: And the two of them went (Qal) 
together.
Gen 22:6

1b. vW+bl. yliB. WkL.hi They (the defrauded poor) go about 
(Piel) without clothes.51 
Job 24:10

2a. !T'p.Mih;-l[; gleADh;-lK' all who leap (Qal) over the threshold
Zeph 1:9

2b. gLed;m. a+B' hz<-hNEhi
~yrIh'h,-l[; 

Here he comes leaping (Piel) over the 
mountains.

Cant 2:8

3a. sm'x' q[;c.a, !he Though I cry (Qal): "(I've been) wrong
(ed) ... "
Job 19:7
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With verbs of hoping and expecting the Qal expresses any kind of action other than the frequentative indicated by 
the Piel. Jenni explains ## 4a-b as involving a contrast of general hoping, without a goal (Qal) versus carrying the 
action forward to a definite goal (Piel); they might better be explained as frequentative action versus non-
frequentative. Both stems are found in # 5. 
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c 
The Piel stem, especially its participle, is used with conspicuous frequency for designating professional activity 
and other actions practiced habitually.52 With bra the Qal means 'to lie in wait,' while the Piel refers to a 
'(professional) ambusher, sniper.'53 

Regarding @an 'to commit adultery,' Jenni comments: "The Qal (16 times) designates the individual, actual case 
of adultery ... In the Piel (15 times) a customary behavior with several different partners is almost always 
meant."54 The Qal of btK means 'to write,' while the Piel describes the actions of a professional caste (## 7a-
b).55 The professional sense of the Piel is sometimes extended to roots which are transitive in the Qal (cf. ## 8a-
b). 

3b. bk,r,ñ ybia' ybia' q[ec;m. aWhw>
wyv'r'p'W laer'f.yI 

And he was crying out (Piel): "My father, 
my father! The chariots and cavalry of 
Israel!"
2 Kgs 2:12

4a. hwhy yEAqw> those who hope (Qal) in YHWH
Isa 40:31

4b. ~ybin"[] tAf[]l; wq;y>w: Then he looked for (Piel) it to produce 
grapes.
Isa 5:2

5. ~k,n>n:x]l; hwhy hK,x;y> !kel'w>
~+k,m.x,r;l. ~Wry" !kel'w>

yhwhy jP'v.mi yhel{a/-yKi
`Al ykeAx-lK' yreva; 

Therefore YHWH tarries (Piel) to be 
gracious to you, and therefore he raises 
himself that he might be merciful to you, 
because YHWH is a God of justice. 
Blessed are all who tarry (Qal) for him.

Isa 30:18

6a. hT'a; hl'y>l;ñ ~Wq hT'[;w>
broa/w< %+T'ai-rv,a] ~['h'w>

`hd,F'B; 

Now then, during the night you and your 
men come and lie in wait (Qal) in the 
fields.

Judg 9:32

6b. ~k,v. yle[]b; Al WmyfiñY"w:
~yrIh'h, yvear' l[; ~ybir>a'm. 

In opposition to him the citizens of 
Shechem set men on the hilltops as 
ambushers (Piel).
Judg 9:25

7a. `AyD>B; rp,Señh;-l[; bteKo ynIa]w: I wrote (Qal) on the scroll with ink.
Jer 36:18

7b. lm'[' ~ybiT.k;m. ÅÅÅ yAh
`WbTeñKi 

Woe ... to the scribes (Piel participle) 
who write out (decrees of) hard labor.

Isa 10:1

8a. hn"aet. hle[] WrP.t.YIw: They sewed (Qal) fig leaves.
Gen 3:7
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24.6 Mixed Forms 

a 
The Qal and Piel can be confounded in various ways (24.3.1). Pual forms that lack Piel counterparts may well be 
Qal passive forms (22.6). Sometimes the Piel applies its factitive force to verbs attested not in the Qal but in the 
Niphal. 
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Footnotes:  

1. We have relied in this chapter on Ernst Jenni, Das hebräische PiÁel: Syntaktisch-semasiologische 
Untersuchung einer Verbalform im Alten Testament (Zurich: EVZ, 1968)—among major reviews of the book, note 
T. O. Lambdin, Catholic Biblical Quarterly 31 (1969) 435–37; and J. F. A. Sawyer, Journal of Semitic Studies 14 
(1969) 260–62—and on Stuart A. Ryder II, The D-Stem in Western Semitic (The Hague: Mouton, 1974). Other 
relevant papers by Jenni include "Factitiv [Piel] und Kausativ [Hiphil] von dba 'zugrunde gehen,’" Hebräische 
Wortforschung: Festschrift Walter Baumgartner (Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 16; Leiden: Brill, 1967) 
143–57; and the paper cited in n. 17. 
2. See the general surveys given in GKC § 52f s / pp. 141–43; BL § 38d"-t" / pp. 290–93; Joüon § 52 / pp. 115–
18; GB 2. 93–98 (§ 17); C. Brockelmann, Hebräische Syntax (Neukirchen: Neukirchener Verlag, 1956) 35–36; 
Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen (Berlin: Reuter und Reichard, 
1908), 1. 508–10. 
3. Moshe Greenberg makes a plausible virtue of necessity when he writes, "In the piÁel, the verbal idea of the qal 
is made more complex or given a special nuance"; Introduction to Hebrew (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall, 1965) 43, cf. 58. Jacob Weingreen formulates the effect of the Piel on verbs of action or motion as 
"the active promotion of the state, condition or situation" or "being energetically or habitually engaged in the act" 
indicated by the Qal, and on stative verbs "the active promotion of the state, situation or condition" denoted by the 
Qal; see "The PiÁel in Biblical Hebrew: A Suggested New Concept," Henoch 5 (1980) 21–29. 

4. GKC § 52f / p. 141. 
5. Cf. V. Christian, "Die kausative Bedeutung des semitischen Steigerungstammes," Miscellanea Orientalia 
dedicata Antonio Deimel (Analecta Orientalia 12; Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1935) 41–45. The Akkadian 
iparras form has also been cited as relevant to the medial lengthening; see 29.4d n. 67. 
6. BL § 38t" / p. 293. 
7. A Goetze, "The So-called Intensive of the Semitic Languages," Journal of the American Oriental Society 62 
(1942) 1–8, at 3. 
8. The correlation of doubling and intensiveness is technically a matter of iconicity, in which the formal means is 
taken as an icon for or to stand for the semantic matter. There are iconic aspects to language, but they are not so 
straightforward as this correlation would be. See Roman Jakobson and Linda Waugh, The Sound Shape of 
Language (Bloomington: Indiana University, 1979); and M. O'Connor, "‘Unanswerable the Knack of Tongues' The 
Linguistic Study of Verse," Exceptional Language and Linguistics, ed. L. K. Obler and L. Menn (New York: 
Academic Press, 1982) 143–68. 
9. The first three of these forms are treated below (Chaps. 29–31); for the moment, it is sufficient to note that the 
labels attached to them are conventional and the glosses somewhat arbitrary. 

8b. tAts'K. tArP.t;m.li yAh Woe to the women who sew (Piel) 
magic charms.
Ezek 13:18

1a. ~D'b; Wla]gOn> ~k,yPeK; Your hands are defiled (Niphal) with 
blood.
Isa 59:3

1b. ^W+nl.a;gE hM,B; How have we defiled (Piel) you?
Mal 1:7
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10. W. von Soden, Grundriss der akkadischen Grammatik (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1969) 115. A 
factitive meaning for the Akkadian D stem is also recognized by (A. Ungnad) L. Matousë, Grammatik des 
Akkadischen (Munich: Beck, 1964) 74–75; K. K. Riemschneider, Lehrbuch des Akkadischen (Leipzig: Verlag 
Enzyklopadie, 1969) 83; F. Rundgren, "Des Verbalpräfix yu- im Semitischen und die Entstehung der faktitiv-
kausativen Bedeutung des D-Stammes," Orientalia Suecana 12 (1964) 99–114. 
11. Jenni emphasizes the systematic character of the Hebrew stems; see 21.2.2q and contrast the views of 
Sperber cited there. Our hesitation in following Jenni entirely does not diminish our admiration of his goal. 
12. Lambdin summarizes Jenni's philosophical argument in this way: "J[enni] begins by characterizing the 
difference between adjectival and verbal predication as adjectival: verbal:: subjective: objective:: synthetic: 
analytic. That is, in an adjectival predication, the adjective lexeme (or root) itself represents the subjective opinion 
of the speaker, while in the verbal predication the lexical substance is a dalum (objective) and only the modality of 
the verb reflects the speaker's role. Since ... the piel and hiphil are viewed respectively as the factitive/causative 
transforms of adjectival and verbal predication, and since, in regard to the subject, adjectival predication is 
accidental, while verbal predication is substantial or essential ... . piel and hiphil verbs of the type under 
discussion should differ from one another by expressing accidental and substantial factivizations, respectively." 
Thus Piel > synthetic > accidental, while Hiphil > analytic > substantial. See Catholic Biblical Quarrerly 31 (1969) 
436. 
13. Ryder, D-Stem, 97, 167. 
14. Ryder, D-Stem, 97. 
15. Some of Jenni's arguments are weak and speculative, but his is nonetheless a coherent and suggestive 
account. As Sawyer emphasizes, it is also a surprising account, for "until now we have been, to use Sapir's 
celèbrated imagery, prisoners of our European language systems. We did not expect to find in Old Testament 
Hebrew grammar a set of fairly subtle distinctions, not available in our own language without the clumsy insertion 
of adverbial phrases." See Journal of Semitic Studies 14 (1969) 262. Similarly, T. N. D. Mettinger in an overview 
of studies on the verb evaluates Jenni's work as excellent, even if not convincing in every detail; see "The Hebrew 
Verb System," Annual of the Swedish Theological Institute 9 (1973) 68–84, at 69. F. Leemhuis supports Jenni's 
thesis in general and Ryder's investigation of the D stem in the Arabic of the QurÀaÒn in particular: "On the whole 
[Ryder's] presentation ... appears as quite convincing"; The D and H Stems in Koranic Arabic (Publications of the 
Netherlands Institute of Archaeology and Arabic Studies in Cairo; Leiden: Brill, 1977) 7. Among the various 
dissenting voices are J. Blau, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1976) 52, who quite 
pointedly retains the term intensive; W. T. Claassen, "On a Recent Proposal as to a Distinction between PiÁel and 
HiphÁil," Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages 1 (1971) 3–10, who focuses on Jenni's review of Àbd (see n. 1); 
and R. Degen, "Zur neueren hebräistischen Forschung," Die Welt des Orients 6 (1971) 47–79. 
16. Paraphrased and in part translated from Jenni, PiÁel, 275. 

17. Cf. Jenni's paper, "Zur Funktion der reflexiv-passiven Stammformen im Biblisch-Hebräischen," Proceedings of 
the Fifth World Congress of Jewish Studies (Jerusalem: World Union of Jewish Studies, 1973), 4. 61–70. 
18. Jenni, PiÁel, 20–21, gives the list. Ryder's comparable groups are Piel transformative:: Qal curative stative (39 
verbs; e.g., sëaÒleÒm 'to be whole,' sëilleÒm 'to make whole') and Piel transformative:: Qal perfect stative (52 verbs; e.g., 
laÒmad 'to learn,' limmeÒd 'to teach'); see D-Stem, 94. 97–104. 

19. Ryder, D-Stem, 107. 
20. Ryder, D-Stem, 98. 
21. See Jenni, "Funktion der reflexiv-passiven Stammformen." 66. 
22. Note also hÌyy Qal 'to live, be alive' (e."., Deut 8:3) and Piel 'to keep alive' (e."., Gen 12:12). 

23. See, e.g., Baruch A. Levine, "The Language of Holiness," Backgrounds for the Bible, ed. M. O'Connor and D. 
N. Freedman (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1987) 241–55. 
24. See D. R. Hillers, "Delocutive Verbs in Biblical Hebrew," Journal of Biblical Literature 86 (1967) 320–24. For a 
Qal: Hiphil pair, see sÌdq Qal (e.g., Job 10:15) and delocutive Hiphil (Deut 25:1, Prov 17:15). 

25. Here are some further examples of Piel verbs which are est(imative), deloc(utive), and fact(itive), drawn from 
Jenni's lists: gdl mostly fact. 'to make greet,' rarefy deloc. 'to praise' and est. 'to esteem (as) great'; dmy deloc.-
est. 'to liken, compare,' est. 'to hold as suitable, devise, imagine'; dsën deloc.-est. 'to consider (an offering) fat 
(enough, i.e., acceptable),'also fact. 'to make fat, anoint' and privative (see 24.4f) 'to clear of fat drippings': tÌhr 
deloc. 'to declare purely,' rarely fact.; tÌmÀ deloc. 'to declare impure' (Lev 13:3–59, 20:25), otherwise fact.; kbd est. 
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'to honor (i.e., regard as heavy),' rarefy fact.; nbl only est. 'to regard as contemptible'; nqy deloc.-est. 'to 
declare/regard as guiltless'; qdsë deloc. 'to declare holy,' est. 'to hold as holy,' fact. 'to consecrate'; sÌdq usually 
deloc. 'to hold as right(eous)'; qll only deloc. 'to revile as trifling.' It is in connection with delocutive and estimative 
uses that the proposals of E. Rubinstein go astray; see "Adjectival Verbs in Biblical Hebrew," Israel Oriental 
Studies 9 (1979) 55–76. 
26. On the epithets of Judah and Israel, see W. L. Holladay, Jeremiah (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 1. 59, 116. 
27. Jenni, PiÁel, 72–74. 

28. Jenni, PiÁel, 123–26. Ryder's somewhat different classification, allowing for comparative, evidence (D-Stem, 
108–18), yields diflerent counts. Some Piel verbs without Qal correspondents do find simple-stem cognates in 
Arabic, e.g., Àzn Piel 'to weigh' (Qoh 12:9), cf. Arabic wazana 'to weigh'; and gsësë Pielito touch' (Isa 59:10), cf. 
Arabic jassa 'to handle.' Cf. Ryder, D-Stem, 108, 110. 
29. Jenni, PiÁel, 125; Ryder, D-Stem, 122. 

30. This relationship would also be iconic; see n. 8. 116. 
31. Von Soden, Grundriss der akkadischen Grammatik. 
32. Jenni, PiÁel, 135–40. 

33. GB 2.93 (§ 17a). 
34. Jenni, PiÁel, 137. Note Àzr 'to arm, gird,' Qal of humans (reflexive?, passive?) in 1 Sam 2:4, Piel of God in Ps 
18:33. 
35. Jenni, PiÁel, 143. Contrast sëkhÌ Qal in Ps 44:25, where YHWH forgets, and sëkhÌ Piel in Lam 2:6, where it cannot 
be YHWH who forgets; so Ryder, D-Stem, 117. 
36. It may be that the argument would be better reformulated to claim, e.g., that the Piel cannot represent isolated 
events. See 24.5. 
37. For more biting, see Num 21:6–9. Cf. Jenni, PiÁel, 148. 

38. It is, however, possible that it is metaphorical; see Holladay, Jeremiah, 1. 292. 
39. Jenni argues, too, for a definite resultative, his chief example being dbr (Qal 41 times, Piel 1,081 times); the 
Qal, he alleges, means 'to speak (in general)' and the Piel 'to say (something in particular).' Since dbr Qal is 
confined to the participle (39 times) and the infinitive (2 times), other factors seem to be involved. Other definite 
resultative verbs are those of hoping (see 24.5). See Jenni, PiÁel, 164–73. 

40. English has tremendous flexibility in this respect, and this fact, combined with its simple morphology, makes 
comparison with Hebrew potentially misleading, especially in relation to the issue of productivity. 
41. Jenni, PiÁel, 264–67; Ryder, D-Stem, 128–30. 

42. Jenni, PiÁel, 265. 

43. See both Jenni, PiÁel, 265, and the discussion of other denominative verbs here. 

44. Jenni, PiÁel, 270. 

45. For the evidence for this word, see Jenni, PiÁel, 270. 

46. Jenni, PiÁel, 273. 

47. No noun sql 'stone' is attested, but a privative Piel 'to clear of stonest is found in Isa 5:2. 
48. Hebrew does not distinguish 'fat' and 'fat drippings' (the phrase 'fatty ashes,' used in handbooks, is hardly 
English); for the delocutive of dsën, see 24.2g n. 25. 

49. The verb is only here used of persons; elsewhere it is used of things. 
50. Ryder, D-Stem. 130–35. 
51. See Jenni, PiÁel, 151–56, on hlk and related verbs. 

52. Cf. 5.3b, 25.3d; Jenni, PiÁel, 156–64. 

53. Jenni, PÁiel, 160. 

54. Jenni, PÁiel, 161. 
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55. Some Qal participles do have a (quasi-)professional sense, e.g., sëoÒpeÒtÌ, koÒheÒn. The latter is a common West 
Semitic term for priest. 
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25.1 Form and Meaning 

a 
The Piel and Pual stems stand in active : passive opposition; essentially, the object of a Piel would serve as the 
subject of a corresponding Pual.1 This straightforward relation is entirely distinct from the Qal : Niphal relation 
(23.1), but it is comparable to the Qal : passive Qal relation. 

Qal : passive Qal 
Piel : Pual 

This analogy is obscured by the fact that many passive Qal forms are pointed in the MT as Pual (22.6). In this 
chapter we are concerned with the forms that properly belong to the Pual stem. 

b 
These forms as a whole present one striking contrast to the stems so far studied: the 
Pual is a strongly participial stem. Ernst Jenni reviews the statistics. 

The Niphal shows a remarkably high rate of participles in comparison to the Qal. Almost 20% of all Niphal
forms are participles; infinitives make up 5%. The situation of the Pual is entirely different. Since the 
foregrounded interest is not in an event that happens to the subject but rather in a condition attained by it,
the participle has a gaod chance of being used frequently. In the Pual the participle ("a thing or person for/in 
which a new condition has been attained") comprises no less than 40% of all Pual forms ... That this is no 
mere coincidence is shown by a crosscheck of the infinitive as nomen actionis. Because the infinitive would 
mean the act of "being put in 
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a condition" and because the Pual is not concerned with an act but an attained condition, the Pual infinitive 
is essentially a contradiction.2 

This participial quality of the Pual reflects its structure as an essentially adjectival causation predicate (like the 
Piel) and as passive. This structure is apparent even in nonparticipial uses. Qal intransitive ldG in the Pual lD;GU 
means 'was made [causation]: to be great [adjective]' > 'was made grown (i.e., brought up)'; Qal transitive vqB in 

the Pual vQ;Bu means 'was made: to be sought'> 'was (made) sought.' The presentation of the Pual essentially 
follows the format of the Piel chapter. It is important to note that the Piel frequentative verbs (of physical motion, 
expectation, and vocal projection) are largely lacking, consistent with the character of the Pual.3 The frequent use 
of the Piel participle to form an agent noun is also lacking. 

25.2 Factitive 

a 
Qal intransitive verbs form Pual factitives. Such a Pual may reflect a sensible causation and thus be a "real" 
factitive.4 

25 Pual Stem 

25.1 Form and Meaning 
25.2 Factitive 
25.3 Resultative 
25.4 Denominative 
25.5 Frequentative and Mixed Forms 

1. ~yI+M'ñB; lV'bum. lveb'W 
or boiled (meat) (adjective) boiled (Pual 
participle; lit., which was made to be 
boiled) in water
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b 
A psychological or linguistic causation is at the base of an estimative or delocutive Pual. 
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25.3 Resultative 

a 
The Qal transitive verbs are associated with resultative uses of the Pual.6 The simple resultative may be 
illustrated with qlx and other verbs. 

b 

The irreal resultative is also expressed with the Pual. In the Pual lka is always used figuratively (# 6); the 

figurative use of [lB is concentrated in the Piel and Pual (# 7). In the Piel rqn may be literal (Judg 16:21) or 
metaphorical (Job 30:17); its one occurrence in the Pual is figurative (# 8). 

Exod 12:9

2. WnAmñk' t'yLeñxu hT'a;-~G: You have been made as weak as we are.
Isa 14:10

3. hr'h'jom. al{ #r,a,ñ T.a; You are a land that has not been 
pronounced clean.5
Ezek 22:24

4. hn"v' ha'me-!B, aj,Axh;w>
`lL'quy> 

And he who fails to reach one hundred 
years will be declared (or, regarded as) 
cursed.
Isa 65:20

1. q+L'xuT. lb,x,ñB; ^t.m'd>a;w> And your land will be apportioned by the 
measuring line.
Amos 7:17

2. `Al hf,['YE-hm; vr;po al{ yKi What should be done to him had not 
been distinctly declared.
Num 15:34

3. ~yqiQ'zUm. ~yrIm'v. filtered wine
Isa 25:6

4. f+P'xum. fp,xeñ Wnm.T;ñ We have devised a perfect (lit., searched 
out) plan.
Ps 64:7

5. `tyrIp.g" WhwEñn"-l[;hr,zOy> Burning sulphur has been scattered over 
his dwelling.7
Job 18:15

6. vaeB' r[eBo hn<S.h; hNEhiw>
`lK'au WNn<ñyae hn<S.h;w> 

Though the bush was on fire, it was not 
consumed.

Exod 3:2

7. %l,M,ñl; [L;buy> !P, 
lest the king be destroyed (lit., lest it be 
made swallowed up with reference to the 
king)8

2 Sam 17:16

8. `~T,r>Q;nU rAB tb,Q,ñm;-la,w> to the quarry from which you were hewn
Isa 51:1
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If the implicit action is indirect ('He built a bridge' ~ 'He had a bridge built'), the Pual may be used. 
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c 
The plural resultative of Qal intransitive is, on Jenni's view, found in the Pual as well as the Piel: as with the Piel, 
the Pual of certain roots refers to a plurality of events, where the Qal refers to one such event. In the Pual such 
verbs have multiple subjects.9 In a few cases Jenni's examples are plausible; we discuss one other relevant verb 
as a frequentative (25.5a). 

d 
The Pual, in contrast to the Piel, is not often used to designate professional activity (cf. 5.3b). But like its 
counterpart the Pual is used extensively with the technical vocabulary of building and crafts. Concerning this use 
of the Piel Jenni notes: "Also here the resultative is the starting point for the meaning which is transformed by 
professional activity, an activity which is performed successively and, for the most part, on numerous objects."10 
Such words listed by Jenni as occurring frequently in the Piel occur with relatively high frequency in the Pual stem 
as well. 
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9. `gr'ho wyg"ruh] gr,h,ñK. Has he been slain like the slaying of his 
people who were slain?
Isa 27:7

10. wyt'AYrIh'w> WvJ'ñruy> ~h,ylel.[o
`W[Q'ñbuy> 

Their little ones will be dashed to the 
ground, their pregnant women ripped 
open.
Hos 14:1

11. `%Ber>qiB. %lel'v. qL;xuw> And your plunder will be apportioned in 
your midst.
Zech 14:1

12. hr'f'w> ~h'r'b.a; rB;qu hM'v'ñ
`ATv.ai 

There Abraham and his wife Sarah 
were buried.

Gen 25:10

13. ~h,yleg>r;w> ~h,ydey> tAnhoB.
~yciC'qum. 

their thumbs and big toes hacked off

Judg 1:7

14. W[D'ñGU ~ymiq.vi The fig trees have been felled.
Isa 9:9

15. rB'xuw> And it (the ephod) will be made fast.
Exod 28:7

16. bybs' rcex'h(, ydeWM[;-lK'
@s,K,ñ ~yqiV'xum. 

All the posts around the courtyard are to 
be bound with silver.

Exod 27:17

17. ~yjivi ydeWM[; h['B'r>a;-l[;
bh'z" ~yPicum. 

upon four posts of acacia wood which 
are overlaid with gold

Exod 26:32

18. ab'Wy vyvir>T;mi [Q'rum. @s,K,ñ Hammered (Pual) silver is brought up 
(Hophal) from Tarshish.
Jer 10:9
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25.4 Denominative 

a 

The denominative Pual verbs are of the same types as corresponding Piels. Substantives (e.g., !v,D,ñ 'fat' and the 

unattested lqs 'stone'), as well as adjectives (e.g., ~k'x' 'skilled'), form "real" factitive Puals. 

b 

The productive Pual may point to a result (## 4–5) or to an "object" already in existence (!m'z> 'appointed time'; # 

6). The Pual of %rB (~yIK;ñr>Bi 'knees') may be processual (# 7) or delocutive (# 8; cf. # 9).12 

c 

The numerical Pual is a specialized multiplicative in some uses from vlv Pual, yielding the sense 'to be three 
years old.' 
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As the passive of the Piel 'to do three times,' the Pual means 'being done three times, having been done three 
times.' 

1. `!V'duy> bl,xeñme ~r'p'[]w: And their dust will be saturated (lit., made 
fat) with fat.
Isa 34:7

2. tAbn" lQ;su Naboth has been stoned.11

1 Kgs 21:14

3. `~K'xum. ~yrIb'x] rbeAx an expert (lit., one instructed) caster of 
spells
Ps 58:6

4. hm'v.gU al{ It has not been rained on.13

Ezek 22:24 emended

5. ÅÅÅ tr,joñq. Ht'ao t'yfiñ['w>
xL'mum. 

You shall make it as incense ... 
seasoned with salt.

Exod 30:35

6. ~ynIM'zUm. ~yTi[il. at the times which have been appointed
Ezra 10:14

7. tyBe-ta, %reb'W laeAh hT'[;w>
%r;boy> ^t.k'r>BimiW ÅÅÅ ^D>b.[;

`~l'A[l. ^D>b.[;-tyBe 

Now be pleased to bless (Piel) the 
house of your servant ... and with your 
blessing the house of your servant will 
be blessed (Pual) forever.

2 Sam 7:29

8. `%r'bom. hwhy ~ve yhiy> Blessed be the name of YHWH.
Job 1:21

9. #r,+a'ñB' rV;auy> He will be called blessed in the land.
Ps 41:3

10. tv,L,ñvum. hl'g>[, yli hx'q.
v+L'vum. lyIa;ñw> tv,L,ñvum. z[ew> 

Fetch me a heifer, a goat, and a ram, 
each three (years old).

Gen 15:9
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25.5 Frequentative and Mixed Forms 

a 

The only intransitive Piel with a Pual counterpart is !nr 'to give a ringing shout.' Consider this cento of examples. 

b 

There is one case of a Pual which seems to be reflexive rather than passive, from hn[, and so has apparently 
been confounded with Hithpael.14 

Footnotes:  

1. See, in addition to the references given above for the Piel, Klaus Beyer, Althebräische Grammatik (Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1969) 56. 
2. Ernst Jenni, "Zur Funktion der reflexiv-passiven Stammformen im Biblisch-Hebräischen," Proceedings of the 
Fifth World Congress of Jewish Studies (Jerusalem: World Union of Jewish Studies, 1973), 4. 61–70, at 66. The 
only example Jenni allows of a Pual infinitive (construct) is in Ps 132:1, which he regards as questionable; GKC § 
52r / p. 143 adds one infinitive absolute, in Gen 40:15. 
3. See S. A. Ryder II, The D-Stem in Western Semitic (The Hague: Mouton, 1974) 130–33, for the list of Piel 
intransitives; the only verb on the list that is used in the passive is wrongly given there: nphÌ (Job 20:26). 

4. Other examples include tÌmÀ Pual 'to be defiled'(Ezek 4:14, participle), ysër Pual 'to be evened out (in 
hammering)' (1 Kgs 6:35, participle), kbd Pual 'to be honored' (Prov 13:18, 27:18; estimative in Isa 58:13), kly 
Pual ito be completed' (Gen 2:1, Ps 72:20), lmd Pual 'to be instructed' (Jer 31:18, etc.), mlÀ Pual 'to be set with (of 
jewels)' (Cant 5:14, participle), Ány Pual 'to be humbled' (Isa 53:4, participle; for the apparent reflexive elsewhere, 
see 25.5b), pty Pual 'to be seduced (seducible)'(Jer 20:10, etc.). Note also bÁr Pual in Jer 36:22, where the subject 
is marked with Àt (cf. 23.2.2e). 

5. The context suggests that the LXX reading brechomeneÒ, from brechoÒ 'to (get) wet, steep (in water),' reflecting a 
Pual of mtÌr, may be correct. 

6. Note the context of the Pual forms of ntsÌ and krt in Judg 6:28—the setting is clearly the morning after and the 
topic is the present state of the ravaged cultic equipment. Cf. Jenni, "Funktion der reflexiv-passiven 
Stammformen," 68. 
7. Here zry is not metaphorical, though the Piel is (e.g., 1 Kgs 14:15, Ps 139:3). 
8. See 22.7 on the impersonal construction. 

11. vL'vum.h; jWxh; a three-fold cord
Qoh 4:12

12. hN"heñ tAvL'vum. These are three-storied chambers.
Ezek 42:6

1a. yNIroñw" ylih]c; Cry aloud and give a shout of joy (Qal).
Isa 12:6

1b. WnN>r;w> Wcyqiñh' Wake up and give shouts of joy (Piel).
Isa 26:19

1c. [+['roy> al{ !N"ruy>-al{ Shouts of joy shall not be giver' (Pual), 
no shouting (Polar).
Isa 16:10

2. rv,a] vp,N<ñh;-lk' yKi
hN<[ut.-al{ 

anyone who does not afflict himself

Lev 23:29
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9. Jenni's notion of a definitive resultative is unlikely; his chief examples are dbr in Ps 87:3 and Cant 8:8. 
10. E. Jenni, Das hebräische PiÁel (Zurich: EVZ, 1968) 163. The texts not surprisingly refer to religious 
architecture or commerce. 
11. Contrast privative Piel of sql 'to clear of stones' (Isa 5:2; 24.4f n. 47). 
12. For an estimative case, see the conjectured metoÁab in Isa 49:7. 

13. Read so, against the MT, which has gusëmaÒh (he with mappiq), as if 'its rain, rain for it' (< goÃsëem?, other wise 
unknown); on the first half of the verse, see n. 5. On the emendation here, see C. Rabin, "Lexical Emendation in 
Biblical Research," Fucus: A Semitic/Afrasian Gathering in Remembrance of Albert Ehrman, ed. Y. L. Arbeitman 
(Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1988) 379–418, at 399; Rabin favors retention of the MT. 
14. See n. 4. It may be that the construction is better taken (as C. John Collins suggests to us) in association with 
the Piel idiom ÁinnaÖ Àet-hanneÃpesÌ 'to humble oneself (by fasting),' as in Lev 16:29, 31. 
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26.1 Form and Meaning 

26.1.1 Morphological Diversity 

a 
There is a large group of Semitic verbal stems using an infixed or prefixed t,1 and this group is represented in 
Hebrew chiefly by the Hithpael or tD stem, which serves primarily as the double-status (reflexive-reciprocal) 
counterpart of the Piel and secondarily as a passive form. So many morphological and semantic complexities 
attend the Hithpael that some scholars have suggested that the stem is the result of the convergence of a number 
of minor stems. We argue that the stem exhibits a basic unity. 

b 
Certain features of the stem result from the prefixed t; these are not irregularities but merely the effects of some 
relatively rare rules of Hebrew phonology. If the root begins with a sibilant, the t and the sibilant metathesize (## 
1–17).2 If the sibilant  
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is emphatic (i.e., c), the metathesis is accompanied by emphatic assimilation of the t (t j; ## 18–19). If the root 

begins with a dental stop, the prefix t assimilates to it (dt D; jt J; of course,tt T; ## 20–25).3 

26 Hithpael Stem 

26.1 Form and Meaning 
1.1 Morphological Diversity 
1.2 Comparative Semitic Proposals 
1.3 Distribution 

26.2 Double-Status Use 
26.3 Passive Use, Passive Forms 
26.4 Denominative Use 

Root Hithpael
1. lbs lBeT;s.yI Qoh 12:5

2. lls lleATs.mi Exod 9:17

3. xps x;PeT;s.hi 1 Sam 26:19

4. rts rTeT;s.mi 1 Sam 23:19, etc.

5. rkf rKeT;f.Mih; Hag 1:6bis

6. rrf rreT'f.hi Num 16:13bis

7. xbv x;BeT;v.hi Ps 106:47 = 1 Chr 16:35

8. [gv [;GET;v.mi 1 Sam 21:15; cf. v. 16

9. xxv yxix]ATv.Ti Ps 42:6, etc.

10. xkv WxK.T;v.yI Qoh 8:10

11. rkv !yrIK'T;v.Ti 1 Sam 1:14

12. llv lleATv.mi Isa 59:15, etc.
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c 
The morphology of the Hithpael has certain complexities. Variant related stems include the rare HithpaÒel without 
doubling (# 26) and the Hippael (## 27–28), both discussed in 21.2.3. The so-called Hippael forms are used 
alongside Hithpael forms (## 29–30) and may be considered examples of irregular assimilations,nt N (hardly 

surprising) and kt K. Only five roots are involved in the Hippael, three I-n and two I-k. There are two other 
apparent variant stems. The Hithpoel is found once (# 31); the Hithpual is frequent, usually in roots that either 
begin or end with a guttural (## 32–34, cf. ## 23, 35).5 Thus the Hippael, Hithpoel, and Hithpoal are unremarkable 
variants of the Hithpael, as are the Hithpolel and Hithpalpel of geminate roots (for Hithpolel, see ## 2, 9, 12, 13 
above; for Hithpalpel, see ## 36–39). 
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13. ~mv ~meATv.yI Ps 143:4, etc.

14. rmv rMeT;v.a, 2 Sam 22:24 = Ps 18:24, etc.

15. hnv tyNIT;v.hi 1 Kgs 14:2

16. h[v h['T'ñv.nI Isa 41:23, etc.

17. %pv %PeT;v.Ti Job 30:16, etc.

18. qdc q+D'j;c.nI Gen 44:16

19. dyc Wnd>Y:jc.hi Josh 9:12

20. rbD rBeD;mi 2 Sam 14:13, etc.

21. hdD 4 hDDa, Isa 38:15

22. hmD hM,D;a, Isa 14:14

23. rhj Wnr>h;J;hi Josh 22:17, etc.

24. amj aM'J;yI Lev 21:1, etc.

25. ~mT ~+M'T;Ti 2 Sam 22:26 = Ps 18:26

26. dqP dqeP't.yI Judg 21:9, etc.

27. abn ytiaBeñN:hi Ezek 37:10, etc.

28. hsK hS,K;Ti Prov 26:26, etc.

29. abn t'yBin:t.hi 1 Sam 10:6, etc.

30. hsK WSK;t.yI Isa 59:6, etc.

31. v[G Wv[]GOt.hi Jer 25:16, etc.

32. qpa qP;a;t.hi Gen 43:31, etc.

33. @na @N:a;t.hi Deut 1:37, etc.

34. ~kx ~K;x;t.Ti Qoh 7:16, etc.

35. alP aL'P;t.Ti Job 10:16

36. rrm rm;r>m;t.yI Dan 11:11; cf. 8:7

37. [[v [+v'[]T;v.a, Ps 119:16; cf. v 476

38. qqv !Wqv.q.T;v.yI Nah 2:5
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d 
These variant guises of Hithpael are unremarkable,7 or they would be so except for further complexities. Although 
the Hithpael is associated with the Piel, some Hithpael forms have no counterpart in the Piel but do find one in the 
Qal or Hiphil stems: thus bDen:t.hi 'to present oneself voluntarily' matches bd;n" Qal 'to urge on,' lBea;t.hi, 'to 

observe mourning rites' matches lb;a' Qal 'to mourn,' etc. Second, some verbs in the Hithpael do not have a 

sense related to the primary reflexive meaning of the Hithpael. For example, hD'w:t.hi 'to confess,' whose 

counterpart is attested only in the Hiphil hdy 'to acknowledge,' does not readily display itself as a reflexive 
counterpart to a Piel stem.8 The presence of passive Hithpael-like forms, the Hothpael, further compounds the 
problem (26.3b). 

26.1.2 Comparative Semitic Proposals 

a 
Partially in response to this diversity and partially by reasoning analogically from the many t-prefixed and -infixed 
stems in the other Semitic languages, some scholars have come to regard the Hithpael stem not as an original 
morphological unity with one function in the stem system, but as a composite of heterogeneous stems which in 
the course of time fell together into one common stem. These earlier stems for the most part cannot be 
recognized formally but must be uncovered by their atypical meanings. E. A. Speiser argued this view: 

The HithpaÁel ... combines several independent t-stems, their merger being due on the one hand to the
successful competition on the part of the NifÁal and the HofÁal, and on the other hand to specific phonologic 
and morphologic circumstances ...  
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[There is] a residue of Hebrew t-forms in which the function of the infix can hardly be reflexive, middle, or 
reciprocal. Most of these are immediately betrayed as atypical by the fact that the corresponding stems 
without a t-morpheme—in the Qal or the PiÁel, as the case may be—appear to perform the same duty as the 
t-forms.9 

b 
By comparing some of these atypical uses of the Hithpael stem with the t-prefixed stems in the cognate Semitic 
languages, especially Akkadian, Speiser (and Bruno Dombrowski independently)10 detects a curative-iterative t 
stem homonymous with the reflexive t stem. Such a stem is represented in Akkadian by a tan infix (Gtn, Dtn, 
etc.).11 In Hebrew it would tend to merge with the "normal" Hithpael stem.12 Speiser cites these illustrations with 
the shared root %lh /alaÒku 'to go' in its various meanings (the Akkadian forms are Gtn stems, and the Hebrew 
forms are Hithpael).13 

(i) in the meaning 'to walk about' 
Akk.: [Lord,] wanderer in the night (muttallik musëi) 
Heb.: [God] walking in the garden (mithalleÒk) toward the cool of the day (Gen 3:8) (ii) in the meaning'to 
wander (aimlessly)' 
Akk.: [chariots with their riderless horses] wandered to and fro (ittanallakaÒ mithaÒrisë utirraÒ) 
Heb.: [from roaming over the earth] and wandering on it to and fro (uÖmeÒhithalleÒk baÒh) (Job 1:7, 2:2) (iii) in the 
meaning 'to walk with, commune' 
Akk.: [If he rejected sin,] his god will walk with him (ilsëu ittisëu ittanallak) 
Heb.: And Enoch walked with God (wayyithalleÒk hÌaçnoÖkÀet-haÒÀeçloÒhiÖm) (Gen 5:22, 24; cf. Gen 6:9) 

Speiser supports his theory with three arguments. First, the comparative argument that the other Semitic 
languages have more than one t form. Second, a morphological argument that the traditional vocalization still 
reflects vestiges of a Qal t stem in Wdq.P't.hi (Judg 20:15). Third, a semantic argument that a group of Hebrew 
Hithpael forms has a  

39. [[T ~y[iT.[.T;mi 2 Chr 36:16
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distinctive aspectual sense. Thus, Speiser argues, some Hithpael forms should be treated as if they were tn (or 
tan) forms.14 According to this view one should translate these forms as iterative or curative. 

Speiser assigned to his tn curative stem lba 'to mourn,' hwa 'to desire,' @na 'to be angry,'v[G 'to shake,' %lh
'to move about,' lxn, 'to inherit,' ll[ 'to act (often adversely),' @j[ 'to grow/be weak, feint,' and hav, and h
[v 'to gaze,' because these verbs show "no trace of the ordinary uses of the [Hebrew] t-stems." Speiser implies 
that he disallows Goetze's notion of a frequentative use of the Piel (24.5) on the grounds that only tD stems like 
the Hithpael can show this meaning. In fact, the frequentative Piel could be taken as indirect support for Speiser's 
view, in that it allows for more diversity within a stem than, say, Ernst Jenni would (24.1h). 

c 
Not all of Speiser's nine roots need be construed as iterative. It is difficult to construct a grammar on the basis of 
apparent meaning, and the verbs assigned by Speiser to this stem may only seem not to fit the typical meaning of 
the Hithpael. Curiously, the "non-reflexive" use is presented, in one linguistically naive description, as the most 
frequent use of the stem—the typical use! A. F. Bean came to this erroneous conclusion by analyzing the 
functions of the stem in a purely "descriptive way," apparently unaware that he described his sample according to 
the structures of the English language; he draws the conclusion that most of the occurrences of the Hithpael have 
a "simple, non-specific meaning," by which he means that they behave like fientive verbs in the Qal or Piel 
stems.15 Bean includes in his lists of Hithpael verbs with "simple" senses llP 'pray' and abn 'prophesy.'16 
Speiser, however, excludes these from his list of "atypical" Hithpaels because he realizes that in Hebrew they 
describe reflexive actions: llP Hithpael means 'to seek a mediation for oneself' with a true reflexive force,17 and 

abn Hithpael means 'to appear/conduct oneself as a prophet,' again a typical Hithpael reflexive notion. In short, 
although 'pray' and 'prophesy' from the English perspective do not seem to have a reflexive force, yet reflection 
discloses that they do. 

d 

On balance, the Hithpael probably denotes iterative or frequentative aspect with lba, v[G, @j[, and hav 

and h[v. These roots show no t-stem sense in the Hithpael and have Qal rather than Piel as a correspondent to 

the Hithpael. The verb %lh may be  
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judged to present special problems; it is even possible that the Hithpael of this root is an "Akkadianism" borrowed 
into Hebrew.18 

26.1.3 Distribution 

a 
There are over 825 occurrences of the Hithpael, involving 175 roots, many of them used only once.19 Bean's 
study offers some observations on the sporadic use of the stem.20 He shows that attempts at explaining this 
spotty use by geographical, form-critical, or semantic factors are nugatory.21 

b 

1. Wlk'ñWy al{w> Wv[]G"t.YIw: Although (its waves) batter continuously, 
they cannot prevail.
Jer 5:22

2. H+l' haeT'v.mi vyaih'w> The man (Eliezer) gazed fixedly at her 
(Rebekah).
Gen 24:21
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Bean's study does demonstrate that the stem was used throughout the historical period represented by the 
literature in the Bible and that its use was changing from the pre-exilic through the exilic and on into the post-exilic 
periods. Although modern scholarship has not been able to assign dates to all segments of the biblical literature 
and therefore Bean's conclusions are of necessity somewhat arbitrary, the overall impact of the evidence is such 
that Bean has established with certitude that the stem is growing in popularity in the biblical literature and that it 
was becoming less a reflexive stem and more a passive one.22 His study supports the theory that the Hithpael's 
original meaning was reflexive and that the passive uses represent a secondary development within the Hebrew 
language. 

26.2 Double-Status Use 

a 
The Hithpael is used primarily as the double-status (reflexive/reciprocal) counterpart of the Piel stem. The object 
of causation in the Piel is the subject of the Hithpael and transforms itself/is transformed into the effected state 
signified by the root. Such meanings harmonize both with its form (t prefix + Piel) and its contextual use. 

b 
In the analysis given below we further refine the reflexive use into direct reflexive, indirect reflexive, benefactive 
reflexive, and estimative-declarative reflexive. In the illustrations given below for these varying usages it should be 
borne in mind that although we have rendered the verbs into idiomatic English, in fact, in addition to its reflexive 
(or reciprocal or passive) force, the Hithpael is usually either factitive or resultative. Thus, for example, the verb in 
# 1 means 'make yourselves girded.' 
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c 
In the direct reflexive, the subject is also the direct object of the verbal notion. 

d 
In the indirect reflexive use the subject is also the indirect object of the action; often a direct object is expressed. 

e 
The benefactive reflexive refers to an action done on one's own behalf.23

 

1. WrZ>a;t.hi Gird yourselves (for battle).
Isa 8:9

2. `yvip.n: ~Qen:t.ti al{ Should not my soul avenge itself?
Jer 5:9

3. aFen:t.mi ÅÅÅ hY"nIdoa]w: Now Adonijah ... exalted himself.
1 Kgs 1:5

4. WnM'ñ[i rTeT;s.mi dwId' aAlh] Is not David hiding (himself) with us?
1 Sam 23:19

5. ymez>nI-tae ~['h'-lK' Wqr>P't.YIw:
bh'Z"h; 

And all the people took off (from 
themselves) their gold earrings.

Exod 32:3

6. ly[iM.h;-ta, !t'n"Ahy> jVeP;t.YIw: And Jonathan stripped off (from himself) 
the robe.
1 Sam 18:4

7. ^yl,ñae WnN>x;t.hiw> Wll.P;t.hiw> 
They pray and implore you for favor (lit., 
make a mediation [by asking you] for 
themselves).
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f 
The estimative-declarative reflexive is the counterpart to the Piel's use to esteem someone as in a state or to 
declare someone as existing in a state; the Hithpael may  
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denote esteeming or presenting oneself in a state, sometimes without regard to the question of truthfulness (## 
12–13, 15?). 

g 
When two or more subjects act in relationship to each other according to the notion expressed by the verbal root, 
the action is reciprocal. Although the Hithpael is used to designate such action, it is rare. 

26.3 Passive Use, Passive Forms 

1 Kgs 8:33

8. ^d>[;B; lLeP;t.yIw> 
And he will pray for you (lit., he will 
cause a mediation [by seeking or 
asking] for himself on your behalf).
Gen 20:7

9. `hQ,x;t.Ti yl;g>r; yver>v'-l[; You put slave markings (for yourself) on 
the soles of my feet.
Job 13:27

10. Wd>Y:ñj;c.hi ~x' Wnmeñx.l; hz<
Atao 

This is our bread—it was hot—we 
packed it as provisions (for 
ourselves).24

Josh 9:12

11. yTiv.DIq;t.hiw> yTil.DIG:t.hiw>
~y+Bir; ~yIAG ynEy[el. yTi[.d;Anw> 

And I will show my greatness and 
display my holiness, and I will make 
myself known before the eyes of many 
nations.
Ezek 38:23

12. l+x't.hiw> ^b.K'v.mi-l[; bk;v. Lie down on your bed and act/pretend 
to be sick.
2 Sam 13:5

13. l+Ko !yaew> rVe[;t.mi vyE[; There is a man who pretends to be rich, 
yet has nothing.
Prov 13:7

14. rB'[;t.YIw: And he showed himself angry.25

Ps 78:21

15. #r,a'ñh' yMe[;me ~yBir;w>
~ydIh]y:t.mi 

And many of the peoples of the land 
pretended to be Jews.26

Esth 8:17

16. `War't.Ti hM'l'ñ Why do you look on one another?
Gen 42:1

17. `Wvv'ñBot.yI al{w> And they felt no shame before each 
other.
Gen 2:25

18. rBeD;mi lAQh;-ta, [m;v.YIw:
wyl'ae 

He heard the voice (of someone) 
conversing with him.

Num 7:89
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a 
The passive uses of the Hithpael may express either (a) the notion that the subject is transformed into a state by 
an unexpressed agent or (b) the notion that the subject transforms itself into such a state. Thus, # 1 can be taken 
as either (a) 'she is made/caused to be praised' (cf. the Pual) or (b) 'she makes herself such as to be praised' (cf. 
the benefactive Hithpael). The second view finds theoretical support in that it maintains the differences among the 
various stems; the first view is supported by the growing popularity of the Hithpael during the history of Biblical 
Hebrew. 
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As examples ## 3–5 suggest, the passive sense tends to be found in later biblical literature. 

b 
In the earlier literature there are a few Hothpael forms.28

 

Since the stem is found only in verse and technical priestly writing, it is hard to believe that it was common. 

26.4 Denominative Use 

a 
The Hithpael pattern with one of its more specific meanings is sometimes imposed on a nominal form. For 
example, the estimative-declarative nuance is attached to aybn 'prophet' and @na 'anger,' yielding aBen:t.hi 'to 

appear as a prophet' and @N:a;t.hi 'to show oneself angry.'30 A benefactive reflexive value is attached to dyc 

'provision, food' and so becomes dY:j;c.hi 'to supply oneself with provisions' (Josh 9:12). 

Footnotes:  

1. Aramaic has three t stems (Ethpeel, related to Peal ~ Hebrew Qal; Ethpaal, related to Pael ~ Hebrew Piel; 

1. `lL'h;t.hi ayhi She is praised.
Prov 31:30

2. g+x'-vD,q;t.hi lyleK. as on the night when a holy festival is 
celebrated
Isa 30:29

3. ~t'Ay ymeyBi Wfx.y:t.hi ~L'Ku All these were registered in the days of 
Jotham.27

1 Chr 5:17

4. aPer;t.hil. bv'Y"ñ'w: And he returned to be healed.
2 Chr 22:6

5. WxK.T;v.yIw> And they are forgotten.
Qoh 8:10

6. sBeK;hu yrex]a; nheKoh; ha'r'w>
hh'Ke hNEhiw> ÅÅÅ [g:N<ñh;-ta,
A+tao sBeK;hu yrex]a; [g:N<ñh; 

The priest shall look after the diseased 
thing has been washed ... and if the 
disease is dim after it has been 
washed ... 29

Lev 13:55–56

7. ha'M'ñJ;hu She has been defiled.
Deut 24:4

8. bl,xeñme hn"v.D;hu ÅÅÅ br,x,ñ The sword is gorged with fat.
Isa 34:6
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Ettaphal, related to Aphel~ Hebrew Hiphil), all passive. Arabic has four (VIII Form, related to I Form ~ Hebrew 
Qal; V Form, cognate to Hithpael; and two others), all basically reflexive. See G. Bergsträsser, Introduction to the 
Semitic Languages, trans. and sup. P. T. Daniels (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983) 15. Ugaritic has at 
least two t stems, Gt and tD (the latter similar to the Hithpael), and perhaps also an sèt; see UT § 9.32-33, 39. 
Hebrew preserves one clear Qal infixed-t (Gt) form, masëtiÖn in the expression masëtiÖn beqiÖr 'male, one who pisses on 
a wall'(1 Sam 25:22, 34, etc.; six times total). This is in line with the fact that taboo words often have anomalous 
shapes. 
2. There are no clear cases of the Hithpael of a I-z root; note hizzakkuÖ in Isa 1:16 and the discussion in William 
Chomsky, David KÍimhÌi's Hebrew Grammar (Mikhlol) (New York: Bloch, 1952) 94, 106. If the metathesis rule would 
lead to a sequence of dental stop + vowel + dental stop, it is usually blocked; thus the exceptional form hitsëoÖtÌaÃtÌnaÖ 
(Jer 49:3); contrast ## 4, 18 below. The metathesis rule is not entirely operative in Qumran Hebrew; see E. 
Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986) 55–56. The së + t metathesis is 
attested in Ugaritic for a form of the root sëÀl (not used in Hithpael in Hebrew); see John Huehnergard, "A Dt Stem 
in Ugaritic?" Ugarit-Forschungen 17 (1985) 402. 
In the lists below all occurrences are given unless etc. is added after the references. 
3. These rules also apply to minor stem forms, e.g., # 42, 9, 12, 13. 
4. The root shape ddy (with the first two consonants identical) is anomalous. 
5. Joüon § 52b / p. 119 refers rather to Aramaic influence; both factors may be relevant. 
6. Forms ## 37–38 show metathesis. 
7. So also Ernst Jenni, "Zur Funktion der reflexivpassiven Stammformen im Biblisch-Hebräischen," Proceedings 
of the Fifth World Congress of Jewish Studies (Jerusalem: World Union of Jewish Studies, 1973), 4. 61–70, at 69.
8. On the "indistinct" Hithpaels being older and more common in verse, see Paul Mazars, "Sens et usage de 
l'hitpael dans le Bible hebraïque," Divinitas 12 (1968) 35164, at 362–64 (on hlk, hll, pll, 358–60; others, 360–62). 
9. E A. Speiser, "The Durative HithpaÁel: A tan Form," Journal of the American Oriental Society 75 (1955) 118–21, 
rpt. in his Oriental and Biblical Studies, ed. J. J. Finkelstein and Moshe Greenberg (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania, 1967) 506–14, at 507, cited from the reprint. 
10. Bruno W. W. Dombrowski, "Some Remarks on the Hebrew HithpaÁel and Inversative -t- in the Semitic 
Languages," Journal of Near Eastern Studies 21 (1962) 220–23. Dombrowski refers not to the Akkadian tan 
forms, but to the curative sense of t forms elsewhere in the Semitic languages. He argues that the t infix "defines 
what is radically different from thinking and speaking man what is other than himself" (p. 223); the import of this 
essentially undemonstrated view is unclear. 
11. Akkadian regularly uses a G-Gt-Gtn and a D-DtDtn series, as well as an S-Stn and an N-Ntn series. "The 
basic function of the tan stems is that of an iterative to the relevant simple main stems (e.g., asëtanappar 'I am 
continually writing'; ... sëitakkun 'he is over and over supplied with'; ... tuqtanattar 'you are always perfumed' ... ; 
usëtanasÌbat 'he is ever again causing to seize'; ittanabriq 'it continually flashes'). The meaning of the iterative stems 
is often habitual (e.g., ... aktanarrabakkam 'I am accustomed always to pray for you' ... )." See W. von Soden, 
Grundriss der akkadischen Grammatik (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1969) 119–20. 
12. A certain amount of homonymy is found among the Akkadian verb forms; the G perfect (iptaras) corresponds 
to the Gt preterite (imtahasÌ), and the Gt present (imtahhasÌ) to the Gtn preterite (iptarras < iptanras). See von 
Soden, Grundrissderakkadischen Grammatik, 12*-13*. 
13. Speiser, "Durative HithpaÁel," 510–11; examples abridged and transliteration modified. 

14. A similar view is taken by Samuel B. Wheeler, "The Infixed -t- in Biblical Hebrew," Journal of the Ancient Near 
Eastern Society 3 (1970–71) 20–31; cf. A. M. L. Boyle, Infix-t Forms in Biblical Hebrew (Boston University 
Dissertation, 1969). 
15. A. F. Bean, A Phenomenological Study of the HithpaÁel Verbal Stem in the Hebrew Old Testament (Louisville, 
Kentucky: Southern Baptist Theological Seminary Dissertation, 1975) 139–47, 157–66, 172–73. 
16. Bean, HithpaÁel Verbal Stem, 159. 

17. E. A. Speiser, "The Stem PLL in Hebrew," Journal of Biblical Literature 82 (1963) 301–6. 
18. Thomas O. Lambdin cites hlk as the only example of the iterative use of the Hithpael; see Introduction to 
Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971) 250. For another explanation of hlk Hithpael, see S. A. Ryder II, The 
D-Stem in Western Semitic (The Hague: Mouton, 1974) 131. Note, too, that David Qimhi remarks that "the 
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reflexive sense ... is not always apparent, e.g., x;nO-%L,h;t.hi Gn 6:9 ... The sense being: he made himself worthy 
(by his good deeds) of walking with God." See Chomsky, Mikhlol, 93 and n. a. J. A. Soggin discusses hlk Hithpael
in 1 Sam 23:13 in his Old Testament and Oriental Studies (Rome: Biblical Institute, 1975) 235–36. An iterative 
sense may be proper to the root sëqq, not cited by Speiser; compare the Qal in Prov 28:15 and the Hithpalpal in 
Nah 2:5. The other verbs cited by Speiser are probably doublestatus verbs: Àwh and nhÌl (benefactive), Ànp 
(estimative declarative), Áll (simple reflexive). 

19. See SA/THAT. Bean, HithpaÁel Verbal Stem, 29, 44–48, gives a slightly higher count. 

20. Bean, HithpaÁel Verbal Stem, 129. 

21. Bean, HithpaÁel Verbal Stem, 132. 

22. Bean, HithpaÁel Verbal Stem, 152. There are sixty three Hithpael forms in the Hebrew of Daniel; see Mazars, 
"Sens et usage de l'hitpael," 354. 
23. See John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1968) 374; and 1-
1.2.10. 
24. A denominative from sÌaÃyid 'provisions.' 

25. This verb is a denominative from ÁebraÖ 'arrogance, fury.' 

26. This verb is a denominative from yÝhuÖdaÖ/yÝhuÖdiÖ Some scholars render the verb 'they converted to be Jews'; 
NJPS is appropriately ambiguous, 'And many of the people of the land professed to be Jews.' 
27. A denominative from yaÃhÌasÃ 'genealogical record.' 

28. All the following forms show assimilation of the t prefix. 
29. Note Àt twice with the subject of a passive verb. 

30. Cf. the examples from ÁebraÖ, n. 25, and yÝhuÖdiÖ, n. 26. Cf. also n. 27. 
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27.1 Form and Meaning 

a 
The stem system of the Hebrew verb works as a system, and the two major points of system stress and 
development involve the Qal: Piel contrast and the Piel: Hiphil contrast. These two contrasts are discussed in 
21.2.2; we treat the relevant points more briefly here. Hebrew grammars traditionally represent the Hiphil stem as 
the causative of the Qal stem. Since they also teach that the Piel stem sometimes signifies this same notion, they 
cannot effectively distinguish the two stems; for some verbs at least they assert that there is no practical 
distinction. Thus, writes one grammar, "The meaning of HiphÁiÖl is primarily, and even more frequently than in PiÁeÒl, 
... causative of Qal ... In some verbs, PiÁeÒl and HiphÁiÖl occur side by side in the same sense ... "1 The use of both 
stems for the so-called "declarative sense" further exacerbates the confusion. 

b 
Ernst Jenni, beginning with the assumption that the two morphologically distinct stems have different semantic 
values, undertook an exhaustive study of the Piel, focusing on the Piel and Hiphil stems of the same verbal root in 
similar contexts. According to Jenni, the Piel signifies to bring about a state, and the Hiphil, to cause an event.2 
His distinction involves two contrasting ideas: state versus event, and to bring about versus to cause actively.3 
According to Jenni, the differences between Piel and Hiphil can be understood by appealing to deep differences: 
the Piel is analogous to a nominal clause, the Hiphil to a verbal clause. 
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c 
In our discussion of stative verbs we contrasted the Hebrew predicate-adjective construction with the stative 
construction (22.2.2). The former predicates a state or condition without any verb, that is, without marking for 
aspect, mood, Aktionsart. In the latter construction, by contrast, the root has all the markings of a verb. Thus, the 
predicate-adjective construction presents the subject's state or condition and the stative construction presents a 
situation involving a state or condition. Consider these pairs. 

Jenni notes two fundamental differences between the nominal and verbal clauses:4 

1. The nominal clauses [## 1a, 2a] represent a state, whereas the verbal clauses [## 1b, 2b] represent an
event. The former is rigid, a non-activity; the latter an activity, a movement, a happening, a deed. 
2. In the nominal clauses the speaker regards the predicate as a feature added to the subject (a synthetic

27 Hiphil Stem 

27.1 Form and Meaning 
27.2 Hiphils of Qal and Niphal Verbs Used Intransitively 
27.3 Hiphils of Qal Verbs Used Transitively 
27.4 Denominative and Isolated Hiphils 
27.5 Modal Senses 

1a. h+why yfe[]m; ~ylidoG> Great (are) YHWH's works.
Ps 111:2

1b. h+why ^yf,ñ[]m; Wld>G"-hm; How great are your works, O YHWH!
Ps 92:6

2a. ~k'x' ynIdoaw: My lord is wise.
2 Sam 14:20

2b. Wmk.x' Wl If they were wise ... 
Deut 32:29
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judgment); in the verbal sentences he regards the predicate as closely joined together with the subject and
as established in one situation (an analytic judgment). The former expresses a subjective judgment about
the subject; the latter an objective event. 

English and most other European languages cannot formally distinguish the relevant notions because for both 
notions they must employ the verb 'to tee' (or the like) and allow contextual considerations to indicate whether 
'tee' is a "dummy" verb with a predicate adjective or a true verb. Speakers of the English language can appreciate 
the difference between the notions of state and event by juxtaposing 'he is alive' with 'he lives,' though strictly 
speaking the former may usually be experienced as an event as well as the latter. 

d 
Though both stems involve causation, the factitive-resultative Piel generally has to do with the bringing about of a 
state or condition, and the causative Hiphil with the causing of an event. The Piel can often be translated by an 
adjectival construction: an adjective (with stative verbs), a passive past participle (with fientive verbs). 
Superficially considered, the relationship between subject and object in both Piel and Hiphil stems is often that of 
a transitive making or causing which proceeds from the subject to the object. The object, however, experiences 
this action quite differently in the two stems.  
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With the Piel, the object is transposed passively into a new state or condition. Philosophers would refer to this 
transposition as "accidental" because the object makes no contribution to the verbal notion. With the Hiphil, 
however, the object participates in the event expressed by the verbal root. Let us illustrate the difference Jenni 
has plausibly established between the stems by juxtaposing cases of dba, a root often used to support the view 
that the stems have the same sense.5 

Admittedly, for the sake of "good" English we would probably translate dba in both instances 'destroy,' but in 
doing that we would gloss over a fundamental distinction in Hebrew. In the first example, the writer conceptualizes 
the object, the royal family, as "accidentally" transferred into the state of perdition, but in the second example, the 
lawgiver presents the object, that soul, as an actor in the event of perishing. Without the causative notion of the 
Hiphil, the sentence would read as a Qal, just as in: 

e 
Whereas the Piel represents the subject as transposing an object into the state or condition corresponding to the 
notion expressed by the verbal root, the Hiphil represents the subject as causing an object to participate indirectly 
as a second subject in the notion expressed by the verbal root.6 In fact, this notion probably accounts for the 
Hiphil's distinctive form. The Hiphil stem's characteristic h preformative, derived from a thirdperson personal 
pronoun, reflects a designation of a second subject's participation in the action.7 In E. A. Speiser's view the Hiphil 
originally signified: 'X (the subject) caused that Y (the second subject) be or do something.'8 
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f 
The fundamental causative notion of the Hiphil can be nuanced by consideration of the kind of verbal root to 
which it is affixed and by the modal relationship that exists between the subject and the object(s). We broadly 
distinguish between roots that are Qal or Niphal intransitive (27.2), Qal transitive (27.3), and denominative or 

3a. [r;z<ñ-lK' tae dBea;T.w:
`hk'l'm.M;h; 

She (Athaliah) made destroyed (Piel) 
the whole royal seed.

2 Kgs 11:1

3b. ayhih; vg<N<ñh;-ta, yTid>b;a]h;w> I (YHWH) will cause that soul to perish 
(Hiphil).
Lev 23:30

3c. ~T,d>b;a]w: You will perish (Qal).
Deut 11:17
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isolated (27.4).9 In 27.5 we discuss the modal relationships that may exist between the subject and the object. 

27.2 Hiphils of Qal and Niphal Verbs Used Intransitively 

a 
Qal and Niphal fientive roots used intransitively are one-place predicates (involving only a subject; see 20.21); 
they tend to form transitive or two-place Hiphils, with a subject and an object. Less often, such roots form one-
place or internal Hiphils. 

b 
In linking one-place Qal and Niphal intransitive fientives and Hiphil two-place transitives, we must be careful to 
maintain the distinction of the Hiphil from the Piel.10 For the difference between these two stems with this kind of 
root contrast these sentences. 

In the Piel construction the verb of motion denotes an accomplished state, while in the Hiphil construction an 
event is described in which the object/second subject ('a wind') participates. In the first construction the effect is 
direct and immediate; in the second it is indirect and mediated. The same difference can be seen with bwv.11 

A major group of Qal intransitive fientives is the verbs of motion, including these:12 
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As these verbs and the examples suggest, the Hiphil is often associated with personal or human objects, since 
humans are more readily able to serve as objects of verbal causation. The extent of the association should not be 
exaggerated: in example # 2a, a Piel has a human object (though it is metaphorical), while in # 1b, and # 9, the 
object of a Hiphil is non-personal.13 

c 

1a. ynEp.li bh'z" tAqWTr;B. rBe[;y>w:
rybiD>h; 

And he extended (Piel) (lit., made 
passed over) gold chains across the 
front of the inner sanctuary.
1 Kgs 6:21 Qere

1b. x;Wr ~yhil{a/ rbe[]Y:w:
#r,a'ñh'-l[; 

And God caused a wind to pass over 
(Hiphil) the earth.

Gen 8:1

2a. wyl'ae bqo[]y: bbeAvl. to restore (Polel for Piel) (lit., make 
restored) Jacob to him
Isa 49:5

2b. hm'd'a]h'-la, ^ytiñbovih]w:
ta+ZOh; 

And I will bring you back (Hiphil) (lit., 
cause you to return) to this land.

Gen 28:15

3. aB' aybihe to bring (take, lead, send) in, to, into

4. ac'y" ayciAh to bring (take, lead, send) out

5. dr;y" dyrIAh to bring (take, lead, send) down

6. rb;[' rybi[/h, to bring (take, lead, send) across

7. hl'[' hl'[/h, to bring (take, lead, send) up

8. bv' byvh to bring (take, lead, send) back 

9. WlyPiñT; bAj #[e-lk'w> You will cut down (lit., cause to fall) every 
good tree.
2 Kgs 3:19
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Some intransitive verbs are attested in Niphal but not in Qal; the Hiphil of these follows the pattern of roots with 
Qal intransitive usage. Thus rgn, a one-place Niphal, 'to be poured,' forms a two-place Hiphil, 'to cause 
(something) to be poured, pour.' 

d 
Qal stative verbs tend to form two-place Hiphils usually rendered as transitives. The sense is often ingressive, 
describing the object entering into a state. It can be difficult for the English speaker to distinguish a factitive (Piel) 
and a causative (Hiphil) that are derived from a stative, intransitive root. Contrast these clauses. 

Above (27. 1c) we touched on the difference between # 11 a and # 11 b; given that the fundamental distinction 
between Piel and Hiphil is that the former signifies the bringing about of a state and the latter the causing of an 
event, we can plausibly suppose that # 11c is the factitive counterpart of # 11a and that # 11d is the causative 
counterpart of # 11b. Once  
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again proper usage in English leads to blurring of a fundamental Hebrew distinction by leveling both constructions 
with the verb exalt: 'YHWH exalted Joshua' and 'You exalted your word.' again, contrast these pairs of sentences.

In these instances the English tends to blur the distinction between the Piel's factitive notion and the Hiphil's 
causative meaning. The Piel verbs here direct attention to the results of the situation apart from the event (the 
hearts' being hardened, the son's being consecrated), and the Hiphils refers to the process (the making hard of 
the hearts, the making holy of the land). The emphasis on event can be seen in this example. 

10. h'yn<ñb'a] yG:l; yTir>G:h;w> I will pour (lit., cause to be poured) her 
stones into the valley.
Mic 1:6

11a. AdAbK. lAdG" His glory (is) great (predicate 
adjective).
Ps 21:6

11b. T'l.d;ñG" You are great (Qal stative).
2 Sam 7:22

11c. [;vuAhy>-ta, hwhy lD;GI YHWH made Joshua great (Piel).
Josh 4:14

11d. `k't,ñr'm.ai ÅÅÅ T'l.D;ñg>hi You caused your word ... to be great 
(Hiphil).
Ps 138:2

12a. ~k,b.b;l.-ta, WdB.k;t. hM'l'ñw>
~yIr;ñc.mi WdB.Ki rv,a]K;

~+B'li-ta, h[or>p;W 

Why do you harden (Piel) your hearts 
(lit., make your hearts to be hard) as 
the Egyptians and Pharaoh hardened 
their hearts?

1 Sam 6:6

12b. ABl.-ta, dBek.h;w> 
And he (Pharaoh) hardened (Hiphil) 
his heart (lit., caused his heart to 
become hard).
Exod 8:11

13a. WvD>qi AnB. They consecrated (Piel) (lit., made 
consecrated) his son.
1 Sam 7:1

13b. vyDIq.y: AtZ"xua] hdeF.mi ~aiw>
hwhyl; vyai 

If someone consecrates (Hiphil) (lit., 
causes to become consecrated) to 
YHWH part of his family land.
Lev 27:16

14. #[e yTil.P;ñv.hi hwhy ynIa] I, YHWH, bring down the tall tree and 
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Verbs that can be used in the Qal as either intransitive or transitive form two-place Hiphils with the former use. 

e 
Qal statives can also yield putative-delocutive Hiphils.14 Just as the Piel can denote that an object is subjectively 
regarded or declared by the speaker(s) as having attained a  
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certain state (the so-called "estimative-declarative Piel," 24.2), so also the Hiphil can denote the causing of an 
event in which a person or object is esteemed or declared through a judicial sentence or some other kind of 
recognition to be in a state.15 The Piel delocutive use pertains to the making of a state, while the Hiphil delocutive 
pertains to the causing of an event. 

To illustrate the difference between the delocutive-factitive Piel and the delocutive-causative Hiphil, contrast these 
clauses. 

In some cases the delocutive causative is hard to distinguish from a simple causative. 

In these instances the person is probably recognized as becoming either righteous or wicked by some observable 
act of judgment imposed on him. 

lp'v' #[e yTih.B;ñg>hi h;boG" cause the low tree to grow tall.

Ezek 17:24

15a. `~yIm'ñ Wpj.n"ñ ~ybi['-~G" The clouds drop (Qal transitive) water.
Judg 5:4

15b. `ytiL'mi @JoTi Amyleñ['w> On them my words dropped (Qal 
intransitive).
Job 29:22

15c. hL,aeñl' WpJiñy:-al{ They will not drop (Hiphil) (words) 
about these things.
Mic 2:6

16. ~yhil{a/ ![uyvir>y: rv,a] he whom God declares (lit., causes to 
be declared) in the wrong
Exod 22:8

17a. `&'q,ñD>c; yTic.p;ñx'-yKi rBeD; 
Speak, for I want to declare you 
righteous (Piel) (lit., to make you 
declared righteous).
Job 33:32

17b. qyDIc.a;-~ai yLi hl'yliñx'
~k,t.a, 

Far be it from me—I will never declare 
you righteous (Hiphil) (lit., cause you 
to be declared righteous).
Job 27:5

18a. AKr>D; ttel' [v'r' [;yvir>h;l.
qyDIc; qyDIc.h;l.W A+varoB.

`Atq'd>ciK. Al tt,l'ñ 

to condemn the wicked by bringing 
down on his head what he deserves 
and to acquit the righteous by 
rewarding him according to his 
righteousness
1 Kgs 8:32

18b. qy+DIc; [;yvir>m;W [v'r' qyDIc.m;
`~h,ynEv.-~G: hwhy tb;[]AT 

He who acquits the guilty and he who 
condemns the righteous—both are an 
abomination to YHWH.
Prov 17:15

18c. `[v'r' qyDIc.a;-al{ yKi For I will not declare the wicked 
righteous.
Exod 23:7
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f 
Qal intransitives, usually statives, can form intransitive Hiphils; these are called one-place or inwardly transitive or 
internal Hiphils. As illustrations of one- and two-place Hiphils from the same root contrast these.16 
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In # 19a the subject causes someone else to be taken as great or proved great, but in # 19b the subject causes 
himself to be regarded as great (i.e., 'to talk big').17 Often in the one-place Hiphil the subject and the object are 
the same; the double-status subject causes itself to be or do something, and since the object is elided the verb is 
formally intransitive. Sometimes the elided object is not the subject itself but is closely connected with the subject, 
as in # 20b; these two examples are similar in sense. 

In the internal Hiphil the subject works in connection with itself as the causer of the action, even when an object 
other than the subject is elided. In contrast to the Piel stem, to which is attached the reflexive Hithpael stem, the 
Hiphil has no reflexive stem form. The double-status use of the Niphal is also germane to such Hiphils. 

g 
The difference between the two-place Hiphil as over against the internal Hiphil can be observed with other Qal-
stative verbs as well.18 
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As the examples with ldG reveal, the internal Hiphil can be metaphorical; the subjects here are non-personal. 

19a. AKl.m; tA[Wv. lDIg>m; He magnifies (lit., causes to become 
great) his king's victories.
Ps 18:51

19b. h+M'lik.W tv,boñ-WvB.l.yI
`yl'[' ~yliyDIg>M;h; 

May all who magnify (themselves) 
over me be clothed with shame and 
disgrace.
Ps 35:26

20a. `Ady"B. hk'l'm.M;h; qyzIx]h;l. 
to strengthen in his hand (lit., cause 
his hand to be strengthened) on the 
kingdom
2 Kgs 15:19

20b. `hl'[.m'ñl.-d[; qyzIx/h, yKi 
because he had become powerful (lit., 
had caused his hand to be 
strengthened) tremendously
2 Chr 26:8

21a. l[;me ~k,t.a, qyxir>h; ![;m;ñl.
~k,t.m;d>a; 

so as to remove you (lit., cause you to 
be far) from your land

Jer 27:10

21b. Wqyxir>hi al{ they had not gone far (lit., had not 
caused [themselves] to be far)
Gen 44:4

22a. !Alg>[,l. hx'n>Mih;-ta, breq.Y:w: He presented (lit., caused to be near) 
the tribute to Eglon.
Judg 3:17

22b. by+rIq.hi h[or>peW And Pharaoh approached (lit., caused 
[himself] to be near).
Exod 14:10

23. ^M,ñmi %yvix.y:-al{ %v,xo-~G: Even the darkness will not be (too) dark 
(lit., cause itself to be dark) for you.
Ps 139:12
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Lambdin remarks that these inwardly transitive usages constitute a translation problem since nearly all of the 
verbs have a transitive causative meaning as well.19 In fact, the senses are rarely confused with one another 
because the internal Hiphil is formally intransitive, whereas the transitive causative Hiphil generally has an 
expressed object clearly different from the subject. 

27.3 Hiphils of Qal Verbs Used Transitively 

a 
Roots that are transitive in Qal (i.e., roots that take a direct object in that stem) in the Hiphil tend to be causative. 
Most often, such constructions are three-place predicates, with a subject and two accusatives, the object of the 
causing (usually a person) and the object of the basic or root verb.20 

The object of causing here is @swy, while the object of the stripping is wtntK. 

b 

Three-place Hiphil constructions vary in the way the two objects are introduced. Both may be marked by ta (## 

1–2), or only the object of "causing" by ta (# 3), or only the object of the root verb by ta (# 4).21 The object of 
"causing" may be marked by a preposition (## 5, 7) and so can the object of the root verb (# 6; cf. # 7). The object 
of causing may be a relative rv,a], with or without ta (## 8–9).22 
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24. hwhyl; tAnb.li tyIB;ñh;w>
lyDIg>h;l. 

And the house to be built for YHWH 
should be magnificent.

1 Chr 22:5

1. @seAy-ta, Wjyviñp.Y:w:
ATn>T'Ku-ta, 

They stripped Joseph (lit., they caused 
Joseph to put off) of his coat.

Gen 37:23

2. ~['h'-ta, lyxin>T; hT'a; yKi
#r,a'ñh'-ta, hZ<h; 

You shall cause this people to inherit the 
land.

Josh 1:6

3. vve-deg>Bi Atao vBel.Y:w: And he clothed him in (lit., caused him to 
put on) vestures of fine linen.
Gen 41:42

4. %+leAq-ta, ynIy[iñymiv.h; Let me hear your voice.23

Cant 2:14

5. %r,D,ñh;-ta, ~h,l' T'[.d;Ahw> You will show them the way.
Exod 18:20

6. `vyliv' tA[m'd>Bi Amqeñv.T;w: You made them drink tears by the 
bowlful.
Ps 80:6

7. tr,D,ña; hm'l.f; lWMmi
~yrIb.[ome !Wjvip.T; 

You strip off the rich robe of those who 
pass by.24

Mic 2:8 emended

8. tae ynIT;ñ[.d;Ah al{
y+Mi[i xl;v.Ti-rv,a] 

But you did not let me know whom you 
will send with me.25

Exod 33:12
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c 
Just as a verb that is ordinarily transitive in the Qal may appear without an object, so a verb that is usually a 
three-place Hiphil may show only one object. With these two-place Hiphils, that object is usually a person. 

Such a construction may have a non-personal object, and in such cases the sense of the causing is a stative 
event. The objects of causation in these cases are either abstract nouns or speech acts. 

Page 443

27.4 Denominative and Isolated Hiphils 

a 
Like the Niphal (23.5) and the Piel (24.4), the Hiphil has a denominative function. The causative value is always 
present in this use but with a wide range of meanings, and extended meanings, depending on the root. One 
important group refers to generation (e.g., rkoB. 'firstborn'), growth (e.g., vr,voñ 'root,' !r,q,ñ 'horn(s),' hs'r>P; 'hoof'), 

and the atmosphere (e.g., rAa 'light,' rj'm' 'rain').27 

9. `rBed;T. rv,a] ^ytiñyreAhw> I will teach you what you shall say.
Exod 4:12

10. ^yTiñ[.m;v.hi ÅÅÅ al{h] Did I not inform you (lit., cause you to 
hear) ... 
Isa 44:8

11. rh'B' ^t.ao ha'r>h, rv,a]K; just as he showed you (lit., caused you 
to see) on the mount
Exod 27:8

12. ~AYh; ^yTiñ[.d;Ah I teach you (lit., cause you to know) 
today.
Prov 22:19

13.
`^D,ñb;l. ^t.q'd>ci ryKiz>a; 

I will make mention of your 
righteousness (lit., cause your 
righteousness to be remembered) 
alone.26

Ps 71:16

14. A+t['Wvy> hwhy [;ydIAh YHWH has made known (lit., caused to 
be known) his salvation.
Ps 98:2

15. ~d,Q,ñmi tazO [;ymiv.hi ymi Who foretold this (lit., caused this to be 
heard) from of Old?
Isa 45:21

16. Wrm.ai ÅÅÅ [;ymiv.hi hwhy
!AYci-tb;l. 

YHWH has proclaimed (lit., caused to 
be heard) ... "Say to Daughter Zion ... "

Isa 62:11

1. hr'yKib.m;K. hr'c' a groan as of one bearing her first child 
(lit., causing a first born to come forth)28

28 Jer 4:31

2. bqo[]y: vrev.y: Jacob will take root (lit., cause a root to 
come forth).
Isa 27:6

3. `syrIp.m; !rIq.m; rP' a bull which has horns (and) hoofs
Ps 69:32

4. #r,+a'ñh'-l[; ryaih'l. to give light on the earth
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Another group refers to the use of body parts (cf. English 'to make eyes'). 

Page 444

Sometimes a denominative from an abstract noun may denote execution of the root notion (e.g., ~r,x,ñ 'ban'). 

Most often, however, abstract denominatives in the Hiphil stem (often figurative) tend to behave like the inwardly 
transitive Hiphil (cf. 27.2g), that is, the subject causes itself to behave according to the nominal notion (e.g., 
perhaps, lk,feñ 'insight,' and certainly rh;zOñ 'brightness' and !b'l' 'white'; cf. 27.2g ## 23–24). 

A denominative Qal can also yield a Hiphil: [r; 'evil' yields both [[r Qal 'to be evil' and Hiphil 'to cause to be 
evil, to make (one's actions) evil, to act evilly.' 

b 
Constructions may develop due to figurative expressions in which the force of the basic term or grammatical form 
is no longer clearly visible. Thus ~k,v, 'shoulder' developed the form ~yKiv.hi 'to shoulder (i.e., to use the 
shoulder)' and with pack animals 'to load the backs'; since this happened early in the morning, by metonymy 
~ykiv.hi came to mean 'to break up camp early in the morning.' 

The opposite is byrI[/h, 'to act in the evening,' from br,[,ñ 'evening.' 

Gen 1:15

5. hwhy ryjim.hi al{ yKi
#r,a'ñh'-l[; ~yhil{a/ 

because YHWH God had not yet caused 
it to rain upon the earth

Gen 2:5

6. `~k,ylea] !yzIa/h, al{w> He turned a deaf ear to you (or, He did 
not prick up his ears for you).
Deut 1:45

7. lymif.h;l.W !ymihel. vae-~ai
ynIdoa] rB,DI-rv,a] lKomi

%l,M,ñh; 

No one can turn to the right (hand) or to 
the left (hand) from anything my lord the 
king says.

2 Sam 14:19

8. wy+n"doa]-la, db,[,ñ !vel.T;-la; Do not slander (lit., use a tongue on) a 
servant to his master.
Prov 30:10 Qere

9. laer'f.yI ynEB. Wlk.y"-al{ rv,a]
~+m'yr,x]h;l. 

upon whom the Israelites could not 
execute the ban

1 Kgs 9:21

10. rh;zOñK. Wrhiñz>y: ~yliKif.M;h;w>
[;y+qir'h' 

And they who are wise shall shine like 
the brightness of the firmament.

Dan 12:3

11. WnyBiñl.y: gl,V,ñK; 
They (your sins) shall become as white 
as snow (lit., as snow causes [itself] to 
be white).
Isa 1:18

12. mk,K.r>d;l. rx'm' ~T,m.K;v.hiw> And you can get up early tomorrow (and 
go) on your way.
Judg 19:9
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Note also dgn Hiphil 'to act in front of, to declare,' a reflection of the basic stance of speaking to or reporting 
néged the addressee. Such lexicalizations are unpredictable isolated areas of the stem system where semantic 
specialization has overtaken systematic force. 

c 
The function of the Hiphil with some roots cannot be classified with certainty into any of the above types because 
the root is otherwise unknown. In these unclassified instances, however, the basic semantic value of the stem is 
usually evident, and one can often discern whether the form functions as a transitive or inwardly transitive, etc. 
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27.5 Modal Senses 

a 
The Hiphil's causative notion can assume various nuances or functions not only because of the nature of the root 
but also because of the relationship that may exist between the principal subject and the subject of the caused 
action (the undersubject). Because the expression of such functions is associated with the non-indicative moods 
in languages that use them (e.g., Classical Greek, Latin), they are called modal functions. English expresses 
them with a small category of irregular verbs, called the models (e.g., 'can, could, should, would, may, might,' 
etc.). 

b 
If, for example, the "causing" occasions an event unacceptable to the undersubject, the verb takes on the nuance 
of compulsion. 

If, on the other hand, the "causing" notion is right and welcome or agreeable to the participating subject, then the 
Hiphil may denote solicitude, 'to take care that.' 

Sometimes the action is welcome or agreeable to the object but is not regarded as a propriety. Here the Hiphil 
denotes permission. 

13. ~Kev.h; yTiv.liP.h; vG:YIw:
b+re[]h;w> 

The Philistine approached morning and 
evening.

1 Sam 17:16

14. ly+hia]y: al{w> x;r>y" The moon is not bright (lit., the moon 
does not cause [itself ] to be bright).29

Job 25:5

15. tArh'n> WxynIñz>a,h,w> The canals will stink.30

Isa 19:6

1. ynITiñ[.r;k.hi [;rek.h; yTiBi Hh'a] Alas, my daughter, you have brought me 
to my knees.
Judg 11:35

2. wyn"p' hm'D>q; hwhy hm'Wq
Wh+[eñyrIk.h; 

Arise, YHWH, confront him (the foe), 
make him bow.

Ps 17:13

3. ~t'Aa [;Bif.a'w" And I took care to satisfy them.
Jer 5:7

4. ^t.Aa ~yhil{a/ [;ydIAh yrex]a;
ta+zO-lK'-ta, 

Since God let you know all this ... 

Gen 41:39
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A similar sense is found with non-personal objects. 
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c 
If the caused activity is welcome to the undersubject but unacceptable or disagreeable to a third party, then the 
notion of toleration comes into view. 

In certain instances the caused activity is agreeable to both subject and undersubject and the undersubject 
becomes an indirect object of the "causing," in which case that notion becomes equivalent to bestowal. 

Footnotes:  

1. GKC § 53c / p. 144; cf. R. J. Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline (2d ed.; Toronto: University of Toronto, 
1976) 28. Due to the complex morphology of the Hiphil the weak verbs are largely straightforward. The contrast of 
l-w and l-y verbs is best preserved in the Hiphil; the l-w group is much larger than the l-y group, of which only ytÌb 
is common. Cf. also n. 10. 
2. Ernst Jenni, Das hebräische PiÁel (Zurich: EVZ, 1968) 20–52. Cf. W. T. Claassen, "On a Recent Proposal as to 
a Distinction between PiÁel and HiphÁil," Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages 1(1971) 3–10. 

3. There are cases in which the sense of the Hiphil is lexicalized, i.e., distinctively specified for the root; see 
below, 27.4b, on sëkm. 

4. Paraphrased from Jenni, PiÁel, 25–33. 

5. Jenni, PiÁel, 65–67; GKC § 53c / p. 144. 

6. Jenni emphasizes, too, that the Piel tends to be habitual, while the Hiphil tends to refer to occasional or 
onetime situations; this difference is especially relevant to the participles; PiÁel, 55–65. 

7. "The Semitic personal pronouns for the third person exhibit virtually the same variations of initial sounds that 
we have found in the causative prefixes," i.e., së in, e.g., Akkadian ~ h in, e.g., Hebrew. See E. A. Speiser, 
"Studies in Semitic Formatives," Journal of the American Oriental Society 56 (1936) 22–46, esp. 23–33; rpt. in his 
Oriental and Biblical Studies, ed. J. J. Finkelstein and Moshe Greenberg (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania, 1967) 403–32, at 409, cited from the reprint. See 21.1c n. 8. There may be some old causatives in 
së in Biblical Hebrew (as there are së causatives in Aramaic, the result of loans from Akkadian; e.g., Biblical 
Aramaic sëeÖziÒb 'to rescue'). On these forms, see J. A. Soggin's essay "Traces of Ancient Causatives in së- Realized 
as Autonomous Roots in Biblical Hebrew," in his Old Testament and Oriental Studies (Rome: Biblical Institute, 
1975) 188–202. 
8. Speiser proposes: "The phrase 'A orders (wishes, etc) that B build a house' was actually construed as 'A 
orders, B builds the house.' In such asyndetic that-clauses particular emphasis was needed to make clear that a 
given action was to be performed by someone, or that a given quality was attributed to someone or something. 
The pronoun of the third person, a demonstrative in origin, was evidently the only available means of conveying 
this idea. It was unavoidable, therefore, that this pronoun should become associated with the that-clause in the 
linguistic consciousness of the speaker." See Speiser, "Studies in Semitic Formatives," 414. This type of shift, 

5. ~h,ymeyme [;yqiv.a; za'
%y+liAa !m,V,ñK; ~t'Arh]n:w> 

Then I will let her waters settle, and her 
streams flow like oil.

Ezek 32:14

6. `wyb'y>Aa-lK' T'x.m;ñf.hi You have allowed all his enemies to 
rejoice.
Ps 89:43

7. `~yhil{a/h' Axylic.hi God gave him success.
2 Chr 26:5

8. `~h,l' yxiyliñc.t; al{w> You will not grant success to them.
Jer 2:37
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from an analytic to a synthetic construction, is common in many languages. 
9. For the various shapes of the Hiphil in Greek translation, see E. Tov, "The Representations of the Causative 
Aspects of the HiphÁil in the LXX: A Study in Translation Technique," Biblica 63 (1982) 417–24. 

10. The morphological opposition of stative and fientive roots is confined almost entirely to the Qal, but there is a 
trace of it in the Hiphil inflection of geminate roots; stative geminates have the vowel a in the second syllable (mrr 
'to be bitter, heÒmar; sÌrr 'to be cramped,' heÒsÌar; qll 'to be slight,' heÒqal; rkk 'to be soft,' heÒrak), while fientive 
geminates have eÒ (hÌll Hiphil 'to begin,' heÒhÌeÒl; sbb 'to go around,' heÒseÒb; prr Hiphil 'to break,' heÒpeÒr). See P. Joüon, 
"Études de morphologie hébraïque," Biblica 1 (1920) 353–71, esp. 353–54. 
11. Cf. also ntÌy Qal (the donkey's turning aside) and Hiphil (the master's turning the donkey back) in Num 22:23. 

12. T. O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971) 212. 
13. Cf. Ezek 17:24, # 14 below. 
14. The delocutive Hiphils are based on locutions such as 'He is just'; see D. R. Hillers, "Delocutive Verbs in 
Biblical Hebrew," Journal of Biblical Literature 86 (1967) 320–24. As noted in connection with Piels (24.2f), 
delocutives have an intermediate character; a Hiphil delocutive is in part causative and in part denominative. See 
also W. T. Claassen, "The Declarative-Estimative HiphÁil," Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages 2 (1972) 5–16.

15. For further uses, see qll in 2 Sam 19:44 (referring to esteem in the mind of the speaker) and Isa 8:23 (with kbd
Hiphil) and 23:9 (both referring to esteem in the mind of others). 
16. Internal Hiphils (like the cognate Arabic verb stem ÀafÁala) are sometimes associated with the Arabic 
superlative or elative form ÀafÁal; see Speiser, "Studies in Semitic Formatives," 32. 

17. For gdl in this sense, see Jer 48:26, 42; Ezek 35:13; Zech 2:8, 10; Ps 35:26, 38:17, 55:13; Job 19:5; Lam 1:9; 
Dan 8:4, 8, 11, 25. 
18. The internal Hiphil may have an inchoative or ingressive sense, referring to entering into a state, e.g., hÌly 'to 
become ill,' zyd 'to (come to a) boil.' The internal Hiphil also occurs with verbs for expressing or receiving a 
quality: Àhl, zhr, ypÁ 'to be clear, bright' versus hÌsëk 'to be dark,' ÀmsÌ 'to be strong' versus ÁtÌp 'to be weak'; see GKC § 
53d / p. 145. 
19. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 212. 
20. In addition to the roots cited in the examples, note Àkl, byn, ynq, nhÌl, qny, rÀy, rwy, sbÁ, and sëkhÌ. See the 
catalogue provided in Mordechai Ben-Asher, "Causative HipÁiÖl with Double Objects in Biblical Hebrew," Hebrew 
Annual Review 2 (1978) 11–19. 
21. For a suffix and an unmarked object, see Isa 48:6. 
22. For a clause headed by mh, see Zech 1:9. 
23. Cf. Exod 33:18, Deut 4:10 With ## 4, 6, 8, cf. 27.5b. 
24. Emend the pointing, taking the athnach with the following word; for MT Àdr (perhaps taken as an accusative of 
material,'richness(?)'), read Àdrt by haplography. 

25. On the permissive sense of the Hiphil, see 27.5. 
26. Cf. 2 Sam 18:18. 
27. Note also higsëiÖm 'to rain' (Jer 14:22); hizriÖaÁ 'to form seed' (Gen 1:11, etc.), 'to conceive' (Lev 12:2); hisëliÖg 'to 
snow' (Ps 68:15). Participles and infinitives are notably common among productive Hiphils. 
28. On the difficult form sÌrh, see W. L. Holladay, Jeremiah (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 1. 145. 

29. The examples in the text are both hapaxes. There are a number of more common Hiphil-only roots which are 
apparently isolates: ybl Hiphil 'to conduct,' ydy Hiphil 'to praise' (probably not the same root as ydy Qal, Piel 'to 
throw'), ykhÌ Hiphil 'to decide,' sëlk Hiphil 'to throw,' perhaps sëqy Hiphil 'to (give) water (to drink).' 

30. The form is anomalous, perhaps from an elative variant root or perhaps a double causative (Hebrew h + 
Aramaizing À). Cf. n. 16 above. A convenient example of double formative is Modern Hebrew braksim 'brakes.' 
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28.1 Form and Meaning 

a 
Like the Piel and Pual, the Hiphil and Hophal stems stand in active: passive opposition.1 The Pual and Hophal are 
the rarest of the seven major stems, and the Hophal is the rarer of the two. As with the Pual, certain Qal passive 
forms are pointed as Hophal (22.6). 

b 
Both the Pual and Hophal stems represent the subject as being caused to be acted upon or to suffer the effects of 
having been acted upon (usually by an unnamed agent). Whereas in Pual the subject is made into a state 
represented by the root, in Hophal it is caused, or suffers the effects of having been caused, to be in the event 
signified by the root. Compare and contrast, for example, these cases with dly and !wK (which has Polel/Polal 
instead of Piel/Pual). 
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28 Hophal Stem 

28.1 Form and Meaning 
28.2 Hophals of Qal and Niphal Verbs Used Intransitively 
28.3 Hophals of Qal Verbs Used Transitively 
28.4 Denominative and Isolated Hophals 
28.5 Modal Senses 

1a.
tAYrIb.[ih'-ta, !k,d>L,y:B. 

When you help the Hebrew women in 
childbirth (Piel) (lit., when you make the 
Hebrew women to be delivered of 
child) ... 
Exod 1:16

1b. yTid>L;ñyU rv,a] ~AYh; rWra'
A+B 

Cursed be the day in which I was born 
(Pual) (lit., was made to be born [as a 
state]).
Jer 20:14

1c. `tAnb'W ~ynIB' dl,AYñw: 
He begat (Hiphil) sons and daughters 
(lit., caused sons and daughters to be 
born [as an event]).
Gen 5:4

1d. h[or>P;-ta, td,L,ñhu ~Ay 
on Pharaoh's birthday (Hophal) (lit., on 
the day of Pharaoh's having been 
caused to be born [as an event])2

Gen 40:20

2a. ATk.l;m.m; aSeKi-ta, yTin>n:kow> 
And I will establish (Polel) the throne of 
his kingdom (lit., I will make the throne 
of his kingdom established [as a state]).
2 Sam 7:13

2b. Wnn"ñAK rb,g<ñ-yde[]c.mi hwhyme 
The steps of a man are made firm 
(Polar) (lit., are made to he firm [as a 
state]) by YHWH.
Ps 37:23

2c. A+as.Ki !ykihe ~yIm;ñV'B; hwhy 
YHWH established (Hiphil) his throne in 
the heavens (lit., caused his throne to 
be established [as an event]).
Ps 103:19
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These examples show that the Hophal represents the subject as the undergoer of a causative situation involving 
an event. The object of the active causative notion with the Hiphil stem becomes the subject with the Hophal 
stem; the agent, expressed in the Hiphil, is normally unexpressed in the Hophal. For example, 'throne' in # 2c is 
the object of the causative notion, with God as agent, but in # 2d 'throne' is the subject, and the agent is not 
mentioned. 

c 

The distinctiveness of the Hophal vis-á-vis the other passive stems can be seen in these illustrations using [qB. 

Each of these passives reflects a corresponding active form in which the city is the object of the breaching. In the 
passive stems, the city is the subject being acted upon or suffering the effects of the action; the agent is not 
mentioned. In # 3a the Niphal represents the  
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simple action, without a causation notion. In # 3b and # 3c the Pual and Hophal signify causation; in the Pual the 
city is represented as being made into a state of being breached, while in the Hophal the city is represented as 
being caused to suffer the effects of the event of being breached. 

28.2 Hophals of Qal and Niphal Verbs Used Intransitively 

a 
Since the Hiphil is much more widely used than the Hophal, virtually all roots which form Hophals also form 
Hiphils, and it is convenient to exhibit the two stems together. 

b 
Qal and Niphal intransitive fientive verbs and their corresponding Hophals are one-place predications; in the 
Hophal the agent of the Hiphil is not represented, and the subject is the patient or undergoer of the action. 
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2d. aSeKi ds,x,ñB; !k;Whw> 
In unfailing love a throne will be 
established (Hophal) (lit., will be caused 
to be established [as an event]).
Isa 16:5

3a. ry[ih' [q;B'Tiw: The city was breached (Niphal).
2 Kgs 25:4

3b. `h['Q'bum. ry[i yaeAbm.Ki 
like the entering of a city that is 
breached (Pual) (lit., was made to be 
breached)
Ezek 26:10

3c. `ry[ih' h['q.b.h' The city was breached (Hophal) (lit., 
was caused to be breached).
Jer 39:2

1a. dl,Y<ñh;-l[; bK;v.YIw: And he lay (Qal) upon the boy.
2 Kgs 4:34

1b. WhbeñKiv.T;w: And she laid (Hiphil) him down.
2 Kgs 4:21

1c. `AtJ'mi-l[; bK'v.mu who had been laid (Hophal) (lit., had 
been caused to lie) on his bed
2 Kgs 4:32

2a. hwhy-la, hv,mo bv'Y"ñw: And Moses returned (Qal) to YHWH.
Exod 5:22

2b. So he put back (Hiphil) his hand (lit., 
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c 
Qal stative verbs rarely form passive causatives, none of the putative-delocutive type. None of the stative verbs 
cited in 22.4 occurs unambiguously with a stative meaning in the Hophal stem, though some appear in the Hiphil. 
In the case of verbs with both a Qal stative and Qal fientive force (e.g., ~mv 'to be desolate; to lay waste,' twm 
'to be dead; to die') it seems best to construe Hophal forms as fientives. 

d 
There is no Hophal analogue to the internal Hiphil. Even a verb that may be inwardly transitive in the Hiphil is 
passive in the Hophal, with an implied agent other than itself. This lack of use is easy to understand: the subject 
of the Hophal stem is normally an implied object of a causative notion other than the agent, but in the case of the 
internal Hiphil there is no such object. Contrast hlx Qal, Hiphil, and Hophal. 

A+qyxe-la, Ady" bv,Y"ñw: caused his hand to return) into his 
bosom.
Exod 4:7

2c. !roh]a;-ta,w> hv,mo-ta, bv;WYw:
h[or>P;-la, 

And Moses and Aaron were brought 
back (Hophal) (lit., were caused to 
return) to Pharaoh.3
Exod 10:8

3a. hcxr>a;ñ ~yrIG"NIh; ~yIM;ñK; as water poured (Niphal) on the ground
2 Sam 14:14

3b. rGEY:w: He pours (it) out (Hiphil) (lit., causes [it] 
to be poured)
Ps 75:9

3c. `dr'AmB. ~yrIG"mu ~yIm;ñK. as water poured (Hophal) (lit., caused to 
be poured) into a gorge
Mic 1:4

4a. `~k,yker>D; WMv;ñn"w> Your roads will be laid waste (Niphal).
Lev 26:22

4b. #r,+a'ñh'-ta, ynIa] ytiMovih]w: 
And I will lay waste (Hiphil) your land 
(lit., will cause your land to be 
deserted).
Lev 26:32

4c. hM'V;h' ymey>-lK' 
all the time that [it] lies desolate 
(Hophal) (lit., of [its] being caused to be 
deserted)4

Lev 26:35

5a. yKixil. ynIAvl.-qB;d>Ti May my tongue stick (Qal) to the roof of 
my mouth.
Ps 137:6

5b. ^K,ñxi-la, qyBid>a; ^n>Avl.W And I will make your tongue stick 
(Hiphil) to the roof of your mouth.
Ezek 3:26

5c. y+x'Aql.m; qB'd>mu ynIAvl.W And my tongue sticks (Hophal) (lit., is 
caused to stick) to my palate.
Ps 22:16

6a. ytiyliñx'w> And I will be(come) weak (Qal).
Judg 16:17

6b. !yI+Y"ñmi tm;x] ~yrIf' Wlx/h, 
The princes are inflamed (Hiphil) with 
wine (lit., cause themselves to be
(come) sick with fever from wine).
Hos 7:5
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28.3 Hophals of Qal Verbs Used Transitively 

a 
The Hophal forms of roots that are transitive in Qal are passive causatives. In addition to the examples in 28.1, 
consider these. 
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28.4 Denominative and Isolated Hophals 

a 

The denominative role of the Hiphil is also found with the Hophal. Consider these sets, from dg<n<ñ 'before,' ~Alv' 
'peace,' and xl;m,ñ 'salt'; for the last, no Hiphil forms are attested. 
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6c. `ytiyl.ñx\h' yKi because I've been wounded (Hophal) 
(lit., have been caused to be wounded)
1 Kgs 22:34

1a. l+aer'f.yI yhel{a/ tae War>YIw: And they saw (Qal) the God of Israel.
Exod 24:10

1b. ha,r>m; ynIa] rv,a] lkoK.
^t.Aa 

according to all that I show you (Hiphil) 
(lit., cause you to see)

Exod 25:9

1c. `rh'B' ha,r>m' hT'a;-rv,a] which you were shown (Hophal) (lit., 
were caused to see) on the mount5
Exod 25:40

2a. hx'v.Mih; !m,v,ñ-ta, T'x.q;l'w>
A+var-l[; T'q.c;y"w> 

And you shall take the anointing oil and 
pour (Qal) [it] on his head.

Exod 29:7

2b. `tq,c'ñAm ayhiw> And she kept on pouring (Hiphil) [the oil] 
(lit., causing [the oil] to be poured).
2 Kgs 4:5 Qere

2c. !m,v,ñ Avaro-l[; qc;Wy-rv,a]
hx'v.Mih; 

upon whose head the anointing oil was 
poured (Hophal) (lit., was caused to be 
poured)
Lev 21:10

1a. t'yfiñ[' hm, yli an"-dG<h;w> Tell (Hiphil) me what you have done.
Josh 7:19

1b. ^yd,ñb'[]l; dG:hu dGEhu Your servants were clearly told 
(Hophal).
Josh 9:24

2a. ~+l'v.W And be at peace (Qal).
Job 22:21

2b. %M'[i ~yliv.t; al{-~aiw> 
And if it will not make peace (Hiphil) 
with you (lit., will not cause to be at 
peace with you [as an event]) ... 
Deut 20:12

2c. `%l'-hm'l.v.h' hd,F'h; tY:x;w> And the wild animals will be caused to 
be at peace (Hophal) with you.
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b 
Isolated or unclassified Hiphils also form Hophals. 

28.5 Modal Senses 

a 
Just as the Hiphil can take on modal nuances when the will of the participants is felt to be involved, so also the 
Hophal can take on the same nuances when such an object becomes the passive subject of the causative notion. 
For example, one feels the nuance of compulsion in this command with the root bkv (see 27.5). 

Footnotes:  

1. The original or basic first vowel of the Qal passive, Pual, and Hophal is u, but in the last stem o is more 
common; for the two vowels, note wÝhomleÒahÌ loÀ lahÌat, 'You were not rubbed with salt' (Ezek 16:4). 

2. The Hophal infinitive construct is found only in this form and in several forms of sëmm; hoçsësëammaÖ (Lev 26:34), 
hosësëammaÖ (Lev 26:35, 2 Chr 36:21), (baÒ)hsëammaÖ (Lev 26:43). The infinitive absolute in the second syllable has an 
e vowel against the a elsewhere, e.g., hohÌteÒl (Ezek 16:4) as in the Hiphil. 

3. For Àt with the subject of a passive verb, see 10.3.2. 

4. The LXX reads a suffix on the infinitive. 

Job 5:23

3a. xl;M,ñB; ^t.x'n>mi !B;r>q'-lk'w>
xl'm.Ti 

Season (Qal) all your grain offerings 
with salt.

Lev 2:13

3b. T.x;l;ñm.hu al{ x;lem.h'w> 
To be sure, you were not rubbed with 
salt (Hophal) (lit., were not caused to be 
salted).
Ezek 16:4

4a. ba'Ay-la, Wkliñv.Y:w: And they threw (Hiphil) (the head) to 
Joab. 
2 Sam 20:22

4b. ^yl,ñae %l'v.mu Avaro His head will be thrown (Hophal) to you. 
2 Sam 20:21

5a. ynI+a'ñyBix.h, Ady" lceB. In the shadow of his hand he hid 
(Hiphil) me. 
Isa 49:2

5b. Wa+B'ñx.h' ~yail'k. yTeb'b.W And they were hidden (Hophal) in 
prisons. 
Isa 42:22

6a. #r,a'ñh' l[; ÅÅÅ ^t.ao yTil.j;hew>
tr,x,ña; 

I will hurl (Hiphil) you ... into another 
country. 

Jer 22:26

6b. A[r>z:w> aWh Wlj]Wh [;WDm;
#r,a'ñh'-l[; Wkl.v.huw> 

Why will he and his seed be hurled out 
(Hophal) and be cast (Hophal) into a 
land ... ? 
Jer 22:28

1. `~ylire[]-ta, hb'K.v.h'w> and be laid (lit., be caused [against your 
will] to be laid) among the uncircumcised6

Ezek 32:19
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5. T. O. Lambdin uses the example horÀaÖ haÒÀiÖsëÀet-haÒÀoÖr, 'The man was shown the light,' but such Hophal clauses 
are rare at best; see Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971) 244. 
6. This form is a Hophal imperative, a semantic anomaly. Pual and Hophal imperatives do not essentially exist in 
the system of the language. This form may be considered a literary creation—note that sëkb occurs eight times in 
Ezekiel 31–32. L. Boadt remarks that "sëaÒkab often refers euphemistically to dying"; see Ezekiel's Oracles against 
Egypt: A Literary and Philological Study of Ezekiel 29–32 (Rome: Biblical Institute, 1980) 164. This imperative 
may then be likened to the anomalous English passive imperative 'Drop dead.' For the only other Hophal 
imperative, see hopnuÖ 'Be turned back!' in Jer 49:8, also in a passage suggesting that the form is an ad hoc 
creation. 
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29.1 The Variety of Verb Forms 

a 
There are three overlapping groups of verb forms in Hebrew, the conjugations, the modals, and the non-finites, 
and we discuss them in this grammar in that order. For the moment, let us review them in reverse order. The non-
finite forms include the participle (# 1) and the two infinitives (or verbal nouns), the construct (# 2) and the 
absolute (# 3). The modal forms include the cohortative (first-person modal, # 4), the imperative (second-person 
modal, # 5), and the jussive (third-person modal, # 6). The conjugations may have some bearing on the modal 
forms, for all the models are related to or derived from one of the conjugations.1 

b 
There are two major conjugations, the suffix(ing), perfective (perfect, qatal, qtl) and the prefix(ing), non-perfective 
(imperfect, yiqtol, yqtl).2 The variety of terms used for the  
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conjugations gives a hint of the controversy that has surrounded modern study of them. At the heart of the 
controversy is the fact that conjugations have a variety of syntactic roles, related in part to the use of the 
conjunction waw.3 Five major combinations are usually reckoned with. These include the perfective without waw 
(# 7) and with waw (# 8), that is, qatal and w«qatal; and the non-perfective without waw (yiqtol, # 9), with waw and 
doubling (wayyiqtol, # 10), and with simple waw (w«yiqtol, # 11). 

These five combinations have been the basis of much study, for it is not obvious in what ways they are 
independent of each other. Other questions about the conjugations involve their relations with the non-finite forms 
(particularly the relation of the infinitives and the prefix conjugation), their time reference, and their relationship to 
"tense" and aspect systems in other languages. 

29 Introduction to the Conjugations 

29.1 The Variety of Verb Forms 
29.2 Theories Based on Tense 
29.3 Elementary Aspect Theories 
29.4 Comparative-Historical Theories 
29.5 Philosophical Theories 
29.6 A Further Conception 

1. participle dme[o hl,A[ 

2. infinitive construct dmo[]l; tAl[]K; 
3. infinitive absolute dmo[' hl{üj 

4. cohortative hr'M.z:a] hl,[/a, 
5. imperative dmo[] yli[] 
6. jussive dmo[]y: l[;y:ñ 

7. qetal yTid>m;ñ[' ht'l.[†; 
8. w«qatal dm;['w> hl'['w> 
9. yiqtol dmo[]T; hl,[]n: 
10. wayyiqtol Wdm.[;Y:w: l[;Y:w: 
11. w«yiqtol Wdm.[;y:w> hl,[]n:w> 
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c 
The combinations are not equally common, as the following list of occurrences reveals.4

 

The prefix forms are appreciably more common than the suffix forms. Although the most frequent combination is 
wayyiqtol, the forms without waw are altogether more common, 28,173 forms (55%), as opposed to those with 
waw, 22,685 forms (45%).6 Also noteworthy is the dominance of three of the combinations, qatal, yiqtol, and 
wayyiqtol, which account for 85% of the Hebrew conjugational forms of the Bible (43,145). 

d 
Hebraists are not agreed about the significance of the conjugations and their constructions with waw. Various 
theories, each with strengths and weaknesses, have been  
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advanced. In their study of the conjugations Hebraists have been something like the proverbial five blind men 
examining an elephant. Each of them has described a portion of the beast accurately, but they differed in their 
conclusions because they tried to describe the whole by generalizing from a part. In order to avoid the 
reductionistic abstractions that have plagued this most difficult area of Hebrew grammar, it seems advisable to 
begin by surveying the theories; after we critically appraise them we shall be able to construct a provisional 
scaffold from which to pursue the investigation. 

e 
Leslie McFall has recently reviewed the literature on the subject from the earliest medieval Jewish grammarians 
to T. W. Thacker's study of 1954, concentrating on "solutions from Ewald to the present day."7 We follow McFall's 
review closely up to the introduction of the comparative-historical approach to the subject, around 1900. From that 
point on his work must be supplemented, because he neglected some significant studies (e.g., Brockelmann, 
Sperber, Hughes, and Michel).8 

f 
Some features of any modern view of the conjugations represent a break with the terms of the traditional debate. 
From the time of the Renaissance to the late nineteenth century, there was a consistent tendency to regard the 
Hebrew verbal system as intrinsically "primitive," Biblical Hebrew being an archaic tongue unable to approach the 
complexities of languages attested later.9 No modern solution could be based on such a suspicious and 
misleading notion of Hebrew as a language. Further, prior to the rise of modern linguistic thinking, the verbal 
system of Hebrew was measured against European languages, and it was the discrepancies that seemed to 
require explanation. A special form of this view is based on the concerns of translation, but no absolutely 
consistent equivalence system exists for rendering the Hebrew verbs into another language.10 Modern scholars 
seek to explain Hebrew as much as possible on its own terms. 

g 
Every phase of the modern study of comparative Semitics has stimulated new theories of the Biblical Hebrew 
verb, although some of these theories have been unacceptable as ideas about one language. As we shall see, 
comparative Semitic information can be used both to clarify and to create a major muddle in Hebrew grammar. It 
is impossible to explain Hebrew by alleging that it is a mongrel or monster among its Semitic cousins, for, 
although Hebrew is different from them, it is not different in kind.11 
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h 

qatal 13,874 27% 20,252 40%w«qatal 6,378 13%
yiqtol 14,299 28%

30,606 60%wayyiqtol 14,9725 29%
w«yiqtol 1,335 3%

50,858
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Two differences about Hebrew are relevant. The first involves what is in the Bible: because there are certain types 
of writing in Biblical Hebrew which are not well represented in extrabiblical Semitic, especially Northwest Semitic, 
texts, we must be careful about comparisons. The preponderance of continuous narrative prose in the Bible is 
unparalleled in the ancient Near East; even the Akkadian annals of the Neo-Assyrian kings present major 
differences. As we shall see, there are distinctive features of narrative prose as well as of prophetic speech, and 
these "genre effects" need to be borne in mind in evaluating the verb system.12 A second difference involves the 
way in which Hebrew is preserved. Any notion of major distortion in the MT can play no serious role in explaining 
the verbs.13 This should be clear from the separation of ljqYw: and ljqyw> forms, cited earlier, and from the 

variation in accentuation of the w«qatal combination in certain persons (e.g., T'r>m+'ña'w>, Isa 14:4, but T'ñr>m;a'w>, 
Ezek 29:3; cf. yTir>m;ña'w>, Deut 32:40).14 

i 
The chief, indeed only, idea behind the earliest views on the Hebrew verb was tense (29.2); the nineteenth 
century added the idea (though not the vocabulary) of aspect (29.3). The decipherment of cuneiform and the 
recovery of other ancient Semitic monuments contributed funds of new data (29.4). The integration of this material 
is only part of the ongoing efforts at comprehension (29.5-6). 

29.2 Theories Based on Tense 

a 
Time reference may be indicated in language in various ways. It may be lexicalized, that is, expressed with 
individual words (such as the English adverbs 'now, soon, formerly'), or it may be grammaticalized, that is, 
expressed morphologically as part of or in conjunction with verb forms. Grammaticalized time reference is called 
tense.15 English uses the category of tense, distinguishing present tense 'I run' from past tense 'I ran.' Biblical 
Hebrew has no such simple tense forms,16 but because Mishnaic Hebrew17 and most European languages do, 
for at least eight centuries, from ca. 1000 C.E. on, the medieval Jewish grammarians and Christian scholars of the 
Hebrew Scriptures thought that qtl, qoÖteÒl, yqtl signified past, present, and future times respectively.18 Such a 
system is basically that of Mishnaic (and later) Hebrew, which is thus a tense language. This view can hardly 
accommodate the facts of Biblical Hebrew, and a stratagem was needed to explain the "past" reference of 
wayyqtl and the "present/future" reference of w«qtl. 

b 
The earliest Jewish grammarians (2.2) thought that the conjugations signified tense and that a prefixed waw could 
"convert" the signification to its opposite. Japeth ha-Levi,  
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the tenth-century Qaraite grammarian of Jerusalem, calls the waw with the suffix conjugation waw ÁatiÒdiÒ, 'waw of 
the future.' David QimhÌi (1160–1235), in his Mikhlol, "the Geseniust grammar of his age," like his predecessors 
thought in terms of tenses. He calls the waw that "substitutes" the past for the future and vice versa the waw 
hasësëaÒruÖt 'waw of service.'19 Elijah Levita (1468–1549) may have coined the term that became standard for this 
"type" of waw, waw hippuÖk, 'waw-conversive.' The ordinary waw, the simple conjunction, he called waw hÌibbuÖr, 
'waw of joining.' 

c 
The medieval Jewish grammarians thus saw three tenses: qtl past, qoÖteÒl present, and yqtl future; the waw hippuÖk 
could convert the first and third. The earliest Christian Hebraists accepted the medieval Jewish view. They called 
waw hÌibbuÖr, conjunctivam, and waw hippuÖk, conversivam. 

d 
Until 1827 the traditional view prevailed in the Christian universities of Europe, but some began to refine, criticize, 
and modify it. Johannes Buxtorf's grammar (1653), for example, denied that the Hebrews had a present tense.20 
McFall cites, as typical of bewilderment over the tempora (Latin 'tenses') in Hebrew, C. Bayly's statement of 1782: 
"The Tenses are often used promiscuously especially in the poetic and prophetic books."21 Nevertheless, the 
tense and waw-conversive theory survived. W. Gesenius in his thirteen editions of his grammar (1813–1842) did 
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not abandon it. 

e 
The tense and waw-conversive theory represented such a venerable tradition that it would have seemed 
foolhardy to challenge it. Some statistics certainly support it. In 14,202 instances of wayyqtl (out of a total of 
14,972) RSV translates with a past tense.22 Furthermore, a tense theory appeals to "common sense."23 F. R. 
Blake argued, for example, that it seems a priori unlikely that a verb would be without tense.24 Finally, the 
necessity of rendering the Hebrew verb into the tense structures of European languages abets the tense theory. 

f 
The theory has, however, tremendous weaknesses. While it may be true that wayyqtl most often designates past 
time, it does not always have this value (see 31.2). When we turn to other forms the statistical pattern is not 
elegant. According to McFall the RSV translators render yqtl as a past tense 774 times, a present tense 3,376 
times, a future tense 5,451 times, a non-past modal 1,200 times, a past modal 423 times, an imperative 2,133 
times, a jussive/cohortative 789 times, and non-verbally 153 times. With regard to qtl, RSV renders it in Job, a 
good source for comparison because of its non-historical character, as a past tense 252 times and as a present 
tense 244 times; in its bound form wqtl as a past 12 times, a present 23 times, and a future 14. Clearly, the RSV 
translators  
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needed all three principal tenses of English to render the two conjugations with and without waw. How can forms 
each of which "represent" all three English major tenses have a primarily temporal value? 

g 
N. W. Schröder in 1766 offered an alternative explanation for the "promiscuous" use of the Hebrew verb forms by 
introducing the concept of relative time.25 According to this theory the time of a situation is not located absolutely 
in relation to the present moment of the speaker's time; rather, it is related to the time of the preceding verb. In 
application this means that wayyqtl is future relative to a preceding past event represented by qtl. With this 
suggestion he replaced the "barbarism," as some had called it, that waw could "convert" tense forms into their 
opposites; he thereby laid the foundations for the later waw-consecutive theory. Schröder's theory did not solve 
the weaknesses of the tense theory pointed out above, and it introduced new problems. Could the Hebrews have 
had the mental agility constantly and easily to shift back and forth between the past and future? Why do the 
qtl~wayyqtl and yqtl~wqtl constructions occur under stringent syntactic conditions? Does not wqtl continue to 
convert the past into the future? 

h 
In 1818 Philip Gell, independently of Schröder, offered a similar solution, but instead of the term "relative future 
waw" he used "inductive waw." McFall summarizes his view: 

Philip Gell suggested that every genre or category of literature was comprised of major and minor systems.
A major system, for example, may be an historical narrative. It will commence with a governing verb that
sets the narrative in its true historic period. This will be followed by subordinate verb forms which retain their
own individual tense. The temporal power of the governing, or initial, verb is inducted, or passed on, to the
subordinate verbs by means of the waw conjunctive.26 

In Gell's view the waw communicated the effect flowing from the whole to the part. 

i 
Gell's study is seminal for discourse study. His appreciation of the genre effect and distinction between major and 
minor literary systems offer valuable insights into the syntactic structure of Hebrew narrative (see 31.2). 
Furthermore, he opened the door to see the bound waw constructions as denoting consequence (see 32.2) and 
epexegetical situations (see 32.2.2). But we are still left with the problems inherent in any tense theory and with 
the problem of wqtl, for which Gell confessed his principle did not operate. 

j 
In 1827 Samuel Lee (1783–1852), Regius Professor of Hebrew at Cambridge, tried to introduce a historical view 
into the debate. He analyzed the conjugated verbs as consisting of pronominal affixes and nominal roots. He 
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contended that qtl, formed on concrete nouns, represented the past tense, and that yqtl, formed on the abstract 
infinitive, signified the present tense.27 Like Schröder he thought the wayyqtl signified relative time,  
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but he defined it differently. For him the form worked like the historical present tense encountered in Greek and 
Latin, where the present tense is used to refer to a past situation.28 A simple English example would be: 'I was 
sitting on the veranda when up comes John and says ... ' This offers a more vivid narrative than 'I was sitting on 
the veranda when up came Kathy and said ... ' A relative present in the wayyqtl construction fits his theory nicely, 
for he did not distinguish the meaning of yqtl in its free form from its bound one with waw-relative. 

k 
Lee's work must be judged revolutionary. He first moved scholarship away from the venerable tradition that yqtl 
signifies only the present-future tense. His morphological analysis of the conjugations into affixes and nominal 
roots is foundational for the later comparative-historical approach. In fact, some comparative Semitists still 
support his theory that the yqtl form is based on the infinitive.29 His distinction between concrete and abstract 
actions looks forward to Diethelm Michel's distinction between accidental and substantial actions. Although he 
challenged the tradition, in fact he merely substituted one notion of tense for another, and no view based 
exclusively on tense is adequate. In a way this failure is surprising since Lee recognized that what he called 
Oriental thought differed from Occidental. 

29.3 Elementary Aspect Theories 

a 
Given the defects of theories based on tense, it is not surprising that scholars looked to other explanatory factors, 
which may be grouped together under the heading of aspect. In addition to the strictly aspectual views of Heinrich 
Ewald and William Turner, we consider the "universal tense" theory as an aspectual theory by default. 

b 
The "universal tense" theory, which has surely been held briefly by every student of elementary Biblical Hebrew, 
alleges that the two conjugations cannot strictly be separated. The great German romantic critic Johann Gottfried 
von Herder (1744–1803) was one of the first modern appreciators of Hebrew literature. In his book Vom Geist der 
Ebräischen Poesie (On the Spirit of Hebrew Poetry, 1783), he suggested that Hebrew had only one tense, or 
rather that the two tenses are essentially undefined tenses, both aorists, that is, unbounded tenses.30 Herder's 
view is based on his attribution to the "primitive" and "serene and open" Hebrew mind the quality of immediacy: 
"All the Hebrew songs in praise of [creation] ... were ... formed, as it were, in the immediate view of those very 
scenes [described]."31 The desire to present vivid impressions at first hand led the Hebrews "like children" to rely 
on unbounded verb forms.32 
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c 
Oddly, such views can be found in our own time, albeit with different rationales. Alexander Sperber (1897–1971), 
an erratic but diligent scholar, essentially agreed with Herder.33 He argued that the two conjugations were used 
interchangeably on the basis of pentateuchal passages where he alleged such jumbling could be found (e.g., 
rs;Wh in Lev 4:31, rs;Wy in 4:35). He also collected a number of verses where the perfect was continued by 
imperfect (e.g., Num 9:15), where the imperfect was continued by perfect (cf. Lev 6:21), etc. He therefore 
proposed: 

Each of these tenses ... may indicate any and every time. Thus, they do not complement one another in
order to form a complete verbal conjugation expressing past and future, respectively, but they run parallel to
one another, representing two possibilities of expressing one and the same time.34 

For this reason he called for a new terminology, the suffix tense and the prefix tense. Why then are there two 
tense forms? Sperber explained the phenomenon by his comprehensive theory that Biblical Hebrew is not a 
unified language but a confluence of dialects: "The combined use of both tenses, which runs through our Biblical 
literature, is further evidence for our assertion that the language of our Bible is of a mixed type."35 
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d 
James Hughes reached a similar conclusion (without denying the text's unity): "There seems to be no difference 
between the two tenses—form excepted—as they appear in the Hebrew Scriptures."36 Tense, according to 
Hughes, is indicated by the particles occurring with the "afformative aorist [i.e., qtl]" and the "preformative aorist [i 
e., yqtl]. 
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e 
Sperber's and Hughes's studies have the salient values of describing the text and of correcting 
overgeneralizations. In the light of the lack of consensus regarding the meaning of the text, Sperber's appeal for a 
neutral, descriptive terminology based on form rather than meaning makes sense. Accordingly scholars have 
taken up the terms prefix conjugation and suffix conjugation. Moreover, "universal" is an apt term for describing 
the range of the prefix conjugation. But Sperber's profound skepticism regarding the trustworthiness of the 
Masoretic vocalization and of the language's essential unity is unjustified (see 1.6). The phenomenon on which he 
based his dissection of the text into dialects, namely, the mixture of the tenses in neighboring lines of poetry, also 
occurs in Ugaritic. Is Ugaritic, too, a "mixed language?" Furthermore, it is methodologically unsound to build a 
theory on isolated difficulties rather than on a comprehensive synchronic and diachronic study of the verbal 
system. The "universal tense" theories, whether defended by Herder or Sperber, offer no final solution to the 
problem of the verbal system. 

f 
Aspectual theory proper begins in the 1820s, contemporary with Samuel Lee's studies. Heinrich Ewald (1803–
1875) in 1827 wrote of the two conjugations: "The first aorist [qtl] conveys a completed (perfectam) thing, whether 
present, preterite, or future. The second aorist [yqtl] conveys a non-completed (imperfectam) thing, whether 
present, preterite, or future."37 Although he used the Latin terms modi 'moods' and tempora 'tenses (lit., times),' 
Ewald's conception is aspectual. It was in accord with Ewald's views that the Hebrew conjugations became known 
as the perfect and imperfect;38 these, as he said, represent "the two grand and opposite aspects under which 
every conceivable action may be regarded." By the perfect Ewald meant that the speaker represents the action as 
finished and thus before him; the imperfect represents the action as unfinished and non-existent, but possibly 
becoming and coming. McFall summarizes Ewald's view of the perfect thus: 

It is used of actions which the speaker from his present regards as actually past and therefore complete.
[And] it is used of actions which are regarded as finished but which reach right into the present.39 

Regarding Ewald's view of the imperfect, McFall remarks: 
From the basic idea of Incompleteness there arise two distinct meanings which are very widely different
from one another. Firstly, what is stated absolutely to be incomplete refers to time and is therefore a mere
time-form or tense. Secondly, what is stated to be dependent on something else is set forth as in a particular
"kind of being, which hence becomes more a mood than a tense."40 

g 
Now that Ewald had freed the study of the Hebrew verb from tense, the waw-conversive theory also came into 
question. In its place Ewald advanced the notion of waw-relative as understood by Lee. Ewald erroneously 
speculated that W: (i.e., way-) prefixed to the historical present yqtl was comprised of w 'and' and za 'then' and 
thought that it indicated more emphatically the consequence of an action.41 For this interpretation of the form 
Ewald (like most moderns) adopted F. Böttcher's term, waw-consecutive. Ewald further rightly proposed that wqtl 
functions as the antithesis of wayyqtl. Of great importance to later research based on the comparative-historical 
method was Ewald's observation that the wayyqtl form is based wherever possible on the jussive form. Here,  
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however, he overgeneralized; McFall calls attention to instances where it is built on the so-called longer imperfect 
form.42 

h 
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Ewald's study considerably narrowed the gap between text and interpretation. In scientific thought a theory is 
created by imagination from the data being investigated, and the theory is then tested by logic against the data. 
Ewald's aspect theory, in the minds of many, better satisfied the data than any tense theory; in most grammars 
the terms "perfect" and "imperfect" replaced the temporal terms. Standard works on the other Semitic languages 
came to employ similar concepts and terms.43 The term "aspect" has gradually been applied to these forms.44 

i 
Ewald's views were in some respects deficient. Like many of his successors, he confused the concept of 
complete with that of completed. As a result he felt compelled to explain the prophets' use of the perfect for future 
events as the result of ecstatic experiences, in which they saw the future as completed. Qimhi had explained the 
same phenomenon similarly six centuries earlier: "The matter is as clear as though it had already passed."45 
Ewald substituted "finished" for "passed." 

j 
Moreover, Ewald is guilty of reductionism, for it is questionable whether the abstraction "imperfect aspect" can 
include future-time references and modal nuances. Thomas O. Lambdin rightly cautions, "It is not entirely 
accurate ... to describe such action [general, non-specific, habitual, potential, or to some degree probable] as 
incomplete or unfinished, as is often done."46 

k 
Finally, in our appraisal of Ewald, we take note of Péter Kustár's allegations that qtl can designate action which is 
not completed, as in yTic.[;ñy" (2 Sam 17:11), Wnr>k;ñz" (Num 11:5), and T'b.h;ña' (Gen 22:2), and that yqtl can 

designate completed action as in Job 3:3 dl,W"ñai) and Judg 2:1 (hl,[]a;). The observations cannot be wholly 
sustained, as we shall see in the following chapters.47 

l 
The reception and popularization of Ewald's theory by the influential British scholar S. R. Driver (1846–1914) 
represents a setback. Though both a great scholar in his own right and a major mediator of German scholarship, 
Driver made no considerable independent contribution to the study of the tenses.48 Driver largely accepted 
Ewald's view, except that, as noted by Carl Brockelmann, he sought to explain the two conjugations in Hebrew by 
relating them to the aspects "perfect" and "imperfect" as interpreted by G. Curtius for Greek.49 This led him to 
claim that the imperfect always signified nascent or incipient action, whereas Ewald had suggested such 
meanings as only one possibility. Driver wrote: 
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It is ... of the utmost consequence to understand and bear constantly in mind the fundamental and primary 
facts ... : (1) that the Hebrew verb notifies the character without fixing the date of an action, and (2) that, of 
its two forms ... , one is calculated to describe an action as nascent and so as imperfect; the other to 
describe it as completed and so as perfect.50 

As might be anticipated from this citation, he accepted the concept of a"prophetic perfect." 
[With] ease and rapidity [the speaker] changes his standpoint, at one moment speaking of a scene as
though still in the remote future, at another moment describing it as though present to his gaze.51 

Driver demonstrated that qtl in its bound form (wqtl) lost its individuality and passed under the sway of the verb to 
which it is connected.52 In Driver's view wayyqtl also represented a"becoming" and "incomplete" activity, but 
relatively rather than absolutely, namely, in relationship to the preceding verbal expression to which it 
subordinated itself. E. König referred to such a connection as an annexam (i.e., a "consequence"). 

m 
Driver's views were widely accepted, but his theory cannot be endorsed.53 He inherited the weakness of Ewald's 
reductionism and exacerbated it. Further, as McFall cogently argues, some complicated situations demand that 
we interpret the yqtl as describing completed action: "Nascent action is too narrow a view of an action for it to be a 
fit medium to describe a total event made up of a number of individually complete actions, e.g. 2 Chr. 28:15."54 In 
fact, Driver is forced to abandon his theory of yqtl in connection with the combination wayyqtl: "The use of 
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[wayyqtl] in the historical books ... renders it inconceivable that it should have suggested anything except the idea 
of a fact done."55 McFall also points out the same inconsistency in Ewald.56 Driver, writing more than a century 
ago, did not have the advantage of ancient comparative Semitic materials in preparing his survey, and his 
reliance on Greek is perhaps understandable. 

n 
The response to Ewald by William Turner of Edinburgh was in the nature of a rebuttal, but his theory was at base 
aspectual and philosophical.57 Turner sought to counter Ewald's theory with the view that qtl represents the act or 
state of the verb as an objective fact and that the yqtl describes the process. In his view qtl is objective fact, yqtl  
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subjective representation; qtl focuses on the historical results, yqtl on the forging of history. Turner sees no 
essential difference between qtl with roots denoting a state versus an activity; neither one represents the subject 
as putting forth energy but rather both mark the subject with an attribution. He distinguished qtl from the participle 
(qoÖteÒl) by suggesting that the latter emphasizes the person and the former the fact. Both the free and bound forms 
of yqtl expressed the element of personal life and activity. 

o 
Turner presents us once again with an interesting but reductionistic view. He anticipates Michel's theories as well 
as modern views of aspect and the subjective representation of reality. Though Turner contrasted his views with 
aspectual theory, his analysis is not entirely different. Note Brockelmann's explanation that both conjugations 
represent aspect: 

The tempora are to be explained as subjective aspects, as can be observed in many languages according
to whether the speaker wishes simply to state that which happened as an event (perfect) or its progress
(cursive) (imperfect)58 

Turner seems to observe the aspects out of focus. 

p 
Of the three groups of theories sketched here, it is Ewald's view which represents the most permanent 
contribution. The "universal tense" theory is not a serious view, and the English-speaking post-Ewaldians do not 
advance on their German master. As Ewald, S. R. Driver, and Turner were writing, fresh data was becoming 
available from ancient monuments. Such data inform most more recent studies. 

29.4 Comparative-Historical Theories 

a 
By the opening decade of this century, the major features of Akkadian grammar were understood and could be 
brought to bear on the problems of Hebrew verbal conjugations.59 Hans Bauer, in his 1910 dissertation, took up 
the new comparative-historical method.60 He found S. R. Driver's interpretation artificial and returned to the 
concept that the two Semitic conjugations referred to periods of time. Even though all the cognate Semitic 
languages exhibit at least two conjugations, Bauer hypothesized that the Semites originally had only one verbal 
form, the prefix conjugation. This form was originally timeless, and therefore he named it "aorist." The suffix 
conjugation originated out of a nominal clause construction (see 8.4) involving the participle, and therefore he 
called it "nominal"; he believed this proto-form must be assigned the meaning of a verb, either that of a perfect 
(e.g., qatal 'he is a murderer,' which is equated with 'he murdered') or a present (e.g., yodaÁ 'he is skillful,' an 
equivalent of 'he knows'). The perfect meaning of the suffix conjugation prevailed in the West Semitic languages, 
with the  
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result that there the prefix conjugation became restricted to the present and future periods. By contrast, in 
Akkadian the suffix conjugation underwent a metamorphosis to emerge as a prefix form (supposed iparas) and 
was used for the present tense, with the result that the old prefix form (iprus) became restricted to the past. Since 
the preterite meaning for yqtl is also found in Hebrew, Bauer was forced to allege that Hebrew in its wayyqtl form 
must preserve this Akkadian preterite conjugation; the waw of this form is thus the waw-conservative. 

b 
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To explain the presence in Hebrew of both West Semitic and East Semitic prefix conjugations Bauer proposed 
that the wandering Hebrews brought with them the East Semitic conjugations and later mixed them with the West 
Semitic conjugations of the resident Canaanites. Hebrew is not strictly a West Semitic language, but a mixed 
language. In sum, Bauer, holding that Hebrew qtl = perfect tense, yqtl = present/future tense, wayyqtl = past 
tense, returned dramatically to the medieval Jewish view but for different reasons. 

c 
Bauer's theory was accepted without the hypothesis of language mixture by Gotthelf Bergsträsser.61 By contrast, 
G. R. Driver sought to defend precisely the assumption of language mixture.62 F. R. Blake also essentially 
followed Bauer.63 Most recently J. F. A. Sawyer also has harked back to such a tense interpretation.64 

d 
But Bauer's hypothesized development could not be maintained. The suffix conjugation is found in other 
Afroasiatic languages, which were in the earliest period connected with Proto-Semitic. Moreover, later research 
showed that the so-called present of Akkadian originally had a doubled middle radical and therefore could not be 
related to the West Semitic perfect,65 but should be related to the similarly constructed imperfect indicative of the 
Ethiopic languages.66 The Akkadian present (iparras) and the Ethiopic indicative imperfect (yeparres) express 
imperfective aspect; the form was eliminated in the other languages on account of its similarity to the D stem (i.e., 
Piel).67 
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e 
Bauer's work, despite its defects, provides the crucial outline of a modern view of the Hebrew tenses. It is, first of 
all, a theory grounded in comparative data. Since we now have available vastly improved descriptions of 
Akkadian, as well as of Egyptian, and new material from various sites, notably Amarna and Ugarit, we have a 
much broader field of comparison against which to study Hebrew. Second, Bauer recognized that Hebrew 
yqtl/wayyqtl was at base a mixed lot, and most scholars accept his view that the Hebrew prefix conjugation is (or 
better, contains remnants of) two older prefix conjugations, one denoting the present/future tense (as Bauer would 
have it) or a cursive/curative aspect (as, e.g., Rudolf Meyer describes it), and the other a past narrative form. 
Unquestionably, the Proto-Semitic language had at least two prefix conjugations, including a "longer"(?) form 
signifying non-perfective aspect, future tense, etc., and a "shorter"(?) form for past narrative. Let us review some 
of the comparative data.68 

f 
In Akkadian one finds a long prefix conjugation (the "present" iparras, irappud, ikabbit) to express incomplete or 
habitual action in past time, a historical present or actual present, and simple future, as well as modal nuances. 
As we shall see, this range of uses comports almost exactly with that of the Hebrew yqtl (historically *yaqtula). 
Akkadian also has a short prefix conjugation (the "preterite"—iprus, iplah, ikbit) for either preterite action or the 
jussive mood.69 The discovery of this form led philologists to see West Semitic yaqtul (i.e., Hebrew jussive and 
wayyqtl) as both preterite and jussive. 

g 
In Arabic one also finds a long prefix conjugation (yaqtulu), signifying imperfect aspect, circumstantial action, and 
(with the particle sawfa) future time. The short prefix conjugation (yaqtul) signifies either the jussive mood or (with 
the negative lam) preterite action.70 

h 
As for the evidence from Early Northwest Semitic, Ugaritic is problematic because it is unvocalized. In the Amarna 
correspondence the long form (yaqtulu, pl. yaqtuluna)  
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denotes imperfective aspect, unreal mood, or general present and future actions. The short form (yaqtul, pl. 
yaqtulu) denotes either jussive mood or preterite action.71 
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i 
How does this evidence help us in understanding Hebrew? Ewald observed that in Hebrew verbs, where prefix 
forms vary, the wayyqtl form has the same shape as the jussive. It may be argued from the comparative Semitic 
evidence that these forms represent a historically short form in contrast to the regular yqtl. For example, in the 
Hiphil stem the "imperfect" is yaqtiÖl (<*yaqtilu) but the jussive/waw-relative form is yaqteÒl (<*yaqtil). A similar 
distinction can be observed in the II-waw (e.g., sWq) and geminate roots (e.g., bbs): yaÒquÖm (<*yaquÒmu) versus 
yaÒqoÒm (C*yaqum) and yaÒsoÒb (<*yasubbu) versus yaÒsob (<*yasub). An archaic short prefix conjugation thus may 
have survived in the wayyqtl form of narrative. Some think it also survived in a free form, especially in poetry 
(31.6)72 

j 
In spite of the apparent correlation in form and meaning between the longer and shorter prefix conjugations in 
other Semitic languages and the Hebrew forms, the theory nevertheless has its own set of problems. The major 
problem is the alleged split between long and short forms. With most verbs one cannot distinguish between the 
two alleged prefix conjugations. This is explained by the fact that around 1100 B.C.E. the language lost all its final 
short vowels, causing most *yaqtulu and *yaqtul forms to fall together as homonyms. But can a language tolerate 
such a homonymy? Can a language tolerate over an extended period the same form representing opposing 
aspects or tenses? One could reply that Hebrew (as well as some other Semitic languages) uses a common 
prefix conjugation to express both the jussive and indicative moods. (The same confusion sometimes also 
overtakes the cohortative and indicative moods.) If the same form can signify opposite moods, can the same form 
not also express opposite aspects? The comparative Semitic evidence and the two distinct uses of the Hebrew 
prefix conjugation suggest that in fact yaqtulu and yaqtul have merged in Hebrew to form a (nearly) common 
conjugation.73 
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The syntactic consequences of the merger are not obvious. Studies of the text itself must be decisive in reviewing 
the results of the comparative evidence. 

29.5 Philosophical Theories 

a 
Diethelm Michel in his 1960 study of the conjugations in the Psalter took a different tack.74 He rejects the older 
aspectual theories as well as historical-comparative theories of the type pioneered by Bauer. A reconsideration 
based on a polar opposition between qtl and yqtl forms is necessary, he believes. 

b 
Michel begins his study by justifying the use of poetry rather than prose and in the process deals with the problem 
of genre effects. He rejects using prose narrative as the major source of data because the verb in such literature 
almost always refers to past tense or completed action. In addition, according to him, the available theories do not 
fit the data. He writes of standard theories of the working of poetry: 

Suddenly in poetry there is an "archaic narrative imperfectum with past meaning"; in poetry one must accept
a "prophetic perfectum" and apply psychology in order to explain its existence; in poetry there is in direct
address a "perfectum of execution," also called "declarative perfectum," which accompanies an action and
therefore designates an uncompleted, present action.75 

Michel then turns to the so-called consecutive tempora (conjugations): 
It appears unexpected and odd, to say the least, that a tempus should be turned around into its opposite by 
the mere prefixing of w. And if one further considers that this same form w plus perfectum is said to be used 
on one occasion as a "perfectum copulativum," like the customary perfectum, and on another occasion as
"perfectum consecutivum," like the customary imperfectum, the questions become unbearably loud 76 
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He then takes up the discrepancy noted by all students when they turn from the grammars to the text. 
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We must test and discuss all the verb forms that occur. It makes no sense to cite as evidence only those
passages which support our thesis and to conceal the others. Such an eclectic approach as the grammars
must of necessity use by reason of space must rely on advanced work which has tested all the evidence,
and this advanced work we will provide here by investigating the Psalms.77 

He also rejects the results of the comparative-historical school. 
We do not take over ... the results of comparative linguistic studies concerning the meaning of the Semitic
verb forms. Where one can end up, if he takes his starting point here, Brockelmann has now shown very
beautifully with the help of Bauer's theories. Comparative linguistics is only possible if the languages to be
compared are understood on their own.78 

c 
This iconoclast launches his investigation with the "imperfectum consecutivum" (wayyqtl). Having studied its 
occurrences after "perfectum" (qtl), after "imperfectum" (yqtl), in a chain of "imperfecta consecutive," and after 
nominal sentences, participles, and infinitives, he draws the conclusion that it always denotes consequence or 
dependence, regardless of time (hence the term the waw-consequential theory): 

It has been shown that the so-called imperfectum consecutivum gives a consequence, and in fact does so 
without regard to time. To be sure, the majority of passages have to be translated in the past, yet we also
find a considerable group which cannot be categorized in any time period.79 

d 
Next he studies the "perfectum" in various kinds of psalms and situations. Here he discovers that it can refer to 
perfect, present, and future actions, and that it can be used in constructions which append explanatory facts to 
something pictured earlier. From this study he draws the conclusion that the "perfectum" does not serve to refer to 
a period of time but rather "reports an event which stands in no dependent relationship but which is important in 
itself." He argues that this can be proved in three ways: 

1. If a perfectum stands in isolation or at the beginning of a clause it expresses a fact ...  
2. If a perfectum follows syndetically or asyndectically on an imperfectum or a participle, it does not advance
them but rather sets an explicating fact alongside of them ...  
3. If several perfecta stand unconnected alongside of one another, they do not advance the action, but
itemize equally important facts ...  
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By contrast, he notes, "Of the imperfectum it can be said right at the start that it does not do all this; it reports an 
action that stands in a relationship."80 

e 
Michel then turns to the significance of the conjugations in view of the acting subject. After an in-depth 
examination of Psalm 1 he provisionally advances his thesis in philosophical terms: the "perfectum" and 
"imperfectum" have an "accidental" and "substantial" character, respectively: 

The typical actions expressed by the perfecta designate facts, which a person does but can also
theoretically not do. The actions could be called typical to the extent that the person who does them
manifests his belonging to a certain type of individual. If the person acted otherwise, he would exhibit
himself as belonging to another type of individual. Accordingly, the actions are not reported under the point
of view that they proceed from a definite kind of person, but that they make this kind of being first manifest.
In short: the actions designated by the perfectum with regard to the acting person have an accidental
character. 
On the other hand, the kind of tree in [Ps 1:]3 is established from what precedes: it is a matter of a tree
planted by streams of water. That this tree brings fruit in its season, that its leaves do not wither are not
actions which it can or cannot do; rather they result with necessity from the character [Wesen] of the tree. In 
short: the actions designated by the imperfectum with regard to the acting subject have a substantial
character.81 

Michel attempts to validate this provisional distinction through a comprehensive study of the Psalter. He 
summarizes his conclusions thus: "The criteria for the choice of the tempus do not lie in the action itself (period of 
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time, Aktionsart, or the like), but in the relationship which the speaker wishes to see expressed."82 

f 
Michel now studies yqtl forms in isolation. He commences his research with the view that if qtl designates an 
independent fact, then yqtl must designate dependent actions. He validates his view by examining yqtl forms with 
respect to (1) negative consequences, the so-called poetic aorist, (2) corresponding occurrences—"where a 
second action interprets the first," (3) the modal use, (4) iterative use, (5) expressions of request, and (6) 
conjunctions. Some of his results deserve mention. In connection with "the socalled poetic aorist" he denies, 
against Stade, Bauer, Bergsträsser, Gunkel, and others, that an ancient use of yqtl for past actions has survived 
in the Psalter. For Michel no significant difference exists between the yqtl and wayyqtl—both express a 
consequence: 

Between the imperfectum [yqtl] and imperfectum consecutivum [wayyqtl] no distinction exists with regard to 
their meaning ... The two tempora are distinguished only by the fact that with the so-called imperfectum 
consecutivum a closer connection is effected by the prefixed *!w.83 
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With regard to modal use he argues that if an action occurs as a consequence of the essence of the acting 
person or from the givenness of the situation, yqtl designates a modal notion and in effect is "substantial." "The 
expression 'he does this' is independently important, but the expressions 'he can, wants to, may, ... 'are 
meaningful only in relation to another given."84 He reasons that yqtl is understandably used for repeated actions 
since with an action that repeats itself an ever-new happening is being reported rather than a fact. The 
"substantial" theory, he argues, also works with the use of yqtl for requests and commands because an action 
which is either demanded or forbidden is not important in itself but has its significance through its connection with 
the person making the command. It is therefore "substantial." 

g 
Unquestionably, Michel has advanced and enriched considerably this central, and yet most difficult and debated, 
area of Hebrew grammar with his comprehensive study of a selected portion of the text. Future scholarship 
stands in his debt, and we draw on his work in the following chapters. He has demonstrated beyond reasonable 
doubt that the waw-relative construction (wayyqtl) can signify consequence or dependence. But if "event" refers to 
dynamic situations in contrast to static ones, then his statement is inadequate for stative verbs.85 His view of the 
suffix conjugation strongly resembles that of Turner (whom he does not cite), and our criticism of Turner (29.3) 
applies here as well. Michel, like Turner, seems to be out of focus, seeing nuances that accompany the 
conjugations while missing their aspectual features. 

h 
His work contains flaws in its account of prefix forms. It is not true that the conjugations present a philosophical 
contrast between situations that are accidental and factual and those that are substantial and less factual 
(contrast Àmr yqtl in Isa 40:1 and Àmr qtl in Ps 83:5: is the first quotation less "factual" than the second?) Many 
actions represented by the wayyqtl construction signify self-important, independent acts (cf. the creation narrative, 
Gen 1:3ff.). Although the prefix conjugation sometimes represents "substantial" acts, acts which of necessity 
proceed from the subject, it does not always do so. Consider # 1. 

According to Michel's theory we should have expected the prefix conjugation with the first two verbs, for, if the 
tree planted by streams of water of necessity bears fruit (Ps 1:3), so grass withers and the flowers wilt of 
necessity before the divine wind. 
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i 
In general terms, too, Michel's work can be faulted. The focus on poetry, often elevated and idiosyncratic, ignores 

1. yKi #yci lb,n" rycyx' vb,y"
AB+ hb'v.n" hwhy x;Wr 

The grass withers and the flowers fade 
because YHWH's wind blows on them.

Isa 40:7
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one set of (possible) genre effects to avoid being misled by another set, those of narrative prose. Further, while 
Bauer's theories proved far too speculative, and important features could not stand further inquiry, to dismiss the 
whole historical-comparative method for this reason seems unwarranted. Michel, in introducing his method, says 
that he wishes to avoid a priori assumptions, and yet he fails on just that score when he alleges that the prefix 
conjugation must be the precise opposite of the suffix conjugation. An unmarked grammatical form is not 
necessarily the (logical) opposite of a marked form. We will argue, in fact, that the prefix conjugation represents 
everything non-perfective.86 Michel has also fallen into the same trap as researchers before him, the trap of 
reductionism through abstraction. A form does not necessarily have just one meaning; it may cover several 
meanings which speaker and audience distinguish by context. 

j 
A few specific points can be noted. It appears forced to say that repeated acts are lacking in factuality. Consider # 
2. 

The prefix conjugation form Wqv.y< is not necessary here because of the dependent causal clause (cf. rg:s' in 1 
Sam 1:5). Rather, the storyteller by means of the prefix form is giving the audience necessary facts, as also 
happens with the suffix conjugation. It is far more' probable that the prefix conjugation denotes here, as it does in 
other Semitic languages, imperfective aspect and that factuality is not the issue. Remarkably, Michel's study lacks 
a consideration of wqtl, which is the apparent opposite of wayyqtl, and therefore might help in clarifying the latter 
form's functions. It seems unlikely, in light of the strict syntax that governs the use of the free and bound forms in 
prose, that yqtl and wayyqtl differ not in kind but only in degree, while wqtl and wayyqtl are utterly distinct. 

k 
A variant of Michel's thesis is worth noting. Péter Kustár proposes conclusions similar to Michel's.87 But whereas 
Michel refers to qtl and yqtl as representing independent and dependent actions respectively, Kustár refers to 
them as representing determining and determined aspects. He writes: 

The basic law of the use of the aspect categories is the following: the speaker, through the use of qtl and 
yqtl aspect categories, distinguishes the actions, according to which some are to be considered in the
immediate relationship of the actions to one another as determining and some as determined, that is, the
speaker wants to point to some actions as the originating point, the basis, the determining moment, the
purpose, result, or concluding point of the other actions, and to other actions as having their 
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basis, purpose, or moment determined. The determining actions are designated through the qtl forms, the 
determined actions by yqtl forms.88 

His thesis falls under many of the same censures as Michel's, notably the insistence on a polar opposition of the 
qtl and yqtl forms. 

29.6 A Further Conception 

a 
All of the theories outlined here represent informed and considered efforts to come to grips with the use of the 
Hebrew conjugations.89 If it seems that the number of factors and systems too grotesquely outstrips the 
complexity of the usages, it may be worth recalling that some subparts of the English tense system are obscure. 
The operation of the sequence of tenses, for example, and the relationship of the perfect and pluperfect tenses 
are the subject of much controversy in a language that is not only living and widely spoken but also quite 
intensively studied.90 Thus, a little patience is needed for work on the Hebrew conjugations. The studies 
considered so far suggest that the basic structure of the system, though it allows for time reference, is 
aspectual;91 let us review that structure. 

2. hd,F'B; raeb. hNEhiw> ar>Y:w:
!aco-yred>[, hv'l{v. ~v'-hNEhiw>
raeB.h;-!mi yKi h'yl,ñ[' ~ycib.ro

~y+rId'[]h' Wqv.yE ayhih; 

There he saw a well in the field with three 
flocks of sheep by it, because from that 
well they watered the flocks.

Gen 29:2
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b 
With the advocates of the aspectual theory we base our study of the suffix conjugation on the hypothesis that it 
designates perfective aspect (Aspekt).92 Bernard Comrie defines aspects as "different ways of viewing the 
internal temporal constituency of a situation."93 Consider the sentence: 'John was reading when I entered.' 
Comrie explains: 

The first verb presents the background to some event, while that event itself is introduced by the second
verb. The second verb presents the totality of the situation referred to (here, my entry) without reference to
its internal temporal constituency: the whole of the situation is presented as a single unanalysable whole,
with beginuing, middle, and end rolled into one; no attempt is made to divide this situation up into the
various individual phases that make up the action of entry. Verbal forms with this meaning will be said to
have perfective meaning, and where the language in question 

Page 476

has special verbal forms to indicate this, we shall say that it has perfective aspect. The other forms, i.e. 
those referring to the situation of John's reading, do not present the situation in this way, but rather make 
explicit reference to the internal temporal constituency of the situation. In these examples, in particular, 
reference is made to an internal portion of John's reading, while there is no explicit reference to the 
beginning or to the end of his reading. This is why the sentences are interpreted as meaning that my entry is 
an event that occurred during the period that John was reading, i.e. John's reading both preceded and 
followed my entry. Another way of explaining the difference between perfective and imperfective meaning is 
to say that the perfective looks at the situation from outside, without necessarily distinguishing any of the 
internal structure of the situation, whereas the imperfective looks at the situation from inside, and as such is 
crucially concerned with the internal structure of the situation, since it can both look backwards towards the 
start of the situation, and look forwards to the end of the situation, and indeed is equally appropriate if the 
situation is one that lasts through all time, without any beginning and without any end.94 

Several points in this passage need to be noted in the light of the study of the Hebrew conjugations. Crucially, 
Comrie does not define perfective as completed (perfect) action. 

There is an important semantic distinction which turns out to be crucial in discussing aspect. The perfective
does indeed denote a complete situation, with beginning, middle, and end. The use of "completed",
however, puts too much emphasis on the termination of the situation, whereas the use of the perfective puts
no more emphasis, necessarily, on the end of the situation than on any other part of the situation.95 

c 
Significantly, Comrie speaks not of an action but of a situation, which may be either stative or dynamic. If 
perfective aspect is defined in terms of a complete situation, the term is applicable to both stative and fientive 
verbs. 

d 
The second verb in the example above, 'entered,' is conventionally called simple past, while the first, 'was 
reading,' is a past progressive. The asymmetry of these terms suggests that the perfective and progressive 
aspects in English are not polar opposites, even though their meanings are distinct. The search for polar 
opposition, we argue, led Michel astray, and in Hebrew we have found that masculine and feminine genders are 
not simple opposites (6.3-5). These lessons will be useful in considering the yqtl form, in relation to perfective 
qtl.96 

e 
The (historically long) prefix conjugation (yaqtulu) cannot be described solely in the terms of imperfective aspect. 
In this form the notions of aspect and time both blend (imperfective aspect in past and present time) and separate 
(aorist in future time).  

Page 477

Sperber and Hughes are partially right in describing it as a universal tense. And it may signify more than a 
blending of tense and aspect or pure tense; it may also signify either real or unreal moods—the indicative as well 
as degrees of dubiety and volition. In short: a form that can signify any time, any mood, and imperfective aspect 
(but not perfective), is not imperfective but non-perfective, "a more than opposite" of the suffix conjugation. (The 
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term "aorist," meaning without limits or boundaries, is not inappropriate.) 

f 
The wayyqtl (from historically short yaqtul) and wqtl, traditionally named waw-consecutive forms, are better 
named waw-resultative forms, though not in the sense that Schröder, Lee, or Ewald attached to that term.97 
These waw constructions principally occur in relationship to a preceding verb and signify two notions at one and 
the same time: the bound prefix form has the values of the suffix conjugation and the bound suffix form has the 
values of the non-perfective conjugation and both bound forms represent a situation subordinate to that of the 
preceding clause, either as a (con)sequence or explanation of it. The terms waw-conversive and waw-
consecutive are too restrictive. The term waw-relative, by contrast, suggests the relationship with the preceding 
verb and leaves open the possibilities of subordinate meaning. As we have already noted, the origin of this 
system may lie with the yqtl~wayyqtl forms, the first derived from a long prefix form with non-perfective sense and 
the second from a short prefix form used as a narrative preterite. But whatever the origin of the system, there has 
eventuated in Hebrew a quite different system of yqtl with relative waw used as a perfective. As we shall argue, 
this new system (32.1.2b) was developed at first in opposition to the w«qtl combination used to introduce the 
apodosis after a conditional protasis (e.g., 'If this be so, w«qtl = then so is/will be this') and later led, by analogy, to 
the development of the w«qtl combination used as a non-perfective. Our view of the relative waw combines and 
enriches the old notion of waw hippuÖk and Ewald's consequential waw. 

Page 478

g 
We set forth our views provisionally, leaning heavily on prior critical studies, to provide a framework within which 
to study the forms. The framework, however, must not be so heavy that it imposes itself on reluctant texts. Rather, 
it must be tested, refined, and filled in by the text. 

Footnotes:  

1. The yqtl form; see, e.g., Leslie McFall, The Enigma of the Hebrew Verbal System: Solutions from Ewald to the 
Present Day (Sheffield: Almond, 1982) 105–6; some earlier scholars associate the imperative with the qtl form. 
2. Other, older names include qtl = Latin preteritum = Arabic al-maÒdÌiÒ= Hebrew Áabar; yqtl = Latin futurum = Arabic 
al-mustaqbal = Hebrew ÁatiÖd. Joüon uses perfect and future, "terms vulgar and unmatched, for want of anything 
better; they at least have the advantages of being short and of usually matching the reality"; Joüon § 111b/ p. 290. 
For simplicity's sake, we omit the diacritics from the terms qatal, etc. 
3. Hans Bauer remarked that the Hebrew verbal system is one "which reasoning men would never have thought 
of ... since it came about through the blind force of linguistic laws" (quoted in McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 
104). The same is true of all linguistic systems, and all the various parts of linguistic systems, but the observation 
does have a certain edge. 
4. The list is based on McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 186–88, cf. 150. The last three lines of the list include 
cohortative and jussive forms. For slightly different counts and a further breakdown, see Bo Johnson, 
Hebräisches Perfekt und Imperfekt mit vorangehendem we (Lund: Gleerup, 1979). 

5. According to SA/THAT, the ca. 15,000 cases of waw with wayyqtl account for 30% of the 50,000 cases of waw 
in the Hebrew Bible. 
6. These occurrences of waw constitute about 45% of all cases; see previous note. 
7. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System. 
8. See references in nn. 29, 33, 36, 49, 74. McFall claims that "no fundamentally new solution to the [Hebrew 
verbal system] has appeared since 1954 that has received significant support from Hebraists and 
Semitists" (Hebrew Verbal System, 27, cf. 185), but this is unjust to the work of several scholars. Michel is cited in 
passing, p. 225. 
9. On the "primitive" character of Hebrew, see, e.g., McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 41, 45, 50, 55, 85, 146, 177. 
10. See McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 17–21, 53. 
11. See 29.4 on Hans Bauer and G. R. Driver. 
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12. On genre effects, see, e.g., McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 58, 72, 82–83, 125, 185, 193, 201. On the 
peculiarities of narrative in general, see Bernard Comrie, Tense (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1985) 61–62, 
67, 104. Note that the opposition of discursive and narrative use found in W. Schneider is not generic—the two 
patterns are intertwined in various genres (cf. Gell's views); see E. Talstra, "Text Grammar and Hebrew Bible. I. 
Elements of a Theory," Bibliotheca Orientalis 35 (1978) 169–74. For a further reference to Schneider's work, see 
n. 91. 
13. See 1.6 and McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 125–26. 
14. Cf. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 145–46, 189–210. 
15. Comrie, Tense, 1, 9–13. 
16. This does not mean, as we shall see, that the verbs do not convey information about time or that the Hebrews 
had no concept of time; contrast the passage from Herder cited in 29.3b and Comrie, Tense, 3–4. 
17. On the virtual loss of the special waw combinations, as well as the cohortative and jussive forms, see M. H. 
Segal, A Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon, 1927) 72–73; on Mishnaic Hebrew as a tense 
language, see pp. 150, 155–56. The situation in Qumranic Hebrew is not clear; see, e.g., E. Qimron, The Hebrew 
of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986) 45–46, but the participle is shifting toward more strictly 
verbal use (p. 70). Note also the discussion of Qumranic Hebrew in Beat Zuber, Das Tempussystem des 
biblischen Hebräisch (Beiheft zur Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 164; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1986) 
147–52. The waw combinations are found in Biblical Aramaic (Zuber, Tempussystem, 69–71), in a few cases in 
Moabite, and perhaps in Phoenician-Punic. 
18. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 2–20. No grammatical analysis of the Classical Hebrew verbal system has a 
native-speaker basis; cf. McFall, p. 16. 
19. William Chomsky, David KÍimhÌi's Hebrew Grammar (Mikhlol) (New York: Bloch, 1952) 62, 78. Chomsky's 
modernization of grammatical terminology means his translation must be used with caution. 
20. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 12. 
21. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 15. 
22. The counts here and below are from McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 186–88. For some lively argumentation 
based on translations, ancient and modern, see Zuber, Tempussystem, 5–33 (modern), 34–58, 72–77, 169–70, 
17983 (LXX and Vulgate). 
23. The common sense, that is, of speakers of languages with tense systems. There are some truly senseless 
languages; see McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 220, citing West African examples (Yoruba, Igbo); and Comrie, 
Tense, 40, 45, 49–52, 126, citing an Australian example (Dyirbal). 
24. F. R. Blake, A Resurvey of Hebrew Tenses (Rome: Biblical Institute, 1951) 2. 
25. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 21–24. A recent advocate of a similar scheme is O. L. Barnes, A New 
Approach to the Problem of the Hebrew Tenses (Oxford: Thornton, 1965). 
26. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 15–16, cf. 24–26. 
27. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 28–37. 
28. Latin "perfectum historicum"; cf. GKC § 111a / p. 326. See Zevit's paper cited in n. 73 for a similar view. 
29. His idea that the qtl form is based on concrete nouns must be seen in light of the Akkadian permansive or 
stative form; cf. W. von Soden, Grundriss der akkadischen Grammatik (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1969) 
100–101; G. R. Driver, Problems of the Hebrew Verbal System (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1936) 11, 17, 20, 22, 
26; C. Brockelmann, "Die 'Tempora' des Semitischen," Zeitschrift für Phonetik und allgemeine 
Sprachwissenschaft 5 (1951) 133–54, esp. 140–44; G. Buccellati, "An Interpretation of the Akkadian Stative as a 
Nominal Sentence," Journal of Near Eastern Studies 27 (1968) 1–14. See also 30.1. 
30. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 14. 
31. See the passage given in Burton Feldman and R. D. Richardson, eds., The Rise of Modern Mythology 
(Bloomington: Indiana University, 1972) 236–40, quotation at 238. 
32. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 14. 
33. Sperber's views on the conjugations were first published in a long essay in 1943 ("Hebrew Grammar: A New 
Approach," Journal of Biblical Literature 62: 137–262), substantially reprinted in his A Historical Grammar of 
Biblical Hebrew (Leiden: Brill, 1966); see esp. pp. 591–92. 
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34. Sperber, Historical Grammar, 592; examples from pp. 587–88. 
35. Sperber, Historical Grammar, 592. 
36. James A. Hughes, "Another Look at the Hebrew Tenses," Journal of Near Eastern Studies 29 (1970) 12–24, 
at 13; the essay is based on his Glasgow dissertation. Hughes does map out some syntactic patterns in the use 
of the conjugations and offers some useful observations on common particles. Note the summary of J. Hoftijzer's 
somewhat similar views in F. Charles Fensham, "The Use of the Suffix Conjugation and the Prefix Conjugation in 
a Few Old Hebrew Poems," Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages 6 (1978) 9–18, at 12; and see n. 88 below. 
37. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 44; on Ewald generally, pp. 43–57 
38. E. Rödiger took over the task of updating Gesenius's grammar with the 14th edition and "immediately adopted 
Ewald's grammatical terms, Perfect and Imperfect"; McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 15. 
39. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 45. 
40. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 46. 
41. The idea that way(yiqtol) conceals some (other) morphological element has persisted into our own day but 
has never done much explanatory duty, as noted by E. J. Revell, "Stress and the Waw 'Consecutive' in Biblical 
Hebrew," Journal of the American Oriental Society 104 (1984) 437–44, at 443; for recent efforts to accord special 
status to the element, see, e.g., J. F. X. Sheehan, "Egypto-Semitic Elucidation of the Waw Conversive," Biblica 52 
(1971) 39–43; C. H. Gordon, "Eblaitica," Eblaitica, ed. C. H. Gordon, G. A. Rendsburg, and N. H. Winter (Winona 
Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1987), 1. 19–28, at 21–22. Cf. 33.1.2. 
42. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 54–55. 
43. Some scholars use, instead of "imperfect(um/ive)," either fiens (Latin 'acting, i.e., ongoing') or infectum (Latin 
'un-done, i.e., unfinished'). 
44. E.g., S. Moscati et al., An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages (Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 1964) 131. 
45. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 8. 
46. T. O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971) 100. 
47. Péter Kustár, Aspekt im Hebräischen (Baser: Reinhardt, 1972). 
48. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 60–77: Fensham ("Suffix Conjugation," 11) incorrectly attributes the 
introduction of aspectual theory to S. R. Driver. 
49. Brockeimann, "‘Tempora' des Semitischen," 135–36; Brockelmann, Hebräische Syntax (Neukirchen: 
Neukirchener Verlag, 1956) 38. 
50. S. R. Driver, A Treatise on the Use of the Tenses in Hebrew (3d ed.; Oxford: Clarendon, 1892) 5. Note the 
acknowledgment of Ewald: "By his originality and penetration [he] was the founder of a new era in the study of 
Hebrew grammar" (p. 8). 
51. S. R. Driver, Tenses in Hebrew, 5. 
52. S. R. Driver, Tenses in Hebrew, 114–57. 
53. Brockelmann ("‘Tempora' des Semitischen," 136–37) cites as accepting S. R. Driver's views Johannes 
Pedersen, Marcel Cohen, and, in part, Henri Fleisch. (Cohen's Le Système verbal sémitique et l'expression du 
temps [Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1924] remains especially valuable for its survey of Semitic compound tenses.) 
The approach of S. R. Driver is carried to an extreme in J. Wash Watts, A Survey of Syntax in the Hebrew Old 
Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964). 
54. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 71. 
55. S. R. Driver, Tenses in Hebrew, 94, cf. p. 95. 
56. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 53. 
57. See McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 77–86, on Turner (McFall confuses this scholar with the London-born 
American William Wadden Turner, p. 57, as D. P. Aiken points out to us); McFall, like Turner himself, does not 
regard Turner as an aspectualist. The views of Bo Johnson are similar to those of Turner; see Hebräisches 
Perfekt und Imperfekt. 
58. Brockelmann, Hebräische Syntax, 39. 
59. Certain features of Akkadian grammar only came into focus with the studies of Benno Landsberger in the 
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1920s, but earlier scholars were well advanced. J. A. Knudtzon's theory of the Hebrew verb (McFall, Hebrew 
Verbal System, 87–93) is the earliest to reflect the impact of Akkadian grammar; unfortunately he studied the 
Hebrew verbal system before his work on the Amarna letters (see references to the Amarna verb studies, all 
crucially indebted to Knudtzon, in n. 71). 
60. Hans Bauer, "Die Tempora im Semitischen," Beiträge zur Assyriologie und semitischen Sprachwissenschaft 
81 (1910) 153; cf. Brockelmann, Hebräische Syntax, 3839; McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 93–115. 
61. GB 2. 9–14 (§ 3). 
62. G. R. Driver, Problems of the Hebrew Verbal System (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1936); the son of S. R. Driver, 
G. R. Driver begins his study by confessing "a hereditary interest" in the subject, p.v; he summarizes his views in 
a note to J. Weingreen, A Practical Grammar for Classical Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon, 1961) 252–53. Although 
he did important work on Ugaritic and other early Northwest Semitic materials, Driver's study antedates that work. 
See in general McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 116–51; on Driver's use of Akkadian, see David Marcus, "The 
Stative and the Waw-Consecutive," Journal of the Ancient Near Eastern Society 2 (1969) 37–40. 
63. Blake, Hebrew Tenses. 
64. J. F. A. Sawyer, A Modern Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (Stocksfield: Oriel, 1976) 82; Sawyer's attempt to 
use ideas of tense, aspect, and mood as comparable factors is too great an oversimplification to be useful. Cf. M. 
H. Silverman, "Syntactic Notes on the Waw Consecutive," Orient and Occident: Essays Presented to Cyrus H. 
Gordon, ed. H. A. Hoffner (Alter Orient und Altes Testament 22; Kevelaer: Butzon und Bercker/Neukirchen-Vluyn: 
Neukirchener Verlag, 1973) 167–75. Both Brockelmann and S. Segert see an originally aspectual system shifting 
to an essentially tensed system; Brockelmann, "‘Tempora'des Semitischen," looks to Aramaic influence. See 
Segert, "Verbal Categories of Some Northwest Semitic Languages," Afroasiatic Linguistics 2 (1975) 83–94, at 90–
92. 
65. As assumed by J. Barth, "Des semitische Perfect im Assyrischen," Zeitschrift für Assyriologie 2 (1887) 375–
86. 
66. As Paul Haupt had argued in "The Oldest Semitic Verb-Form," Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 10 (1878) 
244–52; cited in McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 108. 
67. So, e.g., Brockelmann, "‘Tempora' des Semitischen"; and T. W. Thacker, The Relationship of the Semitic and 
Egyptian Verbal System (Oxford: Oxford University, 1954) 189. 
Otto Rössler and Rudolf Meyer have argued that Hebrew had a yeqattel durative form, evidenced by remnants 
like ynsÌrw (MT yinsÌoÃruÖ, Deut 33:9), for yenasÌsÌeruÒ or the like, and by some Qumranic forms. See Rössler, "Eine 
bisher unbekannte Tempusform im Althebräischen," Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft 
111 (1961) 445–51; and "Die Präfixkonjugation Qal der Verbae Iae NuÖn im Althebräischen und das Problem der 
sogennanten Tempora," Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 74 (1962) 125–41; and the following 
works by Meyer: Hebräische Grammatik (3d ed.; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1969), 2. 134–35; "Probleme der hebräischen 
Grammatik," Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 63 (1951) 221–35, at 224–25; "Zur Geschichte des 
hebräischen Verbums," Vetus Testamentum 3 (1953) 225–35, at 229; "Des hebräische Verbalsystem im Lichte 
der gegenwärtigen Forschung," Congress Volume: Oxford 1959 (Vetus Testamentum Supplement 7; Leiden: Brill, 
1960) 309–17, at 311–12; "Aspekt und Tempus im althebräischen Verbalsystem," Orientalistische Literaturzeitung
59 (1964) 117–26; "Zur Geschichte des hebräischen Verbums," Forschungen und Fortschritte 40 (1966) 241–43. 
Although T. N. D. Mettinger is sympathetic to this view ("The Hebrew Verb System," Annual of the Swedish 
Theological Institute 9 [1973] 64–84, at 69–73), most scholars are not; see A. Bloch, "Zur Nachweisbarkeit einer 
hebräischen Entsprechung der akkadischen Form iparras," Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgeniändischen 
Gesellschaft 113 (1963) 41–50; T. L. Fenton, "The Absence of a Verbai Formation *yaqattal from Ugaritic and 
North-west Semitic," Journal of Semitic Studies 15 (1970) 31–41; Revell, "Stress and Waw 'Consecutive,’" 442. 
68. See N. Waldman, "The Hebrew Tradition," Current Trends in Linguistics. 13. Historiography of Linguistics, ed. 
T. A. Sebeok et al. (The Hague: Mouton, 1975) 1285–1330, at 1285–87. 
69. Von Soden, Grundriss der akkadischen Grammatik, 102–3. 
70. W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language (3d ed.; Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1898), 2. 1822; W. 
Fisher, Grammatik des klassischen Arabisch (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1972) 96. 
71. UT § 9.10 and n. 73 below. The most intensively studied part of the Amarna correspondence is the body of 
letters from Byblos (background in P. Swiggers, "Byblos dans les lettres d'el Amarna," Studia Phoenicia. 3. 
Phoenicia and Its Neighhors, ed. E. Lipinski [Leuven: Peeters, 1985] 45–58). See in general on the language W. 
L. Moran, "The Hebrew Language in Its Northwest Semitic Background," The Bible and the Ancient Near East: 
Essays in Honor of William Foxwell Albright, ed. G. E. Wright (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1961; rpt. 
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Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1979) 54–66, esp. 63–66; and, on the Byblian letters, Moran, "Early 
Canaanite yaqtula," Orientalia 29 (1960) 1–19, esp. 7–8. Moran's full study has never been published: A 
Syntactical Study of the Dialect of Byblos as Reflected in the Amarna Tablets (Johns Hopkins University 
Dissertation, 1950); see there esp. pp. 43–51. See also A. F. Rainey, "Morphology and the Prefix-Tenses of West 
Semitized El Amarna Tablets," Ugarit-Forschungen 7 (1975) 395–426 
72. See, e.g., Meyer, Hebräische Grammatik (1972), 3. 39–44; Hughes, "Another Look at the Hebrew Tenses," 
13. 
73. Cf., e.g., Meyer, Hebräische Grammatik. 3. 39–44: Meyer, "Des hebräische Verbalsystem," 313–15. Note that 
the formulation in the text does not require that the survival be directly reflected in the morphology, especially the 
accentuation, of the two types of prefix form (see Richter, GAHG 1. 99–101). The arguments against such a 
survival are presented by Revell, "Stress and Waw 'Consecutive.’" For another view on stress survival. see R. 
Hetlron, "The Evidence for Perfect *y'aqtul [= yáqtul] and Jussive *yaqt'ul [= yaqtúl] in Proto-Semitic," Journal of 
Semitic Studies 14 (1969) 1–21. On the historical/synchronic problem, note the formulations of H. B. Rosén, "The 
Comparative Assignment of Certain Hebrew Tense Forms," East and West: Selected Writings in Linguistics. 2. 
Hebrew and Semitic Languages (Munich: Fink, 1984) 229–51; A. F. Rainey, "The Ancient Prefix Conjugations in 
the Light of Amarnah Canaanite," Hebrew Studies 27 (1986) 4–19; and several related papers: E. L. Greenstein, 
"On the Prefixed Preterite in Biblical Hebrew," Hebrew Studies 29 (1988) 7–17 (note esp., on the Ugaritic 
situation, 12–14); J. Huehnergard, "The Early Hebrew Prefix-Conjugations," Hebrew Studies 29 (1988) 19–23; Z. 
Zevit, "Solving a Problem of the Yaqtúl Past Tense," Hebrew Studies 29 (1988) 25–33; A. F. Rainey, "Further 
Remarks on the Hebrew Verbal System," Hebrew Studies 29 (1988) 35–42 (on Ugaritic, 37–38). On the 
necessary separation between the history of the system (the etymology, as it were) and the working of the 
system, note Greenstein's formula: "Sense is determined not on the basis of forms [alone] but on the basis of the 
contrast or opposition of forms" ("Prefixed Preterite," 14); and Zevit's: "Etymological explanations that purport to 
describe the origins of the Hebrew verbal system are inadequate as descriptions of how this system works in 
fact" ("Yaqtúl Past Tense," 27). 
74. Diethelm Michel, Tempora und Satzstellung in den Psalmen (Bonn: Bouvier, 1960); see Mettinger, "Hebrew 
Verb System," 77–78, for a summary. 
75. Michel, Tempora und Satzstellung, 11. For other studies of poetic texts, see Fensham, "Suffix Conjugation," 
14–18, on Pss 29, 82, and 93; and W. Gross, Verbform und Funktion: WayyiqtÌol für die Gegenwart? (St. Ottilien: 
EOS, 1976). Michel neglects the use of the qtl and yqtl of the same root in neighboring lines; on the phenomenon, 
see Moshe Held, "The YQTL-QTL (QTL- YQTL) Sequence of Identical Verbs in Biblical Hebrew and in Ugaritic," 
Studies and Essays in Honor of Abraham A. Neuman, ed. M. Ben-Horin (Leiden: Brill, 1962) 281–90. 
76. Michel, Tempora und Satzstellung, 12. 
77. Michel, Tempora und Satzstellung, 13. 
78. Michel, Tempora und Satzstellung, 14; the last sentence has an attractive ring, but it is not true in a straight-
forward way, especially of ancient written languages, especially those with no continuous tradition. 
79. Michel, Tempora und Satzstellung, 41. 
80. Michel, Tempora und Satzstellung, 98–99. 
81. Michel, Tempora und Satzstellung, 110. 
82. Michel, Tempora und Satzstellung, 127.  
83. Michel, Tempora und Satzstellung, 132. 
84. Michel, Tempora und Satzstellung, 143. 
85. Cf. 20.2k and Bernard Comrie, Aspect: An Introduction to the Study of Verbal Aspect and Related Problems 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1976)13. 
86. A statement of principle may be quoted on this point: "When a linguist investigates two morphological 
categories in mutual opposition, he ofien starts from the assumption that both categories should be of equal 
value, and that each of them should possess a positive meaning of its own ... In reality, the general meanings of 
correlative categories are distributed in a different way: if Category I announces the existence of A, then Category 
11 does not announce the existence of A, i e., it does not state whether A is present or not"; Roman Jakobson, 
Russian and Slavic Grammar: Studies. 1931–1981, ed. Linda R. Waugh and Morris Halle (Berlin: Mouton, 1984) 
1. The diversity of opposition is crucial to the Prague school. 
87. Kustár, Aspekt im Hebräischen. 
88. Kustár, Aspekt im Hebräischen, 55. Cf. Fensham, "Suffix Conjugation," 12–13. Another polar-opposition 
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theory is Hoftijzer's conception based on dependent/independent functions; see Fensham, p. 13. 
89. G. R. Driver was perhaps ungenerous in his comment, "The problem of the Semitic tenses is complicated, 
though not so complicated as some of the solutions of it which have been propounded"; Hebrew Verbal System, 
1. 
90. Comrie, Tense, 104–21. 
91. Most current textbooks are aspectualist; see, e.g., Weingreen, Classical Hebrew, 56; R. J. Williams, Hebrew 
Syntax: An Outline (2d ed.; Toronto: University of Toronto, 1976) 29–34; Moshe Greenberg, Introduction to 
Hebrew (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1965) 45, allowing for yaqtul/yaqtulu coalescence. G. S. 
Ogden alleges that all Hebrew verbs are inflected for aspect, except hyy, which is tensed; see "Time, and the 
Verb hwh in O. T. Prose," Vetus Testamentum 21 (1971) 451–69. For a recent extension of an aspectual 
approach in the framework of W. Schneider's text linguistics (3.3.4d and this chapter, n. 12), see A. Niccacci, 
Sintassi del verbo ebraico nella prosa biblica classica (Jerusalem: Franciscan Printing Press, 1986). 
92. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 180–82. 
93. Comrie, Aspect, 3; Tense, 6; on tense-aspect fusion, see Tense, 7. Classical Arabic has "two verb tense-
aspects, conventionally called imperfect and perfect [the convention being that established by Ewald's work]. In 
addition to aspectual values, the imperfect has the time reference meaning component of relative non-past, while 
the perfect has the time reference meaning component of relative past"; Comrie, Tense, 63, cf. 21–22 (on 
Maltese), 76–77. Biblical Hebrew differs from Arabic in having only marginal time reference meaning components 
to its aspects. Cf. also J. Kurylowicz, "Verbal Aspect in Semitic." Orientalia 42 (1973) 114–20. 
94. Comrie, Aspect, 3–4. 
95. Comrie, Aspect, 18. A perfective verb "encodes an event globally"; time reference is "not part of the meaning 
of the perfective"; Tense, 28. 
96. This point, the core of Jakobsonian theory, is well appreciated by F. Rundgren, Das althebräische Verbum: 
Abriss der Aspektlehre (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1961) 101; his aspectual opposition is based on qtl stative 
(qaÒm) versus unmarked, neutral yqtl (yaqum/yaqom). For a summary of Rundgren's view, see Mettinger, "Hebrew 
Verb System," 74–77; and Meyer, "Aspekt und Tempus im althebräischen Verbalsystem." T. J. Finley 
misrepresents Rundgren when he summarizes his view by saying that "since the perfective has both a negative 
and a neutral value with respect to the imperfective, it is the unmarked member of the opposition whereas the 
imperfective is marked"; see "The Waw-Consecutive with 'Imperfect' in Biblical Hebrew: Theoretical Studies and 
Its Use in Amos," Tradition and Testament: Essays in Honor of Charles Lee Feinberg, ed. J. S. Feinberg and P. 
D. Feinberg (Chicago: Moody, 1981) 241–62, at 251. In fact, Rundgren says p 101), "Das althebräische 
Verbalsystem hat somit als Achse die aspektuelle privative Opposition Stativ/Fiens, wobei der Stativ als der 
mekmalhafte [sic] Term der Opp. zu gelten hat ... Als merkmalloser Term hat dann das Fiens zwei Werte: non-
stativisch (negativer Wert) und weder stativisch noch kursiv (neutraler Wert)." ("The Old Hebrew verb system thus 
has as its axis the aspectual privative opposition stative/fiens [cf. n. 43], in which the stative is valued as the 
marked term of the opposition ... As the unmarked term the fiens thus has two values: nonstative [the negative 
value] and again stative-yet-cursive [the neutral value].") Another, implicitly markedness-based approach is that of 
R. Bartelmus: qatal (previous time reference, perfect aspect) opposed to the subsequent-time-reference forms, 
yiqtol and w«qatal (imperfect aspect) and wayyiqtol (perfect aspect); see HYH: Bedeutung und Funktion eines 
hebräischen "Allerweltswortes" (St. Ottilien: EOS, 1982). A. Loprieno reconstructs a primary aspectual system for 
Afroasiatic as a whole in Das Verbalsystem im Ägyptischen und im Semitischen (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 
1986). 
97. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 50, 57. Joüon refers to the energ(et)ic waw, comparing Arabic fa 'and then'; 
Joüon § 115b / p. 313, but cf. § 117a / p. 319 for other suggestions. 
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30.1 Form and Meaning 

a 
The Hebrew conjugations qtl and yqtl are opposed as perfective (pfv.) and nonperfective (non-pfv.). The 
morphological marking of this aspectual opposition is complex. Many languages mark only one of a given pair of 
aspects, with a prefix (mi- for Persian imperfective [impfv.]; pro-, na-, etc., for Russian pfv.) or a suffix (-zhe for 
Chinese progressive). English usually uses a simple verb form for perfective (e.g., 'she read') and a compound 
form for progressive (e.g., 'she was reading').1 The Hebrew opposition is marked in several ways. The 
morphological distinction between perfective and nonperfective is shown by (1) distinct infix patterns (e.g., qaÒtal- 
versus -qtoÒl-), (2) distinct sets of affixes indicating person (first, second, third), number (singular, plural), and 
gender (masculine, feminine), and (3) the use of suffixing (pfv.) versus affixing (both suffixing and prefixing for 
non-pfv.). Thus: qaÒtal-taÒ versus ti-qtoÒl, ti-qtel-uÖ. The perfective also differs from the non-perfective, which is closely 
related to the various modal and volitional forms (Chap. 34), in not being closely associated with other parts of the 
verb system. 
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b 
As the names suggest, the perfective conjugation is more specialized in meaning than the non-perfective 
conjugation. The suffix form of the verb announces that a certain category (perfectivity) is relevant, while the 
prefix form does not invoke this category. Perfectivity involves viewing a situation as a whole, viewing it globally 
(29.6). If the verb is fientive, the perfective form refers to an event. 

c 
The perfective and non-perfective conjugations are complementary parts of the verb system. There is an opposite 
to perfective verb aspect, imperfective; many but not all uses of the Hebrew non-perfective conjugation show 
imperfective aspect. If a verb is fientive, an imperfective view of it describes a process (rather than an event). 
Imperfectivity directs attention to the internal distinctions of various separate phases making up the situation.2 

d 
Two negative points about perfectivity are important. First, perfectivity does not pertain to the duration of the 
situation. The situation represented by the perfective form may last a moment or years. This can be made clear 
by showing both the perfective and non-perfective conjugations being employed in reference to the same 
extended duration. 

30 Suffix (Perfective) Conjugation 

30.1 Form and Meaning 
30.2 Varieties of Perfective Aspect 

2.1 Lexical Variation 
2.2 Syntactic Variation 
2.3 Stative versus Fientive 

30.3 Perfective Aspect and the Perfect State 
30.4 Perfective Aspect and Time Reference 
30.5 Species of Perfective Usage 

5.1 Fientive Verbs 
5.2 Fientive Verbs, Perfect State 
5.3 Stative Verbs 
5.4 Irreal Mood 
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When the perfective form gathers together an extended internal situation, we refer to it as a constative perfect.3 
Second, the perfective does not emphasize the completedness of a situation. Earlier researchers commonly erred 
in characterizing the suffix conjugation as indicating completed action, instead of indicating a complete situation. 
Expressed in that erroneous way, the theory that the suffix conjugation indicates perfective aspect is open to 
objection. In # 3 the suffix form does not represent a completed action. 
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We discuss such examples as this one below. The faulty completedness definition alsc necessitated inventing an 
abnormal prophetic psychology to explain the prophets' use of the suffix conjugation for future events. Perfective 
aspect may occur in reference to any time period.4 

30.2 Varieties of Perfective Aspect 

a 
A number of factors, such as the inherent meaning of the verb, adverbial and adjectival modification, and the 
stative or fientive character of a verb, modify the perfective aspect. The variations caused by these factors may be 
hidden by the Hebrew conjugation but find overt expression in the richer and more complex English verbal 
system. 

30.2.1 Lexical Variation 

a 
The inherent meaning of a word in the larger context of discourse may single out either the beginning, or the 
extension, or the end of the internal structure of the situation represented as a single event. 

b 
Sometimes the inherent value of a word and the context in which the single situation is set entail that the 
perfective form is ingressive; that is, it refers to the beginning of the situation. 

The perfective form in # 1a is constative, that in # 1b ingressive. Stative verbs, inherently implying duration, when 
they are used in a perfective situation, often have an ingressive force. 

1. !M'h;-ta, Wlk.(a' laer'f.yI ynEb.W
hn"v' ~y[iB'r>a; 

The Israelites ate (pfv.) manna for forty 
years.

Exod 16:35

2. rAdB. jWqa' hn"v' ~y[iB'r>a; For forty years I loathed (non-pfv.; or, 
was loathing) (that) generation.
Ps 95:10

3. hn"v' href.[,-~yTev. tn:v.Bi
Why"ñz>x;a] %l;m' ÅÅÅ ~r'Ayl. 

In the twelfth year of Joram ... Ahaziah 
became king.

2 Kgs 8:25

1a. laer'feyI-l[; dwID' %l;m'
h+n"v' ~y[iB'r>a; 

David reigned (constative) over Israel 
forty years.

1 Kgs 2:11

1b. hn"v' href.[,-~yTev. tn:v.Bi
Why"ñz>x;a] %l;m' ÅÅÅ ~r'Ayl. 

In the twelfth year of Joram ... Ahaziah 
became king (ingressive).

2 Kgs 8:25

2. d[; ldeg"w> %Alh' %l,YEñw:
`daom. ld;g"-yKi 

And he kept on becoming wealthier until 
he became very rich.
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c 
A constative meaning, as noted above, may be shown by external modifiers that extend the internal structure of 
the perfective situation; in other cases the word's inherent meaning extends the internal temporal structure of a 
single situation. 
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d 
Other verbs have built into them a telos or terminal point (e.g., 'kill' is telic). 

A telic meaning can be found if the inherent meaning of the word entails that the perfective form represents the 
end of the internal situation to which the action is pointing. For example, there is an important difference between 
'he was reigning' and 'he was being made king' with regard to the internal structure of the situation. In the second 
case, there eventually comes a point at which the subject enters the state described by 'being made king' (cf. Dan 
9:1). One can inspect the first situation at any point and find the same action occurring, but inspecting the second 
at selected intervals before the terminal point would reveal different actions in progress. The first situation ('was 
reigning'), in contrast to the second, has no goal in view. Situations like 'was reigning' are named atelic, those like 
'being made king,' telic. Bernard Comrie comments, "A telic situation is one that involves a process [within a 
perfective situation] that leads up to a well-defined terminal point, beyond which the process cannot continue."5 
The perfective form may signify the attainment of the terminal point of the telic situation. 

30.2.2 Syntactic Variation 

a 
The perfective form, representing a situation as a single whole, cannot by itself represent internal structuring; 
however, by means of modifiers a single event can be unfolded into parts. 

The single situation in which the pillar of cloud stood between the two opposing armies of Israel and Egypt is 
broken up in space by hz ÅÅÅ hz, and in time by ;hlylh-lK. Similarly, rqbB rqbB. in the next example 
extends the action in view. 

Gen 26:13

3. H+b'AZmi hr'h]j'-~aiw> when she has become cleansed from her 
discharge
Lev 15:28

4. ~d'a' ymey>-lK' Wyh.YIw:
hn"v' tAame [v;T. yx;-rv,a]

h+n"v' ~yvil{v.W 

Altogether, Adam's life comprised 930 
years.

Gen 5:5

5. ![;+n"ñK.-#r,a,ñB.bv;y" ~r'b.a; Abram dwelt in Canaan.
Gen 13:12

6. y[ic.pil. yTig>r;ñh' vyai yKi I kill a man for wounding me.
Gen 4:23

7. `^yr,ñb'd>Bi ytiab'ñ-ynIa]w: And I came in response to your words.
Dan 10:12

1. hz<-la, hz< br;q'-al{w>
`hl'y>L'h;-lK' 

And the one did not approach the other 
all night long.

Exod 14:20

2. dA[ wyl'ae Waybiñhe ~hew> And they continued to bring to him 
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b 
Sometimes a perfective situation is represented by a point (.) in contrast to an imperfective situation, which is 
represented by either a series of points ( ... ) or a line (_____). Comrie suggests rather that we view the perfective 
situation as a blob: 

Since the notion of a point seems to preclude internal complexity, a more helpful metaphor would perhaps
be to say that the perfective reduces a situation to a blob, rather than to a point: a blob is a three-
dimensional object, and can therefore have internal complexity, although it is nonetheless a single object
with clearly circumscribed limits.6 

30.2.3 Stative versus Fientive 

a 
Stative verbs differ from fientive ones by capturing the subject in a state of being rather than in a state of activity 
(22.2.1).7 We have observed that English uses its progressive construction with fientive verbs (e.g., 'he is 
running,' imperfective versus 'he runs,' perfective) but not with statives (e.g., 'he knows' but not 'he is knowing'). 
With fientive verbs the dynamic situation only continues as long as the subject or agent continually puts new 
energy into it, whereas in static situations no effort is required on its part (e.g., 'he fills,' dynamic versus 'he is full,' 
stative). Further, in dynamic situations the internal structure of the situation entails different phases, but this is 
generally not so in static situations, where the internal phases tend to be uniform. If we say 'God formed the man,' 
the dynamic situation entails that God took up the clay, molded the flesh, etc., but if we say 'she fears' (stative) or 
'he knows best' (quasi-fientive), the internal structure of the situation is the same wherever we inspect it. 

b 
When a curative state is expressed by a verb with a perfective aspect, the focus may be on the inceptual moment 
(ingressive perfective) or on both inception and continuation (constative perfective). Either way a certain 
dynamism is entailed, for reference to the internal structure of the situation implies some change. Thus even a 
stative situation may become an event. 

30.3 Perfective Aspect and the Perfect State 

a 
The terms perfective and perfect are used in different senses. By perfect (abbreviated pf.) we mean a past, 
present, or future state related to a preceding situation or a past situation relevant to a continuing later state. 
Contrast, for example, these two sentences. 
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In # 1 a single situation is in view; in # 2 there are two things in view, both an earlier situation and the resulting 
state. It would change the sense of both verses radically if we interpreted them vice versa. 

b 
Traditionally the perfect has been characterized as a tense. In fact, however, it represents a state flowing from an 
earlier situation, and it therefore seems better to think of it as a nuance that may be related to aspect. Since the 

`rq,BoñB; rq,BoñB; hb'd'n> freewill offerings every morning.

Exod 36:3

1. Whboñw" Whtoñ ht'y>h' #r,a'ñh'w> Now the earth was chaotic.
Gen 1:2

2. dx;a;K. hy"h' ~d'a'h' !he
WNM,mi 

Adam has become as one of us.

Gen 3:22
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perfect nuance, with its double focus on past event and present state, seems at first glance to differ significantly 
from the other uses of the perfective conjugation, it may seem incredible to speakers of English, which may 
formally distinguish the perfect notion, that speakers of Hebrew tolerated such diversity to be wrapped up in one 
conjugation. How can the same form represent such divergent situations as are found in, for example, ## 1–2? 
Perhaps we can dispel our incredulity by noting that in both Greek and English perfect forms come very close to 
other, tensed verb forms in actual usage. Indeed, in Modern Greek the perfect and the aorist of the classical 
language have practically blended, and in English the use of the perfect is often optional. Compare, for example, 
two translations of the clause laeWmv.W tme (1 Sam 28:3): 'Now Samuel had died' (RSV), and 'Now Samuel was 
dead' (NIV, AV). In this example RSV gives overt expression to the perfect notion, whereas AV and NIV allow the 
reader to infer it. Similarly, when the perfect sense is relevant Hebrew employs the perfective form and allows 
other contextual considerations to indicate that a resulting state attended the situation. The more time-oriented 
English language, in contrast to Hebrew, may distinguish between past perfect, present perfect, and future perfect 
states. Contrast, for example, these cases. 

Here we see the same Hebrew conjugation rendered by the three perfect tenses of English. Speakers of English, 
in a less formal register, tend to replace the past and future perfects with the simple past and future tenses, and, 
like Hebrew, allow listeners to infer the more precise perfect notion from the context. We could just as well render 
# 3 by ' ... Moses gave them' and # 5 by ' ... the good land he will give you.' Perfectivity is a part of the Hebrew 
verb system; the perfect notion is one that can be explicit in English and one that is relevant to actions described 
in Hebrew. Thus if we talk about a perfec  
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tive verb having a perfect meaning, we are talking about interpretation or about translation, a special form of 
interpretation.8 

30.4 Perfective Aspect and Time Reference 

a 
The time frame in which a perfective situation occurs influences the significance of the form. Referring to past 
time the perfective form signifies completed events. Clear temporal modifiers can characterize Hebrew narrative 
of past events. 

b 
Sometimes the perfective conjugation is used for present-time situations. This combination creates notional 
tensions because the form entails a single aspect, but present time tends to entail imperfective aspect. We gain 
insight into this use of the Hebrew perfective from the Bulgarian form which overtly expresses both perfective 
aspect and present tense. The form in question may be used with habitual meaning in the sense that a single 
instance exemplifies a recurrent situation. Comrie illustrates this use and explains it: 

The Present Tense is used to express a habitual situation by presenting one instance to exemplify the
recurrent situation, as in: spoglednat (Pfv. Present) se, pousmixnat (Pfv. Present) devojki, ponadevat (Pfv. 

3. rv,a] ~+t'l'x]n: Wxq.l' ydIG"h;w>
hv,mo ~h,l' !t;n" 

The Gadites took the inheritance Moses 
had given them.

Josh 13:8

4. `^yn<ñp' Wlp.n" hM'l'ñw> Why has your countenance fallen?
Gen 4:6

5. ^yh,ñl{a/ hwhy-ta, T'k.r;b(eW
rv,a] hb'Joh; #r,a'ñh'-l[;

`%l'-!t;n" 

And you will bless YHWH your God in the 
good land he will have given you.

Deut 8:10

6. ÅÅÅ yli-rz"[]y: hwhy yn"doaw:
vymiL'x;K; yn:p' yTim.f;ñ !Ke-l[; 

My Master YHWH will help me, ... 
therefore, I have set my face like flint.

Isa 50:7
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Present) zarumeni lica ... 'the girls look at one another, smile at one another, incline their reddened faces ... ' 
The sense is not, however, that this is what they are doing at the present moment, but rather that this is
what happens whenever a certain set of circumstances holds (and, indeed, it is quite likely that this
particular set of circumstances does not hold precisely at the present moment).9 

Hebrew may use its perfective form with the same, present/habitual significance ("the gnomic perfective"). 

Hebrew also uses its perfective form for a present situation in which a speaker resolves on a future action (hence, 
"perfective of resolve"). The Bulgarian perfective present has a use somewhat similar to this one: iskam da kupja 
(perfective present) kniga, 'I-want that I-buy book.' 

c 
We have already noted that in other languages which are aspectually oriented the perfective aspect may be 
associated with future situations. The same holds for Hebrew. Temporal indicators mark the future time in which 
the temporal situation occurs.11 
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d 
Both the suffix and prefix conjugations may be used in connection with absolute future time. How do they differ? 
The suffix conjugation marks the situation as complete: the prefix conjugation does not do so, but rather marks 
the situation as dependent. Representing a future action or situation as complete and independent leads to a 
certain dramatic quality of representation. 

30.5 Species of Perfective Usage 

a 
The rich English verbal system often overtly expresses nuances associated with factors analyzed above. In this 
section we attempt to relate to the English verbal system various nuances potentially proper to the Hebrew 
perfective form. We also expose other nuances not formally represented in English. (We often allow the 
illustrations themselves to suggest the ways in which the perfective situation might be rendered in English.) 

30.5.1 Fientive Verbs 

a 
Perfective forms of fientive verbs may refer to any block of time, past, present, or future. 

b 
Past-time reference is shown either by particles such as waw-relative (combined with other verbs in the context) 
or by adverbial modifiers. The perfective sense may be definite ("preterite"; ## 1–2), ingressive (# 3), constative (# 
4), complex (# 5), or telic (# 6). 

1. Wrm.v' rWg['w> ÅÅÅ rtow>
hn"+a'ñBo t[e-ta, 

The dove ... and the bulbul observe the 
time of their migration.10

Jer 8:7

2. y+n"P'mi tnO['le T'n>a;ñme yt;m'-d[; How long will you refuse to humble 
yourself before me?
Exod 10:3

1. hl'y>+l'ñ ar'q'ñ %v,xoñl;w> He called the darkness "Night."
Gen 1:5

2. al{ rmoale hr'f' vxek;T.w:
yTiq.x;ñc' 

Sarah lied and said, "I did not laugh."

Gen 18:15
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When the perfective form represents a situation that occurred in the recent past, English idiom often requires the 
use of the auxiliary 'has/have.'12 Though the form appears to be perfect, the idea is simple past ("recent 
perfective"). 

The perfective form may represent a past situation which the speaker is either unwilling or unable to specify 
precisely ("indefinite perfective"). For this use, too, English idiom normally adds the auxiliary'has/have.13 

The context may suggest an emphasis on the uniqueness of an act in the indefinite past. In this case, the 
translation may be assisted by adding an English adverb, 'ever' or 'never.' 

3. T't;ñn" rv,a] nAvarIh' ~AYh;-!mi
!ybih'l. ^B.li-ta, 

from the first day that you set your heart 
to understand

Dan 10:12

4. Wdb.[' hn"v' href.[, ~yTev.
rm,+[oñl'r>d'K.-ta, 

For twelve years they served 
Chedorlaomer.

Gen 14:4

5. dwID' lk;f' ~t'ace yDemi yhiy>w:
lWav' ydeb.[; lKomi 

As often as they came out, David met 
with more success than all the (other) 
servants of Saul.
1 Sam 18:30

6. ytiao ~T,r>k;m.-rv,a]
`hm'yEr'ñc.mi 

the one whom you sold (me) into Egypt

Gen 45:4

7. t'y+fiñ[' hm, rm,aYOñw: And he said, "What have you done?"
Gen 4:10

8. Wnyaiñr' hZ<h; ~Ayh; Today we have seen ... 
Deut 5:21

9. `^yTiñd>liy> ~AYh; ynIa] Today I have begotten you.
Ps 2:7

10. A+L hT't;ñn" ABli tw:a]T; You have given him his heart's desire.
Ps 21:3

11. #y+rI[' [v'r' ytiyaiñr' I have seen a ruthless wicked person.
Ps 37:35

12. yTix.q;ñl' ymi rAv-ta, Whose ox have I ever taken?
1 Sam 12:3

13. tazOK' [m;v'-ymi Who has ever heard such a thing?
Isa 66:8

14. ht'a]r>nI-al{w> ht'y>h.nI-al{
tazOK' 

Such a thing has never been seen or 
done

Judg 19:30

15. gAfn" al{ !t'n"Ahy> tv,q,ñ
rA+xa' 

The bow of Jonathan never turned 
back.

2 Sam 1:22
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c 
A number of Hebrew perfective uses can be correlated with present-time reference as it is understood in English; 
it should be borne in mind that the English simple present tense is rarely used to refer to present time. In the 
persistent (present) perfective, the suffix conjugation represents a single situation that started in the past but 
continues (persists) into the present. English often uses its perfect form here but in fact the form does not 
juxtapose a past situation with a present state. 
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The gnomic or proverbial perfective in Hebrew often corresponds to present-tense forms in English.14 

d 
An instantaneous perfective represents a situation occurring at the very instant the expression is being uttered. 
This use appears chiefly with verba dicendi ('verbs of speaking,' swearing, declaring, advising, etc.) or gestures 
associated with speaking. 

This use of the perfective form also occurs with other kinds of words. 

16. [r;+z"ñ hT't;ñn" al{ yli You have not given me children.
Gen 15:3

17. %l' ytiaj'ñx'-al{ ykinOa'w> I have not wronged you [from the past 
right up to now].
Judg 11:27

18. ytiyfiñ['-rv,a] lKo h+b'Ajl. for all the good which I have done
Neh 5:19

19. !n"['ñ hl'K' (as) a cloud vanishes
Job 7:9

20. #yci lben"ñ rycix' vbey" Grass withers, flowers fade.
Isa 40:7

21. ~AYh; yTd>G:ñhi I declare today ... 
Deut 26:3

22. yTic.[;ñy" yKi I advise you ... 
2 Sam 17:11

23. ab'yciw> hT'a; yTir>m;ña'
`hd,F'h;-ta, Wql.x.T; 

I order that you and Ziba divide up the 
land.

2 Sam 19:30

24. hwhy-la, ydIy" ytimoñyrIh] I lift my hand to YHWH.
Gen 14:22

25. ^y+l,ñae ydIy" yTif.r;ñPe I spread out my hands to you.
Ps 143:6

26. ytiynIñq' yKi I acquire (here and now).15

Ruth 4:9

27. yteywEñx]T;v.hi I humbly bow.
2 Sam 16:4

28. !t;n" lKoh; ÅÅÅ hn"w>r;a] rm,aYñw:
%l,+M,ñl; ÅÅÅ hn"w>r;ña] 

Araunah said, ... "Araunah gives all ... to 
the king."
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An epistolary perfective represents a situation in past time from the viewpoint of the recipient of a message.16 To 
judge from the use of "epistolary aorist" in Latin and Greek, the writer uses the perfective form in this context as a 
delicate courtesy—he assumes the perspective of the recipient and thus regards the communique as having been 
sent in the past. English idiom, however, employs a present progressive form, a form that obscures the force of 
the Hebrew. 

The epistolary perfective may be seen as a special case of the instantaneous perfective. Another, overlapping 
subtype is the performative, in which not only are speaking and acting simultaneous, they are identical.17 Of the 
examples above # 23 is performative, and ## 26 and 28 (ntn) probably are also. Another present-time use of the 
suffix conjugation is the perfective of resolve. 

e 
Referring to absolute future time, a perfective form may be persistent or accidental.18 A persistent (future) 
perfective represents a single situation extending from the present into the future. 
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With an accidental perfective a speaker vividly and dramatically represents a future situation both as complete 
and as independent. 

2 Sam 24:22–23

29a. dx;voñ ^l. yTix.l;ñv' I am sending you a gift.
1 Kgs 15:19

29b. ~k'x'-vyai yTix.l;ñv' I am sending a craftsman.
2 Chr 2:12

30. ymi[\n" hr'k.m' Naomi is going to sell ... 
Ruth 4:3

31. yTixih; !Arp.[, ![;Y:w:
yTit;ñn" hd,F'h; ÅÅÅ ~h'r'b.a;-ta,
ÅÅÅ !Arp.[,-la, rBed;y>w: ÅÅÅ %l'

hd,F'h; @s,K,ñ yTit;ñn" 

And Ephron the Hittite replied to 
Abraham ... , "I will give you the 
field ... " And he (Abraham) said to 
Ephron ... , "I will pay the price of the 
field."

Gen 23:10–11, 13

32. ~yQizIah'-!mi ~AYh; ^yTiñx.T;Pi I will release you from your chains 
today.
Jer 40:4

33. y+n"P'mi tnO['le T'n>a;ñme yt;m'-d[; Until when will you refuse to humble 
yourself before me?
Exod 10:3

34. yTik.r;ñBe hNEhi ÅÅÅ la[em'v.yIl.W
Atao 

And concerning Ishmael ... I will bless 
him.

Gen 17:20

35. tA+nB' ynWrñV.ai Women will call me happy.
Gen 30:13

36. WnL'ñKu Wnd>b;ña' Wn[.w:ñG" !he
`Wnd>b'ña' 

We will die. We are lost, we are all lost.

Num 17:27
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This use is especially frequent in prophetic address (hence it is also called the "prophetic perfect" or "perfective of 
confidence"). 

30.5.2 Fientive Verbs, Perfect State 

a 
The various uses of the perfective form in connection with the perfect state are revealed clearly by the time-
oriented character of the English verbal system. 

b 
The past perfect (pluperfect) signifies a resulting state in time that is past relative to the speaker. This use is 
frequent in (1) relative, causal, or temporal clauses, when the main clause pertains to a past situation (## 1–2) 
and (2) after a waw-disjunctive introducing parenthetical material (# 3). 

The present perfect signifies a resulting perfect state in present time relative to the speaker. 
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The future perfect signifies a resulting perfect state in future time relative to the speaker. In Hebrew, this use of 
the perfective form is especially frequent with d[ and compounds with it (e.g., ~ai d[;, ~ai rv,a] d[;). 

37. WNr,ñWva] hT'[; al{w> WNa,ñr>a,
bk'AK %r;D' bA+rq' al{w>

bqo[]Y:mi 

I see him, but not now; I behold him, but 
not near. A star will come out of Jacob.

Num 24:17

38. ÅÅÅ lq;he !AvarIh' t[eK'
~['h' ÅÅÅ dy+Bik.hi !Arx]a;h'w>
rAa War' %v,xoñB; ~ykil.hoh;

lA+dG" 

In the past he humbled ... in the future 
he will honor ... The people walking in 
darkness will see a great light.

Isa 8:23–9:1

1. rPox.Y:w: qx'c.yI bv'Y"ñw:
rv,a] ~yIM;ñh; troaeB.-ta,

~h'r'b.a; ymeyBi Wrp.x†; 

Isaac reopened the wells which had been 
dug in the time of Abraham.

Gen 26:18

2. lxer' yKi bqo[]y: [d;y"-al{w>
`~t;b'ñn"G> 

Jacob did not know that Rachel had 
stolen them.

Gen 31:32

3. lWav'w> ÅÅÅ tme laeWmv.W
tAbaoh' rysihe 

Now Samuel had died ... and Saul had 
put away those that had a familiar spirit.

1 Sam 28:3

4. l+ae xk;v' ABliB. rm;a'
wyn"P' ryTis.hi 

He says to himself, "God has forgotten; 
he has covered his face."

Ps 10:11

5. WnT'ñx.n:z> ~yhil{a/ God, you have rejected us.
Ps 60:3
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30.5.3 Stative Verbs 

a 
The perfective form of stative verbs can signify most of the uses suggested for fientive verbs, but statives present 
a special set of problems in the perfective form. A stative inherently denotes a situation with an extended internal 
structure, while a perfective form conceptualizes a situation from without, as a single whole. In this section we are 
concerned only with those points of grammar unique to statives. Before turning to the suffix conjugation's more 
precise nuances in stative situations, we should note first that translation in these situations depends on the 
nature of the verb. Statives can be analyzed into three kinds: (1) those that denote an adjectival quality without 
taking an object, which often take a copula verb plus adjective in English (e.g., 'I am unworthy [yTin>joñq' ] of any 
love,' Gen 32:11); (2) those that denote a quality and take a complementary object (10.2.1), which are often 
translated like those without an object (e.g.,'your hands are full [Waleñm' ] of blood,' Isa 1:15); and (3) quasi-
fientives (22.2.3), those that exhibit both stative and fientive characteristics; these denote a mental or 
psychological state and take an object (e.g., 'Israel loved [bh;a' ] Joseph,' Gen 37:3). The relationship between 
these three kinds of statives can be seen in the English trio: 'she is afraid,''she is afraid of him,''she fears him.' 

b 
The uses of the suffix forms of statives are similar to those of fientives. In past time a stative situation may be telic 
(## 1–3), ingressive (## 4–6), or constative (## 7–8). These situations take on a somewhat dynamic quality 
because the reference is to an event; the dynamic quality increases when the verb is transitive (viz., quasi-
fientive; # 7). 
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6. rv,a] d[; ^b.z"[/a, al{ yKi
tae ytiyfiñ['-~ai

`%l' yTir>B;ñDI-rv,a] 

I will not leave you until I shall have done 
what I promised you.

Gen 28:1–5

7. ~[;z:ñ hl'K'ñ-d[; x;ylic.hiw> He will be successful until (the time of) 
wrath is completed.
Dan 11:36

8. ÅÅÅ tw<m'ñ rx;b.nIw>
rv,a] ÅÅÅ tAmqoM.h;-lk'B.

~v' ~yTix.D;hi 

They will prefer death ... in all the 
places ... I shall have driven them.

Jer 8:3

1. tyIB;ñh; hl'K' The temple was finished.
1 Kgs 6:38

2. `WlK'ñ !v'['b, WlK' They vanish, in smoke, they vanish.
Ps 37:20

3. `AM[ime h['r'h' ht'l.k†;-yKi (An) evil (fate) has been determined by 
him.
1 Sam 20:7

4. !qez" ~h'r'b.a;w> Abraham had become old.
Gen 24:1

5. !q,ZOñmi Wdb.K†; laer'X+.yI ynEy[ew> Israel's eyes became heavy because of 
old age.
Gen 48:10

6. x;Ko !yaew> b[er'-~G: He got hungry and had no strength.
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c 
In a present-time frame, stative situations may be similar to those encountered in dynamic situations. The 
situation, for example, may be gnomic (## 9–10; # 10 is also ingressive). 

In the adjectival present perfective, the use of the verb form directs attention to the subject's involvement more 
than would a comparable construction with an adjective (27.1c). 

Stative verbs denoting an effected state in the perfective may be ingressive in past time (# 4) or may signify a 
present state that implicitly came about through an earlier situation (## 13–15). In this use it approximates the 
perfect state, which refers to the preceding situation as bringing about the effected state. We can argue indirectly 
that stative verbs in the suffix conjugation may signify a present (effected) state by noting the historical connection 
in many languages between the perfective tense and the passive voice, and between the passive voice and 
stative forms. Comrie has shown that the perfect state and passive voice frequently go together because both 
refer to such an effected state. He also  
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notes that "the older forms of the passive in many languages are likewise stative." 19 This historical connection 
displayed in many languages suggests that stative verbs in the perfective represent a present state and not a 
perfect event. 

The curative stative perfective is found with quasi-fientive verbs, indicating an ongoing emotional response. 

Isa 44:12

7. hwhy-ta, ÅÅÅ Wrk.z†; al{w> They did not remember ... YHWH.
Judg 8:34

8. `yTi[.d'ñy" al{ ykinOa'w> I was not aware (of it).
Gen 28:16

9. [+r'me rs'w> arey"ñ ~k'x' The wise man fears (YHWH) and shuns 
evil.
Prov 14:16

10. Wb+[eñr'w> Wvr' ~yrIypiK. The lions grow weak and hungry.
Ps 34:11

11. typiY"-hm; How lovely you are!
Cant 7:7

12. !+j'q' ~ynIquz> dl,y<ñw> The son born to him in his old age is 
young.
Gen 44:20

13. !aCoh; ~yrIk' Wvb.l†; The meadows are covered with flocks.
Ps 65:14

14. `Waleñm' ~ymiD' ~k,ydey> Your hands are full of blood.
Isa 1:15

15. ~Ay yT[.d;ñy" al{ yTin>+q;ñz"
`ytiAm 

I am old (or, have become old) and do 
not know the day of my death (i.e., I 
may die any day now).
Gen 27:2

16. yTib.h;ña' rv,a]K; such as I love
Gen 27:4

17. rv,a] taZOh; hb'[eToh;-rb;D>
`ytianEñf' 

this detestable thing I hate

Jer 44:4
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30.5.4 Irreal Mood 

a 
The perfective form does not denote mood, either real (i.e., indicative in Greek and Latin) or irreal (i.e., 
subjunctive, optative, or imperative in the classical languages). These notions are communicated in Hebrew by 
particles or other features in the context, but perfective verbs are often used in such contexts. 

b 
Hypothetical ('if') clauses use the perfective in (1) contrary-to-fact sentences (## 1–3), (2) clauses of hypothetical 
assertion (# 4), and (3) expressions of a wish that is not expected to be realized (# 5). In contrary-to-fact 
sentences, the second ('then') clause also uses a perfective. We may presume that the suffix conjugation in a 
conditional clause has a perfective value even though that value is not obvious. Thomas O. Lambdin is dubious 
about such a view: 

It is always possible to justify the use of the perfect in the protasis ['if'-clause] as representing a completed 
action of accomplished state in the mind of the speaker. It is difficult within Hebrew itself to predict the
choice between the perfect and the imperfect in the construction with the same meaning. Whatever the
original distinction was, it has become obscured in Hebrew of the biblical period, so that both verbs will
have, in general, the same range of translational values.20 

It seems unlikely that the conjugations, otherwise distinct, became confused in this one class of sentences, 
though that is possible. 
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c 
A distinctive use of the irreal perfective is the precative perfective or perfective of prayer. In contrast to the use of 
the perfective form for situations which the speaker expresses as a wish without expectation of fulfillment, the 
perfective can be used with reference to situations the speaker prays for and expects to be realized. This use of 
the perfective form can be recognized by the presence of other unambiguous forms in the context signifying a 
volitional mood.21 As Moses Buttenwieser has noted, this use of the perfective was recognized over a century ago 
by Heinrich Ewald and F. Böttcher. Such a use is known in several of the cognate Semitic languages: in Aramaic, 
Arabic, and Ugaritic.22 According to H. L. Ginsberg, "one of the original functions of the perfect was that of an 
optative and precative."23 S. R. Driver cautioned against basing the case for this Hebrew use on the Arabic 
evidence because in Arabic the form in question all but universally stands first in the sentence; for this reason he 
ruled out the possibility that the suffix conjugation could be used in Hebrew as a precative.24 But far more 

1. Wnh.+m'ñh.m;t.hi aleWl yKi
`~yIm'ñ[]p; hz< Wnb.v;ñ hT'[;-yKi 

If we had not delayed, we could have 
[gone and] returned twice.

Gen 43:10

2. al{ ~t'Aa ~t,yIx]h; Wl
`~k,t.a, yTig>r;ñh' 

If you had spared their lives, I would not 
kill you.

Judg 8:19

3. Wnteñymih]l; hwhy #pex' Wl
hl'[o WndeñY"mi xq;l'-al{ 

If YHWH had meant to kill us, he would 
not have accepted from our hands a 
burnt offering.
Judg 13:23

4. ~['h' dx;a; bk;v' j[;m.Ki
^T,ñv.ai-ta, 

One of the people easily might have slept 
with your wife.

Gen 26:10

5. ~yIr;ñc.mi #r,a,ñB. Wnt.m;ñ-Wl If only we had died in Egypt!
Num 14:2
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significant than the Arabic word order is the fact that Arabic uses the form in connection with the volitional mood. 

d 
The precative perfective can be recognized contextually; Buttenwieser set forth the conditions: "The precative 
perfect proper ... is invariably found alternating with the imperfect or the imperative; it is by this outward sign that 
the precative perfect may unfailingly be identified."25 Unfortunately several modern translations and editions of the 
Bible ignore this point or waffle on it.26 Once this use is admitted, it would be far  
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better to follow Buttenwieser's observations. Some exegetes, too, force some other uses of the perfective form on 
the text. No reason exists to deny this use of the suffix conjugation when all recognize that it is used in connection 
with hypothetical conditions. Why should it be strange that the perfective is used in prayers? This use occurs 
about twenty times, in the Psalms. 

Footnotes:  

1. Bernard Comrie, Aspect: An Introduction to the Study of Verbal Aspect and Related Problems (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University, 1976) 88–94. 
2. Comrie, Aspect, 16. F. Rundgren (cf. 29.6d n. 96) takes a similar view: he designates the suffix conjugation as 
the marked member, arguing that the prefix conjugation has both a negative value (i.e., imperfective) and a 
neutral value; see Das althebräische Verbum: Abriss der Aspektlehre (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1961) 84–
104. 
It is generally recognized that the perfective form developed in the West Semitic languages, including Hebrew, 
from a form cognate to the one known in Akkadian as the permansive (or stative); see G. Bergsträsser, 
Introduction to the Sermitic Languages, trans. and sup. Peter T. Daniels (Winona lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 
1983) 20–23; H. Y. Priebatsch, "Der Weg des semitischen Perfekts’" Ugarit Forschungen 10 (1978) 337–47. The 
interpretation of the Akkadian form is, however, so controverted that it can shed little light on the working of the 
Hebrew system. See J. Huehnergard, "‘Stative,' Predicative Form, Pseudo-Verb," Journal of Near Eastern Studies
46 (1987) 215–32; and G. Buccellati, "The State of the 'Stative,’" Fucus: A Semitic/Afrasian Gathering in 
Remembrance of Albert Ehrman, ed. Y. L. Arbeitman (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1988) 153–89. On the 
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Moran, "The Death of ÁAbdi-Asëirta," Eretz-Israel 9 (1969) 94–99. 

3. GB 2. 25 (§ 16b). 
4. As patterns of verb usage in the Slavonic (or Slavic) languages show; note that "in the East and West Slavonic 
languages (including Russian, Polish, Czech, but not Bulgarian or Serbo-Croatian), and also in Georgian ... the 
Perfective non-Past is primarily a future tense"; Comrie, Aspect, 66–67. 
5. Comrie, Aspect, 45. 
6. Comrie, Aspect, 18. 

6. yqid>xci yhel{a/ ynInEñ[] yair>q'B.
ynNEñx' y+Li T'b.x;ñr>hi rC'B;

`ytiL'piT. [m;v.W 

When I cry out, answer me, O my 
righteous God. In my distress, bring me 
relief. Be gracious to me and hear my 
prayer.27

Ps 4:2

7. ynEr>Q;miW h+yEr>a; yPimi ynI[eyviAh
`ynIt'ñynI[] ~ymire 

Rescue me from the mouth of the lions, 
save me from the horns of the wild oxen.

Ps 22:22

8. y+li Wnm.j'ñ Wz tv,r,ñme ynIaeñyciAT
lae hwhy ytiAa ht'ydIñG" ÅÅÅ

`tm,a/ 

Free me from the trap that is set for 
me ... Redeem me, O YHWH, the God of 
truth.

Ps 31:5–6
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7. See Comrie, Aspect, 48–51; F. R. Blake, "The So-called Intransitive Verbal Forms in Hebrew," Journal of the 
American Oriental Society 24 (1903) 145–204. For another approach to the material, see T. L. Fenton, "The 
Hebrew 'tenses' in the Light of Ugaritic," Proceedings of the Fifth World Congress of Jewish Studies (Jerusalem: 
World Union of Jewish Studies, 1973), 4. 31–39. 
8. The matter of mood is similar. A speaker may have in mind an irreal perfective situation. The suffix conjugation 
indicates the perfective sense, while other markers in the context signify the mood. In English, by contrast, the 
form of the verb itself signifies the mood. 
9. Comrie, Aspect, 69–70. 
10. For the birds, see W. L. Holladay, Jeremiah (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 1. 280. 
11. J. A. Hughes would argue that it is the particle Ád-mty in # 2 that signifies the tense; "Another Look at the 
Hebrew Tenses," Journal of Near Eastern Studies 29 (1970) 12–24; cf. 1. HS 265. 
12. On this and the next several points, see both Joüon § 112c-e / pp. 296–97 and S. R. Driver, A Treatise on the 
Use of the Tenses in Hebrew (3d ed.; Oxford: Clarendon, 1892) 14–16. 
13. Comrie refers to the "experiential perfect," which indicates "that a given situation has held at least once during 
some time in the past leading up to the present"; Aspect, 58. 
14. Driver, Tenses in Hebrew, 17. 
15. Cf. Ruth 4:4; Driver, Tenses in Hebrew, 17. 
16. See Dennis Pardee, "The 'Epistolary Perfect' in Hebrew Letters," Biblische Notizen 22 (1983) 34–40; Pardee 
and R. M. Whiting, "Aspects of Epistolary Verbal Usage in Ugaritic and Akkadian," Bulletin of the School of 
Oriental and African Studies 50 (1987) 1–31; cf LHS 265. 
17. A test for performativity in English is provided by 'hereby'; contrast 'I hereby renounce title to the estates' and 'I 
renounce title to the estates by marrying the woman I love.' On performativity, see Pardee and Whiting, 
"Epistolary Verbal Usage," 23–31; E. Talstra, "Text Grammar and Hebrew Bible. II. Syntax and Semantics," 
Bibliotheca Orientalis 39 (1982) 26–38. D. R. Hillers, in "Some Performative Utterances in Biblical 
Hebrew" (unpublished), has a fairly full list, including the following examples from roots that are not entirely 
obvious candidates for performativity: Àhb 'to love, declare allegiance to' (Exod 21:5), bhÌr 'to choose' (Hag 2:23), 
hÌrp 'to defy' (1 Sam 17:10), nsk 'to appoint' (Ps 2:6), Ábr Hiphil (Zech 3:4), and pqd Hiphil (Jer 1:10). Many of the 
instantaneous perfectives noted here may be taken as performatives. 
18. Cf. Joüon § 112g-i / pp. 298–300; LHS 265. The role of what B. Zuber calls the "uncertainty at first blush" of 
the sense of certain forms would be worth exploring; see Das Tempussystem des biblischen Hebräisch (Beiheft 
zur Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 164; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1985) 140–41. 
19. Comrie, Aspect, 86. 
20. T. O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971) 277. 
21. This discussion follows Moses Buttenwieser, The Psalms: Chronologically Treated with a New Translation 
(Chicago: University of Chicago, 1938) 18–25. 
22. See Buttenwieser, Psalms, 21–23; UT § 13.28. In Inscriptional Hebrew, note the precative perfective in M. 
O'Connor, "The Poetic Inscription from Khirbet el-QoÖm," Vetus Testamentum 37 (1987) 224–30. 

23. H. L. Ginsberg, "The Rebellion and Death of BaÁlu," Orientalia 5 (1936) 161–98, at 177. 

24. Driver, Tenses in Hebrew, 25–26; so also GKC § 106n n.2/ p.312. 
25. Buttenwieser, Psalms, 21. 
26. In some obvious passages, e.g., the 1978 edition of the NIV concedes its use, but unless the context 
absolutely demands a precative sense, it translates the perfective as a past; compare Ps 3:8 and 4:2. (The 
inconsistency was corrected in 1984.) In Ps 7:7, the MT has hinnaÒseÒÀ, and BHS considers wÝhinnaÒseÒÀ. 

27. RSV renders, following the usual sense of the perfective, against the sense of the passage, 'Answer me ... 
Thou hast given me room ... Be gracious to me, and hear ... ' BHS proposes two emendations of hirhÌaÃbtaÒ. In fact, 
the verb is precative, as, e.g., M. Dahood notes in Psalms 1:1–50 (Anchor Bible 16; Garden City, New York: 
Doubleday, 1966) 23. 
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31.1 Form and Meaning 

a 
The non-perfective conjugation has a broader range of meaning than the perfective. It is also historically a more 
complex form, both in itself and in relation to the jussive and cohortative moods. Some of the history of the verbal 
system is outlined in Chapter 29; we must, however, take up the topic again before proposing a working view of 
the Biblical Hebrew non-perfective.1 

31.1.1 A Historical View 

a 
The Amarna letters from Byblos, from the fourteenth century B.C.E., provide what is often judged a reliable guide 
to a verbal system like the one possessed by Biblical Hebrew's ancestor (29.4). Byblian Canaanite has at least 
three prefix conjugations, including yaqtulu and yaqtul, the forms of interest here, and subjunctive yaqtula, the 
antecedent to the Hebrew cohortative. (Amarna Canaanite and other forms of ENWS show traces of an energic 
pattern, too, related to the Arabic heavy energic yaqtulanna  
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and the light energic yaqtulan.)2 These forms help to explain the background of various Biblical Hebrew forms. 

b 
On the usual understanding, an understanding based on comparative Semitic grammar, the longer form, yaqtulu, 
signifies (1) the present-future and (2) the iterative past in main clauses, and (3) is used in subordinate or 
circumstantial clauses. The shorter form, yaqtul, signifies usually jussive mood or preterite action, commonly 
when bound with waw-relative and rarely when free. These two forms would have largely fallen together when 
yaqtulu lost its final short vowel, u. It has been argued that formal vestiges of the distinction between two such 
prefix conjugations survive in the Hiphil stem of the regular verb: yaqtiÖl(signifying the non-perfective values 
associated with yaqtulu) versus yaÒqteÒl (signifying the jussive value of yaqtul in its free form and the preterite value 
of yaqtul when bound with waw-relative). Similar distinctions occur in the Qal stem with III-he verbs (yibnéh 
[corresponding to yaqtulu] versus yíben [corresponding to yaqtul]); with hollow verbs (i.e., II-waw/yodh; yaÒquÖm 
[non-perfective] versus yaÒqom [jussive/preterite with relative waw]); and with geminate verbs (yaÒsoÒb [non-
perfective] versus yaÒsoÒb [jussive/preterite with relative waw]).3 
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c 
If this historical reconstruction of the "proto-Hebrew" prefix conjugations be correct, then the jussive value of the 
historical short form yaqtul was associated with the later morphologically unified conjugation. As we explained in 
29.4, the correctness of this reconstruction and its relevance to Biblical Hebrew have been doubted. To the 
question, Did the preterite value of yaqtul become a part of the later, largely morphologically unified prefix 
conjugation of Hebrew, Hans Bauer, Gotthelf Bergsträsser, and others have answered affirmatively. But Carl 
Brockelmann, Diethelm Michel, and others have denied that the prefix conjugation, whether in its free form or 
bound with relative waw, signifies a preterite notion (i.e., serves as a past perfective form). 

d 
The following arguments, based on Hebrew usage, favor the view that (some part of) the prefix conjugation may 
denote preterite action. (1) If we accept the view that the jussive value of yaqtul was incorporated into the prefix 
conjugation, then we might expect that the preterite value of yaqtul was also part of the conjugation. (2) The prefix 
conjugation bound with waw-relative, the form that most clearly shows its probable historical origin in yaqtul, most 
frequently seems to refer to preterite action. (3) In Ugaritic (ca. 1400 B.C.E.), another Early Northwest Semitic 
dialect, the prefix conjugation may have referred to past tense as well as had the meanings we normally associate 
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with the non-perfective. In both Ugaritic and Hebrew poetry one finds the alternation of qtl/yqtl or yqtl/qtl of the 
same verb in associated lines. Moshe Held explained both as preterites, supposing the poet exchanged the forms 
for stylistic reasons.4 (4) In some prose texts it seems that some prefix forms without waw must be taken as 
preterites.5 

(5) After the adverbials za, ~rj and ~rjB it seems that some prefix forms must be taken as preterites.6 This is 
a conditioned use, however, as will be seen. (6) In poetic texts recounting history the unbound prefix conjugation 
seems sometimes to signify preterite situations. David Robertson argues that in such poetic texts (e.g., Exodus 
15, Amos 2:9–12) unbound yqtl is used of the past where no habitual or frequentative notion is relevant.7 Walter 
Gross finds a similar pattern in such material; he also finds that short yqtl (< yaqtul) forms tend to occur clause 
initially (e.g., ysÌb in Deut 32:8) and long yqtl (< yaqtulu) forms tend to occur clause internally (e.g., tsëth in Deut 
32:14). The clause-initial forms Gross associates with wayyiqtol, a form with perfective meaning; the non-clause-
initial forms he assigns a "historical imperfect aspect."8 (7) A comparison of the synoptic psalms Psalm 18 and 2 
Samuel 22 reveals that the remains of the historically short prefix conjugation apparently alternate between the 
free and bound forms. If the bound form of yqtl signifies preterite action, then we have strong evidence that the 
free form can also signify preterite action. Compare, for example: 

The same phenomenon occurs in vv 7, 39, 44, and the opposite is found in v 14. This is an impressive range of 
arguments from morphological development and from usage that the Hebrew prefix conjugation contains at least 
two paradigms, the long (< yaqtulu) signifying imperfective and dependent situations and the short (< yaqtul) 
signifying a jussive when unbound and a preterite, especially when bound with relative waw. 
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e 
On the other side of the ledger, however, the following arguments (which we present with some critical appraisal) 
convince some scholars that an alleged preterite value of yaqtul did not come over into the prefix conjugation or at 
least the unbound form of it.9 (1) The jussive value of the historical yaqtul could readily be merged with the values 
of the non-perfective yaqtulu conjugation. As we shall see, the non-perfective form often signifies volitional or 

1. ~yIr;ñc.Mimi ~k,t.a, hl,[]a; I brought you up from Egypt.
Judg 2:1

2a. tA+Ksu ÅÅÅ %v,xoñ tv,Y"ñw: And he made(?) darkness ... his 
covering.
2 Sam 22:12

2b. At+K'su ÅÅÅ %v,xoñ tv,y"ñ He made(?) darkness ... his covering.
Ps 18:12
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contingent situations, both notions also entailed by the jussive mood. By contrast, the preterite value hardly 
comports with the range of the nonperfective's senses. (2) Correlatively, one would not suppose that the (preterite 
paradigm of the) prefix conjugation could have a value also associated with the suffix conjugation. Michel argues: 

It must be accepted that every verb form must have had its own meaning. A language does not develop
varying verb forms if they do not serve to express varying meanings. And if a language develops only two
verb forms, it has to be accepted that these two express basic differences, perhaps even contrasts ...
Should one really accept that a language in which obviously only two points of view were decisive in
connection with actions, later mixed these up to such an extent that it uses the same verb form for the two
points of view?10 

On the other hand, in Byblian Canaanite, both qatala and yaqtul are preterite. Further, we may wonder whether 
the morphological and syntactic factors distinguishing the offspring of yaqtulu and yaqtul do not drastically reduce 
the number of prefix forms actually "competing" with suffix forms. (The diversity of these two factors does not, it 
should be noted, militate against their working together.) (3) Wayyqtl in even the most ancient poetry does not 
always represent a preterite, and this fact suggests that it does not preserve the alleged preterite notion of yaqtul. 
For example, in Psalm 29, an ancient poem, we find the following. 

F. C. Fensham thinks that the wayyqtl forms in this psalm are later innovations of the Masoretes.11 We do not 
think so, but, be that as it may, the text we have in hand—the  
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object of our study—does not seem to treat them as preterites, or even as having past time reference. (4) 
Unquestionably the prefix conjugation both in ENWS and in Biblical Hebrew could represent past situations in 
narrative, but that does not necessarily mean that it functioned as a preterite. As we shall see, the prefix 
conjugation can signify imperfective past action. So also in Hebrew poetry the prefix conjugation in parallel with 
the suffix conjugation may signify one of its non-perfective past meanings. For example, perhaps we should find 
an ingressive and a telic sense in these lines. 

On a historical view, however, the prefix conjugation form here would be associated not with yaqtul but with 
yaqtulu. (5) The same event can be described either as a perfective or as a non-perfective situation, depending 
solely on the subjective view of the speaker. This is not so in the case of a tense system, for notions of absolute 
time stand apart from the speaker's views: an event either took place prior to the time of speaking or not. There is 
much more to the Hebrew system than time: the speaker enjoys the latitude of representing the same event by 
both the prefix and suflfix conjugations. Because they are often used subjectively to represent a situation, it is 
possible for a poet to juxtapose complementary uses of the conjugations over against one another. We can 
demonstrate the complementary use of the conjugations with reference to present-time uses. For example, the 
poet may set a gnomic perfective over against a habitual non-perfective, as in # 6. 

3. ~y+zIr'a] rbevo hwhy lAq
yzEr>a;-ta, hwhy rBev;y>w:

`!Anb'L.h; 

The voice of YHWH breaks (participle) 
the cedars; YHWH breaks up (wayyqtl) 
the cedars of Lebanon.

Ps 29:5

4. tAlY"a; lleAxy> hwhy lAq 

tAr['y>-@fox/Y<ñw: 
`dAbK' rmeao ALKu A+lk'yheb.W 

The voice of YHWH twists (yqtl) the oaks 
and strips (wayyqtl) the forest bare, and 
in his temple all cry (participle), "Glory!"

Ps 29:9

5. Wm+yUñs.k;y> tmohoT. 
`!b,a'ñ-AmK. tl{Acm.bi Wdr>y" 

The deep waters began to cover them; 
they sank to the depths like a stone.

Exod 15:5

6. db;aTo [v'r'ñ ~d'a' tAmB.
~ynIAa tl,x,ñAtw> h+w"q.Ti

`hd'b'ña' 

When a wicked person dies, his hope 
perishes; all he expected from his power 
perishes.
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Or, the poet may juxtapose the instantaneous perfective with the incipient-progressive non-perfective, as in # 7. 

If the two conjugations can refer in juxtaposition to present time, we should expect the same phenomenon with 
reference to past time. For this reason it seems unlikely that when the two conjugations are nearby they both 
represent a perfective state in past time. Again, however, the historical view contends that this is true, but that 
these cases reflect the historical yaqtulu and thus do not disprove that historical yaqtul with its preterite value was 
preserved in other cases. 
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f 
(6) The prose passages in which the unbound prefix form signifies a preterite are not without difficulties. The form 
in # 1 is the long form, not the short form the theory predicts. Such passages may, however, be conditioned in 
some non-obvious way or may simply be exceptional.12 The few passages with an unexpected prefix conjugation 
in prose cannot override the overwhelming evidence in the opposite direction. S. R. Driver thought that some of 
them were frequentative and Bergsträsser that some were used as a historical present for vivid description of the 
event.13 Leslie McFall rightly calls for an examination of the 775 simple yqtl forms used of past events.14 (7) The 
use of the long prefix forms of weak verbs with a preterite value after za, ~rj and ~rjB is syntactically 
conditioned and cannot be used as evidence for the same use in other situations. (8) McFall notes that the short 
prefix form is not consistently used with relative waw and that both the long and short form may have the same 
sense. He cites as an example a partially duplicated phrase in Jeremiah, ~yaifin> hl,[]Y:w: (10:13) and ~yafn l
[;Y:ñw: (51:16), 'and he makes the mist rise,' as showing that the "shortening is not due to the prefixed ·w, but to 
style, or variety, or some other such reason."15 To be sure, the long form of a weak verb can be used as a jussive 
(e.g., trÀh in Gen 1:9; cf. Chap. 34.4), yet no one denies that the jussive and the non-perfective can be 
distinguished. 

g 
Whether or not the prefix conjugation (as a whole, apart from the yaqtul/yaqtulu distinction) can serve as a 
preterite, especially in its unbound form in Hebrew poetry, cannot be decided beyond reasonable doubt at 
present. Two factors complicate the discussion and prevent us from coming to a decisive answer. First, since the 
Hebrew conjugations do not simply represent absolute time but the speaker's subjective representation of a state 
or an event, the interpretation of the forms is also subjective. It is instructive to note, for example, that whereas 
Held thinks the two forms of differing conjugations in Ps 93:3 both signify preterite action, Fensham thinks that 
both signify habitual activity.16 Second, etymology and usage are related in complex ways. While the 
comparative-historical evidence favors the view that earlier yaqtul, which signified preterite action, survived in 
Hebrew wayyqtl, in actual usage the bound form seems to have taken on the values of the suffix conjugation, 
including those involving other time periods. In short, it lost its original value in the bound form to take on new 
values, and we may suppose that the same may have happened in the case of the unbound form. 

h 
On balance the comparative-historical evidence seems to demand some respect, and we believe that vestiges of 
historical yaqtul survive in the prefix conjugation beyond the jussive. In prose the waw-relative is normally bound 
with the offspring of preterite yaqtul, a form not consistently differentiated from the descendants of yaqtulu. The 
basically similar situation in poetry is complicated by stylistic and idiosyncratic usage as well as by variation. 
Poetry, especially early poetry, occasionally preserves a yaqtul preterite in unbound form, as an archaic or 
archaizing usage (1.4.1). 
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Prov 11:7

7. y+dIy" ~yIm;ñv'-la, aF'a,-yKi
yTir>m;ña'w> 

For I lift up my hand to heaven, and I 
say ... 

Deut 32:40
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31.1.2 A Working View 

a 
In Chapter 29 we noted that most grammarians have erred in trying to abstract one meaning from the several 
uses of the prefix conjugation, and we suggested that the only possible generalization had to be expressed 
negatively: the non-perfective conjugation stands over against the perfective conjugation. The non-perfective 
prefix conjugation has two major values: to signify either an imperfective situation in past and present time, or a 
dependent situation. In the latter use, the situation may be dependent on the speaker, the subject, or another 
situation. 

b 
We analyze the use of the prefix conjugation first according to time: past time (31.2) and present time (31.3). We 
group its uses to represent dependent situations into those involving the speaker or the subject, and those 
dependent on another situation. We divide the first group into those situations where speakers do not impose their 
will on the subject (the modal uses, 31.4) and those in which they do (the volitional uses, 31.5). Finally, we 
discuss other contingent uses, including its use in the less frequent past-time frame with certain particles (31.6), 
and some morphological relics (31.7). 

31.2 Non-Perfective and Past Time 

a 
A clear demonstration of non-perfective and past-time relations is provided by an Arabic example. 

waÒ ttabaÁuÒ (pfv.,tbÁ) maÒ tatluÒ (impfv., tly) së-sëayaÒtÌiÒnu ÁalaÒ mulki sulaymaÒn17 

And they followed that which the demons used to recite (or, follow) in Solomon's reign. 
The time reference of the prefix conjugation tatluÒ 'they used to recite' is past and absolute because it occurred in a 
time prior to the event of speaking; the aspect is imperfective, more specifically customary (iterative), because 
explicit reference is made to the internal temporal structure of the situation, viewing the situation from within, in 
contrast to ÀittabaÁu 'they followed,' whereby explicit reference is made to the situation as a single whole, viewing 
the situation from without. The same combination of time reference and aspect occurs in Hebrew, in several 
patterns. 
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b 
In the customary non-perfective the internal structure of a situation is conceived of as extended over an indefinite 
period in the time prior to the act of speaking. Bernard Comrie remarks that the view may be "so extended in fact 
that the situation referred to is viewed not as an incidental property of the moment but, precisely, as a 
characteristic feature of a whole period."18 The past customary non-perfective, in contrast to what we call the 
present non-perfective, implies that the situation described no longer holds at the time of the utterance. With 
active situations the customary non-perfective is essentially a statement of iterativity (i.e., 'he used to do X'; ## 1–
4). This usage is less frequent with stative situations, in which it represents the situation as existing without 
interruption (## 5–6; note that the verbs in question are not stative).19 

1. #r,+a'ñh'-!mi hl,[]y: daew> Streams(?) would come up from the 
ground.
Gen 2:6

2. bAYai hf,[]y: hk'K'ñ
`~ymiY"h;-lK' 

Thus Job would always do.

Job 1:5

3. hn"v'b. hn"v' hf,[]y: !kew> And so he used to do annually.
1 Sam 1:7

4. dA+s qyTim.n: wD'x.y: rv,a] ... with whom we used to enjoy 
fellowship; we used to walk together in 
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c 
In the incipient past non-perfective the speaker has in view the initial and continuing phases within the internal 
temporal structure of a past situation. In contrast to the participle, which represents a situation as continuing 
without interruption or progressing but does not focus on the inception of the situation, the prefix conjugation in 
this use combines the notions of commencement and continuation. Like the participle, this use lends itself to 
circumstantial clauses. Brockelmann seems to have had this use in mind when he wrote: "The imperfect can 
designate past events with a lively sympathy ... In poetry the imperfect can also vividly visualize unique actions of 
the past."21 Driver, though mistakenly viewing this function as the one essential meaning of the prefix conjugation, 
described it more precisely: 

The imperfect does not imply mere continuance as such (which is the function of the participle), though,
inasmuch as it emphasizes the process introducing and leading to completion, it expresses what may be
termed progressive continuance; by thus seizing 
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upon an action while nascent, and representing it under its most striking and impressive aspect (for it is just 
when a fresh object first appears upon a scene that it exhibits greater energy, and is, so to speak, more 
aggressive, than either while it simply continues or after it has been completed), it can present it in the 
liveliest manner possible.22 

31.3 Non-Perfective and Present Time 

a 
Under the heading of present time we consider the range of uses associated with English present tenses, 
including certain habitual or gnomic patterns. 

b 
By progressive non-perfective we mean a pattern similar to the customary nonperfective, but in a present-time 

`vg<r'ñB. %Leh;n> ~yhil{a/ tybeB. the throng into the house of God.20

Ps 55:15

5. hn"koyTih;-l[; Wl[]y: ~yliWlb.W A stairway led up to the middle level.
1 Kgs 6:8

6. !n"['h, !Kov.yI rv,a] ymey>-lK'
`Wnx]y: !K'v.Mih;-l[; 

All the days the cloud stayed over the 
tabernacle, they would camp.

Num 9:18

7. ry+[ih' ÅÅÅ yv;Wx aboY"w:
~yIl'ñv'Wry> aboy" ~l{v'b.a;w> 

And Hushai ... came into the city while 
Absalom entered (began entering) 
Jerusalem.
2 Sam 15:37

8. ÅÅÅ ~yPiSih; tAMa; W[nUñY"w:
`!v'[' aleM'yI tyIB;ñh;w> 

The doorposts shook ... and the temple 
filled (began filling) with smoke.

Isa 6:4

9. ~q'aWh  'laer'f.yI vyai Wl[]Y:w:
~['h'w> ÅÅÅ ~yTiv.liP.B; %Y:w:
`jVep;l.-%a; wyr'x]a; Wbvuñy" 

And the men of Israel retreated. He 
(Eleazar) stood his ground and struck 
the Philistines ... and the troops 
returned (began returning) after him but 
only to strip the dead.
2 Sam 23:9–10

10. hkob'W hwhy-l[; lLeP;t.Tiw:
`hK,b.ti 

She prayed to YHWH and began 
weeping bitterly.

1 Sam 1:10
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frame with reference to the act of speaking. Here the non-perfective, instead of implying that a specific situation 
has ceased, represents it as ongoing. This pattern is more common with dynamic situations. Contrast, for 
example, tab' hZ<mi-yae, 'Where have you come from?', with ykileñte hn"a'ñw>, 'Where are you going?', in Gen 
16:8. Regarding pairs like these William Turner surprisingly confessed: 

It is, at the same time, to be freely granted that there are many instances in which in our apprehension,
there exists no apparent reason why the one form rather than the other should be employed, as e.g ...
aAbT' !yIa;ñme, and ... t'aB' !yIa;ñme.23 

McFall, however, nicely explains the difference. 
The verb forms have been determined by the actual situation then prevailing, for in Gen. 16:8 Hagar was 
resting when the angel asked her, 'Whence camest thou?' (tab' hZ<mi-yae). It would have been 
inappropriate to have used the yqtl form since that would have implied that she was going somewhere at
that moment; though it is possible that Hagar could have been viewed as on a journey, and her present
situation ignored. 
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Joseph uses the qtl form in Gen. 42:7, 'Whence came ye?' (~t,aB' !yIa;ñme), because at that precise 
moment it was obvious they were not on a journey, but had arrived. Notice, however, the difference in Jos. 
9:8, 'Who are you? And where do you come from?' (WaboñT' ByIa;ñmeW). It is obvious to Joshua that these men 
are on a journey, that is their present activity. Joshua's question is: From where did you start out on your 
journey? He does not know yet that he is the goal of their journey; but this comes out in the choice of verb 
form they use: 'From a very far country your servants have come,WaB' ... , implying that they had finished 
their journey and had reached their destination.24 

Progressive non-perfective forms in poetry can be used in association with similar forms (## 1–2) or with a 
persistent (present) perfective form (# 3; 30.5.1c). 

c 
A stative non-perfective represents the internal temporal structure of a stative (non-changing) present situation. 
This use differs fram the participle in that the latter occurs in dynamic situations. 

This use forms a fitting complement for stative situations represented by the perfective conjugation (30.5.3c). 

d 

1. #r,+p'ñ-ynEP.-l[; #r,p,ñ ynIceñr>p.yI
`rABgIK. yl;[' #ruy" 

Again and again he bursts upon me; he 
rushes at me like a warrior.

Job 16:14

2. rm,aoñ [;yBiy: ~Ayl. ~Ay
`t[;D;ñ-hW<x;y> hl'y>l;ñL. hl'y>l;ñw> 

Day after day they (the heavens) pour 
forth speech; night after night they 
display knowledge.
Ps 19:3

3. l+ae-td;[]B; bC'nI ~yhil{a/
`jPov.yI ~yhil{a/ br,q,ñB. 

God presides (pfv.) in the great 
assembly; he gives judgment (non-pfv.) 
among the divine beings.
Ps 82:1

4. `ynIxeñn>t; yNIM,ñmi ~Wry"-rWcB. Lead me to a rock that is higher than I.
Ps 61:3

5. Wnybiñy" al{w> W[d>y†; al{ They do not know (pfv.) and do not 
understand.
Ps 82:5
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In the incipient present non-perfective the internal temporal structure of a situation is conceived of as beginning 
and continuing in the non-past (## 6–8). It is like the incipient past non-perfective, except that the situation exists 
not prior to the time of speaking but at the same time. In verse, this type of non-perfective can be associated with 
an instantaneous perfective (# 9; 30.5.1d). 
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e 
By habitual non-perfective we mean the representation of a repeated general, nonspecific situation. Rarely in 
prose, but rather frequently in poetry and proverbial expressions, the non-perfective is used to denote habitual 
activity with no specific tense value. It forms a fitting parallel with the gnomic perfective (30.5.1c).25 Whereas the 
gnomic perfective conceives of a universal state or event as a single event, the habitual non-perfective represents 
the internal temporal phases of the general situation as occurring over and over again, including the time present 
to the act of speaking. 

31.4 Modal Uses of the Non-Perfective 

a 
Whereas tense (Latin tempus) refers to the absolute temporal relationship of the situation to the speaker, mood 
refers to a subjective judgment about the factuality of the situation. It may be regarded as real (i.e., indicative in 
the classical languages) or other than real (irreal or unreal mood, i.e., subjunctive and optative in the classical 
languages). A situation may be regarded as irreal for one of two reasons: (1) because the speaker is uncertain 

6. ÅÅÅ y[iw>v; lAql. hb'yviñq.h;
`lL'P;t.a, ^yl,ñae-yKi 

Pay attention to my cry for help, ... 
because to you I pray (begin praying).

Ps 5:3

7. ar'q.a, yliAq hwhy-[m;v. Hear, YHWH, as I call (begin calling) 
aloud.
Ps 27:7

8. rm;ayO y+Mi[; Wmx]n: Wmx]n:
`~k,yhel{a/ 

"Comfort, comfort my people," your 
God begins to say.

Isa 40:1

9. ...yA+Gmi ~deyxik.n:w> Wkl. Wrm.a' They say (pfv.), "Come, let us efface 
them from (being) a nation ... 

w+D'x.y: ble Wc[]An yKi They plot together (pfv.) with one mind,

Wtroñk.yI tyrIB. ^yl,ñ[' they form (non-pfv.) an alliance against 
you.
Ps 83:5–6

10. ÅÅÅ AnAvl.Bi ql{y"-rv,a] lKo
bl,K,ñh; ql{y" rv,a]K; 

whoever laps with his tongue ... as a 
dog laps

Judg 7:5

11. Wlk.ayO-al{ !Ke-l[;
dyGI-ta, h+Z<h; laer'f.yI-ynEb.

@K;-l[; rv,a] hv,N"h; 

Therefore to this day the Israelites do 
not eat the tendon attached to the 
socket of the hip.

Gen 32:33

12. ~yxiq.Pi rWE[;y> dx;Voh; A bribe blinds officials.
Exod 23:8

13. b+a'-xM;f;y> ~k'x'ñ !Be A wise son makes his father glad.
Prov 10:1
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about the reality of the situation itself, or (2) because the speaker is uncertain  
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about the reality existing between the subject and its predicate in the situation. That is, the situation may be 
contingent on the relationship (1) of the speaker to the statement or (2) of the subject of the statement to that 
predicated of it. For example, the speaker, wishing the subject to sing, may say, 'Tubal-Cain should start singing 
now,' but the situation proposed is not real, for it depends on the subject's willingness to accede to the speaker's 
will. On the other hand, the speaker, uncertain about the subject's wish to sing may say,'Tubal-Cain may sing 
when he sees Jubal.' In either case the mood is irreal. 

b 
In the Germanic languages (including English) the nature of the irreality is often expressed by adding models 
such as 'can, should, must, may,' etc., to the infinitive of the verb in question.26 In Hebrew, while a construction 
involving a finite verb27 with an infinitive may be used, more often the simple prefix conjugation suffices, allowing 
other indications in the context to decide its precise value. 

c 
The non-perfective of capability denotes the subject's capability to perform the action expressed by the root. This 
use often overlaps with "consequential situations." 

The expression taef. yDIb;l. lk;Wa-al{ 
~k,t.a, in Deut 1:9 shows that this value is relevant for the prefix conjugation in # 1. 

RSV renders # 6 as 'I am like a man who does not hear,' thereby showing the close connection between the 
modal nuance and consequential results; the relative clause in either case depends on the situation in the primary 
clause. 

d 
The non-perfective of permission denotes the speaker's permission for the subject to perform an action. 
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1. ~k,x]r>j' y+DIb;l. aF'a, hk'yae How can I bear your problems all by 
myself?
Deut 1:12

2. aceM'yI al{ vr'x'w> Not a blacksmith could be found.
1 Sam 13:19

3. lk'a]m;-lK'mi ^l.-xq; hT'a;w>
lkea'yErv,a] 

You, take every kind of food that is 
edible.

Gen 6:21

4. tWmy"-rv,a] dy" !b,a,ñB. ~aiw>
WhK'ñhi HB' 

If he struck him with a hand stone which 
could kill ... 

Num 35:17

5. !W+mWqy> al{w> They could not rise.28

2 Sam 22:39

6. [+m'v.a, al{ vrexek. ynIa]w: I am like a deaf person, who cannot hear.
Ps 38:14

7. tymiT' yn:b' ynEv.-ta, You may kill my two sons.
Gen 42:37

8. f+GTi You may require payment from a 
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e 
The non-perfective of possibility denotes the possibility that the subject may perform an action. 

This use is common in the protasis of conditional clauses (see 38.6). 

f 
The non-perfective of deliberation denotes the speaker's or subject's deliberation as to whether a situation should 
take place. This use normally involves questions of doubt and thus resembles the Greek subjunctive in questions. 
Strictly speaking, deliberative questions ask not about the factuality of the action but about the desirability or 
necessity of it. 

g 
The non-perfective of obligation refers to either what the speaker considers to be the subject's obligatory or 
necessary conduct or what the subject considers to be an obligation. This use is similar to the one above, but 
instead of occurring in an interrogatory clause it occurs in a declarative statement. This use is closely related to 
both the use of the prefix conjugation to express volition and to its use for consequential results. 
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foreigner.
Deut 15:3

9. +̂l,ñh\a'B. rWgy"-ymi hwhy
`^v,ñd>q' rh;B. !Kov.yI-ymi 

YHWH, who may dwell in your tent? Who 
may live on your holy hill?

Ps 15:1

10. %rod>Ti rv,a] ~Aqm'-lK'
AB ~k,l.g>r;-@K; 

every place where you may set your 
foot

Josh 1:3

11. b+h'a/T, hwhy yaen>fol.W Should you love the enemies of YHWH?
29

2 Chr 19:2

12. ~k,ynEv.-~G: lK;v.a, hm'l' Why should I lose both of you?
Gen 27:45

13. `WnteñAxa]-ta, hf,[]y: hn"Azk.h; Should he have treated our sister like a 
prostitute?
Gen 34:3–1

14. `~x,l'ñ ^a]b'c.li !TenI-yKi ... that we should give bread to your 
troops?
Judg 8:6

15. ^l. Wvx]k;y> ^Z>[u broB.
`^yb,ñy>ao 

So great is your power that your 
enemies (must) cringe before you.

Ps 66:3

16. rva] tae ~k,t.a, ytiyreAhw>
!Wf[]T; 

I will teach you what you should do.

Exod 4:15

17. hN"+v,ñq.b;T. ydIY"mi hN"J,ñx;a] I would have to bear the loss of it 
myself.
Gen 31:39

18.
Wf['yE-al{ rv,a] ~yfi[]m;

You have done things to me that should 
not be done.
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h 
The non-perfective of desire denotes a desire or wish of the subject. 

31.5 Volitional Uses of the Non-Perfective 

a 
Closely related to the modal nuances of the non-perfective, which express a situation wherein the action of the 
subject is contingent on the will of the speaker, is its use in situations wherein the speaker imposes an obligation 
on the subject addressed. In this use it approximates the imperative mood and is, in fact, frequently found in 
conjunction with an imperative form. The force with which the speaker is able to make the imposition depends on 
the social distance between speaker and addressee. If an inferior addresses a superior the obligation takes the 
force of a request, but if the communication proceeds from a superior to an inferior it has the force of a command. 
The volitional nonperfective is closely related both morphologically and semantically to the volitional paradigms 
(Chap. 34), including the cohortative and the jussive as well as the imperative. These forms emphasize the will of 
the speaker, whereas the non-perfectives to be treated here emphasize the action enjoined or forbidden. 

b 
A non-perfective of injunction expresses the speaker's will in a positive request or command. 
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c 
A non-perfective of instruction expresses the speaker's will in a context of legislation or teaching. 

`ydIM'[i t'yfiñ[' 
Gen 20:9

19. h+Z<h; vyaih'-~[i ykil.teh] Will you (i.e., do you wish to) go with 
this man?
Gen 24:58

20. xq' ^l.-xQ;Ti Ht'ao-~ai If you want to take it, do so.
1 Sam 21:10

21. wy+l'['B. WNr,ñm.v.yI al{w> yet the owner would not keep it penned 
up
Exod 21:36

1. r+h'j.a,w> bAzaeb. ynIaeñJ.x;T.
`!yBil.a; gl,V,ñmiW ynIseñB.k;T. 

Cleanse me with hyssop, and I will be 
clean; wash me, and I will be whiter than 
snow.30

Ps 51:9

2. h+v'B'Y:h; ha,r'tew> Let the dry ground appear.
Gen 1:9

3. yreb.DI [m;v.W ^n>z>a' jh;
tyviT' ^B.liw> ~y+mik'x]

`yTi[.d;l. 

Incline your ear and hear the words of 
the wise; pay attention to my knowledge.

Prov 22:17

4. ~WqT' hb'yfe ynEP.mi (you shall) rise in the presence of the 
aged.
Lev 19:32

5.
!B'r>q' ~K,mi byrIq.y:-yKi ~d'a'

hm'heB.h;-!mi h+whyl;

When any of you bring a qorban-
offering to YHWH, you shall bring your 
qorban-offering from cattle, be it from 
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d 

A non-perfective of prohibition expresses negative instruction in legal literature. The use of al{ with the non-
perfective is common in legislative contexts. 

31.6 Further Contingent Uses of the Non-Perfective 

a 
Three uses of the non-perfective verb form may be gathered under the heading of other uses based on 
contingency. Two of the three are related to the irreal senses, and two of the three are associated with particles. 

31.6.1 With Particles Expressing Contingency 

a 
Related to the use of the unmarked prefix conjugation with irreal modal nuances (31.4) is its use with particles 
expressing uncertainty or contingency. These may be divided into conditional particles introducing the protasis 
(the 'if' clause in an 'if-then' sentence) and telic particles introducing the apodosis (the 'thee' clause). 

b 

The most common of the conditional particles is ~ai 'if.' The conjunction yKi can be similarly used. The 

counterfactual conditional particle is Wl 'if only ( ... but it is not so).31 
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c 

!aCoh;-!miW rq'B'h;-!mi
`~k,n>B;r>q'-ta, WbyrIq.T; 

herd or flock.

Lev 1:2

6. laer'f.yI td;[]-lK'-la, WrB.D;
vyai ~h,l' Wxq.yIw> ÅÅÅ rmoale

hf, 

Speak to all the congregation of Israel, 
saying, " ... they shall take for 
themselves, each one, a lamb.'

Exod 12:3

7. rq,+Boñ-d[; WNM,ñmi WrytiñAt-al{w> Do not leave any of it till morning.
Exod 12:10

8. `xc'r>Ti al{ You shall not murder.
Exod 20:1–3

1. qD'c.a,-~ai If I were innocent ... 
Job 9:20

2. ~yVimix] ÅÅÅ ac'm.a,-~ai
~qiyDIc; 

If I find ... fifty righteous people ... 

Gen 18:26

3. yxia' wv'[e ^v.G"p.yI yKi When my brother Esau meets you ... 
Gen 32:1–8

4. y+fi[]K; lqeV'yI lAqv' Wl If only my anguish could be weighed!
Job 6:2
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The telic particles may be positive (![;m;ñl., rWb[]B;, 'so that'; rv,a] is also so used) or negative (!P,, yTil.bil. 'so 
that not = lest').32 In Latin, telic particles are used not with the indicative mood, the mood of certainty, but with the 
subjunctive, the mood of contingency. 

31.6.2 Future Time 

a 
The prefix conjugation is used to represent a real situation which arises as a consequence of some other 
situation. Whereas the suffix conjugation may dramatically represent a future situation as an accidental event, the 
prefix conjugation represents it as a logical consequence of some expressed or unexpressed situation. Though 
Michel overextends the concept of dependency to all uses of the prefix conjugation, he has plausibly suggested 
that substantiality in contrast to accidence is one of the differences between the conjugations. 
The imperfectum ... must designate an action which is not important in itself, but which stands in relationship to 
something else, and in this relationship has its meaning. In brief: it is dependent.33 

This use overlaps with some of the modal nuances, which also involve dependency, especially those of capability, 
of obligation, and of deliberation. 
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b 

5. yli-bj;yyI ![;m;ñl. ... so that I will be treated well.
Gen 12:13

6. Ata'r>yI hy<h.Ti rWb[]b;W
~k,ynEP.-l[; 

... so that the fear of him (God) will be 
with you.

Exod 20:20

7. !WtmuT.-!P, ... lest you (will) die.
Gen 3:3

8. `Waj'ñx/t, yTil.bil. ... lest you (will) sin.
Exod 20:20

1. tAm WNM,ñmi ^l.k'a] ~AyB. yKi
`tWmT' 

... because when you eat of it you shall 
surely die.

Gen 2:17

2. jAMyI al{ hL,+aeñ-hfe[o
`~l'A[l. 

He who does these things will (or, can) 
never be shaken.

Ps 15:5

3. `hm'r>mil. [B;v.nI al{w> 
h+why taeme hk'r'b. aF'yI 

Who does not swear by what is false,34 
he will (must) receive blessing from 
YHWH.
Ps 24:4–5

4. Wv+boñyE al{ ^yw<qo-lK' ~G:
`~q'yre ~ydIg>ABh; WvboñyE 

All who hope in you will (can) not be put 
to shame; they will (must) be put to 
shame who are vainly treacherous.
Ps 25:3

5. yMimi y[iv.yIw> yrIAa hwhy
a+r'yai 

YHWH is my light and my salvation; 
whom shall (should) I fear?

Ps 27:1
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These examples and many more suggest that the prefix conjugation may represent a future situation as 
dependent or contingent on some other expressed or unexpressed situation. With reference to the time of 
speaking, the situation may be future or past. If the action is in the future, the sense is of a specific future. 

This use can be fittingly associated with the suffix conjugation used for future events. 

A negated form can be used with a corresponding sense. 
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c 
The consequent situation may in fact be past with reference to the absolute time of the speaker but future to some 
other situation. This use is found only in dependent clauses.35 

31.6.3 Past Time with Particles 

a 

The non-perfective verb form regularly (but not always) has a past time reference after za, ~r,j,ñ,and ~r,j,ñB..36 
David QimhÌi appeals to Arabic to explain this unexpected use. 

And with the particle za' 'then', a future usually comes in the place of a past, as hv,mo ryviy" xa' [Exod. 
15:1 'then sang Moses'] ... And the sage Rabbi Abraham Aben Ezra wrote that this is the custom in the
language of Ishmael [i.e., Arabic].37 

6. yKi ÅÅÅ %+l'-Wab' WcB.q.nI ~L'Ku
yviB'ñl.ti ydI[]K' ~L'ku 

All of them (your sons) gather and come 
to you ... you will wear them all as 
ornaments.
Isa 49:18

7. WjAMñyI Wk+L'ñh;t.yI hk'vex]B;
`#r,a'ñ ydes.Am-lK' 

They walk about in darkness (so that) the 
foundation of the earth shakes (will 
shake).
Ps 82:5

8. %+yEd>[, bAJB; [y:Biñf.M;h;
`ykiy>+r'W[n> rv,N<ñK; vDex;t.Ti 

He who satisfies your desires with good 
things, (so that) your youth is renewed 
like the eagle's.
Ps 103:5

9. yTib.v;ñ hwhy rm;a'-hKo !kel'
ytiyBe ~ymix]r;B. ~yIl;ñv'Wryli

HB' hn<B'ñyI 

Therefore, this is what YHWH says, "I will 
return to Jerusalem with mercy, and in it 
my house will be built."

Zech 1:16

10. `d['m.a, al{ yTix.j;ñB' hwhyb;W In YHWH I trusted (pl.) (so that) I will 
(do) not waver.
Ps 26:1

11. `rs'x.a, al{ y[iro hwhy YHWH is my shepherd, I will (do) not 
lack (anything).
Ps 23:1

12. tAar>li ~d'a'h'-la, abeY"w:
A+l-ar'q.YI-hm; 

And he brought (them) to Adam to see 
what he would name them.

Gen 2:19

13. ~v' bv,YEñ-rv,a] AtybeW and the house in which he was to live
1 Kgs 7:8
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Arabic yaqtulu may function as a verbal complement to qatala (suffix conjugation). In this construction yaqtulu 
retains the force of the perfective conjugation, for example, jalasa (pfv.) nnasu yasërabuÖna (impfv.) lhÌamra, 'The 
men sat, drinking wine.' 

b 
In Hebrew these particles are sometimes used with the prefix conjugation to denote a past situation. Most 
common of them is za'. 

Isaac Rabinowitz agrees with traditional grammarians that ÀaÒz followed by a nonperfective verb form may express 
a future-temporal or logical consequence, while with the perfective ÀaÒz "marks a consecution in an uninterrupted 
narration of past actions or events: first so-and-so did such-and-such, then ÀaÒz) so-and-so did (perfect) such-and-
such." He further notes that in fifteen instances when it refers to the past, the non-perfective with ÀaÒz indicates that 
the context of narrated past events is "approximately the time when, the time or circumstances in the course of 
which, or the occasion  
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upon which the action designated by the imperfect verb-form went forward: this was when (ÀaÒz ... ) so-and-so did 
(imperfect) such-and-such." The action introduced by za is to be thought of as having taken place before the 
completion of the preceding action and in this sense the non-perfective describes relative action.38 

c 

The particle ~rj, most often preceded by B, is usually used in temporal clauses.40
 

Brockelmann has suggested on the basis of the occurrences of this construction that it is dying out in Biblical 
Hebrew.42 Compare these cases. 

1. hv,mo-ryviy" za' Then Moses sang.
Exod 15:1

2. ~yvin" ~yIT;ñv. hn"aboñT' za'
%l,+M,ñh;-la, tAnzO 

Now two prostitutes came to the king.

1 Kgs 3:1–6

3. laer'f.yI ~['h' qlex'yE za'
yci+xeñl; 

This was when the army-host, Israel, 
became divided.39

1 Kgs 16:21

4. `Wrboñ[]y: ~r,j,ñ ~v' WnliñY"w: They stayed the night there before they 
crossed over.
Josh 3:1

5. ~r,j,ñ AqceB.-ta, ~['h' aF'YIw:
#+m'x.y< 

The people took their dough before it was 
leavened.

Exod 12:34

6. aAbT' ~r,j,ñB. lKomi lk;aow" I ate it all just before you came.41

Gen 27:33

7. ~h,ylea] br;q.yI ~r,j,ñb.W before he reached them ... 
Gen 37:18

8a. x;Bez>mi [;vuAhy> hn<b.yI za'
hwhyl; 

Then Joshua built an altar for YHWH.

Josh 8:30
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The Chronicler uses za with the prefix conjugation only twice.43
 

31.7 Nun-Bearing Forms 

a 
Some non-perfective forms in Biblical Hebrew bear an atypical nun.44 As with other non-perfective forms, it is 
easier to figure out where these might have come from than  
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how they work in Hebrew. One set of them, the paragogics, is related to the yaqtulu/yaqtul problem treated in 29.4 
and 31. I. 1; the other set, the energies, is probably related to a set of non-perfective energic forms found in 
Amarna Canaanite and Ugaritic. The etymology of the Hebrew forms can be grasped if we review some features 
of the Arabic non-perfective paradigm.45 

The feminine singular and masculine plural indicative and jussive forms differ in that the -na ending is not found in 
the jussive. Recalling that the earlier yaqtul and yaqtulu (and subjunctive yaqtula) forms largely merged with the 
loss of final short vowels in Hebrew, we might wonder about the fate of comparable forms in -na. In fact, there are 
some Hebrew cases that preserve the final n of earlier forms, the final short a having disappeared; these cases 
attest to the complex origins of the Hebrew prefix paradigm(s) from a different angle than the yaÒqoÒm/yaÒquÖm 
contrast and the syntactic uses. These morphological relics present a somewhat different profile than the factors 
discussed earlier, and so we present them here. The final n in Hebrew is called paragogic (Greek '[word-]
extending'), and the forms themselves may loosely be called paragogics.46 

b 
The Arabic paradigm also shows two series of energic forms, a heavy form in -anna, etc., and a light form in -an, 
etc.47 These energic forms also have analogs in Hebrew, revealing (as do Amarna and Ugaritic materials) that the 
dialects ancestral to Hebrew used the energic endings. Curiously, however, these endings survive with Hebrew 
prefix forms only if a suffix follows. Such forms are said to have an energic ending; it is not clear that there were 
(as there are in Arabic) two different endings in question. 
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31.7.1 Paragogic Non-Perfective Forms 

a 
There are three classes of Hebrew forms with the nun paragogicum. The second-person masculine plural (# 1)48 
and the feminine singular (# 2) are rare, while the third-person masculine plural form (# 3) is much more 
common.49 

8b. `aALMih'-ta, hn"B' za' Then he built the Millo.
1 Kgs 9:24

indicative jussive heavy energic lightenergic
2 m.s. taqtulu taqtul taqtulanna taqtulan
2 f.s. taqtuliÖna taqtuliÖ taqtulinna taqtulin
3 m.s. yaqtulu yaqtul yaqtulanna yaqtulan
2 m.pl. taqtuluÒna taqtuluÒ taqtulunna taqtulun
3 m.pl. yaqtuluÒna yaqtuluÒ yaqtulunna yaqtulun

1a. !WcToTi Exod 34:13

1b. !Wr+Bev;T. Exod 34:13

1c. !Wt+rok.Ti Exod 34:13

1d. !W[m'v.Ti Deut 1:17
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According to J. Hoftijzer's counts, there are 6,900 cases of forms that could show the ending, 23% of the 30,606 
non-perfective forms in Biblical Hebrew; of these 6,900, about 300 do show the nun (4% of the forms that could 
bear it; 1% of the non-perfective forms).54 The paragogics tend to occur in pause.55 Hoftijzer believes that there is 
in prose a difference between wbtky and !wbtky, with the longer form marking contrast;56 other scholars treat 
the longer form as curative. In line with its origin as long-form non-perfective, the paragogic form is never found 
after la (which governs the jussive) and rarely after w (in either w«yiqtol or wayyiqtol shape; but note ## 1f-h, 
3e-f).57 The forms are more common in earlier texts; thus, for the synoptic passages, paragogics in Kings are not 
found in Chronicles (# 4),58 and Qoheleth and the Hebrew of Daniel have no paragogics.59 
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b 
Certain features of Hoftijzer's study of the paragogics deserve note.60 He is clear that while the paragogics may 
mark "contrastivity," their absence does not signal the absence of the feature; rather, it leaves the matter open. 
The substance of contrastivity involves "exceptions to normal practice, contradictions, deviations from normal 
expectation, ... [and] statements ... which are contrary to the wishes ... of other people."61 The pattern of 
contrastivity that he discerns in prose texts is generally less clear in verse, prophetic or not.62 In poetry the 
paragogics mark, among other things, contrastivity or certainty; and they also mark that a volitional sense is 
excluded. Though Hoftijzer does not discuss the matter, it is reasonable to suppose that poetic syntactic patterns 
make a feature such as contrastitivity difficult to recognize. 

31.7.2 Energic Non-Perfective Forms 

1e. !WbrIq.T; Deut 1:17

1f. !Wbr>q.Tiw: Deut 1:22, 4:11

1g. !Wdm.[;T;w: Deut 4:11

1h. !WmyfiT.w: Ezek 44:8

1i. !Wbh'a/T, Ps 4:3

2a. !y+rIK'T;v.Ti 1 Sam 1:14

2b. !y+liyxiT. Isa 45:10

2c. !yqiM'x;t.Ti Jer 31:22-50

2d. !yqiB'd>Ti Ruth 2:8, 21-51

3a. !Wz+G"r>yI Exod 15:14

3b. !buyrIy> Exod 21:18-52

3c. !WzxeayO Isa 13:0

3d. !Wl+yxiy> Isa 13:8

3e. !Wy+t'a/Y<w: Isa 41:5

3f. ynIn:ñWaK.d;t.W Job 19:2-53

4a. yMe[;-lK' !W[d>yE ![;m;ñl.
^m,ñv.-ta, #r,a'ñh' 

so that all the peoples of the earth know 
your name

1 Kgs 8:43

4b. #r,a'ñh' yMe[;-lK' W[d>yE ![;m;ñl.
^m,ñv.-ta, 

so that all the peoples of the earth know 
your name

2 Chr 6:33
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a 
The non-perfective forms that show an energic -an- ending before a suffix are slightly more common than 
paragogic forms; about 450 forms show such a suffix, in one of a variety of forms.63 There is a further small group 
of other forms that have an energic ending.64 The endings occur on non-perfective forms with singular suffixes,65 
first (# 1),  
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second (# 2), or third person (## 3–4). The n may be unassimilated (## 1a, 2a, 3a) or assimilated (# 1b, n+n>nn;# 
2b, n+k>kk;## 3b–4, n+h>nn).66 

b 
The energic forms are found with past- (# 5) and present-time reference (# 6) and in expressions of wishes, 
positive (# 7) and negative (# 8). The variety of uses leads many to contend that no special sense attaches to the 
non-perfective energic forms.68 

Footnotes:  

1. For bibliography, see the notes to 29.4 and 29.6. 
2. The Amarna and Ugaritic materials also raise the question of sporadic cases of a t- prefix third-person 
masculine plural prefix verb in Hebrew (e.g., tqrbwn in Deut 5:23, tÀmrw in Deut 5:24, tqrbw in Ezek 37:7), a 
possibility recently rejected by R. Ratner, "Does a t- Preformative Third Person Masculine Plural Verbal Form 
Exist in Hebrew?" Vetus Testamentum 38 (1988) 80–88. The t prefix (rather than y) is standard in Ugaritic; see D. 
L. Dobrusin, "The Third Masculine Plural of the Prefixed Form of the Verb in Ugaritic," Journal of the Ancient Near 

 unassimilated   assimilated  

1a. ynIn>d'ñB.k;y> Ps 50:23 1b. yNI+t;ñ[]b;T. Job 7:14

2a. ÷̂n>q+,ñT.a, Jer 22:2467 2b. ^÷+a,n"f.yI 
^÷+a,n"f.yI 
hK'K,ñy: 

Job 36:18 
Prov 9:8 
Isa 10:24

3a. Whn>b,ñb.soy> 
Whn>+k,ñr;b'y> 

Deut 32:10 
Ps 72:15

3b. WNr,ñm.f.yI 
WNc,ñyrIa] 
WN+r,ñK.z>Ti 
WN+b,ñb.Asy> 

Exod 21:29 
Jer 49:19 
Ps 8:5 
Ps 32:10

4. hN"+f,[]n:w> 
hN"+a,ñF'yI 

Deut 30:12 
Prov 18:14

5. `Any[e !AvyaiK. Whn>r,ñC.yI He guarded it (Israel) like the apple of his 
eye.69

Deut 32:10

6. WNr,ñWva] hT'[; al{w> WNa,ñr>a,
bA+rq' al{w> 

I see him but not yet, I spy him but not 
nearby.

Num 24:17

7. `Whn>k,ñr]b'y> mAYh;-lK' May he bless him all day.
Ps 72:15

8. `yNIt;ñ[]b;T.-la; Atm'aew> O that his terror did not frighten me!
Job 9:34
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Eastern Society 13 (1981) 5–14. The occurrence of a t prefix in the singular in Hebrew (e.g., perhaps tsÃym in Isa 
53:10) is more problematic; see W. L. Moran, "*Taqtul—Third Masculine Singular?" Biblica 45 (1964) 80–82, 
rejecting the form in Amarna Canaanite; and H. van Dijk, "Does Third Masculine Singular *Taqtul Exist in 
Hebrew?" Vetus Testamentum 19 (1969) 440–47. 
3. H. J. Polotsky established semantic categories for Egyptian by considering the variant forms apparent only in 
weak verbs, as noted by A. F. Rainey, "The Ancient Hebrew Prefix Conjugation in Light of Amarnah Canaanite," 
Hebrew Studies 27 (1986) 4–19, at 5. 
4. Moshe Held, "The YQTL-QTL (QTL-YQTL) Sequence of Identical Verbs in Biblical Hebrew and in Ugaritic," 
Studies and Essays in Honor of Abraham A. Neuman, ed. M. Ben-Horin et al. (Leiden: Brill, 1962) 281–90; note 
these examples: Ps 29:10, 38:12; Prov 11:7; Amos 7:4. 
5. This case is discussed by Péter Kustár, Aspekt im Hebräischen (Baser: Reinhardt, 1972) 7. S. R. Driver cites 
some other examples, e.g., 1 Kgs 7:8 (yÁsh), 21:6 (Àdbr); 2 Kgs 8:29 (ythw); see A Treatise on the Use of the 
Tenses in Hebrew (3d ed.; Oxford: Clarendon, 1892) 32–33. 
6. R. Meyer, Hebräische Grammatik (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1972), 3. 43–44. 
7. D. A. Robertson, Linguistic Evidence in Dating Early Hebrew Poetry (Society of Biblical Literature Dissertation 
Series 3; Missoula: Scholars Press, 1972) 17–55; he does not distinguish long and short yqtl forms. 
8. W. Gross, Verkform und Funktion: WayyiqtÌol für die Gegenwart? (St. Ottilien: EOS, 1976) 143–46. Another 
morphological pattern may be relevant: M. Lambert argued that the energic suffixes occur on non-perfective forms 
(e.g., loÒÀ yisëmÝreÃnnuÖ 'he has not been keeping it in,' Exod 21:29), while suffixes without nun are attached to 
jussive/ preterite forms (e.g., ÀoÒhaçbeÒhuÖ loved it,' Hos 11:1). See further 31.7.2; M. Lambert, "De l'emploi des 
suffixes pronominaux avec noun et sans noun," Revue des études juives 46 (1903) 178–83, cited by Rainey, 
"Ancient Hebrew Prefix Conjugation," 10–12. 
9. We leave out of account the phonological and morphological objections. 
10. D. Michel, Tempora und Satzstellung in den Psalmen (Bonn: Bouvier, 1960) 12. Michel's objection seems to 
treat "preterite" and "perfective" as synonyms, but they are not: preterite refers to an event or state exclusively in 
past time; perfective refers to a complete situation irrespective of time. 
11. F. C. Fensham, "The Use of the Suffix Conjugation and the Prefix Conjugation in a Few Old Hebrew Poems," 
Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages 6 (1978) 9–18, at 15. 
12. C. Brockelmann, Hebräische Syntax (Neukirchen: Neukirchener Verlag, 1956) 44. 
13. Driver, Tenses in Hebrew, 31; GB 2. 39 (§ 9a). 
14. L. McFall, The Engima of the Hebrew Verbal System (Sheffield: Almond, 1982) 54–55. 
15. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 55. 
16. Fensham, "Suffix Conjugation," 16. Such disparate views are not infrequent. 
17. The first verb is an VIIIth Form (Àiqtatala), with the initial Ài- elided after the conjunction wa. The sentence is 
discussed by W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1898), 2. 21; 
and by B. Comrie, Aspect (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1976) 80 (where the transliteration of the first verb 
should be corrected). The sense of the sentence can be paraphrased in Hebrew: Àet-Àaçsëer yedabberuÖ haggilluÖliÖm 
bimloÒk sëeloÒmoÒh (cf. Àet kol-Àsçsëer taÁaçsÃuÖn, Deut 29:8; cf. Exod 4:15). 

18. Comrie, Aspect, 28. 
19. Cf. Joüon § 113f / p. 303; contrast Driver, Tenses in Hebrew, 27–28. 
20. Cf. Ps 42:5 for a conceptually and grammatically similar passage. 
21. Brockelmann, Hebräische Syntax, 43–44. 
22. Driver, Tenses in Hebrew, 27. 
23. Quoted in McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 84 
24. McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 84–85. 
25. T. O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971) 39. 
26. The verb ykl 'to be able' is perhaps most similar to a Germanic modal. See discussion of ## 1, 5. 
27. See 36.2.31. Cf. GB 2. 35–36 (§ 7i); Joüon § 1131-n / pp. 304–6. 
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28. The synoptic parallel in Ps 18:39 reads wÝloÒÀ-yukÝluÖ quÖm. 

29. Cf. Àaçsëer-ÀaÒhaÃbtaÒ 'whom you love,' in Gen 22:2. 

30. Note the imperatives in Ps 51:11–14. 
31. The particle Àm occurs 1,060 times (SA/THAT); luÖ (in various spellings) occurs about 22 times. Note that Àm is 
gapped over four clauses in Ps 139:8–9. 
32. Cf. GKC § 107q / p. 318; lmÁn occurs 270 times (SA/THAT) and pn 133 times (SA/ THAT); lblty is found 85 
times and bÁb(w)r about 50 times. 

33. Michel, Tempora und Satzstellung, 128. 
34. The phrase nsëbÁlmrmh can be glossed 'swear falsely or by what is false or by Falsehood/the False One.' 

35. Cf.GB 2.30(§7a). 
36. Joüon § 113i-j / p. 304. 
37. Quoted in McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 8. The construction is one type of circumstantial (hÌaÒl) clause. 

38. Isaac Rabinowitz, "ÀaÒz Followed by Imperfect Verb-Form in Preterite Contexts: A Redactional Device in 
Biblical Hebrew," Vetus Testamentum 34 (1984) 53–62, quotations at 54. The sense in # 1 is that the song was 
sung when Israel saw the Egyptians lying dead on the shore and therefore came to trust YHWH (cf. Exod 14:30–
31); the sense in # 2 is that the women came while the king was still at Gibeon (1 Kgs 3:5), before he went to 
Jerusalem. Cf. E. L. Greenstein, "On the Prefixed Preterite in Biblical Hebrew," Hebrew Studies 29 (1988) 7–17, 
at 8, 11 n. 13. 
39. That is—before the entire army made Omri king, it had been divided between Tibni and Omri. 
40. Contrast GB 2. 31 (§ 7b). 
41. The sense of mkl is uncertain. 
42. Brockelmann, Hebräische Syntax, 42. 
43. Arno Kropat, Die Syntax des Autors der Chronik (Beiheft zur Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 
16; Giessen: Topelmann, 1909) 17. 
44. R. J. Williams groups all these forms together under the headings of energies; we follow standard practice in 
separating them into two groups, though Williams's view is plausible (and it is certainly hard to insist that the two 
groups are absolutely inseparable; relic forms are rarely so well behaved). See "Energic Verbal Forms in 
Hebrew," Studies on the Ancient Palestinian World Presented to F. V. Winnett, ed. J. W. Wevers and D. B. 
Redford (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1972) 75–85. The forms are also dealt with in Rainey, "Ancient Hebrew 
Prefix Conjugation." 
45. Wright, Grammar of the Arabic Language, 1. 60–61, 298. 
46. The term paragogic is occasionally used of other morphological elements in Hebrew. 
47. There are also energic imperative forms in Arabic. Aramaic dialects, like Hebrew, use the energic ending 
before suffixes; it is sufficiently standard that. e.g., F. Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic (Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 1961) 54–55, does not use the term. Both in Arabic and Ugaritic the energies are frequent in verse 
(see, e.g., UT § 9.11). 
48. Some forms are ambiguous between second-person plural and third-person plural with prefix t (see n. 2), e.g., 
the form in Deut 5:23 is taken as second person by AV, RSV, NJPS, NAB, and J. Hoftijzer, The Function and Use 
of the Imperfect Forms with Nun Paragogicum in Classical Hebrew (Assert: Van Gorcum, 1985) 4, and as third 
person by NIV; Amos 6:3, pace most current translations, may be third person. 
49. There are three perfective forms in -uÖn, presumably the result of analogy to the non-perfectives: yaÒdÝÁuÖn (Deut 
8:3, 16; the Samaritan in both places lacks the n), sÌaÒquÖn (Isa 26:16); see GKC § 441 / p. 121. 

50. Examples ## 2a-c all occur in questions, # 2a and # 2c after Ád-mty and # 2b after mh; cf. Hoftijzer, Nun 
Paragogicum, 5–6. 
51. The cases not listed here are also in Ruth (3:4, 18); all the cases in Ruth are used in dialogue. On kh in Ruth 
2:8, see Hoftijzer, Nun Paragogicum, 18–19, 99. On the seven cases total, see GKC § 470 / p. 129. 
52. Defective spellings of the ending are rare. 
53. Forms with a suffix are rare; GKC § 60e / p. 161. 
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54. Hoftijzer, Nun Paragogicum, 2. 
55. Hoftijzer, Nun Paragogicum, 98 n. 27. 
56. Hoftijzer, Nun Paragogicum, 55–56; for other views, see pp. 96–97 n. 10. 
57. Hoftijzer, Nun Paragogicum, 2–3, 97 n. 17. 
58. GKC § 47m / pp. 128–29; cf. Hoftijzer, Nun Paragogicum, 43–44, etc. 
59. Hoftijzer, Nun Paragogicum, 21, 89; they are rare in P material, p. 23; cf LHS 99. 
60. Of Hoftijzer's important monographs (including those on the he-locale and on the nominal clause), Nun 
Paragogicum may be the most accessible. 
61. Hoftijzer, Nun Paragogicum, 55–56. For example, in Num 11:19 "the possibility that the people will have meat 
to eat for one or two days is contrasted with the possibility that they will have meat for a month" (p. 10). Note also 
the use of paragogics in independent clauses, in questions (never rhetorical) associated with anger or frustration 
(e.g., Exod 17:3, Ps 4:2); prescriptions (e.g., Judg 2:2, Deut 1:17); interdictions (e.g., 1 Kgs 12:24); consequences 
(Deut 17:13); and in dependent clauses stating consequences (positive with lmÁn, e.g., Exod 20:12; negative with 
pn, e.g., Gen 3:3). 
62. Hoftijzer, Nun Paragogicum, 94. 
63. The count is from Williams, "Energic Verbal Forms," 82; see also CKC § 58i-l/pp. 157–58. The connection of 
the Hebrew energies with the Arabic (and other) energies has been affirmed most recently by John Huehnergard, 
"The Early Hebrew Prefix-Conjugation," Hebrew Studies 29 (1988) 19–23, at 22–23; and (apparently) denied by 
Rainey, "Ancient Hebrew Prefix Conjugation." 
The suggestion that energic endings appear not on forms analogous to yaqtulanna but rather on yaqtulu (and 
thus not on yaqtul) forms, which originated in the nineteenth century, has recently been revived by Rainey, 
"Ancient Hebrew Prefix Conjugation," 14–15; see also Greenstein, "Prefixed Preterite," 9–11. 
There are some cases of a naÖ ending on third feminine singular forms (Judg 5:26, Job 17:16) and one on a 
second masculine plural form (Obad 13, identical to the Judg 5:26 form), perhaps energies. It has been 
suggested that the naÒÀ precative particle (40.2.5c) is related to the energic. Williams, "Energic Verbal Forms," 85, 
is dubious about both proposals. On naÒÀ as etymologically related to the energic, see recently H. Gottlieb, "The 
Hebrew Particle -naÒÀ," Acta Orientalia 33 (1971) 47–54; and T. O. Lambdin, "The Junctural Origin of the West 
Semitic Definite Article," Near Eastern Studies in Honor of William Foxwell Albright, ed. Hans Goedicke 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University, 1971) 315–33. 
64. There are energic imperatives, e.g., 1 Sam 16:11, 20:21 (forms of IqhÌ), 21:20 (ntn); for a list, see Williams, 
"Energic Verbal Forms," 83. There are also energic infinitives construct (pp. 83–84) and participles (p. 84), and, 
as a result of analogy, perfectives (Gen 30:6, Deut 24:13, Ps 118:18; cf. GKC § 59f/p. 160). 
65. On possible first-person plural examples, see GKC § 58k / p. 158; cf. § 100o / pp. 296–97. 
66. The unassimilated third feminine form is not attested; the unassimilated forms are rare in general; cf. n. 67. 
67. This unassimilated second-person form is unique; see W. L. Holladay, Jeremiah (Philadelphia: Fortress, 
1986),1. 606, for a possible explanation. 
68. GKC § 581/ p. 158 refers to emphasis; cf. Williams, "Energic Verbal Forms," 84–85; and LHS 146, 148. 
69. See Rainey, "Ancient Prefix Conjugation," 16. 
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32.1 Form and Meaning 

32.1.1 Diversity 

a 
The suffix conjugation preceded by waw is associated with two semantically distinct constructions, one with 
relative force and the other with coordinate force. Contrast these sentences. 

In # 1a the priest's speaking is relative and future to the preceding situation, in which he steps forward. In # 1b 
God's speaking is not relative to the preceding situation, in which he made a promise; rather, the same situation is 
expressed in another way. We call the first construction waw-relative and the second waw-copulative. 
(Traditionally the former  
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has been called either waw-conversive or waw-consecutive.) These two semantically distinct constructions are 
similar in form in that the conjunction we is inseparably prefixed to the suffix conjugation, and this bound form 
begins the clause. Are the two constructions formally distinguished in any way? David QimhÌi thought they could 
be distinguished by the preceding verb. According to him, if the preceding verb was in the suffix conjugation, then 
wqtl would be copulative; otherwise, it would be relative. He wrote: 

The [waw-relative] prefixed to a verb in the Perfect indicates action in the future, e.g. rm;v'w> Dt 7:12, etc. 

When preceded by a verb in the Perfect the Waw with Perfect has merely copulative force, e.g. hf'['w> l
[;P' Is 41:4, hf'['w> ht'v'w> lk;a' Jr 22:15.1 

Although QimhÌi's distinction holds in his examples, it does not obtain for all relevant cases. 

32 Waw + Suffix Conjugation 

32.1 Form and Meaning 
1.1 Diversity 
1.2 Comparative Evidence 5. 
1.3 Meaning 

32.2 Relative Waw + Suffix Conjugation 
2.1 After Prefix-Conjugation Forms 
2.2 After Volitional Forms 
2.3 After Suffix-Conjugation (and wayyqtl) Forms 
2.4 After Nominal Clauses 
2.5 With Non-Finite Verb Forms 
2.6 Two Further Points 

32.3 Copulative Waw + Suffix Conjugation 

1a. ~k,b.r'q'K. hy"h'w>
!heKoh; vG:nIw> h+m'x'l.Mih;-la,

`~['h'-la, rB,dIw> 

It will be that when you are about to go 
into battle, the priest will come forward 
and will speak to the army.

Deut 20:2

1b. hf,[]y: al{w> rm;a' aWhh;
`hN"m,ñyqiy> al{w> rB,dIw> 

Does he (God) promise and not act? 
And does he speak and not fulfill it?

Num 23:19
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b 
Rather, the two constructions are formally distinguished by accentuation, though only in some forms: waw-relative 
in first-person singular and second-person masculine singular throws the accent forward to the final syllable as 
much as possible (# 2b), whereas waw-copulative does not (# 2a). 

S. R. Driver compared this contrast through stress with similar phenomena in English and German. 
Exactly, therefore, as in English and German, we do not stultify ourselves by reading con'vict, inva'lid,
pre'sent, geb'et (give!), where the context demands convict', in'valid', present', ge'bet' (prayer), so in Hebrew
we must beware of saying wÝqatÌaÃlta when grammar and logic call for wÀsupÁeÀ/supÁqaÃtÌaltaÃ.2 

Many forms of the suffix conjugation, however, always bear the accent on the last syllable (i.e., milraÁ): for 
example, Wlñj.q', ~T,ñr>m;a], W[ñr' (from h[r), ht'ñv', etc., and with such, no change is possible. 
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c 
Even with the remaining forms (1 c.s. and 2 m.s.) there are many exceptions. The source of variation is semantic 
rather than strictly syntactic. "It is," as E. J. Revell notes, "often not possible to provide a precise, objective 
description of the conditioning of the variations." For the most part these exceptions can be grouped into three 
categories. The stress is usually not thrown forward with waw-relative when (1) the suffix conjugation is followed 
immediately by a stressed syllable in the succeeding word (this phenomenon is known as nesiga or nasog ÀahÌor), 
(2) the penult is an open syllable, or (3) the word is in pause.3 We can illustrate the first two points. 

Note that the stress shifts forward with ytrhkw but not with ytyjnw and ytrbvw because the penult is open in 
the former and the latter is followed immediately by a stressed syllable in the following word. In addition to these 
groups of exceptions, the form fluctuates in both the Qal and Niphal of geminate verbs and in forms from hollow 
(II-waw) roots that end in W or h'. Thus distinguishing between the two constructions involves not only formal 
distinctions but also contextual considerations. 

d 
The w«qtl combination (in all forms) occurs 6,378 times (13% of the conjugation forms; cf. 29.1c). It is most 
frequent in Leviticus, Amos, Zechariah, Deuteronomy, and Ezekiel.4 Leviticus exhibits a high number because it 
contains many prescriptions. The combination is frequent in the first two sections of the canon, namely, the legal 
and prophetic books, and less frequent in the Writings, though it is common in Daniel and Qoheleth. The 
combination occurs much more frequently in the so-called Deuteronomistic work (Deuteronomy through 2 Kings) 
as over against the works of the so-called Chronicler (Chronicles through Ezra). This suggests that w«qtl (like 
wyyqtl) is dying. 

32.1.2 Comparative Evidence 

a 

2a. wy+Pimi yTil.C;ñhiw> And I rescued (the sheep) from its 
mouth.
1 Sam 17:35

2b. ~+t'd'bo[]me ~k,t.a, yTiñl.C;hiw> And I will rescue you from being slaves 
to them.
Exod 6:6

3. ÅÅÅ yli-aj'x/t, yKi #r,a,ñ
Hl' yTir>b;ñv'w> ÅÅÅ ydIy" ytiyjiñn"w>

yTiñr;k.hiw> ÅÅÅ ~h,+l'ñ-hJem;
hN"M,ñmi 

If a country sins against me ... and I 
stretch out my hand ... and I break its 
food supply ... and I cut off from it ... 

Ezek 14:13
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Two bodies of comparative data are useful in considering the constructions in w« + suffix form, one from the 
Amarna texts, the other from Arabic. 

b 
The relative waw with suffix conjugation may be the descendant of a construction found in Byblian Canaanite. The 
apodosis waw introduces a consequential independent clause (apodosis) after a conditional dependent clause 
(protasis). W. L. Moran writes, "In the Byblos letters there are thirty-three cases where the [Akkadian] perfect 
[reflecting the Canaanite usage] is used with reference to the future. Of these, twenty-four are  
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preceded by the conjunction u, 'and,' and are comparable, therefore, to the [waw-conversive with the perfect] of 
Hebrew."5 Most of these twenty-four instances occur in sentences which are either explicitly or implicitly 
conditional: "the apparent inversion of the tenses is chiefly confined to the apodosis of conditional sentences and 
imperative sentences."6 For example: 

(a) with a stative verb (after an imperative that is implicitly conditional): duÖkuÒmi etÌlakunu u ibasësëaÒtunu kiÖma 
yatinu u pasëhaÒtunu, 'Kill your lord, and then you will be like us and have peace' 

(b) with a fientive verb: allu patÌaÒrima awiÖluÖt hupsëi u sÌabtuÒ GAZ aÒla, 'Behold! if the serfs desert, then the Hapiru 
will seize the city' 

Because the force of u-relative with the suffix conjugation in Byblos is clearly 'end then,' Moran labeled it the "and 
of succession." 

In conditional sentences the force of the conjunction is clearly 'end then,'like Arabic fa. When used before a
perfect with future meaning, its force, we believe, is the same, emphasizing that the following perfect is
successive to the previous action.7 

However, not all the Byblian cases of u + perfect signify succession; u in some cases simply marks coordination. 
We have ... very many examples of a perfect preceded by u where there is clearly no inversion of tenses. 
Thus u palhaÒtoÒ anaÒku "and I am afraid" ... ; u laquÖ aÒlaÒnisëu, "and they have taken his cities."8 

In sum, we find both relative and copulative wqtl in a Canaanite dialect shortly before the emergence of Hebrew. 
Moran has proposed that the relative waw in Biblical Hebrew developed its many diversified uses from an original 
function of introducing the apodosis after a conditional clause. In these uses the wa never lost its notion of 
succession 'then, and so' (temporal or logical). 

c 
Classical Arabic expresses two different notions of 'end' in a way which may help us to understand Hebrew. 
Arabic has two forms, wa and fa.9 Wa is employed for "simple" (i.e., copulative) 'and,' fa for the "energic" (i.e., 
succession, result, purpose) 'and.' For the 'and' of succession, fa (rarely wa) is used with the indicative; for the 
purpose-consecutive 'and,' fa is used with the subjunctive.10 
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d 

Hebrew lacks this differentiation. The "simple" and "energic" 'and' are both expressed with w>. With the suffix 
conjugation the two senses are sometimes distinguished by stress. But even with the shift of stress no distinction 
is made between indicative (chronological) and subjunctive (logical) succession. And apart from the spotty stress 
shifts, we can only distinguish the different meanings through careful study. 

32.1.3 Meaning 

a 
Scholars are agreed that the w« in the w«qataltí construction usually (though not always) signifies succession 
(temporal or logical), but they are not agreed about the meaning of the suffix conjugation in this construction. 
Diethelm Michel, Bo Johnson, and others think that it retains the same significance as in its unbound form,11 while 
S.R. Driver, Paul Joüon, Gotthelf Bergsträsser, Thomas O. Lambdin, Ernst Jenni, and others think its value 
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comes under the sway of the preceding verb to which it is appended.12 The second view reflects a modern 
understanding of the medieval notion that prefixed waw "converts" the conjugations. 

b 
A. O. Schulz laid the foundation for the view that relative waw does not alter the function of the conjugations.13 
Johnson has recently restated it. 

In narrative the pure perfect is used in most instances as a "Tempus of the past." A perfect with a prefixed
w«- is not used in these instances, since wa + imperfect already dominated in this sphere. Bobzin here
draws the conclusion that w« + perfect seen diachronically, cannot be derived from the meaning of the
perfect but is rather totally dependent on its position in the system. But are these two alternatives
incompatible? The pure perfect has a greater sphere than the w« + perfect. The w« + perfect is confined to 
the areas where wa + imperfect could not be used, for example, with 'and' and events which stand in a final
or consecutive relation to the preceding. That does not mean, however, that the perfect here would have
assumed a new final or consecutive meaning—this meaning lies in the whole construction with 'and' + the 
perfect and at the same time naturally also in the fact that wa + imperfect exists in the system. Both the w« + 
perfect and the perfect have the character of completed, concluded action, an action which is seen from
without as something whole. At first glance that does not comport well with the final or consecutive function
of the perfect, where a w« + perfect emphasizes the non-independence of the action and its dependence on 
the preceding. But even here the character of the perfect comes to the surface: the final or consecutive
action in question is seen from without as a whole. The whole event is already there at one moment. With
'and' + perfect the following happening is seen as 
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a finished, complete whole. One does not enter into the following action in order to picture the initiative or 
intention of the acting subject, but one sees the happening as a finished moment, which is pointed out from 
without in its connections.14 

c 
Driver expressed the second view, which is closer to the traditional view. 

Whatever ... be the shade of meaning borne by the first or "dominant" verb, the perfect following, inasmuch
as the action it denotes is conceived to take place under the same conditions, assumes it too: be the
dominant verb a jussive, frequentative, or subjunctive, the perfect is virtually the same. To all intents and
purposes the perfect, when attached to a preceding verb by means of this waw consecutive, loses its 
individuality: no longer maintaining an independent position, it passes under the sway of the verb to which it
is connected.15 

As we shall see, Driver has overstated the situation; there are occasions, such as when w«qataltí succeeds a 
perfective form (see 32.2.3), in which it does not take on a value of the dominant verb but rather of the non-
perfective. More recently Jenni also represented the more traditional view. 

The waw-perfectum, like the waw-imperfectum, is a sequential tempus: through the perfectum consecutivum
an action or an event is expressed which follows temporally or logically an imperfectum or imperative (or a
nominal form with an equivalent value). ... If the imperfectum designates repeated or enduring actions and
events in the present or past time ... , then the waw-perfectum also has this meaning.16 

Two arguments favor this more traditional view. First, when a negative or other word comes between the waw and 
the perfective, the discourse returns to the non-perfective. 

WNt;ñn"w> ÅÅÅ Wnmoñk' Wyh.Ti ~ai
~k,l' WnyteñnOB.-ta,

Wn+l'ñ-xQ;nI ~k,ytenOB.-ta,w>
~[;l. WnyyIñh'w> ~k,T.ai Wnb.v;ñy"w>

`dx'a,
Wnyleñae W[m.v.ti al{-~aiw>

`Wnk.l'ñh'w> WnTeñBi-ta, Wnx.q;ñl'w> ÅÅÅ 

If you become like us ... 
then we will give you our 
daughters and take yours 
to ourselves. We will dwell 
with you and become one 
people (with you). But if 
you will not listen to us ... , 
we will take our daughter 
and depart.
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Though it is true that qtl can refer to the future, does it not seem strange that the supposed switch of viewpoint 
from non-perfective to perfective occurs only with the relative-waw construction and that even the smallest 
insertion separating the waw from the verb form effects a switch such that the action is no longer looked at from 
without as complete but from within as incomplete? Further, as we shall see, the w«qataltí construction not 
infrequently carries on the imperfective aspect of a preceding verb. Though the suffix conjugation can denote a 
gnomic notion (see 30.5.1c), it never by itself signifies customary activity in past time; that meaning is signified by 
the prefix conjugation.  
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Johnson, with his working hypothesis that the suffix conjugation has the same value both with and without relative 
waw, cites many examples where wegataltí had an iterative meaning in past time.17 The unbound suffix 
conjugation, however, does not have this value. 

d 
We are defending the traditional use both in terms of future time reference and in terms of imperfective aspect in 
past and present time. The perfective/non-perfective opposition remains functional. Further, Driver and Jenni 
overgeneralize the matter when they contend without qualification that relative waw always comes under the sway 
of the dominant verb. Elsewhere Driver remarks: "If, for instance, the principal verb involve will, would, or let ... , 
the subordinate verbs connected with it by w> consecutive must be understood in the same tense or mood."18 
Driver's comment is apt if yqtl precede w«qataltí, for after yqtl, w«qataltí takes on the specific value of yqtl. But his 
statement is not accurate if a qtl form with preterite value, for example, precedes the waw-relative. As Driver 
himself notes elsewhere, w«qataltí in that connection may also signify the same non-perfective values as in its 
connection with yqtl.19 

e 
Relative wqtl is subordinate to a primary verb (or equivalent) and in that connection it represents either an 
epexegetical situation with imperfective aspect (only in past or present time) or a consequential (logical and/or 
temporal) situation. Since imperfective aspect and future-time reference are primary associations of the non-
perfective conjugation, relative waw can be thought of as a "waw-conversive," though that label does not do 
justice to its subordinating function. The term "waw-consecutive" also does not do justice to all uses of the form in 
question. As we shall see, after the perfective conjugation, for example, waw-relative does not represent a 
chronologically successive situation but rather explicates the one represented as a single whole. In sum, w«qataltí
has the values of the prefix conjugation and represents a situation relative (that is subordinate) to the leading verb 
(or equivalent). 

32.2 Relative Waw + Suffix Conjugation 

a 
The proposed original function of the w«qataltí construction to signify the apodosis of a conditional clause shines 
through almost all of its uses in Biblical Hebrew. In most instances we in this construction is equivalent to English 
'then.' This primary function becomes more apparent if we accept Lambdin's broad definition of a conditional 
sentence: "Any two clauses, the first of which states a real or hypothetical condition, and the second of which 
states a real or hypothetical consequence thereof, may be taken as a conditional sentence."20 Conditional 
sentences represent one situation as logically contingent on another and entail a temporal sequence as well. 
Sometimes, in fact, the notion of logical succession gives way to chronological succession, though often the line 
of distinction between the two ideas is blurred, just as with the English 'then.' Furthermore, the notion of logical 
contingency may also develop into expressing a final or consecutive idea. 
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Because these ideas cannot always be sharply demarcated from one another, Johnson groups together under 
one heading uses with "future, final or consecutive meaning."21 

b 
As Johnson also notes, in many instances the distinct meanings can be more exactly differentiated.22 Here we 

Gen 34:15–17
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aim to analyze the uses more strictly, but it should be remembered that the essential meaning involves clausal 
subordination. When the connection with what precedes is not focal, the construction is dropped and the non-
perfective conjugation reappears. W«qetaltí in a chain either takes on the value of a preceding w«qataltí form or 
functions as an apodosis waw.23 

32.2.1 After Prefix-Conjugation Forms 

a 
We have already analyzed the meanings and values that characterize the prefix conjugation (Chap. 31). Here we 
present the common uses of that form as they affect the construction under investigation. 

b 

If the protasis of a conditional clause has a non-perfective form with a contingent-future sense (after ~ai, yKi 
etc.),24 the apodosis is introduced by w«qataltí; the waw has the apparently archaic role of the "apodosis 
waw" (## 1–4). 

c 
Often waw-relative with the suffix conjugation represents a situation as a simple (con)sequence, whether logical, 
temporal, or both, of a preceding situation represented by the non-perfective conjugation. This simple (con)
sequential w«qataltí can be illustrated (# 5; cf. # 1). 
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In this example, ynrmvw and !tnw represent chronologically (and logically) successive situations; ytbvw is a 

situation logically successive to all three preceding situations; and hyhw expresses the apodosis to this extended 

1. ÅÅÅ ydIM'[i ~yhil{a/ hy<h.yI-~ai
`~yhil{ale yli hwhy hy"h'w> 

If God will be with me ... then YHWH will 
be my God.

Gen 28:20–21

2. ÅÅÅ ~k,T.ai ÅÅÅ Wrb.[;y:-~ai
~h,l' ~T,t;n>W 

If they cross over ... with you, ... you shall 
give them ... 

Num 32:29

3. W[m.v.Ti [;Amv'-~ai hT'[;w>
hL'gUs. yli ~t,yyIñh.w> ÅÅÅ yliqoB. 

And now if you obey me fully ... , then 
you will be my segullaÖ.

Exod 19:5

4. aB' rb'D' ~h,l' hy<h.yI-yKi
yTiñ[.d;Ahw> ÅÅÅ yTiñj.p;v'w> yl;ae

~yhil{a/h' yQexu-ta, 

Whenever they have a matter that comes 
to me, I judge ... and make known the 
statutes of God.

Exod 18:16

5. ydIM'[i ~yhil{a/ hy<h.yI-~ai
ÅÅÅ hZ<h; %r,D,B; ynIr;ñm'v.W

dg<b,ñW lkoa/l, ~x,l,ñ yli-!t;n"w>
`vBol.li

hy"h'w> ÅÅÅ ~Alv'b. yTiñb.v;w>
`~yhil{ale yli hwhy 

If God will be with me and will watch over 
me on this way ... and will give me food 
to eat and clothes to wear so that I return 
safely ... , then YHWH will be my God.

Gen 28:20–21
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protasis. In # 6 (cf. # 3) the protasis is also expanded by a (con) sequential wqtl. 

On the other hand, (con)sequential wqtl expands the apodosis in # 7 (cf. # 4). 

d 
The (con)sequential wqtl usually takes on the sense of the preceding non-perfective, which may be imperfective 
(## 8–13), modal (## 14–16), legislational (## 17–18), volitional (# 19), future (## 20–25), or telic (## 26–29). 
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6. W[m.v.Ti [;Amv'-~ai hT'[;w>
y+tiyrIB.-ta, ~T,r>m;v.W yliqoB.

~t,yyIñh.wI 

If you obey me fully and keep my 
covenant, then you will be ... 

Exod 19:5

7. !ybeW vyai !yBe yTiñj.p;v'w>
yTiñ[.d;Ahw> Wh+[eñre 

... then I judge between the parties and 
make known to them ... 

Exod 18:16

8. #r,+a'ñh'-!mi hl,[]y: daew>
hq'v.hiw> 

Streams would come up from the earth 
and would water ... 

Gen 2:6

9. Wqv.yE ayhih; raeB.h;-!mi yKi
hM'v'ñ-Wps.a,n<w> ÅÅÅ

Wll]g"w> ~yrId'[]h'-lk'
Wqv.hiw> ÅÅÅ !b,a,ñh'-ta,
Wbyviñhew> !a+Coh;-ta,

!b,a,ñh'-ta, 

From that well they (people) would 
water ... and all the flocks would gather 
there, and they would roll away the 
stone ... , and they would water the 
sheep; and they would return the stone.

Gen 29:2–3

10. wybia'-ta, vyai-bz"[]y: !Ke-l[;
ATv.aiB. qb;d'w> A+Mai-ta,w> 

Therefore a man leaves his father and 
mother and clings to his wife.

Gen 2:24

11. ~x,+l'ñ hp'a'ñw> qyFiy:-@a; He kindles a fire and bakes bread.
Isa 44:15

12. yBili T'n>x;b'W ynIaeñr>Ti You see me and test my heart.
Jer 12:3

13. Wlk.a'w> rWNT;K; WMx;ñyE ~L'Ku
~+h,yjep.vo-ta, 

All of them are as hot as an oven and 
they devour their judges.

Hos 7:7

14. hn<x]M;h;-la, wf'[e aAby"-~ai
hn<x]M;h; hy"h'w> Wh+K'ñhiw> tx;a;h'

`hj'ylep.li ra'v.NIh; 

If Esau comes (i.e., should come) to 
one camp and smites it, then the 
remaining camp will be a fugitive.25

Gen 32:9

15. WhnUñr>s;a]w: Al lk;Wn hM,b;W How can we prevail over him and tie 
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A+tNO[;l. him up to subdue him?

Judg 16:5

16. %lenE ~ymiy" tv,l{ñv. %r,D,ñ
hwhyl; Wnx.b;ñz"w> r+B'd>MiB;

Wnyheñl{a/ 

We must go a three days' journey into 
the wilderness and sacrifice to YHWH 
our God.

Exod 8:23

17. d[eAm lh,aoñ xt;P,ñ-la,
Ady" %m;s'w> ÅÅÅ Atao byrIq.y: 

At the entrance of the Tent of Meeting 
he will offer it ... and he will lay his 
hand ... 
Lev 1:3–4

18. t'yfiñ['w> dbo[]T; ~ymiy" tv,veñ
^T,ñk.al;m.-lK' 

Six days you shall labor and do all your 
work.

Exod 20:9

19. %+leTe ÅÅÅ ycir>a;-la, yKi
hV'ai T'ñx.q;l'w> 

To my land you shall go and take a 
wife ... 

Gen 24:4

20. tiyyIñh'w> ybia' ynIVeñmuy> yl;Wa Perhaps my father will feel me, and I 
shall be ... 
Gen 27:12

21. Aa tmew" aAby" AmAy-Aa
`hP's.nIw> dreyE hm'x'l.Mib; 

... or his day will come and he will die, 
or he will go into battle and perish.

1 Sam 26:10

22. t'yKihiw> %+M'[i hy<h.a, I will be with you, and you will strike 
down ... 
Judg 6:16

23. ~x;l.nIw> %leyE ^D>b.[; Your servant will go and fight.
1 Sam 17:32

24. hl'doG>h; h['r'h' hf,[/a, %yaew>
`~yhil{ale ytiaj'ñx'w> taZOh; 

How could I do this great evil and sin 
against God?

Gen 39:9

25. hwhy-tyBe rh; hy<h.yI !Akn"
aF'nIw> ~yrIh'h, varoB.
wyl'ae Wrh]n"w> tA+[b'G>mi

~yMi[; Wkl.h'w> ~yIAGh;-K'
Wrm.a'w> ~yBir; 

The mountain of YHWH's temple will be 
established as the highest mountain; it 
will be raised above the hills, and all 
nations will stream to it. Many will come 
and say ... 

Isa 2:2–3

26. ~T,[.d;ywI ÅÅÅ rPes;Ti ![;m;ñl.W
`hwhy ynIa]-yKi 

... so that you may tell ... and know that 
I am YHWH.

Exod 10:2

27. Wzg>r'w> ^[]m.vi !W[m.v.yI rv,a] ... so that they will hear reports about 
you and tremble.
Deut 2:25

28.
ht'y>x'w> ÅÅÅ yli-bj;yyI ![;m;ñl.

... so that it may go well with me ... and 
my life will be spared for your sake.
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e 
Sometimes the non-perfective is used in anticipatory (casus pendens) clauses (4.7) and w«qataltí functions as a 
main clause (## 30–33), often with a resumptive pronoun (## 30, 32).26 The casus pendens resembles a 
conditional clause. 

32.2.2 After Volitional Forms 

a 
W«qataltí may express a consequent (logical and/or chronological) situation to a situation represented by a 
volitional form (cohortative, imperative, jussive; # 1 b). By contrast, a construction involving w« bound to an 
imperative after another imperative does not signify a directly consequent situation (# 1a; cf. 34.6a). 
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Succession as in # 1a may be implied by lexical considerations, but it is not grammatically indicated, as in # 1b. 
For example, in English, 'divide and conquer' signifies a consecutive relationship between the two imperatives, 
but that is not so with the command 'eat and drink.' These two statements are grammatically similar, but they 
represent different relationships for lexical reasons; the same is true in Hebrew. 

b 
The most important of the volitional forms is the imperative (## 2–33, and, as Driver notes, w«qataltí is "by far the 
most common construction after an imperative: sometimes, however, a succession of imperatives is preferred, 

`%lel'g>Bi yvip.n: 
Gen 12:13

29. ÅÅÅ xq;l'w> Ady" xl;v.yI-!P,
lk;a'w> 

... lest he reach out his hand and take ... 
and eat ... 

Gen 3:22

30. rp,señ-ty:r>qi-ta, hK,y:-rv,a]
hs'k.[;-ta, Al yTit;ñn"w> H+d'k'l.W

`hV'ail. yTiBi 

As for him who smites Qiryath-
sepher and seizes it, I shall give 
him my daughter Aksah in 
marriage.

Judg 1:12

31. yTiñm.f;w> ÅÅÅ hd'c' al{ rv,a]w:
`hM'v'ñ sWny" rv,a] ~Aqm' ^l. 

As for him who did not lie in wait ... 
, I shall provide you a place whither 
he may flee.
Exod 21:13

32. zb;l' ~T,r>m;a] rv,a] ~k,P.j;w>
~t'ao ytñaybehew> h+y<h.yI 

As for your little ones whom you 
thought would become prey, I shall 
cause them to enter ... 
Num 14:31

33. %+l' yTid>G:ñhiw> ynIaeñr>Y:-hm; Whatever he reveals to me, I will 
tell you.
Num 23:3

1a. t[;Wvy>-ta, War>W Wbc.y:t.hi
hwhy 

Stand firm and see (imperative) 
YHWH's deliverance.

Exod 14:13

1b. ~t,yair>W ÅÅÅ bg<N<ñB; hz< Wl[]
ay+hi-hm; #r,a'ñh'-ta, 

Go up through the Negev ... and (so) 
see (wqtl) what the land is like.

Num 13:17–18
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and sometimes the perfect and imperative alternate."27 It is also found after cohortatives (## 4–6) and jussives 
(## 7–8). 

32.2.3 After Suffix-Conjugation (and wayyqtl) Forms 

a 
Waw-relative suffix forms used after a suffix form do not take on that conjugation's perfective aspect. Rather, in 
that connection w«qataltí signifies either a consequent (logical and/or chronological) situation (without aspect, in 
future time) to the one represented by qtl or an epexegetical situation (with an imperfective aspect in past or 
present time). The consequent meaning attaches to w«qataltí when it functions in an apodosis after a conditional 
clause, or when the situation represented by qtl constitutes the basis for the one envisioned by relative w«qataltí, 
which may thus be volitional. The clause with qtl may be a conditional clause, which may be unmarked or 
introduced by a particle such as ~a. Relative wqtl normally signifies an epexegetical situation with imperfective 
aspect after qtl forms (or wayyqtl) representing a past situation. In this connection it unpacks  
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the situation represented as a single event, thereby specifying the perfective situation as constative (30.1d). 

b 
In the apodosis-waw construction the suffix conjugation preceding the apodosis waw has a value which 
characterizes that conjugation (30.5.4). The protasis may be marked with a particle (## 1–3) or not (## 4–6); a 
stative verb may be used in the protasis (# 2). 

2. yDIb.[;-la, T'ñr>m;a'w> %le Go and tell my servant.
2 Sam 7:5

3. ÅÅÅ rp,gOñ-yce[] tb;Te ^l. hfe[]
Ht'ao T'ñr>p;k'w> 

Make yourself a gopherwood ark ... and 
pitch it.

Gen 6:14

4. ÅÅÅ ^yk,ñr>b'm. hk'r]b'a]w:
txoP.v.mi lKo ^b. Wkr>b.nIw>

`hm'd'a]h' 

I will bless the ones blessing you ... and 
(so) all the clans of the earth will be 
blessed in you.28

Gen 12:3

5. yTiñp.s;a'w> aN"-hj'q\l;a] Let me glean and (so) gather.
Ruth 2:7

6. tA+mqoM.h; dx;a;B. hb'r>q.nIw>
WNl;ñw> 

Let us approach one of these places and 
spend the night ... 

Judg 19:13

7. Wyh'w> ÅÅÅ troaom. yhiy> Let there be lights ... and let them be 
for ... 
Gen 1:14

8. Wl+aeñviw> wyn"b' W[Wnñy" [;Anw> Let his children wander about and beg.
Ps 109:10

1. yxiko yNIM,ñmi rs'w> yTix.L;ñGU-~ai
ytiyyIñh'w> ytiyliñx'w>
`~d'a'h'-lk'K. 

If I were shaved, my strength would leave 
me, and I would become weak and 
become like any other man.29

Judg 16:17

2. aybihew>hwhy WnB'ñ #pex'-~ai If YHWH is pleased with us, he will lead 
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c 
In a simple (con)sequential situation, the independent clause represented by qtl also constitutes the logical basis 
or cause for the situation expressed by relative wqtl (see 32.2.1). This pattern can involve any use of the 
perfective, with past-time reference (## 7–8), or the recent past or present perfect situation (## 9–12); the qtl form 
may be a stative (# 13), an epistolary perfective (# 14), a perfective of resolve (# 15), or an accidental future 
perfective (## 16–17). 
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taZOh; #r,a'ñh'-la, Wnt'ñao us into this land.

Num 14:8

3. yl;[' t'yIñh'w> yTiai T'r>b;ñ[' ~ai
`aF'm;l. 

If you go with me, you will be a burden to 
me.

2 Sam 15:33

4. Wtmeñw" dx'a, ~Ay ~Wqp'd>W
`!aCoh;-lK' 

If they drive them hard for just one day, 
all the flock will die.

Gen 33:13

5. `tmew" wybia'-ta, bz:['w> And if he left his father, he (his father) 
would die.
Gen 44:22

6. ynI+g"ñr'h]w: lWav' [m;v'w> And if Saul heard (about it), he would kill 
me.
1 Sam 16:2

7. bADh;-~G: yrIa]h'-ta, ~G:
yTiv.liP.h; hy"h'w> ^+D,ñb.[; hK'hi

~h,me dx;a;K. ÅÅÅ 

Your servant smote both the lion and 
the bear and the Philistine will be ... like 
one of them.

1 Sam 17:36

8. ÅÅÅ dx;a; bk;v' j[;m.Ki
Wnyleñ[' t'ñabehew> ^T,ñv.ai-ta,

`~v'a' 

Someone ... might have slept ... with 
your wife and you would have brought 
trouble on us.30

Gen 26:10

9. `#r,a'ñb' WnyrIñp'W Now YHWH has given us room and we 
will flourish in the land.
Gen 26:22

10. ÅÅÅ tWkl.m.m;-ta, hwhy
Hn"t'n>W ~A+Yh; ^yl,ñ['me 

YHWH has rent the kingdom ... from 
you today and he will give it ... 

1 Sam 15:28

11. ^y+t,ñp'f.-l[; hz< [g:n" hNEhi
`rP'kuT. ^t.aJ'x;w> ^n<ñA[] rs'w> 

This has touched your lips and so your 
guilt shall depart and your sin will be 
atoned for.
Isa 6:7

12. `ytiyfiñ['w> yTir>B;ñDI hwhy ynIa] I YHWH have spoken and will do (it).
Ezek 17:24, 22:14, etc.

13. ^yTiñt;n>W ÅÅÅ lqen" It is too small a thing ... I will make 
you ... 
Isa 49:6

14. ^yl,ñae yTix.l;ñv' hNEhi I am sending Naaman to you ... so that 
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d 
In some contexts, especially in legal literature, relative wqtl with a consecutive notion takes on a subordinate 
volitional force. This force may also characterize the nonperfective conjugation, the non-subordinate equivalent of 
w«qataltí(31.5). 

According to the theology of Deuteronomy, Israel should offer God future obedience on the basis of past gracious 
acts to them, and here as elsewhere w«qataltí represents the entreaty form (~tlmw), and qtl + wayyqtl the past 

acts (rxbyw ÅÅÅ qvx)31 
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This use is not confined to Deuteronomy. 

ATp.s;a]w: ÅÅÅ !m'[]n:-ta, you might cure him.

2 Kgs 5:6

15. yTic.r;ñ-~ai-yKi hwhy-yx;
ATaime yTiñx.q;l'w> wyr'x]a;

`hm'Wam. 

As YHWH lives: I will run after him and 
get something from him.

2 Kgs 5:20

16. ytiyrep.hiw> Atao yTik.r;ñBe hNEhi
Atao 

I will bless him and make him fruitful.

Gen 17:20

17. yTiñd>r;Ahw> hl'b,ñb' yTix.L;ñvi
~L'Ku ~yxiyrIb' 

I will send to Babylon and bring them all 
down as fugitives.

Isa 43:14

18. hwhy wv;x' ^yt,ñboa]B; qr;
ÅÅÅ rx;b.YIw: ~+t'Aa hb'h]a;l.

`hZ<h; ~AYK;
~+k,b.b;l. tl;r>[' tae ~T,l.m;W
`dA[ Wvq.t; al{ ~k,P.r>['w> 

Yet on your forebears YHWH set his 
affections and he chose ... as it is today. 
So circumcise the foreskins of your 
hearts, and do not be stiff-necked any 
longer.

Deut 10:15–16

19. ÅÅÅ %leAaw" ÅÅÅ ^y+n<ñy[e War'
~T,r>m;v.W 

Your eyes have seen ... and I led you ... 
so carefully follow ... 

Deut 29:2, 4, 8

20. ^yn<ñp'l. yTit;ñn" tw<M'ñh;w> ~yYIx;h;
~yYIx;B; T'ñr>x;b'W ÅÅÅ 

Life and death I set before you ... so 
choose life.

Deut 30:19

21. ÅÅÅ ^T.ai ynIT;ñr>k;z>-~ai yKi
ds,+x'ñ ydIM'[i aN"-t'yfiñ['w>

ynIT;ñr>K;z>hiw> 

But if you remember me ... then show 
mercy to me ... and remember me.32

Gen 40:14

22. T'ñk.l;h'w> ^yl,ñae Wnb.v;ñ hT'[;
WnM'ñ[i 

Now we have turned to you. So come 
with us.
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e 
After qtl (or wayyqtl) representing a situation in past time, subordinate wqtl represents an imperfective situation 
within the single event, the epexegetical w«qataltí construction (cf. 33.2.2; see also 32.2.1d # 9). 

We prefer to interpret the wqtl construction as epexegetical with an imperfective meaning rather than as 
copulative with perfective value for two reasons.33 First, epexegetical w«qataltí may signify a (future) 
consequence, a primary meaning of the non-perfective conjugation, after qtl. We see no reason for denying the 
possibility that it might also express imperfective aspect, the other primary value of the non-perfective 
conjugation, in the same syntactical construction. Second, when the chain is broken the text reverts to yqtl, which 
signifies imperfective aspect in past time (see, e.g., # 23). In this connection the situation represented by 
w«qataltí does not chronologically follow that expressed by the suffix conjugation, but rather explains the leading 
situation. The aspectual value of epexegetical w«qataltí after qtl can be seen by contrasting that construction with 
wayyqtl after 715. Lambdin contrasts the two constructions with these examples.34 

By this contrast Lambdin rightly aims to show the difference in aspect between the two sentences. The first is 
imperfective, more specifically customary, the second perfective, more specifically preterite. But the sentences 
also differ with respect to temporal sequence.  
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The verb dr;y"w> is contemporary with the primary situation, while dr,YEñw: is probably chronologically successive to 

the first. Lambdin confines the contemporary/sequential differentiation to sentences with hyh in the main clause. 
In any narrative sequence, however, relative w«qataltí signifies a past situation that is subordinate or epexegetical 
to a situation represented by wayyqtl or qtl in the leading clause. 

Judg 11:8

23. ÅÅÅ lyIx;ñ-yven>a; hv,mo rx;b.YIw:
ÅÅÅ ~yviar' ~t'ao !TeYIw:

hv,Q'h; rb'D'h;-ta, ÅÅÅ Wjp.v'w>
hv,mo-la, !Waybiy>

WjWPv.yI !joQ'h; rb'D'h;-lk'w>
`~he 

Moses chose capable men ... and he 
placed them as heads ... and they 
would judge ... The difficult cases they 
would bring to Moses, but all the simple 
ones they decided on their own.

Exod 18:25–26

dr;y"w> #r,a'ñB' b['r' hy"h' 
hm'y>r;ñc.mi 

There was a famine in the land 
and he used to go down to 
Egypt (customary).

dr,YEñw: #r,a'ñB' b['r' hy"h' 
hm'y>r;ñc.mi 

There was a famine in the land 
and he went down to Egypt 
(specific, punctual).

24. laer'f.yI-ta, laeWmv. jPov.YIw:
%l;h'w> ÅÅÅ 

And Samuel judged Israel ... and would 
go ... 

1 Sam 7:15–16

25. byvihew> d+qenO hy"h' ÅÅÅ [v;ymeW
~yrIK' ÅÅÅ 

Now Mesha ... was a sheep breeder 
and he would supply ... lambs.

2 Kgs 3:4

26. ÅÅÅ bqo[]y: dyrIp.hi ~ybif'K.h;w>
hy"h'w> 

Now Jacob set apart the young of the 
flock ... And there would be ... 

Gen 30:40–41
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32.2.4 After Nominal Clauses 

a 
The w«qataltí form after nominal clauses shows the same range of meanings as after auffix-conjugation forms: it 
is found in the apodosis after a conditional clause (# 1); in a consequent situation (## 2–9), which may be 
volitional (# 9); or with an imperfective sense (# 10–11). 
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27. ~K,mi yTi[.n:ñm' ykinOa' ~g:w>
yTiñr>j;m.hiw> ÅÅÅ ~v,G<ñh;-ta,
ry[i-l[;w> tx'a, ry[i-l[;

hq'l.x, ry+jim.a; al{ tx;a;
hq'l.x,w> rjeM'Ti tx;a;

h'yl,ñ[' ryjim.t;-al{-rv,a]
`vb'yTi

~yrI[' vl{v' ~yIT;ñv. W[n"w>
tx;a; ry[i-la, 

I also withheld rain from you ... I would 
send rain on one city, but would 
withhold it from another. One field would 
have rain; another, which would have 
none, would dry up. People of two or 
three cities would stagger to one city ... 

Amos 4:7–8

1. Wnt'ñao [;yviAm !yae-~aiw>
`^yl,ñae Wnac'ñy"w> 

If there is none to save us, we will 
surrender to you.

1 Sam 11:3

2. Wyh'w> y[;meB. ~ynIb' yli-dA[h;
`~yvin"a]l; ~k,l' 

Do I still have sons in my womb that 
they may become husbands for you?

Ruth 1:11

3. ynIT;ñd>b;[]w: hT'a;ñ yxia'-ykih]
~+N"xi 

Because you are a relative of mine, 
should you serve me for nothing?

Gen 29:15

4. ~k,t.a, ytiñaceAhw> hwhy ynIa] I am YHWH, and I will bring you out ... 
Exod 6:6

5. ÅÅÅ ~yhil{a/ ta;r>yI-!yae
ynIWgñr'h]w: 

There is no fear of God ... and they will 
kill me.

Gen 20:1–1

6. al{w> hr'q'[]-T.a; an"-hNEhi
`!Be T.d>l;ñy"w> tyñrIh'w> T.d>l;ñy" 

You are sterile and have not borne a 
child, but you will become pregnant and 
bear a son.
Judg 13:3

7. ÅÅÅ yTiñx.q;l'w> ÅÅÅ y+v'yI-!b, ymiW
yTñt;n"w> 

Who is this son of Jesse ... that I should 
take ... and give ... 

1 Sam 25:10–11

8. T'd>q;ñp.nIw> vd,+xoñ rx'm' Tomorrow is New Moon, and you will be 
missed.
1 Sam 20:18

9. ÅÅÅ th'q.-ynEB. td;bo[] tazO This is the work of the Kohathites ... 
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32.2.5 With Non-Finite Verb Forms 

a 
W«qataltí forms can be used with all three types of non-finite verb forms. After a participle used in a conditional 
clause, relative w«qtl can serve in the apodosis (# 1). The participle used as a casus pendens (## 2–4) is similar 
to a conditional clause. The w«qtl form can be used to describe a consequent situation, whether temporal (# 5) or 
logical (## 6–7; # 6 with a volitional force), or an imperfective situation (cf. # 12). Both wayyqtl and relative w«qtl 
may follow a participle. How do the two constructions differ? Driver rightly noted that the latter construction occurs 
in connection with indefinite situations whereas the former occurs with concrete ones: 

Wherever the [participle] or [infinitive] asserts something indefinite or undetermined—wherever, therefore, it 
may be resolved into whoever, whenever, if ever etc ... —we find the perfect with w> consecutive employed: 
where, on the contrary, the [participle] or [infinitive] asserts an actual concrete event, we find the following
verbs connected with it by the imperfect and ·w: 36 

This contrast between wayyqtl and w«qataltí after the participle is consistent with the theory that qtl inverts its 
value with waw-relative and that wayyqtl preserves a preterite value. 
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wyn"b'W !roh]a; ab'W Aaron and his sons will enter ... 35

Num 4:4–5

10. ~Q'xu-ta, Wlk.(a'w> 
... because the priests had an allotment 
from Pharaoh and would eat from their 
allotment.
Gen 47:22

11. ÅÅÅ h+Y"miho tWlysiK. tv,aeñ
H+t'yBe xt;p,ñl. hb'v.y"w> 

The woman Folly is loud ... and sits at 
the entrance of her house.

Prov 9:13–14

1. amej'w> ÅÅÅ tmeB. [;gENOh; Whoever touches one who has died ... 
will be unclean.
Num 19:11

2. ht'r>k.nIw> #mex' lkeao-lK' yKi
ayhih; vp,N<ñh; 

As for anyone who eats leavened bread 
(i.e., if anyone eats leavened bread), that 
soul will be cut off ... 
Exod 12:15

3. Atabeh]w: %yIl;ñae rBed;m.h;
yl;ae 

As for the one who speaks to you (i.e., if 
anyone speaks to you), bring him to me.

2 Sam 14:10

4. ÅÅÅ WhmoñK' xq;r>yI rv,a] vyai
`wyM'[;me tr;k.nIw> 

As for a man who makes perfume like 
it ... he will be cut off from his people.

Exod 30:33

5. td,l,ñyOw> hr'h' hm'l.[;h' hNEhi
tar'q'w> !Be 

The ÁalmaÖ will be pregnant and will bear a 
son and will call ... 

Isa 7:14

6. yhel{a/ aWh ÅÅÅ hwhy yKi
ÅÅÅ rGE bheaow> ÅÅÅ ~yhil{a/h'

r+GEh;-ta, ~T,b.h;a]w: 

Because YHWH ... is God of gods ... and 
one who loves the sojourner ... so you 
are to love the sojourner.

Deut 10:17–19
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b 
Unlike the use of relative w«qataltí in the above constructions, where it retains in varying degrees its apodosis 
force, with a substantival participle the situation represented by w«qataltí may represent a simple chronologically 
subsequent situation (## 8-li).37 w«qataltí after a predicate participle in past time represents an explanatory, 
imperfective situation (# 12). For a consequential situation in future time, see 37.7.2a. 
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c 
The w«qataltí construction after an infinitive construct functions in ways similar to those we have observed in 
connection with other leading verbs. The line between an apodosis and a consequent situation is often fuzzy in 
the construction (## 13–18). The examples can be taken as conditional sentences; for example, # 14 can readily 
be taken as 'when the wrath of your brother subsides, then ... ' In some cases, the w«qtl relative form is 
consequential (## 16, 19–21),38 in others imperfective (cf. # 17), or, subordinate to an adverbial expression of 
time (# 22). 

7. ^tiñyBir>hiw> ^r>p.m; ynIn>hi I will make you fruitful and numerous.
Gen 48:4

8. lp;n"w> aceAYh;w> The one who goes out and 
surrenders ... 
Jer 21:9

9. `tm'Wy tAm tmew" vyai hKem; Whoever strikes a man, and he dies, 
will be put to death.
Exod 21:12

10. tAm ÅÅÅ Ark'm.W vyai bnEgOw>
`tm'Wy 

Whoever kidnaps a man and sells 
him ... will be put to death.

Exod 21:16

11. hwhyw: hwhy-~aun> ~yrIm.aoh'
~YEq;l. Wlx]yIw> ~+x'l'v. al{

`rb'D' 

Those who say: "Thus says YHWH," but 
YHWH has not sent them, and they 
expect to establish [their] word ... 

Ezek 13:6

12. ~ydIm.[o #[;m;ñyxia]w: !t'n"AhywI
hd'yGIñhiw> hx'p.Vih; hk'l.h'w> ÅÅÅ

~h,l' 

Now Jonathan and Ahimaaz were 
staying ... and a servant girl would go 
and inform them.

2 Sam 17:17

13. Wn©M,ñmi ~k,l.k'a] ~AyB. yKi
~+k,ynEyae Wxq.p.nIw> 

When you eat from it, your eyes will 
be opened.

Gen 3:5

14. ÅÅÅ ^yxiña'-@a; bWv-d[;
^yTiñx.q;l.W yTiñx.l;v'w> 

until the wrath of your brother 
subsides ... then I will send for you

Gen 27:45

15. [v'r'-~[i qyDIc; tymih'l.
[+v'r'K' qyDIC;k; hy"h'w> 

to kill the righteous with the wicked 
and so the righteous become as the 
wicked
Gen 18:25

16.
hwhy tyrIB.-ta, ~k,r>b.['B.

If you violate the covenant of 
YHWH ... and go and serve other 
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d 
After an infinitive absolute the relative waw + suffix conjugation construction denotes, as in its other grammatical 
connections, either a consequent or an explanatory imperfective situation. It may have the former notion when the 
infinitive absolute functions as a surrogate for a finite verb; the latter notion adheres to it when it functions  
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adverbially in the postpositive position. As we shall see, the infinitive absolute can function as a finite verb for 
various reasons (see 35.5.2). Not surprisingly, the w«qataltí construction can represent a situation consequent to 
that envisioned by the infinitive absolute (## 23–24). These sentences could also be classified as apodoses 
because the leading situation usually implies the condition for the subsequent situation. We shall also see that a 
postpositive infinitive absolute which is concordant with the finite verb denotes action either simultaneous or 
quasi-simultaneous with the finite verb (see 35.4). In this way the internal structure of the finite verb is unpacked 
in its progress even if it be presented as a single whole by the finite verb. The w«qataltí construction, with its 
potential to represent an imperfective and epexegetical situation, may occur with an infinitive absolute concordant 
with the finite verb to represent a situation subordinate to the situation represented by the finite verb (## 25). 

~T,d>b;[]w: ~T,k.l;h]w: ÅÅÅ
hr'x'w> ÅÅÅ ~yrIxea] ~yhil{a/

~k,B' hwhy-@a; 

gods ... , then YHWH's anger will 
burn against you.

Josh 23:16

17. wym'x]r; txeviw> ÅÅÅ Apd>r'-l[; because he pursued ... and 
[repeatedly] ruined mercy
Amos 1:11

18. ~x,l,-hJem; ~]k,l' yrIb.viB.
rWNt;B. ÅÅÅ ~yvin" rf,[,ñ Wpa'w>

dx'a, 

When I cut off your supply of bread, 
ten women will bake ... in one oven.

Lev 26:26

19. yTiñ[.d;Ahw> ^yl,ñae yaiAB-d[;
^l. 

until I come to you and tell you ... 

1 Sam 10:8

20. yTiñr>m;a'w> ÅÅÅ !Anm.a;-ble bAjK.
~k,ylea] 

when Amnon's heart becomes 
merry ... and I tell you ... 

2 Sam 13:28

21. T'ñr>b;['w> ^t.ace ~AyB. hy"h'w>
tW+mT' tAm yKi [d;Te [;doy" ÅÅÅ 

On the day you go forth and cross 
over ... , know that you will die.

1 Kgs 2:37

22. yTiñd>q;p'W ydIq.P' ~Ayb.W
`~t'aJ'x; ~h,yle[] 

When I punish, then I will punish 
them for their sin.

Exod 32:34

23. r[eb'l. hy"h'w> AtK'Wvm. rseh'
`sm'r>mil. hy"h'w> ArdeG> #roP' 

I will remove its hedge, and it will be 
consumed; I will break down its wall, 
and it will become trampled ground.
Isa 5:5

24. ~y[irem. ydey> WqZ>xiw> 
They commit adultery and walk in a lie 
and they strengthen the hands of 
evildoers.
Jer 23:14
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32.2.6 Two Further Points 

a 
Relative waw with a suffix form occurs chiefly in the environments noted above, but two adjunct matters require 
comment. 

b 
We noted the temporal expression formed with infinitives (32.2.5c ## 21–22). Not surprisingly, the dependent 
notion of (con)sequence can be subordinated to adverbial expressions of time (## 1–4). Sometimes the future 
time is emphasized by the addition of hyh (# 5; for yhi see 33.2.4). 
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c 

The second point is also associated with the existential verb. Sometimes hyh functions either to introduce a 
discourse or to advance it by introducing a situation that is only more or less loosely connected with the preceding 
situation. Gottfried Vanoni has studied the two most common existential verb forms. He alleges that yhiy>w: does 
not ordinarily introduce an independent temporal sentence in itself but is rather synchronic with what follows, 
while hy"h'w> usually has a deictic temporal function.39 In this use the time is often specified by a temporal 
adverbial construction and followed by another w«qataltí or by yqtl. In this construction w«qataltí signifies either 
future time (## 6–9) or, in past time, imperfective aspect (## 10–12). 

25. `hq'['ñz"w> %Alh' %l,Teñw: And she kept on going and crying out.
2 Sam 13:19

1. rq,boñW ÅÅÅ ~T,[.d;ywI br,[,ñ
~t,yair>W 

In the evening you will know ... and in the 
morning you will see ... 

Exod 16:6–7

2. lKo ^Wañc'm.W ^l. rC;B;
hL,aeñh' ~yrIb'D>h; 

(When) in your distress all these things 
will have happened ... 

Deut 4:30

3. hl'q.nIw> ÅÅÅ ~ynIv' vl{v'B.
ba'Am dAbK. 

Within three years ... Moab's splendor will 
bedespised.

Isa 16:14

4. `WhnUñg>r>h]w: rq,Boñh; rAa-d[; At dawn's light we will kill him.
Judg 16:2

5. hyh'w> ÅÅÅ WdyGIñt; al{ ~ai
#r,a'ñh'-ta, Wnl'ñ hwhy-tteB.
`tm,a/w< ds,x,ñ %M'[i Wnyfiñ['w> 

If you do not tell ... then it will be that 
when YHWH gives us the land we will 
treat you justly and honestly.

Josh 2:14

6. ÅÅÅ Why"ñ[.v;y> hz"x' rv,a] rb'D'h;
!Akn" ~ymiY"h; tyrIx]a;B. hy"h'w>

hwhy-tyBe rh; hy<h.yI 

The word which Isaiah saw ... : It will be 
in the last days that the mountain of 
YHWH's temple will be established.

Isa 2:1–2

7. #r,+a'ñh'-l[; !n"[' ynIn>[;B. hy"h'w> It will be whenever I bring clouds over 
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32.3 Copulative Waw + Suffix Conjugation 

a 
Whereas relative w«qtl represents one situation as subordinate to another, copulative w«qtl represents two 
situations as coordinate with one another. The two constructions are distinguished by stress (in first singular and 
second masculine singular) and by semantics. Two rather restricted sets of circumstances where wqtl has the 
value of qtl with simple waw have been established by Revell; these are: 

(a) As the second of a pair or longer series of perfect forms acting as a semantic unit, that is, representing
different aspects of the same event, not different actions in a sequence of events, as baÒniÖm giddaÃltiÖ 
weroÖmaÃmtiÖ ("Children have I reared and raised", Isa 1:2). 

(b) Where verbs semantically related in the same way occur in a series of short parallel clauses, as hoÖbaÃsëtiÖ 
ÁeÒsÌ laÒhÌ wehipraÃhÌtiÖ ÁeÒsÌ yaÒeÒsë ("I have dried up the fresh tree, and cause the dried tree to sprout", Ezek 17:24)40 

Thus, if semantic pertinence demands that the situation represented by w«qtl is perfective in aspect and not 
subordinate to the preceding situation, then the construction should be construed as a waw-copulative. 
Contrariwise, if the same factor demands that w«qtl represents a subordinate situation, be it (con)sequential 
and/or imperfective aspect, then it should be interpreted as a waw-relative construction. Copulative wqtl is used in 
at least four different ways. 

b 
The copulative construction sometimes serves in a hendiadys , to represent two aspects of a complex situation 
(cf. Revell's first set). 

`!n"['B, tv,Q,ñh; ht'a]r>nIw>
ytiyrIB.-ta, yTiñr>k;z"w> 

the earth and a rainbow appears in the 
clouds, that I will remember my 
covenant ... 
Gen 9:14–15

8. ^l. hwhy x;ynIh' ~AyB. hy"h'w>
hZ<h; lv'M'h; t'af'ñn"w> ÅÅÅ 

It will be when YHWH gives you relief ... 
that you will take up this taunt.

Isa 14:3–4

9. !y[e-l[; bC'nI ykinOa' hNEhi
hm'l.[;h' hy"h'w> ~yI+M'ñh;

taceYOh; 

I am standing by a spring of water; and 
it will be that the ÁalmaÖ who comes out ... 

Gen 24:43

10. hy<h.yI Al al{ yKi !n"Aa [d;YEñw:
aB'-~ai hy"h'w> [r;+Z"ñh;

txeviw> wyxia' tv,aeñ-la, 

But Onan knew the offspring would not 
be his. So it would be that when (i.e., 
whenever) he went to his brother's wife, 
he would destroy ... 

Gen 38:9

11. hv,mo taceK. hy"h'w>
~['h'-lK' WmWqñy" lh,aoñh'-la, 

And it would be that when (i.e., 
whenever) Moses went out to the tent, 
all the people would rise.
Exod 33:8

12. l+aer'f.yI [r;z"-~ai hy"h'w>
!y"d>mi hl'['w> 

And whenever Israel planted their 
crops, Midian would attack.

Judg 6:3

1. yTib.f;ñrw" yTin>q;ñz" ynIa]w: I am old and gray.
1 Sam 12:2
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c 
On other occasions the qtl w«qtl forms function in juxtaposition, contrasting two situations rather than presenting 
two sides of the same one (cf. Revell's second set). 
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d 
The copulative may simply serve in coordination to link two points in the discourse. 

This use tends to replace the common wayyqtl in the later books, in part as the language comes more and more 
under the influence of Aramaic, which lacks the wayyqtl form. 

2. rB,dIw> ÅÅÅ rm;a' aWhh; Does he speak ... ? Does he promise ... ?
Num 23:19

3. @lix/h,w> yBi lt,heñ
yTir>Kuf.m;-ta, 

He has cheated me by changing my 
wages.

Gen 31:7

4. ÅÅÅ hwhy hv'q.hi-yKi
Abb'l.-ta, #Meaiw> AxWr-ta, 

YHWH ... made his spirit stubborn and 
his heart obstinate.

Deut 2:30

5. Wbv'ñw> ÅÅÅ ~B'li-la, Wbyviñhew>
WnN>x;t.hiw> 

And if they have a change of heart ... and 
repent and plead ... 

1 Kgs 8:47

6. yreb.DI-ta, ^ybiña' vj;n" hNEhiw>
~k,kl' ga;d'w> tAntoa]h' 

Your father has stopped thinking about 
the donkeys and has become worried 
about you.
1 Sam 10:2

7. T'l.a;ñv'w> ÅÅÅ T'l.a;ñv'-al{w> You have not asked for ... but you have 
asked for ... 
1 Kgs 3:11

8. T'c.l;ñw> ÅÅÅ T'm.k;x'-~ai If you are wise ... , but if you are a 
mocker ... 
Prov 9:12

9. ÅÅÅ ~Ada/-ta, hK'hi-aWh
h+m'x'l.MiB; [l;S,ñ;h-ta, fp;t'w> 

He smote Edom ... and captured Sela in 
the battle.

2 Kgs 14:7

10. hn"b'W ÅÅÅ tAmB'h;-ta, !b,YIñw:
h+why tybeB. txoB.z>mi 

He built the high places ... and built 
altars in the House of YHWH.

2 Kgs 21:3–4

11. ~yIl;ñv'Wryli #Wxmi ~per>f.YIw:
~r'p'[]-ta, af'n"w> ÅÅÅ

`lae-tyBe 

He burned them outside of Jerusalem ... 
and took their ashes to Bethel.

2 Kgs 23:4

12. ~y+siDer>p;W tANG:yli ytiyfiñ['
`yrIP,ñ-lK' #[e ~h,b' yTi[.j;ñn"w> 

And I made for myself gardens and 
parks and I planted all kinds of fruit 
trees in them.
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e 
The wÝqataÃltiÖ form may indicate a disjunction, signaling a situation out of chronological sequence (39.2.3). As 
Johnson notes, "In several instances a parenthetical remark—a parenthetically inserted particular or preliminary 
remark—is designated by w« + perfect. If this occurs in a narration of past time, w« + perfect corresponds 
ordinarily to our pluperfect."42 
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Qoh 2:9

14. qx'c.yI %r;be-yKi wf'[e ar>Y:w:
hn"D,ñP; Atao xL;viw> bqo[]y:-ta,

~r'a] 

And Esau saw that Isaac had blessed 
Jacob and had sent him to Paddan-
Aram.

Gen 28:6

15. dr,YEñw: ÅÅÅ y[im.vi rhem;y>w:
@l,a,ñw> ÅÅÅ hd'Why> vyai-~[i

Wxl.c'w> ÅÅÅ !miy"n>Bimi AM[i vyai
%l,M,ñh; ynEp.li !Der>Y:h; 
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2 Sam 19:17–18

16. h+mol{v. Bi hwhy @N:a;t.YIw:
hW"ciw> ÅÅÅ Abb'l. hj'n"-yKi

wyl'ae 
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commanded him ... 

1 Kgs 11:9–10
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33. With Driver, Tenses in Hebrew, 117–18. 
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33.1 Waw-Relative + Short Prefix Conjugation 

33.1.1 Form 

a 
Waw-relative with the short prefix conjugation (wayyqtl), the most frequent conjugational form in Hebrew 
narrative, exhibits five formal characteristics: (1) the waw is vocalized with pathahÌ and the prefix consonant is 
doubled (w  ©); (2) the waw is normally prefixed to the short prefix-conjugation form, where available (e.g., &.b.YEñw: 
and not hK,b.YIw:); (3) the stress is thrown back toward the waw as much as possible (e.g., ~q'Y"ñw: and not ~q'ñY"w:); 
(4) the construction normally begins its clause; and (5) it does not take an energic ending (31.1.1d, 31.7.2). The 
relationship between the wayyqtl and the jussive forms is clear in Gen 1:3: ynIy>w: ÅÅÅ yhiw>, 'Let there be ... and 
there was ... ' In contrast to waw-relative as used with the suffix conjugation (w«qtl), waw-relative in the bound 
form wayyqtl is always pointed differently from the waw-copulative that occurs with the nonperfective conjugation. 
The phonologically conditioned variants of w  © —for example, w" with a —do not disguise this fact. 

b 
Two prefix-conjugation forms, long and short, are distinguished in the cases of (1) the Hiphil of all verbs; (2) every 
verbal stem of III-he verbs except Pual and Hophal;  
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(3) the Qal of geminates, hollow roots (II-waw/yodh), I-aleph verbs, and I-waw/yodh verbs. As Leslie McFall rightly 
points out, waw-relative with the prefix conjugation does not always occur with the short form: "hK,b.Tiw: and she 

wept occurs alongside &.b.Tew:, hn<b.YIw: alongside !b,YIñw:, hT,v.YIw: alongside T.v.YEw:, hl,[]Y:w: and l[;Y:ñw:, hn<[]Y:w: and !
[;Y:ñw:, hf,[]Y:w: and f[;Y:w:, ha,r>YIw: and ar>Y:w:, hB,r>Y:w: and br,Y<ñw:, etc."1 If there were originally two sets of prefix 
conjugations and these are reflected in the long and short forms of Biblical Hebrew, it may be that the 
accentuation of the biblical short form reflects the accentuation of the form from which it is descended. The rare 
long forms used after wa(y)- would represent secondary, analogical developments, as the two prefix forms came 
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to be seen as variants of one form. 

c 
The frequency of the wayyiqtol form hardly requires comment:29 to of the finite verbs in the Hebrew Bible show 
this form (14,972 cases; cf. 29.1c). In about ninety cases the waw-relative occurs with the pseudo-cohortative, 
principally in the parts of Daniel, Ezra, and Nehemiah where the narrative is in the first person, and rarely 
elsewhere (34.5).2 This is not necessarily a late feature of the language: it is not used by the postexilic writer of 
Chronicles, but it is used by the earlier Deuteronomist (cf. 1 Chr 17:8 with 2 Sam 7:9). Moreover, it is not found in 
Zechariah 1–8 or Esther, both of which are post-exilic . 

33.1.2 Origins and Meanings 

a 
The understanding of the origin of the wayyqtl form may influence the interpretation of its meaning. Scholars have 
not reached a consensus regarding the origin of either the wa(y)- or of the yqtl portions of the compound form, 
though the weight of scholarly opinion is tipped in favor of recognizing a distinctive source for the short prefix 
form. 

b 
The history of speculation about the origin of wa(y)- is colorful; here is Petér Kustár's summary. 

Storr (1779) perceived in the fixed dagesh forte of the wa the remains of the he-interrogativum. Schultens 
(1737), the founder of Hebrew linguistic research in Holland, sought to explain the dagesh forte of the wa by
a he-demonstrativum that dropped out. Other grammarians believed they could recognize in the wa with 
pathahÌ and the following dagesh forte a syncope either from whyh or from hyh (hwh) and correspondingly in
the imperfect with wa an analogy to Arabic kaÒna yaqtulu. Scholze first proposed this hypothesis (1735); he 
found numerous followers ... 
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Gesenius himself adopted the view (1817) ... [but] gave it up entirely in the 12th edition of the grammar 
(1839). Ewald (1863) supposed that we and Àaz had merged in the wa, while Grimme (1896) sought in the 
permanent dagesh after wa a le which assimilated to the prefixes. From this historical survey we can see 
that already at that time every conceivable, fantastic hypothesis existed, instead of an adequate 
understanding of the phenomenon. A quite necessary and also noteworthy reaction, therefore, can be seen 
in the opinion of Jahn, who ascribed the diverse punctuations of the forms with waw to a "subtle ingenuity" 
of the punctuator. 
The latest research, by contrast, can be characterized as an attempt for objectivity. Scholars have tried to
understand the function of the waw on the basis of the form with waw itself. To achieve this they often took 
parallel phenomena of the other Semitic languages to help clarify it. From such a linguistic relationship the
wa was explained as the modification of the weç-copula. S. R. Driver (1881) explained it in this way; he 
thought the waw-copula had a demonstrative character. Accordingly he designated the waw-copula as 
signifying "a direct consequence of the event thus referred to." To render the viewpoint of König (1897), the 
following may be cited: the waw "most probably is en 'end' that became solemn, which connects the
consequence that depends on a preceding event; the consequence therefore was something which had not
happened in relationship to that past moment." And Bauer (1910) thinks "there must exist in these
connections with waw an archaic style." The imperfect with waw "is timeless just like the Proto-Semitic 
yaqtul and can therefore include any temporal moment which can be conceived of in any way with a verb 
connected with 'and'; therefore, present, past, future as the connection in question demands it ... If the
relationship to the past predominates, then that is due to the fact that in the narration of past events the
series with 'and' is preferred." Essentially G. R. Driver (1936) says nothing more than this. He sought the
origin of the wa in the Akkadian connective ma or in the Assyrian uma and showed that in Assyrian, for 
example, m can change into w. G. Douglas Young (1953) sees the origin of the imperfect with waw in the 
merging of the Egyptian connective iw and of n, the sign of the past tense (wan/wanyiqtol = wayyiqtol).3 

Similar views can be found. V. Maag, for example, has suggested that the form originated with the deictic or 
demonstrative particle han. According to him, when a simple shewa stands before h both syncopate (thus, 
*w«hanyiqtul > *wanyiqtul > wayyiqtol).4 The fact that no theory based on a special origin for wa(y)- has gained 
acceptance suggests that the meaning of the compound construction cannot be decided on this basis. All agree, 
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however, that the wa(y)- element is related to the conjunction w>, and connects one situation with another. 

c 
The origin of the (way)yiqtol element is similarly problematic, but at least here there is more data to work with. We 
noted earlier that Hebraists differ in their evaluation of the comparative Semitic data (see 29.4). The issue is 
important here because the  
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meaning of wayyqtl is partially determined by the approach to this data. Researchers who hold that Hebrew 
preserves only one prefix conjugation, which signifies non-perfective notions, tend to minimize this data. Diethelm 
Michel, for example, writes: "Regarding the relationship of the imperfectum and imperfectum consecutivum it can 
be stated that no distinction exists between the two 'tempora' with respect to meaning ... The imperfectum 
consecutivum only expresses a closer connection with the preceding verbal form."5 In contrast, researchers who 
allow for the preservation of two prefix forms relate the construction to the short prefix conjugation, that is, to the 
historical short form yaqtul, which signifies either preterite action or jussive mood; thus wayyqtl may well express 
a notion contrary to the prefix conjugation not bound with the waw-relative, that is, with the descendant of the 
historical long form yaqtulu. Comparative Semitic grammar, the form itself, and use recognize the truth of the 
second view. As noted in the earlier discussions, various Semitic languages had at least two prefix conjugations, 
the shorter of which indicated both the jussive and preterite notions. Furthermore, as also noted earlier, wayyqtl 
seems to share essentially the jussive form, just as in the cognate languages. Recall, too, that the unbound short-
prefix form may be used as a preterite in some early texts; compare, for example, tv,y"ñ ('he made' (Ps 18:12) and 

tv,Y"ñw: 'and he made' in a synoptic text (2 Sam 22:12). Finally, the form with waw-relative does not generally 
signify the distinctive uses of the non-perfective conjugation, namely, dependent modal nuances or customary 
action in past time. Rather, it signifies perfective aspect, as both W. Gross (arguing from a range of poetic texts) 
and T. J. Finley (basing himself on Amos) have recently contended.6 

d 
These two studies rightly suggest that wayyqtl signifies other notions than that of a preterite. In addition to 
occurring after the suffix conjugation, wayyqtl also occurs with the prefix conjugation, participles, nominal clauses, 
and infinitives; in all of these connections it may refer to either present or future time as well as past. 

e 
Whether wayyqtl originated in the short prefix conjugation, yaqtul, it shows in Hebrew meanings equivalent to 
those of the suffix conjugation. Like that conjugation it tends to represent concrete and specific situations 
according to the perfective aspect. As we shall see, it may signify a past constative situation, a perfect state, or a 
present state with stative verbs, a persistent or gnomic perfective, etc. When a chain of waw-relatives is broken, 
the verb reverts to the suffix conjugation, a phenomenon strongly suggesting that the two forms are equivalent, 
apart from the value of the waw-relative bound to it. 

The apparent equivalency of wayyqtl with qtl with respect to aspect finds an analogy in the equivalency of relative 
wqtl with the prefix conjugation. In fact, relative wqtl may  
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have influenced the development of wayyqtl as an "alternative" suffix conjugation, to be used when the situation is 
conceived of as dependent on a prior one. 

f 
This evidence strongly favors interpreting those instances of wayyqtl which must be taken as referring to the 
present or future according to the meaning and uses of the suffix nilotion rather than according to those of the 
prefix conjugation; that is, instead of regarding a form as representing a customary situation or a dependent future 

1. ~Ay rAal' ~yhil{a ar'q.YIw:
hl'y>+l' ar'q'ñ %v,xol;w> 

And God called the light day, and the 
darkness he called night.

Gen 1:5
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situation, etc., we prefer to interpret it as denoting a gnomic perfective or specific future, etc. It should be 
underscored that such a gnomic perfective interpretation, for example, does not derive solely from a descriptive 
analysis of the passages in question, but also from the other evidence that wayyqtl functions as an equivalent of 
the suffix conjugation. 

g 
In sum, wayyqtl subjectively represents a situation according to the perfective aspect and subordinates it to a 
preceding statement. Since these two features, subordination and perfective aspect, are distinct and yet always 
present, we analyze separately the diverse kinds of subordinate connection (33.2) and the diverse functions of the 
perfective aspect (33.3). Since the perfective conjugation was studied in depth in Chapter 30, we do not aim here 
to be exhaustive but only to comment on a sufficient number of cases to justify, explain, and illustrate our 
interpretation of the most frequent verbal form in the Hebrew Scriptures. 

33.2 Waw-Relative: Varieties of Connection 

a 
Relative waw with a prefix form represents a situation that is usually successive and always subordinate to a 
preceding statement. The succession may be either absolute or subjective, and often the distinction between 
them is blurred. Temporal sequence depends on objective fact outside the control of the speaker; logical 
sequence, by contrast, subjectively exists in the way a speaker sees the relationship between situations. 
Sometimes with wayyqtl a situation is represented as a logical entailment from (a) preceding one(s) or a logical 
contrast with it/them or as a summarizing statement of it/them. If the explanatory situation in fact occurred prior to 
the leading one, it may be necessary to translate wayyqtl by a pluperfect. Wayyqtl may be used after any clause 
which provides a starting point for development, as happens when wayyqtl is used epexegetically, after a 
circumstantial clause or phrase. 

33.2.1 Succession 

a 
Situations described with wayyqtl are mostly temporally or logically succeeding. "The most obvious and frequent 
relation is," as S. R. Driver notes, "that of simple chronological succession [# 1] ... but of this there is no need to 
give ... examples, as they abound throughout the historical portions of the Old Testament."7 Wayyqtl signifies 
logical succession where a logical entailment from (a) preceding situation(s) (## 2–4) is expressed. 
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One may question whether the notion of succession is signified by the grammatical form or by the associations of 
the words. That the form and not the words signifies succession becomes clearer in those instances where a 
chain is broken (# 5) and where several perfectives are followed by wayyqtl (cf. # 6). 

1. ÅÅÅ hW"x;-ta, [d;y" ~d'a'h'w>
!yIq;ñ-ta, dl,Teñw: rh;T;ñw: 

Adam knew Eve ... and she conceived 
and gave birth to Cain.

Gen 4:1

2. yhiy>w: @s.Ay-ta, hwhy yhiy>w:
x;y+lic.m; vyai 

YHWH was with Joseph and so he was 
prosperous.

Gen 39:2

3. hwhy rb;D>-ta, T's.a;ñm' ![;y:ñ
`%l,M,ñmi ^s.a'm.YIw: 

Because you have rejected the word of 
YHWH, he has rejected you as king.

1 Sam 15:23

4. yli-yhiT.w: ~x,+r'ñme ynIt;ñt.Am-al{
yrIb.qi yMiai 

He did not kill me in the womb, so that 
my mother would have become my tomb.

Jer 20:1–7

I waited for YHWH;
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Concerning the waw-relative constructions in this passage Michel has this comment. 
The imperfecta consecutiva picture a chain of actions arising the one out of the other ('he turned to me,'
'heard my cry,' 'lifted me out of the pit ... ,' 'set my feet upon a rock' 'put a new song in my mouth ... '), which
are as a whole the consequence of the cry for help. Highly exceptional, then, is the perfect !nwK in the midst 
of this chain. This change certainly cannot be explained as due to a varying period of time because the
action 'he made my steps firm' is as past as 'he set my feet upon a rock.' If one considers these two
sentences closely, one must say that in essence they are expressing the same thing; one cannot assert that
there is an advance in the development of the thanksgiving. Here, in our opinion, lies the basis for the
varying use of the tempora; we cannot see any other possibility. 
Summarizing 40:2–4 we can therefore say: the chain of the imperfecta consecutive arising one out of
another expresses an advance in action; it designates actions that arise consecutively out of one another.
The perfectum is not a member of this consecutive action; it explicates the preceding imperfecta
consecutive and so introduces to a certain extent a retarding moment in the action.8 
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b 
Michel's explanation is confirmed by many similar passages in the Hebrew Bible. We content ourselves with but 
one more example. 

Here, too, Michel offers an apt comment: 
Psalm 143 is an individual lament; vv 3–4 picture the happenings that lead the psalmist to his complaint.
The defeats by the enemy have naturally already taken place, but they have not ended since otherwise the
lament would be baseless. The perfecta in v 3 are therefore best translated as presents. The same is true, 
however, also of the distress and despair ... in v 4. One can hardly explain the differentiation of the tempora
by varying periods of time. 
But also one cannot derive from this passage the idea that a description begun in the perfectum is advanced
by an imperfectum consecutivum. If that were so, it would not be clear why an imperfectum consecutivum
could not and would not have to stand also already in connection with the second and third action of v 3. 
Possibly one could establish that a description begun in the perfectum can be advanced by an imperfectum
consecutivum, but it is unnecessary ...  

5. h+why yhiyWIñqi hWOq; 
yl;ae jYEw: then he turned to me

`yti['w>v; [m;v.YIw: and heard my cry.
... 

!Aav' rABmi ynIleñ[]Y:w: 
Then he lifted me out of the pit ... 

yl;g>r; [l;s,ñ-l[; ~q,Y"ñw: and set my feet upon a rock.

`yr'vua] !nEAK He made my steps firm.

vd'x' ryvi ypiB. !TeYIw: Then he put a new song in my mouth.
Ps 40:2–4

6. yvip.n: byEAa @d;r' yKi The enemy pursues me,

y+tiY"x; #r,a'l'ñ aK'DI he crushes me to the ground;

...~yKiv;x]m;b. ynIb;ñyviAh he makes me dwell in darkness ... 

y+xiWr yl;[' @je[;t.Tiw: So my spirit grows faint within me;

`yBili ~meATv.yI ykiAtB. my heart within me is dismayed.
Ps 143:3–4
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The actions of v 3 are similar to one another; they constitute a certain kind of enumeration; they are placed
as facts alongside of one another, without being connected logically or temporally. Verse 4 [beginning with 
@j[ttw ], by contrast, does not advance the enumeration, but turns the gaze to the psalmist. Obviously
the description here pertains to the action effected by the enemy; there lies, therefore, between v 3 and v 4
the relationship of cause and effect, ground and consequence. I cannot see any other difference between
the actions of v 3 and v 4a. That leads to the conclusion, that here the imperfectum consecutivum is used in
order to express a consequence.9 

c 
Most noteworthy in narrative is the way wayyqtl traces the thread of discourse (see also 39.2). 
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Often a minor sequence developed with wqtl (in # 8 after the imperative) operates within the major narrative 
sequence indicated by wayyqtl. 

The development of the major chain often relies heavily on the minor one (cf. 32.2.3e for wqtl here). 

d 
Under the heading of logical relation we can consider a number of more or less distinct links. Sometimes the 
situation represented as a logical consequence occurred in absolute time prior to the first situation (# 10). The two 
situations may be logically contrasted (w has the sense 'and yet'; ## 11–12).10 The wayyqtl statement can be a 
summary remark (## 13–15). 

7. ~ykia'l.M;h; ynEv. WaboY"w:
bveyO jAlw> br,[,ñB' hm'doñs.
jAl-ar>Y:w: ~+dos.-r[;v;ñB.

WxT;ñv.YIw: ~t'ar'q.li ~q'Y"ñw:
`hc'r>a'ñ ~yIP;ña; 

And the two angels entered (wayyqtl) 
Sodom in the evening, while Lot was 
sitting (participle) in the gateway to 
Sodom. And Lot saw (wayyqtl) them and 
got up (wayyqtl) to greet them and bowed 
down (wayyqtl) with his face to the 
ground.

Gen 19:1

8. WrWsñ yn:doa]-aN" hN<hi rm,aYOñw:
Wnyliñw> ~k,D>b.[; tyBe-la, an"
~T,m.K;v.hiw> ~k,yleg>r; Wcx]r;w>
Wrm.aYw: ~+k,K.r>d;l. ~T,k.l;h;w:

aL{ 

And he said (wayyqtl), "My lords, please 
turn aside to your servant's house and 
spend the night (wqtl) and wash (wqtl) 
your feet and then go (wqtl) early (wqtl) 
on your way." And they said (wayyqtl), 
"No."

Gen 19:2

9. Amv.W ÅÅÅ dx'a, vyai yhiy>w:
~AYh; yhiy>w: ÅÅÅ hn"q'l.a,

ATv.ai hN"nIp.li !t;n"w> ÅÅÅ xB;z>YIw:
`tAnm' h'yt,ñAnb.W h'yn<ñB'-lk'l.W

tx;a; hn"m' !TeyI hN"x;l.W
al{w> hK,ñb.Tiw: ÅÅÅ ~yI+P'ña;

`lk;ñato 
rm,aYOñw: 

There was a certain man ... and his name 
was Elqanah ... One day he offered a 
sacrifice (wayyqtl). ... He would give 
(wqtl) portions (of the meat) to his wife 
Peninah and to all her sons and 
daughters but to Hannah he would give 
(yqtl) a double portion ... And [on that 
particular day] she wept (wayyqtl) and 
could not eat (yqtl). And he said 
(wayyqtl).

1 Sam 1:1, 4–5, 7–8
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33.2.2 Epexegesis 

a 

Sometimes the situation represented by ·w: does not succeed the prior one either in time or as a logical 
consequence; rather it explains the former situation (cf. 33.2.3e). In a sense, this epexegetical use of wayyqtl is 
the opposite of the summarizing use. The major fact or situation is stated first, and then the particulars or details, 
component or concomitant situations are filled in.11 

b 

This use is common after hyh in the leading clause. If a narrative sequence begins with a clause containing the 

verb hyh the following relative-waw clause explains the overall situation represented by it. Whereas relative wqtl 
may signify customary event(s) within the situation (32.2.1d), relative wayyqtl represents specific, concrete events 
(## 34). The same phenomenon occurs in connection with other grammatical forms (# 5; the wayyqtl form is 
perhaps a pluperfect) and is especially common with verbs of speaking (## 6–7) and doing (## 8–10), in which 
relation the subordinate situation is often simultaneous with the leading situation. 

10. br,q,ñB. b['r'h' ~yIt;ñn"v. hz<-yKi
~ynIv' vmex' dA[w> #r,+a'ñh'
`ryCiq'w> vyrIx'-!yae rv,a]

~k,ynEp.li ~yhil{a/ ynIxeñl'v.YIw: 

For two years now there has been 
famine in the land, and for the next five 
years there will not be plowing and 
reaping. So God sent me ahead of 
you ... 

Gen 45:6–7

11. ~ynIP' ~yhil{a/ ytiyaiñr'-yKi
`yvip.n: lceN"Tiw: ~ynIP'-la, 

I have seen God face to face and yet 
my soul is delivered.

Gen 32:31

12. tb,v,ñl' yrImoa/h' la,AYñw:
dy: dB;k.Tiw: ÅÅÅ sr,x,ñ-rh;B.

@seAy-tyBe 

The Amorites were determined to dwell 
in the hills of Heres(?) ... and yet the 
power of the House of Joseph 
increased.

Judg 1:35

13. #r,a'ñh'w> ~yIm;ñV'h; WLkuy>w: Thus the heavens and the earth were 
completed.
Gen 2:1

14. hr'['M.h;w> hd,F'h; ~q'Y"ñw:
~h'r'b.a;l. AB-rv,a] 

So the field and the cave in it were 
confirmed for Abraham.

Gen 23:20

15. ~AqM'h; ~AqM'h; ~vear'q.YIw:
`hZ<h; ~AYh; d[; lG"l.GI aWhh; 

So that place has been called Gilgal to 
this day.

Josh 5:9

1. ynIa', hn"m'l.a;-hV'ai lb'a]
`yviyai tm'Y"ñw: 

I am, alas, a widow; my husband died.

2 Sam 14:5

2. rq,YIñw: ÅÅÅ hd,F'B; jQel;T.w:
z[;boñl. hd,F'h; tq;l.x, h'r,ñq.mi 

She gleaned in the field ... and it turned 
out to be a portion of the field of Boaz.

Ruth 2:3
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33.2.3 Pluperfect 

a 
The use of wayyqtl to represent pluperfect situations can be seen as a subvariety of epexegetical use, but it has 
been controversial. Driver denied such use apart from instances occurring at the beginning of a narrative or 
paragraph. He tried to explain the exceptions to this rule as due to a redactor who joined originally distinct literary 
units together without regard to formal unity. But W. J. Martin and D. W. Baker have argued otherwise. Driver 

3. hm'b'ylih\a' ynEB. Wyh' hL,aeñw>
wf'[el. dl,Teñw: ÅÅÅ 

These were the sons of Oholibamah ... ; 
she bore to Esau ... 12

Gen 36:14

4. `Al Wdl.W"ñYIw: ÅÅÅ hyh' vyai There was a man ... and there was born 
to him ... 
Job 1:1–2

5. hT'a; !joq'-~ai aAlh]
laer'f.yI yjeb.vi varo ^yn<ñy[eB.
%l,m,ñl. hwhy ^x]v'm.YIw: hT'+a'ñ

`laer'f.yI-l[; 

Although you were small in your own 
eyes, were you not the head of the 
tribes of Israel?—YHWH anointed you 
king over Israel.

1 Sam 15:17

6. Wps.a/n< ~yTiv.lip. ynEr>s;w>
ÅÅÅ !Agd'l. lAdG"-xb;z<ñ x;Boz>li

Wrm.aYOw: 

Now the rulers of the Philistines 
assembled to offer a great sacrifice to 
Dagon ... , saying ... 

Judg 16:23

7. rm,aToñw: hv,mo Amv. ar'q.Tiw:
`Whtiñyvim. ~yIM;ñh;-!mi yKi 

She called his name Moses, saying, "I 
drew him out of the water."

Exod 2:10

8. y+bib'l.-ta, bnOg>Tiw: t'yfiñ[' hm, What have you done? You have 
deceived me?
Gen 31:26

9. Wf['-rv,a] ~yfi[]M;h;-lk'K.
~t'ao ytil{[]h; ~AYmi

hZ<h; ~AYh;-d[;w> ~yIr;ñc.Mimi
~yhil{a/ Wdb.[;Y:w: ynIbuñz>[;Y:w:
~yfi[o hM'heñ !Ke ~y+rIxea]

`%l'-~G: 

As they have done from the day I 
brought them up out of Egypt until this 
day, they forsook me and served other 
gods. So they are doing to you.

1 Sam 8:8

10. tae T'[.d;ñy" hT'a; ~g:w>
ÅÅÅ ba'Ay yli hf'['ñ-rv,a]
yref'-ynEv.li hf'[' rv,a]

~gEr>h;Y:w: ÅÅÅ laer'f.yI tAab.ci
~+l{v'B. hm'x'l.mi-ymeD> ~f,Y"ñw: 

You know what Joab ... did to me—what 
he did to the two commanders of 
Israel's armies ... He killed them and so 
shed the blood of battle in times of 
peace.

1 Kgs 2:5
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seems inconsistent here, since he allows for the epexegetical use of waw-relative, which may entail a pluperfect 
situation.13 Moreover, wayyqtl in the received text, the object of our grammatical investigation, must be 
understood to represent the pluperfect. David QimhÌi in the early period of Hebrew studies already pointed out this 
use.14 
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33.2.4 After Circumstantial Phrases and Clauses 

a 
Even as relative wqtl can represent a dependent (con)sequential situation in future time after adverbial 
expressions (32.2.6), so also wayyqtl can express a dependent (con)sequential situation in past time. The 
function of wayyqtl after non-finite verbal constructions is similar to its use after hyh in the leading clause 
(33.2.2b). The preceding expression provides "a starting-point for a development" and represents the 
circumstance in which the narrative unfolds.15 In most cases the expression is temporal (## 1–5), but other 
phrases, used in casus pendens, are found (## 6–8; 33.3.4). 

1. `al{ ~+t'boa] hJem;l. ~YIwIl.h;w>
~k'AtB. Wdq.P't.h'

hv,mo-la, hwhy rBed;y>w:
`rmoaLe 

al{ ywIle hjem;-ta, %a;
dqop.ti 

The families of the tribe of Levi, however, 
were not counted along with the others. 
YHWH had said to Moses: "You must not 
count the tribe of Levi."

Num 1:47–49

2. ~f' ymi wyl'ae hwhy rm,aYOñw:
%+le hT'[;w> ÅÅÅ ~d'a'l' hP,

^yPiñ-~ai hy<h.a, ykinOa'w>
`rBed;T. rv,a] ^ytiñyreAhw>

Art.yI-la, bv'Y"ñw: hv,mo %l,YEñw:
aN" hk'l.aeñ Al rm,aYOñw: Ant.xo

yx;a;-la, hb'Wvña'w>
rm,aYOñw: ÅÅÅ ~yIr;ñc.miB.-rv,a]

%le !y"d>miB. hv,mo-la, hwhy
Wtmeñ-yKi ~yI+r'ñc.mi bvu

~yviq.b;m.h; ~yvin"a]h'-lK'
`^v,ñp.n:-ta, 

YHWH said to him, "Who gave people 
mouths? ... Now go; I will help you 
speak ... " Then Moses went back to 
Jethro his father-in-law and said to him, 
"Let me go back to my own people in 
Egypt ... " YHWH had said to Moses in 
Midian, "Go back to Egypt, for all the men 
who wanted to kill you are dead."

Exod 4:11–12, 18[Sam]-19

3. ~h,ybia] ~h,lea/ rBed;y>w:
War>YIw: %+l'h' %r,D,ñh; hz<-yae

%r,D,ñh;-ta, wyn"b' 

Their father asked them, "Which way did 
he go?" His sons had seen the way ... 

1 Kgs 13:12

1. aF'YIw: yviyliV.h; ~AYB;
wyn"y[e-ta, ~h'r'b.a; 

On the third day Abraham looked up.

Gen 22:4
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b 

A circumstantial clause introduced by yhyw may be followed by a wayyqtl form.16
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Thomas O. Lambdin analyzed this frequent construction with temporal clauses and phrases: 
Within a narrative sequence temporal modifiers are very frequently placed before the clause they modify
and are introduced by waw-conversive + a form of the verb hy"h'. In the past tense narrative this is uniformly 

yhiy>w: ... The temporal [form] is then followed by the expected sequential form of the main narrative.17 

This construction introduces the books of Joshua, Judges, 1 Samuel, 2 Samuel, Ezekiel, Ruth (# 11 above), 
Esther, and Nehemiah.18 Wayyqtl apart from yhiy>w: introduces the books of Leviticus, Numbers, 2 Kings, and 2 
Chronicles, but these are best regarded as secondary beginnings; that is, the books have a connection with the 

2. WhY"ñZI[u %l,M,ñh; tAm-tn:v.Bi
yn"doa]-ta, ha,r>a,w" 

In the year King Uzziah died I saw the 
Lord.

Isa 6:1

3. hn"r>Bed;T.w: Ht'Wm t[ek.W
h'yl,ñ[' tAbC'NIh; 

As she was dying, the women by her 
said ... 

1 Sam 4:20

4. Wh+beñh]aow" laer'f.yI r[;n:ñyKi When Israel was a child I loved him.
Hos 11:1

5. ynI+nEñ[]T;w: ytiar'ñq' ~AyB. When I called, you answered me.
Ps 138:3

6. dl,Teñw: ÅÅÅ Avg>l;ypiW As for his concubine ... , she also bore ... 
Gen 22:24

7. h'r,ñsiy>w: AMai hk'[]m;-ta, ~g:w> And also Maacah his grandmother—he 
deposed her.
1 Kgs 15:13

8. %l{m.YIw: ÅÅÅ laer'f.yI ynEb.W
`~['b.x;r> ~h,yle[] 

But as for the Israelites ... Rehoboam 
ruled over them.

1 Kgs 12:17

9. ÅÅÅ ~yIr'ñp.a,-rh;me vyai-yhiy>w:
rm,aYOñw: 

Now a man from the hill country of 
Ephraim ... said ... 

Judg 17:1–2

10. ÅÅÅ !ymiy"-!Bimi vyai-yhiy>w:
tAntoa]h' hn"d>b;aTow: 

There was a Benjaminite ... The she-
donkeys were lost.

1 Sam 9:1, 3 Kethiv

11. ~yjip.Voh; jpov. ymeyBi yhiy>w:
#r,+a'ñB' b['r' yhiy>w: 

In the days when the sëopetim ruled, 
there was a famine in the land.

Ruth 1:1

12. hL,aeñh' ~yrIb'D>h; yrex]a; yhiy>w:
dG:YUw: 

Sometime later he was told ... 

Gen 22:20
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ones that precede them. This use of wayyqtl after yhyw stands in polarity over against relative wqtl after hyhw (cf. 
32.2.6b). 

33.3 Waw-Relative: Aspectual Matters 

a 
An inductive study of wayyqtl's uses confirms the presumption that wayyqtl represents a situation subjectively as 
perfective. We cite uses with forms of the suffix and the prefix conjugations and verbless clauses, participles, and 
infinitives. Lacking an adequate understanding of aspect, A. B. Davidson, for example, taught the common error 
that the "conversive tenses" have "the meaning of the preceding tenses."19 In fact, however, wayyqtl after the 
non-perfective conjugation does not have the meaning of that conjugation; rather it signifies perfective aspect in 
addition to the subordinate values analyzed above. When wayyqtl follows a prefix conjugation it possesses a 
complementary perfective value, even as a suffix conjugation can complement a prefix conjugation in a pair of 
poetic lines. Significantly, there are no instances of wayyqtl after a prefix conjugation denoting either customary 
aspect in past time or a dependent modal situation. After the other grammatical forms wayyqtl also signifies 
notions associated with the suffix conjugation. 

33.3.1 After Suffix-Conjugation Forms 

a 
Wayyqtl, after a suffix form, usually expresses a perfective value. If the time reference is to the past, the wayyqtl 
form may be a definite ("preterite"; # 1, cf. # 9), ingressive (# 2), constative (# 3), complex (## 4–5), telic (## 6–7), 
indefinite perfective (# 8), or unique definite past (# 9). 
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1. `lkeaow" ynIa;ñyVihi vx'N"h; The serpent deceived me, and so I ate.
Gen 3:13

2. daom. !yIq;ñl. rx;YIñw: h+['v' al{ He (God) did not respect (his offering), 
and Cain became very angry.
Gen 4:5

3. rx;aew" yTir>G:ñ !b'l'-~[i
`hT'[;ñ-d[; 

I have been staying with Laban and have 
remained until now.

Gen 32:5

4. daom. daom. Wrb.G" ~yIM;ñh;w>
WSkuy>w: #r,+a'ñh'-l[;

~yhiboG>h; ~yrIh'h,-lK' 

The waters rose exceedingly greatly on 
the earth and covered all the high 
mountains.

Gen 7:19

5. d[;l' @roj.YIw: wym'x]r; txeviw>
APa; 

He destroyed all his fellow feeling and his 
anger raged continually.

Amos 1:11

6. ÅÅÅ x;Anm' hn"AYh; ha'c.m'-al{w>
wyl'ae bv'T'ñw: 

But the dove did not find a resting 
place ... and so returned to him.

Gen 8:9

7. W[yviñr>Y:w: h+n<[]m; Wac.m'-al{
`bAYai-ta, 

They did not find an answer and yet they 
condemned Job.

Job 32:3

8.
ÅÅÅ ~yhil{a/ lAq ~[' [m;v'ñh]

Has a people ever heard the voice of 
God ... and lived?
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b 
If the time reference is present, wayyqtl may take on the range of meanings associated with the perfective 
conjugation with the same time reference (30.5.1). These include notably persistent present (# 10–11) and 
gnomic (## 12–14) perfectives, as well as present statives (## 15–16). These usages may be found together, for 
example, persistent fientives with present qtl statives (## 16–17). 
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c 
Wayyqtl forms can signify a perfect state after suffix forms with that meaning. For example, the time structures 
may be present perfect (## 20–22) or pluperfect (past perfect; ## 23–24). Here, too, the perfect state may 
complement other meanings of the suffix conjugation, for example, after past-tense references (## 25–26) or 
present-time references (# 27). 

`yxiY<ñw: 
Deut 4:33

9. bC'nI yn"doa]-ta, ytiyaiñr'
rm,aYOw: x;Bez>Mih;-l[; 

I saw the Lord standing by the altar, and 
he said ... 

Amos 9:1

10. y+Bi T'k.m;ñT' yMituB. ynIa]w:
`~l'A[l. ^yn<ñp'l. ynIbeñyCiT;w: 

In my integrity you uphold me and set 
me in your presence forever.

Ps 41:13

11. `@[oY"w: jv;P' ql,y<ñ [Like] locusts they have stripped (the 
land) and flown away.
Nah 3:16

12. Wvb'ñYIw: ~h,B' @v;n"-~g:w> He blows upon them and they wither.
Isa 40:24

13. %+l;YEñw: !n"['ñ hl'K' The cloud wastes away and vanishes.
Job 7:9

14. !A+lq' aboY"w: !Adz"ñ-aB' When pride comes, so does disgrace.
Prov 11:2

15. [v;r,ñ an"f.Tiw: qd,C,ñ T'b.h;ña' You love righteousness and so hate 
wickedness.
Ps 45:8

16. aleM'Tiw: ÅÅÅ ~d,Q,ñmi Wal.m' yKi
bh'z"w> @s,K,ñ Acr>a; 

They are full of (things) from the east 
[superstitions]; ... their (lit., its) land is 
full of silver and gold.
Isa 2:6–7

17. [d;aew" vymiL'x;K; yn:p' yTim.f;ñ
`vAbae al{-yKi 

I have set my face like a flint for I know 
that I will not be put to shame.

Isa 50:7

18. !AYci tAnB. Whb.g" yKi ![;y:ñ
hn"k.l;ñTew: 

Because the women of Zion are 
haughty and walk ... 

Isa 3:16

19. y+dIAbK. lg<Y"ñw: yBili xm;f' !kel' Therefore my heart is glad and my glory 
rejoices.
Ps 16:9
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d 
Whereas a suffix-conjugation form can represent an objective future situation as a single, accidental event, a 
following wayyqtl represents the situation according to the uses of relative waw, but nevertheless as a single, 
perfective whole (## 28–32). 

In this case the first relative waw signifies a (con)sequential event and the second, with a verb of speaking, an 
explanatory one. Often, chronological succession is in view. 

20. h+Z<h; rb'D'B; ~k,s.a'm' ![;y:ñ
qv,[oñB. Wxj.b.Tiw: 

Because you have rejected this word 
and have relied on oppression ... 

Isa 30:12

21. [m'v.a,w" yTib.v;ñq.hi I have listened and heard.
Jer 8:6

22. ynI+NEñ[;y>w: xT;pi yrIt.yI-yKi He (God) has unstrung my bow and 
afflicted me.
Job 30:11 Qere

23. ~ypir'T.h;-ta, hx'q.l' lxer'w>
bv,Teñw: lm'G"h; rk;B. ~mefiT.w:

~+h,yle[] 

Now Rachel had taken the teraphim, 
and put them in the camel's saddle, and 
sat upon them.

Gen 31:34

24. sn"Y"ñw: ÅÅÅ Adg>Bi bz:['-yKi He had left his garment ... and had fled.
Gen 39:1–3

25. `dmo[]T;w: #r,a,ñ T'n>n:ñAK You established the earth and it stands.
Ps 119:90

26. ~yqihe ~ynIb'a] href.[, ~yTev.W
d[; ~v' Wyh.YIñw: ÅÅÅ [;vuAhy>

`hZ<h; ~AYh; 

Joshua set up twelve stones ... , and 
they are there until this day.

Josh 4:9

27. `vyai WNM,ñmi dq;p.nI-al{w>
hwhy !B;r>q'-ta, breq.N:w: 

Not one of them is missing, so we have 
brought an offering to YHWH.

Num 31:49–50

28. yhiT.w: ÅÅÅ Wnl'ñ-dL;yU dl,y<ñ-yKi
ar'q.YIw: A+mk.vi-l[; hr'f.Mih;

Amv. 

For to us a child will be born ... and the 
government will be on his shoulders. 
And he will be called ... 

Isa 9:5

29. Wrboñ[]Y:w: Wcr>P' They will break through and go out.
Mic 2:1–3

30. lPoj.Tiw: y+[iv.Pi rArc.Bi ~tux'
`ynIA[]-l[; 

My offense will be sealed up in a bag, 
and (so) you will cover over my sin.

Job 14:17

31. WWx]T;v.YIw: Wlk.a'
#r,a,ñ-ynEv.DI-lK' 

All the wealthy of the earth will eat and 
worship.
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e 
Wayyqtl is also used after a suffix form that is a hypothetical or conditional perfective (## 33–35). 

f 
It is very rare that wayyqtl refers to a time other than that of the preceding suffix conjugation, apart from its use as 
pluperfect or to indicate the perfect state in present time. Excluding these groups of exceptions we are left with 
only one instance from Gotthelf Bergsträsser's list of alleged examples of instances where wayyqtl has no 
connection with a preceding perfective conjugation of a different time period.20 

Another example of a perfective conjugation in a time period different from that of the leading verb is the following.
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Both of these apparently epexegetical uses are exceptional. 

33.3.2 After Short Prefix-Conjugation Forms 

a 
After a short prefix form, wayyqtl expresses a situation that is subordinate, logically, temporally, or epexegetically, 
and has a perfective value that is the same as or complementary to that of the leading verb. Note, for example, 
preterite (## 1–2) and gnomic (# 3) values. 

Ps 22:30

32. WvboñYEw: Wmq'ñ (When) they attack, they will be put to 
shame.
Ps 109:28

33. taboT'w: T.r>h;mi yleWl yKi If you had not made haste and come ... 
1 Sam 25:34 Qere

34. l[;m;ñ l[om.Tiw: ha'm.j.nI-~ai If she has defiled herself and been 
unfaithful ... 
Num 5:27

35. ynI+nEñ[]Y:w: ytiar'ñq'-~ai If I summoned (him) and he 
responded ... 
Job 9:16

36. ÅÅÅ ayhi ÅÅÅ ytixoa] hn"m.a'-~g:w>
`hV'ail. yli-yhiT.w: 

She really is my sister ... and she 
became my wife.

Gen 20:12

37. Wkyliñv.hi-rv,a] tae
tm'Y"ñw: rA+Bh;-la, 

... in that they have thrown him into the 
cistern and he will die.

Jer 38:9

1. #r,a'ñ yteAmB'-l[; WhbeñKir>y: He made him ride on the heights of the 
land

y+d'f' tboWnT. Whleñkia]y:w: and fed him with the fruit of the field

[l;S,mi vb;d> WhqeñnIYEw: and he nourished him with honey from 
the crag.
Deut 32:13 Kethiv/Sam

2. yvi+T,ñ ^d>l'y> rWc You deserted the Rock, who fathered 
you,

`^l,œl.xom. lae xK;v.Tiw: and forgot the God who gave you birth,

#+a'n>YIw: hwhy ar>Y:w: and YHWH saw this and rejected them.
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33.3.3 After Prefix-Conjugation Forms 

a 
Wayyqtl after a prefix-conjugation (non-perfective) form may signify either a (con) sequential or an explanatory 
situation, in accord with the uses of perfective aspect forms after prefix-conjugation forms. 

b 
After a prefix conjugation signifying a past situation, wayyqtl signifies a (con)sequent or explanatory situation in 
the past time, according to one of the specific uses of the suffix conjugation in that time frame, normally definite 
perfective; this arrangement is found after ÀaÒz (## 1–2), stative situations (# 3), and incipient progressive 
imperfective situations (# 4). 
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c 
Likewise, after regular yqtl referring to a present-time situation, wayyqtl represents a (con)sequential or 
explanatory situation in the same time frame according to a perfective aspect. Presuming that the prefix forms 
(excluding unbound short forms) set the structure of the verb sequence, we find that frequently wayyqtl, after a 
present progressive yqtl, has the sense of a persistent present perfective (## 5–9). After a habitual yqtl 
imperfective, watyqtl may have the value of a gnomic perfective (# 10). 

Deut 32:18–19

3. a+K'D;-d[; vAna/ bveT'
rm,aToñw: 

You turn men back to the dust, saying ... 

Ps 90:3

1. ÅÅÅ x;Bez>mi [;vuAhy> hn<b.yI za'
Wl[]Y:w: 

Then Joshua built an altar ... and they 
offered up ... 

Josh 8:30–31

2. rm,aYOñw: ÅÅÅ [;vuAhy> rBed;y> za' Then Joshua spoke ... and said ... 
Josh 10:12

3. ÅÅÅ jWqa' hn"v' ~y[iB'r>a;
rm;aow" 

For forty years I was angry ... so I said ... 

Ps 95:10

4. `h'[,ñJJTiw: ~yIAG vreg"T. You drove out the nations and planted it.
Ps 80:9

5. ÅÅÅ yrIm.[' tAQxu rMeT;v.yIw>
~+t'Ac[]moB. Wkl.Tew: 

You observe the statues of Omri, ... and 
so you follow their (the Ahabites') 
traditions.
Mic 6:16

6. ÅÅÅ yxib.zIB. Wj[]b.ti hM'l'ñ
yNIM,ñmi ^yn<ñB'-ta, dBek;T.w: 

Why do you scorn my sacrifice ... and 
honor your sons more than me?

1 Sam 2:29

7. ÅÅÅ Wg+roñh]y: rgEw> hn"m'l.a;
Wrm.aYñw: 

They slay widow and alien ... , saying ... 

Ps 94:6–7

8.
a+r'q.a, hwhy-la, yliAq

I cry aloud to YHWH, and he answers 
me ... 
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Suffix and prefix forms with the same time reference probably complement one another (31.3c). In # 11 a 
progressive imperfective is associated with a persistent present perfective, and wayyqtl continues the persistent 
perfective; in # 12–13 a wayyqtl form continues a progressive imperfective and in # 12 precedes a persistent 
present perfective. 

So also wayyqtl may have a persistent perfective meaning (## 14–15) or a present-time stative meaning (## 16–
17) after an incipient imperfective. 
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33.3.4 After Nominal Clauses 

a 
The use of wayyqtl after circumstantial nominal clauses is discussed earlier (33.2.4), but other features of nominal 
clause + wayyqtl verb require attention. 

ynInEñ[]Y:w: 
Ps 3:5

9. rf'b' WxB.z>yI yb;h'b.h; yxeb.zI
WlkeñaYOw: 

They offer sacrifices given(?) to me and 
eat the meat.

Hos 8:13

10. l[;p'W dc'[]m; lz<r>B; vr;x'
Wh+reñC.yI tAbQ'M;b;W ~x'P,B;

AxKo [;Arz>Bi Whleñ['p.YIw: 

The blacksmith (with) an iron tool(?)—
he works (with it) in the coals; he 
shapes it with hammers, and forges it 
with the strength of his arm ... 

Isa 44:12

11. Wd+moñ[]y: y[ig>nI dg<N<ñmi ÅÅÅ yb;h]ao
`Wdm'ñ[' qxor'me yb;Arq.W
yvip.n: yveq.b;m. Wvq.n:y>w: 

My friends ... stand apart (from me) for 
my disease, my neighbors stand far 
away, (so) those who seek my life set 
traps.

Ps 38:12–13

12. ÅÅÅ WrBeñd;y> ~Alv' al{ yKi
Wrm.a'ñ ~h,yPi yl;[' Wbyxiñr>Y:w:

x+a'h, xa'h, 

They do not speak peaceably ... and 
they open wide their mouths against 
me; they say, "Alas! Alas!"

Ps 35:20–21

13. ÅÅÅ qy+DIc; vp,n<ñ-l[; WDAgy"
b+G"f.mil. yli hwhy yhiy>w: 

They band together against the 
righteous ... SO YHWH has become my 
fortress.
Ps 94:21–22

14. WdyGIñY:w: ÅÅÅ ~yIm;ñV'h;-la, ar'q.yI
A+qd>ci ~yIm;ñv' 

He summons the heavens ... and the 
heavens proclaim his righteousness.

Ps 50:4, 6

15. `tWcL'P; ynISeñk;T.w: Fear and trembling came upon me, and 
horror overwhelms me.
Ps 55:6

16. al,+Teñw: ^yl,ñae aAbT' hT'[; yKi But now it (trouble) comes to you, and 
you are discouraged.
Job 4:5

17. `War'ñyTiw: tt;x] War>Ti You see a horror and are afraid.
Job 6:21
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b 
After a nominal clause with past-time reference, wayyqtl tends to represent a definite perfective situation in past 
time, a use in harmony with its perfective aspect. 

c 
If the time frame of the nominal clause corresponds to that of the English present tenses, the wayyqtl form may be 
present persistent (# 4), gnomic (## 5–7), or stative present (# 8). 
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33.3.5 With Non-finite Verb Forms 

a 
The wayyqtl form is more common after participles than infinitives. 

b 

Wayyqtl after a relative participle (usually with h 'the one who ... '; 13.5.2d) represents a situation that 
complements the participle. Thus, if the participle refers to the past, wayyqtl may represent a subordinate preterite 
situation (## 1–4), in contrast to a wqtl form, which, after a relative participle, represents an indefinite situation 
(32.2.5b). Wayyqtl may represent a logical consequence persisting into the present (# 5). Subordinate to a 
relative participle denoting a perfect state, wayyqtl may represent a perfect state or some nuance of perfective 
aspect in present time, such as persistent perfective (# 6). Subordinate to a relative participle referring to present 
time, wayyqtl also represents a perfective situation, be it persistent (# 7) or gnomic (# 8) perfective. 

1. yhiy>w: ÅÅÅ ~yvin" yTev. Alw>
~ydIl'y> hN"hip.li 

He had two wives; ... Peninnah had 
children.

1 Sam 1:2

2. vae yseWsñw> vae-bk,r,ñ hNEhiw>
~+h,ynEv. !yBe WdrIñp.Y:w: 

Suddenly (there were) a chariot and 
horses of fire and the two of them 
separated.
2 Kgs 2:1–1

3. !b,Tiñw: hr'a/v, ATbiW His daughter was Sheerah; she built ... 
1 Chr 7:24

4. ~f,Y"ñw: yliyxe yn"doa] hwhy
tAlY"a;K' yl;g>r; 

The Lord YHWH is my strength and so 
he makes my feet like a hind's.

Hab 3:19

5. hwhy lae YHWH is God

Wnl'ñ ra,Y"ñw: and so he makes his light shine on us.
Ps 118:27

6. Wh+[eñd'Tew: ~d'a'-hm' hwhy O YHWH, what is a person that you care 
for him?
Ps 144:3

7. WnykiñY"w: z+['-al{ ~[; ~ylim'N>h;
`~m'x.l; ÅÅÅ 

Ants are creatures of no strength, yet 
they store up ... their food.

Prov 30:25

8. yair>yTiw: T.a;-ymi Who are you that you fear?
Isa 51:12
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c 
After a participle used as a predicate in present time, subordinate wayyqtl may have a stative present sense (# 9) 
or a persistent perfective sense (## 10–12).22 
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1. dyIc;ñ-dC'h; aWh aApae-ymi
yli abeY"ñw: 

Who was it that hunted game and 
brought it to me?

Gen 27:33

2. ~AyB. ytiao hn<[oh' lael'
%r,D,ñB; ydIM'[i yhiy>w: ytir'c'

`yTik.l'ñh' rv,a] 

to God who answered me in the day of 
my distress and was with me on the road 
I (just) traveled

Gen 35:3

3. [B;r>a; hn"d>moñ[]T;w: tr,B,ñv.NIh;w>
h'y+T,ñx.T; 

and the broken (horn) and the four 
(horns) that arose in its place

Dan 8:22

4. ~keP.v.YIw: ~Y"h;-ymel. areQoh;
#r,a'ñh' ynEP.-l[; 

He who summoned the waters of the sea 
and then poured them out over the 
earth.21

Amos 9:6

5. ÅÅÅ ~yMiy: !Aav. x;yBiv.m;
tAc'q. ybev.yO War>yYIw: 

who stilled the roaring of the seas ... so 
that those dwelling far away fear

Ps 65:7–9

6. ~yIr;ñc.Mimi aceYOh; ~['h' hNEhi
#r,a'ñh' !y[e-ta, sk;y>w: 

Look, a people that has come out of 
Egypt (and) covers the land.

Num 22:1–1

7. !TeYIw: lyI+x'ñ ynIreñZ>a;m.h; laeh'
`yKir>D; ~ymiT' 

The God who arms with strength and so 
makes my way perfect.

Ps 18:33

8. WhveñB.Y:w: ~Y"B; r[eAG He who rebukes the sea and so dries it 
up.
Nah 1:4

9. lBea;t.YIw: hk,Bo %l,M,ñh; hNEhi The king is weeping and mourns.
2 Sam 19:2

10. ÅÅÅ WnT.YIw: ÅÅÅ ~yaiB' ~yrIc.nO
`~l'Aq 

Blockaders are coming ... raising ... their 
voice.

Jer 4:16

11. `rq'V'ñ hf,[oñ ALKu
yMi[; rb,v,ñ-ta, WaP.r;y>w: 

All practice deceit and so dress the 
wound of my people.

Jer 6:13–14

12. ÅÅÅ hwhy-%a;l.m; hn<xo
`~ceL.x;y>w: 

The angel of YHWH encamps ... and so 
delivers them.

Ps 34:8
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d 
After an infinitive representing a situation in the past, wayyqtl tends to represent a definite perfective situation in 
past time. 

In present-time reference, the wayyqtl can have a variety of senses, including complex (# 16) and gnomic (## 17–
18). 

33.4 Simple Waw + Prefix Conjugation 

a 
W«yqtl differs from wayyqtl with reference to both elements of the compound, the conjunction and the verb form. 
In 39.2 the coordinator is discussed; here we note only some salient features of the use of w«yqtl. 

b 
The conjunction does not mark w«yqtl as successive or subordinate; it is rather an unmarked connector, though it 
may introduce (for lexical rather than grammatical  
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reasons) a clause that is logically or temporally subordinate to its predecessor (# 1). In post-exilic Hebrew w«yqtl 
tends to replace sequential w«qtl (# 2). After a volitional (cohortative, imperative, jussive) form w«yqtl has a 
consequential force (# 3; cf. 39.2.2). The prefix conjugation in this combination is usually imperfective, for 
example, in a habitual usage (# 4). 

13. wyl'[' wc'y>w: Atao Akr;b†;B.
rmoale 

when he blessed him and commanded 
him, saying ... 

Gen 28:6

14. hwhy-ynEp.li ~t'b'r>q'B.
`WtmuñY"w: 

when they approached YHWH and died

Lev 16:1

15. bveaew" ÅÅÅ hr'h'ñh' ytil{[]B;
rh'B' 

When I went up on the mountain ... I 
stayed on the mountain.

Deut 9:9

16. aF'Tiw: y+Q'xu rPes;l. ^L.-hm;
`^ypiñ-yle[] ytiyrIb. 

What right have you to recite my 
statutes and so take my covenant on 
your mouth?
Ps 50:16

17. hl,[]Y:w: ÅÅÅ ATTi lAql.
~yaifin> 

When he thunders ... he makes clouds 
rise.

Jer 10:13

18. WcyciY"w: ÅÅÅ ~y[iv'r> x;rIp.Bi
!w<+a'ñ yle[]Poñ-lK' 

When the wicked spring up ... and evil 
doers flourish ... 

Ps 92:8

1. &'+[,ñm'v.yIw> wyl'aeñ wyl'ae ryTi[.T; You will pray to him, and he will hear you.
Job 22:27

2. Wnteñr'C'mi ^yl,ñae q[;z>nIw>
`[;yviAtw> [;mv.tiw> 

And we will cry out to you in our distress 
and you will hear (us) and save (us).

2 Chr 20:9
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17. T. O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971)123. 
18. Cf. GB 2. 37 (§ 8a*). 
19. Davidson, Hebrew Syntax, 70. 
20. GB 2. 37 (§ 8a*). 

3. ~k,v. yle[]B; yl;ae W[m.vi
`~yhil{a/ ~k,ylea] [m;v.yIw> 

Listen to me, citizens of Shechem, so 
that God may listen to you.

Judg 9:7

4. ~yhxiq.Pi rWE[;y> dx;Fñh; yKi
`~yqiyDIc; yreb.DI @Les;ywI 

A gift blinds those who see, and twists 
the words of the righteous.

Exod 23:8
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21. Amos 5:8 has a nearly identical reference to the Noahic fiood; see Finley, "Wang-Consecutive with 
'Imperfect,'"256. 
22. Davidson, Hebrew Syntax, 73. 
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34.1 Volitional Forms 

a 
The largest class of clauses is the declarative, that is, those that make an assertion or claim (e.g., 'Baruch wrote 
the scroll'), but other simple clauses are also found, and the most important group of these is the volitional. In the 
classical languages, Greek and Latin, volitional forms are associated with verbal moods such as the imperative, 
subjunctive, and optative. English has a distinct grammatical form for the imperative (the second-person 
volitional), but other volitional forms are composed of auxiliaries (e.g., 'let, shall, may') with simple verb forms. In 
Hebrew there is a set of volitional forms, the cohortative, imperative, and jussive. These do not make up a mood, 
however, since they are morphologically independent; in antecedent forms of the language, the jussive (< yaqtul) 
and cohortative (< yaqtula) formed distinct conjugations in all persons. The Hebrew volitionals rather form a 
functional class.1 
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b 
Because the jussive (chiefly third person), imperative (second person), and cohortative (first person) forms do not 
overlap extensively in their uses, the three forms together comprise one unified system for the expression of the 
speaker's will. The once separate forms now work together to form a volitional class. 

The forms do overlap to a limited degree, most notably in the use of the jussive form for the negative imperative 
role. Further, the uses overlap because of surrogates for the personal pronouns, for example, words for 'soul,' 
'heart,' etc. Constructions that differ in grammar on the surface level of the language (e.g., 'May I ... ,'first person; 
'O my soul, may you ... ,' second person; 'May my soul ... ,' third person) are at a deeper level semantically 
equivalent. 

c 
The terms imperative and jussive refer etymologically to absolute expressions of will (Latin impero 'to command,' 
jubeo 'to order'). In fact, these forms may express varying degrees of volition (Latin volo 'to wish'), as do 
comparable constructions in other languages. Through the volitional forms a speaker aims to impose his or her 
will on some other person (or, in figurative language, thing). The force with which that will is exerted depends on 

34 Jussive, Imperative, Cohortative 

34.1 Volitional Forms 
34.2 Morphological Background 

2.1 Jussive 
2.2 Imperative and Cohortative 

34.3 Uses of the Jussive 
34.4 Uses of the Imperative 
34.5 Uses of the Cohortative 

5.1 Cohortative in Independent Clauses 
5.2 Cohortative in Dependent Clauses 
5.3 Pseudo-Cohortative 

34.6 Jussive and Cohortative after Imperative 

34.7 The Particle an 

first person  cohortative
second person positive imperative/ non-perfective

negative Àl + jussive/lÀ+ non-perfective
third person  jussive
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various factors, including the speaker's social standing vis-à-vis the addressee, the social context of the 
discourse, and the meaning of the verb. For these reasons the precise nuances of the volitional forms may range 
from command, advice, and permission to request, wish, etc. 

d 
The class of volitional forms is the basis for the syntactic study of volitional expressions, but it is only the basis.2 
Some descriptions of commands or exhortations involve the perfective conjugation (30.5.4) and others the non-
perfective conjugation (31.5). The jussive form is not always morphologically distinct from other prefix forms 
(33.1). The cohortative is hardly ever marked for final-he verbs, rarely for final-aleph verbs, and is 
indistinguishable before suffixes.3 An Àqtl form may be taken to denote volition (i.e., may be taken as cohortative) 
in an environment where a cohortative would occur, for example, after la or an or after an imperative (34.6-7). 
Sometimes the imperative is replaced by an infinitive absolute (35.5.1). Because of these and related 
complexities, we discuss the morphology of the volitional forms before treating usage. 
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34.2 Morphological Background 

34.2.1 Jussive 

a 
The Canaanite dialects antecedent to Hebrew distinguished prefix forms yaqtulu and yaqtul, as we have noted 
(29.4, 31.1.1, 33.1.2). The Hebrew jussive in some sense derived from the short yaqtul form. Whatever the 
historical facts, there are two groups of yiqtol forms in Biblical Hebrew, the long and short, for certain verbal stems 
and roots. In cases where the differentiation is found, the short form is the jussive (as well as the wayyqtl form).4 

The differentiation is not common, however, and there is no morphological distinction between jussive and 
nonjussive forms with most roots. For example, in the Aaronide blessing, only two of the six verbs are formally 
jussives, yet all have the same volitional sense. 

In such a situation all the verbs are to be taken as jussives.5 In some instances the distinctive form of the jussive 
is not used even when it could appear (cf. 1 Sam 25:25, an-la; ~yfiy"), a phenomenon we already observed 

with wayyqtl (see 33.1.1b). The longer form is more common before a pausal form or in pause (e.g., ha,r'tew>, 
Gen 1:9; and ha,r>yIw>, 2 Kgs 6:17). This sporadic split between form and meaning advises us to distinguish 

long form jussive 
tyrIk.y: trek.y: 
hl,g>yI lg<yIñ 
ha,r>yI ar,yEñ , ar,ñyE 
hr,x/y< rx;yI 
~Wqy" ~quy" 
~yqiy" ~qey" 

`^r,ñm.v.yIw> hwhy ^k.r,b'y> YHWH bless you and keep you.

^yl,ñae wyn"P' hwhy raey"
`&'N<ñxuywI 

YHWH make his face shine 
upon you and be gracious to 
you.

~fey"w> ^yl,ñae wyn"P' hwhy aF'yI
`~Alv' ^l. 

YHWH turn his face to you. And 
give you peace.

Num 6:24–26
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between jussive form and jussive sense; it is the latter we are chiefly concerned with. Because of the widespread 
polysemy of yqtl forms the interpreter must in most instances judge on the basis of semantic pertinence whether 
the form is jussive or non-perfective (see 3.2.3). 
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b 
In earlier stages of Northwest Semitic the short prefix conjugation could be used with all three persons, but in 
Biblical Hebrew it is mostly restricted to the third person (in either positive or negative clauses) and to the second 
person (chiefly in negative clauses). With both second- and third-person jussive forms, the negative particle is 
usually la; rather than al{.6 The combination of la with the second-person jussive constitutes the negative 

imperative; the imperative form itself cannot be preceded by a negative particle. A nonperfective form with al 

can have a similar sense. The construction with la tends to reflect urgency and that with al legislation. With a 

third-person jussive la marks a negative jussive. 

c 
Rarely, a jussive form occurs where we would expect a non-perfective conjugation form (cf. Ps 25:9, 47:4, 90:3, 
107:29; Isa 12:1; Joel 2:2, etc.). These unexpected jussive forms may be due to the confusion between the form 
groups or to textual corruptions; or they may represent vestiges of an earlier verbal system. Some grammarians 
explain them on rhythmical grounds.7 Because of this minor formal confounding, it is best in problem passages of 
this nature to be governed by sense rather than by form. A similar approach is warranted in the few passages 
where the vocalization that characterizes the jussive occurs with the first person (cf. Isa 42:6).8 

d 

Similarly, although the negative particle with the jussive form in a jussive clause is normally la;, sometimes al{ is 
found (cf. 1 Kgs 2:6, Ezek 48:14). These examples further suggest that the forms are, to a slight degree, 
confounded within the Masoretic tradition. 

e 

The particle la;, like al{, regularly stands immediately before the verb, but occasionally it occurs before a 
strongly emphasized member of the sentence other than the verb (cf. Isa 64:8; Jer 10:24, 15:15; Ps 6:2, 38:2). 

34.2.2 Imperative and Cohortative 

a 
All the Semitic languages express the imperative, the form denoting volitional mood for second person, by a form 
similar to that of the second person of the prefix conjugation.9 This is clearest in Hebrew in the Piel: contrast 

rBed;T. and rBeD;. The apparent  
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"dropping" of the 'you' prefix is not unlike the English imperative, which also normally deletes the pronoun, for 
example, 'Go!', not 'You [will] go!' In the Niphal, Hiphil, and Hithpael stems a prothetic he is added to "protect" the 
characteristic infix patterns of these stems, for example, rmeV'hi, [v;Ah, qZ:x;t.hi, etc. The Pual and Hophal do 
not regularly form imperatives. The situation in the Qal is somewhat complex. As with other non-perfective forms 
(22.3), Qal fientive and stative verbs are distinguished: ljoq. fientive versus lj;q. stative. The feminine plural 

form hn"l.joñq. uses the same base as the masculine singular, while the feminine singular and masculine plural 

forms (those with endings involving a vowel) use a number of other bases (W /ylij.qi, W /ylij.q', pausal W /ylijoñq.), 
which also are found with forms bearing pronominal suffixes. A long form of the imperative, with final h'-, is found 
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with the masculine singular.10 The -aÒ morpheme is related to the -aÒ of the cohortative. Prohibition in the second 
person is expressed by a negative particle with the jussive (34.2.1b), rather than with the imperative form.11 

b 

The cohortative, like the alternative Qal imperative with h'- suffix, is derived from an earlier Canaanite yaqtula 
volitional conjugation.12 In Hebrew, the form is found almost exclusively in the first-person singular and plural. 

34.3 Uses of the Jussive 

a 
Third-person expressions of volition are found in a variety of discourse settings. If the jussive is used with its 
ordinary pragmatic force, it may be directed from a superior to an inferior or vice versa. A special case of the 
former situation is presented by divine jussives; these have the force of a command. A jussive directed to the 
divine realm (explicitly or implicitly) may be a benediction or a malediction. The jussive may also be used 
rhetorically, conveying a distinctive pragmatic force. 

b 
The sense of a jussive in simple discourse usually follows from the status relations of the speaker and addressee. 
When a superior uses the jussive with reference to an inferior the volitional force may be command (human, # 1; 
divine, # 2), exhortation (# 3), counsel (# 4), or invitation or permission (# 5). Sometimes the jussive qualifies or 
circumscribes an imperative (# 6). A second-person jussive may have the sense of an order (# 7). When an 
inferior uses the jussive with reference to a superior, it may denote an urgent request (# 8), prayer (# 9), or 
request for permission (## 10–11). Frequently it is followed by ?] (## 4, 8, 10; see 34.7). 
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1. xk;Ay-laew>brey"-la; vyai %a; Let none contend and none reprove.
Hos 4:4

2. rA+a yhiy> Let there be light.
Gen 1:3

3. A+tybel. bvoy"w> %leyE Let him go home (lit., Let him go and 
return to his house).
Deut 20:5

4. `h'yT,ñx.T; ^l. an"-yhiT. Have her (the younger sister) instead of 
her (Samson's wife).
Judg 15:2

5. ~h'm.Ki rbo[]y: yTiai Let Kimham cross over with me.
2 Sam 19:39

6. [m;v. ÅÅÅ ^yn<ñy[eB. [r;yE-la;
H+l'qoB. 

Let it not be evil in your eyes ... listen to 
her.

Gen 21:12

7. lAq-ta, ^[]m.v'B. yhiywI
za' ~yaik'B.h; yvear'B. hd'['c.

#+r,x,T, 

And let it be that as soon as you hear 
the sound marching in the tops of the 
balsam trees, move ... 

2 Sam 5:24

8. ynIdoa] an"-rb'[]y: Let my lord go on ahead.
Gen 33:14

9. +̂l,ñg>r; jAMl; !TeyI-la; May he not permit your foot to slip.
Ps 121:3

10. Wn+Beñr>qiB. yn"doa] an"-%l,yE Let the Lord go with us.
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c 
A benediction (## 12–15) or malediction (## 16–18) can take the form of a jussive clause. 
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d 
The jussive's usual pragmatic force may be lost in poetic contexts or in literary prose. In some cases this loss 
arises from projecting feelings onto nature, as S. R. Driver notes.14 

To the poet, whatever be his language or country, the world is animated by a life, vibrating in harmony with his 
own, which the prosaic eye is unable to discern: for him, not merely the animal world, but inanimate nature as 
well, is throbbing with human emotions, and keenly susceptible to every impression from without (e.g. Ps. 65:14, 
104:19, 114:3–6; Isa. 35:1f.); he addresses boldly persons and objects not actually present (e.g. Isa. 13:2, 23:1f., 
4; 40:9 etc.; Ps. 98:7f., 114:7f.), or peoples a scene with invisible beings, the creations of his own fancy (Isa. 40:3, 
57:14, 62:10); he feels, and expresses, a vivid sympathy with the characters and transactions with which he has 
to deal. The result is that instead of describing an occurrence in the language of bare fact, a poet often loves to 
represent it under the form of a command proceeding from himself.15 

The specific literary devices involved are personification (## 19–20) and metonomy (## 21–22); in the latter cases 
a place stands for the people who live in it (note the plural in # 22). The jussive is also used to vary verb 
sequences and literary texture, creating oratio variata (## 23–24). One form of such oratio is based on 
apostrophe, direct address to a person, after a passage talking about that person (# 25). 

Exod 34:9

11. `rxea; !Be yli hwhy @seyO May YHWH add to me another son.
Gen 30:24

12. `%l,Mñh; yxiy> Long live the king!
1 Sam 10:24; cf. 1 Kgs 1:25, etc.

13. l+aer'f.yI ynEB.-ta, Wkr]b't. hKo
`~h,l' rAma'

^yl,ñae wyn"P' hwhy raey" ÅÅÅ 

This is how you are to bless the 
Israelites. Say to them: " ... YHWH 
make his face shine upon you."

Num 6:23, 25

14. %+M'[i ~yhil{a/ yhiywI May God be with you.13

Exod 18:19

15. t+moy"-la;w> !beWar> yxiy> May Reuben live and not die.
Deut 33:6

16. `Aml'ñ db,[,ñ ![;n:ñk. yhiywI May Canaan be his (Shem's) slave.
Gen 9:26

17. %tew"r>[, lG"Ti Let your nakedness be exposed.
Isa 47:3

18. yMiai ynIt.d;ñl'y>-rv,a] ~Ay
`%Wrb' yhiy>-la; 

May the day my mother bore me not be 
blessed.

Jer 20:14

19. `Aal{m.W ~Y"h; ~[;r>yI Let the sea resound, and all that is in it.
Ps 96:11

20. @+k'-Wax]m.yI tArh'n> Let the rivers clap (their) hands.
Ps 98:8

21. ~yYIa; Wxm.f.yI #r,+a'ñh' lgET' Let the earth be glad; let the many 
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34.4 Uses of the Imperative 

a 
Second-person expressions of volition are formed with the imperative or nonperfective, if positive; if negative, the 
jussive with la or the non-perfective with la is used. The positive imperative differs from the regulative or 
legislative non-perfective in being more urgent or in demanding immediate, specific action on the part of the 
addressee (## 1–2); the differentiation is not precise.16 No differentiation is possible between the regular and long 
(h'-) forms of the imperative, since they occur in similar contexts (## 3–4).17 With some verbs the longer form has 

become the fixed imperative form, for example, hv'Wxñ 'hasten,' hr'W[ñ 'awake,' hv'yGIñh; 'bring near,' ;h['b.V'ñhiñ 
'swear,' hb'yviñq.h; 'listen.'18 

b 
The dominant use of the imperative, as suggested, involves direct commands (## 57). An imperative can also 
grant permission (## 8–10) or convey a request (## 11–13) or a wish (## 14–15). Imperatives may be used 
sarcastically (## 16–17). 

`~yBir; shores rejoice.

Ps 97:1

22. #r,+a'ñh'-lK' hwhyme War>yy(i Let all the earth fear YHWH.
Ps 33:8

23. ÅÅÅ l+D'-la, lyKif.m; yrev.a;
`wyb'y>ao vp,n<ñB. WhnEñT.Ti la;w> 

Blessed is he who has regard for the 
weak ... and may he not surrender him 
to the desire of his foe.
Ps 41:2–3

24. `[;ypiAh ~yhil{a/ ÅÅÅ !AYCimi
vr;x/y<-la;w> Wnyheñl{a/ aboy" 

From Zion ... God shines forth. May our 
God come and not be silent.

Ps 50:2–3

25. W[+B'ñf.yIw> ~ywIn"[] Wlk.ayO
yxiy> wy+v'r>Do hwhy Wll.h;y>

`d[;l' ~k,b.b;l. 

The poor will eat and be satisfied; they 
who seek him will praise YHWH—may 
your hearts live forever!

Ps 22:27

1. t[el. z[;boñ hl' rm,aYOw:
~l{h] yviGOñ lk,aoñh' 

At mealtime Boaz said to her, "Come 
over here."

Ruth 2:1–4

2. hfe[] haer>Ti rv,a]k;w>
`^yd,ñb'[]-~[i 

And treat your servants in accordance 
with what you see.

Dan 1:13

3. `Wnyleñ[' hk'l.m' tyIZ:ñl; Wrm.aYOw: They said to the olive tree, "Be our king."
Judg 9:8 Qere

4. ~yci[eh'-lk' Wrm.aYOw:
hT'a; %le d+j'a'h'-la,

`Wnyleñ['-%l'm. 

All the trees said to the thornbush, 
"Come, be our king."

Judg 9:14
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c 
The imperative, like the jussive, has uses in which its ordinary force is lost. The figure of heterosis involves the 
exchange of one grammatical form for another; with the imperative, heterosis creates a promise or prediction to 
be fulfilled in the future, made more emphatic and vivid than would be the case were the prefix conjugation used 
(## 18–20). 

5. y+l'['me an" dr,P'ñhi Separate yourself from me.
Gen 13:9

6. `ykirey> tx;T;ñ ^d>y" an"-~yfi Put your hand under my thigh.
Gen 24:2

7. ld;-Wjp.vi Defend the cause of the weak.
Ps 82:3

8. Al rm,aYOñw: #Wra' hm'-yhiywI
#W+r 

(Ahimaaz said:) "Come what may, I 
want to run. So he (Joab) said: "Run."

2 Sam 18:23

9. rm,aYOñw: vBo-d[; Ab-Wrc.p.YIw:
Wx+l'ñv. 

But they persisted until he was too 
ashamed to refuse. So he said: "Send 
(them)."
2 Kgs 2:17

10. ^ybiña'-ta, rboq.W hle[]
`^[,ñyBiv.hi rv,a]K; 

Go up and bury your father, as he made 
you swear (to do).

Gen 50:6

11. ynIyBe an"-Wjp.vi h+d'Why> vyaiw>
`ymir>K; !ybeW 

People of Judah, judge between me 
and my vineyard.

Isa 5:3

12. @s,K,ñ-rK;Ki ~h,l' aN"-hn"T. Give them a talent of silver.
2 Kgs 5:22

13. #r,+'ñh' hj'p.v' ~yhil{a/ hm'Wq Arise, O God, judge the earth.
Ps 82:8

14. T.a; ÅÅÅ hq'b.rI-ta, Wkr]b'y>w:
h+b'b'r> ypel.a;l. yyIh] 

And they blessed Rebekah ... , "May 
you increase to vast multitudes."

Gen 24:60

15. ~yrIM'h; yMemi yqiN"hi
`hL,aeh' ~yrIr]a'm.h; 

May this bitter water that brings a curse 
leave (you) innocent.

Num 5:19

16. yNI+M,ñmi lAdG"h; yxia' aWh 
Request the kingdom for him 
(Adonijah)—after all, he is my older 
brother!
1 Kgs 2:22

17. W[v.piW lae-tybe WaBoñ Go to Bethel and sin!
Amos 4:4

18. hn"V'b;W x;ypis' hn"V'h; lAka'
hn"V'b;W vy+xis' tynIVeh;

This year you will eat what grows by 
itself, and the second year what springs 
from that. But in the third year sow and 
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Apostrophe with the imperative is usually directed to unspecified or indefinite persons (## 21–22); the 
personifying jussive is comparable (34.3d). 
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34.5 Uses of the Cohortative 

a 
The first-person volitional form presents many more complexities than the jussive or the imperative. In his work on 
the Byblian dialect of Late Bronze Age Canaanite, W. L. Moran isolates two uses of yaqtula as primary, 
accounting for about two-thirds of the examples: (a) the "direct volitive," to express a wish, request, or command, 
and (b) the "indirect volitive," in clauses of purpose or intended result. Both of these have analogs among the 
uses of the Hebrew cohortative.19 Byblianyaqtula is also found in conditional sentences, in protasis or apodosis.20

The Hebrew -aÖ forms (cf. 34.1d) can be distinguished according to their occurrence in independent or dependent 
clauses. 

34.5.1 Cohortative in Independent Clauses 

A 
The cohortative expresses the will or strong desire of the speaker. In cases where the speaker has the ability to 
carry out an inclination it takes on the coloring of resolve ('I will ... '; ## 1–4). In other cases, where the speaker 
cannot effect a desire without the consent of the one addressed, it connotes request ('May I ... '; ## 5–7). The 
sense is optative when the speaker's will involves dubiety, an indefinite potentiality ('I might/ can ... '; ## 8–9). 
Finally, in first-person plural, the speakers usually seek to instigate or encourage each other to some action ('Let 
us ... '; ## 10–12). By etymology the term "cohortative" is applicable only to this last use (Latin cohortor 'to 
encourage'), but the term has been expanded to cover the other uses mentioned here. The negative particle with 
the cohortative is la (# 2). 
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Wrc.qiwI W[r>zI tyviyliV.h;
Wlk.aiw> ~ymir'k. W[j.nIw>

`~y"r>pi 

reap, plant vineyards and eat their fruit.

2 Kgs 19:29

19. hwhy xl;v.yI ^Z>[u-hJem;
`^yb,ñy>ao br,q,ñB. hder> !A+YCimi 

YHWH will extend your mighty scepter 
from Zion; rule in the midst of your 
enemies.
Ps 110:2

20. yqix]r; ynI+n"ñAKTi hq'd'c.Bi
qv,[oñme 

In righteousness you will be 
established; be far from tyranny.

Isa 54:14

21. snE-Waf. hP,v.nI-rh; l[;
~+h,l' lAq WmyrIñh' 

Raise a banner on the bare hilltop, 
shout to them.

Isa 13:2

22. x;Bej.m; wyn"b'l. Wnykiñh' Prepare a place to slaughter his sons.
Isa 14:21

1. WNa,ñr>a,w> hk'l.ae I will go and see him.
Gen 45:28

2. dl,+Y"ñh; tAmB. ha,r>a,-la; I will not watch the boy die.
Gen 21:16
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The effect of the plural cohortative is frequently heightened by a verb of motion in the imperative, which functions 
as an auxiliary or interjection. The verbs used include hlk (## 1316), bwÀ (# 17), and qwm (## 18–20); the verb yhb 
'to give' occurs only in the imperative, sometimes in this role (# 21). Such an imperative may be linked to the 
cohortative with a waw (## 13–15, 18–20) or it may be juxtaposed asyndetically (## 16–17, 21). 
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3. `!Ayl.[, hwhy-~ve hr'M.z:a]w: I will praise YHWH Elyon.
Ps 7:10

4. h+Ko-d[; hk'l.nE r[;N:ñh;w> ynIa]w:
hw<x]T;v.nIw> 

As for me and the boy, we will go there 
and worship.

Gen 22:5

5. rf'b' hl'k.ao T'ñr>m;a'w> And you will say, "I would like to eat 
meat."
Deut 12:20

6. `hr'boñ[/a, yl;g>r;B. Let me pass through on foot.
Num 20:19

7. ÅÅÅ hwhy-dy:b. aN"-hl'P.nI
`hl'Poña,-la; ~d'a'-dy:b.W 

Let us fall into the hands of YHWH ... 
but let me not fall into the hands of men.

2 Sam 24:14

8. hd'y[ia'w> hr'B.d;a] ymi-l[; Against whom can I speak and give a 
warning?
Jer 6:10

9. d[;B. hr'P.k;a] yl;Wa
`~k,t.aJ;x; 

Perhaps I can make atonement for you 
(lit., atonement for your sin).21

Exod 32:30

10. hn"y>+t'ñDo hk'l.nE Let's go to Dothan.
Gen 37:17

11. ~yhil{a/ yrex]a; hk'l.nE
~yrIxea] 

Let us follow other gods.

Deut 13:3

12. Amy+teñArs.Am-ta, hq'T.n:n> Let us break their chains.
Ps 2:3

13. dx;a;B. hb'r>q.nIw> hk'l.
tA+mqoM.h; 

Come, let's try to reach one of these 
places.

Judg 19:13 Qere; cf. v 11

14. h+a,roh'-d[; hk'l.nEw> Wkl. Come, let's go to the seer.
1 Sam 9:9

15. hx'k.W"nIw> an"-Wkl. Come now, let's reason together.
Isa 1:18

16. h+whyl; hn"N>r;n> Wkl. Come, let us sing to YHWH.
Ps 95:1

17. h['+r'ñk.nIw> hw<x]T;v.nI WaBoñ Come, let us bow down in worship.
Ps 95:6

18. hb'vuñn"w> hm'Wqñ Get up, let's go back.
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34.5.2 Cohortative in Dependent Clauses 

a 
In sentences made up of more than one clause, the cohortative may be found in dependent purpose clauses and 
in the protasis ('if') or apodosis ('then') clauses of conditional sentences. These uses are closely related to its role 
in independent clauses to express self-inclination with the mood of dubiety. 

b 
With the nuance of purpose or intended result the cohortative form often occurs after another volitional form (## 
1–3; cf. 34.6) and sometimes after a question (## 4–6). 

In conditional sentences, the cohortative can be used in either the protasis (## 7–9)24 or the apodosis (## 10–12).
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Jer 46:16

19. hk'leñnEw> ymiWqñ Get up, let's go.
Judg 19:28

20. hx'r'ñb.nIw> WmWqñ Get up, let's flee.
2 Sam 15:14

21. hd'r>nE hb'h'ñ Come, let us go down.22

Gen 11:7

1. hl'+keñaow> yLi ha'ybiñh'w> And bring it to me so that I may eat.
Gen 27:4

2. hr'P.s;a] ![;m;ñl. ÅÅÅ ynInEñn>x'
^yt,ñL'hiT.-lK' 

Have mercy on me ... that I may recite all 
your praises.

Ps 9:14–15

3. yn"doal; rx;yIñ an"-la;
hr'Beñd;a]w: 

Let not my Lord be angry, that I may 
speak.23

Gen 18:30; cf. v 32

4. ÅÅÅ hwhyl; aybin" hPo !yaeh;
`AtAame hv'r>d>nIw> 

Is there not a prophet of YHWH here ... 
that we might inquire of him?

1 Kgs 22:7

5. h['d'ñnEw> varome dyGIhi-ymi Who told of this from the beginning, so 
we could hear?
Isa 41:26

6. hr'yBiñv.n:w> vd,xoñh; rbo[]y: yt;m'
rb,V,ñ 

When will the New Moon be over that we 
may sell grain?

Amos 8:5

7. `&'N<ñhi lAaV. h['yCiña;w> ÅÅÅ ~ai If ... I make my bed in Sheol, you are 
there.
Ps 139:8

8. %fex'yE-al{ hr'B.d;a]-~ai
y+biaeK. 

If I speak, my pain is not relieved.

Job 16:6

9. `ybi-WrB.d;y>w: hm'Wqña' When I appear, they ridicule me.
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34.5.3 Pseudo-Cohortative 

a 
The cohortative form is sometimes used where an appropriate sense is lacking. The use of a single form to 
denote both the volitional and indicative moods cannot be readily explained. Similar divergent patterns of yaqtula 
are attested in the Amarna letters from Byblos; Moran cautiously offers this explanation: "We can only suggest 
that in clauses of intended result the idea of actual accomplishment has begun to supersede that of intention, not 
completely however, and thus (u ['and']) yaqtula, still felt as indicating a willed result, expresses actual result only 
after a clause in the first person."26 This use in early Canaanite rules out the suggestion of some earlier Hebraists 
that in certain passages the cohortative does not denote internal impulse but external compulsion and should be 
rendered by 'must.' (Driver had earlier ruled out this suggestion as both unnecessary and unlikely.)27 

b 
The pseudo-cohortative (as we may call this form) can be used to refer to past time, without waw-relative (## 1–3) 
or with it (## 4–6).28 The latter combination is relatively common (about ninety occurrences) and has an erratic 
distribution in the Bible. The presence of this construction in a text cannot be used to date it because, on the one 
hand, yaqtula is used in Byblian Canaanite for past tense, and, on the other hand, the combination is used 
extensively in the Dead Sea Scrolls.29 The combination also occurs in some pre-exilic texts but not in some post-
exilic books (and is even lacking in post-exilic texts synoptic with pre-exilic texts evincing the form).30 The 
combination is also used in gnomic situations (rendered with an English present tense; ## 7–8) and with future-
time reference (# 9). 
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Job 19:18

10. tyIv;ñrymiv' ynInEñT.yI-ymi
Hb' h['f.p.a, hm'x'l.MiB; 

If only there were briars and thorns 
confronting me I would march against 
them in battle.25

Isa 27:4

11. !Alm. rB'd>Mib; ynInEñT.yI-ymi
yMi[;-ta, hb'z>[,a,w> ~yxir>ao 

Oh that I had in the desert a lodging 
place for travelers, then I would leave 
my people.
Jer 9:1

12. Al hl'k.Wnñw> hT,puy> yl;Wa
`WNM,ñmi Wnteñm'q.nI hx'q.nIw> 

Perhaps he will be deceived; then we 
will prevail over him and take our 
retribution on him.
Jer 20:10

1. `hn"Wpña' ^ym,ñae ytiaf'ñn" I have borne your terrors (and) I am in 
despair.
Ps 88:16

2. ~v' ÅÅÅ hv'B'y:l. ~y" %p;h'ñ
`AB-hx'm.f.nI 

He turned the sea into dry land, ... there 
we rejoiced in him.

Ps 66:6

3. hn"ybiña' ~yIat'P.b; ar,aeñw"
~ynIB'b; 

I saw among the simple, I noticed 
among the young men ... 

Prov 7:7

4. ~yIr;ñc.mi dY:mi ~k,t.a, lCia;w"
`~c'r>a;-ta, ~k,l' hn"T.a,w" ÅÅÅ

hr'm.aow" 

And I snatched you from the power of 
Egypt ... and I gave you their land, and I 
said ... 

Judg 6:9–10
At the place where we stopped for the 
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34.6 Jussive and Cohortative after Imperative 

a 
After an imperative a verbal form not preceded by its subject or a negative particle is normally either a jussive (## 
1–2) or a cohortative (## 3–5; cf. 34.5.2b).31 Where a prefix-conjugation form is not morphologically marked in 
such a context, it may be taken as having jussive (# 6) or cohortative (# 7) force (34.1d n. 3). The second 
volitional form signifies purpose or result, in contrast to the sequence imperative + imperative (cf. ## 3, 10).32 A 
chain of jussives or cohortatives can follow an imperative. When the verb after an imperative is preceded by its 
own subject (## 8–9) or by a negative particle (# 10), it is usually a non-perfective form, with a volitional sense.33 
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5. !AlM'h;-la, Wnab'ñ-yKi yhiy>w:
WnyteñxoT.m.a;-ta, hx'T.p.NIw: 

night, we opened our sacks.

Gen 43:21

6. l+W"[; tA[L.tom. hr'B.v;a]w" I broke the fangs of the wicked.
Job 29:17

7. !yaek.W ryqi ~yrIw>[ik; hv'v.g:n>
hv'+Veñg:n> ~yIn:ñy[e 

Like the blind we grope along the wall, 
we grope like those without eyes.

Isa 59:10

8. hb'K.v.a, ~aib'l. %AtB. yvip.n: I lie among lions.
Ps 57:5

9. h['m.v.[, s+NE-ha,r>a, yt;m'-t[;
`rp'Av lAq 

How long will I see the battle standard 
and hear the sound of the trumpet?

Jer 4:21

1. rsey"w> hwhy-la, WryTiñ[.h;
y+Mi[;meW yNIM,ñmi ~y[iD>r>p;c.h; 

Pray to YHWH that he take the frogs 
away from me and my people.

Exod 8:4

2. t+moy"w> ^n>Bi-ta, aceAh Bring out your son that he might die.
Judg 6:30

3. `~ymit' hyEh.w< yn:p'l. %Leh;t.hi
ytiyrIb. hn"T.a,w> 

Walk before me and be perfect and I will 
confirm my covenant.

Gen 17:1–2

4. ~ynIbel. hn"B.l.nI hb'h'ñ
h+p'ref.li hp'r>f.nIw> 

Come, let's make bricks and bake them 
thoroughly.

Gen 11:3

5. ytime-ta, hr'B.q.a,w> yNIM,ñmi xq; Accept (it) from me so that I can bury 
my dead.
Gen 23:13

6. lk;aoyñw> ÅÅÅ ^T.ai Whbeñvih]
~yI+m'ñ T.v.yEw> ~x,l,ñ 

Bring him back with you ... so that he 
might eat bread and drink water.

1 Kgs 13:18

7.
^f.[,a,w> ÅÅÅ ^c.r>a;me $l.-%l.

^k.r,b'a]w: lAdG" yAgl.

Leave your country ... and I will make 
you a great nation and bless you and 
magnify your name.
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34.7 The Particle an 

a 

The particle an", frequently associated with volitional forms, is generally known as a precative particle and 
translated into English by 'please.'34 Thomas O. Lambdin has argued that it is a logical rather than a precative 
particle and is better left untranslated: "The particle seems ... to denote that the command in question is a logical 
consequence, either of an immediately preceding statement or of the general situation in which it is uttered."35 He 
bases his insight on its use with hNEhi, which he argues is also often a logical particle in direct speech and as such 
is used to introduce a fact on which a following statement or command is based. His understanding finds further 
support in the use of an with the logical particles ~ai and hT'[;, and in its use with the cohortative of resolve in 
passages where a precative use is unlikely. 

b 

The particle is found with a volitional form and hnh (## 1–2), ~a (# 3), and ht[ (# 4); -naÒÀ is attached to the 

logical particle for hnh and ~a and to the verb for ht[ (and often also for hnh; ## 1–2). It may also be 

attached to the negative la (# 3). The combination an-hnh is found in non-volitional contexts (## S-6). The 

cohortative of resolve is followed by an (## 7–8). In commands that are preceded or followed by a reason (## 

911), an is also found. The n is sometimes doubled after a syllable ending in a vowel (## 7–8, contrast ## 9, 11). 
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^+m,ñv. hl'D>g:a]w: 
Gen 12:1–2

8. !hekol.W ba'l. yli-hyEh.w<
^l.-!T,a, ykinOa'w> 

Be a father-priest to me and I will give 
you ... 

Judg 17:10

9. `%M'[i hy<h.yI hwhyw: %le Go and may YHWH be with you.
1 Sam 17:37

10. ~V'mi Wnl'ñ-Wrb.viw> hM'v'ñ-Wdr>
`tAmn" al{w> hy<x.nIw> 

Go down there, buy us (some grain) 
there, so that we might live and not die.

Gen 42:2

1. ~yaiybiN>h; yreb.DI an"-hNEhi
%l,+M,ñh;-la, bAj dx'a,-hP,

dx;a; rb;d>Ki ^r>b'd> an"-yhiy>
~h,me 

Since the words of the (other) prophets 
are uniformly good for the king, let your 
words agree with theirs.

1 Kgs 22:13 Kethiv

2. td,L,ñmi hwhy ynIr;ñc'[] an"-hNEhi
ytix'p.vi-la, an"-aBo 

Because YHWH has kept me from 
having children, go to my handmaid.

Gen 16:2

3. ^yn<ñy[eB. !xe ytiac'ñm' an"-~ai
`^D,ñb.[; l[;me rbo[]t; an"-l[; 

If I have found favor in your eyes, do not 
pass your servant by.

Gen 18:3
4. Now get the spear ... and let's go!
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Footnotes:  

1. See Joüon § 114/ pp. 307–12; W. L. Moran, "Early Canaanite Yaqtula," Orientalia 29 (1960) 1–19, at 12; and 
A. Niccacci, Sintassi del verbo ebraico nella prosa biblica classica (Jerusalem: Franciscan Printing Press, 1986) 
55–59, all of whom take the forms together as a group. For a more broadly based approach to modality, see E. 
Talstra, "Text Grammar and Hebrew Bible. II. Syntax and Semantics," Bibliotheca Orientalis 39 (1982) 26–38, 
esp. 30–35. 
2. Joüon § 114b / p. 307 suggests that it is necessary to distinguish cohortative mood (i.e., sense or syntactic 
role) from cohortative form because, on the one hand, the prefix conjugation may connote notions that we 
associate with the cohortative mood, and, on the other, the cohortative form is used for the indicative mood. On 
this point, see also P. D. Miller, "Syntax and Theology in Genesis XII 3a, " Vetus Testamentum 34 (1984) 472–76, 
at 475–76; and 34.5.3. 
3. On final-he verbs, see E. J. Revell, "First Person Imperfect Forms with Waw Consecutive," Vetus Testamentum
38 (1988) 419–26, at 419–20 (cf. 424–25 on the phonology in general); GKC § 751/ p. 210, § 108a n. 2 / p. 319. 
For final-aleph verbs, note ÀemsÌaÒÀ-hÌeÒn 'let me find favor'(Gen 33:15, 34:11, etc.); niqraÒÀ 'let's call' (Gen 24:57); Àal-
naÒÀ ÀesÃsÃaÒÀ 'let me not rift' (Job 32:21); wÝÀeÒraÒpeÒÀ 'that I may be healed' (Jer 17:14, with wÝÀiwwaÒsëeÒÁaÖ 'that I may be 
saved'); ÀesÃsÃaÒÀ '(if) I rise' (Ps 139:9, followed by ÀesëkÝnaÖ 'if I dwell'); wÝneÒsÌeÒÀ 'let us go'(1 Kgs 20:31); ÀaÒboÖÀ 'I would 
go' (Gen 38:16); but note wÝÀeÒsÌÝÀaÖ 'that I may go out' (2 Chr 1:10, before wÝÀaÒboÖÀaÖ 'and that I may go'). Suffixed 
forms are also not marked as cohortative, e.g., lÝkiÖ ÀiÖÁaÒsÌeÒk naÒÀ ÁeÒsÌaÖ 'Come now, let me advise you' (1 Kgs 1:12). 
See also Miller, "Syntax and Theology," 475–76. 
4. For the development of the jussive (versus "indicative") in West Semitic, the Aramaic dialects are more 

ÅÅÅ tynIx]h;-ta, an"-xq; hT'[;w>
`WnL'ñ hk'l]nEw> 

1 Sam 26:11

5. !xe ^D>b.[; ac'm' an"-hNEhi
lk;Wa al{ ykinOa'w> ÅÅÅ ^yn<y[eB.

jleM'hil. 

Even though your servant has found 
favor ... I can't flee.

Gen 19:19

6. bAj ry[ih' bv;Am an"-hNEhi
~y[ir' ~yIM;ñh;w> ÅÅÅ 

Even though the city site is good ... the 
waters are bad.

2 Kgs 2:19

7. ha,r>a,w> aN"-hd'r]ae I will go down and see.
Gen 18:21

8. ha,r>a,w> aN"-hr'sua'
h+Z<h; ldoG"h; ha,r>M;h;-ta, 

I will go over and see this strange sight.

Exod 3:3

9. hb'Aj hN"j;Q.h; Ht'xoa] al{h]
`h'yT,ñx.T; ^l. an"-yhiT. hN"M,ñmi 

Isn't her younger sister more attractive 
than she? Marry her instead of her (the 
older sister).
Judg 15:2

10. ^yn<ñp'l. #r,a'ñh'-lk' al{h]
y+l'['me an" dr,P'ñhi 

Is not all the land before you? Separate 
youself from me.

Gen 13:9

11. ![;m;ñl. T.+a' ytixoña] an"-yrIm.ai
%reWb[]b; yli-bj;yyI 

Say you are my sister that I may be well 
treated for your sake.

Gen 12:13
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revealing than Hebrew; see A. M. R. Aristar, "The Semitic Jussive and the Implications for Aramaic," Maarav 4 
(1987) 157–89; J. Huehnergard, "The Feminine Plural Jussive in Old Aramaic," Zeitschrift der Deutschen 
Morgenländischen Gesellschaft 137 (1987) 266–77. 
5. The contrary position, that all the forms are indicatives, is argued by H. Jagersma, "Some Remarks on the 
Jussive in Numbers 6, 24–26, " Von Kanaan bis Kerala: Festschrift ... J. P. M. van der Ploeg, ed. W. C. Delsman 
et al. (Alter Orient und Altes Testament 211; Kevelaer: Butzon und Bercker/ Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener 
Verlag, 1982) 131–36. 
6. The combination Àl + jussive is sometimes called the vetitive (Latin veto 'to not permit'); e.g., R. J. Williams, 
Hebrew Syntax: An Outine (2d ed.; Toronto: University of Toronto, 1976) 35. The relationship between the vetitive 
and the lÀ yqtl syntagm (sometimes called the prohibitive, Latin prohibeo 'to forbid') is disputed (see, e.g., Joüon § 
114i / p. 310, who is agnostic; GKC § 107o-p / p. 317 refers to the prohibitive as more emphatic, cf. § 109d / p. 
322); the role of the genre cannot be discounted. The contrast of the two syntagms is most vivid in 1 Kgs 3:25–26, 
as Anson F. Rainey has pointed out to us. The rare negative particle teal (found 68 times, chicfly in verse) can be 
used as equivalent to either lÀ yqtl (as in Ps 10:18) or lÀ yqtl (Ps 93:1); see N. J. Tromp, "The Hebrew Particle lB;," 
Oudtestamentische Studiën 21 (1981) 277–87. 
7. E.g., GKC § 109k / p. 323. 
8. On these forms, see GKC § 48g n. 1 / p. 131; Moran, "Early Canaanite Yaqtula," 12. 
9. Sabatino Moscati et al., An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages (Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 1964) 136. Scholars debate whether the imperative stem (qtul/qutul) is primary, with personal 
affixes added later to form the prefix conjugation, or whether the prefix conjugation is primary, with the affixes 
later dropped to form the imperative. The latter view is dominant (see, e.g., M. M. Bravmann, Studies in Semitic 
Philology [Leiden: Brill, 1977] 195–99), but Hans Bauer (among others) held the former; see Leslie McFall, The 
Enigma of the Hebrew Verbal System (Sheffield: Almond, 1982) 106–7, cf. 131, 172. Mishnaic (and, infrequently, 
Biblical) Hebrew and Aramaic form a compound imperative with the verb 'to be' (Hebrew hyy) and the participle; 
see M. H. Segal, A Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon, 1927) 157; J. C. Greenfield, "The 
'Periphrastic Imperative' in Aramaic and Hebrew," Israel Exploration Journal 19 (1969) 199–210. 
10. This h is sometimes called paragogic ('extending') he. 
11. GKC § 48ij / pp. 131–32. On the "third-person cohortatives," see GKC § 48d / p. 130. 
12. Moran, "Early Canaanite Yaqtula." See also J. Blau, "Studies in Hebrew Verb Formation," Hebrew Union 
College Annual 42 (1971) 133–58, at 133–44. 
13. Cf. 1 Sam 20:13. 
14. Driver's contemporary John Ruskin dubbed such projection the "pathetic fallacy." For a discussion with biblical 
examples, see the selections from Modern Painters III (1856) in The Literary Criticism of John Ruskin, ed. H. 
Bloom (New York: Norton, 1971) 62–78. 
15. S. R. Driver, A Treatise on the Use of Tenses in Hebrew (3d ed.; Oxford: Clarendon, 1892) 59–60. 
16. For Ugaritic commands in tqtl versus imperatives, see T. L. Fenton, "Command and Fulfillment in Ugaritic—
'TQTL:YQTL' and 'QTL:QTL,’" Journal of Semitic Studies 14 (1969) 34–38. 
17. Joüon §48d / pp. 108–9, § 114m / p. 311; T. O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 
1971) 114. 
18. The short form hasqsëeÒb occurs in Job 33:31. 

19. See in general Moran, "Early Canaanite Yaqtula"; more briefly, Moran, "The Hebrew Language in Its 
Northwest Semitic Background," The Bible and the Ancient Near East: Essays in Honor of William Foxwell 
Albright, ed. G. E. Wright (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1961; reprinted, Winona Lake, Indiana: 
Eisenbrauns, 1979) 54–72, at 64. 
20. Arabic contrasts indicative yaktubu and subjunctive yaktuba; the subjunctive "occurs only in subordinate 
clauses. It indicates an act which is dependent upon that mentioned in the previous clause, and future to it in point 
of time"; see W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language (3d ed.; Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1898), 2. 
24, cf. 2.34-35. For a Palestinian Aramaic contrast of first-person indicative Àeqtol and (again, confined to 
subordinate clauses) subjunctive neqtol, see J. W. Wesselius, "A Subjunctive in the Aramaic of the Palestinian 
Targum," Journal of Jewish Studies 35 (1984) 196–99. 
21. A similar idiom occurs in Gen 32:21. 
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22. The combination hbh with the cohortative is used in Gen 11:3, 4 by the conspirators at Babel and here by 
God. 
23. The sequence in Judg 6:39 is nearly identical. 
24. Blau, "Hebrew Verb Formation," 134, says that there are no further examples. 
25. For the idiom in this and the following example, see B. Jongeling, "L'Expression my ytn dans l'Ancien 
Testament," Vetus Testamentum 24 (1974) 32–40. 
26. Moran, "Early Canaanite Yaqtula," 18. 
27. Driver, Tenses in Hebrew, 55–56; see W. L. Holladay, Jeremiah (Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 1. 
161–62, for a defense of the earlier view. 
28. Note also ÀerdepaÖ in 2 Sam 22:38 and ÀerdoÖp in Ps 18:38. 

29. For biblical occurrences, see McFall, Hebrew Verbal System, 211–14; for Qumran, see E. Qimron, The 
Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986) 44, cf. 45–46. S. Morag has recently argued that 
the wÀqtlh forms in Qumranic Hebrew are to be taken not as archaisms but as reflections of a later stage of 
Hebrew, "a continuation ... not necessarily ... literary"; see "Qumran Hebrew: Some Typological Observations," 
Vetus Testamentum 38 (1988) 148–64, at 163, cf. 154–55. Similarly Revell, "First Person Imperfect Forms," 423, 
argues that the biblical cases are not archaizing. See also E. Qimron, "Consecutive and Conjunctive Imperfect: 
The Form of the Imperfect with Waw in Biblical Hebrew," Jewish Quarterly Review 77 (1986–87) 149–61, esp. 
161. 
30. See R. Polzin, Late Biblical Hebrew: Toward an Historical Typology of Biblical Hebrew Prose (Missoula: 
Scholars Press, 1976) 54–55. Cf. Qimron, Dead Sea Scrolls, 44. 
31. H. M. Orlinsky, "On the Cohortative and Jussive after an Imperative or Interjection in Biblical Hebrew," Jewish 
Quarterly Review 31 (1940–41) 371–82; 32 (1941–42) 191–205, 273–77. 
32. Cf. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 119. 
33. Orlinsky, "Cohortative and Jussive," 32:273–77. 
34. The particle occurs, in the forms -naÒÀ and -nnaÒÀ, 405 times (SA/THAT). The origin of the particle is a matter 
distinct from its usage: it may well have arisen from reanalysis of the underused energic forms of earlier stages of 
the older language (compare the heavy energic yaqtulanna and the light energic yaqtulan of Arabic); see 31.7. 
35. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 170. 
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35.1 Non-finite Verb Forms 

a 
The Semitic languages generally distinguish two categories of non-finite verb forms, the infinitive, which 
designates the action or situation of the verb, and the participle, which refers to the actor or patient of the verb.1 
Neither infinitives nor participles are inflected for aspect (Aspekt). Number and gender inflections refer to the 
noun-like features of the form; participles are regularly marked for number and gender, while infinitives rarely are 
so marked, usually with possessive auffixes. Hebrew (along with a few closely related languages)2 is distinctive in 
having not one but two infinitive types. The  
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simpler infinitive type is the infinitive construct, used as infinitives and gerunds are used in Latin and modern 
European languages. The infinitive absolute is, as Gotthelf Bergsträsser remarks, "a peculiarly Hebrew hybrid of 
verbal noun and verbal interjection of imperative character."3 

b 
The terms infinitive absolute and infinitive construct are open to objection.4 They should not be construed to mean 
that the "absolute" is reduced in certain linguistic environments to the "construct," as happens in the case of a 
noun standing before another noun in the genitive case (see 9.2). Rather, to judge from their historically 
distinctive nominal patterns, from their functions in Biblical Hebrew, and from similar uses of the infinitive in other 
Semitic languages, these two forms are historically distinct and unrelated. In earlier Semitic the nominal pattern 
that developed in Hebrew into the Qal infinitive absolute qaÒtoÒl/qaÒtoÖl was *qataÒl, and the nominal pattern that 
developed into the infinitive construct qÝtoÒl was either *qtul or *qutul.5 

c 
The Masoretic vocalization clearly distinguishes two types of infinitives, and much external evidence supports the 
distinction.6 The correctness of the Masoretic vocalization is supported indirectly by the recognition of the different 
functions of the infinitives in Biblical Hebrew. For these reasons E. Hammershaimb rightly objects to the rejection 
of the Masoretic vocalization, saying: "Only a partisan judgement on Hebrew alone combined with profound 
scepticism as to the Masoretic vocalization can lead to a repudiation of the functional difference between the two 
infinitives."7 

35 Infinitive Absolute 

35.1 Non-finite Verb Forms 
35.2 Form and Meaning 

2.1 Form 
2.2 Meaning 

35.3 Nominal Uses 
3.1 Absolute Complement 
3.2 Adverbial Complement 
3.3 Other Nominal Uses 

35.4 Adverbial Uses 
35.5 Verbal Uses 

5.1 As a Command Form 
5.2 As a Finite Verb 
5.3 As a Participle 
5.4 As an Infinitive Construct 
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35.2 Form and Meaning 

35.2.1 Form 

a 
Among its many uses in Biblical Hebrew the infinitive absolute may intensify a finite verb, serve as a word of 
command, or function as a finite verb.8 Related forms in Akkadian, Arabic, and Ugaritic similarly serve to intensify 
a finite verb or as a word of command; and in the Northwest Semitic languages (Ugaritic, Phoenician, and 
Amarna Canaanite) such forms may function as finite verbs.9 

b 
The pattern of the Qal infinitive absolute, qaÒtoÖl, is carried over to some other stems, for example, Niphal nilhÌoÒm 'to 
fight' and Piel yassoÖr 'to set right.10 Elsewhere in the  
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so-called derived stems, perhaps reflecting the use of the Qal infinitive absolute as a word of command, infinitives 
absolute are identical to the imperatives, for example, Niphal himmaÒsÌeÒÀ, Piel baÒreÒk, Hiphil hasÃkeÖl, Hithpael 
hitnasÃsÃeÒÀ.11 The Niphal and Piel are the only stems with variant infinitive-absolute patterns. 

c 
As we shall see (35.3.1), the infinitive absolute usually occurs paronomastically with a finite verb. Used in this 
way, it usually shares the stem of the finite verb, for example, Qal (Gen 2:16), Niphal (Exod 22:3), Piel (Gen 
22:17), Pual (Gen 40:15), Hithpael (Num 16:13), Hiphil (Gen 3:16), and Hophal (Ezek 16:4). 

d 
Sometimes the Qal infinitive absolute is so used with a form of a different stem. This is common with the Niphal 
(Exod 19:13; 21:20, 22, 28; 22:11, 12; 2 Sam 23:7; Isa 40:30; Jer 10:5; 34:3; 49:12; 12 Mic 2:4; Nah 3:13; Zech 
12:3; Job 6:2); note the Hophal in the usual expression tm'Wy tAm (Exod 19:12, etc.). The Qal infinitive absolute 
is also bracketed with other stems, for example, with the Piel (2 Sam 20:18), Hiphil (Gen 46:4, 1 Sam 23:22, Isa 
31:5), and Hithpoel (Isa 24:19).13 

e 
Apart from this mixture of Qal infinitives absolute with other stems, an infinitive absolute is rarely used with a finite 
verb in a stem different from itself; exceptions occur, for example, Hophal with Niphal (2 Kgs 3:23), Hophal with 
Pual (Ezek 16:4), Piel with Hiphil (1 Sam 2:16), and Pilpel with Hithpael (Jer 51:58). 

35.2.2 Meaning 

a 
Infinitives, in contrast to finite verb forms, do not require affixes that limit the situation denoted by the root with 
regard to the agent or circumstances under which the action takes place. Rather, they denote the bare verbal 
action or state in the abstract.14 Since the Hebrew infinitives occur in verbal stems, they are restricted with 
respect to stem-defining Aktionsart, though as we have seen the infinitive absolute of the Qal is used with other 
stems. 

b 
Infinitives are hybrids, verbal nouns, and as such are bracketed with the other words in settings where we would 
expect either a verb or a noun. Sometimes they are bracketed as both at one and the same time. Consider this 
example: 

1.
Atao ~Agr' vy+aih' tm;Wy tAm

This man must die—the whole assembly 
stoning him.
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c 

The infinitive absolute ~wgr is bracketed with the main verb tmwy as an adverbial accusative, qualifying how the 
action will be performed, and at the same time it is bracketed with both its own subject and object. 

d 
The infinitive absolute and infinitive construct are distinguished in part by their syntax. Although both are used in 
ways associated with both verbs and nouns, they differ in the following respects. 
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a. Only the infinitive absolute regularly takes the place of a finite verb. 
b. Only the infinitive construct is regularly used with a preposition. 
c. Only the infinitive construct can take a pronominal suffix. 
d. If the subject of the verbal action expressed by the infinitive absolute is stated, it is always an
independent noun; with the infinitive construct it may be a pronominal suffix. 
e. The infinitive absolute is used much less rarely than the infinitive construct in the most frequent uses of
the noun, namely, as a subject in the nominative function, as a genitive, or in the accusative function. 

The infinitive absolute also takes the place of other parts of speech in a clause besides those of the noun and 
verb; notably it serves as an adverb.15 It can be used as a word of command and even functions where we expect 
an infinitive construct. We broadly classify the uses of the infinitive absolute by these parts of speech:16 

a. as a noun, especially as an absolute or adverbial complement (35.3) 
b. as a frozen adverb (35.4) 
c. as a word of command (35.5.1) 
d. as a finite verb (35.5.2) 
e. as a participle (35.5.3) f: as an infinitive construct (35.5.4) 

Within these broad classifications according to word classes we can specify its more precise values. 

e 
Before turning to these species, we need to note further that the infinitive absolute is not normally negated; a 
negative particle, where needed, is normally placed before the finite verb. 

35.3 Nominal Uses 

a 
The infinitive absolute is used most often as a noun in two distinctive roles: as an absolute complement to a 
clause (in the nominative function; 35.3.1)17 and as an adverbial  
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complement, that is, a complement to the verb (35.3.2). The infinitive absolute may occur syntactically where a 
noun is expected, namely, as a subject in the nominative case, or as a genitive, or in an accusative role (35.3.3). 

35.3.1 Absolute Complement 

hd'[eh'-lK' ~ynIb'a]b†; 
Num 15:35

2. !A[] dqePo hQ,n:y> al{ hQen:w> Yet he will by no means leave the guilty 
unpunished.
Exod 34:7

3. hN"r,ñK.m.ti-al{ rkom'W You must not sell her.
Deut 21:14
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a 
The earlier grammarians did not have any doubt that when the infinitive absolute intensifies a verb it is used as a 
kind of internal accusative. As recently as 1978 Ernst Jenni still referred to such a form as an inner object.18 In 
Ugaritic, however, where case can be formally identified in forms from final-aleph roots, which indicate the final 
vowel, this use of the infinitive absolute occurs with the nominative case; for example, g8mÀu g8mÀit (to be 
vocalized *g8amaÒÀu, infinitive absolute with nominative u, g8amiÀtiÒ), 'you (fem.) are certainly thirsty.19 In this light 
Rudolf Meyer appropriately treats the corresponding Hebrew use of the infinitive absolute as "a verbal-nominal 
apposition, which stands in the isolated nominative."20 For this reason the construction can be analyzed as an 
absolute in the nominative function. 

b 
Because in this use the infinitive absolute shares the verbal root and (usually) stem of the accompanying finite 
verb, the use is said to be paronomastic, that is, based in word play, or to exhibit the schema etymologicum.21 By 
bracketing the paronomastic infinitive with the verb, the verbal idea is intensified. The effect of the infinitive refers 
to the entire clause, whence comes the term absolute complement. The infinitive usually emphasizes not the 
meaning denoted by the verb's root but the force of the verb in context. When the verb makes an assertion, 
whatever its aspect, the notion of certainty is reinforced by the infinitive (e.g., with affirmation, contrast, 
concession, or climax). By contrast, if the verb in context is irreal, the sense of irreality (e.g., dubiety, supposition, 
modality, or volition) becomes more forceful. Both verbal conjugations may express either assertion or irreality. 
Usually the intensifying infinitive with the perfective conjugation forcefully presents the certainty of a completed 
event,22 as in @r;jo @roj', 'Without a shadow of a doubt he has been torn to pieces' (Gen 37:33). With the non-
perfective conjugation the infinitive absolute often emphasizes that a situation was, or is, or will take place. Since 
the non-perfective is used for irreality and volition, the infinitive absolute can intensify the sense of irreality in 
connection with that conjugation. There is, however, no precise match between the infinitive's force and the finite 
verb's conjugation. Both conjugations may represent a situation as real or irreal and therefore the infinitive may 
emphasize either sense with either conjugation. We refer to this use of the infinitive as the intensifying infinitive. 
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c 
Scholars debate whether the infinitive absolute can ever intensify the verbal root. Jenni denies it, while Paul 
Joüon and S. Riekert affirm it.23 We agree with the latter scholars, though noting that such use is rare. 

d 
The earlier grammarians divide the uses of the absolute or intensifying infinitive into two categories, prepositive 
(that is, before the other verb) and postpositive (that is, after the other verb), while allowing that the difference in 
meaning between them is slight. Many of them also allege that the paronomastic infinitive more frequently 
signifies intensification in the more common prepositive position and continuation or repetition in the postpositive 
position. Riekert, however, rightly demurs on the basis of a close study of the intensifying infinitive in Genesis: 
"The author is convinced that we have here an artificial distinction between the prepositive and postpositive inf
[initive] and that the latter is incorrectly credited with this aspect of expressing duration."24 Over a half century 
earlier, Joüon had also called the distinction into question.25 In our opinion the paronomastic infinitive is always an 
intensifying infinitive, and so we do not recognize this traditional distinction. Nevertheless, where we can identify a 
specific use of the intensifying infinitive in only one or the other of these positions, we note that fact in our 
analysis; otherwise we exemplify under a single heading a species of the intensifying infinitive which shows both 
positions. The intensifying infinitive almost always occurs postpositively with wayyqtl, the imperative, and the 
participle. 

e 
The precise nuance of intensification must be discovered from the broader context; it can usually be rendered into 
English by an intensifying adverb appropriate to the clause (e.g., 'certainly, really'). The potential species of 
emphasis are too diverse to classify; it is more important to grasp the contextual meaning of the infinitive 
absolute.26 Riekert makes the point well: "Although the emphasis on the verb is brought about 'in various ways' ... 
, it is not different kinds of uses. It is rather a differentiation caused by being used in a richly diversified field of 
contextual situations."27 
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f 

Affirmation is the most straightforward role for an infinitive absolute (## 1–5); sometimes the particle %a is added 
for emphasis (# 6); the infinitive generally stands in prepositive position. The affirmation may form a strong 
contrast to what precedes (## 7–8)28  
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or follows (# 9), or infinitives may be used in both members of a pair (# 10).29 The contrast may involve a 
concession qualifying what follows (## 11–12) or precedes (# 13). 

1. `tWmT' tAm You will surely die.
Gen 2:17

2. ^yl,ñae bWva' bAv I will surely return to you.
Gen 18:10

3. ^k.r,b'a] %reb'-yKi I will surely bless you.
Gen 22:17

4. aA+by" aAB rBed;y>-rv,a] lKo All that he says will surely happen.
1 Sam 9:6

5. T.x;l;ñm.hu al{ x;lem.h'w>
`T.l.T'xu al{ lTex.h'w> 

To be sure, you were not rubbed with 
salt or wrapped in cloth (Pual perf. + 
Hophal inf. abs.).
Ezek 16:4

6. WnynEñp'l. aWh @G"nI @AGnI %a; Surely he is fleeing before us.
Judg 20:39

7. ^T.aime hn<q.a, Anq'-yKi al{ No, I insist on paying you (for it).
2 Sam 24:24 manuscripts

8. hNEhiw> ^yTiñx.q;l. yb;y>ao bqol'
`%reb' T'k.r;ñBe 

I brought you to curse my enemies but 
you have done nothing but bless them.

Num 23:1–1

9. WnybiñT'-la;w> [;Amv' W[m.vi Hear indeed, but do not comprehend!
Isa 6:9

10. tmeh'w> ÅÅÅ ^r>s'a/n< rsoa'-yKi
+̂t,ñymin> al{ 

We will only tie you up ... ; we will not 
kill you.

Judg 15:13

11. %M'[i %leae %l{h' rm,aToñw:
yKi sp,a,ñ 

" Very well," she said, "I will go with you. 
But ... "

Judg 4:9

12. ÅÅÅ ^t.yBe yTir>m;ña' rAma'
~+l'A[-d[; yn:p'l. WkL.h;t.yI

hT'[;w> 

indeed I had promised that your family 
would forever minister before me. But 
now ... 

1 Sam 2:30

13. hm'y>r;ñc.mi ^M.[i dreae ykinOa'
h+l{['-~g: ^l.[;a; ykinOa'w> 

I will go down with you to Egypt, and I 
will surely bring you up (again).

Gen 46:4
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The climax of a series of situations may be marked with the postpositive infinitive absolute, preceded by ~G (## 
14–15).30 
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g 
The intensifying effect of the infinitive absolute is found in a variety of non-affirming contexts. In impassioned 
questions the prepositive infinitive shows doubt or the improbability of an affirmative answer (## 16–18). A 
preposed infinitive may also be used in a conditional clause (## 19–21) or a counterfactual expression ('O that ... , 
if only ... '; ## 22–23). Various modal nuances are also associated with preposed infinitives absolute (## 24–25).31

h 

14. lAka'-~G: lk;aYOñw:
`WnPeñs.K;-ta, 

He has even used up the money paid 
(to him) for us.

Gen 31:15

15. Wnyleñ[' rreT'f.ti-yKi
`rreT'f.hi-~G: 

Now you even want to set yourself up 
as ruler over us!

Num 16:13

16. Wnyleñ[' %l{m.Ti %l{m'h]
Wn+B'ñ lvom.Ti lAvm'-~ai 

Will you actually reign over us and rule 
us?

Gen 37:8

17. %l,M,ñh;-!mi Wnl.k;ña' lAka'h,
`Wnl'ñ aF'nI taFenI-~ai 

Have we eaten anything from the king('s 
holdings) or has he ever lifted away (tax 
obligations) for us?
2 Sam 19:43

18. ydIy" hr'c.q' rAc.q' rAcq'h]
tWdP.mi 

Really, is my arm too short to be 
redeemed?

Isa 50:2

19. h'yn<ñp'B. qr;y" qroy" h'ybiña'w> If her father had happened to spit in her 
face ... 
Num 12:14

20. dqeP'yI dqeP'hi-~ai If he should happen to be missing ... 
1 Kgs 20:39

21. rm;ao rmoa'-~ai If I say ... 
1 Sam 20:21

22. lk;a' lkoa' aWl yKi @a;
~['h' ~AYh; 

If only the troops had eaten today ... 

1 Sam 14:30

23. y+fi[.K; lqeV'yI lAqv' Wl If only my anguish could be weighed 
(Qal inf. abs. + Niphal non-perf.) ... 
Job 6:2

24. yKi [d;nE [;Ady"h] How could we possibly have known 
that ... ?32

Gen 43:7

25. !W+vyrIx]T; vrex]h; !TeyI-ymi Would to God you would be silent!
Job 13:5
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Related to both the affirmative and volitional uses of the infinitive is its use with orders and admonitions; as we 
shall see below, the infinitive may stand alone as a word of command. With other orders, the infinitive is generally 
prepositive with prefix forms (## 26–29) and postpositive with imperatives (# 30; cf. # 9). 
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i 
In some cases it is difficult to focus on the force of the infinitive absolute. Occasionally it seems to intensify the 
root situation (usually postpositive, ## 31–32; prepositive, # 33).33 Elsewhere the effect is to stress a negation (# 
34) or a relevant time boundary (## 35–36). 

26. ~['h'-lK'-ta, %l,m,ñybia] wc;y>w:
hZ<h; vyaiB' [;gENOh; r+moale

`tm'Wy tAm ATv.aib.W 

So Abimelech gave orders to all the 
people, "Whoever molests this man or 
his wife shall surely be put to death (Qal 
inf. abs. + Hophal non-perf.)."

Gen 26:11

27. ^t,ñymi[]-ta, x;ykiAT x;keAh
`aj.xe wyl'[' aF'ti-al{w> 

Be sure to rebuke your neighbor frankly 
so you will not share in his guilt.

Lev 19:17

28. rAVh; lqeS'yI lAqs' The bull must be stoned (Qal inf. abs. + 
Niphal non-perf.).
Exod 21:28

29. tAc.mi-ta, !Wrm.v.Ti rAmv' Be sure to keep the commands ... 
Deut 6:17

30. yl;ae [;Amv' W[m.vi
bAj-Wlk.aiw> 

Listen, listen to me and eat what is 
good.

Isa 55:2

31. %lehol; Akb' WkB. Weep bitterly for him who goes (into 
exile).
Jer 22:10

32. x;Ajv' ~h,l' Wxj.v.YIw:
`hn<x]M;h; tAbybis. 

They spread them (the quail) out for 
themselves all over around the camp.

Num 11:32

33. tybel. hT'p.s;ñk.nI @sok.nI-yKi
^y+biña' 

You yearned intensely (to return) to 
your father's house.

Gen 31:30

34. yTik.+s'ñ-al{ %Asw> I used no lotions at all.
Dan 10:3

35. bqo[]y: ac'y" acoy" %a; yhiy>w:
ÅÅÅ wf'[ew> ÅÅÅ qx'c.yI ynEP. taeme

aB' 

It was just after Jacob left Isaac's 
presence that ... Esau ... came in!

Gen 27:30

36. Wmyqiñhe ~qeh' %a;
~y+rIm.Voh;-ta, 

They had just then installed the guards.

Judg 7:19
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35.3.2 Adverbial Complement 
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a 
When a non-paronomastic infinitive absolute is bracketed with a verb, the infinitive qualifies the verb in ways other 
than by intensifying it. In this use the infinitive may be an adverbial accusative (see 10.2.2) and is then referred to 
as the adverbial infinitive or complement. An adverbial infinitive adds a qualification to the situation represented 
by the finite verb. More specifically, it describes the manner or the attendant circumstance of that situation; it is 
not joined by a copula to the finite verb (## 1–5). The main verb may be active (## 1–3) or passive (## 4–5) in 
sense. The final example here (# 5) is noteworthy in that the infinitive has its own subject and governs a 
prepositional phrase. 

b 
A finite verb may be bracketed with a paronomastic infinitive absolute which is coordinated with another, non-
paronomastic infinitive absolute (## 6–15).34 Hebraists are not agreed about the meaning of the two infinitives in 
this kind of construction. Some think the compound invariably expresses continuance, continuous action, or 
repetition of action denoted by the main verb,35 while others suggest simply that the nonparonomastic infinitive 
expresses some other qualification to the action.36 Joüon suggests that the infinitives represent actions 
simultaneous or quasi-simultaneous with the main verb.37 In this construction we can see the coordination of an 
intensifying infinitive (the paronomastic member)38 and an adverbial infinitive (the non-paronomastic member). 

c 
Most cases involve main verbs of motion, and with these the intensifying infinitive does signify repetition or 
continuance. One of the infinitives is often haÒloÖk, and, where the main verb is hlk, it serves as the intensifying 
infinitive (## 6–10).39 The infinitives are both usually postpositive, but one (# 10) or both (# 9) can be prepositive. 
With other verbs of motion the adverbial complement can be haÒloÖk (## 11–12) or, indicating repetition, sëoÖb (# 13, 
cf. # 11) or hasëkeÒm (## 14–15). 
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1. yven>a;-lKo ry[ih'-ta, ~t,Bos;w>
ry[ih'-ta, @yQeh; hm'x'l.Mih;

t+x'a, ~[;P;ñ 

March around the city with all the 
warriors, circling it one time.

Josh 6:3

2. rv,a]-lK' tae ÅÅÅ ~yqia'
`hLek;w> lxeh' ÅÅÅ yTir>B;ñDI 

I will accomplish ... all that I have said ... 
from the beginning to the end.

1 Sam 3:12

3. bKev.h; lb,x,ñB; ~deD>m;y>w:
~t'Aa 

He measured them off with a length of 
cord by making them lie down.

2 Sam 8:2

4. bAxs' r+beQ'yI rAmx] tr;Wbq.
%lev.h;w> 

He will have the burial of a donkey—
dragged off and thrown away.

Jer 22:19

5. Atao ~Agr' vy+aih' tm;Wy tAm
hd'[eh'-lK' ~ynIb'a]b' 

This man must die—the whole assembly 
stoning him.

Num 15:35

6. lkoa'w> %Alh' %l,YEñw: He ate as he went along.
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d 
A smaller group of double infinitives absolute involve an intensifying paronomastic infinitive and an adverbial 
infinitive in a combination which serves to qualify the goal or character of the principal verb (## 16–18).42 

The broader narrative of # 16 shows clearly that the prophet intended the man to strike him in such a way that he 
would not be recognized. In the context of # 17 two kinds of uprootings are in view: an uprooting that is not 
beyond recovery (vv 14–17) and an  
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uprooting beyond recovery (v 17). The threat to strike Egypt in # 18 is expressed in a context that promises the 
restoration of Egypt. The thought might be better expressed in English by a negative: 'I will not strike Egypt 
beyond recovery.' Nothing in these contexts suggests that the paronomastic infinitive signifies continuous or 

Judg 14:9

7. %l{h' Wkl.h' tx;a; hL'sim.Bi
A[g"w> 

They kept on the road, lowing all the 
way.

1 Sam 6:12

8. lA+dg"w> %Alh' dwID' %l,YEñw: And David grew stronger and stronger.
2 Sam 5:10

9. hn"k.l;ñTe @poj'w> %Alh' They trip along with mincing steps.
Isa 3:16

10. hkob'W %leyE %Alh' He who (regularly) goes out weeping ... 
40

Ps 126:6

11. bA+vw" %Alh' ÅÅÅ ~yIM;ñh; WbvuñY"w: The water receded steadily.
Gen 8:3

12. [;Asn"w> %Alh' ~r'b.a; [S;YIw:
`hB'g>N<ñh; 

Abram kept on moving toward the 
Negev.

Gen 12:9

13. bAvw" aAcy" aceYEw: And it kept flying back and forth.
Gen 8:7

14. ~Kev.h; ~k,ylea] rBed;a]w"
rBed;w> 

I spoke to you already for a long period 
(lit., rising up early and speaking).41

Jer 7:13

15. x;lefo ykinOa' rv,a] ~yaibiN>h;
x;l{v'w> ~Kev.h;w> ~+k,ylea] 

the prophets whom I sent to you again 
and again ... 

Jer 26:5

16. `[;cop'W hKeh; vyaih' WhKeñY:w: So the man struck him (the prophet) in 
such a way as to wound him.
1 Kgs 20:37

17. aWhh; yAGh;-ta, yTiv.t;n"w>
dBea;w> vAtn" 

I will uproot that nation in such a way as 
to destroy it.

Jer 12:17

18. @gOn" ~yIr;ñc.mi-ta, hwhy @g:n"w>
aA+pr'w> 

YHWH will strike Egypt with a plague; 
he will strike them and heal them.

Isa 19:22
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iterative action. The identification of the paronomastic infinitive as the intensifying infinitive that gives prominence 
to the verbal idea, which is then qualified by the coordinate adverbial construction, is apposite in each context. 

35.3.3 Other Nominal Uses 

a 
The infinitive absolute is only rarely used in grammatical roles other than the complements. In a nominative frame, 
it is found as subject of a verbal clause (## 1–2) or subject (## 3–4) or predicate (# 5; cf. ~wc in # 13) of a 
verbless clause.43 An infinitive can be the object of a preposition (## 6–7) or the genitive in a construct phrase (## 
8–10).44 
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b 
An infinitive absolute can be used in a variety of accusative roles: direct object (## 11–13), adverbial accusative of 
state (# 14) or specification (# 15), and in a double accusative construction (# 16). Such adverbial accusative 
uses differ from those discussed above (35.3.2) in that there the infinitive describes the attendant circumstances 
of the verb. 

1. ~['h'-!mi lp;n" hBer>h;-~g:w> Many of the people fell.
2 Sam 1:4

2. `~K,mi x;keAh x;ykiAY-hm;W What does reproving from you reprove?
Job 6:25

3. bA+j-al{ tABr>h; vb;D> lkoa' To eat too much honey is not good.
Prov 25:27

4. !w<a'ñw> yrIm, ~s,q,ñ-taJ;x; yKi
r+c;p.h; ~ypir't.W 

For rebellion is (like) the sin of divination 
and arrogance (like) the evil of idolatry.

1 Sam 15:23

5. jqev.h; hq'd'C.h; td;bo[]w:
xj;b,ñw" 

The work of righteousness is quiet and 
security.

  Isa 32:17

6. qpea]B; ~r'a]-ta, t'yKihiw>
`hLeK;-d[; 

You will completely (lit., unto 
completion) destroy the Arameans at 
Aphek.45

2 Kgs 13:17

7. h+tov' yrex]a;w> and after drinking
1 Sam 1:9

8. dmev.h; ajea]j.m;B. with the broom of destruction
Isa 14:23

9. l+Kef.h; rs;Wm tx;q;ñl' to acquire the discipline of being 
prudent
Prov 1:3

10. l+Kef.h; %r,D,ñmi from the path of understanding
Prov 21:16

11. bjeyhe Wdm.li Learn to do good.
Isa 1:17

12.
[D'm; ~yhil{a/h' ~h,l' !t;n"

God gave them knowledge and 
understanding.
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35.4 Adverbial Uses 

a 
Some infinitives absolute (mostly Hiphils) have become adverbs; these are similar to adverbial complements such 
as %Alh' (35.3.2), differing in that they can occur with a variety of verb types. Such infinitives include bjeyhe 'well, 

thoroughly' (## 1–2), hBer>h; 'much' (often with daom.; # 3),46 qxer>h; 'at a distance' (# 4), ~Kev.h; 'early' (# 5),47 

and rhem; 'quickly' (# 6). An adverbial infinitive can modify an adverbial-complement infinitive (# 2) 
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35.5 Verbal Uses 

a 
The infinitive absolute can be used to "stand for" a variety of other verb forms; such replacement use is a function 
of the non-finite character of the form.48 It can "replace" command forms, finite verbs, participles, or infinitives 
construct. 

lKef.h;w> 
Dan 1:17

13. Whrex'b.a, ~Ac hz< aAlh]
[v;r,ñ tABcurlx; x;TeP; 

Is this not the (kind of) fasting I have 
chosen: to loose the chains of 
injustice ... 
Isa 58:6

14. ÅÅÅ ^M.mi vreAD hwhy-hm'W
tk,l,ñ [;nEc.h;w> 

What does YHWH require of you? ... to 
walk prudently ... 

Mic 6:8

15. `~Wn[]d;y> WnyteñnOA[]w:
vxek;w> [;voP' 

And as for our iniquities, we know them: 
rebellion and treachery ... 

Isa 59:12–13

16. WnmeñyfiT. sAam'W yxis. You made us scum and refuse.
Lam 3:45

1. b+jeyhe T'l.a;v'w> You shall investigate thoroughly.
Deut 13:15

2. bjeyhe !Axj' Atao tKoa,w" Then I crushed it, grinding it thoroughly.
Deut 9:21

3. `daom. hBer>h; hG<v.a,w" I have erred greatly.
1 Sam 26:21

4. daom. qxer>h; dx'a,-dnE Wmq'ñ It piled up in a heap a great distance 
away.
Josh 3:16

5. lAdG" lAqB. Wh[eñre %reb'm.
~+yKev.h; rq,BoñB; 

(A man) loudly blessing his neighbor 
when he rises early in the morning ... 

Prov 27:14

6. %r,D,ñh;-!mi rhem; Wrs'ñ They have turned aside quickly from the 
road.
Exod 32:8
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35.5.1 As a Command Form 

a 
The infinitive absolute used as a word of command or as an interjection is asyndetic and begins its clause. The 
use of the form as a volitional is extremely old, to judge from comparable usages in other Semitic languages.49 In 
later Hebrew it disappeared, as shown by its absence in the Chronicler (in contrast to the Deuteronomist) and 
from the Samaritan Pentateuch.50 In this use it predominantly expresses divine and/or prophetic commands: 
legislative commands (## 1–2), divine commands (## 3–6), or legislative jussive (# 7). 51 
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35.5.2 As a Finite Verb 

a 
The role of the infinitive absolute as a finite verb varies, depending on the use of waw.54 Without the conjunction 
the infinitive has no formal or clear conceptual connection with the preceding statement. It can be used for the 
cohortative (## 1–2), jussive (# 3), perfective (# 4), and non-perfective (# 5), and in proverbial sayings (## 6–8, cf. 
## 2–3). All the narrative examples cited here (## 1, 4–5) occur in direct speech. 

1. t[eB' ~k,yjep.vo-ta, hW<c;a]w"
[;mov' r+moale ayhih;

qd,c,ñ ~T,j.p;v.W ~k,yxea]-!yBe 

And I commanded your sëopetim at that 
time, "Hear the disputes between your 
kinfolk and judge fairly."

Deut 1:16

2. tB'V;h; ~Ay-ta, rAkz" Remember the Sabbath day.52

Exod 20:8

3. th'q. ynEB. varo-ta, afon" Take a census of the Kohathites.
Num 4:2

4. dwID'-la, T'r>B;dIw> %Alh' Go and say to David ... 53

2 Sam 24:12

5. ~ybiGE hZ<h; lx;N:ñh; hfo['
`~ykiGE 

Make this valley full of ditches.

2 Kgs 3:16

6. ry[i-yqi[]z: r[;v; yliyliyhe
%+LeKu tv,l,ñP. gAmn" 

Wail, O Gate! Howl, O City! Melt away, 
all you Philistines.

Isa 14:31

7. rk'z"-lk' Al lAMhi Let every male of his be circumcised.
Exod 12:48

1. ÅÅÅ laer'f.yI %l,m,ñ rm,aYOw:
hm'x'l.Mib; abow" fbw" fPex;t.hi 

And the king of Israel said ... , "I will 
disguise myself and enter into the battle."

1 Kgs 22:30 = 2 Chr 18:29

2. `tWmn" rx'm' yKi Atv'w> lAka' Let us eat and drink because tomorrow 
we die.
Isa 22:13

3. vy+aiB. lWKv; bDo vAgP' Let a bear robbed of its whelps meet a 
man.
Prov 17:12
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Sometimes such infinitives seem to function as interjections, that is, as bare roots in hurried and animated speech 
exclaiming a point. The infinitive absolute without waw may serve in place of a finite verb in making emphatic 
expressions and indignant questions (## 9–11).55 When the infinitive absolute is used as an interjection the 
reader must supply the appropriate person and aspect on the basis of semantic pertinence. The distinction 
between the use of the infinitive as interjection or as an adverbial is somewhat blurred and subjective. For 
example, in # 11, the infinitives could be rendered as below (or as 'You rely ... You conceive ... '), or they could be 
interpreted as qualifying adverbials and rendered, 'No one calls for justice ... , relying on empty argument and 
speaking lies, conceiving trouble and giving birth to evil!' 

b 
According to A. Rubinstein the infinitive absolute with the conjunction at the beginning of its clause continues a 
preceding finite verb in about forty-five passages.56 This usage belongs to a later stage of the language, to judge 
from the relatively greater frequency of this construction in Jeremiah (ten times), Zechariah (three times), Esther 
(nine times), and Nehemiah (four times) and from the rarity of this construction in the Pentateuch (twice) and in 
the earlier prophets. 

c 
The purpose served by this construction can just as well be served by other constructions;57 its use has been 
explained as an expression of a desire for stylistic variation, but this explanation does not account for its 

4. hm'WrT.h; lxeh'me rm,aYOñw:
lAka' hwhy-tybe aybil'

[;Abf'w> 

And he said,"Since the contributions 
began to come(?) into YHWH's house, 
we have eaten and been satisfied."

2 Chr 31:10

5. lkoa' hwhy rm;a' hko yKi
`rteAhw> 

This is what YHWH says, "They will eat 
and have some left over."

2 Kgs 4:43

6. !w<+a'ñ dl{y"w> lm'['ñ hroh' They conceive trouble and give birth to 
wickedness.
Job 15:35

7. dw+s !yaeB. tAbv'x]m; rpeh' Plans fail for lack of counsel.
Prov 15:22

8. `[m'v.yI al{w> ~yIn:ñz>a' x;AqP' He opens his ears but hears nothing.
Isa 42:20

9. %l{h'w> ÅÅÅ @aon"w> x;cor' bnOg"h]
~yrIxea] ~yhil{a/ yrex]a; 

Will you steal, murder, and commit 
adultery ... and follow after other gods?

Jer 7:9

10. hNEhiw> hBer>h;-la, hnOP'
j['m.li 

You expected much, but see, it turned 
out to be little.

Hag 1:9

11. jP'v.nI !yaew> qd,c,ñb. areqo-!yae
WhToñ-l[; x;AjB' h+n"Wma/B,

lm'[' Arh' aw>v'-rB,d;w>
`!w<a'ñ dyleAhw> 

No one calls for justice, no one pleads 
his case with integrity. They rely on 
empty argument and speak lies! They 
conceive trouble and give birth to evil!

Isa 59:4
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predominance in late Biblical Hebrew. Rubinstein suggests that it is the result of the disappearance of waw-
consecutive forms in late Hebrew: "It is at least significant that in the preponderant majority of our instances the 
inf. abs. occurs precisely at the point where one would expect a transition to the appropriate consecutive form of 
the verb."58 His further thesis that the substitution belongs not to the original text but to the work of scribes and 
copyists lacks convincing evidence.59 
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d 
This use of the infinitive absolute, bound with waw and functioning in place of a finite verb, closely approximates 
its use as an adverbial complement, for in both constructions the infinitive qualifies a leading verb. The 
constructions are distinguished by the presence or absence of a conjunctive waw. Without waw the infinitive is 
adverbial, qualifying the same situation as the verb; with waw the infinitive is used as a finite verb and represents 
a situation subordinate to the leading verb. In Jer 22:19 (35.3.2 # 4), for example, the adverbial infinitives %
lev.h;w> bAxs' 'dragged off and thrown away,' though coordinate with one another, are not coordinated with the 

verb and thus directly qualify the situation rbeQ'yI 'will be buried.' In the present construction the infinitive is 
coordinated with the main verb and represents a situation distinct from though subordinate to it; the infinitive 
absolute with waw introduces a separate situation from that represented by the finite verb, though that verb 
specifies the person and aspect of the infinitive.60 The infinitive can be found in sequence with a perfective form 
(## 12–13), a non-perfective form (## 14–15), a jussive (# 16), a w«qtl form (# 17), a wayyqtl form (# 18), a 
participle (35.5.3), or an infinitive construct (35.5.4). 
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35.5.3 As a Participle 

a 
The infinitive absolute may stand as a participle, although this use is difficult to distinguish from an adverbial-
accusative use. The distinctive cases involve either a verbless clause (# 1) or a mixture of infinitives and 

12. tyBe-la, ytiyleñg>nI hl{g>nIh]
Atao rxob'W ÅÅÅ ^ybiña' 

Did I reveal myself to your father's 
house ... and choose it ... 

1 Sam 2:27–28

13. dAps'w> ~T,m.c;-yKi when you fasted and mourned
Zech 7:5

14. hnOq' Aa ÅÅÅ WrK.m.ti-ykiw> If you sell ... or buy ... 
Lev 25:14

15. ÅÅÅ rd,n<ñ rDoyI-yKi vyai
h['buv. [b;V'ñhi-Aa 

When someone makes a vow ... or 
takes an oath ... 

Num 30:3

16. %l,M,ñh; dqep.y:w> ÅÅÅ Wvq.b;y> Let a search be made ... and let the king 
appoint ... 
Esth 2:2–3

17. ÅÅÅ Wdp.s'w> ÅÅÅ yl;ae WjyBiñhiw>
rmeh'w> 

They will look on me ... and mourn ... 
and grieve ... 

Zech 12:10

18. dB,k.h;w> ÅÅÅ yKi h[or>P; ar>Y:w:
ABli-ta, 

Pharaoh saw that ... and he hardened 
his heart.

Exod 8:1–1
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participles together (## 2–3). 

35.5.4 As an Infinitive Construct 

a 
The precise nuance of the infinitive absolute when it is used in lieu of an infinitive construct depends in part on the 
presence or absence of waw. When not bound with the conjunction the infinitive absolute may show the infinitive 
construct's use as a verbal complement (# 1),61 while bound with waw it has the same use as a preceding 
infinitive construct (## 2–3). 

b 

In addition to hb'a' (# 1), the unbound infinitive absolute may function as a verbal complement with #pex' 'to 

desire' (Job 13:3), bh;a' 'to love' (Prov 15:12), hs'n" 'to try' (Deut 28:56), ldex' 'to stop' (Isa 1:16).63 

Footnotes:  

1. See in general J. M. Solá-Solé, L'Infinitif sémitique (Paris: Champion, 1961). The term "verbal noun" is properly 
restricted to the infinitives or, better, the infinitive construct; in Arabic the form corresponding to the infinitive 
construct is called the verbal noun, the Arabic term being masÌdar 'source.' In Hebrew, the infinitive absolute can 
be defined as a nominal with no inflectional properties; the infinitive construct as a nominal that can occur with a 
genitive noun or a pronominal suffix. 
2. Notably Phoenician and Ammonite; see Z. S. Harris, A Grammar of the Phoenician Language (New Haven: 
American Oriental Society, 1936) 41; K. P. Jackson, The Ammonite Language of the Iron Age (Chico: Scholars 
Press, 1983) 10; and n. 9. The infinitive absolute is rare in Qumranic Hebrew and largely absent from Mishnaic 
Hebrew; see R. Polzin. Late Biblical Hebrew: Toward an Historical Typology of Biblical Hebrew Prose (Missoula: 
Scholars Press, 1976) 44; E. Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986) 47–
48; and, allowing for greater frequency of the form at Qumran, J. Carmignac, "L'Infinitif absolu chez Ben Sira et à 

1. bA+vw" aAcr' tAYx;h;w> And the living creatures were running 
and returning.
Ezek 1:14

2. bT'k.nI-rv,a] bt'K.
~ATx.n:w> %l,M,ñh;-~veB.

%l,M,ñh; t[;B;ñj;B. 

the writing which is written in the name of 
the king and sealed with the king's ring

Esth 8:8

3. ~yci[e ~yjiQ.l;m. ~ynIB'h;
vaeh'-ta, ~yrI[]b;m. tAba'h†;w>

ÅÅÅ q+ceB' tAvl' ~yviN"h;w>
~ykis'n> %Seh;w> 

The children are gathering wood and the 
fathers are lighting the fire and the 
women knead the dough ... and they 
pour out offerings.

Jer 7:18

1. %Alh' wyk'r'd>bi Wba'-al{w> They were not willing to walk in his ways.
Isa 42:24

2. Atv'w> lkoa/l, ~['h' bv,YEñw: And the people sat down to eat and 
drink.
Exod 32:6

3. br,x,ñw> ~x,l,ñAl ^T.tiB.
~yhil{aBe Al lAav'w> 

when you gave him food and a sword 
and inquired of God for him62

1 Sam 22:13
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Qumran," Revue de Qumran 12 (1986) 251–61. 
3. G. Bergsträsser, Introduction to the Semitic Languages, trans. and sup. P. T. Daniels (Winona Lake, Indiana: 
Eisenbrauns, 1983) 56. 
4. Thus we have the alternative terms "(usual) infinitive" (for infinitive construct) and "fixed infinitive" (for infinitive 
absolute) used by BL §36b'/p. 277. 
5. C. Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen (Berlin: Reuter und 
Reichard, 1913), 1. 399, 345–46. 
6. Note the Latin and Greek vocalizations of infinitive forms given by A. Sperber, A Historical Grammar of Biblical 
Hebrew (Leiden: Brill, 1966) 184–85, 190. 
7. E. Hammershaimb, "On the So-called Infinitivus Absolutus in Hebrew," Hebrew and Semitic Studies Presented 
to Godfrey Rolles Driver, ed. D. W. Thomas and W. D. McHardy (Oxford: Clarendon, 1963) 85–94, at 86. 
8. There are about 500 cases of the intensifying infinitive (35.3.1) and about 300 others, according to Burton L. 
Goddard, The Origin of the Hebrew Infinitive Absolute in the Light of the Infinitive Uses in the Related Languages 
and Its Use in the Old Testament (Harvard Dissertation, 1943) v, cf. 125–42. 
9. See J. Huesman, "Finite Uses of the Infinitive Absolute," Biblica 37 (1956) 271–95, at 281–83; Brockelmann, 
Grundriss, 1. 168. 
10. The Qal infinitives absolute and construct occasionally merge in form, yielding, e.g., inf. abs. qoÒb, Num 23:25 
(inf. cstr. laÒqoÒb, Num 23:11); inf. abs. (roÖb, the usual form for medial-waw verbs but also) riÖb, Jer 50:34 (inf. cstr. 
riÖb, Isa 3:13). 

11. Brockelmann, Grundriss, 1. 346. 
12. For nqy Niphal finite form + Niphal infinitive absolute, see Jer 25:29. 
13. The use of the Qal infinitive absolute with a finite form of a different stem suggests to Bergsträsser that the 
infinitives absolute of the other stems derive from a later stage in the language; see GB 2. 64 (§ 12f). 
14. Hammershaimb, "Infinitivus Absolutus,"86. 
15. The distinction between an independent adverb (cf. 39.3) and an "ad-verbial" use is most nearly obscured 
with the infinitive. 
16. Bergsträsser cites some instances where the influence of the infinitive absolute on the meaning of the 
sentence can perhaps no longer be perceived (GB 2.63 [012f]). While it is true that the nuance of the form is 
sometimes slight (and difficult to translate, but that is another matter), the instances cited by him can be 
understood along the lines sketched out here. 
17. Thus, e.g., 40 of the 51 infinitives absolute in Genesis are absolute complements, according to S. J. P. K. 
Rieken, "The Struct [sic] Patterns of the Paronomastic and Co-ordinated Infinitives Absolute in Genesis," Journal 
of Northwest Semitic Languages 7 (1979) 69–83, at 69. This use is virtually unknown in late Biblical Hebrew; see, 
e.g., Polzin, Late Biblical Hebrew, 43. 
18. LHS 117–18. 
19. UT§9.27. 
20. R. Meyer, Hebräische Grammatik (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1972), 3. 63, 75; contrast the approach of 
Hammershaimb, "Infinitivus Absolutus," 89. 
21. The cases in which the stems differ are noted below (cf. 35.2.1c-e). For further examples as well as the latter 
term, see GKC §113m / p. 342, §117q-r / p. 367. T. Muraoka usefully insists that it is misleading to call the 
infinitive absolute as such emphatic; it is the doubling up in the paronomastic construction that is emphatic; see 
Emphatic Words and Structures in Biblical Hebrew (Leiden: Brill, 1985) 86, 92. 
22. Goddard reckons with 81 cases of the intensifying infinitive with the perfective; see Hebrew Infinitive Absolute, 
31. 
23. Jenni remarks, "The determination consists in a strengthening of the modus of the expression (not of the 
root's meaning as such) and can only be decided upon from context"; LHS 117; contrast Joüon § 123j / p. 351 
and Riekert, "Infinitives Absolute in Genesis," 71. 
24. Riekert, "Infinitives Absolute in Genesis," 77. 
25. Joüon § 123d / pp. 348–49. As he notes, the Hithpael infinitive is always postpositive. The intensifying 
infinitive precedes the finite verb in Amarna Canaanite, Ugaritic (with one exception), and Old Aramaic. Such 
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infinitives following the verb are found notably in the Mari texts, with the verb ratÌaÒpu ito continue (doing 
something)' (perhaps under Amorite—rather than Canaanite, pace Hammershaimb—influence); see 
Hammershaimb, "Infinitivus Absolutus," 87–88. Goddard, Hebrew Infinitive Absolute, 125–42, takes a similar 
view; further, he counts in his class of single uses of the intensifying infinitive absolute (468 cases), only about 30 
in which the infinitive follows the verb or participle it refers to. Muraoka, too, is dubious (Emphatic Words, 89); he 
notes also that the prepositive infinitive + verb syntagm can only be interrupted by a negative (## 5, 10, 36), while 
the reverse allows for other insertions (see ## 13–15, 34). 
26. Contrast, e.g., GKC § 113 / pp. 339–47, and Joüon § 123 / pp. 347–58 and cf. A. Reider, Die Verbindung des 
Infinitivus Absolutus mit dem Verbum Finitum des selbes Stammes im Hebräischen (Leipzig: Metzger und Wittig, 
1872). 
27. Riekert, "Infinitives Absolute in Genesis," 76. 
28. Note also 1 Sam 6:3. 
29. Cf, too, Ps 126:6. 
30. The particle gm is also used in # 13. 
31. The sense of ÀaÒkoÒl toÒÀkeÒl (Gen 2:16) may be 'You may eat.' Cf. 31.4d. 

32. Contrast yaÒdoÒaÁ teÒdaÁkiÖ, 'It is absolutely necessary that you know that ... '(Gen 15:13). 

33. Other alleged prepositive cases include Gen 43:3, 1 Sam 20:6 (s])l), Joel 1:7, Prov 27:23. 
34. There are about thirty cases involved; see Goddard, Hebrew Infinitive Absolute, 41. More than a third of 
these, especially with hasëkeÒm, occur in Jeremiah; see S. J. P. K. Riekert, "The Co-ordinated Structs [sic] of the 
Infinitive Absolute in Jeremiah and Their Bearing on the Stylistics and Authenticity of the Jeremianic Corpus," 
Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages 13 (1987) 98–106. 
35. BL § 36e'/ p. 277; R. J. Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline (2d ed.; Toronto: University of Toronto, 1976) 38; 
F. R Blake, A Resurvey of Hebrew Tenses (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1951) 23. 
36. GKC § 113s / p. 343; Ewald as cited by Riekert, "Infinitives Absolute in Genesis," 81; C. Brockelmann, 
Hebräische Syntax (Neukirchen: Neukirchener Verlag, 1956) 82 
37. Joüon § 123m / p. 352; cf. Goddard, Hebrew Infinitive Absolute, 27–28. 
38. Following the formulation of Riekert, "Infinitives Absolute in Genesis," 81. 
39. There are a few related minor patterns: (a) two infinitives with a verbless clause (2 Kgs 2:11); with a finite verb 
(b) an infinitive absolute followed by a verbal adjective (Gen 26:13) and (c) an infinitive absolute followed by a 
participle (2 Sam 18:25). 
40. Note that the adjacent line bÀ-ybwÀbrnh also begins with an infinitive absolute. 

41. Cf. Jer 35:15. See Riekert, "Jeremiah," 98. 
42. See again Joüon § 123m / p. 352. 
43. There are about eight nominative cases all told, and the predicate nominative case here is unique, according 
to Goddard, Hebrew Infinitive Absolute, 50, 71–72. 
44. The infinitive is called absolute because it cannot be the construct term in a construct phrase (see, e.g., GB 2. 
61 [§ 12a*]); but cf. Joüon § 49a n. 1 / p. 110. 
45. The phrase Áad-kalleÒh is also used in 2 Kgs 13:19 and Ezra 9:14 and may be a frozen phrase. 

46. Goddard, Hebrew Infinitive Absolute, 50, 67, proposes to distinguish from the adverbial uses a set of 
adjectival uses of hrbh, e.g., 2 Sam 12:2, Neh 4:13, 2 Chr 25:9. 
47. Note also the pair hasëkeÒm wehaÁaçreÒb in 1 Sam 17:16. 

48. This point is stressed by Amikam Gai, "The Reduction of the Tense (and Other Categories) of the Consequent 
Verb in North-west Semitic," Orientalia 51 (1982) 254–56; but Gai exaggerates the unmarked character of the 
infinitive absolute and does not account for the relative rarity of its use for a finite verb; he cites some interesting 
Indo-European parallels from Paul Kiparsky, "Tense and Mood in Indo-European Syntax," Foundations of 
Language 4 (1968) 30–55. 
49. See Brockelmann, Grundriss, 1. 345; Huesman, "Infinitive Absolute," 281; W. Wright, A Grammar of the 
Arabic Language (3d ed.; Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1896), 1. 62. 
50. See Polzin, Late Biblical Hebrew, 43; A. Kropat, Die Syntax des Autors der Chronik verglichen mit der seiner 
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Quellen (Beiheft zur Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaften 16; Giessen: Töpelmann, 1909) 23; B. K. 
Waltke, "The Samaritan Pentateuch and the Text of the Old Testament." New Perspectives on the Old 
Testament, ed. J. B. Payne (Waco, Texas: Word, 1970) 212–39, at 215–16. 
51. J. D. W. Watts argues that the infinitive absolute serves "as an imperative" only if there is an adjacent 
imperative; he thus denies that sense to Exod 20:8; see "Infinitive Absolute as Imperative and the Interpretation of 
Exodus 20:8, " Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 74 (1962) 141–47. 
52. The MT of Deut 5:12 has sëaÒmoÖr Àt-ywm hsëbt and the Samaritan Pentateuch of Exod 20:8 has sëmwr. It may be 
that it is "in legal texts of rather general, not immediate application" that this usage is found—so alleges Muraoka, 
Emphatic Words, 85. The further suggestion that there are distinct grammatical structures for positive and 
negative commands is less clear, though his proposed scheme works in some texts, notably the second 
Decalogue: positive commands have the infinitive absolute (Deut 5:12, 16) and negative commands have the 
non-perfective with loÒÀ (Deut 5:17–21). 

53. The parallel text in 1 Chr 21:10 has leÒk wÝdibbartaÒ. 

54. This use, too, is rare in later texts; see Polzin, Late Biblical Hebrew, 44–45. 
55. Cf. also Isa 5:5, Ps 17:5, Job 40:2. On the origin of this usage, see Goddard, Hebrew Infinitive Absolute, 87. 
56. A. Rubinstein, "A Finite Verb Continued by an Infinitive Absolute in Hebrew," Vetus Testamentum 2 (1952) 
362–67; cf. Hammershaimb, "Infinitivus Absolutus," 90; cf. also Sperber, Historical Grammar, 73–75; Huesman, 
"Infinitive Absolute." 
57. Note the variety attested in these cases: hakbeÒd in Exod 8:11 MT and wykbd in Exod 8:11 Sam; wenaÒtoÒn in Isa 
37:19 and wenatenuÖ in 2 Kgs 19:18; wehasseÒk in Jer 19:13 and wehissikuÖ in Jer 32:29; sëaÃbtiÖ weraÒÀoÒh in Qoh 9:11 
and wesëabtiÖ ÀaçniÖ weÒÀerÀeh in Qoh 4:1, 7. Further, Qumran biblical manuscripts ohen shift infinitive absolute forms to 
finite forms; see, e.g., Rubinstein, "Finite Verb," 365–67; Hammershaimb, "Infinitivus Absolutus," 91. 
58. Rubinstein, "Finite Verb," 365. 
59. So also, for example, Hammershaimb, "Infinitivus Absolutus," 91. 
60. But cf. # 16. There is a systematic exception to this pattern: in a few passages a pronoun follows the infinitive 
absolute and qualifies it, e.g., wÝsëabbeÒahÌ ÀaçniÖ praised' (Qoh 4:2), wÝnahaçpoÖk huÖÀ 'it has been charged' (Esth 9:1, cf. 
3:13; Exod 36:7; 1 Chr 5:20; Esth 2:3). This is called the qataÒli anaÒku construction and is most common in the first 
person; it is found in Hebrew, Phoenician, and Amarna Canaanite. See W. L. Moran, "‘Does Amarna Bear on 
Karatepe?'—An Answer," Journal of Cuneiform Studies 6 (1952) 76–80; Moran, "The Hebrew Language in Its 
Northwest Semitic Background," The Bible and the Ancient Near East: Essays in Honor of William Foxwell 
Albright, ed. G. E. Wright (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1961; reprinted, Winona Lake, Indiana: 
Eisenbrauns, 1979) 5472, at 61–62. Despite the clear examples in prose, this construction has been 
controversial; see G. R. Driver, "Some Uses of qtl in the Semitic Languages," Proceedings of the International 
Conference on Semitic Studies Held in Jerusalem, 19–23 July /965 (Jerusalem: Israel Academy of Sciences and 
Humanities, 1969) 49–64 (all Hebrew examples are "really" perfectives); Hammershaimb, "Infinitivus Absolutus," 
91–93; David Marcus, "Studies in Ugaritic Grammar 1, " Journal of the Ancient Near Fastern Society 1/2 (1968) 
55–61; Samuel Loewenstamm, "Remarks upon the Infinitive Absolute in Ugaritic and Phoenician," Journal of the 
Ancient Near Eastern Society 2 (1969) 53. On occurrences of the infinitive absolute used as a finite verb in verse, 
see Moran, "Hebrew Language," 62; M. O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 
1980) 170, 181, 210, 227, 289. The unusual construction sÃaÒsÃ (perfective) ÀaÒnoÒkiÖ, Ps 119:162, is distinct, as Philip 
C. Schmitz observes to us, since the infinitive absolute would be sÃoÒsÃ (cf. the form used in Isa 61:10). 

61. Compare the adverbial complement use treated in 35.3.2. 
62. Cf. 1 Sam 25:26. 
63. Perhaps also ykl in Isa 57:20 = Jer 49:23; ydÁ in Isa 7:15, 16. 
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36.1 Form and Meaning 

36.1.1 Form 

a 
The ordinary Hebrew infinitive, called the infinitive construct,1 is a verbal noun used in the ways that English uses 
its infinitive ('to go') and its gerund ('going'). It is typically presented as the "real" infinitive of Biblical Hebrew, in 
contradistinction to the infinitive absolute (35.1). Like the infinitive absolute, but to an even greater degree, it is not 
unbounded, despite the etymology of "infinitive" (Latin 'non-limited'). Rather, it can be suffixed, used as the first 
term of a construct phrase, and governed by a preposition. 

b 
The infinitive construct is not consistently morphologically distinct from the imperative (in some stems) or the 
infinitive absolute (in the so-called derived stems). Thus, for example, the form hitqatteÒl serves as both infinitives 
and the imperative of the Hithpael stem. In the Hiphil the infinitive construct generally has an iÒ, written plene 
(lyjiq.h;), while the absolute usually has an eÒ- and is written defectively (ljeq.h;). In some cases a form with an 

eÒ and plene spelling is used in both roles (lyKef.h; in Job 34:35, infinitive construct; in Jer 3:15, infinitive 
absolute). A form with eÒ written defectively is found as an infinitive construct (e.g., Deut 32:8, Jer 44:19). Such 
homophonous forms must be distinguished on the basis of semantic pertinence and syntax. 
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c 
The infinitive construct of the Qal is morphologically more complex than that of other stems; a number of base 
forms are used. These may be derived from an earlier *qutul form,2 though *qtul has also been proposed by 
scholars.3 There are a number of Hebrew variants of the infinitive. One group of variants is essentially graphic: 

ljoq. is free-standing (and lAjq. is a rare alternant of that) while -lj'q. occurs before maqqeph. Another group 

involves the base: the base ljoq. is used independently and with consonantal suffixes (^ -, ~k, -, !k, -), for 

example, ^b.t'K. k«t`ob`k`a, while the base -lj.q' is used with vocalic suffixes, for example, 'ybit.K' kotbiÖ (with 
shewa medium). 

d 
For some roots the independent form reflects a *qtul base, while suffixed forms show a *qetl/qitl base, for 

36 Infinitive Construct 

36.1 Form and Meaning 
1.1 Form 
1.2 Meaning 

36.2 Nominal Uses 
2.1 Syntactic Features 
2.2 With Prepositions 

2.3 With the Preposition l 

36.3 Verbal Uses 
3.1 Syntactic Features 
3.2 As a Finite Form 
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example, dGOb.li /Adg>biB., [;l{b.li /y[il.Bi, jxov.li /~j'x]v;B..4 Occasionally, two forms are found for the suffixed 

infinitive of the same root, for example, Alp.n" /~l'p.nI.5 The feminine forms of the infinitive take the shapes 

hl'j.q', hl'j.qi, and tl,joñq., for example,hq'b.D', ha'r>yI, tk,l,ñ; less frequent forms include those that have, 

instead of o in the first syllable, a, e, and u (e.g.,hb'h]a;, tl;m.x,,hl'm.xu). All CVCCaÖ infinitives can be identified 
as independent nouns rather than infinitives, and the dictionaries vary on this point; many of the roots with such 
infinitives are statives.6 The segholate infinitives are chiefly from I-yod and I-nun roots, though these roots may 
form other infinitives.7 Another source of variation involves the prepositions; the forms btok.Bi and btok.Ki have 

shewa medium, while the most common combination, bTok.li, has a silent shewa.8 Note, too, the contrast of 

rmoa/B, and rmoale. 

e 
Only with the first-person singular and second masculine singular suffixes is there a distinction between the 
possessive suffix (genitive) and the verbal suffix (accusative). 
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Elsewhere the forms of the possessive suffixes are used, and contextual considerations must decide whether a 
subjective or objective genitive is intended (see 9.4).9 

Sometimes ambiguity is avoided by using ta, after the infinitive, for example, ytiao t[;d;ñl' 'to know me' (Jer 
24:7). Sometimes, for the objective role, a long verbal suffix (-eÒhuÖ rather than -oÖ) is used for the third-person 
masculine and an energic verbal suffix for the second-person masculine (-kka < -nka; cf. 31.7.2).10 

36.1.2 Meaning 

a 
The infinitive construct is a true infinitive, a verb and a noun, and thus a form without necessary restriction as to 

First-person singular 
Possessive yaiB-d[; until I come (2 Kgs 18:32)

Verbal ynIt;ñAMr;l. to betray me (1 Chr 12:18)

ynIreñz>['l. to help me (1 Chr 12:18)
Second-person 

masculine singular 
Possessive ^q,ñ[]z: your crying for help (= you 

cry for help) (Isa 30:19)
Verbal ñ̂l.D,G: to exalt you (Josh 3:7)

1. wyxia'ñh,llip.Apd>r'-l[; because of his pursuing his brother (< he 
pursued)
Amos 1:11

2. tynIx]h;-ta, lWav' lj,Y"ñw:
At+Koh;l. wyl'[' 

But Saul hurled his spear at him for the 
smiting of him (i.e., to smite him).

1 Sam 20:33

3. WhaeñciAhl. to take him out
Jer 39:14

4. ^÷+r,ñS.y:l. to discipline you
Deut 4:36
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agency. As a verbal noun the infinitive may function where a nominal constituent might be expected or as a verbal 
predicator; it may function in both ways at the same time. It is best construed nominally (36.2) if it is used (1) 
absolutely, or (2) in the construct state, or (3) with a pronominal suffix without an additional object or prepositional 
phrase. On the other hand, it is best construed as a verbal predicator (36.3) if it governs an object or prepositional 
phrase. The infinitive occurs often in the genitive with prepositions, and with the preposition l an extensive range 

of uses has developed. Rarely it seems to take the place of a finite verb, notably after l. 

36.2 Nominal Uses 

36.2.1 Syntactic Features 

a 
The basic syntactic features of nouns are relevant to the infinitive construct when it is positioned as a noun, as it 
usually is, and so are some verbal features, such as negation.11 We begin with the nominal categories of case 
frame and definiteness. 
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b 
The infinitive construct can represent every nominal part of a clause. In a nominative frame, it is usually found in a 
verbless clause, as subject (## 1–4)12 or predicate (# 5). The predicate is masculine even if the infinitive subject 
has a feminine form (## 1–2). It is appropriate to translate an infinitive construct with an English gerund in rare 
cases, such as these. 

c 
The infinitive occurs as a genitive after a preposition or a noun in the construct state; we consider its use with 
prepositions separately (36.2.2). After a noun in the construct state (## 6–9) it is also often best translated not by 
a gerund but by some other construction. In ## 8–9 the infinitives govern direct objects. 

1. A+Db;l. ~d'a'h' tAyh/ bAj-al{ 
The being of the man alone is not good 
(i.e., It is not good for haÒÀaÒdaÒm to be 
alone).
Gen 2:18

2. `hZ<h; rh'B' tb,v,ñ ~k,l'-br; 
Too much for you (is the) staying at this 
mountain (i.e., You have stayed at this 
mountain too long).
Deut 1:6

3.
`%l,M,ñh; dy:B. AryGIs.h; Wnl'ñw> 

To us will be the turning him over into the 
king's hand (i.e., It will be our 
responsibility to hand him over to the 
king).
1 Sam 23:20

4. ~k,B' lvom.h; ~k,l' bAJ-hm;
vyai ~y[ib.vi 

What is good for you—that (the) ruling 
over you be seventy men (i.e., that 
seventy men rule over you) ... 
Judg 9:2

5. tA+f[]l; ~L'xih; hz<w> 
And this is the beginning of them to do 
(i.e., And this is what they have begun to 
do).
Gen 11:6

6. [+v'r'h' tAKh; !Bi 
a son of being smitten is the guilty man 
(i.e., the guilty man deserves to be 
smitten)
Deut 25:2
a woman of childbearing (i.e., a woman 
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d 
In an accusative frame, infinitives construct are common as objects or as adverbial accusatives. The infinitive may 
occur as a goal word with a verb; this construction is customarily called a verbal complement because the 
infinitive is an obligatory constituent to "complete" the situation of the verb (## 10–12). 

Other verbs that govern verbal complements include hba 'to be willing' (Deut 2:30, 10:10), vqB Piel 'to 

seek' (Exod 4:24), [dy "to know (how)' (1 Kgs 3:7), !am 'to refuse' (Num 20:21), !tn 'to allow, cause' (Num 
20:21).13 When the infinitive construct occurs with verbs which have a distinctly adverbial force (denoting place, 
time, manner, etc.),14 it is best construed as an adverbial accusative (## 13–15); the construction is usually to be 
translated by rendering the infinitive as a finite verb and the finite verb or participle by an adverb.15 

e 
As a substantive the infinitive construct may be definite, occurring not only with suffixes but also with the article, 
lKo (notably in late Biblical Hebrew), etc. 

7. hd'le tv,aeñ in labor)

Jer 13:21

8. h+n<q.Mih; @sea'he t[e time for the gathering of the cattle (i.e., 
time for the cattle to be gathered)
Gen 29:7

9. h[or>P;-ta, td,L,ñhu ~Ay the day of the being born the Pharaoh 
(i.e., on Pharaoh's birthday)
Gen 40:20

10. %+l' Hx'Ko-tTe @seto-al{ It will not add giving of its strength to 
you (i.e., will no longer give its strength).
Gen 4:12

11. ^yl,ñae rBeD; lk;Wn al{ We are unable to speak to you.
Gen 24:50

12. ^D>x.P; tTe lxea' I will begin to put terror of you ... 
Deut 2:25

13. `Af[] T'l.K;ñs.hi hT'[; 
Now you have played a fool with 
respect to doing (it) (i.e., you have done 
foolishly).
Gen 31:28

14. `~Ayh; aBo !T,r>h;mi [;WDm; 
Why did you hasten with respect to 
coming today (i.e., why did you come so 
quickly today)?
Exod 2:1–8

15. !+GEn: bjimeW one who does well with respect to 
playing (i.e., one who plays well)
Ezek 33:32

16. treV'h; yleK.-lK' all the articles (used) for (the) 
ministering16

Num 4:12

17. `bDen:t.hi-lK' all (of) the freewill offering(s)
Ezra 1:6

18. `[r'w" bAj t[;D;h; #[e the tree of the knowing of good and evil
Gen 2:9
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f 

The substantival quality of the infinitive construct varies. Some infinitives function entirely as substantives: t[;D;ñ 
'knowledge,' qAxf. 'laughter,' fxey:t.hi 'enrollment.'17 Other infinitives, closer to their origins in the verbal system, 
are used as unmarked forms in striking ways. Active infinitives may have a passive sense (## 19–20), and the 
personal reference of some forms may be surprising (## 21–22). 

g 

The negative with the infinitive construct is mostly yTil.Bi(l.) (rarely yliB.), a nominal form with the archaic genitive 

ending iÖ (# 23).18 al{B. is used, essentially with the meaning 'without' (# 24). In late Hebrew one finds l. al{w>,19 

l. !yae,20 and !yae.21 

36.2.2 With Prepositions 

a 
"The most important use of the infinitive construct," as Ernst Jenni notes, "is its use after prepositions in place of a 
subordinate clause (with conjunction and finite verb)." He compares the following examples.22 
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These temporal clauses are equivalent in sense, and, since the gerund construction is awkward in English, the 
first construction is best translated like the second, employing a subordinate clause construction. 

b 

19. rAGs.li r[;V;ñh; yhiy>w: The gate was about to be shut.
Josh 2:5

20. dymiv.h;l. ÅÅÅ Wnr>K;ñm.nI For we have been sold ... to be 
destroyed.
Esth 7:4

21. Wn+meñAqm.Bi !ke hf,['yE-al{
ttel' 

It is not done in our land to give (i.e., 
that we give) ... 

Gen 29:26

22. y+xeKo-ta, ^t.aor>h; to show you (i.e., that I might show you) 
my strength
Exod 9:16

23. yTil.bil. ^ytiñyWIci rv,a]
WNM,ñmi-lk'a] 

of which I have commanded you not to 
eat

Gen 3:11

24. tA[r> al{B. without seeing (him)
Num 35:23

1a. `AtyBe-la, wyn"doa] aAB-d[; until the coming of his lord into his 
house (i.e., until his lord comes home)
Gen 39:16

1b. ynIdoa]-la, aboa'-rv,a] d[; until I come to my lord
Gen 33:14
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The preposition used most commonly with infinitives is l, and for this reason, we discuss it separately (36.2.3). 

The construction occurs with every preposition, but most frequently with B and K, especially with a temporal 

sense. With the infinitive construct, B denotes in general the temporal proximity of one event to another, K more 
specifically the more immediately preceding time.23 

The most common infinitive clauses are, as noted, temporal, involving B (## 2, 4, 5), K (## 3, 6, 7), d[ (## 1a, 

8), rxa and yrx[ (# 9), and !m (# 10).24 Another group of clauses denotes logical relations, specifying a cause 

or a goal. Causal clauses are governed by B (# 11), !m (# 12), ![y (# 13), and l[ (# 14). Final or result clauses 

are governed by ![ml (# 15). There are two negative clause types, separative in !m (# 16) and concessive 

('although') in l[ (# 17). Thus, B may be temporal (## 2, 4, 5) or causal (# 11); l[ may be causal (# 14) or 

concessive (# 17); and !m may be temporal (# 10), causal (# 12), or separative (# 16);25 the rest of the 
prepositions have only one major role in infinitive clauses. 
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2. dwID' hn"v' ~yvil{v.-!B,
A+kl.m'B. 

David was thirty years old when he 
became king.

2 Sam 5:4

3. hK'hi Akl.m'k. yhiy>w:
~['b.r'y" tyBe-lK'-ta, 

Right when he (Baasha) became king he 
killed off the whole house of Jeroboam.

1 Kgs 15:29

4. ay+biN"h; !t'n" wyl'ae-aAbB.
`[b;v'-tB;-la, aB'-rv,a]K; 

when the prophet Nathan came to him 
right after he had gone into Bathsheba

Ps 51:2

5. hd,F'B; ~t'Ayh.Bi yhiy>w: and while they were in the field
Gen 4:8

6. ÅÅÅ ~z<N<ñh;-ta, taor>Ki yhiy>w:
vyaih'-la, aboY"w: 

When he had seen the ring ... he went 
out to the man.

Gen 24:30

7. vm,V,ñh; aAbK. when the sun sets
Deut 16:6

8. ~AqM'h;-d[; ~k,a]Bo-d[;
`hZ<h; 

until you reached this place

Deut 1:31

9. !xoysi taeAtKoh; yrex]a; after he had defeated Sihon
Deut 1:4

10. hm'Q'B; vmer>x, lxeh'me from the time you begin to put sickle to 
harvest
Deut 16:9

11. Wnt'ñao hwhy ta;n>fiB. because YHWH hates us
Deut 1:27

12. ~k,t.a, hwhy tb;h]a;me yKi because YHWH loved you
Deut 7:8
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36.2.3 With the Preposition l 

a 
The combination of l + infinitive construct is common in a variety of uses.26 Some are similar to those of the 
infinitive without preposition, while others are specialized along the lines of infinitive clauses with B, K, and other 
prepositions. The special role of this combination is indicated by the non-rapine status of the opening of the 
second syllable, lik_tob_ not lik_t_ob_. 

b 
The combination can be found in any nominal role in a clause.27 In a nominative frame, it is usually used as a 
subject, in verbless clauses (## 1–2) or in clauses with hyh (## 3–4). 
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Infinitives with l can also serve as verbal complements, supplying a verb to "complete" the main finite verb (## 5–
9). Some finite verbs generally govern complements in l (e.g., ary, # 5), while others can govern infinitives with 

or without l (e.g., !am, # 6; cf. 36.2.1d). Rarely an infinitive with l serves as an adverbial after a noun (## 10–
11).28 

13. ~k,s.a'm' ![;y:ñ because you refused
Isa 30:12

14. %rem.a'-l[; because you say
Jer 2:35

15. ^d>y"b. ATTi ![;m;ñl. so as to hand him over to you
Deut 2:30

16. ~h,me dx;a;l. tTemi so that he will not give to one of them
Deut 28:55

17. ^T.[.D;-l[; although you know
Job 10:7

1. h+whyl; tAdhol. bAj To praise YHWH is good.
Ps 92:2

2. dbo[]l; ~k,ynEy[eB. [r; ~aiw>
hwhy-ta, 

If it is evil in your eyes to worship 
YHWH ... 

Josh 24:1–5

3. qZEx;l. ht'y>h' hwhy taemi yKi
~B'li-ta, 

Because from YHWH was the hardening 
(of) their heart (i.e., because YHWH 
hardened) ... 
Josh 11:20

4. %l,M,ñh;me ht'y>h' al{ yKi
rnEb.a;-ta, tymih'l. 

the killing (of) Abner was not from the 
king

2 Sam 3:37

5. r[;A+cñB. tb,v,ñl' arey" He was afraid to stay in Zoar.
Gen 19:30

6. ~xen:t.hil. !aem'y>w: He refused to be comforted.
Gen 37:35
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c 

Infinitive clauses with l are of various types. Some of these types are analogous to those formed with other 
prepositions, that is, purpose, result, and temporal clauses. Others reflect the distinctiveness of the l combination, 
that is, gerundive, modal, and immanent clauses. 

d 
Purpose, result, and temporal clauses or phrases can be seen as serving the role of verbal complements, though 
with complements of a type that can also be specified by a subordinate clause with a finite verb. Infinitive purpose 
or final clauses (# 12a) are similar to purpose clauses with finite verbs (# 12b).29 
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The line of demarcation between the purpose infinitive clause and the complementary infinitive is somewhat 
blurred (# 13). (With verbs of commanding, the infinitive is best taken as an object accusative.) 

The subject of the infinitive may be subject of the main verb (## 12a, 13a, 14) or a noun not involved in that 
clause (# 15). 

7. vyaih' #Pox.y: al{-~aiw>
A+Tm.biy>-ta, tx;q;ñl' 

If a man does not want to marry his 
brother's widow ... 

Deut 25:7

8. @s,K,b;W-bh'Z"B; tAf[]l; [;deAy one who knows [how] to work in gold 
and silver
2 Chr 2:13

9. @rof. yTil.bil. %l,M,ñb; W[GIñp.hi
h+L'gIM.h;-ta, 

They urged the king not to burn the 
scroll.

Jer 36:25

10. `!Wll' ~Aqm'-~G: as well as room to spend the night
Gen 24:25

11. x;Ko ^l. !teNOh; aWh yKi
lyI+x'ñ tAf[]l; 

For it is he who gives you the strength 
to produce wealth.

Deut 8:18

12a. h+m'l{v. tm;k.x' tae [;mov.li in order to listen to the wisdom of 
Solomon
1 Kgs 5:14

12b. ynEB. td;[]-lK' W[m.v.yI ![;m;ñl.
`laer'f.yI 

in order that the whole Israelite 
community will listen (to him)

Num 27:20

13a. A+naco-ta, zzOg>li %l;h' !b'l'w> Laban went to shear his sheep.
Gen 31:19

13b. taor>li hwhy dr,YEñw:
ry[ih'-ta, 

YHWH went down to see the city.

Gen 11:5

14. ~k,t.ar;q.li ÅÅÅ yrImoa/h' aceYEw: The Amorite came out ... to confront 
you.
Deut 1:44

15. ~ykir'D> ~yIn:ñv. ^l.-~yfi So now, mark out two roads for the 
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Result clauses express a consequence of the main verb ('and so; so that'; ## 16–19). 

Temporal clauses in l can mark a point in time or an extent in time. Signaling a point is chiefly associated with 

the verb pny 'to turn,' yielding the expressions rqB tnpl 'at the turning of (the) day' (## 20–21) and br
[ tnpl 'at the turning of evening' (## 22). Extent in time can be marked with l (# 23), and, with d[, this 
pattern can also be used with spatial reference (## 24–25).30 
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br,x,ñ aAbl' sword ... to come.

Ezek 21:24

16. hwhy ynEy[eB. [r;h' tAf[]l;
`Asy[ik.h;l. 

by doing evil in YHWH's eyes and so 
provoking him

Deut 9:18

17. t[;d;ñl' ÅÅÅ ~k'x' ynIdoaw:
`#r,a'ñB' rv,a]-lK'-ta, 

My lord is wise ... so that he knows 
everything in the world.

2 Sam 14:20

18. h['r' ~yfi[o ~T,a; hm'l'
ÅÅÅ ~k,tefp.n:-la, hl'Adg>

~k,l' rytiAh yTil.bil.
`tyrIaev. 

Why do you bring great disaster on 
yourselves ... and so leave yourselves 
without a remnant?

Jer 44:7

19. ^yn<ñy[eB. !xe ytiac'ñm' [;WDm;
ynIreñyKih;l. 

Why have I found such favor in your 
eyes that you notice me?

Ruth 2:10

20. rq,Boñ tAnp.li ~Y"h; bv'Y"ñw:
Ant'yael. 

The sea went back to its flow at 
daybreak.

Exod 14:27

21. rq,+Boh; tAnp.li hV'aih' aboT'w:
`rAah'-d[; ÅÅÅ xt;P,ñ lPoTiw: 

The woman came in at daybreak and 
collapsed at the door ... (remaining 
there) until (it was) light.
Judg 19:26

22. br,+['ñ tAnp.li hd,F'B; ÅÅÅ aceYEw: He went out ... to the field at evening 
time.
Gen 24:63

23. tAl[]l; d[; WaB.n:t.YIw:
h+x'n>Mih; 

They prophesied until (the time of) 
the offering of the sacrifice.

1 Kgs 18:29

24. `tm'x] aAbl. d[; up to the entering of Hamath
Josh 13:5

25. aAbl.-d[; bv;y" xr'z>Mil;w>
hr'B'ñd>mi 

To the east he occupied the land up 
to the entering of the steppe.

1 Chr 5:9
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Temporal phrases or clauses can complement verbs that denote a period of time drawing near (brq; # 26)31 or 

being completed (hlK; ## 27–28). 

e 

As a gerundive, explanatory or epexegetical, the construction l + infinitive often explains the circumstances or 
nature of a preceding action. In developing the thought of a finite verb it resembles the Latin gerundive (e.g., 
faciendo 'doing'), the English "in [do]ing something." The construction is found frequently in the Qumranic 
Hebrew;32 there and in Biblical Hebrew33 it is used in oratorical phrasing. Under this heading may be included the 
very frequent rmal, used to introduce direct discourse after verbs of saying and of mental activity (thinking, 
praying, etc.). 
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f 

The modal senses of l clauses are found in verbless clauses or clauses with vyE or !yae.34 Usually a prepositional 
phrase is also used, generally with l (to indicate possibility or permission; ## 33–38) or Ál (to indicate obligation or 
permission; ## 39–40), though other prepositions are found, too (## 41–43). Modal clauses with no prepositional 
phrase tend to be used in poetry (## 44–45). 
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26. tWml' laer'f.yI-ymey> Wbr>q.YIw: The time drew near for Israel to die.
Gen 47:29

27. W[r>K' tA+l[]h;l. tALk;k.W Having completed (the time of) sacrifice, 
they knelt.
2 Chr 29:29

28. tl;l' ÅÅÅ AtL'k;w> the (time of) delivering being completed
1 Sam 4:19

29. tB'V;h; ~Ay-ta, rAmv'
A+vD>q;l. 

Keep the Sabbath day by sanctifying 
it.

Deut 5:12

30. ÅÅÅ hwhy lAqB. [m;v.ti yKi
ÅÅÅ wyt'Ac.mi-lK'-ta, rmov.li

rv'Y"h; tAf[]l; 

If you obey YHWH ... by keeping all 
his commandments ... by doing what 
is right ... 

Deut 13:19

31. WNM,ñnI dx;a;K. hy"h' ~d'a'h' !he
[+r'w" bAjt[;d;ñl' 

HaÒÀaÒdaÒm has become as one of us in 
knowing good and evil.

Gen 3:22

32. A+xr>a'-ta, r[;N:ñ-hK,z:y> hM,B;
`^r,ñb'd>Ki rmov.li 

How can a young man keep his way 
pure? By living according to your 
word.
Ps 119:9

33. vyEh] %l' tAf[]l; hm,
%l,M,ñh;-la, %l'-rB,d;l. 

What can be done for you? Can we 
speak on your behalf to the king?

2 Kgs 4:13
34. What right have you to recite my 
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g 
The immanent sense of the infinitive with l describes a non-perfective event, usually one "about to" happen 
(tempus instans); the clause may be verbless (## 46–48) or governed by a form of hyh, if the reference is to the 
past (# 49).35 

y+Q'xu rPes;l. ^L.-hm; statutes?

Ps 50:16

35. ta+zOB' ~xeL'hil. ~k,l' al{ You are not to fight in this (battle).
2 Chr 20:17

36. ryjiq.h;l. WhY"ñZI[u ^l.-al{ It is not right for you, Uzziah, to burn 
incense.
2 Chr 26:18

37. hBer>h; ^l. tt,l'ñ hwhyl; vyE
`hZ<mi 

YHWH can give you much more than 
that.

2 Chr 25:9

38. tymih'l. vyai Wnl'ñ-!yaew>
l+aer'f.yIB. 

None of us has a right to kill an Israelite 
citizen.

2 Sam 21:4

39. @s,k,ñ hr'f'ñ[] ^l. tt,l'ñ yl;['w> Then I would have had to give you ten 
shekels of silver.
2 Sam 18:11

40. WNM,ñmiW @ysiAhl. !yae wyl'['
[;+rog>li !yae 

Nothing can be added to it and nothing 
can be taken from it.

Qoh 3:14

41. rBoq.li ~k,v.p.n:-ta, vyE-~ai
ytime-ta, 

If you are ready to bury my dead ... 

Gen 23:8

42. `bCey:t.hil. ^M.[i !yaew> And no one can stand against you.
2 Chr 20:6

43. lAag>li ^t.l'ñWz !yae yKi And none has the right to redeem (it) 
except you.
Ruth 4:4

44. ymir>k;l. dA[ tAf[]L;-hm; What more could I do for my vineyard?
Isa 5:4

45. ~veB. ryKiz>h;l. al{ yKi sh' Hush, we must not mention the name.
Amos 6:10

46. ynI+[eñyviAhl. hwhy YHWH will save me.
Isa 38:20

47. lPon>li lb,B'-~G: Babylon will fall.
Jer 51:49

48. `bAj-acom.li hn"WbT. rmevo He who cherishes understanding will 
find what is good.
Prov 19:8

49. aAbl' vm,V,ñh; yhiy>w: The sun was about to set.
Gen 15:12
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36.3 Verbal Uses 

36.3.1 Syntactic Features 

a 
An infinitive construct can manifest its verbal character in various ways.36 It may be associated with its subject 
only (## 1–2) or its object only (## 3–5) or a preposition only (## 6–7). Less often both subject and object follow 
the infinitive; the object may be unmarked (# 8) or signaled by ta (# 9) or a prepositional phrase may be used (# 
10; cf. 10.2.1c-d)37 
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36.3.2 As a Finite Form 

a 

Sometimes in poetic speech or in late Hebrew the infinitive construct after lw is used as an equivalent of a finite 
verb (or of a nominal construction) to represent a situation successive to that represented by a finite verb (# 1) or 
participle (# 2).39 

1. x;+ceroh' hM'v'ñ snUl' so that the killer can flee there
Num 35:6

2. `Wnreñy[ib.W Wnx.n:ña] ~v' tWml' so that we and our cattle might die there
Num 20:4

3. ~k,t.a, hr'S.y:l. to punish you38

Lev 26:18

4. ytiao ha'r>yIl. to fear me
Deut 4:10

5. d+wID'-ta, tymih'l. to kill David
1 Sam 19:1

6. y+t'nOb.liw> yn:b'l. qVen:l. to kiss my sons and daughters
Gen 31:28

7. ~k,B' lvom.h; ~k,l' bAJ-hm; What is better for you—that the ruling 
over you ... ?
Judg 9:2

8. ~yhil{a/ hwhy tAf[] ~AyB.
`~yIm'ñv'w> #r,a,ñ 

when YHWH God made earth and 
heaven

Gen 2:4

9. hL,+aeñh' ~yrIb'D>h;-ta, A[m.v'B. when he heard these words
1 Sam 11:6

10. Ab-A[g>piB. when he meets him
Num 35:19

1. yle[]Poñ-~[i hr'b.x,l. xr;a'w>
`[v;r,ñ-yven>a;-~[i tk,l,ñl'w> !w<+a'ñ 

He keeps company with evildoers; he 
associates with wicked men.

Job 34:8

2. ~ykiBo ÅÅÅ ~ynIh]Koh;me ~yBir;w> Many of the priests ... were weeping ... 
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In many of its uses the infinitive construct is continued by a finite verb. 

Footnotes:  

1. See 35.1b on the term "infinitive construct" and for references. 
2. GKC § 45b / p. 123; BL § 43b / p. 316; C. Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der 
semitischen Sprachen (Berlin: Reuter und Reichard, 1908), 1. 18, 338, 579; GB 2. 83 (§ 14p); Joüon § 49a / pp. 
109–10; S. Moscati et al., An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages (Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 1964) 147. 
3. R. Meyer, "Zur Geschichte des hebräischen Verbums," Vetus Testamentum 3 (1953) 225–35, at 230–32; cf. 
UT § 9.20, 26. In any case, the o vowels of the two infinitives have distinct origins, as the infinitive absolute is 
from *qataÒl and the construct from *q(u)tul. 

4. On the morphological tangles, see the sure guide of H. M. Orlinsky, "The Qal Infinitive Construct and the Verbal 
Noun in Biblical Hebrew," Journal of the American Oriental Society 67 (1947) 107–26. On the mixed pattern of the 
verb sëkb, see his "The Hebrew Root sèKB," Journal of Biblical Literature 63 (1944) 19–44, at 42–44. 

5. Orlinsky argues that the *qitl forms are segholate nouns rather than infinitive nouns; see "Qal Infinitive 
Construct," l 19–20. 
6. Orlinsky, "Qal Infinitive Construct," 117; for other supposed Qal infinitives, see pp. 118–19. 
7. A number of roots, especially weak roots, use a variety of infinitives construct, possibly with some semantic 
specialization; see again Orlinsky, "Hebrew Root sèKB." 

8. On this pointing, see W Weinberg, "‘Before' and 'After' in the Teaching of Hebrew Grammar," Hebrew Studies 
23 (1982) 127–44, at 129–31; S. Levin, "Defects, Alleged or Real, in the Tiberias Pointing," Hebrew Studies 23 
(1982) 67–84, at 72–76. In Mishnaic and later Hebrew, only the infinitive construct with I is used; see M. H. Segal, 
A Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon, 1927) 165–66; and W. J. Van Bekkum, "The Origins of the 
Infinitive in Rabbinical Hebrew," Journal of Semitic Studies 28 (1983) 247–72. 
9. Thus koteÃÓniÖ 'writing to me' versus kotbiÖ 'my writing,' but kotboÖ 'writing to him, his writing.' See LHS 118. Mishnaic 
Hebrew eliminates this source of ambiguity: "The pronominal suffixes ... are ... always of an objective force"; 
Segal, Mishnaic Hebrew, 166. 
10. For other examples of -kkaÒ, see Deut 23:5, Job 33:32 (all three are pausal). 

11. Other verbal features are treated in 36.3.1. 
12. For other examples, see Ps 17:3; Prov 16:19, 17:26; for the infinitive in a construct phrase, see Isa 7:13; for a 
quasi-adverbial example, see 2 Sam 15:20 (tÝmoÖl boÖÀeÃkaÒ, 'Your coming was yesterday, i.e., you came yesterday'). 

13. See GB 2. 54–55 (§ 14d*) for other relevant verbs. 
14. Often denominatives in Piel or Hiphil. 
15. For other relevant verbs, see GB 2. 54–55 (§ 14d*). 
16. The phrase occurs without the article in 2 Chr 24:14. 
17. See GB 2.55 (§ 14e). 
18. See Joüon § 124e / p. 360. The form biltiÖ occurs 112 times (SA/THAT). 

19. For examples, see 1 Chr 5:1, 2 Chr 12:12. 
20. For an example, see 2 Chr 5:11. 
21. For an example, see 2 Chr 20:25; for Àyn with ÁoÖd 'no longer,' see Mal 2:13. 

`lAq ~yrIh'l. ÅÅÅ ~yBir;w> ÅÅÅ and many ... were shouting.

Ezra 3:12

3. ÅÅÅ ytir'AT-ta, ~b'z>['-l[;
yliAqb. W[m.v'-al{w> 

because they have forsaken my law ... 
and have not obeyed my voice

Jer 9:12
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22. LHS 119. The infinitive construct with b and k is rarer in late Biblical Hebrew, while that with l is more 
common; see R. Polzin, Late Biblical Hebrew: Toward an Historical Typology of Biblical Hebrew Prose (Missoula: 
Scholars Press, 1976) 45–46, 60–61. 
23. LHS 119. 
24. On the prevalence of infinitives construct in Deuteronomy and thus in the examples here, see C. H. Miller, 
"The Infinitive Construct in the Lawbooks of the Old Testament," Catholic Biblical Quarterly 32 (1970) 222–26. On 
temporal clauses with Ám in Qumranic Hebrew, see E. Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta: 
Scholars Press, 1986) 73–74. 
25. In Gen 4:13 (36.2.1 # 18) it is not clear whether the sense is separative or comparative: gaÒdoÖl ÁaçoÒniÖ minnÝsÃoÒÀ, 
'My guilt is (too) great for bearing' or ' ... is too great to bear.' 

26. See 1. Soisalon-Soinenen, "Der Infinitivus constructus mit l im Hebräischen," Vetus Testamentum 22 (1972) 
82–90; cf. n. 22 on late Biblical Hebrew. 
27. Except in a genitive role. 
28. This use may be blurred with the epexegetical use. 
29. LHS 119–20. On hinneÒh with infinitive purpose clauses, see D. J. McCarthy, "The Uses of wehinneÒh in Biblical 
Hebrew," Biblica 61 (1980) 330–42, at 339–40. 
30. The spatial extension of meaning reflects the language of tours and so is ultimately temporal; cf. the language 
of English tours such as 'You walk until you see a big tree, then you turn. ... ' See M. O'Connor, "The Grammar of 
Finding Your Way in Palmyrene Aramaic," Fucus: A Semitic/Afrasian Gathering in Remembrance of Albert 
Ehrman, ed. Y. L. Arbeitman (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1988) 353–69. Thus the sense in # 24 (and similar 
phrases) is 'up to the point where you (or one) enters (the area of) Hamath.' 
31. Note a comparable verbless clause in Isa 56:1. 
32. R. Meyer, Hebräische Grammatik (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1969), 2. 130; cf. Qimron, Dead Sea Scrolls, 72–73. 
33. Joüon § 1240 / pp. 363–64. 
34. A precative use of l + infinitive is common at Qumran; see Qimron, Dead Sea Scrolls, 70–72. 
35. If the reference is to the future, the clause is either descriptive (e.g., Ezek 30:16) or jussive (e.g., Ps 109:13). 
C. R. Krahmalkov alleges that in this use "the infinitive expresses neither purpose nor obligation but is ... a true 
periphrasis of the imperfect," citing # 48, Hos 9:13, and Qoh 3:15; see "The Periphrastic Future Tense in Hebrew 
and Phoenician," Rivista degli Studi Orientali 61 (1987) 73–80, at 73. 
36. Many of the examples cited above are relevant here and may be consulted. In Biblical Hebrew, the nouns 
governed by an infinitive follow it, while in Aramaic and in Qumranic Hebrew the opposite order is attested for 
objects; see Qimron, Dead Sea Scrolls, 74. 
37. For an infinitive with two objects, note harÀoÒtÝkaÒ Àet-koÒhÌiÖ 'that (1) make you see my strength' (Exod 9:16). The 
object of an infinitive may itself be an infinitive governing an object with Àt, e.g., hamÁatÌ qahÌteÒk Àet-ÀiÖsëiÖ,'Isn't it enough 
that you took my husband?' (Gen 30:15). 
38. The shape of the feminine endings here and in # 4 reinforces the Masoretic conviction that such forms are not 
construct. 
39. Joüon § 124p / p. 364. 
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37.1 Form and Meaning 

a 
The participle is so called because it participates in both nominal and verbal characteristics; it is a non-finite verb 
form used as a noun (specifically, as an adjective).1 English has two participles, the present participle (in -ing; 
used to form the progressive verbs, # 1, and in noun clauses, # 2) and the past participle (in red; used to form the 
perfective verbs with the auxiliary 'have,' # 3, and passive verbs with the auxiliary 'be,' # 4). According to 
traditional grammarians, the ring form in English can serve either as a participle, an adjectival form (## 5–6), or as 
a gerund, a substantival form (## 7–8, cf. # 2). Modern grammarians sometimes question the usefulness of this 
distinction.2 The various uses of the two participles depend on semantic features as well as syntactic patterns. 

1. Abraham was walking from Ur. 
2. Walking from Ur was pleasant. 
3. He had closed up his house. 
4. He was persuaded to leave. 
5. Running camels are dangerous. 
6. I watched the camels running from Ur. 
7. Running camels is dangerous. 
8. I watched the camels' running from Ur. 
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The infinitives of Hebrew correspond to the English gerund and the participles to the English (adjectival) participle.

b 
Hebrew has two kinds of participles, active and passive; the passive feature of the derived stems denoting 
passive voice (i.e., Niphal, Pual, Hophal) is independent of this distinction in participles, and the occurrence of a 
passive participle in a given stem is not entirely predictable. The Qal masculine singular participles have these 
forms: active fientive ljeqo and stative ljeq', passive lWjq' (rarely lJ'qu or lAJqi).3 Participles are inflected for 
number and gender and are used in both absolute and construct states; in the absolute they have a more verbal 
character and may govern nouns. 

c 
The active participle has four principal functions in Biblical Hebrew: as a substantive (# 9; cf. # 12), an adjective 
(## 10–11), a relative (# 12), and a predicate (# 13).4 The relative use is the most clearly intermediate form, both 
an adjective and a predicate. The passive participle is rare as a substantive, but it is common in the other 
functions. 

37 Participles 

37.1 Form and Meaning 
37.2 Substantival Use 
37.3 Participial Syntax: Accusative and Genitive 
37.4 Adjectival Use 
37.5 Relative Use 
37.6 Predicate Use 
37.7 Use with Finite Verbs 

7.1 With hyh 

7.2 In Association with Finite Verbs 

9. ~yjip.Voh; jpov. ymeyBi yhiy>w: When the sëopetim judged ... 
Ruth 1:1
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d 
Does one "meaning" attach to all these functions? A. B. Davidson, representing a traditional view, claims that the 
participle denotes linear aspect: "The [participle] or nomen agentis ... presents the person or subj[ect] in the 
continuous exercise or exhibition of the action or condition denoted by the verb."5 Along the same lines, S. R. 
Driver carefully distinguishes this linear aspect from the broken, repetitive aspect of the nonperfective conjugation: 
"Mere continuance in the sense of duration without progress is never expressed by the imp[erfect]. ... The 
participle is the form which indicates continued action. ... Thus while the imp[erfect] multiplies an action, the 
participle prolongs .6 

e 
This presentation needs qualifying. One can scarcely speak of the purely substantival participle (nomen agentis) 
in terms of action (see 37.2); in this use the qoÒteÒl form points not so much to an action as to a person. Further, the 
stative participle functions as an adjective, connoting a fixed and permanent quality; as M. Greenberg states: 
"Stative  
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participles are pure adjectives."7 E. Kautzsch claims that the language is "fully conscious of the difference 
between a state implying action" and one not implying it, for quasifientive roots, that is, roots with transitive stative 
participles (e.g., anEf' 'to hate') in contrast to intransitive stative roots (e.g., dbeK' 'to be heavy'; see 22.2.3), may 
form a participle not after the stative but after the fientive pattern; only with this form can such roots denote 
continued activity.8 Further, progressive aspect is not crucial in the participle's use as a relative. T. O. Lambdin 
notes that in this use the participle connotes "completed action": "In English, therefore, a relative clause with a 
perfect or preterite verb is often required in translation" (37.5).9 The passive participle, too, tends to describe a 
situation not implying progressive activity but resulting from some earlier action.10 Finally, the participle is 
sometimes used where one would expect a finite form. This is especially true in the post-exilic books: "The 
participle is sometimes used—especially in the later books ... —where we should expect the action to be divided 
up into its several parts, and consequently should expect the finite verb."11 

f 
Thus the characterization of the participle as denoting unbroken aspect is true only in the case of the participle's 
almost purely verbal use as predicative.12 We cannot abstract from the participle's four functions one basic 
meaning. If, however, we leave the substantival use aside, we can say that as a verbal adjective the participle 
tends to describe a state of affairs rather than to present a bare event. 

37.2 Substantival Use 

a 
Some words with the qoÒteÒl pattern (5.2) are used only as nouns, while others are sometimes used as nouns or 
participles. B. Kedar-Kopfstein has suggested that syntactic, etymological, and semantic considerations are 
relevant in deciding both when a participle is used substantively (as a nomen agentis or actor noun) and the 
extent of its substantive quality.13 The parts-of-speech classification of words describes their distribution, that is, 
their potential for occurring in a clause relative to the occurrence of other words in the same clause (4.2.2). When 

10. [;mevo ble ^D>b.[;l. T't;n"w> So give your servant a hearing heart.
1 Kgs 3:9

11. ~l'[.n< rb'D hy"h'-al{
%l,M,ñh;-!mi 

Nothing was hidden from the king.

1 Kgs 10:3

12. yMi[;-ta, ~y[iroh' ~y[iroh'-l[; against the shepherds who tend my 
people
Jer 23:2

13. %+leho hT'a; hn"a'ñ Where are you going?
Zech 2:6
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a participle is related to the other words in a clause in a way which we associate with nouns, it often functions as 
a nomen agentis. Consider this example. 

The two qoÒteÒl nouns could readily be replaced by other nominal forms but not so readily by other verbal forms. On 
the other hand, in # 2, another verb, in contrast to some other parts of speech, could readily be substituted for 
jpevo. 
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Syntax, the distribution of words in a clause or sentence, is decisive in describing the use of a participle. 

b 
The relationship of the qoÒteÒl pattern and the class of active fientive participles is problematic. "Isolated" qoÒteÒl forms 
(i.e., forms from verbal roots that exist in the Qal only in the qoÒteÒl form) are best taken as substantives; for 
example, !heKo 'priest,' !zEro 'ruler,' rjevo 'officer,' dqenO 'sheep-breeder,' etc. Some scholars cite these purely 
nominal forms in connection with participles.14 Kedar-Kopfstein argues that the participial character adheres more 
clearly to forms like jpevo 'judge' and rcey 'potter' because corresponding finite forms are attested.15 E. König has 

said that an overgrowth of the more frequent qoÒteÒl pattern should be recognized in the case of adjectives like ssenO
'sick (person),' lleAz 'rubbish,' rdeqo 'squalid,' etc.16 A third class of qoÒteÒl forms that do not properly belong among 

the participles is made up of denominatives; words like rqeAB 'cowpoke' (from rq'B' 'cattle'),17 ~reKo 
'vinedresser' (from ~r,K,ñ 'vineyard'), bgEyO 'farmer' (from bgEy" 'field'), r[eAv 'gatekeeper' (from r[;v;ñ 'gate') possess 
a clear substantival character.18 Kedar Kopfstein points up the distinction between a qoÒteÒl form lacking a clear 
verbal origin from one with a verbal base by contrasting byEAa with anEAf. 

With byAa the importance lies in the person, therefore it is a substantive in the fullest sense; the signified

sense belongs to it uninterruptedly. With anwf it is a matter of the deportment and action which characterize 
a person, perhaps temporarily.19 

c 
Another group of words can be judged on semantic rather than etymological grounds to be distinct from the qoÒteÒl 
participles.20 These are terms for professions, for example, rceAy ' etymologically 'fashioner' becomes the 

professional 'potter'; @reAc 'smelter' becomes 'goldsmith'; apero 'hearer' becomes 'doctor.' Other activities, 

however, are of a more transitory nature, for example, @jeAv 'flooding,' q[eAc 'crying out,'lbenO 'fading.' The 
profession terms are more substantival than these participial terms for passing phenomena. 

37.3 Participial Syntax: Accusative and Genitive 

a 
The participle displays its dual participation in verbal and nominal (specifically, adjectival) characteristics in 
constructions with modifying words. We have seen that nouns are modified by the genitive case and verbs by the 
accusative case or by a prepositional phrase (see 9.2, 10.2, 11.1). The participle can occur with modifying words 
in either case frame; it also occurs with both possessive and verbal pronominal suffixes. 
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1. ^l.-!T,Ti ~yrIj.vow> ~yjip.vo You shall appoint sëopetim and officials.
Deut 16:18

2. ynIa] jpevo-yKi Al yTid>G:ñhiw>
~+l'A[-d[ AtYBe-ta, 

And I told him that I would judge his 
family forever.

1 Sam 3:13
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b 
The participle in the absolute state can govern an accusative object, an adverbial accusative, or a prepositional 
phrase; such a participle may be an active fientive participle (with objects: ## 1–2; with prepositional phrases: ## 
3–4), a quasi-fientive stative participle (## 5–6), a stative participle (or verbal adjective; with adverbial accusative, 
## 7–8), or a passive participle (with adverbial accusative, ## 9–11). 

c 
In the construct state, a participle governs an object or some other specification in the genitive (9.5). The active 
fientive participle chiefly governs adverbial genitives, for example, objects (## 12–13)23 and, with verbs of motion, 
genitives of location (## 14–15), where an accusative (10.2) might be expected. In poetry the genitive may refer to 
"other specifications (especially of space) which otherwise [viz., in prose] can only be made to depend on the verb 
in question by means of a preposition" (## 16–18).24 A quasi-fientive stative participle can govern a genitive (# 
19), as can a passive participle. With a passive, the genitive may be of agency (# 20) or instrument (## 21–23). T. 
O. Lambdin notes,  
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"The addition of a prepositional phrase to express an agent, as in 'the man who was slain by his enemies,' is 
virtually unknown in Hebrew, but like any adjective it [the passive participle] may be in construct with a following 
qualifying noun."25 Other kinds of genitives, especially the epexegetical (9.5.3c), may also follow the passive 
participle (## 24–26; cf.## 10–11). 

1. ~t'ao troQoh;-lK' all that (i.e., the events that) befell them
Gen 42:29

2. ar's.ysi-ta, @dero qr'b' hNEhiw> Barak was pursuing Sisera.
Judg 4:22

3. h'yl,ñae rbeDoh; hwhy YHWH who spoke to her
Gen 16:13

4. `@yTiv.liP.-~[i ~ymix'l.nI fighting with the Philistines
1 Sam 17:19

5. `bqo[]y:-t, tb,h,ñao hq'b.rIw> But Rebekah (was one who) loved 
Jacob.
Gen 25:28

6. Atao ykinOa' arey"-yKi I fear him.
Gen 32:12

7. h+l'Adg> hx'm.fi ~yximef.W rejoicing with great joy
1 Kgs 1:40

8. [v;r,ñ #pex' that has pleasure in wickedness
Ps 5:5

9. `hm'x'l.mi yleK. rWgx' armed with weapons for battle21

Judg 18:11

10. ATn>T'Ku [;Wrq' rent as regards his coat
2 Sam 15:32

11. ~yDIB; vbul' clothed in linen22

Ezek 9:2

12. ym;ymeW ymix.l; ynEt.nO who give (me) my bread and my water
Hos 2:7

13. those who turn back the battle at the 
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d 
Just as a participle may be followed by an object in the accusative (the participle being absolute) or by a genitive 
(the participle being construct), so suffixes to the participle may be genitive or accusative.27 The possessive and 
the accusative suffixes exhibit different forms only in the first-person singular, -iÖpossessive, -[eÒ]niÖ objective. 

But even here caution is needed: "In fact, this distinction is erased, inasmuch as the possessive suffix -iÒ, 
according to the analogy of the remaining suffixes, can also assume an objective meaning."29 This leveling is 

`hr'[.v' hm'x'l.mi ybeyvim. gate

Isa 28:6

14. Ary[i-r[;v;ñ yaeB' who had come to the gate of his town
Gen 23:10

15. hb'Teh; yaec.yO that departed from the ark
Gen 9:10

16. rAb-yder>Ay they that go down into the pit
Isa 38:18

17. rb,q,ñ Ybek.vo that lie in the grave
Ps 88:6

18. h'l,ñ[' tl,b,ñnO hl'aeK. like an oak fading in its leaf
Isa 1:30

19. ~yhil{a/ arey> one who fears God26

Gen 22:12

20. ~yhil{a/ hKemu smitten by God
Isa 53:4

21. ~y+dIq' tpoWdv.W scorched by the east wind
Gen 41:6

22. v+ae tApruf. ~k,yre[' your cities burnt with fire
Isa 1:7

23. br,+x'ñ ynE[]tpñm. those pierced by the sword
Isa 14:19

24. `~ydIg"b. y[eruq. rent in respect of clothes
2 Sam 13:31

25. ~yDIB;h; vbul. vyaih' hNEhiw> the man clothed with linen
Ezek 9:11

26. [v;P,ñ-yWfn> forgiven in respect of sin
Ps 32:1

27. y+f'[o H;Ala/ hYEa;ñ Where is God my Maker?28

Job 35:10

28. Wh+f'ñ[' ynIfeñ[o !j,B,ñb;-al{h] Did not he who made me in the womb 
make him?
Job 31:15

29. ynIa'ñro !yae There is none who sees me.
Isa 47:10
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apparent in the following examples (## 30–32, objective -eÒniÖ expected). 

Although the -iÖ suffix is more common, a similar confusion may occur with the accusative first-person suffix used 
as a possessive (contrast ynIfe[o in Job 32:22 with # 27). The objective use of the suffixes is common (## 33–35); 
rarely, a participle with a suffix governs another, independent object (## 36–37). 
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e 
Is there a difference between participles with accusative regimens and those with genitive regimens? 
Grammarians are divided. For example, Kedar-Kopfstein has argued that no distinction exists.31 In contrast, E. 
Sellin has claimed that the genitive-governing participles pertain to more enduring situations while accusative- or 
preposition-governing forms refer to more transitory states. 

By an exhaustive examination of the statistics, Sellin ... shows that the participle when construed as a verb
expresses a single and comparatively transitory act, or relates to particular cases, historical facts, and the
like, while the participle construed as a noun ... indicates repeated, enduring, or commonly occurring acts,
occupations, and thoughts.32 

In fact, this differentiation is not so straightforward. There are cases in which Sellin's view seems clear (contrast, 
e.g., ## 1–4, 6–7, but not # 5 or # 8, with ## 12–13, 19, but not # 14 or # 24). A variety of other factors seems to 
be involved, for example, definiteness (contrast # 11 and # 25), so further study seems warranted. 

37.4 Adjectival Use 

a 
By adjectival is meant the use of a participle in a clause where it could be replaced by an adjective, either 
attributive or predicate, rather than by some other part of speech. Since the passive participle has some 
distinctive features in this function, we analyze the active and passive participles separately. 

b 
The modifying active participle is usually used as a relative (see 37.5). In some instances, however, it occurs 
where an attributive adjective would be found (# 1). 

30. yairo+ñ!y[e ynIreWvt.-al{ The eye that (now) sees me will see me 
no longer.
Job 7:8

31. yaic.mo-lK' all who find me
Gen 4:14

32. ym;q' those that rise up against me30

Ps 18:40

33. ^yk,ñr>b'm. those that bless you
Gen 12:3

34. wy['d>yO those who knew him
Job 42:11

35. ~le[]Mh; who brought them up
Isa 63:11

36. h+n"[]l;ñh,llip.~l'ykia]m; ynIn>hi I will make them eat ... wormwood.
Jer 9:14

37. ynIv' ~k,v.Bil.M;h; who clothed you with scarlet
2 Sam 1:24

1. vae ^yh,ñl{a/ hwhy yKi As for YHWH your God, he is a 
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c 
The passive participle can be used as either an attributive (# 2)34 or predicate adjective (## 3–5).
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d 
The participles of the reflexive or passive stems, especially the Niphal, correspond occasionally to an English -
ible/-able term or a Latin gerundive (23.3d; ## 6–8), for example, ar'An 'metuendus, to be feared, terrible,' dm'x.n<, 
'desiderandus, desirable,' bv'x.n<, 'aestimandus, estimable,' lL'hum. 'laudandus, to be praised.' (See 25.1 for such 
uses of the Pual.)35 The gerundive meaning is also attested with the relative (# 9) and predicate participles. 

e 
The closely related forms qaÒtuÖl and qaÒtiÖl, according to König, can be distinguished.36 The passive participle qaÒtuÖl 
has an inchoative sense, that is, it focuses on the coming of the subject into a modified state, in contrast to qaÒtiÖl, 
which refers to the state proper. For example, rWsa' draws attention to the moment of being taken to prison, 

while rysia' abstracts from each moment and looks to the circumstance dating from it. 

aW+h hl'k.ao consuming fire.33

Deut 4:24

2. hy"Wjn> [;Arz>biW hq'z"x] dy"b.W by a mighty hand and by an outstretched 
arm
Deut 4:34

3. r+[ero[] yre[' tAbzU[] The cities of Aroer are deserted.
Isa 17:2

4. vbul' hy"h' [;vuAhywI Now Joshua was dressed ... 
Zech 3:3

5. ~yviWrD> h+why yfe[]m; ~ylidoG>
`~h,ycep.x,-lk'l. 

The works of YHWH are great, pondered 
by all who delight in them.

Ps 111:2

6. hd'WdV.h; lb,B'-tB; O Daughter Babylon, doomed to 
destruction
Ps 137:8

7. dl'An ~[;l. to a people to be born
Ps 22:32

8. tl,k,ña/N<h; hY"x;h; the edible game
Lev 11:47

9. ac'm.NIh; @s,K,ñh;-lK'-ta,
~yIr;ñc.mi-#r,a,ñb. 

all the money which was to be found in 
Egypt

Gen 47:14

10a. rWsa' @seAy rv,a] ~Aqm.
`~v' 

the place where Joseph had (recently) 
been imprisoned

Gen 40:3

10b. rv,a] ~rIysia]h'-lK' tae
rh;+Soñh; tybeB. 

all the prisoners who were in the 
prison
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Only rarely, according to König, does qaÒtuÖl designate the abstract quality originating in the modification, for 
example, ~y[iduy> 'experienced, respected' (Deut 1:13)37 and rWs 'rejected'(cf. Isa 49:21). 
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37.5 Relative Use 

a 
The participle can be used as the equivalent of relative clauses (cf. English 'hearer, one who hears'). A relative 
clause can be either independent or dependent (19.1c-d). An independent relative clause with a participle can 
occur in any part of a main clause, for example, as subject (# 1), casus pendens (# 2), predicate nominative in a 
verbless clause (## 3–4), or object (## 5–7). As a dependent relative, such a participle can serve as an attributive 
to a word in any function, for example, in a prepositional phrase (# 8). 

b 
The relative participle, unlike the predicative, often has the article (19.6). Like an adjective, the attributive relative 
(which functions as a dependent relative clause) agrees with its noun in definiteness (definite: ## 9–11; indefinite: 
# 12), though in later style exceptions occur (## 13–14). Because of this agreement, it is possible for the relative 
participle to be separated from its antecedent (## 11, 15).38 

Gen 39:22

10c. ~Aqm. rh;Soñh; tyBe-la,
~y+rIWsa] %l,M,ñh; yreysia]-rv,a] 

to the prison, the place where the 
prisoners of the king were imprisoned

Gen 39:20 Qere

1. rBed;m.h; %l,+M,ñh; rm,aYOñw:
%yIl;ñae 

And the king said, "Whoever speaks to 
you ... "

2 Sam 14:10

2. ~d'a'B' ~d'a'h' ~D; %pevo
%+peV'yI AmD' 

As for him who sheds human blood, his 
blood will be shed by a human.

Gen 9:6

3. %l{m.yI lWav' rmeaoh' ymi
Wn+yleñ[' 

Who is he who said, "Saul shall reign 
over us"?

1 Sam 11:12

4. rv,a]-lK' tae taoroh' ^yn<ñy[e
hf'[' 

Your eyes are the ones that saw all he 
did.

Deut 3:21

5. `yl'ae rBeD;mi tae [m;v.a,w" I heard one speaking to me.
Ezek 2:2

6. troQoh;-lK' tae Al WdyGIñY:w:
~t'ao 

And they told him all that had happened 
to them.

Gen 42:29

7. hk'l.nE ~yrIm.ao yTi[.m;ñv'
hn"y>+t'ñDo 

I heard (them) say, "Let's go to Dothan."

Gen 37:17

8. hc'r>a;ñ ~yrIG"NIh; ~yIM;ñK; like water spilled on the ground
2 Sam 14:14
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When relative participial clauses are used in succession, the first may have the article and the other(s) not (## 
16–17), though sometimes all have the article (# 18).39 

c 
The participial relative with the article can take on a generic indefinite sense (cf. 'whoever hears'). This sense is 
similar to the use of a substantival participle with the article to refer to a class of agents, for example, treKoh; 'the 
hewer (of trees)' (Isa 14:8), namely, 'all those who hew down (trees), woodsman.' As a relative, the definite 
participle refers to a transitory quality (## 19–20). 

9. `yWnB'h; x;Bez>Mih;-l[; upon the altar which had been built
Judg 6:28

10. `wyl'ae ha,r>NIh; hwhyl; YHWH, who had appeared to him
Gen 12:7

11. Wqd>c' t+m,a/ hwhy-yjeP.v.mi
`wD'x.y:

bh'Z"mi ~ydIm'x/N<h; 

The statutes of YHWH are true, 
altogether righteous, that are more 
desirable than gold.

Ps 19:10–11

12. !ApC'h;-!mi ha'B' hr'['s. x;Wr a stormy wind that was coming from the 
north
Ezek 1:4

13. ~yIl;ñ through the envoys who have come to 
Jerusalem
Jer 27:3

14. aB'h; dygIn" ~[; (the) people of (the) ruler who will come
Dan 9:26

15. bqo[]y:-tybel. vp,N<ñh;-lK'
hm'y>r;ñc.mi ha'B'ñh; 

all the folk of the house of Jacob, who 
came into Egypt

Gen 46:27

16. ÅÅÅ bAj [r;l' ~yrIm.aoh' yAh
rWal. %v,xoñ ~ymif' 

Woe to those who call evil good ... who 
put darkness for light ... 

Isa 5:20

17. ÅÅÅ !ve tAJmi-l[; ~ybik.Voh;
!aComi ~yrIK' ~ylik.aow> 

those who lie on beds inlaid with ivory, 
who dine on choice lambs

Amos 6:4

18. ÅÅÅ #r,a'ñh' gWx-l[; bveYOh;
ÅÅÅ ~yIm;ñv' qDok; hj,ANh;

!yI+a'ñl. ~ynIz>Ar !teANh; 

the one who sits enthroned above the 
earth's circle ... who stretches out the 
heavens as a canopy ... who brings 
rulers to nothing

Isa 40:22–23

19. hZ<h; vyaiB' [;gENOh; whoever touches this man
Gen 26:11

20. `vyxiy" al{ !ymia]M;h; Whoever trusts will not be put to shame.
Isa 28:16
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d 
When the relative participle as predicate receives the article, it identifies the subject (8.4.1); this construction 
corresponds to the French 'C'est ... celui qui' (## 21–22; cf. # 20). 
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e 
The relative participle is a non-finite form and thus, as Paul Joüon remarks, "it expresses by itself neither time nor 
even aspect; ... thus aB'h; vyaih' can signify, according to context, the man who comes, who will come, who has 
come, and these once or often, in an instantaneous or durative fashion."40 The relative participle occurs 
predominantly in connection with time contemporary with the main verb (# 23), or overlapping with it (# 24) and 
less often for action completed in the past (## 25–26). 

f 

The relative participle is negated either by the clausal adverb !yae, a predicator of non-existence (# 27), even as 

vyE is used with it as a predicator of existence (# 28; 39.3.2a), or by the item adverb al{ (# 29). 

21. #r,a,ñ-lK' tae bbeSoh; aWh
hl'ywIx]h; 

It is the one that goes around the land 
of Havilah.

Gen 2:11

22. `~k,ylea] rBed;m.h; ypi-yKi My mouth is the one that speaks to you.
Gen 45:12

23. taceYOh; hm'l.[;h' hy"h'w>
baov.li 

Let it be that the ÁalmaÖ who comes out to 
draw water ... 

Gen 24:43

24. ^a]ybim. ^yh,ñl{a/ hwhy yKi
tnOy"[] ÅÅÅ h+b'Aj #r,a,ñ-la,
h['q.BiB; ~yaic.yO tmohot.W

`rh'b'W 

For YHWH your God is bringing you into 
a good land ... with springs and pools 
that flow in the valleys and the hills.

Deut 8:7

25. WnyteñxoT.m.a;B. bV'h; @s,K,ñh;
hL'xiT.B; 

the silver that had been put back into 
our sacks the first time

Gen 43:18

26. hwhyl; x;Bez>mi ~v' !b,YIñw:
`wyl'ae ha,r>NIh; 

He built there an altar to YHWH, who 
had appeared to him.

Gen 12:7

27. `a B' !yaew> aceAy !yae There was none who went out or came 
in.
Josh 6:1

28. rZEp;m. vyE There is one who scatters.
Prov 11:24

29. h['Wrz> al{ #r,a,ñB. in a land not sown
Jer 2:2
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37.6 Predicate Use 

a 
A participle is often used as the predicate of a verbless clause. The subject is usually expressed, often as an 
independent pronoun (## 1–2) or as a suffix with vy or !ya (## 3–4). 
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Rarely the subject is not expressed, notably after hnh (## 5–6) or if the referent has just been mentioned (# 7).41
 

b 
Although the usual syntactic structure for a participial predicate is a verbless clause, the verbal character of the 
participle is not thereby effaced, as the examples above show. In its workings, the predicate participle 
approximates the prefix conjugation (cf. 37.7.2a), but distinguishes itself by emphasizing a curative circumstance 
and thus by not representing modal/temporal or volitional action, though the ongoing state of affairs may involve 
repeated action. The participle exhibits its adjectival origin in its essential use to express circumstances, states of 
affairs, facts, etc., rather than events. In circumstantial clauses it focuses on the figures moving in the 
background, contemporaneous with the main action; it is frequent in causal clauses (## 8–9).42 

c 
The participle does not function in Biblical Hebrew as a finite verb with a distinct time reference,43 though such 
use is regular in Mishnaic and later Hebrew; thus the  
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words ynIa] [;deAy would in Biblical Hebrew have the sense 'I am one who knows,' while in Mishnaic they mean 
simply 'I know.'44 

1. ~yli[o hM'heñ They were going up.
1 Sam 9:11

2. `tm'Wm hT'a; rx'm' Tomorrow you will be killed.
1 Sam 19:11

3. [;yviAm ^v.y<-~ai If you will save ... 
Judg 6:36

4. x;Lev;m. ^n>yae-~aiw> If you will not send ... 
Gen 43:5

5. dme[o hNEhiw> vyaih'-la, aboY"w: He came to the man, and, behold, [he 
was] standing.
Gen 24:30

6. h[,to hNEhiw> vyai Whaeñc'm.YIw:
h+d,F'B; 

A man found him, and behold, [he was] 
wandering in the field.

Gen 37:15

7. WnynEñp'l. ~ysin" Wrm.ayO yKi They will say, "[They are] fleeing before 
us."
Josh 8:6

8. yKi ~yhil{a/ [;deyO yKi because God (is one who) knows that ... 
Gen 3:5

9. ~y+viq.b;m. ~T,a; Ht'ao yKi because you have been asking for it
Exod 10:11
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d 
With reference to a past state of affairs, a participle may describe the circumstances accompanying a principal 
event (## 10–12). Sometimes, the adverb dw[ is used with the participle to emphasize the simultaneity (# 13). 
More often, the participle describes an ongoing state of affairs, involving repeated (## 14–15) or continuous (## 
16–17) action. 

Two varieties of this pattern require notice. With hnh the participial clause usually describes immediate 
circumstances (## 18–20; cf. # 17); because these generally require observation the translation 'behold' has 
established itself in English.45 A clause with %leho indicates a long-term state of affairs (# 21). 
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10. ~ydIm.[o #[;m;ñyxia]w: !t'n"AhywI
hx'p.Vih; hk'l.h†;w> lgEro-!y[eB. 

While Jonathan and Ahimaaz were 
staying at En Rogel, a servant girl would 
go ... 
2 Sam 17:17

11. tyIB;ñh;-@s;b. h['B' ayhi
`tme r[;N:ñh;w> 

As she crossed the threshold of the 
house, the child died.

1 Kgs 14:17

12. hx'l.v' ayhiw> taceWm ayhi As she was being brought forth, she 
sent (word).
Gen 38:25

13. aB' hz<w> rBed;m. hz< tA[ While this one was still speaking, 
another came.
Job 1:16

14. t[;m;ñvo ab'v.-tK;l.m;W
aboT'w: ÅÅÅ hmol{v. [m;veñ-ta, 

Now the Queen of Sheba was hearing 
of Solomon's fame ... and so she came.

1 Kgs 10:1

15. tA+mB'B; ~yxiB.z:m. ~['h' qr; Only, the people were sacrificing at the 
high places.
1 Kgs 3:2

16. !d,[eñme aceyO rh'n"w> Now, a river was flowing from Eden.
Gen 2:10

17. ht'n"ñm.ti hl,[o %ymix' hNEhi
`Anaco zgOl' 

Your father-in-law is going up to 
Timnath to shear his sheep.

Gen 38:13

18. tAtl.D; x;tepo WNn<ñyae hNEhiw>
x;Tep.M;h;-ta, Wxq.YIw: hY"li[]h' 

And behold, he was not opening the 
doors of the upper room, so they took 
the key.
Judg 3:25

19. hNEhiw> ar>Y:w: wyn"y[e aV'YIw:
~ybiC'nI ~yvin"ah] hv'l{v.

wy+l'[' 

He looked up and saw, and behold 
three men were standing by him.

Gen 18:2

20. [b;v,ñ hNEhiw> ÅÅÅ ~l{x]Y:w: !v'yYIw:
towLid;w> ~yliB\vi 

He slept and dreamt ... and behold, 
seven heads of grain were coming up.

Gen 41:5
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e 
In reference to present time the participle also approximates the prefix conjugation but distinguishes itself by 
denoting a continuing state of affairs (rather than iterative aspect) without any modal or volitional meaning (## 22–
25), sometimes in a purely circumstantial (relative) expression (## 26–27), and sometimes in a curative 
circumstance involving repeated actions (## 28–29).46 Such a state of affairs is rarely introduced by hnh (# 30). 
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f 
With reference to situations which are in fact future, the participle may denote merely a circumstance 
accompanying a future event (# 31). Usually, however, it denotes the full range of ideas connoted by English 'I am 
going to ... ,' namely, certainty, often with immanency—the so-calledfuturum instans participle (## 32–37). In this 
function it also occurs in a main clause with some logical connection to other clauses (## 38–41) or in a 
temporal/conditional clause in connection with a future event (## 42–44). hnh often occurs with all these 
constructions because that particle calls attention to a situation either for vividness (## 31–33, 35) or for its logical 

21. tybeW qzEx'w> %leho dwId'w>
`~yLid;w> ~ykil.ho lWav' 

David grew stronger and stronger, while 
the House of Saul grew weaker and 
weaker.
2 Sam 3:1

22. ~yqi[]co ^yxiña' ymeD> lAq
yl;ae 

Your brother's blood is crying out to 
me.47

Gen 4:10

23. `tx;r;ñBo ykinOa' I am fleeing.
Gen 16:8

24. ~h,l' ~x'l.nI hwhy yKi YHWH is fighting for them.
Exod 14:25

25. `td,m'ñ[o ~l'A[l. #r,a'ñh'w> The earth endures forever.
Qoh 1:4

26. ykinOa' rv,a] ynI[]n:K.h; tAnB.mi
`ABr>qiB. bveAy 

from the daughters of the Canaanites 
among whom I am dwelling

Gen 24:3

27. hT'a; rv,a] ~AqM'h; yKi
wyl'[' dmeA[ 

the place where you are standing

Exod 3:5

28. ÅÅÅ ^yd,ñb'[]l; !T'nI !yae !b,T,ñ
~yrIm.ao 

Straw is not being given to your 
servants ... , yet they say ... 

Exod 5:16

29. hwhyl; x;bezO ynIa] !Ke-l[;
~yrIk'Z>h; ~x,r,ñ rj,P,ñ-lK' 

Therefore I am sacrificing to YHWH 
every first male offspring ... 

Exod 13:15

30. ~ymix'l.nI ~yTiv.lip. hNEhi
~ysivo hM'heñw> hl'y[iq.Bi

`tAnr'G\h;-ta, 

Look, the Philistines are fighting against 
Keilah and are looting the threshing 
floors.

1 Sam 23:1
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connection with some other event (## 38, 40, 44). 
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31. hNEhi rq,BoñB; h[or>P;-la, %le
hm'y>M;ñh; aceyO 

Go to Pharaoh in the morning as he 
goes to the river.48

Exod 7:15

32. aybime ynIn>hi ynIa]w:
lWBM;h;-ta, 

I am going to send a flood.

Gen 6:17

33. rb'd' hf,[o ykinOa' hNEhi
l+aer'fyIB. 

I am going to do something in Israel.

1 Sam 3:11

34. `^yl,ñ[' hl,[o ~r'a] %l,m,ñ The king of Aram is going to attack you.
1 Kgs 20:22

35. ^yn<ñy[eB. ha,ro hk'N>hi You are going to see (it) with your own 
eyes.
2 Kgs 7:2

36. hf,[o ~yhil{a/h' rv,a] tae
`h[or>p;l. dyGIhi 

God has told Pharaoh what he is going 
to do.

Gen 41:25

37. ^yb,ñy>aol. tAntun> ^n>aco Your flock will be given to your enemies.
Deut 28:31

38. ÅÅÅ y+Mi[;B. lleATs.mi ^d>A[
ryjim.m; ynIn>hi 

You still set yourself against my people. 
... Therefore, I am going to send rain ... 

Exod 9:17–18

39. hn"a'ñ ynIa]w: WNn<ñyae dl,Y<ñh;
`ab'-ynIa] 

The boy isn't there, so as for me, where 
am I going to go?

Gen 37:30

40. ÅÅÅ hV'aih'-l[; tme ^N>hi
`l[;B'ñ tl;[uñB. ayhiw> 

You are going to die on account of this 
woman ... she is a married woman.49

Gen 20:3

41. Wdbo[]y: rv,a] yAGh;-ta, ~g:w>
yki+nOña' !D' 

The nation whom they serve I am going 
to judge.

Gen 15:14

42. Wrb.qi yMi[;-la, @s'a/n< ynIa]
ytiao 

I am about to be gathered to my people, 
(so) bury me ... 

Gen 49:29

43. %r,d,ñB. %leho ykinOa'
T'q.z:x'w> #r,+a'ñh'-lK' 

I am about to go in the way of all the 
earth, so be strong ... 

1 Kgs 2:2

44. tABrua] hf,[o hwhy hNEhi
h+Z<h; rb'D'h; hy<h.yIh] ~yIm;ñV'B; 

If YHWH opens up the windows of 
heaven, could this happen?
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37.7 Use with Finite Verbs 

37.7.1 With hyh 

a 

The verb hyh serves as an independent verb with participles used as substantives (# 1) or adjectives (# 2), 
including all passive participles (## 3–4).50 

b 

By connecting a finite form of hyh with a following predicate participle, an aspectual and/or modal index is 
assigned to the participle, yielding forms that are past progressive (## 5–7), perfect progressive (## 8–10), future 
progressive (# 11), or jussive progressive (# 12).51 
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2 Kgs 7:2

1. `~ylike afenO Al-yhiy>w: And he became his armor bearer.
1 Sam 16:21

2. y+viyliV.h; ~AYl; ~ynIkon> Wyh'w> And be ready on the third day.
Exod 19:11

3. ~['h'-lK' Wyh' ~ylimu-yKi For all the people had been circumcised.
Josh 5:5

4. %W+rB' %reyKim; yhiy> May the one who took note of you be 
blessed.
Ruth 2:19

5. ÅÅÅ yl;ae rBeD;mi [m;v.a,w"
`ylic.a, dme[o hy"h' vyaiw> 

And I heard someone speaking to me ... 
while the man was standing beside me.

Ezek 43:6

6. tybeB. qZEx;t.mi hy"h' rnEb.a;w>
`lWav' 

Now Abner was (or, had been?) 
strengthening himself in the House of 
Saul.
2 Sam 3:6

7. ~yzIz>Bo hv'Alv. ~ymiy" Wyh.yIw: And so three days they were 
plundering.
2 Chr 20:25

8. Wyh' hM'heñh' ~ymiY"h;-d[; yKi
Al ~yrIJ.q;m. laer'f.yI-ynEb. 

For up to that time the Israelites had 
been burning incense to it.

2 Kgs 18:4

9. y+tiao ~ysi[ik.m; Wyh.YIw:
~AYh;-!mi 

And they have been provoking me from 
the day ... 

2 Kgs 21:15

10. %l,m,ñl. dwID'-ta, ~yviq.b;m. For some time you have been seeking 
to make David king.
2 Sam 3:17

11. ~yIr;ñh\C'B; vVem;m. t'yyIñh'w> You will be groping at midday.
Deut 28:29
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Sometimes the temporal notion seems to be more precisely 'at just that time ... '(## 1314); the aspectual notion 
may be inchoative ('begin to ... '; # 15). 

c 

In later Biblical Hebrew, the combination hyh + participle substitutes for a perfective verb form; this "periphrastic 
construction" is probably the result of Aramaic influence, as Joüon notes. 

In the later language one finds the periphrastic ljeqo hy"h' construction with the sense of a pure perfect he 
killed. ... This free use (or abuse), which is usual in post-biblical Hebrew, is due to the influence of Aramaic. 
In that language the periphrastic construction, which asserts itself for a curative or frequentative action (cf.
Dan 5:19) is also employed, very freely, for an instantaneous or unique act.52 

Lacking firm formal criteria to distinguish the full range of roles noted here, we must sometimes hesitate over 
identifying precise nuances. 
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37.7.2 In Association with Finite Verbs 

a 
When a perfective or non-perfective verb is used to describe an action, a closely related action with the same 
actor is generally described with the same type of verb. Participles often break such patterns. A participial 
predicate can be followed by a prefix form, with similar sense (# 1), or can be used where a prefix form would be 
expected (compare ## 2a-b), or can be followed by waw-relative and a suffix form with either an epexegetical 
notion in past time (cf. 37.6d) or a (con)sequential situation in future time (## 3–4; cf. 32.2.5b). 

12. lyDIb.m; yhiyw: ÅÅÅ [;yqir' yhiy>
`~yIm'ñl' ~yIm;ñ !yBe 

Let there be a firmament ... (let it be) 
dividing water from water.

Gen 1:6

13. hn"v' href.[,-[b;v.-!B, @seAy
abeY"w: ÅÅÅ h[,ro hy"h' 

Joseph, a young man of seventeen, 
was at one time tending the flocks ... 
and he brought ... 
Gen 37:2

14. ~x'l.nI hy"h' ~r'a] %l,m,ñW
wyd'b'[]-la, #[;W"YIw: l+aer'f.yIB. 

The king of Aram being then at war with 
Israel, he took counsel with his staff.

2 Kgs 6:8

15. ht'm'ñr'h' hn"q'l.a, %l,YEñw:
hy"h' r[;N:ñh;w> A+tyBe-l[;

hwhy-ta, trev'm. 

Elqanah went home to Ramah, and the 
lad began to minister to YHWH.

1 Sam 2:11

16. ~ynIt.nO ~ynIp'l. Wyh' ~v'w>
hx'n>Mih;-ta, 

And they had formerly stored the grain 
offerings there.

Neh 13:5

17. ~yair'q.nI Wyh.YIw: And they (the chronicles) were read.53

Esth 6:1

18. Wyh.yI rv,a] ~YIwIl.l; hr'm.aow"
~yaib'W ~yrIh]J;mi 

Then I commanded the Levites to purify 
themselves and come ... 

Neh 13:22
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Similarly, a relative participle may be continued by a non-perfective form (# 5), a waw-relative with short prefix 
form (## 6–7), or a suffix form (## 8–9). 
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Footnotes:  

1. R. H. Robins, P. Swiggers, and A. Martinet in MPD 21, 26–27, 41, 44, 50, 59, 81. 
2. R. Quirk et al., A Grammar of Contemporary English (Harlox, Essex: Longman, 1972) 135. 
3. The stative active qaÒteÒl form (e.g., kaÒbeÒd) is often called a verbal adjective; see, e.g., GKC § 116b / p. 356. For 
passive quttaÒl forms, note, e.g., ÀukkaÒl 'consumed' (Exod 3:2), for passive qittoÖl, e.g., yilloÖd 'born' (Exod 1:22). 

4. LHS 93. 

1. rj,P,ñ-lK' hwhyl; x;bezO ynIa]
rAkB.-lk'w> ~yrIk'Z>h; ~x,r,ñ

`hD,p.a, yn:B' 

I sacrifice to YHWH the first male 
offspring of every womb and redeem 
each of my firstborn sons.

Exod 13:15

2a. vyaih'-ta, &'a,ñr>a;w>
v+Qeb;m. hT'a;-rv,a] 

I will show you the man you are looking 
for.

Judg 4:22

2b. vyaih'-la, ~k,t.a, hk'yliñAaw>
!W+vQeb;T. rv,a] 

I will lead you to the man you are 
looking for.

2 Kgs 6:19

3. h['b.vi dA[ ~ymiy"l. yKi
ytiyxiñm'W ÅÅÅ ryjim.m; ykinOa' 

Seven days from now I will send rain ... 
and I will blot out ... 

Gen 7:4

4. !Be ^l. td,l,ñyO ÅÅÅ hr'f'
Amv.-ta, t'ar'ñq'w> 

Sarah ... will bear you a son and you 
will call his name.

Gen 17:19

5. hd,f' tyIb;ñB. tyIb;ñ y[eyGIm; yAh
Wby+rIñq.y: hd,f'b. 

Woe to those who join house to house 
and lay field to field.54

Isa 5:8

6. dyIc;ñ-dC'h; aWh aApae-ymi
yli abeY"ñw: 

Who then was it that hunted game and 
brought (it) to me?

Gen 27:33

7. ytir'c' ~AyB. ytiao hn<[oh'
ydIM'[i yhiy>w: 

the one who answered me in the day of 
distress and has been with me

Gen 35:3

8. !nEAkw> ~y+mid'B. ry[i hn<Bo yAh
`hl'w>[;B. hy"r>qi 

Woe to him who builds a city with 
bloodshed and establishes a town by 
crime!
Hab 2:12

9. Wrm.a'w> ÅÅÅ ~y[iB'v.NIh; those who swear ... and say55

Amos 8:14
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5. A. B. Davidson, Hebrew Syntax (3d ed.; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1901) 130. 
6. S. R. Driver, A Treatise on the Use of the Tenses in Hebrew (3d ed.; Oxford: Clarendon, 1892) 35–36. 
7. Moshe Greenberg, Introduction to Hebrew (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1965) 55. 
8. GKC § 116b / p. 356. 
9. T. O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971) 158. 
10. BL§361'/ p.278. 
11. GKC§116c/p.356. 
12. GKC § 116b / p. 356. 
13. B. Kedar-Kopfstein, "Die Stammbildung qoÖtÌel als Übersetzungsproblem," Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche 
Wissenschaft 93 (1981) 254–79, at 256; cf also his "Semantic Aspects of the Pattern QoÖtÌeÒl," Hebrew Annual 
Review 1 (1977) 155–76. 
14. So GKC § 84aS / p. 232. 
15. Kedar-Kopfstein, "Stammbildung qoÖtÌel," 259. 

16. E. König, Historisch-comparative Syntax der hebräischen Sprache (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1897) 128. 
17. Only in Amos 7:14 and questioned there. 
18. Kedar-Kopfstein, "Stammbildung qoÖtÌel," 259. 

19. Kedar-Kopfstein, "Stammbildung qoÖtÌel," 259. 

20. Kedar-Kopfstein, "Stammbildung qoÖtÌel," 259. 

21. Compare similar phrases in Judg 18:16, 17. 
22. Note also haÒÀiÖsë hallaÒbusë habbadiÖm (Ezek 9:3); and M. O'Connor, "The Grammar of Getting Blessed in Tyrian-
Sidonian Phoenician," Rivista di studi fenici 5 (1977) 5–11, at 10–11. 
23. For an example in a longer construct phrase, note ÀeÃresÌ zaÒbat hÌaÒlaÒb uÖdbaÒsë (Exod 3:8); cf 1 Kgs 18:19. 

24. GKC § 116h / p. 358. 
25. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 158. 
26. The phrase occurs in the plural in Exod 18:21. 
27. Note that the MT has moÖriÖsë ÀoÖtaÒm in Deut 18:12, while the Samaritan has mwrysëm, as does the Qumran 
Temple Scroll in a synoptic passage. In Qumranic Hebrew, singular participles can govern either an object or 
possessive suffix, but plural participles can govern only possessive suffixes. See E. Qimron, The Hebrew of the 
Dead Sea Scrolls (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986) 76. 
28. The use of participial titles for God is especially important in the old poetry of the Pentateuch (e.g., Deut 
32:39) and Former Prophets (e.g., 1 Sam 2:6–8) and in some of the prophets (e.g., Amos 4:13, 5:8–9, 9:5–6; Isa 
43:1; 44:2, 24; 44:7, 9, 11, 18) and in Job (e.g., 5:9, 9:9–10, 25:2). 
29. BL § 48y'/p. 343. 
30. Ordinarily quÖm 'to arise (with hostility against)' governs an object with Áal or another preposition, but in verse 
the plural participle ('those who arise against') takes a suffix. 
31. Kedar-Kopfstein, "Stammbildung qoÖtÌel," 256. 

32. GKC § 116f / p. 357, after Sellin. 
33. Cf. Deut 9:3. 
34. The attribute is negated by loÒÀ, cf., e.g., Jer 2:2. 

35. See GKC § 116g / p. 357. The participle noÖsëaÒÁ in Zech 9:9, conventionally rendered 'victorious,'is difficult; it 
may have the sense 'saveable, (worthy) of being saved.' 
36. König, Historisch-comparative Syntax, 129. The Qere/Kethiv variation in # 10c puts this view in doubt. 
37. Cf. also Isa 53:3. 
38. On the definiteness disagreements, see Davidson, Hebrew Syntax, 133; on the separation, note also Ps 
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19:8–11 and 137:7, pointed out to us by Paul Mosca; cf. Ps 70:4. 
39. Davidson, Hebrew Syntax, 133. 
40. Joüon § 121i / p. 341. 
41. With # 7, cf. Neh 9:3. On the particle hnh, see D. J. McCarthy, "The Uses of wÀsupÁeÀ/supÁhinneÒh in Biblical 
Hebrew," Biblica 61 (1950) 330–42. Examples ## 5–6 fit McCarthy's category of "excited perception," pp. 332–33.
42. Cf. Carl Brockelmann, Hebräische Syntax (Neukirchen: Neukirchener Verlag, 1956) 46. 
43. Contrast, e.g., König, Historisch-comparative Syntax, 129; and Davidson. Hebrew Syntax. 134. 
44. See M. H. Segal, A Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon, 1927) 156. In Modern Hebrew, the 
participle is clearly either nominal or verbal in any given context. In the tense system of Modern Hebrew, the 
pronoun + participle serves as the present tense. The participial construction involves the word order subject-
verb-object (SVO), and it has contributed to the dominance of that word order. See A. Gordon, "The Development 
of the Participle in Biblical, Mishnaic, and Modern Hebrew," Afroasiatic Linguistics 8 (1982) 121–79; Gordon's 
survey of Biblical Hebrew usage is somewhat skewed by his use of verse and prose materials as strictly 
comparable. 
45. Again, compare McCarthy's "excited perception," in "Uses of wÀsupÁeÀ/supÁhinneÒh," 332–33. 

46. Cf. also 1 Kgs 3:3 (cf. # 15), 4:20. 
47. The subject qoÖl is singular; the participle is plural by attraction to dÝmeÖ (cf. 7.4.1 b). 

48. Cf. Exod 8:16. 
49. On this verse, see C. H. J. van der Merwe, "Hebrew Grammar, Exegesis and Commentaries," Journal of 
Northwest Semitic Languages 11 (1983) 143–46, at 145–46. 
50. In 37.7 we follow closely GB 2. 72–74 (§ 13i-1). 
51. Contrast GKC §116r / p. 360. Usually when the participle precedes hyy, it is either an adjective (Deut 9:22, Ps 
122:2) or a substantive (Deut 9:7 = 9:24 = 31:27). 
52. Joüon § 121g / pp. 340–41; cf. G. Bergsträsser, Introduction to the Semitic Languages, trans. and sup. P. T, 
Daniels (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1983) 84. 
53. Cf. Esth 9:21, 27. 
54. Cf. Ps 147:14–15. 
55. Cf. Mic 3:5. 
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38.1 Textual Organization 

a 
The principal subjects of this grammar are the internal organization of phrases and clauses; we have considered 
these in the larger context of the biblical discourse but without close attention to the ways in which that discourse 
works (3.3.4). The basis for larger textual organization is furnished by various classes of markers, notably 
particles, including conjunctions such as w> and %a; and exclamations such as yAh and by various verb and noun 

forms such as yhiy>w: and yrev.a;. It is with these and similar markers that the three final chapters are concerned. In 
this chapter we discuss some aspects of subordination, namely, the grammatical control of one clause by another 
clause, that is, by a main clause; in the next chapter we discuss some features of coordination, that is, the 
grammatical association of two or more clauses; and in Chapter 40 we discuss exclamations and interrogative 
clauses. 

b 
Much of the Masoretic system is focused on textual organization, and a few of the relevant features may be 
mentioned.1 Modern grammarians of Biblical Hebrew have, until recently, tended to slight the study of the 
Masorah, viewing that mass of observations and notes as the result of study undertaken long after the biblical text 
was recorded. It has become increasingly clear that the Masoretes were first of all recorders and preservers of 
tradition and only then scholars interested in reconstructing the shape of that tradition (cf. 1.6.3g-m).2 
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c 
The Masoretes supplied the preserved text with four features which assist the exegete in analyzing both the 
discourse's units of thought and the relationships among clauses and words. To stay within the scope of this 
grammar we limit ourselves to a simple presentation. (1) Paragraphs (based on content) called pisqot or 
parashiyyot, are marked by spaces in the text. The pisqot seem to have been marked in early (Jewish) 
manuscripts of the Greek translation, showing that they were a feature of the text before the turn of the era.3 (2) 
The division into verses was formalized later than that into pisqot. Nevertheless, it seems that the Bible was 
divided into verses in talmudic times, since there are halakot (legal findings) which depend on this feature.4 (3) 
Column and line divisions are also useful. "In a synagogue scroll, care is taken to begin every column with some 
word beginning with waw, with the exception of six columns which must begin with particular words," including 
notably tyvarB (Gen 1:1).5 The "songs" in the Torah are written in a distinctive format, described in the 
Talmud. The manner in which the other biblical poems and lists are written is less rigidly fixed.6 (4) The accents 
constitute the most complex of these features. Whereas the first three contribute to understanding a variety of 
linguistic facts, the accentuation system is most important for understanding the relationship of words and clauses 
within a given verse. Such understanding, however, is not strictly the first goal of the accents. Rather, as Israel 
Yeivin notes, they supplement the text. 

Their primary function ... is to represent the musical motifs to which the Biblical text was chanted in the
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public reading. This chant enhanced the beauty and solemnity of the reading, but because the purpose of
the reading was to present the text clearly and intelligibly to the hearers, the chant is dependent on the text,
and emphasizes the logical relationships of the words. Consequently the second function of the accents is
to indicate the interrelationship of the words in the text. The accents are thus a good guide to the syntax of
the text; but ... accentuation marks semantic units, which are not always identical with syntactic units.7 

d 
The medieval rabbinical interpreters and the ancient versions generally understood the text in a way consistent 
with the accents. To make this point, Yeivin cites Abraham ibn Ezra: "You should not listen to, or agree with, any 
interpretation which is not consistent with the accentuation."8 The complex accentual systems added to the text 
by the Masoretes represent an important understanding of the text, one that complements the study of Hebrew 
grammar but one that needs to be taken up independently.9 
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e 
If we seek to systematize our understanding of textual organization, we need to introduce the notion of different 
levels and types of organization. Not every verse, for example, works in the same way in itself and in relation to 
the verses around it. We may recognize a class of major textual markers or macrosyntactic signs, by which we 
mean conjunctions and other expressions that bind together the sentences constituting a larger span of text. 
Wolfgang Schneider defines macrosyntactic signs, the basis of his discourse analysis, as follows: 

Macrosyntactic signs are words, particles, and expressions which serve ... to mark out the major divisions of
a text. ... The speaker inserts such macrosyntactic signs in order to highlight for the hearer the beginning,
transitions, climaxes, and conclusions of his address. ... Even if the spoken (colloquial) language is the
essential sphere of such macrosyntactic signs, nevertheless its influence can be also observed in the
literary, fixed linguistic forms, such as we encounter in the Bible, especially in contexts involving dialogue.10 

Schneider lists the following macrosyntactic signs as introductory and transitional signals in dialogue: !he, hNEhi, 
hNEhiw>, and hT'[;w>. He cites the following as signals for breaking up narrative: yhiy>w: as introductory and 

transitional and hNEhiw> as transitional. As Schneider cautions, his study is only an initial step in identifying and 
systematizing macrosyntactic signs. Like the Masoretic accent system, this method of analyzing textual 
organization requires independent study (cf. 3.3.4). 

f 
A simpler approach may be offered. Sometimes a sign may serve on more than one level. Consider, for example, 
w> in these two sentences: 

In the first sentence w is an interclausal conjunction, introducing a logically dependent clause within a sentence; in 
the second it adds another, separate provision to the Noahic covenant, and joins it to what precedes, on a 
macrosyntactic or intersentential level.11 Strictly speaking, relative waw with the short prefix conjugation is a 
macrosyntactic conjunction, binding together sentences within a larger span of discourse, whereas relative  
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waw with the suffix conjugation is often a interclausal conjunction, binding together clauses within a sentence.12 A 
rough distinction between the intersentential and interclausal conjunctions enables us to discuss the latter more 

1a. vaeb.hi vaeb.h;
yli hy"h'w>ñh,llip.vyaib.hi

db,[,ñl. 

He has made himself so odious 
[elsewhere] ... that he will be my 
servant.

1 Sam 27:12

1b. #r,+a'ñh'-l[; !n"[' ynIn>[;B. hy"h'w> And it will be, whenever I bring clouds 
over the earth ... 
Gen 9:14
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discretely. 

g 
Even if we limit our focus to interclausal connections, complexities abound. Two types of conjunctions bind 
clauses together: the coordinating conjunction waw 'and' and the subordinating conjunctions.13 The latter class 
includes rva and the së and z elements, various other subordinating words, and prepositions. The important 

clausal signal rva, along with other signals of relative clauses, is treated in Chapter 19. This conjunction and the 
other relatives may also subordinate to a main clause conditional clauses, final clauses, consequence clauses, 
causal clauses, comparative clauses, temporal clauses, and noun clauses. 

h 

The system expressed in the text may skew the unexpressed semantic system; for example, the conjunction w 
and the deictic particle hNEhi may conceal the logically subordinate relationship of the clauses which they 
introduce.14 With regard to the former, compare, for example, these two synoptic sentences. 

The discourse system in # 2b expresses the logical connection between the clauses, which is veiled by the w in # 

2a. We discuss the words w and hnh in part in order to uncover the skewing between the text's syntax and its 
semantic system (39.2, 40.2.1). Asyndetic constructions, those without conjunctions, omit any linking word or 
expression, depending totally on the semantic system operating behind the text to establish the interpropositional 
relationships. 

i 
In this chapter we survey some of the major types of subordinate clauses and conjunctions, leaving aside relative 
clauses (Chap. 19) and infinitive clauses (Chap. 36).15  
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Most conjunctions have both a cohesive function (they tie the text together) and a subordinating function (they 
signal the hierarchical relationships of the units within the text). In Chapter 39 we survey the use of w and related 

adverbial usage; in Chapter 40 the workings of hnh and similar exclamatory terms, as well as of interrogative h, 
are treated. 

38.2 Conditional Clauses 

a 
One of the most common types of logical relation between clauses is the conditional. "Any two clauses, the first of 
which states a real or hypothetical condition, and the second of which states a real or hypothetical consequence 
thereof, may be taken as a conditional sentence," T. O. Lambdin states.16 Note the following alignment of relevant 
terms. 

b 

2a. `^d,ñy"B. ~yTit;n>W hle[] Go up, and [i.e., because] I will hand 
them over to you.
1 Chr 14:10

2b. !Tea, !ton"-yKi hle[]
`^d,ñy"B. ~yTiv.liP.h;-ta, 

Go up, because I will hand the 
Philistines over to you.

2 Sam 5:19

situation condition consequence
logic protasis apodosis
clause subordinate main
English 'If then'
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In our discussion of the w«qataltí construction (32.2.1) we noted that the waw-relative in that construction often 
serves as an apodosis waw, introducing the consequential independent clause (the apodosis) after the conditional 
dependent clause (the protasis). Many of the uses of w«qataltí discussed there satisfy the definition of a 
conditional sentence. We will not review all of those constructions here. Moreover, in that chapter we also noted 
the various constructions that occur in the protasis.17 

c 
There are two classes of conditionals, depending on whether the condition is real (whether fulfilled in the past or 
still capable of being fulfilled) or irreal (whether contrary to the facts of a previous situation or incapable of 
fulfillment).18 

d 

The protasis of a real conditional is usually introduced by ~a (## 1–2)19 or, in the negative, al ~a (## 1, 3); 
the verb of the protasis may be non-perfective (# 1) or perfective (## 2–3). 
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The particle yK can introduce a protasis, too, standing either first (# 4) or directly after the subject (# 5), which 
may thus be taken as a casus pendens.20 

A protasis can also be introduced by rva (# 6, note the negative in al-~a), !h (# 7), or asyndetically (# 8). 
Conditional sentences may consist of two waw-relative clauses in juxtaposition (32.2.3). 

1. Wnm,oñk' Wyh.Ti ~ai If you become like us ... ,

~k,l' WnyteñnOB.-ta, WNt;ñn"w> then we will give you our daughters

Wn+l'-xQ;nI ~k,ytenOB.-ta,w> and take your daughters;

~k,T.ai Wnb.v;ñy"w> and we will dwell with you

`dx'a, ~[;l. WnyyIñh'w> and become one people.

...Wnyleñae W[m.v.ti al{-~aiw> But if you do not listen to us ... 

WnTeñBi-ta, Wnx.q;ñl'w> we will take our daughter

Wnk.l'h'w> and go.
Gen 34:15–17

2. Wnt.+m'ñw" hpo Wnb.v;ñy"-~aiw> And if we stay here, we shall die.
2 Kgs 7:4

3. HB' T'c.p;ñx' al{-~ai hy"h'w>
HT'x.L;viw> 

And if you are not pleased with her, you 
can send her away.

Deut 21:14

4. WNk,ñr>b't. al{ vyai ac'm.ti-yKi
WN+n<ñ[]t; al{ vyai ^k.r,b'y>-ykiw> 

If you encounter someone, do not greet 
him, and if anyone greets you, do not 
answer.
2 Kgs 4:29

5. !B'r>q' ~K,mi byrIq.y:-yKi ~d'a'
rq'B'h;-!mi hm'heB.h;-!mi ÅÅÅ

WbyrIñq.T; !aCoh;-!miW 

When any one of you brings an 
offering ... , bring your offering from the 
beasts or the herd or the flock ... 

Lev 1:2

6. ~k,ynEp.li !tenO ykinOa' haer> Look: I am giving you a choice today, 
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e 

The protasis of an irreal conditional may be introduced by Wl (## 9–11) or, in the negative, yleWl/aleWl (< al{ + 

Wl; # 12).22 The particle Wl may introduce a free-standing  
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protasis, one without an apodosis (# 13); the sense is then 'oh (I wish) that, would that.'23 The particle yK can also 
introduce an irreal conditional (# 14). 

38.3 Final and Result Clauses 

a 
In Hebrew (as in many languages) expressions of purpose and consequence are not always readily distinguished; 
the precise sense of the relevant constructions and particles must be determined from context.24 The main clause 
expresses a situation, and the subordinate clause either a purpose (final or telic clause) or a consequence (result 

`hl'l'q.W hk'r'B. ~+AYh;
W[m.v.Ti rv,a] h+k'r'B.h;-ta,

W[m.v.ti al{-~ai hl'l'Q.h;w> ÅÅÅ 

blessing or curse—the blessing (will 
obtain) if you listen ... and the curse (will 
obtain) if you do not listen ... 

Deut 11:26–28

7. ÅÅÅ lk;aNO-hm; Wrm.ato ykiw>
ytiyWIñciw> ÅÅÅ [r'z>nI al{ !he

~k,l' ytik'r>Bi-ta, 

And if you say, "What shall we eat ... if 
we may not sow ... ?", [you should realize 
that] I will command my blessing for you.

Lev 25:20–21

8. !W+jqol.yI ~h,l'ñ !TeTi ( When/if) you give it to them, they gather 
it up.21

Ps 104:28

9. hT'[; yKi ydIy"B. br,x,ñ-vy< Wl
`%yTig>r;h] 

If there were a sword in my hand, I 
would surely now kill you.

Num 22:29

10. ta+zO WlyKiñf.y: Wmk.x' Wl If they were wise, they would 
understand this.
Deut 32:29

11. Wnteñymih]l; hwhy #pex' Wl
hl'[o ÅÅÅ xq;l'-al{ 

If YHWH had wanted to kill us, he would 
not have taken ... the offering ... 

Judg 13:23

12. hy"h' ÅÅÅ ybia' yhel{a/ yleWl
ynI+T'ñx.L;vi ~q'yre hT'[; yKi yli 

If the God of my father ... had not been 
on my side, you would have sent me 
away empty-handed.
Gen 31:42

13. rb,[eñB. bv,NEñw: Wnl.a;ñAh Wlw>
`!Der>Y:h; 

Would that we had been content to 
dwell on the other side of the Jordan!

Josh 7:7

14. tw<m'ñl.c; aygEB. %leae-yKi ~G:
[r' ar'yai-al{ 

Even if I were walking in the valley of 
death's shadow, I would not fear 
(anything) evil.
Ps 23:4
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clause). We have already considered the common use of l + the infinitive to form a purpose clause (36.2.2–3). 
Here we take up other markers of final and result clauses, positive and negative. 

b 

The relative conjunction rva is common in a variety of final and result clauses. In positive clauses rva alone 

can introduce either a final (# 1) or a result clause (# 2). Final clauses are introduced by ![ml,25 with or without 

rva (## 3–6), or by rwb[B, with or without rva (## 7–8); ![ml can govern a finite verb (## 3–4) or an 
infinitive construct  
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(## 5–6). A result clause can be introduced by yK (## 9–11), notably after a question (## 9–10). 

c 

Negative final and result clauses also use rva, with al (# 12, final; # 13, result). Negative final clauses may be 

introduced by !P, (# 14), yTil.bil. (# 15), and al{ ![;m;ñl. (# 16).26 Negative result clauses may be infinitive 

1. rv,a] y+r'b'D>-ta, ~[emiv.a;w>
ytiao ha'r>yIl. !Wdm.l.yI 

I will make them hear my words, so that 
(i.e., with the goal that) they may learn 
to fear me.
Deut 4:10

2. ~AqM'h;-~ve ÅÅÅ ar'q.YIw:
~AYh; rmea'yE rv,a] ÅÅÅ aWhh; 

He called ... the the place ... so that 
(i.e., with the result that) to this day it is 
said ... 
Gen 22:14

3. yKi Wnymiña]y: ![;m;ñl. so that they might believe that ... 
Exod 4:5

4. wyn"B'-ta, hW<c;y> rv,a] ![;m;ñl. so that he will direct his children
Gen 18:19

5. hwhyl; x;boz> ![;m;ñl. so that they (the people) might sacrifice 
to YHWH
1 Sam 15:15

6. ~k,t.a, yxiyDIh; ![;m;ñl. so that I will banish you
Jer 27:15

7. wyQ'xu Wrm.v.yI rWb[]B; so that they might keep his precepts
Ps 105:45

8. ^k.r,b'y> rv,a] rbu[]B; so that he may bless you
Gen 27:10

9. WN+r,ñK.z>ti-yKi vAna/-hm' What is man that you think of him?
Ps 8:5

10. hz<-yKi ÅÅÅ ynIa'ñ ~yhil{a/h;
yl;ae x;levo 

Am I God ... that this person sends to 
me ... ?

2 Kgs 5:7

11. Wmf'-yKi hm'Wañm. ytiyfñi['-al{
`rABB; ytiao 

I have done nothing that they should 
have put me in the pit.

Gen 40:15
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clauses after !mi (# 17). 
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38.4 Causal Clauses 

a 
If one situation constitutes the basis for another, that first or causal situation can be described with an infinitive 
clause (36.2.2–3), a clause with relative waw and suffix form (32.2.3), or by a clause introduced by one of a 
number of particles. The most common are yK (## 1–2) and rva (# 3). Both of these can be used with ![;y:ñ 
(11.2.8), which can also be used alone (## 4–7); ![y can govern a finite form (## 4–6) or an infinitive construct (# 

7).27 Like ![m(l), ![y is derived from the root of the verb hn[ 'to answer.' 

12. tp;f. vyai W[m.v.yI al{ rv,a]
`Wh[eñre 

so that they will not understand each 
other

Gen 11:7

13. tazO Wrm.ayO-al{ rv,a]
`lb,z"ñyai 

so that no one will be able to say, "This 
is Jezebel"

2 Kgs 9:37

14. ynIteñt.AmW ^B.r>x; @l{v.
Wht.+g"ñr'h] hV'ai yli Wrm.ayO-!P, 

Unsheath your sword and slay me, lest 
(people) say of me, "A woman 
slaughtered him."
Judg 9:54

15. yTil.bil. ÅÅÅ ~y+hil{a/h' aB'
`Waj'ñx/t, 

God has come ... in order that you might 
not sin.

Exod 20:20

16. `%l'-aj'x/a, al{ ![;m;ñl. in order that I might not sin against you
Ps 119:11

17. l[er'f.yI-ta, Wnx.L;ñvi-yKi
`Wndeñb.['me 

that we have let the Israelites go with 
the result that they will no longer serve 
us
Exod 14:5

1. #r,+['ñh;-lk' ynEP.-l[; ~yIm;ñ-yKi because there was water over all the 
surface of the earth
Gen 8:9

2. hT'a; rWra' taZO t'yfiñ[' yKi Because you did this, may you be 
cursed.
Gen 3:14

3. `wyl'[' hb'k.v' rv,a] because she lay on top of him
1 Kgs 3:19

4. rb;D>-ta, ~T,s.a;m.-yKi ![;y:ñ
hwhy 

because you have rejected the word of 
YHWH

1 Sam 15:23

5. hwhy-ta, ~T,s.a;m.-yKi ![;y:ñ because you have rejected YHWH
Num 11:20

6.
t'yfiñ[' rv,a] ![;y:ñ yKi

because you did this thing
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Less frequent combinations are numerous. The preposition l[ (11.2.13) can introduce causal clauses with other 

particles, yielding rva l[ (# 8), yK-l[, and rv,a] rb;D>-l[; 'through the fact that.' The preposition !m 

(11.2.11) is also so used, in rvam (# 9) or  
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ynEP.mi rv,a], as are txT (11.2.15), in rva txT (# 10) and yK txT, and B, in rvaB (# 11). The term bq,
[eñ 'consequence,' related to bqe[' 'heel,' is also combined with rva to introduce causes (# 12). 

38.5 Comparative Clauses 

a 
Clauses comparing one situation with another often use particles to introduce both the situation compared (in the 
subordinate clause or protasis) and the present situation (in the main clause or apodosis). The most common 
pairing is rv,a]K; + protasis—!Ke + apodosis (## 1–4), usually in that order, although the reverse may be found (# 

4). The protasis may be introduced by K. before either an infinitive (# 5) or a verbless clause (# 6), with !K in the 

apodosis.28 (For comparative ~[, see 11.2.14.) 
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hZ<h; rb'D'h;-ta, 
Gen 22:16

7. rb'D'h;-ta, ~k,r>m'a] ![;y:ñ
hZ<h 

because you use this word

Jer 23:38

8. tymihe rv,a] l[;
laehf'[]-ta, 

because he had killed Asahel

2 Sam 3:30

9. yn:y[eb. T'r>q;ñy" rv,a]me because you are precious in my eyes
Isa 43:4

10. W[m.v'-al{-rv,a] tx;T;ñ
yr;b'D>-la, 

because they have not hearkened to my 
words

Jer 29:19

11. A+Tai hwhy rv,a]B; because YHWH was with him
Gen 39:23

12. `yliqoB. T'[.m;ñv' rv,a] bq,[eñ because you obeyed me
Gen 22:18

1. !Ke Wnl'ñ-rt;P' rv,a]K; yhiy>w:
h+y"h' 

And it was the case that as he interpreted 
for us, so it was.

Gen 41:13

2. hB,r>yI !Ke Atao WN[;y> rv,a]k;w>
#+rop.yI !kew> hB,r>yI 

The more they (the Egyptians) oppressed 
them (the Israelites), the more they 
multiplied and burst forth.
Exod 1:12
As a lion ... growls over its prey (and) ... 
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The particle K can be used with two compared things, the effect being that the situation of one of them is likened 
to that of the other. The present situation (i.e., the situation under discussion) is usually given first (## 7–8), 
though the reverse is found (## 9–10).29 

38.6 Exceptive Clauses 

a 
There is a small class of dependent clauses which presents exceptions to the situation described in the 
corresponding main clauses. Exceptive dependent clauses are similar in function to restrictive independent 
clauses, marked by such sentential adverbs as qr; (39.3.5); the clauses differ in that the independent clauses 
refer to a longer stretch of preceding text, while the dependent clauses refer only to the immediately preceding 
main clause.30 

b 

The particle ~a is frequent in exceptive clauses, with yTil.Bi (# 1) or yK (## 2–4); ytlB is found without ~a (# 
5). 
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3. ÅÅÅ hyEr>a;h' hG<h.y< rv,a]K;
ÅÅÅ tx'yE al{ ÅÅÅ APr>j;-l[;

ÅÅÅ hwhy dreyE !Ke
!AYci-rh;-l[; 

is not frightened off ... , so YHWH ... will 
come down on Mount Zion.

Isa 31:4

4. `T'r>B;ñDI rv,a]K; hf,[]T; !Ke So do, according to what you say.
Gen 18:5

5. y+li-Waj.x' !Ke ~B'ruK. As [the more] they multiplied, so [the 
more] they sinned against me.
Hos 4:7

6. dy:-la, ~ydIb'[] ynEy[ek. hNEhi
WnynEy[e !Ke ÅÅÅ ~h,ynEAda]

hwhy-la, 

As the eyes of slaves (look) to the hand 
of their master ... so our eyes (look) to 
YHWH.

Ps 123:2

7. [+v'r'K' qyDIC;k; hy"h'w> And the (state of the) righteous would 
be like the (state) of the wicked.
Gen 18:25

8. `h[or>p;K. ^Amñk' yKi Indeed, you are like Pharaoh.
Gen 44:18

9. tx;a; hr'AT ~v'a'K' taJ'x;K;
~+h,l' 

The guilt offering (Àsëm) is like the sin 
offering (hÌtÌÀt): there is one set of rules 
for (both of) them.
Lev 7:7

10. ynEp.li hy<h.yI rGEK; ~k,K'
`hwhy 

As you are, so shall the sojourner be 
before YHWH.

Num 15:15

1. yTil.Bi ÅÅÅ AlAq rypiK. !TeyIh]
`dk'l'-~ai 

Does a lion roar ... unless it has 
vanquished (its prey)?31
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38.7 Temporal Clauses 

a 
The majority of dependent temporal clauses are formed with an infinitive introduced by a preposition (36.2.2–3; 
11.2.5, 9–11). There are a variety of other temporal clause types, however, introduced by other particles. These 
may be classified according to the temporal relation of the main clause situation and that of the subordinate 
clause. If the situations are contemporary, the conjunction is usually rv,a]K; (# 1) or yKi (# 2); ~a is rarely used in 

this way (# 3).33 If the subordinate clause refers to a later situation, the conjunction is most commonly d[; 
(11.2.12), alone (# 4) or in combination, rva d[ (# 5), ~a rva d[, ~a d[, or yK d[; ~rj, alone (# 6) 

or with B (# 7), is also used (cf. 31.6.3 on the use of prefix forms). For a preceding situation, the conjunction is 

most often rx;a; or yrex]a; (# 8; 11.2.1), either of which can be used with rva (# 9); za'me is also used (# 10). 
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Amos 3:4

2. yKi ^x]Lev;a] al{
`ynIT'ñk.r;Be-~ai 

I won't release you unless you bless me.

Gen 32:27

3. hwhy yn"doa] hf,[]y: al{ yKi
AdAs hl'G"-~ai yKi r+b'D'
`~yaiybiN>h; wyd'b'[]-la, 

The Lord YHWH does nothing unless he 
has revealed his plan to his servants, the 
prophets.32

Amos 3:7

4. yKi ~yvid'Q\h;-!mi lk;ayO al{w>
`~yIM'ñB; Arf'B. #x;r'-~ai 

He shall not eat of the holy things unless 
he washes himself in water.

Lev 22:6

5. yTil.Bi yn:p' War>ti-al{
`~k,T.ai ~k,yxia] 

You will not see my face unless your 
brother is with you.

Gen 43:3

1. byrIq.h;l. hL'Ki rv,a]K; yhiy>w:
xL;v;y>w: h+x'n>Mih;-ta,

~['h'-ta, 

When he (Ehud) had presented the 
tribute, he sent the people away.

Judg 3:18

2. ^ym,ñv' ha,r>a,-yKi When/as often as I see your heavens ... 
Ps 8:4

3. l+aer'f.yI [r;z"-~ai hy"h'w>
!y"d>mi hl'['w> 

Whenever the Israelites had planted 
their crops, the Midianites attacked.

Judg 6:3

4. ac'm.nI-d[; ÅÅÅ hT'a; ~ymiT'
`%B' ht'l'ñw>[; 

You were blameless ... until iniquity was 
found in you.

Ezek 28:15

5. d[; ~yrIb'D>l; yTin>m;ña/h,-al{w>
yn:y[e hn"ya,ñr>Tiw: ytiaB'-rv,a] 

I did not believe (such) things until I 
came and saw (them) with my own 
eyes.
1 Kgs 10:7
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38.8 Constituent Noun Clauses 

a 
It is common for a clause to stand in a case frame usually occupied by a noun; such a dependent clause is called 
a noun clause or a constituent noun clause.34 (A verbless clause, also called a nominal clause, is an independent 
clause with subject and predicate; see 8.4.) A noun clause is often prefaced by yK, rva,or (in the accusative 

case frame) ta; those clauses preceded by yK or rva are often called "‘that' clauses" (since the particle 
involved is often translated 'that'), while many noun clauses are called "object clauses." 

b 
In a nominative ease frame, a clause can serve as the subject of a main clause (## 1, 3–4) or as a predicate 
nominative (# 2). The noun clause can be an infinitive construct (often with l; # 1), an rva clause (## 2–3), or a 

yK clause (# 4); a clause in apposition is usually asyndetic (# 5). The noun clause may be masculine (## 2–5) or 
feminine (# 1). 

6. `Wrboñ[]y: ~r,j,ñ ~v' WnliñY"w: They camped there before they crossed 
over.
Josh 3:1

7. wyl'ae %a'l.M;h; aboy" ~r,j,ñB.
rm;a' aWhw> 

Before the messenger came to him, he 
had said ... 

2 Kgs 6:32

8. xr;p'W [g:N<ñh; bWvy"-~aiw>
#Lexi rx;a; tyIB;ñB;

tAcq.hi yrex]a;w> ~y+nIb'a]h'-ta,
`x;Ajhi yrex]a;w> tyIB;ñh;-ta,

ha'r'w> !heKoh; ab'W 

If the infection returns and again breaks 
out in the house, after he has pulled out 
the stones and after scraping(?) the 
house and after plastering, the priest 
shall go inspect.

Lev 14:43–44

9. rx;a; hn"v' href.[, [B;r>a;B.
ry+[ih' ht'K.hu rv,a] 

in the fortieth year after the city was 
captured

Ezek 40:1

10. Atao dyqip.hi za'me yhiy>w:
hwhy %r,b'ñy>w: ÅÅÅ AtybeB.

yrIc.Mih; tyBe-ta, 

And from the time that he (the master) 
had set him (Joseph) over his house ... , 
YHWH blessed the Egyptian's house.

Gen 39:5

1. qZEx;l. ht'y>h' hwhy taeme yKi
~B'li-ta, 

From YHWH was the hardening (of) their 
heart.

Josh 11:20

2. H+t'ao hf,[]T; rv,a] hz<w> This is how you are to build it.
Gen 6:15

3. r+Doti-al{ rv,a] bAj Better that you do not vow than ... (lit., it 
is better that you do not vow than ... ).
Qoh 5:4

4.
jl;m.nI-yKi dG:hu lWav'l.W

That David had left Keilah was told to 
Saul (lit., it was told Saul that David ... ).
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c 
A noun clause may occur after a noun in the construct, that is, in a genitive frame. The clause may be introduced 
by rva (## 6–7) or it may be asyndetic (## 8–9).36 Similarly, a noun clause can follow a preposition, with rva 
(# 10) or without it (## 11–12). 

d 
In an accusative frame, a clause may stand as an object of a verb or as an adverbial accusative. As an object, a 
constituent noun clause is frequent after verbs of perceiving (often with yK, ## 13, 18; less often with rva, # 14; 

or asyndetic, # 15) and saying (generally asyndetic, # 16; sometimes with rva, # 17).37 The logical subject of 
the subordinate noun clause may be raised out of that clause and appear as the object of the main clause (# 18; 
cf. # 15). An adverbial-accusative noun clause may be juxtaposed to the main clause it depends on (# 19). 
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hl'y[iQ.mi dwID' 
1 Sam 23:13

5. rb'D'h; !Akn" tm,a/ hNEhiw>
taZOh; hb'[eATh; ht'f.[/n< 

If the matter is established as true that 
this detestable thing was done ... 35

Deut 13:15

6. ~Aqm. rh;Soñh; tyBe-la,
~y+rIWsa] %l,M,ñh; yreysia]-rv,a] 

to the prison, the place where the king's 
prisoners were confined

Gen 39:20 Qere

7. AB [g:N<ñh; rv,a] ymey>-lK'
aW+h amej' am'j.yI 

All the time he has the infection he is 
unclean.

Lev 13:46

8. ~T'ai Wnk.L;ñh;t.hi ymey>-lK' all the days we went about with them
1 Sam 25:15

9. [;+veAhB. hwhy-rB,DI tL;xiT. When YHWH began to speak through 
Hosea ... 
Hos 1:2

10. hwhy x;ynIhe-rv,a] yrex]a;
laer'f.yIl. 

after YHWH had given Israel rest

Josh 23:1

11. ÅÅÅ !b'l' ble-ta, bqo[]y: bnOg>YIw:
x;rebo yKi Al dyGIhi yliB.-l[;

`aWh 

Jacob deceived Laban ... by not telling 
him that he was fleeing.

Gen 31:20

12. y+P'k;B. sm'x'-al{ l[; though there is no violence in my hands
Job 16:17

13. t[;r' hB'r; yKi hwhy ar>Y:w:
~d'a'h' 

YHWH saw that human wickedness 
was great.

Gen 6:5
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Footnotes:  

1. We rely here on Israel Yeivin, Introduction to the Tiberian Masorah, ed. and trans. E. J. Revell (Masoretic 
Studies 5; Missoula: Scholars Press, 1980). 
2. Two groups of materials are relevant: Qumranic texts that witness to the antiquity of certain aspects of the 
Masorah, and modern grammatical studies that show that the complexities of Masoretic study could not be the 
result of later reconstruction; for this latter group, see the various studies of phonology cited in the Bibliography (§ 
1d-e), especially those of J. L. Malone and E. J. Revell. 
3. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, 42. 
4. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, 42. 
5. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, 43. 
6. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, 43. 
7. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, 158. 
8. Yeivin, Tiberian Masorah, 218. 
9. For a preliminary analysis of the Masoretic accent system as a native-speaker grammatical analysis, see M. 
Aronoff, "Orthography and Linguistic Theory: The Syntactic Basis of Masoretic Hebrew Punctuation," Language 
61 (1985) 28–72. For more on the concept of nativespeaker analyses, see M. O'Connor, "Writing Systems, Native 
Speaker Analyses, and the Earliest Stages of Northwest Semitic Orthography," The Word Of The Lord Shall Go 
Forth: Essays in Honor of David Noel Freedman, ed. C. L. Meyers and M. O'Connor (Winona Lake, Indiana: 
Eisenbrauns, 1983) 439–65; O'Connor, "Writing Systems and Native Speaker Analyses," Society of Biblical 
Literature Seminar Papers 1986, ed. K. H. Richards (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986) 536–43. 
10. Wolfgang Schneider, Grammatik des biblischen Hebräisch (Munich: Claudius, 1974) 261. The terms 
discourse analysis (North America) and text-linguistics and text-grammar (Europe) are more or less 
interchangeable. See Egon Werlich, Typologie der Texte (Heidelberg: Puelle und Meyer, 1975); as well as 
several papers by E. Talstra, on Schneider's work, "Text Grammar and Hebrew Bible," Bibliotheca Orientalis 35 
(1978) 169–74, 39 (1982) 26–38; and on clause types, "Towards a Distributional Definition of Clauses in Classical 

14. aWh-rv,a] lWav' ar>Y:w:
lyKif.m; 

Saul saw that he was successful (how 
successful he was).38

1 Sam 18:15

15. Wrh]m; ytiyfiñ[' ~t,yair> hm'
`ynIAmñk' Wf[] 

What you have seen that I do, hasten to 
do like me.

Judg 9:48

16. Waj.x' yl;Wa bAYai rm;a' yKi
yn:b' 

Job said, "Perhaps my children have 
sinned."

Job 1:5

17. tae %l,M,ñl; rPes;m. aWh yhiy>w:
tMeh;-ta, hy"x/h,-rv,a] 

He (Gehazi) was telling the king that he 
(Elisha) revived the dead.39

2 Kgs 8:5

18. bAj yKi hx'nUm. ar>Y:w:
hm'+[eñn" yKi #r,a'ñh'-ta,w> 

He saw that rest was good and the land 
was sweet.

Gen 49:15

19. ~+aot.Pi [;vuAhy> ~h,ylea] aboY"w:
hl'[' hl'y>L;h;-lK'

`lG"l.GIh;-!mi 

Joshua came upon them suddenly 
(after) he had gone up from Gilgal 
throughout the night.

Josh 10:9
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Hebrew: A Computer-Assisted Description of Clauses and Clause-Types in Deut 4, 3–8, " Ephemerides 
Theologicae Lovanienses 63 (1987) 95–105. 
11. The combination wÝhaÒyaÖ is the most common particle or particle combination found on both the interclausal 
and macrosyntactic levels, but others are also so used, e.g., raq. 
12. We must assume that authors or editors of biblical books, though they may have used sources with differing 
macrosyntactic features, created a final text that was intelligible to their audiences. Contrast the views expressed 
in the influential study of W. Richter, Traditionsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen zum Richterbuch (Bonn: Peter 
Hanstein, 1963), early, we add, in the astonishing range of that scholar's work. 
13. Two common particles found in the clauses discussed here (and found elsewhere) are ky (used 4,470 times) 
and gm (767 times; SA/THAT). On ky in general, see A. Schoors, "The Particle yKi," Oudtestamentische Studiën 
21 (1981) 240–76. 
Unlike many languages, Hebrew does not use a different word order for main and subordinate clauses; the 
general preference for verb-subject-object obtains in both groups, with many exceptions. 
14. Traditional grammars, though not clearly expressing the point, have defined syntactic units by function and not 
solely by form, and we follow that practice, with appropriate caution. On the relationship between Àsër as a pronoun 
and as a conjunction, see the study of M. H. [Goshen-]Gottstein,"Afterthought and the Syntax of Relative Clauses 
in Biblical Hebrew," Journal of Biblical Literature 68 (1949) 35–47. 
15. In addition to the grammars, e.g., Richter, GAHG 3. 190–202, see J. Hoftijzer, The Function and Use of the 
Imperfect Forms with Nun Paragogicum in Classical Hebrew (Assert: Van Gorcum, 1985) 25–57, for another 
classification of subordinate clauses. Cf. also A. Niccacci, Sintassi del verbo ebraico nella prosa biblica classica 
(Jerusalem: Franciscan Printing Press, 1986) 83–100. 
16. T. O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971) 276. 
17. On the use of both yqtl and qtl forms in the protases of conditional sentences, see Joüon § 167/ pp. 512–18; 
note also the variation in the Ugaritic hippiatric texts—see D. Pardee, Les Textes hippiatriques (Paris: Editions 
Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1985) 17–18, 41–42. 
18. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 276–77. Some scholars distinguish from real conditionals a class of 
concessive clauses (anglice 'though, even though, even if'); see, e.g., R. J. Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline 
(2d ed.; Toronto: University of Toronto 1976) 88. 

19. On this particle, see C. van Leeuwen, "Die Partikel ~ai," Oudtestamentische Studiën 18 (1973) 15–48; on 
conditional clauses, see pp. 16–27. There are 1,060 occurrences of Àm (SA/THAT). On the Ugaritic particles Àim 
(prose only) and hm (verse and prose), see Kjell Aartun, Die Partikeln des Ugaritischen. 2. Präpositionen, 
Konjunktionen (Kevelaer: Butzon und Bercker/Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1978) 95–97. 
20. In case law, ky can introduce the major circumstance and Àm the minor circumstances, e.g., Exod 21:28 (ky)-
29 (Àm); cf. LHS 184, citing the sequence of Exod 21:37 (ky), 22:1 (Àm), 22:2 (Àm). 

21. Note, too, the second half of the verse. 
22. There are a few cases in which luÖleÒ(À) is not counterfactual; note the verse example in Judg 14:18. On luÖ, see 
J. Huehnergard, "Asseverative *la and Hypothetical *lu/law in Semitic," Journal of the American Oriental Society 
103 (1983) 569–93, esp. 570–71; with the phonological addendum of R. C. Steiner, "Lulav versus *lu/law," 
Journal of the American Oriental Society 107 (1987) 121–22. 
23. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 279. On the relation of the conditional sense and the other, which he 
calls optative, see Huehnergard, "Asseverative *la,# 573–74; he suggests that at base the particle marks that "a 
statement [is] hypothetical, that a proposition [is] deemed by the speaker to be contrary to known fact or to 
reasonable expectation" (p. 574). 
24. Similarly Joüon § 168a / p. 518, § 169i / p. 521. On ky in such clauses, see W. T. Claassen, "Speaker-
Oriented Functions of kiÖ in Biblical Hebrew," Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages 11 (1983) 29–46. 

25. See H. A. Brongers, "Die Partikel ![;m;l. in der biblisch-hebräischen Sprache," Oudtestamentische Studiën 18 
(1973) 84–96. Brongers suggests that ImÁn introduces a result clause in a few cases (Lev 20:3, 2 Kgs 22:17, 
Amos 2:7; p. 89); he also notes that sometimes the particle is elliptical in sense and a paraphrase is necessary: 
"the consequence of which will be." The form lmÁn occurs 270 times (SA/THAT). 

26. In Ezek 19:9 lmÁN LÀ introduces a result clause (contrast the final clauses in 14:11, 25:10, 26:20). The particle 
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pn occurs 133 times (SA/THAT). 

27. See M. J. Mulder, "Die Partikel ![;y:," Oudtestamentische Studiën 18 (1973) 49–83, esp. pp. 56–80, on other 
causal conjunctions, see pp. 80–82. 
28. Apparently the protasis in Jer 3:20 has no introductory particle, but ÀaÒkeÒn there is suspect; perhaps read ÀakkÝ, 
with W. L. Holladay, Jeremiah (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 1. 60–61. See also Joüon § 174e / p. 528. 
29. See also Lev 24:16, kaggeÒr kaÒÀezraÒhÌ. The two k-phrases may together be seen as a type of "small clause," the 
rule of thumb. 
30. Compare the treatment of Williams, Hebrew Syntax, 92–94, who keeps such clauses together; see also van 
Leeuwen, "Die Partikel ~ai," 42–47, esp. 46–47. 

31. Note also blty Àm in Amos 3:3 and kyÀm in 3:7. 

32. The occurrences of blty Àm in Amos 3:3–4 are both governed by the interrogative particle; this otherwise 
similar clause with ky Àm is declarative. 

33. See van Leeuwen, "Die Partikel ~ai," 47–48. 

34. See Williams, Hebrew Syntax, 80–82; M. O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure (Winona Lake, Indiana: 
Eisenbrauns, 1980) 314–15. 
35. The subject is hdbr and the clause nÁsëth htwÁbh hzÀt is in apposition to it. Cf. also Ps 99:4, also a verbless main 
clause, with the dependent clause msëptÌ Àhb, 'He loves justice.' Note also zmty bl yÁbr py, 'I have resolved: my mouth 
will not transgress' (Ps 17:3). 
36. Note also Ám hysër hwlk 'with he who behaves uprightly' (Mic 2:7), where hysër is an adverbial accusative 
governed by the participle hwlk. The doubts expressed by L. H. Glinert about this use of clauses after a construct 
are overstated see "The Preposition in Biblical and Modern Hebrew," Hebrew Studies 23 (1982) 115–25, at 120. 
37. This is not to sidestep the enormous problems of direct discourse in the Bible; see provisionally, K. R Crim. 
"Hebrew Direct Discourse as a Translation Problem," Bible Translator 24 (1973) 311–16; O'Connor, Hebrew 
Verse Structure, 409–20. 
38. Cf. 1 Sam 24:11. 
39. The rendering of # 16 as direct discourse and of # 17 as indirect discourse should not be taken to suggest that 
Hebrew distinguishes these two formats in the way English (along with other European languages) does. 
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Page 647

39.1 Textual Organization 

a 
The continuity of Hebrew discourse, especially narrative, is the result of two factors. The first is the dominance of 
a single clausal coordinating conjunction over all others. So pervasive is w« that the discourse is largely 
organized around this single particle, which, it should be noted, has other roles to play, notably as the particle 
joining nouns in sequence. The duty of clausal coordination is shared only with the rare ÀoÖ 'or' and possibly the 
extremely rare p 'and so.' The second factor responsible for discourse continuity is the class of clausal adverbs, 
particles that modify an entire clause, either in itself (notably the negative particles) or in relation to the 
surrounding discourse (the emphatic and restrictive particles). 

b 
In this chapter these two factors are considered. First, we take up the coordinators, filling in gaps in our earlier 
considerations of waw and discussing briefly ÀoÖ and p. The amorphous category of adverbs is then discussed, 
before we discuss the various types of clausal adverb.1 
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39.2 Coordination 

a 
The three coordinating particles, w, ÀoÖ, and p, form a closely united phonological class, but in terms of use, only 
one is of major importance. Insofar as ÀoÖ and (if it occurs in Hebrew) p have defined roles, they can apparently 
everywhere be replaced by w.2 

39.2.1 Basic Functions of Waw 

a 
The conjunction w has two basic roles to play in Hebrew: it conjoins nouns on the phrasal level and it conjoins 
clauses. That these are different roles is suggested by a variety of languages that distinguish them; that they are 
similar is shown by the greater number of languages (including English) that combine them. 

39 Coordination and Clausal Adverbs 

39.1 Textual Organization 
39.2 Coordination 

2.1 Basic Functions of Waw 
2.2 Conjunctive-sequential Waw 
2.3 Disjunctive Waw 
2.4 Epexegetical Waw 
2.5 Conjunctive Waw 
2.6 Other Coordinating Conjunctions 

39.3 Clausal Adverbs 
3.1 Adverbs in General 
3.2 Clausal and Item Adverbs 
3.3 Negative Adverbs 
3.4 Emphatic Adverbs 
3.5 Restrictive Adverbs 
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b 
Phrasal w is usually found on each item in a series (# 1) but sometimes only on the last of a series (# 2); it is 
rarely distributed irregularly through the series (# 3) and still more rarely omitted (# 4). 

After a clausal negative, waw with a noun often has an alternative force (# 5); as with the operation of simple 
conjoining, the operation of specifying alternatives can be either phrasal or clausal. The sense of # 5 is 'I will not 
save by the bow and (I will) not (save) by the sword,' etc. Normally a noun phrase specifying or glossing another 
noun phrase stands juxtaposed to it in apposition (12.1), but sometimes waw intervenes (# 6). In some  
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cases this explicative waw occurs on a non-appositional part of a clause; in such cases it may be called emphatic 
waw (# 7).5 Phrasal waw pointed as waÒ indicates a close bond between the parts of the phrase (# 8).6 

c 
Clausal waw is a simple conjunction, that is, it places propositions or clauses one after another, without indicating 
the hierarchical relation between them. Biblical Hebrew frequently joins logically subordinate clauses to a main 
clause either asyndetically or, more often, syndetically with this conjunction. G. B. Caird justly censors philologists 
who have inferred from this feature of the language that the Hebrews were intellectually naïve. 

Yet there are eminent philologists who have drawn strangely faulty inferences from it. "The Semitic sentence
is a succession of short sentences linked together by simple co-ordinate conjunctions. The principal mark, 
therefore, of Hebrew and especially of classical Hebrew style is that it is what the Greeks called lexis
eiromenê 'speech strung together' like a row of beads. ... It will, therefore, be readily understood that 
philosophical reasoning and sustained argument were beyond the grasp of the Hebrew intellect or, at any

1. r+h'c.YIh;w> vAryTih;w> !g"D'h; the grain and the must and the oil
Hos 2:10

2. H+T'B;v;w> Hv'd>x' HG"x' her festival, her new-moon (feast), and 
her sabbath3

Hos 2:13

3. yrIm.c; ym;ymeW ymix.l; ynEt.nO
`yy"WQviw> ynIm.v; yTiv.piW 

those who give my bread and my water, 
my wool and my flax, my oil and my 
drink4

Hos 2:7

4. zx'a' ~t'Ay hY"ZI[u ymeyBi
h+d'Why> ykel.m; hY"qiz>xiy> 

in the time of Uzziah-Jotham-Ahaz-
Hezekiah, kings of Judah

Hos 1:1

5. tv,q,ñB. ~[eyviAa al{w>
~ysiWsB. hm'x'l.mib.W br,x,ñb.W

`~yvir'p'b.W 

I will not save them by bow or by sword 
or by battle, by horses or charioteers.

Hos 1:7

6. ~y[iroh' ylik.Bi ~t'ao ~f,Y"ñw:
jWql.Y:b;W Al-rv,a] 

He put them in the shepherds' vessel he 
had, that is, in the pouch.

1 Sam 17:40

7. ~k,ynEx]m; vaoB. hl,[]a;w"
~k,P.a;b.W 

I will make the stench of your camp 
ascend even into your nostrils.

Amos 4:10

8. dk,n<ñw" !ynIw> and offspring and descendant (or, kith 
and kin)
Isa 14:22
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rate, beyond its power of expression" [G. R. Driver]. 
Driver is on sounder ground when he describes this as a feature of Hebrew style than when he attempts to
deduce from it the limitations of Hebrew thought. Hebrew possesses words for 'if', 'because' and 'therefore';
and any language which has such words is capable of being used for logical thought.7 

Although Hebrew relies heavily on waw, other indicators in the text's surface grammar sometimes mark out more 
precise logical values. Moreover, the patterns of the use of waw allow for precision. 
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d 
We have already considered waw-relative clauses (Chaps. 32, 33); here we primarily treat other types of clauses 
joined by w« (w>). A starting point is provided by T. O. Lambdin, who analyzes clauses joined by w« into two types. 

(1) conjunctive-sequential, in which the second clause is temporally or logically posterior or consequent to
the first, and 
(2) disjunctive, in which the second clause may be in various relations, all nonsequential, with the first. 
The major device in Hebrew for signalling the difference between conjunctive and disjunctive clauses is the
type of word which stands immediately after the w«-: 
w«- (or wa-) + verb is conjunctive [-sequential] 

w«- + non-verb is disjunctive.8 

We have already seen that waw + the suffix conjugation can be purely conjunctive (32.3)9 and that relative waw 
with the verb can be epexegetical (32.2.3e, 33.2.2). To the two uses of w«/wa joining clauses cited by Lambdin, 
we accordingly add epexegetical and conjunctive.10 

39.2.2 Conjunctive-sequential Waw 

a 
Most conjunctive-sequential uses of waw have been discussed in connection with waw-relative constructions with 
the suffix and prefix conjugations; there is no need to rehearse or sample that material here. We may recall one 
important construction: volitional form (i.e., cohortative, imperative, or jussive) + w« + prefix conjugation (## 1–2). 
In this use the second clause expresses a purpose or result ('so that'; 34.6).11 It is often difficult to distinguish 
examples of this construction from cases with two volitional forms in a row (39.2.5). 

39.2.3 Disjunctive Waw 

a 
Interclausal waw before a non-verb constituent has a disjunctive role. There are two common types of disjunction. 
One type involves a continuity of scene and participants, but a change of action, while the other is used where the 
scene or participants shift. 
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b 

1. hK,a;w> aN" hk'l.aeñ
la[em'v.yI-ta, 

Let me go so that I can kill Ishmael.

Jer 40:15

2. tmua'w> ^D>b.[; an"-bv'y"ñ
yrIy[iB. 

Let your servant return, so that I can die 
in my own city.

2 Sam 19:38
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If the disjunctive waw is used in a situation with continuity of setting, the clause it introduces may contrast with the 
preceding (## 1–2),12 specify contemporary circumstances (usually verbless clauses; ## 3–5) or causes (## 6–7), 
or provide a comparison (## 8–9) 

c 
A disjunctive-waw clause may also shift the scene or refer to new participants; the disjunction may come at the 
beginning or end of a larger episode or it may "interrupt" one. The "interruptive" use, better called explanatory or 
parenthetical, "break[s] into the main narrative to supply information relevant to or necessary for the narrative" (# 
10).14 The disjunction may also indicate "either the completion of one episode or the beginning  
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1. ~yqiv.M;h; rf;-ta, bv,Y"ñw:
rf; taew> ÅÅÅ Whqeñv.m;-l[;

h+l'T' ~ypiaoh' 

He returned the chief butler to his 
butlership, ... but he hanged the chief 
baker.

Gen 40:21–22

2. tAcr'a]h'-lk'B. b['r' yhiy>w:
~yIr;ñc.mi #r,a,ñ-lk'b.W

`~h,l'ñbhy"h'ñ 

There was famine in all the (other) lands, 
but throughout Egypt there was food.

Gen 41:54

3. lD'g>miW ry[i WnL'ñ-hn<b.nI
~yIm;ñV'b; Avarow> 

Let us build a city and a tower, with its 
top reaching into the sky.

Gen 11:4

4. ÅÅÅ taceyO hq'b.rI hNEhiw>
`Hm'k.vi-l[; HD'k;w> 

Rebekah was coming out ... with her 
pitcher on her shoulder.

Gen 24:15

5. tAf[]l; ht'y>B;ñh; aboY"w:
yven>a;me vyai !yaew> A+Tk.al;m.

`tyIB'ñB; ~v' tyIB;ñh; 

And he came into the house to do his 
work while none of the household staff 
were there in the house.

Gen 39:11

6. hwhyw: ytiao Wrx]a;T.-la;
y+Kir>D; x;ylic.hi 

Do not detain me since YHWH has made 
my journey successful.

Gen 24:56

7. ~T,a;w> #+x'l.ti al{ rgEw>
rGEh; vp,n<ñ-ta, ~T,[.d;y> 

You shall not oppress a stranger 
because you yourselves know the 
feelings of a stranger.
Exod 23:9

8. h+p'yE[] vp,n<ñ-l[; ~yrIq' ~yIm;ñ
#r,a,ñme hb'Ajñ h['Wmv.W

`qx'r>m, 

[Like] cold water to a weary soul, so is 
good news from a far land.13

Prov 25:25

9. H+r'yci-l[; bASTi tl,D,ñh;
`AtJ'mi-l[; lce['w> 

[As] the door turns on its hinges, so a 
sluggard on his bed.

Prov 26:14
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of another."15 At the beginning of a story episode, new, characters are often first mentioned (# 11); at the 
conclusion, further developments are briefly sketched or the narrated episode is put in context (# 12). 

39.2.4 Epexegetical Waw 

a 
Waw may stand before clauses which serve to clarify or specify the sense of the preceding clause; the common 
use of the epexegetical waw, in prose, as the waw-reiative has been discussed (e.g., 32.2.3, 33.2.2). 

b 
In verse the epexegetical waw is more problematic. H. A. Brongers has pointed out that where neighboring lines 
have nearly identical sense, the waw cannot be copulative but probably functions to intensify the poetry (## 1–
2).16 He further suggests that in some cases it compensates for gapping of the initial verb (# 3)17 or as an 
emphatic waw ('yea') (# 4). When it intensifies the poetic expression, it is often best left untranslated in English. 
These three usages should be considered together because the distinction between them is subjective. 
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10. ^l.-la;G: ÅÅÅ laeGOh; rm,aYOñw:
tazOw> ÅÅÅ ytiL'auG>-ta, hT'a;

ÅÅÅ hL'WaGlh;-l[; ÅÅÅ ~ynIp'l.
vyai @l;v' rb'D'-lK' ~YEq;l.

laeGOh; rm,aYOw: ÅÅÅ Al[]n:
@l{v.YIw: %+l'-hnEq. z[;boñl.

`Al[]n: 

The redeemer said, " ... Redeem my 
redemption for yourself ... " Now in the 
past this was ... (the procedure) for 
redemption ... : to establish any matter a 
man would draw off his sandal. ... So 
when the redeemer said to Boaz, 
"Acquire (it) for yourself," he drew off his 
sandal.

Ruth 4:6–8

11. ÅÅÅ Hv'yail. [d;Am ymi[\n"l.W
`z[;Boñ Amv.W 

Now, Naomi had a relative on her 
husband's side ... named Boaz.

Ruth 2:1 Qere

12. ÅÅÅ #r,P'ñ tAdl.AT hL,aeñw>
z[;Boñ-ta, dyliAh !Aml.f;w>

`dbeA[-ta, dyliAh
dwID'-ta, dyliAh yv;yIw> 

Now, these are the generations of 
Perez. ... Salmon begot Boaz and Boaz 
begot Obed ... and Jesse begot David.

Ruth 4:18, 21–22

1. AtL'[up.W ATai Ark'f. hNEhi
`wyn"p'l. 

See, his reward is with him, his 
recompense [goes] before him.

Isa 40:10

2. ^l. Wwx]T;v.yIw> ~yMi[; ^Wdñb.[]y:
~yMiaul. 

May nations serve you, peoples bow 
down to you.

Gen 27:29 Qere

3. y+DIb.[; bqo[]y: [m;v. hT'[;w>
`Ab yTir>x;ñB' laer'f.yIw> 

But now listen, O Jacob, my servant, 
[listen,] Israel, whom I have chosen.

Isa 44:1

4.
!yaew> ÅÅÅ hwhyK; vAdq'-!yae

There is no one holy like YHWH ... yea, 
there is no Rock like our God.
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c 
The epexegetical waw on the clausal level may serve the goal of introducing a clause restating or paraphrasing 
the previous clause;18 it may be found in either prose (## 5–6) or verse (## 7–8). The precise nuance of waw in 
these and similar cases is often hard to pin down. 

39.2.5 Conjunctive Waw 

a 
Conjunctive waw serves to join two clauses which describe interrelated or overlapping situations not otherwise 
logically related. Pairs of such clauses may form a hendiadys . There is a tendency, both in translation and 
commentary, to assign to the conjunctive waw a more logically distinct value where possible; this tendency may 
obscure the distinctive shape of Hebrew narrative.19 We have already discussed the use of conjunctive (or 
copulative) waw before suffix forms (32.3) and prefix forms (33.4); here we treat conjunctive wnw before 
volitionals and some non-volitional prefix forms. 

b 
Conjunctive waw can connect volitional-forms: imperatives (## 1–2), jussives (# 3), or cohortatives (# 4), or 
various combinations (cohortative + jussive, # 5; imperative + cohortative, # 6; 34.6). It can also join a clause 
beginning with a prefix form to a preceding clause (## 7–9). 
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`Wnyheñl{aKe rWc 
1 Sam 2:2

5. rB,DI-rv,a] lKo Wrm.aYOw:
`[m'v.nIw> hf,[]n: hwhy 

They said, "All that YHWH has said, we 
will do, that is, we will obey."

Exod 24:7

6. ynIa'ñ hn"m'l.a;-hV'ai lb'a]
`yviyai tm'Y"ñw: 

Alas, I am a widow, that is, my husband 
has died.

2 Sam 14:5

7. hM'+heñ tAc[e db;ao yAg-yKi
`hn"WbT. ~h,B' !yaew> 

They are a nation without sense, that is, 
there is no discernment in them.

Deut 32:28

8. alem'W !Acr' [b;f. yliT'p.n:
h+why tK;r>Bi 

Napthali is abounding with favor, that is, 
full of YHWH's blessing.

Deut 33:23

1. h+tev.W lkoa/ hle[] Go, eat and drink.
1 Kgs 18:41

2. rm'w" [r;-yKi yair>W y[id>W Know and see that it is evil and bitter.
Jer 2:19

3. !Kov.yIw> tp,y<ñl. ~yhil{a/ T.p.y:
db,[,ñ ![;n:ñk. yhiywI ~+ve-yleh\a'B.

`Aml'ñ 

May God extend the territory of Japheth; 
may Japheth live in the tents of Shem; 
and may Canaan be his slave.

Gen 9:27

4.
+̂n<ñybeW ynIyBe ytiyrIb. hn"T.a,w>

I will make my covenant between me and 
you and will greatly increase you.
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39.2.6 Other Coordinating Conjunctions 

a 

Other than waw, the only coordinating conjunction established in Hebrew is Aa 'or,' used to join alternatives. It is 
alleged that p 'and then' is to be found in Hebrew. 

b 

The coordinator wa is found separating alternatives in main clauses (## 1–2)20 and, more often, in subordinate 

clauses (## 3–4);21 subordinate clauses are common in legal materials where the precision of wa is desired.22 As 

a coordinator, wa works by reducing identical material associated with two conjoined clauses, leaving only what is 

different; thus the basic structure of # 1 is ÅÅÅ bvT wa ~ymy ÅÅÅ bvT 
rwf[, 'Let the girl stay with us a few days or let the girl stay with us ten days.'23 
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c 

`daom. daom.Bi ^t.Aa hB,r>a;w> 
Gen 17:2

5. Wnmeñl.c;B. ~d'a' hf,[]n:
WDr>yIw> Wn+teñWmd>Ki 

Let us make humans in our image ... and 
let them rule.

Gen 1:26

6. hwhy-rh;-la, hl,[]n:w> Wkl. Go and let us ascend YHWH's mountain.
Isa 2:3 = Mic 4:2

7. WN+v,ñrIAaw> rb,D,ñb; WNK,ña; I will strike them down with the plague 
and destroy them.
Num 14:12

8. Wa+r'ñyIw> W[m.v.yI ~['h'-lk'w> All the people will hear and be afraid.
Deut 17:13; cf. 19:20, 21:21

9. lKo Wml.K'yIw> WvboñyE !he
%+B' ~yrIx/N<h; 

All who rage against you will be ashamed 
and disgraced.

Isa 41:11

1. ~ymiy" WnT'ñai hr'[]N:h; bveTe
rA+f[' Aa 

Let the girl stay with us a few days or ten.

Gen 24:55 Qere

2. Aa ^n>ym(iy>-l[; ^l. hjen>
^l,ñamof.-l[; 

Turn yourself to your right or your left.

2 Sam 2:21

3. Aa vyai-ta, rAv xG:yI-ykiw>
t+mew" hV'ai-ta, 

If an ox gores (either) a man or a woman 
who (later) dies ... 

Exod 21:28

4. x+G"yI tb;-Aa xG"yI !be-Aa 
(If) it gores either a son or a daughter ... 
24

Exod 21:31
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The conjunction p 'and so (then)' is attested commonly in Arabic (fa) and in a variety of Northwest Semitic 
dialects.25 It has been alleged that it occurs in the Bible, its use neglected by the Masoretes.26 Consider these 
verses. 

The phrase @la-yrrh is problematic; the Masoretes read @l,a'ñ 'a thousand,' while the Greek has kteÒneÒ en tois 

oresin kai boes 'herds on the mountains and cattle,' reflecting @law (r)rhB twmhB (the Peshitta is similar). 

Neither of these senses of @l,a,ñ,'thousand' or 'cattle,' seems apposite. A phrase in Ps 36:7, lae-yrer>h;K. 'mighty 

hills,'27 suggests that the last word of Ps 50:10 is la, while P is the conjunction; the sense would be, 'the animals 
are mine and so I know them all.' there is a small number of difficult passages for which similar arguments have 
been offered.28 The question of Biblical Hebrew p is not settled. 

39.3 Clausal Adverbs 

39.3.1 Adverbs in General 
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a 
The class of adverbs includes words that modify other words or clauses. In any grammar the class presents 
numerous problems: "The adverb class is the least satisfactory of the traditional parts of speech; [it is an] 
especially mixed [class], ... having small and fairly well-defined groups of closed-system items [cf. English 'very, 
well, yet'] alongside the indefinitely large open-class items [cf. English 'briefly, largely, frankly, timewise']"29 
Further, the items called adverbs often fit into other part-of-speech categories, for example, English 'round' is not 
only an adverb, but also a noun, an adjective, and a verb.30 All of these problems are especially acute for Hebrew 
(and the other Semitic languages); the class of adverbs is extremely small, extremely heterogeneous, and its 
members are often used in other ways. Many grammars of Hebrew in fact pass over the adverbs, treating some 
important subclasses in detail while neglecting the class as a whole.31 

b 
The adverbial functions of various European languages afford no guide to Hebrew adverbial use, for in Hebrew 
other syntactic approaches are taken to those functions.32 The two most important are the "adverbial" accusative 
(10.2.2) and the "adverbial use" of the infinitive absolute (35.4); both these terms bear the imprint of European 
grammarians and reflect an alien approach to Hebrew. Nonetheless, the patterns of use are clear, and it is useful 
to retain such terminology in a grammar for English speakers. Another syntactic approach is based on the use of 
two Hebrew verbs in sequence, corresponding to a verb + adverb construction in other languages; the two 
Hebrew verbs may have the same form or they may differ in form. (Occasionally, the verb that is similar to an 
English adverb is called by grammarians an auxiliary or quasi-auxiliary; this terminology is rather dubiously 
relevant.) Examples of such usage are furnished by verbs such as bwv and @sy, which are often rendered with 
adverbs such as 'again, further, continually,' etc. This syntactic approach to what European languages take as an 
adverbial function is properly a matter for the Hebrew lexicon; once the pattern is appreciated as an integral part 
of Hebrew, it requires little grammatical notice.33 

c 
Setting aside constructions that can be called adverbial from an external viewpoint, we are still left with a class of 
Hebrew adverbs.34 It is a class that overlaps with other word groups in the language, and one that reveals only 
modest regularities, but one that demands a brief review before we turn to the subject at hand, the subclass of 

5. zyzIw> ~y+rIh' @A[-lK' yTi[.d;ñy"
`ydiM'[i yd;f' 

r[;+y"ñ-Aty>x;-lk' yli-yKi
@la-yrer>h;B. tAmheB. 

All the forest creatures are mine, the 
beasts on hills. ... I know every mountain 
bird, and all that shakes(?) the fields is at 
home with me.

Ps 50:10–11
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clausal adverbs. 
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d 
There are three subgroups of adverbs in Hebrew: clausal adverbs, item adverbs, and constituent adverbs; the first 
two groups include largely particles, while the third is more heterogeneous, including nouns and verbs as well as 
particles.35 Clausal and item adverbs modify, respectively, clauses and individual words in a way related to the 
discourse, that is, they negate, emphasize, or restrict what they modify in relation to some other grammatical 
feature.36 Constituent adverbs modify clauses (and, rarely, individual words) but, in contrast to clausal and item 
adverbs, they modify the predicate, that is, they specify the time, place, or manner of the predicated situation. 
Consider this pair of clauses. 

The form dw[ is a constituent adverb, qualifying the time extent of the predicate, while (@yswa) al is a clausal 

adverb, negating the entire clause. The particle yK is another clausal adverb, this one emphasizing the clause it 

introduces. Traditionally yK is considered a conjunction (cf. 'for'), but we consider it rather to be an emphatic 
adverb (cf. 'indeed'). The question is not primarily one of translation (though the standard translation 'for' is 
sometimes illogical and often tedious), but rather of aligning yK with other forms that work similarly. The fourth 

adverb, (hmxr) al, is an item adverb, negating only the adjective that immediately follows. 

e 
In terms of frequency, clausal and constituent adverbs are common, while item adverbs are rare. In terms of 
grammatical difficulty, clausal and item adverbs are of considerable interest, while constituent adverbs require 
less attention. 

f 
A listing of constituent adverbs should enable the student to grasp the character of the class and prepare to 
observe its workings. There are four types of constituent adverbs, each with internal dynamics and with significant 
overlapping with other word groups.38 

g 
Adverbs of location are of two semantic types. The most common are deictics, those which point to a place 
relative to the situation of the speaking; the senses are 'here' and 'there' (static) and 'hither' and 
'"hither' (dynamic).39 The other type of locational adverb has independent reference, that is, reference 
independent of the situation in which the clause is spoken; relevant markers include 'above'—'below,''inside'—
'outside,''around,' and 'behind.' 
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yKi hm'+x'ñru al{ Hm'v. ar'q. 
~xer;a] dA[ @ysiAa al{ 

laer'f.yI tyBe-ta, 

Call her name Not-Pitied, for 
indeed I will not continue any 
longer to have pity on the 
House of Israel.37

Hos 1:6

1. ~l{h] hither

2. hN"heñ hither

3. hKo here

4. hPo here

5. hM'v'ñ / ~v' there, thither40

6. l[;m;ñ above
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Some of these are derived from roots (## 6–12, all the independents), while others are composed of elements 
found in other grammatical words (## 1–5, all the deictics).41 The independent adverbs are also used as 
prepositions (## 6, 12) or as nouns, often with prepositions (## 8–12). Most of these adverbs have only locational 
senses, though several also have a rare temporal sense (## 2, 5), and hK is also found as a clausal adverb. 

h 
Temporal adverbs are similarly of two semantic types. Deictics, referring to the situation of speaking, may be 
stative ('now, then') or dynamic ('not yet, previously, already'). The stative temporal deictics ht[ and za share 
with the English counterparts 'now' and 'then' a logical force ('Now we can see ... , then we can say ... '), but the 
temporal and logical uses are best kept distinct. The dynamic deictics are rare. Independent temporal adverbs, 
those that do not derive their reference from the situation of speaking, can be either local in sense ('by day, 
tomorrow, afterward') or extensive ('always/still, for a long time, forever'). The frequent phrase hl'y>l'w" ~m'Ay day 
and by night'(e.g., Ps 1:2) is a good illustration of an adverb and an adverbial accusative being used together. 

The etymological diversity noted for the locational adverbs is evident here, too. Only one of these forms (# 23) is 
used as a preposition, but the last three are used as nouns; tbr (# 24) is the feminine of br 'much.' Another 

form of derivation can be seen in ~mwy and  

7. hJ'm'ñ below

8. hm'ynIñP. inside

9. #Wx outside

10. bs;me around

11. bybis' around

12. rx;a; behind

13. hT'[; now42

14. hN"heñ now (cf. # 2)

15. yz:a] / za' then43

16. ~v' then (cf. # 5)

17. ~r,j,ñ not yet

18. lAmt.a, 
~Avl.vi 

previously44

19. hn"d,ñ[] / !d,[] previously45

20. rb'K. already46

21. ~m'Ay by day

22. tr'x\m' / rx'm' tomorrow

23. rx;a; then, afterward (cf. # 
12)

24. dA[ still47

25. tB;r; for a long time

26. ~l'A[ forever

27. xc;nE forever
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~wvlv; though the -aÒm "adverbial" ending is no longer productive in Biblical Hebrew, it has yielded several 
important forms (5.7e).48 

i 
Scalar adverbs make up a more diverse group than either locational or temporal adverbs. One group of scalars 
refers to grades of degree, on a scale from 'much, very, extremely, abundantly' (amplifiers) down to 'a little, 
almost' (diminishers). Another group of scalars refers to grades of identity of action; a situation may be repeated 
('again') or uninterrupted ('continually'). 

All but one of these (# 32) is used as a noun (including hbrh!). Although j[m is common (it occurs ca. 100 
times), the relative rarity of diminishers is striking. 

j 
The manner adverbs are the most diverse group of constituent adverbs: they can j describe the manner of an 
action with regard to (a) action ('quickly, suddenly'), (b) the actors ('together, secretly'), (c) their motives ('falsely'), 
or (d) the results ('vainly'). 

Except for the three forms with adverbial -aÒ/oÒm ending (## 36, 42, 43), all these adverbs are also used as nouns, 
and it should be plain that there is no strict line separating these manner adverbs from a variety of other adverbial 
accusative uses of nouns. 

39.3.2 Clausal and Item Adverbs 

a 
The two groups of clausal adverbs and item adverbs overlap to a large extent, but the overlap is largely the result 
of another fact: item adverbs are rare in Hebrew. The grammatical tasks of negation, emphasis, and restriction 
are usually associated with the entire clause, rather than an item within it. This relationship is most easily 

28. daom. very49

29. hBer>h; very50

30. rteAy extremely51

31. tB;r; abundantly (cf. # 25)

32. j[;m. a little, almost

33. dA[ again, continually (cf. # 24)

34. dymiT' continually

35. hr'hem. quickly

36. ~aot.Pi suddenly, abruptly52

37. [t;P, suddenly

38. [g:r,ñ suddenly

39. wD'x.y:ñ / dx;y: together

40. vr,x,ñ secretly

41. aw>v' falsely

42. ~N"xi in vain, gratis53

43. ~q'yre vainly54
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recognized with negation: the common, clausal type is shown in ## 1–2, rare, item types in ## 3–4. 
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In the first two examples the negative al stands before the verb, though in the first the negated element is the 

adverb dw[ and in the second the negated element is the object h[r. In ## 3–4, the item negative al stands 
before the specific item negated.56 The preference for emphasis and restriction on the clausal level, rather than 
on the item level, is similar to the treatment of negation. Indeed Hebrew has only one important item adverb that 
is not principally a clausal adverb and more commonly used as such, dam (## 5–6).57 

A variety of clausal adverbs can be used as item adverbs, usually in a heightened sense and often in poetry; 
some of these uses are mentioned below. 

b 
There are three groups of clausal adverbs. The negatives are best considered in connection with the 
constructions they occur in, and we provide only a brief summary here. The emphatic and restrictive adverbs, 
both often treated as types of conjunctions, require more discussion here. 

39.3.3 Negative Adverbs 

a 
There are five principal negative adverbs; each is specialized in function, though some crossover is found with all 
but the rarest.58 Independent verbal clauses are negated with al (# 1), unless the verb is a negative imperative, 

which requires al before the jussive (# 2).59 
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1. taZOh; #r,a'ñh'-ta,w>
`dA[ ha,r>yI-al{ 

And this land he shall no more see / 
see no more.

Jer 22:12

2. `Wnyaiñr' al{ h['r'w> And evil we did not see / we saw no 
evil.
Jer 44:17

3. ~aer>a; ~ynIp'-al{w> @r,[oñ I will show them (my) neck and not 
(my) face.
Jer 18:17 Oriental manuscripts55

4. hr'AhJ.h; hm'heB.h; lKomi
vyai h['b.vi h['b.vi ^l.-xQ;Ti

rv,a] hm'heB.h;-!miW A+Tv.aiw>
vyai ~yIn:ñv. ayhi hr'hoj. al{

`ATv.aiw> 

Take with you seven male-female 
pairs of every kind of clean animal 
and a male-female pair of every 
kind of not clean animal.

Gen 7:2

5. daom. H;boG" rh;-la, ynIxeñynIy>w: He led me to a very high mountain.
Ezek 40:2

6. lAdG" lyIx;ñ ÅÅÅ Wdm.[;Y:w:
`daom.-daom. 

They stood up ... a very, very great troop.

Ezek 37:10

1. br,x,ñ yAG-la, yAg aF'yI-al{ No nation shall lift a sword against a
(nother) nation.
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Dependent verbal clauses may be negated with !P for a finite purpose clause (# 3), and ytlbl or !m for an 

infinitive clause (# 4);60 otherwise al is used (# 5). 

b 

Verbless clauses are negated with !yae (in the construct; ## 6–7) or rarely !yIa;ñ (in the absolute; # 8).61 Two 

frequent negative verbless clause types are !ya followed by a participle (# 9) and !ya with a possessive suffix 
denoting the subject (## 10–11). Various negative types may occur together (# 12). 
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39.3.4 Emphatic Adverbs 

Isa 2:4

2. `~h,l' aF'Ti-la;w> Do not forgive them!
Isa 2:9

3. ha,r>yI-!P, [+v;h' wyn"y[ew>
wyn"y[eb. 

Seal its eyes lest it see with its eyes.

Isa 6:10

4. tAf[]l; ~t,[oreh] ~T,a;w>
[;mov. yTil.bil. ÅÅÅ ~+k,yteAba]me

`yl'ae 

You have been more evil in your 
behavior than your forebears ... in that 
you did not listen to me.

Jer 16:12

5. al{ yKi Wnymiña]t; al{ ~ai
`Wnmeña'te 

If you do not remain faithful, you will 
indeed not remain standing.

Isa 7:9

6. hwhy !yae yKi Wl[]T;-la;
~+k,B.r>qiB. 

Don't attack! YHWH is not in your midst!

Num 14:42

7. ~tom. AB-!yae There's no health in it!
Isa 1:6

8. `hd'lel. !yIa;ñ x;kow> There's no strength to give birth!
Isa 37:3

9. dy+rIx]m; !yaew> ~T,b.k;v.W You shall lie down and there will be no 
one to terrorize (you).
Lev 26:6

10. `!b,T,ñ ~k,l' !tenO yNIn<ñyae I am not giving you straw.
Exod 5:10

11. Am+nEñyae vAna/ lm;[]B; They are not (involved) in human pain.
Ps 73:5

12. AB lveAK-!yaew> @yE['-!yae There is no one who is weary, no one 
who stumbles in it (the road?),

!+v'yyI al{w> ~Wny" al{ no one dozes, no one slumbers.
Isa 5:27
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a 
The category of emphatic clausal adverbs includes adverbs that modify the clause in itself (as negatives do), 
those that modify the clause in relation to preceding or following clauses (dependent or independent), and those 
that modify the clause in relation to the whole discourse. In traditional Hebrew grammars, some of these are 
called particles and others adverbs;62 some are associated with clause types, while others are relegated to the 
lexicon.63 The group is not itself a strict unity, but these adverbs are best considered together. 

b 
The disjuncts are those adverbs which modify a clause in relation to the act of speaking.64 Hebrew has few 
disjuncts, all rare. English has a great many disjuncts, in contrast, and they are used frequently and imprecisely in 
rendering Hebrew; for this reason, the category deserves some extra attention. English disjunct adverbs convey 
the speaker's attitude toward the form of the utterance ('truly, truthfully, roughly') or its content ('definitely, indeed, 
surely, plainly, actually, really'). Both types are regularly used to render the whole range of Hebrew emphatic 
adverbs, especially when a given form has no other English correspondent. It is important to note this disparity 
between English and Hebrew, so that translational practice does not obscure grammatical fact. The two Hebrew 
disjuncts referring to form are hn"m.a', and ~n"m.a' 65 (~n"m.au in polar questions with h),66 'verily, truly' (## 1–3). 

The two that refer to content are yl;Wa 'perhaps' (## 4–5) and j[;m. 'a little, somewhat' (# 6).67 
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The role of disjuncts can be performed by non-adverbs, for example, the prepositional phrase tmaB 'in truth.'69
 

c 
The adverbs that modify a clause in relation to what follows or, less often, precedes fall into three categories: 
particles recognized as coordinators (@a, ~G), a series of particles in K usually taken as logical markers (yK, !K, 

hK, hkK), and the common temporal adverbs (za, ht[).70 Hebrew grammars tend to assign well-defined roles 
to these words, but as the lexicons usually recognize, such assignments do not describe the usages adequately. 
All these terms have quite broad emphatic uses as well as the specific senses to be discussed. The notion that 
the broad or hard-to-define use grew out of the narrow or easy-to-define use is attractive, but probably 
misleading. 

d 

1. ytiaj'ñx' ykinOa' hn"m.a' In truth (I tell you that) I have sinned.
Josh 7:20

2. ykel.m; WbyrIñh/h, h+why ~n"m.a'
tAcr'a]h'-lK'-ta, rWVa; 

Of a truth, (I tell you,) YHWH, (that) the 
Assyrian kings have wasted all the 
lands.68

Isa 37:18

3. y+L'mi rq,v,ñ-al{ ~n"m.a'-yKi Truly (I claim that) my words are not lies.
Job 36:4

4. yl;Wa ytix'p.vi-la, an"-aBo
hN"+Miñmi hn<B'ai 

Go to my maid. Perhaps I shall be built 
up from her.

Gen 16:2

5. yl;Wa ÅÅÅ %yIr;ñb'x]b; an"-ydIm.[i
ly[iAh ylik.WT 

Stand fast in your spells. ... Perhaps 
you'll be able to benefit.

Isa 47:12

6. j[;m. vD'q.mil. ~h,l' yhia/w" I have been to some extent a sanctuary 
for them.
Ezek 11:16
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Of the two major coordinators, @a is the simpler and closer to w, sometimes scarcely distinct from it (# 7); @a can 
also serve as a correlative, lining up the situation of its clause with that of the previous clause.71 The clauses in 
such correlation are independent (# 8), and thus such a pair is distinct from the K. protasis + !Ke apodosis 

combination (38.5). Followed by yK, @a can have emphatic role (## 8–9) 72 The second major coordinator ~G, 
though it is used as an item adverb,73 generally has more distinctly logical force than @a, though it can be used 
as an emphatic (## 10–11), often with a pronoun following. It can signal a final climax in an exposition (## 12–13) 
and is the only Hebrew adverb that marks a discourse ending—all others mark beginnings or middles.74 The 
particle can serve as a correlative, in an apodosis after ![y (## 14–15) or after an independent clause (# 16). 
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7. ^yTiñr>z:[]-@a; ^yTiñc.M;ai I will strengthen you and help you.
Isa 41:10

8. al{ ~ymit' AtAyh.Bi hNEhi
vae-yKi @a; h+k'al'm.li hf,['yE

dA[ hf'[]n:w> ÅÅÅ Wht.l;ñk'a]
`hk'al'm.li 

When it (such wood, the wood of the 
vine) is whole, it is not used for 
anything. How much less, when fire has 
consumed it ... , is it ever used for 
anything?

Ezek 15:5

9. yj;p'v. t[;B;ñr>a;-yKi @a;
yTix.L;ñvi ÅÅÅ ~y[ir'h' 

How much more when I send my four 
evil judgments ... 75

Ezek 14:21

10. ^y+l,ñae Wrm.ayOw> Wn[]y: ~L'Ku
WnAmñk' t'yLeñxu hT'a;-~G:

`T'l.v'ñm.nI Wnyleñae 

All of them will speak (lit., answer) and 
say to you, "You are indeed as sick as 
we are—you are like us!"76

Isa 14:10

11. vyai-hKem; rAVh; jxeAv
ÅÅÅ bl,K,ñ @re[o hF,h; x;beAz
~h,yker>d;B. Wrx]B' hM'heñ-~G: 

He who slaughters an ox is a 
manslayer. He who sacrifices a sheep is 
a dog killer ... They have plainly chosen 
their paths.77

Isa 66:3

12. #r,+a'ñh'-lK' hj'q.v' hx'n"
`hN"rI Wxc.P'

^l. Wxm.f' ~yviArB.-~G: 

It rests, is peaceful, all the earth. Then 
they (the inhabitants of the earth) break 
out in shouts. Even the cypresses exult 
over you.

Isa 14:7–8

13. ~he ~he %qel.x, lx;n:ñ-yqeL.x;B.
%s,n<ñ T.k.p;v' ~h,l'-~G: %+ler'AG

hx'n>mi tyli[/h, 

Your inheritance is among the wadi's 
rocks. They, they are your portion. To 
them you even pour out libations; you 
offer up grain gifts.

Isa 57:6

14. ÅÅÅ taMeji yviD'q.mi-ta, ![;y:ñ
[r;g>a, ynIa]-~g:w> 

Since you defiled my sanctuary ... I will 
in recompense diminish (you).78

Ezek 5:11

15.
yTir>k;z"-al{ rv,a] ![;y:ñ

Since you have not kept in mind your 
youth ... in recompense I will certainly 
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e 
The four important adverbs in k are usually treated as logical markers, rendered 'for, thus, therefore,' etc., but 
such an approach can be misleading. Each of the three most common is associated with a specific point in the 
discourse—hK is initial, while yK and !K are medial; only hkK can occupy either position.80 This consistency 
does not mean that a rigid logical or translational understanding is desirable. The most problematic of these four 
particles is yK, used not only as a clausal adverb but also as a conjunction introducing various types of 

subordinate clauses (37.2-4, 7–8).81 There are two clause adverbial uses of yK the emphatic (## 17–18) and the 
logical (twice in # 19). The second of these overshadows the first through the dominance of the translation 'for' in 
"Biblical English." This translation is often used where it, and the understanding behind it, are simply wrong, that 
is, where there is no evident logical link of the clause to what precedes. Further, 'for' suggests that yK is a 
subordinating conjunction, which it often is not when used in the logical sense. The two clausal uses, which can 
occur in adjacent clauses (# 20, first logical, then emphatic), should not be too strictly separated. 
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ynIa]-~g:w> ÅÅÅ %yIr;ñW[n> ymey>-ta,
yTit;ñn" varoB. %Ker>D; ahe 

put (the burden of) your ways on your 
head.79

Ezek 16:43

16. rv,a] ÅÅÅ hJ,m; W[m.vi
sm'x' Wal.m' h'yr,ñyvi[]

~n"Avl.W rq,+v'ñ-WrB.DI h'yb,ñv.yOw>
`~h,ypiB. hY"mir>

+̂t,ñAKh; ytiyleñx/h, ynIa]-~g:w> 

Listen, tribe ... whose rich men are full 
of violence and whose inhabitants 
speak lies and their tongues are 
deceitful in their mouths! I will in 
recompense make your wound worse 
(lit., make sore your smiting).

Mic 6:9, 12–13

17. yKi ÅÅÅ h+d,P'Ti jP'v.miB. !AYci
Wyh.ti yKi ÅÅÅ ~yliyaeme WvbñyE

hl'aeK. 

Zion shall be redeemed justly. ... 
They (its inhabitants) shall indeed be 
ashamed of oaks. ... You shall 
indeed be like an oak.

Isa 1:27, 29–30

18. hwhy hm'Wq Arise, YHWH,

yh;l{a/ ynI[eñyviAh Deliver me, O my God.

yxi+l, yb;y>ao-lK'-ta, t'yKiñhi-yKi Indeed, strike all my enemies on the 
cheek.
Ps 3:8

19. yKi %LeKu tv,l,ñp. yxim.f.Ti-la;
%+Kem; jb,veñ rB;v.nI 

Do not rejoice, all of you, Philistia 
(over the fact) that the rod of your 
smiting is broken—

[p;c,ñ aceyE vx'n" vr,Voñmi-yKi (because of the fact) that an adder 
will emerge from the serpent root.
Isa 14:29

20.
hb'Wvña'w> ynIbeñyvih] 

Bring me back so I can come back, 
because you are YHWH my God. 
Indeed after I turned away I 
repented.
Jer 31:18–19
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The particle !K is regularly used in the apodosis of a comparative sentence ('thus'; 38.5); when it stands in a 
clause that is not a comparative apodosis, it has a general comparative sense with no specific referent (## 21–
22); the referent is usually clear from context. Adverbial !K is common in the two combinations !kl and !k-l
[.82 The first of these usually introduces a proposed or anticipated response after a statement of certain 

conditions ('the foregoing being the case, therefore'; ## 23 twice, 24). In contrast, !k-l[ usually introduces a 
statement of later effects (# 25), notably the adoption of a name or a custom (# 26). 

In addition to serving as a constituent adverb of place ('here'), hK is used to introduce speech (especially with 

rma) and action (especially with hf[); it thus initiates a section of discourse (# 27; cf. # 28). The closely related 

particle hkK can introduce speech which points back to what precedes (# 28) or it can summarize preceding 
material (# 29).84 
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21. hwhy ^yb,ñy>Aa-lk' Wdb.ayO !Ke Thus perish all your enemies, O YHWH.
Judg 5:31

22. [;Wnl' Wbh]a' !Ke Thus have they loved to wander.
Jer 14:10

23. WjyBiñy: al{ hwhy l[;Poñ taew>
`War' al{ wyd'y" hfe[]m;W

t[;+d'ñ-yliB.mi yMi[; hl'G" !kel'
AnAmh]w: b['r' ytem. AdAbk.W

`am'c' hxeci 
Hv'p.n: lAaV. hb'yxiñr>hi !kel' 

YHWH's actions they do not look at. 
The work of his hands they do not see. 
(That being so,) therefore my people go 
into exile lacking knowledge. Its glory is 
starving men and its crowd is dry with 
thirst. (That being so,) therefore Sheol 
has widened its gullet.

Isa 5:12–14

24. !kel' ÅÅÅ Wyx.yI-lB; ~ytime
~deymiv.T;w: T'd>q;ñP' 

(Being) dead, they (other gods) cannot 
live ... that being so, you have visited 
them with destruction.
Isa 26:14

25. ykib.Bi tyxiWLh; hle[]m; yKi
~yIn:ñroAx %r,D,ñ yKi AB-hl,[hy:

`Wr[eñ[oy> rb,v,ñ-tq;[]z:
!Ke-l[; ÅÅÅ rycix' vbey"-yKi ÅÅÅ

`~WaF'yI ÅÅÅ h+f[' hr't.yI 

Item: Luhith Ascent—they mount it in 
tears. Item: Horonaim Road—they 
raise83 a cry of destruction. ... Item: the 
grass is parched. ... As a result, the 
surplus they made ... they bear off.

Isa 15:5–7

26. laer'f.yI-ynEB. rf;[.m;-ta, yKi
hl'x]n:l. ~YIwIl.l; yTit;ñn" ÅÅÅ

al{ ÅÅÅ ~h,l' yTir>m;ña' !Ke-l[;
`hl'x]n: Wlx]n>yI 

Indeed the Israelites' tithe ... I give to 
the Levites as an inheritance. As a 
result, I ordered of them ... that they 
inherit no (other) inheritance.

Num 10:24

27.
l©aer'f.yI ynEB.-ta, Wkr]b't. hKo

`~h,l' rAma'

In the following way will you bless the 
Israelites, by saying to them, "May 
YHWH bless you ... "
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f 

The temporal adverbs ht[ and za/yz:a] have, in addition to their temporal use, a logical or emphatic use; these 
two uses merge in translation and commentary, because many languages assign logical value (cf. English 'now ... 
, then ... ') or even emphatic value (cf. English 'Now then ... ') to time words. The sets of uses are, however, best 
distinguished, in order to avoid misunderstanding the overall sense of a passage. The logical force of ht[ is 

usually confined to the combination ht[w, introducing a shift in argumentative tack with a continuity in subject 

and reference (# 30 twice). In the example, ht[w separates three stages of discussion of a single topic.85 The 

particle za is more diverse. It can mark a logical turn (## 31–32) or, in verse, serve an emphatic role (# 33). The 
emphatic role is problematic because almost any pair of clauses in (grammatical) sequence can be understood as 
being in temporal sequence. Both za and yza can introduce the apodosis of a conditional sentence (# 34). 
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hwhy ^k.r,b'y> 
Num 6:23–24

28. T'r>m;a'w> ÅÅÅ q+Buq.B;h; T'r>b;v'w>
tAab'c. hwhy rm;a'-hKo ÅÅÅ
hZ<h; ~['h'-ta, rBov.a, hk'K'ñ 

You shall break the flask. ... You shall 
say ... , "In the following way (kh) 
speaks YHWH SÍbÀwt:'In the foregoing 
way (kkh) I will break this people ... ’"

Jer 19:10–11

29. !B,mi ~+YIwIl.l; rv,a] tazO
hl'[.m;ñw" hn"v' ~yrIf.[,w> vmex'

hf,[]T; hk'K'ñ ÅÅÅ aAby"
`~t'rom.v.miB. ~YIwIl.l; 

This is what concerns the Levites: from 
age twenty-five on (each of them) shall 
go in. ... In the foregoing way you shall 
handle the Levites in their duties.

Num 8:24, 26

30. ÅÅÅ ydIydIli hy"h' ~r,K,ñ
ÅÅÅ qref Wh[eñJ'YIw: ÅÅÅ WhqeñZ>[;y>w:

f[;Y:ñw: ~ybin"[] tAf[]l; wq;y>w:
`~yviauB.

ÅÅÅ ~yIl;ñv'Wry> bveAy hT'[;w>
`ymir>K; !ybeW ynIyBe an"-Wjp.vi 

ymir>k;l. dA[ tAf[]L;-hm;
hT'[;w> ÅÅÅ A+B ytiyfñi[' al{w>
tae ~k,t.a, aN"-h['ydIAa
y+mir>k;l. hf,[o ynIa]-rv,a] 

My lover had a vineyard. ... He weeded 
it ... and he planted it with vines. ... And 
he expected (it) to yield grapes and it 
made weeds. And now (that you know 
these basic facts), Jerusalemites, 
render judgment between my vineyard 
and me: What more was there to do for 
my vineyard that I did not do ... ? And 
now (that you have formed a 
judgment), I will reveal to you what I 
am going to do with my vineyard.

Isa 5:1–5

31. WnkeñAtb.-yKi Wn[.d;ñy" ~AYh;
~T,l.[;m.-al{ rv,a] hwhy
za' h+Z<h; l[;M;ñh; hwhyB;

laer'f.yI ynEB.-ta, ~T,l.C;hi
`hwhy dY:mi 

Today we know that YHWH is in our 
midst in that you did not act arrogantly 
against YHWH. (As a result we can 
conclude), now, (that) you saved the 
Israelites from YHWH's power.

Josh 22:31
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g 

The intensifying adverb dam is more frequent as an item adverb than as a clausal adverb, but since in that 
capacity it almost always modifies stative verbs (## 35–37), there is no need to separate the uses too strictly. 
With forms of dbK, for example, we find the adjective dbeK' used with dam for 'extremely wealthy' (Abraham, 

Gen 13:2) or 'oppressively severe' (famine, Gen 41:31), and we also find hd'b.K' with dam for 'egregiously 
serious' (sin, Gen 18:20). 

39.3.5 Restrictive Adverbs 

a 
The category of restrictive clausal adverbs includes a range of particles said to function as restrictive, exceptive, 
adversative, or limitative entities.89 These adverbs are intermediate in sense between negative and emphatic 
adverbs: they are often essentially negators of continuity between clauses, and they highlight the special status of 
the clause they occur in. Indeed, it could well be argued that these constitute a special class of the emphatic 
adverbs; they certainly show a greater unity than the emphatic class as a whole. Further, as we shall see, these 
adverbs often have strictly emphatic functions. 
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b 
The position of the restrictive adverbs is always, in some sense, medial to the discourse. Let us say that there are 
two situations, A and B. Clause B with a restrictive adverb describes situation B. The three uses of restrictive 
adverbs are these: (1) Situation A is described in the immediately preceding clause (= clause A); the adverb (e.g., 
raq) follows, and it has the sense 'only, except.' (2) Situation A is described in the preceding group of clauses; the 
adverb follows, with the sense 'however, nevertheless, only.'(3) Situation A is not described but may be inferred 
from context; the adverb follows, with the sense 'I thought/It seemed to be otherwise but now I realize/it is obvious 

32. ÅÅÅ tW+ma' ~x,r,ñme aL{ hM'l'ñ
jA+qv.a,w> yTib.k;ñv' hT'[;-yKi

`yli x;Wny" za' yTi yTin>v;ñy" 

Why did I not die just out of the womb?
86 ... Had that been the case ((th), I 
would have lain down and been quiet, I 
would have slept (and) as a result 
everything would have been fine with 
me.87

Job 3:11, 13

33. WrBeñd;y> za' WvG>yI They approach and then they speak.
Isa 41:1

34. Wn+l'ñ hy"h'ñv, hwhy yleWl
`~d'a' Wnyleñ[' ~WqB.
WnW+[ñl'B. ~yYIx; yz:a] 

Had YHWH not been for us when 
people rose against us, then they 
would have swallowed us alive.88

Ps 124:2–3

35. ~yvir'P' l[;w> ÅÅÅ Wxj.b.YIw:
daom. Wmc.(['-yKi 

They trust in ... cavalry—they are very 
numerous.

Isa 31:1

36. %Le[u T.d>B;k.hi !qez"-l[;
`daom. 

On the elderly you have made your 
yoke exceedingly heavy.

Isa 47:6

37. `daom. Hb;g"w> aF'nIw> ~Wry" He is high and lifted up and extremely 
exalted.
Isa 52:13
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that ... ' This diverse set of relationships between the anterior or restricted situation and the restricting clause 
accounts for the usual polar glosses for, for example, ÀaçbaÒl 'of a truth' and 'but.' Of these two glosses, the second 
is more basic; the 'surely' senses of these adverbs are secondary.90 

c 

The full range of uses is evident with qr, which with %a is the most common of these adverbs.91 The immediate 

restrictive sense of qr is found when it stands initially (## 1–2) or medially (# 3) in its clause; the standard 
English glosses reflect the polarity of the preceding clause: after a positive clause, 'only,' end after a negative, 
'but, except.' The general restrictive sense is found in two settings: raq may introduce a summary (often with 
instructions; # 4) or a clarification (## 5–6) of what precedes.92 The unspecified restrictive sense (i.e., where the 
situation to be qualified is not described) has with qr, as with other adverbs of this group, an emphatic effect (# 
7). 
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1. ÅÅÅ ^M.mi ~y[iD>r>p;c.h; Wrs'w>
`hn"r>a;ñV'Ti raoy>B; qr; 

The frogs will depart from you. ... Only 
they shall remain in the Nile.

Exod 8:7

2. ~+k,ynEy[eB. bAJK; !h,l' Wf[]w:
laeh' ~yvin"a]l' qr;

rb'd' Wf[]T;-la; 

Do what you like to these (women). Only 
do nothing to these men.

Gen 19:8

3. ~[; lk;aoy ÅÅÅ ^t.m'd>a; yrIP.
qr; t'yyIñh'w> T'[.+d'ñy"-al{ rv,a]
`~ymiY"h;-lK' #Wcr'w> qWv[' 

A people you don't know will consume 
your land's fruit. ... You shall be nothing 
lout squeezed and crushed forever.

Deut 28:33

4. [m;v. laer'f.yI hT'[;w>
tA+f[]l; ÅÅÅ ~yQixuh;-la,

Wpsiñto al{ ÅÅÅ Wyx.Ti ![;m;ñl.
~T,a;w> ÅÅÅ rb'D'h;-l[;

qr; ÅÅÅ hwhyB; ~yqibeD>h;
^l. rm,V'hi 

Now, Israel, hearken to the statutes ... by 
carrying them out, so that you can live. ... 
Do not add to the message. ... You are 
those who have clung to YHWH. ... Only 
[the most important thing is/the upshot 
is], take heed.

Deut 4:1–2, 4, 9

5. hl,[]T;-!P, ^l. rm,V'hi
qr; ÅÅÅ ~Aqm'-lk'B. ^y+t,ñl{[o

xB;z>Ti ^v.p.n: tW:a;-lk'B.
ÅÅÅ rf'b' T'l.k;a'w>

^y+r,ñ['v.-lk'B. 

Take heed lest you offer ÁoÒloÖt offerings in 
every site. ... However [only ÁoÒloÖt offerings 
are so restricted—]whenever your soul 
desires you can slaughter and eat 
meat ... in any city gate.

Deut 12:13, 15

6. hwhy-ta, hmol{v. bh;a/Y<w:
wy+bia' dwID' tAQxuB. tk,l,ñl'
x;Bez:m. aWh tAmB'B; qr;

`ryjiq.m;W 

Solomon loved YHWH (and showed it) by 
following the practices of his father 
David. However [this devotion was not 
perfect—] he offered sacrifices and 
incense on the high places.
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d 

As with the emphatic adverbs, there is a series of restrictive adverbs in k: %a; and !kea'; some uses of yK also 

deserve notice here. The most common of the restrictive adverbs, %a, is used as an item adverb93 and a clausal 
adverb restricting what precedes generally, offering clarification (# 8) or instruction (## 9–10),94 or highlighting an 
unexpected conclusion (# 11).95 The two uses can be found together in a single passage (# 12). Unlike %a, !ka 

reverses or restricts what immediately precedes (## 13–14);96 like %a, !ka has a general emphatic sense (# 
15),97 indicating "a sudden recognition in contrast to what was theretofore assumed."98 
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1 Kgs 3:3

7. ayhi yKi ÅÅÅ ~T,r>m;v.W
~y+Mi[;h' ynEy[el. ÅÅÅ ~k,t.m;k.x'

tae !W[m.v.yI rv,a]
Wrm.a'w> hL,aeñh' ~yQixuh;-lK'
yAGh; !Abn"w> ~k'x'-~[; qr;

`hZ<h; lAdG"h; 

Observe them ... for such will be your 
wisdom ... in the eyes of the peoples, 
who will hear (of) all these statutes and 
will say, "[On the face of it we might have 
thought otherwise] but this great nation is 
a wise and discerning people."

Deut 4:6

8. yx;-aWh rv,a] fm,r,ñ-lK'
ÅÅÅ h+l'k.a'l. hy<h.yI ~k,l'

al{ Amd' Avp.n:B. rf'B'-%a;
`Wlkeñato 

Every moving thing with life in it is yours 
for food. ... Nevertheless [this is on the 
understanding that] you shall not eat 
flesh with its life force (i.e.), its blood 
(still in it).

Gen 9:3–4

9. [m;v. %a; y+nIB. ^t.l'l.qi yl;['
yliqoB. 

Your curse be on me, my son, [and that 
being understood], just obey me.

Gen 27:13

10. %a; %+reb'd>ki yfi[] yaiBo
hN"Jq. hg"[u ÅÅÅ yli-yfi[]

hn"voarIb' 

Go, do as you say, but first make me ... 
a little pancake.

1 Kgs 17:13

11. rm,aYOñw: b+a'ylia/-ta, ar>Y:w:
`Axyvim. hwhy dg<n<ñ %a; 

And he looked at Eliab and said, 
"[Before I didn't know who I was looking 
for, but here he is—]surely, YHWH's 
messiah is before him."99

1 Sam 16:6

12. Wna]me [l;S,ñmi ~h,ynEp. WqZ>xi
`bWvl'

~+he ~yLiD;-%a; yTir>m;ña' ynIa]w:
%r,D,ñ W[d>y" al{ yKi Wla]An

yLi-hk'l]ae ÅÅÅ hwhy
hM'heñ yKi ÅÅÅ ~ylidoG>h;-la,
%a; ÅÅÅ hwhy %r,D,ñ W[d>y"

They had hardened their faces harder 
than rock, refused to repent. I said, "But 
[I was wrong to look there—] there are 
the poor, who are foolish. They clearly 
don't know YHWH's path. ... I'll go to the 
great. ... They surely will know YHWH's 
path ... " But surely [that was misguided 
of me—] they all together [poor and rich] 
have broken the yoke.
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Related to the uses of !ka to restrict the immediately preceding clause is the restrictive use of yK (# 16)100 and 

~a yK (# 17) in a clause after a negative clause; the combination ~a yK can be used to restrict generally 
preceding material (# 18).101 

e 

Of the remaining, less frequent restrictive adverbs, only lb'a] exhibits the three patterns seen earlier: it can 
restrict an immediately preceding clause (# 19) or generally  
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preceding materials (## 20–21), and it can mark a reversal in expectations or beliefs (# 22).103 This last, emphatic 
use is missing from spa and ~lwa.104 Both spa and yK spa restrict general preceding material, offering 
clarifications (## 23–25), and the latter combination can also restrict the immediately preceding clause (# 26). The 
particle ~l'Wa serves only to restrict a clause in relation to a preceding clause (## 27–28).105 
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l[o Wrb.v'ñwD'x.y: hM'heñ 
Jer 5:3–5

13. yTi[.g:ñy" qyrIl. yTir>m;ña' ynIa]w:
hwhy-ta, yjiP'v.mi !kea' ÅÅÅ 

I said, "I've labored in vain" ... but [I was 
wrong to say that, because] my 
judgment is with YHWH.
Isa 49:4

14. `WhnUñb.v;x] al{w>
af'n" aWh WnyEñl'x] !kea' 

We did not esteem him, but [we were 
wrong because] he carried our 
weakness.
Isa 53:3–4

15. !kea' ÅÅÅ #r,a,ñ ytiyfiñ[' ykinOa'
r+TeT;s.mi lae hT'a; 

"I made the earth," [says YHWH and it 
might be thought that YHWH would 
therefore be visible,] ... but [that is not 
so—]you are a god who hides himself.
Isa 45:12, 15

16. ar'q.ti-al{ ^T.v.ai yr;f'
hr'f' yKi y+r'f' Hm'v.-ta,

`Hm'v. 

As for your wife Sarai—you shall not 
call her Sarai. Rather, her name is 
Sarah.102

Gen 17:15

17. ÅÅÅ ~+B' !Tex;t.ti al{w>
~h,l' Wf[]t; hKo-~ai-yKi 

You shall not intermarry with them. ... 
Rather, you shall treat them in the 
following way.
Deut 7:3, 5

18. %l,m,ñ-~ai yKi aL{ Wrm.aYOw:
`Wnyleñ[' hy<h.yI 

They said, "No! Rather, let there be a 
king over us.

1 Sam 8:19

19.
yTib;l. ÅÅÅ ytiyair'w>

rv,a] ~yvin"a]h'w> ha'r>M;h;-ta,
War' al{ yMi[i Wyh'

hd'r'x] lb'a] h+a'r>M;h;-ta,

I alone ... saw the vision. The men who 
had been with me did not see the vision. 
Rather, great terror fell on them, and 
they fled into hiding.
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~h,yle[] hl'p.n†; hl'dog>
`abex'heB. Wxr>b.YIw: 

Dan 10:7

20. hr'f' lb'a] ~yhil{a/ rm,aYOñw:
!Be ^l. td,l,ñyO ^T.v.ai 

God said, "[Don't focus your hopes on 
Ishmael—] rather, your (primary) wife 
Sarah will bear you a son."
Gen 17:19

21. ytiaB'ñ-hM'l' T'[.d;ñy"h] rm,aYOw:
~xeL'hil. bWva' hT'[;w> ^yl,ñae
dyGIa; l'a] ÅÅÅ s+r'P' rf;-~[i

~Wvr'h'-ta, ^l. 

And he said, "Do you know why I have 
come to you? I must return now to fight 
with the Persian prince. ... 
Nevertheless, I will tell you what is 
written down."

Dan 10:20–21

22.
lb'a] wyxia'-la, vyai Wrm.aYOw:

Wnyxia'-l[; Wnx.n:a] ~ymivea] 

Each said to his brother, "[We believed 
wrongly that we had gotten away with 
disposing of our brother] but we are 
(now) found to be at fault in the matter 
of our brother."
Gen 42:21

23. ^t.aJ'x; rybi[/h, hwhy-mG:
`tWmt' al  

ta T'c.a;ñnI #aenI-yKi sp,a,ñ 
~G: h+Z<h; rb'D'B; hwhy rbÎdÐ
`tWmy" tAm ^l. dALYIh; !Beh; 

Indeed YHWH [on his part] has 
transferred your sin. You shall not die. 
Nevertheless, since you profaned 
YHWH's word in this matter, the son to 
be born to you will die. 106

2 Sam 12:13–14 4QSama

24. sp,a,ñ ÅÅÅ #r,a'ñh'-la, WnaB'ñ
~['h' x[;-yKi 

We entered the land. ... Nevertheless, 
the people are strong.

Num 13:27–28

25. yKi sp,a,ñ %M'[i %leae %l{h'
^T.r>a;p.Ti hy<h.ti al{ 

I will go with you, but [contrary to your 
expectations] there will be no glory for 
you.
Judg 4:9

26. yKi sp,a,ñ ÅÅÅ Ht'ao yTid>m;v.hiw>
dymiv.[; dymev.h; al{

bqoa]y: tyBe-ta, 

I will destroy it (the errant kingdom). ... 
Nevertheless, I won't [in the process] 
destroy the House of Jacob.

Amos 9:8

27. ~AqM'h;-~ve-ta, ar'q.YIw:
zWl ~l'Waw> l+ae-tyBe aWhh;

`hn"voarIl' ry[ih'-~ve 

He called that place Bethel. In the past, 
however, the name of the city was Luz.

Gen 28:19

28. d[;B. !TeyI vyail' rv,a] lkow>
`Avp.n:

[g:w> ^d>y" an"-xl;v. ~l'Wa
Amc.[;-la, 

All that a person has he will give for his 
life. Extend your hand, however, and 
touch his bones ... 107
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Footnotes:  

1. For a survey of much comparable Ugaritic material, see Kjell Aartun, Die Partikeln des Ugaritischen. 1. 
Adverbien, Verneinungspartikeln, Bekräftigungspartikeln, Hervorhebungspartikeln; 2. Präpositionen, 
Konjunktionen (Kevelaer: Butzon und Bercker/Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1974–78); supplemented 
by Aartun's "Die Belegten Partikelformen in den ugaritischen Texten aus Ras Ibn Hani," Ugarit-Forschungen 12 
(1980) 1–6. The topic of parenthetical expressions, not treated here, is discussed by M. H. [Goshen-]Gottstein, 
"Afterthought and the Syntax of Relative Clauses in Biblical Hebrew," Journal of Biblical Literature 68 (1949) 35–
47. 
2. The waw occurs about 50,000 times and ÀoÖ occurs 319 times (of which 136, 43%, are found in Leviticus; 
SA/THAT). On the form waw + enclitic mem, originally recognized by F. I. Andersen, see the several essays by C. 
H. Gordon, Constance Wallace, and G. A. Rendsburg in Eblaitica, ed. C. H. Gordon, G. A. Rendsburg, and N. H. 
Winter (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1987), 1. 29–41; examples include Ruth 4:5 and Neh 5:11 (both 
have wmÀt, with Àt the sign of the direct object), as well as Ps 147:3. Aartun takes as the class of Ugaritic 
coordinating conjunctions the set w, p,Àp, and u (Partikeln, 2. 63–91). For Àp here, see 39.3.4d. 

3. The omission of w here may be called a conjunction override; see 9.3b on construct override (see # 3 here, 
too) and 11.4.2 on preposition override. 
4. This passage is in verse, and the genitive nouns are in pairs, though these facts do not in themselves explain 
the patterning of w. 
5. See D. W. Baker, "Further Examples of the Waw Explicativam," Vetus Testamentum 30 (1980) 129–36. Note 
the conjoint hendiadys geÒr wÝtoÖsëaÒb '(resident alien or temporary alien =) alien' and the juxtaposed hendiadys geÒr 
toÖsëaÒb 'alien' (bosh in Lev 25:47; the first also occurs in Gen 23:4, Lev 23:35). 

6. Usually but not always nouns; see E. J. Revell, "Nesiga and the History of the Masorah," Estudios 
masoreticos ... dedicados a Harry M. Orlinsky, ed. E. Fernández Tejero (Madrid: Instituto "Arias Montano," 1983) 
37–48, at 38. 
7. G. B. Caird, The Language and Imagery of the Bible (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1980) 1–17. 
8. T. O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971) 162. 
9. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 165. 
10. For analyses of extended prose passages, carefully surveying syntactic patterns and alternations, see 
Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 281–82; and E. J. Revell, "The Battle with Benjamin (Judges xx 29–48) 
and Hebrew Narrative Techniques," Vetus Testamentum 35 (1985) 417–33, which deals with the entire book of 
Judges. 
11. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 119. 
12. Note also Gen 2:17; cf. v 16. 
13. Cf. Prov 25:3. 
14. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 164, citing 1 Sam 1:9, Gen 29:16; note also Gen 13:7. 
15. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 164, citing Gen 3:1, 4:1, 16:1, and 21:1. 
16. H. A. Brongers, "Alternative Interpretationen des sogennanten Waw copulativum," Zeitschrift für die 
Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 90 (1978) 273–77. 
17. Brongers, "Waw copulativum," 275–76. On verb gapping in Hebrew verse, see M. O'Connor, Hebrew Verse 
Structure (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1980) 122–27. On emphatic seconding, see James Kugel, The 
Idea of Biblical Poetry (New Haven: Yale University, 1981) 51. 
18. See further Baker, "Waw Explicativam." 
19. See T. J. Meek, "The Syntax of the Sentence in Hebrew," Journal of Biblical Literature 64 (1945) 1–13; or the 
passage from Driver cited by Caird (see n. 7). 
20. Joüon § 175/ pp. 528–29. Compare w in main clauses (e.g., 2 Sam 2:19; cf. # 2) and with alternatives within a 
construct phrase (e.g., Exod 21:17). 
21. Compare w in subordinate clauses (e.g, Exod 21:16, Deut 24:7); note also Àm ... Àm in Ezek 2:5. See R. J. 

Job 2:4–5
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Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline (2d ed.; Toronto: University of Toronto, 1976) 71. 
22. See M. Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford: Clarendon, 1985) 170–72, 211–12. 
23. There is no conjunction reduction in # 4. 
24. Cf. also Exod 21:32, Lev 5:1. 
25. For the Arabic, see W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language (3d ed.; Cambridge: Cambridge University, 
1896), 1.290-91; for the other languages, see the references in the next note. 
26. The particle has been most often discussed by M. Dahood, in, e.g., Psalms I:1–50 (Garden City, New York: 
Doubleday, 1966) 293, 307–8, where the example given below is treated (pp. 307–8); all the alleged examples 
are rejected by K. Aartun in his review, "Textüberlieferung und Vermeintliche Belege der Konjunktion pV im Alten 
Testament," Ugarit-Forschungen 10 (1978) 1–13 (this example at pp. 5–7). 
27. Noted by P. Craigie, Psalms 1–50 (Waco, Texas: Word, 1983) 363. 
28. Notably in Job 9:20; see the firm discussion of M. H. Pope, Job (3d ed.; Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 
1973) 72–73. 
29. R. Quirk et al., A Grammar of Contemporary English (Harrow, Essex: Longman, 1972) 267, 47. 
30. Quirk et al., Contemporary English, 271. 
31. For some treatments, see Joüon § 102 / pp. 267–73; K. Beyer, Althebräische Grammatik (Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1969) 67–85; H. S. Nyberg, Hebreisk Grammatik (Uppsala: Geber, 1952) 53–55. A. 
B. Davidson, Hebrew Syntax (3d ed.; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1901) 87, is minimal, while on the Ugaritic side, 
Aartun, Partikeln I is full. The best review of basic issues, though brisk, is provided by J. Blau, An Adverbial 
Construction in Hebrew and Arabic (Jerusalem: Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, 1977) 1–18; note 
that he distinguishes, as we do, "between 'adverbs', being a part of speech, and the syntactic [or functional] notion 
'adverbial’" (p.2n-3) 
32. Thus Joüon's class of "adverbs of suppletion" (including, e.g., mar 'bitterly,' l«bad 'apart, heÖtÌeÒb 'well') is too 
mixed a bag to be useful; but our own classification is not proof against the same criticism; see Joüon § 102c g / 
pp. 268–70. The grammar of GKC (§ 100b f / pp. 294–95) draws together adverbs and "forms of other parts of 
speech, which are used adverbially": the latter group is another mixed bag and includes prepositional phrases, 
substantives in the accusative (10.2.2), adjectives (notably feminines, 6.4.2; note, e.g., rabbaÖ 'mightily' in Ps 89:8), 
infinitives absolute (35.4), etc. 
33. Contrast Davidson, Hebrew Syntax, 100, 113–16. 
34. Note Davidson's desperate phrase "real adverbs," Hebrew Syntax, 100. 
35. In the discussion that follows we concentrate on individual adverbs, slighting all but the most common 
compound adverbs. Joüon includes all interrogatives, §102i/p. 271. For expository purposes, we leave out here 
interrogative pronouns and phrases (18.1) and the polar particle h (40.3); the last is certainly a clausal adverb, 
and it may be that some of the other interrogatives (e.g., mdwÁ) are also. 

36. Aartun, Partikeln I, uses a related principle of classification, referring to "forms for intensification 
(Bekräftigung)/emphasis (Hervorhebung) of individual words or complete sentences" versus "forms for the 
intensification of complete sentences (only)" and "forms for the negation (Verneinung) of complete sentences" 
versus "forms for the negation of individual words and complete sentences." 
37. There is a sense in which ÀoÖsiÖp might be said to function adverbially or as an auxiliary to ÀaçrahÌeÒm, but that 
sense is not an important one; see 39.3.1b. 
38. There is no clear rule about the placement of constituent adverbs, though temporal adverbs (and adverbial 
phrases, especially with prepositions) tend to occur initially; for some discussion, see W. Gross, Die 
Pendenskonstruction im biblischen Hebräisch (St. Ottilien: EOS, 1987) 43–77 (on temporals), 78–87 (on 
locatives). 
39. Nyberg groups ph and sëm with kh as demonstrative adverbs; see Hebreisk Grammatik, 53. 

40. The forms sëm and sëmh are found 691 and 141 times, respectively, in all senses (SA/THAT; in what follows, we 
supply the count for the most common words from this source; the most common words are those that occur 
more than one hundred times). 
41. Aartun similarly contrasts "adverbs derived from deictic elements" and "adverbs derived from roots." 
42. Occurs 433 times (SA/THAT). 
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43. ÀaÒz occurs 138 times (SA/THAT). 

44. The phrase never has the supposed "literal sense" 'yesterday ( tmwl) or the day before (sëlsëwm, lit., the third 
day ago [counting today]).' 
45. Only in Qoh 4:2 (Ádnh), 4:3 (Ádn), derived from Áad, suggesting a basic sense 'until now.' 

46. Only in Qoheleth, where it occurs nine times. 
47. Occurs 490 times (SA/THAT). 
48. This -aÒm/oÒm element may be (related to) the enclitic mem (9.8); cf., e.g., Aartun, Partikeln, 1. 51–61. 

49. More frequently an item adverb. For its unique use as a noun in Deut 6:5, see S. D. McBride, "The Yoke of the 
Kingdom," Interpretation 27 (1973) 273–306, at 304. MÀd occurs 300 times (SA/THAT). 

50. Strictly, an infinitive absolute. See 35.4. 
51. Only in Qoheleth and Esther as an adverb. 
52. It is common to derive ptÀm from ptÁ (e.g., Joüon § 102b / p. 268), but the weakening of Áayin to Àaleph is rare. 

53. From hÌeÒn with adverbial -aÒm; compare Latin gratia and gratis (Joüon # 102b / p. 268). 

54. From reÒq 'empty,' with adverbial -aÒm. 

55. MT has the Qal, ÀerÀeÒm. 

56. Compare # 3 with Jer 2:27. 
57. Note that postposed huÖÀ and hiÖÀ are also used as item adverbs ('precisely'). 

58. See Joüon § 160/ pp. 488–95. The other negative particles are largely confined to verse: teal is a clausal 
negative used as loÒÀ is, while b«li is used largely as ÀeÖn is; biltiÖ is usually an item adverb ('except'). On the positive 
force of bal, see C. F. Whitley, "The Positive Force of the Hebrew Particle lb," Zeitschrift für die 
Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 84 (1972) 213–19; the best example is probably Isa 44:8. All Whitley's examples 
are doubted by T. Muraoka, Emphatic Words and Structures in Biblical Hebrew (Leiden: Brill, 1985) 125–27. 
59. LoÒÀ occurs 5,200 times and Àal 730 times (SA/ THAT). For loÒÀ as an item adverb, note (a) compounds, e.g., loÒÀ-
ÀeÒl 'no god' (Deut 32:21), loÒÀ-hÌaÒkaÒm 'non- (or anti-)wise'(Deut 32:6; cf. further GKC § 152a / p. 478), as well as (b) 
simple adverbial use (e.g., Jer 18:17 [39.3.2 # 3], Gen 32:29, Job 13:16). For Àal as an item adverb, note (a) 
compounds, e.g., Àal-maÒwet 'no death' (Prov 12:28), and (b) simple use (e.g., Jer 10:24). The variation between lÀ 
and lw is an important source of Kethiv-Qere variation; see J. Barr, "A New Look at Kethibh-Qere," 
Oudtestamentische Studiën 21 (1981) 19–37, at 31. Both loÒÀ and Àal are used alone, as the equivalent of reduced 
verbal clauses, with the sense 'no!' (loÒÀ in Gen 42:10 and so read for loÖ in 1 Sam 10:19; Àal in Gen 33:10). See 
Ziony Zevit, "Expressing Denial in Biblical Hebrew and Mishnaic Hebrew, and in Amos," Vetus Testamentum 29 
(1979) 505–9. On the semantics of negation, see G. E. Whitney, "LoÒÀ ('Not') as 'Not Yet' in the Hebrew Bible," 
Hebrew Studies 29 (1988) 43–48. 
60. The preposition mn is used to form negative infinitive (notably result) clauses (e.g., Isa 5:6); cf the examples 
cited in 38.3c. 
61. ÀaÃyin/ÀeÖn occurs 789 times; its conventional antonym yeÒsë occurs 140 times (SA/THAT). The latter is often 
considered an adverb (e.g., GKC §100o / pp. 296–97). For ÀeÖn as an item adverb, note compounds such as ÀeÖn-
qeÒs 'endless' (Isa 9:6), ÀeÖn qeÒsÌeh 'endless' (Isa 2:7bis), ÀeÖn mispaÒr 'innumerable' (Jer 2:32, 1 Chr 22:4), ÀeÖn misëqaÒl 
'beyond weighing' (1 Chr 22:3). Note the discussion of J. Carmignac, "L'emploi de la négation !ya dans la Bible et 
á Qumrân," Revue de Qumran 8 (1974) 407–13, who emphasizes the increase in item-adverbial use at Qumran. 
62. See Joüon § 164 / pp. 502–3. 
63. And the lexicons usually do a wonderful job with them. We leave out of account here a variety of emphatics 
much discussed in recent scholarly literature. On the emphatic l, see Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 113–23, whose 
findings are largely negative. Contrast, e.g., J. A. Soggin, Old Testament and Oriental Studies (Rome: Biblical 
Institute, 1975) 219–24. 
64. The term is from Quirk et al., Contemporary English, 507. They could also be called "metapropositional" 
adverbs in that they comment on how the proposition is to be understood. Blau refers to "sentence adverbials 
denoting judgement on the rest of the sentence," which "may be considered logical predicates"; see Adverbial 
Construction, 15. 
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65. Again, we have the -aÒm adverbial ending. On ÀomnaÒm kiÖ, see Blau, Adverbial Construction, 26. 

66. In, e.g., Gen 18:13. 
67. Blau (Adverbial Construction, 30) notes also kimÁatÌ sÌe- 'hardly' in Cant 3:4. The understanding of these disjunct 
adverbs depends in part on the understanding of the associated action, in particular whether, say, 'worshipt is a 
scalar phenomenon. 
68. Cf. the synoptic verse, 2 Kgs 19:17. 
69. Thus, bÀmt serves an adverbial role but is not an adverb; cf. n. 31. 

70. We omit interrogatives here; see n. 35. 
71. Occurs 134 times (SA/THAT). 
72. The related particle ÀeÒpoÖ is an enclitic used after interrogatives, Àim, and imperatives (for an example of the 
last, see Job 19:6); cf. Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 137. 
73. In, e.g., Isa 49:25; Jer 2:33, 25:14; see in general Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 143–46; and C. J. 
Labuschagne, "The Emphasizing Particle GAM and Its Connotations," Studia Biblica et Semitica: Theodoro 
Christiano Vriezen ... Dedicata, ed. W. C. van Unnik (Wageningen: Veenman en Zonen, 1966) 193–203. 
74. Though it is hardly a strict marker, rather a rhythmic indicator. 
75. The clausal structures in Ezekiel are always complex; see here the context. 
76. The English adverb appears to be a disjunct of content rather than an emphatic coordinator. 
77. Cf. RSV,'These have chosen their own ways.' 
78. Four oath and exclamatory formulas precede this. 
79. The interjection heÒÀ is otherwise found only in Gen 47:23. 

80. Ky occurs 4,470 times, kn 695 times, kh 581 times (SA/THAT), and kkh 37 times. 
81. It is used as an item adverb in, e.g., Hos 8:6; cf. Joüon § 164b / p. 503. The classic studies of ky by James 
Muilenburg are available in his Hearing and Speaking the Word, ed. T. F. Best (Chico: Scholars Press, 1984) 
208–33, 27–44, esp. 39–40; J. L. Kugel, "The Adverbial Use of kiÖ tÌoÖb," Journal of Biblical Literature 99 (1980) 
433–35, claims that the cited phrase is adverbial, 'greatly, how great'; G. Janzen offers a rebuttal in the same 
journal, "Kugel's Adverbial kiÖ tÌoÖb: An Assessment," 102 (1983) 99–106. Closely related to ky is emphatic k 
(pointed as if identical to the preposition, perhaps correctly); see the basic review of cases by R. Gordis, "The 
Asseverative Kaph in Ugaritic and Hebrew," Journal of the American Oriental Society 63 (1943) 176–78, reprinted 
in his The Word and the Book (New York: Ktav, 1976) 211–13. For a cautious approach to emphatic uses, see A. 
Schoors, "The Particle yKi," Oudtestamentische Studiën 21 (1981) 240–76, at 243–53; he also surveys the 
subordinating uses, pp. 252–73. 

82. On kn, see the articles of M. J. Mulder, "Die Partikel !Ke im Alten Testament," and E. Talstra, "The Use of !Ke 
in Biblical Hebrew," Oudtestamentische Studiën 21 (1981) 201–27, 228–39. The combinations are discussed here 
because of their frequency: lkn occurs 188 times and Ál-kn 145 times. See also H. Lenhard, "Über den 
Unterscheid zwischen !kl und !k-l[," Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft 95 (1983) 269–72; B. 
Jongeling, "LaÒkeÒn dans l'Ancien Testament," Oudtestamentische Studiën 21 (1981) 190–200. 

83. The root and stem of yÁÁrw are obscure. 

84. On kkh, see L. Glinert, "The Preposition in Biblical and Modern Hebrew," Hebrew Studies 23 (1982) 115–25, 
at 121–22. 
85. See H. A. Brongers, "Bemerkungen zum Gebrauch des adverbiellen wÀsupÁeÀ/supÁÁattaÒh im Alten Testament," 
Vetus Testamentum 15 (1965) 289–99. 
86. Negative loÒÀ is here an item adverb. 

87. On the structure of the entire chapter, see M. O'Connor, "The Pseudosorites: A Type of Paradox in Hebrew 
Verse," Directions in Biblical Hebrew Poetry, ed. E. R. Follis (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1987)161–72. 
88. The whole sentence spans vv 1b–5, with three occurrences of Àzy. 

89. Williams, Hebrew Syntax, 92–94. 
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90. The relationship among the various functions is recognized by Muraoka for Àak (Emphatic Words, 129–30) and 
raq (pp. 130–32), but only with two stipulations: that the emphatic force of Àak is "original" and the 
"restrictiveadversative use" is a secondary development with "a slight residue of the original force ... still 
preserved originally" (p. 130) and that the reverse (from restrictive to emphatic) is true for raq. The developments 
are not historical, however, but semantic, and no one sense has an assignable priority. 
91. The adverb raq is found 109 times, and Àak 161 times (SA/THAT). On the former, see B. Jongeling, "La 
particule qr;," Oudtestamentische Studiën 18 (1973) 97–107; his account overemphasizes the importance of 
position. Rare in verse, raq is also used as an item adverb (e.g., Gen 6:5, 41:40). For rq and Àk together, see Num 
1–2:2. 
92. See also 1 Kgs 8:9. 
93. In the senses 'even, only, surely'; see, e.g., Gen 18:32, Isa 34:14–15; see Williams, Hebrew Syntax, 65. 
94. See also 1 Sam 18:17. 

95. See also Gen 44:28. For the sense 'on the contrary,' see N. H. Snaith, "The Meaning of the Hebrew %a;," 
Vetus Testamentum 14 (1964) 221–25. On Àk 'however' in exegesis, see Fishbane, Biblical interpretation, 184–85, 
197–99. 
96. See also Ps 66:19, Job 32:7–8. 
97. See also Gen 28:16, 1 Kgs 11:2, Isa 40:7. 
98. So W. Holladay on Jer 3:23, a difficult text; see Jeremiah (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 1. 124. Holladay's 
treatment of Àkn agrees with ours, as does, for the most part, that of Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 132–33; note also 
F. J. Goldbaum, "Two Hebrew Quasi-Adverbs: !kl and !ka," Journal of Near Eastern Studies 23 (1964) 132–
35. 
99. It is irrelevant that the speaker is wrong; the force of Àkn derives from his beliefs. 

100. Cf. Amos 7:14 
101. Cf. Ps 1:2. 
102. The accompanying and parallel name change for Abraham in Gen 17:5 has w. 
103. The standard view (see, e.g., Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 128–29) that Àbl has an "early" meaning (in 
Genesis) and a distinct "late" meaning (in Daniel, cf. 2 Chr 1:4) is dubious; cf. n. 90. The particle biltiÖ is apparently 
an item restrictive adverb in Num 11:6 and a clausal restrictive adverb in Isa 10:4. 
104. The adverbial ending -aÒm is found on Àwlm. 

105. With Àwlm, contrast the related particle Àwly 'perhaps' (39.3.4b). For Àwlm, see also the cases in Gen 48:19, 
Exod 9:16. 
106. Note that the construction may be haplologic (two identical neighboring items are reduced to one): Àepes kiÖ kiÖ 
> Àepes kiÖ. On the Qumran reading, see P. K. McCarter, Jr., II Samuel (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1984) 
296; McCarter himself reads nÀsÌt Àt yhwh with versional support. 

107. See also Job 1:11. 
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40.1 Introduction 

a 
A standard feature of syntactic study is the functional classification of clauses and sentences. Any such sorting-
out is problematic. One traditional scheme distinguishes statements or assertions ('It is good'), commands ('Be 
good'), questions ('How good is it?', 'Is it good?'), and exclamations ('How good it is!', 'Good!'). In terms of the 
basic structures of Hebrew, statements, commands, and most questions draw on comparable resources, and 
these have been treated throughout. One class of questions, polar or'yes-no' questions, remains to be treated, as 
does the broad class of exclamations. The considerable overlap among the four functional classes, notably of 
interrogative clauses and exclamations, is not our special concern here.1 Evaluation of difficult cases is a matter 
of more specialized study. 

40.2 Exclamations 

a 
Under the rubric of exclamations we include a variety of utterances.2 Four groups require attention because of the 
syntactic complexities associated with them: presentative exclamations (e.g., those with hnh), wish and oath 

formulas (e.g., those with yx), nominal exclamations (e.g., those with yrva), and woe cries (e.g., those with 

ywh). Other types of exclamation can be treated more briefly.3 
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40.2.1 Presentative Exclamations 

a 

The presentative exclamations are those that begin with the presentative particles, hNEhi and !he 4 the two 
particles do not differ in their use.5 Both introduce exclamations of immediacy and fuller exclamations of 
perception, cause, circumstance, etc. 

b 

In exclamations of immediacy, hnh is frequently inflected with a pronoun (# 1),6 often in answer to a summons (# 
2). With or without the pronoun it "emphasizes the immediacy, the here-and-now-ness, of the situation,"7 either in 
direct discourse (## 1–2) or in narrative (# 3). 

40 Exclamations and Polar Questions 

40.1 Introduction 
40.2 Exclamations 

2.1 Presentative Exclamations 
2.2 Oath and Wish Exclamations 
2.3 Nominal Exclamations 
2.4 Woe Cries 
2.5 Other Exclamations 

40.3 Polar Questions 

1. %l' Wnt'ña' Wnn>hi Here we are. We come to you.
Jer 3:22

2. `ynIxeñl'v. ynIn>hi rm;aow" And I said, "Here I am. Send me."
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Presentative hnh has this nuance of vivid immediacy often in clauses with participles (## 4–5), sometimes quite 
elaborate (# 6), as well as in verbal clauses (# 7). 
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Related to this sense of immediacy is the use of hnhw as a bridge to introduce with emotion a noun clause (38.8) 
or perception, either after a verb of perception (# 8) or after a new situation of perception is described (## 9–10).9 
In the latter cases the verb is usually said to be omitted for the sake of "vividness." In such uses hnhw is often 
best left untranslated. 

c 
Presentatives introducing longer or fuller exclamations serve to ground and define the material that follows them. 
The distinction between exclamations of immediacy and exposition may be blurred (as in # 10). D. J. McCarthy in 
his discussion of hnhw offers some English examples for comparison. 

Take the sentences: "Look! Uncle Joe is coming. We'll go!". This can reassure, say, a child anxious to be
off, and so be equivalent to "When Uncle Joe comes etc." without the force of the colloquial original. It can
imply doubt: "If Uncle Joe etc.". ... It can even express a purpose: perhaps Uncle Joe is not a favorite so that

Isa 6:8

3. ba'Ay sn" yKi ÅÅÅ %l,M,ñl; dG:YUw:
lc,aeñ hNEhiw> hwhy lh,aoñ-la,

x;+Bez>Mih; 

The king ... was told that Joab had fled to 
YHWH's tent and there he was, next to 
the altar.

1 Kgs 2:29

4. ht'n"ñm.ti hl,[o %ymix' hNEhi Your father-in-law is now on his way up 
to Timnah.
Gen 38:13

5. h+l,xo ^ybiña' hNEhi Your father is now sick.
Gen 48:1

6. hwhy !Ada'h' hNEhi yKi
ÅÅÅ ~yIl;ñv'Wrymi rysime tAab'c.

h+n"[ev.m;W ![ev.m; 

The Lord, YHWH SÍbÀwt, is now taking 
from Jerusalem ... support and staff ... 8

Isa 3:1

7. hN"heñ WaB'ñ ~yvin"a] hNEhi
hl'y>L;ñh; 

Some men came here just tonight.

Josh 2:2

8. d[; ~yrIb'D>l; yTin>m;ña/h,-al{w>
yn:y[e hn"ya,ñr>Tiw: ytiaB'ñ-rv,a]
yci+xñeh; yli-dG:hu-al{ hNEhiw> 

I didn't believe the reports until I came 
and my own eyes saw [to my 
astonishment] that I hadn't been told 
half the truth.10

1 Kgs 10:7

9. ry[ih'-la, wyv'n"a]w: dwId' aboY"w:
v+aeB' hp'Wrf. hNEhiw> 

David and his men came to the city and 
(saw [to their indignation] that) it was 
burned down.
1 Sam 30:3

10. qynIyhel. rq,BoñB; ~qua'w"
t+me-hNEhiw> ynIB.-ta, 

I got up in the morning to nurse my son 
and (saw [to my horror] that) he was 
dead.
1 Kgs 3:21
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it implies: "To avoid Uncle Joe we'll go away!". And so on. ... In all this the expression remains exclamatory
with an emotional note and we miss the language-user's full meaning if we simply equate the sentences with
the suggested temporal or conditional or causal or purpose clauses. We get the meaning but not the feeling,
and the two must be grasped to get the full force of the language.11 

The presentative hnh is common in direct speech, while the combination hnhw is frequent in narrative. With or 

without w, hnh serves "to introduce a fact upon which a following statement or command is based."12 Thus it can 

stand before either a verbless clause (# 11) or a verbal clause (## 12–13). With reference to future time, hnh 

clauses can stand before a clause with a volitional form (## 11–12; sometimes with ht[w, # 13), or before a 
suffix conjugation form with relative waw (# 14). For past time waw-relative with the short prefix conjugation is 
found (# 15). This use is also often best left untranslated. 
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d 

Similar to these causal connections, the presentative forms hnh and hnhw also introduce clauses expressing a 
temporal connection (# 16) or the occasion or condition (## 1718) for the ensuing clause, using either a verbless 
construction (## 16–17) or a verbal (# 18). Other semantic functions include adversative (# 19) and concessive 
notions (# 20). 

11. ~yaiybiN>h; yreb.DI an"-hNEhi
%l,+M,ñh;-la, bAj dx'a,-hP,

dx;a; rb;d>Ki ^r>b'd> an"-yhiy>
`bAJ T'r>B;ñdIw> ~h,me 

Okay, now: the findings of the (other) 
prophets are uniformly favorable to the 
king. Let your finding be like one of 
those, so that you can speak favorably.

1 Kgs 22:13 Qere

12. ykel.m; yKi Wn[.m;ñv' an"-hNEhi
ds,x,ñ ykel.m;-yKi laer'f.yI tyBe

~yQif; aN" hm'yfiñn" ~+he
WnynEñt.m'B. 

[Since] we've heard, regarding Israelite 
kings, that they are merciful kings—let's 
put sackcloth round our middles ... 

1 Kgs 20:31

13. hz<L'h; tAml{x]h; l[;B;ñ hNEhi
`aB'

WhgEñr>h;n:w> Wkl. hT'[;w> 

[Since] that dreaming lord is here—
come on, now, let's kill him.

Gen 37:19–20

14. t'yyIñh'w> %+T'ai ytiyrIb. hNEhiw>
`~yIAG !Amh] ba;l. 

My covenant is with you and (or, as for 
me, because my covenant is with you) 
you shall become father of a throng of 
nations.
Gen 17:4

15. rA+BB; @seAy-!yae hNEhiw>
`wyd'g"B.-ta, [r;q.YIw: 

Because Joseph was not in the pit, he 
rent his clothes.

Gen 37:29

16. ATai-rv,a] ~['h'w> aWh-hNEhiw>
AL t'yfiñ['w> ^yl,ñae ~yaic.yO

`^d,ñy" ac'm.Ti rv,a]K; 

When he and the people who are with 
him attack you, do to them whatever 
your hands find to do.

Judg 9:33
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e 

In addition to serving as a bridge to introduce a noun clause of perception, hnh can also function as a bridge for 
a logical connection between a preceding clause and the clause it introduces, whether verbal (## 21, 27, 28, 31)13

or participial (## 22–24, 26,  
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29–30) or verbless (# 25).14 This bridging role may involve a causal relation (# 21), a condition (# 22)15 or 
circumstance (## 23–24), a reversal of expectations (# 25),16 the apodosis to a dependent temporal clause (## 
26–27), a result (## 28–30)17 , or a concession (# 31). 

17. yTi[.d;+g"w> ~yaiB' ~ymiy" hNEhi
^[]roz>-ta, 

There will come a time when I will put a 
stop to your strength (or, when in the 
future ... ).
1 Sam 2:31

18. hy"h'w> ÅÅÅ ab' ykinOa' hNEhiw>
`!Wf[]T; !Ke hf,[/a,-rv,a]k; 

When I arrive ... let it be that whatever I 
do, you do.

Judg 7:17

19. hYEa;w> ~yci[eh'w> vaeh' hNEhi
`hl'[ol. hF,h; 

Here are the fire and the wood, but 
where is the lamb for the ÁoÒlaÖ?

Gen 22:7

20. tABrua] hf,[o hwhy hNEhiw>
h+Z<h; rb'D'K; hy<h.yIh] ~yIm;ñV'B; 

Even if YHWH opened the floodgates of 
heaven, could this happen?

2 Kgs 7:19

21. @g<N<ñh; lxehe hNEhiw> ÅÅÅ #r'Y"ñw:
~+['B' 

And he ran ... because the plague had 
already begun (to spread) among the 
people.
Num 17:12

22. rbe[o hwhy hNEhiw> ÅÅÅ T'd>m;['w> Stand still ... because YHWH is about to 
pass by.
1 Kgs 19:11

23. dme[o hNEhiw> vyaih'-la, aboY"w:
~yLim;G>h;-l[; 

He came to the man while he was 
standing by the camels.

Gen 24:30

24. h[,ro hNEhiw> !j'Q'h; ra,v' dA[
!a+CoB; 

There remains yet the youngest, 
tending the sheep.

1 Sam 16:11

25. ÅÅÅ ykib.li ÅÅÅ yn"doa] ar'q.YIw:
!Aff' hNEhiw> 

My lord ... called for weeping ... and (or, 
but) there was rejoicing.

Isa 22:12–13

26. rBed;l. hL'Ki ~r,j, aWh-yhiy>w:
taceyO hq'b.rI hNEhiw> 

Before he had finished speaking, 
Rebecca emerged.

Gen 24:15

27. tAl[]h;l. AtL{k;K. yhiy>w:
a+B' laeWmv. hNEhiw> hl'[oh' 

When he had finished offering the ÁoÒlaÖ, 
Samuel arrived.
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40.2.2 Oath and Wish Exclamations 
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a 
The expression of wishes and oaths does not require the use of any sort of exclamation, but a diverse set of 
exclamations are used, some protases without apodoses and some phrases headed up by substantives. The 
particles ~a and al are involved in a number of these exclamations, not always in a comprehensible way. While 
Paul Joüon argues that the unpredictable usages are the result of contamination among the various patterns, it 
may be better to confess that the calculus of the particles is beyond our specification. 18 

b 
An oath need not be introduced by an exclamation.19 It may have no introduction or it may be preceded only by 
the particles yK ('certainly,' 39.3.4e; positive, # 1), ~a (negative; # 2),20 al ~a (positive; # 3), or ~a yK 
(positive; # 4); with the particles only, the oath has the form of a protasis with no apodosis. An oath can also be 
preceded by the term yx + a name (or some powerful or sacred substitute); the term is sometimes pointed yx; 
(perhaps a verb21 but probably a noun22), and sometimes yxe (< ~yyIx;).23 The yx + name combination is followed 

by a clause with yK (positive; # 5), ~a (negative; # 6), al ~a (positive; # 7), or ~a yK (positive; # 8); the two 
items are grammatically independent (note # 9), despite the standard translation of the hÌy phrase as a protasis 
and of the Àm clause as its apodosis ('As Yahweh lives, may ... '). 
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1 Sam 13:10

28. dx'a,h'-ta, dx'a,h' AKY:w:
`Atao tm,Y"ñw:

hx'P'v.Mih;-lk' hm'q'ñ hNEhiw> 

The one struck the other and killed him. 
So now the whole clan has risen up ... 

2 Sam 14:6–7

29. hNEhiw> [r;+z" hT't;ñn" al{ yli !he
`ytiao vreAy ytiyBe-!b, 

You have given me no children; so a 
house-born servant will be my heir.

Gen 15:3

30. ÅÅÅ ^yd,ñb'[]l; !T'nI !yae !b,T,ñ
~yKimu ^yd,ñb'[] hNEhiw> 

Your servants are given no straw ... and 
so your servants are being beaten.

Exod 5:16

31. ty+rIB. rpeh'l. hl'a' hz"b'W
Ady" !t;n" hNEhiw> 

He has reviled an oath in breaking the 
covenant even though he had given his 
hand to it.
Ezek 17:18

1. Avd>q'B. hwhy yn"doa] [B;v.nI
~yaiB' ~ymiy" hNEhi yKi 

The Lord YHWH swears by his holiness: 
"Surely, the time will come ... "

Amos 4:2

2. lAdG"h; ymiv.Bi yTi[.B;ñv.nI ynIn>hi
dA[ hy<h.yI-~ai hwhy rm;a'
vyai-lK' ypiB. ar'q.nI ymiv.

hwhy yn"doa]-yx; rmeao hd'Why>

"I hereby swear by my great name," says 
YHWH—"my name shall no more be 
invoked in the mouth of every Judahite in 
the land of Egypt who says'(By) the Lord 
YHWH's life.
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c 

A negative oath may be introduced by the phrase yLi hl'yliñx', conventionally 'far be it from me,'24 followed by a 

dependent clause specifying the undesired outcome; this clause begins with !m, (# 10) followed by an infinitive or 

~a (# 11) followed by a prefix form. 

d 

Wishes may be expressed in complete independent clauses (e.g., with !TeyI ymi or yl;x]a; with a prefix form)25 or 

in protases lacking apodoses, introduced by ~a (# 12) or, more often Wl (## 13–15).26 

`~yIr'ñc.mi #r,a,ñ-lk'B. 
Jer 44:26

3. r+moale tAab'c. hwhy [B;v.nI
!Ke ytiyMiñDI rv,a]K; al{-~ai

ht'y"ñh' 

YHWH SÍbÀwt swears, "As I have surely 
intended it, so shall it be."

Isa 14:24

4. A+vp.n:B. tAab'c. hwhy [B;v.nI
~d'a' %ytiaLemi-~ai yKi 

YHWH SÍbÀwt swears by himself: "I will 
surely fill you with people."

Jer 51:14

5. vyaih' tw<m'ñ-!b, yKi hwhy-yx;
`tazO hf,[oh' 

YHWH's life! Surely the man who did this 
is a dead man.

2 Sam 12:5

6. hwhy-yx; lWav' [b;V'YIw:
`tm'Wy-~ai 

Saul swore, "YHWH's life! He shall not 
die!"

1 Sam 19:6

7. rv,a] ytil'(a' al{-~ai ynIa'-yx;
`AvaroB. wyTit;n>W ÅÅÅ hz"B' 

My (YHWH's) life! I will surely bring down 
on his head my oath that he despised ... 

Ezek 17:19

8. yKi hwhy-yx; dwID' rm,aYOñw:
AmA-Aa WN+p,ñG"yI hwhy-~ai

tmew" aAby" 

David said, "YHWH's life! YHWH will 
surely strike him or his day will come and 
he'll die."

1 Sam 26:10

9. tm,a/B, hwhy-yx; T'[.B;ñv.nIw>
h+q'd'c.nIW jP'v.miB. 

You shall swear "YHWH's life!" truly, 
justly, and rightly.

Jer 4:2

10. ta+zO tAX+[]me yLi hl'yliñx' Far be it from me to do that!
Gen 44:17

11. hwhyme yLi hl'yliñx'
hZ<h; rb'D'h;-ta, hf,[/a,-~ai 

YHWH forbid me to do that thing!

1 Sam 24:7

12. `yli-[m;v.Ti-~ai laer'f.yI O Israel, would that you would hear me!
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40.2.3 Nominal Exclamations 

a 
There are three groups of nominal exclamations.27 One group consists of ad-hoc creations, that is, nouns or noun 
phrases used according to need (# 1).28 
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Another consists of nouns or noun phrases used independently of their grammatical context; a number of these 
are important: (a) hwhy ~aun> 'declaration(?) of YHWH,' almost always used as a closing formula in the 

prophets;29 (b) !mea' 'amen!';30 (c)yBi 'pardon me,' perhaps with the sense 'on me be any guilt arising from what I 

say/do,' always followed by ynIdoa] or yn"doa] in conversation;31 and perhaps (d) hl's,ñ, a word of unknown sense 
found only in the Psalter and in the psalm of Habakkuk 3 and apparently some sort of exclamation. These two 
groups of exclamations involve contained units. 

b 
A third group of nominal exclamations is more complex: the nouns in this group introduce phrases of some 
complexity. Among these are yrev.a; 'O the blessings of, enviable the situation of,' a petrified plural noun found 

only in construct phrases (# 2–3) or with suffixes (# 4), and lAq 'O the voice of, hark!' a noun ('voice') widely used 
elsewhere but capable of heading an independent phrase (# 5).32 Other nouns that form nominal exclamations 
are hlylx and, if it is a noun, yx (40.2.2). 

Ps 81:9

13. y+t'Ac.mil. T'b.v;ñq.hi aWl Would that you had heard my 
commandments!
Isa 48:18

14. y+X+i[.K; lqeV'yI lAqv' Wl Oh that my anguish could be measured!
Job 6:2

15. ~yIr;ñc.mi #r,a,ñB. Wnt.m;-Wl Would that we had died in Egypt!
Num 14:2

1. yviaro wybia'-la, rm,aYOñw:
y+varo 

And he said to his father, "My head! my 
head!"

2 Kgs 4:19

2. %l;h' al{ rv,a] vyaih' yrev.a;
~y[iv'r> tc;[]B; 

To be envied is the person who does not 
walk in the evil doers' counsel!

Ps 1:1

3. ^yd,ñb'[] yrev.a; ^yv,ñn"a] yrev.ae
^yn<ñp'l. ~ydIm.[oh' hL,+aeñ

dymiT' 

The joys of your men, the joys of these 
your aides who stand before you always!

1 Kgs 10:8

4. laer'f.yI ^yr,ñv.a; You are to be envied, Israel.
Deut 33:29

5. lAq r+[e yBiliw> hn"vey> ynIa]
qpeAd ydIAD 

I slept while my heart stirred. Hark! My 
beloved knocks!

Cant 5:2
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40.2.4 Woe Cries 

a 

There are half-a-dozen cries that are conventionally associated with woe. Only two are common, yAh (about fifty 

times, always in the prophets) and yAa (about twenty-five  
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times). The ywh cry can be followed by a vocative (# 1)33 or a topic (# 2); in either case the following noun is 

juxtaposed to ywh. In a number of cases the particle has no woe sense at all; it is merely a summons, 
conventionally rendered 'ho!'(# 3).34 Sometimes the cry introduces further speech, without the personal focus of 
the cry being specified (# 4). Though it is usually uttered, the cry may be quoted (# 1). 

The ywa cry35 is usually followed by a topic; if the topic is a pronoun, it takes l (# 5),36 but if it is a noun phrase, it 

is simply juxtaposed (# 6). It, too, is usually uttered, but may be quoted (# 7, the only occurrence of yAba], another 
woe cry). 

b 

The remaining cries are rare. The form yl;l.a;ñ (Mic 7:1) / yl;ñl.a; (Job 10:15) is always followed yl; once it is 

uttered (Mic 7:1) and once quoted. In Qoheleth ya is used in the forms Alyai (4:10, followed by an apposition, 

followed by a relative clause) and %l-ya (10:16, followed by a vocative, followed by a relative clause). The cry 

1. yxia' yAh Al WdP.s.yI-al{
Al WdP.s.yI-al{ tA+xa' yAhw>

`hdoho yAhw> !Ada' yAh 

They shall not lament for him, "Alas, my 
brother," and "Alas, my sister." They shall 
not lament for him, "Alas, Lord," and 
"Alas, His Majesty."

Jer 22:18

2. yreKovi tWaGE tr,j,ñ[] yAh
~yIr;ñp.a, 

Woe to the crown of the pride of the 
drunks in Ephraim!

Isa 28:1

3. ~yIM;ñl; Wkl. amec'-lK' yAh Ho! All you who are thirsty, come to the 
water!
Isa 55:1

4. y+Pia; jb,veñ rWVa; yAh
`ymi[.z: ~d'y"b. aWh-hJ,m;W 

Woe! Assyria is the rod of my anger! My 
fury is a staff in their hand.

Isa 10:5

5. al{ ~yIl;ñv'Wry> %l' yAa
yrIh]j.ti 

Woe to you, O Jerusalem! You are not 
clean!

Jer 13:27

6. ~ymiD'h; ry[i yAa Woe to the bloody city!
Ezek 24:6, 9

7. ymil. yAba] ymil. yAa ymil.
x;yfi ymil. ~ynIw"d>mi 

Whose is "Woe!"? Whose is "Oy!"? 
Whose are quarrels? Whose is angst?

Prov 23:29
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Hh'a] can stand  
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alone (e.g., Judg 11:35) or before a vocative (e.g., Ezek 4:14); once it is followed by ~AYl; (Joel 1:15). 

40.2.5 Other Exclamations 

a 
The exclamations that remain, most of them interjections, are not a homogeneous group: a few have 
straightforward etymologies, while most are phonologically marginal.37 In the case of the forms that seem to 
represent odd sounds—xa', xa'h,, sh', an"-aN"a', ahe—it is important to bear in mind that the shape of the word 
is likely to be a convention. Exclamations, that is, tend to use sounds not ordinarily part of a language's sound 
system, as in the sounds written in English as 'whew, tch, tut-tut, tisk-tisk, ugh, argh.'38 This group of Hebrew 
exclamations is semantically hard to pin down, because most of the items are rare. 

b 

Three of these exclamations may be classed as cries or impolite utterances. xa' is a cry of pain or grief (uttered 

in Ezek 21:20; quoted in Ezek 6:11).39 A cry associated with a horse going into battle (# 1), xa'h, is apparently a 

human cry of joy (sometimes mean spirited). It is always preceded by rma and may stand with nothing following 

(e.g., Ps 40:16) or be followed by a phrase (Ps 35:25) or a clause (# 2). A Niphal participle of vay 'to despair,' the 

form va'An is used as a cry of despair (# 3).40 

c 

Several exclamations are polite, more like promptings than cries. The need for silence is marked by sh' (e.g., 
Amos 6:10); apparently at base an exclamation, this word came to be treated as a verb (only twice: Qal in Neh 
8:11, Hiphil in Num 13:30). The opposite process is illustrated by a hortatory term bh; (e.g., Exod 1:10): the root 

bhy 'to give,' common in Aramaic, is rare in Hebrew, occurring only in the imperative (e.g.,  
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Gen 29:21), from which the hortatory use ('Come on, ... ') developed. The enclitic particle an"- is often used after 

1. ydeB. ÅÅÅ h+rWbG> sWSl; !Tetih]
qAxr'meW xa'h, rm;ayO rp'vo
~yrIfiñ ~[;r;ñ h+m'x'l.mi x;yrIy"

`h[Wrt.W 

Did you give the horse strength ... ? As 
often as the trumpet sounds, he says 
"heÀahÌ" and from afar smells battle, 
officers' thunder and taratantara.41

Job 39:19, 25

2. ytiyaiñr' ytiAMx; xa'h, rm;ayOw:
`rWa 

He says, "Aha! I am warm! I can see the 
fire!"

Isa 44:16

3. aAl va'An yrIm. aTow:a
~h,yrex]a;w> ~yrIz" yTib.h;ña'-yKi

`%leae 

You said, "I quit! No! I've loved strangers 
and I'll follow them."42

Jer 2:25
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imperatives and other volitional forms (e.g., Isa 1:18, 5:5), as well as after hnh and other exclamations and 
adverbs. As Lambdin observes, "the particle seems ... to denote that the command [or the like] in question is a 
logical consequence, either of an immediately preceding statement or of the general situation in which it is 
uttered."43 A related term, aN"a'/hN"a', is used before imperatives (e.g., Gen 50:17) and in similar contexts. 

d 

The sense of the exclamation ahe is unknown; its context is different in both its occurrences (Gen 47:23, Ezek 
16:43).44 

40.3 Polar Questions 

a 
There are two types of questions in Hebrew. The words used for question-word questions have been discussed 
(18.1): ymi, hm', yt;m', [;WDm; form one group ('who, what, when, why?'), and yae, hYEa;, hkoyae, hpoyae, !yIa;, !
a' ('where?') and %yae, hk'yae ('how?') form another. Polar questions, known in English as 'yes-no' questions, 
differ from question-word questions in that the entire proposition is questioned rather than just one feature of it. 

b 

Polar questions may be unmarked as questions or marked with the interrogative h] (the first question in # 1 is 

unmarked; the second has h)45 The same question is found with and without the h (# 2) 46 As with other 

questions, polar questions with h can have an exclamatory sense (# 3).47 In double or triple questions, the first 

question has h and the others ~a (# 4), ~aw, h, or wa. Questions in verse are often rhetorical, requiring assent 
rather than reply (# 5).48 
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1. ynIa'ñ ~y[iG"vum. rs;x]
hz<-ta, ~t,abeh]-yKi

aAby" hz<h] +yl'[' [;GET;v.hil.
`ytiyBe-la, 

Am I short on lunatics that you bring 
that one to throw fits at me? Should 
such a person enter my house?

1 Sam 21:16

2a. ~A+lv'b.a;l. r[;N:ñl; ~Alv'h] Is the young man Absalom all right?
2 Sam 18:32

2b. ~A+lv'b.a;l. r[;N:ñl; ~Alv' Is the young man Absalom all right?
2 Sam 18:29

3. yli-~T,v.G:hi hx'n>miW ~yxib'Z>h;
tyBe hn"v' ~y[iB'r>a; rB'd>Mib;

`laer'f.yI 

O Israel, you brought me sacrifices and 
offerings for forty years in the 
wilderness?!

Amos 5:25

4. `Wnyreñc'l.-~ai hT'a; Wnl'ñh] Are you for us or for our enemies?
Josh 5:13

5.
W[m'ñv.ti aAlh] W[d>te aAlh]

~+k,l' varome dG:hu aAlh]
tAds.Am ~t,nOybih] aAlh]

Didn't you know? Haven't you heard? 
Weren't you told from the start? Haven't 
you understood since the earth's 
foundations?
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Footnotes:  

1. Joüon § 162a / pp. 499–500. 
2. J. Blau discusses a number of what are here called exclamations under the heading "minor clauses"; his 
approach may prove fruitful for further study; see A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1976) 
82–83. 
3. We leave out of account here greeting formulas and "block language" (titles and headings) 
4. The form hnh occurs 1,057 times (SA/THAT), about a third of the time preceded by w; hn occurs 100 times and 
is frequent in Job and Isaiah 40–66. The term presentative is Blau's; see Biblical Hebrew, 105–6, and An 
Adverbial Construction in Hebrew and Arabic (Jerusalem: Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, 1977) 18–
22. On hnh and whnh, see L. Alonso-Schökel, "Nota estilistica sobre la particula hNEhi," Biblica 37 (1956) 74–80; 
D. J. McCarthy, "The Uses of wÀsupÁeÀ/supÁhinneÒh in Biblical Hebrew," Biblica 61 (1980) 330–42; A. Niccacci, 
Sintassi del verbo ebraico nella prosa biblica classica (Jerusalem: Franciscan Printing Press, 1986) 59–64; 
Richter, GAHG 1. 193–94, 3. 203–5 (hnh as Satz-Deitikon 'sentential deictic'); note also James Muilenburg, "Form 
Criticism and Beyond," Journal on Biblical Literature 88 (1969) 1–18, esp. 14–15, rpt. in Hearing and Speaking 
the Word, ed. T. F. Best (Chico: Scholars Press, 1984) 27–44, at 40–41. The presentative rÝeÒh 'look!' is rare in the 
Bible (e.g., Deut 4:5); the other presentatives, hn and hnh, though they are conventionally rendered with visual 
predicates like 'behold!,'do not have any essential reference to vision. The phrase laÒheÒn is an emphatic adverb, 
usually 'therefore.' 

5. C. J. Labuschagne, "The Particles !he and hNEhi," Oudtestamentische Studiën 18 (1973) 1–14. 

6. On the suffix pronoun versus independent pronoun after hnh, see T. Muraoka, Emphatic Words and Structures 
in Biblical Hebrew (Leiden: Brill, 1985) 138–40. 
7. T. O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971) 168. 
8. A total of sixteen objects follow the participle. 
9. See also Judg 3:25; cf Jer 26:14. 
10. Cf. Judg 18:9. 
11. McCarthy, "Uses of wehinneÒh," 331. 

12. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 169. 
13. See also 2 Sam 19:21. 
14. See also Deut 17:4–5. 
15. Note also Lev 13:3–5, 1 Sam 9:7. 
16. Note also Zech 11:6. 
17. McCarthy's examples of purpose clauses (2 Sam 15:32, 16:1; 1 Kgs 18:7) are such because of their infinitives 
rather than other features of their syntax. 
18. Joüon § 165a-j / pp. 503–5 implicates in the contamination the forms treated here and the self-curse (or 
imprecation) formula (e.g., koÒh-yaÁaçsÃeh-lliÖ ÀeçloÒhiÖm wÝkoÒh yoÖsiÒp Àim yaÁaçmoÒd roÒÀsë ÀeçliÖsëaÒÁ ... ÁaÒlaÒyw, 'Thus [with a 
gesture?] may God do to me and thus may he continue (to do) if Elisha's head ... stands on his shoulders,' 2 Kgs 
6:31). 
19. Joüon § 165b / p. 504. 
20. The oath exemplifies what it forbids. 
21. Joüon § 79s / p 164. 
22. M. Greenberg, "The Hebrew Oath Particle hÌay/hÌeÖ," Journal of Biblical Literature 76 (1957) 34–39; cf. W. L. 
Holladay, Jeremiah (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 1. 128. 

`#r,a'ñh' 
Isa 40:21
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23. Joüon § 165e / p. 504. 
24. Joüon § 105f / p. 288, § 165k / p. 505. 
25. Joüon § 163d / p. 502; B. Jongeling, "L'Expression my ytn dans l'Ancien Testament," Vetus Testamentum 24 
(1974) 32–40. 
26. Cf. 38.2e. The apparently similar particle ÀaçbiÖ is used in Job 34:36 and not clearly elsewhere. 

27. See also 39.3.4. 
28. Joüon § 162c / p. 500. Note also lÝÀoÒholeÒkaÒ yisÃraÒÀeÒl 'to your tents, O Israel' (1 Kgs 12–16); cf. W J. Martin, 
"Some Notes on the Imperative in the Semitic Languages," Rivista degli studi orientali 32 (1957) 315–19, at 316–
17. A famously difficult example may be found in Qoh 8:2: ÀaçniÖ piÖ-meÃlek sÃÝmoÖr, in which the initial pronoun and the 
final imperative seem to float freely of each other. C. Rabin has suggested that the pronoun may be a topic 
marker and thus that "the MT phrase could possibly be translated 'As far as I am concerned, it [the rule of 
conduct] is "watch the king's mouth!".’" See "Lexical Emendation in Biblical Research," Fucus: A Semitic/Afrasian 
Gathering in Remembrance of Albert Ehrman, ed. Y. L. Arbeitman (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1988) 379–418, 
at 391–92. 
29. The term nÀm is used 376 times (SA/THAT), almost always with yhwh. The closure may be slight. 

30. Joüon § 105f / p. 288. Used repeatedly in Deut 27:15–26 and elsewhere; as a noun in Isa 65:16bis. 
31. Joüon § 105c / p. 287. 
32. The ÀsÃry phrase is followed by a statement containing the basis for the pronouncement; cf. W. Janzen, "ÀasëreÖ in 
the Old Testament," Harvard Theological Revrew 58 (1965) 213–26. On qwl, see Joüon § 162e / p. 500. M. H. 
Pope contends that qoÖl "does not mean 'voice,' but 'noise' or'sound' and is often used as an exclamation, as in Isa 
40:3 ... 'Hark! one cries: "In the wilderness etc." See Song of Songs (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1977) 
512, cf. 389. On some other, unusual uses of qwl, see A. B. Davidson, Hebrew Syntax (3d ed.; Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark, 1901) 154–55; GKC § 1441- m / p. 461; Rabin. "Lexical Emendation," 391–92. 
33. See D. R. Hillers, "HoÖy and HoÖy-Oracles: A Neglected Syntactic Aspect," The Word of the Lord Shall Go Forth: 
Essays in Honor of David Noel Freedman, ed. C. L. Meyers and M. O'Connor (Winona Lake, Indiana: 
Eisenbrauns, 1983) 185–88; and Hillers, Micah (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984) 16; on the meaning of hoÖy, see 
Waltke in D. W. Baker, T. D. Alexander, and B. K. Waltke, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah (Downers Grove, Illinois: Inter 
Varsity, 1988) 156–57. 
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42. See Holladay (cited in n. 40) further on this verse. 
43. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, 170. For the possible etymology of -naÒÀ in the energic form, see 
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45. The interrogative h is used 746 times (SA/THAT). On its initial position, see W. Gross, Die 
Pendenskonstruktion im biblischen Hebräisch (St. Ottilien: EOS, 1987) 180. On unmarked questions, see Joüon §
161a / p. 495; A. Sperber, A Historical Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Leiden: Brill, 1966) 622—note also Sperber's 
treatment of the vocalization of h, pp. 623–25. 
46. Note also (haç)tisÌlaÒhÌ 'will it shrive?' in Ezek 17:9–10. 

47. Joüon § 161b / pp. 495–96. 
48. Moshe Held, "Rhetorical Questions in Ugaritic and Biblical Hebrew," Eretz-Israel 9 (1969) 71–79. The 
combination haçloÒÀ is often likened to the Latin particle nonne, a double negative used to indicate that an affirmative 
answer is expected; in English such an expectation is shown by a tag question, e.g.,'isn't that so?' Most cases of 
hlÀ fit that description, but there are cases that do not; see H. A. Brongers, "Some Remarks on the Biblical Particle 
haloÒÀ," Oudtestamentische Studiën 21 (1981) 177–89, who attributes to the form a politeness usage, assigning it 
sometimes the force of 'as you know' (p. 177, citing Deut 11:30) and sometimes 'please' (pp. 187–88, citing 1 
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proposed that Hebrew (like Ugaritic and Aramaic) has a particle *haçluÖÀ 'surely' in, e.g., Ezek 38:14; see "‘Is It Not?' 
or 'Indeed!': HL in Northwest Semitic," Maarav 4 (1987) 201–19. 
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1. Biblical Hebrew  
a. Grammars, Lexicons, and Concordances  
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Nashville: Abingdon. 
——— . 1974. The Sentence in Biblical Hebrew. Janua Linguarum, Series Practica 231. The Hague: Mouton. 
Hans Bauer and Pontus Leander. 1918–22. Historiche Grammatik der hebräishen Sprache des Alten Testamentes. Halle: 
Niemeyer. Rpt., Hildesheim: Olms, 1962. 
Walter Baumgartner et al. 1967-. Hebräisches und aramäisches Lexikon zum Alten Testament. Leiden: Brill. 
Gotthelf Bergsträsser. See Gesenius-Bergsträsser 1918–29. 
Klaus Beyer. 1969. Althebräische Grammatik: Laut- und Formenlehre. Göttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht. 
Joshua Blau. 1976. A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew. Porta Linguaram Orientalium N. S. 12. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz. 
Friedrich Böttcher. 1866–68. Ausführliches Lehrbuh der hebräischen Sprache. 2 vols. Leipzig: Barth. 
G. Johannes Botterweck and Helmer Ringgern, eds. 1970-. Theologisches Wörterbuch zum Alten Testament. Stuttgart: 
Kohlhammer. 
——— . 1974-. Theological Dictionary of the Old Testament. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans. 
Carl Brockelmann. 1956. Hebräische Syntax. Neukirchen: Neukirchene Verlag. 
Francis Brown, S. R. Driver, and C. A. Briggs. 1907. A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament. Oxford: Clarendon. 
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Glossary 

ablative direction or movement away from 

accidence see inflection 

accident (philosophical sense) that which is present but nonessential; a quality 
not crucial to an understand of a thing or being; see also substance 

accusative see case (function) 

active see voice; elsewhere used for fientive 

adjunct an optional or less important element in a grammatical construction, 
notable groups of adjuncts being adverbs and some prepositional 
phrases 

affix a form attached to another form (root or base), before (prefix), after 
(suffix), or internally (infix) 

agent a from identifying who is responsible for a situation, usually an action 

agreement the condition of grammatical elements sharing a corresponding 
inflectional category, e.g., number or gender; also called concord or 
congruence 

Aktionsart (German ‘type of action’) the way in which the structure of a situation 
is understood in realtion to causation, voice, transitivity, reflexivity, 
repetition, and similar factors; see also and Aspekt 

allative direction or movement to or toward 

ambiguous unclear with a small number of variant interpretations possible; see 
also vague 

analogy a type of linguistic change in which a larger class of forms influences 
or even overtakes a smaller class 

anaphora reference of a grammatical element to something mentioned earlier, 
e.g., in ‘Moses fled and Jethro helped him,’ him is an anaphoric 
pronoun; see also cataphora 

anaptyxis the intrusion of a vowel between two consonants, in Hebrew, often a 
seghol 

anarthrous lacking the article 

aorist (Greek ‘without + boundaries’) a verb form indicating a situation 
without regard to absolute time; the actual use of the aorist form in, 
e.g., Greek involves a variety of factors 

apocope the shortening of a form at the end and the resulting changes in 
syllable structure 

apodosis the ‘then’ clause of an ‘if-then’ or conditional sentence, a term used 
here in the broadest sense; see also protasis 

apposition juxtaposition of a noun (or noun phrase) to another noun (or noun 
phrase) with the same reference and in the same grammaticial slot 

archaic marked by characteristics of an earlier time 

archaizing a process by which the characteristics of an earlier time are imitated 

argument a noun (or noun phrase) slot in a sentence, i.e., subject, object, etc. 

aspect the marking of a verb form to indicate chiefly the structure over time 
of the situation described; see Aspekt and Aktionsart 

Aspekt (German) the way in which the internal structure of a situation is 
understood in relation to time, as either complete or not; see also 
Aktionsart and aspect. 

asyndetic lacking a(n excepted) conjunction or other connector 

attributive 
adjective 

an adjective that posits an attribute of the substantive it modifies, 
e.g., hammaÒÀôr haggaÒdoÒl ‘the great light’; see also predicate 
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adjective 

base here a form of a root intermediate in specification between the root 
and a word, e.g., qtl is a root, -qtoÒl- is the prefix conjugation base, 
and yiqtoÒl is a word 

biconsonantal 
root 

a root composed of two consonants, e.g., bn, the root of bên 
‘between’ and bn(y), the source of bny ‘to build’ 

binyan (Hebrew ‘building’) stem 

case (function) here a group of semantic and syntactic phenomena that can plausibly 
be grouped together, on the basis of both internal and comparative 
date; elsewhere an inflection of a noun or pronoun reflecting various 
semantic and syntactic phenomena; the Semitic cases include the 
nominative (the case of subject, vocative, predicate in verbless 
clauses), accusative (the case of nouns modifying the verb, notably 
of direct object), and genitive (the case of nouns modifying other 
nouns, notably of possessor, and of prepositional object), as well as, 
marginally, the dative (case of indirect object, usually a recipient) 

casus pendens (lating ‘hanging case’) see nominative absolute 

cataphora reference of a grammatical element to something mentioned later, 
e.g., in ‘When he fled, Moses was afraid,’ he is a cataphoric pronoun; 
see also anaphora 

causative see factitive 

citation form the form of a word given in isolated citation, as in a lexicon; also 
dictionary form 

cognate forms words that are ultimately derived form the same source, e.g., Hebrew 
&scaron;eÒm, Akkadian šumu, and Arabic ism are cognates 

colon see line 

complement an element in a grammatical construction that completes the 
predicate, notable types being objects and some adverbials 

complex 
senetence 

a sentence made up of a main clause and one or more dependent 
clauses; see also compound sentence 

compound 
sentence 

a sentence made up of several coordinate clauses; see also complex 
sentence 

concord see agreement 

congruence see agreement 

conjugation a major inflectional category of verbs, the principal Hebrew 
conjugations being the qatal (or perfective or suffix) conjugation and 
the yiqtol (or non-perfective or prefix) conjugation 

constative referring to remaining or persisting in a state 

construct 
chain 

a pharse involving a construct (regens) term followed by a gentive or 
absolute (rectum) term, often of a possessed-possessor type, e.g., 
bêt hammélek ‘the king’s house’ 

contrastive 
analysis 

identification of difference between two languages or families of 
languages, such differences being seen as points of potential 
difficulty in learning and understanding 

copula (Latin ‘rope, thong’) a verb that joins the subject and predicate of an 
equational verb clause, e.g., ‘She is tall’; or a pronoun that joins the 
subject and predicate of a verbless clause, e.g., ‘Miriam, she (is) tall’ 

customary see habitual 

dative see case (function) 

declarative see indicative 
(Greek ‘pointing’) the system of words that shift their reference 
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deixis depending on the speech situation (especially personal, temporal, 
and locational feactures), including prominently pronouns; e.g., the 
reference of I depends on who is speaking, that of there depends on 
where one is pointing (directing attentions) 

delocutive a verb form referring to a speech act; see also performative utterance 

denominative a verb derived from a noun 

dictionary form see citation form 

double-status 
action 

an action involving a person in two different roles, i.e., subject and 
(direct or prepositional or implicit) object 

dummy a grammatical element that is semantically empty and is used chiefly 
to fill a needed sysntactic slot, e.g., it in ‘It’s raining’ is a dummy 
pronoun, with no true antecedent; also pleonasm 

enclitic (Greek ‘leaning on’) a word or element that carries no stress of its 
own and depends on the preceding word; in Hebrew, an element 
written together with the preceding word 

epexegesis (Greek ‘in addition + explanation’) the function of glossing or 
clarifying immediately preceding material 

epigraphy the study of ancient written remains on durable, hard materials (as 
opposed to manuscripts, on papyrus, cloth, wood, parchment, or 
paper) 

ergative 
system 

a case-marking system in which the object of a transitive verb and 
the subject of an intransitive verb govern the same case (the 
absolutive) and the subject of a transitive verb governs a different 
case (the ergative); some languages are predominantly ergative 
(e.g., Basque), some are partially so (e.g., split-ergative languages 
like Hindi), and others display traces of ergativity 

etymology the origins or sources of the elements of a word or phrase as well as 
the study of the developments of its shape and meaning; an origin or 
source is called an etymon (pl. etyma) 

factitive a construction in which a cause produces a state, e.g., if kill meant 
‘cause to be dead,’ it would be factitive; factitive is contrasted with 
causitive, a construction in which a cause produces an event, e.g., if 
kill meant ‘causes to die,’ it would be causative 

fientive a verb describing motion or change of state; see also stative 

finite a verb form that can stand as a predicate in an independent clause 
and is inflected for aspect and mood; non-finite forms can stand as a 
predicate in dependent clauses and are not inflected for aspect or 
mood 

focus marker see nominative absolute 

function see case (function) 

gapping the omission of an item in the second of two adjacent clauses of 
similar structure 

generic 
statement 

a statement referring to a class of entities or events; see also gnomic 

genetive see case (function) 

genre a category of compositions with common qualities, e.g., prayer, 
parable, letter 

gnomic having the character of a rule, proverb, or byword; see also generic 
statement 

habitual characterisitc of an extended period of time extending up to or into 
the present, as of a verb form used to describe regular repetition of 
an action; a verb form used to describe such an action in the past is 
called customary 
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hapax 
legomenon 

(Greek ‘once read’; pl. hapax legomena or, less formally, hapaxes) a 
word, form, or combination of words found only once in a given body 
of literature 

head the main element in a phrase 

hemistich see line 

hendiadys (Greek ‘one through two’) a single expression of two apparently 
separate parts, e.g., ‘kith and kin’ 

homonyms words of the same shape (pronunciation and spelling) but different 
meanings; homophones are words of the same pronunciation but 
different meanings; in languages with complex spelling traditions, e.g, 
English, homophone is used for words with different spellings and 
homonym for words with identical spelling 

homophones see homonyms 

imperfective an aspect (Aspekt) in which a situation is understood as ongoing, 
whatever its temporal relation to the time of speaking; see also non-
perfective and perfective 

impersonal an active construction with no specified agent 

inceptive referring to the beginning of a situation; also incohative 

inchoative see inceptive 

indicative the mood of a simple statement or assertion; also declarative 

indirect action an action in which the subject is the originating or motivating force 
but not the agent, i.e., not the immediate mover or actor; indirect 
action may be mediated by an animate or inanimate intermediary 
(e.g., by a servant or a tool) 

infix see affix 

inflection a systematic morphological marking signaling a grammatical 
relationship; also accidence 

ingressive referring to entering into a state; compare inceptive 

intranstive 
verb 

a verb that (usually) does not govern an object; stative verbs are 
generally intranstitive; see also transitive verb 

irreal other than real or actual, e.g., hypothetical, dubious; see also mood 

line the basic unit of Hebrew verse; also colon, hemistich, verset 

maqqeph (Hebrew ‘binder’) the Masoretic equivalent of a dash, often also 
serving as a sign that one of the two or three elements joined has no 
independent stress 

markedness 
analysis 

an analysis based on the presence or absence of a particular 
linguistic feature 

metathesis a change in the sequence of sounds or syllables, reflecting a slip of 
the tongue, phonological change, or copyist error 

mater lectionis (latin ‘mother of reading’; pl. matres lectionis) a letter used in a 
consonantal script to indicate a vowel 

middle see voice 

mimation the ending m added after the case endings of many nouns in older 
dialects of Akkadian (Old Akkadian, Old Babylonian, Old Assyrian) 

mišqal (Hebrew ‘weight’) noun pattern, e.g., CéCeC is the mišqal of kéleb 
and mélek 

modernizing a process by which older or archaic characteristics are replaced by 
corresponding newer ones 

mood a major inflectional category of the verb marking orientation to fact, 
either real (indicative mood) or irreal (the volitional moods, 
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cohortative, impertative, jussive) 

neutrum a grammatical element of vague or broad reference, often in Hebrew 
a femine pronoun; analogous to vague "neuter" of ‘Don’t do it’ or 
‘This is a mess’ 

nominal clause see verbless clause 

nominative see case (function) 

nominative 
absolute 

a grammatical element isolated outside a clause, usually at the start 
of the clause; also known as focus marker, casus pendens, topic 

non-finite see finite 

non-perfective an aspect (Aspekt) in which the structure of a situation over time is 
not specified, i.e., in which a situation is not specified as to 
perfectivity; relevant situations often include those set in future time 
or displaying irreal mood; see also imperfective and perfective 

non-perfective 
conjugation 

see prefix conjugation 

noun (Latin nomen ‘name’) the class of naming words, including 
substantives (names of things or beings) and adjectives, as well as 
participles in some uses 

noun clause a dependent clause that is the object of a verb of speaking or 
perception, e.g., ‘He saw that he was alone’ 

orthography the study of the way in which words and word elements are spelled 

paradigm a set of inflectional forms of a word; or a class of words that can 
perform similar syntactic functions 

paragogic (Greek ‘leading past’) an element that is added at the end of a word 

paronomasia (Greek ‘word play, play involving similar sounding words’) a figure of 
speech involving punning or playing on different senses of the same 
word or of similar-sounding words; the related term schema 
etymologicum refers to word play involving etymologically related 
words; both terms are sometimes applied to the use of the infinitive 
absolute with a corresponding finite verb in Biblical Hebrew 

particle a class of words that connects and subjoins nouns and verbs 
(including prepositions, some adverbs, the article, etc.) or exits on the 
margins of utterances ( e.g., exclamations and interjections) 

partitive a construction indicating some or a part of a larger entity 

passive see voice 

patient a form identifying who undergoes an action 

pause the break in Masoretic verse division associated with the end of a 
verse (marked with silluq and sop pasuq) or the middle of a verse 
(usually marked with athnach); a form in pause may show various 
phonological shifts, in accentuation or vocalization or both 

perfect a verb form indicating a past situation with present relevance; see 
also preterite 

perfective an aspect (Aspekt) in which a situation is understood as complete 
(rather than completed), as a whole; see also imperfective and non-
perfective 

perfective 
conjugation 

see suffix conjugation 

performative 
utterance 

an utterance that performs the act it describes, e.g., ‘I now pronounce 
you husband and wife’; see also delocutive 

phrase words that stand in agreement with one another; or words that form a 
single grammatical unit 
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pleonasm (Greek ‘redundancy’) see dummy 

polarity a positive : negative contrast, positing total, exclusive contrast, as of 
A and not-A 

polar question a question demanding a yes or no response 

polysemous showing several distinct meanings 

postpositive occurring after a specified position; see prepositive 

predicate 
adjective 

an adjective that predicates an attribute of a substantive in a clause, 
e.g., <i>gaÒd‘l k&part;b‘d‘</i> ‘great is his glory’; see also attribute 
adjective 

prefix see affix 

prefix 
conjugation 

the conjugation characterized by prefixing, e.g., yi-<i>qtoÒl</i> (and 
suffixing, e.g., yi-qt∂l-û), and here associated with non-perfective 
aspect; also non-perfective conjugation and yiqtol conjugation; see 
also suffix conjugation 

prepositive occurring before a specified position; see postpositive 

preterite a form describing a simple past situation; see also perfect 

privative a verb indicating removal of something, e.g., ‘to skin, poll’ 

proclitic (Greek ‘leaning forward’) a word or element that carries no stress of 
its own and depends on the following word; in Hebrew an element 
written together with the following word or attached to it by a 
maqqeph 

progressive a common term for tenses marked for imperfective aspect, e.g., the 
English present progressive ‘I am running’ 

prose language without the numerical regulation of verse 

prosthesis see prothesis 

protasis the ‘if’ clause of an ‘if-then’ sentence; see also apodosis 

prothesis (Greek ‘placing before’) the addition of an initial syllable before a 
word; prothetic À in Hebrew appears to be used to break up an initial 
consonant cluster; sometimes the term prosthesis (Greek ‘placing 
with, adding’) is so used 

qatal 
conjugation 

see suffix conjugation 

rectum (Latin ‘governed’) the modifying or defining term in a phrase or less 
often a clause; see also regens and construct chain 

reference any aspect of meaning associated with the external world; in contrast 
to sense, any aspect of meaning arising from the lexical and 
grammatical relations of language 

regens (Latin ‘governing’) the modified or defined word in a phrase or less 
often a clause; see also rectum and construct chain 

regens-rectum a structure of the modified-modifier type, as in construct-absolute, 
noun-attribute adjective, possessed-possessor; verb-object; particle 
(i.e., preposition)-object 

relative clause a dependent clause that modifies a noun phrase in the main clause 
and may be introduced by a relative pronoun (‘the king that I saw’) or 
left unintroduced (‘the king I saw’) 

resumptive a grammatical element connecting a clause to a preceding 
nominative absolute, e.g., him in ‘As for Moses, I saw 
him’ (resumptive pronoun) or there in ‘As for Midian, he left 
there’ (resumptive adverb) 

rhetorical 
question 

a question to which no answer is expected 
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root here the consonantal skeleton of a word, e.g., mlk is the root of 
mélek and <i>yimloÒk</i>; elsewhere the base form of a word, from 
which the word and cognates are derived, e.g., move is the root of 
move, movement, immovable, mobile; or the historical base form of a 
word, e.g., Latin moveo is the root of English move 

sense see reference 

short prefix 
form 

a prefix conjugation form displaying, where possible, stress shift and 
syncope, and associated with jussive and preterite senses 

sibilant a hissing or hushing fricative sound; Hebrew s, š, z, sÌ, &sacute; 

significant (French) that which signifies; the word as a sound; see also signifié 

signifié (French) that which is signified; the word as an element of meaning 
and grammar; see also signifiant 

situation an action, event, state, or process described by a verb 

substance (philosophical sense) a thing or being that is distinct in itself; that 
which is essential and in which accidents inhere; see also accident 

smoothing an effort to remove deviant (archaic, dialectal, geographical, etc.) 
characteristics 

stative a verb or verb form describing a state or quality; see also fientive 

stem here a major inflectional category of the verb marking Aktionsart, 
e.g., himlîk is a Hiphil stem form; elsewhere a form of the root 
intermediate in specification between the root and a word, e.g., malk- 
is the stem of mélek, malkî, malkâ; or a form of a root to which affixes 
are attached, e.g., -mov- is the stem of im-mov-able 

substance (philosophical sense) a thing or being that is distinct in itself; that 
which is essential and in which accidents inhere; see also accident 

substantive see noun 

suffix see affix 

suffix 
conjugation 

the conjugation characterized by suffixing, e.g., <i>qaÒtal</i>-tî, and 
associated with perfective aspect; also perfective conjugation and 
qatal conjugation; see also prefix conjugation 

syncope shortening a word from the end 

synoptic text a text preserved in two (or more) versions, thus Psalm 18 and 2 
Samuel 22 are synoptic texts, and sections of Kings are synoptic with 
sections of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Chronicles 

syntagm a series of different elements forming a syntactic unit 

telic possessing a goal or endpoint 

tempus (Latin ‘time’) tense 

tense the marking of a verb from to indicate chiefly the time of the situation 
described relative to the time of speaking 

topic-comment here a particular construction involving a topic (cf. nominative 
absolute) followed by a comment; elsewhere an analytic approach to 
an informational unit (e.g., a clause) distinguishing old or given 
information (topic, theme) and new information (comment, rheme) 

transitive verb a verb that (usually) governs a (direct) object (one-place or singly 
transitive) or, less often, two objects (two-place or doubly transitive); 
see also intransitive verb 

triconsonantal 
root 

a root composed of three consonants; usually excluded as 
biconsonantal are medial and final weak roots, among others 

vague unclear as a result of restricted or unspecified information, capable of 
an unspecifiable range of variant interpretations; see also ambigous 
the number of links a grammatical element, especially a verb, has 
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valency other elements 

verbal noun an infinitive, in Hebrew, of either type 

verbless 
clause 

a clause that connects a subject and predicate with no verb, used for 
classification or identification; also nominal clause 

verse numerically regulated language; verse may be regulated in terms of 
the sound material of language (as in English) or in terms of the 
syntactic material (as in Hebrew); the numerical regulation always 
involves small numbers (an iambic foot in English includes two 
syllables; a pentameter line includes five feet, etc.) 

verset see line 

vetitive a form expressing negative prohibition 

vocative a form used in address, e.g., hammélek ‘O king’ 

voice an inflectional category of the verb referring to the relationship of the 
agent (actor) and patient (undergoer): in active voice the agent is the 
subject and the patient is the object; in passive voice the patient is 
the subject; in middle voice the agent is both subject and object 

word order patterns of meaningful arrangement of words in a given language; a 
VSO language tends to use clauses with the elements verb-subject-
object in that order 

yiqtol 
conjugation 

see prefix conjugation 
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The four indexes, used in connection with the chapter tables of contents, should guide the reader in using this book. The
indexes of topics and Hebrew words are arranged by section and paragraph number (e.g., 17.4.2a), by chapter and note 
number (e.g., 17n13), or, infrequently, by chapter number (e.g., 17). In the Index of Topics, the entries nouns, semantics of
and verbs, semantics of gather in a wide variety of material. Broad remarks about of the Biblc are given in the Index of Topics. 
The indexes of authorities and of scripture references are arranged by page number (e.g., 310) or by page and note number
(e.g., 310n13). For major authorities cited, subheadings are sometimes used (e.g., separating references to Bergsträsser’s 
Hebrew grammar [GB] from those to his Introduction to the Semitic Languages [Introduction]). Ancient and medieval persons 
are listed in the Index of Topics, as are some major post-Renaissance figure; exceptions involve late medieval (and early
modern) grammarians whose writings survive: these are listed in the Index of Authorities. Some overlap is to be allowed for. 
The Index of Hebrew Words, including words cited in both squrare characters and transliteration, gives the root only of verbal
forms where this suffices. The various uses of h and w are listed in the Index of Topics (under he and waw), as are standard 
(especially Latinate) grammatical terms that include a word or letter name (e.g., beth essentiae). A dagger following an entry in
the word index indicates that not only is the indexed form discussed but so also are closely related forms (e.g., of a different
gender or of multiple stems). Glosses are used sparingly; the form tae o-taoÀ is marked (part.) and tae o-TaiÀ is glossed 
with. Minor variations in spellings are ignored for the sake of saving space: a form cited plene may be indexed in defective
spelling or vice versa. 

Index of Topics 

ablative 8n3, 11.2.11, glossary 
Abraham ibn Ezra see Ezra, Abraham ibn 
absolute see infinite absolute and nominative absolute 
absolute case see ergativity 

absorption 11.2.9a, 11.2.9c 
abstractions see nouns, semantics of 
accentuation 1.6.1a, 1.6.4, 1n64, 4.8, 9.2c, 32.1.1, 33.1.1a, 38.1c 
accidence (grammatical sense) 6.2.1a, glossary 
accidence (philosophical sense) 4.2.2, 12.2b, 24.1h, 27.1d, 29.5e, 29.5h, 31.6.2a, glossary 
accusative 4.6.2, 8n3, 9.1a, 9n16, 10, 35.3.3b, 36.1.1e, 36.2.1d, 36.2.3, 37.3, 38.8d, glossary; see also object and <t in Index 
of Hebrew Words 

adverbial 10.2, 10.3.1c, 11.1.1, 11.4.1c, 35.2.2b, 35.3.2, 36.2.1d, 39.3.1b 

as independent relative clause 19.1d 

cognate 10.2.1f–g 

complement 10.2.1h, 10.3.1c, 11.4.1c 

datival 10.2.1i, 10.2.3, 10.3.1c 

demonstrative 17.3b 

direct-object 10.2, 10.2.1c, 10.2.3 

double 10.2.3, 11.4.1c, 11n30, 35.3.3 

Indexes 

Index of Topics 
Index of Authorities 
Index of Hebrew Words 
Index of Scripture References 
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effected-object 10.2.1f 

internal 10.2.1g, 35.3.1a 

interrogative / indefinite pronouns and 18.1e, 18.3 

objective 10.2a, 10.2.1, 10.4, 36.2.1d 

of appointment 10.2.3c 

of complement 10.2.3e 

of instrument 10.2.3d 

of limitation 4.6.1, 10.2.2e, 10.3.1c 

of manner 10.2.2e 

of material 10.2.3c, 11n30 

of means 9n22, 10.2.3d, 10.2.3e 

of medium 10.2.3d 

of movement 10.2.2b 

of naming 10.2.3c, 10.2.3d 

of place 10.2.2b, 10.3.1c 

of rank 10.2.3c 

of specification 10.2.2e, 12.1b, 14.1b, 14.3.3c, 16.4e 

of state 10.2.2d 

of thing made 10.2.3c 

of thing remade 10.2.3c 

of time 10.2.2c, 10.3.1c 

pronouns 16.2a, 16.4a 

singular, archaic 8.2d 

with Àt 10.3.1 

acrostic see verse 
action, concerete vs. abstract 29.2j–k 
active 
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voice see voice 

for fientive 21.2.1a 

actualis 24.3d, 24.3.3a 
Adelung, J. C. 6.2.2a 
adjectival modifiers 4.6.1a 
adjectival phrases 12.1c 
adjectives 4.2.2, 4.4.1, 4.6, 5.2h, 14, 37.1e–f 

as substantives 14.3.3 

attributive 14.1, 14.3.1, glossary 

demonstrative 17 

gentilic 5.7c, 7.2.2, 13.5.1f, 15.3.1a 

predicate 4.5c, 13.8c, 14.1c, 14.3.2, 22.2.2, glossary 

pronominal 16n4 

verbal 37n3 

with dual substantives 14.2b 

adjuncts 10.2a, 10.2.2a, glossary 

admonitions 35.3.1h 
adnominal 4.6.1a, 9.1a 
adverbials 8.3b, 11.3.2, 13.1, 31.1.1d, 35.2.2d, 35.4, 35.5.2a, 36.2.3b; see also distributives 

of time 17.4.2b, 32.2.6b 

adverbs 4.2.2, 4.4.1, 4.5c, 4.6.1, 4.6.2, 8.4.2f, 11.2.1, 11.3.2, 39; see also emphatic particles 

clausal 39.1a, 39.3, 39.3.1 

constituent 39.3.1d–f 

deictics 39.3.1g, 39.3.1h 

demonstrative 17.2b 

disjunct 39.3.4b 

emphatic 39.3.2, 39.3.4 

item 39.3.1d–e, 39.3.2–5 

locative 18.1f, 18.4, 19.3b 

metapropositional 39n64 
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negation 39.3.2, 39.3.3 

of location 39.3.1g 

of manner 39.3.1j 

restriction 39.3.2, 39.3.5 

scalar 39.3.1i 

sentence 39n64 

temporal 18.1f, 20.2e, 39.3.1h, 39.3.4c 

adversative 40.2.1d 
affix 4.2.1, 5.1, glossary 
Afrasian 1.2d 
Afroasiatic 1.2d 

gender 6.3.2f 

verbs 29.4d, 29n96, 32n1 

Agaw, numerals 15n10 
agency 11.2.5, 11.2.10g, 11.2.11d, 21.2.2, 37.3c, glossary 

agreement 

adjective-noun 14.2, 14.3.1 

gender 6.2.1a 

Akhenaten 1.3.1e 
Akiva 1.5.4a 
Akkadian see also Amarna and Mari 

case 8.1b 

conjunctions 33.1.2b 

D stem 21.2.2 

definiteness 13n4 

demonstratives 17n2 

dual 7n9 

ENWS source 1.3.1b, 1.3.1c 

G stem 23n22 
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history of 1.2b 

infinitives 35.2.1a 

literacy canonicity 1n29 

mimation 9n43, glossary 

N stem 23n22 

numerals 15n4, 15n14, 15n15 

permansive 20n14, 29n29 

plural 7n11 

prepositions 11.2c, 11n1, 11n61, 11n85 

pronouns 16.2a, 16.7, 16n12 

pronouns, indefinite 18n8 

S stem see Shaphel 

stems 21.1c, 23.6a, 24.1, 26n11, 27n7 

-tan- forms 26.1.2 

texts 29.1h 

verbs 24.1d, 26n12, 29.4, 29n59, 30n2 

vocabulary 5n1, 5n28, 17n2 

Akkadianism (in Hebrew) 26.1.2d 
Aktionsart 20.1d, 20.2c, 20.2j, 20.2k, 20.2o, 21.2.2o, 24.3.1b, 27.1c, glossary; see also aspect 

aleph see phonology 
Aleppo Codex 1.5.4f, 1n67 
allative 11.2.10b, 11.2.12, glossary 
allomorph 3.3.2 
allophone 3.3.1 
alphabet 1n55 

linear 1.3.1d, 1.3.1e, 1.5.2g, 1n13 

wedge 1.3.1e 

Amarna Akkadian 1.3.1e 
Amarna Cananite 1.3.1e, 1n14, 1.5.2f, 8.1b, 9n43, 22n9, 29.4h, 29n71, 31.1.1, 34.2.1, 34.2.2b, 34.5a, 34.5.3a–b, 35.2.1, 
35n25 

and Hebrew 1.4.1d 
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enclitic mem 9n43 

energic forms 31.7 

history of 1.3.2a 

morphology 5n29, 8.2e 

stems 22.6 

verbs 29.4e, 30n2, 32.1.2, 35n60 

Amarna letters 18n14, 29n59, 29n71 
ambiguity 3.2.3d, 9.4c, 9n20, 11.4.3, 36.1.1.d, glossary 

Amharic see Ethiopic 
Ammonite 1.3.2b 

article 13n4 

infinitives 35n2 

relative pronoun 19.2c, 19n2 

Amorite 1.3.1c, 1n10 

ta / i particle 10n31 

verbs 35n25 

Amos 

as northern 3.4e 

verbs 32.1.1d, 33.1.2c 

Amunhotpe III 1.3.1e 
analogy 11.2.13b, 29.6f, 31.1.1g–h, 31n64, 33.1.1b, 33.1.2e, glossary 
analysis 3.3.5 
analytic (judgement) 24n12 

anaphora 3.3.4d, 13.5.1d, 13.5.2d, 17.3d, 17.4.2e, 17.5a, 17n27, glossary 
anaptyxis 3.3.1, glossary 
anarthrous glossary 
animacy 4.2.2c, 6.2.2a, 6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6.4, 6.5.1, 6.6, 6n43, 7.2.1, 7.4.1e, 9.5.1d, 9n22, 12.3c, 16.1d, 18.1d–e, 18.2–3 
animals see nouns, semantics of 
annexation, improper see genitive, epexegetical 
anthropology 6.2.2c 
anthropomorphisn 24.3.2c 
antimeria 14.3.3d 
anti-Semitism 1.5.1a, 1.5.4a 
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antithesis 16.3.2d, 16.3.2e 
aorist 20.2g, 20.2j, 29.3b, 29.3d, 29.4, 29.5f, glossary 
Aphel 21n8 
apocope 16n46, glossary 
apodosis glossary; see clauses, conditional 
apostrophe 34.3d, 34.4c 
appellatives 13.4, 13.4c; see also names 
apposition 4.4.1b, 4.6.1, 10.2.2e, 10.3.2, 10.4, 11.2.10h, 11.4.3, 12, 14.1b, 14.3.3c, 14n7, 15n28, 16.3.2c, 16.3.4, 16.3.5, 
16.4e, glossary 

adjectives and 15.2.1j 
pronouns 16.2a, 16.3.1b 

Aquila 1.5.3f, 1.5.4b, 1.6.3c, 1.6.3j 
Arabian, Old South, numerals 15n10, 15n15 
Arabic 1.2b; see also Hebrew, Biblical, history of study of 

adjectives 9.1c, 27n16 

and Hebrew 2.4–5 

apposition 12n2, 12n3 

article 13n4, 13n5, 17n4 

as language of science 2.1f 

case 8.1b 

conjunction fa 29n97, 32.1.2c, 39.2.6c 

determinative pronoun 19n24 

dual 7n9 

elative 5n25, 14n21, 27n16 

energic forms 31.1.1, 31n63 

gender 6.2.1b, 6.4.1, 6n3, 6n10 

genitive 9n40 

grammatical terms 9n3, 29n2 

locative particles 18n24 

negative particles 18n22 

numerals 5n1, 15n9, 15n19 

plural 7n11 
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prepositions 11n1, 11n33 

pronouns 16n12, 16n14, 17n9 

stems 21.1c, 21n9, 21n27, 22.6, 23.2.2c, 23.6a, 24.1d, 24.2a, 24n15, 24n28, 26n1, 27n16 

syntax 4n13, 12n10, 31.6.3a, 31n37, 32.1.2c  

verbal classes 22n16 

verbal nouns 35n1 

verbs 22.3a, 29.4g, 29n93, 30.5.4e, 31.2, 31.7, 33.1.2b, 34n20, 34n34, 35.2.1a 

verbs, passive 22n27 

vocabulary 5n28, 24n55 

vocatives 4.7d 

Aramaic see also Syriac 

and Akkadian 27n7 

and Hebrew 2.4–5 

article 13n4 

Biblical 1.1b, 1.2b, 1.3.2b, 1.4.1e, 1.6.3i, 1n5, 1n6 

determinative usage 19n24 

dialects, modern 10n34 

energic forms 31n47 

infinitives 35n25 

influence on Hebrew 10n37, 14n7, 16n46, 26n5, 27n30, 29n64, 32.3d, 37.7.1c; see also 
Aramaisms 

interrogative / indefinite 

pronoun 18n9 

Jewish Palestinian 15n12 

numerals 15n15 

orthography 1.5.2h 

participle, passive 5n15 
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particles 40n48 

plural 7.4b 

prepositions 10n10, 11n85, 11n109 

pronouns 16n30 

relative pronoun 9n42 

stems 21n8, 22.6, 23.1, 23.6, 26n1, 27n7 

syntax 12n10 

verbs 29n17, 30.5.4c, 34n4, 34n9, 34n20, 36n36 

vocabulary: lmd 24.2c 

p 32n9 

sëeÓziÓb 27n7 

yhb 40.2.5c 

Aramaic script 1.5.2g 
Aramaisms (in Hebrew) 1.4.1e; see also 

Aramaic, influence on Hebrew 

arbitrariness 3.2.1, 3.3b 
archaic glossary 
archaizing 1.4.1d, 34.5.3b, glossary 

archeology 1.3.1a, 1.5.2a 
architecture see nouns, semantics and verbs, semantics of building 
arguement, verbal 20.21, glossary 
Aristotle 3n4, 6.2.1a, 12.2b, 14.3.2b 
arthrous see definiteness 
article 4.2.2, 17.2b, 17n11; see also definiteness and demonstratives 

and class nouns 7.2.2 

as relative-clause marker 19.1a, 19.2e, 19.7 

phonology, "hidden" 1.6.3f 

Asher see Ben Asher (text) 
aspect 20.2c, 29.3f, glossary; see also Aktionsart 

aspect (Aspekt) 20.2c, 20.2g, 20.2h, 29.3, 29.6, 30.1a, 35.1, glossary 
aspiration 3.3.1d 
assertion 35.3.1b 
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asserverative see emphasis 
assimilation see phonology 
asyndeton 19.6, 38.1h, glossary 
athnach see accentuation 
attributive see adjectives 
Augustine 2.3.1c 
Australian languages 6.3.1f 
Authorized Version 1.4.1d, 1n22 
autonomous gender 6n34 
auxiliary 34.5.1a, 39.3.1b 

B (stem) 21.1c, 22.1a 
Babylonia, Jewish 2.1 
Bacon, Roger 3.5e 
Balaam 1.3.2b 
Balmes, Abraham de 2.2.3b 
Bantu languages 6.3.1f 
base glossary 
Base stem 21.1c 
Basque 

ergativity 23.2.1b 

gender 6.3.1b 

Bauer, H. 2.5b; 

see also Index of Authorities 
begadkepat see phonology 
beheading 6.4.1c 
Ben Asher see Masoretes 

Ben Asher text 1.5.4f 
benediction 34.3 
benefactive see double-status action 
Ben Sira 1n16 
Berber 1.2d 
Bergsträsser, G. 2.5; see also Index of Authorities 
bestowal 27.5c 
beth comitantiae 11.2.5d 
beth essentiae 11.2.5e, 19n18 
beth pretii 11.2.5d, 11n28 

Biblical English 9.5.3h 
biblical text, history of 1.5, 38n12 
biconsonantal roots glossary; see roots, weak 
binding 4.2.2d 
binyan 21.1.a, glossary 
blind force 29n3 
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blitz 11.2.9a 
block language 40n3 
Book of the Dead (Egyptian) 1.5.2d 
Book of Yashar 1.5.2b 
brevity 9.7b 
Briggs, C. A. 2.4d 
Brockelmann, C. 2.5; see also Index of Authorities 
Brown, Francis 2.4d 
Buhl, Frants 2.4d 
Bulgarian, verbs 30.4b, 30n4 

Byblos see also Amarna Canaanite 

hieroglyphs 1n11 

Iron Age 1.3.2b 

Late Bronze Age 29n71 

Cairo Geniza see text 
Calvin, John 2.3.1d 
Canaanite see Amarna Canaanite and Semitic, Northwest 
canonicity 1.4.1, 1.5.2c, 1.5.3, 1.5.4c, 1n29 
Canticles 

Mishnaic Hebrew features 1n25 

pronouns 16n12 

relative pronoun 19n6 

Cantillation see accentuation 
Capito, Wolfgang 2.3.1d 

cardinals see numerals 
case (function) 8.1, 20.1d, glossary 

and demonstratives 17.3b 

and teaching Hebrew 8n1 

case endings, archaic 8.2 
casus pendens glossary; see nominative absolute 

Catalan 1.2b 
cataphora 3.34d, 13.5.1d, 13.5.2d, 17.3d, 17.4.2e, 17n17, glossary 
Caucasus, languages of 6.3.1f 
causation 9.5.2c, 9n21, 20.2m, 20.2o, 21.2.2, 21.2.1, 21n18, 24.1i; see also clauses, causal 
causative 20.2c, 20.2m, glossary 

traditional sense 21.2.1c 
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centripetal 11.2.10d 
Chadic languages 1.2d 
chain 3.5d 
change, linguistic 3.4 
chanting see accentuation 
Chemosh 1n79 
Chinese 

gender 6.3.1b 

verbs 30.1a 

vocabulary 6n41 

choice 3.5d 
Christian Scriptures 

Matthew 26:38 14n28 

Mark 14:34 14n28 

Luke 2:4–5 23.4f 

14:10 11n33 

17:21 11n33 

19:20 1n16 

Revelation 2:16 9n23 

Chronicles 

t in 10n32 

as literary text 1.4.1c 

as northern 1n20 

clauses 19.7c 

dating 1.1a, 1.4.1e, 1.4.2c 

language 1n36 

paragogic verbs 31.7.1a 

pronouns 16n12 

relative pronoun 19n6 

synoptic materials 1.5.2e 
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syntax 31.6.3c 

verbs 32.1.1d, 32n39, 33.1.1c, 35.5.1 

citation form 3.3.5f, glossary 
clarity 9.7b 
class 13.2b 
class nouns see nouns, class 
classical languages see Greek and Latin 

classification 8.4, 8.4.2, 16.3.3d, 18.2b 
clauses 4.1a, 4.3, 4.4.1b, 40.1; see also sentences 

adversative 40.2.1d 

causal 36.2.2, 37.6b, 38.1g, 38.1i, 38.4 

circumstantial 11.2.5c, 31.2c 

comparative 38.1g, 38.1i, 38.5 

concessive 36.2.2, 38n18, 40.2.1d 

conditional 29.6f, 31.4e, 31.6.1, 32.1.2, 32.2a, 32.2.1, 32.2.3, 32.2.4a, 32.2.5c, 33.3.1e, 34.5, 
34.5.2, 35.3.1g, 37.6f, 38.1g, 38.1i, 38.2, 39.3.4d, 39.3.4f, 40.2.2a 

consequence see clauses, result 

constituent noun 38.8 

correlative 39.3.4d 

dependent 19.1e, 19.3–5, 31, 31.6.2c, 31n61 

exceptive 38.6 

final 36.2.2–3, 38.1i, 38.3 

gerundive 36.2.3 

hypothetical 30.5.4b 

immanent 36.2.3 

in construct 9.6 

independent 19.1c, 19.1d, 19.2f, 19.3a, 19.3c, 19.4b, 19.5d, 19.7c 

infinitive 38.1i, 38.3a, 39.3.3a; see also infinitive construct 

minor/small 18n16, 40n2 

modal 36.2.3 
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nominal see clauses, verbless 

noun 38.1g, 38.1i, 38.8, glossary 

purpose 34.5.2b, 36.2.3, 39.2.2, 39.3.3a 

relative 4.6.1, 9.6d, 13.5.2, 19, 38.1g, 38.1i, glossary 

relative, asyndetic 19.6 

result 34.5.2b, 36.2.2–3, 38.1g, 38.1i, 38.3, 39.2.2, 39n60 

separative 36.2.2–3 

small see clauses, minor 

subordinate 4.6.2c, 8.4a, 8n12, 11.2.10i, 19, 38 

telic see clauses, final 

temporal 31.6.3, 36.2.2–3, 37.6f, 38.1g, 38.1i, 38.7 

"that" 38.8b 

verbal 4.5b, 8.3a 

verbless 4.5c, 8.3c, 8.4, 9.1a, 12.1f, 14.3.1a, 14.3.2, 20.1a, 27.1b, 27.1c, 29.4a, 33.3.4, 35.3.3, 
35.5.3a, 36.2.3b, 36.2.3g, 36n31, 37.5a, 37.6, 38.8, 39.2.3b, 40.2.1c–e, glossary 

verbless, and pronouns 16.3.1a, 16.3.2, 16.3.3 

verbless, independent relative 19.1d 

verbless, questions 18.2b, 18.3b 

code 3.2.1, 3.2.2a, 3.2.3 
Coffin Texts (Egyptian) 1.5.2d 
cognate 5.1f, glossary; see also accusative, cognate 
cohesion 38.1i 
cohortative 20.2f, 29.1a, 31.1.1, 32.2.2, 34.1, 34.2.2b, 34.5, 34.6; see also pseudo-cohortative 

infinitive absolute 35.5.2 

third-person 34n11 

with waw-relative 33.1.1c 

collectives 6.3.2c, 6.3.2f, 6.4.2, 6.4.3, 6.6c, 7.1c, 7.2.1, 7.4.1, 13.5.1f, 15.2.2b, 15.2.3a, 15.2.5a, 16.4b 
colophon 1.5.2d 
colon glossary 
color terms see nouns, semantics of 
column divisions 38.1c 
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commands 16.3.2e, 34.3b, 34.4b, 35.2.2d, 35.3.1h, 35.5.1, 35n52; see also imperatives 
comment 4.3; see also topic-comment 

construction 

common gender see gender 
common sense 29.2e, 29n23 
comparative-historical method 2.4–5, 29.4 
comparative method 2.4–5 
comparisons 10.2.1g, 10.2.2e, 11.2.9, 11.2.11e, 11.2.14c, 11n98, 13.5.1f, 13.8a, 14.4, 39.2.3b 
complements 4.5a, 10.2a, 35.5.4b, 36.2.1d, 36.2.3b, glossary 
complex see prepositions and sentences 
composition see plural 

compound see prepositions and sentences 
compulsion 27.5b 
computers 1n68 
concord 6.2.2d, 6.3.2e, 6.6, glossary 
conditional see clauses 
congruence 4.2.2g, glossary 
conjugatio 21.1a 
conjugations 29, glossary; see also preffix conjugation and suffix conjugation 
conjunctions 4.2.2, 4.8, 11.2.8, 11n49, 11n118, 20.1g, 38.1g, 39.1–2; see also waw and coordination 

sr 19n1, 19n10 

p 32n9, 39.2.6c 

s 19n1, 19n14 

waw 20.1g, 29, 39.2.6b 

consonants see phonology 
constative 33.3.1a, glossary 
construct chain 4.4.1b, 4.6.1, 8.2e, 8n8, 9, 10n19, 11.2.10e, 12.1, 12n1, 13.4, 14.1b, 14.3.3b, 14.5b, 14.5c, 35n44, 36.1.1, 
36.2.1c, 37.3c, 37n23, glossary 

and numerals 15.2.1f, 15.2.1i, 15.2.2b 

and suffixed pronouns 16.4e 

broken 9.3d, 10.5b, 10n46 

construct k 9.3d 
construct state 9.2 
constructio ad sensum 6.6b; see also pregnant usage 
content words 4n2 

context 3.2.3 
contour of movement see transitivity 
contrast 8.4.2c–e, 39.2.3b 
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constractive analysis glossary 
constrastivity 31.7.1b 
conversation see discourse, direct 
coordination 4.4.1b, 32.3d, 39; see also conjunctions 

phrasal 16.3.2c 

Coptic 1.2d 
copula 4.5a, 4.5c, 8n12, 8n15, 12.1f, glossary 

pronoun 16.3.3 

verb 8n12 

copying 4n14 
corruption, textual 1.6.3e, 13.6b, 34.2.1c 
cosmology see nouns, semantics of 
co-text 3n14 
counsel 34.3b 
countables see nouns, count 
counting 9.7b 
covenant see nouns, semantics of and oaths 

Cowley, A. E. 2.4d 
Cratylus 3n4 
crying 11n37 
cultic texts 1.3.3b, 17.5b, 17n14 
culture 7.1, 13.5.1c 
cuneiform 1.2b, 1.5.2e, 29.1i 
curses 40n18 
Cushitic-Omotic 1.2d 
customary 31.2a, 33.1.2f, 33.2.2a, glossary; see also habitual 
Czech, verbs 30n4 

D (stem) 21.1c, 24.1a; see also Akkadian 
daghesh 1.5.4e 
Daniel 

Aramaic 1n6 

pronouns 16n12 

verbs 26n22, 31.7.1, 32.1.1d, 33.1.1c 

dating 9.7b, 15.3.2, 15n25, 15n26, 17.4.2b 

relative"/"absolute" 1.4.2 

typological 1.4.2c 

dative 8n3, 10.2.1i, 10n13, 11.2.2, 11.2.10, glossary
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Akkadian pronouns 16.2a 

ethical 11.2.10d 

dativus commodi 11.2.10d 
dativus ethicus 11.2.10d 
dativus incommodi 11.2.10d 
Dead Sea Scrolls see Hebrew, Qumran and orthography, Qumran and Qumran 
Decalogue 35n52 

declarative 4.8, 8.4a, 20.2m, 34.1a, glossary 
definiteness 8.4a, 9.7, 9.8b, 10.2.1g, 10.3, 11.2.10e, 12.1c, 13, 14.2, 36.2.1a, 36.2.1e, 37.5b–d; see also article and he
(article) 

agreement and numerals 15.2.1b, 15.2.2, 15.3.1 

and accussative 10.1, 10.3 

and genitive 9.7 

demonstratives 17.4–5 

numerals 15.2.6 

Deir Alla texts 1.3.2b 

relative pronoun 19n2 

deixis 3.3.4d, 13.1, 16.1, 17.1a, glossary 
delocutive glossary; see Hiphil and Piel and Pual 
demonstratives 14.1, 17; see also article and definiteness 13.5.1d, 13.5.2 
denial 39n59 
denominative 5.7, glossary 

nouns 5.2 

numerals 25.4c 

verbs 22.5, 36n14, 37.2b; see also English and numerals and stem in question 

derived stems 21.1a, 21n4 
determination see definiteness 

determinism 3n38 
Deuteronomistic work 33.1.1c 

verbs 32.1.1d, 35.5.1a 

Deuteronomy 

as literary text 1.4.1b 
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dating 1.4.2c 

verbs 32.1.1d, 32.2.3d, 36n24 

diachrony 1.4, 3.4 
dialect 3.4, 29.3c, 29.4b; see also Hebrew, Biblical 
dialectology 1.3.2 
Diaries of the Kings 1.5.2b 
dictionary see lexicon 

dictionary form 3.3.5f, glossary 
diminutives see nouns, semantics of 
Dionysius Thrax 4.2.2d 
diptote 8.1c 
directional he see he locale 
direct object see accusative and object 
discontinuity see predicate 
discord see concord 
discourse 4.8, 38.1, 39.1, 39.3.4c, 39.3.4d, 39.3.5 

direct 1.4.1, 13.5.2c, 17n8, 35.5.2, 38n37, 38n39, 40.2.1b, 40.2.1c 

discourse analysis 3.3.4, 38n10 
discovery procedures 3n25 
distributives 7.2.3, 11.2.5f, 11.2.10c, 12.5a, 15.1b, 15.6, 23.4b; see also repetition 
dittography 1.6.2c, 19n31 
diversity 7.2.3c 
double articulation 3.2.1 
double-duty preposition 11.4.2b 
double-status action 20.2n, 20.2o, 21n15, glossary; see also Hithpael and Niphal and reflexive 
doublets, gender 6.4.3 
doubling 5.4a, 13.3b, 24.1; see also patterns, noun 

Driver, S.R. 2.4d; see also Index of Authorities 
Dt (stem) 21.1c 
dual 7.1, 7.3, 14.2b, 15.2.1h, 15.2.3b, 15n17 
dual : plural contrast 7.3a 
"dummy" glossary 

pronoun 8.4.1b, 23.2.2e; see also neutrum 

subject 4.2.2 

verb 4.5c, 22.2.2, 27.1c 

Duran, Profiat 2.1–2, 2.2.3b 
dyad 6.3.2b, 6.5.1 
Dyirbal, verbs 29n23 
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dynamic 20.2k, 20n9 
Early Northwest Semitic see Semitic, Northwest, Early 
Ebla 1.3.1b, 1n79, 2.1c, 2n8 
Eblaite 2.1c, 2n8 
Edomite 1.3.2b 
Egyptian 1.2d 

conjunctions 33.1.2b 

literary canonicity 1n29 

verbs 29n41, 29.4, 31n3 

El-Amarna see Arabic 
elative see Arabic 
Elijah 1.4.1b 

Elisha 1.4.1b 
ellipsis 11.4.2, 11.4.3, 31n31, 39n17 
emendation 1n73, 10n29, 11.2.13b, 11n129; see also text 
emotionals 22.7 
emphasis 7.2.3c, 7.4.1a, 9.8b, 10.3b, 12.4a, 12.5a, 16.3.1b, 16.3.2a, 16n17, 16n35, 35.3.1b, 35n21, 39.3.5; see also adverbs 
emphatic particles, see also adverbs 

beth 11n128 

kaph 11.2.9c, 39n81 

lamed 11.2.10i, 11n92, 11n128 

enclisis 9.8a, 9n44, glossary 
enclitic mem 1.6.2e, 3.3.4e, 5n29, 7.4b, 9.3d, 9.8, 11.1.2d, 39n2, 39n48 
encouragement 34.5.1a 

Encyclopédie 3n40 
energic forms 20.2f, 31.1.1, 31.7, 31n8, 32n32, 33.1.1a, 34n34, 36.1.1d, 40n43 
English 

adjectives 14.1, 14.4a 

adverbs 29.2a, 30.5.1b, 35.3.1e, 39.3.1, 39.3.4b, 39n76 

apposition 12.1 

article 13.2a, 13.5.1e 

beheading 6.4.1c 

case 8.1, 9.1a 

causatives 21.2.2c 
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cleft sentences 13.5.2d 

conjunctions 39.2.1a 

copula 30.5.3a 

definiteness 13.2 

demonstratives 17.1, 17n1 

denominatives 24.4a 

discourse 38n39 

"dummy"verb 22.2.2a 

ethnica 5.7c 

exclamations 40.2.5a 

gentitives 9.4, 9.5.3 

gerunds 37.1 

gerunds / participles: -ing 1.4.1h, 37.1a 

history of 1.1a, 1.4.1d, 10n8 

modals 31.4b 

modifiers 12n6 

morphology 3.3.2, 3.3.5e, 3.4 

negation 18n19 

noun phrases 9.4a 

nouns 13.5.1c 

orthography 1.6.2d 

participles 37.1 

particles 24.3d, 24.3.3b 

periphrastic genitive 9.4a 

phonology 1.4.1h, 3.3.1, 3.3.5e, 3.4g, 4.2.1a 

phrases, noun 9.5.3a 

prepositions 11n24 
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progressive verbs 22.2.1e 

pronouns 7n3, 10.3b, 16.4g 

pseudo-cleft sentences 13.5.2d 

questions 18.1 

reflexives 23.4a 

repetitions 12.5a 

semantics 7.1, 7.2.1b, 7.4.1c, 22.2.3b 

a / an 13.2 

-able, -ful, -ible, -ly 23.3d, 37.4d 

as 11n34 

before 3.2.3e 

down 4.2.1b 

en-, -en 20.2m 

garment terms 7.1d 

glory 9.4g 

mama 6n41 

now, then 32.2a, 39.3.4f 

pairs 7.3a 

papa 6n41 

pupil 5.7b 

round 39.3.1a 

the 13.2 

to be 22.2.2a, 22.2.3a 

to cause 21.2.2j, 21.2.2p 

to cook 21.2.2b–d 

to cut 23.1j 

to feed 10n23 
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to fly 21.2.2 

to make 21.2.2j, 21.2.2p 

to move 23.1j 

tools 7.1d 

to water 10n23 

very 14n25 

-ward 10.5a 

stress 32.1.1b 

superlative 9n33 

syntax 3.3.3, 40n48 

verb + particle 24.3d, 24.3.3b 

verbal system 21.2.2r, 21.2.2s, 22.2 

verbs 3n7, 22.2.1e, 23.3b, 27.1c, 29.2a, 29.2j, 29.6, 30.1a, 30.2.3a, 30.3b, 30.5.1b, 30.5.1c, 
30.5.3, 30n8, 32.3e, 34.2.2a, 36.1.1, 36.2.1b, 36.2.3e 

voice 20.2j 

volitionals 34.1a 

word order 10.1c 

enumerations 7.2.2, 10.3.2, 10.4 

environmentals 22.7 
ENWS see Semitic, Northwest, Early 
epexegetical 9.5.3c, 36n28, 37.3c, glossary 
Ephraimite dialect 3.4e, 3.4g 
epicene nouns 6.5.2 
epigraphy 1.3.2b, 1.5.2h, 1.6.2a, 15n3, glossary 
epithets see appellatives and names 
epitome 17.5b 
eqivocation 3.2.3d 
ergativity 10.3c, 21n20, 23.2.1b, glossary 

errors in text 1.6.2c 
Erythrean see Afroasiatic 
Eskimo languages 23.2.1b 
Esther 

adverbs 39n51 
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as northern 1n20  

dating 1.1a, 1.4.1e, 1.4.2g  

language 1n36  

pronouns 16n12  

verbs 33.1.1c, 35.5.2b 

estimative 20.2m  
ethical dative see dativus ethicus  
Ethiopic 1.2b, 2.4–5  

prepositions 10n10  

stems 23.6a 

verbs 29.4 

vocabulary: lmd 24.2c 

ethnica 5.7c  
etymology 11.2d, 29n73, 31.1.1g , glossary  

popular: manna 18n5 

euphemism 1.5.3e  
European languages 14.4a  

adjectives 14.1 

as grammatical model 29.1f, 29.2a, 29.2e, 39.3.1b 

definiteness 13.2 

number 7.1e, 7n5 

pronouns 7n3 

verbs 20.2j, 21.2.2v, 27.1c, 35.1a 

exclamations 4.2.2, 20.1a, 38.1a, 39n78, 40.2; see also interjections  

ad-hoc 40.2.3a  

interjections 40.2.5 

nominal 40.2.3 

oaths 40.2.2 
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of immediacy 40.2.1b 

presentative 40.2.1  

wishes 40.2.2 

woes 40.2.4 

Execration Texts 1.3.1c  
exegesis 2.1c, 11n50  
exhortation 34.3b  
existential see verbs  

experientials 22.7  
extension see plural  
Ezekiel  

pronouns 16n12, 16n40 

syntax 39n75 

verbs 32.1.1d 

Ezra, Abraham ibn 2.1–2, 31.6.3a, 38.1d  
Ezra, Moses ibn 2.2, 2n10, 2n19  
Ezra–Nehemiah  

Aramaic (Ezra) 1n6 

clauses 19.7c 

dating 1.4.1e 

pronouns 16n12 

relative pronoun 19n6 

verbs 33.1.1c, 35.5.2b 

factitive 20.2m, glossary; see also Piel and Pual  
female (speech) 3.4f 
feminine see also gender and morphology and neutrum  

noun patterns 5.3d, 5.3f 

fiens 29n43 
fientivity 10.2.1, 20.2k, 20n14, glossary; see also Qal and suffix conjugation and verbs 
figurative expressions 27.4b; see also nouns, semantics of 
finite glossary 
Finnish, cases 8.1b 
First Chronicles see Chronicles 
First Kings see Kings 
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First Samuel see Samuel 
"focus, psychological" 16.3.2e  
focus construction see nominative absolute 
formative elements see phonology 
forms see morphology 
fractions see numerals 
French 1.2b, 37.5d 

adjectives 9.1c 

causatives 21.2.2c 

cleft sentences 13.5.2d 

definiteness 13.2a 

gender 6.3.1, 6.6.6 

number 7.1e 

prepositions 11.2c 

pronouns 16.4g 

reflexive 23.4a 

verbs 20.2g, 23.4d 

frequentative 20.2i 
function see case and multifunctionality 
function words 4n2 

futurum 29n2 
futurum instans 37.6f 
G (stem) 21.1c, 22.1a; see also Akkadian 
gapping 11.4.2, 11.4.3, 31n31, 39n17, glossary 
Geez see Ethiopic 
gender 14.2, 36.2.1b 

and numerals 15.2.2–4, 15.2.5b 

feminine for fractions 15.5a 

priority of masculine 6.5.3 

pronouns 16.4b 

study of 6.1–3 

generic usage 7.2.2, 20n13, 37.5c, glossary 
Genesis 
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Àt in Chaps.12–20 10.3.1a 

Aramaic 1n6 

as literary text 1.4.1b 

infinitives absolute 35.3.1d, 35n17 

Geneva School 3.3.5 
genititive 8n3, 9, 9n16, 10.1a, 11.1.1, 14.3.3b, 14.5b, 36.1.1d, 36.2.1c, 36.2.3, 37.3, 38.8c 

adjectival 9.4g, 9.5.3 

adverbial 9.4f, 9.5.2, 16.4d 

as independent relative clause 19.1d 

attributive 9.4g, 9.5.3b 

clauses in 9.3 

demonstrative 17.3b 

epexegetical 9.5.3c 

instrumental 9n22 

interrogative/indefinite pronoun and 18.1e 

objective 9.4f, 9.5.2b 

of advantage 9.5.2e 

of agency 9.4f, 9.5.1b 

of association 9.5.3h 

of authorship 9.5.1c 

of disadvantage 9.5.2e 

of effect 9.5.2c 

of genus 9.5.3i 

of goal 9.5.2f 

of inalienable possession 9.5.1h 

of instrument 9.5.1d 

of location 9.5.2f 
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of material 9.5.3d 

of measure 9.5.3d, 9.5.3f 

of mediated object 9.5.2d 

of quality 9.5.1j 

of relation 9.5.1i 

of species 9.5.3g 

of substance 9.5.3d 

partitive 9.5.1k 

periphrastic 9.7 

possessive 9.5.1g 

prepositional phrase in 9.3 

pronouns 16.2a, 16.4a 

singular, archaic 8.2c 

subjective 9.4f, 9.5.1, 16.4d 

superlative 9.5.3j 

temporal 9.5.1f 

topical 9.5.3d–e 

genitive-accusative, plural, archaic 8.2b 
Geniza, Cairo see text 

genre 3.3.4, 3.4f, 29.1h, 29.2h–i, 29n12, glossary 
gentilic see adjectives 
geographical names see names and nouns, semantics of, place names 
Georgian (Europe) languages 

aspect 30n4 

ergativity 23.2.1b 

German 

article 13n1 

causatives 21.2.2c 

definiteness 13.2a 
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gender 6.3.1 

number 7.1e 

prepositions 11n24 

reflexives 23.4a 

stress 32.1.1b 

verbs 20.1h 

Germanic languages 

as family 2.5a 

verbs 31.4b 

gerundive 23n23 

Niphal 23.1h, 23.3 

Gesenius, Wilhelm 2.4d; see also Index of Authorities 
gesture 30.5.1d 
Gileadite dialect 3.4e, 3.4g 
glory 9.4g 
glossing 10n30 

gnomic 33.1.2f, 33.3.1b, 33.3.2, 33.3.3c, 33.3.4c, 33.3.5b, 33.3.5d, glossary; see also proverbial texts 
grammar 3.2.2, 3.5e, 3n6 
grammarians 

Arab 2.1f, 2.2, 4.2.2e, 6.2.1b, 6.4.1c, 21n6 

Egyptian 4.2.2d 

Encyclopedists 3n40 

European 39.3.1b 

Greek 6.2.1, 13n3, 14.3.2b, 20n15 

Hellenistic 4.2.2d, 14.3.2b 

Jewish, medieval 2.1c, 2.2–3, 4.2.2e, 21.1b, 29.2a–c, 29.4b 

Latin 4n7 

Near Eastern, ancient 4.2.2d 

Port-Royal 3n40 

Roman 6.2.1a 
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grammatical words 3.2.2b 
grammaticalization 29.2 
Greek, Biblical see Christian Scriptures and Greek, Classical and Septuagint 
Greek, Classical 

adjectives 9.1c 

and parts-of-speech study 4.2.2 

article 13n2 

cases 8.1, 10n3 

connectors 3n29 

dative 9n23, 11.2.10 

demonstratives 17n1 

dual 7.3a 

genitive 3.2.3b, 9n13, 9n15 

literary canonicity 1n29 

middle voice 23.4f 

moods 27.5a, 34.1a 

phonology 5n22 

prepositions 11n24, 11n33, 11n84 

pronouns 10.3b, 17n17 

semitisms 11n64 

study of 2.5a 

superlative 14n28 

syntax 4.5c, 4n13, 6n38 

verbless clauses 14n17 

verbs 20.1h, 20.2g, 20.2j, 21n21, 23.2.2d, 23.4d, 23.4h, 23n8, 29.2j, 29.31, 30.5.1d, 31.4f 

vocabulary 6n41, 13n3 

Greek, Modern, verbs 30.3b 
greetings 40n3 
grief 40.2.5b 
Grundstamm 21.1c 
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Gt (stem) 21.1c, 21.2.3b, 26n1; see also Moabite 
gutturals see phonology 
habitual 27.6, 33.2.2a, 33.3.3c, 33.4b, glossary; see also customary 
habitual behavior 7.4.2c 
Haggai, pronouns 16n12 
halakot 38.1c 
Hamito-Semitic see Afroasiatic 
Hammurapi's Code 1.5.2c 
hapax legomenon glossary 
haplography 1.6.2c, 10n14 

haplology 10n14, 39n106 
Hatran 1n5 
Hausa 1.2d 
Hayyuj, Yehuda 2.2.1–2 
he (article) 13.3, 13.7, 14.5, 33.3.5b, 37.5b; see also definiteness 
he demonstrativum 33.1.2b 
he interrogative 16n32, 18.1c, 33.1.2b, 38.1i, 39n35, 40.3 
he locale 2.1b, 8.2d, 9.3d, 10.2.2b, 10.5 
he paragogicum 34n10 
head 12.1a, glossary 

heading 40n3 
Hebrew 

history 1.3–4 

language name 1n16 

Hebrew Bible, reading traditions 1.6.4c, 1n27, 16n46 
Hebrew, Biblical 

affixional subset 5n22 

as a Semitic language 1.2 

as primeval language 2n4 

dating 1.4 

development of 5.1e, 10.3.1a, 31.6.3c, 32.1.1d, 33.1.2, 34.5.3b, 35n13 

dialects 3.4e, 3.4g 

history of 1.4.1, 1.5.2f 

history of study of 2 

language consciousness 1n16 

later 1n25, 7n7, 10n32, 10n37, 10n42, 11.2.13g, 13.3f, 15n12, 15n31, 16.3a, 16.3.5d, 19.2c, 
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19.7c, 19n6, 19n10, 33n16, 34.5.3b, 35.5.2b–d, 35n17, 35n54, 35n60, 36.2.1e, 36.3.2, 36n22, 
37.1e, 37.7.1c 

northern 1n36 

teaching of 3n18, 3n23, 8n1, 29.3b, 31.5c 

uniform 3.4g 

vocabulary 5.1f, 5n12 

"word" in 4.2.1 

Hebrew, Inscriptional 1.3.2b, 1n45, 3.4d, 6n42, 11n15, 11n60, 11n65, 18n14, 19n13, 30n22 
Hebrew, Medieval 1.3.3d, 14n28 

grammatical terms 29n2 

verse 1n26, 2.1 

Hebrew, Mishnaic 1.3.3c, 1.4.1c, 10.3b, 11n42, 11n119, 14n11, 16.3a, 17n8, 19.2c, 19n1, 20n11, 29.2a, 29n17, 34n9, 36n8–
9, 40n44 

history of 1.6.3i 

infinitives 35n2 

prepositions 11n2, 11n20 

pronouns 16n12 

Hebrew, Modern 1.1a, 1.3.3e, 1n28, 2.1b, 19n1, 20n6, 20n11, 21n11, 27n30, 37n44 
Hebrew, post-biblical 2.5, 9.7c, 9n42, 37.6c, 37.7.1c, 37n44 
Hebrew, Qumran 1.3.3b, 1.4.1e, 1.4.2b, 1n23, 11n42, 15n12, 23n27, 29n17, 35n57, 36.2.3c, 36n24, 37n27, 39n61 

t in 10n28 

infinitives 35n2, 36n36 

phonology 5.8, 26n2 

prepositions 11n8 

verbs 29n67, 32n24, 34.5.3b 

Hebrew, Rabbinic 1n24 
Hebrew, Samaritan 1.6.2f, 1n89, 10n28, 10n32; see also Samaritan 
Hebrew, Tannaitic 1n24 
Hebrew script 1.5.2g, 1.5.3d 
hedge 11.2.9d 
hemistich glossary 
hendiadys 4.4.1b, 4.6.1, 32.3b, 39.2.5, 39n5, glossary 
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heresy and grammar 2.3.1a; see also theology 
hermeneutics 1.5.4 
heterosis 34.4c 
Hexapla 1n78 
hierarchy 3.3, 4.1 
hieratic writing 15.1c 
Hillel the Elder 1.5.4a 
Hindi-Urdu, ergativity 10.3c, 21n20 
Hiphil 10.2.3, 11n85, 20.1d, 24n12, 27, 29.4i, 31.1.1, 31.1.1b, 34.2.2a, 36.1.1b 

atmospheric 27.4a 

delocutive 27.2e, 27.3c 

denominative 27.4 

generative 27.4a 

internal 27.2f 

isolated 27.4 

modal 27.5 

of toleration 27.5c 

one-place 27.2 

permissive 27n25 

productive 27.4a, 27n27 

three-place 27.3 

two-place 27.2 

unclassified 27.4c 

Hiphil : Hophal contrast 28.2 
Hiphil : Piel contrast 27.1 
Hippael 21.2.3c, 26.1.1c 
hireq compaginis 8.2e 
Hisdai ben Shafrut 14n28 
Hishtapel 21.2.3d 
Hithpaal 26.1.1c 
Hithpael (no doubling) 21.2.3b, 26.1.1c 
Hithpael 10n25, 23.1b, 23.4h, 25.5b, 26, 34.2.2a 

and -tn- forms 26.1.2b 
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denominative 26.4 

distribution in Bible 26.1.3 

double status 26.2 

"indistinct" 26n8 

passive 26.3 

Hithpalel 21.2.3 
Hithpalpel 21.2.3, 26.1.1c 
Hithpoel 21.2.3, 26.1.1c 
Hithpolel 26.1.1c 
Hittite treaties 1.5.2c 
homoioarkhton 1.6.2c 
homoioteleuton 1.6.2c 
homonymy 3n12, 26n12, 29.4j, glossary 

homophony 4.2.1b, 36.1.1b, glossary 
honorifics 7.1e, 7.4, 7n3 
Hophal 21.2.1c, 23n18, 28, 33.1.1b, 34.2.2a 

denominative 28.4 

isolated 28.4 

modal 28.5 

Hophal : Pual contrast 28.1b 
Hophal : Qal passive contrast 22.6 
Hosea, as northern 3.4e 
Hothpael 26.1.1d, 26.3b 
Hugh of St. Victor 2.3.1c 
Humpty Dumpty 9.4g 

Hurrian 21n20 
iconicity 24n8, 24n30 
identification 8.4, 16.3.3b, 18.2b 
identity 11.2.9b, 12.2, 13.2b 
Ibgo, verbs 29n23 
imagination 13.5.1e, 13.5.2c 
imperatives 11n95, 12.4, 20.2f, 28n6, 29.1a, 29n1, 31.5a, 31n30, 31n64, 32.2.2, 32n31, 34.1, 34.2.2a, 34.4, 34.6, 39n72; see 
also commands 

and infinitives absolute 35.2.1b 

and infinitives construct 36.1.1a 

Hophal 28n6 
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long form (paragogic he) 34.2.2a, 34.4a 

Pual 28n6 

imperfect, consecutive 29.5c 
imperfect conjugation see prefix conjugation 
imperfective 20.2g, glossary 
Imperial Age 1.1a 
impersonal constructions 4.4.2, 6.6d, 22.7, 23.2.2e, 25n8, glossary 

imprecation 40n18 
improper annexation see gentitive, epexegetical 
inceptive 20.2i, glossary 
inchoative 20.2i, 27n18, 37.4e, 37.7.1b, glossary 
incipient action 29.3l–m 
indefinite constructions see pseudo-passive 
indefiniteness see also definiteness 

specific indefinite 15.2.1a, 15.2.1d 

with numerals 15.2.2b 

indicative 20.2f, 31.4a, glossary 
indirect action glossary 
Indo-European languages 

as family 2.5, 6.3.1 

gender 6.3.1b 

syntax 35n48 

verbs 21n20, 23.1e, 23.2.2 

Indo-Iranian languages, syntax 10.3c 
infectum 29n43 
infinitive 4.2.2e, 8.4.2a, 20.1g, 20n6, 25.1b, 29.1a, 35.1, 37.1a 

gender 6.4.2e 

infinitive absolute : infinitive construct contrast 35.2.2c, 35.5.4, 36.1.1a 

infinitive absolute 4.4.1, 4.5b, 4.6.2, 32.2.5d, 32n2, 35, 39.3.1b 

absolute complement 35.3 

adverbial complement 35.3 

and infinitive construct 35.5.4, 36.1.1a 

as adverbial 35.4, 35n15 
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as noun 35.3 

as verb 35.5 

doubled 35.3.2b–d 

intensifying 35.2.1a, 35.3.1b, 35n8, 35n22 

stem agreement 35.2.1c 

stem mixture 35.2.1d–e 

morphology 35.2.1 

volitional use 34.1d 

infinitive construct 4.4.1, 4.5b, 4.6.2, 11.2.5c, 11.2.8, 11.2.9e, 11.2.10a, 11n98, 11n100, 14.4f, 27n27, 31.4b, 31n64, 32.2.5c, 
33.3.5, 36, 40.2.2c 

and infinitive absolute 35.5.4, 36.1.1a 

as noun 36.1.2, 36.2 

as verb 36.1.2, 36.3 

with preposition 36.2.2–3 

infix 5.1b, glossary 
inflection 4.2.2g, 6.2.1a, 8.1a, glossary 
ingressive 11.2.10d, 20.2i, 27.2d, 27n18, 33.3.1a, glossary 

Niphal 23.1h, 23.3 

inscriptions see Hebrew, Inscriptional 
instruction 39.3.5d 
instrument 11.2.5; see also accusative 
insults 18.2g, 18.3g 
intensification 5.4c; see also infinitive absolute 

"intensive" 21.2.1c, 24.1 
interdictions 31n61 
interjections 4.2.2, 20.1a, 34.5.1a, 35.5.1, 35.5.2a, 40.2.5; see also exclamations 
interrogatives 8.4a, 18, 31.4f, 31n61, 34.5.2b, 35.3.1g, 38.8b, 39n72; see also he interrogative 

alternative questions 18.1a, 18.1c 

double questions 40.3 

embedded 18.1,18.2 

exclamatory questions 18.1a, 18.1c, 18.2f, 18.3f, 18.4e, 18n22, 40.3 
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indirect 18.2 

of circumstance 18.1a, 18.1c 

polar questions 18.1a, 18.1c, 40.3, glossary 

pronouns 16.3.2e 

rhetorical questions 18.1a, 18.1c, 18.2g, 18.3g, 18n7, 40.3, glossary 

triple questions 40.3 

intonation 18n1 
intransitive glossary; see transitivity 

invitation 34.3b 
involuntaria (verbs) 22.2.1a 
Iron Age 1.3.2a 
irrealis 24.3.2, 25.3b, 35.3.1b, 38.2c, 38.2e, glossary; see also mood 
Isaiah, Chaps. 40–66, presentative particle 40n4 
Ishmael (Rabbi) 1.5.4a 
Islam 1.2b 
Israel (northern kingdom) 3.4e 
Italian 1.2b 

gender 6.6b 

number 7.1e 

iterativity 20.2c, 20.2i, 31.2b 

JanahÌ, Jonah ibn 2.2.1b, 2.2.2 

Japeth ha-Levi 29.2b 
Jeremiah 

Aramaic 1n6 

infinitive absolute 35n34 

verbs 35.5.2b 

Jerome 1.5.4b, 1.6.3c, 1.6.3k, 2.3.1c–d 
Jewish script 1.5.2g, 1.5.3d 
Job 

divine titles 37n28 

prepositions 11.1.2d, 11.2.10a 

presentative particle 40n4 

verbs 29.2f 
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verse 1.4.1d 

joy 40.2.5b 
Judges 

structure 38n12 

syntax 39n10 

judicial procedure 27.2e 
jussive 20.2f, 29.1a, 29.4g, 31.1.1, 32.2.2, 33.1.1a, 34.1, 34.2.1, 34.3, 34.6 

and infinitive absolute 35.5.2 

"first" person" 34.2.1c 

Justin Martyr 1.5.4a 
juxtaposition 12.1a, 12.1f; see also apposition 
kaige text 1.5.3, 1.5.4a, 1n57, 1n89 
kaph, construct see construct k 
kaph veritatis 11.2.9b 

Kautzsch, Emil 2.4d; see also Index of Authorities 
Kethiv see Qere 
Khirbet Beit Lei 1n45 
Kings 

grammar of 1 Kgs 1 1.4.2c 

paragogic forms 31.7.1a 

synoptic materials 1.5.2e 

König, E. 2.5b 
labels 11n65 
labials see phonology 
Labrat, Dunash ben 2.1h, 2n10 

Lachish Letters 18n14 
lamed auctoris 11.2.10d 
lamed of interest 11.2.10d, 18.3b 
Lamentations 

morphology 8.2e 

pronouns 16n12 

title 18.4e 

language as medium 3.2 
language mixture 29.4 
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Late Bronze Age 1.1a 
Latin 1.2b 

and parts-of-speech study 4.2.2 

as grammatical model 2.2.3, 3.3.5, 4n7 

cases 8.1 

coordinator 9n44 

dative 11.2.10 

definiteness 13n2 

demonstratives 17n1 

gerundive 36.2.3e, 37.4d 

moods 27.5a, 34.1a 

particles 40n48 

pronouns 10.3b 

semantics: gratis 39n53 

study of 2.5a 

syntax 4.5c, 4n13 

verbs 23.2.2d, 29.2j, 30.5.1d, 31.6.1c, 35.1a 

vocabulary 5.7b, 6n41 

leadword 12.1a, 12.2c 
Leander, Pontus 2.5b; see also Index of Authorities 
legislation 11.2.6c, 11.2.9b, 11n54, 31.5c, 31.5d, 32.2.1d, 32.2.3d, 34.2.1b, 34.4a, 35.5.1a, 38.2d 
lenthening 5.4a, 13.3b, 24.1; see also patterns, noun 

Leningrad Codex 1.5.4e, 1.5.4f, 1n68 

Leon, Judah Messer 2n25 

letters 30.5.1d 
Levita, Elijah 2.2.3, 2.3, 29.2b 
Leviticus, verbs 32.1.1d 
lexicalizations 27.3, 27.4b, 29.2a 
lexicon 3.2.3c, 3.3.5f, 11.1.3, 11.2, 21.2.2r, 21n11, 39.3.1b, 39.3.4a 
lexis 3.3.2a 
line (verse) glossary 
line divisions 38.1c 
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linguistics 2.1e, 2.5d, 3.1, 6.2.2 
Lisramic see Afroasiatic 
list(ing)s 15.2.3b, 15.2.4a, 38.1c 
litterae compaginis 8.2e 
loan words 3.4b, 3n34 
locative particles 18.1d, 18.1f, 18.4 
Luther, Martin 2.3.1d 
Luther Bibel 1n22 
Luzzato, S. D. 2.5c 
macro-syntactic signs 3n24, 38.1e 

Maimonides 1.5.4c, 2n23 
malediction 34.3 
Mandaic 1n5 
manuscripts, medieval 1.5.4b 
manuscripts and text units 3n21 
maqqeph 4.2.1a, 9.2c, 11.1.1, 11.2.2, 11.3b, 18.1e, 36.1.1c, glossary 
Mari 1.3.1c, 1n12 
Mari letters, verbs 35n25 
markedness 3.3.5, 6.1b, 11n46, glossary 
Masada 1.5.4b 

masculine see gender 
Masorah finalis 1.5.4d 
Masorah magnum 1.5.4d 

Masorah parvum 1.5.4d 

Masoretes 1.5.4d, 1n65, 2.1, 13.7a, 29.3e, 35.1c, 38.1b–d, 39.2.6c 

and verbal system 29.1h 

consistent orthography 16.3a, 16.4a 

organization of text 38.1b–d 

vocalization of verb forms 19.7d 

Masoretic Text 1.1b, 1.6 

origins of 1.5.4, 1n62 

material see genitive and accusative 
matres lectiones 1.5.2h, 1.5.3d, 1.6.1a, 1.6.2f, 1.6.3a, 18.1e, 19n31, glossary 
mayela 9n4 
medio-reflexive see Niphal 

melisÌa style 1.3.3a 

mem see enclitic mem 
metaphorical usage 6.2.2b, 7.3, 11n50; see also irrealis
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metathesis glossary; see phonology 
methegh 9.2c 
metonymy 6.6b, 14.3.3d, 34.3d 
Michaelis, J. D. 2.4c 
middle see voice and Niphal 
midrash 2.1b 
Midrashim 1.3.3 

milraÁ 32.1.1b 

mimation 9n43, glossary 
Mishnah 1.3.3, 1n89 
mishqal glossary; see patterns, noun 
mixed language 29.4 
Moabite 1.3.2b, 1.4.2b 

article 13n4 

Gt stem 21n29 

plural 7.4b 

relative pronoun 19n2 

text 1.4.2b 

verbs 29n17 

modality see mood 
modernizing 1.4.1d, 1.5.3e, 1.6.2b, 1n32, glossary 
modi 29.3f 
modified-modifier see regens-rectum 
modifiers 4.6; see also adjectives 

monosyllables see phonology 
mood 20.1d, 20.2f, 29.1, 29.5f, 30.5.4, 30n8, 31.1.2, 31.4, 34n1, 35.3.1g, glossary; see also irrealis 
morphemes 3.2.1, 3.3.2, 4.1a 
morphology 3.3, 4.2.1, 5.1f, 9.2, 11.1.2, 29.4i, 29n73; see also parsing problems and patterns, noun and phonology, esp.
formative elements 

adverbial <i>aÒm</i> 39.3.1h, 39n65, 39n104 

adverbs 39.3.1 

demonstrative pronouns 17.2 

feminine 5.3.d, 5.3f, 6.1c 

gender 6 

history of 8.1c; see also Hebrew, Biblical, development of and verbal system, development of 
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imperative 34.2.2a 

infinitive construct 36.1.1 

numerals ‘5, 6’ 15n11  

plural 7.4b 

pronouns 16.1b, 16.3, 16.4a 

verbs 29.2j, 29n67, 30.1a 

verb, prefix, t-preformative 31n2, 31n48 

word formation 15.1c, 15n2 

morphs 3.3.2 

Moses 1.1a 
multifunctionality 20.1 
multiple-choice plural see plural 
Münster, Sebastian 2.3.2 
MurabbaÁat 1.5.4b 

myth 3.3.5 

N (stem) 21.1c, 23.1a; see also Akkadian 
Nabatean 1n5 
NahÌal HÍever 1.5.4a, 1.5.4b 

Nahum of Gimzo 1.5.4a 
names 4.2.2e, 5.1, 6.4.1c, 6.5.3, 6n42, 8.1c, 8.2, 9.7a, 10.2.3d, 11.2.10e, 12.1d, 12.2b, 12.3e, 13.4b, 13.4c, 13.5.1c, 13.6a, 
14.2e, 40.2.2b; see also appellatives and nouns, semantics of, place names 

and demonstratives 17.4.1a 

divine 5.8b, 7.4b, 7.4.3b, 7.4.3e–f, 13.4b, 14.5b, 14n5 

divine names in superlatives 14.5b 

theophoric 6.5.3 

naming 9.5.1i, 9n19, 39.3.4e, 39n102 
narrative 12.4, 29.1h, 29.2i, 29.5b, 39.1a, 39.2.5a, 40.2.1b–c 
nascent action 29.3l–m 
nasog <i>ÀahÌor</i> 32.1.1c 

native-speaker analyses 29n18, 38n9 
negation 18n19, 18n22, 34.2.1; see also adverbs 
negatives 11.2.11e, 11.2.12c, 36.2.1g, 37.5f, 38.3c, 39.2.1, 39.3.5e 

Àyn 18n22 

mh 18n22 
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Nehemiah see Ezra-Nehemiah 
Neo-Punic see Phoenician-Punic 
nesiga 32.1.1c 
neuter 6n5; see also gender and neutrum 
neutral verbs 22.2.1a 
neutralization 3n28, 8.4.2f 
neutrum (pronoun) 6.6d, 16.3.5c, 16.4f, 16n42, 16n43, 17.4.3b, 17n3, glossary 
New Testament see Christian Scriptures 
Nicholas of Lyra 2.3.1c 

Niphal 11.2.5d, 11.2.10g, 22.2b, 23, 32.1.1c, 34.2.2a, 40.2.5b 

adjectival 23.3 

and objects 10.2.1d 

denominative 23.5 

double-status 23.4 

infinitive absolute 35.2.1b 

isolated 23.5 

middle 23.2.1 

participles 37.4d 

passive 23.2.2 

Niphal : Qal passive contrast 22.6 

nisbe 5n28; see also adjectives, gentilic 
nomen agentis 37.1d–e, 37.2a; see also participles 
nomen occupationis 5n18 
nomen unitatis 6.3.2c, 6.3.2f, 6.4.2d, 6.4.3 
nominalizations 5n13 
nominative 8n3, 9.1, 9n16, 10.1b, 10.3, 35.3.3a, 36.2.1b, 36.2.3, 38.8b, glossary 

as independent relative clause 19.1d 

demonstrative 17.3b 

interrogative / indefinite pronoun and 18.1e 

plural, archaic 8.2b 

predicate 4.5c, 8.3 

pronouns 16.2a 

resumptive pronoun 19.3b 
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nominative absolute 4.7, 8.3a, 8.4, 10.3.2d, 16.3.3b, 16.3.3d, 16.3.5b, 16n22, 32.2.5a, 33.2.4, 37.5a, 38.2d, glossary 
non-finites 29.2, 35.1, glossary 
non-perfective conjugation see prefix conjugation 
Northwest Semitic see Semitic, Northwest 
nota accusativi 10.3b; see ÀiÁÀtÀ/iÁ in Index of Hebrew Words 

noun classes 6.3.1 
noun phrases 4.4, 4.6.1a, 12.1a, 14.1b 

complex 10.4c 

in k 11.2.9 

nouns 4.2.2, 4.4, 4.5c, glossary; see also patterns, noun 

class 7.2.2 

common 13.5 

count 6.3.1b, 7.1c, 7.2.1, 7.4.1 

mass 6.3.1b, 7.1c 

plural-invariable 7.1d 

primitive 5n1 

with prepositions 11.3.1 

nouns, semantics of 7.1 

abstractions 5.2, 5.3d, 5.5b, 5.6b, 6.3.2f, 6.4.2, 6.4.3a, 7.4.1c, 7.4.2, 13.5.1g 

action 5.6c 

adjectives 14.3.3 

age 9.5.3b 

agriculture 5.3c, 6.4.3a 

animals 5.6f, 7.4.3, 13.5.1f 

appellatives see appellatives 

architecture 14.3.1d, 25.3d 

blood 7.4.1b 

body 11.2.1 

body parts 5.3a, 6.4.1, 6.4.3a, 7.3b, 7.4.1c, 9.5.1h, 11n38, 11n103, 27.4a, 27.4b 

clothing 6.4.3a 
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collectives see collectives 

color 3n30, 5.5a 

cosmology 13.4b 

covenants 11.2.6 

crafts 25.3d 

days 14.3.1d 

defects 5.4b 

diminutive 5.7b, 6.3.2f 

extension 7.4.1c 

figurative terms 6.4.1, 6.4.2 

institutions 13.4b 

instrument 5.6b 

kinship 3n30, 9.5.1i 

limbs 15.4b 

location 5.6b, 11.2.6 

materials 12.1, 12.3c, 13.5.1g 

measurement 7.3c, 12.3d, 13.51g 

names see names 

natural phenomena 7.2.1c 

noises 5.3f 

numerals, vague 15.2.5a 

occupations 5.2, 5.3, 5.4a 

pairs, natural 7.3 

place names 6.4.1, 7.3d, 8.2, 11.2.6c, 13.4b, 13.5.1f, 13.6, 13n11 

professions 5.2, 5.3, 5.4a, 37.2c 

qualities 5.4c, 7.4.2, 9.5.3b 

quantity words 7.2.2 
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realia 3n30 

nouns, semantics of (cont.) 

rivers 11n106 

royalty 14.5b 

singulatives 6.3.2c, 6.3.2f, 6.4.2, 6.4.3 

social role/units 5.2d, 5.5b, 15n21 

sounds 5.3f 

springs 11n106 

substance 12.3c–d 

talkativeness 9n28 

time 7.3c, 10.4a, 13.5.2b, 19.6a 

titles 13.4b; see also appellatives and names 

vegetables 7.4.1b 

nouns, verbal see infinitive 
number 7, 14.2; see also plural 

singural with numerals 15.2.1j 

numerals 4.2.2e, 6.3.2d, 8.4.2f, 8.4.2g, 14.1d, 14.3.1b, 14.3.1d, 15 

cardinals 15.1b, 15.2 

denominative verbs 24.4h 

fractions 15.1b, 15.5, 15n27 

multiplicative 15.1b, 15.4 

ordinals 15.1b, 15.3 

nun energicum see energic forms 
nun paragogicum see paragogic-nun forms 
nuns, inverted 1.5.3c 
oaths 11.2.11e, 39n78; see also exclamations and nouns, semantics of, covenants 
Obadiah, dating 1.4.2b 
object 

direct 4.6.2, 4.7c, 9.1a, 9.5.2b; see also accusative and pronouns, personal
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indirect 11.2.10d; see also dative 

mediated 9.1a 

verbal 16.4c, 16.4f 

objective : subjective view 29.3n 
oblique see genitive-accusative 
occupations see nouns, semantics of 
offices 12.3e 
Olshausen, Justus 2.5b 
Omotic see Cushitic-Omotic 
onoma 4.2.2d 
opposition 29.5i, 29n86 
optative mood 31.4a, 38n23 

oratio see discourse 
oratio variata 34.3d 
order of words see word order 
ordinals see numerals 
Orientalism 29.2k, 39.2.1c 
"Oriental" languages 2.4b 
Origen 1.5.3f, 1.6.3c, 1n78 
Oromo 1.2d 
orthography 1.5.2e, 1.5.2h, 1.6, glossary 

demonstratives 17.2 

Masoretic 16.3a, 16.4a 

numerals 15.1c, 15n3, 15n4 

pronoun 3m./f.s. 16.3a 

Qumran 16.3a, 16.4a, 16n15, 16n16, 16n46, 19n31 

Samaritan 16n16 

shewa 15.2.1h 

waw / yod variation 16n45 

override 

conjunction 39n3 

construct 9.3b, 9n6 

preposition 11.4.2 
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with Àt 10.3.1a, 12.3f 

pain 40.2.5b 
pair, minimal 3.3.1 
pairs see nouns, semantics of 
paleography 1.5.2a 
Paleo-Hebrew script 1.5.3d 
Palmyrene 1n5 

paradigm 3.5, glossary 
paragogic glossary 
paragogic-nun forms 20.2f, 31.7 
paragraphs 38.1c 
parallel texts see synoptic texts 
parashiyyot 38.1c 
parentheticals 30.5.2b, 32.3e, 39.2.3c, 39n1 
paranomasia 35.3.1b, glossary 
parsing problems 22n10, 31n48 

participles 4.2.2d, 4.4.1, 4.6.1a, 5.3b, 7.4.3d, 8.4.2c, 8.4.2e, 9.6b, 10.2.2d, 10n18, 13.5.2d, 27n6, 29.1a, 29.2a, 29.2c, 29.3n, 
29.4a, 29n17, 31.2c, 31.3c, 31n64, 32.2.5a–b, 33.3.5, 34n9, 35.1, 35.5.3, 37, 39.3.3b, 40.2.1b, 40.2.1e 

absolute state 37.3b 

and Qal passive 22.6, 22n31 

as adjective 37.1c, 37.4 

as noun 37.1c 

as predicate 37.1c, 37.1f, 37.6 

as relative 37.1c, 37.4b, 37.5 

as substantive 37.1c, 37.2 

construct state 37.3c 

distributive use 15.6b 

Hiphil 27n27 

passive 5.3d, 8.4.2e, 37.1c, 37.3c, 37.4c 

Piel 5.3b, 24.5c 

Pual 25.1b 

relative clauses and 19.7 

with accusative 37.3 
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with finite verbs 37.7.2 

with genitive 37.3 

with hyh 37.7.1, 37n51 

particles 4.2.2, 4.6.2, 5.1a, 11.1.2, 38.1a, 39.3.1d, 39.3.4, glossary; see also emphatic particles and locative particles and
restrictive particles and temporal particles 
particulars 12.2b 
partitive 4.4.1b, 8.4.2a, 9.6b, 11.2.5f, 11.2.11e, 18.2b, glossary 

parts-of-speech tradition 4.2.2, 16.1a; see also word types 
passive 10.3d, 10.4, 11.2.10g, 11.2.11d, 28.1c, 30.5.3c, 37.1b; see also voice verb with agent 23.2.2c, 23.2.2e 
pastiche 1.3.3a 
pathetic fallacy 34.3d, 34n14 
patient glossary 
patriarchy 6.5.3a 
patronymics see names 
patterns, noun 5, 14.1, 36.1.1d, 37.4e 

qaÒteÒl 5.3a, 37n3 

qaÒtiÖl 5.3c, 5.4c, 37.4e 

qatlaÒl 5.5a 

qaÒtoÒl 5.3e 

qattaÒl 5.4a 

qattîl 5.4c 

qaÒtuÒl 5.3d, 7.4.2 

qÝtaÒlaÖ 5.3f 

qÝtaltaÒl 5.5a 

qÝtuÒllaÖ 5.5b 

qitteÒl 5.4b 

qittûl 7.4.2 

qoÖteÒl 5.2, 5.3b, 37.2a 

À + qtl 5.6e 

Á + qtl 5.6d 

m + qtl 5.6b 
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t + qtl 5.6c 

y + qtl 5.6d 

qtl + aÒm 5.7e 

qtl + aÒn 5.7b 

qtl + î 5.7c 

qtl + û 5.7d 

qtl + ôn 5.7b 

qtl + ûn 5.7b 

qtl + ût 5.7d 

segholate 7.4b, 36.1.1d, 36n5 

patterns, verb 5.1d 

pause 1n89, 6.1c, 16n46, 22.3, 32.1.1c, 34.2.1a, glossary 
paytanim 1.3.3 
Pealal 21.2.3 
Pellicanus, Conrad 2.3.1d 
Pentateuch 1.4.1b, 1.4.1e, 1.4.1f, 1.4.2c 

as unit 1.4.1b–c 

dating 1.4.2c 

definiteness in 13.4b 

grammar 7n16 

poetry in 37n28, 38.1c 

verbs 29.3c, 35.5.2b 

perfect 30.3, glossary 

perfect : perfective contrast 30.3 

"perfect, prophetic" 29.5, 30.5.1c 

perfective 20.2c, 20.2g, 30.1, 30.2.2, glossary 

perfective, epistolary 32.2.3c 
perfective conjugation see suffix conjugation 
perfective of confidence 30.5.1e 
perfective of prayer see precative 
performativity 30.5.1d, 30n17, glossary 
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periphrasis 9.7 
periphrastic chains 9.3c 
periphrastic verbs 20.2d, 37.7.1c 
permansive 20n14, 29n29 
permission 27.5b 
Persian 

aspect 30.1a 

ergativity 10.3c 

personification 6.3.1e, 6.4.1d, 6.4.2c, 34.3d, 34.4c 
perspective 11.4.3 
pesher 8n16 
Peshitta 1.5.3f, 9.8c, 39.2.6c; see also text 
Phoenician-Punic 1.3.2b, 3.4e, 14n11 

article 13n4 

infinitives 35.2.1 

numerals 15n9 

orthography 1.5.2h 

plural 7.4b 

prepositions 11n12, 11n31 

pronouns 16n12 

relative 19.2c, 19n2 

stems 21n8, 21n27 

verbs 11n105, 29n17, 32n26, 35n60 

vocabulary: ytn 22n19 

Phoenicians 3.4e 
phone 3.3.1 
phonemes 3.2.1, 3.3.1 
phonetics 3.3 
phonology 1.5.2f, 1.6, 3.3, 5.1g,5.8, 9.2, 10n14–15, 12n1; see alsomorphologyandroots, weak 

affixional subset 5n22 

anaptyxis 1.6.3c 

and errors 1.6.2c 
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assimilation 16.3a, 21n27 

dental 26.1.1b, 26.1.1c 

empatic 26.1.1c 

velar 26.1.1c 

assonance 13.6b 

begadkephat 1.6.3d, 3.3.1e 

diphthong 1.5.2h 

doubling 24.1 

formative elements 5.6, 5n22, 26.1.1 

aleph 15n11 

h 17.2, 23.1, 23n2, 27.1e, 27n7, 33.1.2b, 34.2.2a 

k 17.2, 18.4d 

l 17.2 

n 17.2, 21.2.3c, 23.1 

s 27n7 

t 21.2.3c, 23.1b 

t+n 26.1.2 

z 17.2, 19.2, 38.1g 

Greek sources 35n6 

guttural lenition 39n52 

gutturals 5.8b 

labials 5.8d 

Latin sources 35n6 

lengthening 24.1 

liquids 5.8c 

metathesis 5.8e, 26.1.1b, glossary 

monosyllables 4.2.1 
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nasals 5.8c 

odd sounds 40.2.5 

participle vs. perfective 19.7d 

qames 1.6.3d 

reduplication 5.5 

resonant sound (r) 5n18 

rhythm 34.2.1c 

root shapes 22.3n 

segholation 1.6.3c, 1.6.3j 

shewa 36.1.1c–d 

sibilants 5.6e, 5.8d, 26.1.1b, 26n2 

velars 5.8d 

virtual doubling 5n18 

vocalization of 

he article see he article 

he interrogative see he 

interrogative 

mh 18.1e, 18n4 

s 19.2c 

waw 33.1.2b 

vowel 2.2.2b, 2n21 

vowel shift 1.6.3c 

phrases 4.1a, 4.3, glossary; see also prepositional phrases 

adverbial 8.2e 

in construct 9.6 

noun 9.3b 

noun, coordinate 9n18 
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Piel 10.2.3, 24, 29.4d, 34.2.2a 

compartive 24.2h 

declarative 24.2f, 24.2g 

delocutive 24.2f, 24.2g 

denominative 24.4 

estimative 24.2f, 24.2g 

factitive 24.2 

frequentative 24.5 

indirect action 24.3.2d 

infinitive absolute 35.2.1b 

participle 5.3b, 24.5c 

privative 24.4d, 24.4e, 24.4f 

productive 24.4d, 24.4e, 24.4f 

resultative 24.3 

Piel : Hiphil contrast 21.2.2 
Piel : Hithpael 26.1.1d 
Pilel 21.2.3 

Pilpel 21.2.3 
pisqot 38.1c 
piyut 1.3.3, 2.1 
place names see names and nouns, semantics of 
Plato 3n4, 4n10, 14.3.2b 
pleonasm 8.4.1b, 8.4.2, 16.3.2a, glossary 
pluperfect sense 33.2.2–3 
plural 7.1, 7.4; see also number 

honorific 14.2c 

intensive 7.4.3, 14.2c 

multiple-choice 7n15 

of composition 7.4.1b 

of extension 7.4.1c 

of result 7.4.1b
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plurale tantum 7n2 
pluralis majestatis 7.4.3a 

Poal 21.2.3 

Poel 21.2.3 

participles 5.3b 

poetry see verse 

pointers 13.1; see also deixis 

polarity glossary and  
gender 15n10 

polar opposition see opposition 
polar question see interrogatives 
Polish, verbs 30n4 
politeness 3.3.4a, 40.2.5c, 40n48 

Polpal 21.2.3 
Polynesia 3.5e 
polysemy 3.2.3, 9.4b, 20n4, 34.2.1a, glossary 
Portuguese 1.2b 
possessive 4.7c, 11.2.4a, 11.2.10e, 16.4d 
postpositive glossary; see word order 
Prague School 3.3.5, 29n86 
prayer 30.5.4d, 34.3b 
precative 8.4a, 36n34 
predicate 4.3, 4.5; see also clauses  

discontinuous 8.4.2g, 8n13 
prefix conjugation 5.1b, 11.11.1, 11.1.2b, 29.1, 29.3k, 29.6e, 30.1a, 31, glossary; see alsoenergic forms andparagogic-nun
forms 

diversity 29.4e–j 

jussive 31.1.1 

long form 31.1.1, 33.1 

short form 31.1.1, 33.1 

t–preformative 31n2, 31n48 

values 31.1.2 

wayyiqtol 29.1, 29.3m 

w∂yiqtol 29.1 

with infinitive absolute 35.3.1b, 35.5.2 
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with simplewaw 33.4 

with suffix conjugation 32.1.3 

with waw–relative 33 

yiqtol 29.1 

prefix conjugation, uses 

consequential 33.2.4, 33.3.3 

epexegetical 33.2.2, 33.3.3 

erratic 33.3.1f 

future 31.6.2b 

habitual 31.1.1e 

incipient–progessive 31.1.1e 

ingressive 31.1.1e 

logical 33.2.1d 

non-perfective 

consequential 31.6.2 

customary 31.2b 

dependent 31.6.2 

habitual 31.3e 

incipent 31.2c, 31.3d 

of capability 31.4c 

of contingency 31.6.1 

of deliberation 31.4f 

of desire 31.4h 

of injunction 31.5b 

of instruction 31.5c 

of obligation 31.4g 

of permission 31.4d 
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of possibility 31.4e 

of prohibition 31.5d 

of uncertainty 31.6.1 

progressive 31.3b 

stative 31.3c 

past-time 31.6.3 
perfect 33.3.1c 
perfective 33.3 
preterite 31.1.1 
subordination (with waw) 33.2 

successive (with waw) 33.2.1 

volitional 34.1 

prefixing 5.6 
pregenitive 9.2a 
pregnant usage 11n131 
prepositional phrases 4.4.1b, 4.5c, 4.6.2c, 8.2e, 8.4.2f, 9.3, 37.5a 

and accusatives 10.2.1 

in construct 9.6b 

prepositions 4.2.2, 9.1, 11, 36.1.1 

and accusatives 11.4.1 

and article 13.3f, 13.5.2b 

and verbs 11.1, 23.4h 

as nouns 11.1.1 

as particles 11.1.2 

complex 9.6c, 11.1.2b, 11.3a, 11.3.1–2 

compound 11.1.2b, 11.3.3 

in construct chain 9.3d 

monographic 11.1.2c 

proclitic 11.1.2c 

semantics 9n22, 11.1.3 
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simple 11.1.2b, 11.2 

with infinitives construct 36.1.1c–d 

prepositive glossary; see word order 
prescriptions 32.1.1d 
presupposition 12.3e 
preterite 20.2c, 29.4g, 31.1.1, 31n10, 33.3.1a, 33.3.2, glossary; see also suffix conjugation 
preteritum 29n2 

priestly texts 1.3.3b, 1.4.2c, 1n40, 11.2.6c, 17.5b, 17n14, 26.3b, 31n59 
printing, Hebrew, early 2.3.1d, 2n36 
priority of masculine gender see gender 
privative 11.2.11e, 11.2.12c, glossary; see also piel 
proclisis 4.2.1a, 11.1.1, glossary 
productive see piel and pual 
professions 24.5, 24n55; see also nouns, semantics of 
progressive 20.2c, 20.2g, 22.2.1e, glossary 
prohibitive 34.2.2a, 34n6 

promises, and pronouns 16.3.2e 
pronouns 4.4.1, 4.5c, 4.6.2c, 5.1a, 12.2, 12.3, 13.1, 16.1 

animacy 18.1c–e 

definiteness 13.4b 

demonstrative 16.1c, 17 

determinative 17.2b, 19.5 

indefinite 16.1c, 18 

interrogative 16.1c, 18 

personal 16.1c, 16.2–4 

apposition 12.4 

independent, general 16.2.3, 21n8, 23.4c 

independent, oblique 10nl, 16n9 

suffixed 4.6.1, 8.4.1a, 8.4.2a, 8n5, 8n8, 8n15, 9.1, 9.3, 9.5.3b, 10.2.1, 12.4, 13.4, 13.6b, 
14.5c, 16.4, 18.4b, 19.3b, 22.3, 31.7, 31n8, 34.1d, 35.1, 36.1.1, 37.3, 39.3.3b 

suffixed, and numerals 15.2.1i 

suffixed: 1 c.s. 16n45, 37.3d 

suffixed: 3 m.s. 16n45 
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surrogate 34.1b 

with <i>Àt</i> 10.3.1 

with hnh 40n6 

reflexive 16.4g 

relative 4.6.1, 9n5, 16.1c, 18.1, 19 

resumptive 16.3.2c 

prophetic speech 17.5b, 29.1h, 29.3i, 29.31, 30.1d, 30.5.1e, 40.2.4 
Prophets, Former 

as literary text 1.4.1c 

definiteness 13.4b 

verse 37n28 

Prophets, Latter, verse in 37n28 
prose 39n10, glosssary 
prosthetic 5.6e, glossary 
Protagoras 6.2.1a 
protasis glossary; see clauses, conditional  

prothetic 5.6e, glossary 
Proto-Sinaitic texts 1.3.1d 
proverbial texts 17.5b, 20n13, 31.3e, 35.5.2 
Psalter 

Gallican 1.6.3k 

Juxta Hebraeos 1.6.3k, 1n78 

prepositions 11.2.10d, 11n70 

verbs 29.5, 30.5.4d 

vocabulary 40.2.3a 

pseudo-cohortative 33.1.1c, 34.5.3; see also cohortative 
pseudo-passive 4.4.2, 10n71, 22.7a, 22n40 
pseudo-questions see interrogatives 

pseudosorites 39n87 
pual 21.2.1c, 33.1.1b, 34.2.2a 

delocutive 25.2 

denominative 25.4 
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estimative 25.2 

factitive 25.2 

frequentative 25.5 

infinitive 25n2 

productive 25.4b 

resultative 25.3 

Pual : Qal passive constrast 22.6 
Pulal 21.2.3 

punctuality 20.2i 
punctuation 4.8; see also accentuation 
Punic see Phoenician-Punic 
putative 20.2m 
Pyramid texts 1.5.2d 
Qabbala 2.1b 
Qal 22, 32.1.1c, 34.2.2a 

denominatives 22.5 

fientive verbs 22.2.1, 22.2.3, 22.4, 22.5, 34.2.2a 

impersonal 22.7 

infinitive absolute 35.2.1 

infinitive construct 36.1.1c 

infinitives 35.1b, 35n10 

morphology 22.3 

participles 5.2, 37.1b, 37.2b 

passive 2.2.1c, 22.6, 23.6.1, 24.6a, 25.1a, 27.1a 

quasi-fientive verbs 22.2.3, 30.5.3 

stative : fientive split 27n10 

stative verbs 22.2, 22.5, 34.2.2a 

permanent 22.3.4 

temporary 22.3.4 

Qal : Hiphil : Hophal constrast 28.2b 
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Qal : Niphal contrast 22.2, 23.1, 23.2.1 
Qal : Piel contrast 21.2.2, 24.3.3b 
Qal : Piel : Hiphil contrast 22.2  
Qal (passive) :Hophal contrast 22.6 
Qal (passive) : Pual contrast 22.6 
Qaraites 1n65, 2.1, 29.2b 
qatal conjugation see suffix conjugation 

<i>qataÒli</i> anaku 35n60 

Qere / Kethiv 1.5.4d, 1n65, 7.3d, 11n59, 16n45, 35n59 
Qimhi (family) 2.2.2b, 2.3.1d, 2.3.2 
Qimhi, David 2.2.2b, 2.3.1d, 2n1, 29.2b, 29.3i; see also Index of Authorities 
Qimhi, Moses 2.3.1d, 2.3.2a  
Qoheleth 1n36 

adverbs 39n45–46, 39n51 

pronouns 16n12, 17n6, 19n1 

relative pronoun 19n6 

verbs 31.7.1a, 32.1.1d, 32n3 

qtl conjugation see suffix conjugation 
quadriliterals 5.6f 
quadrivia 2.2.3a 
quantifiers 9.5.3f, 14.3.1b 
quasi-demonstratives (<i>hhwÀ</i>, etc.) see demonstratives 

quasi-fientives 22.2.3, 30.5.3 
quasi-verbal indicators 4.5 
questions see interrogatives 
quinqueliterals 5.6f 
Qumran see also orthography, Qumran 

Aramaic 1n5 

Bible texts 1.5.3b, 1.5.3d, 1.5.3f, 38n2 

nonbiblical texts 1.42b, 37n27 

dating 1.4.1e 

QurÀan see Arabic 

Quraysh, Yehuda ibn 2.4a 
R text type 1.5.3, 1.5.4a, 1n57, 1n89 
Radaq see Qimhi, David 
Rashi 2.3.1c, 2n19 
Rashi script 1n56 
Ras Ibn Hani 1.3.1e 
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reading tradition see Hebrew Bible 
reanalysis 13.6b 
reciprocal constructions 20.2n 
retum glossary; see regens-rectum 
reduction 

clause 39n59 

conjunction 39.2.6b, 39n23 

reduplication 5.2h, 5.5 
reference 3.2.1b, 3.2.2c, 12.2, glossary 

generic 13.2a, 13.5.1d, 13.5.1f 

particular 13.2a, 13.4 

specific 13.2a 

unique 13.2a, 13.4, 13.5.1b–c, 13.7b, 14.3.1d 

reflexive 11.2.10d, 16.4g, 20.2j, 20.2n, 21.2.2g, 21.2.21, 23.1e, 23.1g; see also double-status action 

non-Niphal 23.4c 

Reformation 2.3.1, 13n2 
regens-rectum 3.3.3, 9.1c, 12.1c, 14.3.1a, glossary 
relational term 11.1a, 11.2 
relative see also pronouns, relative and clauses, relative 

interrogative/indefinite pronoun 18.2c, 18.3e 

zh 17.4.3 

religion and gender 6.5.3 
repetition see also distributive 

apposition 12.5 

demonstrative 17.3c, 7.4.2d 

emphatic 18.2b, 18n8 

nouns 7.2.3 

numerals, counting 15.2.4b 

request 34.3b, 34.4b, 34.5.1a 
resolve 34.5.1a, 34.7b 
restrictive particles see adverbs 
resultative 20.2m, 23.1e, 23n21 
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resumptive pronoun 4.7b, 16.3.2c, 19.3, 19.4, 19.5, 32.2.1e, glossary 
Reuchlin, Johannes 2.3.1 
rheÒma 4.2.2d 

rhetoric 3.3b, 11.2.13c 
rhetorical question see interrogatives 
rhythm 39n74 

Rödiger, E. 2.4d 
Romance languages 

as family 2.5 

gender 6.3.1c 

history of 1.2b 

verbs 20.2g 

Romanticism 6.2.2, 29.3 

root 5.1, 21.1, 21n1, glossary 
root patterning 5n1 
roots, weak 1.6.3f, 2.2.1a, 5.1, 5.6b, 5n17, 7.4b, 11.1.2d, 20.3, 20n17, 21.2.3, 22.3, 23.6.1d, 26.1.1, 27n1, 27n10, 29.4i, 
31.1.1, 32.1.1c, 33.1.1b, 34.1d, 34n3, 35n10, 36n7 
Roumanian 1.2b 

Royal Steward Inscription 19n13 
Russian 

gender 6.3.1e 

number 7.1e 

semantics 7.1c 

verbs 20.2g, 30.1a, 30n4 

Ruth 

dating 1.4.2b 

verbs, in dialogue 31n51 

S (stem) see Shaphel 
Saadia Gaon 2.1–2, 2n10 
sacrifice 6.5.3 
Samaritan see Hebrew, Samaritan and orthography, Samaritan 

Samaritan Pentateuch 1.4.1, 1.5.3f, 9.8c, 10n28, 10n32, 10n46, 14n10, 14n12, 15n23, 17n22, 31n49, 35.5.1a, 35n52, 35n57, 
37n27; see also text 
Samaritan script 1n56 
Samuel 

Àt in 1Sam 1–8 10.3.1a 
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grammar of 2 Sam 13 ad fin. 1.4.2c 

synoptic materials 1.5.2e 

Samuel ha-Nagid 2.2, 2n10 
Sanskrit 

dual 7.3a 

study of 2.5a 

sarcasm 3.3b, 34.4b 
Saruq, Menahem ibn 2.1h, 2n10, 2.2.1a 
Saussure, F. de 2.5d, 3.1a, 3.2.1a, 3.3.2c, 3.3.5, 3.4a 
Scandinavian languages, verbs 23.1b 
schema etymologicum 35.3.1b 
Scholasticism 2.3.1 
Schröder, N. W. 2.4c 

Schultens, Albert 2.3.2c, 2.4, 3.1a 
scribes 1.5.3c 
scribal labor 1.5.2 
Sebir 1.5.4d 
Second Chronicles see Chronicles 
Second Kings see Kings 
Second Samuel see Samuel 
Sefire Steles 1.5.2c 
self-abasement 18.2g, 18.3g 
self-curse 40n18 

semantic pertinence 3.2.3e 
semantics 3.2, 3n8, 4.2.2c, 10.2; see also nouns, semantics of and verbs, semantics of 

of negation 24.3.1a, 24n35 

semiotics 3.2, 3.2.3a 
Semitic, Northwest 1.2b, 39.2.6c 
Semitic, Northwest, Early 1.3.1, 8.1b; see also Ugaritic and Amarna Canaanite 
Semitic, South 1.2b 
Semitic languages 1.2, 2.2–2.5, 2n1, 3.1, 3.3, 3n8, 20n5 

accusative 10.1 

adverbs 39.3.1 

apposition 12.1f 

article 13n4 

case 8.1 
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"classical" 1.2b 

clauses 3.3c, 3.3.4 

demonstrative 13n5 

gender 6.2.2b, 6.3.1, 6.3.2, 6n3 

genitive 9.8b 

infinitives 35.1b 

number 7.1g 

numerals 15n1 

object markers 10n26 

plurals 7.4b 

prepositions 11n102 

relative 19n2 

stems 21n7, 23.1 

tD/Dt stems 26.1.2 

verbs 29.1g, 29.3h, 29.3m, 29n53, 31.1.1, 33.1.2, 34.2.2a 

Semito-Hamitic languages see Afroasiatic 
sense 3.2.1b, 3.2.2c, glossary 
sentences 4.1, 4.3e, 4.8; see also clauses 

complex 4.8, glossary 

compound 4.8, glossary 

conditional see clauses 

incomplete 4.8 

simple 4.8 

Sepher YesÌirah 2.1b 

Septuagint 1.5.3f, 1.5.4, 1.6.3k, 9.1c, 9.8c, 38.1c, 39.2.6c; see also text 

Hiphils 27n9 

manuscripts 1.6.4c, 1n89 

number 7.4.3f 
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phonology 1.6.3b 

prepositions 11n26 

reading 28n4 

sequencing, verb 32.1.3 
SeraÒbiÖtÌ el-KhaÒdem 1.3.1d, 1.5.2g 

Serbo-Croatian, verbs 30n4 
sex see gender 
Sextus Empiricus 6.2.1a 
Shaphel 21n8, 21n34 

sharpening 5.4c 
Shema 8.4.2g 
shewa see phonology 
shibbolet story 3.4e 
sibilant glossary; see phonology 
Sidon 1.3.2b 
sign language 3n1 
signifiant glossary 
signification 3n10 
signifié glossary 

signs 3.2.1 
Silwan Inscription 19n13 
similarity 12.2 
simile 11n50 
singular see number 
singulative 6.3.2f; see also nomen unitatis 
situation 20n9, 29.6c, glossary 
skewing 1.4.1d 
Slavic 

dual 7.3a 

verbs 20.2h, 23.1b, 30n4 

slot 3.3.3 
smoothing 1.4.1d, 1.5.3e, 1.6.2b, glossary 
solicitude 27.5b 
Somali 1.2d 
Sophist 4n10 

Sophists 6.2.1a 
sortal 12.2b, 12.3b 
sounds 3.2.1; see also phonology 
South Canaanite languages 1.3.2b 
Spain, Jewish 2.1f, 2.1h, 2.2 
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Spanish 1.2b 

demonstrative 17n1 

verbs 20.2g 

specific, definite and indefinite 13.2, 13.8 
speech see discourse, direct 
speech, parts of see parts-of-speech 
Spinoza, Baruch 2.3.1a 

split ergativity see ergativity 
square script 1.5.2g, 1.5.3d 
Stade, B. 2.5b 
stamp seals 11n15 
statistical study 1.4.2f 
stative 20.2c, 20.2k, 20.21, 20n9, 33.3.3b, 33.3.4c, 33.3.5c, glossary; see also prefix conjugation, non-perfective and Qal and 
suffix conjugation, perfective and verbs 
status, construct / absolute see nouns and construct chain 
status, speaker / hearer 34 
stem mixture 

Hithpael and others 26.1.1d 

Niphal : Hiphil 23.6.3 

Niphal : Hithpael 23.6.4 

Niphal : Piel 23.6.2 

Piel and others 24.6 

Piel : Qal 24.3d 

Pual and others 25.5 

Qal : Niphal 23.2.1b, 23.6.1 

stems 2.2.2b, 3.3.5e, 5.1b, 20.1a, 20.3, 21, 21n5; see also stem in question 

(= Qal, etc.) 21.1a, glossary 

(= root) 21n1 

derived see derived stems 

minor 21.2.3 

Stoics 4.2.2d 
structuralism 3.3.5 
structure, deep : surface 3.5c 
style 11.2d, 11n6, 13n9 
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subject 4.3, 4.4, 4.8, 8.3, 9.1a; see also clauses 

compound 4.4.1b 

indefinite 4.4.2 

subjectivity 31.1.1e, 31.1.1g 
subjunctive 20.2f, 31.1.1, 31.4a 
subordinate 38; see also clauses, subordinate 
subordinates’ speech 3.4f 

subordinating conjunctions see conjunction 
subservience 3.3b 
substance (philosophical sense) 12.2b, 29.5e, 29.5h, 31.6.2a, glossary 
substantive 4.2.2, 4.4.1, 5.2h, glossary 
Sudanic languages 6.3.1f 
suffix 5.1b, 5.7a, glossary; see also pronouns, personal 
suffix conjugation 29.1, 29.3k, 30, glossary 

energic forms 31n64 

paragogic forms 31n49 

qatal 29.1 

stative verbs 30.5.3 

weqatal 29.1 

weqatálti 29.1h 

weqataltí 29.1h 

with hyh 32.2.6c 

with infinitive absolute 35.3.1b, 35.5.2 

with time adverbials 32.2.6b 

with waw 32 

with waw-copulative 32.3 

with waw-relative 32.1–2, 38.2b 

suffix conjugation, uses 

complex 30.5.1b 

definite 30.5.1b 

fientive 30.5.1 
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future sense 31.6.2b 

ingressive 30.5.1b 

perfect 30.5.2, 37.7.1e 

perfective 

accidental 30.5.1e 

adjectival 30.5.3c 

constative 30.1d, 30.2.1b, 30.2.1c, 30.2.3, 30.5.1b, 30.5.3b 

customary 30.4 

durative 30.5.3c 

epistolary 30.5.1d 

gnomic 30.4, 30.5.1c, 30.5.3c, 31.1.1e, 31.3e 

indefinite 30.5.1b 

ingressive 30.2.1b, 30.2.3, 30.5.3b, 30.5.3c 

instantaneous 30.5.1d, 31.1.1e, 31.3d 

of resolve 30.4, 30.5.1d 

performative 30.5.1d 

persistent 30.5.1c, 30.5.1e, 31.3b 

precative 30.5.4c 

proverbial 30.5.1c 

recent 30.5.1b 

stative 31.3c 

telic 30.5.1b, 30.5.3b, 31.1.1e 

preterite 30.5.1b, 31.1.1e; see also 

preterite 

volitional uses 34.1d 

waw-relative 

after prefix forms 32.2.1 
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after suffix forms 32.2.3 

after verbless clauses 32.2.4 

after volitional forms 32.2.2 

apodosis 32.2.1b, 32.2.3b 

casus-pendens 32.2.1e 

consequential 32.2.1e–d, 32.2.3 

customary 32.2.3e 

epexegetical 32.2.3 

with infinitive absolute 32.2.5d 

with infinitive construct 32.2.5c 

with participle 32.2.5a–b 

Sumerian 1.2c, 21n20 

ENWS source 1.3.1b 

superlative 9n33, 11.2.11e, 13.5.2d, 14.3.3b, 14.5 
Swahili 6.3.1f 
Symmachus 1.5.3f, 1.5.4b 
synagogue scroll 38.1c 

synchronism 17.5b 
synchrony 1.4, 3.4 
syncope 3.3.1, 33.1.2, glossary 
syndesmos 4.2.2d 
synesthesia 40n41 
synonymy 5.6d 
synoptic texts 1.4.1f, 1.5.2e, 31.1.1d, 35n57, 38.1h, glossary 
syntagms 3.2.1, 3.3.3, 3.5, glossary 
syntax 3.3, 3.3.4, 37.2a 

synthetic (judgment) 24n12 
Syriac 1.2b; see also Aramaic and Peshitta 

and Hebrew 2.4–5 

demonstrative 17n2 

stems 21.1c 

taboo vocabulary 26n1 
tagmeme 3n19 
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Talmuds 1.3.3c, 1.6.4c, 2n3 

and grammar 2.1b 

quoted 1.6.3h 

Tamim, Dunash ibn 2.4a 
tannaim 1.5.4a 
Targums 1.5.4b, 14n27 
tD (stem) 26.1 

telic glossary 
Tell el-Amrna see Amarna 
Temple Scroll (Qumran) 37n27 
tempora 29.3f, glossary 
temporal particles 18.1d, 18.1f, 18.4 
tempus instans 36.2.3g 
tense 20.2c, 20.2d, 20.2e, 20.2g, 29.2, 32.1.3d, glossary 
tertium quid 11.2.9 
tetragrammaton 1.5.3e 

text, biblical 1.5, 1n44; see also biblical text and corruption 
text (used here) 

Cairo Geniza 23.6.1d 

emendation 9.8c, 19.5d, 25.4b, 27.3b, 38n28, 39.2.6c 

Masoretic manuscripts 19.3c, 35.3.1f, 39.3.2a 

Peshitta 9.8c, 39.2.6c 

Qumran 39.3.5e 

Samaritan Pentateuch 9.8c, 10n32, 11.2.6c, 15n23, 17n22, 22n32, 31n49, 33.2.3a, 33.3.2a, 
35n57 

Septuagint 1.6.3k, 9.8c, 14n4, 17.4.2e, 19.1a, 25n5, 39.2.6c 

versions 11n59 

Vulgate 1.6.3k, 9.8c 

text grammar 38n10; see also discourse analysis 
text types 1.5.3 
textual criticism 1.5.3 
textual problems 13.6b 
Theodotion 1.5.3f, 1.5.4b 
theology 1.5.3e, 32.2.3d; see also heresy 

and definiteness 13.4b 
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and grammar 2.3.2, 8.4.2g 

and number 7.4.3b 

Tiberian see Masoretes 
Tiberias 2.1e 
Tigrinya see Ethiopic 
time 19.3b, 19.6a; see also nouns, semantics of, time 

expressions of 17.4.2b, 17.5b 

relations 20.1d, 20.2h 

time reference 30.4; see also tense 
t-infix stems 21n34 
titles see nouns, semantics of, titles 
titling 11n82, 17n18, 40n3 
titling 11n82, 17n18, 40n3 

toleration 27.5c 
tolerative 20.2n; see also double-status action  
topic 4.3, 8.4.1b 
topic-comment construction 4.7, glossary; see also nominative absolute 
Torah see Pentateuch 
Tosefta 1.3.3c 
touring 36.2.3d 
transitivity 10.1b, 10.2.1, 10.2.3a, 10.3.2, 10.4, 11.4.1, 20.1d, 20.2k, 20.21, 20.2o, 22.2.1d, 22.2.3, 22.4a, glossary 

and voice 21.1.2e 

translation 3.3.4e, 3.5e, 9.4c, 10n7, 11n125, 12.1g, 13.5a, 29.1f, 29.2, 29n22, 30.3b, 30.5.3, 39.3.1d, 39.3.4b, 40n4 
triconsonantal root glossary 

triptote 8.1c 
trisagion 12n15 
trivia 2.2.3a 
Turkish 

case 8.1 

gender 6.3.1b 

phonology 3.3.1 

Tyndale, William 13n2 
type of action see Aktionsart 
typology 1.4.2c, 3.3.5 
Tyre 1.3.2b 

Udall, John 2.3.2b 
Ugaritic 1.3.1e, 1n10, 1n15, 9n43, 29n62, 39.2.6c
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case 8.1c 

dual 7n9 

enclitic mem 9n43 

energic forms 31.7 

he locale 8.2d 

history of 1.3.2a 

indefinite pronoun 18n3, 18n5 

infinitive absolute 35.2.1, 35.3.1a, 35n25 

morphology 7.4.3f, 10.5a, 17n4 

numerals 15n11, 15n15, 22n9 

particles 38n19, 39.2.6c, 39n1-2, 39n31, 40n48 

phonology 1.5.2f, 17n4 

prepositions 11.1.3, 11n2, 11n4, 11n5, 11n37, 11n61, 11n80, 11n96, 11n109, 11n116, 11n117, 
11n126, 11n133 

pronouns 10n1, 16.2a, 16n3, 16n12, 16n14, 17n4, 19n19 

questions 40n48 

stems 21.2.3d, 21n34, 22.6, 26n1, 26n2 

verbs 22n17, 29.3e, 29.4e, 29.4h, 29n73, 30.5.4c, 31.1.1, 34n16, 38n17 

verse 1.4.2d 

vocabularly 

Àt_r 17n2 

p ('and') 32n9 

p ('mouth') 5n1 

spsg 1n73 

ytn 22n19 

understanding 3.5 
universal (philosophical) 12.2b 

universals of language 3.3.5 
"universal tense" 29.3 
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Urartian 21n20 
urban speech 3.4f 
Urdu see Hindi-Urdu 
vagueness glossary 
valence 10.2.1, glossary 
variation, linguistic 1.4.1, 3.3.1, 3.4 
velars see phonology 
verba dicendi see verbs, semantics of, verbs of speaking 
verbal noun glossay; see infinitive 
verbal system, development of 22.2.2c, 22.2.3e, 23.2.2c, 24.1g, 26.1.3, 26.3a 

verbs 4.2.2 

and preposition phrases 11.1.3 

existential 32.2.6c 

fientive 30.1, 30.2.3, 33.3.1b, 37.1b, 37.1e 

finite 4.5b 

forms 20.1, 20.3 

neutral 22.2.1a 

root idea 35.3.1c, 35.3.1i 

stative 14.1c, 14.4c, 14.4d, 14.4f, 14.5d, 30.1, 30.2.3, 31.2b, 33.3.1b, 37.1b, 37.1e, 39.3.4g 

verbs, semantics of 

existential 32.2.6c 

root idea 35.3.1c, 35.3.1i 

verbs of: 

appointment 10.2.3c 

biting 24.3.3c, 24n37 

building 25.3d 

characteristics 22.4 

circumstance 22.4 

combat 23.4e 

commanding 36.2.3d 

crafts 25.3d 
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creation 10.2.3c 

crying 11n37, 14.4c 

dealing 11.2.4 

doing 33.2.2b 

emotion 11.2.5f, 11.2.13c, 22.2.3b, 22.4, 23.3c 

expectation 24.2b, 24.5 

extending 11.2.5f 

fastening 11.2.5 

fearing 11.2.11d 

filling 10.2.1h, 11.2.5f 

giving 10.2.3b, 11.2.10d 

hoping 24.5b, 24n39 

hostile action 23.4e 

joint action 23.4e 

judicial procedure 23.4e 

knowing 4.4.1b 

listening 11.2.10d 

making 11.2.4, 11.2.10d 

mental activity 4.4.1b 

mental state 22.2.3b, 30.5.3 

motion 9.5.2f, 11.2.7, 11.2.10d, 11.2.13b, 11.2.14c, 11.4.3d, 11n19, 27.2b, 34.5.1a, 
35.3.2e, 37.3c 

naming 10.2.3c; see also names 

perception 22.2.3b 

physical effort 24.2b, 24.5 

planting 10.2.3d 

qualities 22.4 
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reaching 11.2.5f 

ruling 11.2.5f 

seeing 11.2.5f 

speaking 10.2.3b, 11.2.4, 11.2.5f, 11.2.10d, 11.2.10g, 11.2.13g, 30.5.1d, 33.2.2b, 33.2.2d 

striking 11.2.5f 

telling 4.4.1b 

touching 11.2.5f 

vocal expression 10.2.1g, 24.2b, 24.5 

wanting 10.2.1h 

wearing 10.2.1h, 10.2.3e 

verse glossary 

acrostic 16n34 

adverbs 39.3.2a, 39n91 

alliteration 13.6b 

archaic 1.1a, 1.4.2d, 19.2c 

article 7.2.2a, 13.7, 14n30 

as conservative 3.4c 

assonance 13.6b 

conjunctions 39.2.4, 39n4 

construct chains 9.3d 

dating 1.4.1b, 1.4.2d 

demonstratives 17.4.3d, 17n20 

diversity 1.4.1j 

divine titles 37n28 

enclitic mem 9.8 

gapping 31n31 

gender 6.4.3a, 6n39 
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genitive syntax 9n39 

Hithpael 26n8 

jussive 34.3d 

morphology 7.4b, 8.2e 

negation 34n6, 39n58 

particle 10.1 

phonology 5.8c 

prepositions 11.1.2d, 11.4.2b 

relative pronouns 19.2b, 19.2d, 19.2g, 19n5 

stems 26.3b 

verbs 23.4, 29.4i, 29.5, 31.1.1g–h, 31.3b, 31.3e, 31.7.1b, 31n47, 33.1.2, 33.2.1, 34.2.1a, 35.5.2d, 
36.3.2, 37.3c, 37n30, 37n44 

verse divisions 38.1c 

verset glossary 

vetitive 34n6, glossary 

Vetus Latina 1n78 

Victorine school see Hugh of St. Victor 

vocalization see phonology 

vocative 4.7, 8.3a, 8.3d, 8n3, 8n11, 9.1a, 11n96, 19.4b, 40.2.4, glossary; 

see also emphatic particle, lamed 

and article 13.5.2 

with my 18.2e 

voice 20.1d, 20.2j, 20.2o, 21.2.1c, 21.2.2, 22.2.1, glossary; see also passive 
volitional uses 31.1.2, 31.5, 31.7.1b, 32.2.2, 33.4, 34, 35.3.1b, 39.2.2, 39.2.5b 
voluntaria (verbs) 22.2.1a 
vowel letters see matres lectionis 

vowels see phonology 
vulgarity 1.5.3e 
Vulgate 1.5.3f, 1.5.4b, 1.6.3k, 9.8c; see also text 
waw (conjunction) 8.3b, 29.2c, 29.3g, 38.1a, 38.1f–h, 39
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adversative 8.3b 

apodosis 32.1.2, 32.2.1, 32n23 

ÀatiÒdiÒ 29.2b 

clausal 39.2.1 

conjunctive-sequential 39.2.2 

consecutive 29.3g, 32.1.1a, 32.1.3e 

consequential 29.5c 

conservative 29.4a 

conversive 29.2b, 29.3g, 32.1.1a, 32.1.3e 

copulative 32.1.1 

disjunctive 8.3b, 30.5.2b, 39.2.3 

emphatic 39.2.1b 

epexegetical 39.2.4 

explicative 39.2.1b 

hasësëaÒruÖt 29.2b 

h/ibbÛr 29.2b 

h/ippÛk 29.2b 

inductive 29.2h 

interclausal 38.1f–h 

intersentential 38.1f–h 

macrosyntactic 38.1f–h 

phrasal 39.2.1 

relative 29.3g, 29.5g, 31.1.1, 32.1.1, 33.1.2, 34.5.3b, 35.5.2c, 39.2.1d, 40.2.1c 

resultative 29.2f 

waw compaginis 8.2e 
weak roots see roots, weak 
weights 11n15 
Whorf, B. L. 3n38 
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wishes 34.4b; see also exclamations 
woes see exclamations 
word 4.1–2 
word classes 4.2 
word dividers 1.6.2f 
word order 8.3, 8.4, 9.1c, 10.1c, 14.3.1, 38n13, 39n38, glossary 

infinitive absolute 35.3.1d 

word spacing 1.6.2f 
word types 3.2.2 
worship 39n67 
writting systems 1n55 

Yemenite reading tradition see Hebrew Bible 
Yiddish, article 13n1 
Yiphil 21n8, 21n27 
yiqtol conjugation see prefix conjugation 
Yoruba, verbs 29n33 
yqtl conjugation see prefix conjugation 
Zechariah 

pronouns 16n12 

verbs 32.1.1d, 33.1.1c, 35.5.2b 

Zechariah ben ha-Kazzav 1.5.4a 
zero-marked see markedness 
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Index of Authorities 
Aartun, K. 188n2, 637n19, 647n1, 648nn1-2, 655n26, 656n31, 657n36, 658n41, 659n48, 697, 710 
Achtemeier, E. 108n44, 706 
Ackroyd, P. R. 15n43, 706 
Adams, L. L. 14, 14n38, 706 
Adams, W. J., Jr. 14, 14n38, 706 
Adelung, J. C. 97, 97n12 
Aiken, D. P. 465n57 
Albrecht, K. 95n1, 177n29, 697, 706 
Albrekston, B. 21n26, 706 
Albright, W. F. 13n37, 17, 17n47, 17n49, 522n5, 706, 710 
Allegro, J. M. 313n20, 332n9, 336n19, 337n21, 337n24, 338n26, 697 
Alonso-Schökel, L. 675n4, 697 
Althann, R. 210n84, 697 
Altman, A. 710 
Andersen, F. I. 24n70, 52n19, 76n13, 78, 78n16, 78nn18-19, 130, 130n12, 131n14, 135n22, 140, 140n8, 140n11, 
162n1, 178n34, 250n23, 266n23, 312n18, 332n5, 356n20, 360n26, 648n2, 695, 697, 700, 703, 704, 705, 712 
Archer, G. L., Jr. 696 
Aristar, A. M. R. 566n4, 712 
Aronoff, M. 633n9, 703 
Aronson, R. see R. A. Berman 
Avigad, N. 107n42, 706 
Avishur, Y. 8n18, 199n38, 697, 706 
Baker, D. W. 54n22, 198n31, 552, 552n13, 649n5, 653n18, 697, 700, 705 
Balmes, A. de 37 
Bar-Asher, M. 708 
Barnes, O. L. 406n25, 700 
Barr, J. 4n2, 21n65, 23n69, 26nn73-75, 27n77, 28n79, 30n90, 31n1, 38n30, 39n35, 39n37, 40, 40nn38-39, 
40n41, 41, 41nn42-44, 42n45, 42n47, 43nn53-55, 47n8, 54n23, 99, 99n22, 125n1, 199n38, 200, 200n42, 
200n44, 201n46, 215n102, 302n45, 661n59, 697, 698, 699, 703, 706, 709 
Bartelmus, R. 346n7, 477n96, 523n11, 700 
Barth, J. 35, 91, 91n23, 467n65, 713 
Barthélemy, D. 19n57, 20, 30n89, 706 
Barthes, R. 45n3 
Bauer, H. 456n3, 457n11, 466, 466n60, 467–68, 470, 471, 472, 473, 497, 545, 567n9, 700 
Bauer, H., and P. Leander [BL] 42, 42n50, 84n2, 127n6, 332n3, 339n32, 351n4, 364, 364n7, 374n26, 376n38, 
378, 379n3, 380n7, 396n3, 397, 397n6, 581n4, 589n35, 599n2, 614n10, 599n2, 618n29, 695, 712 
Baumgartner, W. 57, 695, 696 
Bayly, C. 459 
Bean, A. F. 428, 428nn15-16, 429, 429nn19-22, 700 
Beekman, J. 48, 48n13, 143n17, 706 
Beeston, A. F. L. 130n12, 713 
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Begrich, G. 135n23 
Bekkum, W. J. Van 600n8, 709 
Ben-Asher, M. 106, 106n39, 441n20, 697, 700 
Bender, M. L. 5n3, 713 
Ben-Hayyim, Z. 4n1, 703 
Benveniste, E. 45, 45n2, 715 
Bergsträsser, G. 5n3, 6n7, 28, 42, 42n46, 87n12, 126n4, 237n4, 255n1, 292n11, 352n7, 353n14, 378n1, 424n1, 
480n2, 581, 581n3, 629n52, 713 
———. [GB] 42, 42n51, 363n2, 369n18, 370n20, 373nn24-25, 374n26, 379, 379n4, 392n31, 392n33, 396n2, 407, 
407n33, 467, 467n61, 472, 480n3, 497, 501, 501n13, 507n27, 513n35, 514n40, 523, 523n12, 526n23, 554n18, 
557, 557n20, 582n13, 583n16, 591n44, 599n2, 602n13, 602n15, 603n17, 628n50, 695, 696 
Berlin, A. 59n35, 706 
Berman, R. A. 10n28, 353n11, 376n40, 709 
Beyer, K. 84n2, 418n1, 656n31, 695, 712 
Birkeland, H. 703 
Birnbaum, S. A. 703 
Blake, F. R. 459, 459n24, 467, 467n63, 483n7, 544n1, 589n35, 700 
Blass, F. 137n1, 715 
Blau, J. 5n4, 96n3, 177n29, 360n26, 360n34, 399n15, 568n12, 575n23, 656n31, 662nn64-65, 662n67, 674n2, 
675n4, 695, 697, 700, 703, 706, 709 
Bloch, A. 468n67, 700 
Bloom, H. 570n14 
Bloomfield, L. 715 
Bloomfield, M. 58n31, 78, 78n20, 715 
Boadt, L. 452n6, 705 
Bobzin, H. 523 
Bodine, W. R. 707 
Boer, P. de 210n86, 697 
Bogaert, M. 168n13, 697 
Boling, R. G. 59n36, 251n24, 705 
Bolozky, S. 353n11, 709 
Böttcher, F. 35, 374n26, 463, 494, 695 
Botterweck, G. J. 695 
Boyarin, D. 179n34, 712 
Boyle, A. M. L. 428n14, 700 
Bravmann, M. M. 567n9, 713 
Brenner, A. 57n30, 85n5, 89n20, 699 
Briggs, C. A. 41, 695 
Brockelmann, C. 25n71, 28, 42, 42n46, 96n2, 98, 98n18, 102, 102n31, 104n37, 173n20, 215n102, 232n14, 
292n11, 316n1, 321n12, 327n23, 351n4, 353, 353n10, 360, 360n29, 363nn1-2, 364, 365n8, 367n15, 380n7, 391, 
391n30, 396n2, 457, 461n29, 464, 464n49, 465n53, 466, 466n58, 466n60, 467n64, 467n67, 471, 497, 501n12, 
503, 503n21, 514, 514n42, 581n5, 581n9, 582n11, 589n36, 593n49, 599n2, 624n42, 695, 713 
Brongers, H. A. 639n25, 652, 652nn16-17, 667n85, 684n48, 697 
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Brovender, C. 709 
Brønno, E. 703 
Brown, F. 41, 695 
Brown, M. L. 684n48, 697 
Brown, R. E. 206n64, 715 
Browning, R. 36n19 
Brugmann, K. 97n12, 100, 100n25, 715 
Buccellati, G. 461n29, 480n2, 713 
Buhl, F. 41, 696 
Butler, C. 48n14, 715 
Buttenwieser, M. 494, 494nn21-22, 494n25, 705 
Buxtorf, J. 459 
Caird, G. B. 84, 85n3, 143n14, 228n4, 649, 649n7, 653n19, 699 
Callow, J. 48, 48n13, 143n17, 706 
Carmi, T. 10n26, 34n10, 709 
Carmignac, J. 210n84, 580n2, 661n61, 709 
Carroll, L. 142, 143n14 
Childs, B. S. 11n30, 707 
Chomsky, N. 47, 61–62 
Chomsky, W. 4n1, 31nn1-2, 33n6, 34n10, 34n12, 34n14, 35, 35nn15–16, 36n21, 38, 38n29, 224n128, 359n25, 
374n26, 424n2, 429n18, 459n19, 520nl, 696, 697, 709 
Christian, V. 397n5, 713 
Claassen, W. T. 399n15, 433n2, 439n14, 638n24, 697, 700 
Clark, E. V. 10n28, 709 
Clarke, E. G. 713 
Clifford, R. J. 682n34, 705 
Clines, D. J. A. 145n19, 150n29, 707 
Coats, G. W. 322, 322nn14-15, 326nn20-21. 707 
Coffin, E. A. 35n15, 709 
Cohen, H. R. 699 
Cohen, J. M. 707 
Cohen, M. B. 78n17, 465n53, 703, 713 
Cole, P. 709 
Collins, C. J. 423n14 
Collins, T. 199n37, 707 
Comrie, B. 56n26, 178n34, 346nn7-8, 347n10, 348n12, 365, 365n11, 458n12, 458nn15-16, 459n23, 473n85, 
475–76, 475n90, 475n93, 476nn94-95, 479n1, 480n2, 481n4, 482, 482n5, 483, 483nn6-7, 485, 485n9, 487n13, 
492, 493n19, 502, 502n17, 503n18, 715 
Cowley, A. E. see W. Gesenius, E. Kautzsch, and A. E. Cowley 
Craigie, P. 190n8, 655n27, 705 
Crenshaw, J. L. 321n13, 699 
Crim, K. R. 645n37, 707 
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Cross, F. M. 15n43, 16n45, 17n50, 21n62, 24, 24n70, 159n46, 337n23, 703, 705, 707, 709 
Crystal, D. 45n1, 715 
Curtius, G. 464 
Dahood, M. 140n8, 159n45, 160n49, 162n1, 190n8, 223n124, 291n9, 302n45, 326n22, 360n27, 495n27, 655n26, 
697, 699, 700, 705 
Daniels, P. T. 42n46, 42n52, 89n18, 108n44, 348n14, 352n7, 699 
Davidson, A. B. 268, 338, 339n28, 552n13, 553n15, 554, 554n19, 561n22, 613, 613n5, 621n38, 622n39, 624n43, 
656n31, 656nn33-34, 681n32, 696 
Davies, G. I. 360n34, 699 
Debrunner, A. 137n1, 715 
Degen, R. 399n15, 707 
DeVries, S. J. 246n16, 310nn13-15, 313, 313n23, 314nn24-30, 707 
Diakonoff, I. M. 351n4, 353n12, 713 
Dietrich, M. 26n73, 188n2, 317n5, 710, 711 
Dijk, H. Van 497n2, 700 
Di Lella, A. 709 
Dillmann, A. 353n14, 713 
Dion, P. E. 177n28, 708, 709 
Dobrusin, D. L. 497n2, 711 
Dombrowski, B. 427, 427n10, 700 
Donner, H. 712 
Dotan, A. 712 
Douglas, J. D. 707 
Driver, G. R. 367, 367n13, 367n16, 457n11, 461n29, 467, 467n62, 475n89, 545, 596n60, 649, 653n19, 700 
Driver, S. R. 41, 170n14, 184n43, 464, 464n48, 465, 465nn50-53, 465n55, 466, 467n62, 487n12, 488nn14-15, 
494, 494n24, 498n5, 501, 501n13, 503, 503n19, 504n22, 520, 520n2, 521n3, 523, 523n12, 524, 524n15, 525, 
525nn18-19, 526n24, 530, 530n27, 533n33, 535, 535n36, 544n2, 545, 547, 547n7, 550n10, 551n11, 552, 
552n13, 570, 570nn14-15, 576, 576n27, 613, 613n6, 695, 700, 705 
Duke, R. K. 526n24, 705 
Duran, P. 32, 37, 353 
Earon, J. H. 390n26, 700 
Ebeling, E. 711 
Eissfeldt, O. 124n17, 699 
Eitan, I. 360, 360n32, 700 
Elgin, S. H. 715 
Ellenbogen, M. 58n34, 699 
Elliger, K. 22n68 
Elson, B. 52n19, 715 
Emerton, J. A. 360, 360n34, 361n35, 699 
Engler, R. 43n56 
Evans, C. F. 15n43, 706 
Ewald, H. 457, 461, 463–66, 463nn37-38, 465n50, 469, 475n93, 477, 494, 545, 589n36, 696 
Eytan, E. 709 
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Ezra, Abraham ibn 36, 36n19, 633 
Faber, A. 703 
Farrar, F. W. 98n14, 715 
Feldman, B. 461n31, 715 
Fensham, F. C. 462n36, 464n48, 470n75, 475n88, 499, 499n11, 501, 501n16, 700 
Fenton, T. L. 365n9, 367, 367n14, 468n67, 483n7, 571n16, 700, 711 
Finley, T. J. 477n96, 544n2, 546, 546n6, 561n21, 700 
Fishbane, M. 19n55, 131n16, 177n30, 203n50, 654n22, 670n95, 707 
Fisher, W. 468n70, 713 
Fitzgerald, A. 93n32, 153n32, 699, 700, 703 
Fitzmyer, J. A. 5n5, 231n10, 712 
Fleisch, H. 54n23, 465n53, 713 
Floyd, E. D. 90n22, 715 
Follis, E. R. 707 
Forbes, A. D. 24n70, 162n1, 250n23, 332n5, 697, 707 
Fox, M. V. 10n25, 705 
Frajzyngier, Z. 713 
Frantz, D. G. 48n12, 715 
Freedman, D. N. 17n50, 24, 24n70, 93n30, 140, 140n7, 140n12, 156n38, 159nn45-46, 162n1, 250n23, 266n23, 
697, 699, 703, 705, 707, 708 
Freilich, D. 711 
Friedman, J. 38n28, 709 
Friedrich, J. 712 
Friedrich, P. 57n29, 141n13, 715 
Fronzaroli, P. 713 
Frye, R. M. 108n44, 707 
Gai, A. 593n48, 700, 709 
Garbini, G. 697 
Garr, W. R. 8, 8n20, 9n20, 84n2, 703, 712 
Gaster, T. H. 10n23, 709 
Gaynor, F. 45n1, 716 
Gelb, I. J. 19n55, 715 
Gell, P. 458n12, 460 
Gerleman, G. 12, 12n32, 707 
Gesenius, W. [see also G. Bergsträsser for GB] 41, 42, 57, 98, 459, 463n38, 545, 696 
Gesenius, W., E. Kautzsch, and A. E. Cowley [GKC] 98, 109nn48-49, 110n50, 127n7, 137n3, 140n7, 158n41, 
171n18, 177n29, 196n24, 208n74, 221nn120-21, 223n124, 224n130, 291n8, 339n31,351nn1-2, 352n5, 360n28, 
360n31, 361n35, 363n1, 376n40, 380n8, 396n2, 397, 397n4, 419n2, 433n1, 435n5, 440n18, 461n28, 494n24, 
511n32, 516n49, 516n51, 516n53, 516n58, 517nn63-65, 518n68, 565n3, 567nn6-8, 568n11, 584n21, 585n26, 
589n36, 599n2, 613n3, 614n8, 614nn11-12, 615n14, 616n24, 619n32, 620n35, 628n51, 656n32, 661n59, 
661n61, 681n32, 684n43, 696 
Gevirtz, S. 90–92, 90n22, 91n24, 92n27, 697, 711 
Gibson, J. C. L. 5n5, 8nn17-18, 703, 712 
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Gill, D. 697 
Ginsberg, H. L. 26n73, 374n26, 494, 494n23, 700, 711 
Ginsburg, C. D. 19n55, 703 
Givón, T. 331n1, 709 
Glass, J. T. 7n12, 711 
Glinert, L. H. 188n3, 645n36, 666n84, 697 
Goddard, B. L. 581n8, 584n22, 585n25, 589n34, 589n37, 591n43, 592n46, 595n55, 700 
Godel, R. 46n5, 715 
Goetz, A. 354, 354n17, 396–99, 397n7, 415, 428, 700, 703 
Goldbaum, F. J. 670n98, 697 
Goldenberg, E. 709 
Gordis, R. 665n81, 697, 707 
Gordon, A. 625n44, 700 
Gordon, C. H. [including UT] 6nn8-9, 7n15, 13, 13n36, 127n7, 159n45, 162n1, 185n44, 188n2, 189n5, 190n8, 
198n33, 209n80, 222n123, 273n4, 290n3, 291n6, 292n12, 307n10, 317n5, 351n4, 360n34, 370n19, 424nl, 
463n41, 469n71, 494n22, 515n47, 522n9, 584n19, 599n3, 648n2, 697, 707, 711, 713 
Goshen-Gottstein, M. H. 22n67, 38n28, 39n36, 43n53, 131n16, 331n1, 351n3, 353, 353n10, 353n12, 353n14, 
354n16, 359n25, 635n14, 648n1, 700, 705, 706, 709, 713 
Gottlieb, H. 517n63, 697 
Gottwald, N. K. 11n30, 281n21, 707 
Goulder, M. D. 203n50, 705 
Greenbaum, S. 716 
Greenberg, J. H. 45n1, 56, 56nn26-27, 57n30, 58n31, 58n33, 61n38, 83n1, 713, 715 
Greenberg, M. 151n31, 271n30, 353–55, 353n14, 397n3, 475n91, 613, 614n7, 679n22, 696, 697, 705 
Greenfield, J. C. 220n117, 567n9, 697, 700 
Greenslade, S. L. 38n31, 236n2, 709 
Greenspahn, F. 36n19, 709 
Greenstein, E. L. 31n1, 38n28, 59n35, 93n30, 470n73, 514n38, 517n63, 700, 703, 707, 709 
Gregeresen, E. A. 101n27, 715 
Greive, H. 39n36, 709 
Grimme, H. 545 
Gröndahl, F. 711 
Gross, W. 76n13, 131n15, 163n4, 470n75, 498, 498n8, 546, 546n6, 657n38, 684n45, 700, 707 
Grossberg, D. 87n13, 707 
Gruntfest, J. 38n30, 709 
Guenter, A. R. 14n37, 707 
Gunkel, H. 472 
Hackett, J. 8nn19-20, 332n2, 712 
Hailperin, H. 39n33, 709 
Ha-Levi, Japheth 458 
Hall, B. 38nn31-32, 39nn36-37, 40n38 
Halliday, M. A. K. 46, 61, 61n37, 78n16, 343, 343nn1-2, 344n3, 715 
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Hammershaimb, E. 581, 581n7, 582n14, 584n20, 585n25, 595nn56-57, 595n59, 596n60, 700 
Ha-Nagid, Samuel 35, 36 
Harper, W. R. 696 
Harris, R. L. 696 
Harris, Z. S. 8n18, 260n11, 580n2, 703, 712 
Hartman L. F. 191n11 
Hartmann, M. 360n34 
Haugen, E. 58n31, 715 
Haupt, P. 363n1, 467n66, 713 
Hayyuj, Y. 34–36 
Held, M. 379n4, 470n75, 498, 498n4, 501, 684n48, 701, 707 
Herber, J. G. von 97, 97n12, 458n16, 461, 462, 463 
Herdner, A, 711 
Hetzron, R. 277n10, 279n14, 469n73, 712, 713 
Higgins, A. J. B. 707 
Hill, A. E. 14n40, 705 
Hillers, D. R. 77n15, 402–3, 402n24, 438n14, 489n17, 682n33, 697, 699, 701, 705 
Hjelmslev, L. 45, 45n3, 715 
Hoberman, R. D. 179n34, 276n9, 712 
Hockett, C. F. 101, 101n28, 715 
Hodge, C. 5n3, 349n15, 714 
Hoecke, W. Van 716 
Hoffer, V. 696 
Hoftijer, J. 8n19, 125n1, 130n12, 178n32, 185n46, 462n36, 475n88, 516–17, 516n48, 516nn50-51, 516nn54-59, 
517nn60-62, 522n9, 635n15, 697, 701, 707, 712 
Holladay, W. L. 211n91, 249n22, 302n46, 327n27, 359, 359n23, 404n26, 410n38, 443n28, 485n10, 518n67, 
576n27, 641n28, 670n98, 679n22, 683n40, 683n42, 696, 705 
Holtz, B. W. 31n1, 709 
Hospers, J. H. 51n18, 54n23, 58n32, 707, 714 
Householder, F. W. 715 
Huehnergard. J. 7n14, 119n11, 127n5, 211nn92-93, 211nn95-96, 368n17, 424n2, 470n73, 480n2, 517n63, 
566n4, 637n22, 638n23, 701, 711, 712, 714 
Huesman, J. 520n2, 581n9, 593n49, 595n56, 701 
Huffmon, H. B. 711 
Hughes, J. A. 215n102, 457, 462, 462n36, 469n72, 485n11, 701 
Hughes, S. F. D. 62n40, 715 
Humboldt, W. von 47 
Hummel, H. D. 159n45, 698 
Hurvitz, A. 12n31, 14n40, 705, 707 
Hymes, D. 58n31 
Ibrahim, M. H. 95n1, 96n4, 97n9, 97n11, 98, 98nn13-15, 98n19, 99nn20-21, 100nn24-25, 101n28, 102n34, 
103n35, 104n36, 109nn46-47, 715 
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Irsigler, H. 66n2, 696 
Isbell, C. D. 93n30, 703 
Izre’el, S. 698 
Jackson, J. J. 190n8 
Jackson, K. P. 580n2, 712 
Jagersma, H. 566n5, 705 
Jahn, J. 545 
Jakobson, R. 46n5, 100n26, 397n8, 474n86, 476n96, 715 
Janah, Jonah ibn 35, 36, 37 
Janssens, G. 96n2, 714 
Janzen, J. G. 135, 135n21, 135n24, 665n81, 705 
Janzen, W. 681n32, 699 
Jean, C. -F. 522n9, 712 
Jellicoe, S. 706 
Jenni, E. 400n17, 401n21, 418, 419n2, 420n6, 421, 421n9, 426n7, 696, 701, 707 
——— [LHS] 192n16, 208n77, 216n106, 379, 379n6, 485n11, 489n16, 489n18, 516n59, 518n68, 523–25, 
523n12, 524n16, 584, 584n18, 585, 585n23, 600n9, 603n22, 604n23, 606n29, 613n4, 637n20, 696 
——— [Das hebräische Pi‘el] 354, 354n17, 396–417, 396n1, 398n11, 399n12, 399n15, 400n16, 400n18, 403n25, 
404nn27-28, 405n29, 407n32, 408n34, 409n35, 410n37, 410n39, 411nn41-43, 412nn44-46, 415n51, 416nn52-
54, 421, 421n10, 428, 433–35, 433n2, 434n4, 435n5–6, 701 
Jesoersen, O. 142, 143n14 
Johnson, B. 28n80, 456n4, 465n57, 521n4, 523, 523n11, 524n14, 525–26, 525n17, 526nn21-22, 541, 541n42, 
701 
Jones, G. L. 38n28, 709 
Jongeling, B. 576n25, 666n82, 669n91, 680n25, 698, 699 
Joüon, P. 98, 98nn16-17, 170n14, 178n32, 244n10, 250n23, 251n25, 256n2, 259n7, 292n13, 308n11, 311n16, 
317n4, 320n9, 332n6, 333n10, 334n11, 339n29, 339n32, 351n2, 360, 360n28, 363n3, 374n26, 380n7, 389, 
389n25, 390n26, 396n2, 425n5, 436n10, 455n2, 477n97, 487n12, 489n18, 503n19, 507n27, 513n36, 522n10, 
523, 523n12, 525n20, 526n23, 564n1, 565n2, 567n6, 571n17, 585, 585n23, 585nn25-26, 589, 589n37, 590n42, 
591n44, 599n2, 603n18, 608n33, 611n39, 623, 623n40, 629, 629n52, 636n17, 638n24, 641n28, 654n20, 
656nn31-32, 657n35, 659nn52-53, 660n58, 662n62, 665n81, 674n1, 679, 679n18-19, 679n21, 679n23, 680nn24-
25, 680n28, 681nn30-32, 684n45, 684n47, 696, 698 
Kahle, P. 21, 28 
Kaiser, B. B. 707 
Katzenstein, H. J. 334n13, 699 
Kaufman, S. A. 9n23, 58n34, 276n9, 703, 706, 712 
Kautzsch, E. see W. Gesenius, E. Kautzsch, and A. E. Cowley 
Kedar, B. 47n8, 699 
Kedar-Kopfstein, B. 85, 85nn4-7, 86–87, 86n10, 614–15, 614n13, 615n15, 615nn18-15, 614n13, 615n15, 
615nn18-20, 619, 619n31, 701 
Keenan, E. L. 62n41 
Keller, C.-A. 51n18, 707 
Khan, G. A. 165n10, 177n26, 179n34, 714 
Kiparsky, P. 593n48, 716 
Kitchen, K. A. 12n32, 17, 17n48, 26n73, 707 
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Kittel, B. P. 696 
Kittel, R. 22n68 
Klein, J. 710 
Knauf, E. A. 22, 22n66, 703 
Knudtzon, J. A. 466n59, 711 
Koehler, L. 57, 696 
König, E. 42, 42n49, 383n11, 465, 545, 615, 615n16, 620, 620n36, 624n43, 696 
Kooij, G. van der 8n19, 712 
Krahmalkov, C. R. 178n31, 529n26, 610n35, 698, 701, 711, 712 
Kress, G. R. 46n6, 61n37, 61n39, 716 
Kropat, A. 178n32, 184n37, 514n43, 593n50, 696 
Krotoff, G. 179n34, 712 
Kugel, J. 652n17, 665n81, 707 
Kuhn, K. G. 709 
Kurylowicz, J. 475n93, 714 
Kustár, P. 464, 464n47, 474, 474n87, 475n88, 498n5, 544, 545n3, 701 
Kustcher, E. Y. 4n1, 374n26, 703, 707, 709, 712, 714 
Kutscher, R. 4n1 
Labrat\, Dunash ben 34 
Labuschangne, C. J. 663n73, 675n5, 698 
Lagarde, P. de 21, 21n61, 706 
Lambdin, T. O. 67, 127n5, 237n4, 317n4, 351n2, 360n34, 363n3, 374n26, 374n28, 379, 379n5, 385, 386n21, 
387n23, 388n24, 396n1, 399n12, 429n18, 436n12, 441, 441n19, 451n5, 464, 464n46, 493, 493n20, 506n25, 
517n63, 523, 523n12, 525, 525n20, 533–34, 533n34, 536n37, 554, 554n17, 571n17, 577n32, 578, 578n35, 614, 
614n9, 616, 617n25, 636, 636n16, 636n18, 638n23, 650, 650nn8-11, 651n14, 652n15, 675n7, 676n12, 684, 
684n43, 696, 698, 701, 703 
Lambert, M. 373n26, 379n4, 391n28, 392–93, 392nn31-32, 393nn34-35, 498n8, 696, 701 
Lampe, G. W. H. 707 
Lande, I. 326n21, 707 
Landes, G. M. 705 
Landsberger, B. 348n14, 466n59 
Langendoen, D. T. 100n24, 716 
Lapide, P. 38n28, 709 
Leander, P. see H. Bauer and P. Leander 
Lee, S. 460–61, 463, 477 
Leech, G. 716 
Leembuis, F. 354n17, 399n15, 714 
Leeuwen, C. van 637n19, 642n30, 643n33, 698 
Lemaire, A. 7n12, 707, 711 
Lenhard, H. 666n82, 698 
Leon, J. M. 9, 37n25 
Levi, J. 696 
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Levin, S. 599n8, 696, 703 
Levine, B. 43n54, 223n15, 402n23, 699 
Lévi-Strauss, C. 56, 716 
Levita, E. 37, 40, 459 
Lisowsky, G. 696 
Loewenstamm, S. 596n60, 701 
Longacre, R. 53, 53n20, 705, 716 
Loprieno, A. 477n96, 520n1, 701, 714 
Loretz, O. 26n73, 188n2, 317n5, 699, 710, 711 
Lund, J. A. 278n12, 712 
Lusted, M. 716 
Luzzato, S. D. 43, 43n54 
Lydall, J. 716 
Lyons, J. 47n10, 61, 62n40, 72, 72n12, 78n21, 97n5, 112n1, 125n2, 163n5, 229n7, 290n1, 346n7, 356n20, 
364n6, 366n12, 383, 384nn12-13, 430n23, 716 
Maag, V. 545, 545n4, 701 
McBride, S. D. 659n49, 705 
McCarter, P. K., Jr. 211n88, 216n104, 281n21, 339n30, 672n106, 705, 706 
McCarthy, D. J. 606n29, 624n41, 625n45, 675n4, 676, 676n11, 678n17, 698 
McCarthy, J. J. 714 
McCarus, E. N. 346n8, 367n16, 714 
Macdonald, J. 178n32, 698, 707 
McFall, L. 31n1, 34, 34n13, 455n1, 456nn3-4, 457, 457nn7-10, 458nn12-14, 458n18, 459, 459nn20-23, 460, 
460nn25-27, 461n30, 461n32, 463, 463nn37-40, 464, 464n42, 464n45, 464n48, 465, 465n54, 465nn56-57, 
466nn59-60, 467n62, 467n66, 475n92, 477n97, 501, 501nn14-15, 504, 504n23, 505n24, 513n37, 544, 544n1, 
552n14, 567n9, 576n29, 701 
Malinowski, B. 61 
Malone, J. L. 632n2, 703, 704 
Mandelkern, S. 696 
Marcus, D. 467n62, 596n60, 701, 711 
Margalit, B. 26n73, 711 
Marrow, S, B. 707 
Martin, M. 18, 18n53, 709 
Martin, W. J. 59n36, 552, 552n13, 680n28, 701, 705, 714 
Martinet, A. 47n11, 64n1, 66n4, 612n1 
Martinez, P. 40 
Mathews, K. A. 19n56, 704 
Matouš, L. 398n10, 715 
Matthiae, P. 6n8, 714 
Mauchline, J. 696 
Mazars, P. 426n8, 429n22, 701 
Meek, T. J. 638n24, 653n19, 701, 707 
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Meillet, A. 58n31 
Mendenhall, G. E. 7n11, 281n21, 705, 711 
Merwe, C. H. J. van der 31n1, 627n49, 701, 709 
Mettinger, T. N. D. 90, 90n21, 399n15, 468n67, 470n74, 477n96, 699, 701 
Meyer, R. 4n1, 42, 42n52, 49n15, 178n32, 190n8, 467n67, 468, 468n67, 469nn72-73, 477n96, 498n6, 584, 
584n20, 599n3, 608n32, 696, 698, 699, 701, 707, 709, 710 
Michaelis, J. D. 41 
Michel, D. 95n1, 113n4, 457, 457n8, 461, 466, 470–74, 470nn74-76, 471nn77-79, 472nn80-83, 473n84, 475, 
476, 497, 499, 499n10, 511, 511n33, 523, 523n11, 546, 546n5, 548–49, 548n8, 549n9, 696, 701 
Michel, W. 326n22, 705 
Milgrom, J. 710 
Miller, C. H. 604n24, 701 
Miller, P. D., Jr. 211n96, 395n38, 530n28, 565nn2-3, 698, 705 
Morag, S. 21n64, 29, 29n86, 30n90, 576n29, 704, 710 
Moran, W. L. 7n10, 127n9, 365n9, 469n71, 480n2, 497n2, 521–22, 522nn5-8, 564n1, 567n8, 568n12, 573, 
573n19, 576, 576n26, 596n60, 707, 710, 711 
Morrow, W. S. 713 
Mosca, P. 621n38 
Moscati, S. 42n46, 89n19, 306n2, 351n4, 353, 363n3, 378n1, 386n22, 464n44, 567n9, 599n2, 714 
Moule, C. F. D. 143n15, 716 
Muilenburg, J. 665n81, 675n4, 698, 708 
Mulder, M. J. 640n27, 666n82, 698 
Müller, H.-P. 356n20, 701 
Münster, S. 40 
Muraoka, T. 130n12, 131n15, 147n23, 163n6, 165n9, 166n11, 177nn29-30, 180, 180n35, 184n37, 208, 208nn74-
76, 291n5, 293n17, 293n20, 294nn21-22, 295n23, 296nn24-25, 297, 297n26, 298nn30-31, 299n33, 299n35, 
300nn37-38, 300n40, 301n41, 301n44, 584n21, 585n25, 593n52, 660n58, 662n63, 663nn72-73, 669n90, 
670n98, 672n103, 675n6, 698, 701, 705, 708, 713 
Murtonen, A. 704 
Nakarai, T. W. 324n17, 696, 699 
Naveh, J. 19n55, 273n3, 704 
Niccacci, A. 135n23, 475n91, 564n1, 635n15, 675n4, 701 
Nida, E. 45n1, 46n7, 47n8, 708, 716 
Nyberg, H. S. 84n2, 350n17, 656n31, 657n39, 696 
Oberhuber, K. 130n12, 705 
O'Connor, M. 17n50, 26n73, 58n34, 59n35, 67n7, 76n13, 90n22, 93n30, 131n15, 137n2, 139n6, 140n12, 
155n36, 157n40, 160n48, 162n2, 178n31, 204n55, 211n96, 222n123, 223n124, 293n18, 339n31, 397n8, 494n22, 
596n60, 607n30, 616n22, 633n9, 644n34, 645n37, 652n17, 668n87, 699, 704, 708, 712, 713 
Ogden, G. S. 475n91, 701 
Olmo Lete, G. del 711 
Olshausen, J. 42, 42n47, 696 
Orlinsky, H. M. 577n31, 577n33, 599nn4-7, 699, 701, 704 
Palmaitis, M. 96n3, 714 
Palmer, F. R. 47n9, 99n23, 716 
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Paper, H. H. 716 
Pardee, D. 7n12, 8n17, 188n2, 189nn4-5, 190n8, 191, 191nn10-12, 192n14, 192n17, 193n19, 196nn24-25, 
197nn28-30, 198n32, 198n34, 199nn36-37, 205n60, 206n61, 206nn63-64, 207n72, 208n73, 211n96, 215n103, 
217nn108-9, 219n116, 220n117, 222n122, 223nn125-26, 224n128, 224n130, 225nn132-35, 346n7, 489nn16-17, 
636n17, 701, 702, 708, 711 
Parfitt, T. V. 10n27, 710 
Pedersen, J. 465n53 
Pei, M. A. 45n1, 716 
Pellicanus, C. 39, 39n37 
Penar, T. 223n124, 705 
Pettinato, G. 6n8, 28n79, 714 
Petuchowski, J. J. 710 
Pickering, W. 53n20, 54, 716 
Pickett, V. B. 52n19, 715 
Pike, K. L. 52n19 
Polotsky, H. J. 497n3 
Polzin, R. 10n25, 12, 12n31, 14, 14nn39-40, 178n32, 184n37, 278n12, 288n31, 333n10, 335n15, 539n39, 
553n16, 576n30, 580n2, 583n17, 593n50, 594n54, 603n22, 708 
Pope, M. H. 655n28, 681n32, 705 
Porten, B. 5n5, 713 
Postal, P. M. 76n14, 716 
Powell, M. A. 279n14, 714 
Priebatch, H. Y. 480n2, 704, 714 
Pritchard, J. 16n46, 708 
Puech, E. 7n13, 704 
Qimh, D. 31n1, 36, 36n20, 39, 359, 429n18, 459, 464, 513, 520, 552 
Qimron, E. 9n23, 93n31, 177n28, 200n42, 278n12, 292nn15-16, 302n46, 391n27, 424n2, 458n17, 526n24, 
544n1, 576nn29-30, 580n2, 604n24, 608n32, 609n34, 610n36, 618n27, 702, 710 
Quirk, R. 612n2, 656nn29-30, 662n64, 683n38, 716 
Quraysh, Yehuda ibn 40 
Rabin, C. 4n1, 12n31, 13, 13n35, 28n79, 36n19, 42n47, 126n4, 352n8, 422n13, 514n38, 680n28, 681n32, 699, 
710, 714 
Rabinowitz, I. 9n21, 37n25, 513, 514n38, 702, 710 
Rainey, A. F. 192n15, 469n71, 469n73, 470n73, 497n3, 498n8, 515n44, 517n63, 518n69, 567n6, 698, 702, 711 
Rashi 39 
Ratner, R. 101n30, 497n2, 699, 702 
Reagan, C. 45n1, 47n11, 48n14, 716 
Reider, A. 585n26, 702 
Rendsburg, G. A. 6n8, 14n40, 159n45, 648n2, 705, 713 
Reuchlin, J. 38, 38n31, 39, 40 
Revell, E. J. 21n64, 29, 29n82, 29nn86-89, 54n21, 463n41, 468n67, 469n73, 520, 521n3, 540, 540n40, 544n2, 
565n3, 576n29, 632n2, 649n6, 650n10, 702, 704 
Richardson, R. D. 461n31, 715 
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Richter, W. [including GAHG] 45n1, 54n24, 57n28, 66n2, 67, 67n8, 68n9, 79n22, 84n2, 125n1, 130n12, 143n17, 
226n1, 236n2, 272n1, 324n17, 346n7, 353n11, 469n73, 635n12, 635n15, 675n4, 683n37, 696, 704, 705 
Ricoeur, P. 48 
Riekert, S. 583n17, 585, 585nn23-24, 585n27, 589n34, 589n36, 589n38, 590n41, 702 
Riemschneider, K. K. 398n10, 714 
Ringgren, H. 695 
Robertson, D. A. 14, 14n41, 15n42, 59n35, 498, 498n7, 708 
Robins, R. H. 66n3, 66nn5-6, 97nn6-8, 261n18, 290nn1-2, 366, 366n12, 612n1, 716 
Rödiger, E. 41, 463n38 
Rodriguez, C. del Valle 710 
Röllig, W. 712 
Rosén, H. B. 10n28, 292n12, 346n7, 469n73, 708, 716 
Rosenberg, H. 95n1, 708 
Rosenblatt, S. 32n3, 710 
Rosenthal, F. 5n6, 237n4, 273n6, 286n27, 320n9, 337n24, 515n47, 713 
Rössler, O. 467n67, 702 
Roth, N. 36n19, 710 
Rubinstein, A. 702 
Rubinstein, E. 404n25, 595, 595nn56-58, 702 
Rudolph, W. 22n68 
Ruhlen, M. 5n3, 42n45, 716 
Rundgren, F. 332n2, 351n3, 398n10, 476n96, 477n96, 480n2, 702, 714 
Ruskin, J. 570n14, 716 
Ryder, S. A., II 354n17, 396n1, 399, 399nn13-15, 400nn18-20, 404n28, 405, 405n29, 409n35, 411, 411n41, 414–
415, 414n50, 419n3, 429n18, 702 
Saadia Gaon 31–34, 43 
Sabar, Y. 179n34, 713 
Saénz-Badillos, A. 710 
Sakenfeld, K. D. 88n16, 699 
Sampson, G. 704 
Samuelson, N. M. 31n1, 710 
Sanderson, J. E. 12n33, 706 
Sanmartín, J. 26n73, 711 
Sapir, E. 61n38, 399n15 
Sarfatti, G. B. 708 
Sarna, N. M. 15n44, 20n60, 698, 706 
Saruq, M. ibn 34 
Saussure, F. de 43, 44–46, 46n5, 55–56, 58, 716 
Sawyer, J. F. A. 47n8, 396n1, 399n15, 467, 467n64, 696, 699, 702 
Saydon, P. P. 154n33, 178n32, 268n26, 698, 699, 702 
Schenker, A. 706 
Schmid, W. P. 66n4, 67n8, 236n2, 272n1, 349n15 
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Schmitz, P. C. 596n60 
Schneider, W. 54–55, 54n23, 458n12, 475n91, 634, 634n10, 696 
Scholze, J. S. 544 
Schoors, A. 635n13, 665n81, 698 
Schramm, G. M. 704 
Schröder, N. W. 41, 460, 477 
Schultens, A. 40–41, 44, 544 
Schulz, A. O. 523, 523n13, 702 
Schweizer, H. 125n1, 163n4, 698 
Scott, W. R. 708 
Scullion, J. J. 106n39, 699 
Segal, M. H. 10n25, 93n31, 158n42, 178n33, 188n2, 194n20, 221n119, 248n18, 260n11, 292n12, 307n8, 332n7, 
347n11, 458n17, 567n9, 600nn8-9, 625n44, 684n44, 710 
Segert, S. 346n7, 349n16, 353n11, 467n64, 702, 711, 712, 713 
Sellin, E. 619, 619n32 
Seow, C. L. 696 
Sheehan, J. F. X. 463n41, 702 
Silva, M. 47n8, 699 
Silverman, M. H. 467n64, 702 
Sivan, D. 711 
Skehan, P. W. 708 
Skoss, S. L. 31n2, 710 
Smalley, B. 39, 39n34, 710 
Smith, J. M. P. 696 
Snaith, N. H. 670n95, 698 
Soden, W. von 188n1, 190n9, 191n13, 210n85, 272n1, 273n4, 291n7, 319n8, 386n22, 398, 398n10, 405, 
405n31, 427nn11-12, 461n29, 468n69, 714 
Soggin, J. A. 360n34, 429n18, 435n7, 662n63, 708 
Soisalon-Soininen, I. 196n26, 605n26, 698, 702 
Solá-Solé, J. M. 580n1, 714 
Sparks, H. F. D. 20n58, 27n76 
Speiser, E. A. 59n36, 102, 102nn32-33, 108n43, 109n45, 277n10, 426–28, 427n9, 427n13, 428n17, 429n18, 435, 
435nn7-8, 439n16, 699, 702, 714 
Sperber, A. 25n71, 137n3, 143n17, 177n27, 358–59, 358n22, 359n24, 398n11, 457, 462–63, 462nn33-35, 
581n6, 595n56, 684n45, 696 
Spinoza, B. 38, 696 
Sperling, S. D. 708 
Stade, B. 42, 42n48, 472, 696 
Steiner, R. C. 211n92, 302n46, 637n22, 698, 704, 715 
Stern, N. 10n28, 702 
Stewart, D. 45n1, 47n11, 48n14, 716 
Stinespring, W. F. 153n32, 699 
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Storr, G. C. 544 
Stroumsa, S. 35n15, 710 
Stugnell, J. 704 
Sutcliffe, E. 191n11, 698 
Svartik, J. 716 
Swiggers, P. 31n1, 38n28, 57n30, 58n31, 62n40, 64n1, 64n4, 66n6, 68n10, 191n12, 290n3, 469n71, 612n1, 698, 
699, 710, 711, 712, 716 
Talmon, S. 15n43, 18, 18n51, 20n58, 706, 709 
Talstra, E. 54, 54n23, 458n12, 489n17, 564n1, 634n10, 666n82, 698, 708 
Tamim, Dunash ibn 40 
Tene, D. 31nn1-2, 32–35; , 32nn4-5; , 33nn6-7, 33n9, 34n11, 34n14, 35nn15-16, 36nn17-18, 36n20, 37, 37n22, 
37nn24-27, 38n28, 38nn31-32, 40n38, 40n40, 353n13, 710 
Thacker, T. W. 457, 467n67, 702 
Thomas, D. W. 154n33, 268n26, 269n28, 699 
Thorion, Y. 190n8, 710 
Tobi, Y. 34n10, 710 
Tov, E. 20n58, 22n68, 436n9, 702, 706, 708 
Trible, P. 108n44, 301n42, 708 
Tromp, N. J. 567n6, 698 
Tsumura, D. T. 382n10, 702, 708 
Turner, W. 461, 465–66, 465n57, 473, 504 
Twain, M. 100, 100n24 
Twersky, I. 37n23, 710 
Tyndale, W. 236n2 
Udall, J. 40 
Ullendroff, E. 237n4, 698, 708 
Ungnad, A. 125n1, 350n17, 398n10, 696, 715 
Vanoni, G. 539, 539n39, 702 
Vereet, E. 711 
Vetter, D. 54n23, 708 
Voigt, R. M. 352nn7-8, 353n14, 715 
Vos, C. 108, 108nn43-44, 708 
Wächter, L. 360n34, 702 
Wagner, M. 708 
Waldman, N. M. 42n47, 468n68, 710 
Walker, N. 178n32, 698 
Wallace, C. 648n2 
Walter, J. 54n23, 708 
Waltke, B. K. 12n33, 13n34, 15n44, 18n52, 20nn58-59, 21n63, 156n38, 159n47, 177n28, 185n46, 593n50, 
682n33, 696, 705, 706 
Watson, W. G. E. 106n39, 109n45, 708 
Watts, J. D. W. 593n51, 702 
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Watts, J. W. 465n53, 702 
Waugh, L. R. 46n5, 397n8, 715 
Weber, O. 711 
Wechter, P. 710 
Weinberg, W. 8n16, 599n8, 704, 708 
Weingreen, J. 150n30, 397n3, 467n62, 475n91, 696, 698, 702 
Werlich, E. 634n10, 716 
Wernberg-Møller, P. 702 
Wesselius, J. W. 573n20, 713 
Westermann, C. 696 
Wevers, J. W. 704, 708 
Wexler, P. 4n1, 710 
Wheeler, S. B. 360n34, 428n14, 697, 702 
Whitehead, J. D. 708 
Whiting, R. M. 489nn16-17, 711 
Whitley, C. F. 224n128, 660n58, 698 
Whitney, G. E. 224n128, 661n59, 698 
Whorf, B. L. 61n38 
Whybray, R. N. 11n30, 705 
Wickes, W. 29, 29n83, 704 
Williams, R. J. 338, 338n27, 363n4, 374n26, 376nn38-39, 433n1, 475n91, 514n44, 517nn63-64, 518n68, 567n6, 
589n35, 637n18, 642n30, 644n34, 654n21, 668n89, 670n93, 697, 702 
Wilson, A. M. 177, 178n31, 698 
Winter, N. H. 6n8, 159n45, 713 
Wright, R. A. 696 
Wright, W. 98, 98n15, 227n3, 231n10, 326n22, 468n70, 502n17, 515n45, 573n20, 593n49, 655n25, 715 
Yeivin, I. 28n81, 29, 29nn84-85, 33, 33n8, 632n1, 633, 633nn3-8, 704 
Yellin, D. 360, 360n33, 702 
Young, G. D. 545 
Zaborski, A. 715 
Zevit, Z. 302n45, 461n28, 470n73, 661n59, 698, 703 
Zimmerli, W. 705 
Zuber, B. 458n17, 459n22, 489n18, 703 
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Index of Hebrew Words 
ba' 6.1c, 6.3.2b, 6.5.1a, 8.2c 

dba 24n1, 24n15, 27.1d 

dbeao 5.2d† 

hba 35.5.4b, 36.2.1d 

tAba' 6.3.2b 

ybia] 40n26 

yrIz>[,h' ybia] 13.5.1f 

%l,m,ybia] 8.2c 

hK'l.mi-ybia] 8n7 

bd'n"ybia] 8.2c 

ryBia; 5.4c 

lba 22.3k, 22.4e, 26.1.2b, 26.1.2d 

lb'a] 39.3.5b, 39.3.5e 

!b,a, 7.2.1d 

qba 23.5a 

rb,ae 6.4.3a† 

hD'gUa] 5.5b 

~ga 5.6f 

~Ada/ 6.4.1d 

!Ada' 7.4.3b†, 7.4.3e† 

~d'a' 6.4.3a, 7.2.1d, 18n2 

~D'm.d;a] 5.5a 

hm'd'a; 6.4.3a 

ynIdoa] 7.4.3e†, 40.2.3a 

yn:doa] 7.4.3e†, 9.3d 

yn"doa] 40.2.3a 

~ynIdoa] 7.4.3b†, 7.4.3c 

bha 22.2.3b, 22.4e, 30.5.3a, 30n17, 35.5.4b 
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hb'h]a; 36.1.1d 

hy<h.a, 5.8b 

tent lha 22.5a†, 24.4g† 

shine lha 27.4c, 27n18 

lh,ao 7.4.1e†, 13.4b 

Aa 39.1a, 39.1b, 39.2a, 39.2.6b, 40.3b 

hwa 26.1.2b, 26n18 

yAa 40.2.4a 

byEAa 5.2e†, 37.2b 

hy"Aa 40n35 

lywIa/ 23.5b 

yl;Wa 39.3.4b, 39n105 

~l'Wa 39.3.5e 

tl,W<ai 5.6f 

rwa 22.3e, 22.4d, 22.7a, 27.4a 

consent twa 23.5a 

za' 11n97, 17.2b, 17n10, 29.3g, 31.1.1d, 31.1.1f, 31.6.3, 33.1.2b, 33.3.3b, 38.7a, 39.3.1h, 39.3.4c, 39.3.4f 

rAzae 5.6f 

yz:a] 39.3.1h, 39.3.4f, 39n88 

!za 24.4b†, 24n28, 27.4a 

!z<ao 6.4.1b 

~yIn:z>a' 7.3b 

rza 22.5a, 24n34, 26.2c 

[;Arz>a, 5.6e 

xa' 8.2c†, 40.2.5b 

tx;a;Ædx'a, 8.4.2g, 9.6b†, 11n83, 13.2b, 13.4c, 13.8a, 15.2.1a–g, 15.2.3b, 15.3.1a, 15n5, 15n15 

~ydIx'a] 15.2.1d 

Hx'a] 40.2.4b 

rAxa' 11.2.10b 
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~yrIAxa] 7.4.1c 

zxa 10.2.1e, 11n122, 23.5b†, 24.4b† 

hZ"xua] 5.3d 

%l,m,yxia] 8.2c 

#[;m;yxia] 8.2c 

yl;x]a; 40.2.2d 

rx;a; 11.2.1, 36.2.2b, 38.7a, 39.3.1g, 39.3.1h 

rxea; 14.3.1c, 15n24 

yrex]a; 9.6c, 11.1.1a, 11.1.2c, 11.2b, 11.2.1, 36.2.2b, 38.7a 

!yrIxea] 7.4b 

tx;a; see dx'a, 

rja 5.6f 

rJeai 5.4b 

yae 18.1f, 18.4a, 18.4b, 18.4c, 18.4d, 40.2.4b, 40.3a 

hz<-yae 18n25 

hZ<mi yae 18.4a, 18.4b 

tb,y<ao 6.4.2c 

hYEa; 18.4c, 40.3a 

%yae 18.4d, 18.4e, 40.3a 

hk'yae 18.4d, 18.4e, 18n28, 40.3a 

hkoyae 18n28, 40.3a 

hk'k'yae 18.4d 

Alyai 40.2.4b 

lyIa; 6.5.1a† 

~yOa' 5.3e 

!yaÁ 18.4f, 18n23 

!yIa; 39.3.3b, 40.3a 

!yae 10.3.2b, 18.4a, 18n23, 22n40, 36.2.1g, 36.2.3f, 37.5f, 37.6a, 39.3.3b, 39n58, 39n61 

!YIai 7.4b 
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hpoyae 18.4a, 18.4c, 40.3a 

vyai 6.5.1a, 6n40, 7.2.1d, 9.5.3b, 12.3b, 13.4c, 13.8b, 15.2.3a, 18n2 

!Avyai 5.7b† 

!t'yae 5.6e 

%a; 17.2b, 17n10, 35.3.1f, 38.1a, 38n28, 39.3.5c, 39.3.5d 

bz"k.a; 5.6e, 14n21 

rz"k.a; 5.6e 

lka 22n36, 22n38, 23.2.1b, 25.3b 

!kea' 17.2b, 39.3.5d 

la; 4.2.1a, 31.7.1a, 34.1b, 34.1d, 34.2.1e, 34.4a, 34.5.1a, 34.7b, 34n6, 39.3.3a, 39n59 

la, 4.2.1a, 10.2.1i, 11.1.2c, 11.1.2d, 11.1.3a, 11.2b, 11.2.2, 11.2.13b, 11.3.2, 11.4.3a, 11n20 

yr'x]a;-la, 11.3.3a 

ylea/ 11.2.2a 

l.tyBemi-la, 11.3.3a 

lae 7.4b, 9n33, 13.4b, 14.5b, 17.2a 

H;l{a/ 7.4b 

hL,ae 17.2a 

rk'NEh; yhel{a/ 4.6.1a 

~yhil{a/ 6.5.2a, 7.4b, 7.4.3b, 9n33, 13.4b, 13.5.1b, 13.6a, 14.5b, 14n5 

xla 23.5a 

yliae 1.6.3k 

yl;l.a; 40.2.4b 

~Leai 5.4b 

hM'lua] 5.5b 

@l,a, 6.5.2a, 15.2.5a, 15.2.5c, 15n5, 15n21 

~yIp;l.a; 15.2.5b 

~ai 18.1c, 31.6.1b, 31n31, 32.2.1b, 32.2.3a, 32.2.3b, 34.7a, 34.7b, 38.2d, 38.6b, 38.7a, 39n21, 39n21, 39n72, 
40.2.2a, 40.2.2c, 40.2.2d, 40.3b 

aol-~ai 38.2d 
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~ae 6.1c, 6.3.2b, 6.5.1a 

hm'a' 7.4b 

hM'a; 7.3c 

hn"Wma/ 6.4.2b 

!mea' 40.2.3a 

hn"m'a] 6.4.1d 

hn"m.a' 39.3.4b 

~n"m.a' 39.3.4b 

#ma 27n18 

rma 1.6.3k, 29.1h, 39.3.4e, 40.2.5b, 40n41 

tm,a/ 39.3.4b 

!a' 18.1f, 18.4a, 18.4f, 40.3a 

hn"a'ñ 18.4f 

hn"ña' 18.4f 

hn"a'w" hn<a' 18n30 

hN"a' 40.2.5c 

vAna/ 6n40 

hx'n"a] 5.3f 

Wnx.n:a] 16.3a, 16n10, 23.1b 

ynIa\ 6.3.2c†, 6.4.2d†, 16.3a, 16.3.5b, 16n10, 16n36 

hY"nIa\ 6.3.2c†, 6.4.2d† 

ykinOa' 16.3a, 16n10, 16n12 

r[eN"ai 21n27 

@na 26.1.2b, 26.4a, 26.4a, 26n18 

hq'n"a] 5.3f 

rWsa' 37.4e 

@ysia' 5.3c 

rysia' 5.3c, 37.4e 

rySia; 5.4c 
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@sa 23.4e 

hP'sua] 5.5b 

rsa 22n31 

hl,[]a; 31.1.1d 

@a; 16.3.5b, 39.3.4c, 39.3.4d 

Apae 39n72 

dApae 6.4.3a† 

lp,ao 6.4.3a† 

spa 22.4d 

sp,a, 39.3.5e 

~yIr;p.a, 7.3d 

[B;c.a, 5.6e, 6.4.1b 

lca 22.5a 

lc,ae 11.1.2c, 11.2b, 11.2.3 

bra 24.5c 

hB,r>a; 5.6f 

[B;r>a; 15.2.2a, 15n5, 15n11 

~y[iB'r>a; 15n5 

~yIT'[.B;r>a; 15.4a 

greao 5.2d† 

!Ara] 6.3.2c, 13.3e 

hx'r>ao 6.3.2f†, 6.4.2c 

yrIa] 6.5.1a 

hyEr>a; 6.5.1a 

%ra 10.2.1d 

tb,n<r>a; 5n26, 6.5.2a 

#r,a, 6.4.1d, 13.3e 

hc'r>a; 8.2d 

rra 22n32 
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laer'f.ai 5.8b 

vae 5.8b 

hV'ai 6.5.1a, 6n40, 7.2.1d, 12.3b, 13.8b, 18.2e 

rWVa; 6.4.1d 

~va 22.3k 

~v'a' 6.4.3a† 

bless rva 24.2f–g, 25.4b 

march rva 19n2, 24.2f 

rv,a] 3.2.2b, 4.7c, 8n20, 10.3.1a, 11.2.9a, 13n19, 18.2e, 18.2g, 18.3c, 18n2, 19.1, 19.2a, 19.2b, 19.3, 19n6, 
27.3b, 31.6.1c, 38.1g, 38.2d, 38.3b, 38.3c, 38.4a, 38.7a, 38.8a, 38.8c, 38.8d, 38n14 

-l. rv,a] 9.7c 

yrev.a; 24.2f, 38.1a, 40.2a, 40.2.3b 

tv,ae 9n28 

(part.) tae 3.2.2b, 3.3.4e, 8n1, 9.3d, 10.1, 10.2.1c, 10.3, 12.3f, 16.2a, 16.4c, 16.4g, 16n6, 17.2b, 23.2.1b, 23.2.2e, 
25n4, 26n29, 27.3b, 28n3, 28n5, 36.1.1e, 36.3.1a, 38.8a 

with tae 10.3a, 11.1.2d, 11.2b, 11.2.2a, 11.2.4 

T.a; 16.3a 

hT'a; 3n24, 12.4a, 16.3a, 16n10, 23.1b 

!Ata' 6.5.1a 

ytiao 11.2.4a 

yTiai 11.2.4a 

~T,a; 16.3a, 16n10 

hmta 16n16 

lAmt.a, 15n2, 39.3.1h 

!Tea; 16.3a 

hn"Tea; 16.3a 

B 9.5.2f, 10n14, 10n15, 11.1.2c, 11.1.2d, 11.1.3a, 11.2b, 11.2.5, 11.3b, 11.4.3c, 11n87, 11n115, 11n128, 
11n132, 13.3f, 14.5c, 15.6a, 19n18, 23.2.2f, 23n19, 27.3b, 31.6.3b, 36.1.1c–d, 36.2.2b, 36.22, 38.4a 

hM'B; 18.3d 

rWb[]B; see rWb[] 
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vaB 23n27 

lb,B' 6.4.1d 

dGOB. 36.1.1d† 

lhB 23n37 

hm'heB. 7.2.1c 

tAmheB. 7.4.3a, 7n14 

awB 10.2.1c, 27.2b, 34.5.1a, 34n3 

[;ceAB 5.2e† 

rceAB 5.2e† 

rqeAB 5.2c†, 37.2b† 

vwB 22.3e, 22.4e, 26.2g 

zzB 22.6b 

rWxB' 11.4.3b 

rxB 30n17 

x;jeBo 5.2e† 

!j,B, 6.4.1b 

ynIj.Bi 9n26 

yBi 40.2.3a 

dy:B. 11.1.2b 

!yBe 11.1.2c, 11.1.2d, 11.2.6, 11.2.10i 

-tAnyBe 11.2.6a 

~yIn:yBe 11.2.6a 

tyIB; 6.4.1d, 10n14, 11.4.3b, 14.1b 

ymix.L;h; tyBe 13.5.1f 

hkB 31.1.1b, 33.1.1a 

rkB 24.4e†, 27.4a 

hr'koB. 5.5b 

lB; 34n6, 39n58 

aolB. 36.2.1g 
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yliB. 36.2.1g, 39n58 

[lB 22.3g, 25.3b 

[;l{B. 36.1.1d† 

yTil.Bi 31.6.1c, 31n32, 36.2.1g, 38.3c, 38.6b, 39.3.3a, 39n58, 39n103 

AmB. 11.1.2d, 11.2.5a 

!Be 5n1, 9.5.3b, 9n19 

~d'a'-!B, 9.5.3b 

hmB 33.1.1b 

hn<Bo 5.2d† 

d[;B; 11.2.7 

ydI[]B; 11.2.7 

ynIde[]B; 11.2.7 

ry[iB. 5n11 

l[B 22.5a 

l[;B; 9.5.3b, 13.6a 

~yli['B. 7.4.3c 

r[B 22.2.1b, 22.5a, 25n4 

r[eBo 5.2e† 

t[B 23.6.2a 

rWcB' 5.3d 

tyciB' 5.3c 

qcB 22.4d 

[qB 10n11, 22.2a, 23.2.1a, 23.2.1b, 23.2.2b, 24.3.2d, 25.3b, 28.1c 

rq'B' 6.5.2a 

vqB 25.1b, 36.2.1d 

%WrB' 11.2.10d 

tyrIB. 6.1c 

%rB 23.6.4a†, 23n27†, 24.4b†, 25.4b† 

%r,B, 6.4.1b 
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~yIK;r>Bi 7.3b 

lvB 25.2a 

tB; 9n27, 9n32 

lb,B'-tB; 6.4.1d 

~yIl;v'Wry> tB; 6.4.1d 

!Ayci-tB; 9n32, 12.1b 

laeWtB. 8.2b 

%AtB. 11.1.2b 

hl'WtB. 9.5.3h 

rtB 24.3.1a 

defile laG 24.6 

laeGO 5.2d† 

hL'auG> 5.5b 

hbG 26.2d 

hr'WbG> 6.4.2b 

!BeGI 5.4b 

h['b.GI 6.3.2c 

rbG 22.3k 

laeyrIb.G: 8.2c 

ldG 22.3k, 24.1f, 24.2a, 24.2g, 24.2h, 24n25, 25.1b, 26.2f, 27.1c, 27.2d, 27.2f, 27.2g, 27n17 

[dG 25.3c 

rDeGO 5.2d† 

tr,d,G> 6.1c 

wGE 6.4.3a† 

hl'AG 6.3.2c, 6.4.2c 

rwG 10.2.2b 

ynIAlyGI 5.7c† 

xlG 24.2a 

~G: 16.3.5b, 35.3.1f, 38n13, 39.3.4c, 39.3.4d 
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lmG 10n11f 

~yLim;G> 6.5.2a 

rm,GO 6n42 

!G: 6.4.1d† 

bN"G: 5.4a 

hN"G: 6.4.3a 

!nG 5.6f 

r[G 11n122 

v[G 26.1.2b, 26.1.2d 

!p,G<6.4.1d, 6n37 

rGE 7.2.1d 

~vG 25.4b 

vvG 24n28 

bDo 6.5.2a 

qbD 10n11, 22.3k, 28.2b 

hq'b.D' 36.1.1d 

speak rbD 23n36, 24n39, 25n9, 26.1.1b, 26.2g, 31n5 

beget rbD 24.4e† 

rb'D' 18n2 

gD' 6.4.2d† 

hdD 26.1.1b, 26n4 

vwD 22n32 

hxD 22n31 

!Y"D; 5.4a 

glD 24.5b 

hlD 24.3.2c 

hL'D; 6.4.2c 

qlD 10n11 

~D' 7.4.1b 
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hmD 24n25, 26.1.1b 

h['m.DI 7.2.1c 

t[;D; 36.2.1f 

%r,D, 6.3.2c, 6n30 

vrD 23.4g 

av,D, 7.2.1c 

!vD 24.2a†, 24.4f†, 24n25†, 24n48†, 25.4a†, 26.3b 

ahe 39n79, 40.2.5d 

xa'h, 40.2.5b 

bh; 34.5.1a, 40.2.5c 

aybihe 10.2.1c 

lbh 22.5a 

moan hgh 22n38 

remove hgh 22n38 

hv'ygIh; 34.4a 

aWh 8.4.1b, 8n15, 8n16, 16.3a, 16.3.3b, 16.3.5d, 16n10, 16n13, 16n15, 16n27, 16n28, 16n30, 17.2a, 17.3, 17.5, 
39n57 

hawh 16.3a, 16n15 

dAh 11n105 

yAh 4.2.2c, 38.1a, 40.2a, 40.2.4a 

ayhi 8n16, 16.3a, 16n10, 16n15, 17.2a, 39n57 

hayh 16.3a, 16n15 

hyh 4.5c, 8n15, 8n16, 10.3.2b, 12.1f, 18.3b, 29n91, 32.2.3e, 32.2.6b–c, 33.1.2b, 33.2.2b, 33.2.4b, 34n9, 36.2.3b, 
36.2.3g, 37.7.1, 38n11 

hyhw 3n24, 38n11 

yhyw 3.3.4d, 3n24, 13.5.1e 

yhy 32.2.6b–c, 33.1.1a, 33.2.4b, 38.1a, 38.1e 

bjeyhe 35.4a 

xa'l.h' 17.2b 

%Alh' 35.3.2c 
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zL'h; 17.2a 

hz<L'h; 17.2a 

WzLeh; 17.2a 

%lh 11n108, 23n9, 24.3a, 24.5b, 24n51, 26.1.2b, 26.1.2d, 26n8, 26n18, 27.5b, 34.5.1a 

%leho 37.6d 

awklh 19n31 

llh 26.3a, 26n8 

~l{h] 17.2b, 39.3.1g 

~he 8n15, 16.3a, 16n10, 17.2a 

hM'he 16.3a, 16n10, 17.2a 

!he 16.3.5b, 38.le, 38.2d, !he 40.2.1 

abeN"hi 21n30 

WaB.N:hi 21n30 

ytiaBeN:hi 21n30 

hNEhi 16.2a, 16.3.5b, 16.4c, 17.2b, 17.4.3c, 17n10, 34.7a, 34.7b, 36n29, 37.6a, 37.6d, 37.6e, 37.6f, 37n41, 38.1e, 
38.1h, 38.1i, 40.2a, 40.2.1 

an"-hNEhi 34.7b 

hN"he 10.5b, 16.3a, 17.2a, 17.2b, 39.3.1g, 39.3.1h 

yTim.x'N<hi 21n30 

sh' 40.2.5c 

bre[]h; 35n47 

%ph 23.2.2b 

%P;k.p;h] 5.5a 

hb'yviq.h; 34.4a 

rh; 6.3.2c 

hBer>h; 35.3.3a, 35.4a, 35n46, 39.3.1i 

grh 10.2.1d, 22n31, 25.3b 

hrh 22n38 

qxer>h; 35.4a 
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~yrIh' 7.4b† 

yrer]h; 7.4b† 

lyKef.h; 36.1.1b 

h['b.V'hi 34.4a 

~Kev.h; 35.3.2c, 35.4a 

^l. rm,V'hi 23.4c 

hwxtvh 21.2.3d 

fxey:t.hi 36.2.1f 

Wdq.P't.hi 21n28, 26.1.2b 

Wdq.P't.h' 21n28 

baez> 6.5.2a 

taoz 6.6d, 8n15, 16.3.5c, 17.2a, 17n6, 23.2.e 

ht'aoz 17n5 

dbz 10.2.3b 

lbuz> 14.5b 

!Wlbuz> 5.7b 

hz< 6.6d, 17.2a, 17.3, 17.4, 17n4, 17n18, 18.2b, 18.3b, 18.3c, 19.2, 19.5, 19n8, 19n9, 38.1g 

hzO 17.2a, 19.2d, 19.5 

bh'z" 12.1b 

rhz 23.4g, 23.6.3a, 23n37, 27n18† 

rh;zO 27.4a 

Az 17.2a, 19.2d, 19.5 

Wz 17.4.3d, 19.2d, 19.5, 19n8, 19n9 

lleAz 37.2b 

hn"Az 5.2d† 

rwz 22n30 

dyzI 27n18 

rkz 27.3c 

!ArK'zI 5.7b 
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rymiz" 5.3c 

!mz 25.4b 

rmz 11n86 

bnz 24.4f† 

hnz 22n30 

stink xnz 27.4c 

q[z 10.2.li 

!qz 22.2.1c, 22.3d, 22.4c 

qqz 25.3a 

hrz 24.3b, 24.3.2b, 25.3a, 25n7 

[;Arz> 5.6e, 6.4.1b, 7n10 

[rz 22.6b, 22n35 

[r;z< 7.2.1c 

[;rezO 5.2e† 

qrz 22n30 

abx 23.6.3a, 23n37, 27.4b 

lbexo 5.2c†, 5.2f† 

rbx 5.1c†, 25.3d 

!Arb.x, 5.7b 

gx'Ægx; 13.3e 

ggx 22.5a 

rAgx] 6.4.3a† 

dx; 15n6 

ldx 35.5.4b 

vdx 24.2a 

vd,xo 15.3.2b 

rbeAx 5.2d† 

strike hwx 21n34 

live hwx 21n34 
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hW"x; 13.4b 

lwx 22n32 

hm'Ax 5.2b 

Ab yseAx 9.6b 

#Wx 11.3.2, 39.3.1g 

hc'Wx 2.1b 

hv'Wx 34.4a 

hz<xo 5.2d† 

qzx 22.2.3b, 22.3j, 22.4c, 27.2f 

ajx 24.4d†, 24.4e†, 24.4f† 

aJ'x; 5.4a 

hJ'xi 7.4.1b 

!yJixi 7.4b 

!jexo 12n5 

yx; 40.2a, 40.2.2a, 40.2.3b 

yxe 40.2.2a 

live hyh 21n34, 24n22; see also 

hwx 

!yYIx; 7.4b 

lyIx; 6.4.2b 

!Acyxi 5.7b† 

hkx 24.5b 

~kx 22.2.2a, 22.2.3a, 22.4c, 25.4a, 27.1c 

hm'k.x' 6.3.1e 

alx see hlx 

be sick hlx 5.6d, 23.6.1b, 24.2e, 25.2a, 26.2f, 27n18, 28.2d 

hl'ylix' 4.2.2c, 7n6, 40.2.3b 

yLi hl'ylix' 40.2.2c 

begin llx 23.6.2a, 27n10, 36.2.1d 
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qlx 24.3.1a, 25.3a 

pl,xe 6.4.3a† 

tAQl;q.l;x] 5.5a 

~x' 8.2c 

lj;Wmx] 8.2b 

rAmx] 6.5.1a 

lj;ymix] 8.2b 

hl'm.xu 36.1.1d 

tl;m.x, 36.1.1d 

~mx 22n43 

#mx 22.3b, 22.4c 

rmx 22.5a, 24.4b† 

vmx 24.4h 

vmex' 15.2.2a†, 15n5, 15n11† 

vm,xo 15.5a 

~Vimix] 15n5 

~N"xi 5.7e†, 11.3.2a, 39.3.1j 

!nx 22n32, 24.4g 

@nx 22.4c 

qnx 23.4b 

hd'ysix] 6.5.2a 

rsx 22.4b, 22.4d, 24.2h 

#px 22.3n, 22.4e, 35.5.4b 

rpx 22.4e 

fpx 25.3a 

vpx 22n30, 22n38 

bcx 22.6b 

hcx 15.5a 

ycix] 15.5a 
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^yc,c'x] 7.3b† 

hqx 26.2e 

~yQixu 7.4b 

yqeq]xi 7.4b† 

brx 22.4c 

drx 22.3k, 22.4d 

hrx 22.7b 

#Wrx' 5.3d 

vyrIx' 5.3c 

~r,x, 27.4a 

!Amr>x, 13.4b 

@rx 22.5a, 30n17 

vrx 22.4c 

vr'x' 5.4a 

vr,x, 39.3.1j 

vrexe 5.4b 

vrexo 5.2e† 

%vx 22.4c, 27.2g, 27n18 

hk'v.x' 6.4.3a† 

qvx 25.3d 

ttx 22.4e 

rhj 24.2a, 24.2g, 24n25, 25.2b, 26.1.1b 

rx;jo 11n66 

bwj 11nn113 

bAj 14.4c, 22.7b, 22n21 

hb'Aj 6.4.2b 

[r'w" bAj 6.4.2b 

lwj 27.4b 

amj 22.4d, 23.6.4a, 24n25, 25n4, 26.1.1b, 26.3b 
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@nj 24.2a 

@j; 7.2.1c 

~r,j, 31.1.1d, 31.1.1f, 31.6.3, 38.7a, 39.3.1h 

@rj 22n31 

lay 23.5b 

vay 40.2.5b 

lby 27n29 

~by 24.4b†, 24.4g† 

vby 22.4c 

vbey" 5.3a 

bgEyI 37.2b† 

[gy 22n23 

rgy 22.3e, 22.4e, 28.2b 

dy" 6.4.1b, 7.1b, 9.6c, 14n3, 15.4b 

praise hdy 5.6c, 27n29 

throw hdy 27n29 

tAdy" 7.3b 

~yId;y" 7.3b 

[dy 1.6.3f, 10.2.1d, 18.2f, 23.4h, 24.4g†, 27.3c, 27.5b, 29.4a, 31n49, 35n63, 36.2.1d 

~y[iduy> 37.4e 

bhy 34.5.1a, 40.2.5c 

hd'Why> 6.4.1d, 26n26 

ydIWhy> 26.2f, 26n26 

hwhy 13.4b, 14.5b 

lbeAy 5.2b 

~Ay 3.3.5e†, 7.3c, 9.5.1f, 9.7b, 11n61, 13.5.2b, 15.2.1a, 15.2.3a, 15.3.2b, 15n2 

awhh ~wyB 17.5b 

~wyh 13.5.1e, 13.5.2, 17.4.2b 

awhh ~wyh 17.4.2b 
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hzh ~wyh 17.4.2b 

~m'Ay 5.7e, 39.3.1h 

tm'Wy 35.2.1d 

hn"Ay 6.5.2a 

qnEAy 5.2d†, 6.3.2f†, 6.4.2f† 

bveAy 5.2d†, 5.2f† 

tb,v,Ay 6.4.2c 

rteAy 39.3.1i 

dx;y: 15.2.1g, 39.3.1j 

wD'x.y: 15.2.1g, 39.3.1j 

lxy 5.6c 

fx;y: 26n27 

vxy 26.3a, 36.2.1f 

bjy 22n21, 27n1, 35.4a 

yJiy: 21n27 

xky 5.6c, 27n29 

lky 10.2.1e, 10n11, 22.4c, 31n26, 35n63, 36.2.1d 

dly 10.3c, 10n8, 21n20, 22.3b, 22.3m, 22n30, 22n34, 24.2e, 28.1b 

dleyI 5.2d† 

dL;yU 22.6d 

tWdl.y: 5.7d† 

dALyI 22n37 

hl'l'y> 5.3f 

~y" 7.4.1d 

!ymiy" 7.4b, 11.2.1a 

!my 24.4b†, 27.4a 

Wrcon>yI 21n27, 29n67 

qny 22.3i 

aFeN:yI 21n30 
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WaF.N:yI 21n30 

@sy 36.2.1d, 39.3.1b 

rsy 23.4g 

l[;y: 31.1.1f 

hl,[]y: 31.1.1f 

![;y: 5.6d, 11.2f, 11.2.8, 36.2.2b, 38.4a, 39.3.4d 

Wr[e[oy> 39n83 

@[y 22.4d 

#[y 22.3i, 34n3 

[py 27n18 

acy 27.2b, 34n3 

bcy 23.6.4a 

bCey: 31.1.1d 

qcy 28.3a 

rcy 22.7b, 22n30, 22n32 

rceyO 37.2b, 37.2c 

WrC.yI 21n27 

dqy 22.4d 

vWqy" 5.3d 

#qy 22.3i, 22.4d 

vqy 22.3e, 22n38 

ary 22.2.3b, 22.3d, 22.4e, 28.3a, 36.2.3b 

ha'r>yI 36.1.1d 

dry 11n105, 22.3m, 27.2b 

teach hry 27.3c 

~yIl;v'Wry> 7.3d 

x;rey" 13.5.1b 

%rey" 5.3a, 6.4.1b, 6.4.2f† 

qr;q.r;y> 5.5a 
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vry 22.3i 

hV'ruy> 5.5b 

laer'f.yI 5.8b, 6.4.1d 

vyE 4.5b, 5.8b, 10.3.2b, 22n40, 36.2.3f, 37.5f, 37.6a, 39n61 

bvy 1.6.3f, 5.6b, 10.2.2b, 22.3m, 22n38, 24.2e 

h['Wvy> 5.6d 

!vy 22.4d, 22.7b, 24.2a 

[vy 5.6d, 23.6.3a, 23n37 

rvy 25n4 

hr'v'y> 6.4.2b 

!Wrvuy> 5.7b 

!ty 5.6e, 11n105 

dqeP't.yI 21n28 

Wdq.P't.yI 21n28 

K 11.1.2c, 11.1.2d, 11.2f, 11.2.9, 11.3b, 13.3f, 36.1.1c–d, 36.2.2b, 36n22, 38.5a 

rv,a]K; 38.5a, 38.7a 

hz<k'w> hzOK' 6.6d 

hM'K; 18.3d 

j[;m.Ki 39n67 

dbK 20.2m, 22.2.2a, 22.3d, 22.4c, 23n36, 24.2a, 24n25, 25n4, 27.2d, 27n15, 37.1e, 39.3.4g† 

dAbK' 6.4.2b 

sbK 26.3b 

rb'K. 39.3.1h 

fb,K, 5.8e 

hf'b.Ki 5.8e 

hKo 17.2b, 17n10, 31n51, 39.3.1g, 39.3.4c, 39.3.4e, 39n39, 40n18 

hhK 31n5 

!hK 24.1a, 24.4b, 24.4g 

!heKo 5.2c, 13.5.1b, 24.4b, 24n55, 37.2b 
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!wK 23.6.3a, 23n37, 28.1b 

dxK 23.6.2a, 23.6.3a 

yxiKo 1.6.3k 

yKi 2.1b, 8n17, 18.2g, 22.2.2d, 31.6.1b, 32.2.1b, 38.2d, 38.3b, 38.4a, 38.6b, 38.7a, 38.8, 38n13, 38n24, 39.3.1d, 
39.3.4c, 39.3.4d, 39.3.4e, 39.3.5d, 40.2.2b 

~ai yKi 39.3.5d 

hk'K' 39.3.4c, 39.3.4e 

lKoÆlK' 7.2.2a, 7.2.2b, 8n5, 8n14, 8n17, 9.5.3f, 10.3.1a, 12n10, 14.3.1b, 14.5d, 15.6c, 15n5, 16n3, 18n2, 
31.6.3c, 31n41, 36.2.1e 

ymey>-lK' 9.6e 

bl,K, 6.5.2a, 18n21 

hlK 24n5, 36.2.3d 

hLeK; 35.3.3a, 35n45 

AmK. 11.1.2d, 11.2.9a 

!Ke 11.3.2, 13.1a, 17.2b, 17n10, 38.5a, 39.3.4c, 39.3.4e 

[nK 23.6.3a, 23n37 

@n"K' 6.4.1b 

~yIp;n"K. 7.3b 

hsK 23n36 

tm,S,Ku 7.4.1b† 

@K; 6.4.1b, 7.1b 

tAPK; 7.3b 

~yIP;K; 7.3b 

~r,K, 6n37 

~reKo 37.2b† 

[rK 27.5b 

trK 22n30, 25n6 

bf,K, 5.8e 

hb'f.Ki 5.8e 

lvK 23.2.1a, 23n33 
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rvK 22.4c 

btK 21.1b, 22.3b, 24.5c 

ybit.K' 36.1.1c, 36n9 

bWtK' 5.3d 

@teK' 5.3a 

ttK 22n32, 22n38 

l 2.1b, 9.7a, 9.7b–c, 9n23, 10.2.li, 10.3.2b, 10.4, 10n10, 10n22, 11.1.2c, 11.1.2d, 11.2b, 11.2.10, 11.3b, 11.3.2a, 
11.4.1b, 11.4.3a, 11n128, 13.3f, 15.6a, 15.6b, 16.4d, 18.3b, 19n15, 22.7b, 23.2.2f, 23.4c, 23n19, 27.3b, 33.1.2b, 
36.1.1c–d, 36.1.2, 36.2.3, 36n8, 36n22, 38.8b, 39n63, 40.2.4b 

^yl,h'aol. 40n28 

rmoale 36.2.3e 

yTil.bil. see yTil.Bi 

!hel' 40n4 

rx;jol' 11n66 

l. tyBemil. 11.3.3a 

hM'l' 18.1c, 18.3c 

![;m;l. see ![;m; 

yt;m'l. 18.1f 

ynEp.li 11.1.1a, 11.2b, 11.3.1a, 11n16 

brol' 11n66 

aol 11.2.10a, 11n59, 31.5d, 31.6.2b, 34.1b, 34.2.1b, 34.2.1d, 34.2.1e, 34.4a, 35.2.2e, 35n52, 36.2.1g, 37.5f, 
37n34, 38.3c, 39.3.1d, 39.3.2a, 39.3.3a, 39n59, 39n86, 40.2.2a 

aolh] 40n48 

~d'a' aol 18n2 

vyai aol 18n2 

vp,n< aol 18n2 

alu 11.2.10i 

hal 23n33 

aobl. 36.2.3d 

bbl 23.5b†, 24.4e†, 24.4f† 
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bb'le 23.4c† 

aybil' 6.5.1a 

!b'l' 22.5a, 27.4a† 

hn"bel. 6.4.2d 

vbl 22.2.3c, 22.3k, 27.3b 

Al 11n59†, 39n59† 

Wl 11.2.10i†, 31.6.1b†, 31n31†, 38.2e†, 38n22†, 40.2.2d 

aWl 11.2.10i, 31n31, 38n22 

!t'y"w>li 7.4.3a 

aleWl 38.2e, 38n22 

yxil. 6.4.1b 

~yIy:x'l. 7.3b 

~xl 10n11 

#xl 5.8c 

hl'y>l; 8.2d 

tk,l, 36.1.1d 

dml 22.3b, 22.31, 24.1a, 24.2b, 24.2c, 24n18, 25n4 

wml 11.1.2d, 11.2.10a 

laeWml. 8.2b 

xql 10.2.1c, 31n64, 36n37 

xQ'lu 22.6a, 22.6b, 22.6d, 22n34 

!Avl' 6.4.1b 

hk'v.li 5.8c 

!vl 27.4a 

daom. 11.2.12c, 14.5b, 35.4, 39.3.li, 39.3.2a, 39.3.4g 

ha'me 7.3c, 15.2.5a, 15.2.5c, 15n5 

hwam 5.6d 

hm'Wam. 18n2 

tl,k,a]m; 5.6b 
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!am 36.2.1d, 36.2.3b 

~yIt;am' 15.2.5b 

rAgm' 6.4.3a† 

rB'd>mi 5.6b 

[;WDm; 18n17, 39n35, 40.3a 

!yDImi 7.4b 

xm' 6n43, 18, 19.2e, 27n22, 31n50, 40.3a 

lL'hum. 37.4d 

rhm 24.4g† 

rhem; 35.4a 

hr'hem. 39.3.lj 

ybia'Am 5.7c† 

gwm 23.6.1c 

jwm 23.6.1b, 23n31 

lwm 11n84 

td,l,Am 6.6b 

bv'Am 5.6b 

twm 14.5b, 22.4d, 28.2c, 30.3b, 35.2.1c 

tw<m' 9n33, 14.5b 

tAlZ"m; 5.8c 

tArZ"m; 5.8c 

xr;z>mi 11.2.10b 

lAxm' 6.4.3a† 

~yyIlux]m; 5.6d 

qqexom. 5.3b 

rx'm' 39.3.1h 

tr'x\m' 11n97, 39.3.1h 

hJ'm' 39.3.1g 

rjm 22n41, 25n5, 27.4a 
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ymi 16.1d, 18, 19.2e, 40.3a 

!TeyI ymi 40.2.2d 

~yIm; 7.3d 

alm 10.2.1h, 22.2.3a, 22.3d, 22.4d, 25n4, 30.5.3a 

xlm 22.5a, 25.4b, 28.4a, 28n1 

jlm 5.8d, 23n36, 24.2a 

!yLimi 7.4b 

%lm 22.5a 

%l,m, 6.1b–c†, 7.4b, 8.1c, 13.5.1b† 

tWkl.m; 5.7d† 

!ykil'm. 7.4b 

qd,c,-yKil.m; 8.2c 

dMel;m. 5.3b 

rK'm.mi 6.4.3a† 

hk'l'm.m; 5.6b 

tk,l,m.m; 6.4.1d 

WNM,mi 11.1.2d 

yNIM,mi 11.2.11a 

jr'mom. 22n34 

!m; 18n5 

!mi 4.2.1a, 8.4.2a, 9.6b, 11.1.2b, 11.1.2c, 11.1.2d, 11.2b, 11.2.11, 11n2, 11n128, 11n132, 14.4b–d, 15.6b, 
23.2.2f, 24.2h, 36.2.2b, 38.3c, 38.4a, 39.3.3a, 39n60, 40.2.2c 

yrex]a;me 11.3.3a 

!yIa;me 18.4a, 18.4f 

l. tyBemi 11.3.3a 

#Wxmi 11.3.2a 

lKomi 14.5d 

ynEp.Limi 11.3.1a 

rfe[]m; 15.5a 
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ynEP.mi 11.3.1a, 38.4a 

qAxr'me 11.3.2a 

tx;T;mi 11.3.2a 

hnm 15n29 

hn<mo 15.4b 

yNImi 11.1.2d, 11.2.11a 

bs;me 39.3.1g 

rsm 1.5.4d 

j[;m. 14.3.1b, 36n37, 39.3.li, 39.3.4b 

j[;m. j[;m. 7.2.3c 

l[;m; 11.1.2b, 11.3.2a, 39.3.1g 

hl'[.m; 11.2.10b 

~yQim;[]m; 7.4.1d 

![;m; 5.6d, 11.3.1a, 31.6.1c, 31n32, 31n61, 32n38, 36.2.2b, 38.3b, 38.3c 

x;Tep.m; 5.6b 

acm 19n13, 34n3 

xc;me 6.4.2f† 

~yIr;c.mi 7.3d 

hm'y>r;c.mi 2.1b 

hw<q.mi 5.6d 

~Aqm' 5.6b, 19n12 

ymiAqm. 9n24 

yair'qom. 22n30 

ha'r>m; 5.6b 

ha,r>m; 5.6b 

tAva]r;m. 7.4.1c 

tyBir>m; 5.6d 

lGEr;m. 5.3b 

tAlG>r>m; 7.4.1c 
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qx'r>m, 7.4.1d† 

jrm 22n31, 22n34 

~y"r>mi 1.6.3c 

qrm 22n30 

rrm 22n43, 27n10 

hv,mo 13.4b 

x;yvim' 5.3c 

bK'v.mi 7.4.1e 

!K'v.mi 7.4.1e† 

lvm 22.5a 

hn<v.mi 15.4a 

![ev.m; 6.4.3a† 

jP'v.mi 5.6b 

!yTiv.m; 26n1 

qAtm' 5.3e 

yt;m' 18.1f, 40.3a 

!T'm; 6.4.3a† 

~yIn:t.m' 7.3b 

an"- 4.2.2c, 31n63, 32n32, 34.1d, 34.3d, 34.7, 40.2.5c, 40n43 

~aun> 40.2.3a 

hn"m'a/n< 6.4.2b 

@an 24.5c 

hq'a'n> 5.3f 

abn 21n33, 23.5b, 26.1.2c, 26.4a 

rC;an<d>k;Wbn> 5.8c 

rC;ar,d>k;Wbn> 5.8c 

aybin" 5.3c, 6.5.3a† 

lbn 22.3b, 22.3n, 24n25 

lbenO 37.2c 
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dgn 27.4b, 28.4a 

dg<n< 11n16 

dygIn" 5.3c 

[gn 10.2.1e, 10n11 

rgn 27.2c 

fgn 23.6.1d 

vgn 23.6.1c, 23n33 

tAbydIn> 6.4.2b 

rh'n" 6.4.1d 

va'An 40.2.5b 

vqeAn 5.2c† 

ar'An 37.4d 

lxn 26.1.2b, 26n18, 27.3b 

dm'x.n< 37.4d 

#xn 5.8c 

vxn 24.4g 

~yIT;v.xun> 7.3d 

hjn 27n11 

[jn 23.6.1d 

@jn 26.2d 

vjn 22n38 

hn"Akn> 6.4.2b 

yrIk.n" 5.7c† 

laeWmn> 8.2b 

hl'm.nI 6.5.2a 

yTir>[;n>nI 21n27 

hsn 35.5.4b 

xsn 23.6.1d 

%sn 30n17 
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ssenO 37.2b 

~yIl;[]n: 7.3b 

~[n 22.4c, 22.7b 

xpn 22n30, 25n3 

lpn 23n9, 27.2b 

Alp.n" 36.1.1d† 

vp,n< 7.2.1d, 15.2.3a, 18n2, 23.4c 

#nE 6.4.2d† 

xc;nE 9n33, 14n26, 39.3.1h 

lcn 23.4b 

rcn 29n67 

dqenO 5.2c, 37.2b 

dqon" 5.3e 

hqn 24n25 

yqin" 5.3c 

~qn 21.2.2r, 22n33, 23.2.1b, 23.4b, 26.2c 

~q'n" 6.3.2c†, 6.4.3a† 

rqn 25.3b 

afn 21n32, 26.2c, 34n3 

~yvin" 6.3.2b 

%vn 24.3.3c 

hk'v.nI 5.8c 

qvn 24.3.3c 

%tn 23n33 

!tn 10.2.1b, 10.2.1i, 10.2.3b, 11.2.5d, 11.2.10d, 11n105, 18.2f, 22.3m, 22n32, 31n64, 36.2.1d 

#tn 22n32, 25n6 

rtn 24.2b 

vtn 22n32 

bbs 22.3c, 27n10, 29.4i 
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bybis' 11.2.10i, 11n16, 39.3.1g 

hL'gUs. 5.5b 

rgs 5.8d 

%ws 22n32 

rWs 37.4e 

!keso 5.2c† 

rks 5.8d 

hl's, 40.2.3a 

%ms 11.1.3a 

@[s 24.4f† 

hps 22n5 

lqs 23.6.1e†, 24n47†, 25.4a†, 25n11† 

syrIs' 5.4c 

rts 26.2c 

db[ 22n30 

hD'bu[] 5.5b 

^d>b.[; 16n3, 16n36, 18n21 

rWb[] 31.6.1c, 31n32, 38.3b 

rb[ 26.2f, 27.2b, 30n17 

rb,[e 7.4.1d† 

hr'b.[, 26n25 

yrIb.[i 5.7c† 

lAg[' 5.3e 

lg<[e 6.5.1a† 

~g[ 5.6f 

!g[ 5.6f 

up to d[; 4.2.1a, 11.1.2c, 11.2b,  

d[; 11.2.12, 30.5.2b, 31n50, 36.2.2b, 36.2.3d, 38.7a, 39n45 

hn"a'-d[; 18.4f 
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daom.-d[; 11.2.12c, 14.5b 

hm'-d[; 18.3d 

yt;m'-d[; 18.1f, 30n11 

future d[; 11.2.12 

d[, 11.2.12 

yde[] 11.2.12a 

!d,[] 39.3.1h 

hn"d,[] 39.31h 

dw[ 10n11 

dA[ 36n21, 37.6d, 39.3.1d, 39.3.1h, 39.3.1i 

lw[ 10n11 

lw<[, 5.6f 

~l'A[ 39.3.1h 

@A[ 7.1a, 7.2.1c 

rw[ 24.4g† 

rWE[i 5.4b 

hr'w[ 34.4a 

z[e 6.5.1a 

bz[ 22n30 

hr'z"[] 5.6f 

@L,j;[\ 5.6f 

@ja 26.1.2b, 26.1.2d, 27n18 

rj[ 5.6f 

!yYI[i 7.4b 

!yI[; 6.4.1b, 6.4.1e, 13.4b 

~yIn:y[e 7.3b 

tnOy"[] 7.3b 

@yE[' 5.3a 

ry[i 6.4.1d 
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~roy[e 14.3.3d 

vyBiK'[; 5.6f 

rB'k.[; 5.6f 

bWvk.[; 5.6f 

on l[; 4.2.1a, 11.1.2b, 11.1.2c, 11.2b, 11.2.13, 11.4.3a, 22n42, 36.2.2b, 36.2.3f, 37n30, 38.4a 

rb;D>-l[; 38.4a 

hm'-l[; 18.3d 

yPi-l[; 11.3.1a 

height l[; 11.2.13 

hl[ 27.2b, 31.1.1b 

zl[ 5.8d 

yle[] 11.2.13a 

!Ayl.[, 13.4b 

ll[ 26.1.2b, 26n18 

~l,[, 6.5.1a† 

sl[ 5.8d 

#l[ 5.8d 

~[; 11.4.3b, 13.3e†, 18.4b† 

~[i 4.2.1a, 11.1.2d, 11.2b, 11.2.2a, 11.2.2a, 11.2.14, 11n21, 36n24, 38.5a 

dm[ 22.3c, 23n9 

ydIM'[i 11.2.14a 

~yMi[; 7.4b† 

~m[ 22n38 

~ymim'[] 7.4b† 

qmo[' 5.3e 

answer hn[ 1.6.3k, 10.2.3b, 38.4a 

humble hn[ 1.6.3k, 25.5b, 25nn4, 14 

ynI[' 5.3c 

!n[ 10.2.1f, 24.4e† 
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rp[ 24.4e† 

#[e 7.2.1d 

~Wc[' 5.3d 

~c[ 24.4d†, 24.4f† 

rc[ 11n100 

bqe[' 38.4 

bqo[' 5.3e 

bq,[e 38.4a 

rq[ 5.6f 

br'q.[; 5.6f 

vQe[i 5.4b 

br[ 5n5, 22.4b, 22.4c 

br,[, 27.4b 

bro[' 5.6f 

bre[o 5.2b† 

hB'ru[] 5.5b 

~yIB;r>[; 7.3d 

hr[ 5.6f 

~Wr[' 5.3d 

#yrI[' 5.4c 

%r,[e 13.6b 

^k.r>[, 13.6b 

bf,[e 7.2.1c 

hf[ 7.4.3d, 11.2.10d, 12.1b, 17.4.3c, 22n30, 31.1.1b, 31n5, 39.3.4e 

yf'[o 37.3d 

tyrIyfi[] 15.5a 

rf[ 24.4i 

rf,[, 15.2.2a†, 15.2.3a†, 15n5 

!ArF'[i 15.5a 
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~yrIfi[, 15.2.4a†, 15n5, 15n17 

rv[ 26.2f 

yTev.[; 15.2.3b†, 15n15 

hT'[; 34.7a, 34.7b, 38.1e, 39.3.1h, 39.3.4c, 39.3.4f, 40.2.1c 

rt[ 23.4g, 23n26 

and(?) P 32n9, 37.2.6c, 39.1a, 39.1b, 39.2a, 39.2.6c 

[gP 10n11 

hP, 5n1, 18.4c 

hoP 39.3.1g, 39n39 

#wP 23.6.1c, 23n33 

dxP 22.4e 

alP 24.2a 

jlP 5.8d 

jyliP' 5.3c 

llP 26.1.2c, 26.2e, 26n8 

~yTiv.liP. 13.5.1f 

!P, 4.2.1a, 31.6.1c, 31n32, 31n61, 38.3c, 39.3.3a 

hnP 22n5, 36.2.3d 

laeWnP. 8.2b 

ynP 11.3.1a 

laeynIP. 8.2b 

~ynIP' 6n37, 7.1a, 7.4.1c, 11.2.10b 

hm'ynIP. 39.3.1g 

x;SePi 5.4b 

ssP 22n22 

l[P 2.2.1a, 20n17, 21.1b 

hL'[uP. 5.5b 

~[;P; 7.3c, 15.4a, 15.4b 

dqP 30n17 
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hD'quP. 5.5b 

dyqiP' 5.3c 

rP'ÆrP; 6.5.1a†, 13.3e† 

yrIP. 7.2.1c 

srP 27.4a 

qrP 26.2d 

rrP 27n10 

frP 24.3.1b 

vrP 25.3a 

vr'P' 5.4a 

tr'P. 6.4.1d, 12.3e, 13.4b 

qfP 24.3.1b 

jvP 26.2d, 27.3a, 27.3c 

tv,Pe 7.4.1b 

~aot.Pi 39.3.1j 

htP 22.5a, 25n4 

xtP 10n14, 22.3g, 23.2.2b 

lTol.t;P. 5.5a 

[tP 39n52 

[t;P, 39.3.1j 

!Art.Pi 5.7b 

!aoc 6.5.2a 

qyDIc; 5.4c 

!ynIdoci 7.4b 

qdc 22.4c, 24.1a, 24.2a, 24.2g–h, 24n24, 24n25, 26.1.1b, 27.2e 

qd,c, 6.4.3a†, 6n39† 

bhoc' 5.3e 

~yIr;h\c' 7.3d 

~yrIaW"c; 7.4.1c 
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hwc 10.2.1d, 10.2.3b 

q[eAc 37.2c 

qwc 10n11 

!ArW"c; 5.7b† 

@reAc 37.2c 

tAxc' 6.4.2b 

qxc 5.8d 

dyc 26.1.1b, 26.2e, 26.4a 

dyIc; 26n24 

dY"c; 5.4a 

#yci 6.4.2d†, 6.4.3a† 

tciyci 7.2.1c 

xlc 22.3h, 22.4d, 27.5c 

~ylil'c. 7.4b† 

[l'ce 6.4.1b 

amc 22.4d 

dmc 23.5b 

ry[ic' 5.3c 

q[c 24.2b, 24.3a, 24.5b 

hq'['c. 5.3f 

hpc 11n30, 25.3d 

!pc 22n5 

hqc 31n49 

rco 13.4b 

rrc 22n43, 22n45, 27n10 

bbq 35n10 

rbq 22n38, 23.2.2a, 25.3c 

vAdq' 12n15 

~yviAdq. 7.4.3b 
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~dq 24.4g† 

!Amd>q; 5.7b† 

rdeqo 37.2b 

vdq 22.3k, 22.4c, 23n36, 23n37, 24.1a, 24.2e, 24n25, 26.2f, 26.3a, 27.2d 

tl,h,qo 6.6b 

bAq 35n10 

hwq 5.6d, 24.2b, 24.5b 

lAq 37n47, 40.2.3b, 40n32 

~wq 22.3c, 23n9, 29.4i, 33.1.1a, 34.5.1a, 37n30 

tACwUq. 5.5b 

rwq 5.6f 

ljq 21.1b, 29.4a 

!jq 22.3b, 22.3e, 22.4c, 30.5.3a 

@jeqo 5.2e† 

llq 22.3j, 23n31, 24.2f, 24n25, 25.2b, 25n4, 27n10, 27n15 

ym;q' 37.3d 

anq 10n9 

ryciq' 5.3c 

#cq 25.3c 

rcq 1.6.3k, 22.3k, 22.4c, 22n20 

arq 22n30, 34n3 

brq 22.2.3d, 24.2e, 27.2f, 36.2.3d 

br,q, 11n16 

!B'r>q' 5.7b 

x;reqe 5.4b 

~yIt;y"r>qi 7.3d 

!rq 27.4a 

!r,q, 6.4.1b 

tAnr'q. 7.3b† 
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~yIn:r'q. 7.3b† 

#rq 22n38 

tAvq' 6.4.2b 

har 22.2.2d, 22n38, 26.2g, 27.3c, 31.1.1b, 31.1.1f 

haer> 40n4 

ha,or 5.2d† 

!AvarI 5.7b†, 15.3.1a, 15n24 

chief br; 13.4b 

much br; 15n5, 39.3.1h 

multitude bro 7.2.2, 9.5.3f, 11n66, 14.3.1b 

hb'b'r> 15.2.5a, 15.2.5c 

hbr 5.6d, 35n46 

ABrI 15.2.5a 

aABrI 15.2.5a 

~yBir; 14.3.1c 

[b;r, 15.5a 

[b;ro 15.5a 

ty[ibir> 15.5a 

#br 22.31 

tB;r; 39.3.1h, 39.3.1i 

~YIt;BorI 15.4a 

zgr 22.4e 

lg<r, 6.4.lb, 15.4b, 15n30 

ylig>r; 5.7c† 

~yIl;g>r; 7.3b 

~ylig"l. 7.3b 

[g:r, 39.3.1j 

hwr 5.6f 

xwr 22.7b, 22n44 
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x;Wr 6n37 

!zEro 37.2b 

qAxr' 11.3.2a, 14.3.3d 

#xr 22n5 

qxr 27.2f, 35.4a 

vjr 25.3b 

byr 10n11, 33.1.1b, 35n10 

byrI 35n10 

~q'yre 5.7e†, 39.3.1j 

bkr 22.31 

bk,r, 7.2.1c 

%kr 27n10 

hmr 24.2a 

hM'rI 7.2.1c 

fm,r, 7.2.1c 

!nr 25.5a 

b[r 22.4d 

graze h[r 22n5 

evil h['r' 6.3.2f†, 6.4.2b† 

!n"[]r; 5.5a 

be evil [[r 22.3j, 22n43, 27.4a 

break [[r 22n38 

apr 26.3a, 34n3, 37.2c 

hpr 10n11 

!ycir' 7.4b 

qr; 38.6a, 38n11, 39.3.5c 

bqr 22.4d 

[qr 25.3d 

[vr 27.2e 
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[bf 22.3h, 22.4d, 27.5b 

h['b.f' 6.4.3a† 

bgf 23n31 

hdef. 13.4b 

anEAf 37.2b 

qAxf. 36.2.1f 

qxf 5.8d 

!j'f' 13.6a 

~yf 11.2.10d, 22n32 

lk,fe 27.4a† 

hm'l.f; 5.8e 

xmf 22.3h, 27.5c 

hl'm.fi 5.8e 

anf 22.2.3b, 22.3d, 22.4e, 37.1e 

r[f 22.5a 

r['fe 6.3.2f†, 6.4.2d† 

xr;[of. 7.4.1b 

~yIt;p'f. 7.3b 

rf; 13.4b 

@rf 22.6d, 22n31 

qreof 5.2b 

v 9.7c, 9n5, 18.3e, 19.2a, 19.2c, 19.4, 19n6, 38.1g 

hg"a'v. 5.3f 

hav 26.1.2b, 26.1.2d 

lAav. 9n33, 13.4b, 14.5b 

lav 10.2.3b, 22.3h, 23n26, 26n2 

!n"a]v; 5.5a 

tyrIaev. 5.7d† 

tl,Bovi 3.4e 
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[bv 23.5b†, 23n29†, 24.4b† 

[b;v, 15.2.2a, 15n5 

~yIt;['b.vi 15.4a 

rbv 22.5a, 23.2.1a, 23.2.1b, 24.1a, 24.1f, 24.1f, 24.3b, 24.3.1a, 24.3.2d, 24.4b 

lgv 22n31 

dv; 6.4.1b 

ddv 22n29 

yD;v; 13.4b 

aw>v' 39.3.1j 

bwv 4.6.2c, 27.2b, 28.2b, 35.3.2c, 39.3.1b 

@jeAv 37.2c 

!ymimeAv 7.4b 

r[eAv 37.2b† 

qAv 6.4.1b 

hN"v;Av 6.4.2d† 

hxv 21.2.3d, 21n35 

jxov. 36.1.1d† 

tr,xor>x;v. 5.5a 

hjv 24.3.1b 

@jv 22n31 

rjevo 37.2b 

ryv 22n32 

ryvi 6.4.2d† 

tyv 22n32, 31.1.1d, 33.1.2c 

bkv 10.2.2b, 22.31, 22.4d, 28.2b, 28.5a, 36n4 

xkv 22.3h, 24n35, 26.3a 

lkv 22.2.2a, 22.3e 

~kv 27n3, 35.3.2c, 35.4a 

~k,v. 27.4b 
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!kv 22n20 

rkv 22n35 

lv, 9.7c, 19n15 

glv 22.7a 

wlev' 5.3a 

%lv 27n29, 28.4b 

~lv 22.4d, 24n18, 28.4a 

vlv 24.4h, 25.4c 

vl{v' 5n1, 15.2.2a, 15n2, 15n5 

~Avl.vi 39.3.1h 

~yvil{v. 15.2.4a, 15n2, 15n5 

tyvil{v. 15.5a 

~v' 4.7c, 17.2b†, 17n10†, 39.3.1g, 39.3.1h, 39n39 

~ve 5n1, 8n14 

dmv 23n37 

hM'v' 17.2b†, 17n10†, 39.3.1g 

~yIm;v' 7.3d 

~mv 22.3n, 22.4e, 28.2b, 28.2c, 28n2 

hn<mov. 15.2.2a, 15n5 

[mv 22.3h, 22.4b, 27.3c 

rmv 23.1j, 23.4b–c 

vm,v, 13.5.1b 

!Avm.vi 1.6.3c 

!ve 6.4.1b, 6.4.1e 

hn"v' 7.3c, 12.5a, 15.2.3a, 15.3.2c 

~yIn:v. 15.2.1h–j†, 15.4a, 15n5† 

~ynEv. 15.2.3b† 

h[v 26.1.2b, 26.1.2d 

![v 23.4b 
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r[v 22n41 

hx'p.vi 7.2.1d 

jpv 37.2a 

jpevo 24n55, 37.2b 

%pv 22n30 

lpv 22.3d, 22.4c, 27.2d 

hqv 27.3c, 27n29 

lqv 23.6.1e 

lq,v, 15.2.3a 

[q,v, 27.5b 

qqv 26n18 

#r,v, 7.2.1c 

vrv 24.4f†, 27.4a 

vr,vo 21n1 

vv 24.4h 

vve 5n1, 15.2.2a†, 15n5, 15n11† 

~yVivi 5n1, 15n11 

htv 31.1.1b 

hw"a]T; 5.6d 

Wrm.aoT 31n2 

lbeTe 13.4b 

~AhT. 13.4b 

hd'AT 5.6c 

tl,x,AT 5.6c 

%w<T, 11n16 

tx;k;AT 5.6c 

rAT 6.4.3a 

hr'AT 6.4.3a 

~yailux]T; 5.6d 
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tL;xiT. 9.6e 

tx;T; 11.1.2c, 11.2b, 11.2.15, 11.3.2a, 22.3j, 38.4a 

yTix.T; 5.7c† 

vyIT; 6.5.1a 

hn"WkT. 6.4.2b 

!nEAKTi 21n30 

~ykik'T. 7.4b† 

hS,K;Ti 21n30 

dymiT' 39.3.1i 

~ymiT' 14.3.3d 

~mT 26.1.1b 

~nIynIT; 7n14 

aFeN:Ti 21n30 

b[T 24.4g† 

rpT 24.5c 

hw"q.Ti 5.6d 

Wbr>q.Ti 31n2 

247'Wbr>q.Ti 31n2 

tyBir>T; 5.6d 

~ypir'T. 7n14 

~yfiT' 31n2 

h['WvT. 5.6d 

[v;Te 15.2.2a 

hT,v.Ti 31.1.1d 
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